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ELIHU B. WASHBUENE, U.
f I ^HE temperament of this gentleman
would be technically called Motive-

J

Mental, or bilious-nervous.

There should

S.

[Whole No.

MINISTER

3!)0.

TO FRANCE.

be a little more plumpness and fullness
as a result of a larger degree of the Vi-

tal or Sanguine

temperament.

As it

is,

Vol. LIV.
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c

there is wiry toughness, endurance,

ac

tivity, intensity, but hardly enough of
the smooth, mellow, and oily in his com
Sharp
position or in his msniifestations.
ness of mind, rapidity of practical judg
ment, clearness and force of thought ra
ther

than

philosophic breadth, are the
characteristics of such an intellect.

His very large Comparison gives him
analytical power, and great
definiteness of thought.
His less Caus

criticism,

ality is hardly sufficient to give him
talent

for broad

generalization,

a

inven

The
and originality of thought.
organ called Human Nature is' very
him to judge human
large, enabling

secret mission to carry out
cealed personal interest.

some

There is

con
a

di

and posirectness, straightforwardness,
tiveness joined to integrity, a breadth
of moral and intellectual character that
makes him appear transparent, very di
rect, open, and sincere.
His strong social qualities enable him
to win friends and retain them.
He has
much dignity and ambition ; desires po
sition, and is able to wield power and
employ responsibility with that steady,
self-reliant

wisdom

which

marks one a

tion,

leader, awakens

character

of others, and gives him prominence and
an influential place among men.
People
are willing to follow the lead of such a

with precision,

and control

and to guide
men in a manner similar to

that of the master hand that evokes the
proper notes from the piano-forte.
His Language is sufficient to give him
freedom of speech and accuracy of state
His style as a speaker and writer
ment.

would be pruned and precise, each word
fitting its subject, and being just the
right word in the right place. He sel
dom has to make a second explanation
of a subject, his first being ample both

for the scholar, and the practical man
As a public speaker,
who lacks culture.
he would be sufficiently
elevated and
scholarly for the satisfaction of the cul
tured, and so clear and plain that com
mon people would fully comprehend his
He is more generous and symmeaning.
pathetical than he is smooth and bland
in his manner.
He wins and holds
friends because of his earnest kindness,
interest which he
He has reverence for

and the serviceable
takes in others.

sacred subjects and eminent persons.
He has strong firmness, which gives
him persistency and thoroughness.
He
is watchful without being timid ; exceed
ingly frank, open-hearted, and expressive
in word and action.
There is nothing
disguised or concealed in his nature.
He never acts as if ho had some great

confidence

on the part

man, because they have confidence in his
integrity as well as in his judgment.

Mr. Washburne was lx>rn in Livermore,
Oxford (now Androscoggin) County, Maine,
His father, Israel WashSept. 23, 1816.
burne, was bora in Roynam, Massachusetts,
on the 18th of Nov., 1784.
Twenty-two years
after, he removed to Maine, where in 1809
he purchased the estate in Livermore, upon
which he still resides, and commenced the
business of a farmer and trader ; and at the
same time he was associated as a partner with
a firm engaged in shipbuilding
and general
trade at White's Landing (now Richmond),
Maine.
For several years he filled an official
position in his town, being one of the select
men, and he also represented that place in
the State Legislature for four years.
Capt. Israel Washburne, the grandfather
of our subject, took part in the war of the
Revolution ; was a member of the Massachu
setts Convention, at which the Constitution
of the United States was approved, and sev
eral times represented
his district in the
Mr.
Legislature of the Commonwealth.
Washburne's
mother was Martha Benjamin,
daughter of Samuel

Benjamin.

She

was

bora in Livermore in 1782, and died in May,
1861.

She also was of Revolutionary stock,

her father having served throughout the war

for Independence, and at the time of his dis
charge held the commission of a lieutenant.
Elihu B. Washburne was educated in the

ELIUU B.

WASHBURNE.

on Commerce.

that Mr. Washburne became acquainted

with

to Gov. Yates as a worthy candidate
commission.

It was

for

a

said that before

victory of Fort Donelson, Mr. Wash
burne expressed himself to the effect that
Grant would be the " coming " man of the
war, and such was his earnestness that his
friends playfully twitted him with having
" Grant on the brain." He was also urgent
in the matter of securing Grant's promotion

the

to a brigadier-generalship, and after the battle

of Pittsburgh Landing,

when

Grant's

repu

tation was somewhat under a cloud, he faith
fully adhered to him, warmly reiterating his
opinion that Grant would yet come out all
right Subsequent events proved Mr. Washburne's sagacity in thus estimating his friend.
He was the instrument by which the bills were
introduced into Congress which made Grant
Lieutenant-Gcneral,

and afterward

General.

a

be almost superfluous

would
for us to recount them

it

is

it,

and are so

in detail.
During the continuance of the hostilities
between Prussia and France, Minister Wash
very efficient part as the pro

tector of the German residents

in Paris.

In

the London Telegraph of August 28th, 1870,
paragraph occurs which has the following

a

Ulysses 8. Grant, whom he then recommended

so recently,

fresh in the mind of the reader, that

burne acted

was not until the beginning of the war

colonel's

career have occurred

language

"Mr.

:

It

pointed to the highest position in the Presi
dent's cabinet
He did
Secretary of State.
not occupy this elevated position but a few
months, not that he was unequal to the duties
of the office, for his record in Congress amply
proved him to be a man of superior strength
of character, sound judgment, and unflinch
ing integrity. The death of William L. Day
ton, Minister to France, having created a
vacancy in that important foreign relation,
Mr. Washburne was offered the mission, and
the state of his health suggesting the need
of a change of residence and occupation, he
and so withdrew from the Secre
accepted
taryship of State. His record as American
Minister to France
shining one. He has
held the office under circumstances of pecu
liar difficulty, amid all the transitions of for
tune which have characterized French politi
cal affairs from the opening of the war with
Prussia to the suppression of the Commune
in Paris. The incidents of his Ministerial

the American Minister,
of it. The Germans in
France are under his protection.
Every Ger
arrested under the provisions of
man who
of General Trochu
the recent proclamation
demands at once to be taken before Minister
Washburne for an examination of the case."
And after the fall of Sedan and the surren
der of Louis Napoleon, the Republic was
proclaimed in Paris. While the Ministers of
other nations were treated with indignity,
Mr. Washburne was serenaded and applauded
has

Washburne,

hard time
is

the Committee

7

He had entered upon the seventeenth year
of his Congressional service when he was ap

a

public schools of his town and at the wellknown seminary of Kent's Hill, Maine, where
men
he laid the foundation for a substantial
tal training. After leaving school he was for
a season an apprentice
in the office of the
Kennebec Journal, in Augusta, while the Hon.
Luther Leverance was editor and one of the
About the year 1837 he com
proprietors.
menced the study of the law with John Otis,
Esq., of Hallowell, and continued his studies
with Mr. E. H. Derby, of Boston, joining with
his private training the privileges of the law
school in Cambridge.
In 1840 he was admit
ted to the bar, and shortly afterward went to
Galena, Illinois, where lie entered upon the
In
practice of the profession of his choice.
1845 he entered into a copartnership
relation
with Charles S. Hempsted, a well-known and
This professional as
able lawyer of Galena.
sociation
continued for ten years, and was
In
marked with very satisfactory success.
1852 Mr. Washburne was elected to Congress
by the old Whig party, and was eight times
re-elected from the Galena district.
After
the death of Thaddeu3 Stevens, the eminent
Congressional leader in all important meas
ures affecting the national interest during the
late war, Mr. Washburne became Chairman
of the Committee on Appropriations.
He
had for many years served as Chairman of

a

1872.]

by the people

wherever

he was recognized.

Much of this high favor, however, may be
said to have had its origin in the popular
notion that since Paris had thrown up her
cap for the republic, America would interfere
But be
with an armed force in her behalf.

Phrenological Journal.
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that »s it may, it is nevertheless certain that
he upheld at all times the dignity of his flag,
and commanded

the respect of both Germans

and Frenchmen.

In this country, especially, he has elicited
attention because of his marked interest in
Western improvements, in an economical ad
ministration of national affairs, and, at the
of
same time, in an energetic prosecution
everything relating to the departments of

In the great fight during the
spring and summer of 1854 over the Ne
braska bill, he was one the firmest, bravest,
government.

[Jan.,

and most efficient of its opponents.
During
the war he was looked upon as the conspic
uous enemy of that great army of swindlers

that watched every opportunity for preying
the cloak of " army
He was then generally called
contracts."
the " Watch-dog of the Treasury," and suf
fered not a little from the attacks of unscru
pulous men who were greedy of gain.
In 1845 Mr. Washburne married Miss Adell
Gratiot, daughter of Gen. Gratiot, of Gratiot's
Grove, Wisconsin. He has had seven chil
dren, six of whom are now living.
upon the nation under

WHAT CAN I DO BEST?
ENERALLY,

that which

a man can do

He will
and himself
thereby serve the community
more effectually than by engaging in that to
which he is not so well adapted by nature.
Yet there may be some exceptions to this
rule ; a man may have artistic taste and tal
ent, and he might for a time earn more money
v^J" best,

for

it

is best for him to do.

a higher special ser
world in making pictures, in
modeling statues, in designing patterns, than
Yet
he could in any grosser forms of effort.
his health may be delicate, it may be neces
sary for him to be in the open air and sun
shine, and to rough it in order that his health
may be built up and his life thereby main
tained.
Certainly it is not a man's duty to
commit suicide for the sake of making one
or two fine statues or pictures for the world,
for if he has artistic taste, he may do a great
deal to beautify and embellish life besides
putting his thoughts upon canvas or in mar
ble, and by abandoning art as a profession
maintain his life to a good age. A man's duty
to himself, to his friends, and the world is to
prolong his life and put into that life thus
prolonged usefulness, benefit to himself and
others.
Unfortunately, an artistic tempera
ment is apt to be an unhealthy one, as artistic
habits in many respects do not promote vigor
The delicate may be made com
of body.
paratively strong by out-door life ; and many
a man who wields a vigorous pen, or whose
eloquent words are potent for good, but
whose health would be sacrificed in a few

himself, and render

vice

years

to

the

by devotion to such

mental

occupa

tions, might prolong his life and his useful
ness by farming,

by driving a team, by asso
party of engineers, working in
the sunshine and fresh breezes of heaven,
climbing mountains, or going to sea.
When the world comes' to know that the
body as well as the mind is valuable; that
though the body is but the framework of the
soul in the present life, and a prime essential
to mental health and power, it will compre
hend the necessity of obedience to the health

ciating with

a

laws, and there will be less sneering at the
term " muscular Christianity.''
The machin
ery of a locomotive would be but rubbish
without the frame which holds it in place.
So a healthy body bears a similar relation to
mental life.
Our schools should be so re
modeled that physical culture shall be as
sured to every pupil ; so that while he ac
quires mental culture his brain shall not be
developed at the expense of his body; his
education

shall

not

be

achieved

at the ex

pense of his future life and usefulness.

When every editor's

room,

man's study, every lawyer's

every

clergy

office, every ac

countant's department, as well as every school,
shall have some means for frequent and effec

tive muscular

exercise
say a pair of light
weighing two pounds each for
men, and lighter ones for half-grown persons
and children
so that when the throbbing
brow of the thinker and writer, when the
tired brain of the artist seems to indicate
rest, and the disturbed circulation requires
equalizing, let the clergyman, the artist, the
dumb-bells

accountant

take

the

dumb-bells,

and

in

;

a

a

is

it

a

it

is

it

is

a

is,

?

I

a

is

a

is

ing three times every Sunday and two or
three times during the week, and who re
sponded, "The body
nothing; the soul
and heaven are all," furnishes
poor example
for general imitation. As well might horse
be pushed in his speed to accomplish
jour
hundred miles in a day, and have
ney of
that day's work his last, as for
man to vio
late every principle of health and longevity
a

;

a

;

a

Chemistry, as applied
to food and air, should also be understood
to
certain extent, so that man may feed
himself properly, and so relate himself to
outer life as not to poison himself by bad air
in confined apartments
that he may avoid
miasmatic districts as
dwelling-place that
he may so obey the laws of cleanliness that
his health may be promoted, and cultivate
muscular power so that his constitution may
have vigor. Then if duty calls him to the

perverted public sentiment.
The question,
What can
do best "
therefore, not answered simply by the study of
man's phrenological developments, but the
condition of his physiology, the strength and
health of his body, should also form
part
of the investigation. As wc have said, be
man has art talent
cause
does not follow
that he should pursue
unless he has such
vigor of constitution that he can bear
con
siderable
degree of sedentary occupation.
man has talent for waiting he
Because
not to devote himself solely to writing, re
gardless of the bodily health, and thus have
his life eclipsed forever just as he
dawning
into glorious manhood.
The devoted Gos
pel minister who was advised by us to take
life little more easily, to refrain from preach

a

most important study.

to

a

it

it,

of digestion so healthy and vigorous as to
convert food into nutrition, and then his ser
mons, his art work, his accounts, or other
mental labor, will be normal, vigorous, suc
cessful.
Michael Angelo had a body as well
as a head, and his immortal works of art
if we may
evince strength as well as beauty
say it, muscle as well as brain.
So long as bodies are attenuated and pul
sation weak and discouraged, the inspirations
stinted and insufficient,
aDd digestion a
mockery, so long will the works of thinkers
and writers and artists be warped, and so un
natural and dwarfed as to be less serviceable
to the world than is necessary.
A brawny
frame and deep-chested strength, and- vigor
ous and sturdy manhood, with the large and
amply developed and well-fed brain, are con
ditions for the highest order of mental labor.
The world needs a theology that has stamina,
heartiness, breadth, knowledge of life and
duty. The sermons of the Master related to
daily life and daily work; and people who
had to do the drudgery of daily life thorough
ly understood his illustrations. Abstract the
ology and morals which are wrought out in
the cloister have too little relation to daily
life to be effective. Art that is born of the
woods, mountains, and sea has strength in
and
stirs men's blood who know what life is.
Let all persons, therefore, study the laws
of daily life physiology being the first and

it

take hold of plain beef and

a

will

it

disgust, he

vegetables with a relish, and have the power

is

di

"

and promote

is

stomach to provoke appetite

gestion; and when he goes to his table, in
stead of looking at everything with a morbid

occupations, he may know how to maintain
his health and constitutional vigor while he
is cultivating art or pursuing strictly intel
lectual avocations.
The teacher should be
robust man
not necessarily
gladiatorial
one there
no reason why teachers should
be slim and thin and pale.
Ministers need
not walk with sepulchral solemnity, and carry
a paleness and weakness of pulse which bodes
little of the present life except its termina
tion. Editors, whose function
to instruct
the public, should not be dwarfed for lack
of physical development or healthful condi
tions.
In short, the thinking world should
maintain health of body so that
can think
vigorously.
Public sentiment needs to undergo
change
in regard to that which
respectable rela
tive to daily occupation.
So long as
re
garded as disreputable to work heartily, even
for the sake of needed exercise, so long intel
lectual workers will be slaves to dyspepsia,
nervous diseases, and to
diminution of
their power by fifty per cent., as well as slaves

a

he

a

to the feet;

every muscle hunger for nu
hunger will react upon the

;

it tingling

drudgeries of life, he may perform those du
ties manfully
if he be called to sedentary

a

distribute the
his brain or his

he can

congesting

a

time

a

minutes'

best?

a

three

blood which is
lungs and send
could thus make
trition, and that

i do

a

What Can
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a

at carpentry,

and do as

work as he is capable of doing by
working within appropriate limits. In other
drained dry of men
words, when the brain
feverish and
tal vigor, when the system
will not perform
abnormal in its condition,
"When
man
to row
normal functions.
when
he
to per
race or run for
wager,

is

is

is

;

a

and green

day and fed on crackers

But students

are often encouraged

by

teachers to consume the midnight oil

though
some unfortunately consume much midnight
worse than
champagne and tobacco, which
and men who are in earn
midnight study
est to do
great deal will sometimes work
eighteen hours in the twenty-four, each doing
exhausted
bad work in proportion as he
and his faculties wearied and blunted.
Let
men study and work under right laws of
action, and the world's work and the world's
is

a

is

of

epartownt

fed with reference
not worked eighteen

thought will have very much

is

a

is

it

is

is

is

a

rested, he

he

a

good

form any great feat, he

hours
tea.

he

groomed,

to his great labor

;

hours at engineering,

cised, he

[Jay.,

is

a

it

a

a

is

is,

in trying to put the work of four years into
one ; and the trouble
that such excessive
work
not well done.
We seriously doubt
whether
man can preach more than two
sermons in
week in
proper manner, and
follow
for years, as we doubt whether
man can work more than from eight to twelve

and

exer

a
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more vigor

better influence.
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is

is

It
just possible, however,
and to spare."
that the sense of blessedness
-conveyed to
us more vividly by the plentifulness or abun
dance implied therein, than by the duty sug

In truth, we
gested in the last two words.
are too apt to look upon the words "to
"

"

a

a

a

as

a

happy significance of our pros
promise of what more we will
perity, and
means
future day, rather than as
enjoy at
from which we will spare to promote comfort
But in this
to others who have not enough.
The
single word so much difficulty arises.
" of different
people docs so widely
enough
The power of drawing the line of suf-.
vary.
ficiency, however, lies entirely within our
selves, partly according as we are living for
ourselves or for others, and partly, also, to
the nature God has given us.
There are needs which are not eommon to
A less common nature has its less com
all.
spare

mon desires.

It

craves oertain surroundings,

it

and must have them to some extent, else
can not grow and expand.
The soul of one
man requires different nourishment

of another,
organized,

as

our bodies,

being

from that
differently

find nutriment in food which to

some would be as poison.
We are as plants which grow in the gar
some requiring sunshine and light,
den,

while others can not bear its heat and brill
and must be nurtured in the shade.
Some must have dry soil,
while its neighbor
suffering from thirst and growing in stunt
ed imperfection because of its great need.
Self-want increases with thoughtless
selfde
indulgence, and in the same ratio does
crease with self-forgetfulness.
Let us think,
then, of the many ways we can find of doing
with what we have of giving from what we
do or may possess.
In giving, if we do
with the true spirit, we can never impov
iancy,

it

a

is

V

V

~VT7"E often think to ourselves, at sight of
the bountifulness of others, of the old
" It
blessed thing to have enough,
saying,

LEONARD

it

M.

erish ourselves, but instead, we shall add to
the value of our possessions and to our power

of giving by

so

cost to ourselves.

many fold as the gift

is

BY MRS.

GIVING.
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CHEERFUL

The gardener knows that by a generous
picking of the blossoms as they come forth,
there will be fuller and more vigorous growth
of others. He does not let the flower wither
and die on its stem if the value of the plant
And we,
depend on its frequency of bloom.
for readiness to do good, should waste no
time dwelling upon what we have done, but
put it behind us, and seek opportunities for
further action.
In the giving from our sur
plus of worldly gains in a spirit of free
dom and thankfulness
that it lies in our
power so to be of use in furthering a good
work, we do well.
A work that shall be of
benefit
is
much to be rejoiced in.
public
great
We trust that all communities may grow
great in those institutions which shall be the
means of purifying, ennobling, and strength
ening the great public soul of the world.
There are true, largc-souled men and women
at work everywhere in this wise, and God
will bless their efforts with a rich harvest.
And there are those who have not the
power to give help of this nature to their
but who out of their scanty
fellow-creatures,
surplus are helping individuals to a firmer
foothold in life, smoothing the rough places
for a few, and assisting in the numberless
ways unnoticed by the heedless many who
pass them without care, not perhaps un
kindly, but simply without care. These do
with their smaller means a work which is
equally acceptable in the sight of God. Theirs
is the true pleasure of giving, yet it is hard
ly the greatest.
A gift of whatever kind, whether of mate
rial worth or spiritual cheer, is greatest in the
sight of God when born of sacrifice.
He
does not measure our gift as does the human
eye, and it is only they who seek entire honesty
with themselves who can see and judge the
purity of their own motive gift.
There are many of us who from simple in
ertia prefer to live a negative life, seeing as
little as they can conveniently of what is go
ing on about them which would incite their
consciences to helpful action.
They do not
wish to take upon themselves any more trou
ble or pain on account of others than they
can help. They do no wrong, according to
their own views. They keep the Ten Com
mandments ; are properly shocked at the sins
of others, and take care that no such visible

GIVING.
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ones appear in themselves ; but they never
do any good.
They forget that it is utterly

for a human being to stand still
impossible
spiritually or intellectually; that we must be
growing greater by the use of those talents
which God has given us, or by their idleness
they must be gathering rust which will in
time render them entirely incapable of use.
But we can not, all of us,' give of the good
things of which we have spoken.
Many are
struggling hard to get the little that they
must have for themselves, and they might
naturally think, " There is nothing I can give
to others I have not enough for myself."
Yet this is never true. We believe it to be
quite impossible for any one to be so situated,
if he is surrounded by his fellow-creatures,
that there is absolutely nothing he can do to
be of use to them.
It is well to look dili
gently for what we may have by earnest cul
tivation that will be a help or comfort to
others.

In

the

first

place,

when

we

have

nothing but ourselves to give, we must learn to
rely upon ourselves, or rather upon that which
is within us from above.
A person who thus
sustains himself is an unconscious assistance
He carries about him a power
to others.
and strength which few do not recognize and
With this reliance
receive pleasure from.
firmly rooted in our hearts, we are enabled to
endure

and

comparatively

forget

sorrows

which have wrung our souls to their deepest
life, because by this suffering we are drawn
near to our God and the spirit of Jesus
Christ, for which nearness we derive a great
and unfailing influx of life and power ; and
because by the suffering as well as by the
forgetfulness of ourselves we arc able to give
more sympathy
are in need of it.

I

and

strength

to those who

We are all ministers each
to another, and he is greatest among us who
is oftenest of service.
Servitude may seem
despicable to many, yet he who is the most
faithful servant in the work which is put be
fore him, whether humble or great, is he who
will receive the Father's " Well done ! " and
he who finds the greatest number of ways out
of his willing heart to serve his fellow-men,
Are
receives the fullest portion of blessing.
we not all unavoidably servants of either the
good or bad instincts within us ? If of the
bad, a sorry subject it will make of us, we
may be sure. If of the good, our means of
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growing greater
opening

and

happier are endlessly

before us.

"I
But if we say to ourselves assuringly
wish to follow my good impulses," and yet
do not strive earnestly to find out what these
are as compared with those which simply seek
our own case, and do harm only in that they
do no good, thus dulling our sense of obliga
tion, then do we commit that root of all sin
from which may spring every evil thing
then do we blind that " single
self-deceit
;

" which filleth the soul with light ; then
do we in reality seek to become servants of
both, and this can not be. One or the other
will in time gain the ascendency, though we
can not tell how or at what time.
Every struggle to respond quickly and
cheerfully to a warm, helpful impulse opens
our eyes to other opportunities, and fills our
hearts with a sweet unspoken sense of useful
But if instead of this we quiet those
ness.
impulses, and put them away with excuses
which shall allow us to take our ease, then
do we become more and more blinded to the
wants of others, more and more taken up
with our own affairs, and our life, which
might become as the garden filled with lovely
flowers, shall be as a dull, cheerless plain,
from which few will seek or derive pleasure.
It shall put forth but little growth ; its flow
ers will be few and slow to blossom, and the
sweet, rare fragrance which so delights us,
and which is to the flower as the soul is to
the body, shall not be found about them to
eye

refresh the passer-by.

There is no need to ask, " In what way can
we do so much for others ? " nor expect to
If we keep
arrange a stated plan of action.
our hearts full of the presence of our God,

and of a great unflinching desire to do his
work in whatever way he may present it to
us, it is wonderful how many ways we shall
find, what a constant demand there will be
upon our energies.
Many of us say to ourselves, " If I were in
some position better fitted to my capacities,
I could became greater and more noble ; but

it is of no use for me to try to do any good
here, where everything goes against me."
It
is all a mistake ; for if our duty still holds us to
the place, we shall surely find that the faith
ful, cheerful performance of it now and here,

will

be the best fitting we can possibly have

[Jan.,

for that other and greater work when God shall
think best to put it within our reach.
This humdrum round of duties, the same
from day to day, of household cares, of teach
ing, buying and selling, writing, or exchang
ing the everlasting dollar, seems a very nar
row life to us sometimes, and we are too apt
to think as before that there can be no
chance for doing anything great or service
able to others while engaged in them.
But is it not by beiug faithful in the minor
daily events of life that we gain strength and
wisdom for the greater ? and indeed these
things are not so little as they seem.
We
would skip the alphabet and begin at once
to read, that we may taste the sweetness of
more advanced knowledge. We must begin
at the beginning ; with ourselves not only for
our own sakca, but for the sake of our chil
dren ; and with them also in the beginning,
while the soil is fresh and new to receive
Then will the seed spring up
the seed.
more

readily than

is hardened

if

planted after the soil

by many storms.

Our lives are crowded with little events
duties which seem but trifling when
viewed individually ; yet as they fill so great
a portion of those lives, it must be they
or
our performance
of them
which consti
tutes the basis of our character.
Thus by at
and

tending to the smaller duties do we
wider and more thorough knowledge
man life, for there is greatness and
in small things even as in great, and

gain a
of hu
power
we can

more readily and acceptably give the sympathy
or good cheer, which is often all we can bestow,
to the friend who is in trouble.
We all love
to give.
There is almost no one so craven
that he finds no happiness in giving of what
he can spare.
But are we then in its fullest
sense cheerful

givers ?

The rich man gives out of his abundance.
He is a great blessing to the community.
The well-to-do man gives from his little sur
plus to aid a neighbor in a quiet way ; he
gives wisely and well. The man who has no
surplus, but in order to give must go without
something

nial

himself, must

he gives better.

maintains

a

hearty

make

And
good

some self-de

if in

doing

so he

cheer which con

ceals from his neighbor the knowledge of his
own sacrifice, then is he in its fullest sense
cheerful giver.

a
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If

being wearied

in body, or bearing

heavy sorrow in our hearts,
selves

we forget

a

our

in the labor for another, or in giving

sympathy and joy to a heavier heart than our

will

be doubly the
of the true Sabbath rest
There is a constant delight and strength
to be found in the presence of such givers
which proves the greatness and value of their
work by the manifold souls it ministers unto.
The ready, cheerful sacrifice of our own
own, then

the after-rest

peace and stillness

of others is the true spirit of
giving ; for a gift has no reflective value to
him who bestows it unless given in ready
Jesus said, " Greater love hath no
gladness.
man than this, that a man lay down his life
for his friends." This does not imply only
or for others. It
that he die for another
wishes to those

much greater strength to live,
live well for others, than to die. In
God's sight there are more beautiful lives
among the quiet, unpretending, faithful work
ers who do not consider they are doing any
often requires
and

thing worthy of notice than among the great
er and more worldly-wise, who occasionally
do a great thing, and a good one in its way,
and let the minor matters, so called, slip from
their sight.
It is the constant washing of the unceas
ing waters that wears the pebble to such
not one
smooth
and rounded
perfection,
great, overwhelming storm with its mighty
rush of tempest.

MANXERS IN THE PULPIT.
Monthly publishes these
The following
preachers.

Methodist

TIIEhints

to

twelve hints to "young" preachers are sug
gested by one who has been a close observer
of preachers' habits in the pulpit. We com
mend them to our ministerial brethren.
1. When you enter the pulpit it looks
preacher like, and indicates dependence on
God, to kneel reverently before Him, and pray
to Him that heareth in secret, that He may
reward you openly in your sermon.
2. If a brother preacher is in the pulpit
with you, do not engage him in conversation
any further that may be strictly necessary.
Tour auditors might think your message to
them was not bearing with much weight on
your own heart

13

When you desire the people to kneel for
public prayer, do not throw up your hands
It
and arms as though you hurt somebody.
would seem more appropriate to say, " Let us
pray," and make no gesture with arms and
3.

hands.
4. Read

"You

your text distinctly, and do not say,

can find the text by reference to the

twentieth verse and fifth chapter of the Gos
but say,
pel according to St. Matthew;"
" Matthew, fifth
chapter and twentieth verse."
Everybody knows that Matthew is a saint,
and that the book which bears his name is a
gospel, that Hebrews was written by Paul,
and that it is an epistle.
Why, then, repeat
it every time you announce your text ?
5. Do not close the Bible after reading your
text, but let it remain open before you during
To close it indicates a little ego
the sermon.
" I don't need you any
tism, and seems to say,
longer."

Avoid extremes in gesture. Do not be
nor like a limber
jack on the other; and remember that ges
tures-are to be seen, not heard.
7. Do not try to tell all you know in one
The art of condensing costs study,
sermon.
but when once attained its value is priceless.
Never talk to hear yourself; if you do, others
6.

too stiff on the one hand

will

get tired.

Avoid levity in the pulpit. Once in a
while something may be said to excite a smile,
A common buf
but let it be the exception.
8.

foon can make people laugh.
9. Be natural.

Don't try to ape the tone or

gestures of some great man,

Be great by be

Guard against what is termed
ing yourself.
" heavenly tones," a tremulous voice, and
" ministerial twang."
in earnest. Let your hearers see that
what you are preaching.
How
can any preacher go with God's awful mes
sage to dying men and women with feelings
of indifference 1 How dare he trifle away the
dis
sacred hour on some dry metaphysical
quisition in which his own heart never be
10. Be

you believe

comes enlisted !
11.

Articulate plainly.

heard from the number

of

Let every word be
the first hymn to

the Amen of the benediction.

[This you can

not do with tobacco in your mouth.]
12. Above all, and first of all, seek the bap
tism of the Holy Ghost.

Phrenological Journal.
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" hints,"
[We would add one or two other
which it may be useful to observe. The spirit
of the pulpit should be high, holy, Godlike,
"
and not combative, revengeful, or too scary."
Fear may be appealed to occasionally; but
love is more potent to move and soften the
A clergyman with very
hearts of sinners.
large Cautiousness and little Hope will picture
one's future in colors dismal and dreadful.
Fear is a good thing, but don't use too much of
it. One with large Hope and less Cautiousness
will try to influence his hearers to look upward.
is

pictured as a place,
not always as a condition,
in which every
conceivable
luxury will be ours, providing
Heaven

sometimes

we observe all the requirements.

with large Self-Esteein

it

is the Gospel

and

they are expected to preach,
let us suppose
preach

unconsciously

"

themselves.

Clergymen

sometimes forget that

/ did

so

and so," "

/ am your

guide," etc. This is also seen in those with
small Veneration and large Approbativeness.
The minister's calling, which is justly regarded
as the highest of all human pursuits, requires
the best culture,
best organization,
and the best spirit to do it in the best way.

the

We have bunglers and impostors in the pulpit
as well as elsewhere; still, here, much more
than elsewhere, we should seeJc to " put the
right man in the right place."]

***

CONTRADICTION.
BT ANNIE

Is this the old life walled In verse, and told In mournful
story.
So full of pains and crosses, so black with woe and sin ?
Why, it is God-dcsccnded,and It leads straight np to glory,
And blessed is the soul that hath a lot and part therein 1

Is this the world wo hear of, where 'tis always stormy
weather,
[the land ?
And the weak go to the wall, and the strong possess
Why, It is a vast seed-field, and we sow and reap together,
And weak and strong may each enjoy the labor of his
hand.

Is this the God who sits on high and watches but to ren
der
[those who fall ?
The judgments that are due to those who stand and
Why, we lean upon His bosom, and we feel Ills heart
throbs tender,
And He bears us in His arms, and His care is over all I
Are these the Baints and angels who revolve with heads
low bended
[the Lamb ?
Around the Great White Throne chanting praises to
Why, they are in our midst, and our lives are closely
blended.
And they praise their King with works, not with wav
ing boughs of palm.

Are these the men and women selfish, cruel, and false'
dealing,
And swift to snatch advantage of another's pressing
needs J
Why, they are kindly-hearted, with unfathomed depths
of feeling.
That stirred by real misfortunes overflow In loving
deeds.
Oh, life with hidden meanings 1 oh, world with wide, fair
places !
Oh, God bo close and tender ! oh, saints with, helping
hands 1
Oh, men and women erring, yet with undeveloped graces,
Lying In still repression like babes in swaddling bands 1
We are climbing all together np the stairway of the ages,
Grasping at things unseen and but vaguely understood ;
But the Almighty, wiser than philosophers and sages.
From our crossed and crazed endeavors knoweth how
to bring forth good.
And this fateful moment flying Is a fetter fastly linking
The life wc partly know with the life we do not see.
And the deed that wc are doing, and the thought that
we are thinking,
Will face us with its issues In the long eternity.

JOSEPH P. TH OMPSON, D.D.
subject is a very
remarkable
in

emotion, to have anything like a realizing
sense of their mobility, power, and im-

physiognomical
make-up,
his varied acquirements

Dr. Thompson stands six
pressiveness.
feet high, and when in good condition

Our portrait is
knowledge.
but a faint resemblance to the original,
and comes far short of doing him justice.

weighs about 1 70 pounds. He is straight ;
has a quick and elastic step ; his move
ments are graceful, and he has a mag

/^~\UIt distinguished
remarkable
contour
and

or

also for

man,

and real

Indeed, one must look at his features when

netic touch, with an attractive

animated, alive, ablaze with thought and

His brain

presence.

is large, exceeding twenty-three

JOSEPH P. THOMPSON, D.D.
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inches in circumference, though not disproportioned to his body, which is con
siderably above the average. lie has
large Self-Esteem, Firmness, Combativeness, Approbativeness,

Conscientiousness,

Hope, Spirituality, Benevolence,
and
Veneration.
His Causality and Com
parison are also large, but subordinate
to his immense perceptive
faculties,

PORTRAIT

OF

JOSEPH

which give him almost unequaled pow
ers of observation, criticism, and analy
sis He has developed his mental pow
ers in accordance with his organization.
While theology was one of his first and
most interesting studies, the natural sci
ences early attracted his attention, and
to-day a foremost man
and defender of real
as an expounder
He has
science and of divine revelation.

he stands

forth

been most successful in showing the re-
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lations of the one to the other, and their
harmony.
eral, and

if

His

religion is broad and lib
life and health be spared to
to predict, de
philosophy such

him he will, we venture

velop in science and
ideas as will tend to elevate man and
his religious nature above the sectarian
narrowness, rancor,and intolerance which
now pervade the people, the pulpit, and

P.

THOMPSON

,

D.D.

Dr. Thompson is a natural
of following others, he
captain.
takes the lead, and with that dignity
and authority which a true manliness, a
knowledge of men and things give to
him, he leads off with all the assurance
that the truth can give.
Nor will he
the press.

Instead

mislead.

The following sketch gives only an
outline history of this comparatively
young American philosopher and divine :
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Joseph Paiuush Thompson was born in
Philadelphia on the 7th of August, 1819. Re
ceived his collegiate education at Yale, from
which institution he was graduated in 1838,
and subsequently pursued a course of theologi
cal study at the seminaries of Andovcr and
»
New Haven.
In October, 1840, he became pastor of the
Chapel Street Church in New Haven, Conn.,
and in April, 1845, was called to the Broadway
Tabernacle Church in New York.
The effort to establish this the first church
of the Congregational order in New York was
attended with much social and sectarian opposi
tion for several years, and at the time of Dr.
Thompson's acceptance of the call the society
had not altogether

emerged from a condition

of embarrassment. The new minister, although
but a young man of twenty-six, entered hearti
ly into the work of building up the church, and
exhibited a wealth of energy and sound practi
cal judgment which made him soon felt as a
most powerful auxiliary toward success. The
old Broadway Tabernacle was purchased in the
outset of the new ministry and at the urgency
of Dr. Thompson, and proved a valuable in
vestment in a pecuniary way, when the en
croachments of business and the numerous re
movals of members of the congregation ren
dered it necessary to change the site of the
church building.
He originated the well-known weekly paper,
The Independent, and for twelve years was its

principal editor, with Rev. Drs. Leonard Ba
con, R. 8. Storrs, and Joshua Leavitt as asso
ciates. He early took an active part in the
anti-slavery movement from the religious point
of view, and endeavored to bring the churches
up to the standard of opposition to slavery on
moral grounds.
He became especially con
spicuous in this movement by his opposition to
the Fugitive-slave
law, and drew upon him
self a violent controversy with the press gen
erally, and to some extent with the pulpit, by
asserting that such a law could not be binding
on the conscience, and therefore

had no valid

authority over the fugitive.
He was the prime mover in bringing about
the first great Congregational Convention held

[Jan.,

Government, and at one time raised |30,000
on a single Sunday for equipping a regiment
He has always taken a great interest in the
relations of science and religion, and has been
a vice-president of the American Geographical
Society for many years, besides president of the
Palestine Exploration Society, and an active
member of the Oriental Society.
His private
studies

have

Egyptology

particularly

been

devoted

to

; and having

recently resigned his
charge on account of impaired health, he hopes
to complete those studies in Germany, and pro
duce some works in that department of ancient

As an author he is known for sev
learning.
eral volumes, among which are " Man in Gen
" The Theology of Christ,"
esis and Geology,"

" The Memoirs of David Hale, and of David
T. Stoddard, the Missionary," The Christian
Graces," and " Love and Penalty."
Several
of his orations and occasional discourses have
been published also, the principal of which are
" Christianity and Emancipation," " How to
Build a Nation," " Revolution against Free
Government a Crime."
During the war the
Union League Club Society and the Lcyal
Publication published several of his addresses
for general circulation.
Two sons of Dr. Thompson

enlisted in the
army, one of whom died in the Shenandoah
Valley, and has become widely known through

"

The Sergeant's Memorial."
the latter part of October Dr. Thompson,
to the great regret of his large and prosperous
His reasons
congregation, resigned his charge.
a little book,

In

for this somewhat unexpected step are definite
ly stated in his letter of resignation, from which
we take the following manly declaration :
" Sudden as this announcement
may be to
you, with me this is no sudden decision. More
than three years ago, a physical infirmity, in
duced by exposure in the army, and in its na
ture beyond remedy, had become so aggravated
and so complicated, that the highest medical
authority ordered me to withdraw from the
would
pressure of public responsibilities, if
save my life. I should then have done so, had
not a sense of honor, in view of your recent in

I

in

dulgence and liberality in sending me abroad,
and certain cherished projects for the welfare
of the church, restrained me. I therefore chose

to its present site, on the corner of Thirty-fourth
Street and Sixth Avenue, where a handsome

to endure in silence what it could not profit any
But
can no longer hope to
satisfy my conscience in the discharge of my
duties as a pastor, when life is a constant care

the
1851 at Albany, and which brought
churches from the East and the West together.
In 1859 the Tabernacle Church was removed

edifice

was

Thompson's
earnest and

erected.

During the
exhibited

war Dr.

very
congregation
zealous part in upholding the
a

one to know.

I

and an almost constant pain ; and when symp
toms not to be mistaken threaten, if not the seat
of life, what to me is more serious, the seat of
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thought And what

I feel I can not do, I would
I

I

sailed for Europe, where after a respite for the
recuperation of his health he will proceed to the
East He goes with the most cordial wishes

Having worked with you in the en
ergy of my youth, and again in the vigor of

bounty.

my prime, to free this church from debt, I could
not endure the thought that through premature
infirmity I might become a burden upon its
treasury in my advancing

I

years.

(hpopomg,

and practical support of his many friends ; and'
should his health favor, we doubt not that his
investigations will result in valuable additions
to our store of Oriental learning.

therefore

or

17

retire with unquestioning acquiescence in the
came."
same Divine call by which
Shortly after this retirement, Dr. Thompson

to do ; for
would not become a
drag upon the church which God once ap
pointed me to lead, nor a pensioner upon its
not attempt
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of

passion.

A just feeling in

the fine arts is an ele

and capable of cultivation.
is necessary to many pursuits and

gant acquirement,

Drawing

useful arts : Locke has included

it

among the

accomplishments
becoming a gentleman, and,
we may add, it is much more useful to the
artisan.
are

Good taste and execution in design

necessary

to manufactures

;

and

conse

arts, by explaining their relation to the nat
ural history of man and animals, and by
showing how a knowledge of outward form,
and the accuracy of drawing which is a con
are related to the interior
sequence of
structure

and functions.

Anatomy, in its relation to the arts of de
in truth, the grammar of that lan
sign,
The ex
guage in which they address us.
pressions,

attitudes,

and

movements

of

the

of this lan
guage, adapted to convey the effect of his
torical narration, as well as to show the work
ing of human passion, and to give the most
striking and lively indications of intellectual
human figure

are the characters

power and energy.
The art of the painter,

considered with
view to these interesting representations, as
sumes
Every lesser embel
high character.
lishment and minuteness of detail
regarded
by an artist who has those more enlarged
views of his profession as foreign to the main
design, distracting and hurtful to the grand
effect, admired only as accurate imitations,
almost appearing to be what they are not.
This distinction must be felt, or we shall
never see the grand style in painting receive
that encouragement which results from pub
lic feeling and good taste. The painter must
not be satisfied to copy and represent what

a

readers as anatomy and the fine arts ; but if
prejudices, early imbibed, be thrown off, it
will be found that there is no science, taken
in a comprehensive sense, more fruitful of in
struction, or leading to more interesting sub
jects of inquiry, than the knowledge of the
animal body.
The academies of Europe, instituted for
the improvement
of painting, stop short of
the science of anatomy, which is so well
suited to enlarge the mind, and to train the
eye for observing the forms of nature ; or if
they enforce the study at all, it is only in its
more obvious application, that of assisting
the drawing of the human figure.
But my
design in this volume goes farther: I pur
pose to direct attention to the characteristic
forms of man and brutes by an inquiry into
the natural functions, with a view to com
prehend the rationale of those changes in the
countenance and figure which are indicative

a

I am not without hope that a new impulse
may be given to the cultivation of the fine

is

so far apart in the minds of most

of

it,

is not an easy task to reconcile two sub

ITjects

quently they contribute to the resources
country.

is,

COMPARISON OP ANCIENT AND MODERN ART
STUDIES OP THE ITALIAN MASTERS.
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he sees ; he must cultivate his talent of imi
tation merely as bestowing those facilities

department

which are to give scope to the exertions of
and means
his genius; as the instruments
only which he is to employ for communicat
ing his thoughts, and presenting to others
the creations of his fancy ; it is by his crea
tive powers alone that he can become truly a
painter ; and for these he is to trust to orig
inal genius, cultivated and enriched by a

Much has been done at home by the force
of genius alone. Our native artists have vin
dicated us from the aspersion of Winckelman, that genius for the fine arts is stinted in
a notion which has
these northern climes,
so extensively prevailed, as even to have in
fluenced our own Milton :
" Unless an age too late, or cold

constant

observation

of

nature.

Till

among the affluent ;

but

still, rich furniture, mere ornamental
painting and gilding, usurp the place of art
The mansion of an Eng
properly so called.
lish nobleman and that of a Roman of the
The
same rank present a singular contrast.
former exhibits carpets, silk hangings, lamps,
The pamirrors, china, and perhaps books.
lazzo, on the other hand, in its general as
pect, may betray antiquity and decay ; yet
respect for ancestry retains on its walls the
proofs of former grandeur and taste ; there
hang many pictures, each of which would
purchase an English villa or furnish a London
mansion in all the extravagance of fashion.

Vulgar curiosity may seek admittance to the
finery of the one, while princes are gratified
by admission

to the other.

Original genius seems peculiarly necessary
Good taste may be
to excellence in design.
with statues and
familiarity
acquired by
paintings, and by the conversation of the in
genious ; but the power of execution depends
on deeper sources.
In reading Vasari, we are
struck by the difficulties with which the fa
There is
had to straggle.
mous painters
hardly one of them who had not to combat
authority before obtaining leave to
give up his days to painting ; nor is it sur
prising that there should be an unwillingness
to permit a youth to dedicate his life to an
art so little gainful, where extraordinary ex
cellence alone obtains notice, and hardly ever
parental

reward.

of

speak of the higher

art.

Climate, or years, damp my Intended wing."

he has

acquired a poet's eye for nature, and can
seize with intuitive quickness the appearances
of passion, and all the effects produced upon
the body by the operations of the mind, he
has not raised himself above the mechan
ism of his art, nor does he rank with the
poet or historian.
It is a happy characteristic of the present
times, that a love of the fine arts is becoming
more and more prevalent

an adequate

Winckelman, in his history of ancient art,
seems to attribute all to climate; not only
the perfection of form of the inhabitants of
Greece, but their serenity of mind, sweetness,
and love of beauty.
Such a theory would
imply that the people of Sparta and Athens
must have had the same qualities.
But when
Sparta triumphed, it was in pride and rapac
ity

; neither

the general

intercourse

between

nor commerce, nor intellectual nor
moral excellence, derived any benefit from
Athens has been the mis
her ascendency.*
tress of the world, leaving the examples of the
greatest virtues and excellence in philosophy,
eloquence, poetry, and art; yet she has also
left humiliating instances of tyranny, cruelty,
and blood. The history of Greece is the
record of incessant wars, where towns were
nations,

inhumanly massacred ;
war was always justified if it
When tried by mis
advantage.
promised
fortune, she was found wanting : during pes
tilence, every affection was blunted ; and li
centiousness abounded to such a degree, that
history informs us the people became brutal
It is strange that Winckelman should
ized.
give so much to the influence of climate, see
ing that where the olive still ripens, in the
long summers of Greece, there exist not a ves
tige of those virtues which were the admira
sacked

and

citizens

and in Athens,

tion of the world; and centuries have passed
without a poet or philosopher appearing in
the country of Homer and Plato.
In the soil and climate of Italy there have
existed together states of society the most
The arts and civilization of
dissimilar.
Egypt and Phoenicia had taken root among
the Etruscans, and the cities of Central Italy
had made a great advance in civilization, and
certainly in the arts, when Rome arose to
Arnold's

" History of Rome."

1872.]

Expression

its

ana to my and philosophy.

crush them.*

Her policy, and the leaning of
virtuous citizens, were adverse to
the arts.
They feared that while they re
fined, they should soften away those rugged
her most

and sterner qualities

of

the Roman

soldiers

which were bestowing on them the empire
of the world. But the old virtues at length
declined,

and the Romans came to covet the

luxuries of conquered nations, whom they
could not rival in refinement or the arts ; so
that Rome became the center and the common
receptacle of the spoils of Egypt, Greece, and
Italy.
The inquiry into the effects of climate were
an idle one, if it did not lead to the convic
tion, that institutions, much more than cli
Indo
mate, influence the faculties of man.
lence steals upon communities as well as indi
In the same regions, and in the
viduals.
same climate, the inhabitants are at one time
overwhelmed
in ignorance and superstition,
and at another,

elevated to the most admired

intellectual exertions.
When the energies
of a people are roused, there is an improve
ment in the arts of peace, however gloomy
and foreboding the struggle

may at first ap

'19

Perhaps we should attribute the cultivation
of literature and the arts in Italy more to the
smallness of the states than to the forms of
their governments, for these were of every
kind. While in Rome the Pope was an ab
solute sovereign, in Venice the nobility had
raised an oligarchic authority on the necks
of the people ; and both were distinguished
from the democratic turbulence of Florence.

In

the great kingdoms

princes
courtiers,
merous

are surrounded

of

modern

Europe,

by a dense body of

political agents, and soldiers, nu
in proportion to the

and clamorous

offices of command and places to be bestowed.
who are distinguished by excellence in

All

liberal studies are jostled aside, and the
prince knows little of men of genius, far less
does he think of making them friends.
But
in the smaller states of Italy, princes sought
the acquaintance of men remarkable for their
talents, for the cultivation of philosophy, of
the language of Greece, or of ancient Rome,
for the improvement of their native Italian,
and of poetry, or of the fine arts ; and it is
pleasant to notice how easily the presence or
absence

of

such

men affected the splendor

Amid the more than barbaric

pear. The mind excited by public events
does not subside into indolence.
In Athens

of the court.

the struggle for power, and the desire of in

certainly of our own, the exit or entrance of
such men would be unmarked.
Perhaps the circumstance that all negotia
tions were formerly conducted in Latin, and
the consequent necessity for courtiers being
acquainted with the learned languages, gave
a liberal tone to the men of influence in the

dependence, forced the highest talents to the

station.! It was during the contests
of the free states of Italy that the arts revived.

highest

* A more just estimate is now made than formerly of
the early Roman*, and of the virtues of the surrounding
tribes. (Dr. Arnold's " History of Rome.") The remains
discovered in the tombs of Tarquinii, Tuscanin, Argyluc,
Veii, and Clnsinm leave no doubt of the high advance
ment of art in these cities, centuries before the founda
tion of Rome at least of its fabled rise under Romulus.
These cities were the adversaries of the early Romans ;
and, though subdued, furnished to their masters the ele
ments of government and of civil policy. Rome had con
quered the surrounding states, and sought to blot out all
memory of them; when new settlements of Greeks (giv
ing name to the district of Magna Grtccla) again offered
to her a more extended field of enterprise, in which the
arts of peace were once more subjugated under her iron
sway.
If I did not believe that Providence rules in the march
of nations, I should say that the world would have more
rapidly advanced in philosophy, literature, and art, but
for that stern, remorseless people, obstinate against inWe are biased in favor of Rome from her
struction.
language containing the only record of much that, but
for her conquests, would have earlier, and with happier
influence, spread over the western world.
t See Roscoe's introductory chapter to the " Life of
Lorenzo di Medici."

magnificence

and

riches

of

modern

courts,

several states, and a disposition to promote

literature and science.
Some authors have attributed the genius
of the Greeks, and their love of philosophy
and art, to the conformation of the brain,
to the form of the skull ! [It is not the skull
or gives direction to the
that influences
mind ; but it is the mind which gives shape
to the brain and to the skull.
The skull is
the servant of the brain, as the brain is the
If one in
servant of the mind. Example
dulge lustful thoughts, or thoughts of theft,
malice, or revenge, more blood will be sent to
the particular organs of the brain through
which these passions are manifested, and
they become enlarged thereby, and the skull
On this subject I may
changes accordingly.]
But does
have occasion to touch hereafter.
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The
not history determine the question?
Greeks were not extirpated by the Roman
During all the period of the By
conquests.
zantine Empire, between the reigns oi Conluxury, sloth, and
the people of the
while
effeminacy prevailed,
west of Europe were rising in moral and in
tellectual energy, and in the cultivation of
the mind.*
Btantine and

Palaeologus,

During the latter periods of ancient Rome,
much to the
advancement of art, and filled the city with
its thousand statues. The Romans, like the
Greeks, sought a species of immortality by
the erection of their busts and statues ; they
consecrated their friends by setting up their
busts in their temples.
These being given in
honor of the divinity whom they worshiped,
a fashion arose which conduced

were

preserved,

they represented

even when

the personages
had incurred the odium of

the people, and when their statues placed in
This desire of ob
public were cast down.

taining the busts of illustrious menf explains
of the multitude of those found
collected in the Vatican : they are chiefly in
marble ; for the statues and busts in bronze
and other metals tempted the cupidity of
men in the middle ages, and were melted
We are struck, too, with the number
down.
of the busts of celebrated men in proportion
to those of princes, which Visconti believes
to have been owing to the desire which, in
the better ages both of Greece and Rome,

the reason

prevailed
them

among

copied,

as

private citizens to have
appropriate ornaments for

their libraries, porticoes, and gardens.
The remains of antiquity in Italy, the pres
ence, though in ruins, of temples, statues,
sarcophagi, altars, and relievos, account for
the early revival of art in that country.
These must have been the studies of Donatello J and Ghiberti, as afterward of Buona*9ce Prlchard's "Physical History of Man."
Justly controverts the idea of Blumenbach.

He

t On this subject, see the preface to Viscontl'e " Iconographie."
X If all the great works of Grecian art had been at
once disclosed. It might not have produced the happy
effect of the successive exhumation of the splendid
works of antiquity ; the excitement or, as Cicognara has
expressed it, " un certo fermento," kept up by the con
test of princes for these works of art, gave importance
to all who sought to imitate them, and raised them in
the estimation of even the most vulgar minds.
Tho
progress in the history of art seems to have been First,

rotti ; for sculpture led the way to painting.
Our countrymen, pursuing their studies there,
are placed under similar influences, and give
proof that it is neither genius nor devotion
to the imitative arts which is wanting in the
But the time is past when the people
north.
knelt down before the works of a sculptor's
hands; when the Amphictyons, the council
of all Greece, gave him solemn thanks, and
assigned him a dwelling at the public ex
pense in every city ! *
It is in vain that we dream of equaling the
great works of antiquity ; they were raised
under tyranny and false religions.
We must
hope for excellence, in a different condition,
as the fruit of a religion of love, joy, and
peace. If the arts of design bear no relation
to that which has the greatest influence on
mankind; if they stand related neither to
religion, nor to the records of history, nor to
the progress of empire,
they must be ever,
as a dead language, associated with ancient
times; and with us, nothing more than a
handmaid to domestic ornament and individ
ual refinement and enjoyment.

Our artists should be brought to consider
No one in
the changed frame of society.
these modern times, however much he may
deserve the gratitude of mankind, is exalted,

would desire to
The young artists

as they

art.
by

the

see the

themselves

of antiquity, which

contemplation

leads to disappointment and

The last conversation

proficient in

madden

I

repining

age.

had with Flaxman,

genius was better estimated abroad
than at home, was while the old man was ele

whose

vated on a great block of marble, in his stu
dio (Anglice, a shed). " Ay," says he, " we
shall see what is thought of these things two
hundred years hence." Yes, but they will
the establishment of new families; then. Ilic erection of
splendid palaces and the necessity or convenience of dig
ging for materials in the foundation of ancient build
ings; next, the exhumation of fine statues, and the em
ulation thence arising; lastly, the desire of having pro
fessors and universities arose, and this took place at a
time when the pontiffs were banished from Rome.
* Tlraboschi refers to an ancient chronicle regarding
the Dominican church of Reggio, erected in 1233.for an
example of the enthusiasm under which great edlflcea
were built, and where all grades oi society wrought as
" Tam
common laborers, like emmets in an ant-hill.
parvi, qnam magnl, tam nobiles, quam pedites, tam rus
tic!, quam cives, fcrebant lapldes, sabloncm, et calcinam,
supra dorsum eorum . . . . et bcatus 111cqui plus portarc poterot," etc.
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Scipio, point to the statues of his ancestors.
Without cherishing vain regrets, there is a
source of infinite delight in art, even as cul
tivated among us ; and we may hold the re
as superlative models.

The Greeks gave prizes
we certainly may.
for excelling beauty.
Among them a youth
might be celebrated for the perfection of his
eyebrow ; and the proportions of an Aspasia
goddess.

of

tures, and noble

efforts were made, attesting

deep feeling of every condition

of

human

What we see in the churches of Italy,
and almobt in every church,
the represen
tation of innocence and tenderness in the

ity.

constant

gives to the body, as we see in the

face, nor having that elegant freedom of
limb, which youth, under a genial climate
and the various exercises of the gymnasium,

acquired.*

For

the improvement of art, there must be
feeling in the public in correspondence
with the artist's aspirations, t In visiting
the Sistine Chapel, I said to the celebrated
artist who accompanied
me, "How could
Michael Angelo venture to do such things ?
Were such a man to arise among us, he would
But
meet with ridicule, or live in neglect."
" Do you not remamber the
my friend said,
impatience of Julius to see these paintings
during their execution ? For Michael Angelo
being unwilling to let his unfinished work be
seen, the Pope threatened to break down the
whole scaffolding on which the painting was
raised." It was by such enthusiasm, and the
a

So conscious were some of the Grecian states of the
advantages derived from exercise, that they denied them
to their slaves.
1 1 can not withhold the following instance of pnblic
feeling in Englnnd : When Lord Elgin brought to London
the figures of the beautiful frieze from the Parthenon of

Athens, and while they remained in his court-yard in
Piccadilly, he proposed
great treat to his friends. He
had entertained an ingenious notion that, by exposing
the natural figures of some of our modern athletics in
contrast with the marbles, the perfection of the antique
would be felt, and that we should see that the sculptors
of the best time of Greece did not deviate from nature.
The noblemen and gentlemen whom he conceived would
take an Interest in this display were invited. He had the
boxers, the choice men of what
termed " the fancy. "
They stripped and sparred before the ancient statues,
and for one instant
was very fine exhibition
but no
sooner was the bulky form of Jackson, no longer yonng,
opposed to the fine elastic figure of the champion of all
cry arose, and "the ring" pressed for
England, than
ward, and ancient art and the w^rks of Phidias were for
fear
the feeling of even the bcttei
gotten. Such
Let not the young sculptor
part of the English public.
be too sanguine of support.
In the old library in Basle there
remarkable
paintingof Christ by the younger Holbein. The painter
must have been where anatomy was to be learned for
am much mistaken if he has not painted from the dead
It Is horribly true. "There is here
body in an hospital.
the true color of the dead body. (The Italian painters
Hero is the
generally paint the dead of an ivory white.)
rigid, stringy appearance of the muscles about the knee.
The wounds where the nails have penetrated, the hands
and feet are dark red, with extravasation round the
wound, and the hand itself of the livid color of mortifi
cation. The eyes, too, show from whence he drew; the
little turned out.
eyelids are open, the pupil raised, and
Holbein born hero in 1489." Note from Journal.

I

exposure

none

happily exercised, and finer feelings
The subjects were from the Scrip

prevailed.

;

pale and shivering, and offering
fine carnations which more

those

more

;

a

is
a

of

commencement,

as

is

to the statue

the

could only be sug
gested by monkish superstition and enthu
siasm.
They are the representations of the
wasted figures of anchorites, or if of women,
Even the
they are suffering martyrdom.
Saviour, represented so full of beauty in
after-time,
painted from the dead of the
lazar-housc or hospital. The purpose must
have been to subdue the mind.*
With bet
ter times the influence of the Church was
are such

a

transferred

The forms of strength and the proportions
of the victor in the games were scientifically
noted and recorded, whether it was for wrest
Here,
ling, running, or pitching the discus.
then, were studies for the sculptor, and a pub
lic to judge of the perfection of his work.
Our connoisseurs never see the naked figure,
or, if they do, it is an academy figure,
prob
ably some hired artisan, with his muscles un
equally developed by the labor of his trade,

In

painting.

the subjects

a

were

modern

a

of antiquity

it

mains

Gods and goddesses we shall not again see in
marble, but the human figure in its perfection

who made his days an era in the world.
It
perhaps, favorable to painting, that
has not to contend with the excellence of
antiquity. In visiting the schools of Flor
ence and Bologna, and the galleries of the
Vatican, we can trace the successive works
of the early painters and the progress of

is

people,

a

the

is

in addressing
will, like Fabius Maximus or

and no man now, or hereafter,

encouragement of art, that Julius
has justly participated in the fame of those
consequent

is

sculpture,

I

banished

is,

Printing

21

it

not in marble.'

a

have the record of these things in stereotype,

*
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Madonna and Child, and in the young St.
Contrasted with the truth, and beau
John.
ty, and innocence of the Virgin, there is the
mature beauty and abandonment of the Mag
In the dead Christ, in the swooning
dalen.
of the Mother of the Saviour, and in the
Marys, there is the utmost scope for the
We see there, also,
genius of the painter.
the grave character of mature years in the
Prophets and Evangelists, and the grandeur
of expression in Moses. In short, we have
the whole range of human character and ex
pression, from the divine loveliness and puri
ty of the Infant Saviour, of angels and saints,
to the strength, fierceness, and brutality of
the executioners.

There,

also, we may see

the eflbrt made, the greatest of all, in imita
tion of the ancients, to infuse divinity into
the human beauty of that countenance, which,
though not without feeling, was superior to
passion, and in which benevolence was to be
represented unclouded by human infirmity.
These were the subjects to call forth the ex
ertions of genius, while the rewards were the
riches of the church, and the public exhibi
tion, in unison with the deep feelings of the
Thus did religion at a later period
people.
tend to restore what it had almost destroyed
For
on the overthrow of Pagan idolatry.
the new-born zeal of the first Christians
sought to efface every monument

tique religion, throwing

temples,

the an

down the statues,

the mosaics and pictures,
and razing the
memorial,

destroying
every

of

effacing
ancient

or converting them into Christian

tint among the shafts and pillars,
color the volumes of rising incense.
The officials of the altar, the priests in rich
vestments, borrowed from the Levites under
the old law, are somewhat removed from the
an autumnal
and

by the smoke of the
The young men flinging the silver
censers, in themselves beautiful, and making
the volumes of incense rise, give the effect of
a tableau, defying imitation ; for where can
there be such a combination to the eye, .join
ed to the emotions inspired by the pealing
spectator

and obscured

incense.*

the deep chant, and the response of
the youthful choristers, whose voices seem to
organ,

come from the vaulted roof ?

There is some
thing, too, in the belief that the chant of the
psalms is the early Jewish measure.
It was scarcely possible, during the strug
gles of the Reformation, to keep the middle
course ; and in rejecting the corrupt and su
perstitious parts of its ceremonial, to retain
the better part of the Roman Church.
En
thusiasm would have the recesses of each
man's breast to be the only sanctuary ; that,
even while on earth, and burdened with the
weakness, and subject to the influences,

of

an

should attain that
state of purity and holiness, when, as in the
Philoso
Apocalypse, there is " no temple."
earth-born

creature,

he

phy came to countenance the poverty and the
meanness of our places of public worship.
Climate, it was inferred, influenced the genius
of a people and, therefore, their government
The offices of relig
and mode of worship.
ion in hot climates were said to require some

churches.

sensible object before the eyes, and hence the

The Church of Rome has favored the arts
The ceremonial
in a remarkable manner.
and decorations of the altar have been con
trived with great felicity. He is insensible
to beauty who, being a painter, does not
there catch ideas of light and shade and
The Gothic or rich Roman architec
color.

veneration

ture, the carved

screen, the statues softened

light, form altogether a mag
The effects of light and color
nificent sc ene.
Tho painted
are not matters of accident.
glass of the high window represents to the
observer no more than the rich
superficial
But
garments of the figures painted there.
the combination of colors evinces science ;
the yellows and greens, in due proportion
with the crimsons and blues throw beams of
by a subdued

paid to statues and paintings,
while in colder climes we were to substitute
internal contemplation and the exercise of
reason for passion, t
*

If

the pointer requires to know these vestments, he

will find an account of them in Eustace's Classical Tour
through Italy," vol. ii. Antiquity characterizes every
thing in the Roman Church ; and to the English traveler
The ceremonies are
this affords additional interest.
ancient ; the language of the service is that which pre
vailed at the period o/ tho introduction of Christianity ;
the vestments are Jewish at all events very ancient and
Like everything else in painting, the artist
majestic.
should know the origin and uses of the drapery, or hi»
See Preface to Vasari.
lines and folds will be unmeaning.
t Some such thoughts must have come early into ray
mind, in trying my pencil on the ruins of an ancient
abbey ; and when, afterwards within the kirk, I looked
to the rafters, as of a barn, and saw the swallow flying
about daring divine service.

"SOL" SMITH RUSSELL.
We trust,

01

hope, that

in

the breasts of

women from the country, and the mendicants

those who fill the family pew, in these north
ern churches, there may be more genuine

prostrate

devotion ; but to appearance all is pale and
cold: while to'the subject we are now con
What
sidering, at least, no aid is afforded.
a contrast is offered to the eye of the painter
by the figures seen in the churches of the
Roman Catholic countries of the south,
as
compared with those in our own 1 There are
seen men in the remote aisles or chapels, cast
down in prayer, and abandoned to their feel
ings with that unrestraiued expression which
belongs to the Italian from his infancy ; and
even the beggars who creep about the porches
of the churches are like nothing we see near

where

er home.

In

them we recognize

the figures

familiar to us in the paintings of the great
In visiting the church of the Anmasters.
nunziata in Genoa, I found a beggar lying in
my way, the precise figure of the lame man
in the cartoon of Raphael.
He lay extended
at full length upon the steps, crawling with
the aid of a short crutch, on which he rested
with both his hands.
In Roman Catholic
countries
the church-door is open, and a
heavy curtain excludes the light and heat;
and there lie about those figures in rags, sin
gularly picturesque.
In short, the priests in their rich habili
the
ments, studiously arranged for effect,
cor-tume qf the monks of the order of St.
Francis and the Capuchins,
the men and

*

SOL

" SMITH RUSSELL,

OR SOME

u Look on this picture

broad domain of art one of the
testimonials which may be
strongest
proffered in support of the science of Phys
iognomy is that found in the impersonations
of the mimic. Were it not for the applica
tion of this or that representation made im

IN

the

mediately

by the spectator,

the actor's

occu

pation would be gone, for it is in the relation
subsisting between feature and disposition,
attitude and character, that the universal in
terest of mankind in the stage, under one
The men
form or another, chiefly consists.
and women who elicit the most popular ap
plause in theatrical performances are those
possessing the most capacity for exhibiting

23

in the churches,

and

in circum

stances as to light and shade and color, no
else to be

seen,

have been, and

are,

the studies of the Italian painters.

Again, in passing from the galleries of
country and villages around,
we can not doubt where Raphael and Dominichino found their studies and prettiest
The holiday dress of the young
models.
women in the villages is the same with that
which we see in their paintings; and as each
Rome to the

village

distinguishing and
still picturesque in its
costume, much is left for good taste to select
has

something
and

characteristic,

and combine.

When a man of genius, nurtured in his art
at Rome, where everything conspires to make
him value his occupations,
comparative

returns

home to

neglect, he is not to be envied.

He wants sympathy and associates. David
Allan, the Scottish Hogarth,* in a letter to
Gavin Hamilton, whom he had left in Rome,
laments the want of living models, and the
He
defective sensibility of his countrymen.
says, we rarely see in this country a counte
nance like that of a Franciscan or an Italian
beggar, so full of character, so useful to the
But, he adds, we
study of history painting.
have nature, and with the assistance of an
cient models and casts of the Greek statues,
much may be accomplished.
[to bs continued.]

STUDIES

IN FACIAL EXPRESSION.

and then on that."

different phases of character.

In this

ment the names of Garrick,

Kemble, Mac-

ready,
attained

depart

Rachel, Siddons, and Cushman
a lasting celebrity.

Most theatrical

performers,

however,

have
owe

the facial expression

which is suited to the
would
perform, to the use of paints
part they
and apparatus ; but now and fhen there ap
pears one who is remarkable, not so much
for elocutionary power and effective gesture
as for mobility of feature, and the rapid trans* Sec his beautiful edition of the " Gentle Shepherd."
While a child, I remember him as a kind and somewhat
facetious old gentleman, but chiefly because he gave
me drawings to copy and called me " Brother Brush."

Phrenological Jotiunal.
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itions of countenance which he may exhibit
To be sure, Physi
are almost incredible.
ognomy rests its claims upon the close asso
ciation of feature to peculiarity of character,
urging that in accordance with the tenden-

him whether or not he is acting at any time
or a feigned part.

a real

Within

the past few years several

have appeared

persons
before the public to challenge

their admiration or wonder by exhibitions of
We have had occasion to
speak of two or three of these in the Jounfacial gymnastics.

Fio.
cics and

t

mental

Fio. 3.
is'Ai,.

Probably the name of Burnett has not

developments, the different
features of the face and the general outline
and movements of body are formed.
Though

reader.

one may possess wonderful ability in the line

another candidate for eminence

faded

altogether

At this

Mr. Russell,
when himself,

the

memory

of

the

up
in this line,

portrait, as he appears
is given on the opposite page.

whose

Fig. 4.

Fio. 2.

of mimicry, yet it must be admitted that he,
too, possesses his peculiar characteristics ; and
it is known at once by all who associate with

from

time we have to show

although by
Mr. Russell is a
His tern
young man of fine organization.

As is very evident in
no means a close

that,

likeness,

"SOL" SMITH RUSSELL.
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general harmony of his mental development.
The moral region
well filled out, and the
indications of ability in contrivance, especial
the higher or imaginative order of con
trivance, are striking.
Temperamentally and
organically, Mr. Russell
great deal of the

a

a

1

No.
represents
poor, whining hypochon
driac, afflicted in his over-morbid imagina
tion by multitude of evils, annoyances, and

a

is

a

audience

can not

described.

SMITH

RUSSELL.

is

2

Our Sam, who has "jest come
from Varmont to York, to see the
sights." His astonishment, as he looks upon
well acted, and
can
this or that wonder,
when
be well imagined how funny Russell
struck by this or that, to him, great singular
ity, he breaks out with "I swow now," or
" Du tell "
intended to personate
gentleman
No.
No.

is

is

it

dcown

a

same face.

large

There are transitions of ex
pression associated with his verbal delinea
tion of the character which are irresistible to
one of risible tendencies.
be

is 1

a

is

it

;

artist the brief sketch of his career, given
farther on, abundantly sustains this.
If we turn now to the delineative portraits
which we have grouped,
must be conceded
that no one of them would be thought the

most admirably exhibited by Mr. Russell,

and its effect upon

3

is

ly

PORTRAIT OF "SOL"

is

impositions, insisting that all the world
He
leagued to tease and perplex him.
veritable thorn in the side of all those with
whom he may be associated.
This character

it,

perament is of the delicate, active, suscep
tible sort, generally expressive of mobility,
sprightliness, and inspiration. There is little
of irritability about
on account of the

is

1872.]
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expression

to

and bewildering, that

led to doubt the performer's

even though he stands

identity,
in full view near at

hand.

The power Mr. Russell exercises over his
and his ability to adapt
to
the exhibition of delicate shades of feeling,
are exhibited admirably nt times, when from
dull and sodden or woe-begone expression
he will gradually change
until having pass
ed through
dozen or more distinct phases
becomes lighted up with joy and hope, and

it

a

it,

a

it

countenance,

a

a

is

a

a

Mb. " Sol " Smitii Russsll was horn in
Brunswick, Mo., June 15, 1848.
Most of his
youth was passed in St. Louis, to which city
his parents removed shortly after his birth.
His peculiar aptitude for the stage began to
develop itself at very early age, and attracted
attention by his unusual power of imitation.
His first appearance on the public stage was in
I860, when he was hut twelve years old, and his
precocious talent was acknowledged by all who
witnessed his performances. He atonce adopt
ed the profession, and during the five ensuing
years traveled through the West and South
west with different companies, and also per

in most of the Southern

formed

In

and "Western

joined the Peak and
Bergcr families, and remained with them for
one year. Laying aside his penchant for com
theaters.

1865

edy, as theatrically

he

defined,

he assumed the

rok of character vocalist and humorist, which
he has since so successfully maintained.
He
went from this company to that of William
Peak, Sr., with which party he traveled for

other year, when the Bergers started

a

two years, becoming in the mean time an es
tablished favorite.
Afterward he rejoined the
Peak and Bergcr, with whom he continued an
company

of their own, in September, 1869. Mr. Russell
joined them, and made closer alliance with
the family, by marrying Miss Louisa Berger on
His wife
the 11th of the same month.

is
a

one general

[A friend has supplied the following brief sketch
of the gentleman whose talent as
humorist has
inspired the foregoing " studies."]

a

from

so complete

of this kind affords
study for those interested in the
subject of physiognomy; and although one
for amusement, there
may go to
so much
realism displayed that he can not fail to de
rive much practical and wholesome instruc
tion.
entertainment

superior performer upon the
gifted lady and
harp and violoncello, and one of the principal
attractions of the remarkable family of which
she

phatically

member.

That Mr. Russell

is

is

one

is

the change
another

An

valuable

em

in his department of
would be the height of folly

great original

representation

His facial powers are of the high
He portrays
variety of characters
that are each as distinct from the others as all
to gainsay.

est order.
are

distinct

a

a

i.

a

a

is

it

a

a

is

a

commenced

satisfaction

at the close.

from

the humorist

private life Mr. Russell

is

it,

The speech, when we heard
with the droll statement, that
" It has been fully shown that man, as suc
cess,
perfect failure," and proceeded
in the same incongruous style for some
few of the im
minutes.
These are but
which Mr. Russell most suc
personations
and
only on aocessfully undertakes;
count of the impossibility of transferring
to the printed page anything like
fair
of them that we do not at
representation
this time give
The play
larger number.
of expression on which the spectators' inter
est chiefly depends in the " shabby genteel,"
the very respectable member of society who
gets very much fuddled on moral grounds,
" set an-'xample of hie the-e inie., to
m-orality of in-tcmp ranee to the-e-e ris
hie
rising generation," the schoolboy who
" piece," could not be pictured by
speaks
In these, sometimes
any number of sketches.
movement.

feeling, and

a

He delivers a speech, here and there
with apt hits and quotations
interspersed
from the literature of the so-called reform

frage.

genuine

it

graph by no means conveys a suitable idea
of this inimitable portraiture.
No. 4 is Russell as a " strong-minded " lady.
This capital representation should commend
him well to the advocates of universal suf

experiences

looker-on in

of
thrill of

it

This character is accompanied
sticks out.
with a brief but thoroughly characteristic
speech, in the course of which the play of ex
pression and perfect Milesian gestures are too
The photo
much for the stanchest gravity.

[Jan.,

the heart of the sympathetic
stantly takes on these shades

a

his arrival here, but after having remained in
the country long enough to have become
awakened to a sense of his importance in the
His new
political salvation of Ameriky.
clothes polish him ofT somewhat, but the face

a

from the Emerald Isle, not immediately upon

is
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himself.

In

highly respected by

TOUR ZIPS

1872.]

WHAT THEY MEAN.

all who know him ; he is a genial companion,
and generous to a fault; his personations of
character do not appeal to the vulgar taste, d la
Boiceiy, consequently his greatest success has
been won

cultivated

before more

The New Orleans Times of May

in a few words the general opinion of
critically appreciative amusement

presses
the

audiences.
15, 1869, ex

most

seekers: " Mr. Sol Smith Russell

is something
he is an

more than a performer in caricature

YOUR

LIPS-WH

did you ever look in the mirror
minutely the shape of
If not, you will find it a
your mouth ?
There
very interesting feature for study.
One is a
is such a difference in mouths.
small, round affair with little pouting lips,
only just large enough to nurse; another
seems to be cut half across the face and is
large enough for two. One is straight ; an
other is curved.
One is coarse and repul
sive; another is handsome and attractive.
There is "character" exhibited in the
mouth quite as much as in the nose or other
features, if one only knows how to read and
interpret its lines and configuration. Char

EEADER,
and examine

Aye, compare

acter ?

^*

the following outlines

Flo. 1.

and. say

if

analyze

them by the rules

there be not a difference.

Let us

of physiognomy

:

No. 1 is the shape of a mirthful, hopeful,
and happy disposition. It turns up at the
outer corners, and is a smiling if not a laugh
ing mouth. This is found in persons who
make the best of their troubles, trials, and
If they lose a dollar, they are
misfortunes.
thankful it was no more ; if a friend, they find
consolation in the fact that they were loved
And when they are them
by him or her.
selves called to go hence, instead of repining
or grieving at the inevitable, they accept the
fiat of Providence and thank God that they
have been permitted to live and enjoy life so
long.
No.

of

thoughtful,
He sel
dom goes to extremes or commits excesses or
"
" is his motgets off the track.
Consistency
2 i3 the mouth

considerate,

a sober,

and circumspect

person.

artist,"

This is the whole thing in a nut-shell,
but speaks volumes for Mr. Russell's talents,
both natural and acquired. Another quotation,
from a prominent New York journal, must suf
fice : " The sensation of the evening was Sol
Smith Russell; certainly there are few like unto
him.
own.

His genius seems to be peculiarly his
He is unlike all others
an isolated fig

ure amid the great comedy cluster that is set
ting the world a-laughing."

AT THEY MEAN.
He is neither High Church nor Low
He is clean, in
Church, but a Churchman.
telligent, temperate, and has a well-balanced
mind and character.
He is cheerful, but not
hilarious; hopeful, but not extravagant ; dig
nified, but not haughty ; religious, but not
He endeavors to do justly, to
a bigot.
love mercy, and to walk humbly with his
God.
No. 3 represents one who believes or affects
to.

to believe that
" Whatever is, is wrong."

This is the melancholy type; and the bad
spirit which he entertains, cultivates, and
cherishes gives his mouth that woe-begone

Fig. 4.

Fig. 3.

Pio. 2.
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look, indicating a faithless, hopeless, skepti
cal cast of mind which makes its owner not
only look miserable, but feel miserable, and
serves to chill or freeze the warm life out of
wife, children, dog. cat, and all who come
If a hus
within magnetic reach of him.
cast of
If
this
a
wife-killer.
he
is
band,
mouth belongs to a wife, her husband will
never marry another ! though she may live to
become a widow more than once.
No. 4, Apollo's Bow, is artistic. It right
fully belongs

to the poet,

the sculptor,

the

and the person of high quality. It
may be often is aristocratic, and comes of
painter,

high birth

; and

whether rich or poor it indi

cates real pride and an inward sense of real
All lips, like all characters, are
nobility.

flexible and change rapidly, for better or *br
worse, according to circumstances within per
Would you like to know
sonal control.

Phrenological Journal.
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WHAT

A

lines and curves of his once beautiful mouth
are wiped out, broken down, lost, and noth

SPOILS A MOUTH ?

spirit, selfish
ness, slander, tattling, backbiting, and sensu
ality. If one tells lies, the mouth will suffer.
If one be dishonest, hard-hearted, and unkind,
it will tell on the mouth, and any good
physiognomist will read it there.
Other causes destroy the beauty of a mouth
which would otherwise be counted comely.
One is the use of tobacco.
Here is a young
man of eighteen or twenty years of age. He
resembles his sainted mother.
His features
are much like hers,
nose,
cheeks,
chin,
eyes,
and mouth being regular and well formed.
He begins to smoke.
No marked change is
immediately observable, but there follows a
gradual letting down of the nerves and mus
cles of the mouth caused by the use of this
But he sees no
powerfully laxative narcotic.
bad temper, a quarrelsome

difference, and enjoying the so-called

luxury,

doubles the dose and smokes or chews

till

ing but coarse, flabby skin and flesh remain.
Going on from bad to worse and that is al
ways the tendency in such cases
the next
Btep to complete the ruin of the mouth is
adding the use of bad whisky to bad
tobacco.
Now you come to the old codger,
the vagabond,
the outcast.
Look at his
mouth I If it be objected that we make too
much of this one feature, the mouth, we re
ply that whatever injures one part of the per
son injures every part ; and that coarse, flabby
lips are found on coarse, flabby bodies, which
manifest

coarse, flabby minds.
One part ac
with every other part.
If, therefore,
we would have handsome mouths with hand
some lips we must live proper lives, cherish
a proper spirit, and live in all respects in ac
cordance with God's laws.
" Handsome Is that handsome docs."
cords

the

pepartment

of

Jlkologg.

TrueChristianitywill gainby everystepwhichIt madeId th«knowledge
of man. SpttrzAsin.

SOME PASSAGES FROM DYAK
most interesting of the tribes

inhab
Borneo are the Laud and Sea
The latter division are a much fairer
Dyaks.
and superior people than the former; they

THE
iting

are about

three

times

as

numerous

as

the

Land Dyaks, and at the present time stand
in that relation which we may suppose the
old sea kings occupied in times gone by.
They are essentially a nation of rovers, pi
rates, and practice head-taking in their war
fare.
Their complexion is comparatively
light, and may be compared to buff leather ;
and as it is much fairer in hue than that of
the neighboring tribes,

they are very proud
Dyaks are almost beard
less.
If a man possesses a few hairs on the
upper lip, he is exceedingly vain of his hir

of it.

As

a rule, the

sute appendage.

The Sea Dyaks do not tattoo, which
as evidence of their superior
toward
civilization.
They look
gress
it as a sign of cowardice.
They have a
deal of invention with reference to

be taken

may

pro
upon
good
orna

of which

LIFE.
are, in common

with
They have a
Mak
singular method of wearing car-rings.
ing an enormous hole in the lobe of the ear,
they increase it gradually by inserting a
scries of plugs, and so drag it down as far as
the shoulder by hanging leaden weights to
it. And they also bore a series of holes quite
around the edge of the ear, and fill them
with variius odd devices. A traveler de
scribes the costume of the son of a chief who
wore only one large ring in each ear, but
from this ring were suspended a pair of brass
chains on which were hung various orna
From one ear thus depended two
ments.
l>oar's tusks, one alligator's tooth, part of a
hornbill's beak, three small brass rings, and
two little bells. The Dyak, however, wears
his ornaments only on ceremonious occasions,
and at other times the holes are kept from
The Dyaks seem
closing by wooden plugs.
to be as fully impressed as those who boast
the best modern civilization with the notion
ments,

other

barbarians,

they

very

fond.

18*2.]

SOME PASSAGES FROM

that nature should be improved by art,

so

they can not even allow their teeth to retain

their natural shape and color.
As self-appointed dentists, the men generally file their
teeth to sharp points, while some go farther,
and scoop out the front face of each tooth,
and thus having completely changed their
Our illustrashape, they dye them black.

DTAK LIFE.
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hangs on his left side, which also has its
tufts of human hair. His lower limbs are
The
pretty well covered with brass rings.
peculiar jacket which he wears is made from
the skin of the orang-outang, and on his head
there is a sort of turban, ornamented with
The
the feathers of the Argus pheasant.

figure on the right belongs

properly to the

DYAK WARRIOR AND DUSUM.

tion

full

represents

two Dyak warriors, one in

costume and the other in ordinary attire.

The one on the left carries in his right hand
the chief weapon of those wild tribes called
the tumpitan, while his other hand rests on
a wooden shield, which is covered with tufts
of human hair, an evidence of his prowess in
head-taking. His parangihlang, or war-sword,

Dusum tribes of Dyaks, who inhabit the
northern coast of Borneo; they wear less
clothing than any other of the tribes of the
island, their whole dress being the elutwat, or

rings hung
The hair is worn
long, and bound merely with a piece of cot
ton cloth. This idea of binding the head was
breech-cloth,

about the neck

and

large

and hips.

metal

30

perhaps derived from

Phrenological Journal.
the Malay Mohamme

dans, who long ago settled in Borneo.

Their

weapons are as simple as their costume, be
ing nothing but a metal head bound to a
bamboo shaft.
The Dyaks in appearance are
not so powerfully built as the average Euro
pean, but they are wiry, symmetrical, active,
and remarkably strong.
On a long journey

lain down from

[Jan.,

Bheer

farther, being taken

inability to proceed

up by their Dyak com

briskly along.
exhibit some degree of me
chanical ingenuity.
They make the numer
ous swamps of Borneo passable with bridges
which they call batanga.
While this form of
bridge would not be tolerated by white civpanions and carried
These

people

THE EOBNEAN SWING
over the rough roads of their country their
endurance is well shown, for when an En

glishman has given out from fatigue, his
Dyak companion has taken the burden which
the white man carried, and marched along
with it without displaying any sense of hav
ing increased his own labor.
Instances are
related of European travelers, when they had

ilization, for the Dyak purposes they are
Two bamboo poles, driven
quite sufficient.
into the ground so that the upper extremities
cross, are lashed

together

at the intersection.

thirty feet distant another pair of
poles is driven into the ground and secured
in a similar way, and then a long bamboo is
laid upon them. In this manner a line of
About

SOME PASSAGES FROM J) YAK

of the highest civilization who possess
abundant hair, in being exceedingly vain of
this perquisite; and they have a habit when
of flinging their
engaged in conversation
tresses from side to side by movements of the
Unfortunately, however, a fever which
head.
is quite prevalent in Borneo has the effect of
very much reducing the attractiveness of its
victim by despoiling her of all or the greater
part of her hair. The women are also ex
ceedingly fond of ornaments.
They almost
load themselves down with brass rings, brace
sisters

lets, necklaces, bands and bodices,

of singular

A singular

game

which

than

an amusement.

With

poles, some forty or fifty feet in

they erect a strong derrick, and at
the junction of the poles secure a long and
stout ratan, the loose end of which is formed

length,

into a large loop.
frame, but within

At

some distance from the

reach of the ratan, a bam

boo stage is erected.
When all is ready, one
of the swingers mounts the stage, and draw
ing the ratan to him by means of a string,
places his foot in the loop and swings off
with as much force as he can exert. As he
returns, another, who has already placed him
self upon the stage, leaps on the swing, and
others successively or by twos spring on, if
they can, until

ten or a dozen arc swinging
As they swing they strike up a
monotonous,
dirge-like chant, which is un
derstood to be an invocation to their gods
for an abundant harvest and good fishing.
As warriors the Dyaks, especially those of
the Sea division, are exceedingly brave, show
ing, when in pursuit of heads, the most terri
ble ingenuity.
This head-hunting, which is
analogous to that practice alluded to in our
sketches of some of the Philippine islanders,
and also the scalp-hunting propensities of our
American aborigines, at one time became a
mania, and spread over the whole island. In
order to suppress
if possible, Sir James
Brook took matters in hand.
The Sultan,
Bruni, being in despair at the state of things,
ceded the territory to him, and that bold and
Englishman succeeded finally in
persistent
abolishing head-hunting as an acknowledged
practice by his system of inflicting heavy
fines on those who were detected in it.
The Sea Dyaks fight chiefly in canoes.
They have some idea of naval tactics, and
can arrange their canoes in good order for
the enemy. It
in their feuds and wars that
they now take heads.

it,

together.

The Vatican.

The Papal palace at Rome
called the Vatican, from its situation on the
Mous Vaticanus, at the extreme northwest part
of the city. It adjoins the Basilica of St. Peter,
little less than half
mile from the
Castle of St. Angelo, with which
communi
cates by
covered gallery built by Pope John
and

it

and often ridiculous shape.

three strong

a

to flow
the ground when permitted
They do not differ much from their

ious ceremony

the

Dyaks are

much addicted to, and which is illustrated in

a

touches
loosely.

accompanying engraving, is the swing.
has for them more the character of a relig

is

and blackened, and being inveterate chewcrs
of letel, the mouth becomes very much dis
figured. But the chief point in a Dyak wo
man's beauty is her hair, which is black, very
thick, and shining, and so long that it almost

31

the

It

is
a

bridging, stretching in some places for miles,
which appears more like a
rope-dancer's
apparatus than anything else.
So fond are the natives of these bridges that
they throw them across gorges of great depth.
Strange as it may appear, the Dyak has been
known to take a heavy white man on his
back and carry him a mile or more over these
While our Blondins may erect their
batanga.
tight-ropes for the display of daring and bal
ancing skill, the Dyak erects his rod bridge
for practical purposes, and displays coolness
and daring for some positive advantage.
The Dyak women dress somewhat like the
men, but around the waist they wear a much
When their
longer garment, called a hedang.
occupations require them to be much out of
doors, they wear a jacket without sleeves,
open in front; but as this jacket hides the
glossy brown skin on which they pride them
selves, they generally dispense with it when
indoors. In youth they are remarkable for
their symmetrical and graceful forms, but they
deteriorate early, being at thirty apparently
old and ugly. Their eyes are black and bright
The nose is
and the lashes singularly long.
disposed to turn upward; but the face is
pleasing in expression, although it would
seem that the utmost is done to render them
selves ugly. Their teeth of course are filed
is constructed,

LIFE.

is
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about the beginning of the fifteenth cen
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The palace, which now ranks as one of
tury.
the most interesting and magnificent in the
world, has grown up by degrees, and conse

tions of ancient and modern art, which consti

quently exhibits a great want of harmony in
its architectural proportions.
Very little of the
present edifice is older than the time of Nicho

bency the present Pope has done much toward
restoring and completing many works in con
nection with the place. The building, with its

las V. (1447.)
This palace has been for ages
the principal residence of the Pope, the seat

Murray's
gardens, covers a very large area.
" Hand-Book of Rome " contains a very inter
esting account of it

of the great library, the museums, and collec

PHRENOLOGY OF THE EARTH.
universal.
If it be dem and dignity others for their

a typical image of the same qualities that are
mapped on a smaller scale in the individual
eric, and has

a

Thus every nation
peculiar

it

is,

were, gen
and distinct idiosyn
as

The ruling characteristic of one nation
or people may be the religious of another, the
;

crasy.

the

moral,

conscientious,

the

benevolent

or

while others may be conspicuous in
the development of Combativeness or Destructiveness by warfare; or by science, skill, and
the construction of works of art or for the lust
of power, pride, ambition, and love of domin
ion. Some are distinguished for their gravity
;

;

friendly

may be less visible.
we take original races, or as early as we
can find their history, we may see in the dis

of the Mongolian, Malay,
Teutonic,
Circassian,
Sclavonic,
Celt, Anglo-Saxon, Gaul, and
Scandinavian,
other races, the ruling or predominating
traits
tinctive

peculiarities

Ethiopian,

of character

a

a

as they are given in
phrenolog
and by
more specific subdivision
of this general arrangement, as they present

ical chart

themselves to us in the Jew, Assyrian, the no
madic Arab, the Mohammedan, the Egyptian,
the Babylonian,
the Hun, the Goth, the Pict,
and all the multitudinous
varieties of charac

a

ter which distinguish
the Anthropos, or the
collective man upon the earth, we may well be
able to fill up every department of
phreno
logical head. And these people are as distinc
tive as
each particular organ and they are
the embodiments of their functions in the gen
eric man.
Let us take
few of these by way of illus
tration,

;

as we find

them in their earliest

his

tories.

The distinguishing peculiarity of the Jewish
nation was religious, not because they were real
or internally religious, but representatively

so.
They were eminently typical of the relig
ious character, and all their rituals were forms of

of which Jehovah was the central ob
On the map of the mental earth, there

worship
ject.

fore, the Jews, Jerusalem, and Palestine, or
the Holy Land, would occupy that region which
in the individual head
termed Veneration.
is

man upon the earth mold and stamp them
selves upon all the outward characteristics of
his life ; so that every nation or people is but

thus the lines of distinction

But

of the surrounding
though not in possession of

Many

a

ruling characteristics, peculiarities, and idio
syncrasies of this collective man, as he mani
fests them in Europe, Asia, America, Africa,
and the isles of the ocean, be seen in one com
prehensive view, they would present no other
than an embodiment of the structure and organ
ism of the largest and most perfect human
brain ; for the genius and character of the in
habitants of the distinctive
of
communities

results of conquests, captivity, intermarriages,
and
etc., become more or less intermingled,

a

man in the fullest and most comprehensive
of human life ; and could all the

manifestation

frivolity and light-

the present day these charac
teristics may be more or less combined or com
mingled in the same region of country, because
these nations have by immigrations
and the

;

And this principle being established, it must be
true that the same law is written upon the
whole as in each of its parts ; i. «., that what is
true of the individual man is also true of the col
lective man. And society is but a man in a
larger form ; indeed, all the inhabitants of the
earth are but the aggregate or collective man ;

At

if

flaccidity, volume, and quantity, is the molded
and expressive form and organ of a specific and
distinctive mental character, it is so because
it is a law of life in its least or individual form.

hearledness.

is

the brain of the individ

ual man is the organic form of the mind, and
that each compartment thereof, each convolu
tion of its cerebral substance with its density,

brain.

During his long incum

ly

are

PRINCIPLES
onstrated that

tute for visitors one of the chief attractions of
the city of Rome.

Gentile

nations,

Divine revelation.

PHRENOLOGY

OF THE

yet retained legends and traditions of a once
pure faith which inculcated principles of sound
morals, benevolence, and justice, and also of a
The
knowledge of a life beyond the grave.
Essenes,

Gnostics,

Manicheans, and the Pla
generally, inculcated those

tonic philosophers
tenets and doctrines which occupy in this broad
phrenological chart the province of the coronal
Then in
faculties surrounding " Veneration."
close proximity to the above wo have a very
marked and distinctive

of another

important

people, representative
mental faculty: this is

The Assyrian is a man of war from
Assyria.
On the slabs discovered in the ex
his youth.
humations at Nineveh, he is constantly por
trayed ns a warrior, and as either engaged in
battles or in the triumph of conquest and vic
tory.

The war chariots of Sennacherib, his armies
of horsemen, his spears, his shields, his bows
and arrows, are everywhere connected with the

EARTH.

dominion and the pride of wealth.
For Ac
quisitiveness, as another form of the selfish
faculties, and the accumulation of riches by
trade and commerce, perhaps Tyre stands forth
more pre-eminently than any other place in the
ancient world.

The nomadic or wandering Arab is but a
type of Locality in the collective man ; while
Inhabitiveness has been as distinctly portrayed
in the Chinese character.
And so we may find
everywhere on the earth generic types of each
human function and organ as certain

particular

ly as we can on the individuals who compose
the mass; for the whole world is but man
(anthropos) in his largest or collective form,
the Macrdcotm; while the individual man (aner)
is the Microcosm, in which they are combined in
their smallest forms. And it must be obvious
to every attentive reader of the Bible, that the
naming of these nations and people is not be
cause of the historical

facts connected

with

Assyrian character ; even his written words are
cuneiform, or made in the form of arrows.
Outwardly, he is the type of physical Combativeness, and at the same time of mental combat ;
for all those contests and conflicts were sym
bolic representations of and denoted those

them, but because of their mental characteris
tics; or because they are types of specific
qualities of affection, or of thought, intelligence,
ignorance, appetite, or passion, which are com

that were intellectual, i.

the right meaning of Scripture will be found
more particularly illustrated in a recent work
entitled " The Two Great Books of Nature and
Revelation," at the 886th and following pages,

mental prowess and

polemic skill ; thus the reasonings of Compari
son and Causality arc in like manner represented
and portrayed by this correspondent imagery.

And the Egyptians are not

less remarkable

as

another equally peculiar and distinctive people,
Egypt for
though of a different character.
ages past has been recognized as the cradle of
the sciences, or the depository of all human
In her libraries were stored all the
learning.

lore of ancient days. In her colleges and tem
" the
ples were taught the mystic secrets of
On
her
obelisks
Flood."
before
the
and
years
in her pyramids were engraved in hieroglyphics
and in symbols the records of her erudition
and artistic skill. Egypt stands for and is a
monument of human science, and its remains
arc the stamped impressions which constitute
it a type of its original character. And the re

gion of its organic function may be found in
the " perceptive faculties," which constitute the
lower tier of the frontal brain.
And the mythologies of Eastern and North
ern nations are but' so many pictured and ideal
istic or symbolic images of faith in a spiritual
world, the organ of which faculty was denomi
by Gall and Spurzheim.
So, also, we may see from researches into
ar.cient Babylon, how correctly, as a type, it
answers to the mystic Babylon the lust of

nated Marvelousness

mon to every man in every age of the world.
The specific application of this principle to

where allusion is made to the garden and rivers

of Eden, the Jews and their land, Assyria,
Egypt, and their relation to the East, West,
North, and South, as well as their respective
George field.
significations.
How the Mt. Cenis Tuhnel

WAS FINISHED.

II.

Genesi thus describes the meeting of the
workmen in the Mt. Cenis tunnel, five thousand
feet

beneath the summit

the 9th of November

I

of the mountain,

on

was on my regular
as usual, when I fancied
:

I

round of inspection
heard through the rocks the noise of the ex

plosion of the mines on the Bardonnechia side.
I sent a dispatch to discover if the hours agreed.
They did, and then there could be no longer
any doubt we were nearing the goal. Each
following day the explosions were to be heard
At the beginning
more and more distinctly.

of December we heard quite distinctly the
of the perforators against the rocks.
Then we vaguely heard the sound of voices.
But were we going to meet at the same hole
and in the same axis? For three days and
three nights engineers, foremen, and heads of

blows
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never left the tunnel.
The engineers
Borelly and Boni directed the works on the
Bardonnechia
side;
M. Copello on that of
Fourneaux. We could not eat or sleep ; every
one was in a state of fever. At length, on the
morning of the 26th December, the rock fell in
near the roof. The breach was made and we
could see each other and shake hand'. The

error.
The level on our side was only about
three-quarters of a yard too high.
(The varia
tion of less than a yard in thirteen thousand.)
But after thirteen years of continual work, who

stacle

same evening the hole was clear
the last ob
our
and the mountain was pierced;
work was done. What a rejoicing wo had!

could eveu hope for so perfect a result? We
placed at the point of junction an inscription
on a marble tablet, commemorative
of the

In

happy event.

gangs

spite of the war, the cheers of all scientific

Europe came to find us in the entrails of our
mountain when the happy termination of our
enterprise became known. The two axes met
almost exactly; there was barely half a yard

DomestichapphioM,tliou only Wise
tlittthu survivedtile fill 1
Of pererilee
Thouart toeuutueof virtue.

ONLY A HEAD; OR, NOT

CENT IN THE WORLD.

A

BY LTDIA M. MILLARD.

I

was only a head, a picture of a head.
opened a magazine, and on the first page I
saw this head and a description of the man
know little of Phrenology,
who owned it.

IT

I

I

description.
but this was a phrenological
remember some of it Cautiousness large, Selflarge, Benevo
Esteem large, Acquisitiveness
lence small, etc.

It

was a full description

of

a

man who had loved and served himself; who
had lived miserly, and miserly had died. The
clear outline, the strange shape of the head I

I think I should

notice a head like
While reading the article I was
interrupted, and some one walked oft' with the
"
magazine, and I can't find it high nor low,"
remember.

I laid the coppers on a table in my room, be
side a big, open dictionary.
I moved a chair,
hit the dictionary, and down went the pennies
under the sofa, under the washstand, under the
bureau, under the bedstead, and I scrambled
after them.
thought, as I put them in my

I

I

drawer,

wouldn't burden

my pocket-book

with those clumsy, contemptible coppers.
man who counts
as small

as the

and hoards

The

them has a soul

penny he worships.

I

never

know exactly how many pennies I have.
My grandmother used to say few persons

it anywhere.

will do anything for anybody unless they were
sure of being paid for it in money or favors ;
but
have always believed if I should become

used to say ; and this was
the way I was interrupted,
by the words
" Rags ! rags ! rags ! " under my window, as
the ragman's bell jingled on.
" The ragman is here, ma'am," said Bridget,

would find persons who
me.
Just as I had put
up the pennies, Mrs. Rambert called to solicit
my help for the Fair. My two neighbors, she

as my grandmother

coming in just then with the old brown rag-bag.
I went with her to the door, and he weighed
the rags.
" Just four pounds exactly, ma'am," he said,
and he handed

me twelve big, dingy-looking

Their wrinkled, rugged edges sug
gested the possibility of their -having been
coppers.

hauded down from the ragman's
father.
"
take

I

great-grand

any day,

I

I

would gladly relieve

I

said, had each given ten dollars.
gave her
It happened to be the only money in my
pocket-book except the ragman's three fiftycent stamps and two ten-cent bills.
But I
five.

knew somebody would come home that night
who

could

probably put some more in the
felt quite amiable that morn
ing. Bridget and Margaret, my two efficient
handmaidens, kept parlor and kitchen in com
pocket-book.

I

"

I

mean to keep them till they
I said to myself, as I seated
by my writing-desk to answer some

fortable order.

ma'am," he added,
newspapers,
sold him three bush
gathering up his rags.
els of papers, for which he paid me three fiftycent stamps.

I

destitute

die or get married,"
myself
letters.

I

was suddenly

interrupted

by a knock on

Only
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a Head,- or,

not

It was Margaret, with her apron
my door.
up to her eyes, and she burst out sobbing,
"
" Oh, Mrs. M
cousin isn't expected

,my
Patrick was waiting for her at the door, and
" had
in a moment she was gone. Margaret
" for Patrick's only son the Sabbath pre
stood
ceding,
turn.

I

and

In

feared she would not soon re

an hour after, Bridget came to tell
husband had arrived from the

me that her

West, and she must go with him right away.
And she further
John couldn't lose a day.
"
told me not to wait for Margaret, for Marga
ret was to be married to-morrow

week."

Bridget had told me that she was a widow,
and Margaret that she would stay with me a
year ; and these husbands turning up gave me
quite a surprise.
note came from

So

I

N

I

am left helpless.
, saying he'd not

A

be

home that night.
lay all night wide awake,
alone in the house, thinking of every ghost
story, even- burglary, and all the spiritual ac
counts

I

had ever read or heard, raps, visions,
dreams,

and

I

all.

was

glad
enough to hear the voices of the milkmen un
der my window as the day dawned at last.
apparitions,

About

ten

o'clock

Foote called.

Mrs.

She

told me that Mrs. Gray had left for Europe,
cook, was staying
np town in New York, at some Mrs. Riley's, and
and her cook, a wonderful

would only be there that day. I could proba
bly obtain her; and her cousin Susan, across
the street, could tell me just where she was.
I thought I would hunt up this famous
cook. Susan told me she was at No. 221 Twen
ty-third Street; West Twenty-third Street, she
thought,

but she wasn't

sure.

I

took a car,

crossed Fulton Ferry, went up to West Twen
ty-third Street, and explored that locality thor
oughly. Among the twenty occupants of the
twenty apartments in the five stories of No. 221
there was no Mrs. Riley.

I

found

whereabouts

at

the corner

grocery store the
of Mrs. John, Mrs. Patrick, and

Mrs. Michael Riley, visited

their several resi

dences, but neither was the Riley

I

wanted.

Possibly Susan might have mistaken the
It might be
number, reading it backward.
No. 122. I explored No. 122 from basement to
attic, and in the rear room of the top floor,
with nine small children and one in her arms,
I found the veritable Mrs. Michael Riley. The
girl I sought had just left for Hoboken or Jer
sey City or Staten Island, Mrs. Riley couldn't
remember which. I descended the four nar
row, dark, rickety flights of stairs through
groups of ragged, bright-eyed, dirty-faced chil
dren, of all ages and types, blonde and bru

a Cent

in the world.
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I

nette.
thought, as I went down the last
flight, if I should be found dead to-morrow, the
coroner might justly bring in the verdict, " Died

of stairs."
My foot slipped on the last step,
which was twice as high as it ought to be, and

I fell back against the open door and bumped
A roguish urchin on the side
my forehead.

walk exclaimed, " Golly ! didn't she get Hail
Columby?"
My quest was ended, my investigation over.

I

up the street and near a large confec
I thought would buy some of those

passed

I

tionery.

tempting sugar almonds in the window.
The
real soft sugar almond, dainty and delicious,
so thinks a friend of
has no sweet rival,

I

like in the evening to lay these
mine, and
pet sweets of his between the open leaves of
his magazine, one by one, as you give a sugar
plum to a spoiled child, and have him ask,
with a boy's eagerness, " Got any more ? "

I

bought

four

ounces

of the

and mustached

looking, jeweled,
ing and smiling as
adorned his position

if

exquisiteclerk, bow

his graceful presence
among the sweets. He

did up my almonds as daintily as if he were
some royal infant in cloth of

enwrapping

gold.
" The almonds are
twenty cents."
him one of my fifty-cent " stamps."

I handed
I

meant

of the fifties in little dainties for
The man looked at the
my Halicarnassus.
"
currency and said, This is a counterfeit bill."
I handed him the second, and the third ; he
"I know the
said they were all counterfeit.
to spend two

I

got them of," I blushed .and stammered
"
Perhaps you could exchange them for
good, then," said the clerk, politely.
Alasl
thought I might as well trace some
man
out.

I

comet in its flight as follow that ragman in
his metropolitan
wanderings through street
and avenue, where he may be now dispensing
his false fifties to other matrons as wise as I.

I

am all the more provoked

because only last
bought a Brooklyn newspaper of a
newsboy, and he took a two dollar-bill of mine
to the grocery to get change, leaving me his

I

evening

pile of papers, and
since.

I

have never

seen

him

I handed

the man back the almonds, saying,
have no more change." I didn't stop to see
whether he was as deliberate and graceful in
undoing his almonds as he had been in doing
"

I

them up.

I had

a ten-cent

bill,

I found,

in my

purse.

I

was provoked at myself, the ragman, and
the best I could do was to go
everybody;
home.
took & stage without looking very

I

1
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I

in this store was

some man, bland enough

a

The druggist

tall, hand

to do any favor one

?

a

if

I

I

I

a

I

I

I

_

I

a

a

I

I

I,

Times my unknown name
morning's
the " mysterious
among
providences."
As
stood there, all at once
remembered the

some

I

Cautiousness, Self-Esteem and

or was

coincidence,

Phrenology after all

all Was

it

it,

it

head in the magazine
how like
was to this
druggist's head an exact counterpart
of

only

there

something
remember reading

in

I

in
"
The time will come when
magazine once,
we will know each other at sight " and
be
lieve the time may come when, to some prac
ticed eye,
head's gifts and faults may be
known at sight, as the student of nature comes

I

;

at last to know at sight
bird, and flower.

the type of insect,

walked on and met two sober-looking,
" Affliction has so
stately dames in black.
bered their faces, perhaps
has softened their
hearts,"
asked them the same
thought, as
had asked the druggist.
question
They gave
repeated the brief story
of my destitution.
" Ah, indeed " they both replied, and
pass

the same answer, and

ed silently on.

walked three blocks more, met
beautiful
blonde, radiant in velvet, wkneiennet,
and
Abundance, independence, conse
diamonds.
quence seemed to display themselves from the
tip of the white ostrich in her hat to the trail

of the blue moire skirt.
ceiving
indeed

addressed her, re
the same answer and the same " Ah,
" still more coldly and
haughtily

given.

Six more weary blocks

went, and

met

a

I

I

a

I

among the labyrinths of names and streets in
the directory the very Smith, Brown, or Jones
want.

face.

a

a

I

lame plan, but the best
could think of.
saw
have
large drug store on the corner.
always found New York druggists polite and
accommodating.
They often help me to find

handsome

I

I

;

a

;

a

if

I

"

have lost my money and haven't change
enough for a stage." She would reply, " Here,
take six cents and welcome," etc.
This was
say,

owner's

it

thought

would walk on and ask the first pleasantsaw
car near
there was
looking female
that would take me to Fulton Ferry
she
" and would
would reply " No take
stage

their

I

in my eyes.

I

seemed contemptible

I

to that now hopelessly
far-off
My
ferry.
weary feet could no more accomplish that dis
tance than they could cross the world. Never
since that day has even an old rusty copper

from

discouraged by his indifference, gone
hopelessly on my journey's
length, those
clear, cold eyes of his might have read in

I

I

longed for those coppers, those
coppers, lying in inglorious ease
in my drawer!
They could transport me in
glorious independence across old Manhattan

Had

I

How

contemptible

bright look that had beamed on me only
moment

I

home.

might see some acquaintance from
could borrow
few cents to get me
a

I I

ferry,
whom

stood
moment, looking
at the shining glasses in the windows tilled
with their beautiful.colors, and thought how
like their tasteless, worthless radiance was the

?

;

would screw up my courage and ask the con
ductor to take me for four cents once at the

end of the store.

!

a

I

I

walked, and walked, and walked to Twentycould cross somewhere
third Street, hoping
caY to take me to Fulton Ferry.
and find

suddenly from his face and retreated some
where into the back part of his head
sup
pose, as he turned dignifiedly around, leaving
me standing alone, and walked to the other

a

I

;

1

and
apple-women, flower-girls
hand-organs,
all
but in New York without money,
might as well be in Guinea or Scandinavia.

" What will
you

called to ask you,"
said, "
there's
can take for Fulton Ferry?"
" Take the Fifth Avenue
stage, ma'am," he
replied, " that will carry you directly there."
" have lost
said, " haven't
my money,"
enough to take
stage."
"Ah, indeed! ma'am," said he; and that
beautiful, bland, smiling expression went away

I I

I

I

I

I

I

;

I

Croton Reservoir, by no means at that late
hour and in the low state of my finances the
got out of the stage
goal of my ambition.
had four cents left, with
felt in my pocket;
which to get to and across the ferry and up to
had lived in New York
my Brooklyn home.
a long time. Its churches and streets were
could
Were
an artist
dear and familiar.
sketch from memory the spire of Grace Church,
the rows of windows in Trinity, and even the
like New York
rows of clerks at Stewart's.

"

car near here

1

I

a

I,

it,

There was a big stone building
ferryward.
looking very much
with flowers all around
was,
precious fool that
like reservoir, and
had taken an uptown stage and arrived at the

"

as he asked me,

I

I closed my eyes, and, being very
weary, must have fallen asleep ; at last I open
ed them, thinking it was time for me to be at
but there was no ferry, no Park
the ferry
Row, no City Hall no familiar landmarks
ferry.

would think,
have, ma'am

a

it I was tired, and I was the only
I knew the stage would stop at the

a

at

passenger.

I

carefully

I
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BEAD ;

him as
reply.
made

I

I

of tracts,

NOT A CENT IN TEE WORLD.

with spectacles,
He had a bundle

tall, pale-looking gentleman,
in finest broadcloth.

dressed

OR,

addressed
thought, in his hands.
had the others, receiving the same
I told him my need, and he said he
it an invariable rule never to give to

I

strangers ; the few pence he might bestow
upon me I might spend in some intoxicatingindividual
draught. He was a solemn-looking
with a cane. I thought he would like to de

liver me a lecture on temperance, of which I
felt just then in no need
and his cane and

spectacles passed on. I walked down to Nine
teenth Street.
met an honest-faced Irish

I

girl, with faded worn hood, worn plaid shawl,
and clean old calico dress, and a small bundle

I

in her ungloved red hands.
asked her about
the car, telling her of my loss.
" Oh, ma'am ! what a
pity, ma'am, such a
delicate lady as you should walk so far for the
want of a few cents !" and her round face drew
" I've
down with a sober sympathetic look.

just spent all my money for the makins of an
"
apron," she said ; but if you'll wait, I'll ask
the store man to take the apron back maybe
he'll give me the money agin, and you can
have it and welcome."

" No, no ! " I said, as she turued to go back
" They'll
to the store with her little bundle.
never

take

anything

back

after

it

is cut;

they'll say it isn't honest."
" Well, then, take the apron, ma'am it cost
tie eighteen cents ; and sure the stage man

it for ten," and she urged me to take
the piece of brown and white checked calico.
I shall never forget the color of the pattern.
" No, no ! I won't take your apron. These
drivers have to take money only; that's the
ma}' take

rule."
" Well, ma'am, just wait here in the baker's
at the corner, and

I'll

go to my scister's at the

Central Park. She'll give me the change, and
Til hurry back fast as I can ; walking won't
hurt me, I'm used to it."
This, of course, I couldn't let the kind
creature

And

if

I

do, but

I

blessed

her

honest heart.

I

ever reach the beautiful

may
city,
face again in some golden street
among the shining ones. The old calico will
be gone, and no robe may be more beautiful

meet

her

than hers.

I

I walked a few blocks more, and saw a
young lady with soft brown hair and mild blue
at a grocer's, pricing some
eyes stopping
I ask her the old question, " Is there

oranges.

any car near here to take

Ferry?"

me to Fu'X.n
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" No
; take a Fifth Avenue stage ; walk with
I will show you a stage."
"
can't take a stage ; I have lost some
have only four cents left ; six cents
money ;
me to the corner,

I

I

more would take me to the ferry, where I
could probably find some one to lend me
enough to get home."

"Oh, poor soul!" she said as I put my
hand in my pocket for my two two-cent pieces,
and I found them gone, too slipped through
a hole in my pocket
didn't know there was

I

I

I had walked enough
that day to wear a hole in the pocket.
I ex
I
claimed, "My four cents are gone, too!
haven't an accessible cent in the world ! " I
a hole there, but

think

suppose my face looked to her amusingly dole
the very dire calamity I was

ful, considering

In.
"
" Poor
soul, how you must have worried !
she said again, bursting out laughing; and 1,
in a kind of hysterical mood, to keep from
crying, burst out laughing loo. She added,

" Here, take this fifty cents, and this twenty -five

also ; you have walked so long, you have had
no lunch.
There's a restaurant on the corner ;
go and get some oysters, and then take the first
blue stage you see going down," she added,
again.
" I'll take twenty cents," I said, " and be
much obliged to you, but no more."
My last
laughing

hour's

experience had made me feel that
twenty cents was a liberal bequest ; as for the
munificent donation of fifty, I should stagger
under the weight of such a great obligation.
But she made me take the money, saying
that if ever she should be in like trouble, she
should be sorry if somebody couldn't do as
much for her. She looked not only willing
but glad to do me the favor. She looked some
thing like the picture of Miss Burdett Coutts,

would say she had the
and a phrenologist
" same
of Benevolence
large development
towering up at the median line of her head."

Her name, I learned, was Miss Ward Miss
Ward, of Twentieth Street.
The quakerlike
simplicity of her dress, the soft brown hair, the

sweet blue eye are a picture hung up in the
studio of my soul forever, and every day I put
fresh flowers of gratitude in a little vase in my
I shall
heart under that Miss Ward's picture.
see her again ; the face to wear the hue celes
nor the voice nor
tial won't change much
change, for some angels walk this
earth unseen ; but when I cross the last ferry,
over the dark river, I shall hear her voice in

manner

" Not unto us, not
the choir celestial singing,
unto us, but unto Him be all the glory," and

I
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shall read her name in the book of life

Her noble boy, for whom two years

in the

She had tolled on through doubts and fears,
And but for him her only pride
Had sooner in the struggle died.
The mother-love so strong and deep.
Whose tender care can never sleep,
Whose wondrous power can almost stand
A guard to ward on* Death's cold hand
This love thrilled all Ruth Herbert's soul,
And gained of every thought control.
Life's heaviest burdens she would take
And bear them for her darling's sake ;
And Death, she wildly shrank to meet,
That bul for him had been most sweet.
She raised to God her heart's lone cry
That He would let the M cup pass by ! M

directory of angels.
What a pity that druggist
Miss

Ward's frangipanni

everlasting.
As for me,

I

I

hadn't some of
of soul, sweet and

must confess that since that day

prized money, a little money, more
than ever, for who, with a world of millionaire
memories behind, a golden sea of dreams be
have

fore him, or a mine of wealth

calmly or comfortably
without a cent in the world.

li7e

I

in his soul, can
one

short

day

I had a long fit of
like a dream now; they
had brain fever. They gave me medicine

reached home at last.

illness; it all

say I
to soothe

Yet nearer crept the icy chill

seems

That soon her poor tired heart wonld still ;
But in the strength of her despair.
Since fate denied her dearest prayer,
These words were breathed distinct and slow,
" O God, take care of little Joe I
" nis ear
Take care of little Joe !
Had caught the words, and in the fear
Of some impending danger near,
He nestled close upon the breast
Where he had found his wonted rest
No tender word, no fond caress
His little troubled heart could bless.
He sought in vain the mother's arm
To shield him from the coming harm.
" Take care of little Joe ! " he cried ;
And yet the sleeper at his side
For onco slept on, nor stirred, nor smiled,
Nor heard the pleadings of her child.
But oh. where'er the feet may go.
Our heart will yearn for little Joe.
HOPE ABLINOTON.

but it gave me no
and quiet
calm sleep only strange visions, in which
gigantic druggists, lowering dames in black,
me

and stately blondes passed on and shook their
heads at me.
When I came back to my old self at last,
the first words I remember were Miss Ward's
plaintive and musical
"
must have worried !

"Poor

soul, how you

What mado the noble difference between
the druggist, the ladies in black, the blonde,
the tall gentleman in spectacles, and Miss
it
Ward ? It was not fortune or education
was, though

I

know little of Phrenology

only

a head.

LITTLE JOE.
A SKETCH FRO* LIFB.

The sweet light of the early day
On noiseless wings liad found it way
To where Ruth Herbert, dying, lay,
Through alleys dark and damp and drear,
To where Death's angel waited near.
It kissed Ruthj Herbert's faded cheek,
It danced upon the lips so meek,
softly pressed each folded lid
That from its gaze the brown eyes hid.
It crept upon the brow so fair
And nestled in the curling hair.
Ruth Herbert smiled; just then a cloud
Folded the sunlight in a ehrond ;

It

And soon a clond as dark had place
Of the sweet smile upon Ruth's face.
The pang that stings a mother's heart,
When from her blrdlings called to part,
Opened once more her glassy eye,
And gave a look of agony

To her young face, for the same bed
That pillowed now her dying head,
By yet a fairer one was pressed,
Whose infant brow her hand caressed ;
And while her own heart fainter grew,
And earth receded from her view,
With quick pulsations to and fro
Beat the warm heart of little Joe

EYES AND

NO

EYES.

~V7"0U have all read the story in the school
JL readers of the two boys who went
over the same route, one with his eyes open,
It is old, but
and the other with them shut.
worth
and
remembering
worth repenting
So many things slip by us ; so
every day.
worth knowing go on right un
things
many
der our eyes without being noticed.
I knew a man, I think I may havd told you
of him before, a busy man, who had very lit
tie time for reading or study, but whose
mind was a perfect storehouse of information
on almost every subject.

" How does it happen that you know so
" I asked
more than the rest of us ?

much

him one day.
" Oh," said he, "

I

never had time

to lay

regular stock of learning, so I save all
the hits that come in my way, and they count
up a good deal in the course of the year."
That is just the thing save all the bits.

in

a

THE BOY THAT HAD
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AT0

" That boy," said a
" always
gentleman,
to be on the lookout for something to

REMARKABLE QUALITY.
so

that in future he knew just how those two

seems

precious stones looked.

see."

ed of the barber

So he was ; and while waiting
paper office for a uackagc,

mailing machine

was

waited at the florist's,

of

use

what

eyes,

a news

how

a

While he
operated.
he saw a man setting

box of cuttings,

a great

in

he learned

ho

and learned, by the
never

wauld

have

guessed, that slips rooted best in nearly pure
sand.
'

This

is lapis lazuli," said

his customer ;

And
around

the
from

" and this

wide-awake

the jeweler to

is chrysoprase."
errand-boy

turned

the door to take a sharp look,

MOST

tions, or color

that attracted the particular at

tention of anybody.
When he first breathed

the vital air he was

simply a boy-baby, with two hands, two feet,
two eyes, two ears, one mouth, and one nose,

lie did not laugh and crow and sit upright as
yonng geniuses do in their young babyhood,
but be slept and waked, and ate (baby-food, of
course) and cried like any common baby.
When he grew older there were no uncom

mon developments, except that he was fat and
healthy and heavy.
Nobody congratulated his mother on raising
a future President, nor applauded the bright

In

one day, he learn

what became of the hairclippings; of the carpenter, how to drive a
nail so as not to split the wood ; of the shoe
maker, how the different surfaces of fancy
leathers are made ; of a locust, that his mouth
was of no use to him in singing ; from a
scrap of newspaper, where sponges are ob
tained ; and from an old Irishwoman, how to
from rusting.
keep stove-pipes
Only bits
and fragments of knowledge, but all of them
worth saving, and all helping to increase
the stock in trade of the boy who meant to
be a man.

Exchange.

THE BOY THAT HAD NO REMARKABLE
boys who "get into the newspa
"
pers are very remarkable boys.
" Joa" had nothing about his looks, or ac

39

QUALITY.

while many of the bright, talking geniuses
went home with the sad intelligence that the
" fish wouldn't bite."
Joa's home was full of life and uoise and bus
tle of intelligent older children and bright
Joa found himself, and every
younger ones.
body else found him, solitary and alone, tak
ing very little notice of the stir around him.
When he grew to be a man, the hustling
drive-aheads laughed at his plodding ; but by
some means he seldom made a mistake, and
though he did not seem to accomplish as much
in a week as many others did in a day, yet at
the end of a year there was always something
tangible in his results, while the work of those
seemed to utterly outstrip him at first end
ed in demolished air-castles.

who

He has passed the meridian of life. Men
in the professions respect his judg

The
genius that sparkled in the baby's eyes.
gossipers looked wondcririgly at each other as

eminent

the tender mother watched over her baby-boy,

ment.

provided for his comforts, and pressed him to
ber warm bosom.

Business

men coming

upon the stage

grew to boyhood, but he was only a com

of action long to learn the secret of his suc
The bank leans upon him to carry it
cess.
through the trying crisis, merchants and man

with diffi
mon boy. He learned his
culty, and was slow in learning to read. His
"
teacher thought he never would get through
But he never forgot
the multiplication table."

ufacturers lean upon him to save them from
Steady, constant, and hard study
bankruptcy.
made him a scholar ; persevering industry, ac
companied writh economy, raised him to opu

it.

lence ; close observation and deliberate reflec
tion cultivated a sound judgment, and honesty
and integrity secured for him the confidence of
all who knew him.

lie

ABC

When the boys went a-fishing,

Joa

went

too ; but he was slow in getting his hook and
The other boys were on and in
and around the lake before his hook was fairly

line ready.

" Too slow to move," the
" He'll sit there expecting the

settled in the water.

boys would say.
It was even so; he re
fish to come to him."
mained stationary and fixed ; but when night
came, somehow his basket was always full,

of a winter-apple
made up of a calm, strong, slow
temperament, with large reflective organs and
moderate perceptions, the whole combining to
give a meditative moderation, but a broad, deep
[This is

a good description

organization

soundness of judgment.

The brilliant child

is

Phrenological Journal.

apt to be petted and to become superficial.
The slow, plain-looking child is not flattered
and spoiled, and he is obliged to fall back on
solid attainments, and thus he is practically
driven to substantial talents and enduring ac

A fine dancer, a good singer, who
quisitions.
is handsome and attractive, is apt to devote
himself to appearances ; while his opposite

plods in the realm of solid duty and economy,
and finally is found with money to let, and
financial wisdom to guide public affaire.
Harvest apples are luscious, but flashy, and
Their fragrance fills the or
soon gone.

for a few days, and they seem to look
with scorn upon the yet hard and sour aud
odorless winter apple. When the winter reigns
and the orchard is buried in snow, and the
frosty air is screeching in triumph through the
naked branches of the trees, the house is filled
with the rich aroma of scarlet or golden fruit,
which is now luscious, mellow, and tempting.
So some persons ripen early, arc quick, showy,
and never amount to much, while others are
slow in coming to maturity, but arc sound and
enduring when brought to the solid work of
life.]

of |)hpoto0g
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euly «nd**rneBtlyfandwith the
The truthsof Philology shouldheloculcattd»ndenforced

of highrtllfflnu*duty. Tom

"TAKING COLD."
BY K. T. TRALL,

is

is

full of misnomers.
" tak
of their patients
" " hav

ponderable

or

as veritable
instead of glittering generalities
or philosophical allegories as originally in
so im
why medical cience
tended. This

sonified

is

i

is

imponderable,

?

a

is

a

it

a

a

;

a

a

is

is

true.

It

the truth to say that

nearer

would

be much

we have taken

"
have caught
How awkwardly
" would sound
But only
very bad heat
!

I

heat.

a

Neither

is

talcen w>.

be

I

is

is

not
It
unfamiliar.
cause the expression
scien
nearer
much
but
correct,
scientifically
" have
tific truth than the every-day phrase,
got

severe

cold."

We are all sufficiently familiar with the
the symptoms and feelings
cold
diagnosis of

soro
its phenomenology:
of
tenderness
a disoosition to sneeze
a

realities,

some
vague idea that something not of us
where within us or all through us, and some
destructive to the
how doing something that
" taken
have
we
say
We
vital machinery.
We might as well say that cold lias
cold."

which constitute
nose

;
a

a

a

a

a

;

at the crisis of an inflammatory
"
"
fever, they say the typhoid has supervened
in
and when death succeeds inflammation
All
in."
"set
has
mortification
they
say
part,
ac
to
the
true
are
of these terms and phrases
the
indicate
all
and
disease,
of
cepted theory
on the false
prevailing error. They are based
each hav
entities,
assumption that diseases are
form,
qualities,
distinctive
ing its special and
some
real
attributes
and
laws, properties,
noun or
thing substantive, of the nature of
at war with
pronoun, an enemy to life, and
natura.
the til medicattix
The ancient method of personifying actions,
conditions, qualities, good, evil, truth, falsity,
has, in
strength, knowledge, passions, etc.,
into
degenerated
times,
strangely
modern
recognition and treatment of Ihe things per

as an acquisition, or
something that we have ob
imposition
" local habita
tained, or that has taken up
ua, or that, in
or
within
on
name"
tion and
" oUsome strange manner., has possessed or
"
have
we
cold
When sick of
us.
sessed

Everybody speaks of

a

or bilious

present.
One of the subjects to which these remarks
that condition of" disordered physiol
apply
" cold "
" cold." What
" termed
ogy
is

a

a

a

with

is

a

;

a

a

a

forty days, etc., as though
spook
thing analogous to ghost or goblin,
or demon. And they tell us of their patients
" attacked " with the rheumatism; hav
being
" of the cholera being " struck "
"
touch
ing
worse
patient
When
the palsy, etc.

cessful in the management of ordinary diseases
than they are at
in the days of Hippocrates

a

fever was some

a

;

;

a

a

" " going through a fever
ing fever
of fever;" being "kept up dur
a
course
ing
fever;" a fever "running" twenty or
ing

;

literature

Physicians talk
MEDICAL

M.D.

In
perfect, and the healing art so uncertain.
the explanation of the fact, that,
deed, this
notwithstanding the accumulated lore of three
were more suc
thousand years, physicians

"TAKING COLD."
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"
being moderate or
tremulous,"
violent.
Increase the fire still more, and the stove be
comes red-hot.
Molecular motion
now very
is

is

the eyes ; a heaviness of the head ; a neural
gic numbness of the scalp; a tickling in the
throat; more or less inclination to cough;
stiffness in some of the muscles ; an all-over

rapid, and the particles of the stove recede so
far from each other that the stove becomes
porous to certain gases.
Then
that, in

less fevcrishness and chilliness

the

ordinary

coal

oxide,

stove, carbonic

a

it

promiscuously

interblendcd.

is

of weariness, and, in bad cases, vunning
at the nose and violent cough, with more or

sense

deadly poison, passes through the seemingly
solid sides of the stove as water runs through

Now, what is the rationale of these symptoms
and the condition which induces them ; or, as

is

it
is

a

Then
that, unless the room
well ventilated, you are sure to be
poisoned with irrespirable gases.
And this
one of the many ways of " taking cold."
sieve.

unusually

fact that we have overheated

But, having got the cold, what
it? It is,
" that
"
simply
is, an
capillary congestion
over-distention of the blood-vessels of the part
"
which
said to be the " seat
of it. " Cold

is

?

is

it,

writers are accustomed to phrase
"
" the
pathology of the disease
The whole explanation
deduciblo from the

never have

kept

between

32°

and

in tliat condition, we

" cold."

could

"We

not

it,

nor would

paradoxical
" cold."
6eem, we should not have

as

"We

may

We might

a

but,

catch us.

it

not " catch "
should be cold,

it

a

a

possibly, under such circumstances,
"get
"
cold," nor would " cold
We could
get us.

;

i

" means
congestion of the Schneiderian membrane
which lines the nostrils to
in the head

that degree that heat and pain result when the
mucous membrane
properly said to be in
therefore, between
The
difference,
flamed.

" cold "

local
only

just

as

and

difference

proper

of

local

to term

lungs (pneumonia)

"

inflammation

degree.

would be
of the

inflammation

cold in the chest," as

to

we might freeze to death; we might
cease to live, because of cold, but we should

apply the phrase "cold in the head" to in
flammation of the mucous membrane of the

not have any disease whatever.
frog may
be frozen as hard and stiff as
cake of ice, re

nose.

is

is

if

is

is

;

whose liver has long been
bilious

" turn," provided,

torpid may have
in all cases, the ex

a

The
We say the latent
heat has become sensible heat. Tyndall says
" tremulous molecular motion." Add fuel to the
lire, and the "latent" heat becomes still more
" sensible." The
ferruginous atoms move still
faster. "Molecular motion" now, instead of
cold stove becomes warm.

;

it,

a

little by starting
fire in
atoms revolve more rapidly on their axes.

matism or gout one whose bowels have long
" touch " of
been constipated
may have
"
"
run
of diarrhea and one
dysentery, or
a

tlieir velocity
and the metallic

posure to cold, and then to heat, be sufficiently
the cause be slight, the effect
extreme. But
be correspondingly
light, and only amount
" common cold," which means moderately
sore nose and
slight degree of feverishness.

will
to

a

Increase

it
a it is

is

is

is

a

move very slowly.

Now, " colds," however caused, differ in the
manifestations of their symptoms according to
of the various organs of the
th« conditions
" taking " it. One who
pafient at the time of
" struck " with
apo
is*very plethoric may be
or
whose
blood
very foul
palsy one
plexy
" attacked " with typhoid fever one
may be
whose joints are obstructed with earthy or
"
with rheu
saline particles may be " seized
;

a

a

a

is is

is

is

Cold, therefore,
not disease, but " cold "
only
is.
Cold
diminution of heat, and
mode of motion.
To become
heat
onty
cold
certain amount of
merely to lose
heat molecular motion.
It with the living
organism as with all other material substances,
so far as the " Correlation of Forces "
con
If the stove in your room cold,
cerned.
because the particles of iron which compose

These terms, therefore, mean simply different
degrees and conditions of obstruction in the
capillary blood-vessels.

;

heir to, as well

cold."

If the
may bo applied.
painful, the word irritation
And
the part
painful and
employed.
used.
hot also, the term inflammation

a

is

a

"

a

maladies that flesh or bone
as to

the

if

is

not to be found in mere cooling, nor
nor in both, but in something very
different
statement that applies to all the
heating,

when

parlance,

the term congestion

part so affected

a

a

a

cold "

medical

strict

is

main so an indefinite time, then be thawed out
again, aud leap about as lively as ever, with
out the slightest symptom of having taken "
cold." So we see that the rationale of "

In

capillary vessels of any organ or part are dis
proportionately filled with blood (overloaded),

a

a

A

die;

is

should

a

Fahrenheit, and

should

If we

It

or anywhere

freezing-point,
9S°

all.

down to any degree, even to the

is

cooled

a

be

is

has been too sudden, that

is

;

is

after

a

ourselves

or, in less tech
being preternaturally cooled
nical parlance, the transition from cold to heat

a

medical
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PREVENTION

On the theory

OF

COLDS.

above briefly indicated, the
" taking cold," and the best

plan for avoiding
method of treating a "cold" when "taken,"
First of all, avoid
are as obvious as simple.
sudden

and extreme alternations

of tempera

ture ; and whenever or however exposed to
severe cold, be very careful to w arm the body
Never go very near a hot
very gradually.
stove or steam coil because the sensation of

warmth is agreeable. A cold part of the body
can not be wanned too slowly for the good of

If a part be
the structures composing it
actually frozen, to thaw it very rapidly would
endanger violent inflammation, followed, per
The safety of a frozen
haps, by mortification.
part is always secured by thawing it as slowly
as possible. A part may be frozen and thawed
twent}' or a hundred times without appreciable
as I have repeat
in the treatment of cancers

injury, if properly managed,
edly demonstrated

and other morbid growtlrs.
Who ever heard of the

explorers of the
Arctic regions " taking cold ? " Of all who
accompanied Buclian, Franklin, Ross, Parry,
" cold,"
and Kane, no one was ever sick of a
and
years at a
although living for months
temperature many degrees below the freezingpoint of mercury, and subsisting on a dietary
" in
"
warm climates would
that
good livers
regard as extremely abstemious.

In

1820, a Mr.

Black, of Sir John Franklin's party, traveled
alone eleven hundred miles with the thermom
eter 00° below Fahrenheit's zero. He had only
a blanket

and a deerskin

to sleep under, and

without food for two or three
Yet he did not " take cold ! "
Chilblains are among the familiar examples
of the evil consequences of warming the hands
and feet too rapidly after having been exposed
was frequently
days at a time.

to extreme cold.

The reason that the hands, feet, and faceaire
more liable to " colds " and their sequela;
tjppn

other parts of the body or the internal organs,
is because they are more exposed to alter
nations of temperature, from being more nearly
in contact with both frost and fire.

Among the most efficient preventives of
" colds " are
equable clothing and pure air.
Especially is it important to protect the feet.

If

any part of the system should be dispro
portionately clothed, it is the lower extremi
ties ; but, unfortunately,

the feet are in most

of any part of the body.
This is more especially the case with women
and children, the very ones who are most incases the least dressed

lured by such disparity.

Any one may observe, on any cold winter
day, on any fashionable thoroughfare of any of
our large cities (and the fault is nearly as appar
ent in villages and country places), women and
girls, some of them mere children, so
heavily dressed about the hips and abdomen
as to cause congestion and weakness in the

young

internal viscera, while the feet and legs are so
lightly covered that the blood must constantly
recede from them toward the head, inducing
inflammation
of the abdominal or
pelvic organs, and " colds in the head."
The
consumptive predisposition and diathesis are
often wholly attributable to thin shoes and

chronic

stockings.

A majority of our churches, school-houses,
hospitals, and halls are miserably ventilated,
as are all of our theaters, and, in the cold sea
son, all of our railroad cars. Nothing more
effectually prepares the system for " taking
"
cold
than foul air. It is the rule with all the
civilized nations of the earth (and the same is

doubtless true of all barbarous and savage
tribes), that "colds," coughs, catarrh, bron
chial affections, and pulmonary consumption
prevail in precisely the same ratio, other things
being equal, that the people live indoors. The
more they live in the open air the less are they
affected with this class of ailments.
Where
one case of consumption, or even " a very bad
cold," can be found (in^ proportion
to num
bers) among

wood-choppers

and

lumbermen

who "shanty out" all winter, and sleep in
"shebangs" through whose crevices the cold
winds and colder snows have free play, a hun
dred occur among the sedentary occupants of

well-warmed

but ill-ventilated houses.
order to prevent " colds " it is never
necessary to be uncomfortably clothed, nor to
be kept in rooms of an unpleasant temperature.

In

Indeed, the more agreeable to the feelings the
temperature is the better, provided it is made
so without vitiating the air we are obliged to
breathe.
Fire and clothing may always be
used to the extent demanded by the most
pleasant bodily feelings, provided there is an
abundant supply of pure, fresh air. But many
persons, in the arrangement of their rooms,
and many builders in the construction of their
houses, try to keep the apartment swarm by
The principle is wrong.
shutting the cold out.
Whether the room be cold or warm, pure air
must be respired in sufficient quantity to-aerate
the blood, or the whole mass becomes foul,
and all the secretions

defective

or depraved.

Nothing renders persons more susceptible to
"take cold," be "attacked" with rheumatic

Taking cold."

as the medicaments

aforesaid do not.

On the theory (perfectly true) that

is

is

tonic,
cleansing, and that cold water
persons (and some doctors, too) have
brought Hydropathy into disrepute, and them
some

in
to invalidism,
by cold ablutions
rooms in the c.oldest weather.
Here,
as everywhere else in the Hygienic system,
A
the golden rule is, Make yourself comfortable.

selves

a

is

is

is

thirst
may be appeased with sips of water
frequently taken but the quantity swallowed
should be very moderate, so as not to arrest the
process of depuration, which
curing the
patient by removing the cause of the " cold."
Meanwhile the patient should keep quiet and
is

it

four, thirty-six, or forty-eight hours, according
to the severity or violence of the " attack."
sufficient
If there much
Usually one day
;

a

a

sons spoil
good thing by overdoing, as they
do gymnastics, or as one might spoil
good
dinner, or the good of a dinner, by eating too

case of ordinary
" cold "
to abstain from all ingesta in the
shape of food, drink, or medicine for twenty-

it

is

it

it,

Bathing, as a preventive, is all that has ever
been claimed for
provided
employed
But in this matter many per
hygienically.

water

these
domestic simples were
very bad, the Hygienic or no-medicine
better still positively good. It
treatment
not only lets the patients get well, as do the
herbs aforesaid, but
assists them to recover,

The best management of

problems.

much of

But although

not

it

" seized "
with typhoid pneu
" seated " in
or
monia
influenza, and to have
flammations and "running" fevers, than the
foul blood resulting from bad air. A truly
Hygienic method for warming and ventilating
houses is still among the desiderata of social
affections, be
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in an equable and agreeable temperature, with
abundance of fresh air to breathe.
If he
chilly, stiff, rheumatic, or neuralgic,
warm

tepid, or cool bath, once or twice
week, or even daily for some persons, may be
room
taken in
advantageous, provided

bath or

which

warm

dill, asparagus, or parsley

so

the feet.

not

When the throat

was

sore, or

a

is

it

The
appreciably poisonous.
" virtue " seemed to be chiefly in the warm
water taken into the stomach and applied to
that

a

a

is

is

"),

increased,

the patient uselessly
of the "cold" in

and the effects

various ways aggravated.
If the patient feverish

(having passed the
better than

of rigors or chills), nothing

the wet-sheet pack for an hour, provided

is

stage

judiciously managed. The sheet may be dip
ped in warm, tepid, cool, or cold water, as
either may be most agreeable to the sensations
But when the wet sheet

of the patient.

is

is

weed, fennel,

gorgement
weakened,

the tepid
the next best thing
or moderately warm bath 90° to 95° pro
When
longed for thirty to forty minutes.
there
much headache, or congestion of the
lungs (indicated by laborious respiration), or
impracticable,

a

It matters little what particular
sage, tansy, catnip, balm,
employed
elecampane, boneset, crawley, hemlock, may

herb teas.
herb

be not ex

it

I

is

;

and very new countries, where apothe
cary shops are unknown and doctors not to be
"
had at any price, " colds
are successfully
medicated by means of foot-baths and warm
places

important that the patient

cessively heated with either process. By over
heating the surface the existing capillary en

is

endeavor
when treating the sick
to cure persons, not diseases),
always an easy
matter, provided the patient will " cease to do
evil " for a day or two. In sparsely populated
diseases

but

is

a

it
(I

The curing of
person who has

is

OF " COLD."

" cold," or rather of the
do not believe in curing

not much to choose between

and vapor baths to " break up " colds
(which means, to cure the patient so soon that
inflammation or fever will not " supervene

is

empty.
TREATMENT

minutes. There

it
is

a

is

warm,

is

stomach

and when the

comfortably

vapor bath
useful.
It should not
more than twenty to twenty-five

be prolonged

is

is

it

a

warm,

is

colder

was generally preferred) was worn around the
This treatment was
neck during the night.
to say, all of the
always efficacious; that

barking "), that
bet
so harassing to many patients, nothing
ter than frequent small draughts of warm
inflamed, or the
water and when the throat
is

("

is

a

is

painful,
tonsils swollen so that deglutition
dry cloth should
wet napkin covered with
be put t.rouud the neck, and worn until re
lieved, re-wetting
comes dry.

It

the cloth

as often as

it

a

a

ignorant

a

nurse" or an " old granny" killing
cold? Yet, under the
patient by curing
scientific practice of regular physicians, such
things happen every day in the year.

'

;

is

"colds" were sooner or later removed none
of the patients died. Whoever heard of an

should be conjoined.
For the irritating cough

is

diffused feeling of soreness through the chest,
and the hot foot-bath
the warm hip-bath

a

stocking (one that had
cough troublesome,
been worn during the day and had thereby
acquired some mysterious medicinal property

should be wet in cool water.

be
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When

muscles of the neck arc stiff and

the

lame, or the intercostal

muscles so tender that

to inflate the lungs (a condi
tion often mistaken for pleurisy), fomentations
should he applied until the symptoms are re

it is painful fully

lieved.

Among the remedial

agencies not to be
" colds " are res
despised in the treatment of
The patient should lie flat
piratory exercises.
on the back, the head raised
small

pillow,

and in this

a

little with

position

a

practice

deep and full inspirations and expirations, ex
panding the lungs as much as possible with
out pain or fatigue. Those who have never
"
tried this " movement-cure
process may per
haps be astonished at the facility with which

it will relieve all the bad feelings and symp
toms. If adopted in the incipient stage of an
" awful cold," and
vigorously employed for
ten or fifteen minutes, once in an hour or two,
it will prevent any dangerous degree of con
gestion of the lungs, and thereby obviate the
supervention of bronchitis or pneumonitis.

BAZT RULERS.
of
pica of insanity, in extenuation
so common of

TIIE
criminal acts, has become
late, that society is startled.

Rich bankers,

are quite sane on other subjects, are
The
found " going wild " on money-making.
case of young Ketchum is in point. One needs
who

" level "

millions daily
This young
in times of exciting speculations.
a

head who handles

Quaker became so completely absorbed, we
an
may say bewildered, that lie committed
Before,
act which sent him to State's prison.
at the time, and ever since, he has exhibited

or aberration of mind
Was he not warped ? and
on other subjects.
did not the whole community pity more than
McFarland had become so
they blamed?
morally obtuse, from one cause or another,
that he committed an act not at all in keep
ing with his natural or former disposition.
We are not apologizing or justifying, but ac
no unusual

symptoms

counting for these actions.

Consider the asperity manifested

by relig

Professed Chris
ious zealots and partisans.
tians there are who hate and persecute each
other with anything but a Christian spirit of

Are they not just a little warped ?
tolerance.
Are not High Church and Low Church extrem
ists off the track ? Are not the differences
between New School and Old School, Close
Communion and Open Communion, carried to
Do not Mormons,
almost insane extremes?
Spiritualists, Communists, and other bodies,
exhibit signs of insanity ? Are there not
crazy phrenologists who ought to be placed
Was
in asylums ? Yes, and politicians, too.
not Napoleon I. insanely ambitious ? and Na
poleon III. imbecile ? How many neglected
or deserted wives become heart-broken and
insane ? It is in the Old Country that one

may meet with dozens of this class.

Tricky
or to America,
leaving deserted but trusting wives and chil
dren to fill poor-houses, asylums, brothels, or
prisons, and in the new countries the runa

husbands

go to the Colonies

ways form new attachments,

and forget those

to be i: the loved
ones at home."
Dr. Beard compiles the
following record of insane rulers, which is in
point :
" Much of the tyranny and
of the

who supposed

themselves

despotism

world have been the result of cerebral disease, and
if justice had been done, not a few of the rulers
of history would have been eonlined iu asylums
for the insane.
[There were no asylums then, in
sanity was not understood.] Caligula, the beastly
Roman emperor, was certainly a lunatic. His ac
cession to the throne was greeted with joy by tho
Roman people, and he afterward became so popu
lar, by the generous and conciliatory acts of his
reign, that, when he was attacked with sickness,
sacrifices were offered in the temples for his recov
His brain undoubtedly became diseased dur
ery.
ing his sickness [Why not call it by its right name,
"dissipation?"], for from that time lie became a
The remaining four years of his
changed man.
reign were disgraced by some of the most unnat
ural and capricious tyranny recorded in history.
He put to death a large
[Caused by drunkenness.]
Every ten days lie deliv
number of his senators.
ered human victims to be devoured by wild beasts,
'
clearing his
and jocosely termed this horrid act
to
be paid to
honors
account.' He caused divine
himself, in a temple erected especially for that
purpose, and under the superintendence of priests
of his own appointment. [Poor fools, all.] He
Invited his favorite horse, Incitatus, to dine at the
royal table, where he was fed on Rilded oats and
drank wine from jeweled goblets, and but for his
death this animal would have been
premature
In a more enlightened
raised to the consulship.
and liberal age Caligula would have been deposed
The Romans en
and sent to an insane retreat.
dured his cruelty for four years, and then put him

1872.]

CRAZY

to death by a well-planned and successful conspir
The career of Nero was somewhat like that
acy.
of Caligula. In youth, he was notably talented,
kindly, and amiable, and for the first five years of
his reign he ruled with clemency and justice. He
was at that time so harassed by the attempts of
his mother to wrest the scepter from his hands,
that Ms brain probably became distorted, and he
was metamorphosed
into a tyrant. [For which his
organization lilted him.] He poisoned his own
brother at a feast to which he had invited him.
His mother, Agiippina, he murdered in her own
bed.
ne relentlessly persecuted the Christians, on
the plea that they had set fire to Rome.
He caused
to be executed Lucan the poet and Seneca the
philosopher, and kicked his own wife to death.
Nor was his insanity manifested by acts of cruelty
alone.
He had a silly rage for music, and in his
morbid ambition to be thought the greatest singer
of the world, he appeared on the stage in the
character of an operatic performer.
[Another
exhibit of the drunkard he was.]
" Domitian, Heliogabalus, and possibly also
some of the tyrants of Rome, must have been of
unsound mind. Domitian, like Caligula and Nero,
began to reign with generosity, but under the
pressures and worryings of government he devel
oped into a monster.
Heliogabalus made his horso
consul, appoiutcd a senate of women, forced the
Romans to worship a black stone, and prepared
golden swords and daggers, and cords of silk and
gold, in order to put an end to his own life when
ever he saw fit
All these were the freaks of a
madman.
Alexander the Great behaved like a lu
natic in the latter days of his reign, and the sup
position is plausible, that if he had survived a few
years longer he might have become a most im
placable and capricious tyrant [and imbecile].
From being very abstemious he gave himself up
to debauchery. His lust for power became a dis
ease, and lie strove for gigantic impossibilities.
Robespierre and some of the other leaders in the
French revolution were probably made more or
less insane by the exciting events in which they
took part.
It is certain that Robespierre was nat
urally kind-hearted and considerate, for he begun
life by endeavoring to procure the abolition of
capital punishment.
" Louis XI. of France wag insane both in his
He shut
despotic cruelty and in his caprices.
up his nobles in cages or hung them on the trees
of the forest. He lived in constant fear of death,
kept in seclusion in his castle, was on intimate
terms with his hangman, amused himself by watch
ing battles between rats and cats, drank the blood
of young children, and tried various and abomi
nable compounds in order to lengthen his life.
[Cautiousness and Destructiveness very large.]
" Jeffreys, the notorious English judge, was a
raving maniac ; and that he was allowed to preside
at the circuits is a severer comment on the scien
tific ignorance than on the political cruelty of the
[They did not then understand Phrenology.]
age.

li ULERS.
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" We are compelled to believe, also, that
Queen
Christina of Sweden, who murdered her paramour,
was in a morbid mental condition when she com
mitted the deed; and on the same theory I ac
count for the hideous and feminine cruelty of Cath
erine de Medici.
" Of the insanity of Frederic William of Prussia
I have already spoken; but his unnatural and
whimsical treatment of his son and family was
only one of its symptoms. He was inconsistently
avaricious, scrutinizing every household expense
with absurd attention, and lavishing fortunes on
his army of giants. He would run through the
streets caning the loungers and workmen who fell
in his way until they roared for mercy.
" Theodore, the late king of Abyssinia, was clear
All accounts agree in representing
ly a madman.
him as being first a just, considerate,
as well as
enterprising ruler; but under the excitement and
anxiety of domestic afflictions and the rebellions
that took place in his realm, he became changed
to a monster, like the Roman emperors Nero, Ca
ligula, and Domitian. The latter acts of his reign
gave every evidence of a disordered brain.
" Fortunately, our own country has thus far
been mostly free from the rule of partial lunatics.
Whether the inconsistencies of President John
son's administration arc due to cerebral disease or
to native obstinacy, prejudice, and ignorance, can
not, at present, be well determined."
[So much for so much.
that high living, trouble,

Is it not evident
vexations,

disap

of
gambling, etc., produce insanity ?
Are not the great medical quacks of the day
more or less non compos? and these dasliy
railway monopolists as well as the erratic as
pirants for high official positions ? Are there
not many Daniel Pratts, only a little less pro
nounced ?
The infirmity takes a religious
turn in one, an affectional in another; it is
aspirational or ambition in one, miserly in
another; mechanical
perpetual motion in
pointments,

neglect, and the excitements

speculation,

another, and tends to theft, robbery, violence,

There are as many
or murder in another.
phases of insanity among men as there are
Show us
groups of phrenological faculties.
and consistent man,
a perfectly circumspect
and we will show you a perfectly sane man.
A good parentage, or the inheritance of a
sound and well-formed body and brain, with
good living, right training and a proper edu
cation and development of the whole being
a right life, with not too much nor too little

work in it; right social relations and a true
religion evincing faith, hope, and charity,
will give a man the best protection against
that dreadful and constantly increasing in

firmity, INSANITY.]
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we must first have healthy bodies.
propose to show how.
HEALTH AT HOME.

Are we well

?

or

are we

We

ill ? Do we
it? Good

enjoy life? or do we endure

good circulation, good breath
"Nature's
powers, sound sleep
sweet restorer
and other conditions, de
digestion,

ing

NEW YORK,

on how we
pend largely on ourselves,
live.
It shall be ours to point the way
the Journal
to correct
through

OUR OBJECTS.

physiological habits, so that each reader
may live in accordance with the laws of
his being, and with his own highest
health and happiness.

JANUARY,

N EW

1872.

readers will naturally inquire,
are tlie specific objects of

THE HUMAN BRAIN.

What

Journal? What does it
teach ? A general answer is

this
to

propose
given in

the Prospectus.
Former readers are
familiar with our plans, purposes, and
They accept our platform
teachings.
without fear of being misled by errone
ous theories or doubtful statements of
fact.
The following are among the
topics deemed useful and important for
all to understand :
ORIGIN OF RACES.

Where did we come from ? Whither
?
In the study of Ethnol
ogy, or the Natural History of Man, we
find illimitable fields for research and

do we tend

With each successive dec
exploration.
ade we are enabled to report "progress"

What of it? Is it the organ of the
mind? Do we think, feel, enjoy, or suf
fer through these nervous centers ? Are
different portions of the brain allotted
to perform different functions of the
mind? Is the forehead, back-head, sidehead,
mass?
body,

We

and

top-head one
inseparable
or is it like other parts of the
divided
into separate organs ?

through the eye, hear through
the ear, smell, taste, feel, etc., through
see

Then why not separate
special organs.
organs or nerves for speech, color, music,
etc. ?
imitation, devotion, construction,
Can these organs be cultivated, strength
ened, enlarged ? or if too large, can they
be restrained or controlled ? Yea, verily ;

in

this department, although we may
never attain to a full knowledge of the

and we are accountable for the right or
wrong use of the same.
Insanity, imbe

origin or the destiny of the race of man.
Whatever discoveries may be made ;
whatever is newly developed on the sub
ject, will be recorded in these pages.

cility, and other mental infirmities come
through diseased brains ; while those
who rise to eminence, and turn all
there is of them to good account, have

THE HUMAN BODY.

brains, bodies, and minds properly devel
action.
This
oped and in harmonious
Journal considers all questions relating

In the department of Physiology we
seek to describe the different bodily or
gans, such as heart, lungs, stomach, etc.,
with their several functions, with a view
to their proper use and healthy action in

to the subject.

the generation of vitality or the principle
of life. There is a reciprocal action of

have their external marks and locations
in the " human face divine," that a Sys

body and brain, and to have sound minds

tem of Physiognomy

reading faces.

That

"the Signs of Character"

based

on Anat-

OUR
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Physiology,

omy,

and Phrenology

OBJECTS.

has

been established beyond controversy, no
one who has studied the subject can

But though we do know what
we claim to be true, there is much yet
This field is being ex
to be learned.
doubt.

plored by earnest workers, and every ray
of new light will be heartily welcomed
by Journal readers who would know
how to read the motives of strangers at
a glance.

EDUCATION.

Not only intellectual, but physical,
We must call out
social, and moral.
develop
tain the

the whole man
best results.

if we

would at

" Cultivate the

physical exclusively, and you have an
athlete or a savage ; the moral only, and
you have an enthusiast or a maniac ; the

intellectual only, and you have
oddity it may be a monster.

a diseased

It

is only
physical, the

by training all

together
social, and spiritual
the complete man can be formed."

intellectual,

that

CHILDREN.
Besides the best parental training at
require the best training

home, children

and discipline of the schools ; and here
such appliances should be found as shall
quicken, strengthen, and call into action
every nerve and every muscle of body
and brain.
So in our asylums, prisons,
and reformatories, means educational
should be adopted by which pauper, im
becile, or culprit shall be improved while

in restraint,

so that when set

at liberty

he may become self-controlling, self-reg
These are
ulating, and self-supporting.

of

the objects of the kind of edu
cation which we seek, through this Jour
some

nal,

to establish.
OUR

COUNTRY.

All things looking
ods

to improved

meth

in agriculture, manufacturing,

com

merce;

in education

secular and relig

in art, and in the dissemination of
general intelligence ; in migration and in
ious

;

emigration
wild lands
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;

in the settlement

of our

; in railways, canals, the open
ing of rivers and harbors ; in cheap post
of freight ; in
age, cheap transportation
opening up our mines of coal, iron, lead,

copper, silver, and gold; in the improve
ment of our domestic animals; our fruits,
grains, roots, and other productions ; in
short, we take a lively interest in all

things going to develop any and all in
terests for the building up of a great na
tion of free, intelligent, honest, patriotic,
This Journal shall
American citizens.
be the exponent of no particular sect,
clique, or party, but of all who love God
and their fellow-man, and who will make
anj' personal sacrifice for the maintenance
of good government and the building up
of our American republic.
SCIENCE OF THE SOUL.

Our studies begin with the material
part of man, and end in the spiritual.
1st. Anatomy, or the General Structure,
2d. Physiology, or the
being the basis.
Vital, life-generating organs.
3d. Phre
Brain
or
the
and
Nervous
nology,
sys
tem
taking in Physiognomy ; and so
on up through the mental into the spirit
ual, culminating in Psychology, the
Science of the Soul.
Beyond this, mor
tal senses can not reach. This brings us
into close relations with the Creator; en
rapport with Deity ; face to face, as it
Our
were, with angels and with God.

studies lead to this, and leave us here in
We go
the realms of the prophetic.
if
from
to
earth
life,
heaven,
through
we go according

to the Divine

will

the different stages,
passing through
from the bud of childhood through the
flower of youth into the ripe fruit of ma

turity, culminating in the spiritual
Thus we go from the cradle to the
grave, thence to the abode of angels
and archangels,

where

the good

dwell with God evermore.
To all these subjects this
specially devoted.

shall

Journal

is

Phrenological Journal.

POLITICAL RINGS.
worst feature of the frauds prac
on a people by infernal polit

ical fiends is the general demoralization
their example effects on weak and unde
the whole
throughout
It is well known that there is
country.
everywhere a class of persons so weak in
veloped

minds

morals that they only await an opportu
a fire
nity to show the cloven foot.

If

occurs, or a railway train runs

off"

the

track, these human hyenas will he found
on hand ready to steal, rob, and murder.

When exposures of great public crimes
occur, like those of the late Tammany
political ring, this large class only regret
it,

that they, too,
that they were not in
might also have fattened on the plunder.

into

and converted

self-regulating
citizens, or else consigned to the asylum,
poor-house, or prison. Such only as come
itic,

THE
ticed

[Jan.,

under our laws, support the flag, and be
We
come citizens have any rights here.
would require every man not imbecile,
insane, criminal, or idiotic

to take part
and national

in the municipal, State,
affairs, whether he be Shaker,

Quaker,

All who

enjoy the priv
ileges of our free institutions should be
required not only to pay taxes, but to
Let men be men, and
vote and to fight.
or Communist.'

not erratics or Miss-Nancys.
We want no more abnormal
mens

of humanity,

but

only

speci
sound,

healthy, lusty, honest, intelligent, patri
race commen
godly citizens

otic,

a
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surate with our high privileges for high
est development.
Why throw away our

field, in camps, prisons, and other
comfortable
places, led the weak

our own

These

have been absorbed into society, and we
are now reaping the fruits thereof.

is

is

It

is

True democracy
not for thieves,
vagabonds, paupers, nor for the igno
for intelligent and self-regu
rant.
lating citizens, each of whom
supposed
"a law unto himself."
The low,
ignorant, and the bad need the restraints
of absolutism
Why
monarchy.
that the French can not or will not sup
is

a

is

It

republican form of government?
said to be because her people are

a

port

it

to be

a

to thwart our most cherished

If

objects?

''eternal vigilance be the price of lib
behooves every citizen to watch,
erty,"
work, and "pray without ceasing" for
the preservation of the God-given priv

ileges which have been vouchsafed to
us, and which are threatened by corrupt
and crafty para
politicians, designing
host of miserable whiskysites, and by
drinking devils in human form. Let the

Kings

be

burned in

Americans,

broken,

and

the

remnants

righteous public indignation.
the watchword

vigilance

!

horde of " hard cases."

is

munity

a

the war there was let loose on the com

religious hiewhich are
ideas
rarchy.orby any imported
inimical to our institutions, and designed
perverted by rogues or by

a

profanity, and to

actions much worse, and at the close of

dom, and to worship God according to
consciences, to be usurped or

a

to

it

drinking, gambling,

un

?

or suffer
great, our grand inheritance
our liberty to pursue our vocations untrameled, to educate our children in free

a

The late civil war, which grew out of
" the sum of all vil
great wickedness
"
lainies
lowered the tone of public
Life on the battle
morals very much.

not yet capable

a

ignorant natives of all colors, and large
foreign population to be educated, fitted,
and finally absorbed into the body pol

CnAM.ES P.

Daly, LL.D

Shortly after tUe

sketch of this gentleman was
biographical
stereotyped for our December number, he was
re nominated
by the different
unanimously
candidate for re-election
political parties as
to the judicial office he has so long and honor
a

of self-government. Hence
they must be governed by police, backed
up by the bayonet and the guillotine.
We have now in America numbers of

ably filled, and was as unanimously

re elected

BIIUNKEN LEGISLATORS.
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by vote of the people for a further

term

of

years, commencing on January 1st,
At the
1872, and ending with the year 1885.
expiration of that time, should he live so long,
lu- will have filled a continuous judicial term of
fourteen

forty -one years, as he has occupied that office
since January, 1844, a remarkable length of
time, the political affaire of New York consider
ed.

LEGISLATORS.

DRUNKEN

rpiIE
merit

shame and disgrace
State and national

en legislators.

It

of Governare drunk

is notorious that sober,

temperate men are the exception among
our members of Congress, and also in
many
these

And

of our State Legislatures.
are the

men

who

make, break,

and pervert our laws; who, filling places
of trust, are easily corrupted, and so
bring disgrace on our democratic re
Men who can not,
publican institutions.
will not, or do not control their own
appetites and propensities are permitted
to fill places of trust while they do not con
trol or regulate themselves ! How pre
posterous ! Is there cause for surprise at
the predictions so often expressed, that
we
our American institutions are go
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drunken spree would throw
out of place, not to be trusted
more, until the evidences of reform were
on the first

them

unmistakable.
Citizens have been criminally careless.
They have not attended to the selection
Of the BEST MEN IN" THE NATION for the
most important and kesponsiule offices

in the nation,

and hence our present

But the ship of
disgraceful dilemma.
state has not yet foundered ; she has en
countered fierce storms ; has been in im
peril ; on her beam-ends ; but
and
the
temperance, intelligence,
by
good management of some of her ofliminent

cers, and by the grace of God, she
Let
righted, and rode out the storms.
not again

us

seamen.

We

put to sea with unworthy
can have the best as

cheaply as the worst, and in the end they
prove much cheaper ; for in the latter
case there will be no plundering, steal

ing or robbing, and we shall not live in
the constant fear of shipwreck.

"Weed

them out." In all communi
all
societies, among all bodies
in
ties,
of men, there will be found moral delin

be trusted to navigate the ship of state
when he would inevitably run on the

quents, intellectual imbeciles, and social
They must be weeded out and
lepers.
cast aside, lest they choke or contaminate
Then look out
the true and the pure.

rocks or reefs, and strand his ship, and
sink all who were so unfortunate as to

for the future, to see that only good men
be chosen to represent us, make laws

with him ? And yet we do elect and
trust just such drunkards to be our cap
tains.
Why? Are there not enough
clean, honest, and intelligent men to serve

for us, and attend to our public affairs.
We want only trusty, temperate, capable,
and judicious servants, and if we are
Let no more
wise we shall have them.

respects ? Would we suffer
our personal business interests to be thus

corrnptionists,
or vagabonds
our legislative bodies.

ing to the dogs?

Can a drunken

man

be

us in these

we employ for
clerks, salesmen, bookkeepers, or cashiers
habitual or even occasional drunkards?
jeopardized

If

?

Would

we did, we should

deserve the fate

we courted or tempted. No.
servants,
sonal confidential

For our
we

per
should

drunkards,

public thieves,

libertines,

disgrace

THE WORLD'S

us

or

PROGRESS.

is encouraging to believe in Progress;
to believe in retrogression.
discouraging
Young blood, ever hopeful, energetic, and en

IT

take care that they were altogether trust
We should
worthy and self-controlling.

terprising, believes in "the Onward and Up
ward," while the used-up, worn-out, dissipated,

require them to be above suspicion, and

and

dyspeptic

look through

jaundiced

eyes,

Phrenological Journal.

so

the world going backward and
So of those without Hope, and
with excessive Cautiousness, which gives every
thing a dubious aspect, and inclines them to
timidity and despondency. If such a spirit is
ami declare
downward.

admitted into the pulpit, he pictures the tor
tures of hell, and dwells on dangers, rather than
We have
the beauties and the joys of heaven.
but little patience with constitutional croakers,
but great faith in the future, and in the good
ness of God.
Here is a brief oration, from the Art Adtocate,
which expresses the true idea in regard to the

world's progress.
" Progress is the watchword of the universe,
its impress is stamped alike upon things, both

All creation mast obey its
human and angelic.
mandates, or succumb to the inexorable law of
decay. Nations must heed its warning voice,

Indi
or be swept into the realms of oblivion.
viduals must follow in its pathway, or sink be
neath the power of its opposing arm.
" When the Omnipotent hand placed man in
'

'
the garden of Eden, Onward was written in
delibly upon his forehead. With that as his

motto, he was to go forward to the conquest
of the world, and time attests how well he has
succeeded.

To-day all nature bows in suppliThe gods of earth, air, and

ance before him.

water hear his voice, and rush to do its bid
ding. He speaks, and the ferocious beasts of
the forest cower at his feet. He commands,
and the forces of nature obey. He directs, and
the rains and falling waters do more than half
the work necessary for providing food and
clothing for the human race; and, under his
supervision, the howling winds of the ocean,
the very emblems of destruction and terror,
propel his ships through the waters of the
'

briny deep.'
" Most
nobly has he obeyed Heaven's fiat of
Look at the vast strides which
progression.
he has made in the journey of civilization.
Eighteen hundred years have passed awny
since a new era in the history of the world be
gan. Cities have been leveled to the ground,
humbled to the dust, empires swept
away, and continents despoiled by the hand of
the ruthless invader; yet this lapse of ages,
these changes, these mighty revolutions, and

nations

these terrible despoliations
have only served
to brighten the hemlet that dons the head of

advancing civilization.
" Difficulties which were once
thought to be
obstacles impossible for it to overcome, now lie
strugglingat the feet of the victor. Landmarks

which were once thought

to be limits

beyond

[Jak.,

which it could not progress, are now being
Its advancement,
rapidly left in the distance.
though stopped for a time by the blighting, des
deaths into which nations have been
plunged, has never ceased.
Though stifled for
olating

of some despotic ruler, its
flame has never been suffered to go out ; but
overthrowing the hand which sought to hold it
down, it has again taken its place in the race,
only to advance more rapidly because of its
a time, by the hand

long confinement.
"If vast pyramids

of monumental marble
were to be reared, civilization has reared them.
If the mystic vail that hides from our view the
secrets of the universe were to be torn asunder,
civilization has torn it asunder. If the world
were lying in ignorance and stupidity,and print
ing were to be invented, civilization has invent

If the rapidity of traveling were to be in
creased, and railroads were to be constructed,
civilization has constructed them. Whatever
ed it.

man, in this world of necessity, needed for his
comfort or convenience, that civilization has
supplied him with. See, adorning the bright
pages of science, the three noble achievements
of the nineteenth century.
" Astronomy is daily unfolding fresh marvels
to the eye of its votary; the wonders of the
starry firmament bid him behold the glories of
other worlds than ours. Geology is opening to
our view the mysteries long hidden by the
vails of ignorance.
Chemistry is bequeathing
to the human race the rich legacies of science.
Botany is directing our gaze to the mysterious
labyrinth of the vegetable kingdom, and Phi
losophy pointing us to the road that leads to
In art, the colossal statues
and comfort.
of ancient Greece and Rome are being sur
ease

passed by the monuments that now adorn the
last resting-place of many of earth's noblest
sons.

"But turn from these fields, of literature
science, and art, and behold the towering form
of, Christianity ! Hand in hand with Civiliza
tion, she is advancing on to the conquest of the
'Progress' is stamped upon her ban
'
'
is her battle-cry.
Tagan
ners, and Onward
world.

gods hear the tramp of her armed millions,
and rouse themselves for the contest. Heath
enism catches sight of her time-worn banners,
and shakes itself for the fray. But all in vain !
They grapple with a foe that is invincible!
Before the mighty power of her arms, pagan
god-s and heathenism must all be swept iuto the
gulfs of oblivion, and civilization and religion
triumph over the powers of darkness.
" Nations, too, have heard the voice of that

OUR
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mighty sovereign, Progress, and obey. Four
centuries ago, America was a howling wilder
ness.
The red man trod the hills of New
England with all the dignity and freedom of a
monarch, and wild beasts had their haunts
where temples now rear aloft their proud and

In 1499 the first white man
stately steeples.
landed on that coast. Two hundred and seven
ty-six years afterward, the thirteen Ameri
can colonics

proclaimed

their

independence.

Eighty-nine years have passed away since that
time, and now, instead of thirteen, thirty-four
stars are engraven upon the national emblem.
Westward the star of the empire is taking its
way, and soon, from the icebergs that line the
coast of British America, to the tropical region
of Yucatan, the American flag will wave in
triumph.
" Such is the
progress of the age.
Nothing
can remain stationary.
Life is but one con
tinued chain of progressive links.
Each age is
in advance of its predecessor; and when the

river of death shall

be crossed, and the last
victory won, the motto through the countless
'
'
Onward.
Let
ages of eternity will still be

CLASS,

1871.
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to all lovers of the Science of Man, and to all who
wish to quulify themselves for usefulness as prac
tical phrenologists.
Resolvkd, That we recognize in Prof. S. R.
Wells an excellent physiognomist ; in Prof. Nelson
Sizcr a most able, thorough, and comprehensive
lecturer and examiner in Phrenology ; in Dr. Nel
son B. Sizer an excellent physiologist, and an
efficient demonstrator of the human brain, and
in Prof. J. E. Frobishcr an accomplished elocu
tionist.
Resolved, That we tender to each and all of the
teachers our most hearty and sincere thanks for
the kind, able, and gentlemanly manner In which
they have conducted all the exercises.
Resolved, That while we go to our respective
fields of labor, wc extend to the proprietors of the
Institute our most cordial sympathies, and pledge
them our co-operation in the great work In which
they are laboring, and to which they have devoted
their best energies
their lives.
Arthur J. Alexander, Bloomlngtou, Ind.
P. E. Ballou, New York City.
Egbert M. Cueslet, Bridgetown, N. S.
William T. Haley, Gilroy, Cal.
James Henderson, New York.

Alfred Jennings,
Samuel

S.

Massachusetts.

McNauohton, New York City.

Porter D. Richey, Fuirbury, 111.
A. Saki.tzer, New York City.
P. Turner, Gardner, Grundy Co., III.
Ciiaki.es S. WionTMAN, Davisville, R. I.
New York, Urn. 30, 1871.

Let that watchword
our watchword.
And when life's drama
with us shall have been closed, and these tene
ments of clay shall have been exchanged for
the robes of immortality, then can we exclaim
with the dying Christian, 'Oh, death! where
is thy sting? oh, grave! where is thy vic

INwar

tory?'"

ment in Washington, and we were surprised

that motto be our motto.

be

OUE FALL CLASS, 1871.

AT

of our recent annual
term, the following testimonial
and
the conclusion

resolutions
"We

were presented

print them, by request,

by the members.
and beg

as written,

to express our warmest thanks for the hearty
words of approval and encouragement which
are so cordially expressed.
Whereas, wc, the members of the Phrenologi
cal Class of 1871, have attended with great pleas
ure and profit the thorough and complete course
of instruction in Theoretical and Practical Phre
nology and Physiognomy, therefore

Resolved, That we most heartily congratulate
the proprietors First. On the existence of the In
stitute ; Second. On the able manner in which it is
conducted; Third. On the ample facilities they en
joy for expounding and illustrating the subjects
taught ; Fourth. On their zeal and energy in keep
ing the true science of man before the public in the
face of all opposition ; Fifth. On the growing popu
larity of the Institute, and Sixth. On the incalcula
ble benefits that we, in common with those who
have preceded
us, have received from the course
of instruction.
Resolved, That we commend the Institute,
with its able teachers and most ample facilities,

SOUTHERN
the year 18o9

IJfTENTORS.
one year preceding

the

we visited the Patent Office Depart

to learn how few among the thousands of mod
els received yearly came from the South, and

how many came from the North. We were
told by the Commissioner that less than ten
per cent, of the whole number of applica
tions

came from

the then

slave States, and

of this small number a considerable propor
tion were from Northern men residing in the
We put this question to the Com
South.
missioner : "Why is it that Southerners in
vent so little ? Have they less Constkucttve" To which he re
ness than Northerners ?
"
the
one
is
No
:
quite as ingenious
;
plied
as the other ; but the one is a planter, and
The rudest in
the other a manufacturer.
struments answer the purposes of his rude
needs,
agriculture, while the manufacturer
Again :
and must have, the best mechanism.
there is an aristocracy in the South which
looks on labor as a punishment rather than a
pleasure, and only those work who mvsV
But that idea or prejudice passed away with

Phrenological Journal.
a differ

The Patent Office records of the present
year show a great increase of Southern in
Instead of the seven or eight per
ventions.
cent, of 1859, it has now thirty per cent, of
the whole credited to the former slave States.
Southern gentle
Is not this encouraging?
men who had never supposed themselves
capable of suggesting a mechanical device,
" take to it " as kindly as a natural-born Con
We hope to
necticut Yankee clock-maker.
chronicle great things in this respect now
that the best mechanism is to be used in the
Aunt Ophelia's characteristic expres
South.
" Oh, how shiftless ! " will soon become
sion,
Here is a paragraph to the point
obsolete.
from the Artisan :
" The Plantation, a Georgia agricultural
journal, in speaking of the dearth of inven
tion hitherto shown in the Southern States,
asserts that the ' earth does not hold a more
restless, active, energetic, thinking man than

middle - country Southerner,' and that
'
in rapid suc
they will hereafter produce,
of permanent utility to
cession, inventions
We are glad to hear this from an au
man.'
thority evidently familiar with the subject
spoken of, and in the truths expressed there
by lies the germ of marvelous promise to the
When the genius of her people shall
South.
l>e turned to the utilization of the minerals
hidden, and as yet almost unsought for, be
neath her soil, the timber that grows un
touched in her forests, and the water-power
that now wastes itself in picturesque tum
bling over the crags of her valleys, it will
take but a little while to attain a thrift, far
nobler in itself and more honored by the
world, than was ever the luxuriant but idle
prosperity of a score of years ago.
" It is especially desirable that the work
of devising new machinery to meet the pe
culiarities of Southern industries should be
done by Southern men. The inventive skill
of Northern mechanics can supply devices to
fulfill any demand with the nature of which
they are familiar. But the conditions under
which machinery in the region referred to
the

must

bo

used are so different from those ob

taining in the Northern, Eastern, and West
ern sections of the country, that no experi
ence, however thorough, gained in these last

would be of use in elaborating improvements
use in the other.
We believe that there

for

is room for hundreds of new inventions ap
plicable to agriculture, arts, and manufac
tures in the Southern States, and the sooner
by the energy and talent
of the people thereof, the better will it be."

these are produced

UNDEVELOPED

POWER.

BY O. H. A.
every person with whom we gain an ac
we notice unmistakable evi
dences of the possession of unused and there

INquaintance,

fore dormant and undeveloped power.
Many persons are called men or women of
"
putty," when in truth they are not made of
bo soft a substance, but are only covered up
with it. The power, talent, or ability to be
something and to do something worthy of es
teem exists in many, but is kept down by cir
cumstances. Regard ing ourselves, we know that
we are not what we could

just the

same circumstances

have been under
in all that adds to

personal ability and capacity to do and to be.
Others have confessed the same.
It is common
for weak people to say : " If the circumstances
of wealth, health, locality, and time had been
differently arranged, wc might
much more than we are now."

bly all true.

Those

have

This

circumstances

been

so

is proba

and condi

tions we arc but little responsible for, but for
this other circumstance of undeveloped power
we are responsible.
To-day we remember
wherein in times past we did not follow con
science. To-day also we know wherein we

We have no right to
suffer the consequences.
let our talents for right deeds and words re
main

unused

and untrained.

Because

I

to

day am more weak, feeble, and unskilled than
I would have been if all my talents had been
steadily used, the society in which I move, the

of which

communities

I

now form, or hereafter

I

may form, a part suffer in some degree. If
had more effectually trained myself, I could
have done more good. Thus much benefit to
the world is lost, and he by whose
ness it is lost is responsible therefor.

We

sluggish

this unused power, everywhere.
see
in hymns poorly read,
the pulpit, we see
prayers lazily uttered, sermons sleepily preach
In the
ed, and exhortations weakly put forth.

In

columns

it

institution," and now

[Jan.,

it,

the "peculiar

ent state of tilings exists.

of the daily, weekly,

press we see
prominence

and monthly

sometimes stand out in all the
of wishy-washy leaders, milk-and-

it
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water

romances,

abortionist

advertisements,

and slandering sensational paragraphs.
Ou the rostrum struts this beggar, and in
hackneyed phrase puts forth his claims to pub
lic notice. Undeveloped power crops out from
every political office, presides on the bench,
argues and pleads at the bar, pedagogues in
the school-room, and grows with weeds and
thistles and empty purses on the farm. The
world to-day needs a science which shall be
able and willing to tell every man and every
woman just what he or she can do, and do in a
manner nearest perfection.
We not only need
the science, but we need its instructions

epartmr-nt

; and

JSTOT

A

FAILURE.
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not only its instructions, but we need to follow

faithfully every way which
velop

men and women

shall tend to de

for great words

and
grand deeds.
We must bid a God-speed to Phrenology.
By every means in our power let us strive to
carry its truths to every home and every heart.
It tends to teach men all the beautiful truths
of love, duty, and faithful obedience. When
each shall know just how much power can be
developed from his human existence, and shall
learn just how to apply that power to the best
advantage in the interests of the world's ad
vancement, then will we be very much nearer
the millennium.

of literature,

namtt, education.

POLITICAL

FAILURE.

ECONOMY NOT A
" THE EDUCATED MAN IK AMERICAN 80CIETV ' REVIEWED.

or tiie Phrenological

EDITOR
nal Dear Sir: I have

Jour

read with inter

which you published in your
issue from the able address of Mr.

est the extract

November

Orville J. Bliss, upon the " Educated Man in
American Society."
Beneath his earnest sen

I

feel a pulse that beats essentially in
tences
unison with my own, but
venture to protest
against his attacks upon Political Economy.
" It
is," he says, " a disastrous failure
it has
proved itself futile."
Again, he says : " I deny
to Political Economy a universal mission."

I

That poverty, monopolies, protective tariffs,
strikes, wars, and social inequalities exist to
day in the face of Political Economy, which
forbids them all, is certainly true. But not less
that in spite of Christianity sinners
still roll iniquitous morsels under their tongues
with no apparent loss of zest; in spite of the
Ten Commandments
men steal, lie, kill, and
is it true

commit adultery.
Religion, then, is " a disas
trous failure ? " ITundreds of years ago Galen

headed the crusade against
Esculapius
disease, and thousands of successors have con
and

tinued the contest, and yet, to-day, fevers and
colds, and tumors and contagion, decimate
mankind.
Medicine, then, is " a disastrous
failure?"
Mr. Bliss proclaims Education to
be the grand agent for the amelioration of hu
For centuries men have been poring
manity.
over their books.
Much study was a weari
ness to the flesh before the birth of the English

tongue. Between the academies of Plato and
Socrates and the public schools of America

stands a forest of colleges, universities, gym
nasia, and .school-houses, guarded by genera
tions of instructors; and yet to-day ignorance

The ignorant not only swarm our
but popular rumor has it that the man
who has wielded almost despotic power in thir
is

rife.

streets,

community, and the man who plays with rail
road corporations as children play with toys,
can neither of them pen a grammatical sentence.
then, is "a disastrous failure?"
In truth, while Religion, Medicine, and Edu

Education,

cation continue to battle with sin, disease, and
death, I will never proclaim them disastrous

failures ; and I demand that so long as Polit
ical Economy denounces those violations of
economic law which cause social disorders, it
as a valiant ally of the social
reformer, and not a " disastrous failure."

be recognized

Men to-day maintain the inequalities which
curse England with paupers and palaces; they
suffocate the industry of America with mono
polies ; they antagonize employer
and em
ployed, not because Political Economy has
failed, but because they fail to practice its
precepts. Political Economy, Mr. Bliss says,
has had ample trial in Great Britain.
Does he
mean that all Englishmen,
or a majority of
them, or even a minute fraction of them, prac
His own reference to the
tice its precepts?
laws of entail, succession, and pri
mogeniture, each a direct violation of economic
pernicious

The poorlaw, negatives any such assertion.
laws of England, cumbrous devices to alleviate
the results of economic sins, her partial and

Phrenological Journal.

but admirable slogan of Adam Smith ever yet
had ample trial in England ? It was " the es
(i.

tablishment of the greatest general cheapness
e., abundance) and the abolition of monopo
lies."

the most

He admits their existence and their effects
upon man but human life
short, and man
not only the noblest study of mankind, but
also the most extensive, and can not be com

taught that "all legitimate inter
"
that " the gain of each
the gain of all, and the gain of all the gain
of each." He said, " Leave, then, laborers and

is is

brilliant of all the

the existence nor the
importance of the others.
When physicians
maybe abused for not attending to'the esthetic
culture of their patients, you may attack the
Economist for not investigating the sympathies.

is

Bastiat,

first two, the Political Economist chooses the
last, but denies neither

is

systems of taxation, her privileged
classes, her scandalous Irish policy, still bid
Has the quaint
defiance to the Economist.

unjust

;
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prehended in one science.

capitalists to regard each other with the eye
of envy and distrust."
When " ample trial "

and

commerce, industry, finance, tax-paying,
the like, vast fields of human activity,
where the sympathies
are silent and self-

Economists,

;

ests are in harmony

a

be "

I

has been given to these benign precepts of the
Economists,
have no fear that the result will
disastrous failure."

Those who make such attacks as the above

In

predominates, the Economist finds
his subject matter.
His functions are two
fold. First, he must ascertain the laws which

interest

upon

operate here, as elsewhere in social dyna
mics, beneficent when undisturbed
by hu

are governed throughout by selfishness, and
that no other motive
needed in social econo

man folly.
Secondly, he must show mankind
wherein they violate these laws, and how they
suffer thereby.
These duties Economists have
nobly fulfilled, as their writings show.
They

:

I

a

know better, reiterates the false accusation.
With
flippancy akin to that which proposed
the rebuilding of London, the destruction of
New York, and, for
aught know, had some
relation to the firing of Chicago, he says, in
" Unto this Last," pages 1-4 " Among the
delusions which at different periods have pos
sessed themselves of the minds of large masses
of the human race, the most curious certainly
is

the least creditable

the modern svi-disant

tell men seeking

material welfare, under the
impulse of self-interest, that their highest mate
rial welfare
to be attained only through selfinterest enlightened.
Trades-union
outrages,
is

is

it

it

understood the science teaches
my. But be
no such heresy, although
popularly be
lieved to do so. Even Ruskiu, who should

extortions, wars of conquest, op
pressive monopolies, are of constant occurrence
under the stimulance of self-interest, but Polit

commercial

ical Economy rebukes them all as surely un
in the end. It proclaims that en

profitable

lightened self-interest
losses of others.

will find no gains in the

supposed self-interest led the English Gov
ernment to establish the East India Company.

A

is

Political Economy misunderstand the
character of its teachings.
They revolt with
just indignation against the doctrine that men

am simply uninterested in them, as
should
be in those of
science of gymnastics which
assumed that men had no skeletons. Assuming

prestige, he attacked
fearlessly and
failed as
showed that
trader,
relentlessly
ruler, and he proved that its
and failed as
government was mischievous to its subjects,

are neither

;

;

in the last, his
the first, his soul predominates
self-interest, or, to please Ruskin, his skeleton.

Let

the

theologian, or whoever

will, study the

a

is

;

his motives

cite the pages of Adam Smith, of Mill, of
of all leading writers, to show that
Political Economy inspires men, not with

I

a

it

a

soul nor all skeleton

altogether sympathetic nor altogether econo
the Church, the family, the market, each
mic
exhibit him impelled by different forces. In

a

I

a

Bastiat,

is

ory of progress on this negation of soul," etc.
Let sentence suffice to show the disingenuousness of these remarks.
Man
neither all

it

people.

all skeleton,

it

wrong upon the English
and its monopoly
The result was British self-interest,
thereby enlightened, abolished the monopoly.

founds an ossifiant the

that

it

if

I

I

not that the human being had no skeleton, but

dinary

a

Ob

a

*****

neither impugn nor doubt the conclu
sions of the science
its terms are accepted.

;

ence of social affection.

it

serve,

The keen insight of Adam Smith saw that this
monopoly was both solicited and granted in
accordance with an unenlightened self-interest.
Although was the most brilliant phenomenon
of his day, and was possessed of an extraor

of Political Economy, based on the
idea that an advantageous code of social action
may be determined irrespectively of the influ

science

malevolent selfishness, but with an enlightened
self-interest which contains all the elements of
progress, and seeks its own elevation by paths
parallel with the prosperity of others.
Finally, these social reformers, whom God
speed, need to be told that what they know

of
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reform they have learned from Political Econ
omy. This science, which can not yet cele

the statesmen and legislators of whom history
has preserved an account"

brate its centennial,

Further illustration of the part Economists
take in these matters is afforded by the specta
cle of John Stuart Mill, England's pre-eminent

enforced
schemes

began that crusade against
inequalities which comprehends the
It was the
of all these reformers.

Economist who first peered into the frightful
abyss which separates the palaces and the pau
pers of Great Britain, and it is he who will
This is not the fanciful meta
bridge it over.
phor it may seem ; the adoption of a free-trade
policy in Great Britain in obedience to Econ
omic teachings has already, in a quarter of a
century, reduced the rate of pauperism from 1
in 13 to 1 in 20. Two Economists, Locke and
Bentham, demolished the theory of the usury
laws, and the general abolition of the other in
struments of oppression is now only a question
of the growth of intelligence.
We may assert without fear of contradiction
that every important social reform which has
been achieved during the last century was
The " Wealth
first proposed by an Economist.
Buckle
to be the
of Nations" is pronounced by
most important book ever written.
He pays
its author this further tribute : " This solitary
of one work
Scotchmen by the publication
contributed more to the happiness of man than
has been effected by the united abilities of all

A

nature, Pastor

In America

heading its most radical reforms.
we have our own industrial ills,

not bodily transferred, as Mr. Bliss intimates,
with the immigrant from abroad, but resulting
inevitably from our own Economic sins. As
he most aptly says, our society fails to dis
tribute fairly its labors and rewards.
In our
social constitution

the element of enforced ine

quality is as potent, though not as patent, as in
We no longer hold our
the days of feudalism.
liberty and property subject to the will of
feudal lords, but in their stead legislators trans
fer our property to others without our consent

To-day, it is not the sword, but the statute.
Monopolies, subsidies, special legislation, landAll these Political
grants, distress the state.
Economy has long ago denounced. Whatever
pa h the American reformer enters he finds the
Economist his pioneer. He finds, too, a rem
edy prescribed : not monopoly against monop
oly, not special privilege against special privi
lege, not Education, good as that may be it is
henry d. lix>yd.
Liberty.

AMONG BIRDS.

MARRIAGE
LOVER of

Economist,

Snell, of Ho-

knows

their home, to announce

his presence.

henstein, Nassau, Germany, has recently
made some very interesting studies in regard

The sparrow-hawk meets his mate, in the

According to him
among birds.
all birds, with few exceptions, live in true, life

of each other the former year, after he has

hawk belongs to the quite inseparable birds in
If we see in the
spite of its general wildness.
autumn, when these rapid flyers go on their
wanderings, one of them making his wonderful
flights in the air, we shall, as a rule, soon dis
cover his mate. A great many birds flock to

made many cross flights, and perhaps visited
the palm-groves of Africa and they prefer to
;

long marriage, as can be easily observed among
ravens, jays, doves, sparrows, etc.
The lark-

spring, on the same tree where they took leave

inhabit the same thicket which they had for
merly occupied.
A few birds live in polygamy. Among theso
are the moor-fowl,

the goose, and
moat frequently

a

to marriage

the domestic fowl, the duck,
few others. The marriage

There are birds
single pairs remain together.
of passage, however, of which the males and

fate

for instance,

the case with the bullfinch.

In

spring, however, the same pair come together
The male nightingale sings, on the first
again.
days of his arrival in spring, so lively day and
night, without interruption, In order to call his
mate to him, who arrives later, or, since she

is

a

it

a

many

;

the usual motives of life do not prevail.
Often
alone determines
but when there are
suitors,

the

strongest

has

the

right

is

Even when the majority
on the side of the
females, which, however,
seldom the case,
since with birds there are more males than fe
males, there arise many battles through jeal
is

is,

females unite in separate flocks, and thus divi
This
ded make their southward journey.

is

gether in the autumn regularly in great or small
But it has also been found that the
bevies.

takes place in spring, when
there
shown
year old, and in
very distinct choice, the reason of which
as
little to be determined as among us, even though
they are

ousy. In marriage, strifes do not occur, since
the female always submits to the male. The
choice

of the nest, for example,

always

falls
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upon the male ; and Pastor Snell observed, in
the case of sparrows and doves, that when the
male, from stupidity and anxiety, had chosen

again seeks its former mate, from which it had
been separated by the caprice of its master.
Among wild birds such divorces occur less

an inappropriate place, the female immediately
began to carry material thither, although it was

frequently, because with them all constraint is
done away with.
In the breeding time the fe
males are devotedly supported by the males ;

Only with the larkhawk happen many quarrels over the booty,
We
which, however, never lead to violence.
must recognize among all birds living in a
monogamic state the virtue of faithfulness in
nearly impossible to do so.

Nevertheless, there is a difference
marrhige.
to be made between each gender.
On the side
of the female (says Pastor Snell) I have never,

among many species the latter sit as well as
bring food. As soon as the young come forth,
the male has his hands full, for among all birds
whose young must be fed, he takes upon him
self the business of feeding and rearing them.

Among the birds, however, whose young run

have observed birds,

away from them and eat alone, as, for instance,
the partridge, the male has to lead them to the

noticed any unfaithfulness ; and on the side of
the males seldom, though it does sometimes

appropriate feeding-place, warn them of dan
ger, and protect them. With partridges the

so long and carefully

as

I

If we consider that the females are
happen.
by nature more shy and timid, we shall find an
It is easy to
breaking up of the mar
This happens sometimes, and is fre
of this difference.

explanation
discover
riage.

the formal

decided on by the female. Among
pigeons, such separations only take place when
they have been bound together from the com
quently

mencement, not from affection, but from con
In such cases it was therefore from
straint.
the commencement
aration

WILLIAM

J

"T

and the sep

a mrsaUUincc,

takes place because one of the couple

TERE

we

N.

whole family remains through the winter to
gether, and only in the spring do the parents
separate from their children.
"Whoever has
observed how that a pair of birds are always
together, always call to one another, share each
joy and sorrow, and during the hard frost press
close to one another in their sleep, in order to
keep themselves warm, and all this at a time
when the passionate instincts are asleep so
deep in the breast of the bird, will admit that
such a marriage is no ordinary union, but one
grounded upon the most earnest and true
j. p.
friendship.

j

BYERS, THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN

have a Rocky Mountain

PRINTER,
He has high

and hence is charitable.

pioneer, not a wild native of those
regions, but a civilized, cultivated, and
refined Christian gentleman.
The story

and is thoroughly
sentiments,
honest and reliable.
He is full of push

of his interesting

a

life

were it told even

in simple, unvarnished English
would
touch the heart of every reader.
Mr.
Byers stands about five feet eight, weighs
not

far

from

one

hundred

and

fifty

is of fair complexion,
and in
temperament the Mental predominates
over the Vital and Motive. His brain is

pounds,

well developed, of symmetrical

propor

tions, and the mind is active, intense,
and definite.
He is thoroughly alive

" from
top to toe," and drives straight
He is strictly temperate,
to the mark.

and is always in good working order.
Besides a fine practical intellect
perceptives and rcflectives alike well devel
oped

he has very large

Benevolence,

moral

and perseverance, being in all respects
Grass
thoroughly executive spirit.
will not grow under his feet. What he
finds to do he does with his might.
He is very affectionate, and is popular
in the social circle.
he

If

As

a business man,

would be enterprising
he had been educated

and careful.
for the law, he

would have excelled in that profession.
He would shine in legislation or litera
ture, and grace any place of honor or of
Here is a sketch of this young
trust.
Western editor, for whom we predict a
useful and successful career.
N. Byers was born in Madison
His early
County, Ohio, February 22, 1831.
paternal ancestors were originally Scotch,

William

WILLIAM

1872.]
who

subsequently

were represented

settled
in Ireland, and
in the siege of Londonderry

His maternal

in 1088-9.

German stock,

ancestors were

from Brandenburg.

of

His later

progenitors were early settlers in Pennsylva
nia, and afterward among the first to emi
His father,
grate to the valley of the Ohio.
being a fanner in moderate circumstances,
William, at ten years of age, was first sent to
the district school, where he attended about
three months each winter for eight years.
During the remainder of the year he had

PORTRAIT
charge

of

OF

certain farm work which kept him

occupied,

and

rendered

In the last term of his school
took up surveying, and learned it readily.
From boyhood, however, he was a great read
er of newspapers and periodicals, and attrib
utes his education
and knowledge of the

other studies.
lie

BTERS.
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world, men, and things mainly to that source.
1850
when William was about nineteen
years of age his father sold the farm in
Ohio and removed West, finally locating near
Muscatine, Iowa, and he availed himself of
an opportunity to spend several months in
traveling in the Northwestern States, and
especially along the frontier in Iowa, then
about half way across the State.
In 1851 he was employed as chainman to
accompany a party of Government surveyor*
to Western Iowa ; but the second day in the

In

WILLIAM

his winter's
schooling irregular. Two "quarters" at a
village academy completed his school educa
tion.
As a school-boy he was proficient in
spelling, but made no unusual progress in
closely

2T.

N .

B

Y ER

S .

field he was given a compass and placed in
charge of a party of meu, and continued in
that capacity until the completion
of the
contract in the spring of 1852.
He was at
Council Bluffs the same spring, during the
great rush to the Pacific coast, and deter
mined himself to cross the Plains, which he
accomplished

successfully,

reaching

Oregon

in the fall of the same year, after a journey of
one hundred and forty-five clays, during the
whole of which he saw not one house and but

Phrenological Journal.
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one person whom he had
then only for an hour or so.

met before, and
There was great

mortality on the Plains that year, almost en
He
tire loss of stock, and great destitution.
reached his destination an utter stranger, with
but twenty-five cents, and a terribly ragged
He first engaged to chop
suit of clothes.
rail timber ; then to saw logs ; next he was
put in charge of a saw-mill, and then was
employed in measuring and rafting lumber to
vessels at the head of the tide water on the
In a few weeks he was
Columbia River.
offered a situation on the Government Sur
veys, and again took charge of such work in
Oregon and Washington for a year. The
year completed, he goes to California, from
thence to Central America, and via Havana
and New York, home.
But he did not think of remaining at home.
The new "march of empire," under the
" Kansas Nebraska Bill," in
1854, found in
young Byers a warm co-operator, who pitched

[ Jan.,

attributable
proved the one chance good
mainly to an elastic vitality and determina
tion.

As his recovery progressed, supposing in
for active out-of-door work would
last to the end of life, he began to cast about
for something which he could do. At length,
as result of a banter, he agreed to take a
"
printing press to Pike's Peak."
March 8th, 1859, ho left Omaha with press
and material, while still suffering and almost
A snow-storm oc
helpless from his wound.
curred every week on the road to the Platte
valley, then entirely uninhabited, except by
half a dozen traders, who were stationed at
the best points as far up as O'Fallon's Bluffs.
However, he pressed on, and in forty-two
capacity

days reached Denver.. Three days after, there
was issued the first newspaper ever printed
at the foot of the Rocky Mountains.
There

Mr. Byers has maintained

his business

ever

his tent at Omaha when there was but one

engaged more or less in farming,
mining, and in railways and other enterprises

Here he engaged in
for town, company, and private
parties. Late in the fall he returned to East
ern Iowa and married a Miss Summer
granddaughter of Gov. Lucas, the first Terri
torial Governor of Iowa.
Going back to
Omaha, he was in the next week elected to
In
the first Nebraska Legislative Assembly.

of the country.
Meantime,
during the
winter of 1858-9, he wrote and published
" Hand and Guide Book to New Mines," but
unfortunately lost his entire venture in this
new line by the failure of the printing firm
(in Chicago) which held the copyright.
In 1860 he lost his dwelling-house
and
contents by fire.
In 1864 he lost his printing

log cabin

on the site.

surveying

U. S. Deputy Survey

1855 he was appointed

or, and ran the first township lines

In

braska.

in Ne

the next two years he surveyed

nearly all those lines

for

the Missouri River.

Meantime

150

miles front on
he engaged

in real estate operations, and made money
rapidly.- Besides his Government work, he
was also county surveyor and member of the
city council of Omaha. In the money crisis
of 1857-8 he lost heavily, and his property,
being almost entirely in real estate (mainly
town lots), and unsalable,
the " ground floor " again.
these losses,
performing

rapidly reached
the midst of
in the summer of 1858, while
an official duty and an act of

In

he received a terrible
gun-shot
the weapon being a Springfield mus

humanity,
wound,

with goose-shot
of
seven physicians, six pronounced the wound
ket, double

and

then

charged,

first

buck-shot.

In

a consultation

necessarily fatal ; the seventh said there was
one chance in a hundred

for life.

The result

since, and

office and

farm

improvements,

aggregating

Most of the time
he has had one or more partners in the own
ership and publication of the Rocky Mountain
News, but now owns and controls it entirely
nearly

$30,000, by flood.

alone.

Mr. Byers was appointed postmaster (the
third) of Denver by Mr. Lincoln when he be
came President. He says that he did not ask
for the position, and was surprised when no
tified by telegraph of the appointment.
Af
ter about two years' experience in this new
capacity, he resigned the position on account
of the pressing nature of his other business.
A man of indomitable will and persevering
energy, Mr. Byers can scarcely be said to have
known an idle moment.
By no means a
creature of circumstances, he has made op
portunities and carved a future for himself,
and calamities.
He is
despite misfortunes
one of the most industrious and upright men
the Far West has to show.
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INTERCOMMUNICATION.
BY WILLIAM FISHBOUGH.

SHIP

AS

HOUSE ; 3. WHEELS

MAGNETIC NEEDLE.

man is a social being, he can attain the

full development of his individual man

hood only as he is helped to it by others. On
this fact is founded the necessity of intercourse
between man and his fellows ; and in propor
tion as mankind become elevated in the scale

in the hands of kings and wealthy
merchants, and used for purposes in which the
masses of the people had no direct concern.
We have now arrived at the era of public
mails, whose object, under the regulations of
exclusively

is,

1. PEDESTRIAN ; 2. CANOE

at stated periods, to convey written
between all persons distantly situated
from each other who may mutually desire such
law,

messages

intercourse;
and ultimately to distribute, on
equal terms to all, that most potent instrument
of civilization and progress, the Newspaper.
Certain postal facilities were organized and

between distant places, persons, and tribes was

established in Germany
little before the mid
dle of the sixteenth century, thence subsequent

of the latter with an additional weight resting
The floating log was formed into a

upon it.

canoe, and

propelled by paddles across the
lake and up and down the stream. In a more
advanced development of this secondary or

Constitution

of the United States.

came carriages, to be drawn by the horse and
the ox, while thin sheets of bark, or of such
textile fabrics as art could then produce, were
erected over the prow of the canoe, then grown
to be a craft of respectable size, and the winds
were made to press it through the water, as a
vehicle of commerce between distant tribes

By still further degrees of devel
opment, the canoe grows to the majestic ship.
The position of the stars, and the magnetic
and nations.

compass subsequently discovered, point out the
highways of the ocean leading to distant climes
and portions of the earth, and finally to a new
world.

MAIL

COACH.

into more intimate

relation

The thoughts, discoveries,
sympathy.
inventions,
desires, theories, purposes, and
achievements of each are communicable
to

and to all sections, as light per
a' previously
opaque mass. Public
thus awakened as from the slum
mentality
bers of
previous comparative night. Inquiry

multitudes
meating

aud discussion are stimulated, and new forms
of aspiration, intelligence aud discovery appeal,

until the old lumbering

stage-coach can no
supply the demand for quick inter
more expe
change. In the impatience for
ditious and convenient method of communica
longer

tion and travel, the powers of expanded vapor
are evoked, and the steamboat begins to plow
our water-courses; and finally the locomotive
goes thundering through the valleys and over
the plains at the rate of thirty miles an hour.
" Behold the power of mind over matter "
!

the third stage, mechanical contrivances
were brought into requisition as instruments
of transportation.
Perforated sections of treetrunks, with rude axletrees and couplings, be

ities are brought
and

a

In

STEAM.

By means of the Mail System, distant local

is

nature began to be
tamed, and the horse was superadded to the
canoe as a bearer alike of man and his burdens.

5.

of society, the forces of ani

mate as well as inanimate

4.

longs the credit of the first establishment of
Mail System impartial and universal in its
aims, such
system being provided for in the

a

barbaric condition

under certain government regulations, was yet
generally farmed out to interested individuals,
and the operation of the system was but par
tial and local.
To our own Government be
a

the specific gravity of wood and that of water,
by which the former can float on the surface

extending to France and England, and final
ly, in the year 1710, to the American Colonies.
But the business of carrying letters, though

a

borne from place to place in burdens on the
back. In the next stage of progress, advantage
was taken of the observed difference between

ly

altogether pedestrian ; and such products of
the rude industry as were exchangeable were

a

of progressive development, it is necessary that
the means and forms of intercommunication
should be multiplied and improved.
In the
primeval or savage state of humanity, travel

exclaims the spectator, as he sees the long train
sweeping by with the noise and commotion of
Forty cars loaded with an
the whirlwind.

human intercourse, as by an important addition
to their uses and objects. Up to tills time the

thracite, borne along with the velocity of the
swiftest steed, and all by
force ultimately

more

artistic

means of communication

were

traceable to

a

terized not so

stage

a

of development was charac
much by a change in the vehicles of

The fourth

man's brain

the brain which

?

it,

planned and directed the construction of the
then, that mind can not
locomotive. What is
do
and what other triumphs may not lie im
?

mediately before us
The era of Steam and the Locomotive
fifth step in our classification

the

of the degrees of

is

characterized by
progressive development
impulses in the public heart and mind unknown
before. Our river-courses are being rendered
available for easy and expeditious communica

heavily to-day
its creaking."

;

Phrenological Journal.
send cargo axle grease to stop
rows

Up go those mysterious

of posts, surmounting wires,
dreds and hundreds of miles

stretching
to

hun

Cincinnati

Savannah
St. Louis
Charleston
Chicago
New Orleans to every considerable town,
finally over the great
village, and hamlet

thousand miles. A network of railways
gradually extending over the country distant
regions are opened up to settlement and im
natural resources are developed
provement

to the Pacific
Under the deep caverns of the ocean
found for the flashing thoughts
highway
of dozen nations in intimate colloquy
time
and distance annihilated
the hours and min
melted into one indis
utes of the longitudes
now: centers everywhere, cir
tinguishable
cumferences nowhere
and the world rejoices

increased; new cities are built; in
ternal commerce and trade receive an impulse

over the development and sublime achieve
ments of the sixth medium and method of in

and attain an activity never

tercommunication.

reduced to so many hours.
The world stood
in awe at the sublimity of the achievement.

!

New theories, impulses, plans, aspirations, and
ideas were projected into notice and became
themes of public discussion, until the whole
intelligent mass of mankind stood quivering
witli thought.
Quicker, quicker beat the pub
lic pulse, and at length
oh, how lardy seemed
the locomotive in bringing intelligence of the
acts of government, the movements of politics,
the missives of commerce, the transactions of
the stock market, and the messages of loved
friends in sorrow or in joy
Oh, for some
subtile

agent that can bear thought through
the atmosphere with the rapidity of the sun

a

is

a

;

a

palace, bridging the Atlantic in ten days. The
locomotive
over the vast
goes thundering
Western plain, toiling up the slopes of the
Sierras, and mingles its last shriek with the
roar of the Pacific waves. In its farther devel
opment, still in restless progress, the Magnetic
becoming
finely interlaced net

Telegraph

work of metallic nerves, extending over the
civilized world, through which com

whole

merce, armies, and nations arc moved, and the
humblest individuals are daily supplied with
the pabulum of thought and reflection brought
in absolute freshness from every country and
clime; and with the complete development of
the system, the whole vast body of Humanity
will have become one grand polycephalic
MAN, with instant intercommunicability
of
emotions between all parts, whether of pain or

of pleasure.
THERE

ANOTHER

to centralize

guess,

at

seventh

possible and even probable, in order
and unify the whole system, and

us in reach

of the ocUivc

the point of

a

it

half the little witching magnets
"
Hub turns
reply
;

a

minutes and

have clicked out Boston's

is

method

election

bring

May we not
priori grounds, that

end here

lent votes

for the Tammany
ticket at the
Not much for Gotham."
yesterday.
New York to Boston says, " How fares
with
thee", my Yankee sister?" and in just two

a

;

necessarily
least, on

a

riot,

a

few fires,
murder or
right, save
few thousand fraudu
and
a

All

a

two,

"

a

reply,

HIGHER

each succeeding one constituting
to refined
higher unfolding of the necessary material and
mental circulatory system of the great body of
human society.
Must the line of progress

new beginning?
By electricity, the most sub
tile agent known in nature, we commune al
materia'
most instantly with friends who, in
a

a

is
it

over the wires, " How
with thee, oh, Go
tham?" and responsive flash bears Gotham's

STILL

We have here, then, as we have shown, six
general media and methods of intercommuni
cation, rising in progressive order, from gross

d

:

is

clothed in my usual drab, and sitting down to
breakfast."
Philadelphia to New York flashes

AND

MEDIUM

?

IS

is

Washington first interrogates Baltimore, and
answered in thirty seconds. Baltimore asks
Philadelphia, " How are you, my sister, this
fine morning?"
A few ticks of the clock, and
" Up,
received
Philadelphia's response

?

ELECTRICITY.

7.

6.

it

beam! and in response to the general clamor,
Morse tames the lightning, previously captured
to the world as
by Franklin, and presents
postillion and messenger hoy.

Meanwhile, Fulton's unsightly scow, which
realized the dream of navigating our rivers by
steam power, has grown to
majestic ocean
a

possible.

a

before

Days previously consumed in the transmission
of intelligence between distant places are now

shores.

is

is

wealth

;

;

;

ia

a

tion for hundreds, and some of them for more
than

plains and the Rocky Mountains

IN TERCO MM UNIOATIO N.
Is it not conceivable

a still higher agent

(suppose

call it " psychodynamisui,"

or " soul-power"
of life itself) we
m;iy interrogate the regions of the unseen and
The better, the purer, the more
supernal?
lofty, refined, and unselfish we become in our
we

the

proximate

principle

development, the more our hearts yearn for the
knowledge of mysteries which no agent of the
merely physical universe, however refined, can
ever search out. We have seen our loved ones
sinking before us in death.

Untold millions of

the purest, and the loveliest have
filled the circle of a brief sojourn on earth, and
the brightest,

departed. Where, oh, where have they gone?
Do they still live, or is the light of intellect

glow of love extinguished in them for
We have interrogated the sepulcher,
ever?
and its hollow recesses have reverberated only
We have ques
the echoes of our own voice.
and the

tioned the pulpit, and been referred to a Book,
" must not
the solemn monition that we

with

seek to be wise beyond

what is written."

We

through its channels messages are being con
stantly received from the souls that have gone
before us into that unseen realm, and that the
long-sought solution of the problem of their
condition has thus been proximately obtained.
As to the truthfulness or untruthfulness of
these assertions

not our purpose at present
any discussion.
We would ask

to enter into

our readers, however, to look upon the shelved
and shrunken fogies still living who once pro
nounced against the possibility of the Steam
boat, Locomotive, and the Magnetic Telegraph,
and be warned against taking such grounds on
this question as may make them equally ridic
ulous in all future time.

Truly, however, we have here

a

of

is

fur distant.

that by means

it

sense, are

61

sublime and

The magnetic telegraph
interesting thought!
conquers time and space. A psychic telegraph,
such there could be, would conquer death
and the gravel
What man who feels for hu

if
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manity and desires the dispersion of clouds of
darkness which have enshrouded the minds of

millions of

the

noblest of our race,

will

not

valnes; yet after reading it in the light of inter
pretations which the pulpit has authoritatively
the question still returns unan
fixed upon

fiction,

to our yearning

and almost bursting

" Where, oh, where are our loved and
Are they still near us? Do they think

lost?
of us, love us, pray for us, aid us in our good
endeavors?
or has the grave obliterated all
ties, and engulfed them in everlasting obliv
ion?"
And these questions are not the offspring of
a prurient and sinful curiosity.
They come of
themselves, welling up spontaneously from the
deep fountains of the soul, and can not be stifled.
In the progress of all things material, social,
intellectual,

moral, and spiritual, and the hu
man intelligence
which has sought out and
now cognizes them, these questions have come
to be in order as much as any other inquiries

!

it

munication

laid down between all the sectarian
isles in this great sea of mundane humanity
from the Catholic to the Calvinist; from the
Lutheran

to the Universalist

;

hearts,

But whether all this be fact or whether
be
the spirit of universal telegraphy, so
characteristic of this age, can not be fully car
ried out until there are wires of fraternal com

from the Episco

palian to the Unitarian from the Christian to
the honest Jew, Mohammedan, Buddhist, Brah;

swered

it

stretch forth his hands to heaven and fervently
"
"
God grant that
ejaculate,
may be so

it,

have consulted that Book, and found its teach
ings precious indeed, even beyond all earthly

manist, Taonist; and when the thousand affili
ated branches of this tissue of conductors shall
have been brought to converge in one common
trunk, let that be lifted on high and pointed to
heaven

to

and petition,

send up
" OUR

the

common

Father

tut

dispatch

kingdom

come."

Familiar

Conversation.

Arthur Helps,

that he makes his characters

seems certain that they will continue to be
pressed, and that, too, with increasing eager
ness and pertinacity, until they are fully and

quite naturally too), says
" An exquisite thing
It winds round and round

satisfactorily answered.
Well, we have been told repeatedly, and by
thousands of professedly actual witnesses, that
the super-electric and proximately vital agent

such charming

here supposed
by its means

upon some of the most important resolves that
he has taken in the course of his life, he would

a

is

demonstrated fact, and that
is

telegraphic communication
opened with another world. They tell us that

is :

the pleasant English writer, whose books owe
their distinctively bright quality to the fact
converse

(and

good conversation.
the subject.
It has
is

I

is

it

a

if

is

it

;

it

pauses and interruptions;
think,
real life.
not merely like real life
not only very beautiful but very use
too,
man were to look back
believe that
ful.

I

it

is

by which the path of progress has been opened.
And by whomsoever, and in whatsoever man
ner, the agitation of these questions
opposed,

find that they have been greatly influenced by

Phrenological Journal.
what he has heard in a chance way in good
I often pity the lower animals
conversation.
for their want of talk. To be sure, there is the
lowing of kine ; there are the songs of birds,
which Malverton, who hates their noise, always
calls twittering ; there is the grand roar of wild
beasts in deep forests, and there are the queer
whistlings, shriekings, hootings, and other un
accountable noises of the lower animals, which
for my part I like to hear, because I am sure
they convey some meaning, and are well un
derstood by kindred creatures. I dare say that
love, hatred, joyousness, and terror are well
enough expressed by those sounds. But where

to speeches, sermons, essays, novels, epics, son
nets especially sonnets I seem to be walking
in the trim gardens of our ancestors ; but when
I listen to good talk, it is like surveying the
natural landscape, which does not, at first
sight, convey a distinct meaning and purpose;
but gradually a result appears in some influ
ence or other upon one's mind ; and that result
comes sweetly, softly, and undeniably."

a

it,

large fire had occurred on Saturday night, just
previous, and the firemen, already worn out with
their exertions in extinguishing
arrived on
the ground as soon as possible, but half block
was burning before they could get well to work.
The fire crossing the blocks diagonally toward

a

a

the northeast reached
planing-mill, and then
commenced the work of widespread ruin. The
wind changed into gale from the southwest,
and carried the flames from the burning mill
to
great distance, storting tires in
dozen
a

it

places at once and so
went on until five
square miles, the heart of Chicago, comprising
the entire business sections and nearly one-half

of the thickly populated portion of the city,
had been wiped out The number of buildings
upward of eighteen thousand, and
destroyed
these buildings constituted the most valuable
in Chicago
the principal hotels, banks, rail

depots, warehouses, public-houses, and
printing-offices, and many of the finest resi
value of nearly two hund
dences, covering
red millions of dollars.
The map furnishes
view of the burned district.
Immediately after
the fire there were between seventy-five thou
road

a

sand and one hundred thousand homeless peo
ple scattered through the highways leading
from the city, and in the suburban parks and
on the open prairie
and even now about forty
thousand destitute Chicagoans
by the bounty of others.

are sustained

This appalling calamity, while
has aroused
the sympathy of civilization to an extent most
surprising as well as gratifying, has also brought
vividly to mind historical recollections of other
was the cus
great fires. In ancient times
tom, when two nations were at war with each
other, to destroy as thoroughly as possible any
city which succumbed to siege.
JERUSALEM.
Jerusalem, around which so much that
pa
thetic, noble, and impressive in Jewish history
clusters, was stormed, pillaged, and almost to
is

surrounded by framed tenements, cooper and
cabinet shops, the flames rapidly extended. A

TIMES.

it

ally believed, it was started by the simple inci
dent of the overthrow of a kerosene lamp in a
small stable in the southern part of the west
ern division of the city. In an instant the
loose straw lying about was ignited and the
whole stable soon burst into a blaze. This being

speaking, elab
read or listen

it

origin of this besom of flame brings to mind
the Scriptural precept, " Behold how great a
matter a little fire kindleth ! " for, as is gener

I

tally destroyed several times by the ancient en
emies of the Hebrews.
The last great siege,
which led to its utter demolition, occurred in
and Titus.
The Jews
long and desperately opposed the progress of
the Roman arms, inflicting serious damage
on the besieging armies
but at length the
70 A.D., under Vespasian

;

wherever the influence of modern civilization
extends, that it may not be uninteresting to
the reader to consider the surpassing destruc
tion wrought by this conflagration as compared
with other great fires in modern history. The

;

When

belong to
forms of

a

great Are in Chicago has so much oc
of all classes, not only
in fact,
in this country, but also in Europe,

is

of art.

ANCIENT AND MODERN

THE
cupied the attention

a

are, comparatively

jests, the
the hard

j

OE

conversation
orate works

massive walls were breached, and the terrible
vengeance of irritated Roman soldiers stayed
not fire and sword until the beautiful city was
widespread
dispersed.

a

FIRES

GREAT

are the quips, the cranks, the bright
pompous periods, the sly rejoinders,
conclusions of inexorable logic which
good human talk ? * * * * All other

desolation,

and its inhabitants

BOMB.

The great fire in Rome, in the reign of the
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GREAT FIRES OF ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.
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Nero, raged for eight days, totally de
stroyed three of the fourteen districts of the
houses
city, leaving only a lew half-ruined
brutal

in seven of the others. It is stated on the au
thority of Dion Cassius and Suetonius, that
Nero was the chief agent in firing the city,
although

subsequently

he

sought

to transfer

of having kindled it to the Chris
tians, many of whom he caused to be put to

the odium
death.

It

is also said that as he watched

the

progress of the flames from the top of a high
tower, he amused himself with playing upon
a flute.
LONDON.

The city of London had been visited by sev
eral fires of no small importance previous to
the great one of 10(i(i. It was on the 2d of
September of that year that the great fire
which occupies a special niche in its history
The burning continued until about
began.
including the Cathedral,
two-thirds of the city
the Royal Exchange, eighty-nine parish church
es, including St. Paul's, and a vast number of
other public buildings, upward of fifteen thou
was reduced to heaps of ruins.
sand in all
The area destroyed was four hundred and
thirty-two acres, comprising five-sixths of the
whole city within the walls.
The supply of
water was deficient, the wind was very high,
and the civic authorities were unequal to the
emergency ; the fire raged fiercely, and the
flames spread rapidly on account of the densely
packed character of the wooden structures of
that time, and often breaking out in houses at
some distance, until a vast extent was involved

in the conflagration.
By night the whole wa
ter side of the city was in flames. Evelyn's
description

from his own observations

interesting one, and furnishes

is a very
a vivid account

of the scenes in its progress. Two hundred
thousand people of all ranks and degrees were
rendered
sufferings

houseless by this visitation, and the
from starvation were terrible, and

very many persons lost their lives. This fire
offers some parallel to that of Chicago, because
it also was started on Sunday, and owed its de

The value
structive intensity to a high wind.
of the property destroyed was estimated at
about 35,000,000
seven million pounds sterling
dollars in gold.
MOSCOW.

by fire of the greater part
in September, 1812, by the Rus

sians themselves, to prevent its being service
able to the French as winter quarters, was a
noble sacrifice
plished

to national

the desired

object

Where he expected to find
plans of Napoleon.
rest, provision, and shelter for his tired troops,
he found a desolate and burning city.
And he
was obliged to retreat, the suffering and mis
fortunes of which almost completely destroyed
a once victorious army, and broke the spell of
terror which his name had hitherto inspired in
Europe.

The number of buildings

exceeded 3,800, and
least $120,000,000.

consumed

the loss entailed

was at

CONSTANTINOPLE.

This irregular and densely populated capital
of the Turkish empire has several times expe
rienced the fiery scourge.
One of the most
notable of these visitations took place in 1852,
when in the course of a single night 3,500
houses were destroyed.
NEW YORK.

The great fire in New York of 1835 com
menced on the night of the loth of December,
so cold, indeed, that the
cold night,
water was congealed in the engi.ies ami the
hose, and greatly impeded the efforts of the
firemen.
Five hundred and thirty buildings
a very

portion of the city, and the
costly on the island, were consumed.
The losses amounted to over $15,0 0.000, and

in the business
most

the burned district
red and sixty acres.
visited by another

covered nearly one hund

In

1845

extensive

New York was
conflagration,

which burnt over much of the area destroyed
Nearly three hund
by the c damity of 1835.
red buildings were this time leveled to the
ground, most ol them being mercantile houses,
and involving a loss of §0,000,000.
CHARLESTON AND PHILADELPHIA.

In

three years later, a fire took
place which resulted in- a loss of $2,00 ,000;
and in Philadelphia, four years after the New
Charleston,

York disaster, a fire occurred which destroyed
forty buildings, and also caused a total loss of
about two millions.
PITTSBURG.

Pittsburg, Pa., was visited by
conflagration on the 10th of April,

a

dreadful

1845.

The

fire originated in a frame house ; the wind
blew little less than a gale at the time, and, as
the fire continued, frequently changed its di
rection, thus baffling the efforts of the firemen
by blowing up
buildings with gunpowder to check the prog
ress of the flames. In this great fire no less
than twenty-one blocks were burned, compris
and citizens, who endeavored

The destruction
of Moscow,

[.Tax.,

feeling.

It

accom

by defeating

the

ing over twelve hundred buildings, and the loss
amounted in the aggregate to more than t welve

million dollars.

LUENCE OF FORESTS ON CLIMATE.

destroyed was estimated at $1,000,000.
On the
4th of May, 1850, a fire of much greater extent
occurred, involving a loss of $3,000,000.
On
the 14th of the following month in the same
year anothe r conflagration broke out, the rav
ages of which were not stayed until nearly
of property had been reduced to
$3,000,000

On The 2d of May, 1851, a still greater
fire occurred, which burned over a wide dis
trict, the losses amounting to $7,000,000.
And

ashes.

tell

crease
force.

it

and every

became at length

the abode of man.

During the previous cy
inferior
orders of life had
being,
Inferior orders were
been its inhabitants.
and to enjoy its resources
still to live upon
so far as consists with man's interest, but
They were given to man,
were not to rule.
to be used for his benefit, and to be controlled
by his superior intelligence, and consequently

of its

it,

cles

superior

law ever in

is

It
so also with vegetables.
Lands pro
duce as much without man's care and labor
as

with

perhaps

of

forest

produces

Certainly an acre
growth annually
than
well-cultivated acre. Man's power
limited to change of production, from what
more.

larger

a

may be at present comparatively
useless to
what
always useful from something now

little needed to something
necessity, as from

to the cereals

which has become

trees, shrubs, and briers

wheat, corn, etc.

paid of
Lands can not be spoiled.
It
some cultivators that they spoil their land.
some truth but more exagger
In this there
ation.
No fool can so abuse an acre but that
wise farmer can make

better

than

had

He may damage soils for
lower
their annual value, but he
time
may
can not long hinder their natural recupera
tion; nor, unless he should live longer than
been ever before.

power.
is

so made and so
Every species of being
Divine
as
inevitably to
by
power
governed
"increase and multiply." Hence the increase
of brute life, often so troublesome to man.
Hence also the ever-increasing
products of
Such inthe lands and waters of the globe.
a

with

is

where in his own way

in accordance

is

nor less than God working, always

CLIMATE.

a

created

and science concur

ON

;

elation

JESTS

long
Rev

this world."
in forcing upon
us the belief that by indefinitely long pro
cesses He fitted it to become tho abode of the
human race.
Under the plastic hand of na
ture
by which I understand nothing more
time, that

SACRAMENTO.
Sacramento, the twin sister, in origin,
witli San Francisco, a fire took place in 1852
which destroyed in the very brief space of six
hours two thousand buildings, causing a loss
of $12,00 »,000. A gale of wind was blowing
at the time.

In

the patriarchs,

can he prevent wiser men hav

ing the charge of them. If he attempt more
than
mere temporary deterioration of the
a

"God

when or in how

years have elapsed, nearly all traces of this in
fliction have now disappeared.

is

us, without

informs

EEVELATION
ing us precisely

OF FO

over a space of a mile and a hall' long by a
quarter of a mile wide,
one-half the city, em
bracing sixteen hundred buildings, the busi
ness part, falling in ruins.
The loss amounted
to nearly $10,000,000.
Although but a few

a

INFLUENCE

this catastrophe are still fresh in the mind of
the reader. A violent gale swept the flames

is

The first fire worthy of note occurred on De
cember 24, 1849, when the value of property

1F06

it

of large and destructive
conflagrations this remarkable city of the Pa
cific coast has been singularly unfortunate.

PORTLAND.
the great Portland fire broke out,
having been started by the explosion of a fire
cracker in a cooper's shop. The incidents of

In

a

FRANCISCO.

the recurrence

thirty thousand souls.

a

SAN

In

aggregate $16,000,000, and that, too, in a
whose population
did not then exceed

it

sides the many lives which were lost.

the

city

a

took place in July, 1849, reducing 418 build
ings and twenty-five steamers to ashes.
The
losses were estimated at over $0,000,000, be

05

still another followed within a few weeks, viz.,
on June 22d, 1851, which destroyed $2,000,000
worth of property.
Thus within eighteen
months six fires occurred, which destroyed in

is

BT. LOUIS.

The young city of St. Louis also has a great
fire among the remarkable events of her in
teresting history, which in the extent of its
devastation and the value of property destroy
ed, rivals the New York fire of 1845.
This

a

I'NJB
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Phrenological

CO

Boil, the great

physical laws of the Creator

It

will

oppose him, and

is no more

prevail.
within human power to thwart the operation
of those laws, which promise an increased
productiveness

of

the increasing

wants

the earth

proportioned to

of mankind,

to nullify the Divine

promise,

time

not

and harvest

shall

cease

than

it

is

that "seed
while the

earth remains."

If men

could in any way diminish the pro
ductive power of the soil, or prevent its in
crease to the extent of supplying food and
clothing to increasing populations for long
periods to come, it would be by destroying
the forests.
This they could do for a time,
by the combined force of axes and fires ; but
soon, within a generation or two at most, the
forests would grow up again, in spite of them.
The first effect of stripping a territory of its
forests would be to diminish its agricultural
capabilities ; a secondary effect would be to
lessen the numbers

of its population

; a

and enfeeble the energies

third consequence would

be that, in spite of a reduced and degraded
people, either forests or prairie grass and
weeds would spring up, as the country might
be suited

to the one or the other ; and the

would, ere long, have regained all its
former agricultural capability, in accordance
with a great recuperative law, stamped by
the Creator on all his works; but not till
soil

after

great

loss, suffering,

and

degradation

had followed the wrong-doing.
In order to obtain the best results from ag
ricultural labor, any country must be from
one-quarter to one-half (averaging about onethird) in forest, more in a dry climate, less
in a climate naturally damp. In England,
where

the atmosphere is always moist and
the sun dim with clouds or fog, one-quarter
In New England, where the air
is enough.
is dry and the sun scorching, and where much
of the land is worth more for growing timber
than anything else, one-half is not too much.
Forests,

to the extent

above indicated, ex

on climate.
Multi
tudinous facts pertaining to the Old World,
together with fewer but not less important

Journal.
Of two

similarly situated

countries,

and

equal in all respects, except that one is well
wooded, forests being preserved on each farm
adequate to a plentiful supply of fuel, build

and fencing material,

ing timber,
farms

and the adjacent

for the

the forests

villages,

and cultivated lands interspacing each other
rather uniformly ; while the other has been de

prived of nearly all its forests and has no new
ones growing to replace them ; the first has a
very different prospect ahead from the second.
The latter can not, for long years to come,

maintain

as

dense a population ; it

will fail

to grow as much

farm, garden, and orchard
produce ; its farmers will be less thriving,
less energetic, less successful ; its people will
be less intelligent, less refined, and less con

will

be moving off westward, or in
direction. This is strong lan
guage, but the history of forest destruction
and its effects proves it true.
On this point,
if not on all others, history repeats itself.
In a country once denuded of its forests,
the temperature
disobeys the laws which
The
regulate it in a well-wooded country.
people are surprised with spring when it
ought to be winter, and with winter when
their seed waits to be put into the ground.
In a well-wooded country, storms are more
frequent and less violent than in a woodless

tented

some other

region.

In

one, the rains

gentle, and refreshing,

arc

so

frequent,

that the farmer,

if

he

cultivate his land to a reasonable depth, has
little occasion to dread the destruction of
crops by drouth.
rains often follow
freshets

In the other, excessive
killing drouths, producing

and thereby. destroying

much public
in addition to losses
just before suffered by a lack of nvin.
The moral of all we have said may be indi
cated as follows :
If we would leave to posterity a green and
fruitful country ; if we would enjoy, and be
willing that our children after us should en
joy, a climate characterized generally by rain
and

private property,

ert important influences

falls, frequent,

facts already gathered from the New, go to
establish beyond a doubt the following truths.
The facts we have neither the time nor the

riculture delights in, seldom dangerous, ter
rific, or devastating, and if we would have
on our farms sufficient timber land to supply
ourselves and our non-farming neighbors with
fuel, lumber, and fencing material, let us

space to detail,
after,

if our

but this may be done here
are called in question.

conclusions

gentle, refreshing,

preserve our forests to the extent

mated;

or,

if

we

have

already

such as ag

above

inti

destroyed

INFLUENCE OF FORESTS
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them, let us begin to restore them at once.

if

But
the

we perfer

green and

gentle rain-falls,

the brown and

fruitful; if

barren

we desire

to

fewer

and more freshets, interspac
to crops by their

ing long drouths, damaging

excess when they come, as well as destructive

to property and perilous to life ; if we think
that timber, enough to meet all the wants of
country and village life, will be a curse and
not a blessing to posterity ; if we really sigh
for long, unbroken courses of wind to sweep
over our dwellings and crops the year round ;
and if we sincerely believe that our winter
grains will come out better in spring for
having the snow blown from them, than if
left where it fell for their protection, then
down with the forests. " Woodsman, don't
spare a single tree."

Apropos to this subject, but in another
of equal practicality, the American Man
ufacturer comments on the Chicago fire, and
the great destruction wrought in the terrible
vein

forest conflagrations.

With

reference to the

latter particularly, it says :
" The amount of lumber destroyed at Chi
variously from
cago, which is estimated
#10,000,000 to $20,000,000, is but a drop in
the bucket compared with the licking up of
the millions of acres of rich timber lands.
Take, for instance, the total destruction of
covering the peninsula between
Lake Huron and Saginaw Bay.
We are told
that all that portion of the State lying east
of the Bay and north of a point forty miles
above Port Huron has been practically swept
The four thousand square miles lying
bare.
between Green Bay on the east, and Fox and
the forests

Wolf

rivers on the west, have been denuded

of their verdant covering, leaving nothing
but blackened trunks, valueless, worse than
since they simply cumber
the
fires which have raged through
The
ground.
out Michigan and Wisconsin were preceded
in Minnesota ;
by destructive
conflagrations
and similar appalling disasters in Western
worthless,

Ontario,

Canada.

" The ' big woods ' of Minnesota, the vast
and rich -lumbering district of Saginaw, and
the equally rich timber lands of Green Bay,
Fox and Wolf rivers utterly destroyed ; these
in themselves to show the na
are sufficient
ture

of

the loss the nation has incurred by

ON

CLIMATE.
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the great fires which have prevailed through

At present writing it is sim
ply impossible to calculate the extent of the
We only know that we have sus
disaster.
tained a great national misfortune in the de
struction of thousands of square miles of our
best timber lands.
The probable cost to the
country may be inferred from the assertions
made within the past year, to the effect that
the timber lands of Michigan and Wisconsin
would not furnish more than twenty years'
out the West.

supply to the country at the present
rate

of

consumption.

These

rapid

assertions were

based upon carefully prepared statistics, re
inforced by the evidence of the largest land
and mill owners.
The havoc made by ax
and saw, marvelous though it was, has been
rendered utterly insignificant in comparison
with the fierce wrath of the forest flames,
which have destroyed more timber in a month
than all the mills in the West could sift
through their saws in five years.
" It is not the inevitable
appreciation of the
cost of material for building ships and h' scs
alone that we are thinking of (althougl ihat
is a matter of the first importance), so much
as the fact that our law-makers
have wit
nessed the wholesale

destruction,

meval forests by approved

of

our pri

modern appliances

The experience of the Old World
lost upon them. Our people, who are
quick to prompt their representatives, con
template the havoc made in the growths
of centuries with the utmost serenity.
No
organized effort has ever been made, that wo
are aware of, for the better protection of our
No effort has been made to regulate
forests.
the cutting of, or to provide for the growth
The ax and saw an
or culture of timber.
nually denude millions of acres of the growth
of centuries ; fires rage throughout thousands
of acres, consuming everything in their path,
leaving black desolation in their track, yet
the Government looks on as calmly as though
it had no earthly interest in the total destruc
tion of the best portion of its possessions.
It is futile to attempt to stay the ravages of
a conflagration
which sweeps over thousands
of miles of forest lands man's efforts are
hopeless here ; but laws can be devised which
unmoved.

seems

will

do much

to reclaim

the waste places,

provisions can be made, for regulating the
cutting of lumber, and protecting and en

PnRENOLOOICAL
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All this has been
couraging early growths.
in other countries; it remains
accomplished
for the people of the United States, and es
pecially such as are directly interested in the
of lumber, to say whether or
consumption
not similar provisions shall be made in this
"
country.

JOURNAL.

greatest number of excellences.
changes from good to better.
best? Ed. A. P. J.]

CONSOLATION.
BY MRS. FRANCES L. KEELER BARNES.
TnoUGH hands grow cold that once were warm.
And hearts cease kindly beating;
Though lips that used to press our own
Forget their tender greeting ;
Though souls that once burned bright with love
Burn dim without a reason.
And all of life seems sadly changed
'Tis only for a season.

One way to mitigate the evil is to pass an
every farmer to devote a cer

act requiring

of his lands to the growing
of trees.
Let this be done in all the States.
The rain-fall, as has been stated, will be reg
ulated or graduated by the extent or by the
absence of growing trees.
If we would make

tain proportion

the desert, prairies,

denuded

mountains,

The things we can not understand,
While here we blindly wander.
Will lose their darkness when we pass
The pearly portal yonder ;
And there all loves worth living for,
And all the hands worth clasping,
And all true hearts will still be ours.
Thank God, without the asking.
New York, Nmanbtr, 1871.

and

hillsides " blossom as the rose," we must
stock them with trees, vines, and shrubs.
Let us encourage the growing of forest trees
throughout the land.

HOME AGAIN.
WILLIAM

H.

MILBURN,

»»sv

WISDOM.

the " Blind

Preacher," who some seven years ago
EEV.
Episco
passed over from the Methodist

Happiness

Let each church have its own ;
right.
but we are a little curious to know what were

[All

the reasons for going out of the Methodist into
the Episcopal ; and wherein he finds one fat

Is it merely the preference
or is there a reason for it? We

another.

of prejudice?

ask for information, and not from mere curios
We want to know irlikh of the three hun

ity.

dred

creeds among

Christians

embodies

the

is a perfume

that one can not shed

over another without a few drops falling on one's

Church, has
pal to the Protestant Episcopal
wearied of his new relations and returned to
his earlier religious home. lie writes us, " I
have joined, as a local Elder, the church from
which I suited (Jacksonville, 111.) in the minis
In a letter to the
try twenty-eight years ago."
Bishop of Vermont, with whose diocese he
had been eanonically connected
dated Sep
tember 33, 1871 a printed copy of which is
before us he resigns his connection with that
body in terms of great respect and endear
ment, but finds the return necessary to his soul's
After an earnest confession of his
comfort.
high esteem for those from whom he is parting,
"
he adds : But as one advances in years he finds
it hard to form new attachments, and the heart
turns with inexpressible longing to the friends
and associations of earlier days. Nothing has
obliterated, nothing can obliterate, my deep and
the spiritual
love of Methodism,
yearning
mother who, under God, bred and made me
what I am." We felicitate our brother on his
safe return to his early religious home, and
pray that, though doomed to walk in outward
darkness, spiritually at " evening time it shall
be light."
Christum Advocate.

ter than

We believe in
Which is the

self.

In the long run, a tried nnd proved character for
truth, honor, and honesty is the best capital, and
gives the largest interest.
The worst fraud that can be practiced in a free
government is, cheating at elections. It nullities
the popular will, brings the suffrage into contempt,
and makes good men shun public affairs.

" The

tree sucks kindlier nurture from a soil en
riched
By ita own fallen leaves ; nnd man is made
In heart and spirit from deciduous hopes,
And tilings that seem to perish."

If

men from their youth were weaned from that
sauntering humor, wherein some, out of custom,
let a good part of their lives rim uselessly away,
without either business or recreation, they would
find time enough to acquire dexterity and skill in
hundreds of things, of which idleness leaves them
in ignorance.
SOME USEFUL

For
t

RECIPES.

preserving the complexion Temperance.
For whitening the hands Honesty.
For sweetening the breath Truth.

To

remove

stains

Repentance.

Easy-shaving soap Ready Money.
For improving the sight Observation.
A beautiful ring The Family Circle.
For improving the voice Civility.
The best companion to the toilet A Wife.
To keep away moths Good Society.
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Social opinion is like a sharp knife. There are
foolish people who regard it with terror, and dare
There are more
not touch or meddle with it.
foolish people who, in rashness or defiance, seize
And
it by the blade, and Ret cut for their pains.
there arc other wise people who grasp it discreetly
and hold it by the handle, and use it to carve out
their own purpose.
Memory presides over the past ; action, over the
present. The first lives in a temple hung with
glorious trophies and lined with tombs, the other
has no shrine but duty, and it walks the earth like
a spirit.

MIRTH.
[Under this heading we propose to publish
" A little nonsenBC now and then ; "
which
" Is relished by the wisest men,"
We
and call on our readers for original contributions.
want only such jokes as have no sting in them, such as
may be used to enliven and amuse, without malice or
Give us yonr best.]
irreverence.

What is that which increases the effect by di
minishing the cause ? A pair of snuffers.

"
D-b-b-t are the initial letters of Dun everybody
"
twice." C-r-e-d-i-t arc the initial letters of Call
regularly every day I'll trust."
A mas with a long nose had the end of it frost
bitten. A friend remarked, "You should have
He re
rubbed it. and prevented the calamity."
plied that he did, as far as he could reach.
A fat

riding upon a lean horse was asked
how it came to pass that himself was fat, and his
He answered, " Because I feed my
horse so lean.
self, but I leave the feeding of my horse to an
other."
Saying More than he Meant.
Intending
man

customer to druggist: "Do you keep dye-stuffs
for sale here?" Facetious druggist, briskly and
with emphasis, "We-ell, we don't keep anything
N. w. B.
tUe/"

"Go it, old fellow," said two Idle scapegraces
" Work away while
to an honest laborer at work.
"Very likely, my
we play ; sow and we'll reap."
lads," replied the old man, coolly; "I'm sowing
hemp."

Schoolmistress Johnny, I'm ashamed of you !
When I was at your age I could read as well as I
can now.
Johnny Ah, but you had a different teacher
from what we've got!

Strictly Logical.
The Chinese pay their
physicians only while they are in perfect health.
As soon as they fall sick, the pay of the doctor
It is, therefore, the doctor's interest to
ceases.
cure his patients as quickly as possible.
not highly ap
game," says: "No people
can excel the Americans In the

Some one, who it Is evident docs
preciate
under

the "national
heaven
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manly art of sitting on a bench
een men play ball."

and

seeing

eight

A good story is told of a popular railroad con
ductor recently chosen deacon of a church in
Middlesex County. A few Sundays after his new
appointment it became his duty to assist in taking
up a collection. He surprised the congregation
by starting out with the characteristic ejaculation,
"Tickets, gentlemen!"
The contribution that
day was unusually large.

A "poor exile of Erin," hungry
tered a barber-shop, ate, with

and

cold, en

the brush, a cup of

lather, dug out the soap-ball at the bottom of tho
ate that and sat down to warm his feet I
cup
Then an astounded observer mustered his scattered
" How did you like your lunch ? "
wits and asked,
was illegant; but, by me
custhard
"The
Pat,
Says
ehoul, I b'lave the egg was a little too long in tho
wather."

The Latest Invention.

A smart Yankee in

the oil regions has recently invented a fly destroy

all others in fatal execution. It is
diluted with water, with a slight
The
tincture of gum-arabic and nitro-glycerine.
mixture is to be put where the flies chiefly congre
After alighting in it and eating what they
gate.
want, they generally succeed in extricating them
selves from the sticky composition, and in ecsta
sies of delight over their escape, rub their legs to
The friction causes the nitro glycerine to
gether.
explode, and the unfortunate victim is blown la
er that eclipses

made of molasses,

atoms.

Mr. T., of S., Washington County, Maine, was:
lying very ill so ill that it was feared he would:
" to join the innumerablebe shortly summoned
caravan that moves to the pale realms of shade.""
Without a quiet sick-room his recovery was hope
His physician had left the most peremptory
less.
orders that no visitors should be allowed to seehim. One day a neighbor called, and requested
of the nurse an interview with the sick man. The
nurse replied that he should be most happy to.
grant the request, but that the doctor had denied
all intercourse with his patient.
" But my business is very important," said tho
neighbor.
" The doctor has given instructions in the most
positive manner that no visitors shall be permitted'
to see Mr. T. Therefore, as much as I should likeyou, I feel obliged to decline."
to accommodate
"Do let me see him jest a minute!" againi
pleaded the neighbor.
" Really, I can't," was replied so decidedly that
it precluded all further expostulation in the mat
" But if you will make known your business
ter.
to me I will inform him at the very earliest mo
ment consistent with his safety."
" Wal," said the neighbor, with something like
" I'm a gwine to set my bar traps next
a sigh,
week, and Mr. T. knows a man in Boston, that
buys bar's lie.

I

want his-address

!

"
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unjau.
[In this Department will be noticed such matters as arc of interest to correspondents and to the general reader.
" should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]
Contributions for " What They Say

tut

Komspowbcnts.

Questions of "General

Interest" only

will be answered in this department. ]Ve have no space
One question only at a time,
to gratify idle curiosity.

and that clearly stated, must be propounded. If a corre
spondent shall expect us to give him the benefit of its early
consideration.
Questions of personal interest uill be
promptly anmcered by Utter, if a stamp be inclosed for
the return postage.

Boxura.

What organs are necessary

to be possessed in order that one may become a
skillful boxer t
Am. The desire to become a boxer is one of the
prime essentials to tho acquisition of skill iu that
direction, namely, a disposition to hit another and
a desire not to be hit in return. If you watch a
boxer, you will see that he has one arm and hand
on guard iu obedience to Cautiousness, and the
other in obedience to Destructiveness and Comwith a view to hit his antagonist.
bativeness,
Boxing, like fencing, dancing, military drill, or
skill in mechanism, may bo learned. Boxing-teach
nor necessarily
ers are not always quarrelsome,
so; nor are teachers of dancing necessarily dissi
pated ; though the pupils of the boxer may be
come lighting bullies, and the pupils of the dancer
may use the art they learn as a source of dissipa
tion.
We remember an anecdote which tells us of a
light, graceful, genteel little man who was tres
passed upon by a broad-shouldered ruffian nearly
twice his size, and when lie remonstrated, the ruf.fiau drew off and was going to knock him down
for daring to express dissent to his course of eonduet, when the little man, quick as ilash, struck
the ruffian, and he fell like a stricken ox ; but not
being hurt he jumped up and drew off to strike
another blow
the little stranger, and received
which felled him. lie approached a third time,
and received similar treatment, when, stepping
back, he eyed his little antagonist with wonder
and astonishment, and asked, "Who arc you, any
the
am A. B., sir, at your service,
how?"
teacher
of boxing, of whom you may perhaps
have beard."
If respectable men all understood boxing so that
they could defend themselves readily against the
assaults of ruffians, who nearly all somehow learn
boxing as their chief accomplishment, there would
be less ruffianly conduct on tho street and in the
cars.
If these bullies knew that every quiet gen
tleman he saw would be able, perhaps, to serve
him as the boxing-teacher did his ruffianly antag

"I

onist, he would keep his hands off and behave
himself with respect.
We never recommend to
WTe do
people to carry pistols ; ruffians do this.
not advise men to learn boxing, but ruffians
get a practical smattering of it; and the only
reason why decent men should learn it is, that they
if assaulted.
may be able to defend themselves
If we could abolish the whole system of boxing
and pugilism we would do so.
The organs required for skillful boxing are large
perceptive organs, large Weight, Combativencss,
Destructivcncss, Cautiousness, and Firmness.

Marriage.

Unusual

reader of the
reference
brated

Journal

to a marriage

between

A youthful

makes some inquiries with

which was recently cele

a man and his mother-in-law.

A

of this nature is very unusual for obvious
Mothers-in-law are usually much older
reasons.
than their sons-in-law, and the average of men are
not much disposed to marry women whose age ex
ceeds theirs. Iu this case, however, there were
certain circumstances, doubtless, which made tho
union agreeable to both parties ; and as matrimony
between such parties is not forbidden by laws hu
man or divine, we can allege no substantial objec
tion, not knowing more about the incident than
its simple occurrence. In general, however, our
opinion would be unfavorable to such an alliance,
and that opinion would be based chiefly upon mo
tives of delicacy, although we can conceive of
The man may have found
special inducements.
in his first wife so many attractive qualities that
he deemed it best to look to his mother-in-law for
his second wife, as being the one most likely to
possess the same qualities. And with reference to
the lady, she may have found in the man while
her son-in-law all the qualities she could desire in
a husband, and so availed herself of the opportu
nity to make the relation closer than that which
Great disparity in age be
previously existed.
tween
parties contemplating the marriage rela
tion is a very important objection. Especially is
seniority in age on the part of the lady an import
ant objection.
marriage

Conscience

in Children.

Does

a

child have the faculty of Conscientiousness? and
at what age do its manifestations appear '!
Atis. Several of the old-school metaphysicians
deny that conscience originates in a special men
Some think it the result of Approbatal power.
tiveness; some of Cautiousness or fear; others,
that it results from the faculties which produce
policy. Mr. Darwin maintains that it grows out
Phrenology recognizes
of the social instincts.
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a

a

is,

I,

man,

it

a a

a

?

it

if

;

a

is

;

is

it

;

we can make as

remedy.

Sweating Feet.

am troubled very
much on account of my feet sweating, and my
very offensive smell, and though
feet emit
may
wash them daily with soap and water
am still
Physicians tell me
will not do to stop
annoyed.
Is there no solution which
them from sweating.
may wash them In once or twice
week that
will remove the odor
Ans. The cure of this annoying affection is al
not impossible. Much, however,
ways difficult,
may be done in mitigation of the annoyance.
The
feet should be bathed thoroughly both night and
morning, using the well-known "carbolic soap,"

I

I

I

a

it

According

young

near-sighted right
perfect left eye, but
defective left one.
perfect right ear, but
How do you account for this* Is
best to do
for
anything
Ann. The special senses have
double set of
special organs, precisely as each mental faculty
has a double organ, viz., one in each hemisphere
of the brain and both the special senses and the
mental powers require, for their proper manifes
tation, healthy condition of their organs, respect
ively. The organs arc all double, so that
one,
from accident or other cause, becomes defective,
the other will do the work as well as one can.
One eye can sec, but two eyes can 6ec better, and
so, we presume, as to all the organs of sense and
all the faculties of the mind. Why one eye or or*j
ear, one arm or one leg, gives out and the other
remains good why one tooth decays and another
does not, may not be cxplicablt! yet the facts re
born blind or deaf, or
Occasionally one
main.
in some way decrepit, and no one can give the
reason exists.
We have
reason, but no doubt
seen several persons with one blue and one black
lluxeu hair
eye one inherited from each parent
and black beard the father's nose and the mother's
mouth and chin arc often seen.
A spectacle for the near-sighted eye, to give
the same focus as the other,
the only suggestion

?

its Composition.

Eyes and Ears.

have
one

a

Brain

to late theory the mind of man is considered to
inhabit the outside surface of the brain, which
seems to be of a different texture from the central
portion. Now, is this outside stratum of brain al
ways of an even thickness all over the head, or is
it deeper in some portions than others, causing
the quantity that may be in one portion more than
another to mark the disposition and character of
the person ?
Ann. The cineritious or gray matter of the sur
face of the brain is thicker or more abundant in
those who arc more intelligent and more intense
in character than in the brain of the dull and stu
pid. The medullary or white matter, which contains the fibers and connects the surface with the
medulla oblongata, Is regarded, as it were, in the

The more intelligent men have deeper convolu
tions of brain than those, who arc stupid, and, as a
consequence, there is relatively more of the cineri
tious or gray matter, as the fulded surface of these
convolutions arc covered with that gray matter.
If the anterior or intellectual region of the brain
be most exercised, the convolutions in that part
of the brain will be deeper than in the other and
less exercised portion of the brain.
In the same
brain, however, there
generally,
pretty uni
form thickness in the layer of gray matter.

if

v

better.

a

Signs in the Eyes and Fingers.

When I wag a school-boy, 1 noticed that those
scholars who had large, open, bright eyes were
the ones who excelled in most branches of study;
also that those with long, thin fingers were better
penmen than anything else; and from later obser
vations I have concluded that persons who are
wide between the eyes possess more intellectual
ability, as a general thing, than those who are nar
Are my observations and conclusions cor
row.
rect?
Ans. The peculiarity which you first mention is
what led Dr. Gall to make those investigations
which developed the science of Phrenology.
When he was a school-boy he discovered, to his
own satisfaction, that those of his fellow-pupils
who had large, full, protuberant eyes were the
best scholars at recitation ; that they acquired or
memorized their lessons with the most facility.
A large protuberant eye indicates special facility
or fluency of language, and is co-related with su
perior ability to remember words and statements.
Persons with long, thin, bony fingers are, as a
class, skillful in manipulations ; and usually with
those who are distinguished for their elegant pen
manship we find Form, Size, and Weight large,
and some fullness of the side-head.
Widcness
between the eyes is one of the indications of wclldevcloped perceptive ability. Well-marked per
ceptive faculties arc essential to the ready acquire
ment of knowledge.
Your observations, there
fore, have not led you astray.

site, in proper abundance and health, to act as Uic
instrument of mind. It is not positively known
what the specific function of each part of the
brain-substance is; but this is certain, that in
healthy subjects the larger the amount of both
white and gray matter the brain contains the

;
a a

een years.

light of a battery.
Both the medullary (white)
and the cineritious (gray) matter seem to be requi

a

Conscientiousness as a special faculty, as much so
of loving or
in
Some faculties manifest themselves
feariug.
children at an earlier period than do other facul
ties.
Most of the emotions, except that of sexual
in childhood earlier than
love, are manifested
some of their intellectual and moral powers. In
some children we sec manifestations of reasoning
at three.
Others show but little at thirteen ; some
never show much.
Some children will evince
marked indications of a sensitive conscience at a
very early age. But generally Conscientiousness
is not very strongly manifested,
at least it can not
be thoroughly depended upon until the age of
puberty. This age may vary from eleven to eight
as that of reasoning or remembering,

BUREAU.
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an ounce in a pint
of water; use a tabicspoonfui of this solution to
a quart of water, after the feet have been well
Boots and close, high
washed in soap and water.
as the leather easily
shoes should be abandoned,
with the perspiration and re
becomes saturated
Use low cut shoes and a clean
tains the odor.
every day, or have two pairs,
stockings
of
pair
that one may be dried and well aired while the
other pair is in use. The bad odor of the feet is
usually associated with constipation of the bowels,
and a general unhealthy and torpid condition of
You should live in these
the skin and liver.
respects as normally as possible, avoiding coffee,
tobacco, aud greasy food, aud using little sugar,
but an abundance of fruit

or

a solution

of cnrbollo acid

I

have a healthy
Skull.
wcll-dcvcloped child three months old, but
the top of her head or skull, which is usually
open till a year old, is now nearly closed, and in
all probability will be entirely closed in a very
few weeks. Sow some old women (and it appears
to be gospel among themi have been telling my
wife that " when the skull closes over before a
Please let
child is one year old it can not live."
me know in your Notices to Correspondents wheor
not.
th cr there is any reason In this
Ans. We "guess" the skull will grow with the
No
growth of the brain, and give room enough.
If the child be properly
fear need be entertained.
cared for, it will live notwithstanding the unfavor
able predictions of sundry over-cautious lady
prophets. The skull is made for the brain, and
not the brain for the skull. The heads of some
children close in six months, others not under
It depends partly on the tendency in
two years.
the child to secrete bony matter, and partly on
the greater or less rapidity of the growth of the
brain. It should be remembered that even where
the fontanelle is closed, the skull is not a hard box
which can grow no more, but that the skull is
of many pieces, and never or rarely
composed
becomes entirely solidified at the seams. After the
opening is closed in childhood, the skull still
grows to the age of thirty or forty years.

Closed

and

Walking.

Having read the interest

ing article on walking, in the September num
ber, I desire to ask a question, viz. : Should the
heel be the tirst to strike the ground, or the toes?
If the former as I think the ease why is it that
when feeling fresh and well I Invariably tlnd my
self first treading on the toes, and then falling
back on the heel as I progress? When sick or
fatigued, I lind myself involuntarily walking with
I think my
the heel tirst touching the ground.
gait is lighter and more even when I tread (irst on
the toes, but don't know why it should be so. I
wear, on my shoes, no or else half-inch heels.
Ans. A person may, when animated, walk touch
ing the toes first to the ground ; but we would not
/car to wager a thousand pairs of shoes that a
thousand children of five or of ten years of age
walking deliberately, every one would put the heel
to the ground lirst. If setting forth to play, many
.light run on tip-toe at first, as a spirited horse

[Jan.,

in a high and springy manner at the start ;
but a mile of travel of horse or child will bring
both down to the normal step.
It has been found that in constructing artificial
limbs it is best to make the ankle entirely stiff. In
walking with natural limbs, the ankle is kept stiff
until the foot has rolled pretty well forward on tut
toes, aud then, to lengthen the step, the foot ij
straightened by a motion of the ankle-joint, thuj

steps

lengthening the limb by bearing the weight on th«
We have known a few people who placed the
heel down and then slapped the ball of the foot on
the ground by a quick extension of the ankle-joint;
but the walk was so singular that everybody stared
at it. The ankle is naturally kept entirely stiff un
til the heel is considerably raised, when the walker
extends the foot and thus increases the length of
But this docs not occur except in fast
the step.
walking. A sauntering walk, with short steps, does
not require the rising on the toes, or much open
ing or motion of the joint.

toes.

TACHYGRAriiY.

Can

yon

give

any

information as to the merits of Tachygraphy as
compared with other systems of shorthand writing
or as to any persons who use it, or the papers
who employ such reporters?
Ann All we have been able to learn respecting
Tachygraphy assures us that regular phonographyis better.
We do not know that any paper cmploys reporters who use tachygraphy, nor do we
know any one who now writes it. We once ex
pressed a similar sentiment, and were taken to task
by the inventor of the system, and we offered to
give desk-room to any one who wrote his system
for a week or two, that his method might be
with phonography, and we
tested and compared
would gladly publish the result. He did not give
us the chance thus to test it.

Trembling and
men

and

Chills.

animals tremble when

Why
they

do

become

chilled?
Ann. Strong impressions on the general system
through the
manifest themselves
frequently
spinal cord by the reflex action which we call
" shivering." This is well seen in the effect of
malarial poison in intermittent fever, in fear, in
anxiety, or excitement from any cause ; in the
powerful effect of a general chill on the surface
nerves, and notably in the advent of all the con
tagious diseases; for example, small-pox, typhus,
which begin by a well-marked chill.
scarlatina,
The formation of pus in inflammations is another

well-known

Instance.

Electricity.

Does

electricity have

any more effect on the human body in sleep with
the length to the north and south than it does
with it to the cast and west?
Ann. Many people think it better to sleep with

to the north, so that the brain will be
with electricity or magnetism. A
bar of iron, placed north and south, will in a
short time become polarized like the magnetic
the head

come charged
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Perhaps a thiuker, therefore, should sleep
with his head to the north, and a dancer with his
feet to the north, so that the part most used shall
be properly magnetized.
needle.

Green Eves

Why

do the eyes

of

carnivorous animals turn green when they become
angry or frightened ?
.Ijm. The pupils dilate under such circum
stances, and the greenish glare from the choroid
The same tiling
is seen through the thin retina.
occurs at night, or in the dark, when the pupils
dilate on account of the feeble light.

What

Are His

Faults ?

Will

Phrenology show what peculiar temptations one
is most liable to ? and how to overcome them t
Ant. Yes, when correctly applied by an honest
We know of no other means by
phrenologist.
which it can so surely be determined.

Swollen Eyes.

Wh.it is the cause?

and what will cure my eyes ? they are swollen un
der the lower eyebrows, sometimes not so much as
I work part of
Age seventeen.
at other times.
the day and part of the night, and sleep }Kirt of
the day and part of the night.

Anx. It is your night work which lies at the
root of your trouble. You should stop that until
your eyes are fully recovered.

Puzzle.

Logan's and

J.

F.'s solutions

of the age puzzle, "in the November number, are

correct.
Very few of our readers
answers to the quizzical problem.

have

sent

in

jfrg fggGood School Teachers.

The Month

ly Vititor, of Norfolk, Va., discourses on "Our
Public Schools" and on teachers as follows:
" The public or free-school system in the South
ern States, especially in Virginia and North Car
olina, has within the past eighteen months received
such an impetus and such legislative assistance as
to justify the highest hopes of its warmest friends ;
but without the co-operation of those who should
be interested, little can be expected.
" First, we need good tcachert, since good teach
It is an axiom
ing caa emanate from no others.
in pedagogic circles, that as the teacher, so the
school ; hence we call upon our superintendents
to test well the qualifications of all applicants ; to
discard personal influence and caste considerations,
No matter if Mrs.
and let merit be the passport.
A. it a widow with six helpless children ; Mr. B. a
pillar in the church ; Mr. C. an intimate friend of
the superintendent and every trustee in the coun
ty; Miss D. the only support of her father's fam
ily, who, by-the-by, was one of the most popular
men iu the district; has the applicant merit above
other competitors, is the decisive question ? For
the sake of the cause, let not sympathy and personal
feelings usurp the place of duty. Let our superin
tendents appoint none who will not be a credit to
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this honorable and highly important profession.
The teacher should be the exemplar, the model for
the immortal architecture; hence we urge the vital
importance of good teachers. Make the school sys
tems of the Southern States their greatest orna
ment, their most enduring and ennobling monu
ment the first essential of which is good teachers."
[Correct. We must know who is and who is not
capable, and then choose the right person for the
right place]

J.

Reflections.

C. Smith, of

[Our

correspondent,

Dundee, Scotland, sends us the
following New Year's Thoughts, which are appro
priate at all seasons.]
Last year's trials, where arc they »
Have they wrought us good to-day ?
Are we better for that cross ?
Was't our gain, that heavy loss ?
Why is life not one long May ?
Why should trouble come each day ?
Why not have complete success,
Bringing hourly happiness ?
What fruits brought you forth last year ?
Seeds then sown will soon appear.
Cast you in both had and good ?
None can change them, if he would.
Let us sow no tares again,
Only wheat of purest grain.
Spring shall send her genial showers,
Pleasant harvests shall be ours.
Christum, banish idle fears,
Providence the vessel steers,
Safely o'er the sea He'll guide,
Landing safe on Cauoau's side.
Cheerful may the voyage be,
Winds and waves are speeding thee.
Far away, our home's in view,
Resting-place for good and true.

Our Indian Agents.

A Nevada cor

respondent, who has been some time a resident on
the Indian Reservation, near Pyramid Lake, and
is familiar with Indian affairs, writes us in terms
which are by no means complimentary to the olllcers appointed by the Government to treat with
the Indians.
According to his account, Indian
agents are inclined to practices of a very dishon
orable character, not only toward the Indians, but
toward those of their own color who may he so
unfortunate as to have some close relation to them.
One agent, whom he mentions by name, and who
is generally known as a minister of the Gospel, has
been conducting himself in a way not only preju
dicial to the rights of the Government which ap
pointed him, but tending to cast a stigma upon the
Our correspondent further
calling he disgraces.
states that it seems to be well-nigh impossible to
secure the appointment of honest men to treat in
that difficult department of frontier work, and
that those who would be acceptable to the Indian
and white residents of a Reservation, even though
arc ignored ;
they have been warmly recommended,
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having but little knowledge of the
country, and no experience whatever in Indian
but a large proportion of political in
matters,
genuity and personal greed, readily obtain the de
Under such circumstances In
sired positions.
Civil
dian outbreaks are readily accounted for.
service reform should be applied to the Indian De
and strangers

partment at once.

Who Believes in Phrenology?

Among scholars,

scientific men,

and

divines we

can name scores who not only believe in it, but who

apply, teach, preach, or practice according to its
principles. In all European countries some of the
leading minds base all their deductions on these
principles. Hon. Horace Mann, Rev. Ileury Ward
Beccher, Prof. Slllimon, Prof. S. G. Howe, Hon.
Amos Dcane, Hon. S. S. Randall, Dr. John Bell,
Dr. McClintock, Prof. Clias. Caldwell, Judge E.
P. Hurlbut, and many other noted men in Amer
ica, have given Phrenology a first place in their
esteem a9 the best exponent of the human mind,
and have incorporated its doctrines, and even its
nomenclature, into their teachings and writings.
The science does not go begging for great names
and rare talent to indorse it Fifty years hence it
will take the same rank in men's esteem that as
tronomy, geology, and other natural sciences now
do, and few will be found who will be willingly
ranked as opponents, and none who will utter a
sneer.

Brain

in

Different

Animals.

Prof. Wilder, at a meeting of the Ithaca Farmers'
Club, showed the brain of a kitten a day or two
old. It has quite an imperfect appearance as com
The reason,
pared with the brain of an old cat.
he said, was obvious : the kitten is born blind and
helpless ; it learns to move and act hence it is
born with but partially developed brain.
There is
the brain of a calf and of a steer
botli arc nearly
alike, except as to size. The reason is obvious :
the calf at once or soon is to use its limbs and all
its faculties, and hence its brain is so perfect.
Dr. S. J. Parker, nn esteemed correspondent,
said: "I call attention of the Club to the four
Those of the
brains exhibited by Prof. Wilder.
calf and steer are coarse in their convolutions,
both in the cerebrum
and cerebellum,
while the
cnt has a finer convolution in her cerebrum, and a
He says the rea
very find convoluted cerebellum."
son is also plain.
The motions of the calf and cow
ore coarse and rough compared with the cat. The
mind of a cat is limited in capacity, but keen and
exact us far as it goes, hence the coarser cerebrum,
while the motions of a cat are peculiarly graceful
and brilliant, heneu the fine texture of the cere
bellum. If, then, the theory is true that the cere
brum is the organ of the body by which the mind
acts, and the cerebellum is the organ of muscular
combinations, then this exhibition of brains corre
sponds with our knowledge, and is a happy proof
of our ascertained facts. Such arc the uses of the
exhibitions of these specimens.

The " Educated Man," etc.

One of

our correspondents takes exception to the state
ment of O. J. Bliss, in the article published iu
November under the above caption, that "One
would find in the streets of Manchester and
Rochdale (England) tenement houses where hens
roost in the garret and the pigs wallow in the
cellar, while the family occupy the ground floor
along witli the vermin, from which they may be
He says this
distinguished by difference of size
Is "an unmitigated falsehood, which can
be
proved by truthful and steady Americans who
have been there, and by thousands from there,
now readers of the Journal.'.'
For ourselves, we
arc glad to know that the statement is unfounded,
and we admit that Mr. Bliss should be rather
soundly rated for having uttered so serious au
allegation against the cleanliness and order of the
" Manchester," how
English laboring classes.
ever, must admit that the article in the main is an
excellent one, and the views on the relation sub
sisting between capital and labor possess the
merit of soundness.
Written in the flush of his
indignation, "Manchester's"
statements
appear
to be strongely infused witli spleen.
So far as we
ourselves
are concerned,
we are willing to make
all allowance for his deep sense of outraged jus
tice, but at the same time will accord to Mr. Bliss
what credit is due him for literary ability and
political discernment.
Another correspondent (Margaret MeElroy)
writes in a very different spirit:
Editor Phrenological Journal : I have just
finished reading "The Educated Man in Ameri
can Society."
Such a son must be a " bliss " to
his mother in more senses than one. Would that
more men advocating such sentiments as that
article contains, graduated from our colleges, and
were promoted to our places of honor and trust.
Caste is truly becoming a curse to America, and it
bears more heavily upon women (if possible) than
upon men. There is much to be hoped for from
the present human suffrage agitation, the labor
unions, and the temperance party, each of which
is a plank in an educational platform that already
looms up considerably "larger than a man's
hand."
" Then let us pray, that come it may,
As come it mill, for a' that,
That sense an' wortli o'er a' the earth,
May heat the grec, an' a' that;
For a? that, an a' that.
It's comin' yet, for a' that,
That man to man, the world o'er,
Shall brothers be, for a' that."

Restlessness.

A Pennsylvania

a sprightly

cor

letter acknowledging
benefits derived from the reading of the Journal
and works on phrenological subjects, makes the
following remarks :
"What a refreshing study Phrenology Is! For
instance, when the sermon is unusually ' chippy,'
it is quite a relief to turn to the bumps of our lei
respondent,

in

OUR MENTORIAL BUREAU.

The Earth.

A Descriptive History of

the Phenomena and Life of the Globe. By Elisee Keclus.
Translated by the late B. B. Wood
ward, and edited by Henry Woodward.
With
234 Maps and Illustrations, and 23 Page Maps
printed in Colors, Hvo; cloth; pp. 507. Price,
f5. New York : Harper & Brothers.
A great work on a great subject. Here is real
knowledge, real science
geology, astronomy,
geography. The Land ; the Circulation of Water;
Subterranean Forces; Earthquakes; Volcanoes;
Whirlpools; Glaciers, etc., are fully treated of.
The illustrations are numerous, executed in the
highest style of modern art. It is in all respects
the most complete work on physical geography,
and should find a place In every library.
Though
not intended as a gift-book, it is a capital thing to
give to a student of nature.

Mountain

Adventures

in

Various

Parts of the World.
Selected from Narratives
of Celebrated Travelers. With an Introduction,
and additions by T. T. Hcadlcy.
With Fortyone Illustrations.
12rao ; pp. 350. Price, ?1 50.
New York : Charles Scribuer & Co.
This is one of the series composing The Popular
Illustrated Library of Wonders. It is more inter
esting than a novel, and must prove very accept
able to "lovers of travel and adventure.
Boys will
be delighted with
and all who read
will be
instructed.

Richard

it

is

Hender

Vandermarck.

A Novel.

By Mrs. Sidney S. Harris, author of " Rutledge,"
" The Southcrlands," " A Rosary for Lent," etc.
New York Hurd & Houghton.
12mo; pp.330.
Mrs. Harris writes well. She tells
story in
such
way that one experienced in life would say
at once, "How true!"
She holds the minor up
to nature, and we may all look in and see the life
she depicts to be more trutli than Action.
Her
"Richard Vandermarck" adds to her reputation
as
story writer.
a

Journal

chiefly to an elab
orate keview of new books.
It is a lively, scien
tific, popular monthly, and proposes to keep its
readers informed as to the titles, sizes, and prices
of all the more important new books, with names
of authors and of publishers. Instead of criticism
we give brief descriptions.
Let others sit in judg
ment and "cut up" or flatter as they please; we
shall, as a rule, only describe, and leave it for our
readers to determine for themselves
whether or
not they care to purchase.
An author would, of
course, prefer that his bantling should be com
mended ; and a publisher looks for favorable no
tices to increase sales.
But we must look first to
the interest of our readers, and see to it that they
be correctly informed, and not imposed upon by
false representations. Our book notices will there
fore partake more of the nature of descriptions
than of reviews or criticisms, which will, we think,
be just to all parties
authors, publishers, and
purchasers.

or, Harry

:

Tins

I;

son's History.
By Harriet Beeeher Stowe. One
vol., 12mo ; 474 pp. Illustrated by H. L. Ste
Price,
phens.
$1 7o. New York : J. B. Ford & Co.
This story has given the Christian Union en
trance into many families.
Tho paper was sought
by many, not so much for its other excellent mat
ter as for "My Wife and I."
The author puts
herself, her observations, reflections, experiences
into her book. She discusses all the popular ques
tions of the day touching the relations of hus
bands and wives, marriage,
divorce, suffrage, leg
islation, and domestic concerns, including love,
The book
courtship, and all their consequences.
will find its way to all hearts, in all countries, as
her previous works have done.

it,

Books.

My Wife and

History of Louis Philippe, King of

French. By John S. C. Abbott.
With Il
lustrations. 12mo pp. 402. Price, ?1 25. Now
York Harper Brothers.
The king has been dead long enough to be al
most forgotten by elderly people who met him
here, while the younger portion must look to
history to learn of the life ho led and the charac
ter he developed.
Suffice it, Mr. Abbott has told
the story of this once exile in America
king of
the French in his usual felicitous style.
Evcrj,
American may read
with pleasure and profit.
the

;

Noticing

not a heavy quarterly, devoted

so unusual in France as
in other countries. The work under notice is the
product of two learned Frenchmen, who blend
their talents and work together most efficiently.
The story of the invasion is told in a graphic
manner, and will prove instructive to the student
of history.

it

There is a kind of physiognomy in the titles of books
no less than in the facts of nun, by which a skillful ob
server uri/l know as well what to expect from the one as
the oM^r. Butler.

<fcCo.

Joint authorship is not

a

otitis.

of France in 1814.
Comprising the Night March of the Russian
Army past Phalsbourg.
From the French of
MM. Erckniann
Chatrian, authors of " The
Conscript," "Waterloo," and "The Blockade,"
witli a Memoir of the Authors,
12mo;
pp.
809; paper.
Price, 50 cents.
Charles Scribuer

The Invasion

:

low-sinners and study out, as best we can, their
peculiarities. IVc ought to listen to the sermon,
of course ; hut human nature will crop out occa
sionally. You have said that it is the routine of
I have often realized it,
my life that wearies me.
and as often turned to Holland's advice to Rosa
Hoppin Jones for consolation: 'Ah, this routine
which is so hateful to you ! why, madam, routine
U the road to heaven and God ; routine is the path
way of the stars and seasons, the signal of the
tides, the burden of all the generations.
The
clouds sing it to the meadow, the meadow to the
brook', the brook to the river, the river to the sea,
and the sea to the clouds again, in everlasting cir
cles of beauty and miuistry.' "

>!B

a

1872.]
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TnE Prey of the

Gods.

A Novel.

By Florence Man-vat Mrs. Ross Church au
thor of "Her Lord and Master," "Love's Con
flict." Octavo pamphlet; pp. 117. Price, 50
New York : Harper Brothers.
cents.
Here is the conclusion of this love story. Read
ers may infer from this whether they care for the
beginning of it:
"And then, as his eyes turn to rest fondly on
the face of Gwendoline Gwynne, and his hand
seeks her own again, he murmurs, in a voice which
Is heard by one ear only :
11Then draw me closer, closer to thee, dear ;
Do what we will, ray fate and thine are fixed,
My life and thine inevitably mixed ;
We take our destiny and do not fear.

" Yes

! all of self has sweet ly died in me ;
Thy noble heart is beating in my breast;
No one shall st^al it now ! There let it rest,
And know, dear love, that I am lost in thee."

East

and

West

Poems.

By Bret

Hartc. 12jno; pp. 171. Boston: James R. Os
good & Co.
There are some thirty or more of Bret Harte's
poems in this collection ; some new, others old
and familiar, including "The Heathen Chinee"
and " The Legend of
."

Life and Letters of Catharine M.

Sedgwick.
Edited by Mary E. Dewey. With
12mo;
Frontispiece and two Steel Portraits.
Price, $2. New York : Harper
pp. 446; cloth.
Brothers.
A delightful book, giving the life of a charming
character.
Here is the picture of a mental career,
given in her own elegant and immortal letters, the
reading of which will moke men and women better
in every respect.
The work is plainly and hand
somely published, worthy of its distinguished sub
ject.

"Thy Will

be Done."

Sacred

Song

Chorus; Poetry by Louise Malcom Stenton; Music by J. Schwender. Charles Bunce,
Brooklyn, publisher.
Mrs. Stcnton has written a good deal of poetry,
and has shown no little originality of style as well
as true poetic capacity.
"Thy Will be.Dono" is
set very neatly and pleasantly to music, and will
be appreciated,
doubtless, by all who have an op
portunity to sing it.
and

Hercules Waltzes, Arranged by J. Jay

Watson for the Piano, Violin, and Orchestra.
Published by J. L. Peters, New York.
These waltzes, which are dedicated to the Her
cules Life Assurance Society of the United States,
have the merit of simplicity
a very important
quality so far as the general sale is concerned, and
what composer docs not wish to sell his works ex
tensively ? The pieces are not only 6implc, but
attractive.

The Southern Farmer, an agricul
tural monthly journal for the South and West, is
edited and published, at S2 a year, by Dr. M. W.
Phillips, Memphis, Tennessee.
Among the con
tributors we notice the names of Prof. E. W. Hil.fprd of the University of Miss., D. L. Adair, of

Ky., James Stewart, and others.
Let the Southern
Farmer circulate throughout the Union.

Hannah. A Novel. By the Author of
"John Halifax, Gentleman,1' etc. 8vo; paper.

Price, 50 cents.
Harper Brothers.
This author has an assured audience,
never disappoints.

and she

The National Temperance Almanac
1872 by J. N. Stearns; published by the

for

National Temperance Society, No. 158 Reade
New York is the best thing of its size and
price. Save the price of one "drink" or one
" smoke," and put it iuto this little pictorial al

Street,

manac.

The same Society publish the following dia
logues, by Mrs. Nellie H. Bradley, author of " The
First Glass," "Young Teetotaler," "Reclaimed,"
" Marry no Man if he Drinks," etc. :
Wine as a Medicine; or, Abbie's Experience.
10 cents.

The Stumbt.ino-Bi.ock
Gave up his Wine.

;

or, Why

a

Deacon

10 cents.

dialogues are for lodges, divi
societies :
Glass; or, The Power of Woman's

The following

sions, and temperance

The First

Influence.

The Youno Teetotaler; or, Saved at Last.
for both.
Reclaimed ; or, The Danger of Moderate Drink

15 cents

ing.

10 cents.

Marry

no Man if he Drinks; or, Laura's
Plan, and how it Succeeded.
10 cents.
Which Will Yon Choose? 86 pp. By Miss
Chellis. 15 cents.
Trial and Condemnation of Judas Woe15 cents.
maker.
Also a Manual of the Anti-Tobacco Leagues,
for our young people.
10 cents.

for

The Catholic Annual
1872.
We are in receipt of this new Annual for 18?2. It
has evidently been edited with much care, and
contains a varied amount of information. We find
in it portraits of Pius IX., O'Conncll, Eugenie dc
Guerin, Miss Procter, Archbishop Darboy, Arch
bishop Carroll, Commodore Barry, as well as many
It also contains pictures of churches,
others.
cathedrals, scenery
iu fact, it has over thirty-five
It is printed on the best of paper,
illustrations.
and contains 144 pages, and all for twenty-five
New York : The Catholic Publication So
cents.
In this Annual is also given a list, with
ciety.
prices, of many of the standard Roman Catholic
publications, Including Bibles, prayer-books, etc. ;
also a list of all the Roman Catholic schools, col
It is
leges, and seminaries in the United States.
a handy book for reference.
Messrs.

Pott and Young, Church

book publishers in Cooper Union, New York, are
agents for a capital little English periodical en
titled "The Chatterbox," which sells at 15 cents
a number.
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JAMES

DENOON

1 1 "'HE

organization of this gentleman
shows a good degree of vitality, a

tendency

i

to

preserve

the

balance

be

[Whole No.

397.

REYMERT.

tween the brain and body. He does not
exhaust his strength, but rather works
with his surplus of vital energy, so that
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in an emergency he has something to fall
back upon, something in reserve. When
by reason of excessive effort he has be
little re
come worn out, comparatively
pose and a brief respite quickly restores
In fact, few pos
him to wonted vigor.
sess his degree of recuperative
power.
His social nature is strongly marked. In
the home circle, among friends, he finds
great enjoyment; and it is one of his
pleasantest occupations to provide for
His in
the happiness of those he loves.
tellect disposes him to investigation ; he
is not satisfied with mere statements ;
when they interest him, he aims to ana
He takes nothing
lyze and sift them.

for granted, but requires proof, hence he
This character
is quite slow to believe.
istic

far

affects his religious sentiments so
him free from bigotry

as to render

or superstition ; he does not trouble him
self to investigate
mysteries, or that
He has
which is beyond his reach.
respect for sacred things, but is
usages
governed by conventional
in his religious observances; he will not
much

not

pin his faith to any man's sleeve.

He has a strong practical insight into
business affairs ; understands the use of
money, and can advise well with refer
but his large Be

ence to its investment,

nevolence inclines him to be free in the
bestowal of charity and kindnesses.
is difficult for him to refuse to grant

It
a

favor; no one who enlists his sympathies
is turned away without aid of some sort,
be it advice, or something substantial.

As

a

worker,

he

is

earnest

; he has that

thorough-going
termination which

and

sort of de

brings matters to a
He is not to be put down or
snuffed out without a severe struggle.
He is very independent ; accepts ap
proval, but does not turn out of his
climax.

course

to secure applause or to avoid
He is little inclined to consult
blame.

with respect to business affairs,
but blocks out his course for himself. In

others

decision
as

[Feb.,

he is quick, and aims to be
in putting his designs into

prompt
execution.

He is the man for some public posi
wherein he would be subject to
many calls, for he is quick and positive

tion

in answering questions, and very rarely
finds it necessary to review an opinion.
He has a very warm imagination, and
so is easily awakened

to an appreciation
In the use of

of the poetic and ideal.

language he is free, and having had op
portunities for practice in speaking, he
should be known for considerable ora
torical ability.
James Denoon Reymeht, the eminent ad
vocate, and the subject of this sketch, is prob
ably the best known Scandinavian in America.
He was born at Farsund, one of the most
He is the
southerly ports of Norway, in 1821.
His father held the
youngest of four children.
office of Collector of the Port for upward of
forty years. The family dates back to the
Gothic invasion of Spain, whence the name
originated ; settled first in Holstein, aud subse
quently removed to Norway, which last event
took place over 500 years ago. Of his ancestors,
this remarkable fact is worth mentioning : fa
ther, son, grandson, aud great-grandson were in
succession the pastors of the same church at
Sogne Parish during the period from 1636 to
1788, without intermission.
His mother, Jessie Sinclair Denoon, was a
Scotoli-lady of the Campbell clan, whose family
grounds were a part of the present Argyle estate,
near the Clyde, where the castle of Denoon yet
He had two uncles who participated
stands.
in the American
one of whom
Revolution,
fell in the naval service. Another uncle, on
the mother's side, was an object of British dis
like on account of his publications in favor of
the independence of the colonies in America,
and at length made good his utterances by emi
He be
grating to America during the war.
came afterward the pastor of, and for over fifty
" Auld Stane Kirk " at
years preached in, the
Caledonia, N.

Y. The

name of Rev. Alexander

Denoon is yet venerated by the Scotch of that
placo.

At the early age of fifteen Reymert left his
Cither's house, and being intended for mercan
tile pursuits, completed a course of study at
the Commercial
College at Christiania, the
capital city of Norway.

He was the youngest

JAMES DENO
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Four

Germans, and French. Mr. Rcyrucrt's know
ledge of various foreign languages now served
He at once became
him to excellent purpose.
the medium of communication for all classes.

years were spent there in active duties, partly
in the office of Mitchell & Co., but more es
pecially in the study of law and literature at

Ten days of lively talk in Dutch, French, Ger
man, Scandinavian, and English might have
been tiresome to any one, but the ever-varyiug

Edinburgh, in the law-offices of Messrs. MurIn Edinburgh he was under
of his uncle, Rev. James
Young, a minister of the Presbyterian Church.
One day he happened to read a glowing de
scription of America and the great West, in a
number of Chambers' Journal, which so capti
"
vated him that he at once " struck out for the

changes on the journey made the tour most in
With " his last cent " he landed in
teresting.

student at that term, and returned

his diploma only to leave it again for Scot
He entered the extensive commercial
land.
house of John Mitchell & Co., at Leith.

dock & Spencer.
the guardianship

"

land of the free and the home of the brave,"

in New York in September, 1842,
when twenty-one years of age.
He sailed in
"
There
the " Lady of the Lake from Glasgow.

and arrived

were

few cabin

hundred Scotch

passengers, but about
and Irish emigrants.

three

This
about on the Atlantic

floating colony was tossed
for seventy days while poverty, sickness, and
The
famine spread among the emigrants.
captain kept the ship afloat without
seeking a destination, solely for the purpose of
disposing of his stores at exorbitant prices,
heartless

and thus take the last dollar of all on board
Through his contribution to the suf

Buffalo, and at once proceeded to the steamer" Bunker Hill," then
loading for Chicago. She
she needed
was an old craft, frail and shaky
hands, and quickly a passage was secured for
" work."
Born on a rock-bound coast, and

familiar with the
came valuable
lakes, which

lasted

He had worked
partly
piers
those

as

sea

and navigation,

he

be

stormy voyage up the
ten days, to Milwaukee.

on the

an

his passage partly
There
engineer.

or

landing-places
early
days, but

as a sailor,

were

Milwaukee

at
a

no

in

small

tug-boat
lake to lake

called alongside
out in the
passengers ashore. Milwaukee was then a dis
mal-looking village, with about a thousand in
habitants, yet it was head-quarters for the
a
Territory, containing
great Northwestern
total population of 25,000 people, spread over
what now constitutes Wisconsin, Minnesota,

for food.

and Dakota.

Here

there was

a

fering and famishing, our young friend came
ashore at New York almost without a penny.

for the emigrant.
It soon became

the work

and pride of

No sooner was he on land, than one of those
cormorants, whose false hospitality is always
" take in and do for " the trusting
ready to
stranger, soon relieved him of all his baggage.
After a ten days' search, one trunk was found
open and riddled in a stable. Friendless and
penniless he wandered about the city of New
York, until he met one of those good old Scotch
dames to whom he had " cast bread upon the

young Reymert

and who now returned his kindness
by offering her only shelter, a room in a cellar
and a bed upon the floor: it was the widow's

waters,"

mite, a tribute of her gratitude.
Directed to the Mercantile Library of New

York, he there became acquainted with the
librarian, a Scandinavian, who with much in
terest advised him to go to the West.
To raise
funds for the journey, he disposed of his best
coat for a canal-boat

dollar

in cash.

Norwegian
promised

missionary
to

the West, who
become his patron

On the squadron of canal
which in tow sailed up the glorious Hud
on their departure from New York, there
a promiscuous gathering of Dutch, Swiss,

boats
was

a

from

follow and

saint in Wisconsin.
son

ticket to Buffalo, and one

This price was paid by

world open

part in the ,
of society, and in the develop
organization
ment of the immense natural resources lying
to take an active

Long exploring tours with the pack
and rifle ; marches in the wild woods and on the
prairies, where apparently no human foot had
intact.

ever trod ; camping on the ground, swimming
rivers, and living on hunters' fare, all re

Traveling for
quired strength and courage.
weeks without seeing the face of civilized man
brought with it hardships, yet to the young ex
plorer they were only triumphs to be treasured
Where now stand
as the pleasures of memory.
cities with their churches and palatial mansions,
had slept without a human
the wanderer
being within the range of miles.
Then came the first chance to make money.
The Reverend friend (?) did not come as prom
ised ; but a Yankee school was vacant, and
our young adventurer undertook to teach in it.
The first lesson was quickly taught. It was to
enforce discipline by putting out the biggest boy,

Now came the money
and then three more.
The salary was $10 a month and
part.
" board around."
At the end of the term he
received his pay in

" scrip."

This was practi
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The Super
cally worthless, except for taxes.
intendent shaved it kindly, Wall Street fashion,
25 cents per dollar
bringing a net sum total
of

$7,150 for three mouths' work.

Not

a great

capital, but a great and unexpected lesson in
Not being so ver
Western municipal finance.
satile a Yankee schoolmaster as he who, when

" boarded

and
coughs
cured
round,"
phthisics too, with roots dug from the ground,
he had to pay five dollars out of this sum for
At this
quinine and whisky to the Doctor.
he

time whisky rings were not in vogue.
The first law proceeding lie took part in was
in 1843, when he undertook to serve a warrant
on a person who had lived forty miles from the
It took a week to go and come
seat of justice.
There were
through the trackless forests.

in his district, on the Douglas ticket, when that
statesman competed for the Presidency.

The Congressional Convention was held at
Prarie du Chien, and at this time his friend, the
celebrated Mark M. Pomeroy, so well known
to political fame as " Brick," published his
Mr. Pomeroy, with his
paper at Lacrosse.
determined energy,wanted Reymert nominated.
There was no railway, no steamer going down
that time;

nothing daunted, he purchased a
birch bark; and with another friend of Rey
mert the ex-Speaker of the House, Mr. Hall,
" paddled " down the river 100 miles to the tune

of

" Then

row away, row o'er the waters so blue,

Like a feather wc float in our birch-bark canoe ;"

neither roads nor bridges, but every stream had

With such en
and they made the nomination.
ergy was the campaign contested, that Pom

to be forded.
The tide of emigration flowed rapidly the
West took on a new appearance. Mr. Reymert
married and settled down upon a farm at Nor

eroy and Reymert stumped over a district of
two hundred miles by one hundred, stretching
from Illinois to Lake Superior, making no less
ttian two or three speeches a day each, for six

way, Racine County, and commenced the pub
lication of the Nordlywt, the first newspaper
in the Norwegian language published in this
He was elected to the Constitutional
country.

weeks, on no day journeying less than twenty
miles on horseback or in a buggy.
Every
school-house on the way heard them proclaim
chief " the Little
the greatness of their
Giant."
There are several interesting incidents in the

Convention

of the State in

1848, and was a use

ful member of that body. lie is known as au
thor of the Article on Suffrage in the Wisconsin
Constitution

; and with him also originated

the

" No
important clause, in that instrument, that
distinction shall ever be made by law between
in reference to
resident aliens and citizens

Western experience of Mr. Reymert which will
not be out place here. In 1844, one early spring
morning, when the ice came down with the
torrent, and the Milwaukee River rushed along
swelling over its borders, a little apple-boy

the possession, enjoyment, or descent of prop
The importance of this provision can
erty."
best be appreciated by the thousands of foreign
themselves
found
emigrants who
thereby

all.

secured against escheat to the State in case of
death. The common schools, the rights of
married woman, the homestead exemption,

threw off coat and hat and plunged in where
He at once perceived that
the boy had fallen.

of imprisonment for debt, the
of the usury laws and of capital
punishment, were objects of his special atten
He was elected to the first State Legisla
tion.
ture in 1849. when the statutes of the State were
He was elected a Justice, Superin
formed.
tendent of Schools, Supervisor, and returned
the

abolition

abolition

again and again to the Assembly, and also to
He was the first Vice-Consul for
the Senate.
and Norway for the Western States.
He was appointed Receiver of the U. S. Land
and Disbursing
office, and U. S. Sub-Treasury
Sweden

He was
Agent for the Northwestern States.
District Attorney, State Elector, and he held a
He was a
variety of other public functions.
particular friend of Stephen A. Douglas, and
became the Democratic

nominee

for Congress

with his basket attempted to cross a frail float
ing bridge, but he fell, and while trying to save
his apples, slipped into the river, basket and
The basket floated on the water, but the
boy was gone.
Quick as thought Reymert

the eddy had sent the boy back under one of
the hollow floats on which the bridge rested.
And here Ir- found him. He dove below the
bridge with him and brought him out alive.
was a chilly bath in April.

It

In 1851, an old Norwegian, while hunting in
with his son-in-law,
the woods in company
shot the latter dead. The dead body was found
in the following spring close to

a

fallen tree,

The man had
sought Mr. Reymert before he was indicted for
murder ; he said it was an accident, which he
had concealed for fear of the consequences, and
after the snow had melted off.

that he had made up his mind not to speak
about it. The Court assigned him counsel. Mr.
Reymert was sent for to aid in his defense. His
assertion was so literally followed, that the

JAMES DENOON REYMERT.
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man did not speak a word for over five months
after his arrest.
The trial took place, and was
a long and painful one, resulting in conviction.

The bereaved daughter had just become a
The jury brought in the terrible ver
dict ; it was near midnight ; the court-room
was crowded, and the big-hearted judge almost
shrunk from his task. The criminal was to be
taken to a distant jail to be hung. The doomed
man remained motionless and speechless. The
jury permitted his children to take their last
farewell
a scene most heart-rending.
Mr.
Reymert, profiting by the general emotion, immidiately drew up a petition to the Gover
nor for his unconditional
pardon.
Judge,
jury, District Attorney, and all present signed
it, then and there. The man was pardoned, and
" recovered his speech."
mother.

In

1852,

while living on his farm, which

embraced about three thousand five hundred
acres, and was stocked with about two thou
sand sheep, twenty horses, and a hundred head
of cattle, a little Western village was there
'
laid out," with mills and workshops, hotel,
etc.
"While engaged in con
printing-office,
structing roads and in making other improve
ments, employing more than a hundred work
men, a flock of emigrants sought his place,

filling the log cabins on his farm. They brought

and cholera. A pestilence raged ;
death took off victims every hour ; all transient
persons fled ; Reymert was the only active or
ganizer amid the panic ; his wife being in con
the ship-fever

finement with his

last-born son, there was no
He improvised a hospital ; a
escape for him.
man was found who had been a convict in

Norway, and whose good behavior in prison
had gained bim his pardon ; he applied for a
position in the hospital, for the purpose, as he
said, to do as much good in the world, if he
could, as he had done evil. He was made chief
The contagion continued to spread.
There was but one physician who had the

steward.

courage to attend ; but in a short time brave
young Doctor Squires fell before the scourge ;
another doctor was too far off to do much good.
Mr. Reymert quickly mounted his horse and
rode to Milwaukee for medicine and help.

He
Doctor Lissner, ju9t arrived from
Norway. Mr. Reymert presented him with a
horse, saddle, and saddle-bags of medicine, and

met there

off they rode on the double-quick to the scene
of action. In three days this physician was in his

In two
In that

days more the convict steward
week Mr. Reymert buried in
coffins made at his mill, and in graves dug by his

grave.
died.

men, one hundred

and ten persons.

One ever-
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memorable night, while his wife and child were
fast asleep, the servant sick with an attack of
cholera in the ante-room, and lying stupefied

with laudanum, without Mrs. Reymert know
ing that the girl was sick, he went to a neigh
bor's house near by, to look after the family,
who had a- visitation of cholera. The husband
had fled ; the old grandmother was sick, and
unable from age to comprehend the dreadful
situation.
The two little children were fast
asleep, and the mother was drawing near her
end. He watched by her, and in half an hour
she died.
He ran to the mill, no soul was

He shouldered an empty coffin and
carried it to the plank-road ; put it in a springwagon and drew it by hand to the house ; put
the coffin on two chairs in the house; lifted the

there.

dead body into it ; went for the trusty old gravedigger, and with his help and the grandmother's
buried her daughter before morning
returning
to his home without Mrs. Reymert discovering
his absence.

In the winter of 1851, Ole Bull, the famous
violinist, his early friend, came with a number
of Mil waukcans to pay Mr. Reymert a visit. The
array of carriages was considerable, and they
all expected to be well received, but not so
warmly as it happened ; for his fine, largo resi
dence had just been burned, and from the yet
smoking ruins a few things had been saved and
were heaped in the middle of the floor of a little

His friends
log shanty in the neighborhood.
assembled in the cabin and surrounded the

Ole Bull played his " Carnival of Ven
ice," and all gave three loud cheers for the
" Stars and
Stripes and for old Norway."
The
meeting was a happy one, and merry as a

pile.

Christmas

ffite, even amid the ruins.

Mr. Reymert's

literary as well as political
tastes induced him to establish several news
papers in the West, and many of the produc
tions of his pen, in different languages, evince
no small ability.
His well-known poem " the
Famine in Sweden," contributed much to swell
the fund raised here for the relief of the suffer

The " Battle of Hafurdsfiord," describ
ing in verse Balling's famous picture, is another
of his compositions.
Mr. Reymert is emphatically one of our selfmade men. He has many good and warm
friends among all classes.
He has paddled
his own canoe, and never got a dollar with
His professional connection and
out work.
business with the Hon. Caleb dishing and
other Eastern eminent jurists brought
him
often to New York, and in 1861 he removed
to this city to engage in the practice of his

ers.

Phrenological Journal.
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His career here has been mark
profession.
ed from the beginning
by eminent success.
He has been engaged in a great number of
cases,
very interesting
" Petersen Abandonment

once to us.

A

the
among which
"
occurred
at
Case

woman came from Canada with

her two children

and her sister.

She claimed

to be the wife of a Norwegian tailor, residing
in New York, whose name was Petersen. She
swore that she had married this Petersen eight
years before ; that the two children were his ;
that he had deserted her, and she had ever

and is again engaged in a large
The writer has
legal practice.
in the law office of the subject
and observed with close interest
powers

to as many different

NATIONAL

and father of her children ; that

own house in Canada for nearly one year.
A
Roman Catholic priest, brought forward as a
witness, swore that he identified Petersen full)'

the person whom he had married to the
Canadian woman at the time and place aver
red by her. The marriage certificate was pro
as

The three witnesses mentioned fully
and identified the man who stood
before them ; and the children bore such mark

duced.

described
ed

resemblance

to him, that

Peterson

strangers were
was arrested and tried

for abandonment, and charged with bigamy.
He denied that he was the man whom the
plaintiff had married ; that he did not know
the woman at all ; that he was living in New

York or in Chicago at the time she said he was
in Canada ; that he had been married in New
York ; that his first wife had five children ;

But let soul to soul be bound
Uncontrolled by charts or sound ;
O'er the earth, where man doth dwell,
Let our hearts in friendship swell.
Keep us peaceful, glad, and free,
Glorious in liberty ;
Home of Freedom ! our own land,

they were all dead ; and that he thereafter had
married his present wife here, and lived with
her ever since; that he had never been in
Canada.

Over thirty witnesses were examined,

some being brought from distant States. The
midwife, who had known him for many years,
from
his traveling companions
Switzerland on his first arrival here were
The most minute cir
brought to the stand
testified, and

cumstances in his life, during his entire man
The mistaken identity
hood, were proved.
was established, and the man acquitted.
woman from Canada
wandering

poor

The
was

obliged to return without a Petersen to console
her heavy disappointment.
Having organized the Hercules Mutual Life
Society of the U. S. as counsel, he
afterward took the presidency of that. Society
of clients who had in
at the solicitations

Assurance

ANTHEM.

God. who shields our noble land,
Spread o'er summit, vale, and strand,
Holy hope, and peace for all.
Hear this prayer, inspire the soul !
Be our Faith as pure and true
As the heaven's spotless bine,
And let Charity abound
the world aronnd.
Everywhere
Keep us peaceful, glad, and free,
Glorious in liberty !
Home of Freedom, ever grand,
God protect our happy land I
And as Science shall ascend,
Unman errors to amend,
And as Knowledge lifts the vail
Human follies to curtail,
And as Thought in full array
Shall give action proper sway,
And as liberty of speech
Shall us Virtue's beauties teach,
Gracious God I let all rejoice,
Praise Thee, with a nation's voice !
Let as not by feeble hands
Bind to us all other lands ;

she herself had boarded him and his wife at her

astonished.

clients with as much ease

apparently as if they all were only the differ
ent phraseology of one tongue. The following
poem is from his pen, and indicates bis style :

that he was the husband of the Cana

dian woman

Mr. Reymert's
turning in conversation

as a linguist,

upon law proceedings from one language to an
other, speaking in four or five different tongues

since sought him, and had now found him here
living with another wife. The sister swore
likewise

and lucrative
frequently sat
of this sketch,

God preserve thee ever grand !

Meeting Death.

Bonaparte died in his
military garb, his field-marshal's uniform and
boots, which he had ordered to be put on a
short time before his dissolution.
Large ApCscsar
probativeness ; Ambition.
Augustus
chose to die in a standing position, and was
careful in arranging his person and dress for
Large Self-Esteem and Firm
the occasion.

Siward, Earl of
with Approbativeness.
Northumberland,
when at the point of death,
ness,

" that
quitted his bed, put on his armor, saying
it became not a man to die like a beast." More

Having firmly established that
Society, and with the entire approval of all con

A more
pride, ambition, and love of praise.
remarkable instance is that of Maria Theresa,
of Austria, who, a short time before she

cerned, he has now retired

breathed

vested therein.

from that position,

her last, having

fallen

into a slight

MOW THE
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DIFFERENT FACULTIES

slumber, one of the ladies in attendance re
marked that her Majesty seemed to be asleep."
" No," said she, "
could sleep if I would in
am seusible of the near
dulge in repose, but

I

I

COMBINE.
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The company of a good-humored man is a
He is welcome everywhere.
perpetual feast.
Eyes glisten at his approach, and difficulties
vanish in his cheering presence.
Franklin's

approach of Death, and I will not allow my
self to be surprised by him in my sleep. I
wish to meet my dissolution awake."
Large

indomitable good-humor did as much for his
country in the old Congress as Adams' fire or
Jefferson's wisdom.
He clothed wisdom with

Cautiousness

smiles and softened contentious

THE DIFFERENT FACULTIES COMBINE

Or we contemplate the muscular and nervous
system, digestion, assimilation, and the power
of simple and complex muscular motion, and
If
we are lost in wonder and admiration.
one will watch the performance of Ole Bull
in some of his masterpieces of musical exe
cution, or the astonishing feats of balancers
or sleight-of-hand performers, or dancers, it
will roll upon him the conviction that man's
body is wonderfully constructed, and may be
trained to actions of infinite grace and pre
Yet all these bodily powers are sub
cision.
ject to the mind, are controlled, guided, and
inspired by it. If this delicate and complex
mechanism of the body excites wonder, what
shall we say of the harmony, complexity, and
perfection of mental action ? Though the
mind has forty or more well-marked facul
ties, each of which has its own independent,
individual action, as distinctly so indeed as
the functions of sight, of hearing, tasting,
smelling, or feeling any one of which may
yet
be possessed in the absence of the others

a

variety of action, rises as much above the
beauty and harmony of the bodily functions
We
as mind itself is superior to matter.
contemplate the eye, and study the laws by
which sight brings us into contact, as it
their
were, with distant objects, revealing
We study the ear. and
beanty and minutiie.
admire the law by which sound in all its
variety, from harsh thunder to softest music,
is brought to the comprehension of the mind.

;

can ex

ceed the facts in relation to the bodily organ
Still the mind, in its complexity and
ism.

Some persons have been
hungry schoolboys.
so trained in self-restraint and in respect to
the rights of others, that even on occasions of
fire and shipwreck their polite regard for
others and their relative Belf-abnegation
The en
manifested even in these extremes.
" City
gineer on board the burning steamer
of New London," in Nov., 1871, having se
cured for himself
life-preserver, and finding
lady on deck without one, kindly took his
to the lady, by means of
off and gave

is

and no

1.

acting in combination, in groups, sometimes
of two, sometimes of a dozen faculties ; and
it may be possible for every faculty to be
aroused and act in conjunction in the carry
ing out of some great purpose.
In proportion as mind is cultured and re
fined, these complexities of mental action be
come more common.
An uncultivated man
lacks self-restraint.
If he desires anything
he seizes it with both hands, and shows his
wishes and purposes undisguisedly ; while a
man of larger culture, whose faculties have
been accustomed and trained to act in har
mony, will wait for an appropriate opportu
nity, and probably solicit permission to have
the object he seeks.
Such a man takes into
account all the conditions, remembers the
rights and interests and authority of others.
Nowhere is good breeding, or the want
than at the table.
more manifested
of
hundred hungry passengers, when
Let
train of cars stops for dinner, rush to the
tables all strangers to each other, with per
Those who
haps fifteen minutes for dinner.
are the best trained in the courtesies and
amenities of life will show some regard to
the rights and interests of those around them
those less cultured will help themselves like

a

of the physical structure ;
of criticism and exposition

No.

these separate mental faculties are capable of

it

man is " fearfully and wonderfully

" is a thousand times more clearly
by the study of the mind than by

the study

minds into ac

quiescence.

a it,

THAT
made
language

She wished

a

HOW

evinced

and Secretiveness.

it all

to realize

Perenoloqical Journal.

prosecute the villain, lest he might have his
house

burned,

or a bullet put through his

head on some future occasion.

is,

Acquisitiveness actiflg alone would appro
priate anything of value at sight, just as the
greedo goat, the pest of all decent people,
appropriates anything and everything for
food as he prowls through the neighborhood.
But a man who has been trained to complex
mental activities will feel the strong desire to
acquire, but he will plan, contrive, establish
industries ; he will plow and sow in seed
time that he may in the future reap an
abundant harvest.
And the more developed
and cultivated a community
the more
complex

will

and extended

be the

plans

for

the acquisition of property.
is

is

And that which
true in relation to the acquisition of prop
true in regard
erty or self-defense
to
nearly every mental effort.
be more specific,

we remark,

it

is

it

is

is

is

things, the reasoning
to comprehend the

faculties
relations

In

of

are awakened
and

uses

of

things. Thus all the intellectual faculties
are brought into requisition bji the activity
of Individuality, one thing seeming to depend
upon another on the same principle that the
based, where " The ax be
nursery story
to
hack
the
staff, and the staff to whip
gan

kid to go," etc.
Eventuality treasures up the knowledge
which the perceptive faculties require, and
this faculty acts in
reflex manner upon all
the perceptives.
Ten years after experiences
have been had, something will awaken their
held by Eventuality, and all
history as
the perceptives
being acted upon by this
memory, the battle
fought over again in all
its details and particulars. All the sports
and pastimes of youth, with every detail, will
the kid, and the

be re-enacted.
Sometimes the reasoning

that

if

To

the existence and qualities

have estimated

a

he

is

are, whether

himself by striking back,
its effect on his standing and reputation, and
even upon his safety; for the bully generally
gets the best of the gentleman if the latter
condescends to use the bully's weapons or the
bully's means of defense . and though the
man may be burning with indignation, he
will walk away, and perhaps even decline to

is

and circumstances

compromise

is

will

it

occasion

is

The woman before King Solomon who
did not own the child was willing to have it
divided, but the real, loving mother was will
ing to lose her child rather than have it di
vided and killed. Parental instinct awakened
reason, benevolence, and conscience in her
and she cried out in her mother's
case,
" Oh, my lord,
give her the living child,
agony,
and in no wise slay it."
1 Kings iii. 26.
On the other hand, if a person of harmonious
and an active condition of all
development
his faculties be insulted or struck, he consid
ers who the man is that struck him, what the
back.

it

his Acquisitiveness is offended by the grab
bing selfishness of another, he instantly grabs

invites
dividuality be called into activity,
of every other intellectual
Individuality recognizes things in
faculty.
the abstract, comprehends
their existence
simply, takes cognizance of what it. The
action of this faculty instantly awakens its
Form, which judges of outline,
neighbor,
configuration, shape. But everything has
bulk as well as form, and the organ of Size
located next to the organ of Form, and
at
once
awakened to activity to judge of the
That
magnitude of the thing in question.
being done, another quality
brought to
view, viz., Weight.
Things may be of the
same form and size, but differ in weight,
which is another clement of matter, and that
excited which judges of density,
faculty
and also appreciates
the element of gravita
tion as
relates to things, and aids in judg
ing of the perpendicular. Things may be
alike in form, size, and weight, but differ in
color, and the faculty which judges of color
brought into action to give its judgment.
The order in which things are arranged
another element which has to be estimated.
The number of the parts or of the things
seen
another.
Then objects occupy local
position, and the faculties of Order, Number,
and Locality are called into action, to judge
After the perccptives
of these conditions.
the co-operation

is

which she was saved, while he was lost.
His benevolence and the exercise of the ele
ments of social gallantry and manly courage
cost him his life, while they ministered to the
saving of hers.
The less culture, then, one has, the more
directly will his faculties act. If his Combativeness be insulted, he strikes back ; if

[Feb.,

is
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and Comparison,

become

organs, Causality
awakened, and by
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their action arouse the activity of all the perwhich are called into requisition to
furnish the facts which the reasoning faculties
require for the purpose of forming a judgment.
Language is alike aroused to action by the
of the intellectual faculties, the
excitement

ceptives,

propensities, and the social or moral
emotions ; indeed, Language becomes the ser
vant of every faculty and feeling.
If Alimentivcness becomes aroused by hun
ger, it awakens into co-ordinate action every
surrounding faculty. The command, "Rise,
selfish

Peter, slay and eat," was addressed to Comand Destructiveness for the grati

bativeness

PROTOPLASM;
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fication of Alimentiveness.
When the dog is
hungry he finds a track, and hounds his game
till he captures it. Alimentiveness in a cat
excites her Secretiveness

and Destructiveness,

and she silently watches and waits, or secretly

prowls that she may pounce upon her prey.
In the squirrel, Alimentiveness excites Acquis
itiveness and Secretiveness, hence he gathers
nuts or corn and hides them away for future

In man, the elements of industry, Combativeness, Destructiveness, and Constructiveand also
ness are excited by Alimentiveness,
Acquisitiveness and Secretiveness to gather in
and store up the harvest ; so that one faculty
becomes an incitement to half a dozen.
use.

OR, THE MYSTERY OF PHYSICAL

LIFE.

BY REV. WILLIAM PITTBNOEK.

EXISTENCE
tors, which,

is made up of two great fac
although closely connected,

Of these two
present many marked contrasts.
the animate world is always regarded as at once
mere important and more mysterious than the
The latter exhibits many wonderful
inaiimate.
phe»omena, and the wisest investigator of its
laws reaches a point beyond which we can not
pass; while the processes that have been discoverel are too complex

to be followed

into

their details by less than infinite intelligence.
Yet witli all its wonders and mysteries, inor
ganic nature is only the platform upon which
rises the far more diversified and majestic
superstructure of life. In this realm new forces
come into play compared with which, in the
character of their working and the
strangeness of their results, all others appear

marvelous

the senses, to admit the inherent vitality of
each particle of matter. They are, no doubt,
largely influenced by their desire to reduce all
knowledge of nature to terms of one kind, so
that instead of speaking of an inanimate world
and a world of life, they may be able to view
all things as one system under the domain of
As it is obviously im
purely physical laws.
possible to explain away life, so that it may be
reduced to the level of dead matter, one alter
that is, to show that
remains,

native alone

matter lives. The attempt at first view seems
hopeless, but ingenuity may accomplish much.
Can it be that rocks and soils are as truly alive
Such is the view held
as plants and animals?
by no small number

of scientific

men at the

present day. They regard the phenomena of
life as resulting from the concentration of a uni

clearly derives its
|>owers from the unvital existences by which it
is surrounded, yet does not belong to their

versal vitality by means of organs. Life, they
believe, exists in the particles even of a stone,
but in such a balanced and diffused state as to
give rise to no sensible motions, while in the

number.
It is separate and apart in its lowest
as well as its highest forms.
It takes of the
materials resting on the earth, or afloat in air

organism it is concentrated into appropriate
According to this the
and visible channels.
of which the world
matter
the
all
inorganic
ory,

or

is made up, differs

simple

and

itself

secret"

of

Life
plain.
the universe.

It

sea, and

new

is

the "open

transforms what is thus selected to

likenesses, subordinated

to its own

pur

Oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen,
so large a part of the inorganic
world, enter into the composition of plants
poses.

which make up
and animals

in yet greater proportions, and
matter of various kinds passes from the unvital

vital state and back again with apparent
and in ceaseless succession.
So continu

to the

powerful

animals

from the most active and
as electricity
diffused

only

equably through a cloud differs from the flash
ing lightning which leaps into view when the
Organiza
electric equilibrium is disturbed.
tion, or the want of organization, explains the
whole difference, and such philosophers

ous, indeed, is this transfer, that some philoso

"
as discriminating
and " inorganic
and
the
not-living worlds.
living

phers are disposed, against all the evidences of

eries we mentioned

ease,

are nat

"
urally fond of employing the terms "organic
between the

The discov

in a preceding

essay

con

is

that we may obtain
for.

be accounted

a

it

But before
all the phenomena of the universe.
weighing the degree of probability which be
longs to such startling and revolutionary spec
will be well to examine, broadly
ulations,
and impartially, the phenomena of life, in order
clear view of the facts to

In

this preliminary survey

it

no regard will be paid to scientific classification
throws into relief the kind of
except where
facts adapted to our purpose.
After having divided the whole world into
animate and inanimate, we find that the former

it

Even upon the
portion requires subdivision.
resolves itself into two
most careless scrutiny
great classes plants and animals. Long before
the dawn of exact science the distinction be
A horse and
tween these was recognized.

In

a

a

it

Yet

true animal.

deed, all the popular distinctions between the
two classes, while holding true in the vast

of instances, sometimes fail signally.
We will mention
few of these distinctions,
for the purpose, not only of exposing their fal
appropriate
lacy, and pointing the always
moral of the danger of deciding anything from
a

majority

but because we
mere surface-examination,
can thus get before our readers, in vivid form,
some of the striking phenomena of life itself.
We will then be better able to judge the vari
a

ous theories that have been offered concerning
the nature and origin of vitality.

It commonly asserted that animals are dis
tinguished from plants by having the power of
moving from place to place, while the latter
are fixed in one spot; but the oyster and many
other animals

attach themselves to some sta

tionary body early in life, and grow there for
while some
the remainder of their existence
of the lower plants, snch as duckweed, never
;

a

is

toward higher forms.
ablest thinkers of the present day do not shrink
from declaring that this
the explanation of

moss-like plant

as

is

beginning

progression
Some of the boldest and

was

rank

take root at all, but float at the will of the ele
ments

and some others in the germ state seem
to possess even the power of independent move
Animals generally feed by means of
ment.
mouths, and plants by roots; yet the cactus
;

generation; and that when such
continual
made, there may be

a

a

a

it,

and, indeed, al
perfectly consistent with
most
necessary consequence, that matter
assume
circumstances,
proper
may, under
rudimentary life without either creation or

feel assured that
the authorities

[Feb.,

a

cerning the nature of force and its presence in
or around each ultimate particle of matter,
to foster this belief. It is
have contributed

it
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which each belongs. A cricket, and the blade
of grass upon which
perches, are distin
Yet, like almost all
guished with equal ease.

some traces of consciousness

it

arc so unlike that we are in no danger of
confounding them, or mistaking the class to

;

and many other plants appear to absorb their
nourishment
from the air through leaf and
while many animals of the lower orders
stalk

a

tree

Animals usually exhibit
and volition in
their actions, while plants move only as im

have no mouths at all.

divisions, this has its disputed
and w-avering boundary line. Highly organ
ized plants and animals are, indeed, strikingly

Even this dis
pelled by outward influences.
tinction
not always trustworthy; the slow
pulsating of sponge, causing the water to How

unlike each other, but the degree of unlikeness
lessens with the decreasing complexity of each

in and out of its pores, exhibits no more will
power than the daily opening and closing of
certain flowers, or the shrinking of the sensi
tive plant when touched
hardly so much as

ilarly advanced in the other, there are some
low forms of life which can scarcely be assigned
a

with certainty to either. Some organisms have
been called animals for
time, and afterward
decided to be plants; and the reverse process
is
a

has also taken place. The sponge
Most
example of this uncertainty.

familiar

persons
unversed in biology would, on first inspection,

;

a

a

many exceptions that we can not consider any
as resulting from natural law, or ex

of them

radical difference between the two
pressing
contrasted kingdoms, we are not therefore war
ranted in concluding that the boundary line

will always remain
possible to maintain
More ex
that they are really but one kingdom.
act observation has disclosed
single test that
lies on the
not because
always certain
between these kingdoms
Still less
unsettled

it

farttier

a

be carried

is
it

ward and eastward, would

apart by each step taken. So, while highly
organized individuals belonging to one of these
classes are widely separated from all those sim

a

New York and journeying respectively north

those plants which bend their shoots toward
the stronger light, or enlarge any root which
has penetrated to rich supply of nourishment.
But although the above distinctions have so

!

a

at every advance, widens the interval
between them. Two travelers, starting from

surface, or forces itself on our attention, but
because
goes to the very bottom, and reveals

it

and

common

starting-point, there
continuous development of
animals in different directions,

to be

is

plants
which,

From

a

class.
appears

is

other natural
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It

not only difference, but opposition.

also

gives a profound insight into the processes of
life, and calls for a renewal of the admiration
so often felt by the student as he contemplates
the matchless harmony of nature.
Although
this subtle distinction
is a discovery of sci

it does not, therefore, lie beyond common
Science in all its departments
is the fruit of careful and continuous observa
ence,

apprehension.
tion,

and its marvels

may be understood by
any ordinary mind that will exercise the same
qualities by which they were first discovered.

The cardinal distinction* between plants and
animals will easily be comprehended by any
person who has studied the doctrine of forces
and motions as set forth in the preceding essay
of this series. It is now known that plants
can feed on inorganic

substances only, and du

ring the process of nutrition throw off oxygen
gas ; animals, on the contrary, must feed upon
organic substances originally supplied by plants,
at the same time absorbing oxygen and exhal

ing carbonic acid gas. These differences in
the mode of nourishment are of great signifi
cance, and mark

a complete opposition

in the

nature of being. Plants store up the ener
gies, the wealth of concrete motions, which
animals, like rich men's sons, expend ; accept
ing as the basis of their vegetable life those

S7

come with a silent power that baffles all hu
The sun, through the organs
of vegetable life, wages a ceaseless war upon
all accessible compounds of oxygen and of cer
man calculation.

selected substances. This strange
war goes down into the soil as deep as the ti
niest rootlet pierces, and up through quivering
twig and stem out to the point of every leaflet.
tain other

The spoils of the victory consist mainly of
quantities of carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen
which are combined in various proportions
with each other, and stored away in solid form
in the body of the plant, or in leaf, flower, or
fruit.
Some oxygen, too, is retained after the
greater part is driven off, but the conquest, in
its case, is perfect, and the captive is made ser
viceable for the general good using its vast
power, not to prematurely burn and destroy the
new vegetable compound, but to harmonize and
bind the whole together.
From the carbonic
acid which always floats in the atmosphere,
carbon has been obtained. "Water has furnished
a solvent for various solids, and thus facilitated

their movements, and also when

decomposed
has given all needed supplies of hydrogen.
From ammonia and the different solid combi
nations of oxygen and nitrogen which exist
in the soil, the latter element, the great stimu
lator of vegetable growth, has been obtained.

which have already, by complex
with each other, or \vith oxygen, the
great element of change in the material world,
parted with all the stores of force they are able
While thus depleted, these elements
to spare.

After these substances, and a few others equal
ly necessary, though less in bulk, are thus gath
ered, the plant becomes a perfect magazine of
force. It contains three gases in a solid or
semi-solid state which scarcely any conceiv

are powerless, and can contribute nothing fur
ther to the vast current of life-forces that is

which therefore are capable of exerting, when

the complex
ones
tion

combinations

into less

intimate

the strong springs of chemical attrac
are
forced more widely asunder, and

these elements thus prepared

to manifest new

of power whenever

permitted to re
turn to the old combinations.
Of course plants
have no power in themselves to unlock the

volumes

giant grip in which oxygen holds the captive
particles of other elements, or to break up the
union of mutually attractive particles.
The
force with which a locomotive rushes along its
track is far less than that exerted in the com

of tho trunks of the trees under the
shadow of which it passes ; and as plants can
position

have no inherent power, all this must be ob
tained from some foreign source. The rays of
heat and light which fall on each leaf in a for
est, and

on each blade of grass in

a meadow,

decomposed, an expansive force as great as
that of imprisoned
steam or gunpowder.
It
also lias one solid substance, carbon, which
under its various forms, as wood or coal, is the
material of the world.
heat-producing
The work of the plant in accumulating vast
stores of expansive or calorific forces is com
great

plete. It may die, but for a time at least its
Then, if
garnered treasures remain intact.
not appropriated to some other use, they decay
that
unite with oxygen, and assume the
form of gases, to be dispersed abroad, and per
haps gathered again by the same agency as be
fore.

But this dispersion
not the normal order
of nature. At this point the work of the ani
mal usually begins.
It can feed only on vege
table organisms, or on that which although
found in the body of another animal was ac
is

through the world. In this helpless
condition they are seized upon by plants, which
expel a portion of the oxygen, and break up

sweeping

able power is able to condense separately, and

is,

elements

union

cumulated

by vegetable agency and has not
the series of destructive

yet passed through
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changes to which all organisms tend. When
these vegetable stores are devoured by the an
imal, they serve two purposes : they supply
heat, and generate nervous and muscular pow
In the higher animals, which will serve,
with a few insignificant qualifications in de
er.

Life is a mighty hill
most general divisions.
side toward the top of which one class of being
is continually hoisting huge weights, in order
that their downward roll, when dislodged, may
supply the momentum exhibited in the activi
ties of the remaining class. From the tiniest
insect to man himself there appears to be no

is drawn

tails, as specimens of the whole class, oxygen
in through the lungs, absorbed by
the blood, and curried to every part of the

And when the
other source of life and power.
short day of each animal's existence has closed,

body, where it searches out all accessible part
icles of carbon and unites with them, or, in
popular language, burns them up. The car

its body goes back to its original elements,
there to be again employed, in addition to the
worn-out material thrown off during life, as

which results from the burning
in the
breath, while the heat produced from the com
bustion is evolved with great regularity, and
is a necessary condition of all animal life. Nit

the food of plante ; and these in turn deriving
their life from such elements, even while they

bonic

acid

is floated back to the lungs and expelled

rogen, hydrogen, phosphorus, and the minor
elements that have been brought together by
of the plant, are now
the subtle chemistry
pass into new combinations,
liberating as they go stores of force which may,
according to circumstances, appear as heat;
separated

and

manufacture

them into

nourishment

for new

Thus each class pro
generations of animals.
vides sustenance for the other, and the alterna
tion maintains

the grand rhythmic

movement

of lire.
One qualification, already referred to, needs
to be insisted on, that the perfect accuracy of
the above statements may be apparent.
A

contribute

plant may decay before it is used as food by
an animal; in this case its accumulations
of

tions

force, which might have furnished strength for
the gallop of a horse or the soaring of an eagle,
are dispersed to the winds or taken up, while

to the further growth of the organ
ism, or, as is more frequently the case, supply
force for the maintenance of the various mo
the animal

exhibits.

This latter force

may take the form of nervous energy, causing
the muscles alternately to relax and contract,
and thus producing all possible bodily move
ments ; or, in man, it may even supply the
brain motion necessary to intelligence and vo

lition. As you, reader, peruse this page, the
turning of the eye, the exertion of the arm and
hand by which you sustain the Journal, and
all the reflections that may arise in your mind
concerning these singular phenomena, are only
another form taken by the force that some

plant gathered from the outflowing waves of
the sun, for your service, perhaps ages ago !
Do not throw down the book and exclaim

decomposing, by other vegetable organisms.
The potato which rots is incapable of furnish
ing food for man, but may be recombined into
a potato, an apple, or a peach, when

struck by
the root of a new vegetable or tree.
In the
game manner the body of an animal, instead of
decaying at death, and allowing the elements
elements which a
gathered into its organism
longer life would have separated from their
contained

force and then rejected
to be dis
solved, thus supplying either in air or soil nu
triment for the augmentation of plant-life, may
be eaten by another animal.
But the circuit

reducing the
whole of life and spirit to the mere oscillations
of a universal self-regulating machine. Re

of changes, in this case, is only lengthened, not
An eagle may snatch a fish from the
broken.
mouth of a hawk, but the transfer is no gain to
the fish; it fares just as it would if caught by

serve your decision upon that point until you
have looked a little further, and allow us to go

the eagle direct.
It has only passed through
another hand, or, rather, another mouth. When

quietly forward with our explanation.
Which
of these forms the plant-force, or, to speak
more accurately, the sun-force, stored in your
blood, will assume, depends to sonic small ex
tent upon your will ; but for aught the writer
can ascertain, you must content yourself with
being, not a creator, but a mere director of

the decomposition of the atoms gathered by
plants is arrested in the body of one animal by
the transfer of that body in whole or in part to
another animal, the process of dissolution is
resumed where it was arrested, and in due

that

this

is bald

materialism,

force, and even this prerogative you can only
exercise under very close and stringent limita
tions.

Thus we picture the vital world in its two.

time, if no further transfer takes place, is com
Thus the pendulum of life swings
pleted.
back and forth forever 1

From the above review we are justified in
regarding plants as simply the purveyors of
animal life. They rise above the inorganic
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world and subordinate its forces to their use,
only that another and higher world may rest
upon them. They are not an end in them
selves, but simply a step on the way to more
exalted existence.
But while this seems to be
their principal purpose, they bestow many sub
sidiary benefits upon man. They clothe the
earth in beauty, and are the theme, in their
various forms of trunk, and foliage, and bloom,
of every poet's song. But they do more than
minister to the love of the beautiful.
Without
them to stand between
ized

matter, we

could

us and rude unorgan
not exist. Man's de

pendence in this respect is shared by animals
of every grade. In all ages since life first orig
inated upon the earth, the two co-ordinate fac
tors of existence probably sustained the same
It is certain
relative position Ihey now hold.
that animals could not have preceded plants,
while as far back as the testimony of the earth's

will carry us, animal development runs
side by side with vegetable growth.
It need not be thought wonderful if along
with so many contrasted qualities there should
stratas

OF

PHYSICAL LIFE.

SO

The movements and accompanying pheno
mena of this watery fluid have led to the con
clusion that it alone is vital, and that the walls or
containing membranes by which the cell retains
its form are merely the waste particles thrown
out from its current The nuclei are regarded
simply as centers of greater condensation and
The cell-form itself is not considered
activity.
as absolutely necessary to the exhibition of the
phenomena of life, for it is sometimes absent.
A few of the lowest forms of animal life seem

to be composed of this singular matter, nearly
and with no perceptible distinction of
Where the cell-form is most
parts or organs.
pure

fully developed it does not limit the circulation
of this wonderful fluid, which passes slowly
through its walls, thus maintaining a circulation
through the most solid parts of the stems of

The name of
plants and the flesh of animals.
protoplasm has been suggested for this fluid, as
it was supposed to be the raw material out of
which all organic forms arc built. Through its
agency cells are constructed and the process of
growth in every living thing carried forward.

be found some strong

points of resemblance in
The
the composition of plants and animals.
bulk of the bodies of each must be made of in

Though we speak of it as a substance, it is not
however always the same either in form, con
It is not an
sistency, or chemical composition.

not widely dissimilar.
The plant is
storing away materials for the use of the ani
mal ; and the animal, in its various tissues,
must be largely composed of this material not

element like iron or lead, or even a definite
combination like ammonia or starch. Oxygen,
hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen are, however,

gredients

yet destroyed by being resolved into force and
This inference is abundantly
waste matter.
confirmed by observation, and the further re
markable

fact disclosed

that the same form is

usually maintained

by this material through all
grades of organization, in both classes of exist
ence.
Researches with the microscope reveal
a

tolerably

uniform

" physical

basis of life."

The tangled moss and the lotty pine, the crawl
ing worm and the humming-bird with its gemlike brilliancy and rainbow hues, are alike
built up in nearly all parts of tlleir structure by
means of tiny cells, too minute usually to be
discerned by unassisted vision.
These cells
are commonly filled with a watery fluid, which
is sometimes more condensed near the center.

When in such situations that it can be studied,
this fluid exhibits singular currents and min
iature whirlpools.
It is never still. There
seems a fatality of motion resting upon it The
sides of the cell vibrate, and sometimes slowly
Some cells appear as if
expend and contract.
worn out, being empty and their sides pressed
into close contact.
parts in frequently
nuated cells.

The lining of more vital
composed of such superan

its principal elements, and its properties are
It is well known that one
nearly constant.
element in a compound may often be substituted
for another in equal measure, and the character

of the compound

Thus
not widely altered.
soap may be made from a base either of soda
or of potash. In protoplasm many separate
elements ma}' be replaced by similar ones, and
the life-giving properties of the compound not
seriously affected either in plants or animals.
Besides the principal elements we have mention
ed, it contains traces of all others that find a

Plant tissues already made
cells, are taken into the
up of protoplasmic
stomach of animals, and by digestion are liber
adhesion, and
ated from their mechanical

place in orgauisms.

into the channel of the blood ; by this
they are carried to every organ, and the cells
received into flesh and bone. There they form
the vital part of the whole body, all the re
thrown

mainder being merely the material which the
cells have deposited for its appropriate office.
Lime is gathered out for the bones, and either
increases their bulk or takes the place of part
icles which have already served their purpose,
Fibrin, casein,
and are now being rejected.
albumen, and all other bodily compounds

are
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selected in the same manner.
As the oxygen
of the blood comes in contact with a protoplas
mic cell, either in its own current or in the flesh,
under

favorable

circumstances,

it is oxydized
It is now

or burnt and all its force set free.*

worthless, and is tumbled into the tide of the
blood, if not already there and borne away,
while a fresh cell taken from the blood is in
serted in its place. Other chemical unions take
place perpetually to supply the call for force or
heat, and each such union destroys an equivalent

of protoplasm.
Thus the work goes
Each word spoken, each movement of the
arm, each breath drawn, destroys some of this
substance of life, and were the waste not per
petually supplied by the untiring mechanism
of plant-life in compounding our food, we would
soon find that the organization upon which all
portion
on.

our powers rest had slipped away beneath us.
The conclusions regarding protoplasm which
are summarized above have given rise to no
small amount of discussion.

Some scientific meri

of the first eminence have maintained that this
singular substance is not merely the necessary
foundation of life, but also its efficient cause.
The two doctrines are by no means identical.

We admit that only in some of the isomeral
forms of protoplasm,
the vegetable world

alternately gathered in
and expended in the

animal, can life, such as we are acquainted
with, be manifested. To pass beyond this and
declare that life in all its forms is the simple
product of protoplasm, is a long, and possibly
Prof. Huxley, however, who
an unsafe step.
may fairly be regarded the very first of living
naturalists, advocates this view without quali
fication, and makes light of all its supposed
theological consequences. He is candid enough
to warn his pupils, that in giving their assent

" on the
to his propositions they place their feet
first rung of a ladder which in most people's
estimation is the reverse of Jacob's, and leads

disappear from other combinations under the
influence of pre-existent living protoplasm.what
right have we to introduce an unknown some
thing called "vitality" to accpunt for the re
sultant phenomena ?
" If the
properties of water may properly be
said to result from the nature and disposition
of its component molecules, I can find no in
telligible

ground for refusing to say that the
properties of protoplasm [these must include
life, thought, and will. W. P.] result from the

nature and disposition
of its molecules."
Huxley's Lay Sermons, page 138.
There

which

are

two

to
speculative difficulties
rise. The first is the

these views give

absolute sweeping away of everything but mat
ter in the universe. If all mental and even mor
al action be but the result and expression of
certain changes in the particles of a subtle kind

of matter, there is no spirit,
ence, possible.

Nevertheless

as a separate exist

Huxley declares

and it is well to give
It does not
him the benefit of his explanation.
seem to be a satisfactory defense against the
that he is no materialist,

is
word "materialism" itself, but certainly
against the ideas usually associated with that
When spirit, as an independent exist
word.
out of sight, after our in
ence, has vanished
vestigations have passed a certain point, we are
reminded that if we work in an opposite direc
tion, matter also vanishes, and thus we have no
certain knowledge of real existence at all. We
are obliged to confess our absolute ignorance
of the essential nature of anything.
How can
a

man

be

common

charged with materialism in the
of the term who does not feel

sense

sure of the existence
is a fair, though

of matter at all?

This

necessarily brief statement

of

Huxley's position.
This first speculative

difficulty we do not
consider really formidable.
Grant the extreme
can be asked in regard to the material origin

to the antipodes of heaven."
He is not greatly
concerned in view of these grave consequences,
but endeavors to fortify his position by a strik

of vitality grant that all vegetable and animal
existence, from the obscure life of a sponge to
the loftiest conceptions of human genius, flow

ing analogy.
Water is the most familiar

conditions

It

of all substances.

is made up of two elements, oxygen and
hydrogen, which are totally unlike it in almost
Yet all the properties
every conceivable way.
of the water are ascribed to its component ele

ments, and not to some unknown thing called
"
When the elements of protoplasm
aquosity."
* What these favoring circumstances are it* a question
Nervous agencies play a very Im
Great muscular or mental exertion in
portant part.
creases the rate of oxydation. and sleep reduces it.

of no small difficulty.

from the union of four material elements under
as yet unknown, and what is the
result f Truly, if we reach such a conclusion

while retaining in our minds the ideas of nature
the idea
aud matter that are frequently held
that they are independent existences, and that
the utmost even God can do is occasionally to

with their laws, as a king might
meddle in the affairs of a neighboring state
We are
we find ourselves in a terrible plight.

interfere

not only degraded
ourselves

in our own being, but find

transferred

bodily from

the rule of
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God into subjection under the inexorable laws
and blind necessity of the material world. But
if that conception of matter be received to which
science steadily points, the conception which
regards each particle of it as the center of forces
that can not be physical in their origin, we have
gained some very curious information, but are

the

to work them

lessen the obligation

aright.

We infer, then, that the horror of material
ism, so often expressed when mind is brought
into any kind of relation with matter or de

than

we are able

to

as

pendence

is

is more

no, are not only subjected to the use of man,
by the appliances of his knowledge, in the
realm of outward nature, but are also woven

as

it,

ever.

as far from the solution

other

not

does

91

unfounded.
When we
upon
are jiermitted to see how the forces of the ma
terial world, such as appear in the rushing
river, the lightning flash, or the heaving volca

of the mystery of
We learn that animated
existence runs side by side with organization
of certain kinds, but that one is the cause of
just

existence

PHYSICAL LIFE.

OF

sert.

Each activity or surface-manifestation
of life coincides in time and amount with cer

with infinite skill into the very fibers of his

changes; but when we keep in
view the obverse truth, that each phenomena
of matter is known to us only as a mental state

lightest wish by
which the most
manufacture

communication
except force and motion, our
ideas of matter become so etherealized and sub

have

limated that the prospect of an eternal connec
tion of our mental powers with organization

thanksgiving
cence.

considerations
physical

The unity and

character.

harmony of all things, making

a universe and

not a chaos, affords strong reason for believing
that one mind, and not countless millions, rules

Certain it is, that if either of the
inseparable factors of being, matter, and mind
is to be considered the cause of the other, it is

everywhere.

is

is

But the second speculative difficulty to which
we have referred

more serious than the first.

a

is

a

it

By getting clear of low and vulgar notions of
matter, we may be willing to admit our alli
ance with
without
Bense of degradation.
But revulsion of feeling
almost sure to fol
low, and we begin to tremble for the perma
A portion of the pro
nence of that alliance.
toplasm upon which our existence depends
That,
perishes with each action we perform.
is

however,
no ground for uneasiness, as the
supply furnishes
trustworthy compensation
for the loss. But after an uncertain interval

of balanced waste and repair, our whole mech
anism ceases to work, and soon after dissolves
into its original elements. The organism of

the human being has perished
If the whole
life, mind, and will of the man, all that goes to
make up himself, resulted only from the union
of the now scattered elements of his body,
what remains of his individuality?
question
mises

ture.

changes in his physical struc
of the means through

The discovery

which thought,

intelligence,

and volition work

is

;

upon the given pre
the dreariest possible

a

is

The particles of matter sur
tunately situated.
vive as the material for new constructions
of
life, but the personality of any particular in

It
hard to state
gone forever
doctrine in terms that are not icy-cold
and repulsive.
The instinctive longing of the
dividual

such

is

certain molecular

but the answer

to human speech.
It the bearing of the new
doctrines upon immortality that causes " most
"
to consider Huxley and his disciples
people
as beginning the descent of
ladder so unfor

a

ability, nor any other prerogative of the in
vasion of which man might feel jealous, is
affected in the slightest degree by the discovery
that its exercise takes place simultaneously with

a

not difficult to answer

existent, mind, which in the limits of our own
directs and controls
consciously
matter, is to be regarded as the ruling power.
Neither human freedom, nor human account

but

to the Author of so much benefi

more rational to assign the pre-eminence to the
Even if they are to be regarded as co
latter.
experience

discoveries,

marvelous

!

a

made such

direct all the reverence of our nature in devout

is

than

of human

to cavil and hurl the epithets of " godless ma
terialist" and "brutal atheist" at those who

!

advanced

than any yet
of a mental rather

machine

a

settled from other considerations

delicate

coarse and clumsy, we are sure
not degraded, but exalted.
We ought not

that our own minds mirror all we can know
of the universe and that between each mind
and all outward thing * there exists no mode of

would present no terrors. The question pro
posed at the beginning of this essay would re
turn under a somewhat changed aspect : Are
not, after all, matter and vitality but one
thing? the only difference being the point
from which this unknown something is viewed.
Whether matter is vital in all its parts, and
whether
consciousness, which accompanies
vitality in its higher forms, really runs in some
dim way through rocks and metals, sea and air,
and all existing things, is a question to be

a

flesh and brain, and there made subject to his
mechanism compared with

ly

tain material

PnRENOLOOICAL

; but how could we rejoice over this if our
personality and identity had perished beyond
the hope of resurrection ?

in protoplasm

beyond its cardinal
their occasional modifications,
only because the vision of science
not even
is

and

?

yet keen enough to see every class of existence
Should such
supposition be admitted as pos
sible,

abolishes all conflict between science
and the Biblical account of man's creation. The
latter declares that God " formed man of the
dust of the ground."
This
vivid and
a

over our graves, " This is an eternal sleep," for
the very particles of our bodies would be pass
ing through ceaseless rounds of life and activ

found

elements

is

gratifying in a general way to the philanthro
pist, but it will not to me balance the horror of
We would not,
my own absolute extinction.
according to these views, need to have written

Science has but recently discovered this, and
not allowable to conjecture that nothing

a

finds no con

fFEB.,

it

life

JOURNAL.

it

for continued

solation in the prospect of such a succession of
existences as is here presented. That some
one else will live after I am dead may be very

is

soul

human

is
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poetic expression of the fact that the soil
the great source from which the elements of
the human body, in common with the bodies

In seeking relief from this iron logic, which
leads unerringly to the grave and seals it more
firmly than with Roman seal, we must not ask

of animals, are gathered.

is

ity

Science will

But the account
that God "breathed into his
nostrils the breath of life and man became a
living soul." Of this transaction science can as

not

her shining
pages there is not a sentence written concern
ing the future life. The utmost we can hope
is to extract from her teachings on other sub

yet say nothing; but there appears no intrinsic
improbability in it. The protoplasmic founda
tion having been prepared
doubtless accord
ing to the ordinary agencies of nature, for the

jects the assurance that such a life is not im
That concession, if we can fairly

omission of the statement of these from the
account does not prove their non-employment

We can then commit to
gain
enough.
religion the sweeter and nobler task of lifting
the vail of the future, and directing our eager

an emanation from God himself, an outbreathing of his own nature, may be given
to each man, and retained by him, as
perma
nent possession, constituting the essence of his
personality either alone, or in connection with

points. Assumptions may be indirect and unex
pressed, as well as formally made, and are then

a

is

In this case one assump
far more dangerous.
boldly made by Prof. Huxley, and sup
tion
plausible analogy. The other arises
ported by
instinctively in the minds of all observers of
admit

not proved that protoplasm

a

;

dissolved.

The second assumption, which arises instinc
tively when we stand by
corpse,
that all
the organization of matter which belonged to
life
now contained in the cold body, and will
soon be utterly destroyed.
no doubt
This
true of all forms of matter which our senses

the direct

have enabled us yet to discover
but the as
that there can be no undiscovered
kinds of matter
purely gratuitous.
The

sumption

would have

is

would have
age

been

more incredible

in

a

it

two elements and exposed to the open ahNothing
gases.
begins to absorb invisible
former

than the assertion that water was full of

countless pores which were always, under or
dinary circumstances, filled with invisible sub
the air itself penetrating the ocean
and all other bodies of water, and rendering
life for fish and other marine animals possible.

stances

the belief in some medium which fills the whole
universal.
solar system,
The
well-nigh
rational physical
greatest advance toward
conception of nature, and at the same time the
best illustration for our purpose,
furnished
is

The very analogy of water points in
the direction of this possibility, not to say prob
When water
compounded of its
ability.

world.

been most unphilosophical.
After
ward, and in very recent times, the planetary
spaces were called absolute voids, but now the

a

material

once unknown, and to
against their existence

The pheno
by the undulatory theory of light.
character that, in
mena of vision are of such
a

in this

gases were
have then concluded

is

it,

it

a

manifestation

is

invisible

pact and available form, the necessary material
can have an
forces through which alone

a

receptacle
ing agent in man. It may furnish
in com
for the all-controlling spirit, giving

entrance and

after the present combina
shall have been

bodily elements

;

these in their order.

of

for them, scientists have
to assume the existence of
sub
tle, refined ether, differing in many particulars
from any known kind of matter, filling all space

seeking

to account

been obliged

a

is

before

it
is

scrutinized

We will examine

ted.

It

of death, but should none the

be carefully

is

the phenomena
less

new organization,

tion

is

the apparently conclusive demonstration
of mortality given above, there are two weak

is

of eternal life.

In

a

eyes to the vistas

is

it,
is

possible.

a

too much of human knowledge.
In all
prove immortality.

further declares
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last may be the result of some fine organism
which the human senses have not yet been able
to detect, or it may be another clement alto
gether even that which under the name of
spirit is believed in over the world. But short
of this last conjectural existence, there is no

and existing in the very substance of some of.
the most solid bodies. Now, while the exigen
cies of science require belief in such a won
derful, all-pervading, and utterly imperceptible
element as this, which it yet declares to be
matter, it is surely a great stretch of presump
tion for the same science to declare that there
ran not be any kind of matter which, eluding

reason to conclude that life in plant or animal
is' at all different in nature from the forces

which are investigated by physical science. Is
of the universal
this an acknowledgment
vitality of matter? We have already seen that
the study of physical phenomena leads neces

detection at death, maintains its organization,
and preserves the germ of existence, together

The mind, in
its operations, is far more removed from the
domain of ordinary matter than light ; and if
it be philosophical to give the latter a body of
with personality and identity.

sarily

to the belief

either that each particle

of matter is the center of self-determining forces
of infinite complexity, and possessing sufficient
knowledge and power to regulate itself accord
ing to the position and number of all other par

its own which no human sense has yet per
ceived, but dwelling in and around all out
ward, coarser objects, it can not be absurd to
conjecture that there may be, enshrined within
the visible human body, another material body,
surpassing common air in lightness, delicacy,

PHYSICAL LIVE.

OF

'

ticles in the universe, and in such harmony
as always to work co-operatively to

with them

ward the same ends.

The study of plant and

and mobility of substance as much as that does
iron or lead ; or perhaps we should rather say,
surpassing the luminiferous ether as much as

does not change the alternative.
All their phenomena result from the forces of
matter ; and if we can decide that the particles

that does the most volatile gas. We only know
through its motions ; and if any sub
stance be too ethereal to set our nerves in vibra
tion, through eye or ear, or touch or any other

of a pebble held in our hand are really aware
of the amount of matter not only in the whole

matter

sense, we would remain in ignorance of its ex
istence unless revealed to us as an inference
from some of its effects.
Therefore if such a
hidden body within the visible body did exist,
it would be beyond the reach of human dis
covery, except so far as revealed by mental

phenomena, or by the persistence of conscious
existence beyond death.

While therefore it remains possible to make
a conjecture which reconciles immortality with
physical knowledge, we can not accuse that

animal

life

earth, but in the planets and the most distant
fixed stars, and able of themselves to draw
toward that matter across void spaces, in exact
proportion to mass and distance, we will not
find the further declaration,fhat similar particles
in the body of animal or man do give rise to
life and consciousness, at all difficult to accept.

But to the writer it appears at once more satis
to throw the whole
factory and philosophical
mystery into a single mass by regarding all phe
nomena as proceeding from an invisible, omni
present, intelligent Being, who touches matter

knowledge of destroying our hope in a future
life ; for we must ever bear in mind that science,

(whatever it may be) at the point of its attractive
and repulsive forces, and thus keeps firm con
trol over each particle alike in organisms and

dealing with the existences now around us,
which alone are submitted to her investigations,
can not be expected to project her light far to

outside of organisms
acting, however, always
in a regular and unchangeable manner.
This,
equally with the other view, reduces all of

ward a future and changed world.
To sum up, then, the conclusions of this essay,
we have seen that the existence of unorgan
ised matter with its strange and complex

nature

into an harmonious
system, whose
laws may be searched out, but which rests at
every point upon the unknown und unsearch

of plants ;
that these in turn, with their garnered stores of

disappointing,

lower gradations, and which will continue to
exist during the whole of their evolutions. This

If

this conclusion

appears vague and
we can not help it. It is thus

that th'e Bible represents God and nature; and
science working alone has no other choice

does not
faith.

It

a

than to concentrate the mystery into one allmultiplied
embracing being, or to diffuse
million-fold, into each atom of the universe.
When the much vaunted " vitality of matter "
thus resolved into its simplest elements,
it,

easily disposable power, render possible the
existence of animals ; and there is still room
for a plausible conjecture that animal life, with
its mastery of the elements of material nature,
renders possible another and yet higher kind
of existence
that which can comprehend all

able.

is

forces, renders possible the existence

appear very alarming

to Christian

Phrenological Journal.
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CATHEDRAL MUSIC.

REV.

Henry Ward

Beecher

(Congrega-

tionalist) gives his impressions of the
Episcopal service as rendered in English ca
The interpolated remarks are by
thedrals.
the editor of the Baxter University Record.
The article is au abridged extract from a " Star
Paper" of Mr. Beecher, showing the power
of the " choral service " to satisfy and exalt
spirit. It describes his participa
tion in a Sunday-morning service during his
first visit to England.
" I can not tell you how I was affected. I

a devotional

had never had such a trance of worship, and
I shall never have such another view until I
gain the gate.
" I am so ignorant of the church service
that I can not call the various parts by their
right names; but the portions which most af
fected me were the prayers and responses
which the choir sang."
[Mr. Beecher proba
bly refers to the prayers appointed to be said
by the minister and the people in unison, and
to the responsive supplications of the Com
The choristers never sing the
mandments.
" I had never heard any part
other prayers.]
of a supplication or a direct prayer chanted
by a choir; and it seemed as though I heard
not with my car, but with my soul.
I was
dissolved
my whole being seemed to me
like an incense wafted gratefully toward God.
The Divine presence rose before me in won
drous majesty, but of ineffable gentleness and
goodness, and I could not stay away from
more familiar approach, but seemed irresisti
bly, yet gently, drawn toward God.
My soul,
then thou didst magnify the Lord, and rejoice
in the God of thy salvation ! " [What fol
lows would seem to have been his impression
during the antiphonal or double-choir ren
dering of the Psalter, which is a noticeable
feature in the service.] "' And then came to
my mind the many exultations of the Psalms
of David, and never before were the expres
sions and figures so noble and so necessary to
I had risen, it seemed to
express what I felt.
me, so high as to be where David was when
his soul conceived the things which he w rote.
" Throughout the service, and it was an
hour and a quarter long, whenever an Amen
occurred, it was given by the choir, accom
panied by the organ and the congregation.
0 that swell and solemn cadence rings in my
ears yet I
Not once, not a single time did it
occur in that service, from beginning to end,
without bringing tears from my eyes. * * *

1 trembled so much at times that I was oblig
ed to sit down.
Oh, when in the prayers
breathed forth in strains of sweet, simple,
solemn music, the love of Christ was recog
nized, how I longed then to give utterance to
what that love seemed to me. There was a

[Feb.,

itioment in which the heavens seemed opened
to me, and I saw the glory of God. * * *
never knew, I never dreamed before, of what
heart there was in the word Amen. Every time
it swelled forth and died away solemnly, not
my lips, not my mind, but my whole being
said
Saviour, so let it be."

I

[It is the grand and exquisite music served
up in several of the Roman Catholic churches
in New York which attracts large numbers
of Protestants.
Call it " impious," " going
over to Rome," or what you will, the largest
numbers are usually found where there is
the best music.
Granted that Mr. Beecher is
one of the most popular preachers living
and that hundreds of strangers go to hear
him, he is worldly-wise enough to have the
best music of the sort that can be found in the
State

of New York.

The Methodists are cel

ebrated for their simple, earnest, and pathetic

music; and other churches which would be
thrifty, can not afford to ignore good music.
Mr. Beecher's testimony is not that of enthu
siasm ; it is that of the intellect, describ
ing healthy emotions produced by profound
worship and exalted vocal and instrumental
music.
When the organs of Time and Tune
combine with Veneration, we have those heav
enly strains which lift men up and transport
them to realms above.]

WITHIN."

"THE KINGDOM

has to analyze but for a moment the
of his own mind to perceive

ONEworkings

that

outward

circumstances

fancies his actions controlled

by which he
are often far less

real than he supposes. The gloomy and dis
ordered pictures upon which he so reluctantly
gazes are evolved from within rather than im
pressed from without.
It is true that there are real sorrows

deep
enough, and real misfortunes heavy enough, to
weigh down the bravest heart and darken tho
most hopeful life ; from these but few, if any,

of earth's children

escape,

but

out

of such

inevitable shadows the true soul will at length
and more trustful, if less
emerge stronger

buoyant, than before. But the sum total of
human suffering is not made up of realities.
Discord within will find its corresponding dis
cord without.
train

Nature, with all

her glorious

of harmonious

exhaustible

changes, furnishes an in
theme for the fault-finding of an

soul. A miserly nature is for
ever tortured by a lack of generosity in others.

inharmonious

ITS ANATOMY AND PHILOSOPHY.
Where

fortune has seemed

still lonely,
while

to lavish

lives

discontented

most,
found,

are

Souls there are, the world's salvation, that can stand
alone In life
borne by
Stronger in their seeming weakness, than
outward strife
Waiting not pome loud approval, seeking not tee
applauding din.
Only listening through the silence to the oracle
within.

if

An untruthful heart sings ever hopeless songs
of faithless friendship and deceiving love.
And woe to the temple, however fair, into
which jealousy has been once allowed to enter.
"With what fiendish delight it changes every
bright and beautiful thing into blight and de
cay I " The kingdom of heaven is within," and

95
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vain seeker is he who looks elsewhere for it.
of wealth and position can not
create
neither will streets of gold and gates
it,

The power

of pearl reveal it

oj.

HOPE ARLINGTON.

ipj?

ftrararier.

U

Of thesoul,thebodyformdothtake,
For not form,anddoththabody

ITS ANATOMY
[continued from January

grave

or cheerful, or

certain

proportion and form of face

is

a

a

in the features of what pre
vails in the heart.
mere distinc
Avoiding
tion in words, let us consider first, "Why
beau

is

it

;

I

a

it

is

is

it

is,

;

a

motion

human

is

manly,

it

is is

It

powers.

not

seen to show

sentiment prevails.

;

A

is

:

that
may
of the intellectual

indicate the possession

and yet

what feeling or

On the other hand, there

movement of the features, and the
quality of thought, affection, love, joy, sor
row, gratitude", or sympathy with suffering,
immediately

declared.

A

may be

which, in ordinary conditions,

countenance
has nothing

in expres
which
raises
affection,
expression
which dwells pleasantly or painfully on the
When we look forward to the
memory.
the illumi
meeting with those we love,
nated face we hurry to meet and none who
friend but must acknowledge that
have lost
the evanescent expression, more than thf
dear to them.
permanent form, which

remarkable,
sion.

It

may become beautiful

is

movement

any indication

may be distinguished by

it

it

?

?

a

have seen

countenance

being expressive of thought

;

is

expression in
or in the statue. Is
not rather that we see in these the capacity
for expression
that our minds are active in
imagining what may be the motions of these
features when awake or animated
Thus
we speak of an expressive face before we
be said, there

figure,

of expression, and the actual indication ot
the cause of the extraor
thought, which
in
dinary difficulty in which the subject
be called
volved, and which has made
La beaute est un des plus grands
mystery
one of the
[Beauty
rnysteres de la nature.
of
greatest mysteries
nature.]

is

But it will

the sleeping

and, secondly, the movements or

believe
expression of emotion.
the confusion between the capacity

a

the expression.

that

is

;

it

it

a

a

;

I

of Beauty yet can not help thinking that,
by losing sight of nature, and what may be
justly called the philosophy of the subject,
the right principle has not been attained.
Beauty of countenance may be defined in
words, as well as demonstrated in art.
A face may be beautiful in sleep, and
statue without expression
may be highly
beautiful. On the other hand, expression
face the most ordinary.
may give charm to
Hence
appears that our inquiry divides
self into the permanent form of the head
and face and the motion of the features, or

expression
the actual

is

has been written, and gracefully
written, on the sources

MUCH
and agreeably

tiful, and conveys the notion of capacity of

it

OF THE PERMANENT
FORM OF THE HEAD
ASD FACE IN CONTRADISTINCTION TO EX
PRESSION.

I.

ESSAY

k.h.

number.]

a

bv bib
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*

Great names may lie quoted Plato, Cicero, and St.
Augustine, down to our own professors. 11Et nt corpo
ris est qmedam apta flgara mcmbrorum, enm coloris
quadsm suavitate, caqne dicltur pulchritudo
Sic in animo opinionnm judiciorumqac sequabilitas, et constantia,
cum flrmltate quadam et stabllitate .
. pulchritude
rocatur."
Burton, in the Objects of Love,
Cictro.
"
quotes thus:
Pulchritudo est perfectio composlti, ex
eongniente ordiue, mensura et ratione paitinm consurgens."
" 8e
figura era hnmana, vl facevano tntto qucllo,
que appartiene alia proprieta,
qualita dell' uomo. Se
poi era divina, esse tralasciavano la qualita umane sceglicvano nnicamente le dlvino."
Mengs. Again, Winckelman: " La'beauto supreme reside en Dieu. L'idee de
la beaute humaine se perfectionne
raison de sa conformlte et de son harmonic avec l'Etre Supreme," etc.
Wlnckelman, Htetoire de VArt.

e

a

it,

a

it

if

is

;

is,

a

is

is

a

a

;

"

;

Mengs

11Piglid tanto gnsto nel dipingere cose bizzarre et
alterate, che s'egli B'imbatteva in qualchc viilano che
con viso strnno et alquanto fuor del ordinario, dasse un
poco nel ridiculo invaghito dalla blzzarria dcH'obbietto,
rhaverebbe sequitato un giorno intiero, fin tanto c'havendone una perfetta idea, ritornato
casa lo disegnava
come se riiflvcssc havuto presentc."
Vaeari.
This great painter ascribed much importance to con
trast in painting, bringing extremes together,
eh'U
brutto nia ticina al bello, et vecchio algiovane, et U debole at forte
and such appears, on many occasions, to
have been the principle which directed the old masters.
" The statue of Venns may stand alone but not so the
painting of the goddess by Titian,
there are two hide
ous old women introduced for contrast.
The Florentine
Gallery. We may take
further illustration from the
finest picture in Italy the Archangel Michael subduing
Satan, which is in the convent of the Capuchins in Rome,
painted by Guido. The beauty of the angel is perfect
the face
undisturbed by passion.
It conveys to na
with how little effort the superior nature subdues the
monster who lies howling, and on which he puts his feet.
The expansion of the wings is grand and the manner
in which the drapery encircles him indicates the motion
We have all the con
of descent, that he has alighted
trast between
face convulsed by bad passion, and the
serenity and beauty of virtue."
Notttfrom Journal.
;

So

in his own mind, his works
that variety which is in nature,
and we shall see in his paintings the same
countenance continually reproduced.
We an
informed that Raphael, in painting the head
of Galatea, found no beauty deserving to be
his model
he
reported to have said, that
there
nothing so rare as perfect beauty in
woman
and that he substituted for nature
certain idea inspired by his own fancy.
In the Palazzo Farnesina there are
frescoes by Raphael and his scholars, demon
strating to me the nature of those studies
which at length enabled him to compose, not
will want

I

to beauty.

ture, which

il

the approach

:

is

it

is,

;

;

giving no in
dication of the spirit, or of the sentiments
or affections
conceiving that all these move
ments destroy the unity of the features, and
are foreign to beauty in the abstract.
In proceeding to define beauty, all that the
writers on art have been able to affirm
that
the reverse of deformity.
Albert
Durer so expresses himself.
If we intend
the representation of beauty, then let us mark
deformity, and teach ourselves to avoid it.
The more remote from deformity, the nearer

painter entertains the idea that there
some undefined beauty, distinct from na

a

to keep free of

they studied

If

a

that

resemblance to any individual

ers.t

;

viduality

;

is,

figure, as represented by the ancient
that the artists avoided indi

since we

know, as his biographer has written, that his
painting of beauty raised love in all bchold-

;

human

sculptors,

the effect was admirable,

certainly

a

With

is

and measured.

;

us, to be seen, touched,

what divine essence is the comparison to be
made ? When the artist models his clay, he
must have recourse to some abstract idea of
perfection in his own mind ; whence has he
drawn his idea of perfection ? This brings
us to the right path in the inquiry : the idea
of representing divinity is palpably absurd ;
we know nothing of form but from the con
templation of man.
The only interpretation of divinity in the

*

what is human, and aim at the divine.t
But
wc speak of what stands materially before

[Beauty

opposite

is

Those who have professedly written on the
antique say, that, to arrive at the perfection
of the ancient statue, the artist must avoid

Vopposito della bruttezza."

of ugliness.]
Leonardo
da Vinci attributed much to comparison.
He searched for ugliness.
If he saw an un
common face,
were
caricature of ex
he would follow
and contrive
pression,
to look at the individual in all aspects.
He
would pursue
curiosity of this kind for
whole day, until he was able to go home and
draw it.* We have here the practical result
of the theory, which
to study the deform
ities, in order to learn to avoid them
and
the

is

beauty to the human countenance.

bellezza

*

consists

* a

of
in the capacity of ex
pression, and in the harmony of the features
The author
consenting to that expression.*
of the " Essays on the Nature and Principles
of Taste " denies any original or positive
is a prevailing opinion that beauty

*

It

ountenance

t
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to copy, the beautiful Galatea ; that he first
drew from what he saw, and finally avoided
imperfections,

and combined

excellences.*

We shall arrive at a better understanding
of this subject by inquiring into the peculiar
form and beauty of the antique.
THE PERMANENT
FORM OF THE HEAD,
AND THE PROPORTIONS OF THE HEAD AND
FACE.

OF

Pleased
human

as

all are with the variety in the
and desirous of discov

countenance,

ering why, in the antique statue, that is beau
tiful which is not found in nature, we seek
for some means ot more accurate survey,
some rule by which we may measure propor
tions.
The scientific principle is deducible from
this, that the outward forms result from the
degree of development of the contained or
The most obvious plan, and that
gans.
which has been most generally adopted, of
examining the proportions, is by a compari
of the size of the head with that of the
face ; understanding by the head, the braincase, as containing the organ of intellect ;
and by the face, the seat of the collected or
son

of the senses.
But we are not prompted, naturally,

to in

stitute this comparison, or estimate the di
mensions of the whole head. Both nature
custom

line of demarkation between the brain-case
and the face. The vast mass of the brain
in man must have an effect on the confor

mation of the whole head ; it causes the
upper part of the face to be thrown forward ;
thus at once distinguishing him from the
brute, and marking superiority of intellect.
But when we consider the condition of the
lower animals, we must take into our calcu
lation, not intellectual properties, but the in
stincts of brutes ; and the measurement of
the face, as compared with the size of the
brain, fails us altogether.
I must speak with respect to this sugges
tion of measuring the face against the head,
since it has been entertained by John Hun
ter,

Camper,

shall, however,

Blumenbach,

direct what

and

I

I

Cuvier.

have to say on

the subject principally to the works of Cam
per.

If

we are to study the form of the human

in profile, we must obtain a line,
which shall be permanent, on which we can

head, seen

more accurate

and

so commence

a

survey than by the unassisted

eye.

teach us, every moment, to scan

the features ; and to look there for what is
to animate, to charm, or to grieve us. Every
scheme by which it shall be proposed to elicit
the reasons of our feelings of admiration,
love, or disgust, by measuring the compara
tive areas of the head and face, will fail.
Nor will that comparison enable us to mark
the gradations in the heads of animals ; be
cause the peculiarities in the skulls of brutes
either result from, or are connected with, the
Those
development, of particular organs.
organs have relation to the existence of the
animal, to its means of procuring nourish
ment, the pursuit of its prey, or the mode of
avoiding its enemies ; and the difference in
" Palazzo
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the relative size of their instruments of pre
hension, or in that of their ears, eyes, or or
gans of smelling, will entirely disturb the

raise a perpendicular,

gans

and

AND PHILOSOPHY.

Faroesina.
Saw the FrescocB of Raphael.
only
Some, finished by his scholars from his outline
one finished by himself. What I most admire is the
beauty and variety of his female heads, especially the
different manner in which he has bound up the hair and
let it flow about the neck and shoulders ; and yet he may
have found all this, selecting: from what may be seen In
Here is the Galatea ! " AWe/rwn Journal.
the rtrecta.

Fio. 1.

If

Skull

in Profile,

we present a skull in profile,

or draw

it

thus with the pen, we may begin by tracing
a horizontal line, which shall pass through

of the ear and the alveoli or
of
the
front or incisor teeth of the
sockets
this we can raise an oblique
On
upper jaw.
line, touching the sockets of the teeth and
the most prominent point of the forehead, or
of the frontal bone. This is the facial line
of Camper ; and by its obliquity it will be,

the foramen

pied by the brain and the face.

Another line

To

will

certain

been guided by

Flo. 2.

which will divide the brainfrom the face ; commencing at the fora
men in the ear, it will touch the upper mar
gin of the orbit.
On looking to these illustrations of Albert
Durer, it is apparent that he entertained and
this mode of distinguishing the
practiced
forms of the head.
But the idea of the facial line was sug
case

gested to Camper on examining certain

tique gems.

these, the artists

failed,

Had the Count Caylus
in his great work on An-

Fio. s.

may be drawn,

He observed

[Feb.,

extent, this ingenious mode

be found useful.

it

degree, the measure of the rela
tive proportion of the areas or spaces occu

to a certain

a
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tiquities, his figures, in many instances, would
But even in respect
have been better drawn.
to the state of the human brain, this line

an

that, in imitating
from

neglecting

to

Fib.

;

the brain-case,

say to

it

declared the face of an orang-outang
and so down to the dog.

does not fully answer

the purpose.

In

the

skulls of certain nations the depression of the
forehead
so great, that the line drawn from
is

sixty,

of

;

by the depression

4.

a

it

it,

throw forward the head, so as to make the
line which touched the forehead and teeth
nearly perpendicular. For by this line he
thought that he had got the key to the
whole difficulty, as marking the distinctions
in the natural head, compared with the an
tique. He conceived that when he drew a pro
file so that the forehead and lips touched the
perpendicular line, he obtained the charac
ters of an antique head.
If, on the other
hand, he let this line fall back, and accom
modated the outline of the head to
he di
minished the beauty and perfection of the
For example, if the line formed an
form.
became the head of
angle of seventy,
if declining backward still farther,
negro

ITS ANATOMY

EXPRESSION

1872.]

the alveolar processes to the frontal
does not even touch the frontal bono.

AND PHILOSOPHY.

09

that which measure

there is much wanting,

ment or a mere line will not show us.
is,

The truth
moved

that we

by the features

are more

than

by the

of the whole head.
Unless
there be a conformity in every fea
ture to the general shape of the head,
throwing the forehead forward on
the face produces deformity (fig.
and the question returns with full
force
How
that we are led to
head of
concede that the antique
the Apollo or of the Jupiter
beau
tiful, when the facial line makes
hundred degrees with the horizontal
line
In other words, How do we
admit that to be beautiful which
not natural
Simply for the same
reason that
we discover a broken
nose, or
portion of an antique,
chin, of marble, we can say, without
deliberation, this must have belong
which
ed to
work of antiquity
that
the
character
distin
proves
in each
guishable in every part,
feature, as well as in the whole head.
[A different facial angle from that
of Camper
here introduced. The
following engravings will illustrate
degrees of mental development, and
the lines and angles of the face and
head by which these conditions are readily
made to appear.
Fig. A, page 100, Grades

a

is

is ;

a

a

if

?

is

?

a

is

it

:

is

7)
;

form

Fro. 5.

Camper's position is this, that as, by the
diminution of the cranium and the further
inclination of the facial line, the
head is depressed in character to
that of the negro ; so by raising
and throwing the skull upward
and forward, until the facial line
reaches

the

perpendicular,

the

great object is obtained of re
semblance to the antique head.
But his own figures contradict
his conclusion ; for although he
has thrown the head forward in
even

beyond

the

perpen

dicular of the facial line, yet as
lie has preserved the features of
common nature, we refuse to ac
knowledge their similarity to the
beautiful forms of the antique
marbles. It is true that, by ad
vancing the forehead, it is rais
ed ; the face is shortened, and the eye brought
But with all this,
to the center of the head.

Fio.

6.

them,

of Intelligence, shows five heads, but the
angle of the face varying from the perpea

Phrenological Journal.
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dicular is very marked.
The face of the far
thest figure may be no larger than the one in
the foreground at the left, but the lack of

dulla oblongata, which in man and all ani
mals is the center, as it were, the hub, or ra
dial point of the brain.
Any measurement
which starts at this cen
tral point in all brains
should

be regarded

by al!

of nature with
hope, in anticipation of
good results. Fig. C shows
the outlines of four skulls,

students

drawn from nature, on one
plane,

and

then

reduced

from the size of life by the

photographic process. The
larger outline represents a
human
skull, a, whose
length, from the root of the
nose to the longest part of
Via. T.«

in the forehead makes the
Let the head
angle.
be increased in size from the opening of the
ear upward and forward, and the face of each
It has been
will become perpendicular.
found that a line drawn from the top of the
nose, at the union of the nasal with the
frontal bone, to the orifice of the ear, and
another line drawn from the opening of the
ear to the nasal spine, will form with each
other an angle of about 30 degrees ; and what
is more singular, the same is true in most
brain development

difference in the facial

the back-head,

is 1\ inches.
The other outlines of skulls
b the chimpanzee, c the cat, and d the skunk
are in like manner copied from nature, and
bear a just relative proportion to the originals.
The line f, drawn from the opening of the
ear, o, to the spine of the nose, we may call
the facial base line, and it will be seen that

it

bears the same relation

to the nasal

spine

of the animal skulls as it docs to the human.
The cerebral base line, e, from the opening of
the ear to the suture which unites the nasal
and frontal bones at the root of the nose, in
dicates the base of the anterior lobes of the

animals also, whatever the form
of the facs and nose.
Fig. B,

Skull, represents a
skull, photograph
from nature, showing the

Human

well-formed
ed

anatomical structure in general.
The angle above spoken of is
here represented
a opening of
the ear, b nasal spine, c suture
uniting the nasal and frontal
base line, e fa

cial

A line drawn

base

line.

through the head from ear to
ear passes through the me
* I have here sketched the profile of a poor begging
negro in contrast with the head of M. Agrippa, in which
the artist has dignified the character on the principle
stated by Camper ; bat it is here appareut that the maul y
dignity results from the character of each feature, even
more than from the facial line. It is aeen in the eye, in
the nose, mouth, and chin ; each of which is in as
r.btich contrast with those of the negro, as is the shape
of the whole head.

Fig. A.

Grades or IuTBU.iaENCE.

The remarkable feature of this whole
that these lines, e and f, form an
angle with each other of about 30 degrees.
We have applied this rule to scores of skulls,
human and animal, in our collection, and the
variation did not amount to more than one
The best developed human
or two degrees.
brain.

matter

is,

bones, d cranial

1872.]
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possession showed but
When the brain is sufficiently

skull in our
grees.

29

de

dovel-
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the one terminating at the nasal spine, just

under the nostril, the other at the union be
a

tween the nasal and frontal bones, we have
basis of measurement applicable to all skulls.

is

is

is

;

it

is

The nose of the inferior human face
quite as long as that on the Caucasian face,
lies at an inclination so the dog's nose
but
still more inclined.
long, but his face
The vertical length of the dog's nose and that
not nearly so great as that
of the negro's
of the Caucasian, as may be seen by the ver
Imagine
tical lines shown on the engravings.
brain enough in that negro's skull to push
the forehead upward and forward to the out
line of the head a. The nose would be set
up straight according to the higher types of
humanity, and the angle of the face be all
that could be desired.]

Fio. B.

Human

Skuu..

oped forward and upward to give a vertical
face, or a face in a line parallel with the
spine, as in the better Caucasian

types, any

additional anterior extension of the brain
would tend to lessen the angle of the line
k, f, because the size of the face would not
thus be increased in proportion to the in
crease of the brain.
Fig. D is an outline of
three heads
a is that of a first-class Cauca
sian, with a large intellectual brain, and a
face vertical and parallel to the line of the
The second, 6, is the outline of a man
spine.
of lower type, with a protrusive face, because
the brain is not large enough to set the face
tip vertically ; c shows the head of a dog, and
those lines from the opening of the ear bear
same relation

to the nose

and

to

union of the frontal and nasal bones in

in

the human,

and

the

lines

the

it,

the

as

Fio. D.

bear to each

to thought, and therefore

a

is

a

is

We must assume new principle, and it
character of
this that in the face there
nobleness observable, depending on the de
velopment of certain organs which indicate
the prevalence of the higher qualities allied
human.

A

great

mistake has prevailed in supposing that the
expansion of some organs in the face of man

participation in the character of the
that the fully developed nose indi

a

;

marks
brute

cates the groveling propensities, and the ex
tended mouth, the ferocity, of the lower ani

Let us correct this misconception

considering the
mouth.

It

properties

or

uses

by

of

for feeding, certainly, but

the

it
if

Thus, having
other an angle of 30 degrees.
two fixed lines from the opening of the ear,

mals.

is

Fio. C.
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Extend the jaws, project
also for speech.
the teeth, widen the mouth, and a carnivo
rous propensity is declared ; but concentrate
mouth, give to the chin fullness and

the

and due form to the lips ; show
through them the quality of eloquence, of

roundness,

and
intelligence, and of human sentiments,
the nobleness is enhanced, which was only in

part indicated by the projection of the fore
Now, look to the antique head and
or for
say, is the mouth for masticating,
and
of
sentiment
?
So of
speech
expression
the nose.
Here, even Cuvier mistook the
principle. The nose on a man's face has
nothing in common with the snout of a
beast.
The prominence of the nose, and of
the lower part of the forehead, and the de
velopment of the cavities in the center of the
This is
face, are all concerned in the voice.
ascertained by the manliness of voice coining
with the full development of these parts.*
Nothing sensual is indicated by the form of
the human nose ; although by depressing it
and joining it to the lip, the condition of
the brute,
as in the satyr, the idea of some
thing sensual is conveyed.
A comparison of the eye and the ear brings
out the principle more distinctly.
Enlarge
head.

[Feb,

the orbit, magnify the eyes ; let them be full,
clear, piercing, full of fire, still they combine

with the animated human countenance. They
imply a capacity consistent with human
thought, a vivacity and intelligence partak
ing of mind. But large pendulous ears, or
projecting and sharp ears, belong to the sa
tyr ; for man is not to be perpetually watchful,
or to be startled and alarmed by every noise.
If we consider for a moment what is the
great mark of distinction between man and
brutes, we shall perceive that it is speech :
for it corresponds

to his exalted

and moral endowments.

intellectual

Speech implies cer
a conformity of in

tain inward propensities,
ternal organs, and a peculiarity of nervous
distribution ; but it also implies a particular
outward character or physiognomy, a pecu
liar form of the nostrils, jaws, mouth, and
These latter are the visible signs of
lips.
this high endowment.
Then, again, as to sentiment,
laughter and
weeping, and sympathy with thofe in pleas
human beings,
ure or in pain, characterize
and are indicated by the same organs.
Hence
the capacity of expression in the nostril and
mouth are peculiar attributes of the human
countenance.

[to be COHTINITED.]
4h

PROGRESS OF PHRESOLOGY.
years ago Phrenology
in this country; and

THIRTY-THREE
was but little known
comparatively
that time the

few understand

Phrenological

it to-day.

Journal

At
had

with a few hundred subscri
There was, perhaps, but a single Amer
ican book on Phrenology, and that not very
widely read. Now, we have a long list of
a bare existence,

bers.

publications

heavy volumes, and a
medium size.
Of these

several

of
large number
we have published
hundreds of thousands
of copies.
They are read more or less
wherever
the English language is spoken.
The Phrenological

Journal,

which was

a

thin

pamphlet in the beginning, has come to
be, as to size and appearance, a magazine of
the first class, having a circulation of more
than thirty years ago it had hun
Now, Phrenology is understood by

thousands
dreds.

* These cavities do not exist in the child, and
only at
tain their fall size in the adult.

many clergymen, and constitutes the flavoring
element of all their discourses.
They employ

it

of analyzing the human
and comprehending
its complex nature,
which for ages has been a mystery.
It is
working its way into our courts of justice.
When a criminal is arrested, his phrenological
as the proper means

mind

developments are considered as to whether he
is so organized as to be responsible.
It has
found its way into schools and colleges ; sys
tems

of education

are modified.

treating criminals, and especially
the insane, have been reformed.

Modes of
of treating
Parents, in

their

domestic management, have sought its
aid, and been guided in the proper .treatment
and training of their eccentric and peculiar
children.
It has been consulted relative to the
selection of proper vocations, trades, and pro
There are many families who would

fessions.

not think of putting a boy to a trade or pro
fession without first consulting
Phrenology;

Birth day party.

A
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and though they are not sufficiently versed in
the subject to decide the questions satis
factorily for themselves, they seek the aid of
those who make Phrenology a profession. The

question What can I do best? is now often
asked with all sincerity; not "What would

like to become

?" but

" What am

I

I

best fitted

This we regard as one of the
main features of the value of Phrenology. If
all men could be rightly placed, could have
congenial occupations in which their talents
to become?"

and their
prosperity,
the result.

tastes could
and ultimate

be combined,

happiness

success,

would

be

Phrenology has already done this
for thousands, and the day is not distant when
millions of our countrymen will seek phreno
logical aid, in reference to the great duties
and events of life, as we seek engineering aid
if we wish to construct a railroad or navigate
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low," with " strong development of the animal
propensities," with " little or no Cautiousness,"
with " a predominance of Self-Esteem and Approbativeness."
These phrases are becoming
so common
that the people who have not
fought this battle, and seen Phrenology en
dure its early history of opposition and ridi
cule, would hardly recognize the fact. They
hear Phrenology spoken of and referred to as a
They do not know when it
was not so, and, we may say with pleasure,

matter of course.

many thousands would as soon think of dis
puting the multiplication table as to doubt the
genuine truth of Phrenology and they are
Annual of Phrenology and Physiognomy
right.

for

1872.

Enjoy

thy existence more than thy manner

of existence, and let the dearest object of thy
consciousness

Phrenology is also seasoning literature. The
novel writer describes his characters according
to phrenological
The daily press
principles.
" foreheads villainously
speaks of men with

Make not thy present

Iqjarfment

of

^ur

a ship.

be

this

consciousness
a means

itself.

of thy future

;

for this future is nothing but a coming present,
and the present which thou despisest was once
a future

which thou desiredst.

^ocial

ijelatiom

BIRTH-DAT PARTY.

a

a

is

plished son and successor, and enjoying the
benefit of his own ripe experience and unim
paired judgment as its Emeritus Principal, and
splen
member of its Board of Directors,
did monument of his energy, executive ability,
and skill in his special profession.
Dr. Peet completed his seventy-seventh year
on the 19tli of November

last.

The event was

a

the 20th.
Informed by
beautiful rose-tinted missive
that " Mrs. H. P. Peet requests the pleasure of

your company at the Mansion nouse.Fanwood,
on Monday evening, November 20, 1871, at six
o'clock," the writer and his faithful companion,

;

during more than thirty-two years of life's pil
grimage, had the pleasure of paying his re
spects to their old and honored friend
of

wishing him many happy returns of the auspi
and of meeting about
score and
half of invited guests, either family connec
tions or, like themselves, very old friends of
cious day

their venerable

a

a

a

a

ter known or more honored than that of
Harvey Prindle Peet, Ph. D., LL.D. At Hart
ford, nearly half century ago,he was first the
pupil, then the associate and peer, of T. H.
In his later
Gallaudet and Laurent Clerc.
manhood, he stood in the foremost rank of
The Insti
educators and educational writers.
tution which he built up, from
small and in
ferior school to the largest of its kind on either
side of the Atlantic, and one of the best ap
pointed and most successful, still flourishing
in unexampled prosperity under his accom

celebrated by
congratulatory dinner, which,
as the 19th fell on Sunday, was observed on

host.

The following lines, written by Mrs. Mary
Toles Peet, and set to music by Mr. James W.
Currier, son-in-law of Mrs. Dr. Peet, and dedi
cated to the venerable educator, were sung by
the party assembled in the parlor, just before
taking their seats at the dinner-table
:

dumb there are few names bet

a

the roll of eminent benefactors of the

ONdeaf and

;

A

!

Domestichapplnen,tliou only l>l!n*
Of paraJlw thattiu Barvlvedthefull
Thouart thenur*«of vhtu«.

"®ur

dear friends,

forcfes,

Journal.

toe

[Feb,
here.1

frwrngfot

A-cros3 life's wand'ring

Our barks, dear friends.havo brought us here,

1

Then let

furl

us

our

sails and rest,

-o

-e-

F-F^^-- Fr-Brz

f|

-H

Where honored guests are we.

f2_

Bfc.-zp^zrt

sea;

==^l

F^-^b^

lj,
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This little islet in life's main
Holds purest peace and light,
And he who wears its crown of love,
Crowns us with love to-night.

His are not jewels such as blaze
'Mid earthly pomp and glare,
But they will shine 'ncath Heaven's own light.
In crowns which angels wear.

Ilis ship

As clouds sail from the silv'ry cost
Slow to the golden west,
So our life-bark6 at morn shall float
From this fair isle of rest.

a

has borne him far and well,
O'er seas we have not scanned,
And he has garnered here the wealth
Of many
wondrous land.

November

19,

1871,

were

le
appropriate
On one side we

:

formed of evergreens, were
gends in Latin and English.
read

" Age Has Yet His Honor."
" The Path of Duty Is The Wat to Glory."
:

On the other
" H. P. Peet,

Clarum et Venerabilk

NOMEN."
" Amicus Humani
Generis."

a

The venerable man to whom these inscrip
tions rendered just honor sat at the head of the
table, showing in his erect bearing, dignified
presence, and pleasant smile tbe beau-ideal of
patriarch.
By his side sat another venera
ble man, Horatio H. Brinsmade, D.D., who was
one of Dr. Peet's associates in the American
Asylum forty-five years ago, and for many

minister

of tbe

Our amiable and accomplished hostess, at
of tbe table, had around her the
younger part of the company, among whom
were the grandchildren of Dr. Peet, and some
of his grandnephews and nieces. In the mid
dle scats were Dr. Peet's eldest and only sur
viving son, the present principal of the Insti
the other end

tution, and bis accomplished lady, to whom,
and the other deaf-mutes and semi-mutes pres
ent, Professor Peet interpreted tbe speeches
and papers read, with his swift and dextrous

This feature of the entertainment was
striking illustration of the value of tbe man
ual alphabet, as
means of social enjoyment
fingers.

to tbe deaf.
Before each guest was
bill of fare, promis
ing to the bodily appetite a succession of
viands too numerous to specify, but all calcu
lated to promote an esthetic and rational en
a

and

respected

a

ber 19, 1794,

suspended in wreaths of evergreens over the
ends of the table.
On the walls, in letters

years has been
Gospel.

a

The table was laid in the spacious ball of
the Mansion House.
The two dates, Novem

a

it

But all the sweetness of his smile,
His blessing pure and free,
Shall cheer us till we hear
said
" There shall be no more sea."

joyment

of the material

part

of tbe feast.

A UlRTH-DAY PARTY.

1872.]

These were duly discussed in their order, with
that
a glass or two of pure and excellent cider
wholesome native wine of the North.
Addresses were made and papers and letters
read, which formed the more substantial por
tion of the intellectual feast, garnished by such
pleasant remarks as, in a company of intelli
gent and ready-witted people, would naturally
flow from the general hilarity in view of the

The addresses
occasion and the surroundings.
and papers themselves, including the graceful
and

touching remarks of Br. Peet,

are

here

with subjoined.
DR.

FEET'S REMARKS.

"My dear Friends

Ten years ago this

day there were assembled in this house, at the
instance of my youngest son, a circle of rela
tives bearing my name, and a few intimate
friends to tender their congratulations on the an
Soon after this delight
niversary of my birth.
ful meeting the arrows of disease flitted across
my path in rapid succession, and removed six
of that little company to that unseen land

'from whose bourne no traveler returns.' One
of this number was the beloved wife of my
bosom, with whom I had taken sweet counsel
for twenty-seven years.
On the catalogue
winch enrolls the names of other dear rela
tives, stars have been prefixed, almost keeping
pace with the passing years.
" 1How populous, how vital is the grave !
Each moment has its sickle, and cuts dowa
The fairest bloom of sublunary bliss.'

But

the cloud which cast its dark shadow
over my domestic horizon had its silver lining.
These all died in faith which inspired the hope
of brighter scenes above. Time with its leni
ent hand assuaged the bitterness of my grief,
and the good providence of God introduced
into my household an angel of mercy whose
skill, and affectionate devotion
intelligence,
have most fully met all the necessities of my
To her are we indebted for this
condition.
pleasant entertainment, 'this feast of reason
and this flow of soul.' This new alliance has
widened the circle of friends which greatly en
hances our social pleasures.
Most of those
of early youth and mature manhood are gone,

I
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ter having served my generation for forty-six
years, in efforts to teach (metaphorically) the
retired
deaf to hear and the dumb to speak,

I

from this post of duty and responsibility.
On
left college, in
the evening of the day before

I

with a class-mate I expressed my
intention to live in such a manner that when I
conversation

departed this life I should be missed. It is
natural for men to desire the good opinion of
others, to secure which they must deserve it.

It

does not become me here to speak of the
How far have fulfilled
results of my labors.
leave it for others to
my original intention

I

I

My life-work is done ; the verdict will
judge.
May it be written, 'He
soon be rendered.
loved his fellow-men.'
" The
vacancy occasioned by my resignation
has been filled by the appointment of my old
only surviving son, who has taken up
I left U, and who will, I trust,
carry it on to that degree of perfection beyond
which, on account of physical obstacles, phi
est and

the work where

losophy can achieve no higher triumphs.
" One generation passes away and another
are little folks
There
cometh.
generation

this table, all of whom I recognize as
who, for the first time,
my grandchildren,
in
to participate
have had the opportunity
around

Many years
celebrating grandpa's birth-day.
ago the mother of a little boy led him to see
who kindly placed his
General Washington,
hand upon the boy's head. This event was
ever afterward remembered, and stimulated
his ambition to become as great a man as

Your grandpa is now
General Washington.
an old man. His hair is white.
And though
he is not a General Washington, and possibly
no one of you may be a Washington Irving, it
may be pleasant for you to remember, when
. you grow up, that you were present at the con
gratulatory dinner given to your grandpa on
his seventy-eighth birth-day.
If you can not
be great, try to be good, which is far better.

I

bid you
"My dear friends, one and all,
good cheer. It is meet we should rejoice and
In the j ourney of life which,
be glad of heart.
to some of us, has been by no means a short
one, we have had vicissitudes

of cloud

and

am happy to welcome to this festive
yet
board the representatives of former families,
whose golden links are broken as well as those

sunshine, yet goodness and mercy have fol
Let us, then, hope on,
lowed us hitherto.
hope ever, each trusting in Him who will

of more recent friendships,

all of whom, by
their presence here to-day, unite to honor the
occasion and tender to me the respect and
courtesy so grateful to an aged man.

never forsake what is committed to His care,
till the sun of this life shall set to rise in the

Other changes than those briefly alluded to
have taken place within the last decade. Af

ble solution, was made up with a pencil at the
table:

"

eternal morning of the better life to come."
The annexed acrostical enigma, with a dou

Phrenological Journal.
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1.

A

of the United

President

States whose

life and office ended in April.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A
A
A
A
A

A

great river in South America.
flourishing town of Central New York.
Republican

State.

country often mentioned in the Bible.
distinguished New England college.
celebrated English poet of the last cen

tury.
8.

The rock on which Christ promised to

A grandson of Adam.
10. An eminent prophet.
9.

[youth.
the Scriptures from his
The following letter from Mr. Hotchkiss,
Mrs. Peet's eldesl son, was then read :
Brooklyn, Atot., 1871.
Mr sear Sir It occurs to me that a congratulatory
knew

dinner In commemoration of your birth-day would hard
ly be complete without a small literary feast. I, there
fore, present you with a set of Geo. Eliot's books, in
five volumes, who, perhaps (like the Egyptian sorcerer,
with his single drop of ink for a mirror, revealing farreaching visions of the past), has disclosed, with a few
drops of ink at the end of her pen, more of real human
life than almost any other author.
If a suitable time can be afforded during the service
of dinner, or thereafter, I would suggest that you desig
nate some person to read " The Dinner," at page 219 of
"Adam Bede."
May continued health and happiness, with few clouds,
attend your further pathway in life, and your snn go
down only when nature's decay shall render the " rest"
that awaits us all welcome. Truly and sincerely yours,
rniLO p. HOTCHKISS.

"

T

-L^

CONJUGAL PSYCHOLOGY
AURA'S Experience," in
number

of the

the December

Journal,

is a good

illustration of the influence of mind upon
mind, as well as of the providence of the
Lord, which enters into all the affairs of life.
There are doubtless many unwritten ex
" Lau
periences in real life as remarkable as
ra's," showing that kindred souls may be
while
influences
connected
by mysterious
widely separated as to the body.
The following narrative, every word of
which is literally true, except the names, is
indeed " stranger than fiction."
One morning in the spring of 18
, Mr.
Jones, a young minister, was sitting by an
open drawer in a gloomy and desponding
state of mind, looking over the papers of his
young wife, who not long before had sud
and died.
He was all alone

denly sickened

In compliance with the request contained in
the foregoing letter, Prof. Cooke read, for the
delectation of those who had ears to hear, the
indicated passage of "Adam Bede."
Besides these books there were a number of
well-chosen and elegantly bound volumes of
fered as testimonials of friendship and affec
tion.

These

will

not be mere ornaments of the

center-table, but will, the donors trust, present
passages worthy to engage the attention and
beguile the cares of the studious
old man.

found his church.

11. One who

[Feb.,

and scholarly

Those of our readers who saw Dr. Peet pre
siding so ably over the Conference of Princi
pals in Washington city in 1808, or taking an
active part in the Convention
at Indianapolis
last year, are aware that time has dealt lightly
with him ; and that though feeling the infirmi
ties of age in impaired powers of locomotion,
and a difficulty in using the manual alphabet,
yet seated at his table in his parlor or at his
desk, he is still a courteous host, a pleasant
companion, a reliable friend, a safe counselor,
and a prompt and accurate man of business as
in his best days.

His rare physical and mental vigor give
promise of several years yet of usefulness and
happiness, ere the summons comes to rejoin
those loved ones gone before, of whom he
speaks so feelingly and touchingly in the ad
j. b. b.
dress given above.

:

ANOTHER

INSTANCE.

in the world, and the future looked dark,
yet he felt resigned, and tried to feel hope
ful. While rummaging among the papers,
and carefully packing such as he wished to
preserve, his attention was called to a halfwritten letter addressed to Miss Grace Good
rich, who lived in another State, and whom
he had never met, though he had often heard
his wife speak of her as one of her dearest
He picked it up and read till, in
friends.
the midst of a sentence, the pen had been
dropped, never more to be resumed.

A

strange

impression

seemed

to

shoot

through his mind, that the partly written
letter was one of those little providential
pivots on which the important interests of
life sometimes seem to turn.
But he en
deavored to banish the thought as absurd,
and in compliance

with

a request

of his wife,

CONJUGAL
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call, and that the way
would open for him to meet her, but saw
not how the meeting would be brought
In his journey he passed through
about.
the town in which she resided, but saw
nothing of her, and felt that he had been
very silly in letting one whom he had never

cultivated head and heart.
dicating both
They were not filled with the common-place
gossip which usually enters so Urgely into the
letters of friends, but were revelations of the
interior thoughts and feelings of pure and

day.

almost

afforded.

daily, for the pleasure

they

^

a

a

ab
And, notwithstanding the apparent
surdity of the whole thing, as time passed on,
the image of the writer, though vague and
shadowy, seemed almost constantly present
with him, and he could not turn from it.
He was several hundred miles from her, and
there seemed to be no probability of their
And he had no reason to sup
ever meeting.
pose that she had any thought of him, or
would care to form his acquaintance, even
Thus matters
were they thrown together.
continued for some time, when an unexpected
It
change came over Mr. Jones' plans.
new
seemed desirable for him to look out
He was soon invited to
field of labor.
church in the same State, whose
preach for
pastor had gone into the army, with the
a

His
chaplain's commission.
promise of
arrangements were made, and he was about
ready to enter upon his new field, when the

probably never

would

have

see,

But,

a

constant place in his thoughts.
nevertheless, wherever he went, her

image

seemed still to follow him, and, regardless of
his reasonings, became more sacred every

Thus time passed along for several weeks,
he came to
neighboring place to
spend
And
couple of "Sabbaths.
suffi
cient for the purpose of the present narrative
to say that during this time he met her. The
acquaintance was mutually pleasant, and in
few months they were formally engaged,
and the following year they were married.
But the strangest part of the narrative
yet to come. After these two congenial souls
met, and their lives blended in one, on re
viewing the experiences of the past, Mr.
Jones was surprised on learning that, from
is

a

it

a

when

is

of the unfinished letter, with
his note appended, Miss Goodrich's feelings
had been similar to his own. He was in her
thoughts almost day and night. In her de
votions, morning and evening, he had
con
stant place.
She felt that by some mysteri
ous influence their souls were linked
yet
she knew not why she felt so.
She had no
reason, from any external source, to suppose
that he had any thought of her, or that they
would ever meet. She had reached her
twenty-sixth year without seeing any man
who had any influence toward awakening
the tender passion.
She had declined
an
offer of marriage when her dearest friends
thought her foolish for so doing. She had
resolved never to marry unless her ideal was
realized, and she had little expectation
of
And now, why she should feel so
that.
about
distant stranger, was an enigma she
could not solve, yet she could not free her
self from the impression.
Reason and comthe reception

;

letters

and

a

a

its qualities. And, strangely, every thought
and every sentiment seemed to awaken
They seemed
one in his soul.
responsive
counterparts of his own views and feelings,
lie felt as though the writer must be an old
and dear friend, and for weeks he found him
self taking up and re-reading the package of

seen,

such

a

soul.
They seemed to open the
heart, and to give an accurate knowledge of

earnest

was a providential

a

a

a

a

it

it,

that all her friends should be notified of her
death, he added a few lines to the letter and
But the letter, and
sent it to Miss Goodrich.
the strange thought, awakened a desire to
read some of Miss Goodrich's letters. And,
on looking through the drawer, he found a
carefully preserved package, labeled Miss G.
con
he found that
G. On opening
running
an
occasional
correspondence
tained
through two or three years. The letters were
neat hand, and contained
all written in
thoughts and sentiments of rare beauty, in

former pastor, failing to get his commission,

amon probabilities seemed powerless to dissi
Thus she
influence.
pate the mysterious
direction. About this time he was invited
went about her daily duties with
new im
to visit some churches in the State in which
pulse, and animated by sweet and confiding
Miss Goodrich resided.
He felt that this
And when, by
feelings.
peculiar chain
a

So he had to look in some other

a

returned.
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of events, ordered by an all-pervading Prov
idence, they were brought together, without
an anxious
thought she placed her hand in
his for a life walk ; and for nearly a decade
of years they have journeyed together, with

[Feb.,

no change only an ever-increasing

sense

of

feeling of joy in
each other, and of thankfulness for the kind
Providence which caused their pathways to
epsilon.
converge.
oneness, and a deepening

"TO THE FRONT!"
[Here are stirring

words, which should be read by the ttmld and irresolute, who arc afraid of progress and improve
ment, and who do not believe the world moves.]

You " thought such aims were out of place ;
" 'Twerc best to do as others do ; "
" To be advised; " " You ne'er had failed ; "
" I ought to rest content like you."

Oh, base contentment, bom of sjoth 1
Oh, counsel of a craven soul !
Better my loss than all your gain.
My very failure than your goal !

You have no 11taste " for docp pursuits,
Nor any hope beyond the hour.
Content to win some hodman's praise
With poor conceits of shallow power;
Tossing cheap wisdom, neAtly dressed
And gilded, to a gaping crowd;
"Discerning'' all things not like those
Who " wrap their meaning in a cloud."

What though I fail ? Am I the first ?
Or am I shamed because I fail,
That such a heart as yours should beat
With triumph as you tell the tale?
You fail not you I I doubt it not.
You never knew defeated pride.
They well may win whose aims arc base;
They scarce can fail who ne'er have tried.

Oh. pert in speech and small of heart,
While half or it is filled with gull,
The first to hear, to first to sting,
And tell it when your betters fall.
Thrice better were it now to die,
While striving for the great and just,
Than drag three lifetimes out like thine.
And fatten on such poisoned dust I

To pierce the hidden core of Truth,
To find some footing which is sure,
To wed high thought with loving words,
And lead a life which shall endure
When all these Btreet-cries of the crowd
Shall have left the ear for aye
Not such the hopes that crown your years,
And lead yon on from day to day.

But pass. I choose to die, or reach
The forefront where the bravest bleed.
Keep thou the rear, and leave to men
.
Less greatly meek to take the lead.
But spare them when they chance to fall ;
For, trust me, noblest souls are those
Who, falling, rise, and strive anew,
And mix In battle to the close
Good Words.

THE ZEALOUS CHURCHMAN.

for instance,

development

a

temperamental
adapted him for any

business life.

clear, sharp intellect

susceptibility
department

He was an executant,

which

of active
a

and

a

this moral

man to

In the vivid sketch which follows
shown
how one can accomplish great good in the
cause of Christianity and not wear the sur
plice.

But are not all called to

be ministers

in

some quality or degree
The father of this eminent man, John Wat
son, was of the old yeoman or franklin class,
small estate which had been handed
down from generation to generation.
When
young man he was very anxious to enter the
born on

a

to us;

it
is

have come down

the natural result of the associa
tion of energetic business qualities with warm,
moral, and religious convictions.

asm which

ministry, but his father would not entertain the
mod
proposition, consequently he received
a

it,

traits

Benjamin Church, Roger Williams, Jonathan
Edwards, and of comparatively later times
Those
Benjamin West and Abbott Lawrence.
of our readers who can readily turn to the
faces of these distinguished
men will, we
think, readily perceive the similarity of phys
iognomical type which prevails among them.
Mr. Watson's strong moral development
would have fitted him eminently for the
church; but there was also associated with

arrange and supervise; and in the numerous
religious and charitable enterprises to which
he gave attention he manifested that enthusi

?

of true nobility.
dignity and beauiiful repose at
We are reminded, as we
tract at first sight.
of some of the grand old char
contemplate
acters of early American history, whose por
face bears the stamp

THIS
Its calm

is

WATSON,

a

JOSHUA

erate education only, and subsequently left the
He traveled to
to go into the world.

farm

JOSHUA
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on a salary of ten pounds, or about fifty dollars,
a year.
At this, however, lie did not remain

some effort, in connection with a few others,
for the improvement of the me ;nsol educating
the poor. Prior to this effort there was no or-

long ; and after passing through a few phases
of business life he was finally established as a

ganizat on or systematic effort in this direc
tion, and the result was the development of

wine merchant

the National Society. The details of the scheme
mainly drawn- up by Joshua Watson,
The
and he was appointed the first treasurer.

two sons;

a clerk's

situation

Joshua was the youngest of
and whil" his brother was educated

for clerical

life, he was trained with the view
to taking a share in his father's business.
Af
ter a somewhat careful course of training, in
his fifteenth year he entered his father's count-

He was noted for the fidelity and
ing-room.
assiduity with which he attended to the duties
which belonged to his department, although a
eon of the proprietor.
About 1810, after his
father retired, he became a partner in a similar
house in Mark Lane, London.
Here he re
alized a considerable

fortune, and retired from

nrtivc business in 1814. He had always ex
hibited a deep interest in religious matters.
H« zea' for the cause of the church amounted
to enthusiasm.
Previous to 1800 he made

were

of good which has been done by this
Thousands of the youth
society is incalculable.
of the poorest classes have received from it the
amount

greater part of their education, both in things
" This society has
and moral.
intellectual
been the means," to use the words of the late

"ol diffusing more and
more, year after year, the blessings of civiliza
tion and religious truth throughout the land,
and has done much to make education real and
Bishop Bloomfield,

not visionary, intellectual not mechanical." Mr.
Watson t >ok great interest in the publication

of the Family Bible by the Society for Promot
The subjects for the
ing Christian Knowledge.
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engravings were chiefly chosen by him, and he
also had superintendence of the map depart
ment. Of this society he was elected treas
urer

in June, 1814, with the approval

of the

Through this important posi
clergy at large.
tion he was led to take a leading interest in
the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel,
and he greatly contributed toward converting
a mere ecclesiastical board into an en

it from

He obtained a
ergetic missionary society.
special grant of Ave thousand pounds ($25,000)
from the Government
to aid the work of the
society in India ; and to this grant large con
tributions

But

were added from

different sources.

trious persons. Mucl| time would be required for
us to detail the different benevolent enterprises
in which he bore a prominent part. His en
ergy and business judgment seemed capable
of meeting any emergency, of solving any diffi
culty, however intricate ; and when, by reason
of age and infirmity, he found it necessary to
withdraw more and more from official rela
tions, it was with the keenest regret that his
was received

resignation

In

cers.

1833, when

by his brother offi
efforts were made for al

terations in the Book of Common Prayer, and
no little excitement attended the development
of the scheme, Mr. Watson looked upon it

with

suffering
from the ravages made by Napoleon's armies,
Watson was foremost in organizing means by

degree of suspicion, as he was
of irregularity and unauthorized pro
Anxious for some sort of sanction,
ceedings.
expressed or implied, from the clergy, he urged
the preparation of an address on the subject.
It was drawn up, and signed by several thou
Mr. Watson himself drew up
sand ministers.
one in the interest of the laity, which was

which substantial sympathy was shown that
distressed people. He was openly thanked by
Queen Charlotte, on the occasion of her visit to
London, for the inten st he had shown her des

signed by no less than two hundred thousand
This powerful opposition
heads of families.
" the richest
to any change in
legacy of our
forefathers," as the Prayer Book was styled in

titute countrymen.
It may be interesting at
this time, when the civilized world has been

Watson's

pouring in its contributions

of the many thousands who have suffered from

domestic relations had always been of the hap
piest order, and this loss bound him with the

the terrible conflagrations
the great wooded regions

deepest grief, but did not long deprive religion
and morality of his valueble services. In, 1837

the heathen and suffering in distant

did not

absorb all

his attention,

lands

he had too

keen a sense of the great distress prevailing at
home, and so took a very active part in reliev

ing the poor in Shoreditch and Spitalflelds.
the time when

the Germans

At

were

for the assistance
at Chicago, and in

of the Northwest,
of the
that the expenses of the distribution
funds raised to relieve the necessities of the
Germans were only one hundred pounds ($500).
The admirable manner in which the accounts

of this enterprise were kept was a matter of
The thanks of the General
surprise to all.
The King of
Committee were awarded him.
Prussia sent him a valuable ring, the Kins of
Saxony some Dresden vases ; the Patriotic So
ciety of Hamburg contributed a gold medal
and a diploma.
In 1817 lie laid the foundation
of the church building of the society under the
title of the Church-Room or Free Church So

A special commission was issued in
ciety.
favor of this project by the Government, then

under the premiership of Lord Liverpool. In
1819 the University of Oxford honored him

with the degree of LL.D.

This degree Mr.
Watson declined at first, but when the ViceChancellor, seconded by several of the leading
clergymen of London, personally urged him to
accept what the University considered but a
It
slight expression of its esteem, he yielded.
was on the 29th of June that he received the de
gree, together with Dr. Southey and other illus

a certain

afraid

the

address, was sufficient

movement.

In

1831

to suppress
his wife died. His

his only daughter, who had been married but
time, also died. This fresh blow
a short
changed the course of his life for the future.

He wished to retire altogether from public life,
but the remonstrances of the Archbishop and
others prevailed.

However,

he

could

not exhibit all the en

ergy of his vigorous manhood, although his
association in promoting
different religious
and humanitarian
objects was still deemed
One of his last good works was
invaluable.
actively urging the enlargement of the Clergy
Orphan School, and the purchase of a site for
the erection of a new building.
Although sub
sequent to 1850 his health failed rapidly, he
was enabled to complete the church of St. Barnarbas, Homerton, and took part in its con
secration.
Slowly, but certainly, death ap

In his last hour he was calm,
proached him.
Even then there was
collected, an. I gentle.
so much earnestness, fervor, and enthusiasm
evinced in holy things that his niece said there
a glow as of health.
He died early in
the year 1855.
From this brief sketch it will be seen that

seemed

"FOLLOW

1872.]

TOUR NOSE."

Joshua Watson in religious matters was no or
dinary man. It can be said of him, if of any
one, that he was a true and loyal son of the
Church of England. He believed in its organ
ization, in its tenets and spirit, without refer
ence to the man who might wear the sacer

dotal

robe

or exercise

.

the

episcopal

m
office.

Yet, with all bis devotion to the cause of re
ligion, he was a practical, energetic, executive
business man, and delighted in exercising bis
superior capacity in this respect for the wel
fare of the church, and for carrying into effect
its benevolent work.

"FOLLOW YiOUR NOSE."

noses

their way

on

to

fortune's

kind
this oft-con
ferred advice we know not, but certain it'
Whether

enough

to bestow

any

one

upon

had

been

them

that they acted upon

it

is

shrine.

most persistently.

I

The first, who for convenience' sake

will

a

a

a

;

is

it

it

it

a

!

spective

His early experience had not been cal
to teach him the exercise of mercy,
nor did he evince
himself, and he soon be
came
terror to all his associates.
Such
nose as he had for scenting
Not a
quarrel
broil or dispute of any kind could take place
for miles around in which he was not speed
ily
participator, if not
principal. Like
Job's war-horse, he literally " smelled the bat
tle afar off," and was ever eager for the fray.
sor.

culated

a

of

respectable size, seemed
to have made up their minds, as their subse
quent careers testified, to follow their re

nasal promontory

tions, acting now more directly through the
sign of attack, he became himself the aggres

a

a

a

alluded to; and many are the corners we
turn and devious the ways we tread while
following in the lead of our erratic noses.
But we shall doubtless illustrate our subject
brief account of the fortunes of
better by
three individuals, who shall serve us as ex
amples of the case in point.
Three schoolboys setting out early in life,
and each being the happy possessor of

it

it

a

it

the most prominent character
istics of the mind, some people would seem
"
to be " following their noses with a ven
In
undertake.
geance in everything they
would seem that large and strong
deed,
ly-marked nose takes the lead not only of the
rest of the features, but also of the mental
faculties which find their representatives in
these features, guiding them at its own sweet
may incline.
will in whatsoever direction
Unfortunately, too many of us are in the
predicament of the man in the story before

a

in its contour

;

if,

with the single exception of the man in the
story, whose nose, being crooked, led him
around the corner, and consequently out of
his way, very little, if any, mention is made
of the character or tendency of the nose
which we are to follow, or the extent to
which we are to follow it. A large nose, we
are told, is the sign of a strongly-marked
as seems likely, the nose,
character ; and
as the most prominent feature, often indicates

call Tom, was blessed with
nose which,
when in
normal condition, though, unfor
tunately, this was not often the case, evinced
most unmistakable tendency to mold itself
upon the mode! of an eagle's beak, and by
the prominence of the sign of attack indi
cated the character of the possessor.
From his earliest years Tom's nose was
always leading him into trouble.
When a
little fellow, acting from the faculty of selfdefense, which was also largely developed,
his quickness to resent in the fiercest manner
the slightest provocation, no matter by whom
continual inducement to
offered, afforded
larger boys to obtain amusement out of him
by arousing his "spunk," as they termed it;
and many
thrashing did his too ready ex
hibition of said " spunk " obtain for him at
the hands
of merciless tormentors.
But
though often conquered, he was never sub
dued
his pugnacious nose, defiant as ever,
seemed to court attack from all quarters
and so numerous and severe were the blows
and thwacks that were continually descend
ing upon that poor little organ, that
wonder that
retained its integrity of
contour as long as
did.
Grown oldur, toughened, and strengthen
ed by his many contests, the tables were
speedily turned; and his pugnacious inclina

a

Yet,

a

use of by old and young !

a

often do we hear this expression

HOW
made

(CHE8WICKE.

a

BY ALTON

a

spite

of

the most desperate resistance on his

it

it

an

to conceive the richness thereof.

a

Chagrined, disgusted with all the world
but himself, and, for the first time in his life,
almost on the verge of despair, our hero now
set himself seriously to work to reckon up
his gains from this stormy campaign, and
was obliged to confess that though he had
borne the brunt of every conflict, had per
formed
double share of labor, and had
been made use of, as long' as practicable, by
others to further their own advantage, he
had received little besides hard knocks as a
recompense.

a

a

it

With his usual perverseness, however, lay
be
ing the blame anywhere but where
longed, viz., on his own incorrigible nose, or
rather upon his too faithful following of the
same, so far from mending his ways, he was
about to give full scope to the lowest mani
festation of his unruly propensity by em
bracing the " manly art " of pugilist, when
the breaking out of the civil war afforded
him, for the first time,
legitimate field for
the exercise of his martial tendencies.
The
first sound of the trumpet calling to arms
was welcome to him as an invitation to a
royal feast, and the brave and dashing sol
dier was soon on the high road to promotion.
But, alas! even in war there are times when
discretion
by far the better part of valor,
and to our impetuous friend discretion was a
thing unknown. So
happened that there
came an evil day when our brave boys, hav
greatly superior force of
ing engaged with
the enemy, and having held their position
until
was evident that further resistance
would only involve
useless waste of life,
the order was reluctantly given to fall back.
Our hero, who had risen to the rank of an
officer, was rallying his men for final charge,
which he had determined on his part should
be decisive, when the unwelcome note of the
bugle fell upon his ear, sounding instant re
But if the ear was attentive, the nose
treat.
was not.
Gleaming out bold and defiant

it

a

a

fatal bar to success

for having by long and constant practice be
come as expert in the belligerent use of his
tongue and pen as he had formerly been with
his fists, he in a short time alienated his few
remaining friends, and increased greatly the
rancor of his already bitter foes, drawing
down upon his devoted head such
storm of
indignant opposition and persecution as to
quickly sweep him from his position, in

to his experience as
editor. That
was sufficiently exciting,
may be readily inferred from the premises;
to the imagination of the reader
we leave
his life, more especially

a

nose proved

;

fortunate

a

a

a

a

a

;

I

it

I

a

;

a

I

it

a

it,

you into much sorrow and disaster if you
follow it so persistently."
" I'll risk
sir," replied Tom gaily, elated
hand-to-hand encounter
by the prospect of
with the great world at large, and fully con
fident that he should win for himself abund
ant laurels; "my nose has done me good ser
vice here
there's not a boy that can stand
mean to follow
for
against me now and
the future.
Can't have too much of
good
" and
thing, you know, sir
seizing his cap,
he cut short all further " sermonizing " by
making speedy exit.
About twenty years later, chancing to meet
an old school-mate of mine,
was reviewing
occurred to
past events with him, when
me to inquire about Tom, his fortunes and
whereabouts, being matters well known to
learned his sub
my friend and from him
sequent career, which was varied and inter
esting enough, and fully confirmed the pro
mise of his youth.
With his usual head
strong persistence, he had, agreeably to hiB
expressed intention, gone on following his
nose into all manner of tribulations with,
poor fellow, anything but
happy issue.
After
strong and even perilous youth, dur
ing which he had succeeded in making few
friends and hosts of enemies, he embraced,
successively, the professions of
lawyer, edi
tor, and politician, in each of which his un

It would require
more graphic pen
mine to do justice to this portion of

is

His teacher,
by his own efforts.
who liked the lad on account of some good
qualities he possessed, took occasion to re
monstrate with him about his quarrelsome
disposition, warning him of the evil results
which must inevitably follow the unrestrain
ed indulgence
of his ruling propensity.
" That nose of yours,
my boy," said he, in
conclusion, " though a good one, will lead
thenceforth

part.
than
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When still young in years, he was com
pelled to leave school to make his way in life
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tack, that was not

or turn
but that which led
straight forward into the thickest of the fray.
So, without an instant's hesitation, and with
a rallying cry to his men, he, according to his
usual
custom, following the lead of this
dauntless nose, charged with an air of fierce
determination that for a moment struck ter
ror into the breasts of his opponents and caus
ed them to fall back a few paces. Eagerly
following up his supposed advantage, and his
movements not being observed by the rest
of the troops, who were using their utmost
endeavors to preserve an orderly retreat, he
quickly found himself, with but a handful
of men at his back, surrounded on all sides
by the enemy, and cut off from all possi
A rain of sword and
bility of rescue.
thrusts put a speedy end to his
bayonet
a nose to retreat,

aside, or follow any road

desperate

defense;

and when,

it

later,

self

consciousness,

a sorely

was to find

he re

him
wounded prisoner in the hands
of the foe. The horrors of a military prison
finished the work which the battle-field had
begun, and when set free, it was as a brokendown, disabled man, scarcely able to support
his exhausted body upon his shattered limbs.
After this information, as may be sup
posed, I lost no time in visiting this poor
victim of a mistaken
So sadly
policy.
changed had he become, that I could scarcely
believe, even upon the most conclusive evi
dence, that this prematurely
decayed and
shattered wreck was identical with the bold,
stalwart youth of my school days, with
whom I had had many a trial of strength, al
ways accompanied
by disaster and defeat.
He bore the unmistakable signs of many a
sharp contest, while so worn and battered
had he become through his rugged experi
ence, that though but thirty-five years of
age he looked like a man of fifty. It was
but too evident that, as far as physical possi
bilities went, his fighting days were over,
while his earthly life was fast drawing to a
close.
Dependent entirely upon his pension
and too many of our poor discharged sol
diers know what that means gaunt poverty
continually stared him in the face, and hav
ing defied the whole world in his prosperity,
he was abandoned by the whole world in his
adversity. His unhappy nose had indeed
led him into anything but " pleasant places."
covered
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But it had not escaped its share in the gen
as its irregular and
dis
misfortune,
Poor fellow I the
figured contour testified.
glory of his countenance had departed.
I found him brooding over his wrongs and
eral

and as sullen as a caged lion,
full of indignation and hatred toward his
late companions
in arms, who, he maintain
ed, with characteristic obstinacy, had basely
deserted him in his extremity, and had been
Dis
the cause of all his subsequent distress.
appointment and disaster, far from subduing,
had but embittered his spirit and intensified
his quarrelsome propensity; and with, ap
parently, not a friend in the world, he still
retained the ability to make for himself fresh
misfortunes,

and though physically almost help
still walked, in his way, a perfect Ishmaelite
by none
among men, respected
dreaded and detested by all.
He seemed, at first, disposed to resent my
intrusion; but when he recognized an old
school-mate
he became more cordial, and
readily conversed about old times, and aided
with much zest in recalling long-forgotten
reminiscences.
But the topics to which he
reverted the oftenest, and upon which he
dwelt with the liveliest interest, were the rec
ollections of his own prowess ; and it seemed
as if he would never weary in " fighting o'er
" his many battles.
He gave me some
again
additional particulars of his subsequent life,
enemies;

less,

the settled
de
and ended by expressing
termination to be even yet with all who had
done him wrong.
In view of the already sad consequences of
such a course, this resolution excited in my
mind the most ominous apprehensions for his
future, and the deepest sorrow that he should
be so misguided. I therefore mildly en
deavored to show him his mistake, to indi
cate where the blame really lay, and, from
his present forlorn condition, which was un
deniably the result of his previous line of
action, to draw arguments whereby to induce
him to adopt a more conciliatory course in
But ere I had uttered many words
future.
to this effect, the keen eye, kindling with no
kindly light, gave me hint of breakers ahead ;
and upon my attempting to continue, the
incorrigible nose, true to its nature, gave out
such an unmistakable note of warning, that
perceiving how utterly futile would be my

Phrenological Journal.

ters.

The only real fault that Harry could be
said to possess was a most inordinate curi
No individual of the genus Bus was
osity.
ever more persistent
for roots and acorns

in turning

up the ground

than was Harry in leav

;

it

it,

ing no stone unturned whereby he might
gain possession of a secret. The closer it
was kept the greater the charm it had for
him, and the more importunate and pertina
cious he was in his efforts to obtain it. Add
ed to this was a simplicity of mind and
an easy good-nature
which, in this case,
might almost be denominated another fault,
and which rendered it impossible for him to
keep any secret that might be intrusted to
him. Though profuse in his promises of
strict secrecy, and sincere in his efforts to
maintain
the secret, whatever
might be,
whether affecting himself or others, was sure
to escape him in some way and the tact and
cunning by which he often succeeded in
worming himself into the confidence of others
never seemed to stand him in good stead to
preserve his own.
Utterly indifferent to the
acquisition of useful knowledge, his curiosity
seemed to crave only forbidden things, and
and
consequently, though good-tempered
obliging, he was regarded as the pest of the

;

a

a

a

a

usually more effective than anything else in
checking his propensity, but only for short
time.
Or boy would pretend to have found
or heard of something extraordinary and
by continually promising Harry to tell or
;

;

his quick eye would detect them
his in
nose would scent
secret, and he
would make
bee-line for them forthwith,
when he would begin questioning,
teasing,
and worrying to be taken into their con
fidence, until roughly and sternly told to go
about his business.
A rude repulse never
satiable

a

A group of boys could not assemble to
converse upon the most trifling matter but

a

it

whole school.

a

The second of the three school-fellows,
Harry by name, rejoiced in a nose whose ex
tremity turned as decidedly up as Tom's had
He also, as I
turned emphatically down.
have intimated, seemed to have resolved to
follow the lead of the chief ornament of his
Not in the least did he resem
countenance.
their noses
ble his valiant school-fellow;
were not more dissimilar than their charac

;

ject as quickly as possible, and withdrawing
soon after from the still irate presence.

failed to make him retreat
short distance
but threats, and even blows, could not induce
him to go beyond ear-shot when once he
was convinced that there was something in
the wind.
Failing in the first attempt to elicit the de
sired information, he would, with
pertinac
ity as remarkable as
was annoying, dog
the possessors of
singly or together, for
days or even weeks, if necessary
or, fasten
ing himself upon the most good-natured,
would never lose sight of him until by cease
less importunities, either by words, looks, or
for he was master of all three modes
gestures
of questioning he had fairly worried him
into revealing what he wished to know, un
der promise of most profound secrecy.
Once
secret, he
possessed of the much-coveted
would plume himself upon it so openly and
ostentatiously as speedily to attract the at
tention of other boys who, knowing his
weakness, would beset him on all sides, and
with very little difficulty draw from him all
had cost him so much labor to gain,
that
thus causing him to incur, again and again,
the indignation of those who had confided
in him.
But their indignation was not all that he
The boys laid many plans
had to endure.
to revenge themselves through the very pro
At one time
pensity that so annoyed them.
number would get together and converse
in loud and excited whispers, or exchange
significant glances, until they had attracted
his attention and excited his curiosity to the
highest pitch, when, with many precautions
and much ceremony, they would confide to
his greedy ear the details of some tremendous
scheme which they pretended to have con
cocted, or some wonderful discovery which
and when, as invariably hap
they had made
pened, while swelling with importance with
mighty secret, he had
the possession of such
to all the rest, the
been induced to disclose
authors of the plot would probably proclaim
hoax, and thus cause him
the whole thing
to become the laughing-stock of the school.
As he was sensitive to ridicule, this was

it

sub

it,

was glad to avert

a

I

by changing the

;

the impending storm

it

efforts in this direction,
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" in a minute," or
show him

" as

soon as we

nobody else
that
can hear," taking good care meanwhile
the minute should not arrive,- or the place be
at his
found, would keep him following
in
a
like
a
after
a
bone,
dog
heels,
perfect
and expectation,
until
fever of impatience
he had fairly tired him out, when he would
turn upon him, and in a tone that carried
conviction, coolly inform him that he had
Frequently,
nothing for him to hear or see.
Harry to a
too, the boys would challenge
race, though he hated running, being natu
rally slow of foot and short of breath, prom
ising to tell him something splendid if he
should succeed in catching one of them;
and many a weary chase has his silly little
nose led its silly little possessor after what
proved to be naught.
It was some time after he left school ere
we saw the last of him, and right glad we
were to part company, although we felt dis
posed in a friendly way toward him, yet his
propensity to make other people's business
his own, and his ceaseless prying and ques
tioning he had attached himself upon some
pretext to our place of business, where he
seemed likely to remain a fixture were very
burdensome, and we were heartily rejoiced
when a favorable opening for him in a dis
tant city relieved me of an infliction that
was fast becoming intolerable.
Passing through the streets of New York
one very cold winter's day al>out ten years
find a nice, quiet place where

later, I suddenly encountered a thinly clad,
miserable-looking specimen of humanity who,
with outstretched hand, seemed endeavoring
to stop me. I supposed that he was solicit
ing alms, but there were already too many
such wretched beings abroad in this inclem
ent weather, and I had already disposed of
all my loose change.
So, with an involun
tary tribute of pity, I was about to pass him
by without further notice, when the sound
of my name, uttered in a voice that sounded
strangely familiar, arrested and fixed my at
tention. I turned, and each regarded the
other in silence for a few moments ; but

though I scanned the features attentively, I
failed to recognize them ; and, thinking that
I must have been mistaken, I was about to
resume my road, when, extending his hand,
" So you don't know
the stranger exclaimed,

NOSE."

YOUR
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me, eh, old fellow ? and it is not so very long
"
ago, either, that we parted 1
Guided by the voice I looked again ; and
yes, I should have known that nose among
a thousand.
Though altered in all else, by
the aid of that important feature, which still
remained unchanged, I recognized my quon
dam school-fellow Paul Pry, alias Harry

L

which

.

I

The torrent

of interrogations with

was overwhelmed

came aware

when once he be

of my recognition of him, proved

that in essentials my friend was much

the

same.

His sad story was soon told. Having fol
lowed his nose into everybody else's business,
his own had been neglected, and while poor
Tom had gained the hatred of all the world,
Harry, still more unfortunate, had incurred
not only its hatred, but the additional bur
den of its contempt.
He was soon, therefore,
turned adrift from all connections and left to
shift for himself, and though he had been so
zealous in making himself acquainted with
the fortunes and interests of others, no one
troubled himself to learn how he fared, and he
was speedily reduced to the lowest extrem
ity, and was even now, through neglect and

deprivation, in an almost dying condition.
I lost no time in making him as comfort
able as my means and his now hopeless con
dition would permit, but it was with diffi
culty that I could procure any one to ad
minister to his most necessary wants, so un
willing did all seem to have aught to do
with one so well known and so generally
His ruling passion, far from
despised.
diminishing, seemed rather to increase as
his strength
declined ; and so wearisome
did it become, that our visits to him, much
as we pitied hini, became necessarily brief.
The last good office which his nose per
formed for hhn was to hasten his death ;
for one very cold day, shortly after we had
met and provided for him, his nurse having
quitted the room for awhile to get rid of his
and his fire having
ceaseless questioning,
been suffered to go out by neglect, it (the
nose) took him from his bed, across the floor,
and to the window, which it induced him to
open to learn the cause of a slight disturb
The cold, sharp draught
ance in the street.
his
and he rapidly sank
malady,
aggravated
under it.

\
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"homeliest" nose in the
whole school was that which adorned the
. The end of
countenance of Richard M
this feature seemed to be painfully unde
cided as to which way to tum, whether up
ward, downward, or sideway, and at the time
when we first made Dick's acquaintance, it
looked as if it had tried each of these direc
tions in succession, and had abandoned all
Indeed, it was a com
of them in despair.
tradition
received
among the boys,
monly
that Master Dick had had his nose well
wrung at some time for some act of mean
amiable
quality he was
ness, for which
famous, and that it had ever since retained
the twist.
Upon this was founded the ap
pellation of "Twisty," by which he was uni
versally known.
The only thing decided in this nose was
Perhaps the

its development

laterally, just over the place

locate the sign of Ac
physiognomists
quisitiveness, and which was, indeed, exces

where

It was well known
in one so young.
the boys, that in driving a bargain,
whether for tops, marbles, or penknives,
which, he was continually urging them to do,
it was impossible for any one to get the
advantage of him, and that in nearly every
case they would be most woefully cheated.
It was understood, also, that if any article
of property were missing anywhere in his
sive

among

vicinity, it must be resigned as irrecoverably
lost ; for he was an adroit and nimble thief,
and as cunning and skillful as a magpie in
hiding things away ; while such a thing as
voluntary restoration of anything that he
had once laid hands on had never been
known of him.
Directly upon leaving school he entered
the service of a merchant, with whom he re
mained some time ; but his unlucky nose,
finding its way to the till once too often, he
was detected and ignominiously dismissed,
only escaping the full penalty of the law
Noth
through the influence of his parents.
ing daunted, he repaired to a distant city,
where he set up in business for himself on a
small scale ; and taking timely warning by
his past experience, he, while indulging in
every species of rascality that promised to bo
profitable, took good care to avoid all open
conflict with the law.
It would be treading too much in the mire

to attempt

to trace all the dark and devious

through which he followed his avari
nose for the next ten years.
Meeting
him in the street once during that period,
we were astonished to see the rapidity with
which his conduct was revealing itself in hib
His nose, having arrived at a
features.
conclusion in regard to the perplexing mat
ter of direction, had assumed a decided and
disagreeable downward droop, suggestive of
the direction in which all his thoughts and

ways

cious

aspirations

were bent, and seemed to prom
to bring him down bodily (as

ise eventually

it afterward did)

to mingle with

the dross

he was so eagerly heaping up for himself.
His complexion was rapidly assuming a yel

lowish tinge, while premature old age was
following hard upon his footsteps.
But
when did avarice ever cry "enough?" That
nose, ever accustomed to pursue its own route
without let or hindrance,
could not long
brook even the most superficial restraints of
the law, and it soon led its obedient follower
into such depths and excesses of villainy,
that exposure and consequent punishment
became inevitable. Once more he was com
pelled to fly, at the sacrifice of much of his
ill-gotten gains, and nothing more was heard
of him, save the rumor that he had joined a
band of counterfeiters.
8ome three years since I found myself, one
evening, through a combination of circum
stances that it is unnecessary to enumerate,
the sole occupant of a little room in a large
vacant house in a lonely neighborhood, keep
ing guard over a chest of valuables left in
my care till morning. Not entirely alone,
however, for in the adjoining chamber were
sleeping three stout men, well armed, who
only waited a signal from me to rise and give
to the nocturnal visitors
a warm reception
I had ex
whom we were hourly expecting.
tinguished the light, and as I sat there listen
ing to the monotonous ticking of the clock
upon the mantel, no sign of any conscious
life within could have been discerned from
the exterior of the dwelling.
Slowly the time wore on ; the oppressive
stillness being broken only by the clock tell
ing the hours of eleven, twelve, and one.
Just as this last stroke had ceased vibrating,
the sounds for which we had been waiting
fell upon my ear; and, arousing .my com

YOUR NOSE."

was

remarks.

prevented

different
taking
from continuing my

What., therefore,

intended

I

I

turn,

thereupon

a

conversation

to say

I

a

is

it

scarcely

worth while to adopt the suggestion of Aaron
to Moses in the nursery rhyme, and " cut off
our noses," either literally or figuratively,
Not only

however much they may offend us.
Moses

because, as

very

sensibly

replies

to

Aaron in the same rhyme, " 'tis the fashion
to wear 'em," but because the desired end
(we do not mean that of the nose) would be
as far from being realized as ever. Moreover,
the very qualities which are at present the
cause of our misfortune
may, if properly
managed, be made to conduce greatly

to our

Combativencss, Inquisitiveness,
advantage.
and Acquisitiveness have each their place to
occupy and their work to perform; nor-can
and the
dispense with any of them
stronger the propensity the more valuable

it

;

we

if

balanced

properly

and nightly

applied.

a

cure

thereto,

skillful

engineer

safe journey, and
must

be

course

bounds

Reason and Moderation.
from

hind

has

will

speedily

been

sur

have been set by
Once let it'swerve

this track, and whatever

tendency,

careful

and to se

happy ending
propelled upon the well-

graded track whose
veyed, and whose

the

requires
a

guidance of

;

steam-engine,
a

like

is

large nose, then, like
steam-engine,
good thing to have before us; but also,

its shape or

carry the train be

well freighted with good

however

things, over the downward grade to hopeless

ruin.
Look well, then, to the ruling propensity,
'
Follow your
especially in early youth.
"
nose only as
skillful driver " follows "
well-trained horse.
While following him
physically, he precedes him mentally
and
while seeming to be borne hither and thither

a

;

at the

will of

the creature

holds the reins in
them
ment.

controls

and

before

him, he

firm grasp, and through
determines every move

a

a

I

it

it

a

a

I,

I

I

it,

"Well," said one of the men slowly, after
ruminating a few moments, " if it was his
freenology as ailed him, he couldn't help
don't see how he was to
suppose, and
blame."
" The trouble was," said
with difficulty
" not that he
smile,
repressing
possessed
such
nose, which in itself was not so bad
nose, but that he made no effort to control it,
but let
lead him whithersoever
would.
"
If in early youth
was interrupted at this juncture by the
return of the third of my assistants, and the

lead us so readily into mischief,

a

approached

it

I

across the threshold.

him, and, struck by something familiar in
the bloodstained countenance, I bent down,
and passing my handkerchief gently over
the distorted features, I recognized them the
next instant as those of Richard M
.
As I stood gazing in stupefied horror at
the once familiar countenance, I heard two of
my companions stumbling through the dark
ness on their way back to the room where
they had left me. " Confound it ! which way
do we go now ? " said one of them, as he
stopped bewildered in the passage.
" Follow your nose, you fool," said the
other impatiently ; " don't you see the light
shining right ahead of you ? "
'Look here," I exclaimed, as they ap
And as
proached, "do you sec that man?"
they paused abruptly and gazed upon him in
silent awe, I continued, " He followed his
nose all his life, and this is what it has
brought him to."
The men regarded me with a bewildered
" Ob
stare, and I proceeded to elucidate.
"
serve," said I, the breadth of that nose just
above the wing ; there's where the mischief
lies. The excessive Acquisitiveness, of which
that is the sign, has been the cause of his
Following a
misspent life and tragic end.
nose like that, what could be expected but
that it would bring him to ruin at last ? "

<

topics.

Having selected the three most prominent
and clearly defined types of nose that obtain
with Tom, Dick, and Harry in the world at
have endeavored to indicate some of
large,
the evils which arise from following either.
But even though they do us such despite, and

I

tionless

of such

sideration

a

lowed, and which was conducted in almost
total darkness; but when it was over and I
again struck a light, I was alone in the
chamber with the body of a man lying mo

to two or three at the most,
will now en
deavor to say to the public at large through
the medium of
journal devoted to the con

a

not

it

I will

the struggle which fol

it,

to describe

is,

we awaited the issue.

attempt
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RHEUMATISM.
BY B. T. TRALL,

M.D.

affections, with the excep
fevers, are among the
most frequent and most tormenting of human
ailments, and no diseases can be named respect

and curing all forms of gout and rheumatism
of cold water to the whole
by application
surface packs, plunges, douches ; that he ap
plied still colder water to the inflamed joints

ing whose essential nature physicians have
more discordant theories, or more various and
even opposite methods of treatment.
The medical profession have tried the anti

umschlags, compresses ; and that he even
gave the patient the coldest kind of water to
drink, the practice was so contrary to the
established opinions of the medical profession
that a cold chill pervaded their entire pathol

EHEUMATIC
tion of simple

phlogistic treatment
bleeding, salts, starvation ;
the stimulating treatment
alcohol, mustard,
mer
generous diet ; the alterative treatment

ogy, and they very naturally cried out against
it as liable to drive the disease in and produce

cury, opium, antimony; the acid treatment
lemon-juice, vinegar, cranberries; the alkaline
treatment
bi-carbonate of soda, iodide of po
tassium, lime; and the symptological treatment,
which means medicating the symptoms on

But no such
organic disease of the heart.
result has ever occurred, notwithstanding there
has been much rash and bungling manage
ment of the water-cure processes.
What is rheumatism ? Simply, inflammation

their own merits or demerits, without much
The best
reference to form, type, or diathesis.
or worst of these plans is still a matter of con

of the structures and tissues of and around the
But why, it may be asked, does
larger joints.
inflammation of the joints differ in so many
the
ways from inflammation of other parts
viscera, for ex ample 1 Because their structure
is different.
The impurities which lodge in
and obstruct the denser structures of the joints
can be carried through the more soft and po
rous structures of other parts.
When the joints are but slightly inflamed,

troversy.

No

disease

known to medical men is

so liable

to be followed,

by structural
derangements,
distortions, paralysis, and permanent disability
as are the various kinds of acute rheumatism.

But, whether

these

or

effects

are the results of

tendency and
sequela; of the disease itself, may be a question
having two sides. Certain it is, however, that
medication,

the

natural

no case has been yet recorded in which any
deformity or permanent injury happened when
the patient was treated from first to last hygienically or hydropathically.
Again, under the ordinary treatment, as is
well known, metastases, sudden, dangerous, and

The symp
sometimes fatal, frequently occur.
toms disappear from the joints, and the heart,
But
head, stomach, or lungs become affected.
in no case yet recorded during thirty years of
hydropathic treatment, comprising hundreds of
good and bad cases, treated by scores of good
and bad hydropaths, under good and bad cir
cumstances, at many better and worse institu
tions, has there been any "retrocession" to
the vital organs, when no medicine

had been

the affection is called chronic rheumatism.

This

is unattended with fever.
If the joints are
more severely affected, with slight feverishness, the term subacute rheumatism is employed.

When the fever is violent and the joints greatly
and very painful, the phrases acute
rheumatism, articular rheumatism, and rfieumamatic fever are indiscriminately
used;
and
when the whole surface is swollen and pain
swollen

ful, with a correspondingly less degree of in
flammation in the joints, the term inflamma

The technology
tory rheumatism is applied.
awkward, and rendered still
is exceedingly

to the non -professional
more complicated
reader from the fact that medical men, who are
careless in their

nomenclature, employ
phrases interchangeably and loosely.
The immediate cause of all rheumatic

these
affec

employed.
When the story went abroad from Graefenberg that the bold peasant (who had never

tions is the lodgment of particles of foreign
matter in the dense structures of the joints.
These may be earthy, mineral, saline, or alka

read a medical book), Priessnitz,

line.

was treating

Lime and ammonia are common

bases

PICKLES.

1872.]
of saline and alkaline

matter which accumu

In old gouty
the joints.
subjects these concretions form protuberances
"
or " rings around the joints of the fingers and

late in and around

In

toes.

some cases ulceration takes place and
of lime and

119

should be attended to.

the part discharges carbonate
other earthy ingredients.

All

substances of a saline or earthy nature,
which are not digestible and assimilable, tend to

Chronic rheumatism, of course,

for life at last.

requires a longer course of medication
usually
one to three months.
In this case diet, and
exercise, and the whole hygienic regimen

PICKLES.
"

I

RE not

A

them.

pickles good 1
always thought
they were healthful.
What about sal
ads ? Are they not good f "
These questions are frequently propounded
to us, and our uniform answer
that pickles,

happens to be greatest, the blood accumulates, and the part is red,
hot, swollen, and painful.
This is inflamma

salads, greens, and all the trash which requires
vinegar to make
palatable, are eaten solely
for the vinegar; and as vinegar
product
of decay, and an acid entirely too strong to be

disturbance.
Such being the nature of all rheumatic af
and that which
fections, the proper treatment

is,

a

is

it

acids

are supplied by nature in abundance,
and are well adapted to furnish the system
with all the acid
requires, and that of the

right kind.
Vinegar will

eat up hones
will injure the
teeth and the coats of the stomach
will in

jure the blood

it

term rheumatic fever, meaning a local inflam
mation of the joints and a constitutional febrile

should be avoided altogether.
wholesome,
People who most crave vinegar are those who
eat sugar and fatty matter in excess.
Fruit

;

is inflammatory.
is great, and one or more
large Joints or several small ones are affected
the whole system will be so
simultaneously,
disturbed that fever will co-exist; hence the

it

hence all rheumatism

;

tion;

If the accumulation

it

Where the obstruction

it

powers make a special effort to expel
This remedial effort is rheumatism.

-XJl_

it

and gouty obstruc
tions ; and when accumulated to the extent of
seriously interrupting the circulation, the vital

;

the formation of rheumatic

will break down the health.

has been invariably and promptly successful
in the hands of all hygienic physicians, so far

A

as

when that exists, for it is a rule that

the improvement with such earnestness that
she took half
teacupful several times
day.
Her fine health soon became greatly damaged

never be forgotten by hygienists, that
general treatment is always more important
than local, in febrile diseases of all kinds.
The

she not only lost her surplus fat, but her nat
ural flesh as well, and was reduced to skin
ny skeleton. From being ten pounds heavier

"week ; extreme

two weeks.
treatment
months

cases

rarely continue beyond
the ordinary drug

But under
the

patient

frequently

suffers for

or years, and often becomes

a cripple

a

a

;

a

a

is

it

is

stage of decay, and has now become relative

it

is

All
needs now
concentrat
poisonous.
eat
ing, like the poisonous acids, to make
the living tissues. Our firm conviction is, that
on every table there could be raw or cooked
fruit of various kinds in ample abundance at
hundred, in
every meal, ninety-nine men in
year's time, would learn to take enough of
a

simple water.
With this simple yet effective treatment, or
dinary rheumatic fevers are ended within a

" But good cider vinegar being the juice of
fruit ought not to be injurious," says one. The
natural, just taken
juice of fruit, when
from the fruit, will not injure
person, unless
too much
taken. Most of us know the effect
Nature
of drinking sweet cider in excess.
in the system
takes care to keep no more of
needful.
But vinegar has undergone
than
the first
the fermenting
process, which
it

taken, except a little gruel and baked apple,
or something equivalent, once or twice a day,
until the paroxyms subside. The bowels re
quire no attention, save an enema or two of

more vinegar, but the life-long repentance of
her folly did not bring back the requisite
plumpness of form.

it

as they become warmer than the normal tem
perature.
They should be continued until the
heat and swelling are permanently
abated.
The diet must be simple and abstemious, and
when the fever is violent, no food should be

was becoming, she became
She did not eat any

is

ed with tepid or cool water.
The inflamed
joints should be wrapped in cold, wet cloths
covered with dry ones, and renewed as often

than she thought

thirty pounds too light

is

be managed according
to the
degree of heat ; and the greater the heat of the
surface the more frequently should it be bath

ly

fever should

if

fever
should

a

I know is not difficult to indicate.
The first attention should be given to the

fat, young lady who was told that the use
of vinegar would reduce her flesh, entered upou
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the fruit to supply the system with its requisite
that neither pickle nor salad, with
vinegar, or vinegar in any form, would be de
sired. Let vinegar be repudiated, and fruit be

schools were 9,429 children, who
taught, and partly fed and clothed ;
3,386 .were sent to good homes, mainly in the
Total number under charge of the
West.

in its place, and the dentist and
doctor will have far less to do, and the under
taker's work will be much longer postponed.

There have
Society during the year, 24,743.
been 4,958 orphans in the lodging-houses, and

acids, so

established

industrial

were

1,231 orphans were provided

INDUSTRIAL

APPEAL FOR POOR CHILDREN

DREN

OP

NEW YORK.

bitter cold of winter and the freezing
storms have come upon thousands of the

THE

poor children of this city unprepared.
The}'
are sleeping in boxe-*, or skulking in doorways,
or shivering in cellars without proper clothing
Many come bare
or shoes, and but half fed.
footed through the snow to our industrial
schools.
Children have been known to fall

WHO

CAN

Street; German School, 272
Second Street; Italian School, 44 Franklin
Street;
Street; Lord School, 207 Greenwich
Park School, Sixty-eighth Street, near Broad

East Fourteenth

way; Fifty-second
Street,
Street

Street School, Fifty-second
near Eleventh .Avenue; Fifty-third
School, 340 West Fifty-third Street;

Ward School,

out the city and country help us to help these
unfortunate little ones ?

School,

children

three of these

a home in the West, where

they are

Who will thus make a present of a
home?
Who will help us to put shoes on
hundreds of bare feet, to clothe hundreds of
half-clad boys and girls ?
The Children's Aid Society is temporarily
bereft of means through .the frauds in the City
We ask of our friends in every
Government.
part of the country to help us through this
wanted.

season, when the demands upon us are great
Gifts of provisions and clothing may be sent
to the central office, 19 East Fourth Street,

New York, or will

be called for,

if

the address

forwarded.
Donations of money may be
inclosed to either of the undersigned.
If they
are in checks or post-office orders, they can be
made payable to the order of J. E. Williams,

335

East

Thirty-fifth

Street;

School, 49 Park Place; Girls'
Newsboys'
School, 120 West Sixteenth Street; Fourth
School,
School,

Ward
teenth
teenth

Market Street; Fifth Ward
Street;
Eighth Ward
Ward
185 Spring Street;" Eleventh
709 East Eleventh Street ; Thirteenth
School, 327 Rivington Street; Four
Ward School, 93 Crosby Street ; Six
Ward School, 211 West Eighteenth
141

52

Hudson

Street

Free

Readino-Rooms.

211

West Eight

eenth Street, 204 Bleecker Street, 327 Riving
ton Street, 207 Greenwich Street

Lodging-Houses.
49
Park
Newsboys',
; Girls', 27 St Mark's Place ; Rivington
Street, 327 Rivington Street ; Eleventh Ward,
Ward,
709 East Eleventh Street; Sixteenth

Place

211 West Eighteenth

P.

est.

PlIBLIC

Street;
Hudson
River School, 350 West
Twenty -seventh Stroet ; Avenue B School, 607

dreds, who are ragged, half starved, and ut
terly unbefriended, apply to our office for a
place in the country. Will our friends through

to

THE

Cottage Place School, 204 Blceckcr
Street ; East River School, 206 East Fortieth

Phelps School,

will give

ATTEND

Schools.

fainting on the floor of these schools through
want of food. Hundreds enter our lodginghouses every night who have no home. Hun

Fifty dollars

NOT

with homes.

OPEN TO ALL CHIL

SCHOOLS

S.

friends

It would
would

Sunday-school

Street.

be a great favor to us

if our

before any
lay this appeal
or church with which they may

be connected.

be

[We heartily indorse this appeal, knowing
the great and good work which the Society has
been engaged in for so many years, and still is
The hope of
doing for the rising generation.

Treasurer ; Win. A. Booth, President, 100 Wall
Street, N. Y. ; J. E. Williams, Treasurer, Metro

our country, the perpetuity of our free institu
tions, lie in the intelligence and integrity of our
depends on these
people. Good citizeuship

National Bank, 103 Broadway, N. Y. ;
C. L. Brace, Secretary, 19 East Fourth Street,

politan

N. Y.

WORK OF TIIE TAST YEAR.

Thero were during the past year in our five
lodging-houses, 11,928 different boys and girls;
157,729 meals and

plied.

In

181,578 lodgings were sup
the nineteen day and eleven evening

conditions, and to the education and training
of our youth we must look for them. Shall
we not, each of us, do all we can for objects
so patriotic, so benevolent, so godly ? Let our
hearts speak through our pockets, and help
the needy and the State, the nation aud the

world, at the same time.]

GREAT
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lect to plan, contrive, and carry out ; he
must be something of a general to or
ganize, direct, and use smaller minds in
his own interest.
Those who rob cities,
States, banks, and other corporations on
scale; those who steal railroads
and buy up weak and wicked legislators,
a large

NEW YORK,

have both bellies and brains.
They arc
usually low and coarse in temperament,
and lacking all of the finer sensibilities
common to high culture and moral sen

GREAT CRIMINALS.

They are dead to shame, and
their selfishness, their coarseness,
and their disregard for public opinion in
the faces of honest folks.
They are, in

FEBRUARY, 1872.

t I

TRAITORS

to sacred trusts, conspirthe public weal, cor

ators against

rupt judges, politicians who pervert vot
ers and tamper with the ballot to pre
vent honest elections, and thus attempt
are

to undermine our public institutions,

criminals, and deserve universal
execration, and close confinement within
the walls of a prison during their natu
great

ral lives

or should they not be treated
as Ananias and Sapphira of old were
;

If

treated

?
capital punishment is justi
in any case, it certainly is in the
cases we have named.

fiable

The common liar, the sneak thief, the
robber of orchards and poultry houses,
and the pickpocket
are all despicably
mean and bad.

All

such should be shut

up within strong walls, put to hard labor,
fed on bread and water until thoroughly
subdued

and

rendered

penitent ; and
after having made full restitution by re
pairing all damages, by restoring what

timent.

flaunt

deed, like

Rulloff, hardened

wretches,

thoroughly perverted, and defiant of
God, man, or devil.
But how comes it about that such low,
coarse, gross libertines and robbers are
permitted to get into places of honor and
of trust ? The answer is very simple :

"That

which is everybody's business is
nobody's business." That is to say, the
management of public affairs, the elec
tion to offices of trust, are left by honest
citizens to managing, peddling, pot-house
politicians; and, consequently, bad men
are worked into important places which

only the very best are fitted to fill. A
weak, goodly sort of a shallow man be
comes a tool of the strong, and so great
crimes, through him, are committed.

Were not religious men so divided
and so cut up by sectarian creeds ; were
they not so jealous of their neighbors ;

was stolen, or its value, besides paying
the costs of trial and the expenses in

they combine on good meas
ures and on good men, they could at
once overthrow corruptionists
and ap

curred by the State for their punishment,
they should be released, if it shall ap
pear that they have become reformed and

But
good men in their places.
"
many are so afraid of
politics in the
pulpit," that rather than interfere in

are capable

A

of self-regulation.

great criminal must have greater
capability than the petty thief. He will,
:is :i rule, be found to have a larger brain
and a

larger body than the sneak thief
He must have an intel

or pickpocket.

and could

point

" secular

the great

affairs," they stand still and see
social fabric undermined or

honey-combed, and the community
moralized by wicked, godless men.

de

Our common schools are interfered
with ; public moneys are appropriated
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our free institutions endangered, while
good men look on and deplore, without

in God, but we must " keep our powder
dry." By aid of the pen, the tongue,
the press, and the pulpit, the world is to

feeling at liberty to speak out, denounce,
and stop the wrong.
But, thank God ! honesty is superior

even higher plane

to sectarian

and private

purposes;

and

to dishonesty.
Right will finally tri
The intellect and
over
wrong.
umph
shall
hold the pro
moral sense of man
Satan and sin
pensities in subjection.
be

shall

overcome,

and

righteousness

shall rule the world.

But
we

if we

must

be

would preserve our liberties

vigilant.

We

may trust

be civilized, Christianized, reformed, im
proved, developed, and elevated to an
than has yet been
sought by politician, sage, or philoso
pher, and Phrenology will show how.

When this science shall be fully under
stood, and its principles practically ap
"
plied, we shall
put the right man in
the right place," and all criminals, great
and small, will be placed where they
will be impotent for further mischief.

PIAIS PENMANSHIP.

flourishes, rather than be moved by thoughts
or impressed by an exhibition of practical com
mon sense.
Flourishing with the pen may
be well enough when learning to write, sim
ply for practice, and to get the " hang of the
tiling," and to acquire facility, but when this
shall have been attained, one should come
right down to the simplest and plainest style
possible.

When printers make books, they seek that
kind of type which is plainest to read. It
would be the height of folly to print any
thing so obscurely as to be difficult to read.
It should be the same in writing. There are
other ways in which to " show off," which
are less obnoxious to good sense, and we beg
to be excused from reading stilted, orna
Here are
mental, or displayed penmanship.
pertinent remarks on the subject from Hearth
mid Home, which we commend to young

writers : " From the great diversity of styles
one sees in the matter of handwriting, it

would seem that a variety of ends are sought
in learning to write. A peep into an editor's

as many

are writers

The dainty miss who
there.
represented
forms her letters at acute angles, with the
sharpest

of possible

pens and

the

lightest

touch, appears to think economy
in the matter of ink the" one desideratum ;
conceivable

while the bluc-cravatted fellow (he certainly
a blue cravat)
makes his up-strokea
finer than the hairs of his upper lip, in order,
probably, to reserve strength for the heavy
shading of the downward lines and the form
ation of the ten thousand flourishes in which
his heart rejoices.
" The truth
that not one man in ten,
and not one woman in ten thousand, writes a
really sensible hand, and the evil arises
mainly from two facts the first, that as
rule teachers of penmanship have no idea
what good penmanship is; and the second,
that nearly everybody mistakes the true ends
to be sought in learning to write. Most
people labor to make their writing pretty,
thinking beauty an essential, or at least
very desirable characteristic of good penman
Now, the truth
that pretty hand
ship.
difficult one to write, and
always
writing
hard one to read. Pretty
nearly always
hands are in direct violation of the two chief
principles of penmanship, which are the only
rules of the art founded in good sense.
Men
write that others may read, not that they may
admire the appearance of what
written.
wears

a

A dandy, or a Miss McFlimsey, will try to " show off" in his or her
penmanship, so that the reader may admire

tures, and sermons.

there

a

in penmanship, whatever style we
may finally adopt, we, like the painter or the
preacher, put ourselves into our writings, pic

teachings

penmanship

as

is

have been our

of

a

is a fact that, whatever

of manuscript shows almost

is,

It

satchel
systems

is,

ing.

Handwrit

a

on the indica

a

have often discoursed

tion of character in one's

is

E

PRE-ADAMITES.

boor, while one of fine sensibilities so writes
that you see
in every line. Careless per
sons write carelessly, forgetting to date or
properly sign their letters while those with
Order and Cautiousness are methodical and
A belligerent person writes in a
careful.
while be
sharp, abrupt, and cutting style
nevolent person writes in more subdued and
Our " moods
considerate style.
are mani
fested in handwriting, and the psychologist
readily detects the real character of the writer.
" New Physiognomy " for
See
examples.

solve

the

chirographical

the men to whom they send manuscript care
a

fig for handsome curves, if the writing
but legible. They should remember that
an np-stroke
just as important as any
other in the formation of
letter, and should
be made quite as distinct."

not

a

is

be

A rough rowdy will write like

a

a

A

it

a

a

rowdy
A straight
gentleman like
gentleman.
forward, honest man writes the truth as he
speaks it, while the cunning, tricky rogue
half conceals or covers up his meaning, so
will mislead.
that
boor writes like

;

"

it,

is

?

a

?

is

new type of man
hood," he says, on page 107, " Such
the the
ory, and although open to some serious objec
serves to show one possible way in
tions,
is

which the Bible and

science may yet be har
on the question of the antiquity of
man and the unity of the race. It may prove

monized

in this brief record in
eventually that there
Genesis
margin for all the discoveries of sci
ence."

Scriptural commentators
of whom there
are many
come to different conclusions as to
the real meaning of certain passages, and we
different versions of the
We indulge the hope, that science will
yet throw light on obscure points, and ulti
have

consequently

Bible.

mately make all clear to every reader.
comma,
single colon or semicolon,
the sense that
to

statement.

correct

writers.

A single

so alters

very different meaning
given
What the world wants

ia
a

to

position as the son

rendering of the meaning of the inspired
an example of the conflicting
Here

opinions on

single statement of St. Paul

:

time

puzzles, and persons who wish to see them
selves in print should at least remember that

called to the representative

of God and the head of

is

?

a

a

ers have

theory of some writers on the creation of man,
"
that Adam was not the first man created, and
so the progenitor of the human race, but the first
a

are bo

is

articles

a

any one suppose

that the weary worker will read very
far into
manuscript written in delicate
lines, with small, angular letters, impercept
ible up-strokes,
hundreds of unnecessary
flourishes, and fantastically-formed capitals
the whole, perhaps, written in faded ink
Such manuscripts may be pretty to look at,
but as rule their beauties are consigned to
the waste-basket Neither editors nor print
scarce

where he discusses the antiquity of man, he
by no means disposed to deny positively the
existence of pre-Adamites.
In allusion to the

is

is

a

is

Does

ery.

ing any responsibility for them, we may state
that in Dr. Joseph P. Thompson's work, " Man
in Genesis and in Geology," in Lecture V.,

it

need to

Adam
of Nod, where Cain went to find
wife
In our present number an article
printed on
the subject of " Pre - Adamites Found in the
Bible." The views therein expressed may be
new to many of our readers. Without accept

a

no

there human beings inhabiting the
earth, or any portion of
previous to
Who were they who lived in the land

a

there

writing slowly when one can
write rapidly. But in writing for the press,
the observance of the hints we have given
An editor has many
especially necessary.
demands upon his time, and manuscripts
sent for publication are nearly always read at
day's drudg
night, when he
weary with
time

ERE

a

may read, and

is

is

is

others
waste

a

;

a

is

PRE-ADAMITES.

is

it

is

is

is

is,

therefore, the prime essential of
and with this secured,
good penmanship,
of
execution
the only remaining
rapidity
excellence to be acquired in the matter. That
handwriting which
rapidly written and
easily read
good, and all others are detest
ably bad, as common-sense must teach every
one. Now, the man or woman who makes
delicate hair-strokes not only wastes time,
but puzzles the reader with lines which can
scarcely be seen, and which are therefore ut
As to the practice of mak
terly abominable.
so essentially
ing extravagant flourishes,
idiotic as to need no other condemnation.
When a letter
formed, no
completely
amount of additional flourishes
can add
either to its beauty or its legibility, and to
make them
to waste time shamefully.
" These remarks apply to all writing, for
the only worthy purpose of writing
that

a

Legibility

123

it
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" Ye men of Athene,
are too superetitioua."

I

thus : "

I

perceive ye are greatly devoted to
reverence for religion."
Dean Alford, thus :

" carrying your religious reverence very far."
Techier reads : " very devout."
Bengal reads
the text : " I perceive that you are very relig
ious."
Cudworth translates it thus : " Ye are

than ordinarily religious."
Howson read it thus : "All
behold bear witness to your

every way

more

Conybeare

and

which

things

I

completeness in religion."
And there probably is no doubt but what
either of these renderings
is much to be
preferred

to

MONEY.

perceive that In all things ye
Acts vii. 93.

This is the common rendering of Acta vii. 22 ;
but the learned differ greatly in relation to its
real meaning,
liev. Albert Barnes reads it

our common

translation

King

because nearly all learned men are
agreed that that is very unfortunate, to say the
least For it must be very evident to every
James',

mind that St. Paul did not com
thoughtful
mence his discourse to the Athenians with an

if he desired

[Feb,

EDITOR
Permit

of Phrenological

Journal

:

me to ask your views in answer
following. Would it not be good

to the

policy on the part of the Government of the
United States to redeem her bonded debt
by the issue of legal tender Treasury notes,
and establish a sinking fund for their ultimate
redemption, or rather as a security for their
this sinking fund to be the ac
redemption?
cumulations of the duties on imports as collect
ed in gold from time to time ; all other taxes to
be paid in legal tenders.
In connection with
this policy, the National Bank system should
be abolished.
The Constitutional
power to
make these issues a legal tender is certainly as
unobjectionable as that of establishing a bank

ing system. Would not the fact that it would
only be changing an existing debt bearing in
terest for one bearing no interest have the effect
of sustaining the currency at or near par value
when added to the further fact of an accumu

to

lating sinking fund for the security of the billholders-? Would it not tend to suppress the

do that ; and there is every reason to believe,
that instead of telling them that they were
" too superstitious," and thus insulting them to

speculation incident to the issue and sale of
bonds?
If there were no foreign interest to
pay, would not our exports pay for our im

the face, that he commended them for being
religious, and then proceeded to uufold the true

ports, and the necessity for the use of gold to
meet balances against us be superseded ? The
whole people would be interested in sustaining

offensive epithet
him.

to have them hear

He knew too much of human nature

object of worship.
It will be seen that E. C. offers to the world

anew analysis of Genesis i. 24, the correctness
His
of which is by no means improbable.
rendering may be correct, and if so, it is a
discovery which will shed a flood of light
on Scriptural interpretation, and prove what
Dr. Thompson has termed " one possible way
in which the Bible and science may be har
monized."

E. C. is very earnest in his desire to accom
plish this end, and thus bring them together in
He deplores
agreement upon one platform.
the dissensions now existing, and believes that

right interpretations
mankind

of Holy Writ will bring

to one faith, and

to God, through

Christ
We arc by no means desirous of introducing
new theories into the theater of theology, but
we are specially desirous that the teachings of
shall be clearly understood ; and
the required light proceeds from the
religious or the scientific investigator, we shall
give our help toward disseminating it The
Scripture
whether

article especially

alluded

to

will serve

to stir

up the thoughtful, and may be an instrument
ality in the cause of truth

the currency, because it would be the common
property of all. The bonds are the property
of the few, which are exempted from taxation,
but all other property is taxed to pay them
thereon. But the objection to
an issue of currency may be urged,
that it would inflate prices, stimulate 'Specula

and the interest
so large

tion, and bring disaster in the end. But would
it not rather tend to stimulate the development
of our mineral, agricultural, manufacturing,
and shipping interest to an extent that this
large issue, if made not at once but in the
course of the next decade, be required by the

increased business of the country ? It was for
merly the case, that if a bank held coin to the
extent of one-third of her issues, her credit was
Would not, then, the issues of the Gov
good.
founded on its faith, the constantly
increasing sinking fund derived from Custom
receipts in gold, and the rapid absorption ot
these bills in the payment of all other Govern
ernment,

ment

dues, be

placed in

a

more

favorable

inspiring confidence in their value
as money ? What sustained the credit of the
Bank of England during her twenty years of
suspension but the confidence of the people in
light?

A Good Wat to HELP THE POOR.

1872.]

good faith of the English Government?
Have we, or ought we to have, less confidence

125

the

mansions are Home indeed, hallowed and made

in our Government,

pure by the prayerful vigils born of a mother's
FRANCES LAMAUTINE KEISI.EU.
love.

MOTHER'S LOVE.

like to save when the blackness of despair
gathers its horrors around us. Forsaking us
.not, though deserted by all others, it clings to
us with a spell which no charm can dissolve,
which no power can sunder.

In the morning, at noonday, and at eventide,
ours; and though the dear heart
whose every throb was actuated by it is hushed
in that bosom forever; though the once soulful
is always

transfigured

the sweet form that was ever

into angelic radiance by its pres
of the receding Past

ence, yet from the shores

drifts over to us with all
of the days when she was with

this mother-love

the

vividness

us ;

and it comes back to us from the beautiful Be
yond, in its infinite tenderness still yearning
over us, and bringing us hope as we struggle
in the close contests of life.

Going not out forever, and setting not, 'tis a
guiding-star
by whose far-reaching light we
may pilot our frail barks from billow on to bil
low across the stormy sea of Time, and anchor
at last at the fadeless shore of a country whose

it,

a

is

is

not he three hours be

need

for help and the obtaining
Persons in other
of the assistance required.
cities desiring to establish something of the
sort, can apply at No. 58 Bible House, New
tween an application

York, and obtain

"

report of the work of the

in this city.

institution

curious observer in

St.

Louis has dis

covered that men and hoys invariably run the
heels of their boots and shoes over outwardly,

while women and girls always run theirs over
inwardly. Out of one hundred and fortymen and boys that passed the observer
given point, this fact was true in every in
stance out of sixty-seven women that passed,
seven
at

was true in every instance but one."
So long as girls and women wear high heels

;

eyes

There

houses.

a

bedimmed

impregnated

obliged to go to work or obtain assistance sys
tematically from the society at their own

glow not with it now, and the mute lips

breathe it no more, yea, though the coffin and
the shroud, the cold clods of the valley, and the
long grasses of many a year hide from our tear-

breath strongly

And
witli whisky.
every one would decline
giving anything to such, the beggars would be

it

eyes

generally with

if

to the gravj it compasses us about, growing
stronger when temptation besets us, becoming
holier when adversity tries us, and more God

vestigates the case promptly, and awards such
It
not charity to
assistance as
required.
give alms to beggars who go from door to door,

to

with
very small base, their
twist in or out, and the foot will
to one side. We often see on the

their shoes,

ankles will

roll over
streets

flock of school-girls, their short dresses
observation of their feet, and we are
to notice that every ankle twists one

a

immortal ; Time can not change
can not quench it; Eternity
can not waste or destroy it! From the cradle

it

visitor for that district, and he in

appointed

it; Ccath
ATIIIiTO

with a strength

ery subscriber has tickets given him, and these
are handed to applicants for assistance, or those
known to be in need, who take them to the

A

A

handed over with
ute money; this money
book containing the names of the donors, and
the amounts given to the Board of officers. Ev

is

they are payable ?]

tribute benefits to them under careful supervi
divided into many small dis
sion. The city
tricts, with a collector in each district who calls
on all the citizens within his province to contrib

a

gold the faith of the Government is pledged ?
How can we avoid paying them in gold f and
how can we claim the right to redeem them
even in gold before the time expires at which

there is an established

society, seemingly as nearly perfect in its work
whose object
ings as human agency can make
to find all the poor in theirhomes and to dis
is

of foreign holders ? Have we not out a large
amount of bonds for the payment of which in

of the large cities, New York and

some

INBrooklyn especially,

a

If such Treasury notes were
government.
issued, how could they be exchanged for inter
est-bearing bonds, especially those in the hands

HELP THE POOR.

TO

a

considerably discussed by those who take an
of the national
interest in the administration

A GOOD WAY

is

"
[These suggestions, coming from a South
ern citizen," relate to a suhject of vital interest
lo all Americans, and which is now being

it

where every man is a sov
interested in support

ereign, and all equally
ing it ?

permitting

pained
way or the other; all of them
more or less cripples for life.

being

made

Phrenological Journal.
ityraiure,

blade, then the stalk, then the ear; so before
any marked
changes.

advancement

society

must

be

a

for
succession of progressive
by
That preparation may be going on
i
t

prepared

for centuries before the Change, becomes appar
ent. During all that time men are busily,
though unconsciously, contributing to it. The
peasant and the prince, the laborer

and the

it

;

it

it

a

is a

is

In this

manner

the

events of one age are linked with those of
another, and the peculiar state of the times

during one period may depend upon causes
that have existed centuries before. There are
going on at present whose origin
might be traced to the sixteenth or seventeenth
and there will be revolutions in the
century
twentieth century the "sources of which might
be found in events of to-day,
which are
deemed of but little importance. Thus society

changes

progresses slowly and imperceptibly, because
there are many millions of minds that must

in unison, and therefore irresistibly,
like the awful progress of time itself.
If, then, the progress of society
so slow,

move

and

by such remote and deeply

directed

laid causes,
possible for an individual to
form the character of the age
Yet some
maintain that
great man may impress his
character upon his own times.
If men still
attained to
length of life equal to that of
the antediluvians,
then this might' appear
more probable.
But as long as the days of
men number but sixty or seventy years, and
the result of the thought,
the state of society
observation, and experience of six thousand
years, no man alone can expect

to change

of any age, or mold
according to his own desire. On the contrary,
the age always forms its own great men, a-d
every reformation reforms its own reformers.
There are few things more remarkable in his
tory than the appearance of great men just
when the world stands in greatest need of
materially

the nature

them.
Though society
preparation for change
not until the
tions,
for that revolution, that
aid in the consummation

it

it

it

it,

This being the case, anything that will direct
us in the acquisition of this influence can not
be regarded as unworthy of our attention.
It will be necessary, in the first place, to
consider certain peculiarities in the nature of
society from which the necessity of an inti
mate acquaintance with the times arises.
It is natural for men to arrive at conclusions
Each step
by slow processes of reasoning.
must be firmly established before the next is
taken ; and whatever would lead them to
adopt opinions without proving well each
step has in it the appearance of fraud. From
this, as a source, arises the suspicion with
which men regard all sudden reforms and un
expected changes ; and if the revolution in
volves any important principle, that suspicion
universally ripens into direct opposition.
Hence the growth of society is gradual.
It
must be permitted to advance like the world
of nature around us. It will progress in no
other way.
You can neither force reforms
nor introduce changes sooner than
upon
deems them necessary. But
must be allowed
to put forth its leaves one by one, bloom in
its" spring-time,
and bear its richest fruit in
the perfection of its existence.
Before the
ripe corn appears, there must be first the

theless only the opening of the bud which
has long been swelling.

is

usefulness depends, to a great extent,
of his influence in society.

completed, though
may ap
to the superficial observer as
plant
which has sprung up in
never
night,
pear

?

man's

upon the amount

the change

is

brings with it a greater complement
of happiness, but because wealth and honor
Its posses
commonly follow its attainment.
sion requires the presence and the cultivation
of some of the highest virtues.
Moreover, a

always

it

Not that

necessity, nor even that it

is

over the public.

a

of influence

is an absolute

divine, all lend their influence.
The laws,
of society, the opinious of the
and when, at last,
press, all lean toward
the customs

a

men

a

for which

objects

;

ment

it

arc few

more ardently than for the attain

filtration.

EQUISITE FOR INFULENCE.

is

THERE
labor

K

A

is

THE TIMES,

TO KNOW

Science,

it
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may have

been

in

during many genera
multitude cries out
leaders are found to
of what society her

of an individual

; and he who attempts

adopt no surer course toward ruin.

it can

So little

gloomy cell of

a

a

it,

is the influence that a single mind can have
upon society, that it is extremely dangerous
to propose any important opinion sooner than
the natural course of events has prepared the
and
public to receive it. Galileo essayed
pot
every one knows how he was rewarded
with such honors and praises as were lavished
upon Newton only few years afterward for
discoveries in the same direction, but with
the taunts and jeers of the multitude, and the
dungeon.

in

a

a

it

is

therefore,

it

is impossible for one
niind to form the character of an age, either
by opposing its tendencies or forcing its pro
gress, there remains but one course for any
man to adopt who wishes to be influential in
He must be subject to the will of
society.
his age. He must pursue, or seem to pursue,
that path along which society
advancing.
Whether we consider past ages, or the one
in which we live, will still be found to hold
true that the great leaders of the people have
adopted this policy. The abolition of slavery
was not movement instituted by the will of
an individual mind.
It was nation's desire
the begin
which made its first appearance
ning of our republic, and became universal
only after the platform, the pulpit, and the
Since,

a

it,

it,

it

?

not the very

deep-thinking men
On the contrary,
many will agree in the opinion that there were
in the thirteen colonies those who possessed
deeper wisdom and could think far more pro
foundly than cither Washington or Adams.
But these men had
species of knowledge
which was of far more importance to them
in their circumstances than al'. the philoso
phical Jore which the learned heads of the
colonies
contained
they were well versed
in the distinctive features of their own age
they knew the character of the people they
what that people already
wished to lead
what
and
they yet required.
possessed,
Human society in its progress toward per
fection
governed by certain general laws.
Though these laws are by no means so im
mutable as those which govern the animal
and vegetable kingdoms, yet in their opera
and in
tions they are similar to other laws
general the same course would produce the
not disturbed and limited
same result, were
in its operations by the differentphases which
As by
society assumes at different times.
close attention to the laws which govern the
material world we may gain
knowledge
of events which will occur in the future, so,
in like manner, by attentively observing tht
laws of society, being careful, also, to note the
peculiar phases of the time which constitute
the disturbing forces, we may predict with
some degree of certainty the character of re
sults that will proceed from certain causes
that is, by
thorough knowledge of the
wise

and

that most people suppose.

;

of the ocean. Society has gained
an impetus by its past progress which is not
to lie withstood or turned aside by the force
the waves

man can have influence

a

upon their age, just as the water in which the
rock is reflected throws back light and heat
upon that rock ; but they were, in reality, the
children and the pupils of their age.
The man who attempts, by opposing the
will and tendency of his age, to form it accord
ing to his wishes, will meet with no better
success than the one who should try to turn

Since, therefore,

in society only so far as his actions coincide
with the will and tendency of the age, there
anything more evident than that man who
desires influence should be most intimately
acquainted with the character of his times
It appears to me that those who have held
the highest places in the
icial world were

;

is true they rc.rted

is

It

done.

a

the others to appear.

causes

;

the first opening blossom

a

more than

s

the

a

of

out as leaders. They
were not the cause of the revolution, any

a

and the necessity

impression,

:

deeper

times pointed them

But
was not until the whole
North clamored for
and the civilization
of the nineteenth century demanded
that
Lincoln emancipated the slaves. It was not
Lincoln who made himself liberator. It was
the voice of society which compelled
him to
do that which some one else soon would have
movement.

;

ing prevalent among the people had gained
an earlier and firmer hold upon their minds.
Being more thoroughly imbued than their cotemporaries with the spirit of their age, it had
its character upon them with a
stamped

press had exerted their utmost powers to in
fluence the public mind in favor of that

it

They become lead

ers, because the opinions which were becom

a

self lias almost finished

KNOW THE TIMES.

is

TO
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And this is the
of all great men.
prominent characteristic
Knowing the character and tendency of their
and
age, they can look into the future;
knowing the course which society is about to
pursue, they can run before it. Therefore
they have the advantage of their coteniporaries. They anticipate the wants of the public,
They
and supply them just when it calls.
promulgate them
grasp new ideas, and
just when a thousand others are about to
They make their
seize the same opinions.
great discoveries when all the world is begin

times we may gain foresight.

ning to v/onder if such things do not exist.
They rsay have no better intellects than many
<>. -:i.e multitude; but they know better than
any one else in which direction the multitude
is going.

Among the men who strive for influence
in the world, there are those who hope to
gain it by imitating the models which pKst
history affords, and by storing their minds
with the wisdom of other ages. But neither
the knowledge,
nor the great examples of
can
centuries,
past
supply the want of an ac
curate knowledge of our own times.
In fact,
we can obtain no certain rule of life from past
For, as some one observes, although
ages.
man has made great progress in almost every
art and every science, yet in the art of living
he seems

to

have

made

no

advancement.

The youth of to-day enters upon his voyage
of life with no better charts and no greater
assurance of success than the youths of a
thousand years ago. Still the shores of Time
are strewn with as many wrecks as when the
printing-press was unknown, and the world
was supposed to float upon the waves of an
infinite ocean. But this results from the very
We are continually
progress of society itself.
advancing through unknown seas. The sea
of to-day is unlike that of yesterday.
To
morrow it will assume an entirely different
The pilots of yesterday could do
character.
Those of to-day would be
nothing to-day.
useless

to-morrow.

Washington,
Grant.

If

Once society required a

afterward
society

made

a

Lincoln,
no

then

progress,

a

but

still, it would require Washington to
be repeated again and again; and all greatmen might be successfully imitated. But in the
present progressive state of society the tri
umphs or the failures of men of other times
stood

[Feb.,

afford us no rule by which we may be directed
career during
this
a successful
age.
Should any one follow the example of Luther
ever so closely, it is not at all probable that
he would become eminent like Luther, or
even rise out of obscurity. He would find
to

that the nineteenth

century

is a far

different

would
nor admirers, except
it might be the invisible spirits of those who
sat at Luther's feet at Wittenberg, or hailed
him with joy as he returned from the Diet
at Worms.
Both now and hereafter, the
" village
Hampdens," the Miltons. and the
even though their hands might
Cromwells,
" sway the rod of empire," or " wake to ecstasy
the living lyre," must be gathered undistin
guished to their homes in the country church
The days in which they should have
yards.
lived are past. The world having had their
period from

the

sixteenth,

and

he

have neither adherents

originals, will never require them again.
From these speculations, it is plain that
the success of any man in a public career de
pends to a great extent upon his knowledge
of the character of the age. While he who
adores only the opinions and the great men
of the past finds his hopes continually fading
and withering as soon as they appear, he
who well understands his age regards it as the
He whose heart
first object of his attention.
beats in union with the great heart of society
will find little difficulty in obtaining honor
and respect from men, and the liberty of
the greatest influence over the
exercising
M. L. J.
public.

Artesian Wells in California.
as we can learn, there are more

80 far

artesian wells

in proportion to the population in California
than in any other country, anil yet we have a
Unfortunately,
great increase in the number.
not much encouragement for trying
artesian borings in most of our mountain and
hill districts. The lower portions of the Sierra
Nevada have a bed rock of slate with a stratifi
there is

cation nearly vertical, and in the coast range
the rock is mostly sandstone, much of which

The strata which send
dip.
water to the surface are covered by a layer of

has a very steep

stone or hard clay nearly horizontal, and it is
in the valleys with horizontal strata that we
find our present artesian wells, and must ex
pect to find most of those

of the future.

We
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presume that all our larger valley's will receive
supplies of water from deep sources in the
course of ten or fifteen years. The boring of a

gated fields. Thero is an artesian well at Oak
land, several at Redwood City, and a dozen or
more in San Francisco, though many of those

well is always an experiment, however. A
number of borings made in Santa Clara valley

in this city do not throw their water to the
surface, and steam pumps are used.
Before
the completion of the Bensley water works,
now part of the property of the Spring Valley

failed to reach water; one deep boring in Sac
ramento was a failure on account of having en
countered, at a considerable depth, a stratum

of loose boulders. It would be interesting to
have accounts of the failures as well as of the
successes. The entire number of artesian wells

Water Company, the artesian wells furnished
a considerable part of our water supply.
At
Petaluma, Los Angeles, Stockton, Santa Bar

in California

bara, and Pajara valley, flowing wells have
been obtained.
We do not remember hearing

which owes a considerable part of its wealth to
thera. Their water is used for irrigating many
of the gardens, berry-patches, and orchards,
and it moistens much land outside of the irri

of any flowing artesian wells in San Diego or
San Luis Obispo counties, or in the district
north of the straits of Carquinez.
Several ar
tesian wells have been bored of late with the
diamond drill. Alia Califomian.

is probably not far from 400, the
majority of them being in Santa Clara valley,

PRE-ADAMITES

BIBLE.

FOUND IN THE

WHAT DOES IMMORTALITY MEAN!

EDIT
MR,Journal

O

R

:

Knowing

that your

has long been identified with
and taken a deep interest in whatever pertivins to man, his history, and his development,
mentally and physically, and that it is sus
tained by a class of intelligent, liberal-minded
readers who are not likely to let their precon
ceived notions shut out progressive truth, we
have thought we could at least set them to
thinking on and investigating a subject of the

Although many professing
interest.
highly educated, and competent to pre

deepest

to

be

sent the truth, have elaborately written on this
they have failed to satisfy the public
mind, because relying on mere inferences from

subject,

history and extrinsic facts, instead
direct to the Scriptures for facts and
history as there clearly presented. We have
examined many authors on the subject, and as
uncertain

of

going

those interested

will, for themselves, exhaust

the subject by diligently "searching the Scrip
tures."
Such an examination, with this view
of it in their minds, will prove most profitable,
and modify many views of the nature and his
tory of man,, his
final destiny.
Genesis i. 24:

relations

to God, and

his

"And God said, Let the
earth bring forth the living creature after hit
ktnd [a complete sentence] ; cattle and creep

ing thing, and beast of the earth, after his
kind, and it was so." Verse 25 re-enumerates
the creation of beasts, cattle, etc., without
" the living creatures "
referring to

again
(PreVerse 28 recites the giving of do
Adamites).
minion to Adam, which was confined to mere
animal life, " living creatures" not being enu
merated.

explicit lan

The language, " Let the earth bring forth
the living creatures," suggests their extent,
to cli
numbers, diversities, and adaptation

guage, the creation of a pre- Adamite race.
We are well aware of the danger incurred

mates and localities more generally than the
specific language addressed to Adam and his

in this enlightened day by one of the unlearned
in making inquiry into the mysteries of nature
and revelation, and attempting to point out

family to multiply.
According to verse 26, God specially created
a new man, for the special purpose of ele

the omission

to notice the precise lauguage of
Moses, which as clearly indicates the creation
of Pre-Adamites as it does the creation of

vating the former races, physically made of
the same earth ; yet, doubtless, physically im
proved while endowed with godlike moral

Adam ; especially so, when taken in connec
tion with other passages.
Of course, we will not occupy your pages

qualities, of which the former races were des
" being without God and hope in the
titute,
world." Verse 27 : " So God created man in

with quotations of all the texts in full which we
rely on for evidence, but rather presume that

His own image, male and female," and com'
" multiply and re
manded them (verse 28) to

yet

we

Genesis

do

not

find

one

teaches, in clear

to
and

concede

that

*
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Notice the command is as
plenish the earth."
broad as the earth, as if it were intended that
the new man should mingle with and marry

of God to preserve the genealogy of Adam's

and thus elevate
among the Pre-Adamites,
There was
them physically and morally.
nothing of Adam too sacred for such a union

ed

family.

We

wife ; Enoch was descended from such mar
riage, and because he was pious, God took him
to the " world of spirits," where all go, con
sciously, as free agents, to live out their natural

Adam in common was of .the
godlike, that was what God in
tended the former races should become also,

of the

races.

earth, and

if

soul-lives, to the end of time ; there to enjoy
the benefits of redemption, and the intercessions

as we shall see.

In

obedience

to the command

in this genealogy the mix
of Seth and his pre-Adamito

see embraced

descendants

of their High Priest for their common salvation.
They become immortal only
by choice, they
become partakers of His Divine nature, which,

to multiply,

if,

Eve had two sons, Cain and Abel ; and w hen
Adnm was one hundred and thirty years old,

superadded to their mortal soul-nature, renders
otherwise
them capable of becoming immortal
;

he had a son, Seth, and when he had lived
" sons and
daugh
eight hundred years, he had
ters."
This slow rate of birtk certainly does not

Adam

Testament,

i.

seem

they must cease to live, at the end of time, and
die eternally,
e., become unconscious.
This
all susceptible of proof in the New
is

consistent with the command given to
"
to
replenish the earth," if it were ex
that
this were to be done by his own
pected

with but one child for

show that
existence of "
11-18

Cain

time.

Verses

was conscious

of the

a

and sectarian

i.

family only.
'We arc told in chap. iv. 8, that
Cain slew his brother Abel ; thus Adam was
left

to all not blinded

by preconceived
Paul said to
teaching.
the Romans, chap. viii. 19, " For the earnest
expectation of the creature [Gen.
24] waiteth

notions

for the manifestation of the sons of God.
" For the creature was made
20.
subject to
vanity, not willingly, but by reason of him who

living creatures," human beings,
men having bis form and physical nature, and
was fearful of his life among them, lest they,
the Gentiles, " being a law unto themselves,"

hath subjected the same in hope.
" Because the creature
21.
itself also shall be

delivered from the bondage of corruption, into
the glorious liberty of the children of God.
" For we know that the whole creation
22.

should punish him for the sin of murder.
God
drove Cain from his presence in the region
where alone God was as yet known to live
"
Gentiles, as yet ignorant of God
among the
and without promise of redemption in Christ."

groaneth, and travaileth

in pain

together

until

now.

house, and in conformity with the purpose of
God, married a Pre-Adamite woman, and had

" And not only they, but ourselves also,
23.
which have the first-fruits of the Spirit, even
we ourselves groan within ourselves, wailing
for the adoption, to wit, the redemption of our

sons in the land of Nod, and assisted

body.

to build

His posterity became farmers, mechan

27.

ics, musicians,

etc., thus indicating
that the
Pre-Adamites were possessed of superior men

;

God hath before ordained that we should walk
in them.

race

" Wherefore
remember, that ye being in
time past Gentiles in the flesh, which are called
Uncircumcision by that which
called Cir
cumcision in the flesh, made by hanus
11.

.

would be united
Christ, who
was to appear in the line of Adam.
v. clearly manifests the purpose
Chapter

power to stablish you according to my gospel,
and the preaching of Jesus Christ, according
to the revelation of the mystery, which was

ii.

ing his "godlike" element; hence, "without
God and hope in the world," but destined to
be engrafted on his nature by marriage and
human

saints, accord

i.,

Pre-Adamites, human beings,
like unto Adam in physical nature and natural
affections and mental qualifications, but lack

thus the whole
to God, through

for the

kept secret since the world began."
Compare,
also, Ephesians,- chapters
ii., and iii.
"
10, For we are his workmanship,
Chapter
created in Christ Jesus unto good works, which

two dktinct races

association, and

hearts

of the Spirit, because

:

.

of

the

searcheth

ing to the will of God."
See also Romans viii. 28-39 chapters x., xi.,
xiv., and xv.
" Now to him that
of
Chapter xvi. 25

and had children.
see that there was the creation

that

the mind

he maketh intercession

inferior only in their

ignorance of God.
Seth, the third son, in obedience to the com
mand to " multiply," and from the very neces
sity of the case, married another Pre-Adamite,

We thus

he

is

were

knoweth what

;

tal powers, and

" And

is

cities.

is

Cain, the only son of Adam, left his father's
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" That at that time
12.
ye were 'without
Christ, being aliens from the commonwealth
of Israel, and strangers from the covenants of
promise, having no hope, and without God in
the world.

" But now, in Christ Je3us,

who were
sometime* [formerly] afar off, are made nigh by
the blood of Christ.
" For he is our
14.
who hath made
18.

ye

peace,

both one, and hath

broken

down the middle wall

131

race as well as an Adamite, and that all are
embraced in the Gospel, and subjects of salva
tion, having been made by creation and adop
tion and marriage a common brotherhood, but
mortal only, naturally, capable of becoming im
through a partaking of the Divinity of
Christ, a gift which nature can not impart, and
mortal

which is not forced on man unconsciously as
the natural life, but which must be sought for
by a matured, intelligent act, either here, or in

of partition between us.
" Having abolished in his flesh the
15.
enmity,
even the law^if commandments contained in
ordinances, for to make in himself of twain one

the world of spirits, or in both. Colossians i.
20, iii. 10 ; 2 Corinthians xii. 4; 1 Thessalonians
v. 10; Hebrews ii. 15, and xii. 23; 1 Peter iii.

new man, so making peace ;
" And that he
16.
might reconcile both unto
God in one body by the cross, having slain the

mans xiv. 9 ;

enmity thereby ;
17.

"And

came and preached peace unto
off, and to them that were

you which were afar
nigh.
"

For

through him we both have access
by one Spirit unto the Father.
18.

" Now therefore ye are no more stran
with
gers and foreigners, but fellow-citizens
the saints, and of the household of God ;
" And are built upon the foundation of
20.
the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ him
self being the chief corner-stone ;
" In whom all the building
21.
fitly joined
together, groweth unto a holy temple in the
Lord ;
" In whom
22.
ye also are builded together,
for a habitation of the Spirit."
"
Chapter iii. 1, For this cause, I Paul, the
prisoner of Jesus Christ for you Gentiles,"
" How that
3.
by revelation he made known
unto ine the mysteries as I wrote afore in a
few words."
" Which in other
5.
ages was not made
known unto the sons of men, as it is now re
vealed unto his holy apostles and prophets by
the Spirit,
" That the Gentiles should be
6.
fellow-heirs
and/of the same body, and partakers of his pro
mise in Christ by the gospel."
" And to make all men see what is the
9.
fellowship of the mystery, which from the be
ginning of the world hath been hid in God
who created all things by Jesus Christ."
Now let any one take Cruden's Concordance,
and follow up the texts under the words " Gen
tiles," "Created," "Creation," "Creatures,"
"Mystery," "Immortality," "Mortal," "Mor
"Destroy," "Destroyed," "Perish,"
tality,"
and words of kindred meaning, and it will be
seen
that the Bible teaches a pre-Adamite
19.

John

19, and iv. 6 ; 2 Peter i. 4 ; 1

John iii

v. 12 ;

Ro

6

Acts xvii. 26. " And ha h made of one blood
all nations of men for to dwell on all the face
of the earth, and hath determined the times
before

appointed, and

habitation."

the

bounds

of their

,

Many have quoted this text to prove that
of men have descended from Adam,
in opposition to the theory of the creation of
all race

different races, before and distinct from Adam,
adapted to different centers of the earth."
Paul, in this connection, was showing the
" unknown "
worshipers of
gods that God made
the world, and all things therein ; was Lord of
heaven and earth ; and giveth to all, life, breath,
and blood, and that in him " we live, and move,
and have our being," and were " his offspring."

That all being of the earth, in their physical
nature, derived their food therefrom, furnish
ing a common blood, the life of our physical
natures, to all peoples, nations, or races, for all
ages, wherever

located, and that all were equal

ly bound to worship their common Father.
He elsewhere taught that the different char
acteristics
of races resulted, not from their
blood, but from their seed.
1 Corinthians

" And to every seed
Gal. iii. 16, " Now to Abra

XV.
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its own body."
ham and his seed were the promises made,"
"
referring to Genesis iii. 15, And I will put en
mity between thee and the woman, and be

tween thy seed and her seed."
Genesis xii. 7, " And the Lord appeared unto

Abram,and said, Unto thy

seed

will

I give

this

land."

Isaiah liv. 3, "

For

thou shalt break forth on

the right hand, and on the left, am! thy seed
shall inherit the Gentiles, and make the desolate
cities to he inhabited."

" For they have taken of their
daughters for themselves, so that the holy seed
have mingled themselves with the people of
Ezra ix.

2,

other lands."
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ix. 2, " And the seed of Israel
separated themselves from all strangers."
Physiology teaches that the distinctive fea
tures of each race, physically and mentally, are
Nehcmiah

preserved by the secret elaborations of nature,
Of the seed of each, in the generative organs
of each individual of each race, and not from
the blood elaborated from the common food of
is seen in the Jews, who have pre

all; which

served their identity among themselves, while
partakers of the common blood of all nations.

Genesis x. 5, " By these were the isles of the
Gentiles divided in their lands."
Conant's translation

says these Gentiles

we-nc

denied his doctrine of predestination of a part
The Methodist doctrine of
to eternal misery.
man's natural immortality and an eternal hell
falls to the ground.
The Jews, also, must here
All
recognize their only hope of salvation.
to the one idea, that all men
mortal, the life of the soul being

are brought

sects

are naturally

limited to the end of time ; and the immortal
ity beyond that being the result of becoming
partakers of the Divine nature through an in
telligent choice. This doctrine* certainly
volves favorable circumstances for all men.

A

in

careful study of the Bible, in our opinion,
This
leads to these conclusions.

inevitably

called

Gentiles.

age is seeking for truth, in all departments of
knowledge, and nothing is so interesting or im
portant as the subject here presented. It is
sad to see the truths of Christ so inefficient, a

Adam

had

condition

ing to the world of spirits, to which they are
redeemed, and of which they may profit
through the intercession of Christ, by accept

ing the gift of His own life. It is thereby that
they become immortal, for in Him is the only
hope of immortality.
If rejected, they are to
be destroyed, to perish, i. e., cease to live eter
nal death. Thus is presented a focal point, as

it were, to which all sects must come, and ac
knowledge the Divinity of Christ.
The Universalian is here deprived of his plea of God's
mercy saving him from eternal misery.
The
Unitarian is deprived of hope only by not ac
The Restoracepting the Divinity of Christ.
tionist is deprived of his plea of mercy limit
ing his punishment.
The Predestinarian
is

is

it,

for sins of
limited timepunishment
Time carries with
all the punishment
which the mercy of God requires. His nature
as

life.

at superadding immortality to
rebel
We are told that death, hell, grave,
and Satan are to be destroyed at the end of
time; and the wicked doctrine of eternal hella

revolts

lious life.

of sinners

fire, and predestination

to

should

day. Christ
Our natures revolt at

cease to vex us in this enlightened

teaches no such thing.
It
slander on the character

it.

Nothing too hard can

of God.

be said against

doc

He died
trine that drives sinners from Christ.
to redeem all, and now intercedes for all, and
all may be saved.
Doubtless
and tend to

will provoke inquiry
discussion of its utterances in re

this article

can do no harm. Truth
ligious papers. But
must result from such
Believers
discussion.
in
pre-Adamite race need no longer to grope

in the dark

for want of
basis.
Scriptural
point, correct theories of>
Starting from such
distinct races in different centers may be es
tablished; and yet
common brotherhood

is

redemption," united in God's purpose, by mar
riage, and partaking of all the promises and
provisions for redemption, in Christ, all pass

life ceases; eternal death suc
not death in an eternal living misery,

it,

"

mortal

a

born here naturally, passing to a
world of spirits," there to live out the natu
ral term of their soul-lives, to the end of time.
Then came the introduction on earth of
Adam, " with God and hope in the promise of
soul-creatures

out

ceeds,

a

reasoning powers, and thus lead us to Christ.
We thus ret al the original creation of mor
tal man, " without God and hope in the world,"

it

lishes their chronology on the same basis, in
definite as to time, with all the rest of creation.
The manifestation of the works of God are law
ful data on which to exercise our God-given

" He that hath the Son hath life ; and he that
hath not the Son of God hath not life."
The life here spoken of is the Divine nature,
and which
imparted to those seeking for
to be superadded to their mortal lives.
With

a

fixing the creation of Gentile
prior to the creation of Adam, estab
i. 24

it

necessity for creating a
a light.
The fact of

a

Genesis
nations

no

to become

a

have been

family

think for them

selves, and reject those errors which keep the
world in sin and ignorance, and support those
preachers who dare to preach the truth as
taught by Christ and Paul.

a

would
special

the errors of sects.

must

people

a

Had there been no existing
races of " living creatures " before Adam, there

the Gentiles."

from

resulting

The common

a

As yet, the descendants of
become pagan nations ; they
were still a chosen people, to become a " light to
not

it,

the

is

after

mentioned here occurred soon
flood, and the nations are here first

a

The incident

a

pagan nations.

to be seen and felt.

Pre-Adamites

are seen

" without God and without hope," hence natu
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; capable of becoming immortal, in
thegreat plan of God. Adam was endowed with

rally mortal

godlike qualities
becoming

of
He refused this immor

; made mortal, yet capable

immortal.

tality, and fell; but there followed

the promise
and a capability for

of an immortal Saviour,
accepting the immortality offered through Him.
This hope Adam had, and by a union of the
races, both became the subjects of hope. Christ
being born of the family, representing each race,
united all in Him, and made it possible for all
to be redeemed and to partake of His nature.
Had Adam partaken of the " tree of life," it
would simply have warded off physical death
uri lil he was translated, as Enoch was, to a
world of spirits, where it doubtless was the
purpose of Christ to have appeared in behalf
of the whole race of creation, and there afford
ed living souls the opportunity of accepting of
His Divine life. There He would destroy the
works of the devil, in having tempted human
mortal souls to rebel against God here. Such
souls were made subject to " spiritual influen
ces, principalities and powers" while in the flesh.
This fleshly tabernacle was made merely in
troductory to another spiritual life, where hu
man souls could more readily resist the powers

of

darkness, and freely choose to be governed
by Divine influences, and become partakers of
Christ's life, and thus and there become im
mortal

Where

and

be

prepared

for a final

else could it be possible for the

heaven.

bulk of

mankind to receive all the benefits of redemp
tion but in the world of spirits during time ?

conant's translation.

Genesis i. 20. " And God said, Let the water
swarm with swarms of living beings ; and let
fowl fly above the earth, along the expanse of
the heavens.

"

And God created the great sea mon
living being that moves, with
which the waters swarm, after their kind, and
every winged fowl, after its kind; and God
saw that it was good.
"22. And God blessed them, saying, Be
fruitful and multiply, and fill the waters in the
seas ; and let fowl multiply on the earth.
" 28. And there was
evening, and there was
21.

sters, and every

morning, a fifth day.
" 24. And God said, Let the earth bring forth
the living being after its kind, cattle, and rep
tile, and beast of the earth, after its kind ; and
it was so.
" 25. And God made the beast of the
earth
after its kind, and cattle after their kind, and
every reptile of the ground after its kind ; and
God saw that it was good.
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" 26.
And God said, We will make man in
our image, after our likeness; and they shall
rule over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl

of the heavens, and over the cattle, and over

all the earth, and over every reptile that creeps
on the earth.

"27. And God created the man in his
image ; in the image of God created he him ;
a male and female created he them.
"

28. And God blessed them ; and God said to
them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the
earth, and subdue it ; and rule over the fish of
the sea, and over the fowl of the heavens, and

every living
earth."
over

Verse 21.

thing

that

moves on

the

«

It will

be noticed

that the words

" living being"
(creatures, in King James') are
used as a general term, embracing all the va
rieties created to live in the waters, each of
which " after their kind," and the same words
" after their kind," are
to every
applied
"
winged fowl."
The inferences from verses 21 and 22 are
plain : that the different creations were as
broad as the extent of seas and earth, and not
confined to any one locality.
'

Verse 24. Notice the construction
of this
" the living
verse, with its punctuation,
being,"
the same as between cattle, reptile, and beast,

its species after " its kind,"
clearly giving the creation of living beings
"
(creatures), natural man, as yet without God
"
and hope in the world until Adam, and God's
presence with him, and the promise.
The words (verse 24) " after its kind," ap
each to increase

"
plied to the living being," clearly limit their
increase to the beings created, and also show

the character of the creation to be distinct
from the specific mention of the different crea
tions of " cattle, and reptile, and beast," each
to increase from its own kind ; and the breadth

of the words, " Let the earth bring forth,"

as

of
clearly indicates the general distribution
each creation over the earth. Strike out the

words " after its kind," verse 24, as applied to
" the living being," and let the words " the

living being" be

" cattle,
reptile,

a general

beast,"

as

term, embracing
used in verse 20,

embracing all creations of the water, each of
which were to increase " after its kind," and it
will appear more plausible to apply verse 24
to the mere creation of animal life. It would
"
then read, Let the earth bring forth the living
being, as cattle, reptile, beast, after its kind."
Or, Let the earth bring forth the living being
after its kind, as cattle, reptile, beast.
We must take the record as it is. Each ere
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And to make it
ation is distinctly specified.
clear, each is limited in its natural increase to
its own kind.

The difficulties attending the usual con
struction of verse 24, as applying to animal
life oniy, are greater than those we advocate ;
lor the reason that what we advocate is a solu
tion to many vexed questions arising from the
manifest evidences of man's existence prior to
and coeval with Adam ; and the evident pur

" Son of
pose in the new creation of Adam
"
God
by marriage, and union of the races of

man, to elevate the condition
of humanity,
nntil then " without God and hope in the
world," as shown by St. Paul.
'

It

will be noticed (verses 26-28) that the
words " after their kind," in obedience to the
command to multiply and fill the earth, are not
there.

The distinguishing feature in Adam's crea

dominions,
were

things

or principalities,
or powers; all
created by him and for him,"

(read full chapter) showing the order to be :
1. Christ the first-born of every creature, be
fore creation.

Christ created "the living creature*," for
Gen. i. 24
3. Christ created the first Adam " a living
soul."
1 Corinth, xv. 45.
4. Christ appeared as the second Adam, " a
2.

himself.

quickening spirit"

(1 Corinth,

xv. 45), to per

fect his work.
St. Paul describes the character of each cre
ation, its history and destiny.
we have :

First in order

"For the creature [Gen. i.
subject to vanity, not willingly,
but by reason of him who hath subjected the
same in hope."
Romans viii. 20.

24] was made

"

That at that time ye [Gen
12.
tiles] were without Christ, being aliens from
the commonwealth
of Israel, and strangers
from the covenants of promise, having no

and love of God and man. Those
and his humanity were in harmony

hope, and without God in the world."
Also, Ephesians
4-9, 10. Adam, as

"We have thus given Conant's translation of
Genesis, because recent and not so well known,
to show by our comments the general omission

to notice

the fact of creation of natural man

before that of Spiritual Adam.

The
James'

same

comments

will

apply

to

King

translation.

In further proof the following is offered :
Colossians i. 15. " Who is the image of the
invisible God, the first-born of every creature."
" For by him were all
16.
things created that
are in heaven, and that are in earth, visible
and invisible,

whether

they

be

thrones,

or

a

a

i.

in

endowments, as a

9.

free agent capacitated to receive or reject the
gift of immortality from Christ, typified by the
" tree of life" in the
garden of Eden, where he
was placed.
Gen. ii.
Verse 17. God per

if

mitted him to eat of every tree, as well as of
the tree of life, except of the " tree of knowl
lie did eat,
edge of good and evil," of which,
that "living soul" of his should surely die.
He should become as all before him, subject to
physical death, as well as mortal in his soullife, limited to time, the end of the world.
Gen. iii. 4-5, 22. He was overcome by the
temptations of Satan, to whom all men are
state of nature (Ephesians vi.
subjected in
12; Romans viii. 38); and "lest they should
partake of the tree of life, and become immor
tal," that tree was guarded, and they driven
from
and left mortal, body and soul, as all
before them, without hope in the world of
ever becoming immortal.
Gal. iii. 22
Ro
mans xi. 32.

But God in his purpose, through Christ, the
" first-born of every creature," before the foun
dation of the world, and its creation, and the
" living creatures " for himself
creation of
(Genesis iii. 15), presented to the hopes of
common condition as
common humanity, in
future life, the promise of
Saviour, who
to
would impart his own Divine life to all mortal
life capable of " destroying the works
souls

a

showing there was nothing in the nature of
former races repugnant to union with that of
Adam.

repre

;

and Setli's descendants make up the genealogi
cal record in which Christ was to come ; and
one of tlicm, Enoch, translated to Paradise,

to test his godlike

a

marry exists, wc see his whole nature and that

of his descendants are merged in former races,

condition

a

on Adam, and thus unite

Had the character of former
races lacked harmony with that of the nature
of Adam and the purposes of God. he might
also have been restricted to his kind, and his
instincts and moral sentiments would have
revolted. .But while no prohibition to thus

soon to be placed

a

bestowed

qualities

nil in Christ.

man, was

it,

dential, Gen. iv. 12-17, as a means of impart
" those
God and hope

ing to those " without

sentative

a

command of God to marry the existing races,
as seen by the circumstances, doubtless provi

;
a

qualities

with the

Ephcsians

ii.

tion consisted in superadding to his human na
ture, possessed by the former races of man, his
godlike elements of moral qualities, knowledge
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of the

"

(1 John iii. 8), bo that they would
in the exercise of their own intelligent, free
agency live out their soul-lives to the end of
time, in obedience and faith in him ; otherwise,
the term of their soul-lives would.naturally ex
pire at the end of time. To this end (1 John
iii. 8) Christ came, lived, died, preached to the
world of spirits, rose to earth, and ascended to
Paradise, as the High Priest of all, to intercede
for thein to the end of time (Hebrews ix. 24) ;
and those accepting of his gift of immortality

devil

will
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which family Christ appeared, to save all, as a
"
quickening spirit."
Third in order: 1 Cor. xv. 45.
The first
Adam was made a " living soul," the last Adam
"
a

quickening spirit."
One precedes the other in point of time, 1st
the natural, 2d the spiritual (40th verse), but
both are involved in the original purpose of
God.
Eph. iii. 0. " That the Gentiles should be
fellow-heirs, and of the same body, and par

have their probationary time extended to
an eternal life, and the others will practically
die, cease to live, perish, as taught by Christ ;
hence there is no immortality for the sinner or

takers of his promises in Christ by the Gospel,"
and balance of chapter.
The first creation of
natural men, as distinguished from more spir
itual ones, was mortal ouly, their soul-lives

Rev. xx. 10, 14. St. Paul's description
" living creatures "
Christ's first creation of
(Gen. i. 24), in the above and frequent texts,
when
to men as " creatures," solves

limited to time only, the end of the world, with
no promises of immortality in Christ.
The second creation was endowed with a

Satan.

of

alluding

the vexed question of pre-Adamites, their na
ture, and exact spiritual relation to Christ.
Romans

ii. 14 ; Gal. iii. 23.

Gen. iv. 15 shows

the Gentiles subjects of law, and Gen. iv. 17-20,
and vi. 4, show them possessed of great intel
lect and physical perfection, equals of Adam,
endowments
in
except in those additional
tended

to be

transmitted

by intermarriage.
Gen. ii. 24. In becoming one flesh they acquire
the same human form Christ assumed, as the
first-born creature before the foundation of the
world ; which explains the word " image " in
which Adam was made.
Second in order : Gen. i. 20. " And God said,
Let us make man in our image, after our like
Nothing is said of limiting them to
ness."
their kind by marriage, as to others ; as thenkind existed. It will not be denied to the
former " living creatures," but they also were
" living souls." Their description by Paul, of
being without God and hope in Christ, and the
nature of the additional elements imparted to
Adam, indicates the meaning of the words
" living soul," as applied to Adam, a representa
tive man, God manifesting himself through and
in Adam, to the past and future, as subse
quently in Christ, by which all become one in
him.

That such was the object of

a special creation
new man called " the first man, Adam,"
Cain and Seth, in obedience to the command

of

a

to multiply, and under the law of their physical,
mental, and moral nature, fell in love with and
married pre- Adamite women; becoming one
in flesh with them ; their descendants, a mixed
race, making up the genealogical record, are
recognized in the New Testament as the legit
imate line of descent from Adam to Christ, in

of God, and of good and evil, which
comprises the word likeness, and with capaci
ties of communing with and seeking God, and

knowledge

his promises of immortality in Christ,
through faith and obedience.
By the order of God they became one, with
one common nature, knowledge, and hope,

having

equally free agents, and responsible here and
in the spirit-world for the acceptance or rejec
tion of Christ's Divine nature, by which alone
can man become immortal.
2 Peter

i. 4. Christ's

nature is offered as a

gift of that not derived from mere human
nature ; nor is it forced on us as our natural
lives, but comes from the choice of intelligent
free agents.
This at once involves a spirit-world, wherein
man generally is favorably situated with refer
to duty, considering
another and eternal life.
ence

all that pertains

to

Here, ignorance, idiocy, infancy, death, and
satanic influences disqualify souls in the flesh
from the full accomplishment
of the work
Christ will do for them in the world of spirits,
High Priest interceding for them to

as their

the end of time.

Romans xiv. 9. Christ is
of the dead as well as the living.
1 Peter iii. 19 ; and in iv. 0, it is seen that
spirits shall be judged as men in the flesh, a
comforting doctrine, but little understood and
thought of. See Matt. xxii. 32, and xxv. 34 ;
Mark x. 0-7, and xii. 26-27, and x. 30 ; Luke xvi.
30-31, and xx. 35-38, and xxiii. 48 ; 1 Cor. ii.
8 ; Romans xiv. 9, xv. 10-27, xvi. 25 ; Colossians i. 23 ; 2 Cor. vi. 17 ; Romans viii. 2 ;
Luke ii. 82, and St. John v. 24-25.
Lot those who deny our interpretation of
Gen. i. 24, see how it is possible to apply the
numerous references of St. Paul and others

Lord

Phrenological Journal.
it,

a

The "Emphatic Diaglot Testament"

is

as
See the word "Creature" in
investigation.
generally used; also the words "Gentiles,"
" Giants," " Heathen," " Christ," " Chosen," etc.

valu

able reference also on many points.
The character of Paul's writings and earnest

ministry suggest that the great majority of
mankind arc the offspring of the different races
who had migrated
of pre-Adamites
Gentiles
beyond the limits of the flood, the question of
undetermined

in the

minds of many competent to present many facts
against its universality, and to explain the

;

St.

but the facts against its universality, and his
arguments in behalf of salvation for the Gen

of Noah,

tiles, not likely the descendants

are

from the beginning of the world, hath been hid
in God, who created all things in Jesus Christ."
Because of the blending of the whole of
man in the inspired record, we have seemed
to embrace more than essential to prove the
existence of pre-Adamites.
The whole chain
from Christ, the first-born creature, to the end

of his intercessions

and of time
inseparably
series of practical tangible facts
connected, as
and ideas, worthy of the tongues and pens of
the most exalted angels to elucidate and make
fallen world.

clear to

the manner in which we have presented
our views should induce
thorougli investiga

man

a

a

tion of the facts urged, and they be found true,

calm, careful,

so

worthy of

be devoted

his nature, history, and improvement,

here presented

to
as

E. C.

New York, Decanter 15, 1871.

WASHBURJf OF MASSACHUSETTS.
common-sense,

His cast of mind
What
the use
almost severely utilitarian.
of it? What can be done with it? are among

is

is

intellect.

line of policy, having in view
such and such
always the dignity and prosperity of the State
and the nation."
If not Websterian in intel
not lia
lect, or Napoleonic in ambition, he
is

a

is

GOVERNOR

Are there any other subjects
your columns, which profess to

a

it

a

against the theory of universal flood. Let him
be read closely by the light of science and recent
translations, and
will be seen
limited flood.

If

is

.r>,

2

Paul speaks of
the flood destroying the people of the old world

HERE
practical

writings of

language of
Moses,
brought out as clearly as that of the
creation of Adam.
" And to make all men see
Ephesians iii.
what
the fellowship of the mystery which,
9.

earth

replenish the earth," suggesting the mixtures of
races, with Adam beyond the limits of the
Peter ii.

By reflecting the inspired
St. Paul on the hitherto obscure

tery.

a

the

plied to animal life; and verse 28, the command
" to His kind "
to Adam without an express limit
"
as to others, was to be
fruitful, multiply, and

True, in

discovery by the fact that the inspired records
refer to the apparently hidden mys

so clearly

?

i.

" Let

bring forth the living creature after his kind,"
signifies great breadth, numbers, and variety,
judging from the effect of the same language ap

flood.

overlooked by learned translators, commenta
tors, theologians, and scientific explorers for
essential to fortify the
knowledge, we found

it
is

language in describing it.
Gen.
24. The command,

light to science and the age.
In searching.Genesis 1st chap, for the history
of the first creation of " living creatures," and
to meet the objections of many to the construc
tion of the language and sentences heretofore

is

as yet

is

whose extent

must result in giving more prominence to the
of Christ, and eradicate
many doctrinal errors, while furnishing some
essential doctrines

it

The free use
will greatly assist the

than we have done.

of Cruden's Concordance

a

otherwise

it
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There are no extravagant
flights of fancy, comparatively little imagina
tion or poetical sentiment, little or no non
sense in his composition.
His mental opera

ble to come to wrong conclusions

tions are as clearly performed
and compass.

by square

Rogues and demagogues in politics there are,
hut neither of these traits will ever be charged

quiet, cool self-reliance, with natural dig
shown here. It requires

to this gentleman. That physiognomy (look at
the portrait) tells the story of the character.
keen, quick, penetrating mind,
It indicates

If

left to my own discretion,

I

I

is

no struggle or effort for him to say No, and
stick to it; and he
not inclined to promise
"
more than he can perform.
am at your
What are your wishes?
service, gentlemen.
shall

pursue

is

;

a

is

He
fair and square American citizen
right, and he will do it
he knows what,

thoroughly systematical and methodical in all
its proportions, with sufficient intuition to fore
and thus to be always
cast coming events
;

if

or adapt his

measures to selfish ends.

a

nity and decision,

as

is

A

his first questions.

forewarned

and forearmed.

With

such

cap

G 0
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VER NOR

tains at the helm, our democratic republic will

Let other States
be safe from wreck and ruin.
follow the example of Massachusetts and elect
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expiration of his first term.
On each occasion
when his name hits been brought before the
I public as a candidate for office, he lias been

honest, temperate, and godly men to all places

elected by a large majority, little or no organized opposition
being brought to bear. His
I
"
chief service in Congress has been as Chair
at her recent
The " Old Commonwealth
man of the House Committee on Claims, a
election conf rred the highest office in the gift
difficult and laborious position whose duties
of her people upon a manufacturer by voca
of trust

gressional

men

associates, and

teem of all

in the manufacturing business, with which
still connected. He has also been for many
Ho is
years President of the Greenfield Bunk.
no means without political experience, for,
as
well known, he has served in both branches
of the State Legislature, and with no little

may come in contact.
in Every Satunkty, he

credit to himself
uents.

In

and satisfaction to his constit

1802 he was chosen to represent his

district in Congress., and was re-elected at the

man

among

a

writer
According to
man of the highest
personal purity, not specially gifted with ora
torical powers, but capable of making
p'"\n,
a

speech, addressed to the calm
straightforward
judgment and moral conscience of his hearers.
With his antecedents fully in view,
may be
expected that Mr. Washburn, as Governor of
Massachusetts, will prove
prudent, dignified,
and efficient executive.

it

is

l>;

he is

a

is
a

ed

as

said that he invariably gains the es
upright persons with whom he

in

a

State, in 1820, and graduated from Yale College
Shortly after leaving college he engag
1844.

j

Mr. Washburn discharged with strict integrity
and unfailing conscientiousness.
He enjoyed,
in a marked degree, the confidence of his Con

is

of wide experience in

political affairs.
The new Governor of Massachusetts, William
B.Washburne, was born at Winchendon, in that

it

tion, but a gentleman
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A

MARVELOUS CONJURER.
Russians

markable
THE

long exhibited a re
for juggling, and all that

have

taste

smacks of the marvelous.

Conjurers, profes
magic, ventriloquists, and the
entire race of mountebanks, who in France
and England astonish the gaping crowds at
sors of natural

races and country

lairs, ever find

a welcome

of downright insolence, was completely amaz
The watch marked seven o'clock ! In

ed.

turn all the courtiers

drew

out their watches,

which were found as usual exactly regulated
Seven o'clock ! in
by that of the sovereign.
dicated with a common accord all the watches
The art of the ma
and clocks of the palace.
gician was at once manifest in this strange re
trogression in the march of time. To anger suc

Per

and admiration.

and liberal

ceeded astonishment

ginning of the present century a species of
Cagliostro, or rather a superior kind of Wizard
of the North, made his appearance at 8t

ceiving that the Czar smiled, Pirnetti thus ad
dressed him :
" Your
It was by
majesty will pardon me.
the performance of this trick that I was de
sirous of making my first appearance before

encouragement among the higher
About the be
classes in the Russian cities.

Petersburg, and astonished the natives by his
His name was Pir
marvelous performances.
netti, and his fame is yet retained in the me
mory of those who
talents.

witnessed

his

unrivaled

now,

having heard Pirnetti
much spoken of, was desirous of seeing him;
and one day it was announced to the conjurer

The Czar Alexander,

that he would have the honor of giving a re
presentation of his magical powers at court,
the hour being fixed for him to make his ap

A brilliant and
pearance being seven o'clock.
numerous assembly of ladies and courtiers, pre
sided over by the Czar, had met, but the con
jurer was absent.
Surprised and displeased,
the Czar pulled out his watch, which indicated
live minutes after seven.
Pirnetti had not only
failed in being in waiting, but he had caused
the court to wait, and Alexander was not more
A quarter of an hour
patient than Louis XIV.
had passed, half an hour, and no Pirnetti!
Messengers who had been sent in search of
him returned unsuccessful.
The anger of the
Czar, with difficulty restrained, displayed itself
in threatening exclamations.
At length, after
lapse of an hour, the door of the saloon
opened, and the gentlemen of tiie chamber an
nounced Pirnetti, who presented himself with
the

of one wdio had
himself with. The

a calm front, om\ the serenity

done nothing to reproach
hov/ever, wa9 greatly displeased ; but
Pirnetti ussumcd as air of astonishment, and
replied with the greatest coolness, " Did not
your majesty command my presence at seven
Czar,

o'clock precisely ? "
" Just so ! " exclaimed

you. But I know how precious truth is at
court ; it is at least necessary that your watch
should tell it to you, sire. If you consult it
you

will find

that

it marks

the real

time."

The Czar again drew forth his watch, it
pointed to a few minutes past eight ; the same
rectification had taken place in all the watches
of those present, and in the clocks of the
This exploit was followed by others
palace.
At the close
equally amusing and surprising
of the performances, the Czar, alter having
complimented Pirnetti, brought back to his re
membrance that in the course of the evening's
that

such was

the power of his art that he could

amusements he had

declared

penetrate

everywhere.

"Yes, sire, everywhere!" replied the con
jurer, with modest assurance.
" What ! " exclaimed the Czar, " could
you
penetrate even into this palace, were I to order
"
all the doors to be closed and guarded ?
" Into this palace, sire, or even into the apart

I

ment of your majesty, quite as easily as
should enter into my own house," said Pir
netti.

" Well, then," said the Czar, " at mid-day to
morrow I shall have ready in my closet the
one thou
price of this evening's amusements
Come and get them. But I fore
sand rubles.
warn

you that the doors shall be closed

carefully guarded."
" To-mo row, at

mid-day,

I

shall

have

and
the

of presenting myself before your ma
jesty," replied Pirnetti, who bowed and with
honor

the Czar, at the height

of exasperation.
"Well, then," said Pirnetti, " let your ma
jesty deign to look at your watch, and you
will perceive that I am exact, and that it is just

drew.

seven o'clock."

and a number of police surrounded the dwel
The
ling from the moment he entered it
closed, with positive
palace was instantly

The Czar, pulling out his watch violently,
in order to confound what he considered

a piece

The gentlemen of the household followed
the conjurer to make sure that he quitted the
palace; they accompanied him to his lodgings,
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orders not to suffer, under any pretext what
ever, any one to enter, were he prince or valet,

until the Czar himself

should

command

the

These orders were strictly

doors to be opened.
enforced, confidential

persons having watched
The exterior openings to the
their execution.
All the
palace were guarded by the soldiery.
to the imperial

apartments were
protected by high dignitaries, whom a simple
professor of the art of legerdemain possessed
no means of bribing.
In short, for greater
approaches

security, all the keys had been carried into the
A few moments previous to
imperial cabinet.
the hour fixed for Pirnetti's interview with the

Czar, the chamberlain on service brought to
his majesty a dispatch which a 'messenger had
handed liiiu through an opening in the door.
It was -a report from the minister of police
that Pirnetti had not left home.
" Aha! lie has found out the undertaking is
impracticable, and he has abandoned
served the Czar, with a smile.

Twelve o'clock

it," ob

stroke yet reverberated, the door which com
municated from the bedroom of the Czar to
the cabinet

opeued,

The Czar drew back

and
a

Pirnetti appeared.
of paces, his

couple

brow darkened, and after a momentary silence
" Are you aware that you may become
he said,
a very dangerous

"Yes,

an

individual?"

sire," he replied; "but

humble

conjurer,

I

am

mortal ; it was necessary that he should crown
his success in the Russian capital by something
surpassing his previous efforts ; therefore, on
the evening preceding the day fixed for his
departure, he announced that he should leave
St. Petersburg the following day, at ten o'clock

in the morning, and that he should quit by all
the city gates at the same moment!
Public
curiosity was excited to the highest degree by
this announcement.
St. Petersburg at that
time had fifteen gates, which were encom
passed by a multitude
marvelous depm ture.

eager to witness

this

The spectators at these various gates all de
clared that at ten o'clock, precisely, Pirnetti,
whom they all perfectly recognized, passed
" He walked at a slow
pace and
through.
with head .erect, in order to be the better
seen," they said ; " and he bade us adieu in a
clear and audible voice."
These unanimous
were confirmed by the written
of the officers placed at every gate
to inspect the passports of travelers.
The in
scription of Pirnetti's passports was inscribed
in the fifteen registers.
Where is the wizard,
whether coming from the north or south, who

testimonies
declaration

While the last

sounded.
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could in these degenerate days perform so as
tonishing an exploit ?

WISDOM.

only an

with no ambition

save

that of amusing your majesty."
" Here," said the Czar, " are the thousand
rubles for last night, and a thousand for this
day's visit."

Pirnetti, in offering his thanks, was inter
rupted by the Czar, who, with a thoughtful
air, inquired of him, " Do you count on yet re
"
maining some time in St. Petersburg ?
" Sire," he replied, " I intend
setting off this
week, unless your majesty orders a prolonga
tion of my sojourn."
" No 1 "
"
hastily observed the Czar ; it is
not my intention to detain you ; and, more
over," continued he, with a smile, " I should

vainly endeavor to keep you against your will.
You know how to leave St. Petersburg as
easily as you have found your way into this
palace."
" I could do so, sire," said Pirnetti ; " but far
from wishing to quit St. Petersburg stealthily
and mysteriously,
am desirous of quitting it

I

in the most public manner possible, by giving
to the inhabitants of your capital a striking
example of my magical powers."
Pirnetti could not leave like an ordinary

POETICAL

PROVERBS.

Wise men in their wisdom may more wisely walk ;
Untcmpercd

with prudence, more like a fool talk.

Long counsel and argument by the shipload
Weigh less than one fact, and are never so good.
The talker who winneth, speaks brief and is done,
Ere "garrulous gassers " have scarcely begun.

A fact, or the honest truth modestly put.
No trick or deception can ever rebut.

If

judges and senates have been oft bought for gold.
The love of true lovers has never been sold.

Be seldom a borrower ; leas seldom lend ;
As loaner oft loseth both money and friend.
The friends thou hast tested in woe and in weal.
Clasp dear to thy bosom, as with hooks of steel.
The way to get quit of an obtruding friend

Is, lend him a purscful of money to spend.
Who often dissembleth, can never, forsooth.
Inspire with credence when telling the trnth.
The footsteps may Boon be recovered from slips ;

Bui who can recall tho deceit of his lips ?
A fanlt, or a failing, or error confessed.
Like buying and paying, is wrong half redressed.
Who breaketh his promise, proves false and untrue.

Will find in retnrn others false to him too.

When scornful despisers will of thee speak ill,
So live that thy neighbors will of thee think well.
Take heed to advice of wise friends on the spot,
Though like hasty counsel it pleascth thee not.
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Who earneth and spendoth at once every penny,
Shall ever be earning, and never have any.
Who loveth the shadow, and shunneth the heat,
Shall hunger in winter for something to eat.
Who sleepcth with ban-dogs his muscles to ease,
Shall rise from his slumbers tormented with fleaB.
Lend horse for a journey, with carriage to kin ;
The chaise may return with the bones and his skin,
A steed that is borrowed has never a soul ;
So fool's purse is emptied without any hole.
thief.

Indulge an ill nature in ill-natured trick,
And closer than brother ill nature will stick.
Who keepcth his thoughts and bis clothes clean and neat,
Must shun altercations with black chimney-sweep.
Who halh none to soothe him may weep out his eyes ;
Who hath none to love him. In solitude dies.
Who stupidly playeth the ninny indeed,

Will never lack folly when fools arc in need.
Who loveth good company, and shunneth the ill,
May have boon companions whenever he will.
BKRENO EDWARDS TODD.

Education

is to help the suf

is a better safeguard

of liberty than
retrench the wages of
the schoolmaster, we must raise those of the re
Everett.
cruiting sergeant.

Thkkf.

If

on a clean shirt.

At a recent fireman's celebration in New Bed
ford, the following neat toast was proposed : " The
Firemen the army that draws water instead of
blood thanks instead of tears."
man reading a newspaper a day or two since,

a friend:
"What's the meaning of the
Bohemian Diet, about which we hear so much of
" Free lunches," was the ready reply.
late ? "

Domestic eruptions, brawls, wrangles, and strife,
Are managed by Satan to embitter life.

a standing army.

man dislocated his arm the other

He hadn't tried
it (or so long a time that he had entirely lost the
"knack" of the thing.
day in putting

A

When husband is Arc, and housewife is tow,
They serve well the devil wherever they go.

The plain duty of the happy
fering to bear their woe.

A Michigan

[Feb.,

asked

A rich table groaning beneath costly beef.
Oft robbeth the pocket like pilfering

JOURNAL.

we

wore easy ways that ran around, the base

of the hill Difficulty, but the name of the one was
Danger, and of the other Destruction ; the only
right way was straight up the bill.
When we are young, we are slavishly employed
in procuring something whereby we may live com

fortably when we grow old ; and when we are old,
we perceive it is too late to live as we proposed.
Persons are oftentimes misled in regard to their
choice of dress, by considering the beauty of
colors, rather than selecting such colors 08 may
harmonize well with their complexion and physi
cal contour.

A saloon-keeper, having started business in a
building where trunks had been made, asked a
friend what he had better do with the old sign,
" Trunk Factory ;" " Oh," said the friend, "just
change the T to D, and it will suit you exactly."
Chicago Wit.
A firm of painters on Madison
Street bulletin their removal as follows, on a sign
board erected like a guide-board upon the ruins
of their old establishment : "Moore & (Joe,
House and Sign Painters, removed to 111 DesCapital, $000,000.30.
plaines Street.

Arthur have been rude to their mam
Mumma has complained to papa, who is
heard coming up stairs.
" I say, Tom, here comes papa I shall
Arthur
pretend to be asleep."
Tom " I shan't I shall get up and put some
thing on/"
A gentleman of a slightly irritable temper,
Tom and

ma.

calling out loudly for some hot water from his
bed-room, was unanswered.
Seizing a small
bureau, he shoved it before him to the head of the
stairs, and sent it whirling, end over end, to the
hall below. The crash was loud enough to bring
out mother, daughter, and all the servants
The
head of the family was seated at the head of the
stairs, elbows on knees, chin resting in hands.
"Oh, father! what is the matter?" asked the
frightened daughter.
"Matter!" said the old man; "why, hero I
have been a callin' and eallin' for very nigh on
half an hour, and now I've telegraphed for yer,
that's all."

Sold.

A party of mischievous

boys

in the

following
an old suit
the ground;

State of Michigan lately perpetrated the

MIRTH,
[Under this heading we propose to publish
which

"A

little nonsense now and then ;

"

" Is relished by the wisest men,"

A New Proverb. Blessed is the woman who
compounded a pudding in silence, for she is more
to be envied than she who m iketh a tart reply.
How to Write. A greenhorn recently sent a
dollar to New York to find out how to write with
out pen and ink. In a few days the answer came :
"Write with a pencil."

praetieal joke: They quietly stuffed
of clothes with straw and buried it in
then killed a couple of chickens and sprinkled
blood profusely in the vicinity of the grave and
trampled the ground so as to give it the appearanee of having been the scene of a terrible strug
As they had hoped, the hurriedly made
gle.
Suspicions
grave and the blood were discovered.
of a dreadful murder were excited. The coroner
was hastily summoned, a jury impaneled,
and the
other preparations for an inquest made. Coroner,
jury, and the crowd of expectant bystanders " ac
knowledged the corn" when the dummy was ex
humed.
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[In this Department will be noticed such matters as are of Interest to correspondents and to the general reader.
' What They Say " should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]
Contributions for

(Our

O-o

(Ccrrcspoutrcnts.

QUESTIONS OF "GENERAL INTEREST" ONLY

will be answered in this department. We have no space
One question only at a time,
k>gratify idle curiosity.
and that dearly stated, must be propounded, if a corre
spondent shall expect us to give him the benefit of its early
consideration.
Questions of personal interest will be
promptly ansicered by letter, \f a stamp be indosed for
the return postage.

Social Amusement Question.

We

are most all of us members of the Church In this
community, and some of our principal members
They think they
are opposed to social parties.
are the wrong places for young Christians. Please
to tell us in your next number what you think
about it.

An*. Of course we think about it as phrenolo
Normal amusement is essential to the har
of brain, and to the body
monious development
In children
as the complement of the brain.
is proportionately
the capacity for amusement
The reason for this is
larger than K is in adults.
due to the greater necessity of exercise for the
development of the body and the thorough sus
As a general thing, those
tenance of nervous life.
who decry social amusement had very little of It
in their youth, and therefore lack that special de
velopment of brain which is particularly related to
the enjoyment of social intercourse. Such people
are not cheering elements in general society.
They are usually recognized as clouds. Meetings
among people, young and old, for pleasant, cheer
ful conversation and innocent amusement, are also
essential for the promotion of sympathy and kind
ness in a community. Everything that is baleful
or noxious In social partiec we seriously object
to, but that there need be anything harmful or
pernicious is altogether out *of the question.
There are so many games and modes of diversion,
all of an innocently amusing nature, and some of
them really instructive as well as amusing, that
one need not use any of those absurd and harmful
practices so rife in what is considered fashionable
gists.

life.

May
marrying

we

Marry

?

I

contemplate

a young lady who suits me in every
But
respect as to character, health, age, etc.
her father is a first cousin to my father, and
a
is
also
first
cousin
to
my mother.
her mother
Do you think it advisable to marry under those
am twenty-one in February,
circumstances T
and she eighteen next March.

I

-4 a*.

match.

We can not approve, and must oppose the
In view of the ill effects of consanguin

eous marriages on offspring, increasing Idiocy, im
becility, or other infirmities, we call on all our
State Legislatures to enact laws prohibiting such
marriages as arc known to be Inimical to the best
interests of individuals, the State, and the nation.
Let us at least avoid therfireci means of generating
subjects for asylums, hospitals, prisons, and poorhouses.
To those who are infatuated, who will
not reason, but are determined to consummate their
desires without regard to consequences, we com
mend the application of cold water to the back of
their heads. They need cooling off.

Color of Eyes and Hair.

Is there

of telling for certain the color of the
eyes of a person when you arc blind
folded t I ask because there is a person here lec
turing on Phrenology who claims that he can, but
will not prove it.
An*. " Guess not." But suppose he could tell,
what of it ? He is not the only boastful phrenol
ogist now before the public.
Egotistical brag
garts, be they old and gray, or be they beardless
boys, arc not to be trusted.
They are quacks and
impostors, who ought to be shut up for swindling.
way
hair and

any

Who Wrote Shakspeare?

It

is

affirmed by some that Lord Bacon wrote Shak
Does not the development
speare' s plays.
of Ba
con's head prove this assertion false*

An*. Lord Bacon was one of the most original
powerful thinkers that England ever pro
duced.
By profession he was a lawyer, and dur
ing the greater part of his life he was intimately
connected with departments of government.
He
published many important works, chiefly of a
political character, and Is usually referred to as
the originator of the system of reasoning known
as induction.
His writings, as a class; do not ex
hibit much of the ideal or imaginative element.
They are valued on account of their profound
learning and clear, cogent, irrefutable logic. His
head exhibits the characteristics of the thinker,
the counselor,
the logician, the metaphysician ;
the man who dealt witb the definite; the ascer
tained or the ascertainable
rather than with the
visionary and hypothetical.
Shakspearc's head
shows the man of strong perceptions, and also of
great ideal outreach.
SHakspeare's
head is rela
tively much broader than' Bacon's, but not so
much developed in the upper forward part of the
forehead.
Shakspeare was possessed of a stronger
intuitional faculty than Bacon ; and, moreover, his
temperament
rendered him much more suscept
ible to psychological impressions.
Of late years
there has been much discussion on the part of
and

Phrenological Journal.
some who seem inclined to doubt the authenticity

of the Shakspearian account, but for our own
part we can scarcely find much room in the his
drama to warrant an
tory of the Shakspearian
attempt to bolster up the advocacy of any other
than Shakspcare as the author of the wonderful
dramas and poetic compositions which bear his
The cotcmporary literature of SUakname.
spcarc's own time is so ample and so directly in
favor of his being the author, tliat it seems fool
" Palladia
Francis Meres, in his
hardy to doubt.
Tamia," published in 1598, when Shakspcare was
" the sweete
but thirty-four years old, said that
wittie soul of Ovid lives in the mellifluous and
honcy-tongued Shakspcare; witness his 'Venus
'
and Adonis,' his Lucrece,1 his sugared sonnets
" As Plautus
his
among
private friends." Again :
and Seneca are accounted the best for comedy and
tragedy among the Latincs, so Shakspe ire among
the English is the most excellent in both kinds
This was written by Meres before
for the stage."
Ben Jongreatest works appeared.
Shakspeare's
loved the
son says, in his "Discoveries:"
man, and do honor his memory on this side of

"I

Idolatry as much as any." Jonson was very in
timate with Shakspcare, and, according to com
mon report, was indebted to him for the perform
first play at the Black
ance of his (Jonson's)
Friars Theater. To one who is thoroughly famil
iar with the literature of the Shakspcrian age, it
must seem singular that any attempt would be
mode to despoil William Shakspeare of the laurels
he has so long worn.

Inquires.

You should avail yourself

A
of a first-class elocutionist.
taken and as
dozen lessons or more, faithfully
faithfully followed, will prove of inestimable
It is evident that your voice has not hud
value.
any cultivation; at any rate that uo pains have
been taken to develop yourself in vocalization.
Now you appreciate your deficiency, and at the
same time seek to do too much In defiance of
of the services

nature.

Music

Mesmerism.

When

one per

son is in a mesmerized state, and under the control
of another, can the person mesmerized be made to
sing, for instance, or play a tune on any instru
ment,
without the mesmerizer touching the socalled organ of Tunc upon the head ?
may, by an
Ans. Yes; itis said the mesmerizer

effort of his will alone, without contact with the
subject, cause the subject to sing and play at will.
are, no
The organs of the brain all of them
doubt, quickened and excited by mesmeric in
contact or by the
fluences, whether by personal
will of the mesmerizer.

Differ With,

and From.

"I

Which is

beg leave to
the proper mode of "expression:
"
differ with him," or differ from him ?

Ans. We differ with one when we quarrel ; we
differ from one when we think differently, or take
When bears or caU lock jaws
a different course.
with each other, they differ with one another ; but

[Feb.,

when they take different paths for home, or em
ploy different methods in securing their prey, they
differ from each other.

Shorthand.

What

system of short

bett now in use?
Uo you know anything of Gray's method 1
Ans. We have in our office four reporters : one
writes according to Pitman ; another according to
Graham ; another according to Munson; and they
It Is
do their work well, and we are satisfied.
claimed that Munson's is the most easily acquired ;
but the three mentioned are really all one system,
with modifications. It is to be expected that the
partisans of each system will praise the one he
follows. Gray's method, which is advertised to be
taught in fifteen minutes, or some such ridicu
lously short time, deserves no consideration what
It is 'doubtless one of the many rascally
ever.
catchpennies which are advertised with the view

hand is called, or is really the

to get the money of the unwary. So far as we can
judge of the system, it has neither sense nor
science.

Debilitated Faculties.

Can the fac

ulties which may have become impaired by dis
ease be fully restored f If so, how V
Ans. It is doubtful whether faculties which
have been injured by a long course of dissipation
will ever become thoroughly re invigorated. Men
injure their memory by the use of tobacco, and
appear to recover its normal use by abandoning
the filthy weed. Men who have injured themselves
by the use of alcoholic stimulants, or by strong
coffee or tea, when they give up these things,
seem to come back pretty nearly to their old
standard. But we have our serious doubts whether
any
the body or the brain which has suffered
serious illness ever thoroughly becomes as strong
as before.
A ship that has been strained and
racked by storms may be overhauled and pass
muster, but we doubt whether the loosened joints,
though filled with oakum and tar, are quite as
good as they were to start with. "Lead us not
into temptation " is a part of the prayer which we
" but
think is better than " Deliver us from evil ;
the latter is indispensable after the former has
failed. It is better to be whole, though we have
sears, than to perisli.

Size of Head.

What should be the

size of an evenly balanced head, measuring thir
teen inches from the open inn of each ear around the
from the same
and fourteen
inches
eyebrows,
points over the top of the head *

Ans. About 22i inches in circumference

Bashfulness.

cure for bashfulness ?

Can

you

tell

me

a

Ans. In our Annual for 1867 we printed an ex
haustive article on this subject. We have pub
lished eight years' Annuals in one book, entitled
" Combined Annuals," which can be had by mail,
postage paid, for (1 75. In this will be found ar
ticles on Sta w.wi-.KiNo -, Jealoust, its Cause and
Cure; Makhiaob op Cousins j Miktiiki lness ;
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Food for Thinkers and Workers. We men
tion the above topics, because nearly every week
we have questions on these subjects.

Memory of Animals.

Do the higher

order of animals possess memory, or are their ac
tions due to sensation and perception ? For in
would
stance, a horse breaks through a bridge,
the fear that he afterward evinces be due to me
mory, or to sensation and perception ?

Am. The impression was made through sensa
tion and perception, and these are remembered,
just as a man would remember them; but the
horse has no reasoning power, and though the
broken bridge may have been mended with new
plank, he will still shy and be afraid, not having
the reasoning power to kuow that the trouble has
been obviated ; while man, seeing that the dam
age had been repaired, though he would remem
ber bis previous disaster, would not be afraid of a
similar one.

Catherine de Medici.

This historical

woman was the only child of Lorenzinode

Medici,
Duke of Urbino, and Madelaine de la Tour, a
French princess, sister-in law of the Duke of Al
She was born in 1519, and in 1533 married
bany.
afterwards Henry II. of
the Duke of Orleans,
France. During her husband's lifetime the polit
ical history of Catherine possesses little interest;
but after his death, in 1559, and that of her eldest
son, who died in the year following, Catherine was
named Regent of France during the minority of
her second son, Charles IX.
Among the great
events which occurred during her regency, and
which belong to the early history of the Reforma
tion, were the battle of Dreux, fought between
Guise and Conde in 1562; the League of Bayonne,
formed against the Protestants, and the recom
mencement of the religious war in 1566 ; the battle
of St. Denis and the death of Montmorency in 1567;
the battle of Jarnac and assassination
of Conde
in 1569; the battle of Mont-Contour in 1569; the
peace of St Germain, to which Catherine submit
ted under the dictation of Coligni and the Pro
testants, in 1570 ; and the treacherous massacre of
St. Bartholomew in 1572. She died 1589. During
the fierce struggle between the Protestant and
Catholic leaders, which threatened to rend the
kingdom in pieces, Catherine exhibited a reckless
determination to maintain the royal authority, and
through her efforts the government was preserved
from total anarchy.
She was possessed of com
manding talents, was remarkable for her ambition
and the subtilty of her policy, and she had also a
taste for art, which led to the formation of the
grand galleries of the Tuileries, now unhappily In
ruins.

Instinct.

Intelligence.

Is the in

telligence of the brute derived wholly from in
stinct »
An*. Intelligence is one thing; instinct, an
A horsa, dog, or elephant, etc., la a
other.
state of nature, is governed by instinct ; but when
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broken, trained, subdued, disciplined to the ser
vice of man, he is changed improved.
By this
training, breaking, and discipline, he is educated.
and becomes,
so far, intelligent.
No amount
of training, however, can make him other than
the animal he is. You can not develop in him
any new organs or faculties such as reason, de
votion, benevolence, etc.
The line of demarkntion between the human and the animal is clearly
marked, and Phrenology shows where this line is.

s|W
In

the

fffcs §»s.

Phrenological

Journal

we

of what determined and resolute
Many years ago this journal
perseverance can do.
asserted a principle for which public opinion had
little or no appreciation; it, however, created a
public opinion for itself, and has maintained its
course, per fa* et nefas, till its own disciples have
placed its success beyond the reach of doubt.
This journal is now a fact. It is the liturgy of
phrenologists, the favorite of clcrkB, mechanics,
and factory operatives.
It delights, as much as
ever, in the marvelous, the monstrous, and the ec
centric. We are well pleased to see it very much
improved of late years in its tone, style, and effi
The Christian Tear.
ciency.
[Yes, it w a " fact." And it is " the favorite"
of the classes mentioned, including even humble,
publicans, and sinners,
truth-seeking fishermen,
It has never
whose interests it ever has In view.
played the sycophant to self-righteous Pharisees,
and consequently has been rejected by not a few
rich, bigoted, bad men. Its followers having visit
ed prisoners, and endeavored
to ameliorate their
forlorn condition ; the insane, and suggested
ways and means by which their infirmity might
be successfully treated ; the imbecile and idiotic,
and discovered methods whereby their minds and
bodies may be developed, it now ventures on the
higher domain, even that of the "cloth," and
would touch the hearts of its wearers in favor of
Christian love and unity, as opposed to sectarian
schism,
The teachings of
spleen, and rancor.
Phrenology are in keeping with the teachings of
established science and true religion, and opposed
to superstition, prejudice, bigotry, and all uncharitableness.
Phrenology accounts for many
things which have been regarded by the ignorant
as mysterious, and will in good time open up to
view the glories of a higher faith, a higher hope,
and a higher Christian charity than Is now taught
in many books and pulpits, or by any craft.
We
thank the Christian Year for so much appreciation

have an instance

and encouragement.

P. S. Since the above was In type, we regret to
the discontinuance of the Christian Year.
We were informed that It commenced its exist
ence a few months ago with 20,000 paying sub
scribers, which at its club-rstea would amount to
learn
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full

But three num
The public arc curious to know
what has become of the money, and why the maga
zine docs not go on. Au explnation is due to those
There are many who
who have paid in advance.
Is
arc mortified and grieved at this suspension.
there anything "rotten" in Denmark?]
$40,000;

at

rates, to S«0,000.

bers were issued.

"I

A friend from Missouri, E. C,
never

read a number of the

writes
Phrenological

:

Jocunal but I feel encouraged and have new im
pulses aroused in my mind to be a better man.
" 1 have noticed that after a sharp contest In the
game of checkers with a good player, whose man
agement I have to watch with great care and anxi
ety, I have a severe pain and great heat in the
region of the organ of Cautiousness, arising, as I
suppose, from the over-exertion of the faculty of
Cautiousness.
"Every day I get new. evidences of the truth of
Phrenology."

Enthusiasm

The Fort

in Verse.

Oodge Messenger was so delighted with our De
cember number that it broke out into the follow
ing strain of poetic inspiration :
We owe the reader no apology
the stores of knowledge he
Finds in the Journal of Phrknoloot.
Without the usual course in college, he
Can map and chart our heads,
As shale and limestone beds
Arc mapped and charted in geology !
God bless great Doctor 8purzheim,
(Though thousands d n and curse him,)
For teaching such delightful ology.
Moreover, above all,
God bless old Doctor Gall !
They should have named the science Gall-ogy.

For mentioning

Clear Manuscript.

G.

F.

writes

very sensibly on the proprieties of authorship.

comes into the editor"s hand a subscriber's care
fully-written "say;" when he can peruse the
article or letter without straining his eyes, he is
very cordially inclined toward that subscriber and
earnestly disposed to convert to some p-uctical use
what may be of service in his cominun'cation.

He
must have had some experience of the annoyances
editors arc subjected to. In the examination of
manuscript, written in a scraggy, irregular, or
blurred hand, it Is true enough, as he remarks,
that many a paper, ably composed in so far as the
is thrown aside in
subject-matter is concerned,
disgust because of the difficulty met by. the editor
Those publishers who have
in deciphering it.
the interest of the reading public at heart are quite
willing to consider the expressions of sympathy
and suggestion which come to them occasionally
from members of that public, and they are well
disposed toward giving some circulation to what
is aptly said by correspondents ; but when upon
the examination of a letter it is found that to
make it suitable for the compositor's use it must
be in a great measure re- written
in otller words,
that the edit?1* must supply ideas and whole sen
tences to clear up what is vague and inconsistent
in the dictum of the correspondent
it by no
moans appears unreasonable that the editor should
Howbeit, when there
throw aside such dictum.

There it a kind of physiognomy in Me itles of books
no less than in the faces of men, by which % skillful ob
server will know as well what to expect fn m the one tts
the other. Bittlxu.

Salad

Social.

for the Solitary

and

the

By an Epicure.

Re dressed and corabvo ; pp. 526. Price, $4. New York :
Bounded.
'e Witt C. Lout & Co.
This sumptuous volume is beautifully illustrated
with 53 original designs by eminent American ar
tists. Mr. Frederick Saunders, the author, has
put tho substance of ponderous encyclopedias
into his handsome book ; he has ransacked crea
tion, and gives us the gist of his accumulations.
He tells us about the talkative and the taciturn,
and he gives us a Monologue on Matrimony which
ought to be published in a popular book by itself.
Sports and Pastimes, Lost Words of the Illustri
ous, Mysteries of Medicine, An Interesting Talk
about Trees, The Toilette and its Devotees, The
Selfish and the Social, Pulpit Peculiarities, Hu
mors of Law, Flowers, Plagiarism or tho Lar
cenies of Literature, with Sleep and its Mysteries,
and enough more to entertain the reader for days
and weeks.

Speeches on

Political Questions.

By

W. Julian. With an Introduction by L.
8vo; pp. 472. Price, $2.
Maria Child.
New
Tork : Hurd <fcHoughton. Cambridge : River
side Press.
Here are not only honest and earnest, but intel
In Mr. Julian we have a high
ligent utterances.
type of the American scholar, statesman, and gen
tleman.
He Is modest, though self-relying ; he is
Among other topics dis
earnest, because sincere.
volume, we have the
cussed in this handsome
Spoliation of the Public Domain, with the Saving
Remedy, Impolicy of Land Bounties, The Home
stead Law Defended, How to Resume Specie Pay
ments, etc. There are model speeches here which
young orators and legislators would do well to
carefully peruse.
Geo.

Dogs and

their Doings.

By

the Rev.

F. O. Morris, B.A., author of "A History of
British Birds," " Natural History of the Bible,"
etc.
Small 4to ; pp. 184. Price, $1 75 New
York : Harper & Brothers.
Personally, we consider dogs a nuisance ; an l
when we see them taking the places which ought
to be given to children, we feel indignant. Loo j
at that portly maiden lady of fifty years spending
half her time, with no little of her money, on a
poodle which, trained to tricks and educated as
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highly as possible, is only a poodle, and can be
come nothing more than a poodle. Again, con
sider the millions of dollars' worth of useful sheep
killed every year by useless curs ($7,000,000).
Then we have mad dogs, who bite not only other
animals, but human beings as well ; and oh, the
horrors of such a death from hydrophobia!
The
book before us gives the other side of the dog ques
It relates many facts showing the great
tion.
sagacity of the dog ; his faithfulness, his socia
bility, his bravery, pluck, and courage, and is ex
quisitely illustrated with the portraits of more
than twenty historical dogs. It is one of the most
charming books of the season.

Gentle

ment and Tkaining or the Yovva, or The
Principles on which a firm, yet gentle Parental
Authority may be Maintained, and the Moral
and Mental Capacities of Children properly De
veloped.
By Jiicob Abbott, author of "Science
for the Young," etc.
12mo ; pp. 830. Price,
tl 50. New York : Harper & Brothers.
The author does not hold to the Old Testament
doctrine of " sparing the rod and spoiling the
child," or rather, we should say, to its literal or
physical interpretation. He points out a better
To all
way, for which let us be duly thankful.
who can not govern without flogging, we com
mend a perusal of these " Gentle Measures."

Measures

A Treatise ox English Puxctuatiox.

Woman's

Worth and Worth lessnrks.

Japan in our Day.

Compiled

and ar-

ran gcd by Bayard Taylor. 12mo ; pp. 280. Price,
50. New York: Charles Scribner <&Co.

tl

This once hidden empire is now opening its
Civilization is too much for
porta to the world.
it. Mr. Taylor gives us the most lucid description
of that country yet published; Its geography, na
tural history, agriculture, arts, and industries ;
tells us about their social relations, marriage,
education, religion, how they cook, how and what
they eat, and how they dress; also, something of
their festivities, funerals, theaters,
gymnastic
exercises,
schools, and commerce,
In short, he
tells us the story of Japan life in his usual felicitous
style. The book is amply illustrated by many fullpage engravings, pictured to the life.

The "Wonders of Water.

From the

French of Tissaiidicr.
Edited with numerous
additions by Scheie de Vere, D.D., LL.D., of the
University of Virginia, author of "Studies in
English," "Americanisms," etc. With sixtyfour Illustrations. 12mo; pp. S50. Price,
50.
New York : Chas. Scribner & Co.
Here is science, history, geography, natural his
tory, and something of everything relating to
water. In his glance at the ocean, the author tells
us of its extent, its color, its depth, and its tem
He tells us all about tide's and the cur
perature.
rents ; also, the system of circulation, the action
of water on continents, the physical and chemical
properties of water, as well as its uses. The book
is superbly published, and will muke one not only
willing but desirous to possess it.

Jl

The complement to " A New Atmosphere." By
Gall Hamilton.
12mo ; pp. 291. Price, 91 "5.
New York : Harper <fcBrothers.
Here are some of the headings under which our
author writes : The State of Nature, The State of
(French) Grace, Falling from Grace, Pursuit of
the Forty Thousand, Things Needed and Things
Wanted, Women among the Prophets, Disabilities,
Serfdom, Servile Occupations, Home Yearnings,
Female Sagacity in Politics, Press Work, Repre
sentative Reform, The Necessity of Female Suf
frage, Exemption or Imposition, The Attitude of
Men, Results,
all of which are treated in her
usually spirited style.

A Noble Woman.

By Mrs. Ann S. Ste

" Palaces and Prisons," etc.
phens, author of
12mo ; pp. 479. Price, »1 75 in cloth, or *1 50
in paper cover.
Philadelphia : T. B. Peterson &

Bros.
Mrs. Stephens gives us here her model or idc<il
woman of course, she describes her in a story.
All the ups and downs of life, all the trials and
triumphs incident to a struggling spirit, arc de
picted in the author's most vivid and vigorous
style, and her book will meet a hearty response
from many readers.

The Old
etc.

Back

Room.

By Jennie

author of " On the Ferrv Boat,"
12mo ; pp. 392. Price, $1 50. New York :

Harrison,

Dodd <feMead.
Here are the reminiscences of a close observer,
and the reader will find among them such stories
of interest and experience as will serve to while
away a pleasant hour.

op the State of Europe During
the Middle Ages. By Henry Hallam. LL.D.,
F.R.A.S. Adapted to the use of Students by
William Smith, D.C.L., LL.D. 12mo; pp. 708.
Price, «2. New York : Harper & Brothers.

View

This is from the latest edition of the author's
work, and embodies all his additions and improve
ments.
The editor has added to the chapter on
the Constitutional
History of England various
original documents, which will be of great service
to the student, Among these are the Statutes of
William the Conqueror, the Charter .of Liberties
of Henry I., the Constitutions of Clarendon, the
It in all respects, the most
Magna Charta, etc.
complete work of the kind in print
is,

Designed for Letter-writers, Authors, Printers,
and Correctors of the Press, and for the use of
8chools and Academics. With an Apppendix,
containing rules on the use of capitals, a list of
abbreviations, hints on the preparation of copy
and on proof reading, specimens of proof-sheet,
etc.
By John Wilson. Twentieth edition. $3.
Woolworth, Ainsworth <fc Co., 55 John Street,
New York ; 111 State 8treet, Chicago.
We can not do better than repeat what we wrote
of this book twenty years ago when noticing a
former edition ; " A work which should be in the
of every student who aspires even to
possession
write a letter.
It is a perfect guide in all matters
covered by the title." Since tnen, the work has
been greatly enlarged and very much improved.

Phrenological Journal.

Putnam's
"Eating

Handy

Drinking."

Book

Series.

A Popular Manual of
Food and Diet in Health and Disease.
By Geo.
Price, paper,
M. Beard, M.D.
12mo ; pp. ISO.
50 cents.
New York : G. P. Putnam it Sons.
"Stimulants and Narcotics Mbdically, Philosi'uicau-t, and morally considered, by
12mo;
Geo. M. Beard,
M.D.
pp. 155. Price,
New York : G. P. Putnam &
paper, 50 cents.
and

Sons.

but not exhaustive. This young
Suggestive,
author is evidently aiming nt fame and fortune.
Ho is more prolilie than profound.
In short, ho
is simply a book-maker, and the world will bo not
much the wiser for the books lie makes.
The
publishers have done their part, as usual, in an
admirable manner.

a

:

Agent.
193.
Co.

a

as
Curative
By Albert J. Steele, M.E.
12mo; pp.
Price, $2. New York: American News

The author gives his experiences
in this new
It intended rather for profes
sional than for popular use.
mode of practice.

August

The

Stories

August

and

Elvie.
By Jacob
Abbott, author of " The
Rollo Books," "The Juno Stories," etc. 12mo;
Price, $1 50. New York
Dodd &
pp. 388.
:

Containing

a Directory of Places and Routes, Statistics of
Population and Facts about Climate, Coloniza
tion, Mining, Farming, Stock Raising, etc.
18mo ; pp. 88. Price, 30 cents.
Denver : J. A.
Blake.
Those who would know something of this new
Territory may get a brief outline in this littlo
pocket hand-book. It is neatly printed, worthy
the imprint of the Riverside Press.

Therapeutics, or Electricity

Mead.

Like other productions of this antlior, this will

doubtless prove popular. It
handsomely pub
lished, presenting very inviting appearance.

Teacher's Guide.

Companion

to Bar

tholomew's Drawing-book No. 1. For Teachers
and Students using Bartholomew's Drawingbooks. By W. N. Bartholomew, Professor of
Drawing in the English High and Boston Nor
mal Schools.
Revised edition. 18mo
pp. 84.
Price, 25 cents.
New York: Woolworth, Ainsworth ifc Co.
Commendable.
;

of Colorado.

"La Petite

Theory and Practice of Electrical

Diseases

of Women

Their

Causes,

Prevention, and Radical Cure.
By Geo. H.
12mo
Taylor, M.D.
pp. 318. Price, $2.
New
York 8. R. Wells.
one of our sound and sensible hy
Dr. Taylor
gienic physicians. He has never dabbled in drugs,
although graduate of regular allopathic school.
work on the
He
well known as the author of
"Movement-Cure," and another on "Paralysis."
This work, "Diseases of Women," may be ob
tained at this office.
a

Hand-Book

or,

is

Hutchinson.
Indorsed by the leading men of the State, in
cluding members of its Legislature, as well as by
the press generally, this may be taken as the
standard hand-book of this thrifty young State.
Prospective settlers should secure a copy, and in
form themselves
in regard to its geography,
geology, natural history, its agriculture, its water
power, and other interests.

Cricket;

Fadctte."
By George Sand, author of "Consuelo," ."The Countess of RudolsUidt," etc.
12mo ; pp. 230. Price, $1 50 in morocco cloth,
in paper cover, tl.
Philadelphia
T. B.
etcrson & Brothers.
A curious book, full of wonder-loving stories,
bordering on the mysterious, and developing
love for the marvelous and the superstitious.
Be
lievers in witchcraft will believe in this.

:

Fifteen Years'

By C. C. Hutchinson. With a new
map and 40 illustrations. 18mo ; pp. 287. Price,
$1 ; in muslin, $1 50. Topcka, Kansas: C. C.
Experience.

Fanchon, the

is

Resources of Kansas.

II

The name of Miss Beecher will command respect
everywhere.
She is thoroughly educated, thought
ful nay, profound ; and her words have weight
with many.
Still, it does not follow that the world
will adopt her teachings in regard to Woman's
We hope all who can will read her
Suffrage.
work.

;

Sophie

Educator. With Views in Opposition to Wo
By Catherine E. Beechcr.
man Suffrage.
12mo ;
25. New York : 8. R. Wells.
pp. 228. Price,

a

By Marie

Woman's Profession as Mother and

a

One.

Schwartz.
Translated from the Swedish by
Selma Borg and Marie A. Brown. 8vo; pp. 318.
Price, $1 in paper ; tl 50 in cloth. Boston :
Lee & Shephard.
New York : Lee, Shephard &
Dillingham.
If a universal reading of this excellent author
would displace the tons of trash now issuing from
our press, wo could say God-speed, for, besides
real entertainment, the reader would obtain real
instruction, with a quickening of his moral sense
The tendency is always in the right di
as well.
rection, and the reader is the better for the reading.

By the Author of " John Hal

ifax, Gentleman," " A Brave Lady," " Agatha's
Husband," etc.
12rao; pp. 310. Price, $1 50.
New York : Harper & Brothers.
This lady has written so much and so well that
it is only necessary to give title, with name and
price, to secure many readers.

is

The Right

Hannah.

a

A Prac

filt;

Hygienic Hand-Book.

tical Guide for the Sick Room, with Appendix.
By R. T. Trail, author of "Hydropathic Ency
" Family Gymnasium,"
" Cook
clopedia,"
book," etc. 12mo; pp. 300. Price, $2. New
York : Samuel R. Wells.
A new and revised edition of this convenient
hand-book has just been published. It has been
Those who would know
some time out of print.
how to treat the various ills which flesh is heir to,
without drugs or other medicines, may And ample
directions here.

:

The

is
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Elementary Music Reader.

By B.

Jcpson, Teacher of Music in the Public Schools
12mo ; pp. 68. Price, 60 cents.
of N«w Haven.
New Haven, Conn. : Cbas. C. Chattield & Co.
Precisely what its title indicates ; the work will
aid beginners,
and tend to develop the musical
MossrB.
faculties in those who exerclso them.
Cbattteld & Co. have displayed excellent taste, as
well in this as in their other useful publications.

The Young Dodge Club.
Brigands.

the

Among;

By Prof. James De Mille, author of
"The B. 0. W. C," "The Boys of Grand Pre
School," etc. Illustrated. 18mo ; pp. 328. Price,
*1 50. Boston : Lee & Shephard. New York :
Lee, Shephard & Dillingham.
Like Oliver Optic, Professor De Mille under
stands boys, their natures, likes and dislikes, and
bis Life Among the Brigands will cause the heart
of many a youth to throb with fear and fun.

The Whispering

Pine Series.

The

8ophomores of Radcliffe, or James Trafton and
his Bosom Friends.
By Elijah Kellogg, author
of " Lion Ben of Elm Islaud," " Charlie Bell,
Illustrated,
Island," etc.
the Waif of Elm
lttmo ; pp. 381.
Boston : Lec & Shephard ;
New York : Lee, Shephard & Dillingham.
1 1 25 a volume.
The author's name, with the title of his book,
He depicts the
Is enough to secure
readers.
life and experience of a student in his course
through the school. Many useful suggestions are
given by which to make student-life somewhat
less hazardous and more endurable.

The Country

of the Dwarfs.

By

Paul du Chaillu. With numerous Engravings.
12mo ; pp. 314. Price, »1 75. New York : Harper
<£ Bros.
Whatever of fact, or whatever of fancy this au
thor puts into his books, certain It is that he in
terests his readers, and his publishers obtain an
extensive sale for his productions. This will be
Liberally illustrated with striking
no exception.
pictures, it will be welcomed everywhere by youth
and adult.

Little Pbudt's Flyaway
Aunt Madge's Story.

Series.

Illustrated. 18mo; pp.
Boston and New York: Lee

Price, t2 25.
& Shephard.
It is through talking and story telling that little
Aunt
and instructed.
children are entertained
Madge understands the art and knows how to ap
ply it
214.

Barxktt's Patent Parlor Gymnasium,

and Chest Expander. For School and Families;
for the young, old, and middle-aged; for the
narrow-chested ; for the round-shouldered ; for
for
persons afflicted with spinal distortions;
dyspeptics ; for ladies sitting at the sewing ma
chine, and all persons engaged in sedentary em
ployment. With illustrations from life by S. M.
12mo; pp. 120. Price, $1. New
Barnett, M.D.
York : J. Becker & Co.
This book is a description of the exercises to be
performed with the Chest Expander, an indiarubber strap with handles, the stretching of which
during the exercises acts on the muscles.
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Daughter.

s

By

Sophie

May, author of "Little Prudy Stories," etc.
ISmo ; pp. 330. Price, tl 50. Boston : Lee &
Shephard. New York: Lee, Shephard & DHlingham.
Simply the experience of a young lady from
girlhood up, told by a sympathetic woman " who
knows how it is herself." Sophie May Is a racy
writer, and seems to be growing in public favor,
especially with the young folks.

Serving our Generation,

and God's

Guidance in Youth.
Two Sermons preached
the College Chapel, Yale College, by President
Woolsey. 12mo ; pp. 51. Price, $1 25.
New
Haven, Conn. : Chas. C. Chattield <fcCo.
The utterances of a wise, kindly, and godly
man.
Let the world read and heed his teachings.

The American Home-Book of Indoor

Amusements, and Occupations.
By
Mrs. Caroline L. Smith (Aunt Carrie). Illus
trated.
12mo ; pp. 380. Price, $1 50. Boston :
Lee & Shephard.
New York: Lee, Shephard &
Dillingham.
Here arc games for old and young. Natural
and home
magic, bysbil, ventriloquism, house
arts, and lots of things which all boys and girls
will be delighted to know.
Games,

^Esthetics

;

or, The Science

By John Bascom,

of Beauty.

Professor in Williams College.
12mo ; pp. 268. New York and Chicago : Woolworth, Ainsworth & Co.
A series of sixteen interesting lectures relating
to all the external means by which to beautify and
perfect the character; besides, modern houses,
homes, schools, churches, occupations, etc., arc
well considered, and the views eloquently ex
pressed.

Little

Pieces

for Little

A Collection of Poetry

designod

Speakers :
to assist Parents

and Teachers in preparing for Exhibitions.
By
Miss S. M. Priest 18mo; pp. 240. Price, 60 cts.
Boston: Lcc & Shephard.
New York: Lee,
Shephard <StDillingham.

The best thing of Its kind, and must prove ac
ceptable

to many.

The Model Sunday School Speaker

:

A Collection of Dialogues, Addresses, etc., for

Exhibitions, Monthly Concerts, and Anniver
saries. By Anna Monroe. 18mo ; pp. 128. Price,
$2. Boston : Lee & Shcpard. New York : Lee,

Shephard & Dillingham.

Like the Young Man's Ready Letter Writer,
this " Sunday School Speaker" will assist all who
are fortunate enough

to avail themselves

of its

teachings.

Half-Hours with Modern Scientists

Cope, Tyndall.
Huxley, Barker, Stirling,
New Haven, Conn. : Charles C. Chattield
Price,
& Co.
$1 50.
We have here the several productions of these
famous authors on the physical basis of life, in
cluding the correlation of vital and physical
forces, protoplasm, evolution, heat and dust, the
scientific uses of the Imagination, etc, in a hand
some plump volume. Price, $1 50.
12mo.
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Fireside Science

:

A

Series of Popular

Scientific Essays upon Subjects connected with
Evcry-day Life. By Jas. R. Nicola, A.M., M.D..
author of "Chemistry of the Farm and the Sea,"
" Boston Journal of Chemistry."
and editor of
12mo ; pp. 283. Price, $1 50. New York : Hurd
& Houghton. Cambridge : Riverside Press.
To give the chemistry of a hen's egg and of a
cigar, of kerosene and a lump of sugar ; also of
the human body, of food, plants, etc., is one of
the features of this excellent work. It is just such
a work as every young person ought to read ; he
will live better and longer for reading and heeding
its teachings.

The National Chorus Book

:

A

Choice

of Oratorio and Opera Choruses,
Glees, etc., designed for Uic use of Musical Con
Compiled
ventions and Singing Associations.
Large 8vo ; pp. 203.
by L. 0. Emerson.
Boston: Oliver Ditson & Co.
Mr. Emerson has made himself popular and ac
ceptable as a composer of |both sacred and secular
music ; he has produced Buch a work in this as
must prove useful to the profession. Collection

The Musical Treasure

:

A Collection

of Vocal and Instrumental Music for the Piano
4to; pp. 224. Price,
forte or Reed Organ.
Boston : Oliver Ditson & Co.
We have here 64 vocal and 53 instrumental
pieces of first-class music, from such authors as
Handel, Dr. L. Mason, Emerson, Howard Paul,
This old and extensive
Hullah, Strauss, etc.
house publishes only the best musical works.

Half-Hour Recreations in Popular

No. 1. Strange Discoveries respect
Science.
By
ing the Aurora, and recent Solar Researches.
Richard A. Proctor, B.A., F.R.A.8., author of
" The Sun." 52 cts. Boston : Lee & Shephard.
A good beginning ; let the work go on. " Light,
light, more light" Is what the world wants.

Messrs. Orange Judd & Co. publish

" Hoosler Schoolmaster," by Edward Eggleston, in book form, at $1 50. Republished from
Hearth and Home, where it was so popular.
the

Durnton Abbey.

A Novel.

By T. A.

Price, 50 cunts.
175 pp.
Pamphlet
Trollopc.
Harper & Brothers.
This is No. 367 of the Library of Select Novels.

Oliver Optic,

not satisfied with going

around the world with his boys and girls in his
now comes out with a splendid picto
magazine
rial almanac for 1872, in the interest of young folks.
30 cents.

Compendious Grammar

of the Greek

Language.
Crosby, Professor
By Alpheus
Emeritus of the Greek Language and Literature
in Dartmouth College. 12mo ; pp. 870. Price,
New York and Chicago : Woolworth,
$2.
Ainsworth & Co.
Students in Greek will find this a special aid in
their studies ; it is clear and concise, though suf
ficiently elaborate for the purposes It Is Intended
to accomplish.

Beautiful Snow,

and

By J. W. Watson. New and
Small 8vo ; pp. 126. Price,
T. B. Peterson & Bros.
The publishers have done
bringing out these beautiful
" Beautiful Snow," there are
others, all of merit.

Other Poems.
enlarged
Edition.
Philadelphia :
*2.

their part well In
Besides

poems.

upward of twenty

Work and Play Annual of Home

Amusements and Social Sports, for 1872. Price,
15 cts. Milton, Bradley 4 Co., Springfield, Mass.
It describes all the popular household games
and sports, and tells where to find the materials.

Messrs. T. B. Peterson, of Philadel

phia, have just published the following :
Monsieur Antoine. By Georgo Sand. 8mo
pamphlet ; pp. 228. Price, 75 cents.
Rose Foster ; or the Second Series of the Mys
teries of the Court of London. By Geo. W. Rey
nolds. 8mo pamphlet ; pp. 551. Price,
50.
Kate O'Donoohue.
By Charles Lever.
8mo
pamphlet; pp. 158. Price, 75 cents.
Ctrilla; or The Mysterious Engagement. By
the Baroness
Tautphceus. 8mo pamphlet; pp
214. Price, 75 cents.
Kate Kennedy. By Mrs. C. J. Newby. 8mo
pamphlet; pp. 114. Price, 50 cents.
The Life op Billy Vidkins. Being Illustra
tions »f the Poets, with 32 Illustrations engraved
from original designs drawn by Henry H. Stephens.
8mall 4to ; pp. 32. Price, 25 cents.

II

Two Legends

of The Christ-Child.

For Christmas Tide. Small quarto; Illustrated,

and an illuminated cover.
Price, 60 cts.
York : De Witt C. Lent & Co.

New

A worthy tribute to the exalted subject. Though
Intended specially for the Christmas season, it is
a suitable gift for children at all times.

The National Encyclopedia.

A

Com

pendium of Universal Information,
brought
down to the year 1871 ; with the pronunciation
of every term and proper name. By L. Colancje,
LL.D., Editor of Zell's popular Encyclopedia.
To be illustrated with 500 wood-cuts, and com
plete In 18 semi-monthly numbers, at 40 cents
each.
New York : Francis B. Felt & Co.
The first number of this splendid work 56 oc
tavo pages
is issued, and fulfills all the promises
of editor and publishers. It promises to be the
cheapest and most convenient work of the sort.

The Old Franklin Almanac, No.

13,
for 1872. 8vo ; pp. 60. Price, 20 cents.
Phil
Winch.
adelphia : A
Full of the most useful and interesting statistics
Let everybody ob
connected with our country.
tain a copy.

Conversations

on the Bible.

Held

at the Young Men's Christian Association, N. Y.
By Prof. W. H. Thomson, M.D. In a scries of
Tracts. Prices, 15 cento for the first ; 10 cento
each for the rest.

We have here science and religion combined in
a series of discourses or conversations by a Chris
tian scholar and gentleman.
tion.

Here is real Informa
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GEORGE H. WILLIAMS,
ATTORNEY-GENERAL

OF

-jV/TR. WILLIAMS has a temperament of that quality which im
parts clearness and intensity to his tal
ents and emotions.
His mental as

THE
well

UNITED

STATES.

physical life may be re
garded as compact, rather than coarse
He centralizes his
and superficial.
as

his

thoughts and feelings, and is capable of

Phrenological Journal.

seems

development

harmo

all the faculties
working with equal tension and in uni
son.
He
not
broad, dry, abstract
a

is

nious and co-ordinate,

reasoner, but one who reaches practical
results on common-sense principles with
a

kind of easy intuition, and seldom has
occasion to modify his first judgment.
When he has studied and digested the

labor

in

so that

detail

they become
he does not

upon
them, and, as

them,

part
have to
a

involved,

principles

of himself,

but

rises
a

it

above
were, takes
He some
bird's-eye view of the whole.
times reaches conclusions which are just,

yet subject him to severe criticism, and
when called upon for an explanation, he
has to give the subject some study to

careless

;

is

He

it

back to first principles.
naturally critical makes sharp
and sometimes provokes
distinctions,

trace

thinkers

by insisting

on

the

specific points which he makes.
uses terms with accuracy; prunes

and

He

is

;

in

is

;

a

powers are wrought up and culminate in
His head, which
very
expression.
consid
high when the circumference
steadfastness

ered, indicates

amounting

almost to obstinacy, integrity, moral pur
sacred
pose, reverence for whatever
and venerable, and large Benevolence.
His sympathies are quick, and his Con
scientiousness and Firmness are such as
to give him unbending and unquestioned
His social nature, judging
probity.
from the features,
cordial and strong,
He
but select and special in its action.
inclined

to

have

but

few

personal

in
court or legislature, in
but those who
society or neighborhood
are admitted within that circle would
friends

a

in

it,

a

intellectual

If

will appreciate them, although those ex
rough
cellences may be hidden by
of
culture.
and
want
garb
His language
compact, critical, defi
nite, precise not affluent, unless all his
is

india-rubber ball floating on
but not of it.
His
stream, being

ences as an

his man.

glance, and seldom mistakes
men have excellences, he

is

al

roundings, he would carry himself
most as much isolated from those influ

men at

is

it

if

cause to respond in any way to such sur

criticise his assertions unfavorably.
measures
He reads character well

;

He would feel displeas
ure and disgust with reference to the
conduct and character of those around
were for the interest of his
him, but

his forces well.

is

burns no blank cartridges,
and controls

but husbands his resources

that men of sound, practical
judgment, without his clear-sighted
tuition, often feel inclined, at first, to
hence

is

or in threats

;

;

a

quiet, persistent, yet modest, selfcontrol
wastes no strength in display

with

cross-cut way, bearing about the same
relation to ordinary thinking as algebra
does to the longer forms of arithmetic

;

it,

He moves among men

upon the earth.

follow ordinary logical rules, cer
tainly not their formularies, but takes
not

a

without succumbing

than like the willow which blindly
surrenders everything but its bare hold

to

more the impress of intuitive common
of hard logic. In examining
his own satisfaction, he does
for
subjects

sense than

it

breeze

meets the

sifts his subject, excluding all extrinsic
His memory
very retentive,
matters.
bear
and his intellectual conclusions

a

is not much preyed upon by external in
fluences; is more like the oak which
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a

discharging from his mind all consid
erations which do not really belong to
His own man, he
the subject in hand.
is able to hold the current of his thoughts
He
and actions within his own power.

is

150

speak

emphatically
respecting his cor
Others may think him

dial sociability.
dry,

distant,

curt,

and

unsocial.

His

dignity and ambition give him respect
for himself and for public sentiment,
and aspiration for success in effort, while
his steadfastness of purpose and deter
mination of character, together with that

GEORGE

1872.]
concentrated

iiave already

IT.

which we
intelligence
alluded to, lead him to

press onward and upward without noise
or clamor, making sure footing at every
We judge that he takes his intel
step.
lect and moral feelings from his mother,
while his force, determination, and will

power are derived

from

?ide.

o

Attorney-General

'

the masculine

Williams

is a native

County, N. Y., and was born about
tin. year 1820. In 1844 he went to Iowa, where
he commenced the practice of his chosen pro
o

Columbia

fession, the law.
In this he made rapid ad
vancement, and early attained an eminent posi
tion, being mftde a judge in 1847.
This re
sponsible
iu 18*i,

office he occupied five years, when,
he was appointed Chief-Justice of

Oregon, and exorcised the function of that po
sition under the Presidency of Mr. Pierce and
administration.
a part of Buchanan's
Resigning, he was elected to the Senate of the
United States by the Oregon Legislature, and
took his seat in 1865. It will be remembered

during

that he acted a somewhat prominent part as a
member of the High Joint Commission which
" Ala
convened for the consideration of the
bama Claims" in the spring of 1871. His re
cent appointment to the Attorney-Generalship,
which was made vacant by the resignation of
Mr. Ackerman, has met with very general ac
ceptance, as he is a gentleman of superior
native talent and fine culture, and in his career
as a

judge and

a statesman has exhibited

sound

discretion

and staunch integrity.
A few days after Mr. Williams' appointment
several gentlemen from the Pacific coast called
upon him at his hotel and tendered their con
In response the new Attorneygratulations.
General spoke in the following off-hand and
characteristic

manner :

" Gentlemen, allow

me to make my acknow
ledgments for the expressions of kindness just
made., and to say that I feel highly compli
I per
mented by your presence this evening.

ceive that most of you reside upon the Pacific
coast, and I presume that by this meeting you
intend to signify your satisfaction that one of

your citizens has been called to a place in Pres
ident Grant's

Cabinet.

I accept

the position

with diffidence, but to the best of my abilities

I

shall discharge its duties so as to promote the
true interests of the country, and reflect credit
All the
upon the present Administration.
abilities

and energies which

I

possess

I

shall
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devote to the enforcement of the laws and the
suppression of violence, disorder, and crime.

I

promise all whom it may concern that when I
am placed at the head of the Department of
Justice in this Government, so far as the juiisdiction of that department may go, its mandates
will be dispensed without fear or favor, and

with equal vigor and respect for all classes and
of men. I know not what may be

conditions

in the clamor

now made about official delin

quencies in Federal office, but so far as the ex
posure and prosecution of such delinquencies
devolve upon the Department of Justice, no
partisan consideration will have weight, and
no pains will be spared to bring the guilty to
I deeply re
speedy and condign punishment.
gret that in some portions of the countiy a

I will
spirit of lawlessness seems to prevail.
favor every consideration of kindness to induce
obedience to the laws, but if no other means
am for using the whole
will answer, then
power of the country in the most vigorous and
effective manner to crush out every conspiracy
against the peace of society and the safety of
Governments were
the unoffending citizens.
primarily established to protect the weak
against the strong, and if this Government
fails to perform its functions in that respect, it
has a poor claim upon the support ana loyalty
am amazed that any consiclof its citizens.
able number of persons in the country at this
time should engage in acts of violence and dis
order, for there is nothing to be gained and
Life without
much to be lost, in that way.
safety to person and property, and society with
out good order and peace, are comparatively of
little value, but if the passions of hatred and
revenge are allowed to overcome these consid
erations, then it becomes the plain duty of the
Government to interpose with its strong arm,
to subdue and repress those passions. No one,
in the light of recent events in New York and
elsewhere, can take office now and escape the
vigilant eye of the people, and nothing but ac
tive and upright devotion to duty will give
shall struggle to meet
general satisfaction.
the popular demand, as well as to meet the ex
pectations of my friends, with how much of
success time and events will determine. I have
the honor to be the first Cabinet officer taken
from the Pacific coast. California, Nevada,
Oregon, and the Territories of the Far West
may now consider themselves recognized and
represented in every branch of the Government.
I feel a pride in their growth and development,
and I shall not forget, in my new office, where
have learned of their
my home is, or what
wants and interests by a residence of twenty- ,
seven years on the sunset side of the Mississin i
I do not affect indifference to puny
River.
have been elected to office.
matters because
belong to the Republican party. 1 believe in
I have a profound
its principles and politics.
conviction that its ascendancy, for some time
to come, is necessary to the preservation of
peace and the enforcement of law, and subor-

I

I

I

I

I

I
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warm

bath ; and

the heat, after the late freezing

I

I had

under

turned my head around, looking to
ward the chair on which I deposited my
gone,

clothes, as
b th.

I

was about

to get up out

On the chair sat G

,

of

the

looking calmly

How I got out of the bath I knowat ie.
not; but on recovering my senses I found
myself sprawling on the floor. The appari
tion, or whatever it was that had taken the
likeness of G
Tiiis
, had disappeared.
vision produced such a shock that I had no

it,

;

it

I

I

it

I

I I

a

,

G

,

G

I

I

finished

I

;

a

I

dressing,

and

as we

had

agreed

to

make an early start,
was ready by six o'clock,
the hour of our early breakfast."

I

The sequel to the above, recorded more
than sixty years after the blood-written
compact was made, runs thus:
" Drourjhtim, Oct.
have just
10, 1802.
been copying out from my journal the ac
count of this strange dream Certlnima mortis
imago! And now to finish the story, begun
above sixty years since. Soon after my return
from Edinburgh, there arrived
letter from
India announcing G.'s death, and stating that
he had died on the 19th of December
Sin
Yet when one reflects on
gular coincidence
the vast number of dreams which night after
night pass through our brains, the number
of coincidences are perhaps fewer and less re
fair calculation of character
markable than
would warrant us to expect.
Nor
sur
prising, considering the variety of our
thoughts in sleep, and that they all bear some
analogy to the affairs of life, that
dream
should sometimes coincide with
COtorn poraneous or even with
future event.
This
not much more wonderful than that person,
whom we had no reason to expect, should
!

a

is

a

felt con

and so
painfully vivid and so unfading was the im
pression that could not bring myself to talk
of
or to make the slightest allusion to it.
dream

is

said,

future state; yet all the while

vinced that the whole was

it

have

ance to me was to be received by me as proof

of

a

I

anything relating to
him, or to any member of his family.
rec
ollected quickly enough our old discussion,
and the bargain we had made.
could not
discharge from my mind the impression that
G
must have died, and that his appear

a

as

while lying in it and enjoying the comfort of

travels either connected with

a

taken,

Swedish

or with India, or with

:

able thing happened to me so remarkable
that I must tell the story from the beginning.
After I left the High School, I went with
G
, my most intimate friend, to attend
There was no
the classes in the University.
in
our walks we
class,
but
divinity
frequently
discussed and speculated upon many grave
subjects, among others on the immortality of
the soul and on a future state. This question,
and the possibility, I will not say of ghosts
walking, but of the dead appearing to the
living, were subjects of much speculation ;
and we actually committed the folly of draw
ing up an agreement, written with our blood,
that whichever of us died the first should
appear to the other, and thus solve any
'
life after
doubts wc had entertained of the
And after we had finished our classes
death.'
at the college, G
went to India, having
got an appointment there in the civil service.
He seldom wrote to me, and after the lapse
of a few years I had almost forgotten him ;
moreover, his family having little connection
with Edinburgh, I seldom saw or heard any
thing of them, or of him through them, so that
all the school-boy intimacy had died out, and
I had nearly forgotten his existence. I had

I

gular occurrence is related :
" Tired with the cold of yesterday, I was
glad to take the advantage of a hot bath
And here a most remark
before I turned in.

can not
dream,
distinctly to my eyes was
for moment doubt; yet for years had no
communication with
nor had thero
been anything to recall him to my recollec
tion nothing had taken place during our

a

Brougham," the following sin

1

" Autobiography

I

the recently published

IN of Lord

GHOST.

a

BROUGHAM'S

;

LORD

a

I

inclination to talk about
even to Stuart
but the impression
made upon me was too
vivid to be easily forgotten, and so strongly
was
affected by
that have written down
the whole history, with the date, 10th De
cember, and all the particulars as they are now
No doubt
fresh before me.
had fullen
asleep and that the appearance presented so

;

I

a

Everything
dinate to my official obligations.
that
can reasonably, and honorably, I shall
do to secure its triumph at the next Presiden
thank you, gentlemen, for this
tial election.
pleasant interview."
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IIOW THE DIFFERENT FACULTIES

1872.]

appear to us at the very moment

when

we

had been thinking or speaking of him. So
common is this, that it has for ages grown
into the proverb : " Speak of the devil," etc.
The great critic, lawyer, and statesman, it
will be perceived, undertook by reason to
dissipate the spiritual conclusion of the di
vinity that stirred within him ; but he could

Acquisitiveness

becomes

with

roused

reference to the acquisition of property,

it arouses its neighbor faculties to act in con
junction with it in various ways. It excites
when policy and concealment
Secretivencss
constitute the best means for gratifying the
to
love of gain ; it excites Constructiveness
make inventions, to work out results by me
chanical means ; it excites Combativcness and
to give energy and industry
Destructiveness
and force.
Some men who have more Com
than of Con
bativeness and Destructiveness
structiveness

hard work
were,
blows.

and reasoning

of

as a source

hammer

out

their

power, will seek
success, and, as it

living

by

heavy

One who has less Combativcness

Destructiveness
by which

will

seek mechanical

to do his work.

horse-power

and

the

and

means

He will use the

steam-power,

he

will

while another will
work by hand and secure success by the hard
est personal labor.
Acquisitiveness excites
Cautiousness in the direction of economy, of
use tools and machinery

;

Cautiousness being
saving, and preserving.
excited from any cause will arouse its neigh
and Cau
bors to action ; as Combativeness
tiousness lie side by side, they play into each
As the pugilist holds one
other's hands.
arm for defense and the other for striking, so
which in
Cautiousness and Combativeness,
spire this mode of fighting, aid each other in
ways.
Many a man fights through
The self-defensive severity which some
times is manifested even to the taking of life,
originates in fear. Cautiousness is the cen
tral element ; Combativeness and Destructive
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not discharge from his mind the impression
that his friend had died, and that his appear
ance was to be accepted as proof of a future
He tried to convince himself that it
state.
was all a dream, yet his interior consciousness
persistently accepted the impression as one
of the realities of the outer infinite a proof
of existence in the limitless Beyond.

THE DIFFERENT FACULTIES COMBINE

HOW

IF

COMBINE.

inconveniences

and

No.

2.

of poverty

dangers

do

inspire Acquisitiveness, and *vcn
ingenuity and planning intellect, to provide
for the future.
Cautiousness excites th« in
tellect to action to discover the ways and
means to obtain security against
danger.
Caution says Defend, Intellect plans defenses ;
while Combativeness and Destructiveness, or
or Acquisitiveness, may
Constructiveness
work out defense according to the character
of the danger.
Let Approbativeness be considered the
leader in a course of action, what will it ex
cite ? If it be a question of disgrace, censure,
much

to

calumny, and the disadvantages arising there
from, as Caution and Approbativeness lie
together, how natural it is that fear should
be awakened ! One's anxiety about reputa
tion is painful. How quick does Combative
ness arouse when one's good name is assailed 1

How sensitively fearful are many people lest
their reputation should be called in question !
They will stand almost any amount of black
mailing, or in other ways suffer deeply in
pocket to protect their reputation. Adhesive
ness or Friendship is located adjoining Appro
How one values the good opinion
bativeness.
of his friends ! Many a man would do wrong
but for the disgrace which he would bring
upon his friends; his desire to have their
Ap
good opinion leads him to self-denial.
excites

Secretiveness

to make

many

probativeness

fear.

plausible apologies and explanations, to con
ceal defects and guard the reputation from
Approbativeness sometimes excites
damage.
Many a person would do
Conscientiousness.
wrong in spito of an average Conscientious
ness if large Approbativeness did not burn
with pungent disgrace in view of wrong-do

ness, and perhaps Secretiveness added, deal
the deadly blow to the aggressor, and, as

Cautious
Acquisitiveness ; the fear of pov
erty in old age, the fear of privation, and the
courts

say, "served him right."

ness excites

ing

; and sometimes genuine

remorse, arising
is the result

from excited Conscientiousness,
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of

a sense

of disgrace through wounded Apthe painful action of which

probativeness,

Moreover, Selfup Conscientiousness.
is
Esteein, the neighbor of Approbativeness,
often aroused by the excitement of the for
stirs

mer.
esteem

Those who desire to stand high in the
of others need a good degree of Selfthe requisite dignity to
The fear of
the respect of others.
therefore, often leads people to

to impart

Estcem,
command

disgrace,
brace up their Self-Esteem

grandly, so that
a dog that

" Is thy servant
they would say,

should do this thing ? "
When Amativencss and Conjugal Love are
excited, all the other social elements wake
and DestructiveHow Combativeness
up.
activity in con
ness come into spontaneous
junction with the love-element, especially in
animals, for instance, the chief part of whose
fighting is done under the impetus of those
feelings ! We remember, when dueling was
he

more common

than now,

it

was usual

to say

in the papers, "There was a lady in the
case."
Among the uncultivated in our cities
it is not uncommon to have fights and rows
at their balls, sexual jealousy, of course, with
wounded
perhaps,

Approbativeness and Self-Esteem,
being the cause. The same men

would go on a target excursion and become
more intoxicated than at the ball, but there
would be no fighting. Probably the most
animosities which arise among men
or women originate in the rivalries of lovo
matters and in the jealousies growing out of
Parental love is excited also by Amthem.
so is Inhabitivencss, or love of
ativeness;
home.
Many a young man is careless of his
time, squanders his money, lays up nothing,
makes no provision for the future, until his
love-nature is excited ; then the thought of
wife, child, home, and friends, as related to
his Caution
home associations, stimulates
with a view of future want, and his Acquis
itiveness with a view to supply those wants,
and
and he avoids expensive entertainments
keeps out of company, hides his money away
in the savings bank, and thus is every way
improved in his general habits of life.
or Friendship rouses every
Adhesiveness
serious

social

element.

tiveness ;

it

It

also

awakens

Approba
to in

acts through Cautiousness

spire anxiety for friends ;
iveness and Destructiveness

it

rouses Combat

to defend friends
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and fight for and protect them ; it leads to a
fraternal sympathy, and the tendency to think
of others as well as of self.

When Parental Love or Philoprogcnitiveness becomes excited,

how

it

wakes

up

the

The cat having kittens
to protect would fight an acre of dogs.
The
timid partridge, so fearful of man that it re
quires great skill to get a shot at one, will
pitch battle with man in defense of her
chicks. We have often stumbled Upon a
brood of young partridges in the forest, and
the first warning we had was the blows about
the feet from the wings of the mother, which
refused to be kicked away from us, when we
wisely and mercifully beat a hasty retreat, in
admiration of the motherly instinct which
thus risked self and overcame its native timid
ity. The human parent generally lives for the
child, rejoices and suffers on its account, and
evinces in its behalf more of the God-like
spirit than in any other phase of character.
Firmness calls to its aid its neighbor Con
scientiousness, to indorse its determinations,
and thus aid it in maintaining its steadfast
defensive

elements !

Self-Esteem
imparts to steadfastness
dignity and assurance ; it teaches self-respect
and confidence.
Approbativeness adds its
warning against the disgrace of a vacillat
ing course, and thus inspires stability if not
and
Combativeness
obstinacy in Firmness.
ness.

readily listen to the voice of
and defense in
conjunction with its mandates. Hope warms
up at the touch of Firmness, and promises
victory and success to perseverance; while
Veneration,
trusting in the "Eternal One
who changeth not," gives new sanction to
Destructiveness

Firmness,

and

offer offense

honest determination.

instructed by the in
instruc
tion from revered seniors, quickly calls to its
aid many of the neighboring organs. Firm
" Be steadfast, immovable," in the
ness says,
faithful continuance in good works. Venera
tion says, "Fear God and work righteous
ness."
Hope and Spirituality add, "And
Cautious
you shall be accepted with Him."
" Fear, lest a
ness says,
promise being left
any should come short of it," while Combat
iveness says, " Fear not to do your duty in a
Conscientiousness

tellect as to the right, or accepting

righteous

cause."

Conscientiousness

impels to duty against

the love of ease

often

and

Whence and Rowt
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defective energy, arouses the love of property
of praise, keeping meanwhile the intel

and

lect active to devise

proper ways and means

to secure the right.

Benevolence

Acquis
incentive to

seldom acts alone.

itself has no stronger
action than that which comes from Benevo
As " it is more blessed to give than
lence.
to receive," the man has pleasure in the ac
quisition of property, and greater pleasure in
itiveness

bestowing it upon family, friends, and the
poor. When, therefore, Benevolence yearns
to do good, but lacks the means, it awakens
Acquisitiveness and the intellect to plan for
acquisition, and the organs of industrial en
ergy to furnish means for generous distribu
tion. Wealthy philanthropists, who endow
institutes, colleges, dispensaries, or hospitals,
do not enjoy half so much pleasure in the
acquisition of wealth as they do in bestowing
it in obedience to Benevolence, because Ac
quisitiveness itself still maintains in the insti
tution a kind of property, and is gratified to
see profit accrue to a good cause, while Be
nevolence, the reason, and even the sense of
praise, recognize the good that is being done
and to be done, as well as the just honor
which is accorded to beneficent acts. Was
ever prince in his gorgeous palace so happy
as Peter Cooper is when he sees the good
that is being done by the endowment of the
We envy the rich the
Cooper Institute?
have
of making the ages
they
opportunity
bless them for " devising liberal things."
How powerfully does Benevolence
excite
to defend the weak and op
Combativeness
and in the surgeon, the organ of
pressed
Destructiveness

to perform

the severe opera

tion for the patient's good.
Man will risk
more aisd fight harder to protect a child or a
wife than he will in his own behalf, because
a sacrifice for the sake of others arouses the
qualities, whose combined
activity constitute higher and purer motives
for action than even those of self-preserva
tion.
Thus the reciprocal interplay of the fac
ulties serve to make up the varied qualities
of character, and those wonderfully complex
shadings which, at different times and under
different conditions, make a man appear to
have many characters.
As many musical in
struments, and a great number of notes in

moral

and social
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each are required to produce the highest
order of harmony in music, so the greater the
number of faculties which can be called into
exercise in the production of a given judg
ment or mental effort, the richer will be the
result.
One looks at a picture and sees grass, trees,
water, cattle, men, and sky; and having un

trained perceptive faculties, and no culture
of the esthetic sentiments, he takes account
of the grass as so much pasturage, of the
as so much beef, of the trees as so
much cord-wood or timber, and of the water

cattle

as a stream

for mills, boats, or fish,

and here

the significance of the picture ends. Another
looks at the same picture, not through the
perceptive and economic faculties only, but
his Ideality and Sublimity; his Form, Size,

Weight, Color, and Order, together with his
moral and social nature, etherealize the work
All that which the words
upon the canvas.
summer, home, and affection mean, glow in
the work before him.
To him, the placid,
outspread water is nature's mirror, and the
smiling sky and the fleecy clouds are repeated
on its fair face. The singing rill with its
sparkling spray is a symbol of happy youth,
and brings back teeming memories of the
The trees, laden with the
pleasant
past.
honors of ages, seem full of poetry, of sun
shine, and the gushing songs of birds. The
soft grass, vocal with insect-life,
indicates
the teeming beneficence and bounty of the
Creator, and the quiet cattle reposing on its
bosom

evince

contentment

and

peace, and

over the whole picture there broods an air of
taste

and

refinement,

of fragrance
garden of God.
sense

imparting

and harmony

a

dreamy

as from

WHENCE AND HOW!
BT J. If. CAVAKSSS.

Dm it come In the whispering breeze,
Or In dreams In the hash of night T

At the blush of the rosy eve,
Or the dawn of the morning light t
Did a seraph on Joyful wing.
Come near me when wrapped in sleep.
And vision the secret Bwcet
Too sweet for me ever to keep f

Did a fairy the mcssago bear,
When no one of earth was near,
And brushing my locks away.
Gently whisper it In my ear t

the
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Journal.
I know

not from whence It came.
Or how the glad news was make known;
All I know is this I am lost In love,
And my heart is no longer my own.

Did the touch of an angel's wing
Fan the mists from before my eyes,
And permit me to look on the ona
Who will be my heart's richest prize ?

CHANGES

OF

BELIEF.

SECTARIAN

In your January number
the Cfiristmn Advocate
from
you copy
"
the item relating to the passing over" of the
Rev. .Wm. H. Milburn to the Methodist com

MR

[Marco,

EDITOR

which led to their changes ; none, however,
had any more real cause for their conduct than
" Is there
the particular case we have before us.
"
reason
I under
By
a reason for it ?
ask.
you

munion, and in your editorial remarks ask,
" Is it merely the preference of prejudice ? or is
there a reason for it? Which is the best?"

stand you to mean that process of the mind by
which different views are placed side by side,
comparisons made, and from which a judgment

I shall not attempt to go into a metaphysical,
theological, or even esthetioal consideration of
this question, but having given the matters of
which you inquire some thought and investi

son, in any case, can only go so far as the
knowledge of the individual extends, and tha
knowledge of the individual extends only so far

gation, may at least give the conclusions
ed, and the reasons therefor.

I

propose

taking

" Which is the

reach

up the last question first,
" It is but natural for

best ?

every one to maintain that what they adopt
But
is certainly so, or they would discard it.
mere assent does not always make a thing
The world is full
rinht, or even the best.
of examples of this fact Nor will even educa

is formed as to which is the correct one.

Rea

as the advantages and experience which have
been granted him or her. Preference or preju
dice acts independent of any of the processes

which we call reason, and can have no just
warrant or authority.

thus far, I propose to explain the
of the
practices, and foundation
Episcopal Church, or that denomination from
which Mr. Milburn passed over after having
Premising,

principles,

tion and reason, and thought or experience, al
ways place mankind either in the right belief
or in the right course of action, unless they get

tried its paths for seven years. It starts, in the
first place, with the fact that Jesus Christ es

on the right track,

which was to be for all time the re
ceptacle of his faith and doctrine, and by
which the world was to gain the knowledge
In this Church he
of his mission and work.

and

have

their

premises

correct.

The present question, however, hinges upon
A man of education, culture, deep

a single fact.

thought and varied erudition is brought up from
certain conditions.
At a

childhood under

stage in his life he feels that he has not attain
ed to that whicli it is his duty to become, and
with great moral courage (for it does require
great moral courage to turn the back on old
friends) he renounces his early education and
views, and enters upon a new course of life.
After the first stage of a man's life he returns
" As ono
to his old associations, and says, truly,
.advances in years ho finds it hard to form new
Attachments, and the heart turns with inexpres
sible longing to the friends and associations of
earlier

days."

.answered.
triumphed,

The question,

I

think, is here

The old sickness for home has

and moral courage gives way, and
the subject returns.
There have been, how
ever, more notable examples of such action in
the departure

to and return

from the Roman

of a number in the Episcopal
in which there was far more logic and
erudition. displayed in explanation of the causes
communion
Church,

tablished

on

this

earth

a

visible,

tangible

church,

appointed ministers and stewards to maintain,
govern, and perpetuate it ; he established forms
of acceptance, and institutions for memorials,
so that it should be openly acknowledged, and
ever be held in remembrance, and promised
that " the gates of hell should never prevail

" His first ministers obeyed his
against it !
mandates, and amid troubles and persecutions
established in all the then known world con
gregations of this Church, which, amid error,
corruption, and persecution, has continued un

til the present day.

I

shall make no invidious comparisons, but
merely state that as far as the principles, prac
tice, and doctrine of the Episcopal Church are
concerned, they are contained in the Bible, the
Book of Common Prayer, and her Articles of

The Gospel of Christ is the sole rule
Religion.
of faith as accepted and interpreted by the
Catholic Church, which acceptance and inter
pretation must be in accordance with the re
vealed word of God, for whatever is not con

" S TEPPING
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tained therein, or may not be proven thereby,
These
is not to be held as a matter of faith.

-

STONES."

doctrine, but of practice, between it and many
of the other denominations of the present day.
Most of them have gone out from its commu

propositions all bodies professing Christianity
tacitly consent to, except it be the matter of
interpretation,* which, with most of them, is

It

left to private judgment, and here is the rock
upon which the split takes place, and where
We feel safe in asserting, out
many founder.

a division

side of this there is not the least shadow of dif
ference, and we appdal to the reason of man to
decide whether the combined interpretation of
ages, free from all personal or partisan bias, is

not more likely to have a show of truth than
that of an individual, or a class of individuals,
with preconceived or biased ideas of what it
ought

to be.

No denomination,

except the Roman, has
ever said aught against the Episcopal commu
nion but what may be traced to this source.
The great schisms of the present day are nil
founded upon this principle, and we know that
it is capable of still further departures, and all
But, can
to claim to be of the body of Christ.

Christ be divided ? There is no Scriptural truth,
there is no Scriptural practice, there is no Scrip
tural doctrine but what the Episcopal Church

accepts, and which it freely proclaims. It is not
so popular as many others, because it can not

lower its standards to suit individual

tastes

and feelings. It appeals to human nature to
discover its spiritual wants, and provides for
them ; it appeals to Scripture to know its de
mands, and adheres to them, turning neither
to the right or the left to please the capricious
taste of mankind.

There is, however,

a far

wider breach, not of
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nion, and it looks upon them as schismatics.
looks upon them as having departed from
that order which is necessary for a successful

warfare against Satan, and can not countenance
which is weakening the strongholds
of Christianity.
It does not sanction their in
terpretation of Scripture, and therefore can not
allow of their conclusions.
These arc only a small part of the real diffi
in the way of a unity, and yet they
constitute no little cause of separation.
We
leave out of the question tradition, the deci
sions of Councils, and th<: opinions of wise and
culties

godly men in this question, and look solely to
the Scriptures; and if we take the simple word
to our mind, if there is warrant for anything,
there is certainly authority for that doctrine,
that practice, and that order which is called

while with too many of the
the Episcopal,
other forms there is but the accepting of one
idea or one precept, and straining everything
else to bend to it. Why, then, will there be

It was the boast of a Jesuit priest
changes?
that if he could have the children until they
twelve years old, others might
teach them after that.
It is hard to throw

were ten or

off early impressions however fallacious, and
if there is not a deep and abiding principle be
neath a man's belief, he will either be governed
by his preferences or his prejudices; he will
either seek the associations of early years, or
close his ears and eyes to everything which
may conflict with his lirst impressions.
W. G. I\ MUNKLOE.

"STEPPING-STONES."
TENNYSON
a beautiful

has a beautiful truth set in
stanza.

I

leave my readers

march

of periodical

I have

literature.

been trying to realize the truth my

self, this evening,

by

naming over various

in my own life, or, rather,
stepping-stones
if I so use
what may be " stepping-stones,"
them. Oh, reader ! you have had them also
do you consider them as such ?
If your dead self, that all the Past up to
the moment in which you read this, be look
ed at with Janus' eyes the fair remembrances
of lovely scenes and faces of ardent studies,
of family
sports, strivings after distinctions
affection, friendship, love, fair stones are they
Did they serve you well, helping you straight

1

;

;

Wc do not mean here private judgment This Is the
heritage of every responsible belug. We must make a
between the right of private judgment
ridedistinction
The one concerns only inand private interpretation.
dividnal opinion?, the other settles doctrines for ages.
The one was given by God to man, the other was dele
gated by Christ to his Church.

;

is,

It refers to the turn
to find the passage.
ing of the events of our lives to "steppingstones to better things."
Very many never
realize this perhaps some may, after reading
it on my ephemeral page, and it may influ
ence them long after the medium of the in-

fluence has been thrown aside in the rapid

Phrenological Journal.
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onward ? or have you let the sharply cornered,
rougher stones, tumbling this way and that,
displace the others till life seems a brawling
stream, with no sure footing to the happyThese rough
shore -to the celestial hills ?
stones massed together form the firmest spots

The weary
which to rest your foot.
of sorrow, pain, remorse, the bitter
ones of anger and despair, the blasted hopes,
the false caresses, the mortification and an
guish of loving and caring for those who
heed your love and care as little (nay, not
as much) as they do the light and air that
play daily around them : the pangs of wound
upon

hours

ed vanity ; the

misunderstandings of those

you love or respect ; the misrepresentations of
those who should respect you; the conscious

of failures in life by your own fault, or
have you stumbled or fallen
that of others
Wounded, are you help
among all these?
lessly mourning or struggling with cries of

ness

impotent rage, thus retarding your speed
upon your journey and the attainment of the
purpose for which you journeyed ? or have
you manfully accepted each event of your life

joining

[March,

to form a foothold
life or life's happiness ?
"
to better things."
How
Stepping-stones
grand, how beautiful an idea ! Then linger
not sadly on the past steadfastly use it as a
Have you suffered?
You
causeway only.
can pity others.
Have you enjoyed ? You
can make those who have not, glad that you
have. Have you earned distinctions ? There
liook not back fold
are more before you,
not your hands
Make
up, and be doing.
your life's changes, good or bad, a scries of
firm stepping-stones
to the glorious Here
after, the better things ! Let no false pride
delude you.
March rapidly, with no pause
for weak repinings.
Where lay errors, from
want of judgment, want of love, want of ex
" Therein I erred ; but I
perience, say boldly,
will try to avoid those errors for the future,
God helping," and as helpers, Humility and
Faith will lend their sustaining hands.
as stones

where

them

they threaten

Sure-footed and courageous, oh, traveler !
press forward, you that would make your
earthly days stepping-stones to the heavenly
land, the land where awaking in His likeness
embers.
we shall be " satisfied."

-4-

GEORGE H. HEPWORTH,

LATE OF THE CHURCH OF THE MESSIAH.

religious circles of XcwYork and New
have been considerably agitated
over the recent departure of this young but emi
nent divine from the Unitarian denomination.
The circumstances which led to his change of

THE
Encrland

religious belief have been discussed by the
newspapers, both religious and secular, and
have been elaborately shown in the recent dis
The reascourses of the gentleman himself.
sons assigned amount

simply to this, that Mr.
that Unita-

Hepworth had become convinced

rianism was not sufficiently sustained by that
generally received rule of religion and moral
ity, the Bible, while Trinitarianism was, and
he could no longer maintain his old standing
in the religious world without violating his

It will be remem
convictions.
that Mr. Hepworth succeeded Rev. Dr.
Osgood in the ministrations of the Church of

conscientious
bered

the Messiah, in I860, that pulpit having hecome vacant on account of the departure of its
veteran pastor also from the Unitarian ranks.
It is said, however, that Mr. Hepworth had
been for several years growing conservative in
liis theological views, and had more than once

endeavored

to bring the Unitarian conference

to a definite statement of views with regard to
the points of difference subsisting between
them and other denominations of Christians,
aad that having failed in this undertaking he
to separate from that
at length concluded
body.

He was born in Boston, Mass., February 4th,
On his mother's side he is of French
descent, and some of his ancestors met the fate
of the party leaders in the French Revolution.
Even when a child he gave promise of all his
Almost as soon as he
future oratorical ability.
w»s out of the cradle ho commenced his pro
1833.

fessional labors, gathering his playmates around

him and exhorting them in a pathetic fashion.
His education began in the. Boston Latin
School, and was continued under'the direction
of private tutors, his health being so delicate
as to prevent him from adopting the usual col
lege course. After three years of study in the
Cambridge Theological School he received a
call from a Unitarian church in Nantucket, in
There he remained two years, at the
1855.
end of which time, being dissatisfied with the

GEORGE

1872.]

II.

apparent results of his initial preacher life, be
relumed to Cambridge, and there be pursued a
course of study as resident graduate for a year.
In December, 1858, a few families in South Bos
ton organized a Unitarian society, and invited
Mr. Hepwortb to assume the functions of the
This second beginning proved success
pulpit.
His ministry was even brilliant. The so
ful.
ciety grew so rapidly that a spacious church
edifice was soon erected on Newton Street, and
sometimes 1,500 people filled the building to
His efforts
hear the gifted young preacher.
in Boston were not confined entirely to a set
class. He felt that a preacher should not only
consider the religious wants of the well-to-do,
but should

look

after the middle
the
and
class
poor.

p
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Hepwortb should be distinguished for his sym
His in
pathy, suavity, humor, and intuition.
tellectual organfc are very strongly marked.
The profile is also striking with respect to
the prominence of the organs of Benevo
lence and Human Nature. There are all the in
dications of frankness, liberality of sentiment,
and respect for the opinions of others which
are likely to be

found in one organization,
qualities, however, being attuned and
developed by careful culture, and his unusual
these

opportunities in the way of practical experi
He has very much
ence in human affairs.
quickly ap
sensitiveness and susceptibility,
preciates those iufluenccs which appeal to the
finer feelings, and
readily responds
to their demands.

He also

In further

possesses

temperament

ance of his views
ho hired the Bos

a

ton Theater, and
for four winters

utes to buoyancy
in thought and

which

contrib

preached therein
Sunday even

emotion, as well
as to exuberance

He com
ings.
menced a theo
logical school for

from a recent ser

the

in fancy.

abstract

An

on " Pray

mon

instruction
young men,

er" will

furnish

of
which after three

some

years was merg
ed in the Cam

worth's style.

of

Mr.

our

breaking out of
the late war Mr.

hard.

Hepwortb exhib

sand

and

tions.

great
enthusiasm

as a chaplain in a Massachusetts regiment, thus
showing his earnestness in a thoroughly prac
In 1862 he joined the expedition of
tical way.
Gen. Banks, and was appointed to a place on

his staff in the celebrated Louisiana campaign,
having charge of the free labor system. On his
return home he wrote an account of his army
experience, which was published under the
"
His
title of The Whip, Hoe, and Sword."
abilities as an orator have procured for him
special recognition with the general public, his
services being often required as a lecturer.
His naturally musical voice is finely modulated,
and his style of utterance is easy and natural.

From the general contour of the head Mr.

lives are
They are

filled with a thou

zeal

for the national
cause, ne served

Hep-

" My brethren,

bridge School of
Divinity. On the

ited

examples

tempta
Not only

are
young
the
by
teased
devil, but those in
the

In the house
middle life are lured on by him.
wharves,
temptation
the
street,
at
hold, in the
comes in an alluring guise and draws us away.
Then we are conscious of our weakness.

We

can't philosophize into virtue, we can't think
We
into power and influence.
ourselves
must lean on some one, we must realize a high

When we are pressed down and
er power.
takes us by the hand, and we are
God
weary,
When we are buried in sorrow, the
safe.
'
clouds pass, and God's voice says, Son, Til
How tired we
help you,' and that is enough.
get! the burden becomes so great, we can't
bear

it

say, "O

Then we get down on our knees and
God, help us 1" That's all. Then a still,

Phrenological Journal.

I

I

it,

I

?

I

strength and vigor.
do not under
not eat becauue
and

health

?

I

I

it

;

I

it,

and planted the seed, watered
watched
was repaid by its beauty.
carefully, until
will be
enough for me; if you can explain,
no
do not understand
glad, but that

I

level

live.

til leaves arc put forth, the» buds, then the per
but
fect flower, making the whole air fragrant
the fact itself satisfies me, because have tried

is

everything, even as the martyrs
and were lost in ecstasy,
their bodies were burnt and they felt

to the stake

while

no pain.

Their bodies dropped from

their

souls as clothes, because they lived in God.
They did not trust in reason, but in spirit. In
is

a

is

practical value in prayer.
the salvation of the young, the shield of

our lives there

middle life, the hope of the aged."

Happv Faces How to Keep them so.
Carry the radiance of your soul in your face.
Let the world have the benefit of it. Let your
cheerfulness be felt for good wherever you are,
and let your smiles be scattered like sunbeams
" on the just as well as on the unjust."
Such
a

a

rich reward, for
disposition will yield you
its happy effects will come home to you and
brighten your moments of thought.

Smiles

it

;

a

is

makes the mind
Cheerfulness
duty
clear, gives tone to thought, and adds grace
Joubcrt says,
and beauty to the countenance.
" When you give, give with joy and smiling."
are little trifles, cheap articles, to be

;

:

ing suggestive and startling facts
In New York city, for the past ten years,
132,304 persons, of whom 66,629 were men,
and 65,674 women, were committed to the
city prisons for intoxication alone accord
ing to the City Inspector's report, from 1851
to 1855, there were
intemperance,

2,522 deaths

caused by

and from that period to the

31st of December,

1868, they

amounted

to

2,170.

In

1865, out of 18,518

committed,

were 11,397 women, 7,220 men.

there

Reports of

that women arc much
than men. The Commis
sioners of Charities and Corrections, in their
report, dated January, 1867, in speaking of
the city prison show

more incorrigible

the workhouse,

remark

:

bear

went

lately issued by the Ap-

pletons, of New York, has the follow

"There, the vagrant, the slothful, and the
drunkard are taught, by forcible lessons in
hard work, the folly of their past conduct.
brief, rarely exceeding
The term of service
term of sharp disci
three months, but
pline, and generally inspires amongthe males
wholesome dread of their repetition. On
the female prisoners, however, this effect is
not produced.
They are subjected to the
same rules as the men, but neither the sense
of confinement, nor their laborious employ
ment, have much effect on their conduct.
They are impatient for the end of their term
of committal, but
only that they may
a

can

PAMPHLET

is

it

if

;

but
explain
you wish to know his power,
look back to the times of the grand old mar
So long
tyrs who faced death in every form.
as the soul communes with the Father,

A

WOMEN.

is

it

is

Dear friends,
mystery we call prayer.
" We don't know how the strength comes, but
we pray and expect it. God doesn't always
den.

DRINKING

is

enjoy my flower gar
the same with this

it

not

should

a

reason

I

I

it,

I

is

find

for their buoyant natures in the cheerful, lov
ing faces of those who lead them.

Let them not be kept from the middle-aged,
who need the encouragement they bring.
Give your smiles also to the aged. They
come to them like tlte quiet rain of summer,
making fresh and verdant the long, weaiy path
of life. They look for them from you who
arc rejoicing in the fullness of life. Be gentl«
and indulgent to all. Love the true, the beau
tiful, the just, the hoi}-; in short, be cheerful,
and you will have
happy face as long as you

do
will do me good.
by experience that
put in the ground
not know why the seed
bursts and sends forth its shoots, nor how its
thousand tendrils draw their nourishment un

It

heart to educate them, and would

it

of digestion
know

those little ones who need the sunshine of the

It

is

;

pro* ess

than reason

I

stand the physiological
instinct
stronger

No

;

I

gives
Then, shall

I

food

sponses to the emotions of the soul.
Let the children have the benefit of them

;

But how does
chemistry of prayer.
know nothing of the mechanics
prayer act
of prayer. A word of agony goes to heaven
and comes down full of hlessing, and enjoy
know that
do not understand it.
though
secret

fraught with so many blessings both to the
pleasant little ripples to
giver and receiver
watch, as we stand on the shore of every -day
life. They are our higher, better nature's re

a

is

if

it,

'
'
small voice comes, Son, I will help you : the
the ears do not hear it; and
heart feels
the
Such
vvc get up comforted and happy.

[March,

a
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indulge in their craving for liquor, and in a
few days they are again inmates of the work
house.

In

unfortunates

many instances women have been

nothing of the impression made on the mind
the thoughtful by the remarks concerning
the apparent incorrigibility of female ine
briates.
Can it be possible that among these

of

or

are

found very many
allies them to the

better class of our population ? If so, cer
tainly there is work for the true reformer in
our American homes. But we arc skeptical
on this point, and will not think that the
statistician has done his duty until we are
furnished with the particulars, showing the
condition of the
nationality and social
wretched victims of intemperance.]

committed thirty and forty times, and in
some cases one hundred times."
(The proportion of women in the total of
this exhibit is most painfully large, to say

|hgf>to0nom|),

there

whose birth and education
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[continued from oun February number ]
SOME FURTIIER OBSERVATIONS ON THE FORM
AND PKOrORTIOXS
OF
THE SKULL, AND
BONKS OF THE FACE.

LETto

us return with more just principles
the study of the lines

face loses all dignity and form.

The

eye

is

especially diminutive, and the nose misshapen.
It will be found that the bones correspond

with the general

skeleton ; very

tall men,

marking the

regions of the face and head.
A line drawn from the tube of the ear to
of the frontal
the eyebrow, or prominence
and one from the same point to the
If an
chin, include the face in a triangle.
other line be drawn to the lowest point of
the nose, we divide the face into two regions ;
the lower occupied by the masticating appa
ratus of teeth, jaws, and their muscles. If
bone,

Fro. 2.

if

gigantic, have large jaws, and
small heads.
In rickety de
formity of the bones, the character of the
face is exhibited, as in this sketch, by a de
fect in the size of the jaw-bones, which have
yielded to the action of their muscles. The
qualities of mind, evinced in expression, may
redeem any degree of deformity ; but the pe
culiarity of the countenance here is that of
especially

comparatively

Flo. 1. Too much Jaw.

this alone lie enlarged, the effect is an en
croachment on the nose and orbit, and the

A Rickett Head.
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rickets

;

the

prominence

of

the

forehead

of bone,
and not from a superior development of the
We have a further opportunity of ob
brain.
serving that the projection of the facial line,
with due conformity of feat
unaccompanied
arises merely from the accumulation

ures, only adds to the deformity.*
dissatisfied

Blumcnbach,

with

the

facial

line of Camper, contrived a different mode
of distinguishing the capacities of the head
He selected two bones of the
and face.
skull : the frontal bone as representing the
of the cranium or brain-case ;
development
and the superior maxillary bone, as the seat

of

the organs

as

opposite

of

which are considered
intellectual properties.
He placed the vertex 01' the skull toward
him, so as to look over the brow or forehead ;
and then he noted how much the bones of
the check, the nose, and the upper jaw pro
jected beyond the level of the frontal bone.
This method he used as better suited to mark
the peculiarities of the national head . and
to be employed in the skull rather than in
It may be useful, but it is
the living head.
The breadth of the
manifestly
imperfect.
face may be noted in this manner; but it will
better serve the purpose of the artist to draw
the face in- front, and to apply the principle
already explained, in the profile.
It was observed in the preceding pages,
that the different plans of measuring the
to

sense,

the

u In visiting the villa Albani, among tho indescrib
able beauties which arc everywhere around us, the party
was amused with my attention being fixed upon the
statue of a deformed person. I was indeed struck with
the truth 'of the representation : the manner in which
the ribs are distorted, the head sunk upon the breast,
and the exaggeration of certain muscles, consequent

upon displacement of the bones. I was thinking of the
accurate conception which the ancients had of human
anatomy, and the precision with which they copied from
nature.
" This is said to be a statue of Ertop. and on referring
to Visconti. where he treats of the fabulist, I see that hie
engraving of the statue, beautiful as it is, is deficient In
what appeured U>me ft due correspondence in the coun
tenance, and the distortion of the body. On comparing
it with a sketch I had made, I find that I have marked
more distinctly the position of the head, the projection
of the chin, and the fullness of the forehead characteris
tic of that defect in the face which arises from the jaw
yielding to the action of the muscles during the age
when the bones are soft.
' Visconti discovers in the face ft spirituality quite In
contrast with that expression which the ancients give
to buffoons and dwarfs, whose physiognomy they always
make ridiculous."
Note from Journal

JOURNAL.
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head might assist in pointing out the varie
ties in the form

of the head ; but that for
distinguishing what is acknowledged by all
to be beautiful in the antique, none of them
on a just

proceeded

A

principle.

stance to which Professor

Gibson,

circum
of Phila

delphia, then my pupil, first drew my atten
me that the methods which
physiologists had practiced were very incor
rect.
He placed before me the skull of a

tion, convinced

European and of

a negro ; and resting them
both on the condyles of the occipital bone, as

the head

is supported

on the spine,

it

ap

that the European fell forward, and
the African backward.
This seemed remark
able, when both physiologists and physiog
peared

nomists were describing the greater compar
ative size of the face, as the grand peculiarity

of the African head. I was desirous of in
vestigating this matter further.
The difficulty of finding a line by which
to measure the inclination of the face would
be removed

if

we were to take the head as

fairly balanced on the articulating surfaces
of the atlas, or first bone of the spine; but
in the living body, it will not be easy to fix
the head in the equipoise.
Something may
be attained by comparing the general posi
tion of the head, in the European and the
negro; but nothing approaching to the accu
racy which observation pretending to science

requires.

To find a line which should not vary, but
enable us to measure with correctness the an
gles both of the facial line, and
intermediate

I

between

of

the cranium

the line
and

the

poised the skull upon a perpendicular
rod, by passing the point through the fora
face,

into the interior of the skull,
that the upper part of the cranium rested
on the point.
By shifting the skull till the
rod was exactly betwixt the condyles of the
occipital bone, and in the center of the fora
men magnum, I procured the line which was
men magnum

so

wanted.

I now divided into degrees, or equal parts,
the great convexity of the cranium, from the
setting on of the nose on the fore part, to
the margin of the foramen magnum behind ;
and having so prepared several skulls for ad

justment on the rod,

I

began to make my ob

servations.

In comparing

the European skull with that

of

the negro, the po,int

tdfc touched

degrees

ITS ANA
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of

the rod in the lat-

the inside of the cranium

nearer to the bones

of

several

the face, or

more forward on the cranium, than the former.

On measuring the angle of the facial line
Camper with this perpendicular line, in a
European skull the most perfect in form of
any I possessed, I found the difference to be

of

ten degrees.

The cause of the difference being much
greater between the European and African
skull, in this way of measuring, than by
Camper*& plan is, that here the facial line has
reference to the whole form and proportion
of the head ; whereas in Camper's measure
ment it marks only the inclination of the face.

Flo. 3. Actiior's Facial Angle.

We have now an explanation of the pecu
liarity in the position of the negro's head,
the upward inclination of the face, and the
falling back of the occiput. And here, too,
we have

it

proved,

that

it

is an error to sup

pose the negro head to be remarkable in char
acter on account of any increase in the pro

portion of the bones of the face to the cra
nium ; for the area of the bones of the face
is in this way shown to bear a less proportion
to that of the bones of the cranium, in the
negro than in the European head.
My next object of inquiry was to find on
what the distinctive character of the negro

For to the eye the
really depends.
negro face appears larger, while in fact if is
proved to be smaller than the European, con

face

I took
sidered in relation to the cranium.
off the lower jaw-bones from both the Euro
pean and the negro skull ; and then, in order
to poise the skulls on the perpendicular rod,
it was required to move both forward on the
point of the rod. But it was found neces
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sary to shift the negro skull considerably far
ther forward than the European ; the point

of the rod thus indicating by its removal
backward on the 6cale, that the lower jaw of
bore a greater proportion to the
skull than that of the European.
The facial
line was of course thrown farther backward
in both skulls on taking away the jaw ; but
the jaw of the negro being larger than that
of the European, the inclination backward
was greater in the negro skull.
Proceeding
to take away the upper jaws, and then the
whole bones of the face, the index on the
surface of the cranium showed that the jaw
the negro

bones

of

the negro bore a much greater pro

portion to the head and the other bones of
the face, than those of the European skull ;
and that the apparent magnitude of the bones
of the negro face resulted from the sine and
form of the jaw-bones alone, while the upper
bones of the face, and indeed all that had
not relation to the teeth and masticatioii.
were less than those of the European skull.
In proceeding
with these experiments, 1
changed the manner of noting the variations
in the inclination of the cranium; because I
perceived that an index, marked on the con
vexity of the skull, varied according to the
form of the head.
Preserving the principle,
I measured the inclination of the cranium by
an angle formed by the perpendicular line
between
(a b) and a line (a c) intermediate
On poising the
the cranium and the face.
cranium on the rod, after taking away all the
bones of the face, it appeared that the negro
cranium had the line elevated nearly ten de
grees more than the European. I also found,
on comparing the cranium of a child with
that of an adult, that it was deficient in the
relative proportions of weight and capacity
on the fore part that the line was depressed
by the size of the forehead increasing in pro
portion to the advance in maturity.
On looking attentively to these skulls, it
was evident that there were distinctions to
be observed in the form of the cranium it
self, independently of the proportions be
tween the face and cranium ; that these vari
eties depended on the form of the brain, and
proceeded (I think we may conclude) from
the more or less complete development of the
organ of the mind.
[There is no doubt at
All phrenological cxperi
all about this.
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In the infant there is
it.]
a deficiency of weight, and a less ample area
in the higher and anterior part of the brainI say less ample, only in comparison
case.

grinding

with that which we may estimate
standard, viz., the adult European.

the tiger, and all carnivorous animals, much
of the character of the face lies in the depth

ence confirms

as

the

In

the

negro, besides the greater weakness and light
ness in the bones of the whole skull, there is
a remarkable

deficiency of length in the head
a narrow and depressed

forward, producing

forehead ; whereas a large capacious

forehead

is allowed to be the least equivocal mark of
perfection in the head.
Having been brought by this more accu
rate method of measuring the skull, to ob
serve distinctions not only in the cranium
and bones of the face, but in the face itself,
and in the cranium independently of the face,

I

-wished, in the next place, to consider more
at large the varieties in the form of the face,
and the cause of the secret influence of cer

tains forms on our judgment of beauty.
From the examination of the heads, both of
men and brutes, and of the skulls of a variety
.of animals, I think there is reason to conclude
that the external character [configuration]
consists more in the relative proportions of the
parts of the face to each other than has been
admitted. On first consideration we are apt
to say, that in the beautiful form of the hu
man countenance the likeness of the brute is
inadmissible ; that wherever we see a resem
blance to the brute in the form of the whole
countenance, or in the particular features, it
But this is true to a
implies degradation.
limited extent only ; and how far it extends,
the examination of the uses of the parts will
inform us.
We have therefore again to inquire, which
are the nobler features of the face, and what
belong to the inferior functions.
In examining the mouth and jaws of ani
mals we shall be convinced that the form of
the bones is adapted to the necessities of

of

; and

we examine the form

of the

more narrowly, we shall perceive tha£
there must necessarily be a form of the jaw

teeth

corresponding to these actions.

In

the lion,

of the jaw forward ; because this depth is
necessary for the socketing of the long ca
nine teeth.
When, on the contrary, the jaw
is deep and strong toward the back part, it
is for the firm

socketing of the grinding
of the form of
the head of the horse, and of all graminivo
rous animals.
There is also a peculiar form
of the head and distinct expression in the
teeth,

and is characteristic

rodentia,

and such animals

as have to pierce

for their food, as the monkeys, which
is produced by their cutting teeth being
placed at right angles in their jaws, for the
action of gnawing.
Now it certainly is by that unconscious
operation of the fancy, that associating pow
er which has a constant influence on our
opinions, that a human face with protuberant
jaws seems degraded to the brutal character;
that the projection of the incisor teeth espe
cially gives a remarkable expression of mean
ness ; while we see that the enlargement of
the canine teeth, as in the demons of the
Last Judgment of Michael Angelo, produces
an air of savageness and ferocity.*
When we consider further the muscles ap
propriated to the motions of the jaws, we
may comprehend why it should be thought
a deformity whon the zygoma (the arch of
shells

iKine on the temple) is remarkably

It

is enlarged

prominent.

to permit the massy temporal

by which

the jaw is closed to act
its form corresponds with the
size of the jaw, and with the canine teeth.
This will be very evident if we place the hu
man skull beside the skull of the horse, the
lion, the bull, the tiger, the sheep, the dog,
muscle

freely,

and

etc.

in man, whose jaw-bones
are smaller than those of other animals, this
in de
sense is most perfect, most exquisite
gree, and suited to the greatest variety in its
Turning to the skulls of the horse
exercise.
and the lion, we shall see that the one is fit

It has already been said that a comparison
of the area of the bones of the head and face
in different animals will not inform us of the
relativo perfection of the brain in its exer
cise. But still we may recognize, in the form
of the jaws and bill, the beast or bird of
rapine ; in the breadth and extent of the

ted for powerful mastication, and the other
for tearing and lacerating, not for cutting or

* Fairy Queen, Book IV. cant. vii. 5.

the creature, independently altogether
sense

of taste

the

; that

Expression its anatomy and philosophy.

central

in or attached

organ

mastication,

a

is

it

is

a

it

a

is

is

a

it

a

;

a

the antique

that

prominent

and

large

as

the model

of

bead, we shall confess
or

cheek-l>one,

square behind,

jaw-bone
that

a defect

;

we take

the great depth of face, produced
by the
also
length of the teeth,
deformity that
;

projecting jaws are still worse

;

the

and,

above all, that the monkey-like protrusion of
the fore teeth takes away from the dignity

of human expression.

ESSAY

II.

CHANGES FROM INFANCY TO AGE. OF TI1E
OF
SKULL, AS PROTECTING THE BRAIN.
THE CHARACTERS OF BRUTES.
NATIONAL
PECULIARITIES.

TnE

parts which cover
within them, grow,
as
were, by one impulse, so that they cor
the fleshy lips of the ne
respond together
gro are suited to his large protuberant teeth.
attend
Among ourselves, square jaw-bone
thickness and heaviness of the cheeks
ed by
bones,

and

the

them, or are contained

and lips
corner

and

if

the canine teeth, the strong

long and promi
coarseness and heav
not only
certain irasci
different kind, but

teeth, be unusually

nent, there

iness of
In women and young
bility of expression.
persons with large incisor teeth, there
pretty fullness and ripeness of the lips.
child
The whole character of the face of

a

is

a

I

is

is,

than by the methods hitherto in use : I have
shown that the relative capacity of the cra
nium or brain-case to that of the face, as
containing the organs of the senses, is insuf
ficient to mark the scale of intellect, or to
explain the distinctions of character in the
human head : that the perfection of the hu
man head greatly consists in the increase of
the cranium forward ; in the full and capa
cious forehead ; and that the cranium of the
negro, when compared with the perfect cra
nium of a European, has less capacity at the
fore part.* It has been shown that in the
negro the whole of the face is actually smaller,
instead of being greater, when compared
with the brain-case, than that of the Euro
pean ; but that the jaws, contrasted with the
other parts of the face, are larger.
The con
that some
clusion to which these views lead
principle must be sought for, not yet acknowl
edged, which shall apply not only to the form
of the whole head, but also to the individual
This principle,
to be
imagine,
parts.
found in the form of the face as bearing re
lation to its various functions; not those of
the senses merely, but of the parts contained

If

beauty in the human

a

been

correctly

physiognomy.

is

more

ity with the human countenance, though the
resemblance to the sam<
organ should bear
has
relation
part in brute whereas, if
to the meaner necessities of animal life, as
the jaws or the teeth, the effect
incompat
ible, and altogether at variance with human

a

and have

the function be allied to intel

is

;

observations

our se

a

make

In

reference to the

lect, or is connected with mind (as the eye
no incompatibil
especially is), then there

is

to

If

function.

has

a

ject to greater simplicity
able

cret thoughts the form

feature re

;

have reduced this sub

that
lower animal.

a

I

to be observed, that

deformity

is

think that

sembles that of

a

I

And here

not necessarily

a

head,

organs of expression.

;

face may bear more or less resemblance.]
In obtaining a line which shows with pre
cision the bearings of all the parts of the

the organs of
of speech, and tin

to the face

the organs

it

animals.
[In Comparative Physiognomy we
find that the principle does apply, that a per
son has characteristics
of disposition which
assimilate to the known traits of the brute,
to the facial expression of which his own

i65

a

cavities of the face, the seat of the
of smelling, tribes which hunt their
prey ; in the prominent eye placed more lat
erally, timid animals which are the objects
of the chase ; and in the large socket and
great eyeball, the character of such as prowl
by night. With these variations in the per
fection of the outward senses, there are, no
doubt, corresponding changes in the brain,
and, therefore, in the instincts and habits of

a

1872.]

;

;

results from the fleshy parts and integuments
a

may use such
term,
being calculated, if
for the support of larger bones than they pos
The features are provided
sess in early years.
for the growth and development of the bones

I

it

In comparing the skulls of men with those of brutes,
can not be just to measure the
e. g.. the chimpanzee,
proportions of the cranium behind the foramen of the
occipital bone for that foramen must correspond with
the spine on which the head rests and the position of
the animal, monkey, or quadruped must determine the
connection of the spine and skull.
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of the face, and hence the fullness, roundness,
of infancy.
There are some other peculiarities in infan
cy. For example : the head is of an elongated
and oval form, its greatest length being in the
and chubbiness

direction from the forehead to the occiput

;

[March,

the head by the layers of the frontal bone (or
os frontis).
It is the enlargement of this cav

ity (called the frontal sinus) that makes the
prominence over the eyes which is peculiar
to manhood.

From infancy

to

there

adolescence

is

a

great increase in the size of the upper
jaw-bone (the superior maxillary bone).
This is chiefly owing to its containing
within it another cavity (the maxillary

Pio. B. Childhood.
sinus) ; which, like the frontal sinus,
becomes greatly developed with advanc
And there are several new
ing years.
characters

is relatively large ; the jaw-bones, and the
other bones of the face, are diminutive ; the
neck is small compared with the size of the
head, owing to the peculiar projection of the
back of the head (or occiput).
Compare the outline of the infant's head

with that of the boy, and the effect of the
expansion of the bones of the face in bestow
ing the characteristic form of youth, will be
The face in the youth is length
apparent.
ened, and is less round than that of the in
fant.
The brow, however, is not enlarged in
proportion to the increase of the lower part
of the face ; though the form is so far changed
that a prominent ridge is now developed
along the course of the eyebrows.
This ridge (the supra-orbitary)
is caused
by a cavity which is formed in this part of

the

countenance

the bones of the face. It has the effect of
raising and lengthening the bones of the nose,
and of making the cheek-bones (or ossa malao) project

farther.*

jaw-bones,

and the whole

The growth of the large teeth in the adult,
contrasted with the child, adds to the depth
as well as length of botli the upper and lower
face becomes con

Another necessary effect
sequently longer.
that the angle of the lower jaw recedes
more toward the ear, and acquires more dis

that by the growth of
Thus
the teeth, and of those processes of the bones
which support and fix them (the alveolar
tinctness.

processes),

is

and the whole part which contains the brain

it

Old Aoe.

to

is,

Via. 4.

the forehead is full, but flat at the eyebrows,

given

by the enlargement of the upper jaw
bone which may be regarded as the center of

and by the lengthening and re
of the jaw, a manly

ceding of the angle

* The cavities in the frontal and maxillary bones com
municate with the nose, and assist In giving the sono
rous, manly tones to the voice. They are very small in
women, as they arc iu children.

EXPRESSION
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squareness

of
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fullness of the cheeks, and the falling in of
and chin. In exaggerating
the

face takes the place of the fullness and round

the mouth

ness of childhood.

natural peculiarities, the artist has strictly
imitated the antique.
But it may remain a
question, how far the principle which is so
happy in its effect of heightening the beauty
of the adult countenance, is necessary or al
lowable in designing the forms of childhood ?

This yiew of the skull at different periods
of life suggests another observation, relating
to the characters of age.
When the teeth

ON THE

SKULL,

AS

PROTECTING

TIIE BRAIN.

In touching

even slightly on this subject
attend to certain principles. It is

we must

that a shock or vibration
through the brain proves more de
structive than a wound penetrating its sub
A skull stronger, thicker, and more
stance.
solid than that which we possess would not
have given greater security ; it would have
vibrated to a greater degree, and the concus
to be understood,

passing

sion

arising even from trifling blows on the

head, would have
Fio. 6. Brain-Gme is Profile.

fall out in old age, the sockets which grow
up along with them waste away. Accord
ingly, while the depth of the lower jaw-bone,
from the hinge to the angle, is undiminished,
and its length toward the chin is the same,
there remains nothing at the part where the
teeth were implanted but the narrow base of
the jaw.
perceived
lowed

to

the fore

The effect on the countenance is
in the sketch.
The jaws are al
approach

part

;

effectually

benumbed

the

faculties.

A child bears knocks which would be fatal
in old age.
This is owing to the skull being
thin, uniform in texture, and elastic, in child
hood ; and to the brain being of a corre
The brain is at this age
sponding structure.
soft to a degree that would be unnatural in
mature years. This resiliency of the skull,
and yielding quality of the brain, explain
how the child is uninjured by blows which

nearer to each other at

the angle

of

the lower jaw

comes of course more forward, and resembles

that of the child, were it not that the chin
projects ; the chin and the nose approximate,
the lips fall in, the mouth is too small for the
tongue, and the speech is inarticulate.
Before leaving this subject, we may point
out a defect in the sculptures of Fiammingo,
who has been justly celebrated for his designs
of boys. In his heads of children, it is ob
vious that he intended to present us with an
ideal form, instead of a strict copy from na
But it will be remarked, that the eyes
ture.
are too deeply set in his figures.
He has
made the prominences over the orbits (the
supra-orbitary ridges), which are peculiar to
a more advanced age, distinct features in the
child, and has thus produced an unnatural
The only character of the boy
appearance.
which he has kept true to nature is the largei of the head compared with the face, the

Fig. 7. Lingering Seniutt.

would be attended with fatal concussion in
But there is als« a provision in
after-life.
adults for moderating the effects of such ac
cidents.
In proportion as the brain acquires
firmness

during growth,

gradual change
of the bones of
the protecting cranium is not aim
a

takes place in the structure
the head ;

Phrenological Journal.

back,

in falling backward.

as

a

it

a

;

;

;

is

of

;

the mature or manly forehead, do not show
the exact form of the brain at this part they
arc the anterior walls of the frontal sinuses,

which,
has been stated, belong
principally to the organ of voice yet they,
and the ridges which project toward the
;

it

cavities

safeguard to the brain.
arches, called the temporal

a

temples, are
latter-raised

Those
ridges

of the frontal bone, consist of dense and
bone, as obviously designed for adding
an edging of brass, in carpen
strength, as
horse-shoe.
try, or
piece of steel let into
Imagine man falling sidewise, and pitching
on the shoulder and side of the head,
he
strikes precisely on that point which
the
a

a

is

hard

is

most convex,

the most dense, the thickest,

and best protected.

of Phrenology,
Altogether, independently
has of old time been acknowledged,
that
fullness of the forehead, combined with those
forms which have been noticed,
an indica
tion of intellectual capacity
and, as we
have shown, of human character and beauty.
Nearly all physiologists have agreed in this
view while some are equally confident in
affirming that anatomy affords no foundation
for mapping the cranium into minute sub
divisions or regions. As nature, by covering
the head, has intimated her intention that
we shall not too closely scan our neighbors'
is

;

capacities,

she

has"

given

us the

universal

of expression. Man
gregarious
for sympathy
looks
not good for
he
him to be alone he solicits
unity of senti
and the language which expresses
ment
in the face.* [To be coNTitnjsD.]

language

Nevertheless
found that one's phrenology and
are in perfect accordance one with the

physiognomy
other.]

It
is

Paley'B " Natural Theology," with Illustrative notes
by Henry Lord Brougham and Sir Charles BeU,

[*

a

is

is

that of the frontal bone. The prominence
the center
felt at the back part of the head
of certain groinings, or arched ridges, which
We say groin
strengthen the bene within.
nothing more resembling
ings, for there
the strong arches, or groinings, of an under
building than these proground story of

promi

characteristic

;

the

so

There is, accordingly,
very marked distinc
tion in the strength of the occipital bone and

has al

it

not

nences over the eyebrows,

is

our arms and hands

;

the front with

brain.

is

we

defend

It

thickness.

that the immediate

it

more exposed than the forehead

;

it,

is

head

the

protect

a

by these con

The provisions which we have
been noticing in the human head are not de
signed to give absolute security against vio
lence, but to balance duly the chances of life,
leaving us still under the conviction that
pain and death follow injury ; so that our
experience of bodily suffering, and fear of
while they protect the life, lay
incurring
the foundation of important moral qualities
in our nature.
Let us now direct our attention especially
The back of the
to the forms of the skull.

increased

ready been seen

;

remark is here suggested

them

give

;

A

siderations.

to

a

that, in brutes,
in man, the processes and joinings of the
skull are formed in relation to the forces to
which the head is to be exposed ; and that
they vary according to the habits or mode of
The tearing fangs
existence of the animal.
of the carnivorous animal, and the still more
teeth of the hyena, adapted for
powerful
breaking the hardest bones, are implanted in
The horns
sockets of corresponding strength.
of the bull, the antlers of the stag, are rooted
in bones not only capable of supporting Iheir
weight, but of receiving the shocks to which
such instruments expose the brain ; and the
firmness of the sutures in the crania of these
animals demonstrates the precision with which
everything is set in just proportion.
as

less adapted

;

every molecule of the brain.
I have elsewhere * shown

not

The projecting parts of the forehead, which
the anatomist rails the eminentim frontales,
are, undoubtedly, most exposed
but they
arc, at the same time, the strongest points of
the bone, for here the outer and inner sur
faces are not parallel there
an accumula
tion of bony substance in the two tables, to

;

is, to interrupt that vibration which would
otherwise ring around the skull, and reach

is

These layers have each a different den
one.
sity, and a softer substance than either is in
terposed between them ; the effect of which

jections on the interior of the occiput.
In
front, the skull forms, on the whole,
lighter
and more delicate shell than behind yet

it

ply strengthened ; it is not merely thickened ;
the flat bones which surround the brain are
split into layers, an external and an internal
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HARRIET HOSMER.
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HARRIET KOSHER, THE
HIGHLY

A
*

»

is apparent

also

in this lady, and there is

an unusually strong

shown

tive disposition.

The face expresses

How broad between the

ality.

real

Form, or ability to draw correctly

large

See also how broad between

design, contrive, invent,
is

there

!

the temples,

ability to

showing large Constructiveness,

Then

construct!

by the

ed also

ture selects
that

showing

eyes,

toward an esthetic

pursuit was strengthen

of

influence

painting

domain

flowers

a

selects

and

sculpture,

depicting of the varied

A

depict

woman of this order

artistic na

robust

or,

if

painting, the

of nature.
of mind in selecting
aspects

fine,

a

to

prefers

and images of the higher emotions;

the strong, positive,
ture

its domain, and in

as

woman

sculpture,

a

ro

bust art in itself,

well-devel

full,

temperament.

The gentle, mellow, and pliable artistic na

and posi

intelligence, serenity, and origin

character,

EMINENT IN SCULPTURE.

WOMAN

condition

organized mental

109

intellect,

weaves into

the

indicating

high

constitution

of

capability

and

her works

her

oped

Nor

rare talents.
is

delica

feminine

Benevolence

Her figures

cy.

less conspicuous.

exhibit the high

The

er idealism.

affections

are indicated in

is

That

lips.

the

handsome

a

an

mouth,

and

face.

There

i3

power

back

those

of

When
when

with that sweet repose.

As will

contrast

be seen from

ination of the poet.
Miss Hosmer,

the subjoined biographical sketch, the devel

prosecution

opment of her physical nature was unrestrain
ed by any of those conventional and unwise

sacrificed

vogue.

of

Inheriting

of

society

so

much

in largo measure

in

many

the characteristics of the father, she was

the more

inclined to follow the spirit of his

of invigorating
health. The drift of

counsels in the way

tablishing her

to

things

seen

and

things

the

There
earnest

of

the true woman

may be seen in marked

habits and customs

ud g-

practicality

fired up, another
character

j

ence

is

trim feat

ures too.

compre

thought.

latent

aroused,

portrait

ment with refer

well-formed

a

of head

the

hensive

pressive eye, and

head

breadth
in

shows

ex

The

and

es

her mind

of
many

by

mingled

with

the warm

imag

We doubt not that

giving herself

up to the

her artistic employment,

of

has

her most interior yeanl

ings, for in the contour

of

her face are seen

the evidences of strong affection, and appre

ciation of all that enters into domestic rela
tionship.

Harriet
most

O. Hosmer, who is perhaps

widely known among

female sculptors

the

the American

at Rome, was born

in Wa
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Mass., on the 19th

tertown,

of October,

1830.

Her father, an eminent physician of that
town, having lost his wife and only other
child by consumption, impressed upon Har
riet the necessity of good physical training,
then and now so much neglected among
girls. Accordingly her childhood and youth
were spent in occupations and pursuits more
like those of a boy than of the conventional
She delighted in her horse and
young lady.
dog, and became expert in riding, shooting,
swimming, rowing, skating, and other out-ofdoor sports.
Vigorous in body and bright
in mind, she was not easily, amenable to dis
cipline when placed under instructors, and
many anecdotes are related of her practical
jokes and
have

boyish

freaks.

been expelled from

is

She
one

said to

school

and

At the
pronounced incorrigible in another.
age of sixteen she entered the celebrated
of Mrs. Sedgwick, of Lenox, Mass.,

school

and under her judicious care, and the excel

of that
turbulent

lent intellectual and social influences

delightful
nature

village, her bold

seems

and

to have been successfully

re

strained, and she improved rapidly in knowl

while
and development,
edge, self-control,
Al
her active habits of body continued.
though restrained, her bold and fearless na
ture was not eradicated, for the high-spirited
girl has developed into an equally fearless,
high-spirited,

and

whose eccentricities

unconventional

woman

have for years been

the

At a com
standing wonder of the Romans.
paratively early age she began to give much
attention to modeling figures in clay, and
her
after leaving Mrs. Sedgwick's school
into
the
early predilections ripened
purpose
She accord
to make sculpture a pursuit.
ingly entered the studio of Mr. Stephenson,
of Boston, for lessons in drawing and model
ing, and soon finished the bust of a child.
She at the same time studied anatomy with
her father, and in the fall of 1850, while
visiting a school friend in St. Louis, took
advantage of the consent of the medical col
lege there
went

to

through

admit

female

students,

the regular college

and

course, re

diploma for her attainments ; and
the immense value of the knowledge she thus
acqnired has shown itself in all her subse
She traveled in the West un
quent work.
Indians and
attended, visited the Dacotah
ceiving

a

[March,

Falls of St. Anthony, climbed to the
of what was deemed an inaccessible
bluff, and finally returned to her New Eng
land home to occupy a studio her father had
The mus
prepared for her in the garden.
the

summit

cular adaptation and strength gained by her
vigorous physical exercise greatly contrib
uted to her success in the manipulation of
She now produced her first works in
clay.

copy of Canova's bust of
an ideal head called "Hes-

a reduced

marble
Napoleon,

and

The latter was much praised at the
Her next task was to cut in marble a
copy of a friend's likeness by Clevenger.
Miss Hosmer now resolved to carry out at
namely,
once the one aspiration of all artists
This resolution was intensi
to go to Rome.
per."

time.

fied and fixed by an acquainantance

formed

Charlotte Cushman,
the well-known actress, and in the autumn
of 1852, accompanied by her father and new
Dr.
friend, she reached the Eternal City.
of
Hosmer at once took daguerreotypes
" to Mr. John Gibson, the English
"
Hesper
sculptor, and asked him to allow Miss Hos
At first lie hesi
mer to become his pupil.
tated, but after examining the evidences of
at this time with Miss

lady's proficiency, he consented,
was soon at work amid the marble

the young
and she
wonders

of that renowned artist's studio in
Her perseverance and

the Via Fontanella.

She spent her
industry were remarkable.
months in modeling from the antique.
She copied the head of " Venus de Milo," the
" Cupid" of Praxiteles, and the "Tasso" of

first

the

British Museum, alternating her art
with gallops across the Campagna

studies

unattended,

to the astonishment

of

both na

Her first original at
" Daphne," then one
a
head
of
was
tempt
of "Medusa," both of which were completed
in 1853.
They were sent to Samuel Appleton, Esq., of Boston, and two replicas of the
" were
"
Gib
subsequently ordered.
Daphne
son recognized both patience and progress in
In the summer of 1853 she fin
her studies.
ished her first full-length figure in marble

tives

and foreigners.

a statue

of

the nymph (Enone, the shepherd-

This
wife whom Paris deserted for Helen.
was ordered by her friend Wayland Crow,
Esq., of St. Louis, and gave so much satisfac
tion that she at once received a commission
to execute a similar work for the Mercantile
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SWEETEST LIPS WERE EVER KISSED.

Library in St. Louis. This commission was
filled two years later by a life-size statue of
"Beatrice Cenci," representing the maiden
lying in her cell after the torture had been
Both
applied and just before her execution.
these statues are very beautiful, the latter es
pecially, which has been pronounced her best
work. In them are conspicuous the qualities
which have characterized all her later work :
clearly conceived, ideas, marked simplicity
and directress in working them out, un
failing perceptions of the just limitations
of her art, and a thorough knowledge of all
its mechanical possibilities.
Miss Hosmer's next work, designed under
the pressure of pecuniary wants, was a statue of
" Puck,".an exquisitely humorous little
figure,
based on Shakspeare's description of the fairy,
and one of the most pleasing and characteristic
of her works. This statue, which was fin
ished in 1855, was sent to the Hon. Samuel
Hooper, of Boston, and three copies of it are
in noble collections in England. Among her
other works are a colossal statue of Zeno-

bia, architectural in style, with highly fuv
ished drapery, massive and dignified ; a
bronze statue of heroic size of Col. Thomas
Hart Benton, which now stands in Lafayette
Park, St. Louis, and which has been pro
nounced by an able critic " the best speci
men of monumental statuary in America ; " a
"mortuary monument" in the Church of
San Andrew del Fratte at Rome; "Will-o'the-Wisp," now in the possession of Mr.
Low, of Boston; the "Sleeping
George
Faun," which found many admirers in the
Paris Exposition of 1867 ; the " Waking
Faun," a companion of the latter ; a statue
of a drowned girl, illustrating "Hood's
Bridge of Sighs ; " several designs for gate
and,
and chimney-pieces,
ways, fountains,
grandest of all, though not yet carried out,
a design for the Freedmen's
Monument to

Lincoln.
Miss Hosmer is yet in the prime of life,
being but forty-one years old ; and we may
hope that many more will yet be added to the
above list of marbles before the final record of
her work is made up. Her studio is said to be
the most beautiful in Rome, and she occupies
a leading position in the art society of the
Eternal City.

SWEETEST LIPS WERE ETER KISSED.
BT SARAH E. FULLER.

Every charm of form and face.
Every little nameless grace,
Winning look and tone,
Making her beyond compare,
Fairest pearl among the fair.
Does my dArllng own ;
And, withal, to crown the list,
Sweetest lips were ever kissed.
Laughing eyes, and golden hair,
Snowy neck, and bosom fair.
Dimpled cheek and chin,
Slender foot, and little hand.
Waist
the trimmest ever spanned
May not always win ;
Bnt what Stoic could resist
Sweetest lips were ever kissed.
Name not maids of Funny climes.
Quote me no enraptured rhymes.
Throbbing with their praise ;
Useless all the glowing sonth
Never flushed a lovelier mouth
With Its anient rays ;
Useless all for well I wist
Sweeter lips were never kissed.
Parted like an opening rose,
Pearly treasures they disclose ;
And her " sugar breath "
Shames the sweetest sigh that gushed
From the rose's heart when crushed

Into odorous death.
Roses bathed in morning mist
Sweetest lips were ever kissed.

Ill

When my own their pressure meets.
Mine are all the rarest sweets
Fancy ever knew ;
And their magic power is such.
That their softest, lightest touch
Thrills me through and through.
For they are I still insist.
Sweetest lips were ever kissed.

Lightly curved as Cupid's bow,
Keener arrows they can throw,
More effective darts ;
For their soft entrancing speech
Instantaneously will reach
E'en the coldest hearts ;
Ice itself could not resist
Sweetest lips were ever kissed.
Musical as rippling rill
Flowing at 1U own sweet will,
Is her silvery voice :
Surely 'tis an echo flung
Earthward when the harps are strung.
When the blest rejoice ;
Angels eagerly might list
Sweetest lips were ever kissed.
But in vain do

I essay

Half her beauties to portray ;
Words arc idle all

To depict the perfect grace
Which by matchless form and face
Holds my heart in thrall ;
And the dearest on the list
Sweetest lips were ever kissed.
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CARS.

OUR HORSE

BY FEBIWINKLE.

THEour

horse railroad crosses the
street ; and

I

head

of

sitting at my window

which had been pickled and hung up to be
He was, in fact, a man who might
smoked.
have said, with Abou Ben Adhem : " Write
me, then, as one that loves his fellow-men "

can see the evening car as it
to-night,
crawls up the rise which the street makes
here ; and it is a source of daily wonder, a
miracle to me, that such an ag
perpetual
glomeration of humanity as it invariably
contains, can ever again be sorted into sep
Inside
arate and distinct individualities.

gressing ; indeed,

and outside, behind and before, a struggling

at a little distance, whether a horse-car is

mass of life gasps

motion or not.

for breath,

and

sways

pickled.
Now the car begins
more,
than

I

suspect, from

to

fade

the rate of speed at

it

sight,

from

of twilight
which it is pro

the effect

is difficult to ascertain,

«

Perhaps this point might
with the aid of a transit

with the motion of the vehicle like one
body ; and as I live, there is a man riding
on that little projecting piece of iron to
which the horses are attached when the car
is going in the opposite direction ! There
he goes, balancing himself on this slight
foothold, first on one foot and then on the
jumping oft" and
other, and occasionally
walking behind the car.
Poor mortal ! what was the punishment of
Sisyphus to a four-mile ride under such cir

four miles an hour, but they keep well with
in this limit, and if I might be allowed to
venture an estimate, I should say that four
hours to the mile appears to be their highest
rate of progression.
As an illustration of
this I will narrate an incident which occurred
a short time since, and which has some sad

cumstances !

features :

The boys here have a legend to the effect
that once on a holiday the car went past the
head of our street with a row of men pasted
by their backs along each side of it ; but I
suspect this is apocryphal.
Now the car has reached the top of the
hill ; ami as it comes out into stronger light,

my neighbors, Bevis by name, laid
that he would take the car in the
morning, go to his place of business, about
two miles from here, come home to dinner by
the same mode of conveyance, return to his
store and get home again, all on the same
Of course his friends remonstrated
day.
with him on the madness of attempting such
a feat, and Mrs. Bevis was heard to say that
she almost went on her knees in endeavoring
to dissuade him, a figurative mode of ex
which injured wives
sometimes
pression
make use of when they wish to convey the
on the
idea of superlative pig-hcadedness
doorname
is
on
the
of
the
man
whose
part
But Bevis was proof against argu
plate.

I

see

members

of

the human body sticking

out in all directions.
" Legs and arms, heads and bodies, emerging
between.
Like the drawing-room grim of the great Sawney
Bean."

Methinks I hear some impatient reader
exclaim, " Who the dickens was Sawney
Bean ? " and I will state here, for the inform
ation of anybody who cares to know, that,
according to a scarce old pamphlet I once
was a gentleman
read, Sawney Bean
of
Scottish nationality, who combined the pro
fession of a highwayman with the taste of
an anthropophagist, and in his dealings with
the dead contrived to make both ends meat,
by eating up his victims from head to heel.
The pamphlet further states, that in the
cavern which he and his associates used for
a rendezvous,

there

and where they were captured,

was found a number

of

human

limbs,

be determined
instrument,
one.

I

I

don't

happen

to

possess

the rate of speed of these
is restricted by a city ordinance to

vehicles

One

but

believe

of

a wager

ments and blandishments,
those

"

and seemed one

of

whom the gods would destroy."

I saw him set out early in the morning
He came home
looking fresh and hopeful.
to dinner,

late

it

is true, and when

he went

out again in the afternoon I noticed his step
was less vigorous, his clothes were crumpled,
and he walked with a cane. About nine
o'clock p.m. I was coming round the corner
of the street when a car stopped, and I knew
by the wriggling and squirming among the

OUR HORSS CARS.
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that somebody was going to get
Soon six men jumped off the platform

passengers
out.

to open
another

a passage, and the conductor and
man came bringing out a pas
senger apparently in the last stage of exhaus

tion, with his feet all trodden out of shape,
the buttons twisted off his coat, his paper
collar torn in halves, and his hat jammed
over his eyes, while in his feeble grasp he
yet retained a small fragment of a cane.
This was Bevis, and after the conductor
had propped him up against a fence the car
drove on.
I went up and spoke to him.
Consciousness had not wholly departed, for
he recognized

me and

made signs as

if

he

had something to communicate.
I approach
ed my ear to his lips and could just dis
tinguish these words : " Won the wager
took me fourteen hours."
I have learned to-day the family physician
thinks Bevis can be patched up a little, so
as to l)c able to go out in the course of two
or three weeks, but he says he will never be
the man he was before his disastrous ride.
Sometimes, when I have had a day of
leisure, I have ventured on a two-mile ride
in the horse car, and I have noticed on these
occasions, among other things, the alacrity
with which the conductor proceeds to take
the fares when there is a stoppage from any
obstruction in the street. I remember, on
one occasion, when the conductor had just
been through, and there was a line of cars
ahead extending as far into the distance as
the unaided vision could penetrate, I heard
a little urchin on the sidewalk call out to
his comrade on the other side of the street,
" What's the matter, Joe what are the cars
"
stoppin' for ? " uO, notbin'," said Joe, only
there's a straw ncross the track, and they are
waitin' for it to blow 'way."
I looked out of the window and saw a con
ductor hastily leaving his car, and a boy's
leg going round a corner.

I

recollect

once making a practical use

my observation.

I

of

was in the car one morn

ing when it stopped before a repair shop
The conductor,
belonging to the company.
a new one, by the way, got off, and a work
man came into the car, with an assortment
of tools in one hand and a huge coil of
leather strap in the other.
I took the liberty
to inquire what new form of torture was

173

about to be inflicted on the unoffending pas
sengers, and was infonned that we were to
be favored with an exhibition of the mechan
ical process of attaching a new strap to the

bell of our car.
" My friend," said
my most

I

impressive

to the workman, in

manner,

" you
perceive

this car is full of passengers. We have been
a long time on the road, having traveled
nearly a quarter of a mile this morning, to
say nothing of the delay of stopping sixteen
times, and having the harness break down
once or twice.
None of us had the fore

thought to come provisioned for the day,
and we are all naturally anxious to return to
our respective homes before the midnight
hour chimes, which we shall be unable to do
if we protract our stay in this locality until
your work is consummated.
Besides,'' I
" the conductor hasn't
added,
yet taken tho
fares."
The last argument had its effect.
The man gathered up his tools and strap,
which he had laid down, and went out on
" Where's the conduc
the front platform.
tor ? " he asked of the driver. " He got off
for a moment," said the driver. " Well,"
continued the other, " I aint going to begin
that work till I see him."
We went on
without a new strap that morning.
I suppose people who travel on the horse
cars every day have observed

the prevalence

of balky animals in the motive power.
Once
it happened on one of my casual trips. I
was standing on the front platform, beside
the driver, when one of the horses came to a
full stop, and neither persuasion nor force
had any moving effect on him. His feet
seemed to be fastened to the pavement,

after

the fashion in which a toy horse is secured
to the little board on wheels.

I

wondered if it could be possible that
there was a large magnet under the pavement
which exerted a powerful attraction on his
shoes ; but, before
theory,

I thought

settling

it prudent

down on this
to ask the dri

" Balky," was
I continued, " I should
laconic reply.
think such an animal would be unfit for car
Why don't the company dispose of
service.
ver what the

him?"

trouble was.

" But,"

" Why, look here, sir," said the driver,
" the company wouldn't sell that hoss for
I sometimes take
five times what he cost.
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the ruddywrinkled bel

permission

here

too harrowing.

to lay down my

bearded

I

But this

a

sec

dame, the infant in arms grown to
man.

crave

pen and

wipe away
couple of tears.
As resume writing
hear the tinkle of
bell, and know that another car
going
past in the darkness, with its living freight
Oh,
drum.
won
packed like figs in
derful the meekness with which the great
American public submits to hazard and in
convenience in the matter of travel
It
blown up in steamboats,
smashed up on
railroads, and suffocated on horse cars. Oc

a

I

1

is

it

is

I

a

is

is

a

is

a

I

;

I

a

I

;

is

a

republic.
Now the tinkle of the bell sounds faint in
the distance, and in imagination
follow the
car along the dark road, where the houses
are thinly scattered
past orchard and mea
dow, and old pastures, with their tottering
stone walls and gloomy clumps of straggling
think of pleasant homes, where
pines.
the hearth fire burns brightly, and the lamps
are lighted, and the tea-table spread
pleas
ant homes, whose light, and warmth, and
cheer seem enhanced by contrast with the
dark, chilly night without, and as the tired
wish them
passengers get out one by one,
compensation for the
happy greeting as
horse car.
miseries of
;

a

!

a

I

a

it

rageously rampant he puts up his shutters
and organizes
vigilance committee.
So
indulge the hope that, some day in
the present century, after he has been scalded
and ground to rags, and suffocated, and sat
on sufficiently, he will find time to investi
gate the means of travel in this enlightened

a

I

I

I

I

I

imagine myself standing at the terminus
of the route, when
crazy, groaning vehicle,
with the paint all worn off, the glass out of
the windows, and the rear platform hanging
loose, and flapping up and down,
driven
The horses, mere aged skeletons, fall
up.
down dead as soon as the driver gives the
last turn to his little crank and the driver
and conductor, who were in the lusty prime

is

great credit for his discovery,
queried if my name would figure in
scientific journals, when, at some future time,
should make known to the world the dis
covery that balky steeds were made for horse
have heard there are horse railroads
cars.
ten miles in length extending from this city.
Ten miles in
horse car
Imagination fal
ters in attempting to depict the wearisome
horrors of such
journey
sometimes try to fancy
car, with its
load of passengers, setting out on that line,
and then, looking into the dim future,
an
ticipate the change that will take place in
the appearance of that car and its occupants
reaches its destination.
by the time
and gains

I

a

the knowledge of its sphere of action some
thing which the little animal knew all along

words."
In order to reach his place of business,
verily believe that Jonathan would submit
to be disjointed and packed in
tea-chest,
after he was bundled into his store, by
any possibility he could be put together
again and made to move round long enough
to catch " that ere dollar " which
rolling
over his counter.
But although Jonathan
an exemplar of patience in some respects,
yet he
capable of being aroused, and under
sufficient pressure he has been known to
put things to rights suddenly, as when he
takes time to go to tho polls and break up
out
ring and sometimes when ruffianism
;

professor, after patiently watching
the habits of
tiny animal, at last arrives at

learned

after some wholesale
casionally,
slaughter,
there will be some pottering about an in
manifested chiefly
quest, but this interest
by those who do the standing around in the
community, while men of energy and saga
city seem too busy to give the subject much
attention, and the whole business commonly
ends like Hamlet's reading in " Words, words,

I

I

I

a

a

if

I

"
should
say so," replied the driver.
" You bet you don't see many balky horses
laying around loose, not if the company
knows its business. Its agents are on the
lookout, and
they get sight of such an
They
animile they go for him at any price.
have bought
good many, and by next
spring this line will have one for cr.ch car."
By this time the passengers had begun to
went inside and took
thin out, and
seat,
on
the
old
truism that nature makes
musing
nothing in vain, and
thought how some

is

there is a

is

suppose

is

I

a

"

seen

if,

?

lately.
eh

haven't

in this way in

it

vehicles

it,

other

I

I

"

remarked,

horses who are taken

and

to

a

I

many

reason for

cheeked matron changed

a

route."
" Well,"

when they started, are now gray-

trembling dotards.
look into the car and

a

a while, the passengers get
tired of waiting and get out and walk. Then
we start up again, the cars take on another
freight, and we proceed till the hoss has
another tantrum, and so on to the end of the

fares, and, after

of manhood
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haired,

is

three freights on one trip with him. You
see, when he stops, the conductor takes the

I

v

a

17*

jpepitomti of
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,

a

enlarges his business, he increases his ventures,
he redoubles his efforts.
Money rolls in upon

a

is

!

a

him. He buys one property after another.
What he touches turns to gold. He has no
proper Sabbath, and business encroaches on
People look at him with amazement
sleep.
and exclaim, " What
great business man
whatever lie touches pays he
millionaire,
and can control legislatures, buy railways, and
" By-and-by,
great blocks in our great city
in middle life, the doctors shake their heads
!

it

is

is

is

over the great man's queer

adventures

and

The great brain has been working
like the engine of the waterworks, night and

sayings.

seven

day,

days

weeks each year.
toga

each

It

week,

and

fifty-two

true he went to Sara

week or two each year, but his whole

had unfitted him to make any good
He is like "a fish
recreation.
out of water " and even on the piazza of
Congress Hall, and by the gushing stream of
Congress Spring, he thinks of stocks, and
The great
banks, and city lots, and money.
brain gets no rest. If he goes to church,
all the same, and by-and-by they say, " He
wrong
very curi
failing something
ous "
education

of

use

such

it

is

it

!

is

!

!

is,

it

a

I

it

is

?

?

a

is

I

is

?

?

The fact
the great brain has given out
The doctors talk very learnedly and
" the brain has softened," as if that
say
would soften the sad thing. " The brain has
to be sure
has. That skull, full
softened,"
of fine forceful nerves, the means by which
the man planned, and that very wisely and
" putting this and that together" so
largely,
shrewdly and easily, and also so profitably,
bunch of worn-out nerves.
has become
" the brain softened "
means to have
What
am not able to describe, only perceive that
this man talks incoherently and plans fool
ishly. His neighbors shrug their shoulders
not the man he used to be "
and say, " He
And what did the doctors say was the mat
" The brain softened " And what
ter
Has ha
Is he not very rich man
that
entirely.

?

it

a

I

t

I

a

?

?

I

a

is

a

it

is

it

Those who want that kind of
abstrusely.
discussion can find easily in " the books of
the few." My object
to reach " the many "
with this question. That
appeals to
sensitive nerve in the public mind
very
certain, since in the selection of the pursuits
in life by parents for their children, or by
their children for themselves, this question
exerts a mighty influence.
Residing somewhere, years ago, was an ac
tive man, full of life, of large brain, strong
judgment and will, who was looking about
" What shall do " he asked
for business.
himself, and others also. If work was what
was wanted, why not dig on the railway track
with " Patrick " or " John Chinaman " That
man may
was not all that was wanted, since
work at employments that do not pay. So
this man, when he asked " What shall do "
do that will pay "
meant by it, " What can
with
At last he finds business, and drives
all his might. The bank-men scrutinize his
He
balance and say "his business pays!"

I

it

I

a

Now
do not propose to give
very learn
ed answer to the question, nor to discuss

is is

;

question.

COLLEGE.

!

a

is

it

is

a

A certain tea firm in Philadelphia
pay?"
having too much unoccupied capital cast
look over the stock market.
By some means
their attention is directed to " Reading "
stocks.
They wish to make money, and the
that which
very question to be settled
heads this article.
These gentlemen did not
demand an absolute certainty in the matter,
but after all, their venture
based on the an
swer which they are able to give to the great

OP WABASH

is

very

That
great ques
tion in Wall Street
evident from the fact
that in some sense or other its vast business
man buys this stock or
hinges on it. If
sells that, if he " buys short" or buys at all,
if he deal in Erie, or Northwestern, or Union
Pacific, the question at the bottom and the
" Will
this,
beginning of the transaction
repeated.

PAYJ

a

question,

TUTTLE,
is

great

and

it

THIS
often

a

is

BY PRESIDENT

I

WILL

T

Thetrutliaol Phj «iolog;y
shouldboinculcatedand nrorccdewlyande»rnei.tly,midwith theemphasis
of highreligiousduty.- Yonman*.

Phrenological Journal.
not an immense estate, with city houses, and
great farms in the country, and flue horses,
and huge bank balances? and yet you say

" his brain is softened

1

"

Now, money

is

good, and lands are good, and these fine city

blocks are what a great many people would
like to have, but of what good are they to a
man whose " brain is softened ? " His friends
and hired servants care for him as they would
for a little child or an idiot; they do not
consult him as to what he shall cat, nor when
he shall ride, nor what of his property shall
be sold, nor ask him " how he enjoys this,"
" Enjoys ! " what
and " how he enjoys that."
" brain is
a word to apply to a man whose
softened," as if he were capable of enjoying
anything ! What shall it profit a man to gain
great

riches,

and

yet have the doctors

say

" his brain is softened ? "
This may seem trifling, and yet it is not

meant.

I

am as serious

as

I

so

ever was, and

ask the question of ten thousand men in busi
ness who are doing just what this man did,
and of ten thousand
ready

young men who stand
to imitate the same example, "Will it

Look at that man whose incessant
payV
foil with his brain to carry his plans to a suc
cessful conclusion has enddd in great wealth,
but a softened brain.
That man to get this
wealth has abused his brain worse than these
engineers do their locomotive engines.
They
run their fine machines a hundred miles or

[March,

more in a day and

then let them lie still for
The fires go down, the panting
lungs of the fire-horse are quiet, and his
mighty limbs are in repose, and then he is
ready to run his race again ; but this man of
bnsiness docs not stop.
He toils without
rest, he works without good honest sleep, and
does it for days, weeks, years, and then his
brain is softened, or he dies of heart-disease,
or consumption, or some other disease which
was but an expression of God's displeasure
on his way of doing business.
This rude sketch is written by the side of
a great railway as we wait our train, and its
rush and roar remind one of its Kings, and
as I recall the worn-out brains it has cost, and
also what our mad rush for business does in
wearing out men, I ask seriously, Does it
many hours.

Pay?

He evi
[Dr. Tuttle writes most sensibly.
dently believes in Phrenology. "We wish to
add

a suggestion.

whom

These brain-wreckers,

to

he refers, nearly all resort to alcoholic

and to narcotics "to quiet their
which is only " adding fuel to the
These men, nearly all of them, drink
flames."
and smoke, and die or break down from five
stimulants,

nerves,"

to fifteen years sooner on that account.

O the

of such suicides ! Why will men
allow their vanity and ambition to run away
with their health, their strength, and with
life itself?]
foolishness

AGUE AND FETEE.
BY II. T. TRALL,

EVER
eral

since the days of Hippocrates,
before the Christian

centuries

sev
era.

fever (in common parlance, fever
and ague) has been regarded'as the type of all
fevers ; hence whatever theory obtains respect
ing its essential nature, controls or modifies the
intermittent

the whole range of fe
practice throughout
brile diseases.
And the principle underlying
this statement may be carried still further ; for
ague and fever is in reality a type of all dis
There is not
eases, of every form and nature.
single symptom pertAining to any disease
that can be named, excepting such as are pe
culiar to structural disorganization, which may
not attend intermittent fever. It is also the
a

simplest form of disease known, speaking nosologically, for the reason that all of its states
and stages are clearly marked, the cold, hot,

M.D.

and sweating stages of each paroxysm distinct,
and the intermission prominent.
Moreover, it
has been studied more critically, and written
about more extensively by the leading minds

of the medical profession, than any other
malady, while experience in treating it has
been almost unlimited.
It would seem, there
fore, that if the medical profession knows any
thing about any

disease, or can treat any dis
successfully, its name should be ague
and fever. Nevertheless, the simple question,
"What is intermittent fever?" is among the
unsolved medical problems of to-day.
ease

It is very true that physicians do not, in
most cases, find much difficulty in curing it.
It is simply a question of dose. A hundred
"remedies" have arrested it at once.
ing, brandy, opium, niter, antimony,

Bleed

capsicum,

AGUE AND FEVER.
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the cold douche, the vapor-bath, and the most
heterogeneous drugs and processes, have been
successfully employed in curing intermittent

But here is just where the trouble be
The disease should not be cured.

fever.
gins.

CURRENT

REMEDIES.

down may result to the patient When the
" Army of the Potomac " was encamped in the
vicinity of the Chickahominy Swamps, the
were

swallowing

sixteen

thousand

dollars' worth of quinine per day, witli corres
ponding rations of whisky, as preventives of in
termittent

fever.

superinduced has been named in reference to
its cause, as quininixm, arsenicalis, etc., just as
chronic or prolonged drunkenness is called
alcoholismus.

Quinine and arsenic are regarded as "spe
cific" remedies. In recent cases either drug
seldom fails to " break it up," whatever break

soldiers

177

And it is true that certain

drugs which are regarded as specific curatives
for particular diseases are just as certainly
This problem Is easy of
specific preventives.

The effect of quininism, etc., and the ulti
mate effect of all " anti-periodics," is to cure
the disease without removing its cause just
what never should be done. Diseases should
not be cured. The causes should be removed
that the patient may be cured.
Quinine and
other "specific" drugs subdue the efforts of
nature in their attempt at purification
and
leave the impurities or poisons within. The
result is seen in torpid livers, enlarged spleens,
and general debility.
All persons who have
long resided in malarious localities are aware
of the frequency of " ague-cakes " (enlarge

solution, and it involves the modus operandi of

of the spleen, or liver,
or both) in patients whose intermittent fevers
have been "cured" by large doses of quinine

all medicines.

or arsenic.

ALLOPATHIC

Let us refer to the authorities
AND HOMOEOPATHIC

:

PRINCIPLES.

Martyn Paine, M.D., of the New
York University Medical School, in his " great
work" entitled "Institutes of Medicine," in*
treating of the rationale of curing diseases
with drug remedies, says: "We do but cure
Here
one disease by producing
another."
Allopathy and Homoeopathy meet on the same
Hahneman
plunk of the same platform.
Professor

teaches the same doctrine

precisely

that the

primary disease is cured by inducing a drug
disease.
The law of " similia simUibus curan"
tur," and the law of contraria conirariis curantur," although so different in sound and
words,

are identical

in

sense

and

meaning.

The eal question between Allopathy and
Homolopathy is not, which is the true law of
cure, but whether big or little
for the patient.

doses are best

of the " heteropathic " and
" pathogenetic " plans of medication we have
the key to solve the whole mystery of curing
or preventing ague and fever by means of
arsenic, quinine, or any other drug medicine.

In

A

this identity

DRUG TREATMENT.

drug disease, whether occasioned by huge
doses of crude materials, or by infinitesimal
quantities of diluted potences, necessitates a
new series of vital actions, changing more or

The
the existing
order of symptoms.
original disease is " cured," and a new disease
exists. When large doses of quinine, or arsen
ic, or any similar drug have been employed,
or when small doses have been repeated for a
long time, the whole system becomes so drug-

less

diseased (and drug-cured)

that

the affection

ments and indurations

In thousands of cases these organs are
nearly ruined in functional activity for life. In
the Health
Institutions, patients who have
been treated and "cured" with "specific"
months or years previously, and who
treated for dyspepsia, liver com
plaint, or general debility, are very liable to
have several paroxysms
of ague an'd fever
doses,

are being

after a few weeks of Hydropathic treatment.
And this re-appearance of old drug-cured dis
ease is always regarded as a favorable
indi

It means that the depurating organs
whose action was arrested in the original at
tempt to purify the body, being now placed

cation.

under favorable conditions, are renewing the
But now the system has a double
attempt
task to perform.
It has not only to get rid of
the original impurities, but to expel
If henceforth the patient is properly
the process of purification will be
and the health restored, minus the

the drugs.
managed,
completed
loss of the

vitality which has been expended in getting
rid of the medicine. The patient will be cured.
As to the disease, it will be neither " cured "
nor killed, but, the causes being removed, it
will be noithere.
I look upon this whole proceeding of curing
ague and fever with drug poisons just as I
should look upon the attempt to purify a filthy
central building in a block of tenement houses
The
by shutting all the doors and windows.
, adjacent

apartments might bo relieved at once
noxious miasms

of unpleasant odors, but the
would be there ; and, sooner
istence would be manifested
In the case of
pestilence.

or later, the ex
in some form of
ague and

fever,

Phrenological Journal.

while the vital energies are wasted in the ex
pulsion of the medicine.
OP THE DISEASE.

Moisture

is an essential factor in the

But all swampy lands are more or less
productive of this type of fever in dry seasons,
and the prevalence of intennittents in their

causes.

always corresponds with the quantity
of decaying organic matter.
Another source of the disease not often

vicinities

thought of, and seldom alluded to in medical
book3, is rotting wood and other decaying
vegetable matter in the cellars and door-yards

is

is

avoid exposure as much as possible during the
hours above indicated

But
may be said that persons must breathe
such air as surrounds them, that the malaria

will

and that, therefore, nothing
gained by remaining within. The objection
well taken; but by keeping the air of the
apartments occupied duriug the above hours
brisk fire (even though
warm and dry with
July or August and the thermometer

the time be

at fever heat), the objection will be obviated.
TREATMENT.

of houses which are situated in damp places.

the occupants of the houses, and a more ob
scure, though analogous affection in the domes
tic animals.

Many farmers wonder why the members of
their families are sick, and how their domestic

animals become diseased, when, if they would
only look at the stagnant water, decaying
offal, and accumulated

excrement

in the im

mediate vicinity, they would find the explana
tion in an ever-present malarial atmosphere.

The malaria of swamps and other places is
sometimes carried mostly in a given direction
by the prevailing winds or breezes, so that per
sons residing a mile or two distant, and in high
altitudes and salubrious localities, are more
is,

fever than are those
subject to intermittent
who reside in their immediate vicinity. It
therefore, of much
borhoods

in the neigh
places, or in districts
to ascertain the prevail

importance

of malarious

no acute disease that can be more

without drug-medicines
During twenty -five years

I

of Hygienic practice
have never failed to
cure the patient suffering of any form of inter
and in no
mittent promptly and permanently
;

water will become stagnant, and malarial gases
will be generated, causing intermittent fever in

There

treated
successfully
than ague and fever.

case, treated

hygienically from first to last, has

there been any of the ordinary complications
or »equelce, ague-cakes, liver complaints, shat
tered nervous systems, deafness, etc.

The main point and the universal rule in
to keep the tempera
medicating all cases
ture and circulation as nearly balanced as pos
is
:

wood, or any other decaying vegetable mat
ter, and water are allowed to accumulate in
the immediate vicinity of houses or stables, the

On
sible during all stages of the paroxysm.
the first appearance of the symptoms of the
cold stage, the patient should have hot fomen
tations applied to the abdomen, bottles of warm
water or something equivalent to the sides and
to the feet.
armpits, and warm applications
By these means the duration of the cold stage
will be lessened, the severity of the hot stage
and the entire paroxysm abbre
viated and rendered milder.
During the hot stage the patient should have
tepid ablution over the whole surface of the

diminished,

a

If

pervade the indoor as well as the outdoor

atmosphere;

is is

of decay. "We have no evidence that
any amount of decaying vegetable matter on a
dry toil, though it may be very unwholesome,
is especially conducive to the intermittent form

nations

.

rotting wood and other vegetation, usually
innocuous because under water, is exposed to
the atmosphere, which it attaints with the ema

a

Intermittent fever is known to prevail (ex
cept in sporadic cases) only in districts where
there is a large amount of vegetable matter in
a state of decomposition, and this occurs more
In dry seasons
especially in times of drouth.

of fever.

dawn until
little after sunrise (and still later
in cloudy or damp weather), and from sunset
until a little after dark, the air
damper,
heavier, and more loaded with malarial ema
nations, which the sunshine and heat of the
day dissipate and destroy, and which the
colder air of the night condenses and keeps
down to the surface of the earth.
Those who
live near any source of pestilential miasmata
would do well, as a preventive measure, to
a

AND CAUSES

the
ties, At what hours of the day or night
atmosphere best or worst?
There can be no
doubt,
think, that early and late in the day
are the worst times to be exposed.
From day-

it

LOCALITY
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I

cured by quinine, the acute disease would be
changed into a chronic morbid condition,

is

178

subject to this disease,
atmospheric currents before constructing
buildings, either for human beings or animals.

body, to be repeated once in two hours until
The temperature of
the hot stage subsides.
the water should have reference to the degree

may be an interesting question with many
who are obliged to reside in malarious locali

of febrile heat, varying from moderately warm
In
to cool, or from 9(P to 70° Fahrenheit

It

ing

QUANTITY

1872.]

severe cases, attended with a great degree of
superficial
heat, the wet-sheet pack for an
hour is preferable to the ablutions.

In the sweating stages the skin should be
gently wiped with damp, soft towels, and then
wiped very dry, in order to remove from the
skin all of the excreted matters. This process
should bo repeated every hour or two, accord
ing to the degree of sweating.
Headache may attend any stage of the par

OF FOOD.
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with cramp in the stomach or colic, when hot
fomentations should be applied.
During the intermission
the patient may
partake moderately of any simple food, but
not more than twice a day. In quantity ho
should incline to abstemiousness. As the liver
is always more or less congested, overloading
the stomach, even with the best viands, is sure
to aggravate the subsequent paroxysms, and
may occasion a relapse.

oxysm, but is usually most severe in the hot
It requires the constant application of

stage.
cold

Gruel (without salt), canned
out

sugar) , good

mealy Irish

apples,

berries

(with
crackers,
wheat-meal bread

Graham

wet cloths to be frequently
renewed.
Nausea and sometimes vomiting may occur at
any time. Frequent sips of warm water are

(without

risings)

constitute

sufficient

all the medication

dietary,

so long as the febrile

oxysms continue.

required,

unless attended

potatoes, and

the best and

a

par

*-

the
de

a

is,

is,

and
pends very much on what the food
who the person
and what his pursuits are.
We doubt not that most people who have the
means eat third more than they really need,
and we venture the assertion, that if each
man of good constitution and health could
at twenty- one, having been

properly
begin
fed to that time, he might live to be seventy
or seventy-five years of age and not need the

of

disease, no man, perhaps,

to prescribe.

It

may be

is

a

a

aid of doctor at all. We believe that nine
out of ten could do so. But just how per
son should live to avoid entirely all causes
wise enough

safe to assert that

and hearty eat
little more at every meal than they should.
That sense of fullness, that extra heat of the
face, and the inclination to be sleepy after
has been too heavy.
meal, show that
Host people eat too rapidly, and take in
The ap
more food than they are aware of.

three-quarters of an hour to eat as much of
that kind of food as would satisfy him.
Then he would get exercise enough for his
teeth, so that they would be healthy, and all
glands of the mouth would do their

the

work. The stomach would come into healthy
action, and the person would be satisfied as
soon as he had eaten enough.
Doubtless he
would eat but little more than half as much
in that way as he would to have .the wheat
ground and made into mush, that could be
eaten without the use of the teeth, and a sur
feit obtained before the stomach had time to

petite

Persons, generally, who are fat, and are
anxious to reduce their flesh, can do so by
third less of food than
their cus
eating
Some would have to reduce
tomary habit.
the amount one-half to bring them to
proper standard. This plan would require self-

it,

corn

it

;

moisten
were obliged to masticate
ing by the saliva, having no coffee, tea, or
water to " wash
down," he would not be

likely to eat too much for several reasons, the
chief one being, that while eating so slowly,
his stomach would begin to appropriate the
food, some of the juices of the food would be
absorbed and carried into the circulation and

a

a

denial

but people

through self-in
vexation and
annoyance, ten times more to mitigate or rid
themselves of trouble than would be neces
A lady came to
sary to avoid
altogether.
us for
phrenological description whose face
was thickly covered with pimples, fiery red
blotches, like mosquito bites.
Thinking we
could hardly do her a better service, we
asked, at the close of our phrenological de
dulgence

and

undergo,

its consequent

it

still tastes good.
wheat or

;

it

because

Suppose one were to cat parched

a

it

it,

is

not allayed, and they eat as long as

they can hold

is

respond.

a

a

most people who are healthy

the appetite would be partially satisfied be
fore he had finished.
Moreover, there would
be
mechanical satisfaction on the part of
the stomach.
would take
man perhaps
a

us, "What is
This
of food}"

ask

FOOD.

It

often

PEOPLE
proper quantity

OF

a

QUANTITY

Phrenological Journal.

scription,

if she

would like to be rid of those

She started with delight and hope,
"
and said, " Certainly ; what shall I put on ?

pimples.

'

but eat less sugar and
butter, eat lean beef and fruit, and keep clear
of griddle-cakcs and their accompaniments
for three months, and your face will be clean
and fair."
In one month after she came in
"We replied,

Nothing

;

|)itii

without a pimple on her face, to show us
what virtue there was in our simple prescrip
tion. She had doubtless been buying cos
metics at a dollar a bottle for years, greatly

^ountrj)

[March,

Like the
to the advantage of the dealer.
woman
of the Scripture, she became no
better, but rather worse.

We eat too much.
We eat the wrong ar
of food. We have pimples, bilious
fevers, headaches, dyspepsia', kidney com
plaint, liver difficulties, and rheumatism.
The old rough statement that " men dig their
graves with their teeth," has more truth than
poetry in it. If men would use their teeth
properly, they could postpone the time for
having their graves dug for many years.
ticles

and

|ta
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jjjoiounies

muttkeepit, via,,menof wltdomandvirtu* qualitiest
Thai whichmake*
« (roodConstitution
of youth. WilliamPtnn.
Itance,mostbe.carefullypropagated
bya Ttrtnouieducation
;

not withworldlyInhertheydescend

FISH CULTURE IN AMERICA.

very large

The
part of the animal food of the people.
art was also practiced extensively
by the
Lucullus, we are told, " at his
Romans.
house at Tusculum, on the shores of the Gulf
of Naples, dug canals from his fish ponds to
the sea. Into these canals fresh-water streams
were led, and pure running water thus kept
up. Sea fish that breed in fresh water passed
through the canals into his ponds, and stock
ed them with their young.

When they at

tempted to return to the sea, flood
barred their egress at the mouths

gates

of

the

canals, and while their progeny were growing,
fish supplied the market."

the parent

value of Lucullus'

The

fish ponds was estimated

a

a

quarter

is

a

of million of our money.
After the fall of Rome we do not hear
much more about fish culture until the four
teenth century, when
monk of the Abbey
of Reome
said to have discovered
the art
of breeding fish in wooden boxes, with wicker
work at the ends, and sand upon the bottom,
at

something

It was

re-discovered

it

popularized.

It

was reserved for Joseph Remy,

peasant, to make fish culture
ness,

French

practical busi

to the French peo

and to demonstrate

ple, and to the world, the feasibility of re
stocking barren rivers with fish. He knew
well that fish were prolific enough, and he set
himself to discover why
was that so many
of the streams of France were impoverished,
or entirely wanting in fish. He ascertained
that the scarcity was owing to the immense
amount of eggs that never came to life, the
enormous quantity of fry that were devoured
by enemies, and the hard fishing of the streams
before the survivors had time to grow to the

reproductive age.
It was only so recently as 1849 that the
labors of Remy, and his assistant, Gehin, were
brought to the knowledge of scientific men.
The French Government then took hold of
system was rapidly ex
tended to all the rivers of the country with
the matter, and the

the most gratifying results.
to the comfort

of

It

added much

the people, in a rapid and

of food
little fortunes were made

cheap increase of fish as an article
and, in some cases,

;

form

a

and

like the modern arrange
again in 1763 by
Jacobi,
German, and during his day many
was not
gentlemen practiced the art, but

ment.

a

a

is

it

it

greatest

abundance,

which

a

fish artificially has
long been known and practiced in other
few years that
lands; but
only within
has assumed any importance in this country.
Fish culture has always been practiced by the
Chinese as far back as we have any knowl
Their fish are reared in the
edge of them.

-I-

THE ART.

it

rr^HE art of breeding

OP

is
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by intelligent farmers who bad suitable
waters for the propagation of fish. The efforts
of Remy culminated in the erection of a great
at Iluningue,
fish hatching establishment
under the direction of Professor Coste.
Great attention is now paid to the business
in France, Germany, and Great Britain, and
a marked improvement has taken place in all
with the artificial propa
gation of fish. The salmon streams of Great
Britain and Ireland, once greatly impover
ished, are now steadily increasing in the yield
of this excellent fish, and salmon and green
peas are a favorite dish once more within

the rivers favored

reach

In

of laboring people.
the United States fish culture has been

confidently
The attention of our
law-givers is so far awakened that we shall
soon have all the legislation and the money
that is needed to stock our barren streams
with alcwives, shad, salmon, and other ana-

so far tested that we may speak

of its

entire

dromous

success.

fishes,

and

will

fish

become

the

cheapest animal food.

THE

HOW

WATER

HAS
LATED.

BECOME

DEPOPU

are

concerned,

the

the fisheries

on

[Mabch,
the Connecticut River,

shad could not be bought without the taking

of a certain number of salmon as a make
weight in the bargain.
The depletion of these streams has been oc
casioned mainly by the damming of the waters
for manufacturing purposes.
This began
The first settlements were made
very early.
near the shore, and not far from the outlets
of the brooks and rivers.
These were dam
med to furnish water-power for grist mills and
saw mills, which were among the first neces
sities of emigrants settling in a country cov
ered with heavy timber.
These dams pre
vented the fish from ascending to their spawn
ing beds, and they very soon became extinct.
The larger streams were the last to be ob
structed, and the fish were preserved in them
The salmon disap
for several generations.
about
from
the
Connecticut
sixty
peared
years ago, when the river was dammed at
Turner's Falls, and the shad had been rapidly
diminishing for thirty years since the dam
was put in at the Hadley Falls, until artificial
propagation was begun, about six years ago.
THE FECUNDITY

The streams and ponds upon every farm
can be utilized and made more productive in
food than the land. These waters have had
no intelligent husbandry until very recently.
The effort of every fisherman has been to catch
the last fish, and so far as the shad and sal
mon

At

Journal.

last

fish

has been

in a multitude of streams that once
swarmed with them. The warfare upon these
caught

fish has been most destructive

because they

were most coveted, and their large size made
them more easy to capture.
When the country was first settled, all the
size east of the
Hudson were full of salmon, and all the
streams north of Florida were well stocked
with shad and alewives. Shad are still plenty
in the Southern rivers, but in the streams east
of the Hudson they have greatly diminished,
and in most of the smaller streams they have
The salmon were once
entirely disappeared.
so plenty that they formed a very important
part of the food-supply of the people, and the
old tradition that it was stipulated in the in
that salmon should
dentures of apprentices
streams of any considerable

only be furnished a certain number of times
each week, is found, to be an historical fact.

OF FISH.

Fish are so enormously prolific, that if any
considerable
portion of the spawn could be
and
grow up to adult life, the sea
protected,
would be full of them, and the rivers would
hardly be navigablofor their multitude. This
fecundity is not a matter of speculation, but
has been accurately determined
by natural
ists who have given their attention to the
The female salmon gives about a
subject.
thousand eggs for every pound in weight,
and the speckled trout about the same pro
portion. The Schoodic salmon, found in the
of the St.
great lakes at the head-waters
Croix River in Maine, yields about a thousand
eggs for a five-pound fish ; and this is the least
prolific of all the salmonido) with which we

A five-pound shad will give
The alewives are quite as pro
lific in proportion to their size. Perch, both
white and yellow, are very prolific, and pick
It is quite impossible
erel arc still more so.
to exterminate them from any water where
they once gain possession, except by turning
off the water and draining the pond and dry
ing the bottom. This fish has the peculiarity
of producing a very much larger proportion
of females than males. The sea fish are still
are acquainted.
100,000 eggs.
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more prolific.
One sea fish which frequents
our rivers has been known to yield two hun
dred pounds weight of roe, making 7,000,000

A

eggs.

single cod-fish has produced

3,400,-

to be enormously

known also

as
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prolific. The menhaden,
white fish, bony fish, and

mossbunker, is almost the only fish that has
not been diminished by the ceaseless warfare
made upon them. This fish has been captured
for manure ever since the first settlement of

For twenty years or more it has
for its oil, and only the refuse
used for a fertilizer.
It is taken all along the
coast, from the Virginia capes to Maine, with
the country.

been taken

seines and purse nets, and the most ingenious
devices of the fisherman's art. The Long Is

land and Connecticut
factories,

shores swarm with fish

and the perfume of their industry

is never wanting from the summer breeze.
Not far from 140,000 tons of this fertilizer
are made every
are captured

year, and

1,400,000,000 fish

to keep these factories running.

Notwithstanding this terrible drain upon the
it is not perceived that they have
diminished in numbers.
Hauls of a hundred
thousand at a single fishing-place
in a day
are not uncommon, and the rewards of this
industry are still abundant.
This fecundity of the finny tribes is wisely
ordained to meet the enormous waste of life
that occurs from their natural enemies, and
to provide abundantly for the wants of the
human family. A large part of the spawn
escapes the milt of the male, and only serves
for the food of fishes. They prey upon their
menhaden,

own ova, and other species come to the spawn
Then, when the
ing beds as to a banquet.

young fish coine forth from the shell, every
In the natural
tribe waits to devour them.
process of growth it is estimated that not
more than three fish from a thousand eggs
reaches the period of adult life, when it can
Now, if art can come in
reproduce its kind.

Brook Ttrodt.

000;

flounder 1,200,000; a sole 1,000,000;
mackerel 500,000 ; herring 35,000 ; smelt 30,a

000 ; blue fish, striped bass, weak-ash, Span
ish mackerel, bonetas, menhaden, are known

and forestall this destruction, the fecundity
of fish will soon fill any water that is suitable
for their growth. The art of fish culture con
sists in guarding the ova and fry against their
natural enemies. It is now well known even
to tyros in fish culture that the impregnation
of fish eggs is a purely external act. The
male either deposits his milt at the same in
stant with the shooting of the spawn, or im
mediately

afterward.
TROUT RAISING.

To illustrate this

more fully, we

will

de

scribe in brief the process of breeding a trout,
from the spawn until he is fit for the table.
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The details for the management arc the same
To secure breeding
for all the salmonidse.
fish at the spawning season, it is necessary to
for the purpose.
have ponds constructed

box

prepared

[Makch,

A HATCHING

This may

like one of

for the purpose,

the hatching boxes described
be a cheap

below.

nOTTSE.

shed, or a well-built

house, with shingle roof
and cemented walls and

The latter is the
A leaky
roof will
the
injure
spawn, and if the walls
are not well made, rats
and mice will burrow in
floors.

best in the end.

them

and

destroy

The

spawn.

the

essential

tilings about the hatch
ing house are a supply
of spring water, a filter
ing box, and the hatch
ing troughs.
THE

is

SEcrnixo tub Sfaws.

They should be made with flumes, screens,
and gates, or flash-boards, so that the ope
rator can have complete control of the water,
and fill his ponds, or draw them off at plea
sure. Three or more ponda will be needed
for this purpose.
One for the large breeding
fish weighing half a pound and upward, a
second for the yearlings, and a third for the
fry, when they are turned out of the hatching
boxes.

a

WATEIt

matter

importance,

SUPrLY

of the first
and

we

should advise no one to attempt trout rais
ing who has not a copious spring of nearly
uniform temperature and constant flow.
If
brook water is available for the ponds, much
less spring water will be needed.
Water fill
ing a two-inch pipe will hatch 100,000 eggs
or more.
THE

PII,TERrNG

BOX.

This may be inside the building, or with-

These ponds may
or small ca

be of large

pacity, according to the
of the breeder.

purpose

Very small ponds will do
for an amateur who wants
simply to raise a few
for his
trout
thousand
But if he
own table.
means business, the ponds
should be well made, and
have a copious supply of
A few breeding
water.
trout may be kept in any
copious spring,

and

if

furnished
with a good gravel bot
tom, the trout will get
the outlet

spawn, and at
right time they can be captured

ready
the

be

the bed and stripped

milt

Feedijjo Young Trout.

to

upon

for their spawn and

The spawn so taken can be developed
in the water that flows from the spring in a

It is better to be within, as it is more
The purest spring
conveniently arranged.
water needs filtering to fit it for the incuba
The box should be about
tion of the eggs.

out.

FISH CULTUR
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sixteen

inches

square

and

eight feet long,

open at the top, and fitted to the side of the

building

at the

It should

upper end.

be

raised as far above the floor as the height of
the spring will allow, if you wish to econo
mize space in the building.

Frames of the

size of the box are made double for the pur
pose of holding filters of coarse flannel cloth,

E IN AMERICA.
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OP

THE SPAWN.

The spawning season in this latitude begins
about the first of November, and continues
six or more weeks. For some weeks previ
ous the trout are noticed upon the beds that
have been prepared for them, at the upper
end of the pond, in the sluice way.
They

The
through which the water is strained.
double frame prevents the necessity of using
tacks to hold the strainers, and save much
time in changing them. Six or eight of these
filters are needed in the box, and they should
be changed as often as they get dirty.
The
best way to clean
then

them

rubbing them with

or more

is by drying, and
a soft

brush.

One

leaders are used to pass the water

from the filtering box into the
HATCHING

TROUGHS.

may be made of stout

pine boards
fifteen in
width, and twenty feet or less in length.
They ought to be raised about three feet
from the floor.
They should be divided into
squares eighteen inches in length, and fitted
with movable strips about two inches in
width, so that the water may be controlled
at pleasure.
Into these apartments
put
inch in
screened gravel, about one-quarter
The gravel should, however, have
diameter.
been boiled to destroy all insects, and should
cover the bottom about one inch and a half.
The eggs should be placed upon this gravel,
and the water kept flowing over them about
half an inch in depth.
These

one and one-half inch in thickness,

»

coste's boxes

are the invention of M. Coste, Professor of
Embryology in the College of France, and
have been used for two years at Dr. Slack's
Troutdale ponds, and at the Poheganut Trout
ponds near Mystic Bridge, Conn., and are
found to be a great improvement upon the
common hatching trough. The eggs lie upon
a grille of glass rods, and can be taken out
Each
and cleaned without injuring them.
box holds about 1,500 eggs, and they are
in flights upon a stand.
easily arranged
With this apparatus and a convenient stream
of water, the trout hatching can be brought
into the house or the conservatory, and made
a constant source of entertainment
and in
struction to the family and to guests.

Ai.rwirE.
brush

the gravel

sediments

with their tails, and the

are carried off

by

the

current.

They soon pair and visit the beds in couples.
This is an indication that the fish are nearly
The water is drawn down
ready to spawn.
so that the trout can be taken with a scoopnet, and the ripe fish are selected according to
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They are
the best judgment of the breeder.
six
or
cnn
a
into
holding
eight
gallarge
put

[Maech,

pressure the eggs flow out in a constant stream,

like shot from a bag.

If the

operator

is skill-

Tboutdalb (N. J.) Fish Ponds
Ions, so that they need not suffer while they
we waiting for manipulation. A spawning
pan, holding four or five quarts of water, is

Troutdale
placed

near the can.

u spawner

The operator removes

to this pan, and by the gentlest

ful,it will

occupy but a few seconds, and the

fish is immediately put into a large can of
water

Hatchi.no

unharmed.

The milter goes through

HorsB.

I the same operation

as

rapidly

as possible,

and

the water is gently stirred with the tail of the

FISH CULTURE IN AMERICA.
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fish to mingle the milt and spawn.

The ova

remain in the pan about a half hour, and are
by allowing pure water to run
They are immediately removed
to the hatching boxes, where water is kept
flowing over them until they are hatched.
then washed
over them.

PERIOD

OF INCUBATION.

This depends upon the temperature of the
At 50" they hatch in fifty dayB.
Each degree of higher temperature shortens
the time five days, and each degree of lower

187

trout, or several thousands of fry just begin
ning to feed. It is always best to deal gene
rously with a brook in putting in the seed.
A hundred dollars is none too much to spend
in giving the water a good , start. This will
buy, at present prices, from fifteen to twenty
thousand fry, or two hundred two-year old

trout.

No fishing should be allowed for four

If

water.

years.

prolongs it five days. . Breeders
differ somewhat in their views of the best
Seth Green puts
temperature for hatching.
it at 45°. Mr. Wilmot keeps his water down
to near 34° from choice, and uses brook water
in preference to springs. It is generally ad
mitted that a lower temperature than 50° is
I should keep the water between
desirable.
38° and 45° if I had perfect control of the

trout, nothing more may be needed than to
stop the fishing for two or three years.
The stocking of streams with salmon and
shad is the appropriate business of the State
legislatures, and nothing need be said upon
that subject here.
This is already done for
the Hudson and- the Connecticut, with the
most gratifying results.
Five crops of shad
fry have been put into the Connecticut, and
there has been a great increase in the num
bers and in the quality of the fish taken.

temperature

the stream already

affords

a few

Black Bass.
temperature.

It

requires some acquaintance

with the water, the hatching house, and the
As long as "the
climate to do this perfectly.
eggs do not freeze, they will not be harmed
by the cold. The limits of this article forbid
any particular description of the development
of the ova, their care and cleansing, their
hatching and feeding, their treatment in the
nursery and in ponds until they become year
lings. Most people who have facilities for
growing trout in ponds or brooks will prefer
to leave this work to the breeders, and look
to them for their stock trout.
STOCKING A TROUT

STREAM.

Several courses may l>e taken to do this,
without the trouble of hatching the eggs on
If the stream is entirely barren,
the premises.
of course trout must be introduced. If it is
nearly barren, it will be best to do this. You
may either put in a few hundred two-year old

54,000,000

were put in last

Hadlcy Falls,

at

an expense

64,000,000 the present

year [1870] at
of $500, and

year [1871], at about

There is no doubt about the
We can multiply this fish with the
result.
same degree of certainty that we can pigs
the same cost.

and poultry upon the farm.
THE BLACK

BASS

is one of our best fish for private enterprise
to handle.
The quality of the flesh is good
enough

to satisfy

even an epicure,

will thrive in ponds that

and

it

can be made and

controlled on almost any farm where there is
a stream.
The good qualities of the bla"k
bass (Grystes nigricans of Agassiz) are thus
summed up by Dr. W. M. Hudson, one of theFish Commissioners of the State of Connecti
cut : " He is one of the finest fish known for
the table, ranking second only to the salmon
and trout, and by some considered

even su
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perior to them.

In size he obtains

an aver

age weight of four or live pounds, and one
has been taken in Massachusetts weighing
seven and a

half

pounds.
and

exceedingly hardy,

he is

Secondly,
adapted

to our
Northern

a
native of the
being
He has been placed in several ponds
in Massachusetts and Connecticut, and found
to thrive. Any pond of clear water hav
ing a variety of mud and gravel bottom,
and one or more deep holes, is suitable for
him. Thirdly, he is a great breeder, and is
one of the very few fishes that perfect their
Fourthly,
spawning beds and young fry.
he is the only fish suitable for our waters
able to defend himself against the ravenous
Nearly all our ponds arc
pickerel or pike.
He
infested with this pirate among fishes.
is able to conquer all his enemies. Finally,
he is as game as the salmon, and in compari
son with his size furnishes as much sport to
He readily takes a live minnow
the angler.
or a fly, and when he feels the first prick of

waters,
lakes.

the hook frequently

of the
it

rises three feet out

water in his struggles

to free himself,

and

requires a quick eye and steady nerve to land
him safely."
The good qualities of this fish are not over
stated, and there are thousands of ponds now
inhabited by the coarser kinds of fish that
The
ought to be stocked with black bass.
great difficulties in getting stock are now
The late Mr. Tisdale, of East
overcome.
Wareham,

Mass., spent large sums

of

money

in transporting this fish from Saratoga Lake
to the ponds in his vicinity, losing in the
Now it has
first instance his whole stock.
become a regular business, and an order for
black bass is as readily filled as for thorough
The cost is from one
bred cattle or sheep.
a
fish,
according to the size
to three dollars
and number taken, the expense of transpor
tation being added. With an attendant they
can be sent four or five days' journey by rail.

All

the efforts at stocking ponds have been

successful, so far as our information
Mr. Tisdale stocked a large number
in his neighborhood, and for several
fish have been so abundant that
Tons
have thriven upon his waters.

extends.

of ponds
years the
poachers
are taken

year from ponds of a few hundred
acres, furnishing a very appreciable amount

every

of food to the people in the vicinity.

A

pond

of forty

[March,

two years ago at an
at $10,000 by
its proprietors, and will probably pay the in
terest on that sum. It is estimated by gentle
men who have investigated the matter, that
one acre of water will furnish more animal
food than two acres of land fanned in the
best manner.
One of the excellences of the
black bass is, that he requires absolutely no
care after he is put into his new home among
the coarser kinds of fish. He caters for him
self, living upon varieties that are of little
value for human food.
You have nothing to
do but to catch him when he is full grown.
A pond should be kept close for, four or five
years after it is stocked, and then it will bear
the strain of fishing with the hook, probably
as long as water runs.
We are not surprised
at the greatly increased interest in fish cul
ture, and the growing popularity of the black
expense

acres, stocked

of $300, is now valued

baas.

Fish

also can be raised in ponds that have

no outlet, or in those that are supplied by

running water only a part of the year, if they
do not get so low as to destroy the fish by
the excessive heat in the summer.
Eels and
mud pout are frequently found in these stag
nant pools, but carp would be a better fish,
In
and furnish a larger amount of food.
the abundant distribution of water in our
Northern States there are few owners of large
farms that can not command a valuable fish
pond. On many, the pond is already made.
On others, nothing is wanting but a dam,
which will be none the less valuable for fish
that it furnishes water power for a mill.
To those who have facilities such as tho
above, we would recommend at least an ex
periment of fish culture on a small scale.
Mystic Bridoe, Comk.
W'M. CLIFT.

BOOKS.
Books reinforce u« ; mighty, wife.
They deign to stand as our allies ;
They aid the strong, protect the weak,
Onr stammered thought they plainly speak.
They give us knowledge, give us joyLift us above mean life's annoy ;
They give us solace, give us tears.
Give us the life of long dead years ;They give onr souls immortal wings,
To mount o'er transitory things.
And view us from some lofty star,
Onr life and nature as they are.
w. b. mama.
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DUALITY IN GOVERNMENT.
[A correspondent boIvcs the woman question,
or the question of franchise for woman, in the
We go with the women, in the matter
following.
of "no taxation without representation."
Our
correspondent proposes one way out of the diffi
culty, and we shall, no doubt, hear from others
on the same subject. " Let justice be done." ]

of

human race can not be grounded in any prej
udice against the principle of Duality, which
is inseparable from all considerations of sex
ual relations, for this principle has always
been a favorite with abstract philosophers, as
witness the Greek dogma of a dual godhead,
and has found general indorsement
by the
architects of governments in the general estab
lishment of two co-ordinate legislative bodies

singular curiosities in
from the relations of
sex.
From time immemorial women have
been admitted to a share in civil government
in nearly all communities, but seemingly as ex
ceptional cases.
Among the most barbarous
tribes, as well as the most civilized nations, fe
male sovereigns were and are known ; and it
appears to be only in those governments pro
fessedly democratic, as a rule, that the right
of women to hold responsible office is practi
cally denied.
Curiously, too, the political
positions open to the gentler sex, where they
the most

ONE
politics

results

which to baso this division of the law-making
machine ; but, in general, the old assumptions
of caste have furnished a rule for action, and
while progressive public sentiment has de
manded a popular branch, responsible direct
ly to the electors,

few

have

for another, with
in the interest of
In republican America, where no

Privilege.
privileged

recognized as eligible to rulership, are
precisely those for which we should suppose
them to be the least fitted by nature, namely,

class

was

the

recognized,

con

still triumphed by put
ting the State in its stead, in the Federal
scheme, and thus preserving the practice of
Duality, while its traditional arguments were
The individual States, also clinging
denied.
to the principle, were forced to create Sen
ates, which represented nothing that their
co-ordinate
branches did not equally repre
sent, but were varied by making the term of
servative

the executive ones. The British Empire, as
well as European monarchies generally, has
no objection whatever to invest a woman with
its sovereignty; but the loyal Englishman
would consider the Constitution fatally im
periled by allowing her a direct voice* in the
enactment of laws.
At first sight it would seem that the objec
tion lies against women as candidates for
We are led to imagine that the rea
election.
son why a female sovereign is allowed, but a
female President forbidden, has here its true
explanation ; and that nations do not object
to women holding such offices as can be made
hereditary, and attained without a struggle at
But here we are again at fault
the hustings.
when we observe that hereditary legislators
are always limited to the masculine sex, and
that the appearance of a peeress as a member
of the House of Lords in the English Parlia
ment would be nearly as scandalous as her
presence on the benches of the Commons.
Such facts prevent much of the reproach
which the advocates of political rights for
women would otherwise reasonably visit upon
republics, these being thus proven to be only
a little more illiberal in theory than are mon

office

clement

and

longer,

the

constituency

Finally, the error of the principle,

a9

larger.

applied,

began to become evident

til

to many minds, un
a school has arisen which contends strenu

ously for a single
rectly accountable

legislative body, held di
for its acts by the people.

Efforts have been made to inaugurate this
change in some of the States, as, for instance,
in Kansas, where Gen. Lane and other promi
nent

leaders

advocated

mary abolition

surd relic of

the total and

sum

of

the State Senate, as an ab
Privilege, as a needless clog up

on the popular will, and a source of unneces

archies.
against one-half of the

the hereditary

contended
successfully
about
equal
powers,

are

This discrimination

it is true, the constitution-makers
been at a loss for first principles on

Sometimes,
have

I

In fact, when the Constitu
sary expense.
tion of that State was formed, this feeling
was so strongly developed as to confine to the
House of Representatives the power of origi
nating all statutory bills, thus reducing tho
Senate to the inferior rank of a revisory com
mittee.
But it has been reserved for an off
shoot of imperialism to cross the Rubicon in
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this Innovating movement ; and the Province
of Ontario, in the Dominion of Canada, under
the leadership of a few bold statesmen, has
cut loose from the traditions of oligarchy by
vesting the legislative authority in one repre
sentative body.

grown
But has the principle of Duality
thus
ignoand
caste,
of
the
service
effete in
miniously abandoned, by a state subject to
English domination no useful function, born
of natural causes, by the exercise of which its
waning power might bo restored, and a truly
progressive advance made toward that per
to which tend the
fection of government
hopes of all philanthropic thinkers ? Does
not the sexual character of the human race
furnish a solution of the Dualistic problem,
utterly free from the sophistries of privilege,
and logically consistent with the severely
just laws of Christianity and our national
dogma of equal individual rights
The arguments most frequently
?

urged

against political sexual equality, that the in
timate association of men and women in elec
tions and in legislative bodies would tend to
degrade both, and especially undermine female

virtue, may or may not be true, and certainly
become powerless when confronted with the
theory of a Dual legislature, where each sex
shall elect a body of its own members, co
and exercising independently the
of legislative bodies. As in
functions
usual
house com
the election of a representative
women
but
none
women,
of
entirely
posed
would vote, the polling-places and officers of

ordinate,

election would naturally be of the same sex,
and no public intercourse with the other would
The elections for both
become necessary.

houses being made on the same day, the sexes
would, in fact, be widely separated during the
So, too, with the business of each
process.
house; each being officered from the sex to
which its members belong, no unusual or cor

rupting intercourse would necessarily occur.
With the right conceded that a woman, as well
as a man, is eligible to any office, would cease
the contention now theoretically made by the
radical women of the age with regard to exec
utive positions these being generally admit
ted to belong more appropriately to the mas
culine sex, on the score of strength and general
fitness.

If occasionally

a woman were elected

Governor or Sheriff, we should have no fear

[Mabch,

that the public service would suffer greater
abuses than
tice.

To

it

make

does under the present prac
the laws with wisdom, ob

serving justice to all, is the chief problem of
government, and the public has always the

power to compel their faithful execution.
That both wisdom and justice would be more
nearly attained by admitting the participa
tion of both halves of the human race equally
interested in good government, than by the
arbitrary exclusion of cither, would seem to
be a proposition too evidently true for con
tradiction ; and as a means of making this
participation practical and effective, we sug
gest this interpretation of the natural princi
ple of Duality.

THE CHARACTER
Boston

THEfield

OF SHYLOCK.

correspondent of the Spring
on this muck-abused

Republican,

creation of Shakspeare, says :
" Although Shakspeare elevates the charac
ter of Shylock far above the common idea en
tertained of Jews, he certainly never intended
A brief con
to make him a typical Hebrew.
of the relations of Hebrews to
sideration
Christians at the time of the occurrences re
lated in the play may assist in explaining the
At the time when Vene
meaning of the poet.
with the Orient,
commerce
the
tians controlled
and Antonio had need of moneys for his for
tune-hunting

friend, the Hebrews

in Europe,

oppression,
though subjected to unparalleled
were not only merchants, bankers, and travel
ers, but shared with Saracens an eminence in
learning and science in which Christians had

To dispute with the
but slight participation.
church was to brave the torture of fire, and as
the church claimed to be the fountain of all
knowledge, and to decide every question, not

only in theology, but in science also, the Chris
tian student might find himself in the position
of Galileo, of whom, at a much later period, it
was determined that, as no Christian had ever
been an astronomer, therefore no astronomer
could be a Christian, and if not a Christian he

must be an infidel, and had better be burnt
The sphericity of the earth, proved by Moors
and Jews, was summarily disposed of by ec
clesiastical scientists, who indignantly desired
could bo
to be informed how the Scriptures
of
a globe
side
other
fulfilled, and men on the
descend
Lord
the
see
judgment
of
in the day
the
ing through the air ! Many believe that

AMERICAN EDUCATION.
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heathen

god9

died

at

the

birth of Christ.

hold that, like the Bourbons, they are
in hopeful and dignified retirement ; Bacchus

Others

and Silenus, for better concealment, hiding un
der cowl and gown, while Jupiter has been
seen by sea captains near the north pole in
destitute circumstances.
It is not material
where they went.
deposed and fled

It

is very certain they were
away, among them great
Pan, and with him all the immortal inhabit
ants of air, woods, and streams.

speare, who, coming soon after the flood of
light let in upon Europe by the discovery of
the New World, could appreciate those grand
souls who had cherished science in defiance of
the inquisition.
It argues very shallow knowl
edge of his subject to assume that the great
master in dramatizing the old Venetian story
intended to represent in Shylock the majesty

of the Jewish race struggling

There was a

Devils, witch
held revel where Pan had

and

goblins
to answering
cch.o, and Oreads and
Dryads had sported in the sylvan shade. Civil
ization, learning, art, disappeared with the
es,

piped

pagan world, and ignorance settled with Chris
tianity into the night of the dark ages.
" The revival of
learning in Europe was
through intercourse with the Saracens and
Jews, but it was a slow process, and in Shylock's time the Christian world was still in the
darkness of superstition.
It was the era of
magic, necromancy, and astrology on the one
side, and monkish assumption on the other.
While the forbidden arts consulted the dead,
or bargained with the devil for his powers, or
stars, the regular
the wandering
conjured
faculty howled prayers to avert the pestilence
shaken from the tails of wrathful comets, and
cured diseases by the exhibition of loathsome
Nor were these delusions of the igno

relics.
rant

and debased alone;

the mightiest

men

controlling the Christian world were entirely
It is humiliating to re
under their influence.
flect that, in the midst of this abject ignorance,
there were learned Jews looking on with calm
and pitying philosophy ; miracles wrought by
dirty monks, trials by battle, ordeals by fire
and water, all the supernatural machinery of
the middle ages, were to them gross and pal
Persecuted elsewhere, the
pable imposture.
Jews found safety in learning, through the
fears of the more instructed Christians, who
desired their skill in medicine ; and although
this was forbidden by especial act of the
church, Jewish physicians were protected by
powerful nobles, princes, and even popes. It
is not necessary here to name the great men

who adorned the schools of Jewish learning,
what time Jessica fled with her unthrift love
as far as Belmont, and Shylock raged about it
under the shadow of the lion of St. Mark. The
by
blows quietly struck at supernaturalism
learned Jews were not unknown to Shak-

against oppres

sion."

AMERICAN EDUCATION.

new heaven and a new earth, but the imagina
tion of man remained, and the solitude and

moonlight were again peopled.
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to the forthcoming

ACCORDING
of the Commissioner

of

Report

Education,

there are, in the United States, 5,643,S34 per
sons ten years old and over who are unable to
write.

They are distributed

generally

as fol

lows :
Male.
671.954
51,517
1,985,376

Female.
781,251
51,077
2.202.359

Total.
1,358,208
102,594
4,187,735

United States.... 2,008,847

3,034,687

6,648,534

Divisions.
Northern
Pacific
Southern

This synopsis of illiteracy in our own popu
lation suggests many vital thoughts, with ref
erence to the future of our nation.
Next to the parental duty of cherishing the
life of the child is that of informing and dis
ciplining its mind, so that it may become an
aspirant

and competitor for success, respecta
and position when arrived

bility, knowledge,

at mature age.
The bitterest reproach that can be made by
children against an unwise parent is that of
neglecting their education and allowing them
to grow
proach

So the worst re
up in ignorance.
that can be brought against any com
is that of having refused to provide

munity
An ignorant
for the education of its citizens.
population is an element of weakness in the
causing insecurity and lawlessness, re
industrial and material progress, and
bringing many burdens upon property.
The wisest, as well as the cheapest, course to
state,

tarding

pursue is to educate the children ; and there
fore it is expedient, as well as just and hu
mane, to make the cost of tuition in the pub

lic schools a charge upon the taxable property
of the community.

A Texan's Greeting.

"

God

grant

that the Journal may live long, growing con
stantly in wealth of wisdom and soul-stirring In
my temporal
Each number increases
fluence.
prospect* for the better, and vastly Improves my
'
hopes of the life into which none but the pure
T. L. w."
In heart' can enter.
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men's valuable lives ; the parents of these em

will save the cost of their
Traupmans
keep, and the State of Illinois will not have to
convict nor the Governor to pardon
them.
bryo

[Were this process to be applied generally, we
fear there would be very few people left in Illi
nois.] The Table-Talker turns down his thumb
with

WRITER

in the Chicago Evening
Post of the 10th Jan. instructed its
readers with the following brilliant essay.
A

We

introduce remarks in brackets.
" Since Mr. Barnes expired, according to pre
vious appointment at Pittsfielil, in this State,
the phrenologists [What phrenologists ?] have
been interviewing his occiput with unusual suc
cess. The man having been handed for murder,
his organs of Destructivcness

have been declar

[Which is, no doubt, quite
his
What is still more alarming,
true.]
two brothers, aged respectively ten and thir
teen, are said to possess precisely similar de
" take
velopments [Probably ; brothers, who
ed to be very large.

after their parents," are expected to resemble
each other], so that we may expect them within
the next ten or fifteen years to vindicate the
accuracy of Phrenology, and prove the legiti
macy of their descent by imbruing their fore-or
dained hands in innocent gore.
[Indeed, and
is this a legitimate inference drawn from the

Phrenology
doctrine of Fore-ordination?
teaches that we may and should overcome strong
A nice question
tendencies to besetting sins.]

the heads of all children

to manipulate

in the
Wherever
origin were found which

United

States as soon as weaned.

bumps

of normal

seemed

to assure to their possessor the career
a Stokes, a Tweed, or a Train, that

of a Fisk,

suckling's funeral should be appointed for the
next afternoon, and nothing should be permit
to interfere with the punctual delivery of
[But why not treat the parents in
" Like
the same way ?
begets like, you know."]
With the evil-doers thus eliminated in their
ted

the corpse.

very cradles, our country would be enabled to
rise to a pitch of glory and virtue unequaled
in the history of the world, and, firmly built
upon the bumps of Veneration and Philoprogenitiveness as upon rocks of adamant, to stand
unmoved, while kingdoms and empires around
her melted away into confusion and nothing
ness."

however, some good sense in
[There
this, and we could wish that only those
who are fit for should become parents at

it

NESS

DESTRUCTIVEMURDER.

the

is,

PHRENOLOGY

1872.

demands

There

vastly more pains taken to
improve the breed of horses, cattle, and
pigs, than human beings with immortal
souls. We have only to visit asylums,
all.

is

MARCH,

and

hospitals, prisons, and poor-houses to
raff of badly generated
meet such
human rubbish as to sicken a sensitive
a

NEW YORK,

firmness,

Roman

slaughter of those boys. Indeed, he is clearly
of opinion that we ought to go further.
A
Government Commission should be appointed

It

nature.

be very wicked, no
but we have met not few

may

sand times regretted that they were ever
bora. It
among this class that suicides
is

a

a

is

poor helpless creatures in human form
to be relieved
whose almost only wish
who
and
have
thou
of worthless life,

are found.

Our Chicago cotemporary does injus
tice to Phrenology when he charges
with the faults of which he complains.

it

A murderer in the coffin is worth two
hemp.
the gallows.
By killing them ere their
bumps have begun to work, we shall save some

on

a

[Not if you decide them to be imbecile,
idiotic, or irresponsible.]
They were not the
edificators of the murderous cranial protuber
ances. [No, but they may increase or diminish
Again, if the phrenologists speak by
them.]
the card, and are worthy of credence, would it
not be advisable to kill those two boys now ?
An ounce ot lead is better than a pound of
sible ?

it

doubt

is,

here suggests itself. If these young boys grow
up and kill anybody, can they be held respon

As well

may he blame

the physician

for

a disease.

A

phrenologist simply points out what he
finds to be true.
He creates nothing.
He destroys nothing. He only discovers.

And what

is more, he tells you how he
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that after
birth of their child she was com
Jhe
home for herself
pelled to leave him and seek
and child with her mother at No.
Whitehall
Street, On the evening of the 15th of June,
1

of

SULLIVAN.
a

the cause

discovering

la WHENCE

1870,

Sullivan was returning from work, when

he was met by

a

the Case of

1872.]

man who

began to upbraid
to live at No.

him

Seriously, before dismissing this sub
ject, we would urge upon the attention

that she was lead
ing an immoral life there. Sullivan's jealous
passion was at once aroused, and in
fit of
rage he went to the house where his wife was
a

him soundly on the hea with
This drew
crowd around, among
cudgel.
whom was John O'Brien,
very quiet and in
I

and belabore.l

a

a

a

offensive young man. Sullivan, in a paroxysm
of rage and excitement, pulled
large clasp-

I

it

knife from his pocket, and after opening
rushed toward O'Brien saying, " will kill you
and plunged the knife three
you
,"

teaches how we may correct in children
errors and faults derived from parents.]

staying, entered her apartment, and began to
abuse her. Her mother came to her assistance
a

of the Chicago Post, and those who think
with him, a little book on pre-natal influ
ences, or human development according
to the laws of hereditary descent.
It is
entitled the Parents' Guidk, and should
be read by all who would aid in the
This work
improvement of the race.

for allowing his wife
Whitehall Street, insinuating

1

does it.

times into O'Brien's abdomen.

a

THE CASE OF LAWRENCE SULLIVAN.

al

case, therefore, may be both interesting

and in

structive to our readers.

Lawrence Sullivan was born in Odona, in
Ireland, in the year 1844, and came to this
country with his mother and brother in the
After his arrival in this city he and
year 1860.
together as laborers, and
both resided with their mother at No. 19 Al

his brother

worked

bany Street until al)out the month of May, 1808,
when Lawrence got married and went to

inquest

chair and threatened to
ceedings seized
knock the brains out of some of the witnesses.
He was committed to the Tombs by the cor
oner on the 20th of June. About the 1st day
of August he retained Mr. John Boyd, of the
New York Clipper Building, as his counsel,
and on the 4th of August he was arraigned in
the Court of General Sessions, and pleaded not
guilty to the indictment of murder in the first
degree, which had been found against him.
As the prisoner had no money wherewith to
pay the expenses of the defense, one or two
leading lawyers, to whom his relatives had ap
plied to take the case, refused to do so, partic
was
hopeless
ularly as they said because
affair and nothing could save him. In prepar
a

a

a

it.

conviction in our March number for 1871.
The case of this unfortunate man has attracted
a great deal of public attention, not only on ac
count of the horrible character of the crime
and the peculiarities of the prisoner, but also
because
has formed
precedent for the in
troduction of phrenological testimony in crim
inal trials, particularly as that testimony has
been fully sustained by subsequent facts, and
commission composed of
by the report of
three of the most accomplished members of
A brief resume of the
the mcdi
fraternity.

the coroner's

task that
ing for the defense, Mr. Boyd had
was anything but easy. The facts of the killing
a

John O'Brien by Lawrence Sul
livan, together with some of the more import
ant facts and incidents of Sullivan's trial and
the murder of

At

he died.

Sullivan was very violent, and during the pro

were strong against him.
The testimony of
six or eight eye-witnesses was incontrovertible.
The plea of insanity was thought of, but the
prison surgeons laughed at the idea, saying*
that the man was as sane as his counsel, or
The counsel, who
something to that effect.
has given some attention to the study of Phre
man of very
nology, saw that his client was
a

will remember, we gave an
account of the circumstances connected with

terward

it

AS Journal

of the Phrenological

a

A VICTORY FOR PHRENOLOGY.
the readers

The murderer

was arrested immediately, and O'Brien was ta
few days af
ken to Bellevue Hospital, where

strong animal passions and impulses, and that
his mental development was of that very low
order which borders on idiocy, and concluded

consequence of this his conduct toward her be
gan to be very brutal and abusive, so much so

properly ap
that the science of Phrenology,
plied to this case, would save his client's life

if

he
Shortly after his marriag
housekeeping.
became exceedingly jealous of his wife, and in

Phrenological Journal.
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He accordingly applied to Mr. 8. R Wells, who
consented to examine the prisoner *and testify
in relation to his mental and physical condi
tion at his trial.

The trial commenced on the 14th day of De
cember, 1670, and was concluded

on the 15th.

On the second day of the trial Mr. Wells was
placed on the stand and gave the following ev
idence :
Q. (By Counsel.) You have heard the testi
mony, Mr. Wells, in this case ?
A. I have heard the statement of the pris
oner.
Q. Mr. Wells, are you an expert
to what causes insanity, temporary
wise ?

in regard

or other

I

I think I may say am, sir.
Q. (By the Court.) How do you call your
self an expert?
Do you examine the forma
tion of the brain ?
A.

A. Yes, sir, and in the delineation of charac
ter by the organization as a whole.
Q. Have you made diseases of the mind and

the development of the brain a special study ?
I have, sir.

A

Q. How many years ?
A. Twenty-five years or more.
Q. Now, sir, will you state what is necessary
to produce temporary insanity in cases of this

kind?
Question excluded.
Q. Have you ever l>een acquainted with, or
devoted much attention to, cases of idiocy, Mr.

Wells

A

?

Yes, sir.
Q. Having made diseases of the brain and
the formation of the brain a special study,
from all the evidence you have heard in this
case, would you suppose that the circumstances

would produce insanity, temporary or other
wise?
A. If the Court will permit me to state, I
should regard it a case of imbecility rather
than insanity, except such a state of frenzy as
would arise from the excitement.
Q. Would the circumstances of this case, so
far as you have heard them, be sufficient to
(throw this prisoner into a state of frenzy ?
A. Very slight provocation would quite un
He is but an unfortunately or
balance him.
ill-developed

with

person.

He has

a

child's brain

a man's body.

[March,

A. Yes, sir, but one, during the present week,
at the Tombs.
After the summing up of Counsel, and an
able charge by the Recorder, the case went to
the jury, who at once rendered a verdict of

" guilty of murder in the first
degree," without
leaving their seats.
THE SENTENCE.

in passing sentence, said :
" Sullivan, a more
wanton and brutal murder
has never passed under my observation, after
Recorder

Hackett,

thirty years' experience in mattersof this kind.
You have been most righteously convicted.
The closing duty of this Court is to direct that
you shall be taken hence to the City Prison,
from whence you came, and on the 20th of Jan
uary (Friday), between the hours of ten and
two, you be hanged by the neck until you are
dead."

The great excitement which he underwent
during the trial, and the dread of execution,
seemed to deprive him of what little reason he
possessed, and he continued to rave for several
days afterward, and refused to take food until
the jail physicians were compelled to force it
down his throat.
Although he received all
necessary attention from his keepers and the
best medical treatment, he has still continued
in a state of utter imbecility, fully verifying the
statement " that slight provocation would quite
unbalance him, as he is but an unfortunately or
ill-developed

with

He has a child's brain

person.

a man's body."

A writ of error and stay of proceedings
were afterward obtained, and the case argued
in the General Term of the Supreme Court, in
April,

1871.

There

were confirmed,

the verdict and judgment
which decision counsel

from

appealed, and the case was carried
Court of Appeals in Albany.

up to the

In the mean time several persons were dis
who knew Sullivan in Ireland, and
who deposed that insanity was hereditary in

covered

his family, both on his father's and mother's
side, and that in his boyhood he was known
"
by the sobriquet of Crazy Larry."
The Rev

Father Quinn, pastor of St. Peter's
Church in Barclay Street, also deposed to the
effect that he believed that Sullivan's insane
jealousy and cruel treatment of his wife were
the result of mental imbecility.
Upon these
affidavits and other documents Mr. Boyd pre
sented a petition to Governor Hoffman in De
cember, 1870, praying for the appointment of a
erend

Q. Would such circumstances as this totally
subject him to his animal impulses?
A. Yes, sir.

commission

Q. (By the Court.) Did you
examination of this man ?

The Governor
granted the petition, and appointed Dr. J. 8.

make only one

Sullivan's

de lunatico inquirendo,

mental

condition.

to ascertain

BL U8HING.

1872.]

Mosher, Surgeon-General of the State of New
York, Dr. D. Brown of Bloomingdale Asylum,
and Dr. White of this city as medical experts
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ever he may happen to be, and this puts one
above or beyond the disposition tq blush. The

case.

old saying that " a guilty conscience needs no
accuser," is based on the fact that one under
conviction shows it in his face ; and a young

the Governor ordered tho sheriff to remove
him to Auburn Lunatic Asylum, and there he
now is. It will be seen, therefore, that in De

rogue, when confronted with his wrong-doing,
will usually blush just in proportion to his sen
sitiveness and his consciousness of guilt
The fact that one can not overcome his diffi
dence and look friend or foe in the face, is no
evidence of sin or wickedness,' as some sup

to examine the prisoner

and report

upon

his

After making a thorough examination,
they declared it to be their opinion that Sulli
van was hopelessly insane, with no probability
Upon receiving this report
of his recovery.

cember, 1870, Phrenology positively declared
what Sullivan's mental condition was, and in
December, 1871, that declaration was fully sus

pose.

by the highest medical
authority and by the Executive of the State.
So terrible was the crime, and so devoid of any
apparently legal grounds of defense was the

even an inferior squarely and steadily in the
He soon falters and assumes a downcast
eye.

ance,

makes one feel always

at home where-

a

a

parents and
adopted by inconsiderate
impatient teachers. Instead of mild measures,
they resort to the most severe, namely, to that
of shaming them. " Oh, you little dunce 1" or,
ment

" You blockhead

did you not know better than
" If the child
really believes the parent
that
will have
or teacher,
very ill opinion of

it

a

us that this sudden

feeling of total unworthiWhat else but a look of humiliation and
self-contempt can be expected in the face of
The parent or the teacher
one so treated?
may beget, in the minds of children, all the
rudiments of dignity, manliness, and so much
real nobility of sentiment and soul that he
mean act, however
would be above doing
self, and sink into
ness.

a

informs

1

and

reddening of the face is due to a rush of blood
into the capillaries of the skin. The influence
of nervous conditions is strikingly exhibited by
this phenomenon, the circulation of the blood,
or rather the action of the heart being respon
sive to those emotions and passions which have
immediate relation to the brain and nervous
system.
There is a marked difference among .individ
One who is very
uals in respect to blushing.
sensitive to praise or blame has large Venera
and Conscientiousness
tion, Approbativcncss,
blushes on the slightest occasion ; while one
with those organs small will be comparatively
indifferent to either will not be moved by
censure or by applause, by the powers on earth
A vivid consciousness of one's
or in heaven.
poverty or ignorance, or other imperfection,
tends to produce a feeling of humility, and this
Large Self-Esteem, with
causes one to blush.
intellect, culture, and competence, gives assur

a

to our aid

The African, the Asiatic, and the North Amer
blush, though
owing to
ican Indian may fed
he may not stunt it.
the color of his skin
One cause of blushing, on the part of some
children,
produced by the mode of govern

sorely tempted.

Prevention

:

is the cause ?

also has much to do with

is

What

Can it be prevented ?
Why do the
young blush more readily than the old ?
In answer to these questions science comes

soon, however,
him

A nervous, sanguine tempera
our blushing.
much more susceptible than the lym
ment
blonde than brunette.
phatic or bilious, and

it

do we blush ?

bewildered

is

HY

be somewhat

equilibrium takes place, and " Richard
self again."
The temperament

BLUSHING.

W

will

is

of criminal ju

risprudence.

?

new era in the administration

it,

we state on the positive assertion of his
counsel, Mr. Boyd.
Let us hope that this sad case has opened a

in his shoes the first time when he appears to
speak before an audience, he will, by practice,
overcome his timidity, or " platform fever,"
as it is called, and when used to
enjoy the
mental luxury. At first
slight agitation as
he will be suffused witli blushes, and his mind

a

This

for the diffident, may
would almost sink

Self-confidence,

nature.

be acquired, and though one

;

been executed on the 15th of January, 1871.

for them to look

look in keeping with his modest and sensitive

As in the effort to reclaim the

inebriate, we must look to the awakened moral
sentiments, and come under such influences
as we

know to

be

right,

if

prisoner, that had Phrenology not intervened in
this case, nothing could have saved Lawrence
8ullivan from the gallows, and he would have

that it is next to impossible

a

tained and confirmed

On the contrary, it is often the case that
the most innocent and virtuous are so bashful

we would overcome

'

Phrenological Journal.
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or physical infirmity like that of
stammering «r of blushing. We must be careful
to do just right between one and another, and

any mental

between

with

and our Creator.
Then,
void of offense, and a heart
in perfect accord with the will of

ourselves

a conscience

and will

God
doing His service and asking His bless
ing on all we do we shall suffer no more from
the smiles or frowns of others, nor be crucified
by that crushing feeling of un worthiness which
causes weak, sensitive, and bashful persons to
in the face from a natural or

become over-red

induced tendency to painful blushing.

15,178

[March,

there was one over

100

in her entire

white population.
In 1860 the white population of the State of
In this small popu
Vermont was 814,369.
there is evidence of vitality ; there
were, over 90 years of age, 146 men and 180
women ; and here, as in all the States named,

lation

In every 961 there
women have the majority.
was one over 90, and over 100, 13, being one in
every 24,182 of her entire population.

[These statistics show clearly enough that if
had taken place prior to
any deterioration
1860, it must be placed to the debit of the men
rather than of the women.

Since 1860,

if

our

are worth anything, our women
have gained in robustness, and can lay stronger
claim to the elements which contribute to lon
observations

AMERICAN WOMEN DETERIORATING?

TF

we were to credit the assertions of many
writers in popular publications, we should
of course echo the impeachment, that our wo

_L

men live so irregularly and improperly that
they are rapidly declining in physical vigor.

But what

are the facts as exhibited

by scientific

investigation f
R. R. Mcllvaine, M.D., in remarks before the

Ohio State Medical Society, 1871, on the Spe
Report of the Committee on Sanitary
Science, gave the following statistics as proofs
He said :
that women are not deteriorating.
In 1850, if I remember rightly, in every 2,178
of the entire population of the United States,
there was one over 90 years of age, and in every
cial

25,000,

numbers, there was one over

in round

Mr. President, it is not I
It is the Bible
history.
of politics and progress, the census of the
United States for 1850, that I credit with these
100 years

who

of

speak,

age.

it

is

facts.

But further : the State of New York, in 1860,
a white population of 3,831,500; of this

had

number there were 1,046 persons over 90 years
of age, viz., 704 men and 942 women ; thus

in every 2,327 there was one over 9J, and in
every 41,647 there was one over 100 years; in
both cases women being in the majority.

In

the State of Ohio, in 1860, with a white
of 2,802,808, there were 760 over 90
years of age ; of this number there were 366
men and 894 women, and therefore there was,
population

in every 3,030, one over 90 years of age, and in
In
every 33,864, one over 100 years of age.
this case, as in that of New York, aged women
are in the majority.

In Virginia, in
of

1,047,299,

1860, with a white population
there were 245 men and 296 wo

men over 90 years of age (total 541), which
gives one over 90 in every 1,985, and in every

gevity.]

TnF. refusal of Mechanics' Unions to recon
restriction, whereby
their own sons are denied the privilege of
learning the trades of their fathers, is one of
We have before
the mysteries of the age.
alluded to this, for we feel that the pros
perity of the country, the interests of hu
manity, and the welfare of coming genera
tions, all demand that the shutting out of
boys from learning the trades ought to cease,
so that they may be trained up to become
good workmen, and be able to earn an honor
sider their unreasonable

able mode

of living.

Scientific American.

And when this thing im
[Aye, aye, sir.
ported from foreign parts, where selfish mon
archies rule takes root in republican Amer
"
ica, we may say
good-bye to Democracy."
" usurpers will thwart our
These " striking
institutions unless broken up.

Negro-slav

Labor in America
ery has been abolished.
is now free. Let no lawless combinations in
terfere with
ment

of all

the fullest and

the faculties

freest

of mind

develop

and all the

powers of bone and muscle.
Why not limit, by mob rule, the number

of school-teachers,
islators,

preachers, physicians,

stage-drivers,

chimney

leg
sweeps, and

We say, teach every boy a
bootblacks?
trade, and let all follow whatever honest, use
This is true Democ
ful pursuit they prefer.
This is American republicanism.
When rich and merciless manufacturers
grind down their operatives to starvation
But
prices, they ought to be deserted.
racy.

A STATUE OF FRANKLIN.
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" strikes " have no business here

;

nor have

Every grievance may be re
by lawful means, and every good

mobs or riots.
dressed

citizen will abide by the laws.]

STATUE OF FRANKLIN.

A

printers of New

York

and the mem
a

bers of the press lately joined in giving
THE

decidedly metallic character to the one hun
dred and sixty-sixth anniversary of America's
and scientific benefactor,
great philosopher
Benjamin Franklin. The 17th of January was
made the occasion for the unvailingof a bronze
statue of that eminent man in Printing- House
Square, at which several of the best known citi
zens of our city assisted.

The statue

is

of colos

sal size, representing Franklin in full diplomatic
or court costume, holding in one hand a copy of
one of the newspapers which he started. The
position which the statue occupies is eminently
appropriate, being in the open space between
two leading newspaper offices, that of the Tri-

of the Timet, while in the im
mediate vicinity are the publishing offices of
several other prominent journals, daily and

Imms and that

It is scarcely necessary for us to do
weekly.
No American
more than allude to Franklin.
Suffice it to
is better known to Americans.
say, in the language of a cotemporary, that
" his character was many-sided ; he was equally
noted as a statesman, a diplomatist, a philoso
and a moralist, whose homely maxims

pher,

have molded, to a great extent, the industry
His
and economy of the present generation.
fame as a scholar is co-extensive with civili
zation ; foreign cities give his name to their
streets ; and among the struggling nationalities
of Europe, Washington and Franklin are ever

combined
canism."

as the type and symbol

of republi

THE GRAND DUKE ALEXIS.

THE
sia

visit of the Grand Duke Alexis of Rus

to this country created considerable
As has been the
stir in all classes of society.
case heretofore, when any foreign notable was
to land at New York, a very flatter
His visit
reception was accorded him.

expected

ing
was not lengthy,

but the enthusiasm

which

it

everywhere, evinced the very cor
dial good-will that prevails among us toward
attended

Russia.

The

He is a
pictures fail to do him justice.
He stands over six feet

splendid young man.
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is symmetrical and well proportioned.
His habits are good ; health perfect ; complex
ion fair; eyes blue; teeth even, clean, and
white ; and his manners those of a modest, wellbred, religious gentleman.
He has nothing of
the vulgar swagger seen in some princes, nor
of the dull Dundreary look of certain others
who are born to fame and fortune. He is now
in his twenty -second year, and is the third son
of the Czar Alexander.
Alexis inherits some
thing of his grandfather's fine proportions and
Nicholas, who died during the
nobleness.
Crimean war, was one of the handsomest
not
men of modern times.
He was
prettiest
great, he was grand, and Alexis promises to
become his worthy successor. He is said to be
very proud of a decoration given him as a re
high

ward for his gallantry

in rescuing a lady from

drowning under circumstances of great per
sonal risk.
We self-governing Americans have
no fondness for monarchies, nor for hereditary
rulers, be they kings, queens, or emperors, re
garding them no better nor worse on account

of the accident of their birth ; but while they
behave as well, they are just as good as other
folks.
We take off our hats all the same to a
schoolmaster, a blacksmith,

a policeman,

or a

president ; we do no more in honor of a prince,
" A man is
a lord, a priest, or a pope.
a man
for all that," and we Americans are here in this

world to assert and maintain the principle of
equality of rights before the law and in the
sight of God.
Crowned heads, to be sure, are vested with
special responsibilities by reason of their very
position, and it is their duty to act for the
" little brief
good of their people, to exert their
authority" for the maintenance of the right,
and for the general amelioration of the nation.

The Prince of Wales is recovering from his
his
Sandringham,
late very serious illness.
residence, which has acquired considerable
publicity in consequence of this illness, is situ
ated in the county of Norfolk, England, about
Sand
one hundred miles northeast of London.
ringham, or Sand Deringham, formerly belong

The place
of Lord Palmerston.
was sold to the Prince of Wales, soon after he
became of ago, for the purposes chiefly of a
hunting ground. A large and elegant man
ed to the wife

sion, known as the Sandringham House, has
just been completed, with the elegant entrance
gates to the park, which were presented to the

Prince by the inhabitants
hood.

of the neighbor

Phrenological Journal.
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rature,

Science,

[Mabch,

^duration.

WRITING FOR THE PRESS.

is

if,

is

wisdom and virtue.

fully minister

be

First. Let each sentence have one positive

it,

Second. Let that meaning be expressed with
clearness, force, and elegance.
Third. Where the subject admits
employ

:

is

a

illustration, allusion, quotation, to enforce and
what you say. There
world of
meaning in that declaration of St Mark
" Without
parable spake he not unto them."
Generalities in writing or in speaking fall to
ground, but let them be put in the form of

adorn

a

a

could grapple

hook

as

well

well

as

a

story, an illustration,
proverb,
maxim,
picture, and they are like those ancient spears

which had

point; they

as pierce.

Shakspeare
double, and by the subtile force
of his genius inculcates lessons of high morality
while seeming only to amuse and delight
as

sees everything

Emerson

says the force of style consists in
When one has written his

striking out

!

is

will

meaning, and only one.

and require no effort of genius,
will be quite sure to win him.
It hardly possible for any one, without an
acquaintance with our best writers, to become
a popular and acceptable contributor
to the
press. Though the same truths need iterating
and reiterating to every generation, yet if we

wants

our most popular writer.
In putting thoughts
upon paper the young writer may with safety
follow two or three rules.

the statements correct, these excellences, which
are mechanical

He who can most skill

to these universal

a

capital letters arc all right, the punctuation
carefully attended to ; if the English is fault
less; if the grammar is nowhere imperfect;
below all this, the thought
and
good and

to meet our obligations, to raise our children,
to rise higher than ourselves in the scale of

a

umns that lie can not stop to puzzle out words
If he finds the
be plain as print

that should

We wish to know
how to double our trade, to improve our lands,

care we for the lost arts

?

Multitudes

When the Lost Arts aro brought before us ar
rayed in all the graces of rhetoric, the perfec
tion of elocution, and the splendor of oratory,
we listen spell-bound.
But when the voice
ceases, and we go back to every-day life, what

a

of professional writers.
of aspiring youth, who see fame
and fortune in an inkstand, who are conscious
of possessing fertility of ideas and fouutains of
inspiration in their own hearts, long to join the
army of the pen, but lack the requisite skill.
A few hints as to the means by which they
may reach the goal of their desires may not be
unacceptable to this class of our readers.
An excellent manuscript is no mean recom
mendation to a piece of writing. A new story
by Dickens or Thackeray, if written in hiero
glyphics, would be gladly accepted by any pub
But an almost
lisher, and paid for liberally.
illegible story or essay, by an unknown author,
unless it possesses at the outset rare felicities
of style and richness of thought, is quickly con
signed to the waste basket The fact is, every
editor is so crowded with matter for his col
a larger number

the topics upon which he
inclined to write,
but those which the public wish to hear about

a

number of magazines and books keeps
with the increase of newspapers.
The demand developed by the daily press re
quires solid nutriment, and constantly calls for

THE
pace

can clothe

thoughts, let him go over the manuscript and
strike out every word and every expression

Taylor, we may gain the car and the heart of

that does not intensify or illustrate his mean
ing. Let him hunt for commonplaces, and in
their stead put down rarer and more folicitous

is

a

those we aim to instruct and improve.
The style in which
truth
clothed

is

them with the graces of expression
that come from studying the writings of Addi
son and Goldsmith, of Shakspcare and Jeremy

often

as important as the truth itself.
A king in rags
commands no homage, but wrap him in purple

To do this part of the work with
expressions.
taste and judgment he must study Irving, or
Macaulay, or Addison, or some other master
artist in the use of words.

becomes impressive.

Latin origin.
The most successful journalist
of the age uses language perfectly understood

The literary aspirant must consider not only

is

The tendency of our modern writers
to
the use of Saxon words rather than those of

a

and the populace bows the knee. Clothed in
the royal robes of expression
common thought

THE ARCTIC REOIOKS.
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by the great masse9 of the people. By this
means, what he says flies at the heads of his
readers, and not over them.

but the style would
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not have been that of

Ik

Marvel.

Every successful writer delights in polishing
his sentences, in making them stronger, brighter,
those who, not having a classical educa
tion, wish a full acquaintance with our mother * nearer perfection in balance and harmony.
A
tongue, Webster's Unabridged
perpetual dissatisfaction haunts his mind and
Dictionary is
"We know a man of the last
indispensable.
he reads an essay of Joseph
governs his taste
Addison and traces the links and subtilties
generation, quite famous in his time as sena
;

For

breathe the oxygenated air of the intellectual
heights on which they stand.
In a popular style, vividness of ideas is the
one thing indispensable. Wendell Phillips qual
ifies his statements less than any man in the
world, and that accounts for the fact that his
expressions ring and tell and make a mark
when the same truths uttered in guarded
Young writers often
phrase would fall flat.
damage their sentences by placing feeble and
qualifying clauses at the end. Every sentence

;

is

it

to discover the secret law by which
in
form so beautiful.

crystallized

A hasty writer may throw off page after page
of what fills common newspapers and thirdrate books. But no man or woman writes well
and writes rapidly without long, patient, pre
liminary drill in the art and practice of compo
sition.
Demosthenes was five years engaged on his
Oration for the Cro w n. He wrote and re- wrote,
considered and re-considered, every word of
that immortal speech. Cicero applied himself
with such diligence to studies of expression
that he came near losing his life. Webster was
constant student of style, and our greatest liv
ing writers have been, and are, most persistent

and tireless seekers after whatever

choice,

elegant, and forceful in expression.

l.

it,

should have a positive quality, and come out
If it is necessary to qualify
round and ringing.
do so in a subsequent sentence.
A proper blending of short and long sen
tences makes
readable style. This can be
done by breaking up heavy period, when short

seeks

is

Thomas Carlyle, and read their eloquent utter
ances, to catch the glow of their inspiration, to

felicitous diction are made to blend
He holds the substance
in exquisite harmony.
of the essay in solution in his own mind, and

a

It is a good plan when one desires to treat a
subject in an elegant and flowing style, with
copiousness of illustration and felicity of dic
tion, to take Edmund Burke, or Macaulay, or

illustration,

a

men we ever heard speak possessed
greater
fluency and variety in expression than did he.

with which thought
joined to thought he
considers the simple and beautiful texture of
the woof in which, with rarest skill, reasoning,

a

tor, politician, and platform speaker, who went
through the dictionary, committing words and
their definitions to memory, and reciting them
aloud to himself as he walked the floor. Few

adjectives he could have used

a

."

:

I

a

style will give every
vocabulary of words of which every
body knows the meaning and yet which are
rare. For instance,
pick up the pages of Ik
Marvel and find these words " marrowy,"
''unkempt," " dapper,"
sappy," "weazen,"
" sprawling," " bloody tomato," " checkered,"
" fretted-away," " arrant." They give flavor
and piquancy to the style without detracting
from its lucidncss. In place of each one of these

writer

humdrum word,

a

a

oil for the purpose of illumination, yet the lat
very extensively used in manufactures,
every year fleets of vessels repair to the
habitats of the whale, which now lie chiefly in
The great calamity
or near the Arctic circle.

ter
an

involved not
to
great because
only the loss of so many valuable ships, but also
brings to our notice most impres
many lives
sively the dangers of navigation in those high
Yet the Arctic seas furnish features
latitudes.
of remarkable attraction, so far as the grandeur

just alluded

it

his own compositions.
A study of felicitous

deep interest. Although the vast
product of oil yielded by petroleum wells has,
in
great measure, taken the place of whale
awakened

concerned.
Vast fields of ioe
and tremendous icebergs, with all their strange

of the scenery

is

which long and short words are so blended as
to make harmony, will educate the ear of the
student and enable him to detect the faults of

is

and melody may be attained.
Reading aloud
fine passages from noted authors, and studying
the balance of their sentences, and the way in

which came to us early in
last, that
large whaling fleet
had become entangled in the vast ice-fields in
the north Pacific Ocean so that more than
thirty had been abandoned by their crews,
news

December
THE

a

sentences are required, or by using connectives
to increase their length. By this means rhythm

\

a

a
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of form, and the luminous Aurora, or
Northern Lights, are among the common phe
nomena of that region.
The two illustrations
which are here presented, but faintly exhibit
the scenery there and incidents in the experi
The difficulty of
ence of Arctic navigation.
navigating the Arctic waters is by no means
exaggerated in the records of such navigators
as Drs. Kane and Hall. At a degree of latitude
which varies with the season of the year, the
progress of ships northward is barred by a bar
rier of frozen water.
During the summer
variety

months, when

will register

occasionally

the

thermometer

a heat equal to the mean tempera-

'Caught vh
tnrc of the tropics, the zone of the north is
loosened, the outer edge of the belt cracks and
splits

into

vast

mountains

of ice, which

at

length get under way and move southward,
and in the summer months are frequently met
with in the north Atlantic even by vessels ply

[Maech,

of the American navy, when in
of the United States expedition in
search of Sir John Franklin, was frozen up for
nine months, and also the British ship Reso
lute, which was abandoned by Capt Kellet,
remained in the cold embrace of the ice " nip "
DeHaven,
command

for several years, and in the end was borne
south, until the warmth released her and she
was recaptured and sent home.
The im
mense size of some icebergs can be realized
from what we are told by Dr. Hayes, who
measured one that had stranded.
It towered
up to the height of three hundred and fifteen
feet, and was a little more than three-quarters

thi

Ice."

of

a mile long.
Owing to the very slight dif
ference between the specific gravity of ice and
that of water, this iceberg extended nearly

twenty-five

hundred

feet beneath the sea level.

The weight of this vast hulk was estimated at
two thousand million tons.
It is not at all
wonderful
that vessels are crushed like egg

ing between our ports and Europe.
While our
first engraving shows, what has several times
occurred, to wit, a vessel being blocked in, or

shells when they are so unfortunate as to come
in contact with one of these monsters.

second shows how

explorers

" nipped," by the closing up of the ice, the
adventurous

explorers

for

Pole, or the open Polar Sea, arc
obliged to make their way through the drifting
ice-fields.
It will be remembered that Lieut.
the North

For some years past American and European
have given much attention to inves

having in view the solution of the
Both Dr. Kane and
open Polar Sea problem.
Dr. Hayes announced as one of the important
tigations

1872.]
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they were on the confines oi a vast 9ea whose
waters were not confined by an icy surface.
])r. Peterman, the eminent German geographer,

had sought the hitherto almost unvisited seas
lying between Spitzbergen and Nova Zembla),
that open water had been found in latitude 78°

has very lately announced as one of the results

north, extending upward

of five hundred miles

Phrenological Journal.
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from east to west, and abounding in whales.
This sea, the explorers believed, under favor
ing conditions, would afford an open way to

the pole. This, as additional evidence, is only
cumulative, however, and by no means positive.
It has long since been known that open water
lies beyond the ice-bound seas northward of Si
beria.

It has also been shown

that there is open

[March,

they not only reached the pole, but even pass
it. One great difficulty in the way
of the Arctic explorer was ascertained to be
ed beyond

due to the fact that the strong winds blowing
almost constantly toward the south, drove the
whole ice-fields southward, so that as rapidly as
advancement was made upon the ice, he might
be carried in the opposite direction by the move

water to the north of portions of the American
It is also very well known that
near the very region where Payer and Wey-

ments of the vast floating raft. When Parry led
his men toward the North Pole there must have

precht found open water, Henry Hudson, sail
ing in one of the clumsy tubs called ships in
the days of Queen Elizabeth, reached a far

of the groat ice-field, and extending to a dis
tance of at least two hundred miles toward the
pole. The importance of the results achieved
by the German navigators, although it affords
no new evidence respecting the open Polar

continent

higher latitude than the German navigators.
But ho did not, however, pursue the same
course, since the Germans sailed between Spits
bergen and Nova Zembla, while he sailed
around the northwestern shores of the former
In 1827 Capt. Parry reached a yet
island.
more northerly point, and although his voyage
was not strictly a sea journey, but made by
means of boats and sledges over the ice, his
progress northward was finally stopped in such
a manner as to indicate very clearly that the
seas on which the ice-fields lay wore both far-

The difficul
reaching on all sides and deep.
ties and dangers under which the Parry party
Several were ren
labored were very great.
dered half blind by the glare of the snow-fields,

been open water

all along

the noi thern edge

Sea, consists in the fact that the open waters
surrounding North Spitzbergen may be reach

along a new course. It requires only a
glance at a good map of the Arctic seas to see
that in all probability the open water discov
ed

ered by Lieuts. Payer and Weyprecht commu
nicates freely, not only with the seas on which
Hudson sailed, but also with the open water
reached by Drs. Kane and Hayes through Ken
So many valuable lives have
nedy's Channel.
been lost in Arctic explorations that we fer
vently hope that now some new and positive
clue has been obtained by which this trouble
some question of the open Polar Sea shall be

yet they resolutely plodded onward, sustained
by the hope of succeeding in that attempt
which so many before them had made, but in

speedily set at rest and forever.
tical purposes, such a discovery

In fact, so far northward
gress that it seems altogether

the most, than an addition

vain.

was their pro
probable

that

use to commerce.

It will

For
will

be nothing

all prac
of no

be

more, at

to our scientific in

formation.

THE TRUE MEANING OF ADAM,
of the word "Adam," in the early
of Genesis, has given it an im
and an interest that it would not

use

THE
chapters
portance
otherwise

have possessed ; and

perhaps

would ever have arisen as to
meaning or application had it not been
the recent discoveries of geologists ; or
in regard to
researches of ethnologists
time which Scriptural chronology affords
question

no

its
for
the

man, or

the

whether

for

Re
of human remains in forma
tions of the earth antedating the oldest Scrip
tural chronologies by many thousands of years,
as well as the argument founded on tho very
diffusion of the dif
early and widespread
ferent colored races, found in every known
region of the earth, have given rise to doubts

the various changes, divergences, and varieties

of

short a time, therefore the student in theol
ogy sought for new modes of explanation, by
which to reconcile this language with the
facts of science ; and this has been attempted
in various ways, whether successfully or not,
But now a new
may yet be undetermined.
as to
question has arisen in regard to Adam

the human race.

The six days of creation presented the first
great difficulty ; as all the evidences of Geol
ogy so manifestly proved that the stupendous
phenomena of the creation of the universe
never could have been accomplished
in so

whether

he was

the

first

created

there were pre-Adamic races I

cent discoveries

THE TRUE MEANING

is

it

i.

is

;

;

a

;

the investigations of Ethnology and Geology

would ever have suggested so improbable (if
not impossible) an idea. It
unquestion
ably true, that the discoveries in science are
and
constantly demanding new explanations
interpretations of the Scriptural records but
unless they are consistent with other state
ments in the same volume, they can have no
weight. Among other efforts to reconcile
stated by the
Genesis with Geology,
infer
above writer, that some theologians
;

"that

the Mosaic chronology
incorrect.
They put back the flood at least ten thousand
years, and the creation of Adam ten thousand
nothing
years before the flood." But there
in the text that will warrant any such liberty

;

it

;

it

1

it

it

1

stood some three miles high
and that
during the duration of that flood
Noah had to build an ark, and collect into
pairs, and septuples, of all the animals upon
the earth or
may be only that part of the
earth
to save them from being drowned;
when yet he and they, by retiring to the other
side of the mountains, would not have been
disturbed by the flood at all
But this theory
concerning Adam makes
necessary that the
flood should only be local for had
been

any previously existing races upon the earth
and nothing but the pressure produced by

is

these mountains,

uniform understanding of this narrative ac
cording to its strictly literal construction, both
by Jew and Christian and there does not ap
pear to be the slightest warrant for supposing
there were, or could at that time have been,

is

earth described

This, the writer in the above article would
maintain
so that whatever
weight
there might be in any of his other arguments,
they would all utterly fail if the flood were
But, waiving this consideration,
universal.
there seems to be no possible ground for so in
terpreting the recorded history of man in
Genesis as to allow of any pre-existent race
as from the time the earth was " without form,
and void,"
connected history
given of
each and every successive creation, whether of
vegetable or animal, up to Adam and Eve,
would seem utterly im
previous to which
possible to suppose that men of other colors
could have existed
the more especially, too,
as
distinctly declared, that previous to
man to till the
this time "there was not
"
such
has
ever been the
and, indeed,
ground
never

is

of the

the

is

is,

spread over that region

by the late Dr. Pye Smith as " lying between
the Caucasian ridge, the Caspian Sea, and Tartary on the north, the Persian and Indian seas
on the south, and the high mountain ridges
which run at considerable distances on the
eastern and western flank; and that this
wall of waters, which covered the tops of

the earth

it

were no adverse considera

of

it

if there

meaning

;

and

the obvious

of the text,
would have afford
ed less than two thousand years to the time
of the Christian era, for all the divergency
and multiplication of races which existed at
that time. Whatever might be meant by
Adam, if the whole human race had perished
in the flood, except Noah and his three sons,
and their wives, the question would resolve
itself, not into Adam, but into Noah;
e.,
was he the progenitor of all the families of

;

of it ;

tions in the way, it might with much apparent
reason be concluded, that the point was not
only well taken, but also well sustained.
But
there is really so much conflicting testimony,
and so many erroneous assumptions in the way,
as to entirely invalidate the whole superstruc
ture of the argument, and show that the right
vein has not been struck.
In the first place,
to maintain the theory that by Adam is meant
the progenitor of the white race alone, and
make the Biblical record agree with scientific
facts, it is necessary to assume that the flood
was local, and not universal ; that
only

as

sense

?

to revise and

which have hitherto
been so indelibly impressed upon the mind in
regard to the extent and application of its
meaning, and to endeavor to show that Adam
was not the first man, but the first white man ;
that he stands for the type of the Caucasian
race, allowing that the Malay, Mongolian, In
dian, and Negro might have been in existence
for thousands, or even tens of thousands, of
years previously. This is the drift of an
article in the October number of Scribner's
" Was Adam
Monthly, under the heading of
the First Man?" And it is this question
which we now propose to consider.
In taking this position, the writer has cer
tainly said all that could be said in support

literal

a

it necessary

the impressions

universal,
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is

so strong as to make

correct

OF ADAM.

;

as to whether, six thousand years ago, Adam
could have been the first created man. The
evidence in opposition to this has now become

it
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the Septuagiut version, which is the longest

that can be claimed,

would give but

897

years more than the version of Archbishop
Usher ; and yet Geology, it is admitted with

Of this

[Maech,

he says " there can be no doubt," and

in proof cites from Genesis v.
written, " And the Lord said,
man [Adam], whom

I

7, where

I will

it

is

destroy

have created, from the

face of the earth," thus showing, as he further

places man's existence on the
thousands of years before the

" Adam is positively put for man
says, that

time which the longest of our Biblical chro
Yet it is said, "We must
nologies afford.

used until the woman was taken or separated

out question,
earth

many

hold fast to all the declarations of the Bible.
They are the utterances of inspired truth."
And any divergence which may exist between
the two records, the Book of Nature and
the Book of Revelation, is attempted to be
reconciled
by saying, that "If Geology, or
any other science, reveals facts that conflict
with the common interpretation of the Mo
saic record,
at fault ;

it

it is probable the interpretation is
can not be the record itself." We

readily accept this as sound doctrine, and
the only thing to be regretted is, that the
true meaning is not disclosed, or the true in
terpretation given

: and yet sometimes

it seems

if

that meaning was actually on the point
of being declared, and the vail withdrawn

as

But instead of
from its apparent obscurity.
this, we realize nothing but a darker shade, or
a less satisfactory explanation 1 Thus, when
we arc introduced to the use of the two He
brew words for Man, Adam and Ish, it ap
pears as if the true meaning was at once forth
But instead of its being shown
coming.
that Adam is a generic term, a word convey
ing the idea of the human race, wo are told
that it " is not used in the Hebrew text as
"
the genuine term for mankind in general ;
but "in the particular sense," or as an in
dividual, and that when that wider and com
is intended, " a different
prehensive

meaning

Now this seems to
word (ish) is employed."
be directly the opposite of the real facts of
the case ; for it is the word Adam that is
generic ; and Ish that is individual and mascu
Not only does the context constantly
line.
show this, but the philological composition of
Ad (as the root of Adam) de
the word itself.
notes an emanating

power,

as a creative

act,

and Am, origin, conception, going forth into
creation
thus abstractly, that process of gen
eration by which the final act
accomplished;

of

creation was

and in its combined

and com

pound form, as Adm, or Adam, it means, as
the author of the " Genius and Spirit of the
Hebrew Bible" says, "mankind in general."

kind."

The word

u

Ish," for man, is never

him, as at chap. ii. 23 ; and this word
means Man, masculine, or individual; whereas

from

Adam means Man collectively, the human
And noth
race, including male and female.
ing can be more evident than this, if we but
look at the way in which it is used. The
first time this word Adam occurs is in Gen. i.
" And God said, Let
26, where it is written,
us make man [Adam] in our image, after our
likeness; and let them have dominion over
the fish of the sea," etc. " Male and female
created he them.
And God blessed them, and
God said unto them, Be fruitful and multi
ply, and replenish the earth," etc. And again
in chapter v. 2, " Male and female created he
them; and blessed them; and called their
name Adam, in the day when they were crea
The same word is used in Ps. cxvi. 11,
ted."
where it is written, " I said in my haste, all
men are liars."
What can be more conclusive
than this fact, that Adam does not mean any
one individual man, but mankind collective
ly, whatever may be their number, race, or
color ?
And not only the Septuagint, but all Greek
versions, faithful to the meaning of the origi
nal, when they translate this word Adam, do so
by its answering synonym Anthropos, which in
like manner is rendered into English by the
or mankind.
noun of multitude "man,"
Thus, Paul says, " The first man " (anthropos),
" was of
the first order, or class of
i.
e.,

the earth,

earthy;"

i

men,

«., natural,

sensuous;

" the second man [anthropos] is from heaven,"
The same word (anthropos) is
heavenly.
used where he says, " If in this life only we
have hope in Christ, we are of all men most
An thropos answers to the Hebrew
miserable."
Adam; while Aner answers to the Hebrew
Ish, a man, or man masculine ; thus he says,
" A man
[aner] indeed ought not to cover his
head ; " and, " If a man [aner] have long hair,
it is a shame unto him." And of himself,
" When I became a man,"
personally, he says,
(aner) etc. And this distinction is equally

ILLINOIS INDUSTRIAL UNIVERSITY.

them, to enable them to do

it ;

the

as when

Lord " breathed into his nostrils the breath
of life, and man became a living soul." For

is

?

a

:

and much

more comprehensively

are attempted

to be shown

It enters fully into the distinctive races of
mankind, and shows whether their origin was
refutation of the
singular or plural and
Darwinian theory.
It also shows that in be
lieving the Bible, we are " not necessarily
called upon to deny the facts of science, but
rather to show that they are alike, and equal
the work of one and the same Almighty
georqe field.
hand.

life-power

and be exceed
was given to him to increase
"
a
father
of many na
and
be
fruitful,"
ing

tions;" for

then

it

was said to him that his

name should no longer be called

but

Abram,

And when the Lord blessed Sarai,
fructified her by the inflowing of his
quickening life, it is also said that her name
should no longer be called Sarai, but Sara-H ;
for then she should bear a son ; and she should
Thus it denotes an
be a mother of nations.
added force, or life-power, by the reception
Abra-ha-m.
and

of

new and vivifying

influences

from

God.

;

it

is

is,

There is, therefore, no reason, not a shadow
of reason or fact for assuming that Adam
means the first individual man upon the earth,
whether as the progenitor of all races and
colors, or whether as that of the white race
But its true and intended meaning
alone.
but
that of the collective man. Still, this
would
its outside meaning; for, left thus,
seem to be a cause of yet greater difficulties

»

ILLINOIS INDUSTRIAL MANUAL
LABOR UNIVERSITY.
[We have had several Inquiries from different
points with reference to a manual labor college.
These we are now enabled to answer through the
following communication received from Mr. Alfred
White, of Champaign, Illinois.]

THIS
and

institution opened in March,
located

1868,

at

Urbana, Champaign
The college faftn proper consists of
County.
023 acres, of which 410 constitute the stock
farm, 70 the experimental farm, 130 the horti
cultural grounds, and 13 acres the ornamental
an
military parade grounds. There

and

is

new

apple orchard, having over 3,000 trees of nearly
Twenty acres are devoted to
1,400 varieties.
the growth of forest trees.
The old University building, donated
Champaign County,

by

125 feet long, four stories

four-story wing 40 feet by 80. A
high, with
214
new building now in process of erection
feet in length, with wings extending back 124
is

"

is

when

is

of Abram,

perad-

a

name

beyond

venture.

the same reason these letters were added to
the

than here,

unity, harmony, and relation
ship of those two great Books of God the
Book of Nature and the Book of Revelation,
and the entire

a

nor is it intended to limit it to the meaning
of an individual man ; for this is impossible
consistently with the context ; but its mean
ing is to be found in the signification of the
letters, especially the letter H ; this being a
breathing sign, denotes breath, life, inspira
tion, soul, or spirit, and is immediately con
" God blessed
nected with the declaration that,
and mul
Be
fruitful,
said
unto
them,
them, and
" which was ef
earth
the
;
and
replenish
tiply,
fected by the Lord's breathing his life into

a

mean the same as

is

thing different.

rib be taken from his side, and built up
into woman? or how could he have had in
dividual or personal children, such as are
supposed to be meant by Cain, Abel, etc.
All this, however not to occupy further
explained and illustrated in full, in
space
work entitled " The Two Great Books of
Nature and Revelation," published by the
same house, and in the same year, as another
work from which the writer above mentioned
" Man, in Genesis and Geology."
quotes, viz.,
In that volume all these points are dwelt
upon in full, in relation to the origin of man

;

it implies some
But the prefix ha does not
"
"
the English article the ;

the term is ha-adam, because

as the question would naturally arise, if Adam
means mankind in the aggregate, how could

a

where the

a

preserved in the Latin also,
Hebrew Adam and the Greek Anthropon are as constantly rendered by the word
from which we have Human, and Hu
Homo
manity, or man in the collective or universal
Nor is this in the slightest degree
sense.
weakened by the fact that after it had been
written, " God said, Let us make man [adam] in
"
our image ; " etc., the next verse reads, So God
created ha-adam in his own image,'' etc. There
is a peculiar distinction of terms made use
of here ; when God " made " man, the word
Adam is used; but when he "created" him,
and everywhere
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feet, and when completed

will

be three stories
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high,

besides basement

Mansard

and

struction

for relinquishing it
The number of students now in attendance

story contains boiler and forge rooms, machine
shop, shops for carpentry and cabinet work,

is 320, of which 40 are young ladies. Probably
three-fourths of the gentlemen are in industrial

paint and printing rooms. In the second story
is the drill hall, 128 by 60 feet, large enough
for the evolutions of a company of infantry.

All are encouraged to work on the
farm or in the shops, and many thus pay their
The labor system has thus far proven a
way.
courses.

The green-house is 70 by 24 feet
Connected with the institution are a library,
chemical laboratory, and a cabinet of natural
The library contains about 6,000 vol
history.
umes of carefully selected works, together with
some sixty different scientific and art publica
tions. The reading room is open every day

success, with only one drawback, the want of
sufficient work for all who desire it. The gov

ernment
students

Tuition is free

of ten

fee

half per term being all that is required of
each student.
There is not, perhaps, in the
country, an institution where a young person
a

can have similar advantages at so small expense.

Like all similar institutions it has had its trials,
but it has passed bravely through all, hushing
the clamor of foes and changing the apathy of
the indifferent to enthusiastic admiration.

cial departments.
The following are the courses of study, viz. :
Military, Mechanical, Commercial, Chemical,
Agricultural, Horticultural, Literary, and Natu
ral History.
From these, students are per
mitted to select those they would receive in

The circumstances of his

; a matriculation

dollars, and incidental fees of two dollars and

edged talent and culture, full of life and energy,
and determined to make his work a success.
Connected with him is an able corps of pro
fessors, most of whom stand high in their spe

name is not unknown to the majority

of the University is democratic, the
enacting and executing their own

laws.

and evening to the faculty and students.
The University is under the regency of Dr.
J. M. Gregory, formerly Superintendent of Publie Instruction in Michigan, a man of acknowl

THIS
of our readers.

[March,

in. It is, however, expected that
they shall continue a course when once com
menced, unless good reason can be assigned

roof.

The mechanical building, in which is a drill
hall, is 128 by 80 feet, two stories high, with
The lower
towers three stories in height

JAMES

Journal.

Such is a plain account of our young Univer
sity, the principles of whose organization should
command esteem and favor. We are by no
means among the best endowed, but we hope
to become one among the first in the land.

F

ISK, JR.
He was the man to accept the responsibility
of carrying into effect the adroit plans of du-

sudden death were of a nature to awaken the

plicious officials ; and while they might remain

interest of those whose

in the background,

disposition

or employ

he found enjoyment

ment led them to take slight note of matters

conspicuity

outside of the little belt of horizon which cir

tent and doubtful in moral tone gave him.

cumscribed

their

personal

Struck

relations.

down in the full tide of his physical manhood
and

at the flood

of his notorious

business

career by the hand of the assassin, James Fisk,

Jr.,

has made his most powerful impression on

public sentiment
Of

a bold and swaggering

whatever

and apparently

startling

in ex

Possessing a strong physical constitution,
exuberance
nature

was

of vitality, his powerful
stimulated

training in childhood

highly

; and

an

sensuous
had his

and youth been

adapted
to the proper exercise and development of his

faculties, it would have been far less likely to
nature, profound

ly devoted to selfish gratification, ambitious for
notoriety,

which operations

in the

that notoriety

devoid

might be,

of conscientious

sensi

have sought out methods and spheres of action
so much at variance with honesty and virtue.

Unhappily, his early education, mentally

and

morally, was not only greatly deficient, but his

bility, he was admirably constituted for the part

early and after-associations were not calculated

he played in connection

to impress him with high and noble principles

with

a great railroad.

JAMES FISK, JR.
of thought

and

Tho great, robust

action.

while

207

in reflective intellect, and those organs

youth, willful and vain, yet shrewd and perse

which contribute

vering, grew into the dashing man of action.

character, to impart

The organization of his bruin at the time of
his decease

showed

ment of the basilar

a

predominant

develop

region ; it was broad

be

to soften

the asperities of

delicacy, a high-toned

finement, which, in fine, spiritualize
ble human

re

and enno

life, it was not well marked.

Be

nevolence, however, was prominent ; but even

I

l

tween the ears
was large
lectual
the

the domain of propensity ; it

in the perceptive

organs ; relatively

mechanical

and

range of intel

well developed

imaginative

in

organs ;

that was in great

part

subordinated

harsher and selfish characteristics.

would nevertheless exhibit itself in his gentle
moods in a lavish

munificence

itrongly marked in the organs which contrib

not but suggest tho source from

ute to firmness, independence,

false generosity was derived.

and aspiration ;

to the

This trait
which could
which that
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Mr. Fisk was

a man

of good height, not far

sented by the most enlightened

bulk of body.

races is about forty-eight ounces.

from six feet, and of considerable

He weighed

over two

hundred

pounds, yet

was active, and possessed more than average

His temperament being of

muscular power.

the vital order, ministered to that superb phys
for which he was remarkable.

ical condition

His complexion was very light, of the highest
blonde

and

order,

of the lively

indicative

Although in

emotive man he was.

a high

de

of animal tend

gree given to the gratification

encies, he had nevertheless so much regard for
he was

appearance, that

personal

to avoid

enough

or

exhausting

himself by extreme dissipation.
be found

with

[March,

so much impulse

with so much self-command

as

discreet

debilitating

of European

Mr. Fisk may have inherited
ments of organization

certain

ele

which pre-disposed him

This is by no means unreason

to insanity.

able, since his father is now an inmate of a lu
natic asylum ; and in his latter career there
has been

ous, that

of the unexpected, the ex

so much

the sensational, and the incongru

traordinary,

the steady, practical, and

men in the community

plodding

have not only won

dered at his conduct

itself, but have instinct
ively asked the question, " Can this man be al
together

in his right mind?"

Certainly

a

FeW men can

course of action which is entirely out of and

and combined

beyond what men generally deem normal

Mr. Fisk pos

sound, a line of life which apparently

and

ignores

the moral principles which lie at the foundation

sessed.

Had his

tremendous

ciously regulated, assuming

judi

been

energy

that the constitu

tion of his brain in early life was normal, he,

of social integrity, can not but indicate cither
an unhappy,

unbalanced

or a

organization,

much warped and perverted mental economy!

of our leading surgeons, was found to weiglf

The homicide, according

fifty-eight ounces, a size by no means small, as

ces

will be

seen when

pre-dctermined.

weight

with that of the brains of men well

known to

fume.

which he occu

we compare this
Baron Cuvier,

absolute

the eminent

naturalist, had a brain which ranks highest on .
the

record, it having

ces.

metaphysician)
Dupuytren,

a

little over

Dr. Abcrcrombie's

sixty-four ounces.
glish

a weight

(the En

weighed sixty-three

oun

eminent as a French surgeon

which surround

blood-stained
ation

wretch was the victim of infatu

that an irregular business career and

licit social relations had corrupted
hood, and so he became
jealousy

and

bate.

this revolting affair, the admonitions

examined, had sixty-two and a half ounces of

of our subject

carried

weight of brain during his maturi!
sixty-three ounces being credited
loff, the Binghamton
sessed

Daniel

statesman
a

great

life, fully

to him.

Rul-

mvan and murderer, pos

an unusual wealth of brain material, as

it turned the scale of the surgeon at fifty-nine
ounces.

That these figures are extraordinary

is evident when

we consider

that the average

weight of the highest order of brain as repre

of the

an

Let us now turn more

brief consideration

of the life

James FrsK, Jr., was born in Bennington,
April
1834, and therefore had
scarcely entered upon the full tide of manhood
when the ball of the assassin put an end to
his singularly
notorious life.
When about
Vermont,

1,

to have

to

a

especially

was found

tool of

cient sage in the sixtli and seventh chapters of
Proverbs recur to mind.

The distinguished

his man

the willing

"While we contemplate

vicr's brain was taken from its bony case and

Webster

and

Pity may suggest that the

and anatomist, and who was present when Cu-

brain.

to all the circumstan

was cold-blooded

il

value in the sphere

lasting

of great and

;

proved

it,

pied. The brain, which was examined by some

" By their fruits
ye shall know them."
For his murderer, Edward S. Stokes, justice
will scarcely permit a word in extenuation.

doubtless, would have

ten years old his parents removed to Brattleboro', where was passed the remainder of his
His opportunities
youth and early manhood.
for mental improvement at school were very
few, and resulted in scarcely more than a mod
erate acquaintance with the alphabet and the

JAMES FIBK, JR.

1872.1

His father was a peddler who
copy book.
drove his wagon stored with calicoes, tin-ware,
laces, and other trinkets through the rural dis
tricts of New England. Appreciating his son's
aptitude for busincss.which was evinced by his
shrewdness in driving petty bargains with the
boys of his acquaintance, he took him on his
expeditions.
Young James soon
peddling
manifested liis peculiar genius, and proved a
very valuable associate. His bright, quick wit
made him a general favorite, and the business
improved so much that he was intrusted with a
separate wagon ; and finally the son boldly
offered to buy out his father's interest in the
peripatetic business. His offer was accepted;
and he then proceeded to exhibit no little
He
show in the character of his equipage.
drove four horses instead of two ; purchased a
new and splendid team ; and his business rapid

ly increasing, he fitted out other stylish wagons,
which he placed in the charge of trusted assist
ants.

He procured his supplies

chiefly from

Jordan, Marsh & Co. ;
and so large were his transactions with that
firm, that thinking he was the young man for
them, they offered him a higli salary on condi
tion of his entering their house as a salesman.
He accepted the offer.
However, the expec
tations of his employers were not realized .at
first, hut subsequently Fisk found a congenial
sphere of action, securing contracts for his
firm for supplying the army with cotton and
woolen goods, and the result of these opera
He was then tak
tions was immense profits.
en in as a member of the firm, and subsequent
ly induced his partners to purchase cotton and
woolen mills and manufacture the goods they
a firm in Boston, Messrs.

were called upon to furnish in such large
He next engaged in purchasing
quantities.
cotton in the rebel States, and by skillfully run
ning it through to the North, he sold it at such
prices as realized for him from six hundred to
one thousand per cent profit It is said that
in this business his chief assistant was a wo

Having made enough money, ho left the
old firm and started in the dry goods business
for himself.
He came out in showy style, of
course; but unfortunately the prices of dry
man.

goods fell soon afterward, and sundry outside
speculations in which he had engaged proving
unsuccessful, he found it necessary to close up.
Next we find him in New York, where with
the remnants of his business efforts in Boston
he fitted up an office in the very center of
stock speculations and commenced business.
But all his boldness and recklessness proved un
availing, and he was so unsuccessful, that a few

209

months later, entirely bankrupt, lie took the
On the way there
cars to return to Boston.
he fell in with a young inventor who had been
disappointed in his efforts to bring out a Httle

A
of much practical utility.
improvement
bright idea struck Fisk, and on reaching Bos
ton he induced a friend to buy the young man's

patent for a trifling sum, having first secured
This
an important interest in it for himself.
patent he pushed with energy, and found it to
yield large returns; and with money enough
in his hands to enable him to meet the con
tingencies of Wall Street, he returned to
New York again. Soon afterward he became
closely associated with the steamboat king Dan
iel Drew, in negotiations for the sale of the
Stonington line of steamships. The object of this
movement was to establish a line to Boston in
opposition to the Fall River line, and its result
was the formation of the company known as the
Bristol Line. Mr. Drew first set him up as a
broker in partnership with one Belden, and em
ployed the new firm in carrying on his war with
Vanderbilt for the possession of the Erie Rail
The company having charge of the
way.
Bristol line built the immense steamboats Bris
tol and Providence, whose palatini accommo
dations are so well known to the traveling
Mr. Fisk, who had succeeded in mak
public.
ing himself one of the directors, became dis
satisfied with the management, and the enter
prise proving unsuccessful, the boats, which had
cost over two millions, were sold, James Fisk,
becoming the ostensible purchaser, for one
million of dollars. He assumed ihc functions of

Jr.,

The company prospered
manager of the line.
under his management, and he came and took
It was in 1865
up his residence in New York.
that the stock-brokerage firm of Fisk, Belden
& Co. was formed; and when in I860 Drew
executed his great coup de main in bearing the
market, Fisk profited immensely, both in pock
In October, 1867, he was
et and experience.
elected a director of the Erie Railway Com
pany, Mr. Drew being practically in control of
the road. Vanderbilt, the giant of tho Harlem,
Hudson River, and New York Central roads,
sought to obtain sway over all the roads con
necting New York with the great lakes. Oth
er leading railroad men, aiming at monopolies
more or less of a similar complexion, endeav
ored to secure paramount influence in Erie af
fairs. Among these was Mr. J. Gould, whose
name has ever appeared as the complement to
that of Fisk. The warfare carried on between
the respective champions has become notori
ous.

Suits

and

litigations

almost

without

Phrenological Journal.
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number were instituted, in all of which the
of James Fisk, Jr., was prominent.

power to inform the mind of outward things,
and also to respond, in muscular action, to its

Shrewdness, ingenuity, and unscrupulousness
generally turned the scale in favor of the dual
management of the Erie Railway. But as

behests ; and so also the mind, in its manifes
tations to others, becomes weakened and inco
herent.
Does this prove, that because the

not satisfied with the reputation gained
from his railroad operations, we find him tak

body dies, the mind dies with
any more
than
disabled machine manifests the lack of
motive power
steam or the simultaneous

fitted

at

monstrous

expense.

Duly

appre

ciating the comfort of pleasure-seekers, he
put one of the finest steamboats upon the

a

trol the action

and that forces, which con
of matter, are also indestructi

;

its combinations

a

ble the latter view being, equally,
necessary
part of their deductions of the existence of mat
ter under the ever-present rule of governing
There are, necessarily, many forces ope
most of which are more
rating upon matter
or less convertible, while some are primal and

laws.

;

plays or burlesque opera.
In 1869 he became President of the Narragansett Steamship Company, which he re
troducing

death of the directing engineer?
Prof. Huxley, and many other noted scien
understand their views, rightly claim
tists, as
that matter is indestructible, only changing in

I

ing the theatrical world by surprise by pur
chasing Pike's Opera House, at the corner of
Eighth Avenue and Twenty-third Street, and
fitting it up in magnificent style, not only for
the purpose of spectacular representation, in
which his esthetic sense chiefly delighted, but
for the purposes of the great railway whose
interests he had made in so singular a manner
He had in operation also at one time
his own.
the Fifth Avenue Theater and the Academy
of Music, and spent money without limit in in

;

if

it,

name

therefore not convertible.
certainly,

be

one of

manifestations,

Mind-force

these,

through

must,
its individual

as

thought

(reason) and

third Street. He apparently delighted in sen
sations, as nearly all his business operations
were more or less of that bold and startling

generates. Other forces in nature may destroy
our present mental and organic association, by
producing the death of the body, which no

which attracts the public attention.
His private life was of a nature which could
not be investigated without stamping him with
His sudden taking off was but the
lubricity.
sudden and terrible result of improper social

more annihilates the mental

relations.

istences and materials.

a new

character

AND IMMORTALITY.

does

the gross materials of the body, but only dis
members their present connection, and gives
freedom to both to enter into new associations

in combination,

as an eternal round

of all ex

If

Prof. Huxley and other scientists freely
and were capable of proving, the
mind's immortality which as
positive and

admitted,

a

MATERIALITY

force than

it

Long Branch route, and also established

it

ferry between New York and Jersey City, con
necting the Erie depot at the foot of Twenty-

will, alone operating through its exclusive
bodily organization, fully manifests its own
consciousness of being, and to the perception
of another being, in the acts and thoughts

view

priate quality and quantity continue to be sup
plied, the bodily organs must soon lose their

I

force, free for other combinations, being capa
its force by and through
material agencies in organic combination, as

ble of manifesting

the only possible mental connection with God's
elsewhere as here.
material creation
no cause for
Thus, conclude, that there
denouncing the inevitable and reasouably con
is

and unwarrantable

(under the action of other forces), from its pres
ent bodily association, would be equally ope
rative, leaving the mind as an indestructible

cluded protoplasmic origin and only source of
the sustentation of all organisms, with their
in no way interferes
associated minds, as

it

takes a very limited

Certainly there can
of Huxley's conclusions.
be no organic life without matter, and there
can be no manifestation of mind without the
intervention of grosser matter than itself; as
even after the organism, with its associated
mind, is complete, unless matter of an appro

the most important force in creation is, be
lieve, thus scientifically proved to be indestruc
to change
tible
the same subjectiveness

I

"
T~N Rev. William Pittenger's paper on ProI toplasm, or the Mystery of Physical Life,"
in the Journal for February, on page 91, he
draws a very doleful picture of mental annihi
lation at the death of man's body, which fact
is deduced from Prof. Huxley's views of the
dependence of all life upon matter, both in the
origin and continuance of bodily organization.
The position of the writer, I think, is one which

with the immortality of any force, especially
chas. k. townsend.
mind-force.

Wis i) om.
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WISDOM.

Don'! bother editors when

The intellect is perfected, not by knowledge,
but by activity. Arittotle.
Do not choose your friend by his looks.

Hand

some shoes often pinch your feet.

Bulwer

in nine
cases out of ten, and that there is really more hap
piness among the working-men in the world than
among those who are called rich.
says poverty is only an Idea,

Evert beginner in life should try early to ascer
tain the strong faculty of his mind or body, fitting
him for some special pursuit, and direct the ut
most energies to bring it to perfection.
Though judgment must collect the materials of
it Is affection
that gives the cement ; and regulated passion as
well as reason should concur in forming a firm
and lasting coalition.
the goodly structure of friendship,

There is no funeral so sad to follow as the
funeral of our own youth, which we have been
pampering with fond desires, ambitious hopes,
and all the bright seductive berries which bang in
poisonous clusters over the path of life.
Do not, then said I, njy best friends, train boys
to learn by force and harshness ; but direct them
to i\by what amuses their minds, so that you may
be the better able to discover with accuracy the
peculiar bent of the genius of each. Plato.

Dr. Arnold, of the Rugby School, England,
made this reply to one who asked

him why he
continued to study his lessons over and over pre
vious to going before his class to teach: "Be
cause I prefer my students should be supplied
from a running stream rather than a stagnant
pool."

True philosophy consists in doing all the good
that we can, in learning all the good we can, in
teaching to others all the good we can, in bearing,
to the best of our ability, the various ills of life,
honest
and in enjoying with gratitude every
pleasure that, in the mercy of Providence, comes
in our way.

MIRTH.
[Under this heading we propose to publish

"A

"What

relished by the wisest men." ]

are you

doing?"

said a father

son, who was tinkering an old wateh,

to his

" Improving

my time, sir."

A fashionable lady lately dropped
eyebrows

one of her

in the church pew, and dreadfully fright

ened a young man sitting next to her, who thought

it

was his mustache.

" Mt dear,"

hose on

John, on observing new striped
his only heir, " why have you made bar
said

ber's poles of our Ernest's legs?"
a little shaver," was the reply.

ped into the imperial sanctum
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Quilp step
busy.
this morning to ask

what he'd better write about.
"Write about?"
growled the disgusted chief, " I think you had
better right about face ! " '

" A well-known Norwich justice of the peace
subscribed five dollars to a relief fund recently,
and on returning to his office found a couple wait
ing to be married by him. He performed the cer
emony, and received five dollars from the delight
ed swain. Thus was benevolence
compensated.
Another man of the same place refused to sub
scribe, and shortly afterward was informed that
his mother-in-law had come to stay a month with
him.
Couldn't Beat Him.

A Yankee having told
that he shot, on one particular
occasion, nine hundred and ninety-nine snipe, his
interlocutor asked him why he didn't make it a
thousand at once. " No," said he, "it's not likely
I'm going to tell a lie for one snipe." Whereupon
the Englishman, determined not to be outdone,
began to tell him a story of a man having swam
from Liverpool to Boston. "Did you see him
yourself?" asked the Yankee, suddenly. " Why,
yes, of course I did. I was coming across, and
our vessel passed him a mile outside of Boston
" Well, I'm glad ye saw him, stranger,
harbor."
'cos yer a witness that I did it. That was me."
an Englishman

Billings has turned weather prophet.
Witness the following :
" When roosters are observed before daylite in the morning, soreing among the
klouds, and uttering lamentashuns, then look
out for sum sudden weather.
" When you see 13
geese, walkin injun file,
and toeing in, yu kan deliberately bet yure
last surviving dollar on a hard winter, and a
grate fluctuousness during the next season in
the price of cow-hide boots.
" When spiders are seen climbing up the

wall backwards, and frogs cough az tho they
had the hickups, look out fur rain ; this iz
also a sure sign that children will have the
measles light.

"If

"
little nonsense now and then ;

which

" Is

Mir te.

"Because he's

their hives, and
bees hang around
mules are seen in a brown study, a storm ov
sum kind iz.cookiug, and yu will notis the
market for herring is very shifty.
" Jist before a heavy sno storm, ov 3 foot
deep, chimbly swallows are uncommon skarse,
and in the moral world there iz a grate lazyof the temperance
ness in the agytashun
question.
"

If pigs squeal

in the night, and grasshopcum oph ov their roost, and mingle in
fight, yu may hope for high winds in
few weeks, and also the typus fever in yu*
naborhood."
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[Mabch,

jfentorial «un}au.

[In this Department will be noticed such matters as arc of interest to correspondents and to the general
Contributions for " What They Say " should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to Becuro publication.]

is known in metaphysics

|mr ^ormpoitfrcnts.

"
Questions op General Interest" only

will be answered in this department. We have no space
to gratify ulle curiosity.
One qveetion only at a time,
and that dearly ttated, must be propounded, if a comtpondent shall expect us to give Mm the benefit of its early
consideration.
Questions of personal interest will be

promptly answered by letter,
the return postage.

if

a stamp be inclosed for

Instinct and Reason.

The question

which you have proposed for our consideration is
one, as you are already aware, of a very complex

Metaphysicians for many years have been
discussing it pro and con. In our " New Physiog
nomy," page 599, an effort is mode to prescut
clearly the phrenological difference, and we think
with much success.
However, as you request
some other data for the discussion of the subject,
we will endeavor to comply.
Mr. Darwin, in his "Descent of Man," endeav
ors to sustain his theory of the close relation sub
sisting between the ape and man by asserting that
" there is no fundamental difference between man
and the higher mammals in theirmental faculties."
This assertion we look upon as little more than an
and the London Quarterly Review, in
assertion,
commenting upon many of the positions of Mr.
Darwin, discusses at considerable, length the more
apparent differences between brute and human in
telligence. In order to see our way clearly, it is
necessary first to define what the mental powers
of brutes consist of, and what the human.
Now
instinct, which is commonly attributed to the
brute creation, may be considered as made up of
First, that in
four mental operations or actions.
which impressions result In appropriate move
ments without the intervention of sensation or
thought. This is an action to which the nervous
system administers especially, and is particularly
seen in cases where animals have been injured.
For Instance, the fact is well known that where,
through a fracture of the spine, the lower limbs
of a man are deprived of the power of feeling, the
foot may, nevertheless, withdraw itself from tick
ling, just as if sensation were consciously experi
enced.
Second, the nervous system administers
to action in which influences
or stimuli from
without result in sensations, through the agency
of which their due effects are wrought out; in
other words, sensation.
Third, that in which im
pressions received result in sensations which give
rise- to the observation of physical objects. This
nature.

"

as
sensible perception."
fourth, that in which sensations and perceptions
continue to coalesce and combine in more or less
complex association, according to the laws of the
association of sensible perceptions. This depart
ment is defined generally under the head of " as
sociation."
If we go beyond these four actions of the
nervous system, we find our ourselves intruding
upon the sphere of human thought. Sensation is
not thought, and it is plain that no amount of the
former would constitute the simplest condition
of the latter, although sensations or impressions
make up the conditions for the existence
of
thought or knowledge. Now, let us go beyond
the four groups which we have given, and con
sider what there is possessed especially by man
which contributes to his faculty of reason. The
nervous system of man has an additional or fifth
mode of action in which sensations
and sensible
perceptions are refle;tedon by thought and recog
nized as our own impressions, and we ourselves
recognize ourselves as affected and perceiving.
This Is the department of self-consciousness. Again,
there is a mode of action in which man reflects
upon his sensations or perceptions, and asks what
In other words, he
they arc and why they arc.
Now, to use the language of the Quar
reasons.
terly Review on this subject, "these two kinds of
and reason]
action (self -consciousness
arc de
liberate operations, performed as they are by
ideas implying the use of
means of representative
a reflective representative
faculty. Such actions
distinguish the intellect or rational faculty."
Again: "All persons, we think, will admit the
truth of the following proposition : Two faculties
arc distinct, not in degree, but in kind, and we
may possess the one in perfection without Imply
ing that we possess the other also. Still more will
this be the case if the two faculties tend to increase
in an inverse ratio. Yet this is the distinction be
tween the instinctive and the Intellectual parts of
Animals do not know that they
man's nature."
know, or that they know themselves in knowing.
If brutes possessed a rational nature, or the germs
of a rational nature, it seems to us that long be
fore this such germs would have become 60 de
that they would be unmistakably pro
veloped
nounced or manifested, whereas no difference is
appreciable since the time of the earliest known
fossils. To impute reason to the animal is to give
it capacity for improvement. The very spirit of
whereas If wo
reason is grow th and development,
select from among animals those commonly re

OUR MENTORIAL
ceivcd as the most intelligent, wc find no marked
difference between their nervons action and the
earliest records of nervous phenomena in animals
of the same class. No brute has the faculty of
articulate rational speech.
They have no selfconsciousness, properly so called, and no percep
tion of the difference between truth and falsehood,
r jjrli t and wrong no moral sense.

Late Study.

Is

the

mind fully

as

capable of improvement after the thirty-fifth year
as before? Can a person of ordinary abilities be
come us good a linguist, or musician, or mathe
matician, commencing to study after that age ?
Will it pay to begin any study with the expectation

of becoming proficient after that time of life?
Ann. The mind is as capable of grasping subjects
of importance after thirty-five as before, but in
general it is not so facile, so pliant. It has ac
quired its own channels of thought, and does not
so readily take on new ways.
It is more like
a tree that has become pretty substantial ; It is
not so easily trained or bent.
A person may be
come a good linguist after that age, but it would
take probably a third more time than it would at
eighteen or twenty. One could learn the science
of music, but would not become so good a prac
titioner.
In fact, no person can become a firstclass violinist or pianist who does not begin pretty
There are certain muscles in the hand
early.
which must be trained to act in the direction of
musical execution, in obedience to the will, before
they become rigid, or before the day of their
highest order of improvement has passed.
One
can study mathematics and make good progress,
but we believe that all studies whicii require much
mental training arc more profitably pursued be
fore the twenty-fifth year.
We have heard of a
man who is teaching Greek in one of the institu
tion of learning who was not able to read his own
name in print at the age of thirty, and he is said
to be one of the best of Greek teachers.
We do
not now recall his name or his location. It is
said, however, that when he gets provoked at the
boys, and gives them an overhauling in English, he
gives them shocking grammar, because he did
not early accustom his mind to grammatical
forms of utterance in his own language.
He, no
doubt, speaks grammatical Greek, because he
studied the grammar with the language.
Early
culture is best, most easy ; bnt later culture Is not
to be neglected, though the highest success is
not to be expected after thirty-five years of age,
especially in music and in language.

Daxdruff.

Will

to Inform me through the
cure of dandruff 1

you he kind enough

Journal

the came and

Ant. Dandruff is a flaking off of the scarf skin,
perhaps effete matter which is discharged
from the surface of the body through the pores of
the skin.
If the hair be kept short, and the head
be shampooed every day, and the hair be thor
oughly brushed, the dandruff can be kept down.
with,

BUREAU.
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FritsT Developments

in Children.

What three faculties of a child's head arc first
developed ?
Am. Alimentiveness, Individuality, and Adhe
siveness.

-

Superfluous

Hair.

You would

much oblige me by answering, in your next issue
of the Phrenological
Jocknal, tho following
question : If my forehead is naturally high, but
much overgrown with hair, so that it appears to
be very " low," how may the superfluous hair be
gotten rid of ?
Ans. Eitherby pulling it out or skinning, which
ever you prefer. Some very silly persons pull it
out; others shave it off. But very foolish ones
may skin it, if they prefer.

A Body with Two

Heads.?

How

or

why is it that the State of Rhode Island, and also
Connecticut, has two capitals ? Has each capital
city a capitol building and other State edifices ?
Am. " Rhode Island " and " Providence Planta
tions," as they were formerly called, were par
tially, if not really, separate communities, Rhode
Island proper being an island, while Providence
Plantations was located on the mainland.
Of
course each settlement struggled for growth and
prosperity ; and when government began to be es
tablished, it was an important question whether at
Newport the capital should be located, or at Prov
idence ; and each colony or section has maintained
its capital buildings, and had, biennially, tho Leg
islature.
There was a settlement at New Haven, in Con
necticut, and another in the neighborhood of
Hartford.
Each thought itself important and
wanted the capital.
They compromised by having
two.
Forty-five years ago, the school geography used
to give for the little State of New Jersey three
capitals Trenton, Princeton, and Elizabethtown.
Trenton, although quite at one side of the
State, has come to be the sole capital. It outgrew
Princeton and Elizabethtown, and the strength of
the State seems to have tended to the establish
ment of a single capital in that State.
Elizabeth,
as it is now called, is of late years growing rap
idly, and will soon be, if it has not already be
come, larger than Trenton.
There is a struggle in Connecticut to get the
capital at Hartford ; and New Haven, located as
she is quite at one side of the State, Is satisfied If
she can have half.
There Is a State-house and
other capital buildings in each of these semi-capi
tal towns, and the Legislature is held In each on
,
alternate years.

Salt.

Do you think too much salt is

injurious to the system? Do some persons need
more salt than others ?
Am. "Too much" of anything is Injurious.
We think most people cat too much salt.
If one
eats more than the constitution requires, the sys
tem has to get rid of it as foreign material.
Meat-eating animals cat no salt at all in their
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natural state, and no cat or dog would eat meat,
however slightly salted, If they could get that
which is entirely fresh.
The flesh of those ani
mals which are eaten as food doubtless con
tains enough of the salt clement for the health
of the eater. Men learned to use salt by slaughter
ing an ox, and being obliged to preserve the major
part of it by salting it. If all men could get
fresh meat whenever they desired, there would be
no salt meat required, and in a generation or two
the habit of eating salted meat would die out. It
is only the vegetable-eating animals that will ac
cept salt ; and we fancy that if cattle could run at
large, and have natural grass from unexhausted
soils, they would eat that grass only which had
«iough saline matter In it for their constitutional
needs.
It is said that buffaloes visit the salt licks
oly in the spring, when the gross is immature,
and the head ones go to the lick and satisfy them
selves; and as they turn about, the tail of the
drove is compelled to reverse its order of march,
and probably not more than one in five of a thousai d buffaloes gets a touch of the salt.
As they
return southward in the fall, we are informed that
they do not seek the licks. There is altogether
too much salt eaten even in the cities, and there
is three times as much eaten in the country as
there is in the cities where fresh meat is available.
The butter eaten In the country has three times as
much salt in it as that which is salable in cities.
Most people eat far too much salt.

Journal.

so painful that I lay perfectly quiet, feeling as
though it would kill me to move a muscle.
At
about ten p.m. I felt sufficiently recovered
to sit
up and cat for the first time for more than twentyfour hours. I told my wife that for twelve months
I did not intend to smoke one whiff of tobacco or
drink one drop of spirits or wine. A few days
afterward I was asked to drink, and I told the
crowd of my pledge, when I was laughed at. But
the twelvemonth rolled round, and I had not
broken my pledge, and now had no desire to do
so. The very day that my pledge was up, my wife
gave birth to a daughter, when I again promised
that while that child lived I never would smoke
or drink any intoxicating beverage.
My wife had
been also an excessive user of eoffe«, and Uie ban*
of her life was ueuralgia in the face. I finally said
to her, ' You drink too much coffee ; the stimulat
ing effect Is killing you with pain in the face ; you
must reduce yourself to one cup a day, and that
not so strong as you have been using.' She did
so, and the neuralgia was soon nearly stopped by
this course.
As a further step, we both ceased
using tea and coffee entirely, and her neuralgia
has ceased, while my spells of headache
only
come once In five or six weeks, and are easily con
I be
trolled by the use of cold or warm water.
lieve these attacks to be the remnants of a once
'
entirely deranged organization, caused by my Ir
'Be temperate in all
regular mode of life.
things.' "

Drunken

Another Temperance

A correspondent
ence :

Lecture.

sends us some of his own experi

" For more than twenty years I have been sub
and for the most of that
ject to sick-headache,
time I have been occupied as book-keeper and
salesman
in a large village store.
During the
busiest season, until within a year or two, every
few days I would have a severe attack of sickheadache
that would last from twelve to twentyfour hours, utterly prostrating me. I then drank
from three to eight cups of strong coffee daily.
About twelve years ago I was recommended
to
smoke, which I did for more than ten years,
burning from five to twenty cigars a day.
My
system becoming more and more debilitated, and
the headache severer, I was at length advised to take
'bitters,' which I began doing by using 'gin and
bitters' three times daily. This seemed to revive
the flagging brain and nerve- power for a time, but
the headaches
somewhat in frequency
increased
and power, making it seem impossible at times to
hold up my head.
On the 80th December, 1869, I
smoked Bix cigars and drank four glasses of ' gin
and bitters,' doing a heavy day's work in buying
and settling for cotton, selling goods, etc.
On
the morning of the 31st I awoke with a headache

[March,

Legislatures.

Office

House op Representatives, U. 8., Washington,
D. C, Jan. 3, 1872. To the Editob of the
Phrenological Journal
Dear Sir: I obscrvo
In your Journal for January the statement that
"it is notorious that sober, temperate men aro the
exception among our members of Congress."
This statement Is calculated to create a very
false impression, yet I doubt not it was made with
I
a full conviction, on your part, of its truth.
have been for twelve years closely connected with
Congress, and have known, more or less well,
nearly every member of Congress during that poriod ; and I have no hesitation in Baying that the
representation made in your article Is entirely in
correct.
A large number of the members of the present
Congress arc members of the Congressional Tem
Of those who are not members,
perance Society.
the great majority are as sober, temperate men as
can be found, in like conditions, anywhere In our
country. There were two conspicuous eases of
inebriety in the Forty-first Congress, but both of
them have been superseded.

Before the war, the percentage of drinking men
Since that time it
in Congress was quite large.
has been declining, until now it forms an inconsid
erable proportion of the whole. ,
A contrary impression does, I know, prevail
the result, in part, of misconception, in part of
but it is oa incorrect
designed misrepresentation
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as it is Injurious to our electoral system of govern

ment

.
Respectfully,
[We omit name, and print the above most cheer
We are not personally acquainted with
fully.
each and every member of Congress, nor of their
personal hibits.
But it is notorious that some of
the members are, or were, a disgrace to the nation,
because of their drunkenness.
We are also aware
that active steps were taken not long ago by a few
of the temperance members to bring about a reform
in the habits of those who drank. If they have suc
ceeded so well in Washington, we hope the good
example will be followed in each of our State leg
islatures, and every member become, what the
people have a right to demand of him, a strictly
temperate man, or else resign his seat. Nor would
we stop here.
It is our right, as it is clearly our
Interest, to be represented in every public office
men.
by temperance
The time is coming when
we will have none other, and tippling politicians
may as well take notice that they must quit drink
ing, or quit the office they disgrace.]

A Good Memoky.

Here is one from
Illinois :
The citizens of Illinois ought to

a clergyman, a resident of
*

Dear Sir
thank vou for your portrait and sketch of Hon.
E. B. Washburn in your January number.
All
parties honor him.
Rev. Mr.
, pastor of Presbyterian Church,
Clinton, related to me the following incident,
which I beg to whisper in your private ear:
Some years since the Synod met at Galena, the
residence then of Mr. Washburn.
One evening he
gave an entertainment to that body. From seventyfive to u hundred strangers were present, and great
ly enjoyed the occasion. Mr. Washburn and wife,
of course, were introduced to each stranger guest.
During the evening, as Mr. W. mingled with his
company, he addressed each man by name, and
when they retired in a body, and he gave the fare
well hand, he made no mistake in their names.
Certainly very few have such a memory.
I am sorry to say that I read the article, etc., In
a borrowed copy of your excellent Journal.
Hud designed t iking it, especially after the in
dorsement of my friend Rev. Dr. C
, who
Bays it is a most valuable helper to a minister
of the Gospel. Bnt I was disappointed when the
year commenced in my money matters.
Methodist
preachers seldom have any allowance for books,
Salaries are generally based upon
magazines, etc.
the minimum estimate of bare living expenses.
The people want us to be up with the times
but seldom furnish the
posted in all sciences
means requisite.
We have to find our own straw
of which to make our sermons bricks.
The time may come that will find me a regular
reader of your Journal.
I was so pleased with the January number, loaned
me by ray friend Corman, editor of our local pa
per, that I fel. like expressing my thanks, and
sending you the incident as part pay.
» » »
Respectfully yours,
Pastor Methodist Church, etc.
"take the
[Why will not church members
hint," and supply the Phrenological Journal
to their preachers f Those who do it will have
live, fresh, jrisp, stirring sermons
preached to
them which will feed their hungry minds. Try
it. We charge only club rates to clergymen.
Ed. A. P. J.]

^itcrarji jpotices.
There it a kind of physiognomy in the title* of booh
no lest than in the facte of men, by which a skillful ob
server trill know as well what to expect from the one at
the other. Butlku.

Our American

Monthlies.

It

is

not too much to claim for our leading maga
that they are among those which lead
zines
the world. The best intellects and some of the
most scholarly minds are employed upon them.
The reading public appreciate and patronize the
efforts of publishers to provide the very best of
mental pabulum. Instead of a circulation cf a
thousand or two, the best of our magazines reach
fifty, and even a hundred, thousand copie»~each
issue.
Their average price is $4 a year.

Thb Atlantic

Monthly

has

been

and

will

probably continue to be the most .scholarly and
purely literary of all the American mogaaines.
It is written by scholars, chiefly American, for
scholars, and makes no effort at display or sen
sation.
It is without pictorial illustrations, but
abounds in the best poetry, criticism, and sketches
of persons and places.
Osgood, Boston, pub
lisher.
Harpers' New Monthly
always new, of
course, though now in its forty-fourth volume,
made up from the most racy materials gathered
It is a complete picture book,
from all sources.
story book, and something of all sorts, for all sorts,
Its writers
to be found in the world of magazines.
are both European and American, and it claims to
furnish the greatest quantity of matter for the
Harper Brothers, New York.
least money.
The Galaxy has won its way to popular favor
by the employment of popular writers, and by se
When
curing novelties at home and abroad.
Mark Twain gave his " Experiences in Editing
Newspapers," and in " Agricultural Experiments,"
and when Mr. Reade " Put Yourself in his Place,"
and Miss Logan went to the Yo-Semitc,
every
body read the Galaxy, Some of its state papers
reminiscences also attracted attention. Sheldon
& Co., New York.
Scribner's Monthly, successor of Putnam's,
Siverxule, Hours at Home, all of whom it swal
lowed at one gulp, is pushing vigorously for fa
vor and fortune. Its pictorial descriptions of
remarkable scenery, its racy romances, and its
Money,
poetical effusions are striking features.
and push will send
brains, enterprise,
experience,
Scritmer' s Monthly up among the fifty thousands or
Charles
more, and make it a valuable property.
Seribner & Co., New York.
Lippincott finds special favor South and West.
It is edited with ability ; employs good writers of
both sexes, American and European, and covers
the same ground cultivated by other first-class
If it does not make itself felt, or if it
magazines.

Phrenological Journal.

;

is

it

a

is

;

;

is

a

it

Price,

the Stephensons,"
50. New York

Jl

:

;

pp. 387.
Harper & Bros.

The educational influences of this author's works
He encourages and stimulates
the mind of his reader.
Here are mottoes under
which he writes
" Unless above himself he can
man I"
Erect himself, how poor thing
are most valuable.

Round

is

a

thou hadst to live for aye
thou wcrt to die to-day."
;

as

Worship as

if

" Work

the World,

includin<;

a

Resi

:

a

Journey by Rail across
and
North America, by A Boy. Edited by Samuel
12mo;
Smiles.
With Illustrations.
pp.289.
Price, $1 50. New York Harper & Bros.
dence in Victoria,

Samuel Smiles
widely known throughout the
English-speaking world for his admirable literary
productions, such as "Brief Biographies of Dis
tinguished Characters," "Self-Help," "Life of
" The Huguenots," etc. and
the Stephensons,"
second edition of Samuel Smiles
now we have
Has the
be said enlarged and improved
Can
boy inherited something of the father's gifts
The book is nicely printed, and must become
We shall hope to hear more of this
popular.
;

?

?

"Boy."

A Comparative History of Religions.
:

I.

By James C. Moffat, D.D., Professor in the Theo
An
Part
logical Seminary in Princeton.
cient Scriptnres. 250 pp., 12mo. Price, $1 75.
New York Dodd & Mead.
The author proposes to give
general view of
He
all religions in their relations to one another.
deplores the present chaotic state of things, in
which superstition and unbelief find refuge, and
Buddhism,
the wildest assertions elude exposure.
Parseeism, Brahmanism, etc., will be explained.
religious being,
The author concedes that man
and he attempts to describe his relations to God.
The work must prove acceptable to all readers.
a

:

I.

it

Harper & Brothers.
Of all good men, whether they write, preach, or
may be said "their works do follow them."
pray,
As time rolls on, these moral and intellectual lu
minaries will gather magnitude and brilliancy by
which the world shall be made greater and better.
Besides innumerable sketches of this remarkable
and
man, six lives have already been published
the great body of worshipers who follow his lead
are daily increasing In numbers and in Influence.
Schools, churches, seminaries, and even universi
ties, are established in his name to teach the doc

" Life of

12mo

Is
a

op the Rev. John
Wesley, M.A., Founder of the Methodists.
By Rev. L. Tyerman, author of "The Life and
Wesley, M.A." (father of the
Times of Rev.
In Three Volumes.
Revs. J. and C. Wesley.)
5ft4,
8vo.
Price, $2 50. New York:
Vol.
pp.
S.

The Life and Times

etc.

By Samuel Smiles, author

is

is
a

:

a

*

and soul.

" Self-Help,"

of

:

of the Soul, and In

as Distinguished from Material
By Martyn Paine, A.M., M.D., LL.D.
ism.
Professor in the Medical Department of the Uni
versity of New York.
8vo; pp.707. Price, $5.
New York Harper & Brothers.
The distinguished author, though verging on
fourscore years, retains his vigor, and writes with
work for scholars, theolo
fluent pen. This
gians, and divines. After the main work, which
the title sufficiently designates, we have in the
volume supplementary demonstrations of the di
vine communication of the narratives of the Crea
He denies to animals the
tion and the Flood.
quality of reason which Darwin and others accord
to them.
His inferences in regard to the soul and
psychology are all based on physiology and anat
He shows us the relations between body
omy.

stinct

Character.

if

is

a

Physiology

or, Scenes

in Camp and Jungle.
By Lieut. -Col. Gordon
Curaming. 12mo pp. 372. Price, tl 50. New
York Chas. Scribncr iSs Co.
Here is sensation in earnest.
Who- has not read
Gordon Cumming's "Hunts in South Africa?"
He kills tigers, lions, elephants as our country
boys hunt and kill squirrels. The reader
some
times incredulous at the wonderful narrations of
the adventurer, . but Gordon Cumming was an
English soldier who went to India in early life to
do duty on the battle-field,
ne preferred life in
the jungle.
Getting his fill of this he returned to
his beautiful home on the river Ness, in Old
Scotland, to write out his wonderful experiences,
and here we have
in handsome volume.

a

best.

We may remark, in conclusion, that there
but
one Phrenological Journal now published. Wc
hundred good ones. But "a
wish there were
little leaven leaveneth the whole lump." One such
Journal finds its way into all parts of the world.

Wild Men and Wild Beasts

:

it,

a

is

tbem

trines which he taught, and civilization has good
to thank God for John Wesley.
Whatever
else may be claimed for him or his work,
truth
to say that Methodism
civilizer.
cause

:

not regarded as a necessity in the world,
neither is it in any respect offensive; it is at once
clear, ctit^nitlcd, proper, with a touch of the re
formatory spirit in some of its articles. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia.
Olo and New was started under Unitarian aus
and became a
pices, but changed its management
It aims to be
of general literature.
magazino
popular, without resorting to low or cunning
tricks, and has secured the respect of the public.
Whether it shall become a power in the world, de
pends upon the amount of brain-force put into
and of " material aid " put behind it.
Roberts
Brothers, Boston.
Of other class journals and magazines, scientific,
mechanical, agriculture, musical, fashion, etc.,
there
long list whose titles and terms are
given under the heading of "Our Clubbing Ar
rangements for 1872." All have their peculiar
merits, and readers may select whatever suits
be

[Ma Ron,
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OUR

1872.]

MBNTORIAL

The Sciences of Nature versus The

Science of Man. A Plea lor the Science of
Man. By Noah Porter.
Small 13mo ; pp. 98.
Price, $1. New York : Dodd <fcMead.
The name of the author and the title of the
book are sufficient to secure many readers to this
nicely printed and handsomely bound little vol
ume.

The Theology of the New Testa
ment.

A Hand-book for Bible Students.

By
the Rev. J. J. Van Oosterzee,
D.D., Professor
of Theology in the University of Utrecht.
Translated from the Dutch, by Maurice J.
12mo;
Evans, B.A.
pp. 437.
Price, $1 75.
New York : Dodd & Mead.
The author is well known as one of the contrib
utors to Lang's Commentary. He is regarded as
one of the ablest Dutch divines of the Evangeliean
school. The work can not fail to interest all stu
dents in theology, as well as laymen interested in
the study of the Scriptures.

The Wonders of Vegetation.
the French

From

of Fulgence Marion.
Edited with
numerous Additions, by Scheie de Vere, D.D.,
LL.D., of the University of Virginia, author
of "Studies in English," "Americanism,"
etc
12mo; pp. 282. Price,
With 61 Illustrations.
$1 60. New York : Chas. Scribuer & Co.
Another of the "wonder books;" but why won
derful? Simply because the objects pictured and
described are not generally known to the world iu
their length and breadth.
Messrs. Scribner made
a happy hit when they blocked out this series of
remarkable natural objects.

Science

for the Young

Water and

By Jacob Abbott, author of " The
Franconia Stories," " Marco Paul Series," etc.
With numerous Engravings.
12nao; pp. 330.
Price, *1 50. New York: Harper & Bros.
This is in the same line as the " Wonder Books"
noticed otherwhere. It describes wonderful ob
jects on sea arid land, such as trees, mountains,
waterfalls, headlands, earthquakes, glaciers, ice
bergs, and the like.
Quite as fascinating as the
novel and far more instructive.
Where such
books are placed within the easy reach of the
young, dime novels would be couutcd trash.

Land

Reading without Tears

; or a Pleasant
Mode of Learning to Read.
By the Author of
" Peep of Dav,'°etc. 292 pages,
18mo.
Price,
$1 25. New York: Harper & Brothers.
Here are object lessons ; a little book full of pic
tures for little folks. It was a happy thought of
this author to teach by symbols, and she has given
some hundreds of woodcut illustrations to aid the
young student in learning to read. The bookshould
in prin
supersede those now in use, which were
ciple^ made a hundred years ago.

Casca Llanna

(Good

News)

Love,

Woman, Marriage; the Grand Secret.
A Book
for the Heartful.
12mo; 404 pp.
Price, $2 25.
Boston : Randolph Publishing Co.
Here iR what the publishers say of this work:
"This is the ablest and grandest book that ever
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fell from human pen. No dcecription, critique, or
synopsis can begin to do justice to the mighty
work, w hich ought to be bound in gold and be on
the table of every man, woman, and youth in the
land and in the world."
We suspend comment,
deeming the above eulogy amply sufficient for
the present.

Border Reminiscences.

By Randolph
"

B. Marcy, U. S. Armv, author of

The Prairie
Traveler,"
Vears of Army Life on the
Border," etc. 12mo ; 390 pp. Price, 52. New
York : Harpf r & Bros.
General Marcy succeeds no less brilliantly in au
thorship than in generalship. He is well known
in magazine literature through his sprightly con
tributions.
We now have him once more in book
form. His "Army Life on the Border" and his
" Prairie Traveler" may be found in our libraries.
His last, if not his best, is worthy a place on every

" Thirty

center-table.

The August Stories

Hunter

and

Tom. By Jacob Abbott, author of the "Juno
Stories," " The Rollo Books," etc. 18mo ; pp.
383. Price, 81 50.
New York: Dodd it Mead.
This is No. Two of a 6cries by this popular
author. Young writers, mere beginners in story
telling, should read Mr. Abbott, who is a model
story-teller.

Singular Creatures,

and

How They

Were Found ; being Stories and Studies from
the Domestic Zoology of a Scotch Parish.
By
Mrs. George Cupplcs, author of "The Little
Captain," "Driven to Sea," etc. 18mo ; pp.
833. Price, $1 50. Boston : Lee & Shcpard.
Half a story-book, half a popular instructor in
natural history, the tendency of which is to make
us more merciful to animals and to man.

Allegories of Life.

J.

S.
By Mrs.
Adams. Small 4to ; pp. 93. Price 41 25. Bos
ton : Lee & Shcpard.
We should call these allegories moral essays
written in the most chaste language by a highly
cultivated mind, who transports the reader to
realms above the senses.
Her true vocation is in
religious literature.

The American Baron.

By James De

Mille, author of " The Dodge Club," etc. With
8vo; pp.132.
Illustrations.
Price, $1. New
York : Harper & Bros.
Professor De Mille finds pleasure and profit In
his pen. Is it too much to claim for him the title
of the New Brunswick Dickens ? His stories arc
numerous and popular.

The IIoosier Schoolmaster.

A Novel

Edward Eggleston.
With 29 Illustrations.
12mo; pp. 226.
Price, $125.
New York:
Orange Judd & Co.
Mr. Eggleston writes vividly of objects and ex
which have come under his own ob
periences
servations. His criticisms and caricatures are all
given in a kindly spirit, and suggest practical
by

remedies.
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Temperance

Tracts,

by

issued

the

National Temperance Society and Publication
House. 12mo. Price, $1. Now York: J. N.
Stearns.

We have here a series of one hundred temper
tracts, nicely bound in a portable volume.
Lecturers, debaters, editors, and others may find
material here for use on all occasions.
ance

Starlight.

A Norwegian

"On, Aint

I

Serenade.

Arranged by J. J. Watson. New York.
An exceedingly sweet and sympathetic composi
tion, and adapted to the use and appreciation of
musicians. Prof. Watson has arranged
average
it for the piano. Price 80 cents, and for piano
and violin, price 40 cents.

Got the Blues!"

A

Humorous Song, written and composed by Miss
A. A. Chapman. Published by MeNab & Co.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
'Miss Chapman has given us a neat little song
which hits off well that gloomy and forlorn 6tate
of mind so commonly known as the "blues."
Let those troubled with such fits, by all means get
the piece, and sing it.

The New York Observer Year-Book

New York : Sidney E.
1872.
Price (1.
Morse & Co.
In the present volume we have 200 pages of the
most valuable statistical matter ; the astronomical
department is full, and so also are those of the civil
and commercial, the ecclesiastical, the education
A list
al, the agricultural and the miscellaneous.
of all the Congregational ministers in North Amer
ica is given, so also those of the Protestant Epis
copal Church, the Lutheran, and those of other

for

leading denominations.

A Rent

in

a

Cloud.

By

Charles

Phila
Price, 50 cents.
4to ; pp. 111.
Lever.
delphia : Petersons.
In the absence of matter more instructive and
weighty, this will do to while away a day or a
night, as best suits the novel reader.

The National Encyclopedia.

A

Com

pendium of Universal Information, by L. CoNew
Price, 40 cents.
No. 2.
fange, LI..D.
York : Francis B. Felt & Co.
As a compact work for reference, nothing can
It is to be completed in
be better than this.
Wc commend
eighteen semi-monthly numbers.
it as every way worthy of the most liberal patr

[March,

The Southern Farmer, of

Anti-Tobacco Journal.

To be pub

lished quarterly or monthly, according to circum
stances, by George Trask, Fitchburg, Mass.
No. 1 Is now ready.
It makes quite a respect
able appearance,
and will, do doubt, do good
Bcrvice.
Here is the editor's address.
Advanced in life, as I am, whatever I do here
after against the destructive habit of using tobacco
must be done soon.
In my labors for twenty years I have amassed a
large amount of anti-tobacco material, in the shape
of essays, lectures, letters, and statistics, now ly
Were this mate
ing unprintedin a chaotic state.
rial arranged and published, it might do much
good now, and far more when we are dead and
gone.

I

wish to publish a Journal embodying this, and
new material coming in daily from every
quarter; I wish to send it to all friendly newspa
pers, to all reading-rooms of Christian Associa
tions, colleges, and seminaries gratuitously.
As it battles the most popular vice in church
and Btate, it cannot pay its way nor half pay its
way. Hence I must depend upon a few friends
of iarge heart and large means to send mc money
to support this unpopular work.
Those interested may remit what they like, and
receive an equivalent in the numbers as issued.
It is a purely missionary work, and should bo
gcneroulsy supported by all who wish well to the
also

race.

Annual Report of the Managers

Officers of tub New Jersey State Luna
tic Asylum at Trenton. A cursory glance through
and

the report of Dr. Buttolph assures us of the excel
lent condition of this one of the best conducted
of all our American asylum. We shall not be
surprised to learn of the greater percentage of re
coveries obtained in this institution over those in
others.
Its superintendent is not only one of the
physicians in the country, but he
best educated
understands psychology, and knows how to treat
infirm minds as well as infirm bodies.

Messrs. Harper & Brothers publish,

In No. 870 of their Library of Select Novels, a
story by Lawrence W. M. Lockhart, entitled Fair
to See. It is an octavo pamphlet of 160 pages.
Also, Blade-o'-Grass, by B. L. Farjeon, with nu
Price, 85 cents.
merous illustrations.

ronage.

The National Temperance Society,

Memphis,

Tenn., is edited and published by M. W. Phillips,
who is thoroughly posted in regard to blooded
stock, culture, crops, and all things relating to the
farm or plantation. Read the Southern Farmer.

The Tribune Almanac

best of all the political

for

1872,
statistical annuals is

No. 58 Reade Street, New York, publish 73 picto
rial temperance tracts for children in one packet,
price 25 cents; also, 40 temperance assorted tracts
in packet No. 2, price 25 cents ; also, Temperance
and tiie Pulpit, by Rev. C. D. Foss, D.D., 10
cents; and, also, Liberty and Love, an appeal to
the wine cup, by Rev.
the conscience to abandon

venient to those who have occasion to consult it.
The Work and Play Almanac for 1872 is pub
lished by Millon Bradley & Co., Springfield, Mass.
It contains many illustrations, and sells for 15

Henry Ward Bceeher,

cents.

10 cents.

sued, price 26 cents.'

and

The Ledger Almanac for
It will be found con

1872 is also just published.
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Life Illustrated.

H.

399.

ASPINWALL, THE SUCCESSFUL MERCHANT.

our portrait of this gentleman we find
several

[Whole No.

well-marked characteristics.

the first place, the temperament

In

has a strong

intermixture of the motive element,

as shown

clearly in the well-pronounced features and

the strong and abundant hair.
has an individuality
energy

magnetic

which
life

indicate
such

in

of its own
a

WILLIAM

TN

April, 7872.

No. 4.]

it,

Vol. LIV.

The latter
; there

is a

wiry positiveness,

vital strength,

an organization

as

tenacity of
that which

Phrenological Journal.
of

The

efficient work.

face is long, in keeping with the stature

is not a face which affects phases

nomy

as we

look upon it, of the physiog

face could not dissemble.
the
great

prise.

He is

of the late President Lincoln, whose

character

man's

The earnestness,

the very grandeur of that

honesty, and

shone

his

through

power of discrimination,

unusual

judgment.

He is by no

prehensiveness

quickly.

There is

of practical affairs, which enables

in any

him to

keeping the one object in view.

ful physical functions,
cle,

He

pride of character, but enough

Some

men

modesty, to prevent him from being in any way

fully.

view of human

not belong to that class; they are not given
to

quires

in large part in

a

which proceeds from successful effort.
relations by the ways and usages of society,
by his

propriety.

He does not believe

or conventionalisms
a certain

sense

of expediency

and

in fashion

; he is the man to

avoid

line of conduct for the very reason

that it has the general observance
He has that independence

it,

of

money to prose

and which seemingly

has the charac

risk, set on foot by men who lead in

commerce and finance
taken to investigate

He is not governed in his social and other
but rather

ter

of

a

consists

done, and in that confidence

of

men.

which leads him

bottom

but

the trouble be

its nature we find at the

substantial reason

The

therefor.

end was foretold from the beginning.

who interested
knew that
there was
prise.

then

and

undertaking which re

large

vast expenditure

themselves

in

Those

the

project

success.

In fine,

would prove

demand for just such an enter

However,

energy and careful
success.

In

it

of duty

cute

a

acter, moreover,

His pride of char

it

of consideration.

of

a

we hear

and affairs, and to accord to a subject a due

Now

adventures.

hazardous
a

He has that calm,

they

success

it

utilitarian

effort

a

or arrogant.

and

time,

and

offers,

Men of the type of Mr. Aspinwall do

nature which enables a man to measure men

sense

high order of

fortune by brilliant

An opportunity

strokes.

risk capital, and

amount

to

achieve

of delicacy, enough of sentiment, enough of

discriminating,

brain and mus

enlivens

contributes

and

vigorous circulation

health.

His opinions are held with steadiness.

overbearing

So also

in that feature we find the evidence of health

of the blood, which

has unusual

of social feeling exhib

ited in that long, prominent chin.

rapidity than most men who are engaged in
affairs.

he goes directly about

case,

so conduct his deliberations with much more

mercantile

So, too, his

Having fully

up his mind as to the course to be

made

pursued

There is strength

toward the point of decision, and

converge

style brief and clear, each word conveying a

a com

of survey in his consideration

of

in view, and having expressed his opinion in a

it,

means a man of precipitancy, yet his opin

ions are formed

rather than a man

talker he keeps his subject clearly

action is direct and definite.

Here we have strongly-marked perceptive
faculties,

words.

a

direct signification, he is done.

bold and wrinkled lineaments.

and capital off-hand

of action

a man

As

if

minded,

he may exhibit in the welfare

ever interest

of his community or any meritorious enter

We are re

of sentiment which are not felt.

to him by society at large for what

accorded

a

It

as an eminently

successful business man, and which should be

has an earnest, homely expres

sion, the impress of real feeling, of real pur
pose.

to him

ileges which belong

;

It

of

although

he doubtless is jealous of the rights and priv

a

most of the elements

the body.

to avoid anything like ostentation,

old age, and then retains

lasts into genuine
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required sagacity

and

manipulation to render
the gentleman

whose

por

William h. aspinwall.

1872.]

trait is before us we have one who can ap
preciate

opportunities,

and

originate the

ways and the means to make them available.

His career abundantly proves this.
Among the names of enterprising Ameri
a world-wide repu
tation in commercial affairs, few can claim
Its early con
the prominence of Aspinwall.
nection
with the semi-adventurous
spirit
which characterized American maratime re
lations forty years ago, and which contribute.l so much to the growth of our national
commerce; and its prominence in the bold
project of connecting the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans by a railroad across the Isthmus of
Panama, readily account for that prominence.
The subject of our sketch was born in the
city of New York in 1807, of a parentage
that boasts its representatives
among the
earliest settlers of New England. His father,
John Aspinwall, was a member of the old
firm of Gilbert & John Aspinwall, which
was engaged in the dry goods and general
commission
business, at a period not long
after the close of the Revolutionary war, and
had its warehouse
in Queen, now Pearl
Street.
John continued this business on his
own account until subsequent to 1812, and in
later years was a broker in Wall Street.
Having availed himself of the advantages
then afforded by his native city for a substan
tial education, William directed his attention
to commercial pursuits, and found a conge
nial opening in the house of G. G. & S. S.
Howland, then one of the leading business
firms in the United States.
It may not prove uninteresting if we state
that this house was founded by the sons of
Joseph Howland, a prominent man in the
early whaling business of New England, and
a resident
of New London, Connecticut.
They came to New York as boys, and after a
while commenced a small West India busi
Their store was situated on South
ness.
Street, where the house of Howland &
Their trade in
Aspinwall stands to-day.
creased, and with the increase they enlarged
their facilities, extending their trade to Mex
ico, South America, the Mediterranean,
and
Great Britain, until they conducted the larg
est general business of any firm in the city.
In his clerkship young Aspinwall exhibited
cans who have obtained
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of energy and sagacity, and soon
to be regarded as a very valuable

many proofs
became

About the year 1832 he was taken
assistant.
into the partnership, with the understanding
that he should receive one-quarter of the
profits of the commission
business, which
amounted that year to upward of sixty thou
sand dollars.
His share of this large return
in one department of the dealings of the
house formed the capital upon which he ac
quired his splendid fortune.
A few years
after this, viz., in 1836 or 1887, the senior
partners retired, leaving, however, a hundred
thousand dollars of cash capital each in the
The general or working partners
business.
now in the concern were William E. How
land, son of Gardiner Howland, and William
At this time the firm style
H. Aspinwall.
was changed
to Howland & Aspinwall,
which it has remained without alteration for
a period of thirty-five years.
The discovery of gold in California largely
increased the business of the house on the
Pacific, and led Mr. Aspinwall to take the in
itiatory steps for the establishment of steam
ship communication with San Francisco.
He retired from active connection with How
land & Aspinwall in 1848, and gave his
attention chiefly to this new and great enter
prise, associating with it the building of the
Panama railroad. The success of the Pacific
Mail Steamship Company was thus secured,
and his name, it is scarcely necessary to re
mind the reader, was given to the eastern
terminus of the Panama railway. The new
and splendid facilities which were thus
early

afforded,

trade

between

opening

a

gave

marked

impulse

to

New York and the Pacific,
the way to direct relations between

Asia and America.
Mr. Aspinwall is

of retiring
avoiding any
public recognition than seeking it. He has
no official relation to record ; it may, how
ever, be mentioned that during the late war
he, in company with Mr. John M. Forbes of
on a
Boston, was sent by our Government
secret mission to England for the purpose of
obtaining that country's interference in the
equipment of the ironclads then being built
How England regarded oul
by the Lairds.
" Alabama Claims," now so much
protest the
and

modest

a gentleman

character,

discussed, may answer.

rather

Phrenological Journal.
In his

personal

can not be said

appearance

Mr. Aspinwall

to be particularly striking,

although there is that in his calm features,
erect and dignified bearing, and well-knit
frame which indicate the man of sterling

HOW

former articles

shown

these combinations produce in the character
of the manifestations.
When two musical notes are sounded the
cultivated ear will hear each distinctly, and,
as it were, separately.
It will also hear what
might be called a third sound, viz., the com
bination of the two. Again, a painter looks at
the color called blue, and at yellow, as they lie
upon his pallet in separate masses ; he mingles
the two in equal proportions and makes a strong
green ; he mixes them in unequal proportions
and he has a dark green if the blue predomi
nates, or a very light green if the yellow pre
But his practiced eye will See in
dominates.
each green that lies before him the elemental

which go to make it; he sees the
blue and the yellow in the medium green ; he
sees two blues to one yellow in the dark green,
and two yellows to one blue in the light green.
Let us apply these illustrations to the results
of the combinations of the mental faculties.
Take Combativeness and Cautiousness.
If
qualities

they are largely and equally developed in a
man he will fire up if invaded.
Instantly Cau
tiousness will act in estimating the dangers of
a battle, the liabilities of defeat, the necessity

of being on guard against the blows of the
adversary, and the left arm that is used de
fensively in obedience to Cautiousness will
occupy a position of equal influence with the
striking arm which obeys Combativeness.
Moreover, the advice which caution suggests
to the intellect, the fear involved in the whole
affair, will be shed upon the judgment from
Cautiousness, and thus the language which the
man will employ in response to an insult will
from what it would bo with

be very different

Combativeness
vratc.

large

and Cautiousness

mod-

Men measure their words, they weigh

*nd carefully

consider

Cautiousness

is an influential

mind.

He has
worth and straightforward action.
in foreign countries,
considerably
and in the administration of his great wealth
is benevolent and public-spirited, but by no
traveled

means ostentatious.

THE DIFFERENT FACULTIES COMBINE

on this subject we have
the fact of the combination, the
working together of faculties. We now propose
which
to call attention to the modifications

IN

their utterances, when
factor

in

the

But where Combativeness is large and

[Apeil,

Cautiousness

small, as we

No.
sometimes

8.
unfor-

nately find them, there is rashness of speech
and of action which keeps the man always in
hot water.
On the other hand, if Caution be
much

larger than Combativeness the courage
is not equal to the prudence, and the man suf
fers from hesitation.
Instead of driving too
fast and running into the wagons ahead, he
so slow that the teams run into his

drives

wagon from behind ; his errors are on the side
of prudence, as another man's errors are on the
side of rashness, boldness.

Imagine, then, Com
bativeness and Cautiousness combined, as we
combine the colors blue and yellow to make

divers shades of green, and the mental results
produced, according to the different degrees of
these two organs respectively, will be under
stood.
Sometimes Cautiousness and Secretiveness
act together, sometimes separately.
The rab
bit lacks courage and is cautious, but it has
little Secretiveness.
The same is true of the
deer and sheep ; they are cautious rather than

The cat, on the contrary, is sly or
cunning.
secretive in a high degree, but is not cautious.
If a cat be cornered she will fight a dozen men
and as many dogs, and meet them half way ;
but when she is hunting, how stealthily she
steps, how quietly she can keep watch, and
wait for hours, until by a single leap she can
secure her prey, Secretiveness and Destructivethe qualities controlling her con
The deer, the sheep, and the rabbit,
being largely cautious, instantly flee from dan
ger, and secure safety by their speed, while the
fox, the opossum, the cat, hide through adroit
ness, which act in human character would be
ness being

duct

called tact and cunning to avoid the foe.
A
fox will sometimes double back on his track

and puzzle a dog, will run through a brook
where the track will he lost, perhaps run half
a mile in the brook itself if he can ; he will be

running in a straight line and jump ten feet
sideways, and then run back perhaps a quarter
of a mile nearly parallel with the first track ;
then rush off at a tangent, and seem to show

HOW THE DIFFERENT
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as much

artfulness

as

if

he were

guided by

The fox has enormous Secretiveness
in character and in development.
At Craighall, in Scotland, a house built in a romantic
situation, on the very verge of a cliff 150 feet
reason.

high, a fox, hard pressed by the hounds, took
refuge in the hall or passage-way among the
overcoats and hats hung upon the stand, while
the dogs in hot pursuit, supposing the fox had
leaped through the open window, dashed one
after another through the window and over
the precipice, meeting instant death ; and those
who witnessed the incident say the fox seemed
to know what would be the result

The combinations

of Acquisitiveness

in ref

erence to business matters in men are Interest
ing. Certain departments of trade seem to call
out Secretiveness in the conduct of affairs.
Some call out Cautiousness, some courage and
others taste, others
force, some ingenuity,
A
sound judgment and solid understanding.
man who has active Acquisitiveness and large
Secretiveness will manage any business he may
attempt according to his special mental organ
ization.
If it be possible to run the business
by policy and artifice and concealment, he will
do it.

A

business which a man ordinarily de
would conduct on

veloped and well-balanced

he will
open, square, outspoken principles,
contrive to have it done under the vail of con
cealment

FACULTIES COMBINE.
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rage for getting good bargains that sometimes
merchants have taken from their shelves prime
goods and dipped one corner of a roll into a
pan of clean water, just to show that it had
been wetted, to gratify this desire for buying
goods that had been slightly damaged, with
the thought that they were getting them cheap
During a trial in a court in Liverpool, a
clerk in a dry-goods store was called to testify,
er.

and when asked where he was and what he
was doing at the time the transaction in ques
tion occurred, he stated that he was in the
" making wrecked goods ; " that is
cellar
to
say, wetting and staining them, to be palmed
off as goods from a wreck.
Of course, firstclass judges of goods would not be deceived as
to the value by such a subterfuge, but most
buyers are not good judges, and are led and
influenced by the policy and cupidity of deal
ers through the exercise of their own cupidity.
Men with large Secretiveness can not make a

move in the direction of Acquisitiveness with
out doing it in a sly, indirect manner ; their
whole business career is tinged, colored, by
policy which gives a disingenuous, slippery
appearance to all they do. Such men are or
ganized for detectives, for hunting out the sly
ways and by-ways of tricky traders, counterfeit
ers, and other rogues.

Secretiveness does not necessarily make a
man dishonest, but it is one of the tools which

mon sense and prudence to conduct his affairs
wisely ; but the cost price and the selling price

We
dishonesty employs to secure its results.
know men who are thoroughly honest, yet they
have a non-committal way of talking and act
ing; they prefer to do things indirectly, dislike

have but little to do with him. Goods are con
signed to him without a nominal price, and he
sells, according to the market, higher or lower,

to have anybody know what they intend to do
next, or how they intend to do it ; they work
sub rosa in all things ; they like to have pri

and the consigner makes the profit or suffers
the loss, paying the consignee his per-centage,
and the transaction is ended.

vate marks and technical names on their goods,
and to deal in articles or in kinds of business

One with large Secretiveness will buy goods
of bankrupt dealers, or will buy goods at auc

all

One who does a commission business needs
He wants good com

but little Secretiveness.

tion that have been slightly damaged ; and he
be very careful to conceal the fact, and

will

Some
the highest price in selling.
men, if it seems to be for their interest, will
profess to have bought very cheaply at auc
tion, and they always profess to sell cheaply on

charge

that account, whether they do or not ; and we
are informed that the gullibility of buyers, who
are not judges of goods, Is sometimes practiced

in which concealment

is requisite.
This may
dishonesty, the principle
what
seeming to be, what I know is my own
I choose to tell, the world is welcome to. They
be

done without

will

give an honest pound, but they would pre
fer scales that nobody else could understand.
We must confess that Secretiveness, acting even
under the dominion

of Conscientiousness

and

and a sound understanding, tends
to discredit a man's integrity.
One who goes
backward and covers up his tracks will be sus
Self-Esteem

"
upon by the sale of wet goods," thus inducing
buyers to believe that they are getting goods
for very much less than they arc worth, be

pected, although he has a right to do what he
is doing, and may have the kindest intentions
"
to all. We are required to avoid the very ap
pearance of evil," and one can hardly do this

cause they have been slightly damaged by
And we are told that there is such a
water.

who is highly endowed with Secretiveness.
This faculty throws suspicion over all one

Phrenological

thousand ways, and sometimes prevents his
acting and involves him either in loss or in a
failure to secure gain. We know men who are
so cautious that they are afraid to make transac
is

it,

tions in business until they find everybody in
the tide of business turns
and the result

An illustration of
will buy when

a

it

duce various shades of character.
Combining
equally, a medium quality of

harmoniously,
manifestation
age inspired

reached
that
to say, cour
prudence fortified
by prudence
We see also that Acquisitiveness,

by courage.
the desire for gain,

modified by policy and by
sometimes warped by these so that
prudence
new nature almost seems to be the result.

everybody wants to sell, and sell when every
Forty years ago,
else wants to buy.
when, in New England, the attention of farm

a

a

:

about the time they invest.
man well balanced
this

illustrates the rush from one de
judgment,
partment of business to another madly, because
seems to be going down.
Thus
will be
seen that courage and fear by combining pro

is

Acquisitiveness,

working with
hinders and delays him in a
Cautiousness,

:

his

The writer clung to the rail and let the rest run,
of course fearing trouble, but not inclined to
increase
This not only
by his own weight.
shows the effect of blind Cautiousness without

is

to do ; but

the water, when they rushed back again. Some
loud voice,
body more sensible spoke in
"
Get in the middle of the boat, and stay there."

is

double security, yet he will not conceal his
business, he will talk it up, everybody will
know what he has done, or hopes to do, or fears

coil of the boat, sent the guards on that side to

it

erate Secretivcness, he will hesitate in business,
will want all possible safeguards, will seek

[Apkil,

it

does, but, as we say, it does not necessarily
make a man dishonest, though it is the tool
that dishonesty uses to carry out its purposes.
If a man have large Cautiousness and mod

Journal.

it
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to wool-growing and cheesemaking, there was frequent oscillation from one
business to the other. There would be at one
wild rush out of dairying into wooltime

When we imagine how many possible com
binations may exist in the human faculties, and
how many changes can really be produced on
will not seem strange
forty or fifty faculties,
that no two people are alike.
The vast va
thus ex
riety of character and disposition
One who
plained.
conversant with human

their

surplus

;

a

a

let his sheep go at
high figure, and buy cows
low figure and he got rich, while
again at
many others remained poor and wasted all
earnings

in unwisely

changing

business.

a

a

A steamboat bound up the Hudson met fine
new steamship, the Winfield Scott, on her trial
trip, and every passenger being anxious to get
good view, rushed to one side of the steam
it

over, and
boat, which great weight careened
made the inexperienced think they were going
Most of them ran madly to the
into the water.
other side, and their weight, added to the re

is

is

it

is

a

is

it

;

is

or character in question. One who captious
and fractious in temper has to be managed
with smoothness, and policy, and kindliness
one who

inclined to be. secretive

must be

with the main
motives concealed, in order to throw the sus
picious individual off his guard, so that he
will express himself with sufficient frankness.
He that very cautious must have all the dark
corners of the subject explained
must have
the propositions submitted in writing, with the
privilege of few days' reflection before he will
feel at all safe to negotiate.
The same light
will guide the teacher, parent, the manager of
men in business, clerks, or apprentices
and ho
met

by

apparent

frankness

;

;

the over-wrought
dairy business would run
down.
Of course everybody would want to
sell cows and buy sheep and our friend would

strength of one's conscience or selfishness, of
his Secretiveness or Acquisitiveness, and thus
be able to influence appropriately
the person

so organized
who
control of himself

that he has the complete
so well-balanced
that he

is

sheep would appreciate as property, wool would
increase in value in the same proportion that

he has only to throw out
word or an
act and see how
received, see what re
sponse may be made, and he can thus test the

is

it

everybody was trying to get rid of sheep at any
of course he got them at the bottom of
price
the market
and when everybody else was out
of the wool business
would begin to revive,

ciate

a

and cows were of course at the very top of
the market; and he would buy sheep when

and judicious.

nature, as taught by Phrenology,
can easily
find out the strength or weakness of the differ
ent faculties in those with whom he may asso
;

a

tle affected by public sentiment, and more
guided by common sense and reflection, would
sell his cows when everybody wanted to buy,

balanced, and harmonious,

is

and then the thing being overdone,
shift to get
nearly everybody would make
out of wool-growing and engage in dairying.
One man, cool, well-balanced, harmonious, lit
growing,

ter

is

a

ers was directed

When these are harmoniously blended, charac

not liable to extremes, but has every faculty
strong enough to work effectively, backed up

is

body

RIGHT AND
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and sustained by all the rest

VIEWS OF LIFE.

WRONG

or as a skillful workman manages his tools,
bringing about lawful, normal results with the
least possible friction.

is the man who,

^ur

guided by Phrenology, will manage human so
ciety as the pianist will manage the instrument,

of
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Domesticliapplueda,
thouonly bll*a
(if paradisethathu survivedHiefall
Thou*rt tlie udim of virtue.

we form

a

is

it

is

it

it

;

a

;

is

a

it

;

it

it

a

is

Happiness or unhappiness, then, does not
depend so much on our worldly conditions, as
the manner in which we view it.

If outward

alone were the criterion of hap
piness, then those equal in this respect should
circumstance

far from the
But this
truth. For of two persons in precisely sim
ilar situations, one may be enjoying
very
high degree of felicity, while the other, in his
forth complaints of
wretchedness,
pours
Whence arises the
wrongs and misfortunes.
Since they are situated alike,
difference
can not be that one suffers more real ill than
be equally happy.

it

and when

its evil associa
would derive
similar pleasure
from this life; and the nearer we can ap
view of life, in that measure
proach to such
will our happiness be increased.
True,
would be impossible for any right-minded
person to deceive himself into the belief that
the world
without evil and even if
were possible,
would be altogether unwise
for him to do so. But there are great many
evils which
far better for us never to
know, and if we know them, soon to forget
and
willful and blissful ignorance of them
Our minds not
by no means impossible.
being capable of perceiving and grasping all
there
in the universe, the more good we
learn to view the less opportunity there will
be for seeing evil. So the more we regard the
sorrow and wickedness in the world, the less
we can learn of good, and the greater must
be our unhappiness.
he

a

?

?

;

select, however,

he view this world without

tions,

is

a

:

a

?

may

our ideal of
perfect world, we place not in
the things that have been painful and dis
But otherwise
agreeable to us here.
True,
impossible for
only earth again.

fore he forms an ideal world, and experiences
the highest enjoyment in its prospect.
Could

it

is

a

it

;

It

pleasure only in so far as he can conceive of
as an object of contemplation,
and there

?

extent

ever been the great object

a

its joys and pleasures, has
toward whose at
tainment
all the labors of men have been
but
The history of the world
directed.
the history of humanity striving for this
end; but various and often wonderful are
has been sought, for
the ways by which
the ideas of happiness and its attainment are
almost as numerous as the inhabitants of the
earth. What gives pleasure to one may create
One man's
in another the feeling of disgust.
ideal of perfect bliss would seem
picture
of misery to another.
The Esquimaux would
imagine for himself an icy heaven, with rein
deers and sledges in profusion, and seas full
of seal and walrus but the inhabitant of
torrid country would shudder at such an
land of eternal
ideal, and paint in its place
summer.
However, all agree this far they
make heaven of the very materials they have
around them, only exalted in quality and de
Then there must
gree. Is there music here
Are there flowers here
be music in heaven.
Then flowers bloom there. Are there rivers
Then
and lakes and bright sunshine here
all these are there also. The most perfect
state of happiness of which the human mind
can have any conception has all its elements
in this life and the conditions connected
for our
therewith. It cannot be otherwise
imagination, however active, can form noth
ing new. It may change the order and posi
tion of elements, but can never create any.
greatest

fancy to paint the grandeur of the Christian's
future home
but he can view that with

is

the evils of life, to increase to their

YIEWS OF LIFE.

it

TOand

the sorrows

is

RIGHT AND WRONG
diminish to their utmost
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the other.
Bnt while the one allows his
mind to be wholly occupied with the little
griefs find misfortunes of life, the other,
thankful for the great blessings be enjoys,
has no memory for the little evils that may
The one grasp
happen to accompany them.
ing the rose, howls and curses when its little
thorns sting his flesh, but the other, grateful
for such a beautiful gift of nature, forgets the
slight pricks in the pleasure he receives from
its possession.
One of the greatest sources of our discon
tentment is found in our false estimations.
We set too low a value on what we possess,
and value that very highly which is out of
our reach, even though it nxay be of the small
Men too frequently forget
what a fortune they have in the possession
of good health, true friends, and a good gov
ernment, and worry life away because they
Is there any rea
can not enjoy its luxuries.
son why any one wlio has a moderate provis
ion of food and raiment should be grieved
because he can not sport a fine carriage or
live in a splendid mansion ? Is it probable
that these would increase his enjoyment 1
On the contrary, the man who is unhappy in
moderate circumstances would still be un
happy were all the riches and luxuries of the
est importance.

[Apbil,

with what he once possessed, ap
to him as nothing.
He was made
wretched with the ever-increasing
fear of
compared

peared

He seemed to see poverty
coming to want.
staring in at his door ; but he held his money
with a miserly grasp, and at last, through
fear

of starving, committed suicide.

There

were many beggars then in Paris, but none
so thoroughly miserable as he; and all be
cause imagination had deceived him into the
belief that he was poor.
In a similar man
ner, half the misery in the world derives its

from imagination alone.
If used
properly, this faculty would always be a
source of pleasure, but too frequently it
seems to prevent men from taking a true and
honest view of humanity.
If we can not see
men as they really are, it would be far better
to consider them all good than all bad. But
many never fully trust humanity.
Every
mistake which affects them adversely they
existence

seem

to regard

as the predetermined

result

of malice.
Everybody, they think, laughs at
their misfortunes, and envies their success.
It is only in the past that they look for those
who are truly noble and honest.
Surely, it
is better to believe that in past ages men
were better than they are now than to think

earth his ow n.

bad ; and since our happiness
must all depend on the present, it is of the
utmost importance that we allow the men of

Your magnificent
residence
plain attire.
would be worth no more to you than the

our own times the praise of all the virtues
To believe that men's motives
they possess.
are good ; to be charitable toward their mis
takes ; to allow the glow of one virtuous deed
to hide many sins from our eyes, is the wisest
To regard any
way of viewing mankind.
class of men as totally depraved, is as hurt
ful to our own happiness as it is absolutely
Go to the burning shores of India, or
false.
search the wilds of Africa, or the icy regions
of the poles, and you will seek in vain for the
one in whose bosom no spark of virtue yet
True, it may seem to be faint, but
remains.
faint
that it will not sometimes
so
never
You will
glow with surprising radiance.
seek as long for the totally depraved man as
for the one who is absolutely perfect.
Life is to a great extent just what we make
it ; and to make ourselves wretched is no
To this end, a man need not put
great task.
on sackcloth, or destroy his property, or shut
He need not even
himself up in a dungeon.

Luxury and superabundance
of wealth seldom increase contentment.
Men
who are unhappy without these are never
made happy by possessing them.
Yet such
is the inconsistency of men that they set the
very highest value on things which are of
least use, and give themselves far more pain
and trouble in striving for the luxuries than
the real necessities of life. If objects were val
ued only according to the degree in which they
contribute to real happiness, your gaudy and
eostly dress would be given in exchange for

convenient

would

a good sharp ax
in equal exchange for the

cottage ; and

be taken

most precious diamond.
There is no doubt that
much to do with our lives.

imagination has
To imagine our

selves happy is to be happy.
ourselves

miserable

is

as

To

imagine

truly misery

as

though it were absolutely real. A story is
related of a Frenchman whose fortune, by
This,
some chance, was reduced to $500,000.

them always

SEVENTY-EIGHT.
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in the least, his outward circum
But let him view life on its darkest
side, and think that no evil befalls others so
great as himself; let him attribute to men
the worst motives in every action, and re
gard none a9 worthy of his confidence, and
he will need little more to make his misery
To make life as agreeable as pos
complete.
sible, we should estimate at their true value

our great general blessings ; we should view
the virtues of men through magnifying
glasses, and, as far as possible, allow the
glory of their good deeds to dazzle our eyes
to their faults ; and then, though our posi
tions in life may be humble, yet the world
will not appear to be so much a vale of tears,
as a place in which to be thankful and con

change,

stances.

SEVENTY-EIGHT
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J.

tented.

BIRTHDAY

MAN'S

L. M.

MUSINGS.

BT MRS. JULIA A. CAKNET.

How brief the moments now appear

I

But Care, stem miller, takes each year
More ruthloss toll from all our hours

Since (pausing in my childhood's play)
boasted of another year,
"Hnrrah ! I"m eight years old to-day ! "

I'm sevenjy-elght to-day I I stand
Upon the brink of that dark stream

Life was before me 1 None had told
How dark and tnrbid ran its stream ;
That all its treasures, lore, fame, gold.
Were but the phantoms of a dream.

Whose other shore is that fair land
Whereon doth light immortal gleam.

I

Eighteen to-day 1 No purer pride,
No wilder, more exultant joy
Hath life, than thus to stand beside
Its rushing stream half man, half boy !

hath not one experience brought
So dark that I could spare its woe;
Each sorrow hath its lesson taught,
" Nearer my God " and Christ to grow.

I

fear not death, for He hath trod
The path before me; He hath given
This faith. It Is the path of God,
The path to His eternal Heaven.

Full soon the darker waves appear,
No more we muse amid the flowers;

IN SOCIAL

would not tread Its paths again,
Nor younger grow a si ngle day.

It

The stream Is but a brooklet there I
Not yet Is heard the mill-wheel's whirl;
We muse beside its waters fair.
Of sunny brow or graceful curl.

TACT

I am ready I Life hath been
A pleasant yet a weary way ;

Well,

INTERCOURSE.

BY REV. S. B. 8ANFORD.
is worth a great

ITtouch

deal to know how to

people in the right way.

The man
whose nature is thermometer-like in its sus
ceptibility to the atmosphere and condition
in which those persons live whom he meets
from day to day, has an incalculable advan
tage over one who lacks in this respect.
The possessor of this gift of tact is always
making friends and finding a warm place in
their hearts, while his neighbor, who is fully
his equal in other endowments, is constantly
placing himself in a position where he both
loses the sympathy and repels those toward
whom he may cherish only kindly feelings.
Edward Everett said of Abraham Lincoln,
that he was one of the most perfect gentle
The compliment of
men he had ever met.

the polished orator recognized
that which
was better than mere outward manners, for

of the White House never
out the angularities that days of
toil and poverty had wrought into that iron
It was the noble heart of Mr. Lin
frame.
coln that won the encomiums of perfect gontlemen, alike from those whose lives had
been spent in palaces and in hovels.
The inner revelations of his social and pub
lic life show how wonderful was the tact he
possessed. During those days of war persons
of every shade of character and position asked
for admittance to his presence, and the story
of the many-burdened man, forgetting self in
his interest for others, has gone into all the
world. It is the sort of tact shown in this

the

etiquette

smoothed
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grand life that touched every class of men
with an intuitive knowledge of their need
that is worth a fortune to any one.
There is a selfish tact, a spurious article,
that would be all things to all men in order
to please them, that may be positively injuri
ous and worthless, as far as the welfare of
others is concerned.

While tact is largely a gift of nature, it is
susceptible of cultivation by care and educa
Age, business,
tion. Men are to be studied.
and personal history and
social relations,
That ap
peculiarities should be considered.
proach that wins the heart of a child will not
answer when you come to those whose heads
are gray.
Running thoughtlessly against
the personal habits and moods of others, leads
to the loss of their good-will, and gains only

their dislike.

Some

men

in their

change

feelingB very much like the weather, and it is
wise to note if the wind be in the east or the
west.

Absent-minded persons, all-absorbed
in
thought or pursuit, are con

some individual

stantly blundering into mistakes
respects ;
heart,

it

requires

constantly

TN respect

representative

of

studies so closely as to get near-sighted, and
fail to observe small folks and little

thus

folks, will win the love of the community
while others,
and have full congregations,
in certain respects more able, will be looking
about for a parish.

and illustration are shown

metaphor,

of the brain in
The hair has

yet well-chiseled

features, and massive

of

great

fore

intellectual

Btrength and of resolute and earnest disposi
tion.

The successor of Chalmers in the occu

of

pancy, for several years,

the pulpit

of old

general forward
a

Self-Esteem
ceal.

There is also strong Approbativeness,

which contributes

not a little of the aspi ra

tional clement to his activities, while welldeveloped

wear the mantle

of that distinguished divine ;
of his brain there

and in the constitution
is no small

resemblance to that Herschcl of

the Scottish Church.

Physical fortitude is

seen in that prominent and full chin.

of

language

pression

combined

Wealth

with symmetry of ex

are indicated by the full-orbed eye

and rounded

pcrceptives.

Logical

acumen

with rare resources in the way of suggestion,

own,

which it can not altogether con

ageous and unflinching

worthy to

ear.

of its

according well with the large Firmness and

utation which designates

as

of the

crisp positiveness

St. George's, Edinburg, he has earned a rep

him

by the

depth of the upper forehead and the breadth

The squarely-built head, strong

head exhibit the man

D.D.,

DIVINE.

Scottish clergymen shows very superior char
acteristics.

alive to the interests of
of that tact which

always speaks and acts at the right time and
in the right way. In business and profes
sional life alike, tact is necessary to success.
The most successful clerk in the store is the
one who knows how to please and meet the
wants of customers of every class. Without
tact the lawyer will be sure to lose both his
cases and his clients.
The physician, by his manner and words
in the sick-room, often heals faster than by
The minister
the medicines he prescribes.
who has a sympathetic heart that touches
those who belong to every grade of society,
his head 60 high or
and neither carries

EMINENT SCOTTISH

to mental organization the por-

trait of this eminent

in these

a keen eye and a warm

others, in order to the use

ROBERT SMITH CANDLISH,
THE

[April,

Combativeness

renders

principle and in the maintenance
tions.

him ceur-

in the assertion

of

of his posi

Impatient of constraint and subordi

nation, he is the man to organize
new departure

and lead a

in the sphere of morals and

religion by which more freedom of conscience
shall be attained.
On

Robert
charge

of August, 1834, the Rev.
Candlish was ordained to the
of St. George's Church, Edinburg,

the

S.

14th

ROBERT

1872.]

SMITH CANDLISH, D . B .

Scotland, in which wealthy and influential
congregation the efficient ministrations of
the new pastor met with a cordial and ad
miring acceptance.
He threw himself with great zeal and en
ergy on the popular side in the controversy
of the period, in which the General Assembly

of the Church of Scotland passed the cele
brated Veto Act, known as " The Ten Years'
Conflict," and which issued in the memora
ble disruption of 1843.

It

was

that he
took a part in the General Assembly.
His
extraordinary talents in debate made him
not,

however,

until

1839

one of the foremost
leaders.
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among the Evangelical

When the disruption occurred, Dr. Candlish had, for nearly ten years, preached in the
stately structure of St. George's as a minister
of the Scottish establishment.
In a very dif
ferent edifice

a brick church which had been

hurriedly run up on the Castle Terrace
he
preached, on the Sabbath of May 21, 1843, his
first sermon as a minister of the Free Church.
Here for eighteen months his congregation
assembled, until the erection of another and
a more suitable place of worship in the Lotherian Road.
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built was afterward de
molished to make way for the new station
The
of the Caledonian Railway Company.
raised
edifice
more splendid and commodious
in Shandwick Place, at a cost, including site,
of about $150,000, was opened for divine ser
The church

then

vice on the 24th of October, 1869.
To detail the varied labors of Dr. Candlish
in connection with the Free Church would be

'

to sketch the history of that community from
its origin to the present day. Since the death
of Dr. Chalmers he has been its recognized
leader ; and in the questions affecting its in
terests and progress he has taken a prominent
and distinguished part.
He has also been an
in the great public relig
active co-operator
ious movements of the times, as, for example,
in establishing the Evangelical Alliance. On
him devolved the task of submitting and ex
plaining the report of the committee on the
basis of union to the Conference, at Liver
pool, in 1845 ; and at the meeting held at

Birmingham in April, 1846. he submitted a
resolution that no invitation to join the Alli
ance should be issued to those who held their
More recently he di
fellow-men as slaves.
rected his influence and eloquence toward
of a union between the
the accomplishment
Free Church and the other non-established
Very cor
Presbyterian bodies of Scotland.
dial and affectionate were the relations which
existed between Dr. Chalmers and Dr. Cand
lish ; and at the meeting of the General As
sembly in 1846, Dr. Chalmers said, pointing
his finger toward him, " There goes a very
remarkable

man

a very great and good man

Scotland could not do without him." The
Budden death of Dr. Chalmers, in 1847, ren
dered vacant the office of Principal of the
New College ; to this office Dr. Cunningham
was appointed, and Dr. Candlish was chosen
to fill the chair of Divinity.
Eventually,
however, with the concurrence of the church,
he resigned his professorship, and continued
to minister to his attached flock.
Powerful as a preacher, Dr. Candlish is not
in the church
less effective as a debater
courts, where, indeed, he stands unrivaled.
In a series of sketches of the eminent mem
bers of the General Assembly of the Church
of Scotland of the year 1841, after describ
ing Dr. Chalmers. Hugh, Miller graphically
A sen
sketches the subject of our notice.

tence or two we may quote : ''

[April..
A

man fitted

for every walk of literature, whether powei
or eloquence of intellect, just taste or nice
discrimination, be the qualities required.
" He has risen to address the Assembly, and
1
Hush I ' runs along the galleries
a general
like that which greeted the speaker previous
The voice was clear and well
ly described.
The arm was
modulated, the action simple.
stretched out at an angle raised a very little
above the horizontal; but as the speaker
Mark, first, the won
warms the angle rises.
derful flow of language 1 Of all the mem
bers of the Assembly that member has, per
haps, the readiest command of English, and
his spoken style the most nearly approaches
a written one."
The publications to which the name of Dr.
Candlish is attached are very considerable in
number.
Some of these our remaining space
will only allow us to notice briefly. The first
volume of " Contributions toward the Expo
sition of the Book of Genesis " appeared in
1843, and not until the lapse of twenty years
was the work complete.
A new edition, in
two volumes, has recently been published.
In 1846 were issued four letters of a contro
versial character, addressed to the Rev. E.
B. Elliott, on some passages in his " HortB
The important work on
Apocalyptic*."
" The Atonement : its Reality and Extent,"
originated in letters explanatory of state
ments made on the. occasion of the Edinburg commemoration of the Westminster As
sembly, in the autumn of 1843)
These letters were published separately in
May, 1845, and a second edition appeared in
the following month.
The volume entitled
"
and
Miscellanies "
Scripture Characters
was published in 1850.
"Life in a Risen
Saviour," being lectures on the Fifteenth
Chapter of 1st Corinthians, appeared in 1858,
and a second and carefully revised edition
in 1 863. " The Two Great Commandments "
illustrated in a scries of discourses on tho
Twelfth Chapter of the Epistle to the
Romans, appeared in 1860.
It is the aim of
the volume to show how thoroughly the eth
ics of the Gospel are impregnated with the
spirit of its theology.
It has been announced in some of the re
ligious papers that Dr. Candlish intends visit
ing America in the course of the present

A STRANGE CONVERSATION.

tion has "Natural and Reserved Rights," he
"
hopes they will each get Gled's Grip," which
he thinks would do them good.
"

time.
Assist.

I find we are out of " Sympathy for
"
the Drunkard," and have more " Liquor Sins

than we ought to have.
Agent. Yes, and we must get rid of them as
soon as possible, and also the Effects of Alco
hol upon the Human System." Here is a letter
from Mrs. Smith, in which she complains that
"
"
you have sent her the Deacon and his Dog

instead of " Our Young Minister," and says
also that she does not like "Our Stumbling

Brother."
Assist. She is certainly very particular ; she
wrote for " Somebody's 8on," and I must have
been careless in sending

" I have
Agent. The Rev. B. Thomson writes,
read the ' Wife's Secret,' and, in consequence,
have given one of my deacons the 'Fatal

I

had fifty more ' Ready
Draught,' and wish
" He also states that " His Personal
to Perish.'

Honor " was damaged in transit, and asks for
some more.
Assitt Well, we have none to spare in the
office; I think the " Philosophy of Drinking"

would suit him better.
Agent. Dr. Lurewell says that he believes the
"Wine Cup and the Gallows" will convert
more sinners in a month than he can with a
year's preaching ; and as each of his congrega

Mary"

and

a

instead.
Assist. The Rev. P. Jenkins says he found
"
Mocking Genius" in his pulpit and " Blast
"
ed Tree
in each pew, and that his people like
them better than the " Ox Sermon " which he
gave them the Sunday before.
Agent. The Rev. Fiddle, D.D., sends for 1,000
" Freemen or Slaves " to put one in each cell
he says, further, " have
of their Penitentiary
on hand
few Rescued Brands,' which
in
tend hanging up in the horse-cars to let people
not quite asleep."
know that my church
Assist. Did you send "Timothy a Teeto
" to the
taler
poor house
" Shot
Agent. Yes and now we will send
at the Decanter" and close for the day.

I

Agent. Well, let him have what he wants,
but send a "Word in Season" at the same

"William

on the road, and wants

a

Love "

better.

Agent. The Hon. R Harris says that au
" Honest Doctor " has never been seen in that
part of the country, and does not know any
" Who Killed the Man." He also
thing about
" Little Lizzie "
states that the expressman lost

I

Schools,"

and Christian

vice."

Now, knew my friend the Agent to be one
of the best temperance men in the world, and
also one of the most energetic and successful
also knew the
of Sunday School workers.
thorough-going Christian
lady assistant to be
and true temperance girl, so you can imagine

I

of "Temperance in Sunday

but likes " Drunkenness

him and recommended

" Rum Fiend " for each pew,
they would
just suit his congregation.
Assist. Miss Sweet says she wants the " Best
Fellow in the World," and that she will let
her sister have the " Temperance Doctor."
I
wrote her that she should have more " Self"
Denial ; but she says she likes " Liberty and
Love better, and will take " Nobody's Ad
a

?

much

I have written

to his church, it

;

"

Chol
He wishes a thousand
ciently strong.
era Conductors " to distribute among his con
He also wants " Gin Toddy " for
gregation.
his Sabbath School, and says he does not think

Agent.

"

is

"
Agent. Did you send the Rev. T. Jones Our
"
National Curse ?
Assistant. No ; he writes that it is not suffi

would recommend

a

former had a large pile of letters, just received
from all parts of the country, and the lady was
assorting tracts.

he

;

was purchasing books in the store, 1 was great
ly astonished by the following conversation
The
between the Agent and his assistant.

if

my relief when
raving mad, but
tracts, and that
names of those

found that they had not gone
were simply filling orders for
the quoted words were the
ordered, and that instead of

I

sitting in the office of the Na
tional Temperance Publication House
the other afternoon, waiting for a friend who

a

HILE

think

'.'
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I

I

A

Assist.

Temperance and the Bible
would be in a better state.

a

in religious matters.
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'

year, and his coming is awaited with consid
erable interest by all who take an actiye part

wishing and sending all sorts of evil, they were
helping to spread light and knowledge on the
great question of Temperance.
EDWARD CARBWELL.
»«»

Beautiful

The perceptive
faculties of women are usually keener than
the same phrenological organs in men. Worn

A

1872.]

Woman.
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en know that beauty

rather

than genius

no stimulants ; sleep regularly and plentifully ;
and observe the laws of life and health in all

is

worshiped by the sterner sex. A man may
talk of the latter to his lady-love, but the
keenness of the woman knows that he is
Women are fond
thinking of the former.
of admiration; hence one of their longings
is to be beautiful.
The grand secret of fe
male beauty is health, the power to eat, di
gest, and assimilate a proper quantity of
wholesome food.
Take exercise in the open
air, subsist on plain and simple food; use

IT

the vital organs, give good digestion, purify
the blood, clear up the complexion, and pro
duce a state of mental and physical elasticity

which gives symmetry of form, bright eyes,
healthy skin, glossy hair and a genuine
type of female loveliness, which no cosmetic
can produce.
[A quack's patent medicine
advertisement slightly altered.]
a

IDEAL.

8

BXBTHA

This will cleanse the stomach, tone

respects.

H.

KLLBWOHTH.

AMY, country bom and bred.
An Ideal lover
Dreamed of, who would woo and wed
When he should discover
That within her home, his mate
Anxiously did watch and wait
For the coming of her fate.

Loth to own she waB less fair,
To conceal time's traces,
She assumed a youthful air,

Handsome, high-born, gifted, kind ;
Covered, too, with glory ;
Such a hero as we And
In sensation story.
For this hero to appear
Amy waited, year by year ;
Nor of other love would hear.

She was laughed at ; liked by none ;
And though dull at learning,
That she reaped as she had sown,
Felt a woman's yearning
To be loved ; and as she grew
Older, wondered oft why few
Welcomed her, of those she knew.

Rustic lovers sued in vain :
Scorning their advances,
Amy met with cold disdain
Ned or Harry's glances.
Dreaming still of lords and kings,
Silken robes and diamond rings,
She despised all hnmble things.

Ah, poor Amy I 'lone and old I
She, in search of her ideal.
Looked for glitter and not gold.
Else she might have found It real.
Never could she understand,

But time, fading Amy's face,
Bronght no tordV addresses ;
Wrinkles took the rose's place ;
Gray hairs streaked her tresses ;
But her morbid fancy, fed
By the novels she had read.
Still with romance filled h

But 'twere better had she found,
While still young and charming,
That earth's kings are not all crowned;
Some may follow farming I
Royal natures need no throne :
And had Amy this truth known,
Would sho be unloved and 'lone T

HOW

IT

A JT Y '

[April,

always

Aping girlish graces.
Fretful grown, she fretted still
Of the station she might fill,
Did the world not use her ill.

Noblemen could bo as grand
When stamped such by Nature's hand.

I LEARNED

seems to us old men as

if

the

day did not have
half as hard a time as we boys of the past
generation had, and as if the lessons of life
which we learned in roughness and toil and
suffering, you boys of to-day were either not
learning at all or learning with kid gloves
on ; or walking in paths of case and com
fort. Most of us learned self-reliance in a
boys

of

the

present

This quality of self-reliance
hard school.
is one that every boy should possess, but

SELF-RELIANCE.
which he can hardly obtain unless he is tried
A man with
out self-reliance is a poor stick, and to avoid
being a poor stick of a man, he should learn
I say there is
the lesson while he is a boy.
nothing like teaching u boy to depend upon
That's the way I learned to swim.
himself.
I tried for weeks to learn in shallow water,
but never had confidence enough in myself
to strike out and really try. At last, one day
as I was ducking around near the shore, that
and made to rely upon himself.

EXPRESSION

horrible monster known
took me on the deck of

as a

ITS

ANATOMY AND PHILOSOPHY.

" big brother "

and threw me over the outside

rail in deep

water, and told me to swim for my life and
I did. I struck out for very terror, and to

I

was never afraid of the water

in this country, on being asked what rule he
would recommend to a young man as most
likely to secure sacccss, answered : " Let him
mind his own business."

That rude, rash treat

ment of my brother's

gave me the self-reli

so much

I

needed.

was early

:|hpopomgf

|>t0i$

I

who

left one of the largest fortunes ever amassed

saved myself,

and could swim well.
ance which

Hon. Peteh C. Brooks, of Boston,

and from

my astonishment
that moment

I
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taught in other things to rely upon myself,
and I now have reason to be thankful for it.
Christian Renew.

near by,

a schooner

or

of

1872.]
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;

a

is

it

1

line, we have
not adapted to give
ventured to say that
measure of the capacity or area of the head in
contrast with the face, in brutes because the
peculiarities of face in them depend on their

necessary for grinding, are protherefore the depth of the

head behind, and the length and narrowness
forward, aro the principal characteristics of
the horse.*

Another peculiarity of the horse's head
of his nostril. He

is

the high author-

l^TOTWITHSTANDING
-L
ities in favor of the facial

eral motions

portionably large

;

THE CHARACTERISTIC
FORMS OP THE LOWER
ANIMALS.

seen in the construction

instincts

and propensities.
These are for the
most part indicated by the greater develop
ment of some one or more of the organs com

of oth
of the brain.
The head
of the horse presents us with an example
an herbivorous or graminivorous animal,
and hence the peculiarities of its teeth.
in accordance with the teeth that
Now,
the whole character of its form
derived.
The incisor teeth or nippers project, that
the head may reach the ground for feeding
and they have
peculiar structure, that they
The lips also con
may be preserved sharp.
form to this object they are not only suited
to cover the teeth, but to project and gather
the food.
the grinders are large,
Again
mon to them all, and the subserviency

it

a

;

is

is

it

is

;

ers, not by the mass

to the natural

a

term of years
life of the ani
is

is

While the mouth
mal.
small, the head
long and the muscles Which operate on the
lower jaw, to close
and to give
the lat

it

it,

is

Cuvler has been at the pains of measuring the facial
line in
great variety of animals, beginning with the
orang-ontang and ending with the horse. Let ns take tho
pug-dog, in which the angle is fixed at 35°, and compare
a

corresponding

does not breathe through the mouth, but
only through the nose. Here
an interest
ing relation of parts, which, though remote
in place, are united in function.
The nostril
*

strong, deeply socketed, and adapted to bear
the trituration of the food for

;

'

:

;

Fig. 1. Head or a Horse.
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is indicative of the state of the lungs ; and

dilatable nostril has descended from
the Arabian breed, and marks the capacity of
" wind." Large nostrils indicate large lungs.]
[

1 large

[April,

its mode of feeding is seen in the giraffe.
The whole frame of the creature is formed
with the view of enabling it to reach its food,
which is not the herbage, but the leaves of
trees. The skull is small, and so light, even
in comparison with that of the horse, that it
is like a thing of paper ; and the tongue and
the lips protrude,

to catch the branches over

The large, prominent eyes, and the
limbs formed for flight, betoken the timidity
of the creature.

head.

If we

compare a carnivorous

Hon, with a horned

will

animal,

be readily perceived

that

animal, as the
as

the bull,

it

is from

it

the

teeth or the horns that the whole character
of the head results. The peculiarity of the
skull of the lion, or the tiger, consists chiefly
in the breadth of the face, caused by the
large zygomatic processes, which are formed
Fio. 2. Head or a Deer.

It

kid in the
of existence, impelled by its in
stincts to mount the cliffs and summits of the
hills ; or to behold the goat perched high on
the scarped rock, his beard tossed by the
wind, and browsing fearlessly.
These ani
is agreeable to see the young

first hours

mals, the sheep, and horned cattle generally,
congregate, and make a circle to oppose an
enemy, and present for their defense a com

bined front.

Their eyes are placed differently
from those of the horse ; and the nostril wants

the expansion

Fio. 4. Head op a Fox.

necessary for maintaining a

of great size to give room to the strong mus
cles that close the jaw ; and it is visible also

in the shortness of the muzzle, and the depth
of the face in front, where the canine teeth
are situated ; for these must be deeply sock
eted in the jaws to sustain the strength of
the fangs, and the powerful efforts of the an
The grinding teeth are small, and
imal.
formed so as to cut like scissors ; for there is
here no lateral play of the jaws, as in grind
ing ; the canine teeth overlapping and pre
The muscles which
venting that motion.
Fio. 3. Head of a Giraffe.

continued flight. The most curious adapta
tion of the form of an herbivorous animal to
it with the horse at 23° ; who will not perceive that the
difference of the facial angles depends on the extension
of the jaws of the horse, necessarily arising from the
form and number of the teeth, or, in other words, from
hie mode of feeding f

Veterinary surgeons and naturalists have found it diffi
cult to assign a use for certain cavities at the back part
of the horse's head called the Eustachian cells. To me\
they do not appear to be subservient either to neighing
or to the organ of hearing, as supposed ; but they are
placed in this situation, and Ailed with air, to occupy the
large space intervening between the sides of the jawa,
without materially increasing the weight All Jockeya
know the defect in a horse of a heavy head and long
neck.

1872.]
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close the jaws are
mensurate with

of tremendous
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power, com

the length and strength

of

those fangs, which are for holding or tearing
the prey.

Fio. 5. Head of a Lioh.
See, again, the

head

it

of -the

boar, how all

to pro
form : the snout and
the great tusks are for grubbing up roots ;
yet, from his strength, he is a formidable ani
This very
mal, for he will turn and rend.
term implies a great deal ; he does not tear
with his teeth, he does not butt, as with
horns ; but he runs straight forward, and
with his projecting lateral tusks plows up the
flesh.
The whole strength of his body and
neck is concentrated to the use of these forthe parts hang, as

were, together,

duce its characteristic
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he rushes forward, to convey the impulse
the head, and finally to the tusks.*

to

It ought to be a pleasing study to the art
ist to found his designs on an accurate knowl
edge of the structure and functions of ani
This pursuit unites his art with the
mals.
liberal sciences of the naturalist and the com
And if he be a lover of
parative anatomist.
the antique, he must have observed that, in
the better ages of the arts, the sculptors
were remarkable for giving a true and natu
of
ral character
in their representations
The knowledge of animal form is
brutes.
the only guide to the right conception of
the perfection and beauty of the antique.
FURTHER ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE PRINCIPLE,
THAT BEAUTY IN THE HUMAN FORM HAS
RELATION TO THE CHARACTERISTIC ORGANS
OF M AN.

What, then, gives nobleness and grace to
the human figure, and how is deformity to be

In the statues of antiquity we see
that the artists had a perfect knowledge of
the frame, and could represent it in all its
natural beauty. But in many of these remains
there is something beyond an exact copy of
nature, something which, as we have seen,
Now the difficulty
has been called divine.
avoided ?

of explaining why

such deviations

from real

nature should inspire us with admiration,
forced

inquirers into vague

For

comparisons.

example,

has

surmises

and

they have

ap

plied the principles of harmony in music to
the beauty

of

the human figure.
frame is surveyed

When the animal

as a

whole, or as composed of parts more or less
common to all living creatures, which is tak

ing the philosophical view of the subject, a
uniform plan is seen to pervade the animal
kingdom. Not only may the skeleton bo
traced from a shell up to the complex mech
anism in man,t but every organ or individual
part,

when

viewed

found to undergo

midable instruments.
Look to the antique
of the Florentine Gallery. The head
rises high and projects behind, to give strong
attachment to the powerful muscles consti
tuting his very peculiarly shaped neck, which
is large, thick, inflexible, and suited, when

development

;

of those creatures
which enjoy the lowest kind of sensibility,
to that which exists in the human frame.
from the simple

structure

If,

Fio, C. Head or a Tioer.

comparatively, will be
a similar

boar

t

*

Bridgewater Treatise on the Human Hand, 4th edi
tion, p. 400.
See the author's " Bridgewater Treatise on the Hu
man Hand," which ma; be taken as an introduction to
the present subject.
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according to this view, we examine the head,
of the
brain, as the part which occupies the cranium,
and then that of the organs of the senses, which
together constitute the face, and include the
of speech, we shall distinguish
apparatus
what is peculiar to man. We shall learn
what forms of parts bear relation to those
endowments by which he holds his acknowl
edged superiority ; and the conclusion may
be arrived at, that by magnifying, in works
of art, what is peculiarly characteristic of
man, we may ennoble his countenance, and,
without being strictly natural, attain what

and follow the course of development

is better.

No faculties

of the mind have been be

stowed without the field for their exercise ;
and their af

men's capacities, their thoughts,

or objects,
or to gratify them. There are be
ings superior to ourselves, and in a condition
of existence different from ourselves, and the
mind delights in contemplating them. Even
in our enjoyment of beautiful objects, our
thoughts rise beyond them. We walk into
the country, in the woods and wilds, in love
But
with nature and delighting in solitude.
if we examine our minds, we shall find that
fections, have their counterparts,

to excite

we people these solitudes ; however we may be

lieve that it is nature and inanimate

creation

it

[April,

is admitted that the forms which we regard

as models

existed

of

are unlike what has

perfection

in nature : that no living head ever

had the facial line of the Jupiter, the Apollo,

or the Venus.

Having found
of Camper, the
question returns, How is that beautiful which
is not natural ?
Let us take the head of Mercury, which is
simply beautiful, and the head of a satyr,
both antique ; and contemplate them in suc
the Mercury,

reasons to reject the theory

cession.

In

the Mercury,

there is a combina

tion of forms and general proportions of the
head and face never seen in all the varieties
of living man ; yet is the whole and each
In
particular feature perfectly beautiful.
turning to the satyr, we find every proportion
reversed; the forehead narrow and depress
ed ; the eyes near, small, and a little oblique ;
the nose flattened to the upper lip ; the mouth
protuberant ; the ears large, tipped, and
sharp ; and the expression of the whole goat
ish and savage ; and what there is of human
expression is lively and humorous, but com
Now the principle which has
mon and base.
been followed in giving beauty to the head
of Mercury is obvious here. Whatever is pe
culiar to the human countenance, as distin
guishing it from the brute, is enhanced.
Not only is the forehead expanded and pro
jecting, and the facial line more perpen
dicular, but every feature is modeled on
the same principle : the

ear

is

small

and

round ; the nostril is eminently

human, and

unlike that of the beast

mouth,

;

the

the

teeth, and lips, are not such as belong to the
brute, nor are they the mere instruments of

but of speech and*human ex
of every part, take them indi
pression.
vidually, or as a whole ; whatever would lead

mastication,

80

to the resemblance

of

tho brute

is omitted

or diminished.
It is
The principle is further extended.
not in the proportions between the face and
the brain-case alone that the contrast is per
ceived, but in the quality or function of each
We have adverted to the theory of
organ.
Cuvier, that

Fig. 7. Hkad of Apollo.
and

the finer works of antiquity,

velopment of the nose and the mouth de
grades or brutilies the human countenance

which please us,

of

all is referable to, and con

of

the voice

human kindred.

In admiring

hunger and the animal pas

brutes, and as the parts which
chiefly minister to them in the face are the
organs of smell and of taste, the unusual de

centers in, some reflection
features

as

sions govern
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But we remarked, in regard to this, that the
in man, to increase the
organ of smelling ; it belongs to the voice,
to hnman voice and speech. And so must we
consider the different functions of the mouth.
In brutes, it is for prehension, tearing, and
mastication ; in man, its more distinguishable
Model the
office is speech and expression.
lips for this, for eloquence and the expression
of the softer passions, and it becomes beauti
ful ; extend the teeth, and make the lips a
mere covering for them, and it is brutal, at
variance with human physiognomy, and de
tracting from whatever is agreeable in the

nose is not elevated

face.

Our principle will apply with equal force
to the motions of the face as to the perma
nent form.

Human sentiments

prevailing in

the expression of a face will always make it
Expression is even of
agreeable or lovely.
more

consequence

it will light
it will make us

than 6hape :

up features otherwise heavy ;
all but the quality of the mind. As
the natural tones of the voice are understood
and felt by all, so it is with the movements
of the countenance : on these we are continally intent, and the mind ever insensibly ex

forget

ercised.

Whether the views which
vocated

were ever announced

I have

here ad

by the ancients

know not. But I think it is abundantly
evident that their artists acted upon them.
They went beyond mere imitation. They ad
vanced to a higher study, that of combining
excellences ; selecting what was indicative of
the higher and purer qualities, impassioned
Their
thought, and this they exaggerated.
divinities ware of human mold; but still, as
not visibly present, they were creations of
their imagination.*

I

* In high art, It appears to have been the rale of the
sculptor to divest the form of expression. In the Apollo,
there la each a stillness of features, that every one fol
lows his fancy, and thinks he sees in the statue what is
really in his own mind. In the Venus, the form is ex
quisite and the face perfect, but there is no expression
there ; It has no human softness, nothing to love. Mrs.
saw a young gentleman, she thinks an American,
kissing the tips of his fingers to the statue, as he left the
Tribnne (the apartment dedicated to the goddess), but for
this the statue gives no license ; it would not have been
unbecoming had he so saluted the Melpomene, for there
we see the loveliness which lurks in expression. The
authoress of an agreeable work on Rome is disturbed be
cause " she has seen women, real living women, almost
as beautiful aa the Venus, and Sir more interesting."
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The explanation which I offer differs from
what is commonly given by writers on art.
They call the " ideal head " that which does
not represent individual beauty, but collect
ive beauties, a selection and adaptation of
beautiful parts taken from a variety of indi
viduals, and combined in one representation.*
I place the superiority of the antique on
higher ground, on the more extended study
of nature, of brutes as well as of man.
That the true animal character was fully
understood by the ancient artists there is suf
ficient proof.
Is there anything finer than
the wolf of the Capitol, or the antique boar,
or the dogs in the entrance of the Florentine
Gallery, or the horses of the Elgin marbles ?
It was this study of pure nature that enabled
them to undertake such compositions of sur
prising beauty, as we see in their Fauns, Sa
tyrs, Centaurs, and masks, where the peculi
arities of brutes are engrafted on the human

And it may be remarked that they
did not merely give to their sylvan deities
bair and cloven feet ; they bestowed on them
a certain consistency of character very diffi
cult of execution, but necessary to reconcile
the eye to the absurdity ; a goatish expres
sion of countenance, or a merry festive air,
all in conformity with the hair and the hoofs,
their embrowned skin, and the savage wildness of their life.t
form.

We should find more of her way of thinking if all wonld
This, however, can not
confess their first impressions.
detract from the perfection of a statue which has been
admired in all times, as now. It only points to the pa
rity of the design, the high aim of the artist, and his
snccessful execution. Had the Helen of Zeuxis been
preserved, I can imagine that it would have been of a
more feminine and seducing beauty than the V°nus.
But we must bear in mind that which I have taken no
tice of in the text, that all Individuality was studiously
avoided by the ancient sculptors in the representation
of divinity ; they maintained the beauty of form arid
proportion, but without expression, which, in thei.- sys
tem, belonged exclusively to humanity.
* " Nous dirons done, que la combinalson des parties
peut former un tout, est ce qu'on appelle rideal."
WlNCKKLMAN.
t The difllcnlty of giving these combinations of the
human and brute character is shown in the attempts of
modern artists to Imitate the ancients in their represent
ations of Fauns and sylvan boys. They do not seem to
know how to knit their joints, and their faces are too
sober and wise.

" fcber lmns et ungues
Exprimct, et molles Imitabltur sere capillos,
Infelix operis samma, quia ponere totum
Neadet."

Phrenological Journal.
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What, then, was more natural or obvious,
in studying the effect of these forms and
characters

when

transferred

to the

human

than that the artist should per
ceive that the proportions which distinguish
them should be avoided, or even reversed, in
countenance,

representing the dignified and characteristic
form of man.

Winckelman would make it appear that
the artists of Greece studied the forms of the
lower animals for a different purpose : to join
the character of the brute with that of man,
in order to embellish him, and to bestow on
And
him new and preternatural properties.
he refers to the heads of Jupiter and of Her
" In the former," he says,
cules as instances.
u

the great eyes, and impos
ing front, and the mane of the lion ; and in
we may discover

of the bull."
doubts of this theory,

the latter, the head and neck

I

and

must

of

entertain

the effect

of

the excessive

exaggera

tion ; in the head of Jupiter I have not felt
its influence.
But, if the theory be true, it
goes to establish the fact, that the artists
studied the form of brutes in comparison
with that of man ; and I hold it to be an in
evitable consequence of such a comparison,
that they should discover that the perfection
of the human form was to be attained by
avoiding what was characteristic of the infe
rior animals, and increasing the proportions
of those features which belong to man.
I shall not deny ingenuity to the theory of
Hogarth, or usefulness to that proposed by
Sir Joshua Reynolds. But there is danger
to the modern artist, if he is led to conceive
that he can bestow beauty by following some
Sir
fancied curve or gradation of outline.
Joshua held that beauty is the medium, or
center, of the various forms of individuals ;
that every species of animals has a fixed and
determinate
form, toward which nature is
continually inclining, like lines terminating
in a center, or pendulums vibrating in differ
ent directions over a single point : as all
these lines cut the center, while only one
passes through any other point, so he con
ceived that perfect beauty is oftener produced
than any one kind of deformity.
This inge
nious idea is well suited to the portrait
painter, who will not be a favorite unless he
knows how to soften the features and pre
But there is this fatal
serve the likeness.

objection to it
artists

deviated

:

[Apeil,

that, as in the antique, the
from nature, the pendulum

would never reach the center.
It is happy for philosophy, science, history,
poetry, and eloquence that the Greeks were a
superior people, and happy for our subject
that they were an eminently beautiful people.
The artists of Greece certainly did not follow
a vague line of beauty.
They rather imita
ted some acknowledged beautiful form of
age or sex. They even combined the beauty
of both sexes, as in the young Bacchus, or
more decidedly in the Hermaphrodite.
With them, the highest effort of art was
to represent man deified ; as
from

the grosser characters

it
of

they did, as we have already

gerating whatever

were, purified
nature.
seen,

This

by exag

is proper to the human

form ; by increasing what gives dignity, and

bestowing features, capable and prone to the
expression

of

the finer emotions ; represent

ing them either as still and impcrturbed, or
as indicating a superiority to the things of
this lower world.
In painting, the representation of the Deity
is always a distressing failure. If to repre
" dwelt
sent Him who " became man," and
among us," be the highest effort of art, how
is the Creator to be represented ? Michael
Angelo painted the Deity boldly, and with
the expression of the indignant wrath of
man.
Raphael represents the Creator plung
ing into chaos * and separating the elements.
But on viewing these paintings, we are
brought to feel the insufficiency of the art,
and to think of the artist to the exclusion of
all sublime contemplations which the subject
Yet it is foolish to call such
should inspire.
attempts impiety, since no other idea is pre
sented than that which is inculcated from
Our expressions in words are
our infancy.
at variance with our just conception of Divine
Intelligence, and our tongue as imperfect as
the pencil of the painter. The one solitary
expression in the Scriptures descriptive of
the person of God, is studiously obscure, and
the accompaniments of His presence, not the

of

the Almighty, are described.
The sentiments of Plato, Cicero, and Sen

countenance

eca are brought to bear on this subject
beauty and ideal perfection.

of

Yet it is fortu-

« In the Gallery of Raphael, In the Vatican.

is

it

it,

a

;

them

is

it

of contemplating the Medicean
beautiful
his aim was to represent
a

the effect

Venus

woman, whose charms were to

and seductive

And why have
not painters with the same means attained

to the same perfection

?

lead men to extravagance.

It

has been answer

ed, Because they have not had the same ge

On which M. Quatremere De Quincy
" What, then,
model, if genius
be still necessary in order to imitate it?
the model that
Who shall tell whether
causes genius to see the image of beauty
or,
genius that sees its own idea in the model."
There has been another theory advanced,
that, in the antique statue there
presented
to us the grandeur of form and the propor
tions of man, as he originally proceeded from
a

is

*

;

it

is

is

nius.

observes,

such as he was designed

the Creator,
before

he was subjected

to labor,

to be

poverty,

and sickness.

But in the early times of all people, their
by the trunks of
trees, or pillars rudely carved; and, when
has been by imitating the huimproved,
gods have been represented

The sameauthor thus expresacs himself '"In this we
have the enigmas of Plautus solved in every art. what
ever comes within tho scope of the understanding, of
sentiment, and of genius, does not really exist anywhere
has neither substance nor place, and is subjected to no
is unable to
one of the senses, while he who finds
point out where he has seen the model of it."
This is language which puffs up the yonng artist to in
ordinate conceit and, instead of studying, sets him
to bo beholden to
dreaming of something for which he
:

;

j

a

it

ant Mlncrvre, contemplabatur aliquem, e quo similltudinem duceret : sed ipsius in mente lnsidcbat species
eximia quiedam, quam intuens, in eaque
pnlchritudinis
deflxus, ad illius similitudlncm artem et mamtm dirigcbat. U t digitnr in formia et ftgurls est aliquid perfectum
et excellens, cujus ad cogitatera speciem imitando referuntur ea qua! sub oculis ipsa cadunt : sic perfectse elo
quently speciem animo videmus, efflgiem auribus quffirimua."
Cicxbo d« Oratort, cap. 3.

as he combines

but they are to nature, and to the state of
society in which he lives, and are, therefore,
not the ra
record of the time.
But this
tionale of the ideal in painting.
Or we may illustrate this in another man
on his
ner. When Zeuxis was employed
Helen, five of the most beautiful women
were before him, from whom he composed
was not the ob
his perfect beauty.
But
to
of
the
artist
here
produce ideal beau
ject
that
or
to
give
ty,
repose of sentiment which

is

" In the following quotation, Brntns has asked Cicero
what constitutes excellence In oratory. He answers,
that no man has been perfect : that there is an ideal per
fection which we should attempt to attain, nor resign the
effort because to accomplish all is impossible : just as
there is nothing beautiful which may not in imagination
he surpassed :
" 8ed ego sic statuo, nihil esse in ullo genere tam pulchram. quo non pulchrius id sit, unde illud, nt ex ore allquo, qnasi imago, exprimatur, qnod neque oculis, neque
anribue, neque ullo senBU percipi potest ; cogltatlone
Itaque Phidlse Simulatantnm et mente complcctlmur.
crls, qnibns nihil in lllo genere pcrfectlus vldemus, et his
picturis, quas notninavi, cogitare tamen possumus pulNec vero ille artlfex, cum faceret Jovis formam,
chriora.

have been combined

it

may

His genius supplies
in his mind.
The novelist who has genius to catch and
to represent the feelings of men, and their
motives to action, may give
truer picture
of his period than the historian, even al
though he describes what never existed.
That
to say, the incidents, the passions,
the prejudices, which he describes, may never

;

person,"

of imitation ; but those who imitate
can only approach the model according to
the talents which nature has given them.
No man can possess all the qualities, or at
tain to the whole perfection of the model ;
he must in some one respect be deficient.
His knowledge and capacity of research, his
with human character, his in
acquaintance
sinuating or commanding language, or his
eloquent
appeal to the heart, his counte
nance and expression, his voice, manner, gesture,*can not be all equally balanced so as to
constitute the perfect orator." And he illus
trates his position by the example of Phidias
who, when he made the statues of Jupiter
and Minerva, took no individual
for his
model, but had an idea of perfection in his
own mind.*
Here I conceive is the source and the au
thority for all which has been written on
The great artist
this view of the subject.
of beauty : the
had formed a conception
question perpetually returns, By what stud
ies, by what theory, had he attained this ?
The perplexity appears to me to proceed
from a distinction being made between the
pleasures of the mind, and those addressed
Plautus says that the poet
to the senses.
seeks what nowhere exists, and yet finds it.
object
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is

sculptors before us, to preserve us from the
influence of vague theories.
Cicero has given
" And
us his conception of a perfect orator.
"
be the
such an ideal
he says,

;

nate that we have the works of the ancient
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his Innate genius.

Phrenological Journal.

imperfectly blocked out, until, at length, and
after ages had passed, the members were dis
played free, and the figure perfected in manly

returns, How ?
painter to have before him
the three Graces ; their perfections are not
the same ; for to have full influence on the
heart, we know that, however beautiful, each
must be individual ; that the form, the atti
;

and the question
a

tude, and the expression

must be varied, or

the interest and grace are injured.

The at

tempt of the painter to combine what is beau

tiful in each, into one more perfect, would,
in my opinion, fail ; nature would be lost,
and the whole prove inconsistent.
At all
events, the combination of individual human
beauty, however made, and with whatever
exercise of genius contrived, would not pro
duce what is aimed at, ideal beauty, aa ex
hibited in the remains of antiquity ; a form
which we acknowledge to be beautiful, but
which has had no existence in life or in

deeply, as the only source of

He must

not only contem

plate those beauties which we may suppose
to stand before him, but consider where they
differ from others less admirable.
How beau
!

1

tiful that smile
How eloquent those lips
Let him ask himself in what this consists.
Smiling and speech arc characteristic of man,
and are bestowed to express the affections of
the heart, and communicate
thought. Give
to the mouth the capacity for these. Ob

;

?

;

is

a

is

;

;

is

the

is

improvement.

it

but to study

beauty,

or to avoid

a

the view of attaining

artist is not to slight nature

it,

With

is

models.

;

acquired

Let us suppose

is

must have been

is

Whatever

he may entertain

conceptions

;

can not be

imagination.

is is

pure

of perfection

it

of

is,

the result

a

genius has an idea

it,

and

to embody the idea in their works
That a man of
evince that such is the case.

sculptors

the nose, the

to another,

is

human

one feature

exaggerating little the outline of what
ever indicates the higher and purer qualities,
and avoiding what
as
low, or whatever
sociated with the baser human passions or
with the form of the brutes
and by insens
ible gradations, and long contemplation of
what
highest and best, he acquires, and
in his mind,
from nature, that idea which
the perfection of form.
set
Supposing that painter so tutored
model
with his fellows to copy
by his
knowledge of what constitutes humanity in
its most perfect condition, and of what
in
enabled
dicative of human sentiment, he
to elevate his design
and then
acknowl
edged that, while he has preserved the like
and has introduced
ness, he has refined
something of the purity of the antique.
have taken the form of the
Although
head and the features for illustration, the
principle
applicable to the whole figure.
In comparing the finer forms of antique stat
ues with those of the Athlete, LapithcB, and
Fauns, down to the brutes, we see that the
grace, the repose, and the nobler attitudes
of the human body, are preserved in the for
mer, to the exclusion of whatever belongs to
individual character, or partakes by associa
tion of what
mean in condition.
The Satyr and Faun are as mules and hy
brids the man and the brute are joined
sometimes with the horn9 and the hoofs,
sometimes with nothing more distinctive
than the tail and the conception
fulfilled
by the grossness of form, the muscular de
and the proportions indicative
velopment,
of activity. But there
neither freedom
nor grace of movement in the position of the
body or limbs, nor in their proportions or
In short, we have the Apollo and
contour.
Marsyas exhibiting
perfect contrast, and
showing that which was characteristic in the
one reversed in the other.
ear

a

of

is

from

emotions.

point to point

he passes from

;

and

the attempts of all painters

; and

of agreeable

more expressive

thus

I

has been acquired,

and

And

is

by which, out of the con

is

of thought

templation of nature, ideal perfection is de
rived. The idea of the divine form in the
mind of any man, whatever may be his ge
nius,

Let him
throw for
ward the forehead,
feature especially hu
Now
man, and elevating to the countenance.
he sees that depth
given to the eye that
the shadows fall with bold relief, the eyebrow
finer arch,
acquires more freedom, stands in
raise and

and then

;

to analyze that

shall once more endeavor

origin

there in nature superior

;

I

process

them,

a

beauty.

mark

;

breast, and shoulders, and the indication of
sex ; then the arms and the extremities were

serve the forehead, and the defined eyebrow

what

a

first, the head

[April

is

At

man form with simplicity.

was carved as on a pedestal ; then the neck,

is

840
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THE RESPIRATORY APPARATUS.

and the perfect adaptation of all
the parts to the purposes of daily life. And
while the study of "Anatomy" and "Physiol
" in their
relations to the " Practice of
ogy

main

it

may require long and close appli
not difficult to comprehend the

is

Medicine,"
cation,

features

It
economy.
to suppose that an allCreator would make

of our physical

would be unreasonable
and benevolent

a

wise

creature subject to fixed conditions, and then
instinctive nor intelligent
give him neither
perceptions of such conditions.
Many persons

!

a

natural one,
accept an impaired condition as
But what
and perfect health as the exception.
If " not
an imputation upon Divine Goodness
a

" without His
sparrow fal eth to the ground
notice, think ye He provideth not in all tender
ness for these human

bodies that He hath so

is
it

?

highly honored as to Himself dwell therein
And
likely that He would eudow only the
inferior, subservient

brute with perfect

health

of body,

There can

fragile, worthless casket
be but one view to take of dis
?

shrined in

a

while the crowning jewel of His
earthly diadem, human intellect, would be en

of ignorance, because light has not yet

been shed upon the intelligence

sins of commission

so long

;

be sins

conditions

:

that they are direct punish
These violations may
ments for violated laws.

eased

they may be
that de

indulged

bility of purpose attends debility of frame, and
;

they may be sins com
prevents reformation
mitted in direct opposition to known and ac
knowledged laws, but which still confer the
sweetness of

" forbidden

fruit," and

so

entail

;

hooves us all, but specially the matrons and
mothers of our land, to inquire into the mat
ter, and discover what
necessary for the
recovery of our failing energies.
Wherever
or
manners, customs, habits,
fashions conflict with the proper functions of
the vital organism, they arc antagonistic to

life itself

and as such should be combated by
the wisest measures known.
If we can present

the relations sustained

in

to external

conditions

rational and impressive manner, we may
hope for good; but, though we may deal with
wholesale manner, theo
organic violations in
retically, each individual must religiously ex
amine himself for the guilt of commission, and
as earnestly make single effort for reform. Let
us consider some of the agencies distributed so
bountifully about us for the support of life, and
the utter disregard manifested of and for the
same.

Prominent among these we may consider

air;

that invisible, yet all-permeating
fluid
that has power within itself to crush these frail
bodies to very dust, or, in its zephyr gentleness,
to lull the pain of an aching brow, or lift the
tiniest petal to its invigorating influence.
The necessity for an abundant supply of pure

one of the most important requirements
air
of the animal economy. Inaction of the respi
brief moment,
ratory apparatus, for only
would give death full control of the organism
ever watchful to take advantage of
and he

;

Creator for the simplicity of the

to the Great

mechanism

short

the opportunities
afforded for his approac
by vitiated atmospheres, and diminished ca

'i

plan upon which the various functions are per
formed, we can not but be filled with gratitude

cemeteries hold more

did the old-time graveyard on
the hillside.
There must be something wrong
radically
wrong somewhere; and
be

graves than

it

therefrom.
When we
of our bodies, and the

the deviations

consider the structure

and our modern

pacities.

The air

composed mainly of two gases,
But
the former that

oxygen and nitrogen.

makes this almost impalpable ether

a

and

is

health,

a

This constitutes

it

disease

is

for. our bodies.

It
lamentable fact that the present gene
ration has more ailments and more enervated
bodies than were recognized in former years

is

great importance that we so understand and
appreciate our relations to external conditions,
that we maintain the highest degree of comfort,
and approach the nearest degree of perfection

misery and suffering from generation to genera
tion.

a

to this

of very

is

limited

a matter

a

it

becomes

is

our existence

earth,

M.D.

;

VV

is

"TTTHILE

M. M. W.,

is

DT

a
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medium.
Since the atmosphere is a mechani
cal mixture and not a chemical compound, the
quantities of its ingredients are not constant ;
the quantity of oxygen may be greatly dimin
ished, and its place supplied by other gases,
most deleterious

in their influence.

Among

these, most frequent and abundant is carbonic
acid gas, which is being constantly formed in
the various natural processes of organic life,
Carbonic acid is
vegetable as well as animal.
It
formed wherever carbon and oxygen meet
is a result of all combustions and all decaying
changes. In the constant activity of the ani
mal organization, tissues must be exhausted
and worn out ; and the effete

matter, obedient

to chemical law in its decomposition, gives rise
to elements which form new combinations, per
anywhere but in the animal
the wear and tear of the body

se very important

system.

In

large quantities of carbon and hydrogen are
separated from their combinations, and left free
to unite with whatever presents itself with
sufficient affinity.
Oxygen is supplied by the
process of respiration
and, meeting these

to all parts of the body,

Journal.

[ApHrL,

out charged with effete matters that would
corrupt and impoverish the whole current of
circulation, unless constant change were main
tained.

The organs by which the passage of air to
and from the body is effected, may be consid
ered under two heads: 1. Those by whicli air
is inhaled or taken directly into the system ;
and, 2. Those by which its operations are car
ried on throughout the economy.
The organs
devoted exclusively to respiration are the tra
and
chea, or windpipe, with its ramifications,
the lungs.
The trachea is a tube extending from the
. back part of the throat down to the upper part
of the chest, where it divides into two branches
called broncliim, one of which goes to each lung
and there divides
again throughout
organ.

and subdivides

again and
substance of that

the whole

The tracJiea is a tube made up of a series of
rings, of a firm substance, called cartilage, or,

At its summit,
gristle.
that is immediately back of the root of the
tongue; is a peculiar arrangement of this car
tilage in different shaped pieces, with mem

in familiar language,

wandering
vagabonds,
seizes them and tries to eject them in the most
With the light
agreeable manner possible.

branes and muscles attached

hydrogen it unites and forms water, which is
thrown out by the skin, lungs and other depu
rating organs, and makes but little difference

gether and facilitating motion, the whole be
ing named the larynx. This is more directly
the organ of voice; although voice depends

in the purity of the air, save by its ability to
hold other substances in solution.

greatly for its strength and beauty upon the
condition of the organs of respiration.
At
every inspiration the larynx separates its walls

With the carbon, that wonderful Proteus of
our earth, that gleams in the diamond's flash,
or frowns from the black brows of the coal
strata, oxygen unites in the proportion of two
parts of itself to one of the carbon to form car
bonic acid gas, whose influence is always for ill.

If

inhaled in any quantity

bility, and if the quantity
inevitably

occurs.

It

is

it produces insensi
be increased death
estimated

that one

twenty-fifth of the exhaled air is composed of
this gas ; and in the course of the day, an or
dinary-sized man exhales nearly sixteen cubic
feet of this gas ; or, by weight, about a pound
and a half.

The respiratory function consists of the ex
change of these two gases; and no matter
what the form of existence, nor what the medi
um in which it is found, the structure bears
some relation to this one point.
The essential
eonditions for the exercise of this function are,
a circulating fluid capable of bearing these
gases, and separated from the air by a mem
Then,
brane that will allow their transmission.
as the air is taken into the system, it is deprived
of its vitalizing properties, and is again thrown

for binding to

and the air lias free access to the trachea, and
so through all the connected passages, if unob
structed, to the lungs. The trachea is about
four or four and a half inches in length, and
there are some sixteen or twenty of the cartil
aginous rings, mentioned.
These rings at their
back part are made of a less dense and firm
substance than cartilage, which allows
the
tube to be more or less dilated, as necessity

But after penetrating' the sub
may require.
stance of the lungs, the smaller divisions are
entirely cartilaginous,
until the most minute
ramifications,
found.

when the dilatable

tissue only

ii

All these tubes, to the very smallest branches,
are lined by a smooth, delicate membrane, con
tinuous with that lining the mouth, aud called

the mucous membrane.

The lungs are two conical-shaped organs,
filling, when inflated, the entire cavity of ths
chest, except a portion occupied by the heart
and large blood-vessels.
The chest is the cav

ity bounded at the back by the spine and ribs,
I at the sides by the. ribs, in

front by the ribs

RESPIRATION.
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and breast-bone, below by a strong floor called
mem
a musculo-cartilaginous

the diaphragm

brane, separating
belly or abdomen.

the chest or thorax from the

The bones forming this cav
ity are covered by muscles, and then lined by a
fine, soft membrane called the pleura ; t his also

covers all the organs contained in the chest.
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diameter.

Upon the surfaces of

distributed

the smaller

divisions

these cells arc

of the blood

vessels, bringing and carrying the impure and
the pure blood for purification and distribution

The number of these cells
through the body.
is very great, and their extent of surface has
been computed at 21,906 square inches.
The greatest degree of development to which
the lungs attain is found in man, and nowhere
to deprive them
else is there any disposition
of their full and proper growth.
The amount

of air which the lungs may contain, or, in
stricter language, " the breathing capacity," is,
in the unobstructed chest of a healthy man of
inches. This means
of air that can be expelled
after a full inspiration.
But how many
young women of the present day have a
capacity proportional? A deficiency of

ordinary size,

230

cubic

the greatest quantity

per cent, is to be regarded as a
most clear indication that something is
And yet, so great are the
very wrong.
sixteen

powers of nature to resist the encroach
ments of disease, that even

ninety pa-

cent, deficiency has been observed in cases

of pulmonary consumption !
The amount of air that may be taken
in at each inspiration is about twenty
cubic inches ; and a little less than that
amount is thrown out at each expira

Now, when we consider the ca
of the lungs and air-tubes therewith
connected, and the small amount of air re
ceived at each inspiration, how important it
tion.

The Hkart and Lungs.*

The ribs are attached to the spine so as to
allow of but little motion ; but in front they do
not touch the breast-bone, but are connected
therewith by long pieces of cartilage, which
allow great freedom of motion when not com
pressed, and by reason of which it is possible
to take in large quantities of air.
The subdivisions of the bronchial tubes,
already mentioned, become at last not more
of an inch
than the one-hundred-and-twentieth

in diameter, and then open into collections of
air-cells.
These vary in
size from the 1-200 to the 1-70 of an inch in
small vesicles called

The engraving shows the bronchlte and blood-ves
sels of the lungs as revealed by dissection, and also the
heart : 1, end of the left auricle of the heart ; 2, the
right auricle ; 3, the left ventricle with Its vessels; 4,
the right ventricle with its vessels ; 5, the pulmonary
artery ; 6, arch of the aorta ; 7, superior vena cava ; 8,
arteria lnnominata ; 9. left primitive carotid artery ; 10,
left subclavian artery; 11, the trachea; 13, the larynx;
18, upper lobe of the right lang ; 14, upper lobe of
left lung ; 15, trunk of right pnlmonary artery ; 16, lower
lobes of lungs.
The distribution of the bronchia; and
of the arteries and veins, as well as of some of the aircells of the lungs, is also generally shown.

pacity

seems that this quantity be never diminished
by improper habits, nor vitiated by worse con
If the breath be held for a few sec
ditions.
onds, the expired air will prove, if received
under a glass jar, incapable of supporting com
When the air received into the lungB
has done its work, it is found to be heavily

bustion.

laden with carbonic acid gas.
air
Atmospheric
is much lighter than this gas, and the diffusion
takes place by reason of the elasticity of the
lungs, which are compressed upon it during
the movements of respiration, and in accord
ance with the established law that "thediffusi-

bility of gasses is inversely proportionate to the
square root of their densities;" so that more
orygen is always absorbed from the inspired
air than carbonic add from

the vitiated

air is

By reason of the constancy of this
diffusion after this manner, the air in the
smaller vesicles of the lungs is of a very uni
form composition ; and the process of aeration
is not of an intermittent character, as is the
mechanical process of respiration.
exhaled.
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In the earlier ages of science, the function
of respiration was but slightly comprehended.
Learned men had noticed that air was neces
sary to life : but it was generally considered,
when any tangible idea was obtained, that it
was necessary to maintain a low temperature
of the blood. It was not until the investiga
tions of chemistry demonstrated the fact that

somewhat with the conditions, its necessity is
never doubted ; and its combination with car
bon in the system to form carbonic acid is none
the less certain.

to our

which after proper time will give evidence of
The odor of onions, turpentine,
putrefaction.

Viuci, the great

century,
painter who
attainments with his

and other stronglyrflavored substances may be
detected in the breath, showing how important

combined high scientific
artistic skill, discovered that air was changed
of substances; and that
by the combustion
animals could not live in an atmosphere that

are the lungs as eliminating organs. Any inter
ruption in the respiratoiy process is attended
by a sense of suffocation at once, and, if long
maintained, the effects are most serious.

would not support combustion.
Later, nearly two centuries after, Von Helmont made some discoveries relative to carbonic

As a general thing, respiration is not a
recognized act ; we breathe at the rate of six
teen or eighteen times per minute, and never
think of
unless our attention be thereto

this element to other substances in the body,
of the present understand

laid the foundation

oxygen

considering

the

of respiration.
For perfect health
there must be about four times as much nitro
and when these proportions are
greatly varied the effect is at once manifest.
Life could not bo maintained in pure oxygen,
because of the excessive exhilaration it causes

gen as oxygen,

A large num
and the following depression.
ber of experiments have been instituted to
show the effects of this gas upon the animal
and

although

the

amount

varies

?

a

"

?

cape
we recklessly waste or destroy them
and though "this corruptible
shall put on
incorruption,"
none the less certain that
we are expected to preserve and strengthen

;

to deal, when

function

economy,

Is
outrages?
necessary to add to the mass
of literature already existing upon
ventila
tion," "purifying the blood," etc.
Need we
dilate upon the hideous deformity of small
waists and pimpled faces, of awkward gaits
and emaciated limbs, of foul breaths and dingy
Let each one make careful selfcomplexions?
examination
and see what
needed, and at
whose door shall be laid the responsibility of
this sin of debilitated bodies and depressed
moral conditions.
Our bodies are of the
" talents " given us to use, and we can not es
is

But, of all these ingredients, only with
care

girl

five feet in height, and weighing one hundred
and twenty pounds, or more, sis heard
given
not long since. Her complexion
sallow, her
form
losing its symmetry, and headache
her constant attendant, accompanied by " pain
in the side."
Will nature long submit to such

these temples of usefulness while time exists
for us, and at last to give
strict account
therefor.
a

water, ammonia, etc., and carbonic acid, about
one part in two thousand parts, by volume.
we

pair of corsets by

is

mixture of oxygen
and nitrogen, about twenty -one of the former to
It also contains a
seventy-nine of the latter.
small quantity of hydrogen in the forms of

do

waist,"

the order sent for

it

ing of this great function.
Pure air is a mechanical

And in view of all these important facts,
what shall we say of those who persistently
allow themselves to be deprived of pure nir,
or the ability to enjoy it? How many young
women are, to-day, thickly sowing the seeds
of early disease and painful death
" Seventeen inches round the
was

is

Having learned the nature of the metallic ox
ides, he made careful note of other combina
tions of oxygen, and marking the relation of

consequent uneasiness, which increases

as the cause remains or increases.

it

sier is due the credit of applying these sub
stantiated theories to practical demonstration.

rience

I

life, and that its influence depends upon its com
position, which is materially changed during the
But to the great Lavoi
process of respiration.

But if there be the slightest degree
of abnormal condition, we immediately expe

directed.

is

with impunity while the dog at his side is ren
dered senseless or lifeless by the lower strata
of air, which prove to be carbonic acid gas.
From that time to the present there is no limit
to the number and character of experiments
that all and singly go to prove one thing, viz.,
that air in its normal purity is necessary to

a

the peculiarity of the
air of the Grotto del Cano, where a man walks

acid, and demonstrated

it

di

it,

the latter part of the fifteenth

a

In

Leonardo

is

that its relations

if

the air is a mixture,
bodies were realized.

From the pulmonary surfaces, also, is thrown
out a large amount of waste material of an or
ganic nature, which may readily be demon
strated by breathing
freely into a sponge,

Inebriate asylums.

it

a

omists have become impressed with this
truth, and now and then we find elaborate
articles in the periodicals of the day discuss
ing the instrumentalities which should be
put into exercise for reforming, elevating,
and improving in
substantial way the char
acter of those who fall under the ban of the
Our attention has been lately called to
law.
this subject by reading the excellent and en
couraging report of the Superintendent of
the New York Inebriate Asylum at Binghamton.
When the subject of establishing an
asylum for the reform, or rather cure, of ine
received much
briety was first introduced,
unfavorable
criticism, especially from moral
theorists, the main ground of objection being,
substantially, that if the drunkard were not
stimulated to amend his ways from consider
ations of self-respect, he would not be likely
instrumen

of the management has proven
conclusively the beneficent character of such
an institution.
Year after year witnesses im
provements in the methods of treatment, and
results most happy in their effect upon per
verted human
nature.
The principle on
which the inebriate asylums
based
that
intemperance which has become habitual to
man exists in his case as
disease.
This
view
warranted by the best medical au
thority.
The Superintendent in his report discusses
the injurious effects of liquor-drinking, as
highly intelligent physician, in the following
is

is

:

a

is

a

a

terms

first effect, when so used,

is

I

a

is

" With the
general admission that alcohol
an irritant-narcotic poison,
prominent
and leading poison in that class in Toxicol
will not discuss the point, but proceed
ogy,
at once to consider its effects upon the sys
tem, when used excessively or intemperately.

IU

may

and may be found in con

separately,

with some other disease.
will only
few of the more prominent and im
One evident action
of
portant diseases.
alcohol
to increase the action of the heart
and arteries, causing congestion of the brain
and its membranes, often resulting in serious
indicated in the inebriate by
effusion, as
bloated face, etc.
Wc have inflammation of
the brain and its membranes from the fore
going cause, and from the direct influence of
nection
notice

to cause func

the

poison.

a

Besides

congestion,

inflamma

tion, and effusion within the cranium, we
have induration and softening of the cerebral
The symptoms of these various
substance.
functional and organic changes or lesions in
the brain, are shown in the inebriate by
weakened intellect,
general debility of the
mental faculties, impairment of vision,
par

a

years have elapsed
was opened, and the

experience

,

occur

the same

arteries

a

Several

the first asylum

since

from

cause, disease of the heart and

tial or total loss of self-respect, and
perfect
departure of the power of self-control all of
utterly unable
which, acting together, he
to cure or relieve by his own unaided efforts,
and which will inevitably destroy him, unless
timely aid comes to his relief. We have
chronic gastritis and enteritis (inflammation
a

and therefore

the community.

liver, and kidneys;

bowels,

;

by any external

that the opening of an
asylum for the reception of this class of un
fortunates would be an additional tax upon
talities,

long
list of diseases, such as impairment of all
muscular
power, muscular
tremor, vertigo,
hallucinations, want of sleep, watchfulness,
palpitation of the heart, paralysis, apoplexy,
delirium tremens, convulsions, and insanity.
Nearly all the foregoing diseases may be at
tributed to exhausted function in the brain
and nervous system.
No organ or tissue of
the body
free from its influence.
The
principal organs upon which
expends its
chief force are the brain, lungs, stomach,

is

to be benefited

the nervous system and brain, we have

a

of

years our political econ

it

Of late

tional disorder, which, if persisted in, will
invariably result in organic disease.
The
diseases produced by the excessive use of
alcoholic drinks are numerous and often
From its direct and sudden action on
fatal.

is

reform rather than methods and processes
punishment.

I K UTILITY.

I

deal

measures of

T H E

S

a

vice and crime

ICM

is

of civilization in its
is,

great need

THE
ings with

A S Y

is

INEBRIATE
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of

the stomach

and bowels)

the inordinate use

of alcoholic

as the result

of

beverages, and

complaints are seldom absent in
We frequently have organic
diseases of the liver and kidneys, resulting
from intemperate habits, such as cirrhosis,
dysrjeptic

these subjects.
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fatty degeneration and chronic inflammation
of the liver, acute and chronic albuminuria
(commonly known as Bright's disease of the
kidneys), which are common among inebri

Of

[April,

these one hundred and eighty-four were

while forty-six

considered

reformed,

discharged

unimproved.

were

This most humane effort to help the fallen,

These various diseases,

to restore to usefulness and honor those who

with their lesions, have no connection with
delirium tremens and convulsions, which, so
far as dissection goes, throws no special light
upon these particular diseases, which must
be considered and regarded as strictly func
tional. Many other complaints and diseases
of a serious and even fatal character might
be adduced as the result of intemperance,
but enough have already been noticed to
warn the unfortnnate man in his career of
Before closing this para
self-destruction.
graph, I desire to call the reader's attention
to a few other facts in connection with the
It pre
intemperate use of alcoholic drinks.
disposes the system to nearly every form of
to those especially of an in
acute disease

high positions in society
with respect and perhaps
admiration before the demon of appetite in
sidiously obtained sway, should be regarded
with gratitude and maintained with vigor.
All the agencies, all the instrumentalities
which may be needed by its efficient officers
for carrying out their great and noble work,
should be most cordially accorded.
The in
ebriate asylum not only accomplishes a good
work for those who have yielded to the influ
ence of immoderate
habit, but by reason of

ates, and often fatal.

flammatory

nature, and to those arising from

an impaired nutrition.

it

predisposes

For

the system

the same reason

to attacks

of an

predisposition to
any disease, from any other cause, is moder
ate and limited, and may be readily arrested,
the existence of this habit alone will insure
its development and lessen the chances of
recovery ; and the fact is recognized by all
men of experience that when the
medical
intemperate habit is associated with the dis
eased subject, the prognosis of the case is
made invariably more unfavorable."
The man who has arrived at the condition
of disease, who has lost his power of selfcontrol, and yet fully appreciates his sad
state, finds in the inebriate asylum something
very much better than a forlorn hope. Those
poor wretches whose moral sensibilities have
become so blunted and imbruted that they
can not " see themselves as others see them ;"
epidemic,

and

when

the

who still, notwithstanding all this bold in
consistency, harp upon their moderate indul
gence, will not voluntarily accept the relief
If
and cure offered by such an institution.
they yield to the strong persuasion of friends
and become patients, they rarely receive more
That there are such
relief.

than temporary

men to be found among the inmates of an
inebriate asylum is shown by the report.
The number of patients discharged in 1871
after treatment was two hundred and thirty.

formerly occupied

and were regarded

its very existence
influence

upon

exercises

society.

It

a

is

strong
a

moral

beacon to

warn men who are disposed to indulge in
alcoholic beverages that they may in time
become diseased ; that from moderate drink
ers, or from drinkers who only now and then
take a social glass, they may degenerate into
that form of mental derangement which, like
craves continual indulgence.
opium-eating,

To

be sure, some persons are more susceptible

of this sort of infection than others. Some are
so constituted, temperamentally
and physic
ally, that with their first draught of wine
they recognize pleasure in its use, and so
easily

and

unconsciously

become

confirmed

This class of unfortunates, how
ever, is not large, and is made up in great
part of those who have inherited a predispo
How terrible the
sition to alcoholism.
of a vicious
thought of the transmission
propensity to offspring ! of the very predis
position of children to careers of vice and
resultant misery ! For it is a fact well estab
lished by investigation that of those who
inherit this predisposition the great majority
drinkers.

lead

miserable

lives,

and

few escape being

with disease or physical deformity ;
and it is also a very notorious fact that of all
the crimes committed, fully seventy-five per
cent, is chargeable to intemperance.
Here
certainly is reason enough for the establish
ment of many inebriate asylums, and the
diffusion of information with
wide-spread
reference to their philanthropic work. With
their increase it seems clear enough that the
public institutions which have been found
afflicted

SCIENCE AT HOME.
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for the discipline and correction
of offenders, and the asylums and hospitals
which so thickly strew the land will be re
duced in number, for the inebriate asylum
not only cures the willing and appreciative
patient, but' reforms his character in other
respects ; and when he steps forth from its
precincts in all the glory of renewed man
hood, he introduces elements of amelioration
into the society -which he again frequents,
and so becomes an agent for society's re

necessary

demption.

Consider the large proportion of inebriates
in this way ! Of those
discharged from the Binghamton institution
in 1871, forty-six, or about twenty per cent,
only, are mentioned as unimproved. Taking
this as a basis for estimating the beneficial
effect of such institutions on society, we may
be warranted in the statement that four-fifths
of the intemperate class would be saved for
usefulness.
To be sure, as the system is
practiced now, those who enter such an asy
who may be reformed
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lum do so voluntarily, but in the event of a
wide-spread diffusion of this department of
philanthropic effort, homes for the victims of
alcoholism would become features in every
well-ordered community, and their inmates
would reasonably assume a position analo
The success of the
gous to that of lunatics.
modes of treatment usually pursued is quite
evident from the Secretary's report, to wit :
that although fifty-two of the patients had
delirium tremens, twenty-two convulsions,
and fifteen both delirium tremens and con
vulsions, not one death occurred.
Another fact, which militates seriously
against the use of tobacco, is found in the
statement that of the two hundred and fortyfour patients received since January 1st, 1871,
two hundred and twenty-six were users of
the poisonous weed.
It is not by any means
our design to preach a temperance sermon,
for it is not at all necessary in this place, the
facts which we have been considering being
themselves a cogent homily on the subject.

SCIENCE AT HOME.

W

ITHIN

the last half century science has
been brought to the comprehension of
the common people to an extent ten times

door, been experimenting
for his own profit
and honor, forgetting that great philanthropic
law expressed in the Scripture words, " There

greater than in all the world's previous history.
A century ago chemistry and physiology, the

is that scattereth and yet increascth,

great sciences of sentient and insentient being,
were very little understood by learned men,
and to the common people they were very
much like the sought-for terra incognita of the

tendeth to poverty."

North Pole

cold and unknown.

The knowl

edge at present possessed by the common peo
ple, however, on these great subjects is very
limited, shamefully so, because most men and

women have not taken the trouble to learn
of the house they live in, of the
chemistry of the food they eat, the air they
breathe
something of the necessity of learning

something

these laws and adapting themselves to them.
But scholarly men have, to a greater extent
than is desirable or commendable, shown a
tendency to make their knowledge an occasion
of exclusiveness.
The doctor has kept his
physiology to himself, and regarded his associ
ates as a kind of guild who carried the sacred
trust of physical science to be used as a means

of mysterious distinction and elevation and as
a source of profit ; and the chemist has in his
" No Admittance " over the
laboratory, with

and there

is that withholdeth more than is meet, but it

We believe that learning
in every department should be diffused widely
and liberally. He who has learned the way to
happiness and Heaven should
light from the masses ; he who
the law should

not

hide

is learned

his
in

teach the public justice; he

who is learned in physiology should explain
to the masses the way to retain health or ac
quire it when lost A general diffusion of
knowledge on this subject would not make
It might lessen the
physicians unnecessary.
number and raise the standard of those who
were left; but we believe that no man more
willingly pays a physician for his advice and
attendance than he who is largely conver
sant with the laws of his own constitution.
And he who has some knowledge of the law,
if he has occasion for legal advice, will will
ingly seek and pay for that advice; but he

If

does not go to a fourth-rate lawyer.
he
seeks for an opinion he seeks for a good one,
and respects it and pays for it.

The science of mind has been wrapped up,

Phrenological

signification,

witty Scotchman's explanation

rendering the
nearer the truth

Being asked,
supposed.
" What is metaphysics ? " he replied, " When
the man spoken to dinna ken what the man

than

is

generally

speaking means, and the man speaking dinna
ken exactly what he means himBclf, that is
metaphysics." Phrenology has opened this great

the new philoso

have disseminated
a

monthly messenger to the ends of the civilized
world, and many thousands have eagerly ac

cepted the teachings and sought to apply them
to their bodily and mental improvement.
Some physiologists have been bold and gen
erous enough to teach the laws of the human
body. They have written and lectured until
thousands to-day understand much relative to
in health
structure, how to maintain

their

it

their

understand

lecturers

[April,

Journal, for
phy, and the Phrenological
more than
third of
century, has gone forth
a

like an Egyptian mummy, within the antique
folds of mystical names names so unmeaning,
or so uncertain in meaning, that few besides
those who invented and used the names could

Journal.

a
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and how to recuperate when over-worked or
otherwise depressed, and still the medical pro
not run out, nor
fession
likely to be. As

sion of the intricate subject of mind. One-half
of the people of the United States who are able

book after book on divers

is

it

is

field of inquiry, has simplified the philosophy
of mind, and in the last fifty years the world
has made rapid strides toward the comprehen

Combativeness,

human

not use the terminology, but describe mind
according to Phrenological science, and we
perceive the source of their information.
The insane to-day are treated much

more

it
is

this connection

not out

a

is

familiar,
topics in
ner, and bis labor

is

Philoprogenitiveness,

or Eventuality, and millions of our
countrymen know the definition of every men
tal faculty and the office which it is intended
The writers for newspapers, as
to perform.
well as novelists, employ the terminology of
Phrenology in many instances as the readiest
their thoughts to
method of communicating
the public, and we can follow many who do

In

&

Benevolence,

Causality,

race.

of place to mention
new and deservedly pop
ular book which our enterprising neighbors,
Messrs. Hurd
Houghton, have recently pub
" Fireside
lished, entitled
Science."
The au
the editor of the
thor, Dr. James R. Nichols,
Boston Journal of Chemistry. He treats his
a

eration,

Ven

to

clear, and vigorous man
to serve an ex

calculated

This work has the simplicity

cellent purpose.

of

a

Cautiousness,

a

Destructiveness,

Self-Esteem, Firmness, Conscientiousness,

a

to read do not have to be told the meaning of

subjects calculated
to benefit men in daily life are brought out, we
hail the fact as
harbinger of good to the

narrative, and awakens

an interest equal
romance, and yet has to do with the com
mon daily interests and duties of life. Its arti
cles relate to farming, cooking, health, compo
sition of the human body, warming and ventil

successfully than formerly, and the most emi
nent men in this department of medical science

ation

understand and acknowledge
Phrenology as
their source of success. And even the pulpit,
in many instances, has learned that Phrenology
is the most effectual guide to the treatment of

to health, safety, and happiness.

of houses, guarding against infectious
and many other things which minister

diseases,

GHOST STOKT.

ANOTHER

came under

Some ministers do not
theological subjects.
deem it proper to confess that Phrenology has

alHIS
. own notice

helped them, while others are manly and cour
ageous enough to use Phrenological terms

Zealand.

themselves in the pulpit.
Another half cen
tury, we trust, will make every intelligent man
informed on the subject of Phrenology, so that

ride on horseback every day about five o'clock
p.m., when the sun was declining, returning at
seven to our evening meal. We had trotted

its terms will be considered not only the short
est, but the best mode of communicating

through the usual fashionable ride, had left
behind us few miles, and now verged out on
the common toward
clump of acacia trees
in full fragrance,
very favorite resort of ours,

;

:

the fall of 1867

a

a

it

a

I

lived at Auckland, New
We were in the habit of taking

a

a

and generally the end of our daily ride. We
were about turning, when my sister Kate pro
little farther to get some
posed our going
wattle bark to dye
crayfish net she waa
a

making in anticipation of an excursion to
small rocky island the next week so we push
;

a

Many books have been published illustrating
and explaining the subject in
clear and fa
miliar manner, adapted to easy comprehension

In

ed on, my sister and

a

a

it

is,

rapid progress with the people than some other
that
has not been hidden by
sciences
profession or locked up in dead languages.

my

a

thought relative to mind in the pulpit, at the
bar, through the press, and in social conversa
tion.
The reason Phrenology has made more

incident

appalling

friend going ahead.

VOICE FROM STATE'S PRISON.

a

a

a

a

a

?

it

I

I I

I

I

I

I

a

I

I

a

a

I

I

a

I

I

I

a

I,

I

a

?

;

a

a

a

a

it

;

a

a

a

by. Gathering the bones together and looking
around for other evidences of the fearful crime,
tree,
piece of cloth
they found, hanging on
tied so as to form
were
few sov
bag in
paper slating that the unhappy
ereigns and
man was Theodore Betts Armstrong that the
New Zealand cannibals had made him prisoner,
and intended to devour him. He stated, on the
paper, he knew nothing could save him.
He
had been tied round the waist to the tree, but

a

a

a

the

a

a

fearful deed became apparent.
On
surface of the ground was
man's skull,
with the bones of the arms and limbs, some
chopped in two, with the remains of fire close
before

a

the proceedings, all sallied from the town at
ten o'clock in the morning.
Arriving at their
destination, they had to cut away some of the
It was not long
branches to get through.

I

coroner himself being one, and two laborers
with shovels, who were kept in the dark as to

I

was held among her friends.
two gentlemen of the party consulted the
coroner as to the feasibility of inspecting the
A day was fixed four gentlemen, the
place.
:

consultation

a

A
The

found them?
Is
same low plane on which
"
this " doing as we would be done by
8ino Sing Pribok.
Dear Sir
hope you will excuse me for
taking the liberty to trespass on your very
valuable time long enough to lay my case be
am
fore you.
well-meaning
young man,
but through some unknown (to me) agency
don't wish to rob any
have got into prison.
one, and, still less, murder any one; however,
came near doing both, although
did neither.
never use
was not drunk at the time, as
either rum or tobacco in any form, but still,
was
hard-working young man, in
though
fell.
went out to enjoy
an evil moment
few others, one
myself in the evening, met
knew, and in less than an hour
of whom
was in the station-house on
charge of larceny
and feloniously assaulting
peaceable citizen.
was not guilty in thought,
God knows
word, or action, but still, being in their com
had to abide by the consequences
four
pany,
years and six months in prison at hard labor.
But, as
was caught in bad company,
firmly
believe
only got my just deserts. When
could not write my name, but
came here
fellow-convict
through the aid of
managed
slate,
few books and
to earn the price of
could before
and went to work to learn all
can spell every word in
my time expired.
now wish to
my "deflner" correctly, but
know more.
asked a permit from our agent
and warden to have some blank-books to learn
the theory of book-keeping, and his reply was,
" knew as much as he did." Well,
being
convict, could not gainsay him, and perhaps
Now, what wish to
he was right after all.
ask
this What do the people use prisons
for
Is to lock men up for a time, and then
week's board in
turn them loose without
their pocket, their character for honesty gone,
little schooling
trade, or even
etc., without
to enable them to earn
livelihood in future

I

1

it

it

ment
When near enough,
stopped; and
now the sight was horrifying
was naked to
its waist; the blood streaming from wounds
with the arrows still in them, and hanging on
the outside, the liver and heart torn and drag
ging from the body. This was frightful be
fore she lost consciousness she noticed the lips
moving and the hand pointing downward.

Will they
authorities heed these suggestions?
not provide the necessary books and education
al facilities, by which convicts may be improved
and rendered self-supporting?
Or, will they
continue to keep and send them forth on the

I

her through trees
which seemed to be no impedi

publish

a

came toward

the interest of poor fallen humanity we
the following letter, which clearly
explains itself, and suggests remedy. Will the

IN

I

steadily at
and branches

it

it,

The wattle trees they had reached were very
thickly grown together; probably there were
two or three hundred of them; the light of
day could not penetrate, but piercing the dark
ness she first saw a white object
Looking

PRISON.

I

full memory returned

to her, when the story we heard was this :

STATE'S

:

a week elapsed before her

TOICE FROM

I

We put her in, propping her up
with cushions and loving arms. For two days
she lay in her bed insensible ; and more than
a wagonette.

I I

away and holding her on at the same time,
while to us her mind seemed quite gone.
Back on the road again, wc happily met with

verdict in law was given in her favor, by
which she came into
fortune of twenty thou
sand pounds ($100,000) and
large tract of
land, her uncle having been one of the first
settlers in New Zealand.
Senga Enryb.

it

take

mercy!

is

have

this Mr. Armstrong was Kate's uncle, and
through his remains being identified, not only
by the written statement, but by ono of the
teeth having
small gold plate attached,

A

me away! take me
" When we galloped up, her escort,
away !
who had dismounted, was leading the horse
God

his hands being free he made this effort to tell
his fate.
The most remarkable part was that

I I

ing

24P

I

They had reached the wattles when sudden
ly we heard an unearthly scream from Kate,
whom we saw bent down to her saddle holding
on to the horse's mane. The horse kept back
ing and trembling as if he saw some fright
ful object too, and poor Kate, without ceas
" God have mercy !
to scream, called out,

?

A
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Nevertheless, this is just what is being done
here every day. The authorities think of, and
study nothing else, than how to rob the State.
Of course, I need not tell you how well they
succeed.
have several of your books, and as
I know you would not do even a convict in
justice, I write this to urge you to appeal to
the public, through the medium of your valu
Give
able Journal, to look into the matter.
us a trade, a little schooling, and a situation
on going out of here, and the result will show
for itself
am willing to work for nothing
but my board and clothes for some good man,
if he will be kind enough to educate me. I
mean, of course, after I get out. I never knew
the benefit of an education till I came here,
and had so much time, nights and Sundays,
to think of it.
If was a scholar, I could fill
a large book about the doings of this place.
However, I mean to come and see you when I
get out, and you may depend on being aston
ished when
do.

I

I

I

I
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Hoping you will give this publication, and
that it may bear fruit, I beg leave to sign my
self at preterit.
convict.
[Now, if the same facilities were afforded
for educating prisoners, intellectually and re
ligiously, that are afforded to the less needy
is it not probable that, when their
classes,
terms of confinement
expired, they would,
every man of them, come out better than they
went in ? And is not this as desirable for the
State and the nation as for the individual ? Let
preachers, lecturers, and teachers instruct those
victims, and fit them for the
hungry-minded
duties of life, which are hard enough even for
Who will
those most favorably constituted.
move or take the lead in this good work ? God
will bless every well-ordered effort in this di
rection
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sun is a fervid, assiduous

for countless

artist, and

photographed
The bloom on
the maiden's cheek and the gorgeous radian
cy of the tropical scene are alike the product
Doubtless Old Sol would have
of his pencil.
continued to practice his art to suit his own
fancy had not Prometheus Niepce rudely
snatched
his implements.
Two centuries
ago Giovanni Baptiste Porta, a Neapolitan
But
physician, invented the camera-obscura.
this valuable instrument was regarded as
nothing but an ingenious toy until about
1814.
The peculiar effect of light on a com
bination of silver with chlorine is one among
the precious discoveries made by the alche
mists, who, though they failed in finding the
key to the mystery of transmuting the base
metals, did find philosopher's stones of great
er value. The Swedish chemist Scheele, born
in 1742, demonstrated, by means of the spec
trum, that the violet ray had the greatest
power in decomposing the chloride of silver.
The attention of the prominent scientists of
Europe was directed toward the effect of
light on this substance, but their investiga
tions were fruitless.
Several years prior to
beauty on the face

ages

of nature.

suggested
Daguerre's discovery, Hoffmeister
that the sun might be made to act as an en
graver, but he merely announced

it

as a fancy.

The first vigorous effort to create a sunpainting was made by Josiah Wedgewood
These gentlemen
and Sir Humphrey Davy.
applied a coating of nitrate of silver to paper
or leather, which was spread on a frame. By
means of the solar microscope they were en
abled to obtain faint images on this recep
tacle, which soon vanished, as they had no
Their
means to render them permanent.
process was published in the journal of the
In 1812 Courtois,
Royal Institute in 1803.
in Paris, discovered
a chemical manufacturer
iodine, the agent which was all-essential to
of permanent sun-pictures.
the attainment
But it was reserved for Niepce to be the first
to use it. Joseph Nicepore Niepce was a
French merchant who had acquired a com
petency and resolved to devote himself to
experimenting on the properties of light in
Af
order to obtain permanent photographs.
ter many trials his labor was rewarded with
the
success, and in 1814 he accomplished
grand

result

he made the first

permanent

the
photograph 1 He then demonstrated
value of the camera, for it was through its
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instrumentality that he made his pictures.
He also utilized iodine as a developer.
Niepce's process was to coat a glass or metal
plate with a species of asphaltum known as
the " bitumen of Judea," instead of the salts
of silver. This he placed in the camera, and
in five or six hours the action of light caused
the bitumen

to dissolve

so

as

actual credit which is due to Daguerre.
fourteen
result.

Some specimens

of

work

husband,

the daguerreotype.
Niepce named
his process Heliograph}-.
In "^19 Sir John Herschel discovered the
hyposu<phite of soda, a substance which was

scientific

lecture,

semble

portance

the partners conceived the idea
1 his
the form of vapor.

of using iodine in

they applied to a highly polished surface of
silver, and the iodide of silver thus formed
sensitive to the action of
was exceedingly
By this means the time of exposure
light.
was reduced

from hours to minutes.

In

1883

Niepce passed away, and his son Isidore suc
In 1839
ceeded him as Daguerre's partner.
an arrangement was effected with the French
Government, by the terms of which the pro
cess was to be given to the world, in consid
eration of an annual life-pension of six thou
sand francs given to Daguerre, and of four
thousand francs to Nicpce, with reversions
of one-half those sums to their widows. By
universal consent the title of "daguerreo"
typy was given to the new art, but perhaps
with as little justice as the name of Americus
was bestowed on the New World. The honor
of making the first permanent picture most
But it is not
certainly belongs to Niepce.
the writers intention to detract from the

approached
and
man

said,

I

him, at the close

"Monsieur

Dumas,

have a question

to myself to ask you.
the

painter.

of

a

as

a

of vital im

I

am

For

the
some

time he has let the idea seize him that he can
fix the image of the camera. Do you think
it possible ? He is always at the thought ;
he can't sleep at night for it. I am afraid he
is out of his mind.
Do you think, as a man
of science, it can ever be done? or is he
mad?"
"In the present state of knowl
" it can not be done ;
edge," replied Dumas,
but I can not say it will always remain im
possible, nor set the man down as mad who
seeks for it."
It is a singular fact that Daguerre was op
posed to sitting for his portrait, and obsti
nately refused to be daguerreotyped except in
one instance.
Mr. Charles R. Meade, of New
York city, enjoys this distinction. Aided by
the advocacy of the wife and niece of Da
guerre, Mr. Meade prevailed on him to sit for
his portrait, and numerous copies were after
ward produced.
We will now compare the processes ot
Daguerre and Niepce. Both used the came
ra. Daguerre's receptacle was iodide of silver
on a metal plate ; that of Niepce was bitumen

to exercise a potential influence on

1820

of all other concerns, that, in

wife of Daguerre,

In 1826 Niepce became ac
heliography.
quainted with Daguerre, who had for many
years previously directed his energies in the
same direction as himself, but had met with
Louis Jacques Maude
indifferent success.
Daguerre was born at Corneilles, in France,
in 1787. He was by profession a painter, but
had acquired considerable distinction as a
He was a prominent member of
scientist.
the French Academy of Fine Arts. In order
to promote their investigations they resolved
to unite their efforts, and they accordingly
entered into a formal copartnership.

In

So devoted was he to his purpose, to

he incurred the reproach of insanity.
Even
his own wife was induced to share the gen
eral belief.
M. Dumas, the distinguished
French chemist, narrates that Madame Da
guerre, in 1825, urged by anxiety for her

They
are preserved in the British Museum.
are of an exceedingly rude character, but re

destined

For

the grand

common with many other eminent inventors,

to delineate

Niepce's

years he strove to attain

the exclusion

an object, and the image was fixed by oil of
lavender.

251

on a metal plate.
Daguerre used the vapor
of mercury as a developer; Niepce employed
iodine for the same office. Daguerre used
thn hyposulphite of soda as a fixing agent,

*

while Nicpce made the oil of lavender answer
the same purpose.
When first Daguerre sub
jected the iodidized plates to the action of
mercury he failed to develop the image.
But during one of his trials he accidentally
discerned a dim image on that portion of the
plate which had been least exposed to the
This discovery induced him to reduce
heat.
the temperature,
and his triumph was at
once assured.
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Totally ignorant of the experiments of
Kiepce and Daguerre, Henry Fox Talbot was
silently pursuing the same object in England.
Six months before the publication of daguerreotypy, on January 31st, 1839, Mr. Talbot
addressed a paper to the Royal Society an
nouncing a photographic process of his own
The method practiced by him
discovery.
was to immerse paper in a solution of com
mon salt, and afterward in 'one of nitrate of
This produced a film of chloride of
silver.
silver, which is more sensitive to the influence
On this surface
of light than is the nitrate.
was applied the object to be imaged, which
When sub
was of course to be transparent.
jected to the rays of a blazing sun for a pe
riod of half a second, an inverted image was
This, the negative, was again
produced.
the
same process, and a positive
copied by
To Talbot, then, belongs
was
obtained.
print
the glory of first printing from a negative,
and of devising a method to multiply copies
of pictures.
In 1842 he substituted iodide
of silver as his receptacle, and used hyposul
All that was
phite of soda as a developer.
now necessary to render photography a truly
magic art was the discovery of some material
which would produce an instantaneous image.
In 18.31 Frederick Scott Archer, an English
of
a preparation
man, discovered collodion
Collodion is the photographer's
gun-cotton.
Nature in all her moods can
sublime elixir.
The collo
be photographed by its agency.
dion process is almost instantaneous, suffi
ciently so to image the flowing water, the va
garies of the atmosphere, and the ever-chang
ing expression of the features. Itself the off
spring of science, photography has become its
most useful ally, and it would be impossible to
Aside from its
estimate its precious services.
application to depicting animated scenes,
it has rendered inestimable aid to chemistry,
to geological investigation, to medical and
surgical science, and in the service of arch
and many branches of manufac
itecture
In fact, it would require the space of
ture.
a large volume

to properly describe its effi
be, then, to the grand trio,

All honor

ciency.

Niepce, Daguerre, and Talbot, who, impelled
by the same divine impulse, independently
solved

the same great problem

methods.
ognize

Doubtless

by different

philosophy will

those subtile, mysterious

yet rec

laws which

[April,

control the human mind and banish forever
the word " accident " from its vocabulary.
PHOTOGRAPHY IN AMERICA.
Hardly more than a quarter of a century
has. elapsed since Professor Gouraud visited
America in order to lecture on Daguerre's
He exhibited specimens of sunnew art.
painting made in the presence of his audi
ence ; but beyond the manipulation and expo
sure of the sensitized plates, he had nothing

In

to teach.

sun-painting was practiced
by but two individuals in the
United States. Now, it is computed that
photography in America, in all its ramifica
tions, furnishes employment for not kjss than
fifty thousand persons, and a capital of not
far from five millions of dollars is active ia
1839

as a business

its service.
rude
tained

It

has steadily

mechanical

operation

advanced

the dignity of a fine art.

great improvement

from a

until it has at
Although

has been made in appara

through the characteristic
ingenuity of our countrymen, yet the im
provement in the instruments of photography
is proportionately insignificant to the ad
vance made in the development of the art it

tus and material

self.

In

fact,

esthetics

have received

from

photography new laws of surpassing exquiThirty years ago the apparatus of
siteness.
the photographer mingled insignificantly
among the stock of the hardware merchant.
To-day, immense capitals, large factories, and
extensive warehouses are set apart for the
manufacture and sale of photographic stock.
Thirty years ago the camera rudely painted
To-day, it is taught to
an insensate image.
reflect the soul's secret emotion, and to por
tray vividly, not the mere outlines of form
and feature, but the subject as He is. and
introduces him for the first time to an inti
mate acquaintance with his own lineaments.
The story of this eventful thirty years may
best be told in narratives of the lives of those
workers whose labors most largely contribut
We begin with a
ed to promote progress.
sketch of
PROFESSOR JOHN

W. DRAPER.

This gentleman claims the honor of having
made the first sun-portrait of the human
face. For several years prior to the discov
ery of Daguerre, Professor Draper had been
engaged in investigating the chemical effects
of light. When Talbot's process was pub
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1

lished, Mr. Draper commenced a series of ex

Daguerre

periments with the view of reducing the time

mate objects.

of exposure, in order to apply it to the por
trayal of animated objects ; for the time re

Daguerre the feasibility of taking portraits
of living subjects. As the time required for
portraying varied from fifteen to twenty min
utes, Daguerre declared that in his opinion it
would be impracticable for that purpose.
After Professor Morse returned to America,
still cherishing the belief that life-portraits
could be produced, he constructed the neces
sary apparatus; and in order to experiment in
that direction, owing to the rudeness of his in

quired was too long to permit the sitter to re
tain a rigid posture throughout the operation.
He thought that by using lenses of larger
diameter and shorter focus he might succeed
in reducing the time. He used lenses of five
inches diameter and seven inches

focus, and

His first attempt at human por
traiture was made in an ordinary room, and
the sitter's face was dusted with flour, as he
supposed that the shadows on the face could
not be imaged. But observing that the dark
spots of the dress were imprinted, he removed
the flour and solved the problem which even
Daguerre despaired of seeing accomplished
succeeded.

he had
Professor

daguerreotyped

the

human

face 1

Draper

associated
subsequently
himself in business with Professor Morse,

up a studio in a glass struc
ture on the roof of the New York University.
Here they did a flourishing business.
Sir David Brewster, in an article which
appeared in the Ediiiburg Review for January,
1843, gracefully refers to Dr. Draper as being
the first to make sun-paintings of the human
face. Dr. Draper soon dissolved his business
connection with the art, but has ever devoted
himself to its interests. He has written many
and they fitted

were

some delineations
Professor

Morse

of inani

suggested to

struments, he labored under many difficulties.

He first daguerreotyped the Unitarian chwch
in this city, in September, 1839.
He next
undertook to make portraits of his daughters;
He improvised a studio on the roof of a house.
After a sitting of ten or twenty minutes in
the face of the sun, he was delighted to find
that he produced excellent portraits.
Pro
fessor Morse

believed

that he had made the

first life-portrait, but the weight of evidence

tips the scale in favor of Professor Draper.
these two gentlemen, however, the
honor lies divided. They associated them

Between

selves subsequently

as partners,

and engaged

of photography. The part
nership, however, was of brief duration, and
in the practice
Professor

Morse continued

in order to obtain
accomplish

the

the business alone
means

necessary to

the great purpose of his life

the

of the electric telegraph.

valuable essays and treatises on photography,
many of which have been translated into the

consummation

languages of Europe.

lays claim to having been among the first to

He was chosen the first
President of the New York Photographical
If photography was invented in the
Society.
old world, it was in America that its capacity
for usefulness was developed.
Next in honor
to the name of the inventors of daguerreotypy
should be placed that of Dr. Draper.
PUOFESSOR SAMTIEL F. B. MORSE.

It

is not our purpose to give an extended
sketch of this distinguished scientist, but
merely to confine our attention to his connec
tion with photography.
In the spring of
1839 Professor
Morse, being in Paris, was
invited by Daguerre to inspect the result of
his experiments.
Professor Morse was at
this period the President of the Academy of
Fine Arts in New York. Daguerre was then
waiting for the French Government to secure
him a pension before he published his pro
cess.
The specimens shown to Morse by

ALEXANDER

8. WOLCOTT

have made life-portraits.

In

1840

he made

in the apparatus by intro
an improvement
ducing into use a reflector of wider aperture
The improvement
was
and shorter focus.
Mr. Wolrecognized and adopted abroad.
cott, in connection with his partner, Mr. John
Johnson, likewise discovered a valuable chem
ical combination known as "Wolcott's Mix
ture," which is peculiarly sensitive to the ac
tion of light.
Dr. Goddard, in 1840, being at the rime
engaged in the Pennsylvania University, in
troduced the use of bromine as an accelerator.
He had made many experiments with bro
mine, and succeeded in obtaining instantane
ous portraits and views in the open air.
EDWARD

ANTHONY

the specimens of Daguerre's work
exhibited by Professor Gouraud on the cower

inspected
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of Broadway and Chambers Street in 1838,
and conceived the notion of experimenting
He had then just grad
on his own account.
His first effort
uated from Columbia College.
was to secure a camera, but in those days
there

were no photographic

stock

dealers,

and he had recourse to his own ingenuity to

He procured a cigar-box,
one.
which cost him nothing, and made apertures
in it for the insertion of an ordinary spectacle
lens, which cost him twenty-five cents. With
this primitive instrument he produced some
He continued to
excellent sun-pointings.
practice the art as a dilettante during such
leisure as his profession as civil engineer
would permit.
When Ashburton and Web
ster were appointed Commissioners
by their
respective Governments to settle the North
east Boundary controversy, Mr. Anthony was
invited by the American authorities to ac
company the surveying expedition to act in
the double capacity of civil engineer and
photographer. The purpose of the expedi
tion was to locate the boundary line of British
and American territory. Mr. Anthony made
" High
several photographic views of the
lands" and other portions of the disputed
territory, and which were estimated as inval
uable aids in determining that vexed ques
This is the first instance of the employ
tion.
ment of photography in the service of na
In 1842 Mr. Anthony entered into
tions.
copartnership with his brother Henry, and
they engaged in the practice of photography
as a business.
But the firm was dissolved
before the expiration of the year, and Mr.
Anthony continued the business in connection
with a Mr. Edwards. In 1843 Messrs. An
thony and Edwards visited Washington and
the members of the Senate, with
portrayed
the .intention of publishing the engraving
known as "Clay's Farewell to the Senate."
construct

This engraving was

regarded as a masterpiece

of art, and the fidelity of the portraits evoked
universal admiration. The Emperor of Aus
tria and the King of Prussia, to whom copies
were presented, bestowed gold medals on Mr.
After the pub
Anthony as tokens of merit.
lication of this engraving, Mr. Anthony with
drew from the practice of photography and
founded what has since grown to be the
He had
largest stock house in the world.
begun the portrait business with a stock of

[ArRii.,

of which the invoice value was less
hundred dollars, having bought out
Mr. S. Broadbcnt, formerly an operative in
the employ of Morse, but who is now en
Mr. Anthony
gaged in portrait painting.
still retains the original invoice, as a record
of his modest beginning. This gentleman is
among those who have most contributed
toward the advancement of photography in
this country.
Inspired by the enthusiasm of
the artist, his connection with photography
has not been of a mere mercenary character,
but a labor of love.
materials

than

a

HENRY

T. ANTHONY.

The name of this gentleman is prominently
identified with the history and progress of
His connection
photography is this country.
with the art dates back to its introduction
in the Linked States. He associated himself
with his brother Edward in the portrait busi
ness, but subsequently withdrew and devoted
After Mr.
his attention to other pursuits.
Edward Anthony had established the stock
business, he was rejoined
by his brother
Henry, and the firm has been since known as
E. & H. T. Anthony & Co. The subject of
our sketch was the first to take instantaneous
pictures, not only in the United States, but
in the world. This is the highest attainment
of the art. He also invented the valuable
process of fuming sensitive paper with am
monia, thereby rendering the printing pro
He
cess much more certain and economical.
also recently introduced the use of alum as a
This has re
component of the silver bath.
duced the printing
menized

paper

of photographs

on albu-

to almost absolute certainty,

besides accomplishing greater economy in the
This discovery he

use of gold and silver.

profession, who have re
their grateful appreciation
of this generous act by overwhelming him
The
with thanks and written testimonials.
National Photographic Association of the
United States also awarded him the silver
medal for effecting the greatest improve
ment in the chemistry of photography for
freely gave to the
peatedly

testified

Mr. Anthony is constantly
experimenting on his own suggestions, and
likewise tests all innovations which are
broached in the various European journals.
He is an exceedingly close observer of minute
chemical effects in connection with the pho
the year 1870.
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togrnphic business, and has acquired a world
wide reputation for the acuteness of hia judg
ment in this direction.
ALBERT

BOUTHWORTn
HAWKS.

8.

AND

J08IAH J.

formed a copartnership in

These gentlemen

1843 fur the practice
union was productive

of photography. This
of many valuable fruits.

Among the more important may be mention
ed the invention of the "swing-polishing-

In

plate-holder."
daguerreotyped

of

eclipse, using the object-glass
as an

aid

of

the spring

; the

they

1846

the sun in the course

of

were pronounced

pictures

an

a telescope

of

They also made some
fine daguerreotypes
of the moon. Another
important contrivance invented by them was
an arrangement
of triple lenses by which
straight lines could be copied, and which
was of considerable service to engravers.
In
1840-7 they, together, invented a camera by
means of which several different pictures
could be produced on the axis of the lens
surpassing

excellence.

at

successively

different
a method

they discovered
scopic

In

views

so as to avoid

scope presenting

In

1854

all distortion.

a grand

1833 they perfected

of life.

In 1852
of making stereo

periods.

pictures

of

parlor stereo

the dimensions

they secured a patent for a

plate-holder which they invented.
They also devised a method for softening
In 1857
prints to any degree of mellowness.
Mr. Southworth originated a plan of photo
graphing disputed handwriting so as to as
The legal profes
sist in its identification.
sion had frequent occasion to avail itself of
Mr. Sou'thworth's ingenuity in the settlement
of vexed questions involving disputed, ob
scure, or partially obliterated handwriting.
And in Massachusetts the efficacy of photog
raphy in dispelling doubts in such cases has
been so fully demonstrated, that for several
years past Mr. Southworth has devoted his
almost exclusive attention in this direction.
It is seldom that industry and ingenuity are
so fruitful as to yield so many important re
sults in a brief lifetime as it is our pleasure
to record in this sketch.
movable

M.

B. BRADT.

The name of this gentleman

For

is

historic.
of hia

many years he stood at the head

profession

without

a

rival.

the first who undertook

Mr. Brady was

to elevate beliogra-

phy from

IN AMERICA.
a mere

mechanical
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process to the

dignity of an art. Not only in his
own country, but throughout the civilized
world, was he recognized as having attained
the highest excellence.
At home, for seven
graceful

consecutive

years, he wrested

the first

prize

his struggling competitors at the exhi
bitions of the American Institute in this city.
In 1851, at the World's Great Fair held in
London, he achieved the culmination of
triumphs and was proclaimed the best dagucrreotypist on the planet, and was awarded
the highest premium.
But however lustrous
may be his career as a photographist, and
however enviable his position as an artist, it
is as a national benefactor that Mr. Brady
will live longest and brightest.
For upward
of twenty years he has maintained a studio
at the national capital.
He early conceived
the idea of securing portraits of eminent
from

Americans.

For

nearly twenty years he has,

with this fixed purpose, portrayed all of our
countrymen who have been distinguished in
His collection contains, among
every career.
others, the portraits of the Jieroes of the Mex
ican war, of the great Rebellion, and of the
departed statesmen who have adorned the
past generation, and whose memory will be
in revered remembrance.
To
perpetuated
appreciate properly the benefit thus conferred
on the nation, we have but to remember how
all mankind deplore that there exists no ac
curate portrait of Washington.
What a sol
ace would our countrymen derive from gazing
on the very expression worn by the features
of the nation's " father" embalmed in living
sunbeams!
For years Mr. Brady has strug
gled on without any public recognition of
his great services ; but during the spring of
the present

year

the Committee

on the

Li

brary reported a bill in the House of Repre
sentatives urging the importance of securing
to the country this collection of portraits of
the illustrious dead. To use the appropriate
" An
phraseology of the Committee's report,
historical album both of the living and the
dead would be a constant source of national
gratification, and its locality the very shrine
But the services of Mr.
of patriotism."
Brady are far more comprehensive than in
men ; he has
the portrayal of representative
in the very din of battle, amid the carnage
and

the smoke,

snatched

the fading scenes

Phrenological Journal.
of death, and preserved them in perpetual
The prominent incidents of the
vividness.
with its shifting scenery, its
battle-field,
pomp and misery, now partially screened by
the curtain of smoke, now revealed in all its
naked horrors, are preserved as perennial
pictures, painted by the same sun which gave
reality to the original
P. L.

scene.

LANOBNHEIM

of the most

enterprising photagraHe is the recipient of
several gold medals from European poten
In 1848 he introduced in the United
tates.
is one

phers in the country.

States the talbotype

made on paper prepared

with the iodide of silver.
In 1850 Mr. Langenheim introduced the stereoscope into this
country, and he likewise organized the Amer
ican Stereoscopic
He is recogCompany.
aized as one of the most accomplished of
artists.
He applied the camera to the pro:
duction of lantern slides with great effect.
He also excels in mico-photography.
He has
selected Philadelphia foi the field of his
ABRAHAM

BOOARDUS

is the popular President of the National Pho
tographic Association of the United States.
He has held this honorable position for four
terms, and, in fact, has been the first and
only presiding officer of the Association, his
election and re-election not having been op
His courteous
posed by a dissenting voice.
and dignified administration of the affairs of
the Association invariably draws forth grace
ful acknowledgments
from the members in
the form of a vote of thanks.
The formation
of thi9 society is mainly owing to the earnest
endeavors of Mr. Bogardus.
The object of
the Association is to form a union of the
brethren of the magic art, welded by bonds
of mutual interest and amity.
Annual con
ventions arc held in some chief city of the
Union for the discussing of photographic
matters, and on these occasions a commend
able rivalry is exhibited by each member in

donating to the common fund
what information he may have acquired ben
eficial to the art.
By this means photogra
phy in the United States has become rapidly
The career of Mr. Bogardus has
progressive.
been a successful one in a pecuniary aspect
and otherwise.
In 1846 he began his busi
ness life on the corner of Barclay and Green
generously

wich streets in this city, with a capital of
He is an example of the suc
fifty dollars.
cessful photographer, having acquired a com
petency as the fruit of his business, and is
now about to retire from the field of action,
although not from a participation of the
He will still con
family joys and sorrows.
tinue his public relations with photography.
When he commenced business he employed
one assistant, at a weekly salary of two dol
lars and a half. Now his pay-roll often foots
Mr. Bogardus has
up |500 for a week.
always stood ready, purse in hand, to aid the
advancement of the art or in the protection
of its interests.
Animated by this spirit, he
has on several occasions

donated

large sums

of money for the benefit of photography.
We regret that want of space restricts us to
such a brief sketch of Mr. Bogardus, but he
and has
already enjoys a wide reputation,
been sketched repeatedly.
JOHN

A.

WHIPPLE

was born in Grafton, Massachusetts,

In

labors.

[Apart,,

in

1823.

the spring of 1841 he was associated with

Mr. Elias Howe (the inventor of the sewing
machine) in the manufacturing of photogra
phic chemicals, at Cambridgeport, Mass. But
the enterprise was abandoned as unprofitable,

photography was too young at that time
the business.
Mr. Whipple next
applied himself to sun-portraiture in Boston,
and achieved a rapid success. In 1848, in
connection with Mr. Wm. B. Jones, he dis
covered a process of making negatives on
glass instead of on paper, which until then
was the material used.
The paper negative
had many disadvantages, chief among which
was that defects were copied on the print.
By the new process a combination of iodide
of potassa and milk was applied to a glass
plate, which when dry was bathed in a solu
tion of nitrate of silver.
Messrs. Whipple
and Jones are entitled to the credit, we be
lieve, of making the first glass negative in
the United States.
When they published
their method, they felicitated themselves on
giving to the world an entirely novel process,
but in this respect they were doomed to be
They were greatly cha
sadly disappointed.
grined to learn that a method almost identi
cal to their own had been published a year
previous in Silliman'i Journal, with the ex
ception that albumen, having been found to
as

to sustain
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be more efficacious than milk, had been sub
stituted for it.
They, however, practiced
their method with signal success. They soon
afterward introduced the nse of honey to
soften the albumen, which effected an im
In 1853, Mr. Cutting
portant improvement.
having secured letters patent for the inven
tion of his collodion process, Mr. Whipple
combined his patent with that of Mr. Cut
ting. In 1850 Mr. Whipple daguerreotyped
the moon, using for this purpose the great
This
telescope of Cambridge Observatory.

was the first application

ef

in circles of science, and evoked the
admiration on account of their art
istic beauty.
At the World's Fair held in
London, in 1851, their daguerreotypes secured
In 1852 Mr. Whipple daguerreo
a prize.
typed the stars of all magnitudes, save those
of the fifth. This was considered an extraor
dinary feat. Encouraged by this unexampled
success, Mr. Whipple then sought for new
worlds to conquer, and had the presumption
to insist on imperial Old Sol making a pic
He made some magnificent
ture of himself.
of
In
the sun and its spots.
daguerreotypes

sation

general

produced the first microscopic da
In 1867 Mr. Whipple executed
photographs of the solar eclipse at Shelbyville, Ky., under the supervision of Professor
Menlock, of Harvard' University. On this oc
casion he obtained one of the best images
Mr. Whipple
produced of the sun's corona.
is established in Boston, where he transacts a
We shall make
most prosperous business.
no comments on the services rendered by Mr.
Whipple in promoting the advance of pho
tography. The same display of genius and
energy would have secured eminence in any
1857 he

guerreotype.

sphere.
GEORGE G. ROCK WOOD.

This sun artist left the editorial profession
for photography about sixteen years ago.
His efforts have been supplemented
by a
familiarity with art and his portraiture char
acterized by a conformity to art principles in
a process ordinarily practiced as purely me
chanical. He was the first to introduce the
in this country, and various
earte-de-tUite
other improvements which have been gen
erally

adopted.

For

has had no rival as a landscape photographer
the American Institute awarding successive
at all of its recent exhibitions.
Mr. Reckwood has written some books
upon the practical working of his art, and is
a frequent contributor to the press.
An en
thusiast in his art, its advancement and de
premiums

as earnestly sought as
His establishment, one of the
largest and most complete in the country, is
at 845 Broadway, and covers the upper floors
of several buildings.
velopment

the past

ten years he

has been

personal gain.

the new art to

the purposes of astronomy, and some speci
mens sent to Europe created a profound sen
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F. A. WENDEROTII.

The subject

of this sketch

of
He re
ceived an artistic education,
and studied
painting with Professor Frederick Mueller at
the Academy of Fine Arts in Hesse Cassel.
In 1846 he was sent to Paris, under the aus
pices of this institution, in order to prose
cute his studies in the higher branches of art.
At Paris he received instruction from Leon
Coignet, until the revolution of '48 suddenly
In
compelled him to terminate his studies.
1849 he came to the United States, and re
Dur
mained in New York city until 1851.
ing the intervening two years he was engaged
in painting pictures for the Art Union. In
fluenced by a, desire to acquaint himself with
the resources of our country, he traveled
through several States of the Union, and also
of Central America, and extended his ram
bles to the South Sea Islands and Australia.
In 1857 he returned to America and selected
Philadelphia for his future home. Here he
employed himself in painting photographs,
and likewise prosecuted experiments in pho
While so engaged he originated
tography.
the ivorytype, an exquisite style of portrait,
Hesse

is a native

Cassel, Electorate of Hesse.

which has since become a universal favorite.
He subsequently introduced the photo-min
Mr. Wenderoth has also invented a
iature.
photozincographic process, which he pro
He has acquired con
poses soon to utilize.
siderable reputation as a painter, and one of
his best efforts is the painting known as the
"Battle of Gettysburg," which has also been
in photography.
Perhaps the
reproduced
most important contribution made by Wen
deroth to photography is the invention of a
new style of picture during the last few
" Armonths, and which is to be called the
gento-picture." He has long sought for this

PHRENOLOGICAL

result.
virtues

The argento-picture

of

combines

both the daguerreotype

the

and paper

^uij

photograph. It can be completed and ready
for delivery within thirty minutes, whereas
in unfavorable weather the daguerreotype
may not be perfected in a week. But weather
exercises no . influence on this picture.
It is
probably the perfection of brilliancy in com
bination with delicacy and precision of de
on
tail. Brighter than the daguerreotype
account of the lights being formed on a
polished metal surface, it is also, like the

JOURNAL.

[April,

photograph, susceptible of infinite reproduc
It is as
tion, being printed fr6m a negative.
fadeless as the amaranth,

can be retouched

and tinted, and is not affected by contact with

light or fluids. That this is no mean accom
plishment is manifest, and entitles the in
ventor to a distinguished place on the roll
of honor.
Photography has enlisted in its
services, in proportion to its age, a greater
number of brilliant intellects than any of it9
sister arts.
[to be COM'IKUID.]
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HOMES OF FAMOUS
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AMERICANS.*

BT LAURA C. HOLLOWAY.

the oldest

and the probable future
head of his family, was sent at an early age, as
was the custom among the wealthy Virginians

of that day, to be educated in England.
He was fourteen years the senior of his half-

and, when later, Lawrence obtained

a

;

a

brother George, and was to him
model and
The brotherly affection which existed
guide.
between them did more perhaps than anything
else to influence the future career of the son
com-

(Entered, according to Act of Congress, In the year
1873,in the office of the Librarian of Congress, at Wash
ington, D. C.)

in the West India ex

family was not likely to be lost in this third
son, nor was
at all inclined to lie dormant
while a member of the household was an
actual
enacted

participant

in the stirring scenes being
General Went-

by the troops under
worth and Admiral Vernon.

The capture of Poi to Bjello, and the seige of
irthagcna were exciting themes to the child
whose brother was in command of his com
pany in the later engagement, and who ex
pected at the close of the campaign to rejoin
a

his regiment in England and remain
soldier.
But the death of his father, Augustine Wash
ington, and his subsequent marriage to Anne
Fairfax, decided the future of
iwrence, and
doubtless colored the after-life of George, who
was now left to his care. He renounced all
idea of promotion in the army and foreign ser
vice, and settled himself on his estate on the
banks of the Potomac, to which he gave the
name of Mount Vernon, in honor of the Ad

L

it

it

]

WASHINGTON,

son of liis house,
LAWRENCE

and embarked

pedition, in 1740, George remained at home to
act soldier and play commander-in-chief
of
The martial spirit of the
Hobby's school.
it

a

a

is
a

a

MOUNT VERNON.

mission

C

Homes op Famous Americans arc
of inspiration to the children of the na
tion. They are almost sacred In their character,
and awaken in the hearts of even the most indif
ferent beholder
reverence born of respect and
sentiment.
To God's itinerant children,
hose of culture and worth, of purity and sor
Genuine
row, they possess
fascination not to be measured
by any but an ideal standard, and never to be de
scribed, hardly imagined.
Home, to those who
are out In the heat and the storm, struggling and
suffering,
word of powerful import, suggest
ing deeper peace and more precious rest than
But they know its
comes ever to their kind.
spell, its divineness, and keep bright as an argand
the
and
the
light
memory
harmony
suggests.
In presenting this scries of sketches, written with
and implied assurance
the expressed
that they
were to be issued in book form,
becomes neces
sary to say Unit in good time, and after they have
been published in this Journal, they will assume
more durable shape and be issued, as was at first
intended, under the title of " Homes of Famous
The Author
Americans."
[Tite

sources

miral.

Until his death, which occurred in 1752, his
house was the occasional home of his favorite
brother, who spent the intervals between his
surveying tours in the society of the cultivated
people who frequented Mount Vernon.
Seven
later this same brother, now Colonel

years

George

Washington,

conducted

his

bride

to

HOMES

1872.]
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this, his future abiding place* He had retired
from military life and been elected to the
House of Burgesses; quiet had been restored
In his native province ; the contest between
France and England for dominion in America
had ended, and, fixed in his residence, with an
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It was no renunciation of worldly prospects,
or sacrifice of ambition, for Washington to re
tire to Mount Vernon.
It was a beautiful re
treat in itself, a broad domain abounding in
material richness and artistic
beauty. His
tastes tended to agriculture

; his rural life

was

K
c
a
a

w
H
-A
O
5!

agreeable

partrer for life, he hoped

"more happiness
experienced

to find

in retirement than he ever

in the wide and binding world."

Colon*-] Lawrerea WaHhtneton'B only child, Jenny,
died shortly aficr her fnther's death, and Mount Vernon
became the property of his brother.

never irksome, for those were the halcyon days
of the Old Dominion, when a plantation was
a small empire within itself, and where, in the

master's person, was represented the pride of
aristocracy and the power of wealth.
All about the country were situated the

Phrenological Journal.

[Apbii.,

houses of his opulent neighbors, who vied
with each other in that free-handed hospitality
which has long since faded away. Chariots

erable songsters peculiar to that section of
country, while the coverts of the distant forest
were the haunts of the deer, and the hiding-

and postilions in livery were common in Vir
ginia, while yet the other provinces were wil
dernesses. Descendants of the nobility of the
old country, these planters had introduced into

The whole region of country
the Potomac, from Mount Vernon to
Belvoir, and even beyond, was a grand hunt
over which Lord Fairfax often
ing-ground,

place of foxes.

along

their adopted homes all their luxurious habits,
intelligence, and, living in a new coun
try, and somewhat remote from one another,

came from Greenway

their

Virginia, in those early and palmier days,
was an outpost for the English aristocracy,

their liberality and genial manners, coupled
with their sociability, rendered a home near

where younger sons and numerous poor rela
tions were secured all the places of profit and
power, and the society was more exclusive

them attractive and altogether enjoyable.
Like them, Washington had his retinue of
servants and splendid equipages, and all that
foreign lands could supply in the way of lux
uries contributed to make his existence agree
able.

His marriage, from a material point of
view, must have reconciled him to his re
tirement from public life, particularly as he
had abandoned all hope of attaining rank
in the regular army, and was in poor health.
His own fortune was considerable ; that in
herited from his brother Lawrence consisted of
the Mount Vernon estate, while the addition
of more than one hundred thousand dollars
from his marriage enabled him to live in that
dignified manuer so congenial to even Wash
ington.

" No

estate

in America,"

he observed in one

of his letters, " is more pleasantly situated than
mine.
In a high and healthy country; in a
latitude between the extremes of heat and
cold, and on one of the finest rivers in the
world."
To this beautifully situated home,
the future Mecca of America, he conducted his
household in the spring of 1759.
Tiie planters on the Potomac carried on en
immediate trade with England; their children
were mostly educated there, and the frequent
presence of British naval officers in American
waters

tended to keep alive the deep-seated
the Virginians entertained for the

attachment

Hence the houses and grounds
largely of English taste, and Mount

old country.
partook

Vernon, in this respect, was no exception. The
high wainscoting and broad, open fire-places
within, and the small windows and narrow
doors without, were essentially English, while
the green lanes and flower gardens were home
like in their resemblance.

The lawn in front of the house spread away
the river, while the orchard in the rear
was redolent with the perfume of apple and
Farther away the woodpeach tree blossoms.
lawn region was the favorite haunt of innum
toward

and cultivated

Court to enjoy a chase.

than in any of the other prov

inces.
from England in the
all the neighborhood turned out to
welcome the officers.
Washington, in his
of festivity,
diary, speaks of a paroxysm
" into which his neighbors were thrown by the
anchorage of a British frigate in the river, just
in front of the hospitable mansion of the Fair
faxes."
The commanders, officers, and mid

When

a vessel landed

Potomac,

shipmen were honored guests, and the hospi
tality of that most hospitable region was lav
ished upon them.

The equipages of the family were,
of all their friends, imported from
and were of the most costl}' and
style. In the latter years of her

like those
England,
cumbrous
lite, Mrs.

Washington always rode in the coach ordered
by President Washington soon after his ar

rival in New York.

This coach was drawn

by four, and on grand occasions by six, splen
The
did horses and attended by outriders.
body and wheels were of a light, creamy shade,
ornamented with gilt, and the arms of Wash
ington were emblazoned on either door. Vene
tians blinds, front and back, and in the upper
part of each window, afforded ventilation and
excluded light.
In warm weather the curtains
could be rolled up all around, leaving the in
terior quite open, but we doubt if the dignified
occupants
done.

ever permitted

such a thing to be

Attention has often been called to the costly
equipages of Washington as a proof of his ex
cessive, aristocratic pride and love of ostenta
tious display.
It should be remembered that
the weight of these chariots required the com
bined strength of several horses, even over
good roads, and that the light, cheap vehicles
of the present day were unknown a hundred

years ago. It is related that the builder of
this celebrate 1 carriage of Washington's came
over and settled at Alexandria, and was justly
proud to be told by its illustrious owner

that

OF FAMOUS AMERICANS.

H01IB8
not a nail or screw

had ever given way, al
though it had traveled, not only through the
most of Virginia, but the entire length and
breadth of the land.

Mount

Vernon's close

proximity

to

the

water afforded opportunity for aquatic displays
among the rich planters who resided along the
banks, and in pleasant weather their beautiful
barges glided in and out the inlets, and under
the shadow of the willows which drooped
their graceful boughs over the water's edge.
In the summer afternoons and evenings gay
parties of friends and neighbors sailed over the
blue waters, stopping now and then to receive
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the seclusion of his library, completed
his
" Farewell Address," the
crowning effort of hia
life, his country's legacy of immortality.
Now the work was completed, and joyfully
he left Philadelphia, accompanied by his wife,
his grand-daughter, Eleanor Parke Custis, and
George Washington Lafayette, to amuse him
self in rural pursuits and to enjoy the society
of friends under his own vine and fig tree, as
" he did not think it
probable he should ever
again go twenty miles from them."
Mount Vernon at this time was
zenith

of its beauty.

The mansion

at

the

was

in

a new recruit,

repair, and the many ornaments and
elegant gifts sent by admiring friends from
every part of the world, adorned
together

the oars be

with much of the furniture that had been used
in the Presidential mansions in New York and
Philadelphia. About the walls hung rare

heard, and often before the gay
Mount Vernon could reach the

party from
rise of the hill, the moon would be high in the
southern sky, throwing a mellow light over
the entire view.

What

a picture

of enchant

ment it must have seemed to the happy hearts
who enjoyed it I Hill-top and valley, lawn
and forest, casting wierd shadows, while, above
all, myriad stars twinkled in the sky, and the
white outline of the house was seen from the
water's edge, looking in the moonlight like a
sentient thing of life.

it,

paintings and portraits, and on the tables and
mantles were busts and medallions of noted
characters, and everywhere were evidences of
taste and generous expenditure.
In
the garden and conservatory were rare ex
otics and tropical plants.
Fields were rich
refined

with grain,

and the orchards

ladened

with

Over all this domain Washington kept
watchful eye, and busied himself in adding

fruits.
a

or to chat with the occupants of
other barges. Until the twilight had succeed
ed the gorgeous sunset, would the music of

thorough

beautiful drives, ornamental

buildings, and im
manner, this al

Washington loved Mount Vernon, and life
and
there with his wife, adopted children,

proving,

friends, was rather to be chosen than Hie career

from the
plain, though substantial, dwelling Mrs. Wash
ington had entered as a bride thirty-nine years
before. Under the guidance of her womanly
influence, and aided by worldly wealth, Mount

residence

to

gladden

another,

as he

did

He was
Mount Vernon for Mrs. Washington.
not a man to be engrossed in the pleasures of
society, nor yet was he unsocial, but it was his
preference to be away from the great throng,
and alone with his forest trees and his flowers.

As he grew older and threw off the cares of
public life, he became more fond of agricul
tural pursuits and the management of his large
estates, into the details of which he carried all
industry, precision and sys
As a statesman and a soldier, he had

his characteristic
tem.

learned
worked

the magic of method, and with it he
wonders all bis life.

On the 9th of March, 1797, General Wash
ington set out for Mount Vernon, a private
citizen.
A few months previous,, when, for
temporary rest and relaxation, he retired to his
home, it was to plan for this final step, and, in

world.

Strangers flocked there in countless
to render homage to the great chief;
and when,
year later, rumors of another war
startled the country, and every eye turned in

numbers

stinctively
became

to Washington as their

leader,

it

a

become in reality
place of
classic beauty, while its owners' fame rendered
at that time the most renowned place in the

Vernon had

for army
temporary headquarters
officers and statesmen congregated to ccnsult
their commander-in-chief.

The beautiful promise of
serene old age
was denied the great man, and the year 1799,
the lost but one of the century, drew to close.
a

of the very happiest ever known. No husband
was ever more thoughful of a wife's comfort
than he, or ever tried to adorn and embellish

a

all the ameni

ties of social life, and rendered his home one

a

its affections, but he cultivated

The first of December came and went, and the
ides of the month found him at the end of his
earthly journey and entered upon the rest that
He was dead, and
shadow had
remained.
gathered over the grand old home which time
has not dispelled.
a

His heart was not warm in

a

public man.

a

a

ready splendid country-seat.
Very different was the place now

it

of

in every conceivable

Two years later, the lonely wife and sorrow

Phrenological Journal.
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ing widow was laid beside her husband, and
the now

deserted

bouse

passed

into

grounds

as

his

[April,

illustrious uncle

left

them.

John Augustine Washington

other

succeeded him,
and after his death and that of his widow, it
became the property of its last owner, John

As Mrs. Washington, up to the close
of her life, conducted Mount Vernon on the

hands.

Washington.

hospitable and liberal scale as her hus
band had done, so likewise did the inheritor

Augustine

of his Hide's name and home, and to it the

heritage, with the glory and fame of more
than a hundred years clustered about it. But
it came with age and decay written upon it?
battlements, and marked by many a ruthless

Bame

It

great and the good of every clime journeyed
to do honor to the memory of the immortal

Washington.
Of all the innumerable instances of great
an I noble deeds of women, and in the very
many gl and and tender ways in which they
have testified their appreciation of their social
condition in this country, no one act is more
repli'te with honor than their purchase of
Mount Vernon.
Since the waves of old ocean echoed back
the music of the Pinta, the Nina, and SantaMaria, as their sails swept proudly over its un
trodden path, and the humble embassador of

state he received

it

under the hill was entered, and an attempt
made to enrry away the bones of Washington,
was felt that something must be done to

it

rescue the place.*
In 1859
passed into the
hands of the Ladies' Mount Vernon Antociution,
and
to-day, through the instrumentality of

Queen claimed this western country

noble women, and the co-operation of gener
of the nation.
The Mount Vernon of the past we have con

ous men, the property

a

it

a

it

stands the picture of hope
sidered.
To-day
less decay.
Long disuse, and the desolating
influence of civil war, have left
wreck
few relics yet remain in the empty old house,

slightest merit was recognized, has she desired
to return in some way the gratitude she ex
perienced.

but aside from the key of the Bastile, the once
beautiful Italian marble mantle, now encased
in
net-work of wire, and yellow with age,

wealth of a continent been scattered broadcast
over the world, and the term American be

scottod

ors one hundred and sixteen years, and during
all this lime had been owned and occupied by
a Washington.
For more than forty years
after the death of his brother, General Wash

ington resided there. Mrs. Washington was
succeeded in (lie possession of the estate by
Bushrod Washington,
who, for a period of
twenty-seven

years,

kept

the

house

and

a

is

should be seen by night.
wrought,
ride
from Alexandria any pleasant afternoon, along
the lonely, unfrequented country road, will not
fail to produce
that will

A

mournful

heighten

naturally produce.

sensation, and one
the place will

the efTect

The road
through
thinly-populated
country, which bears the im
press of age and want of thrift.
To cro the
river at Washington, leaving l>ehind the busy
crowd of strange faces and constantly-shifting
scenes, and travel the lonely lanes of Virginia,

a

s

Mount Vernon had borne its name and hon

Mount Vernon of the past, and to forget the
mighty changes which eighty years have

is

generousness, and the interest on the mighty
debt paid, when the mothers of America
bought the home and grave of Washington.

Washington.
But to live over in feeling the great long
ago to bring vividly before the mind's eye the

a

grateful government, but by women ; and
surely one return was made to Isabella for her

a

The many articles of personal property,
and the furniture, have, years and yean ago,
been scattered among the descendants
of

seen.

it

In an hour of deep humiliation and sorrow
wlien the last of his name saw slipping from
him forever that place of holy memories, and
the eye of the greedy speculator glared upon
its picturesque beauty it was rescued, not by

and the general appearance of the quaint wainapartments, there
but little to be

;

came a synonym of reckless extravagance and
prodigal wastefulness, it was asked that the
broad acres of Mount Vernon might become
the nation's property.

.

century and more of progress and prosperity
had passed over the Republic, and the garnered

The coffin of another member of the family was
opened, and the remains taken by mistake, but the rob
ber was caught and the bones restored to their re>tingplace.
*

after half a

and when, at last, the de

stroying element of Are partly completed the
desolation of Mount Vernon, and the old vault

in her name, the condition of woman has been
steadily and hourly improving, and year by
year, as she has grown and developed and
marked the generous applause with which her

The opportunity came, when,

it,

Modern vandalism followed
ravage of time.
in the wake of years, and was fast divesting it
of even the charm of antiquity. In such a

is

a Spanish

came, down to him an ancient and honored
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is like passing from one country to another,
and that other a burial ground of the past.
No sound of the mill or factory is there ; no
young life; no enterprise or ev.n promise of
future improvement.
Rent from her past idols,
unrecovcred from the blow that crushed her
pride, Virginia is not yet prepared to open her
grand domain to the mechanic or the artisan.

A

few more years of rest and inactivity she
claims, in which to mourn over the decay of

her great homes and the poverty of her gifted
children ; then perhaps the awakening will
come, and the new era dawn upon that beauti
ful land.

But in the coming changes much that is
beautiful will be lost, much that belongs to the
past A world of memories is there now, and
to become iuibued with them, and to rightly
receive impressions that should be lasting, this
oldest and most famous of American homes
should be seen in the quiet light of a Southern
It is then that the harsh outlines and
night.
sad ravages are toned down or hidden from
sight, and all the landscape wears a mellow
tint that well accords with the feelings it en
genders.

Leaving the road, deep-rutted an 1 rendered
almost impassable, we enter the avenue lead
ing to the western front of the house. The
garden walls on either side are high and
The ruins of the
covered with a green moss.
and the presence of the two tall
chimneys standing erect as sentinels render
this once handsome entrance a sad spectacle.
Not a sign of young life is there, not even the
conservatory,

203

most guiltless of glass, and the shutters are no
less discolored and out of repair.
The once
splendidly cultivated plantation is now almost
a wreck, and even the glory of the hills has
forever.
In the moonlight, falling
tenderly upon nil the landscape, we may see
the summer-house far down the clilT, looking
picturesque in its eyrie positron, hanging, sis it
were, over the waters below
and we might
departed

never know that what

appears so fairy -like in
this unsteady light is but the mouldering
re
mains of what was once a thing of beauty.
Out on the lawn, that spreads away in the di

rection of the river, the house stands, looking
An old owl
indescribably lonely and silent.
is disturbed by the unusual sight and noise,
and complains to his mate. A partridge near
by utters a responsive wail, and this is answer
ed by a wakeful warbler in the neighboring

Far down below the voice of the river
as it goes murmuring to the sea,
in its passage the old refrain,
whispering
" Men
may come, and men may go, but I go on

woods.
is

heard

forever, forever."

Under the hill the dogwood blossoms are
bowing and swaying before tlfe gentle breeze,
their multiplicity of snowy petals recalling to
mind the legend of the White Lady of the
Forest.
The soul is awakened even to inspiration
of the hoar, and in the
stlitudc the heart grows as tender and passive
as a child's.
The impressive associations of the
place, and the pure, lambent light of the moon
under the influence

and stars upon the scene, produce

a

feeling

of a dog to break the stillness of the
The old keeper totters to the gate to

»f reverence in harmony with our higher na
ture. The shell of wordly selfishness and

an explana
tion, and a stipend for his guidance, bids his
All is silence
unseasonable visitors welcome.

personal interest is forgotten, and in the pres
ence of yonder tomb the heart runs over with
silent reverence, until the place becomes re
ligion, and we grow to be devout worshipers.

barking

night
who intrudes, and, permitting

see

lodges and look over the
walls to catch a glimpse of the flowers blooming there. Alas ! the bramble and brier bush
grow side by side with the sweet tea rose, and
it is hard to discover the presence of even the
The
wild jasmines, save by their perfume.
twilight and
picture is complete ; shadowy
ruins, aud in the light of one, and not far from
the other, we see the house of memory I It is
Age is written everywhere ;
a touching scene.
as we pass the old

the sacred precincts seem mute even to insensi
bility, so oppressive is the deadly stillness. In
very truth, the old keeper and the place looked
coeval.

Mount Vernon is a mournful sight, even by
moonlight The paint has long since disap
peared from the house ; the windows are al

The immortal

lame of Washington draws
every year to gaze upon his home
and grave, and it is pleasant to know that the
majority who make this pilgrimage go to
worship at the altar where domestic happiness
combined to exalt the manly virtue, and
thousands

strengthen the womanly graces of the husband
and wife who called it home. From this spot
radiated an influence that went far toward
uniting the faith and hope of the people in
those early days of doubt and darkness.
French infidelity and licentiousness in the
beginning threatened to sap the foundation of
the very superstructure French arms were en
deavoring
poisonous

to sustain, and none recognized
influence more speedily than

the
the
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Liberty was the countersign of
the enthusiastic Frenchman, and the watch
word of the enfranchised colonies. One meant
One
license, the other release from bondage.
chief himself.

expressed selfishness, the other interpreted the
At such a time, the most
rights of a nation.
momentous one in the history of our country,

it was well that

a

man of Washington's char

His pcr-onal purity
guided the helm.
and domestic life were a tower of strength, not
only to himself, but to his countrymen, and it
is this recognition of his social traits, and the
acter

power such qualities possess over the minds of
the people, that makes Mount Vernon to-day a
shrine.

If there is a lurking suspicion of the ultimate
triumph of goodness and genuine greatness in
the souls of men or wemen, let them go

ROCKY MOUNTAIN SCENERY
THE MINERAL

TSE MINERAL

I.

SPRINGS
SPRINGS.

THESE

Their local
Springs.
fast being superseded by a na
tional renown, and during the coming summer
no tourist to the Rocky Mountains will con

the town

reputation

there and mingle with the throng that passes
that tomb every day. It is not to
Washington the conquerer they render hom

before

age, but to Washington the useful citizen,
faithful husband, and pure-hearted man, whose
fame is deathless, and whose character will, in

all ages, lead coming generations to love his
righteous memory and guard as holy ground
the place he loved so well.

Peter Cartwright,

of Colorado
is

the venerable

Meth

his eighty-seventh
birthday on the first instant, at Pleasant Plains,
Sangamon Co., 111., surrounded by one hun
dred and twenty children, grandchildren, and
odist

minister,

celebrated

He is reported to be more
great-grandchildren.
than usually feeble, and gradually failing.

AROUND COLORADO SPRINGS.

THE GARDEN OF TUB GODS

springs, four in number, are situated
in the Fountain Canon, five miles from

[April,

MONUMENT PARK.

Many a wierd
reverence.
many a wild revel, many a hide
ous war dance were had by these tribes about
the Grtat Medicine Spring. Doubtless they but
kept up the customs of their ancestors, handed
with superstitious
incantation,

sider

down to them by oral traditions reaching back
into untold centuries, regarding the magical
In any
qualities of the sparkling waters.

mountain's

event, they never failed to propitiate the Spirit
of the Fountain by their votive offerings of
beads, wampum, ornaments of gold and silver,
knives, strips of cloth, moccasins, arrows, or
whatever else they thought would insure a

it

Springs

at Nassau,

and as being

" almost entirely of the same character, though
still more agreeable, than that of the famous
Bear Spring, near Bear River of the Great Salt
Lake." He gives in bis interesting narrative
an analysis of an incrustation with which the
water had covered
piece of wood lying on
later
rose; but
the rock through which
analysis of the water itself, by Dr. Thomas 11
so much more thor
Drown, of Philadelphia,
a

at various times the visits paid to
these springs by the Ute, Ckeyenne, and Ara
pahoe Indians, who seemed to regard them

the Seltzer

it

witnessed

termed
or Fontaine qui bouille (Fountain
which boils), as
should properly be rendered.
He "drank heartily of the delightful water,"
of very agreeable taste, resembling
finding

is

famous Mineral Springs.
He camped in their
immediate vicinity during the winter of 1832-33
to obtain the curative effects of the waters for
his two sons. During his residence there he

The next recorded visitor was the brave and
gallant Fremont, who, in July, 1842, reached
the banks of the Fontaine qui bouit, as he

a

Col. A. G. Boone, grandson of the renowned
pioneer of Kentucky, Daniel Boone, was the
first known white man who visited these now

issue to the plans they had concoct
for love or for revenge.

a

readers in this issue.

fortunate

ed, whether

it,

brow and the other upon the bosom

of the Gulf of Mexico), tasted of the Galen and
Navajoe Springs, loitered in the Fountain Can
on, lingered in the Garden of the Gods, or read
the epitaphs of the petrified genii of the under
world in Monument Park.
A brief resume of the history of these points
of scenic interest may not be out of place in
connection with the views we present to our

it

his trip complete until he has been
whirled down the line of the Denver and Rio
Graude (the baby railway that is to develop
into a narrow-chested
but long-limbed
and
Briarean-armed giant, with one hand upon the
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ough and complete that we append it in com
parison with the two most famous mineral
springs of Europe :
Krahuchen Spring,
at Ems.
Chloride of Sodium
27.25
"
' Potassium...
Bicarbonate of Soda
57.03
Sulphate of Soda
0.58
Bicarbonate of Lime
6.65
"
" Magnesia. 5.83
"
" Iron
0.67

George

F. Ruxton, member

Seltzer
Spring.
61.68
0.85
S9.29
0.78
8.00
7.65
0.29

Galen
Spring.
36.69
10.01
24.01
4.78
15.62
8.89

of the Royal

Geographical
Society of England, traveling
through Mexico and the Rocky Mountain re
four

gions

years

later

than

Fremont, thus

effervescence.
It was equal to the very best
soda water, but possesses that fresh, natural flavor
which manufactured water can not impart."

The English explorer camped here for many
days, fascinated by the beauty of the hills and
the glory of the mountains beyond them. On
the one hand was Chiann Mountain, called by

Ludlow the " most magnificent
mountain in the world." On the other, rose in
its majesty Pike's Peak, whose summit as yet
the foot of white man had not trodden. Round
about him were canons of rare loveliness, whose
wildness enticed him to linger, whose unknown
beauties tempted him to explore and publish
" After
to the world.
many days," he pathetiFitz-Hugh

8ITE OF COLORADO
having dur
tersely records his "experience,"
" a satisfacto
ing the day brought himself into
ry state of thirst" by abstaining from drinking
and by addiug
his venison :

"

I

extra salt to the seasoning

had provided

ing about

myself with

a pint ; but, before

of

a tin cup hold

dipping it in,

I

divested myself of my pouch and belt, and sat
down in order to enjoy the draught at my leis
was half dead with thirst, and, tucking
ure.

I

up the sleeves of my hunting shirt, I dipped
the cup into the midst of the bubbles and raised
it hissing and sparkling to my lips. Such a

DaACQHTl

Three

times without drawing a

breath was it replenished and emptied, almost
blowing up the roof of my mouth with its

SPRINGS.

cally writes,

he reluctantly
turned his face
away from the magical waters.
So, too, there have been those who, follow

ing his footsteps, have strayed within the em
erald interstices of wood and vale ; have looked
and longed, have lingered and hesitated.
The
spell of a beauty hitherto unknown has been
upon them. The wand of a more than mortal

wizard has been stretched over their heads.
Eyes that had been blind to Nature wer«
opened to behold her splendor in its pristine
They heard voices wooing them as
purity.
Ulysses heard sounds from over the sea, and
they followed the voice of the charmer to
scenes ever fresh and strange, to solitudes
whose very silence seemed the voiceless music
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of Earth, the mother in the nursery of the
The early glow of
heart of the continent
the morning was transcended by the sublimity

goddess whose charms, heightened
by the
drinking of the waters of the Spring!*, caused a
revolt among the lesser deities around his

of

the mid-day scene, and this in turn yielded
to the glory of the afternoon as, tasting of the
waters of the Spring, they drank and drank
i .id were not satisfied. Nor need we wonder

The Garden proper consists of a tract
throne.
of land, a little less than five hundred acres in

now that savage as well as civilized, Shoshone
brave, Spanish hidalgo, English tourist, or
American explorer sat and drank of these

and old red sandstone rocits on the east, shut
ting it in entirely from the plains, and having

sparkling waters, finding in them the invigor
ating, vitalizing essence which Ponce de Leon
sought for, but sought in vain.
II. THE GARDEN OF THE OOD9.
Three miles north of the Mineral Springs,

BEAUTIFUL

GATE

Gardens

Jupiter

once

had an

abode.

a carriage entrance on the east side about the
middle portion, cleft, as it were, through the
very rock, called The Beautiful Gate. Looking
through this, Pike's Peak looms up in all its

grandeur, like a warder grim over an ancient
citadel, scarce ten miles away.

GARDEN

and immediately west of and in full view from
the town of Colorado Springs, rise the sand
stone battlements of the famous Garden of the
Gods.
Tradition has it that in these same

That

in by ravines on the south,
on the west and north, and white

extent, hemmed
mountains

OF

THE GODS.

The rocks are the original old white and red
sandstone strata, and by some Titanic upheaval
in some far distant era of the geologic world
were set on edge, standing vertical with the
The touch of time has worn upon

horizon.

here he ruled over his kingdom in the eras that
preceded his exploits and conquests in the

them, cutting them into all manner of fantas
tic shapes and wierdly beautiful formations.

Grecian Archipelago.
Even at this day is
shown Jupiter's Cave, and, not far distant, the
bath where Venus performed her matin ablu
tions.
Be this as it may, there are evidences

The lover of the beautiful can spend hours
within this Garden, with new attractions pres
enting themselves at every point to which he
The eye of the beholder, without the
turns.
aid of a vivid imagination, takes in the ruins
of temples and towers, stately castles with
frowning battlements, vaulted niches, and
fragmentary cathedral windows ; gigantic fig
ures, suggesting eagles of the air, and dolphins

enough in the gigantic ruins that abound in it
to lead us to believe that such a spot as this
would naturally nave been chosen by his
majesty for a summer residence, wherein he
could while away the happy hours with the

ROCKY MOUNTAIN SCENERY.
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of the

sea, old men with white hair, and young
maidens with flowing locks, the Madonna and
her child, the Genius of Liberty, with eyes

looking southward
ward

these,

and fingers pointing west
and a hundred equally sugges

tive shapes, fit themselves to the fancies of the
visitor as he wanders amid the statuesque
splendors of the scene.

Well could Professor Hayden write, in his
report to the Government on the Geology of
New Mexico and Colorado : " I know of no
portion

ous crystalline sandstones, gneiss, solitary horn
blende, feldspar, nodular ironstones, gunflint,
and rude agates, the whole loosely cemented

in

a matrix

oxide

of clay, lime, and red
The disk which formed the

composed

of iron.

in virtue of a
ently retained its proportions
much closer texture, and larger per cent, of

MONUMENT

OF

MONUMENTS

PARK.

Park, filled with groups of na
tural monuments, lies about six miles north of
the Garden of the Gods.
We quote in this
connection an excellent description of them by
Fitz-Hugh Ludlow, in his " Heart of the Con
Monument

tinent."

I found
protracted examination
these formations to consist of a peculiar friable
a

conglomerate, which has no precise parallel
in any of our eastern strata. Some of the pil
lars were nearly cylindrical ; others were long
cones, and a number were spindle-shaped, or,
like a buoy, set on end. With hardly an ex
ception, they were surmounted by capitals of
remarkable

ter was an irregular mixture of fragments from
all the hippogene rocks of the range, including
quartzage pebbles, pure crystals of silex, vari

Nearly all the elements
in the Rocky Mountains

GROUP

"After

found slightly different in composition
The conglomerate of the lat

largely projecting capital seemed to represent
the original diameter of the pillar, and appar

are shown on an unique scale in this locality."

in.

I

from the shafts.

there is so much

in the "West where

variety displayed
of geology revealed

These
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projection

beyond

their

base.

iron in its composition.

MONUMENT

These

were often

so

PARK.

apparent that the pillars had a contour of the
most rugged description, and a tinge of pale,
cream yellow, while the capitals were of a
brick-dust

color, with excess of red oxide, and

nearly as uniform
millstone grit"

in their granulation

as fine

Thus these mimetic formations of the foot
hills about Colorado 8prings are succinctly
described.
But pen fails to do justice to these
or the innumerable points of scenic interest
The
that cluster in the immediate vicinity.
opened alike to the seeker after new
sights, and the devotee of science is indeed
vast Flere are the ample domains of a geolo
field

gic era stretching into the unfathomed ages of
or present
a past beyond our comprehension
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in brooks for

[April,

the lover of nature ; sermons in stones for the
It is but meet and fitting that to
scientist
"
this there Bhould be a fairy tale," over which
we linger lovingly, though space warns our

others half sunk in the ground, betray the eager
haste in which they, fled to gain their homes
before the moment of probation ended.
And ever and ever upon the plains beyond,
in the soft moonlight, floats up the sad com

pen to hasten to its ending.
The genii of the under world, whose homes

plaint of the elves, that their cousins of the hills
come no more to join with them in the fairy

were hidden in these hills, were wont to meet,
under the moonlight, the fairies of the plains

dance.

This per
stretching eastward at their feet.
mission had been accorded them by their pre

bow

siding genii, with but one condition attached
they must return to the under world before the
first flash of the dawn was sentineled from

glad the hearts of the merry revelers, doomed
to hear that sweet music no more.

for

facilities

research.

Books

of the mighty Peak within whose
heart was hidden the Palace of Gold and the
Temple of Diamonds, wherein their god abode
the brow

and they worshiped.
So it was that for many and many a night
the moon looked down upon these midnight
revels

upon

of fairy-land

the Fontaine Plains.

The elves

met and danced with their cou

sins, the genii of the hills ; the singers from
Rainbow Glen were there; the spirits that
dwelt in Queen's Canon, whose whispers were
heard in the twilight about the Naiad's Bath,
added

melody of their voices to the
music that floated up the mountain

the

wondrous

And ever and ever is
Glen

Rain

the Queen's CaSon the sad
lament of the singers whose music once made

As we think the story over
But stay the hammer rings, and the saw
clicks, and the workmen are busy round the
The
spot where once the dancers were seen.
fairy ring lias vanished, and the croquet ground
takes its place.
The brave-hearted men of the
hills meet the fair-faced maidens of the plains,
and history repeats itself in a later cycle and
in a newer form, and the civilization of a city
takes the place of the habitations of the fairies.
But in the heart of these hills the shrines of
gold are still hidden j the palaces of silver and
the temple of precious stones still remain.
The genius of Colorado forms the. crest of
her mountains,

welcomes

the new generation

of those that are yet to come, when
" the hills shall clap their bands together," and
the plains shall "bloom and blossom as the

air.

as types

Many and many a moonlight night these elfdances were continued until one night in June,
alas ! and a-lack
the music ceased and
when

rose."

the dancers came no more ; but stretching up
and down for miles along the mountain-side
chief, as he led his warriors out
through El Pa*o to meet his Camanche foe on
the plains beyond, beheld strange groups of
stone standing where never before had stone

ec hoed back from

and

"Roll

swiftly, lime, »nd speed the happy day."

the Shoshone

been se n.
Ebon-hued heads on cream-col
ored bodies they seemed to him, and for a mo
ment he paused, fearing that the hand of the
Mishotunga, or Bad Spirit, was visible in the
strange form9 before him. But the day passed,
The Shoshone
and other days followed.

chief returned triumphant from the war-trail
with many a Camanche scalp attached to his
The groups remained, and there they
belt
remain unto this day, marking the untimely
fate of the genii of the hills, who, intoxicated
with the dance, lingered so long after the mid
night hour that the first faint ray-flush of
stealing up the eastern horizon, was
sentineled from the watch-tower on the Peak
ere they had unlocked their arms from the em
dawn,

braces of the lovely elves.
Suddeiily transformed into stone, some stand
erect as they stood when the fiat went forth ;

The Great Lakes.

Lake Superior is the

Its
largest body of fresh water in the world.
greatest length is 855 miles, its greatest breadth
160 miles, and its area is 32,000 square miles.
Its average depth is from 688 to 1,000 feet

It

la 600 feet above the level of the
higher than Lake Michigan, and 50

sea, 23 feet
feet higher

than Erie.

Lake Michigan is 320 miles long, 108 miles
in the widest part, and in mean depth 900 feet
In its greatest length it is 390 miles. It has an
area of 23,000 square miles.
The greatest length of Lake Huron is 200
miles, the greatest width 100 miles, the mean
depth 600 feet, and the area 20,000 square miles.
Lake Erie's greatest length is 250 miles, its
greatest width 50 miles, the mean depth 84
feet, and it has a superficial area of about 9,000
square miles.

The greatest length of Lake Ontario is 180
miles, the greatest breadth 65 miles, the mean
depth 260 feet, and the area 9,000 square miles.

"A STITCH IN TIME!'
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institution," and carry it into Kansas.
Brother North was opposed to this, re
marking, that in those States where it
then existed he had no right to meddle
or interfere, but that he objected to its
extension

jointly.
brothers

/CARELESS,

slip-shod persons leave
the bars down, the gates open, the
granary unlocked, so that cattle go into
the garden, the fields, the orchards, and
destroy plants, crops, and fruits; and

"

A
through and steal."
careless cook, on retiring at night, left
thieves break

the water running, and the house was
A blundering hostler, with
flooded.
lighted pipe, let it fall upon the dry
straw,

setting

the

horses,
were

carriages,
consumed.

stable
and

on fire, and
other property

The engineer

started

the steam, put the machinery in motion,
and went to sleep ; the supply pipe becom

ing choked, the water soon evaporated,
and the boiler exploded, blowing up the

A
factory and killing many operatives.
broken rail threw the train off the track,
and the cars took fire, sending many
men, women, and innocent children to a
sudden death.
A convivial sea captain
became "half seas over" in drinking to
" sweethearts and wives " his
col
ship
lided with another, and he being unfit to
;

all was confusion on
board, and old ocean swallowed ship,
direct

matters,

crew, and cargo

at a gulp.

Once upon

two brothers, North and South,
had a falling out on account of a " pecu
liar institution " and some unoccupied
lands which they owned jointly. Brother
a time,

South

wanted

to extend

his "peculiar

She said, by her actions,
" While the
Kilkenny cats are devouring
each other, we will fit out privateers,
iron-clad
rams, and sweep their ships
from the seas.
We will go in with
France and Spain, and when the war is
over, divide the continent among us.
The Great Democratic Republican bub
ble will burst, sure, and we will send
over one of our numerous princes to rule
Maximilian shall have Mexico in
them.
the interest of France, and I will cut up
the United States, giving New England
chances.

to the

Canadas,

and establish

a

mon

archy at Washington," and so forth.
Thus would be wiped out that "blarst"
ed
braggart, the Great Republic,
Such, in effect, were the motives of
British subjects.
Our
many friendly
war was long continued because of Brit
ish interference, and thousands of lives
were sacrificed and millions of property
destroyed in consequence.
All this
as palpable to every intelli
gent American as the nose on his face.

When the piratical iron clad Alabama
was fitting out in Liverpool, our Gov
ernment sent embassadors to remonstrate,
but Great
against the threatened evil
;

STITCH IN TIME.

They pitched into each
other pell-mell, and had a hot and heavy
fight.
During the long contest, mother
England was wide-awake for business

(?)

A

by them

is

APRIL, 1872.

owned

agreeing on the point, the
decided to settle the question

by the sword.

Britain did not heed our remonstrance.
That lawle«s marauder, with English
sailors on board, went forth with fire
and sword to burn or sink every Ameri
can ship she could find. While alii this was
going on the brave British lion remained
in
state of apathetic repose. The war
a

NEW YORK,

npon lands

Not

Phrenological Journal.
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finally ended, according to
of all good men, but not
most terrible carnage and
struction of human life and
Brother Jonathan called

John

the prayers
after the

till

frightful de
of property.
on Brother
or give an account of

to explain
At first he was bluff, and de

himself.

he was in any way responsi
But Jonathan, Bure of his case in
ble.
the eyes of all the world, was in no
nied that

great hurry for a settlement, presuming
come to his right senses in

John would

good time, and offer to settle ; and he
finally went so far as to say he was sorry,
and to confess that he had been to blame,
and hoped we would let him off easy.

He was willing to pay a little toward
the damages he had occasioned, but flew
" back out " of the
up, and threatened to

[April,

which caused w« a world of trouble and
expense. This she need not, should not
have done. And the letting slip her
iron-clad cruisers, she would have us
believe was her misfortune, rather than
her fault ; and here comes in the force

of the proverb, " A stitch in time." Had
England taken that stitch ; had she
stopped the Alabama and other priva
teers, instead of equipping, coaling, and
feeding them in her ports, she would not
now be on the anxious seat of penitence,
seeking pardon, and an escape from the

jnst penalty due to her sins of omission
and

" A

commission.

stitch

in

time

saves nine."

WASHINGTON'S
/^vN

BIRTH DAT.

of February

treaty if we put in too big a bill. John
is plucky where there is no danger, and
ready to fight when there is anything to
be made out of it say in the East In
dies, or in China, or in Abyssinia, or
John swal
other benighted nations.
lowed up Scotland and Ireland, and tried
to swallow America. Will he try again ?
He sent us a Cornwallis ; we returned
him a Cob-wallis, with the corn all
Americans are not a selfish
shelled off.

forty-first birth-day of the "Father of
This is now and ever
his Country."
more to be a legal American holiday, in
which this nation will do honor to one
Our estimate of this
of its founders.
central figure in the Union's galaxy
has often been given, but will bear re

On the contrary, they are gen
people.
erous to a fault ; but they have the pride
of the English, the perseverance of the

as was also his body,

Be
Scotch, and the fire of the Irish.
sides, with all this there is the steady
Indeed, we
persistency of the German.
are made up of Saxon, Celt, and Teuton ;
and we count ourselves "some pumpkins."
We are no longer children, but adults,
and are in a position to demand and
We are not belliger
to compel justice.
ent, we 6eek no quarrel with others, and
are resolved to mind our own business,
according to the Munroe doctrine of
non-interference.
England pleads in ex
cuse, or extenuation, that her Govern
ment did not Interfere

We

reply, she granted

in our quarrel.
belligerent rights

^-^

the 22d
celebrated

the nation

the one hundred

and

Washington's greatness con
peating.
sisted not so much in bigness of brain,
though it was above the average in size,
which stood more

than six feet high, and was well-propor
tioned ; nor did it consist in intellectual

brilliancy a vivid imagination; nor in
or fighting
extraordinary generalship
He could not be called a
propensities.
genius, a seer, a saint, or a prophet.
How is it then that he has become a na
tion's idol, and the object of such world
wide admiration ? Here are the points
of his character:
1. A well-developed
body and brain.
2. A well-cultured and thoroughly dis
ciplined body and mind.
3. Temperate habits, with no excess ;
no enervating self-indulgence ; no dissi
pation; no diseased conditions or in

THE LATE JAMES FlSK, JR.

1872.]

or acquired to inter
fere with the duties of life.
4. The highest
integrity, with faith,
hope, and charity, was his. From early
firmities

inherited

youth he was trained to be honest and
truthful ; he was eminently religious, a
faithful worshiper, and a godly man.
5. He was dignified ; had large SelfEsteem, was steadfast, and persevering

;

large Firmness gave great application ;
he had also large Continuity, with suffi
cient

energy and push to give execuHe was very prudent
tiveness.
large
Cautiousness
and never precipitate or

reckless.
To sum it up, in brief, we say,
he had an even, healthful, harmonious,
well-balanced

and

brain, with

a

body
mind.
He was good equally
as a farmer, soldier,
states
legislator,

full-orbed
man,

president,

accountant,

engineer,

back at this man whose body was six feet two
and sound in proportion to its size; who was
sober, honest, and pure in his every-day life;
had common sense instead of genius; and
who, in a plain, practical way, saved his coun
try, and not himself, to the end. This day,
when he came into the world, is the best time
to consider what capabilities there arc in a life
endowed with those virtues which we class
as mediocre, and the use which he made of
them."

That is a fair presentation of the facts
and of the man.
They are for our in
struction and example.
We can, if we
will, imitate his honesty, honor, temper
ance, industry, economy, prudence, selfdenial, purity, and his observance of re
ligious rites and duties. He was human,

not blessed with superhuman powers. A
good parentage, a good mother to train
and start him on the right track, were

greatly in his favor ; but he improved
his faculties, as all may do, and rendered
an account for the right use of all the

writer, speaker, poet, musician, friend,
neighbor, husband, and fellow-citizen,
[n each and all positions, he filled the
place creditably to himself and accept
This is our Wash
ably to the people.

character

ington.

admirable

The Tribune sums up the comparative
measure of his character iu these words

:

" We suggest tliat never before could the
character of this man, so long foremost of all
Americans, be studied by his countrymen with
He bad precisely those qualities
more profit.
which, either from climatic or digestive or re
ligious reasons, have grown exceedingly scarce
among us. Of brilliant men we have had a fair
share, but Washington was not brilliant; of
nervous, headlong, desperate duel's who of
fered their lives and that of their men as freely
knew the value of a
as water; Washington
private's life and of his own, and took care of
both.
We have had no lack of rulers who
used the Government as mere machinery to
lift themselves iuto more lasting notoriety, or
who sat like a polypus in its cave stretching
out. its feelers on every side to draw food into
its maw; Washington was not enriched one
penny by the chances which his position gave
fact as he valued
him
a more creditable
money, and acquired it by every honorable
means. In short, we have become a dvspeptic, uncertain, ambitious race of politicians;
our brains work in flashes of stupor and in
toxication; we read a sensational literature,
eat, drink, act in a white heat of struggle for
place in party or society ; our patriotism covers
a city or State; the country has outgrown it.
"It is worth our while, therefore, to look
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talents by which he was endowed.
Reader, all this is for your encourage
All that was admirable in the
ment.

of Washington will
in you

be no less

!

THE LATE JAMES FISK, JE., AND
THE MURDER PENALTY.
man whose name heads this paragraph
in a very short time, a promi

THE
achieved,

nence [notoriety] in the railway and financial
world that has given an interest to the circum
stances of his death which his personal merits
and character would never have elicited from
the public.
Our columns are no place for con
doning the faults of the deceased by expatiating
on his amiability and genercsit}-, nor for homiletics on the scandalous and flagitious vices of
which he and, we regret to say, his popularity
were very largely composed.
Cowardly and
wanton assassination has cut him off in the
midst of all his notoriety, ill-gotten wealth, and
pleasures;
and New York, amid the many
black deeds that have been committed within
her borders, has no greater stain upon her rep
utation than the murder which has just been
committed.

It is difficult to account for the continued ex
istence, in our midst, of so large a number of

Phrenological Journal.
persons ready to commit the darkest and most
violent crimes upon little or no provocation.

The absurd and cowardly habit of carrying
concealed weapons has much to answer for in
this particular, and the great quantity of in
toxicating liquors consumed by a large portion
of our population is the chief cause for their

[April,

every man who kills another were killed in
turn, how many would there be left? Why not
abolish that barbarous custom of killing alto
a custom which society revolts at, and
gether
will not carry out and substitute rigid impris
onment for life?
This has been done in

production and use on the slightest pretext.
But the bravado of the murderer obtains its

several of the States, and works well. Society,
through the law, seeks -protection, not revenge.
Shut up the murderers, and give them a chance

principal stimulus from the fact that the law is
full of uncertainties, that political influence and

nation

to the guilty, and that thus the
to take an interest in the

cease

matter, as we

have often seen

occur in our

rapidly changing and effervescent state of pub
lic opinion. We are justified in these state
ments by the events which followed the crime
of Foster, who murdered Mr. Putnam on the
latter's alighting from a street car. The popu
lar indignation against the dastardly perpetra
tor of this outrage was very great, and inquest,
trial, and condemnation

followed

its committal

with a promptitude which is an integral part
of the majesty of the law, and the chief means
of prevention of crime. But before the day of
execution arrived, the culprit was reprieved by
one of the hole-and-corner
legal processes
which discredit the whole American nation
and people; and before long, the murderer,
the object of as righteous an indignation as
ever animated the public mind, will probably
be let loose to prey once more on society.

It

is by such precedents as that of Foster that
crimes like that of Stokes are created and en
couraged ; and it may require the commission
a few dozen more outrageous villainies to
get the popular sentiment on this subject into
a condition more permanent and beneficial

Shall we kill, or shall we imprison for murder

?

***

INTEREST IN THEIR WORK.

NO

and trifling minds do not succeed

LIGHT
in life, for the

reason that they take no
in their work. What they do is
without thought or care,
done mechanically,
so that they kill so much time and get paid
for it. If they talk or rattle, it is about that
which has no sense in
shewing clearly
smallness of caliber and vacancy of thought.
If girls or young women, they are, or would
"
be, constantly on the
go," and chattering
about very little somethings, or about abso
An hour in such company
lute nothings.
interest

is

world may

it,

be accorded

in which fools as well as philosophers
may indulge ; but to make and administer wise
laws righteously requires sound minds, with
just and merciful hearts. The question is:
ities

If
be young men
enough.
class, the weightiest discussions
it

money have a protective power even under the
shadow of the gallows, that, against the most
adverse circumstances, a long delay is sure to

to repent and reform before they die. Indig
and denunciation are cheap commod

of

the same

" how
"
on their feminine
to make the hair grow
faces, or about somebody's fast horse, fighting
dog, or the late runaway match, of two silly
One

seldom

are on

hears from

them

any

of

youths.

than a mere temporary frenzy.
It is quite time that some trustworthy sys

work by which they are to get their living.
If target company or band of street min
the
where they " work,'1
strels
a

a

pass

is

deplore does something to awaken the people,
these lines will not have been written, and

bubbles,

Jr., will not have died, entirely in
Scientific American.
[Well, what measures do you propose? If

James Fisk,

?

it

influence as compli
judges, and monetary
cations, the process of the law is less certain
and less logical than are the freaks of a gam
bler's fortune. If the wicked act which we now

vain.

premises

all these "light weights" rush to the doors
and windows, leaving their duties,
may be,
in confusion.
Without exhibiting interest in
their work, without application, without en
ergy or perseverance, and with no economy
as to the way in which they spend their time,
" efforts " are not
surprising that their
by their hard-hearted employer
appreciated

it

of the laws was intro
duced into our social affairs. At present, with
a vehement outburst of indignation at the time
of the crime, followed by utter indifference to
the sequel, and with political intrigue, corrupt
tem of administration

reference to the real duties of life or to the

These eye-servants,

these giddy human

soap-

"fixing things" for life.
the
wind and will reap the
are
sowing
They
Having "no interest in their
whirlwind.
work" they will come to naught, and perhaps
are now

NEW INTOXICANTS.

you find to do, do it
with your might." Be diligent in business;
do one thing at a time, and finish what you
Let nothing divert your study of the
begin.
Make his interest
interest of your employer.
your interest ; he will, in time, if not at first,
and reward your efforts.
Be
appreciate
prompt, temperate, industrious, never " in the
drag," always up to time, or a little ahead.
Think more than you talk, read such books
as throw light on your pursuit, that you may
become thoroughly posted on all matters
connected
therewith. Attention to these
things will call out your faculties, develop your
mind, and secure to you a good measure of
success in life.

philosophical mind may know that whisky
distilled from garbage is as pure and cleanly
as that which comes from corn; but for a
steady beverage, the ordinary drunkard will
doubtless prefer sound Bourbon or Old Bye."
From another exchange we learn some
while it ex
thing worse still, which should
hibits the power of appetite, which will have
recourse to anything to satisfy itself lead
every temperance

man to increased

earnest

Manifold as the evil
should be at
tacked under all its forms, and the fight
should be continually carried on, if
to

ness.

is

" What

and distilled.
The refuse goes to the corn
field, the peach orchard, or the vineyard.
A
barrel of garbage yields three pounds of soapThe
grease and four gallons of proof spirits.

it

Remedy.

asylums, hos

it

assist in filling the poor-houses,
pitals, and prisons.
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be destroyed.

drinking, according to the phy
absinthe, opium, and
alcoholic stimulants among the better class
An insidious sedative, its use grows
es.
on the tippler than more
more dangerously
The manu
actively intoxicating drinks.
the best evidence of
facture of the drug
In Europe, its produc
the extent of its use.
tion has become one of the leading chemical
industries, and
sold by the ton. Baron
Liebig affirms that one German chemist
manufactures
and sells half
ton
week.
The London Spectator says
Taking chlo

ing purposes, and the pulpy mass fermented

is

:

'

a

a

is

it

is

the new and popular vice, particularly

doing at least as
The drug
kept in
thousands of dressing-cases, and those who
begin its use often grow so addicted to
that they pass their lives in sort of content
Chloral drunkards will soon
ed stupefaction.
be an admitted variety of the species.' "
women,

and

is

among

it,

much harm as alcohol.

[Is there really anything in unperverted
which requires artificial stimulants
for the production of strength of body or
It claimed, on one hand,
power of mind
that all nations of men and all savage tribes
an equivalent for
have something which
an argu
our alcoholic liquors, and that this
As well may
ment in favor of its use.
be
claimed that, because most men are, or make

natures

it

is

The effect upon the system is very
penetrating and exhilarating, 'the sensation
being the same as if a Jew's-harp in full tune
was attached to every nerve.'
Persons who
have been played on with Jew's-harps after
this manner will be able to tell whether they
would like thistle- whisky or not."
Well may it be asked: What next? To
which the New York Sun answers as follows :
" They are
again agitating the distillation
of spirits from the garbage of cities.
Alco
hol, it is well known, can be distilled from
any thing that ferments, no matter whether
the fermenting matter be a loaf of un
baked bread or a reeking garbage vessel.
In this new process the garbage is gathered
from the houses of citizens, -dumped into
water-tight vats, boiled for several hours, the
grease is carefully skimmed off for soap-mak
flavor.

ral

a

aromatic

is

pleasant

is

a

it

have

is

to

?

and

themselves, miserable

right to be

so.

sinners, that, therefore,

No.

That man has fallen,

nowhere more clearly evinced than in his love

for artificial stimulants, through which he has
become, as
race, so thoroughly pervebted.
a

alcohol,

is

all kinds of intoxicat
kinds are discov
Thus we learn that
ered from time to time.
our Canadian neighbors have just distinguish
ed themselves in that particular, as may be
seen by the following item, from an exchange :
" Do men gather
figs from thistles ? No ;
but the Canadians are making theirs into
whisky. The beverage is distilled from the
stalks and leaves of the Canada thistle, and
is represented to be about thirty per cent,
as

MULTIPLIED
ing drinks are, new

it

INTOXICANTS.

superseding

is

NEW

is

"Chloral

sicians,

Phrenological Journal.
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Quacks in medicine, as well as quacks in
theology, have succeeded in contributing
very greatly to mislead the people, and have
done their part toward increasing

the woeful

dissipation and crime we see all
Mankind is still in slavery
to perverted appetite, and subject to that
false philosophy which teaches that man may
ignorance,

over the world.

sin and not suffer.]

[April,

Wb
he

earnestly entreat every young man after
has chosen his vocation to stick to it

Don't leave it because hard blows are to be
Those
struck, or disagreeable work performed.
who have worked their way up do not belong
to the shiftless and unstable class, but may be
among such as took off their coats,
rolled up their sleeves, conquered their preju
dice against labor, and manfully bore the heat
and burden of the day.
reckoned

EARLY ENGLISH EDUCATION.
days of common schools and high
schools, academies and colleges, it can
hardly be imagined how meagre were the edu

IN

these

cational advantages possessed by our ancestry
To the early English Text

in Old England.

Society we are indebted for the publication of
series of very ancient poems, treatises, and
legends, which open up to us in a very vivid
a

way the manners

and customs of auld lung

syne in England.
Prom one of these volumes we glean a few
We learn
particulars of upper-class education.

whom he trained with
bringing up and learning; and
when they had received the Knight's belt, sent
them back to their fathers and kindred.
The
King himself, his master, entrusted to him his
son, the heir of the realm, to be brought up."
Sometimes these young gentlemen, though of
serve the Chancellor,

honourable

" the
blue blood," found these tutors very hard
and severe. Here is an old description of one

of these noble tutors.
MFor and this enrre do
gnarl.
They muet stand all afar
To hold up their hand at the bar,
For all their noble bloudc,

that manly exercises, manners and courtesy,
music and singing, knowledge of the order of
precedency of ranks, and ability to cart* were
considered more important
than Latin and
Philosophy. " Aylmar the Kyng" instructs
Atlialbrus his steward to teach Horn the craft
of wood and iron, also to carve, to serve the
cup, to sing and play on the harp. We find
an illustration of this very practical curriculum
in Chaucer's Squire, who, at twenty years of
age,

" haddc ben somtymo In chivalric,

In Flaundres, in Artoys, and in Picardle,
And born him wel. as in so litel space.
In hope to stonden in his lady grace. . .
Syngynge he was. or flowtynge, al the day.

And bringB them in such feare ;
He bayteth them like a beare.
Like an ox, or a bull."

Severity toward children was not, however,
confined to the Lord Chancellors.
At home, as

well as at school, the young people of that age
were roughly handled. The Scripture was liter
ally fulfilled. Masters were exhorted by parents
to ' belash their pupils," if they have not done
well, till they will amend.

How faithfully

schoolmasters

.
.

.

.

Well cowde he sitte on hors, and wel cowde ryde,
Jastne and eek daunce, and wel purtray and write,
Curteys he was, lowly, and Bervoysable,
And carf beforn his fadur at the table.11

The chief places of education for the sons of
nobles and gentry were the houses of other no
bles, and especially those of the King's Chancel
lors, who were educated men, able to read and
write and talk Latin and French.
This system
prevailed as early as Henry the Second's time.
is said of Becket, Henry's Chancellor, " the
nobles of the realm of England, and of neigh
boring kingdoms, used to send their sons to

It

He plucks them by the hood

And Ehakes them by the eare,

rental
Crede

acted upon this considerate pa
advice, a line from Piers Plowman's

will

show :

"You mased the boye so sore with beatylng that he
could not spcake a worde."
We read, also, of marriageable daughters be
ing " beaten once in the week, or twice, and
sometimes thrice on a day."
The meek and
amiable Lady Jane Grey suffered much at the
hands of harsh and unappreciative
parents.
The only sunshine of her childhood was the
presence of her " jentle scholemaster," who, to
" teacheth me so
use her own words,
jentlie, so

pleos'.intlic, with such fair allurements

to learn

EARLY ENGLISH EDUCATION

on the example of that Teacher who spake as
never man spake.
But to return to this system of house train
ing. Not only to Chancellors or competent
noblemen, but to Bishops, also, the instruction

of youth was intrusted.

When one of these
Grodsted, of
Lincoln, was asked by King Henry " where he
learnt the Nurture in which he instructed the
sons of nobles," he fearlessly replied, " In the
house or guest-chamber of greater kings than
the King of England," referring to his Scripture
studies in the lives of David, Solomon, and
other Kings.
There is another memorable
saying recorded of Cardinal Morton, under
whose roof the childhood of Sir Thomas More
was passed.
The " wit and towurdness " of
the youth so delighted the Cardinal that he was
Prelates,

the renowned

Robert

accustomed to say to the nobles that often dined

a

:

a

;"

it,

with him, "' This child here waiting at the
table, whosoever shall live to see
will prove
a marvelous man
prophecy which was
fulfilled.
Cardinal Wolsey was
splendidly
concerned in the education of many of the
young noblemen of Henry the Eighth's time.
We read that in this reign half the nobility
were writing ballads.
But their manuscripts
were not models of spelling and grammar.
Aside from reading and writing, there was
little education among the upper classes.
In
deed, there was not
very strong love of learn
ing among the gentry of England, as witness
the emphatic opinion of one of their number
"I swear by God's body that I'd rather that

a

teachers in our schools, which is modeled up

In

our own day the same spirit has produced
few children
select or private schools, where
are taught to be clannish, are often petted,
generally ill-disciplined, and are put through
course devised by
single mind, and that not

a

of that

On the other
always the most competent.
hand, the public school promotes emulation
among different classes of children, supplies
positive course of study matured by the most

a

homes vestibules

thoughtful, experienced, and traveled educa
tors, enforces
wholesome and impartial dis
not
kindly relation,
cipline, and fosters

if

modern

above, and the wise kindness of the

a

Household

a

makes our

warm friendship, between those of different
be abstractly
social positions, which, whether
wise or unwise,
certainly necessary to the

it

It is pleasant to contrast with this harsh
treatment, which even an Ascham could not
soften, the considerate parental love which

safety and well-being

of republican society and

government.
Antagonisms
will not do unless one class

between
is

" scholemasters."
those brutal
he
Indeed,
wrote a book denouncing the folly of " beating
into scholars the hatred of learning."

London, and appointed tutor to Sir
More's children.
Froude gives us
some idea of what the children of the nobility
learned in the time of Henry VIII. The course
included French, writing, playing at weapons,
casting of accounts, pastimes of instruments,
"
pronunciation of English, etymology, and the
native signification of suche wordes as we have
borowed of the Latine or Frenche."
The objections to this system of solitary edu
cation did not escape notice even at that early
day. Mulcaster, in 1582, condemns the with
drawing of boys from public schools, where
generous rivalry inspires them to work. He
This pri
recommends both kinds of tuition.
vate-tutor system grew out of
silly pride in
aping the customs of princes and great nobles.
School,

Thomas

classes

able to Keep the

peace .of the realm by the thorough subjuga
One of the best safeguards
tion of the other.
the common education of
of our nation

American youth. The withdrawal of the chil
dren of the rich from the public schools natu
rally enough excites the jealousy and bitter
Also the segregation of
ness of the masses.
native-born

children

into

select

academies

forces the large foreign element among us into
not hostility.
The
position of isolation,
thorough
intermingling of all nationalities,

if

to

a

exception

tuition, we may mention
was taken from St. Paul's

a

was a noble

Clement

a

Ascham

of private

is

famous

instance
that Dr.
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is

ing,that I think all the tyme nothing whiles I
am with him, and when I am called from him
I fall on weeping." Lady Jane's tutor the

a
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hawk. But the study of
carry and train
letters should be left to the sons of rustics."

foster
true American spirit. Those who have
sat in the same forms, studied the same books,

Passing now from this system of training in
great houses, we find that home or private
education must have been going on all over

engaged in the same sports, and shared
must grow up with
the same discipline,
not
warm attachment for
friendly interest,

instruction

Under this head may be included
As an
in the houses of Abbots.

a

and ought to

On

kill

a

if

each other.

the other
a

a

England.

a

classes, and religions in the school-house and
the campus will do more than anything else to

it

my son should hang than study letters, for
becomes the sons of gentlemen to blow the
horn nicely, to hunt skillfully, and elegantly

republic.

hand, caste

would
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the

BEorrraiNO

If

of the universities.

we may credit an old legend, the first
school at Oxford was established by Alfred the

Great

jEthelward, the king's youngest son,
together with many young nobles and lads of
inferior lineage, were there " instructed in read
ing and writing both the Saxon

and

Latin

languages, and in other liberal arts be-fore they

arrived at sufficient strength of body for hunt
ing ar.d other manly exercises becoming their
Intellectual training, it will be observ

rank."

ed, was still at an immense discount among the
hard- riding and hard-fighting
nobles of Eng
land.
The course of study laid down in the
above extract from Asser seems a very meagre
of the magnificent curriculum now

beginning

prescribed in the famous University of Oxford.
In 120i this school was first called a University,
and showed

In

a goodly

roll of

3,000

1253 the first College was founded.

students.

In

1244

it had already become a corporate body. At
this time Oxford is credited with 80,000 stu
dents, evidently a " round number " from which
It would be well to make some abatement.
Having mentioned the founding of the first,
or University College, it may be proper to in
sert here the list of Colleges which together
make up the great University.
University Col
lege, founded as a school by Alfred, 872 ; en
dowed by William of Durham, and becomes
properly a College in 1253 ; Balliol College was
founded in 1263 ; Merton College, founded a',
Maiden, 1264, removed to Oxfordjn 1274 ; Exater College in 1314; Oriel College in 1326;
Queen's College in 1340; New College in 1386 ;
Lincoln College in 1427 ; All Souls College in
1437 ; Magdalen
College in 1458 ; King's Hall
and Brasenose College in 1509 ; Corpus Christi
College in 1516; Christ Church College in
1526; Trinity College in 1554; St. John's Col
lege in 1555 ; Jesus College in 1571 ; Wadham
College in 1613 ; Pembroke College in 1624 ;
Worcester College in 1714.
The Halls were founded as follows :
St Edmund Hall in 1317; St. Mary's Hall in
1383; New Inn Hall in 1438; Magdalen Hall
in 1487 ; St Alban Hall after 1547.
As early as the beginning of the fifteenth
there

century

every scholar
lege or hall.
public

"

lectures

was

an established

rule

that

must be a member of some col
Those who simply attended the
of the University were called

In the University of Paris
dekyn»"
they were called martinet*, a word of reproach
afterward transferred from the college to the
chamber

army.
Cambridge

acknowledges

itself but

little

[April,

It claims, but unfortu
younger than Oxford.
nately on poor authority, to have been founded
by Edward the Elder, the son of Alfred. It,
however, gained the title of University in 1223.
Its Colleges, and their dates, are as follows :

in 1257; Clare Hall, in 1826;
in 1347; Caius, in 1349; Trinity
Hall, in 1350; Corpus Christi, in 1351 ; King's,
in 1441; Queen's, in 1446; St Catherine's
Hall, in 1473; Jesus, in 1496; Christ's, in
1505 ; St John's, in 1511 ; Magdalene, in 1519 ;
Trinity, in 1546 ; Emmanuel, in 1584 ; Sidney,
in 1598; Downing, in 1800.
In the early day of both Oxford and Cam
bridge the generality of the students were
poor men's sons. Archbishop Whitgift distinct
ly says : " [The Colleges at the Universities]
St. Peter's,

Pembroke,

were created by their founders at the first onelie for pore men's sons, whose parents were
not able to bring them up unto learning."
" The cost,"
"
says Froude, of supporting them
at the Colleges was little, and wealthy men took
pride in helping forward any boys of promise.
But the nobility, and even royalty itself, were

not unrepresented in these " charity schools."
Edward the Black Prince and Henry V. were
students of Queen's College, Oxford.
Cardi
nal Wolsey was at one time tutor at Oxford,
and

had under his charge several scions of
Lord Essex, one of the favorites

noble houses.

Elizabeth, was at Trinity College,
Also the Earls of Worcester and
Lord Dunboy, of Ireland, and
Cumberland,
Sir Nicolas and Sir Francis Bacon. Archbishop
Whitgift was connected with Pembroke Hall,
Sir Philip Sydney was educated
Cambridge.
at Oxford.
We might continue our list until
it embraced a multitude of the most illustrious
this
names in England ; but notwithstanding
of Queen

Cambridge.

for a long
noble patronage the Universities
time drew the great mass of their students from

The provisions for the support
the yeomanry.
of these poor scholars were not, however, very
"
liberal. We learn from Wood's Annals, that in
1214 the Commonalty of Oxford agreed to pay
fifty-two shillings yearly for the use of poor
scholars, and to give ono hundred of them a
meal of bread, ale, and pottage with one largo
In
dish of flesh or fish every St. Nicholas day."
1461 the Chancellor of England licensed the
students of the Universities as street beggars,
"
and they were compelled to go begging with
baggs and waliets,

rich men's dores."

and sing Salve Regina at
Thus were poor students

forced to eke out a miserable support by beg
ging. It is true they still held the endowments

originally meant for them, but in course of time

EARLY ENGLISH EDUCATION.
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the sons of the rich crowded into the Universi

ties and gradually " scrouged " the poor schol
Then, as now, " pore
ars out of their rights.

men are easily supplanted by the rich,the weake
by the strong, themcane by the mighty."
Whitgift says, " So farre has this inconveni
ence spread itself, that it is in my time an hard

Alexander Neckham.
It may be added that
these noble English youth maintained right well
the honor of their native land.
An early his
torian says : " The English, in particular, were
so numerous that they occupied several schools
or colleges, and made so distinguished a figure
by their genius and learning, as well as by

for a pore man's child to come by a
fellowship,
though he be never so good a
These
scholer and werthie of that roome."

their generous manner of living, that they at
tracted the notice of all strangers."
Describ

wealthy students brought far less honor to their
Alma Mater than their poorer brethren. Lack

contemporary

ing the spur of poverty, and secure of their
" upon their reputation and
future, they stood
"
libertie."
They ruffle and roist it out, exceed

Their manners, words, and looks pronounce them wise.

matter

ing in apparel] and banting riotous corapanie,
and for excuse, when charged with breach of
all good order, thinke it sufficient to saie that
If history repeats itself,
they be gentlemen."
we are living over, in our colleges, the early

In spite of
years of Oxford and Cambridge.
generous endowments, it is no easy matter for
boy to maintain himself in one of our
great seats of learning.
The age at which students were admitted to

a poor

the Universities varied from time to time. In
an old poem of, say, 1480, the age of admission
seems to be put at twenty :
" in age of xx. yeer.
Goo to oienford,

In

or lerne lawe."

find that boys of fifteen are re
Of the studies pursued after Oxford

1612 we

ceived.

and Cambridge became regular Universities we
In the sixteenth
have no minute information.
century there seem to have been in Oxford five
"
professors and readers, that is to saie of divinitic, of the civill law, physicke, the Hebrew and
There were
the Latin and Greek tongues."
lectures upon philosophy, logic, rhetotoric, and the quadrivials or arithmetic, music,

also

geometry, and astronomy.
For a long time Latin alone

was taught.
Erasmus was the first teacher of Greek in Cam
As late as the
bridge ; Vitcllius, in Oxford.
reign
these

VII. nothing was taught in
Universities besides Alexander's

of Henry
famous

Parva Logicatia, the Axioms of Aristotle, and
In process of
the Questions of John Scotus.
time mathematics came in for a share of atten
tion, and finally Greek.
FOREIGN

UNIVERSITY

EDUCATION.

of sending young Englishmen
their education began very early.
the beginning of the twelfth century we find

The habit
abroad for

In

an English set of students in the University of
Paris. Among them we meet with such names
as John of Salisbury, Thomas a Becket, and

ing

a

stranger's

u The English

visit to the Paris schools,

a

poet says :

most attract his prying eyes.

Theirs is the open hand, the bounteous mind j
Theirs Bolid senso, with sparkling wit combin'd.
Their graver stndies Jovial banquets crown,
Their ranking cares in flowing bowls they drown."

Montpelier and Padua,

as well as

Paris,

were noted resorts of British youth.

Our account of Early British Education is
not complete without a brief notice of Monas
tic and Cathedral schools. The " Religious
Houses," including cathedral and collegiate
churches, abbeys, priorieB, colleges, hospitals,
preceptories, and friaries, were, from the be
" schools of learning and education."
ginning,

Every convent ha-i one or more persons ap
pointed to teach, and the children of the neigh
learn grammar and church
borhood might
music without charge. In the nunneries, young
ladies of both the upper and lower ranks were
taught English, Latin, and homework.

An examination of the statutes under which
the Cathedrals are founded will show distinct
In the
provisions for a school department
list oi Cathedral clergy we invariably find one

or two teachers of the boys in grammar men
tioned, as well as the number of boys to be in
These masters are to teach the boys
structed.
to read, write, sing, and play upon instruments;
" also their A, B, C in Greek and Hebrew."

Endowed Grammar Schools were chiefly es
tablished for citizens' and townsmen's children.
The

celebrated

School

of Winchester was

founded 1378 ; Eton, 1440 j St Paul's, London,
The principal studies were Greek, Latin,
1512.

and " rules of versifying."
It will be seen from this survey that the
cause of learning has ever been dear to the

The idea of a common school
English heart.
In spite of
education continually reappeared.
prejudice of rank and the limited means of
those early ages, schools for the people were
Thanks to these
founded and flourished.
schools, " the sons of workmen, if not plowmen,
might rule nobles, and sit by kings, nay, beard
them to their face." The sturdy and intelli
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gent spirit of the English yeomanry was thus
a spirit which never burned brighter
fostered
than in the present generation of Britons, and
which bids fair, at no late day, to emancipate

THE

ENGINEERS

OF

[April,

England from monarchical rule, and thereby ad
mit the meanest of her peasants to all the edu
cational, political, and religious advantages
that the highest peer of the realm now enjoys.

THE MONT-CENIS TUNNEL.

TN

a former number, as the reader will remember, we announced the completion of
this grand triumph of modern skill in engin

JL

eering ; in this we would say a few words in

development, and from the stores
was ready at any time to re
solve whatever of perplexity or embarrassment
occurred in the progress of the great underconstructive

of his invention

PORTRAIT OF GKRMANO SOMMEILLER.
reference to the master

will

be ever associated

Bpirlts whose

with it

mciller and Severino Grattoni.

Germano

Grattoni, whose portrait also accom
this sketch, appears to be a man of
The fine
strong will and earnest fortitude.
development of Constructiveness shown in the

names

taking.

8om-

panies

The former, as
is evident in the portrait, had the French type
Of temperament well marked, and a splendid

upper side-head

proves that his choice

of the

1872.]
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pursuit of engineering was something more
than a " lucky hit ;" much rather, the prompt
ing of organization.
A brief review of the
careers of these gentlemen is the following ;
Germano Sommeiller was born in 1815, of
humble parentage, in a little cottage in San
Jeoire, Chamounix.
At an early age he was
sent to the Abbe Ducrcy, director of the college
of Melan, who, finding the lad somewhat high-

engineer that he determined to make a start in
life. But here a difficulty met him, and in the
end decided his career. He could not get his

spirited and averse to discipline, had the
wisdom to humor him on this point, and made
his studies as agreeable as such things can be

at

PORTRAIT OF

it was proposed that he should
enter the Engineers as a private, he preferred
becoming an engineer on his own account. In
1845 a body of civil engineers was being formed
pass, and when

Turin. Sommeiller was applied to, and was
engaged with a salary of thirty soldi (about 30

SEVERINO

made. From the good Abbe, young Sommeil
ler went to the college of Annesy to prepare
for the university of Turin, which be entered
in 1835, being bent at this time on becoming a
Fortunately, however, he changed his

lawyer.

to become an engineer ;
but was still so far from appreciating his own
talents, that it was as a military and not a civil
mind, and determined

GRATTONI.

He soon made his way, and after
upon railway work, with
a salary of a thousand lire (about $200), and was
subsequently sent with Grandis and another
engineer into Belgium to execute some work.
cents) a clay.

a time was employed
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Grattoni
Severino
December 7th, 1818.

was

bora

at Voghera,

As his brother engineer
was nearly devoting himself to the law of his
own will, so Grattoni was nearly devoted to
the church by the will of others ; for the priests
in whom the government of his school rested,

observing his precocious

talents and tenacity

of mind, wished to bring him up as one of their
own body. This fair dream was brought to an
Grattoni had imbibed very
opinions, and having spiced one of
his exercises with dangerous doctrines, came
very near being expelled from the school.
abrupt conclusion.

advanced

The matter was, however, made up, and having
concluded his studies, he went in due course to
the university of Turin. Still a Mazzinian, the
young man left the university in 1847, and was
sent by the distinguished astronomer
Plana
to direct the Institute at Bulla, where he re
mained four years. He contributed papers to
the Concordia, the most advanced of Piedmontese journals, being often opposed to Cavour,
who wrote in the more moderate Resorgimento.
But differences of political opinion did not pre
vent a friendship springing up between the two.

A

Cavour obtained

remembered

power

in ,

his

fiery engineer, and
consulted him on many public works, more es
pecially on that of piercing Mont-Cenis, with

which Grattoni's fame will always be linked.
himself became a deputy, abated
something of republican ardor, and appeared
as a stanch supporter of his friend's policy,
without, however, losing any of his professional
These were now
activity and determination.
Grattoni

specially called into operation by Cavour's adop
tion of the long-discussed Mont-Cenis Tunnel
scheme, to the study of which Grattoni and
Sommeiller and Grandis, now once more in

Italy, devoted themselves. Of this triumvirate,
Sommeiller supplied the chief inventive power

;

Grattoni,- the organization
and perseverance
without which all the invention in the world

would have been of no avail ; and Grandis, a
sound judgment, which was of great use in
theoretical questions.
Of the two subjects of
our notice, Grattoni alone lives to reap the full
honors of the great work, for just as they had
arrived in sight of the end, about a week before
the opening of the tunnel, Sommeiller died.

FRAGMENT.
bt

yr. o. bibb.

This tones of the night- winds Blgtaround me now :
'Tie Nature that speaks and tells the decay
Of affection, of friendship, «'en love's earnest vow,
Like the hues of the rainbow, they are fading away.
Fading away I How sad is the strain 1
The angels their essence will surely recover,
And singing, ascending, receive them again,
And the mercy of Qod will embalm them forever.

The angels shall gently, with magical touch.
Awake into life the sweet mem'rics again.
Sweet memories of life, that have faded and gone,
Ties that are broken, Joys that are past
'Till they stand in their beauty and symmetry lone,
Impressed on the heart as real at laBt.
Then the fairies will dance and flowers will bloom
In the circle the spirits have made.
And beauty and brightness resplendently loom
11)the dead of the night, and the depth of its shade.

Now meekly I go to my rest-giving couch.
And dreaming of friends as the night hours wane.

ANCIENT GREEK MUSIC

When Count
1850, he

[Apeil,

ITS RELATION
BY A.

J.

subject of ancient music, particularly
that of the Greeks, has been a matter of
disagreement among certain historical writers
for many years. Several gentlemen of eru

TO

MODERN MUSIC.

GOODRICH.

THE

mediately stereotyped and published
to tho
world instead of those abstruse compounds we
are wont to hear.

dition imagine they have discovered the secret
of the Grecian modes, and that they form the

five

theory of all music. These gentlemen even go
into such ecstasies over their resurrected music
al fuigmas as to ignore the sublime harmonies

the thing out, they even then disagree as to the
manner of arrangement, or the significant

(?)

But after writing an ancient hymn in four or
different modes, and then applying the
modern improvement
of harmony to help

theory of their really curious examples.
If
there ever was any theory to those character
istic modes,
seems to have been buried for

and hieroglyphical

ever in the ruins of Grecian

inscriptions

should be im

it

of Hayden, Mozart, and Beethoven, and they
seem to think their mouldered manuscripts

glory

to have

ANCIENT GREEK MU8IG.
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vanished with the mysterious spirits of their
fabled gods. At least these enterprising specu
lators have furnished no conclusive evidence

containing a different order of notes, supposed
to represent various sentiments) modern writers
have derived some very erroneous impressions.

of what the theory was, and have nothing but
assertion to support their belief in the singular
charm of this singular music.
But the events of history, from the rise to
the fall of Grecian eloquence, dispute the ex
istence of any such music as would compare
with ours. From Greek history we learn that
their music was either performed on such in

is now generally believed that each of our
different keys represent, respectively, loveliness,
dark
gayety, brilliancy, boldness, war, enterprise,

lyre, harp, timbrel,
trumpet, or flute, or sung in unison ; harmony,
it is evident, being unknown to them. On
public occasions they were accustomed to
struments

as

the

lute,

or in their
market-places,
temples, and offer hymns, odes, and harangues
to their mystical gods and goddesses, or cer

enabling the per
former to produce different sounds. They had
also several species of modes emblematic of
correctness,

thus

certain sentiments, besides lines, notes, techni
cal signs and terms, durations of time, etc. No
bare for the division of time were used, how
ever, and their ideas of rythm seem to have
Music can have
been anything but musical.
little meaning without rythm (proportion and
division), and without harmony it must sound

The
vacant, monotonous, and unsatisfactory.
altunement would remain undecided, and no
modulation

be definitely effected. In
modus operandi of their crude

could

fact, the whole

and mystical system of music seems to have
been lost in the crumbling ruins of that other
That the gifted and beau
wise Augustan age.
her
tiful Lamia succeeded in captivating
country's conqueror with the aid of her resist
and
less flute is not altogether improbable
that the gallant young hero was very suscepti
ble to such charms, is also quite possible.
Who knows, however, if the angelic love

lorn Venus may not have sung
sad a lamentation

as sweet

for the incredulity

and

of Adonis

"Adelaida"? or
cantata,
the moaning of Achilles was not an
original Marseillaise hymn ? "Who can tell if
the royal Amphion, who summoned the stones
as

Beethoven's

whether

together by the magic of his music, and thus
formed the encircling walls of Troy, was not
a better performer than Liszt or Gottschalk ?
or, still worse for us, whether the man who

blew down the walls of Jericho was
more powerful

musician

From the peculiarities

not

and dull."

It

is easy to see how such notions

I

to be promulgated.
might, with
equal propriety, say that B flat is one of the
most exciting and interesting keys, because

happened

I

several very passionate composi
in that key,
though we are told it

have heard
tions

"

and is uninteresting."
Who
be so ignorant as to suppose that Beet
hoven would select an uninteresting
key for
his mass, symphony, concerto, or cantata, in

will

tain illustrious public persons.
Some of their instruments had many strings
and stops (or frets), and these were tuned with
tolerable

" plaintive and
forebodings ; that some are
"
sad," others
melancholy, meek, and pensive,"
while some, particularly, are " uninteresting

lacks animation

at their

assemble

It

a

than Wagner ?

of Greek modes (each

Bflatf

Any key may represent any situation or emo
tion, and no such distinctions exist between
the various keys as regards the peculiar effect

of each individual one. The distinctions arise,
not from the nature of this or that key, but
which it bears to some
from the relationship

other key previously heard. It is the affinity,
or want of affinity, which exists between one
key and any other into which we may go that

For instance,
produces a characteristic effect.
we are in the key of G, the chord of C will
have an opposite effect from that of D, simply

if

because they are related in different ways to
the tonic, and while one leads away from, the
other naturally leads to, the tonic, G. So the
relative minor to the tonic will have a different
effect from that of the relative minor to the
and for the same
dominant or subdominant,
If we go abruptly from the harmony
reasons.

of G to that of E flat, the effect will be quite
startling and entirely free from either plainThe key of E flat is
tiveness or persuasion.
almost wholly unrelated to G, and the sound
of a major third below the tonic must natur
Then let us go
ally be bold and animating.
abruptly from G into the harmony of B (five
sharps) and a certain majestic effect will be
produced, full of determination and loftiness,

yet less bold or startling than the change to E
The reasons are, that we recognize the
flat.
chord of B as the dominant to the relative
minor, and upon examination we And that D
sharp is the only foreign note, F sharp being
found in the signature of G and B also as the
major third of G. But on the other hand, let

us begin in E flat and go abruptly into C flat
or G, and the same effects will be observable

Phrenological Journal.

which were remarked in the changes from G
to ~E,flat and G to B.
The only distinctions which ought to be
made in regard to the choice of keys are
technical ones ; such as the compass of voices,
the impcrfectness of certain notes on certain

or the range of the composition.
this dreamy, whimsical notion

if,

is

if

I

is

it

kind, and

it

was so."

;

(a

creature,"

i.

24.
"And God
in Gen.
said, Let the earth bring forth the living creature
complete sentence) cattle and
after his kind
creeping thing, and beast of the earth, after his

"living

" Verse

25 re-enumer

ates the creation of beasts, cattle, etc., without

it

is

it

!

a

;

being
any being created with life; an
You can see by this that
man."

it

animal;

means both man and animal, or anything that
has animal life. Such
its use in the Scrip
tures. It refers to the " cattle and creeping
things and beasts of the earth," in Gen.
24.
8eo also Gen. ii. 19, " Out of the ground the
i.

Lord God formed every beast of the field nnd
every fowl of the air, and brought them unto
Adam to see what he would call them, and
Adam called every living creature
This will now
thereof."
settle that part of the argument that rests upon

whatsoever

that whs the name

the term "creature."

The next important
quotetions
" Cain

"

item
found in these
from the essay of E. C.
married
Pre- Adamite wo

Seth . . . from the very necessity of
the case married another Pre- Adamite and had
children."
man."

Now, there

no proof to these assertions,
argued, from the necessity of the case.
The suppressed conclusion here
this Adam
could not have had descendants that Cain and
Seth could have married.
Our task
simply
to show the fallacy of this conclusion.
Adam

but,

:

or destiny of the Pre-Adamites, but
whether or not the Scriptures teach at all, or
even allude to their creation or existence.
There is a query in my mind why Mr. E. C,
of the nineteenth century, should become the
as he states,
discoverer of this novel theory,
as "clearly" indicated as the creation of
purpose now to examine the
the Adamites.
possible catch a glimpse
proof of E. G, and
of Pre- Adamite man.
first called to the phrase
Our attention
acter

anything

self-existent;

is

through Christ, who was to appear in the line
of Adam.
The question with me is not as to the char

What
conclusion
E. C. has surmised that
the word creature means human being, no more
and no less.
Permit me to call attention to
the definition of the word as given by Webster.
" Creature
created any
not

:

ated in the image of God, possessing moral
qualities, and, by virtue of this engrafting, the
whole human race would be united to God

cattle, etc., without

"living creatures," that there
recapitulating
fore
Pre- Adamite*.
means human beings

is

mental qualifications, but lacking God-like ele
ments and moral qualities, having no hope and
without God in the world." In this condition
"
they were destined by the Almighty to min
" the Adamites, who were cre
and
marry
gle

claimed that because verse

beasts,

is

as it does the creation of Adam."
The character of the Pre-Adamites is claimed
to be " human beings like Adam," possessing
" physical nature, and natural affections, and

Pre-Adamites

re-enumerates

25

is

a

to the living creatures (Pre-

referring

Adamites)."
In the above

a

Journal

long article under the above caplion, and over
the initials of "E. C," in which the writer
claims to have made the discovery that the
Scriptures "as dearly indicates the creation of

again

:

notice in the February

of your valuable

the in

IN THE BIBLE?"

FOUND

a

I

EDITOR

number

about

dividual characteristics of independent keys,
which comes from the Grecian theory of their
Lydian, Doric, and Ionian modes.

"
[The article on Pre-Adamites," in our February
number, has enlisted the serious attention of many
readers, if we are warranted in such an Inference
from the numerous replies and allusions to it
Some of the discus
which have been received.
sions of the question, especially those by J. W. 8.
The following, which
and "C." are excellent.
possesses the merit of brevity as well as point,
and considers the subject according to the com
monly received Interpretation, is all we have space
for at this time.
Ed.]

MR

the convenience of the performer,
So much for

instruments,

is

ARE « PBE-ADAMITES

[Apkil,

it
is
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lived 980 years. Cain was the first born (three
years after Adam's creation).
Seth was born
of his father Adam.
Seth begat Enos, and Enos begat Cainaan, and
Cainaan begat Mahalalecl, and Mahalaleel be
gat Jared, and Jarcd begat Enoch, and Enoch
begat Methuselah.
Perhaps now we are far
130 years after the creation

enough away from the birth of Cain

E. C. satisfaction.

Methuselah

to give
was born in the

PRE- ADAMITES.

1872.]

year of the world 687, and, it is said that he
Methuselah lived
had sons and daughters.
cotemporary with Adam, the father of Cain,
We do not know how old Cain
243 years.
was when he married, nor when he died; but,
from analogy, we would say that it
is perfectly natural for a son to live as long as

reasoning
his

father.

Therefore

Cain

conversed

with

many of the descendants of Adam, both male
and female, and, passing over many genera
tions, he could have married Methuselah's
daughter.

I

would refer E. C. to the study of Bible

Chronology, and to the geometrical increase
of the human family.
" Who were they who lived in the land of
Nod, where Cain went to find a wife?" E. C.
says, from the very necessity of the case they
Let me entreat you, Mr.
were Pre-Adamites.

E. C, not to be too fast in drawing conclusions.
A little proof right here would be very accept
able.

It

must be remembered

that from the
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what is meant there by the term creature, so
in Rom. viii. 22 and 23 verses
what he means by the term creature.
Says he,
"
The whole creation (all mankind) groaneth,
and travaileth in pain together until now (the
Christian dispensation): and not only they (the

Paul explains

whole creation) but ourselves (Christians) also,
which have the first-fruits of the Spirit, even
we ourselves groan within ourselves, waiting
for the adoption (not of the Pre-Adamites
to wit, the redemption of our body."

but)

I

would suggest a little care right here lest
my friend E. C. should get up an alliance be
tween man and creeping things, birds and
beasts.
There is none of this chapter (of which
Mr. E. C. has quoted largely) that makes any
Whatever union
allusion to his Pre-Adamites.
is talked of, whether Jews or Gentiles, riesh
and spirit, they are unions as such, being joined
together by the spiritual relations of the Gospel
of Christ, alluding only to the union of all na
" made of one blood " and of
tions, who are

descendants of Adam grew a great many more
than those whose names are recorded in Bible
It is said that Adam had "sons and
history.

one common progenitor.
"
After having examined the words Gentiles,"
" Created," " Creation," " Creature," " Myste

Their names are not given (see
daughters."
Gen. v. 4). From these, no doubt, both Cain
and Selh could have selected their wives.
Again, " Chapter V. clearly manifests the pur
pose of God to preserve the genealogy of

"Immortality,"
ry,"
"Perish," "Giants,"

Adam's family.
We see embraced in this
genealogy the mixed descendants of Seth and
Now, after reading
his Pre-Adamite wife."

said chapter I notice the genealogy of Adam's
the
family, but nothing is said concerning
'
Pre-Adamite wife." How does E. C. know

"Mortal," "Destroy,"
"Heathen," "Christ,"

" Chosen," etc., as directed,

I

have concluded

that my friend E. C. scarcely knoweth their
"
The " Emphatic Diaglot Testament
import.
"
he
and Cruden's Concordance," upon which
seems to rely, furnish him no proof of the PreAdamites, but to the contrary.
It certainly seems to me that there can bo no
light furnished to science nor to this age by
this novel method of wresting Scripture from

that Seth married a Pre-Adamite? Will he
point out the place where she may be found ?
In order to prove this, it seems to me that E.

its original signification.
Again, we are referred

C. should give us the Pre-Adamite genealogy;
but this he can not do, for the simple reason

Conant says,
their lands."
My friend E. C. says,
were pagan nations."
" The descendants of Adam had not yet become
pagan nations." This remark is but a mere as

of the human race who have
ubmitted to Christ.
While Genesis explains

to that portion

it,

It is one thing to assert and quite
sumption.
If E.
a different thing to prove an assertion.
C. was permitted to prove his theory by asser
ere this, well
tions, he would no doubt have
But assertions do not furnish
established.

much light to this age nor to the sciences of
take for
nation
this age. How long does
Admitting, for the sake of
to become pagan
the argument, that the Deluge was only par
tial, how does E. C. know but that Adam's de
Indeed,
scendants were the pagan nations?

it

The one refers to cattle, fowl, and beasts,
the other to creature man, to man's material
body, to Adam's posterity, and more especially

10.

By

divided in
" These Gentiles

Gentiles

a

have shown that E. C. has mistaken the mean
"
Now, he links
creature."
ing of the word
the creature of Gen. i. 24 with that of Rom. viii.

the

it

ites are as "clearly" set forth as the Adam
ites, then proof we must have. E. C. now
refers to Rom. viii. 19, " For the earnest ex
pectation of the creature (Gen. i. 24) waiteth
for the manifestation of the sons of God."
I

of

"

?

that none exists. To guess that Seth's wife
was a Pre-Adamite will not answer for the
proof of this proposition, and if the Pre-Adam

these were the isles

to Gen. x. 5 :

becomes quite evident, when we admit this,
that Adam's descendants, in part, were the
pagans referred to; for at the time that the

Phrenological Journal.
" isles of the Gentiles were divided,"

we have

the world's

history for more than 2,000 years.
And is E. C. prepared to show that pagan na
tions could not become such in that period of
time ?
But, says my friend, the descendants of
Adam " were still a chosen people to become a
light to the Gentiles," and hence these pagans
could not have been the descendants of Adam.
Now, where in all the Scriptures can we find
any such an intimation, that all the descend
ants of Adam were at lhat timo, or at any
other time, "to be a light to the Gentiles?"

There

The trouble is

is no such intimation.

this : E. C. has taken a passage of Scripture
(Luke ii. 82), which refers to Jesus Christ, and

Christ
applies it to all of Adam's posterity.
was a " light to the Gentiles," but this even
was not at the time when the "isles of the
Gentiles

were

divided,"

but when

he came

into the world to unite in himself " one new
man (church), so making peace,"
"having
abolished in his flesh the enmity, even the law
of commandments contained in ordinances."
I will not pursue E. C. any further at pres
ent, but would say that about every passage of
Holy Writ which he has quoted has been made
to mean something more or less that was not
intended by the writer.
dr. e. tounkin.

enemy of a single human being; that philanthropy
has surely a flaw in it which can not sympathize
with the oppressor equally witli the oppressed.

" Mathematics, metaphysics, music, have ouch
its particular organ.
Our knowledge does not
come but by comparing and judging."
J. C. A.
Mtier to Dr. Gait.
%

It is quite the fashion to drop now and then a
lump of piety into personal conduct, hut too often
there is little care to " work in It"
A life prop,
crly seasoned with grace has a uniform flavor.
H. W. Beeclier.
Men's lives should be like the day's, more beau
the evening; or, like the spring, aglow
with promise, and the autumn, rich with golden
sheaves, where good works and deed6 have ripened

tiful in

ou the field.

"I

have lived," said Carroll, "to my ninetysixth year; I have enjoyed continued health; I
have been blessed with great wealth, prosperity,
and most of the good things which the world
could bestow; public approbation, esteem, ap
hut what I now look hack on with great
plause,
est satisfaction to myself is, that I have practiced
the duties of roligion."

MIRTH.
[Under this heading we propose to publish

"A

Wit

does not take the place of knowledge.

Real

little nonsenso now and then ; "

which

" Is relished by the wisest men."
]

***

WISDOM.

Some one with a logical turn of mind wishes to
know, if a small boy is a lad, a big boy is not a
ladder?
scene of all this strange,

The mind of

ing to the newspapers,

"A

little

leaven

leaveneth

the whole,"
so a
and perpet

large mass of error is easily embalmed
uated by u little truth.

Conceit

confidence are both of them
first always imposes on iUelf, the
second frequently deceives others too.
and

oh eats ; the

TnEKE arc some great troubles which only time
can heal, some perhaps which never can be healed
at all ; but all can be helped by the great panacea,

work.
Nakhow Souls.
It is with narrow-soulcd peo
ple as with narrow-necked bottles the less they
have in them, the more noise they make in pour
ing it out.

A golden rule for a young lady is to converse
always with her female friends as if a gentleman
were of the party ; and with young men as if her
female companions were present.
No sincere

desire

of doing good need make an

instances
the " last
eventful history," accord
is kcro sene.

In too many lamentable

greatness does not depend on the things
we do, but on the mind with which we do them.
man is this world's true dimension ;
And knowledge is the measure of the mind.
Lord Brooke.

[Apbil,

A minister asked a tipsy fellow leaning up
against a fence where he expected to go to when
he died.
"If I can't get along any better than I
do now," he said,
6han't go anywhere."

"Will

"I

you have the kindness to hand me the
butter before yon?" asked one politely of an
" I am no waiter, sir." "Is that
ancient maiden.
so ? I thought from your appearance
you had
been waiting a long time."

A little Danbury girl, when asked by her
mother about suspicious little bites in t lie sides of
a dozen choice apples, answered, " Perhaps, mam
ma, they may have been frost-bitten, it was so
cold last night."
The mother retreated.
Is this epitaph really to be found

in a Milwaukie

cemetery ?
Here lies the body of Peter Grace,
Who died from eating Sweitzcr kaae;
He finished six platters, commenced upon seven,
And exploded. Of such is the kingdom of heaven.

A cavdv boy passing through a car met a cross
old gentleman, and said, " Pop-corn ! pop-corn 1"

OUR MENTOIilAL BUREAU.
" Hain't

got do teeth," angrily replied the man.
"Gum-drops! gum-drops!" called the rogue, im
mediately.

The following sentence, " John quickly extem
porized five tow bags," contains all the letters of
the alphabet, and repeats only four of them more
than once.
The following sentence, however,
contains all the letters, and repeats none of them :
" Ab cde fghijk lm no pqr stuv wxy z."

A dentist

recently saved from drowning
the depths of his grateful
heart exclaimed: "Noble, brave, gallant man!
how shall I reward you 1 Only come to my house,
and I will cheerfully pull out every tooth you
was

|)ur

by a laborer, and from
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nave got in your head, and not charge
pence."

you six

Upsettin' Sins.
Dr. McCosh, President of
Princeton College, tells the story of a negro who
prayed earnestly that he and his colored brethren
might be preserved from what he called their up
settin' sins.
" Brudder," said one of his friends, at the close
of the meeting, "yon ain't got do hang of dat ar
word. Its ' bescttin,' not ' upsettin.' "
" Brudder," replied the other, " If dat's so, It's
so.
But I was praying de Lord to save us from
de sin of intoxication, and if dat ain't an upsettin'
sin, I dunno what am."

j|cnfonal

|jun;;tu.

if

?

powers.

is

;

a

is

it a

it

is

;

it

is

a

is

is ?

it

it

What relation
What function does
perform
to the mind
Am. Attention
an act of any one or more of
the intellectual faculties in judging or compre
hending the things, subjects, or qualities to which
the faculty or faculties relate.
Attention not
distinct faculty of the mind, as supposed by the
old metaphysicians,
but
an attribute or function
of each of the intellectual faculties; thus the
faculty of Individuality Is that of recognition, ap
the presence of
appreciates
prehension, and
Form is awakened to
objects or their existence.
activity, and gives attention to the shape of the
Size to its magnitude, Weight to its
objects
density, Color to its hue, Order to its arrangement,
excited
or its relation to other things. Tune
Causality at
by melody, and attends to sounds.
tends to the various stages or steps of an argu
ment; and in whatever form attention may be
is the mere
given by the different faculties,
normal action of those faculties, and not the at
tribute of special power. In order to study mind
correctly,
necessary to get rid of the trammels
of the old metaphysicians. Each faculty has its
own attention, and to certain extent each faculty
true of the Intellectual
has its own memory this
has

if

"

;

" attention

a

a a

What

?

Attkntion.

is

a

if

if

correand that clearly stated, must be propounded,
sjnndent shall expect us to site him the benefit of its early
consideration.
Questions of personal interest will be
promptly ansicered by letter,
stamp be inclosed for
the return postage.

That made the mountains rise,
That spread the flowing seas abroad.
And built the lofty skies "
;

General Interest" only

will be amnvered in this department. We have no space
lime,
One question only at
to gratify idle curiosity.

a

Questions

§om*pon0etit*.

op "

a

fur

The old school of mental philosophy endeav
or discover the laws of
as
a scene would produce the same
sociation," as
associations in diflcrent individuals.
One hun
dred men selected at random would look upon the
hundred different as
same object with perhaps
sociations of ideas. Take Niagara for instance.
One man takes an artistic view of it; another, in
whom Veneration prevails, would think of the
great Creator and his wondrous power; another,
who has neither imagination, religious sense, nor
much of the csthetical, but
great deal of the
practical and economic, would begin to study the
He would
dynamic force of the great waterfall.
the water-wheels it would turn
he
estimate
had mechanical talent, he would be considering
the horse-power or man-power represented
by
It is evident that men
that prodigious cataract.
scene with
who would thus look upon such
these different ideas, would afterward have asso
ciations just as different as their original percepWhen the word
ceptions and reflections were.
"Niagara" was spoken, the man of factories
would hear the hum of spindles, the rattling of
looms, the crash of saws, or roar of hammers.
The devotee would think of
"
the mighty power of God
ored also to establish

»
*
*

|o

[In this Department will be noticed such matters as are of interest to coweepondents and to the general reader.
Contributions for " What They Say " should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]

while the esthetic and artistic would have floating
before his vision the mist and its rainbow hud,
the deep green of the plunging water, the foaming
spray, and the musical row: he would be study
ing its lights and shades and its picturesquencss.
Phrenology is the only system of mental philoso
phy that clearly explains Attention, Perception,
Association, Instinct, Memory, Imagination, Will,
All these attribute* or mani
and Understanding.
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testations of mind arc possessed by every individ
ual in varying degrees, according to his own pecu
liar mental endowment.
No two persons on earth
would ever think exactly alike, consequently no
two persons could ever have precisely the same
knowledge, judgment, impressions, or views of
the same things.
Hence their " associations of
Ideas" must differ accordingly.

Sleeplessness
I

Diseased

Bones.

heard it stated, and also read in medical
Journals, that if a person has taken very powerful
medicine during a 6pclt of sickness, it often de
stroys the nervous system to such an extent that
the person never has sound sleep afterward.
Do
you think such is the case, or is there any way to
recover so as to enjoy good, refreshing sleep
again » My object in asking is because I have not
enjoyed (to my knowledge) one night of sound,
The fall of 1800
refreshing sleep for live years.
I was prostrated with disease which terminated in
caries of the right hip and thigh and left ankle
bones (commonly called fever sores), and am still
offering with the hip and thigh bone, but do not
suppose they have anything to do with my dis
ordered
sleeping powers.
Please let me know
what you think of the above question.
have

An*. Loss of sleep depends
generally on nerv
ousness, the result of disease or of immoderate
use
of the various hypnotics, as morphine, hydrate of

chloral, etc.
But it would be quite Impossible
to give accurate advice without more intimate
knowledge of the patient's temperament
and
physical condition.
Perhaps following a simple hygienic plan might
assist.
Let the patient exercise moderately, so as
to be somewhat fatigued at bedtime ; let the sup
per be light, if taken at all ; let the bed be not
feather, or the clothing too heavy; let the tem
perature of the bed-room be not higher than 58° to
60° Fahr.
Above all, give up all narcotics of
A warm bath on retiring, with a hard
every kind.
robbing or wiping dry, is often of service.
The diseased bones should be operated on at
once by a competent surgeon, as the nfcerosis of
the bone keeps up such an irrita'jle Btate of the
system that either medication or hygiene would be
alike ascless.

''The Blues."

I am just

starting in

life, having left school about a year since, and
am troubled very, very often with " the blues ; "
it seems impossible for ine to look upon the bright
title of many things.
Is there help for the blues?
and should I always look on the bright side ?
Ana. Depression of spirits, or the " blues," some
times results from the constitution of a person.
A high-toned, mental temperament, large head,
slender body, or one the functions of which are
torpid, with a large development of Cautiousness
and moderate Hope, and too much work or study,
too much or too little nutritious food, and not
enough of sleep
any or all of these conditions
will tend to produce that sad, dejected state of
body and mind called the " blues."
Thousands of young persons become depressed,
listless, and hopeless in consequence
of private
vices ; and neither parent, press, pulpit, or physi

cian gives the warning voice;

[April,
the parent

may

be

ignorant of the symptoms, the press shirks the
responsibility, the pulpit may thunder abstract
testimonies against the " exceeding sinf illness of
sin," but is too delicateto call things by their right
names, or too cowardly to say "Thon art the
man!" and the physician who, if he knows his
business, can read the signs of transgression in
the face, form, and walk of every such sinner, docs
uot speak the manly word of prevention through
fear of giving offense, or, possibly, in some eases,
he waits for a chance to make a bill when the ig
norant wrongdoer becomes prostrated by his bad
habits.
Moreover, the blues result from bad modes of
living, especially from the use of such articles
of food as tend to make the liver torpid, thereby
inducing biliousness of habit; such as pics,
cakes, candies, sugar, butter, griddle cakes, with
the butter and syrup, gravies, fat meat, and fineflour bread.
Many people have bilious turns and the blues
who, if they would eat brown bread, lean beef,
and fruit abundantly, and not over-eat, would be
able to bid good-hy to the doctor and the blues,
and snap their fingers in the face of labor, care,
and trouble.

A Red Nose. As a reader and ad
mirer of the Phrenological .Tourn-al, I appeal
to you, through the columns of your valuable pa
per, for advice concerning the cure of a "red
nose." I am a young man ; and although leading
a regular and temperate life, am troubled with the
above.
Moving in the best society, I absent my
self from company as much as possible.
And,
what Is very annoying, my companions are con
tinually hinting that I um a hard case. My parents
also wonder.
Need I say that I am w retched ?
The pores of the skin, on and around my nose,
and a little on my cheeks, fill up with an oily,
mealy, yellow matter which, when picked or rub
bed off, immediately till up again.
My nose, at
times, Is quite red and sore, and shortly after little
pimples appear. You will probably say, consult a
physician. I have a dread of doctors. I some
times think it (the redness) is caused from want
of exercise, bathing, or proper food.
An*. Avoid pickiug, pinching, and otherwise
Try a few wet-sheet
irritating your nasal organ.
These processes will
packs or Turkish baths.
take impurities out of the skin ; then right living,
with proper habits, all will go well.

Nineteenth Century.

Why

is the

present 100 years called the 19th century ? 'Why
is it not called tho 18th centurv, and why not call
it 19th century after the year 1900 r
Am. Let us go back to first principles. To-day
begins to count his time of
life. For 305 days he is working at his first year,
and calls it his first year till it is finished. When
he has completed 18 years he begins on his l'Jth
year, and he might date his time 18t, 181, 181, as
we do the century, still he would be in his 19th
The 100 separatt
year until It was completed.
years which occur after tho year 1800, are the 19th
a child Is born, and

OUR MENTORIAL

and

its

Cure,

medicines, was given in our last Decem
ber number.
Wc have
Sufferers should read it.
new edition of that number, and can
printed
supply the same prepaid by post at 30 cents.
a

wit limit

Feet

Washing

a

Religious

Ob-

sehvance.
Are Christians required to wash each
other's feet, in order to carry out doctrines taught
in the Bible?
Ann. Yes,
one feels that his safety depends
But when one
able to wash his own
upon it.
which he ought to do either at night or in
feet
the morning every day why trouble another to do
it? Children and invalids need to have assistance
in the act, but you and
can wash our own feet,

I

is

if

it

a

a

this

be

it

I

?

a

a

I

is

a

a

is

5ftW PCS f»S.
Temperance Congressmen'.

In our

a

last number was published
letter from Wash
ington which somewhat reflected on certain re
marks we hod been guilty of with regard to the
intemperate habits of National and State legisla
tors.
Our correspondent defended
American
statesmen in very good English, but did not prove
anything to the contrary of what we had alleged,
and what
simply notorious. An extract from
recent number of the New York Evening Ihxt
directly in point
" Some of the Senators amused themselves dur
ing the morning hour yesterday by facetious prop
ositions with regard to petitions asking the pas
making drunkards ineligible
sage of amendments
However ridiculous such an
to public office.
amendment of the Constitution might be, the subjc6t itself
anything but ridiculous, particularly
in the United StatflB Senate. Such an amendment,
is sad to remember, would have kept out. of the
Senate some of the most brilliant intellects of the
country. The Senate can not laugh at the subject
of temperance until American politics are relieved

is a

Causes

Can

Ans. Sometimes absence of mind originates in
small perceptive organs, particularly Individuality,
which fails to keep the attention to given thing.
Small Continuity added will allow the mental
action to be vagrant and vacillating.
A routine
business like type-setting, which requires so little
decided concentration of thought and permits the
mind to rove at pleasure,
much more likely to
dissipate the mind and disturb its harmonious ac
tion, than a business does which demands con
tinuous thought and planning, and requires the
continuous attentive action of perception and re
flection.

:

!

is,

its

Absent-Mixdedxess.

overcome
by study and discipline?
If
can,
what course should be pursued
am twenty
of
age,
trade,
years
printer by
have
tolerably
good memory, and am very fond of study, though
my Continuity
not very largely developed.
was for some years very dissipated, although so
young, which no doubt superinduced this diffi
now am, however, und for some months
culty.
past have been, living
more moral life, uud use
no tobacco or stimulants of any kind, not even
tea or coffee.

you be kind

to let me know whether you think that
Dr. Walker's Vinegar Bitters are as good as he
and
represents them to be in his advertisements,
great ly oblige.
Aim. We regard these bitters only less injurious
than others because they contain no alcohol. But
when the venders claim that they have any cura
tive properties whatever, they claim that which is
not true.
It no doubt, one of the most profit
able to the makers
popular and harmless of the
quack nostrums. Oh, the gullibility of ignorant,
poor, sick humanity

Catarrh,

same.
Some folks dance
religious rite; some dance us social amuse
ment, and for exercise,
while others think
wicked to dunce.
When we write our work on
Theology, in the light of Phrenology, wc may dis
cuss all these questions, and let in
littlcsunshine
on the darkness of ignorance and superstition.
Meantime we advise every body to keep both their
feet, their entire persons, and their consciences
just as clean as they can. This will ull be accept
able to God.

is

Will

and thank God all the

as

is

Vinegar Bitters.

enough
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I

Buzzing in the Head.
have a
troublesome buzzing in the head, and this has ex
isted us long as I can remember.
During the day
or when in the confusion of affairs I do not mind
the buzzing much, but at night when all is still
the buzzing is tremendous.
It is impossible for
me to describe the sound, but it seems as it does
when a severe bump is given to the head, all but
the shook and pain.
I have always a slight, grum
bling headache, and my head is not clear oh that
account. Please give me some advice.
An*. Buzzing in the ears may be caused by or
ganic disease of the auditory nerve or of the tym
panum,
by some functional disease of the ner
vous system, by congestion of the brain from any
source, and especially by 6exual debility or ovcrexcitcmcnt. Attention to general health may be
safely practiced.
Keop the circulation general
and to the surface by proper bathing, rubbing, and
exercise and ample clothing of the extremities.
With such an indefinite description of the difficul
ty, wc can not sQcuk very specifically. You should
consultu physician who can question you at length
and examine your general and special symptoms.

BUREAU.

a

hundred years, and are correctly called the 19th
century, uncompleted, of course, till the last sec
ond of the last hour of it, yet the 10th until fin
ished, and when finished we can no more say 19th,
but we begin on the 20th. After one has traveled
18 miles he begins on the 19th, and if asked what
mile he is passing he replies the 19th, at the first
rod or step of it. This question, almost too sim
ple to be asked, has been frequently propounded,
and we hope this answer will satisfy all the little
folks for at least a generation.

it

1872.]
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a temptation to undue
of one of its great curses
Those only
stimnlation and 'good fellowship.'
who reside in Washington, or visit it frequently
during the sessions of Congress, know how often
the dignity of our most august legislative assem
1
bly is offended by members who are either gently
hilarious ' or who lounge at their 6eats -in a dull
stupor."
It would appear, then, that the grave subject of
is made an object of mockery and
temperance
ridic ule, and that, too, in the highest council of the
nation ! This would seem as if Washington were
a sort of rendezvous for guzzlers.
Brains addled,
and minds stupefied with alcohol, are not fitted to
consider the important duties of legislation they
but
should not be found in Senate chambers,
rather in reformatories. Fellow-citizens, you who
love your homes and your country, "Don't vote
for a man if he drinks." This, impracticable as it
may seem, is your only saving course.

Mr. Editor

Mr. Horace Greeley,

in a recent magazine
article on " Planning a
Career," says : " I hold induction into some call
ing which is essential to the satisfaction of our
imperative wants, the first need of every human
Let the youth be a poet or painter, if he
being.
will; let his sister become proficient in music or
geometry, if her tastes so dictate; but let her
first be taught how to cook, or sew, or keep a
bouse in order, and let him be taught to grow
oorn, or build habitations, or make shoes."
Suppose a young man has talents for teaching,
or preaching, or has a desire to be a physician,
must he spend the best part of his time in making
shoes, or building habitations?
Why can not he
satisfy his "imperative wants" by having a pro
fession as well as by a trade or handicraft ?
To be sure there arc enough professional men
who barely make a subsist' nee, and is it not the
same with the trades? It seems to me we want
first-class men in every branch of business, trade,
or professions.
Yours, truly,
o. E. o.
[Suppose a teacher to lose his voice or to become
broken down by confinement and mental labor,
would not a knowledge of some other pursuit,
such as gardening, fruit culture, farming, or me
chanism be valuable? Moreover, a student would
make all the more rapid and permanent advance
ment in study by working some every day dur
ing his school life to learn enough of some labori
ous occupation to enable him to get a living by it
shonld he find it necessary to leave professional
labor. Nine-tenths of our college students spend
as much time and strength in playing ball, bil
liards, quoits, or boating, as would be required to
learn how to make bureaus or boots.
We guess
friend Greeley is right. Ed.]

A
Education vs. Intemperance.
Minnesota subscriber of ours publishes in the
Wauscca Xem his sentiments on the subject of

[April.

intemperance.
They have the true riug.
We
quote a sentence or two :
" Education will prove itself the Hercules in
the Augean stables of intemperance; and I be
lieve that the lecturer who elucidates the physical
and mental cause and effect of intemperance
is
doing the most to eradicate the evil from society.
" Whatever has a tendency to debauch the
phys
ical system always tends to cultivate the propen
sities.
Therefore intemperance is the father of
most of our national as well as social evils; the
most lascivious are generally addicted to all tho
other habits of intemperance.
Who ever heard
of a pariah that did not keep her propensities
stimulated with liquid fire? It is well known
that most of the blunders committed by our gen
erals during the rebellion may be traced to the in
fluence of Bacchus.
The cause of many of the
most appalling accidents may be traced to the
same prolific source."

The Journal Appreciated.

It is
gratifying to be approved by the worthy.
Subscribers, no less than editors and publishers, are
interested in the good character of their journal,
or newspaper.
The following is one
magazine,
among many similar commendations of the Phre
nological Journal. It comes from a Michigan
clergyman :
I have been for a long time a student of yours,
though entirely unknown to you personally.
I
have for some time past been studying your work
on " Physiognomy, or Signs of Character," and
have derived profit and pleasure from it, as I al
ways do from the Journal, which has come to be
a household necessity.
I remember, years ago,
when the science you have so pcrscveringlv advo
cated was almost a hiss and a by-word, and counted
as an enemy to religion.
But I thank God that
science and revelation are not contrary to each
other, and I am happy to congratulate you on the
success that has attended your labors, until the
people from every walk of life have learned that a
known by the "phiz" he carries
knave maybe
"
Goon in your plain dealing with polit
with him.
ical and religious bigotry, and you shall have
the God-speed of every true man and woman in
the land.
I shall try to help you by encouraging
With many thanks for the
my friends to subscribe.
benefits and pleasures afforded me by your publi
* * *
cations, 1 remain your friend for truth,
Pastor of the First Baptist Church,
, Ionia
Co., Mich.
always

The Rural Southland,

published

in

New Orleans, says :
" This splendid monthly begins a new volume
under unusually tine auspices, and from it* cheer
ful tone and vigorous expressions of faith in the
future, evidently proposes to reach the height of
It is edited with singular
journalistic success.
ability and a broad and comprehensive idea con
cerning the questions of the period.
Maintaining
its peculiar phrenological ideas as the chief feat
ure, its editor wisely concedes a place to all arti
cles that arc correlative to the subject, and every
thing thai has a tendency to promote intelligence
Published and
and physical and mental health.
edited by S. R. Wells, New York."
We thank the Southland for its words of com
mendation, and shall try to continue to merit its
approval.

THE
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labor agitations of the day have

sunied
subject

OF
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concern,

if

the

Convention at Columbus, Ohio, be

a

DAVrD DAVI8

suitable
generally

AND JOEL PARKER.

criterion for judgment.

Politicians

claim that the presidential cam-

paign was formerly opened

at Columbus

on

Washington's birthday, by those leaders in

the Labor Reform movement, who brought

to a climax by nominating

their proceedings
as
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candidates

respectively

for President and

Vice-President of the United States the Hon.

[Mat,

Let labor beware lest it cripple

enate labor.

Let capital say to labor, 'lend me

capital.

thy hands

' and let

;

let me hold one

'

labor reply,

I will ;

of the strings of thy

but

"

purse.'

David Davis, of Illinois, and the Hon. Joel

But who shall define these relations so

Parker, at present Governor of New Jersey.

to give them a basis for practical and harmo

The issue, then, in the important matter of

nious

work and wages, has been brought face to

earnestly hoped

the people, and

face before

asks their con

sideration at the ballot-box.
American political

have

economists

several years given their attention

ful study to the relations

for

and care

existing between

correlation, that the happy results

as

so

shall

for by every economist

be attained ?

It being our intention to present to the
of our readers the portraits of the men

notice

who may be distinguished by the leading
political parties

for the

their candidates

as

capital and labor ; they have ventured many

highest offices in the gift of the people, we

their har

in this number publish the nominees, already

theories with the view to securing
mony and co-operation,

tical result
countries,

but, as yet, no prac

In foreign

has been secured.

these two great elements of civil

ized society have been antagonistic for genorations, and a harmonious

prevailing strife
hand.

seems

One salient

the existence
aristocracy,

by no means near at

cause of the bitterness

is

of the hereditary and landed

the suppression

which is by no means likely
pean governments
character.

settlement of the

or abolition of
so

long

as

Euro

partake of the monarchical

In this country,

we have no established

where

legal grades of rank,

the prospect of a resolution

which shall be marked

however,

of

the difficulty,

by impartial justice,

is not

so obscure.

equal

right with the purse-proud

The working man has

an

capitalist

to deposit Ills vote at the ballot-box, and his
vote

is of equal

look for the final

strength.

adjustment

opposing interest, social

A

There we must

as

well

of all great
as

political.

Boston workingman thus apostrophizes

the relations

subsisting

between

capital and

labor :
" Capital without labor is like faith with
out works

dead.

Labor without capital is

In

the

nature of things there is perfect harmony

be

like works without faith

valueless.

tween them, and selfishness alone suggests any
antagonism.

Let capital beware lest it ali

of

mentioned,

the

Labor Reform

so-called

Party.
Judge Davis has,
ing,

a strong,

as Appears

in the engrav
; he is firm,

solid-looking face

steady, square, and erect, without brilliancy,

He

without ostentation, without pretension.

might be considered rather heavy in intellect,
and

not to be taken

as a

fair type of the

American man for the reason that he does
not possess the characteristic

and

sharpness

His

facility of the typical American.
victions are not reached by

a sudden

con
grasp

but are

of the intellectual comprehension,

He is

deliberately,

gradually gathered

consequently

a man of solid attainments,

man

in.

a

of positive knowledge; he doubtless
in the aphorism, " slow but sure,"

believes

and would rather be

track than

"a

tortoise

a racer on the

ions are generally

on the right

wrong."

His opin

as sound,

received

for the

reason that they are the results of compact

thinking founded

thinking
facts.

upon

acquired

He is by no means indifferent to ex

terior conditions, which relate to things in
which he is interested, but he does not allow
slight circumstances

to affect his opinions.

Judge Davis was born in Maryland, in
Having gone
Cecil Co., March 0th, 1815.
through
entered

a

preparatory

course

Kenyon College,

of

study,

he

Ohio, from which
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college, he turned his attention to the study

was elected Judge of the Eighth Judicial
District of the State. At the end of the term

of

he was re-elected

he was

graduated in 1832.

After leaving
for the pur

law, going to Massachusetts

to

the

judicial position,

pose, and also to New Haven, Conn., where

and again in 1861 he was reinstated.

he availed himself of a course of lectures in
the Yale Law School.
In 1835 he went to
Illinois, where he was admitted to the bar,
and soon after settled at Bloomington to

friend. These two Il
linois lawyers had been thrown much to
gether by the practice of their profession in

PORTKAIT
practice.
as a lawyer,

OF

JOEL PARKER, GOVERNOR

Success attending his early career
and finding it congenial, he took

some interest in the political

his town.

In

1844

movements

he was nominated

elected to the State Legislature.
served

as a member

of

With Mr. Lincoln

the State

In

of

and

1847 he

Constitu

tional Convention, and in the year following

he was for many years

an intimate personal

OF

NEW JERSEY.

a thinly-populated country, and their rela
tions became close and confidential; and
when sent as a delegate to the Chicago Presi
dential Convention of 1860, Judge Davis
contributed not a little toward securing Mr.
Lincoln's nomination. In i862 he was ap
pointed an Associate Judgw of the Supreme

Phrenological Journal.
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Court of the United States, which position
By the will of his lamented
friend he was appointed an executor of his
estate, and in pursuance thereof he carefully
attended to the adjustment of its affairs.
Politically, he was at the time of his ap
he still holds.

pointment to the Supreme bench an out-andout Republican, but of late years his views
have undergone a change, so that he is- now
His nomination
regarded as a Conservative.
by the Labor Reform Party may be regarded
as partaking more of the Democratic stamp
than of the Republican; in fact, there has
discussion on the part of promi
nent members of the Democratic section with

been much

reference to his being an available candidate
in their interest for the Presidency.
In his dispatch accepting the nomination,
Judge Davis made the following emphatic
declaration : That if people who seek to
bring about a reform in the Government, who

favor amnesty for political offenses and a
in its integ
restoration of the Government
rity, the supremacy of the civil over military
power and its upright enforcement, hostility
to centralization, and integrity in the adminis
tration of affairs, desire him to represent them
for the presidency, he will
as a candidate
because those principles
honor,
that
accept
accord entirely with his convictions.
Governor Parker has many of the charac
teristics of the active,
temperament

to render his faculties
broad

energetic

man ; his

is of that quality which serves

thoroughly alive.

His

head shows no little practical ability,

and his eyes indicate facility of lingual ex
pression.

As

a

thinker he possesses much

originality, with those accessories of embel
lishment and method which proceed from a
high appreciation of the esthetic and the
well-ordered. In contrast with the gentle
man before considered,

Gov. Parker possesses

of

the brilliant Ameri

many

of

can.

He has the organization which adapts

the elements

him well for the offhand

yet

thoughtful

speaker ; he can be free without superficiality ;
he would at least grace the position of second
officer to our nation well.

He was born in Monmouth Co., N. J., on

the 24th of November,
a man eminent

for

in

1816.

His father was
of his State,

the politics

through various
administration.
political
While preparing for college, young Parker
passed much of his time in his father's office,
where he gathered no little valuable informa
tion. In 1839 he was graduated from Prince
ton College, and studied law with Hon. Hen
ry W. Green, of Trenton. He was admitted
to the bar in 1842, and commenced the prac
tice of his profession in Freehold, his present
residence.
He early took an interest in the
political matters of his State, and distin
In 1847 he
guished himself as a speaker.
represented the old district of Monmouth in
many

changes

years

in

serving

its

Legislature; in the following year he
the nomination for State Senator,
and was soon after appointed Prosecuting
In this offi
Attorney of Monmouth County.
cial capacity he served five years. In 1860
he was chosen Presidential Elector by a large
majority, and cast his vote with two other
Northern electors for Stephen A. Douglas.
In 1860 he was nominated for the Governor
ship of New Jersey, and was elected by nearly
His administra
fifteen thousand majority.
during the
tion of the State Government
our
civil
of
war, was
most trying period
the

refused

by acts indicating a true ap
the
of
enormity of the contest, and
preciation
of the important part of his State in it.
Public sentiment awards him the merit of
characterized

having given a close eye to an economical
administration of the public finances.
At the close of his term of office, Gov.
Parker returned to the practice of his profes
In 1868, at the National
sion at Freehold.
Democratic Convention in New York, he
received the full vote of New Jersey in every
ballot for the nomination for President. He
in 1871 for the office of
was renominated
Governor of his State, without having sought
the office; the choice, however, being unani
mous, he accepted it and went vigorously to
work to secure his election; the result was a
majority in his favor of about six thousand
votes.

In his inaugural address on assuming the
functions of office, Governor Parker alluded
to the labor question, and expressed certain
views which can be introduced in this con
nection with marked propriety ;

THE PRESIDENTIAL
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"There should be no conflict between cap
The interests of both can be
ital and labor.
made to harmonize so that both will be ben
efited.
Capital has its rights, which should
be protected, and yet it is so powerful that
the laboring interest

requires

the constant

watchful care of legislation to defend it from
imposition. Labor demands just and equal
laws, and the abandonment of all class legis
lation.

" Where the producing classes are receiv
ing liberal compensation, the people are pros
Competitive cheap labor,
perous and happy.
diminishing wages to almost starving rates,
is ruinous

to a country where the people gov

Reduce a man to penury, and you take

ern.

from him that self-respect and spirit

of inde

pendence which every citizen should possess.
In a republic it is essential that the masses
wages. Their labor should
that time can be had for re
laxation and the acquisition of that degree
of knowledge that will enable them to exer

have remunerative
be so rewarded

cise, understanding^, the rights and

privi

of freemen.
"The Legislature should institute rigid

leges

inquiry into the treatment of children em
ployed in workshops and factories.
There is
reason to believe that the provisions of the
act of 1851, the second section of which lim
its the hours of labor of minors and prohib
its the working of children of tender years
in manufacturing establishments, are often
Not only is the mind left un
disregarded.
tutored, but in some instances the body of
the child is enervated by onerous require
ments.
The State should not permit the
cupidity of employers or the necessities of
to overtax the young and helpless.
She not only owes every child an education,
but also protection in the proper develop
parents

CAMPAIGN.

their platform of principles. The first an
that it is the duty of the nation,
through her Legislature, to establish a just
standard of distribution of capital and labor
by providing a purely national circulating
medium based on the faith and resources of
the nation, issued directly to the people,
without the intervention of any banking
corporations ; which money shall be legal
tender for the payment of debts, public and
private, interchangeable at the option of the
holder for Government bonds, bearing a small
rate of interest, not exceeding 8.65-100 per
cent., and subject to future legislation.
The second favors the payment of the na
tional debt according to the original con
tract.
The third declares the exemption of
bonds from taxation and in
Government
fringement of the spirit of the revenue laws.
The fourth opposes the sale of public lands
to individuals or corporations, and favors the
holding of them for the benefit of landless
settlers.
The fifth resolution advocates the
admission free of duty of articles in common
use not produced here, and a revenue upon
articles of luxury, and also such duty upon
articles of manufacture, for which the coun
try produces the raw materials in abun
dance, as will assist in further developing the
resources of the country.
The sixth advo
nounces

of the importation of
by legislation. The seventh favors
The eighth demands
the eight-hour law.
the abolition of contract labor in prisons.
The remainder advocate the assessment and
collection of war taxes, instead of leaving the
debt to posterity; call for Congressional
legislation to prevent exorbitant charges by
railroads and telegraphs ; favor the one-term

cates the prohibition
Chinese

principle and general amnesty,
rights and privileges to all.

and

equal

ment of the physical powers which God has

The body made by Him who created
all things, to be the abode of the soul, is not

given.

is a fine-looking,

man ; he is tall, being something
over six feet in height, and weighing nearly

is fitting that we should give in this

connection
adopted

but all can be helped by the great panacea,
It
work. Try
you who are afflicted.
It has proved its ef
not
patent medicine.
ficacy since first Adam and Eve left behind
them, with weeping, their beautiful Eden.
All good physi
an officinal remedy.
It
in
cians, in regular standing, prescribe

the substance
by

the

of

Columbus

the resolutions

Convention

as

it

PLATFORM.

It

There are some

a

240 pounds.

Medicine.

is

person, Gov. Parker

as

great troubles that only time heals, and per
haps some that can never be healed at all ;

is

In

impressive

"Work

it,

man's to abuse or to be abused."

Phrenological journal.
cases of mental and moral disease. It oper
ates kindly and well, leaving no disagreeable
sequella, and we assure you that we have taken
a large

quantity of it with the most beneficial

THE

HOW
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It will infinitely cure more com
effects.
plaints than any nostrum in the materia
it will

medUa, and

DIFFERENT FACULTIES COMBINE

our schoolboy days there used to be an
problem which puzzled us.

INarithmetical

"

if

not sicken you

you do

not take it sugar-coated.

No.

4.

with the secular, social, moral. Every
whether it relates to the spiritual,
moral, social, esthetical, or scientific, comes
under the scrutiny and investigation of the in
mony

faculty,

The purport of it was, How many changes
We remember
can be rung on nine bells?"
the number was astonishingly great We may
now ask the question, how many changes, how
many shadings or manifestations of character

Wc know the power of affection, of hope
and fear, of pride and ambition, of will, of

can be produced through forty faculties, and
these working modifications according to their
It
variation in size, strength, and culture?

sympathy, of love, of hate, of suspicion, of ar
rogance and avarice.
What, then, is the man
when all these powers act in harmonious com

should not be forgotten that faculties work in
The social, for instance, naturally
groups.
cluster around a common center, co-ordina
ting, abetting, or assisting each other very much

bination, co-operate
when all the emotions
and passions arc wrought into one potential
force?
Indeed, man " is made but little lower

as the braided

strands of a whip or the com

pacted strands of a rope give a common sup
port and strength to each other. Again, the
moral faculties co-operate if harmoniously de
Veneration, for instance, leads off,
veloped.
and the others co-ordinate

with it.

How nat

" Fear God
(Veneration) and
"
work righteousness (Conscientiousness). Also,
" Do justly (Conscientiousness), love mercy
(Benevolence), and walk humbly with thy
" Live as seeing Him who
"
God
(Veneration).
is invisible," involves Spirituality and Venera
" Let us hope lest a promise being left to
tion.
us any should come short of it," is addressed
" Be
to the faculties of Hope and Spirituality.
steadfast, immovable," is addressed to Firm
" Always abounding in the work of the
ness.
Lord," brings into view the action of the moral
Firmness works with the moral as
faculties.
well as with other groups of faculties with
Then, if we take the secular
equal facility.
Cautiousness, Secretiveness, Acquisi
group
ural the statement,

tiveness, Constructiveness,

Combativeness, De-

tellect

than the angels, and crowned with glory and
honor," provided always that these wonderful
forces of his nature are permitted to work nor
mally as they are intended by the Creator, and
with equal strength and vigor.

act harmoniously

With this view of the case, is it surprising
that in two or three articles this subject of the
combination of the faculties can not be ex

hausted ? If all heads were harmoniously de
veloped, the subject would not be so full of in
terest, so intricate nud difficult to comprehend.
If all the primary colors were blended in equal

degree, it would produce a uniform result; but
when these primary colors are combined in
different ways, there being twice as much of
one as of another, and only a faint shading of a

third, with a strong predominance of a fourth,
we thus obtain any shade or color known in
nature and art.
Let us for

dwell on the intellectual
Any person who will step into
a school-room where there are fifty pupils, will
readily see what a variety of shape there is in
One will have
the foreheads of the children.
a moment

combinations.

how they all co-operate in the
varied daily duties of business.
The intellectual organs, working alone, con
template the facts and phases of life and busi
ness, investigate science, the laws of the uni

the perceptives in
him will be large, and he will catch knowledge,
as it were, on the wing ; will be quick as a
flash in gathering facts and acquiring informa

things material, and become, when
trained and cultured in this direction, scholarly.
They arc the knowing, reasoning, comprehend
ing powers, and they work, not toward mere

As, for in
tion which comes by observation.
stance, he will be brilliant in the study of geog
raphy, will take instruction readily from sketch
ing or drawing on the blackboard or map or in

etructiveness,

verse,

materialistic

considerations,

but rise into har

a full, prominent
a retreating

penmanship,

eye, a prominent

forehead.

and will

All

be

brow, and

prominent

in such
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He may be
a leader of the school.
in grammar, at least in the acquisi
He « ill commit to
tion of lessons by rote.

tion, the laws of trade and political economy,
figuring out, as it were, by mathematical dem
onstration, the business affairs to be accom

memory, being able to go through the book in
half the time required by some other pupil ;
will have everything at his tongue's end, and
and up to
be very brilliant and promising,

plished within the next six months or eighteen
months.
He is about to send a ship to China,

branches
excellent

eleven years of age may be accounted the par
agon of the school ; but when ho comes to move
up to the higher branches, advance to the study
of mathematics and philosophy, to reason up
on grammar and the laws of language, he some

Those large eyes of his will
how gets puzzled.
seem to have been smitten with doubt and un
certainty, and his forehead will wrinkle with
But the dull head which
puzzled anxiety.
could not learn the grammar lesson or find the
places on the map, found much difficulty in
spelling and was a poor reader, begins to pass
What sort of a head has the one who
him.
was dull in the primary department, whom
the teacher thought stupid, and who had hard
work to remember the multiplication table or
the definitions, and was at the foot of his class?
development across the brow
His eyes are
than the one before described.
small and apparently sunken in the head, but
he has a high, broad, heavy forehead at the
It even projects as compared with
top.
that of the other boy. His large reasoning or

He has

less

gans make him capable of comprehending the
why and the wherefore, the philosophy of
He does not get
causes and consequences.
his knowledge through the channel of facts so
much as from reflection stimulated by facts.
He reaches into the domain of philosophy and
the realm of causes, and
" ponied " him through

so the

his

bright boy who
arithmetic,

and

prompted him in his grammar, and assisted
him in his geography, and bore his burdens
from seven to twelve, now finds his master in
the realm of the higher branches, and is being
helped in turn in his mathematics and philoso
phy; in short, in all subjects which require
hard, strong reasoning power, which are not
acquired by mere perception or read}', quick
Let us follow these boys into
observation.
business, after they have obtained as much
education as may be sufficient, and where will

We will find the talkative,
bright, smart boy in the sales department,
handling goods, learning their names and qual
ities, talking about them, meeting the custom
The squareers, and transacting the details.
headed, dull boy will be at the head of the
He is found in the counting-room
business.
planning voyages, studying modes of importa
we find them ?

while his brilliant cotemporary is vending the
goods of former importations.
Now, people do not undervalue the dull boy
or have a tendency to overpraise the brilliant,
one when they come to be men,
though we place the thinker in the department
where thinking is to be done, and the observer
and practical doer among the physical activi

precocious

ties of trade.

Both are useful in their several

spheres, and each is the complement of the
other; and both are required to work together

in order to cover the whole field of duty and
usefulness.

We would impress upon the minds of teach
of educating these
two kinds of pupils according to their natural
We would suggest and we be
capabilities.
lieve that the common sense of the world will
ers and parents the necessity

some day reach this point
that such pupils be
classified, all those with large perceptive organs
being grouped together, so as to give them an

We classify race-horses and draftexpecting the former to be speedy
Then why not
and the latter to be powerful.
even race.

horses,

classify the speedy, rapid observers, the quick
learners, by themselves, and those who have to
their reasoning faculties by
is evident that students of a

be taught through

themselves?

It

reflective cast of mind

cannot be instructed so

through the perceptives as they can
It is certain
through their reflective faculties.
that the boys with retreating foreheads will not

readily

readily comprehend
dry, logical statements.
They want facts and illustrations; they need to
have the subject made sharp and practical.
In
deed, one might as well attempt to feed little
chickens on whole

corn as to feed such minds

for perceptive knowl
edge and weak in the reflectives with logic and
the law of things.
And while on this point,
we will say that persons of active, excitable
as are strongly organized

temperament with similar-shaped
be separated from those

heads should

of moderate mold and

of slower temperamental nature.
But what sort of a teacher should these dif
ferent classes of pupils have ? It is a fact that if
you instruct perceptive pupils by means of a
teacher having just such a head as their own,
the little fellows will never get any of the high
er ideas ; and if we instruct square-headed boys
by means ot a teacher of the same mold, they
will be starved as to facts. The teachers should
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have for each class of boys a well-balanced in
tellect, with perceptives enough to teach the
perceptive boys, and reasoning power enough to

have also a well-balanced

communicate to them at the same time the phil
osophy of the facts treated. The boys with
depressed brows and heavy top-heads should

He should be able to in
osophy is founded.
struct his pupils in reference to details, particu
lars, and the practical features of things.

teacher who can com
prehend the philosophy of subjects and lead his
pupils to appreciate the facts whereon the phil

THE ADVANTAGES OF SELF-MADE

TT

MEN.

It difficult to enumerate the qualities nec
essary to greatness, since there are so many
ways in which men may be great but
evi
dent that no man can become eminent without

to help them, aud possess the key to the facili
ties for a thorough education and a wide knowl
edge of the world. Yet history shows that it
is not the men who are reared in homes of

a knowledge

to grasp the deepest
man to be great must

son should be ac
obscure back-woodsman's
knowledged chief of the most civilized and
" "
Why is it
intelligent nation of- the earth ?

These qualities

But why should

nature

so often

be

more indulgent to the denizen of the cabin or
than to the proud heir to the mansion

hovel

is

L,

a

obvious that an acquaintance with
not to be gained by
mere
a

human nature

is

is

Now,

it

veloped.

;

study of books or by private meditation, but
by association with men and not with men

of one class alone, but of every class and char
acter. And who associate with men more than
those who rise from the lowest to the highest
The average man in the
class of society?
walks of poverty may have wide knowledge
of ignorance and distress, both from experi
ence and observation
but of man in the midst
of luxury or clothed with power and served
and honored, he can form only
faint concep
tion. Those in the middle class chiefly know
men in easy conditions, where they are neither
oppressed with want nor rendered proud with
success and honor.
The rich, by birth, have
knowledge of man in all his pride and ostenta

;

not to nature alone that they owe all their
There arc
of mind and character.

wealth

often overlooked

which

are

potent in the formation of those human prodi
gies which occasionally excite the admiration
of society.

a

a

tion, but possess scarcely more than
taint
of him in
state of poverty and
But one who, rising from the low
oppression.
a

it

is

;

those encounter who raise themselves to emi
and
may be that
nence are often prodigious
often lavish of her gifts to them but
nature

it

and Washington.
are possessed, in some degree,
by almost all eminent men, and, as
general
thing, the greatness of any man will depend
upon the extent to which they are normally de

conception

of society, passes successively through
each of the stages, has
marked advantage
over those born in the higher class, because he

est grade

a

is,

On the contrary, they have traversed a great
and seemingly impassable gulf in gaining their
that the difficulties which
object True it

influences

of Cromwell, Napoleon

;

Self-made men, as a class, have not had the
apparent advantages of others' help ; and those
circumstances which are regarded as most fa
vorable to the attainment of the end to which
they aspired, have not been enjoyed by them.

other

are

a

or palace ?

These

especially necessary to those who would rule,
and were prominent features in the character

a

riority.

a

subjects.
Moreover,
have independence and decision.

breadth of character exhibited by these great
self-made men, many are led to believe that it
is to nature they owe all their wonderful supe

it

should be quick

to perceive and powerful

of society. Many wonder at this, and are at a
" Why
loss to know from what cause it arises.
of
printer
is it," they say, "that the humble
Philadelphia should become the greatest phil
" " Why is it that the
osopher of America f

that the poor, homeless German boy should
surpass all the men of his time in acquiring
"
wealth, and die worth twenty millions ?
Overawed
by the power of intellect and

is

;

wide and varied store

of information, but also that

it

mind should possess

a

wealth and power, but rather those who make
themselves eminent by their own unaided exer
tions, that become the most shining ornaments

of human nature, and the more
deep and penetrating that knowledge is, the
more extended will be his control over others.
Greatness of intellect requires, not only that

a

seems

of

is

as though men born in the midst
wealth and powerful friends should be
the very ones to occupy most honorably the
highest positions in society ; they have others
_1_

can view men from every standpoint.
They seldom become rich by their own cxer
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THE ADVANTAGES

OF

tions who, in youth, have all the money they
It is those who earn their first dollars

desire.

by the severest toil who learn the value of
and become the wealthiest men. A

money

similar course is very favorable to wealth of
mind.
It is of the greatest importance that
there should first be a high appreciation of
knowledge; and this is likely to be the case
when its first rudiments are gained with great
toil and difficulty.
Those born in humble cir
cumstances, who have strong, craving intel
lects, prize their few books and few means of
knowledge ; and having once gained such an
appreciation of knowledge, it matters not how
broad the current may become that flows in
upon their minds, they never learn to despise
it. Besides, those in the humbler classes of
society have the highest incentives to patience
and industry in the pursuit of knowledge.
They have not only fewer temptations to idle
ness and evil habits, but to no other class do
and industry offer
Knowledge is their reward

patience

a greater

reward.

; and knowledge

offers to the poor boy wealth and power and
friends and fame; and the poorer he is, the
more brilliant and attractive its proffers appear.
On the other hand, the rich man's son already
possesses wealth and friends, and dwelling
nearer the palaces of power and fame, he lear»s

to despise their glory, and to prefer ease and
idleness.
Moreover, the fame of the son of

wealth rarely, if ever, becomes so extensive as
ttiat of the son of poverty; for the latter is
identified with the great mass, and receives the
good wishes and hearty praises of all ; while
the former

can never receive from the lower

classes that genuine love and admiration which
arise from the feeling of equality.
There is an immense amount of knowledge

floating through
found in books.

the world which is not to be

This is of the most varied na

It is the
importance.
vast supply of this which enables the great
man to adapt himself to the age. It is from
this that men frame popular laws, and in va
ture and most practical

rious ways gain the favor of the people.

It

is

the man who, from necessity, associates with
every kind of people, that reaps the most abun
dant harvest from this field.

Another aid to mental greatness must not

be

It

is impossible for the mind long
to remain strong and active, if it be continually

overlooked.

encumbered with a sickly and dilapidated body.
Physical strength and perfection are mighty
auxiliaries

to intellectual

power ; and whatever

contribute to the development of
body as well as of mind must also be favorable

conditions

SELF-MADE MEN.
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to mental greatness. But health and strength
are peculiarly the possessions of the humbler
classes.
These form the patrimony of the am
bitious son of poverty ; and it matters not what
course he is inclined to pursue, it is difficult for
him to cheat Nature out of her dues before she
has made him a strong and vigorous man be
fore that great protector and servant of th«
mind is made worthy of its trust, nnd able to
perform perfectly all the duties imposed upon
it.
Independence and decision were named as
among the qualities essential to greatness. But
independence can arise only from a conscious
ness of ability to care for one's self ; and that
consciousness results from a frequent reliance
And decision of
upon one's own resources.
character is developed by such conditions as
require one to choose between important alter
natives

to mark out his own course and pur

sue it undeviatingly in the face of all obstacles.
Now, the rich man's son learns to depend on
his wealth.
surrounded

On account of his riches, he is
with many advisers and flatterers.

From selfish motives, others are eager to think,
act, and plan for him, and it is long before he
learns

to trust himself, for the simple reason
that it is seldom necessary. But the son of the
poor man is early thrown upon his own re

His friends expect no profit
sponsibilities.
from him. and have enough to do to take care
of themselves.
Prejudice prevents the rich
from seeing any good qualities in him. The
He is left to
poor can not appreciate them.'
form his own estimate of his powers, to mark
out his own course, and pursue it as he pleases.
Opposition comes from above him ; he receives

little encouragement from his equals ; and his
own strong mind and vigorous body is all he
can safely rely upon.
Benjamin Franklin's history illustrates this
No man ever fought against pov
principle.
No one ever
erty more sturdily than he.
struggled upward with a more steady and unFew have gained their knowl
deviating step.
edge with more difficulty, or so much of it
from experience. No one had a wider or more
or a mind more
varied store of information,
vigorous, or a character of more strength and
independence. The same principle is confirmed
by Lincoln's history.
Aye, a thousand others
be named to show that those who, by
their own unaided efforts, have risen from the

might

humblest to the most honorable positions in so
ciety, have reaped the most important advan
tages from, and owe much of their greatness
to, those very conditions which are so generally

Phrenological journal.
considered

unfortunate

obstacles ; and

the ranks of the self-made men ? It must ever
be that the genius which has been refined and
purified by the most trying ordeals will blaze
forth with the brightest splendor; and that
must be an exceeding great man who, though
reared in a palace and in the midst of luxury, is
stiy able to cope with the man who has tarried
long and traveled far in attaining the object
j. l. mcclklland.
of his ambition.

these

are eminently self-made men.
Is it any wonder, then, that the denizens of
the cabin and the hovel during one generation
of justice
become the administrators
and the lords of the palace during the next?
should

Is it wonderful that the most illustrious of those
" few immortal names " have been drawn from
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WILLIAM KURTZ
is a native of Germany,

village near Frankfort-on-the-Main.
age

of

endeavoring

and was born at a

At

fourteen he entered the Staedlishe

the

In

stitute, an academy for artists in Frankfort,

with the intention of becoming a painter.
The death of his father deprived him of the
means of pursuing his studies, and when six
teen years old he was compelled to relinquish
Influenced by his love
his plan of education.
of art, he apprenticed himself to a lithographer
in Offenbach, with whom he remained until,
according to the requirements of the law of
the land, he was summoned

to serve as a sol

After a service of two years in the
army, he went to England, where he enlisted
in the British-German Legion, then organ
At the
izing for service in the Crimea.
termination of the war with Russia, he re
turned to England, and endeavored to ob
tain employment as a lithographer, but un
successfully, as his ignorance of the English
dier.

language

was regarded

an insuperable

disa

bility by employers.
Despairing of find
ing a congenial engagement, in a sentimental
fit of despondency he offered himself and
Like
was accepted as an ordinary seaman.
./Eneas, of classic renown, his voyages were
stormy ones, and he met with varied and
While on board the
perilous adventure.
Oxnard, an American clipper, he was wrecked
off Cape Horn, but was rescued by an English
vessel, from which he was transferred to the
Chariot of Fame (afterward
destroyed by
Scmmes), which was bound for America.
After being seven months and a half afloat

to cross the Atlantic, he had the

good fortune to find himself landed

in New
But his passion for roving was not
diminished by disaster. While looking about
for a vessel destined for California, a circum
stance occurred which changed the entire
He was seated in
complexion of his plans.
a restaurant, and listlessly glancing over tho
columns of a newspaper which happened to
be near to him, when suddenly his attention

York.

was arrested

by a photographer's advertise

ment for the services

of an assistant.

He

was induced to apply for the situation, with

not the remotest expectation of meeting with
siccess.
Greatly to his surprise, he found
himself engaged at a very modest salary.
He devoted himself assiduously to the duties
of his new calling, and became ambitious to
excel as a miniature-painter.
But his first
efforts in that direction were anything but
Rough usage had rendered his
encouraging.
hands stiff and clumsy; but his resolution
was not to be defeated

he persevered

and

his hands resumed their cunning. He made
such rapid progress as a miniature-painter
that his earnings soon amounted to fifty and
even eighty dollars weekly.
In 1866 he in
troduced the porcelain picture, which at once
became a favorite. He soon afterward began
He fitted up a
to do business for himself.
and employed
photographic establishment
two assistants.
Five years have elapsed, and
William Kurtz occupies one of the most ele
in New York city, em
gant establishments
ploys forty assistants, and is recognized as
one of the most accomplished portraitists in
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the world.

Nothing

short of

of

genius could effect such
ress in so brief a period.

a

high order

marvelous

prog

Mr. Kurtz has, perhaps, contributed more
toward developing the laws of photographic
art than any one, or perhaps any number of
individuals.
Ten years ago photography
scorned all recognition of esthetics ; and the
rules applicable to ordinary painting were
Mr. Kurtz,
inapplicable to sun-painting.
after diligent investigation, determined that
the roving sunbeam was as tractable

as the

He borrowed the art of
contrasting light and shadow with effect
from Rembrandt Van Ryn, the great master
of light and shadow, and applied it to photo
Rembrandt, by skillfully mingling
graphy.
light and shadow, vividly imitated the
play of the countenance, and made his por
traits speak the sentiments of the soul.
With no other colors than the black of ink
and the white of paper, he is unrivaled as a
Kurtz, like Rembrandt, employs
colorist.
no other colors than the white light and the
opaque shadows ; and he depicts not merely
the substantial, but the spiritual likeness.
The Rembrandt style of photographic por
traiture realizes the artist's ideal conception
of consummate beauty.
Mr. Kurtz also in
troduced the practice of " retouching " neg
atives with a pencil, by which the harsh
lines of contour are softened, and accidental
or natural blemishes are meliorated.
He
made many improvements
in photographic
appliances, chief among which are the im

painter's

pencil.

proved filter, the platform, the background,
He has also invented
several elegant mountings, which have been
The
adopted by photographers everywhere.
background is an instrument of great value,
and is almost ridiculous in its simplicity of

and counter-reflector.

It presents the appearance of. a
structure.
great tea-cup, and in fact the idea of its con

WILLIAM NOTTMAN.
This gentleman is the prominent photog
rapher in the Canadas, and everywhere occu
He
pies a distinguished place among artists.
is a native of Renfrewshire, Scotland, and set
tled in Montreal in 1856. Several medals and
prizes have been awarded to him at exhibi
tions in both hemispheres for the excellence
of his work. He carried away medals from
the World's Fair, held in London, and from
the French Exposition.
Mr.. Nottman is the
originator of the method of producing illu
sive effects of out-door scenery, by means of
Photo
machinery attached to the studio.
graphs
scenes

wore the vividness
truthfulness of the reality. He has an
extensive photographic establishment at Mon
treal, where he employs some fifty assistants ;
and he likewise maintains
branch
estab
lishments at Ottawa, Toronto, and Halifax,
all of which are pecuniarily successful.
Mr.
Nottman's first acquaintance with photog
He
raphy was made by him as an amateur.
inherited a taste for art from his father, who
was a designer of patterns for the manu

of the celebrated Paisley shawls.
Through the favor of his father, he received
a thorough education
in the principles of
art, which secured to him superior advan
tages in the practice of photography. Mr.
Nottman has powerfully aided in the devel
opment of sun-painting to its present state
of perfection.
To him and a few others be
long the credit of rescuing photography
facture

from the clutches
uated

reflection

of candlelight

on

his little daughter's doll. Mr. Kurtz makes a
specialty of photographing busts ; and in de
lineating the face with its varied expression,
he is a master without a rival. In the world
of art, Mr. Kurtz's merits are fully recognized,
and in every country on' the globe his work
is sought for as models and master-pieces.

of

mere manipulators,

by no higher motive

it

than

a

act

sordid

its proper place
We anticipate that
photography will receive further contribu
tions from the genius of Mr. Nottman.
one, and

elevating

among

the

LEWIS

M. RUTHERFORD

astronomical

the

executed

and

perimenting with
to regulate

fishing

and

by him, that the deceit

have together

which was made

hunting

representing

have been so consummately

trivance was suggested to Mr. Kurtz while ex
a tea-cup,
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years

fine

to

arts.

attained

AND D. C. CHAPMAN
remarkable

photography.

past, these

gentlemen

For
have

results in
a series

of

been en

in correcting the object-glass of Mr.
Rutherford's telescope in this city, for pho
The process has neces
tographic purposes.
sarily been slow and difficult, each in'4>erfection in the image requiring a corresponding
The ulterior
correction of the instrument.
design is to obtain an accurate map of the
gaged

Phrenological
heavens, in which the fixed stars

their precise positions.

By
each

contrivance,

genious

will

occupy

but in

a simple

is photo

star

graphed duplex, and the line of its path in
the heavens is also traced on the pho

tographic plate.
accuracy.

These

This

done

is

gentlemen

to

insure

have executed

pictures of celestial objects,
chief among which are a photograph of the
solar disc and of the Pleiades, which evoked
the unbounded admiration of the members
They
of the Royal Astronomical Society.
have also made photographs of the moon in
its various phases, which won the silver
medal of merit at the French Exposition.
The members of the world of science are
eagerly watching the result of these gentle
men's experiments, and doubtless
photog
raphy, under their guidance, will be made to
solve many a sublime mystery.
We regret our inability to mention the
names of others who have won a right to be
remembered for their services in the cause of
photography ; but a magazine article is neces
But our work would be in
sarily restricted.
complete were we to refrain from noticing

some exquisite

the great reservoir

of photographic

E. AND H. T. ANTHONY

supplies.
AND CO.

over the largest photographic stock
in the world.
Nearly a quar

preside

establishment

ter of

a century

ago, Mr. Edward

Anthony

began the business with a small capital. As
the sphere of photography enlarged, so did

this house, until it has grown to become
prominent in the world of commerce in both
The main establishment is at
hemispheres.
No. 591 Broadway ; and the loiterer who
leisurely promenades the great thorough
fare, to gaze listlessly at the novelties of
fashion, little dreams, as he passes the port
als of No. 591, that his curiosity is cheated,
and that he has turned his back on a realm
This ware
of beauty and of enchantment.
house covers

an area

of

its interior is adapted
character

of

30

by 200 feet, and

to

the

the business

complicated

transacted

there.

Part of the first floor is occupied as a sales
room! for photographic materials, stereoscopic
On the second floor
views, and photographs.
gallery, where is displayed a
brilliant collection of chromos from all coun
tries.
A selection of albums of great divers
ity and of rare and costly fabrication afford

is the chromo

Journal.

[May,

an additional feature of attractiveness.
The
third floor is set apart for the reception of
wares, which are here inspected
and dis
tributed. The upper story is used as a store
The packing and shipping depart
room.
ment is located
on Mercer Street.
The
number of assistants employed in this build
ing exceeds forty.
Several factories feed
this emporium.
One at Jersey City furnishes
the supplies of chemicals ; one at No. 65
Broadway, 40 by 200 feet, fabricates frames,
albums, stereoscopes ; and the upper part of
the New Haven Depot is equipped with ma
chinery, propelled by steam, which cuts cards

The stereoscopic department
and embosses.
is a great center of attraction. Photography
in all parts of the world has contributed to
of natural
scenery, portraits of eminent persons, copies
of gems of statuary, and stereographs of in

the collection of views, sketches

finite variety.

Specimens

of

the

Dalmeyer

displayed. This is the best
lens made.
The cloud and atmospheric ef
fects published by Robinson & Cherrill, Eng
land, are marvels of sun-painting. Nature is
by them counterfeited so naturally that art
ists procure them for studies.
It is interest
ing to observe the improvements made in the
construction of the implements of photog
Many varieties of the camera exhib
raphy.
ited in these sales-rooms are elaborately

lenses are also

finished

and

appear

as elegant

ornaments.

The resources of this establishment are such
that a photographer can from the stock equip
his gallery with all the requisite implements

A partner resides abroad
and appendages.
whose occupation is to look out for novelties,
Mr. Wil
liam H. Badeau represents the house in Eu
rope ; Mr. Edward Anthony manages the
pecuniary concerns ; Mr. Henry T. Anthony
Col.
superintends the chemical department.
Vincent M. Wilcox, who gallantly served his
country during the late war, has been re
cently admitted as a partner in this firm,
These gentle
together with Mr. Badeau.
men have grown into usefulness under the
training of the Messrs. Anthony, and bring
into the business large capitals of youthful
enterprise and energy. An infusion of young
blood works miracles in all systems. The
Photographic Bulletin, a monthly periodical,
is issued by this firm.
It has a circulation
and to watch the foreign markets.
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of five thousand monthly. It is edited by
Mr. H. T. Anthony. One can hardly repress
a smile as he departs from this great eg tabin en t, when he considers that all this com
bination of money, brains, and labor, is to
promote the traffic in captire sunbeams!
Gulliver discovered a philosopher in Lagado
who was endeavoring to extract sunbeams
from cucumbers, but even this bold scientist
never had the temerity to suggest a traffic in
The fancy would have been too ex
them.
Alas 1 the very elements are vic
travagant.
tims to rapacious commerce.
A FEW HINTS

TO

THE PUBLIC.

The sunbeam possesses three qualities
These qualities
light, heat, and actinism.
manifest their presence in connection with
certain colored rays.
The yellow rays are
illuminating, the red are calorific, and the
blue are chemical or actinic.
It is the last
mentioned which produces photographic ef
When in equal combination, these
fects.
colors blend so as to lose their identity, and
When
produce the perfectly white sunbeam.
the light is yellow, the illuminating power
and impedes the process of
predominates
photographing. Hence it follows that the
full glare of the sun is not most favorable
for sun-painting. It is a popular belief that
cloudy weather is unfavorble to the taking
of portraits; this is erroneous, for, on the
contrary, when the sky is overcast the yel
low rays are obstructed, while the actinism
is in freedom.
All periods of the day are
alike favorable to portraiture up to three
o'clock in the afternoon.
It has been de
monstrated
that the presence of the sun's
light and heat are entirely useless in photo
graphing, for photographs have been pro
duced in utter darkness, the actinic rays only
being permitted to enter.

APPROPRIATE COSTUME.
The perfection of a portrait depends on
many accessories, not least among which is
that of costume.
The sitter should be envi
roned with a harmony of colors which should
also harmonize
with the complexion and
character of the person.
Every simple rustic
maiden recognizes that she appears better to
herself when arrayed in garments of certain
This is not owing to a caprice of
colors.
is in accordance with the dic
but
fancy,
Mr. M. A Root, in his
tates of propriety.
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charming book, to which I am greatly in
debted for varied and valuable information,
makes the following suggestions on the sub
ject of dress : A large, stout person should
dress in black, as that tint apparently dimin
ishes magnitude.

Inversely, a, small person
should garb herself in white ; one favored
with an excess of bloom on the cheeks,
should environ them with materials of a
deeper red; a lady of sallow complexion
should wear a bonnet of transparent white ;
a pallid complexion is benefited by contrasts
of pale green ; a complexion like the peach
appears best in company with light blue,
These
light green, or transparent white.
effects are due to the " harmony of analogy"
and "harmony of contrasts," which Dame
Xature, the matchless modiste, so studiously
observes when she invests her work with
robeB

of

grace.

In

those

sombre precincts

the Arctic regions
of gloom
every object
is draped in subdued livery, as appropriate
to the scene of mourning ; but in the tropics,
where the seasons hold a festival, everything
is in gala array.
THE OEM OF A PHOTOGRAPH.

A

of a photograph is as rare as a
brilliant of the first water.
The perfect pho
tograph should possess the qualities of depth,
breadth, solidity, transparency, delicacy, and
of details.
The tints should be
precision
softly and gradually graded, which gives
The proper distribution of the
brilliancy.
lights and shades comprehended by the term
ehiara-oscuro requires the skill and taste of a
gem

consummate

"

artist.

All

depends

on

the

" or the
operant who postures the
He must not only be an accomplished
sitter.
artist, but an excellent judge of human na
ture.
Mr. Kurtz, who ia perhaps the most
perfect poser in the profession, invariably
poser

inquires

" Which

of

the

person

to

be

portrayed,

of your face is the best ? "
for, to the astonishment of the multitude of
persons, every face has its inequalities, and
Mr. Kurtz likewise
no two sides are alike.
ascertains the vocation of the sitter, while his
cultivated eye is quick to discern shades of
character.

side

His

great

aim

is to invest

the

portrait with the individuality of the orig
inal, not merely to map the face, but to de
pict the lineaments of the soul within. The
face is made up of hills and valleys, which
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by fleeting

lights and shadows.
A twist
The
of the body controls the expression.
form may be imitated in the pictures, but
the expression will be that of a caricature.
The elevation of a hand, or a turn of the
are haunted

It

is these which create expression.

head, may

change

staid divine

It

wayman.

the

appearance

of

the

that he will look like a high
is in the poser's power to make

so

your portrait perfect as an image of the
features ; to distort you into a Caliban, or
to render you as beautiful as an Apollo.
His great aim is to make truth to tell " a flat
tering tale."
Light coming from different
directions, and striking the countenance at
different angles, produces widely divergent
facial effects. Light falling equally on the
sides

of

round.

the face

will

make

it

appear

as

When the light strikes the front

and also the sides, the surface presents a flat
For dark complexions, it is
appearance.
best to

expose

it

to a

full

focus

obtained

from the concentrated bundle of rays. For
blondes diffused light is preferable.
Beauty,
after all, is but a graceful blending of form
and color, and the poser wields a magic
But a
wand which commands them both.
mere manipulator can not accomplish this
feat; it requires an artistic genius, trained
by

study

and strengthened

by observation.

This suggests the idea that an academy
should be founded for the purpose of edu
The accomplished
cating photographers.
photographer should be an expert chemist, a
cultured artist, and a skillful mechanic.
It
is to be regretted that too often the title of
photographer is obtained by the ownership
of a camera and through the senility of Old
A practice has recently been intro
Sol.
duced of " retouching " or " finishing " with
The touch
crayon, lead pencil, or india-ink.
of an expert's pencil may and often does im
prove a portrait, but too often the license is
The value of a portrait consists Jn
abused.
its truthfulness.
Beauty, however desiralfle,
is not the desideratum in a portrait when it
does not exist in the type. Faces, not masks,
are wanted.

Sometimes

the image

of

a de

formity is cherished as a fond memento, for
love is proverbially blind to faults.
The ec
centricities of cast of countenance constitute
the landmarks of identity, and the portrait
which does not express them is not a true

Would you have retouched the in
likeness.
tellectual wrinkles of Plato, the frown of
Nero, or the wart of Cromwell? No, em
phatically no 1 we would preserve every fur
row in its integrity as indices to character.
This practice is more honorable in its breach
than its observance, and hereafter no pho
tographer should offer himself as a manufac
turer of beauty and a hireling of falsehood.
THE FUTURE

Great

OP PHOTOGRAPHY.

as has been the progress made

in the

it is hoped that time will work new
miracles.
Although by means of collodion
past,

pictures are obtained, yet a
agent is demanded, so as to
keep pace with the very motion of life. That
chemistry will reveal some of its servants
as being capable for this employment, it is
not unreasonable to expect.
The great de
sideratum is to image motion, as the moving
throng, the prancing steed, the dash of foam,
and the rock-beaten
Thus far an ap
surf.
proximation has been made in depicting in

instantaneous

more sensitive

stantaneous

effects.

Photographs have been
of a second, but

made in the twentieth part

only with

small

easier to make
large one.

instruments,

because

it

is

a small

lens perfect than a
Sir. Henry T. Anthony has taken

picture of a man running across the
field of the instrument, so that one foot
was on the ground and the other in the act
f descending, producing the effect of the
man being poised in the air.
But none but
a consummate operant could accomplish
this
difficult feat. Although lenses can not be
made of greater power, yet they can be made

the

f greater perfection.
Improvements are
being rapidly made in the construction of
lenses ; in fact, to such an extent are lenses
superseded, that a Philadelphia photographer
suggests that all the old lenses be collected,
melted, and made into a monument in honor
of Daguerre.
Another want generally felt is
the reduction in the expense of material.
In

the carbon process, the cost

reduced, but that

of labor is

of

material is

The
future may possibly afford the means to ob
tain permanent pictures of objects in their
natural colors.
Although natural colors can
increased.

photographed, they fade as soon as ex
to the action of light.
The future
may possibly furnish a "fixing" agent to
render the colors enduring. It was for a long
bo

posed
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time doubtful whether photographs could be

light, but it is now an
Photographs have been
accomplished fact.
made by means of the moon's light, but of an
inferior quality. A more sensitive agent may
be revealed in the future which will permit
improvements to be made in this direction.
Landscape photography in America has
not advanced as much as the other branches
of the art, and should be cultivated. Judg
made by the moon's

Ihgsiopomg,
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ing by the great progress made by this art
since its invention, covering the brief period
of thirty-two years, it is reasonable to expect
that the future will enlarge its sphere of
usefulness and extend its powers.
Photoggraphy is still so youthful, and has achieved
so much, that the prophet might be justified
in predicting extravagantly, and yet the real
ization of his wildest dreams might not com
pass the fulfillment of its destiny.

or

of Character.

Of thetool,th«bodyformdothUka,
For toolli form,ud doththebodymake. Jjp#n#*r.
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[CONTINUED TBOI OUR APRIL NUMBER.]
NATIONAL

PECULIARITIES IN THE FORM
THE HEAD.

DAVID

SIRearliest
of

WILKIE

was

one

pupils, having attended

my lectures

on

anatomy,

as

of

OF

my

a course

connected

with design.
On returning from the Conti
nent in August, 1840, I found him prepar
ing for a journey ; and he made me guess
whither he was going. To Rome ? no. To
Greece ? no.
Surely not to court fortune
in India ? no.
He was setting off to the
Holy Land, to study there an Eastern peo
In this, he displayed that energy which
ple.
ever accompanies
How much of
genius.
character, in feature and costume, would he
not have thrown into his future pictures 1
Here we have a lesson from one entitled to
sway our opinion on his art, of the import
ance of a knowledge of national forms to
the historical painter.
It is for this reason
that I introduce a slight account of the
varieties of the human head, depending on
national peculiarities.
It may assist the
artist in the study of such natives of foreign
countries as he may chance to meet with.
Even in the most admired productions of
art, I find little to which I can refer for elu
cidating this subject.
Sculptors and paint
ers have been too commonly content to char
acterize an inhabitant of the East by a tuft
of hair on his crown ; or an African, by a

swarthy face. There is a late publication
that illustrates the question of national pe
culiarities in a very interesting way, a folio
volume which contains accurate portraits of
the skulls of all the American races, from
the old inhabitants of Mexico and Peru to
those of the farthest north.*
In considering the extraordinary collection
of skulls in this work, with the view of mark
ing the relation between the form of the
head and superiority of mind, in men of cul
tivated intellect, as contrasted with those
leading a savage life, it must be acknowl
edged that much is wanting. Although there
can be no objection
the writer

to the mode

of estimating

adopted

the actual

by

mass of

ought to have
in comparison with the dimen
sions of the whole body.
If the cavity of
the skull is to be gauged,
if the quantity of
sand or of seeds, which different crania are
brain,

yet his measurements

been made

capable

of containing, is
will not be

comparison

to be measured, the
satisfactory,

unless

the measurement of each be contrasted

with
that of the face and of the body; and be
also examined with respect to the propor
tions of the brain itself, or its form.
Again, it is taken for granted that we who
exercise our best faculties within the four
" Crania Americana,"
Anatomy in Pennsylvania

by Dr. Morton,
College.

Professor

of
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walls of a house, must have a development
of brain beyond what the free-dweller in the
plains or forests of what is termed a new
I believe that man,
country can possess.
in his state of nature, has imposed upon
him the necessity of bringing into opera
tion quite as many faculties of mind as the
man at his desk ; and that, from the brain
being exercised in every use to which the
external senses are put, its volume is not in
ferior to that of the individual in civilized
We must take along with us this con
life.
sideration, that the exercise of our external
activity of the
Benses infers an accompanying
brain : that of the nervous apparatus appro
priated to the senses, it is the exterior part
alone that is given to the eye, ear, nose,
tongue : the internal part, forming the senthis,
Remembering
sorium, is in the brain.
and that the powers exercised by the savage
are not instincts, as in the brutes, but opera
tions of the mind calling the brain into ac
tion, I am unwilling to grant that any meas
urable deficiency in its mass, as a whole, is
Were it really so, we
likely to be perceived.
should find the gamekeeper inferior to his
master in a greater degree than my experi
ence warrants.*
Every one must have observed among
those with whom he lives, that there is as
much variety in feature, stature, color, hair,
beard, etc., as there is in expression of coun
tenance ; and a very little philosophy will incate the necessity of such varieties for the
constitution of society.
But in regard to
I* It is certainly apparent that the brain of the forester
or the Indian is exercised through perception and force
more than through reflection and moral sentiment ; hence
the lower part of the forehead and the base of tbe mid
dle part of the brain are much more largely developed in
the Indian than in the man of culture at his desk. The
latter haB to Btndy the laws of trade, commerce, manu
factures, social life, men, and measures. He is not, like
the Indian in the forest, merely stepping stealthily, using
his Sccretlveness and Cautiousness, and giving sharp at
tention to every sound of game in the thicket ; he is not
following trails like the Indian, who will see among the
dry leaves the tracks of the bear, and tell his size, and
how long since he passed ; this is mere perception, while
the man at the desk reasons with the upper part of the
fciri'licad exercises the moral and imaginative and In
ventive faculties in the top-head and upper side-head.
Moreover, the mere measurementof the Internal contents
or absolute area of a skull, does not tell whether the
largest development be in the back part of the head, in
the social region, as among negroes, or whether it is in
the intellectual or moral region. Phrenology is the only
true guide in the study of ethnology or art. Ed ]

national peculiarities, although *!ie distinc
tions between individuals of a particular
country are, doubtless, in many instances, as
great as between

the people

of

one country

compared with another, yet there are certain
forms of head, or casts of feature, or peculi
arities of hair and complexion which charac
terize different

nations.

We need not here enter into the question,
how these distinctions have been produced.
It would require much critical examination
to decide whether national peculiarities of
form are owing to an original provision, by
which the structure changes, and acquires
distinctive characters under the influence of
circumstances
such as of the various cli
mates to which the first families were ex
posed, on their dispersion from one center ;
or whether there are truly distinct races
which had a conformation and constitution
from the beginning, suited to the regions for
which they were destined, and to which they
were blindly driven.
All testimony agrees in showing that man
kind was first planted in Western Asia;
summer
there, in the valleys,
perpetual
reigns ; there the vegetable productions best
suited to man's nourishment

are most abund

ant ; there are the animals, in a state of na
ture, which are led by their instincts to yield
themselves up to his use the horse, the ass,
the cow, the sheep, the goat, the camel, the
dog ; and there the climate is so favorable to

constitution, that even now we
look to these countries for examples of per
fection, both in feature and color, of mam

the human

himself.

From this part of the globe the varieties
of man, distinguished as to exterior form and
to
complexion, may be traced divergingly
this point the sciences and arts may be fol
lowed back; and the study of the derivation
of tongues, and of the grammatical construc
tion of languages, does not negative the con
clusion, but rather indicates that this part
of the earth was the center from which the
nations spread.

The grouping of mankind into races has
occupied the ingenuity of many naturalists
and physiologists from the time of Buffon
and Linnteus to the present day ; but we rest
principally on the authority of Blumenbach.
In the valleys of the Caucasus, between the
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Black Sea and the Caspian, we may distin
family those features
which, according to the views just presented,

guish in the Caucasian
we should

having
aquiline,

a more

arched

and features

forehead,
altogether
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a nose more

of

a more

say were the nearest to perfection.

The skull is large and fully developed in
front ; the face is small and the features wellproportioned

; the forehead

is elevated ; the

nose arched or raised ; the teeth perpendicu
lar in their sockets ; the chin round, and the
lip3 full of expression ; the skin fair, the eyes
dark, the eyebrows arched, the eyelashes
The Cir
long, and the hair varied in color.
cassians have long been noted for the beauty
of the women, and for the imposing stature,
elegance, and activity of the men ; and the
Georgians and other tribes are remarkable
for personal beauty.
From this centre, proceeding westward, we
The original inrecognize the Europeans.

Fio. 2. Plato.
decided

character ; and this is even apparent

in the busts of that people, as exhibited in
the two splendid volumes of Visconti.
The
remarks of Bishop Wiseman on this subject
are important, as his lectures were delivered
in Rome, and to persons who had only to
step out of the college to ascertain their ac
Travelers have often stated that the
curacy.

Fio. 1. Qnsrac Girl.

of Thessaly and Greece are desig
the Pelasgic branch
that enter
prising and migratory people who at an early
period extended to Italy, and from whom de
scended the Etruscans.
The Hellenes, or
Greeks, receiving letters from the Phoeni
cians, surpassed all the nations of antiquity
in philosophy, literature, and art. The Greek
face is a line oval, the forehead full and car
ried forward, the eyes large, the nose straight,
the lips and chin finely formed,
in short,
the forms of the head and face have been the
type of the antique, and of all which we most
The modern Greeks are still dis
admire.
tinguished by athletic proportions and fine
habitants
nated

as

features.

The Roman head differs from the Greek in

Fio. 3. Julius Cssab.
countenances of the population beyond the
Tiber exactly resemble those of the Roman

Phrenological Journal.
on the column of Trajan; but Dr.
Wiseman observes correctly that any one
slightly acquainted with art will soon be
satisfied that the model on these historical
monuments is really Grecian, and can give
the physiognomy of
no aid in ascertaining
He bids us
the ancient inhabitants of Italy.
look to the busts and reclining statues of the
soldiers

ancient Romans

[May,

in history as
in upon the Persian
and the Roman empires in the east. The
Celtic Gaul of the Romans gave residence to
the Tartars, and are recognized

the people who broke

carved on the sarcophagi, or
in the Cap

to the series of imperial busts

itol, where we shall discover the true type of
the national figure, viz., a large flat head, a
low and wide forehead, a face broad and
square, a short and thick neck, and a stout
and broad trunk ; proportions totally at va
riance with what are generally considered to
Nor have
be those of the ancient Roman.
we to go far, if in Rome, to find their de
scendants ; they are to be met with every day
in the streets, principally among the bur
gesses or middle class.*
The German race has been spread from
east to west over a great part of Europe,
blending with the Celts. It is separated into
the Teutonic and Sclavonian families ; their
military enterprises form the history of the

Fig. 5. Arab.

which is now diminished to the rem
living in the mountainous districts of
the extreme west of Europe.
The Mongolian Tartars occupy a great part
of the north of Asia and Europe. The eye
lids of this people are oblique, the nose is
small and flat, broad toward the forehead :
a race

nant

the cheek-bones

are high, the chin short, and

the lips large and thick ; the ears are flat and

darker ages, when they came down upon the
Roman Empire. Other hordes mingled with

square; the general form of the head round.
The Mongol Tartar tribes have become mixed
with the neighboring nations, and exhibit a
variety of physiognomy.
Hordes of this
people invaded China, and, settling in the
north of that great empire, have blended with
the original Chinese.
To the northwest they mingled with the
polar races, and have merged in the Kamschatkans and Tungusians ; the Huns, whose
incursions into more civilized Europe are re
corded in history, were Mongol Tartars. The
primitive Turks were also of the same race ;
but, by overrunning Circassia,
Georgia,
Greece, and Arabia, their physical character

* MFor my part, I looked for the type of the Roman sol
There was a body of these
dier among the Oalleottl.
condemned men, chained together, who were marched
every evening from their work of rebuilding the great
This church,
basilica of St. Paul's, beyond the walls.
which was burnt, stands some way out of Rome, and I
walked beside and behind these bands ; and finer fig
ures are not to be conceived ; their loose dress, and the
gyves upon their legs, gave to their air and attitude
something formidable.
They seemed fit for the offices of
I must ever remema tyrant, and to subdue the world.

ber one evening, when I saw these men, with their
mounted guards, passing under the Arch of Titus and
the broad shadow of the Colosseum.
Dr. Wiseman
says, in regard to the sculptures on that arch, that the
profiles of the soldiers show that there was a rule, or
model, adapted to the common men, and from which the
artist might not depart: while the figure of the emperor,
seated in his chariot, forms a strong contrast to them.
Though his features are now quite effaced, enough re
mains of the outline to show the full, heavy face and
bulky head of a true Roman."
Notafrom Journal.

Fio. 4. Mongolian.
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and they have

has been changed,

become

a

The open nostril and
short nose which mark the Turkish counte
nance still betray their original extraction ;
their eyes are dark and animated, and the
whole face is expressive and intelligent.
The Chinese skull is oblong, the frontal
bone narrow in proportion to the width of
handsome

the bones

people.

of the

face.
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Some uncertainty prevails as to the race to
which the ancient Egyptians belonged.
This
has arisen from the difficulty of reconciling
the early and extensive knowledge of that

Accordingly the coun

tenance is flat and the cheeks expanded ; the
are not freely open, and

eyelids

are drawn

obliquely up toward the temples; the eye
brows are black and highly arched ; the nose
is small and flattened, with a marked de

;

is,

long, the nasal bones broad and flattened,
the cheek-bones high and expanded, the jaws
altogether, large
projecting. The head

a

The Malay race is scattered through the
Indian Islands, Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Amboyna, Celebes, the Philippines, Moluccas.
The forehead in the Malay is prominent and
arched, but low; the orbits oblique and ob

people with the acknowledged deficiency of
We might expect
capacity in the negro.
that the mummies and drawings in their
pyramids and tombs should have long since
decided the question
but the position of
Egypt may account for the obscurity.
Being
on the confines of two great continents, the
mixed people.
Egyptians became early
The skull
found to be well formed and
unlike that of the Ethiopian.
The proba
bility is, that the negro was then, as now, a
;

low.

Fio. I.- Muhmt Head.

is

it from the forehead ;
pression separating
the hair is black and the complexion sal

subjugated

race.*

is

is

The Greek applied the terms Ethiop and
Indian to all the dark people of the south.
By Ethiopian we now correctly understand
the different races which inhabit the interior
of Africa, extending from the south of Mount
Atlas and Abyssinia to the country of the
Caffres and Hottentots.
The general character of the negro counte
familiar to us.
Of the great an
nance
tiquity of the race there can be no doubt.
When, indeed, the effigy of the negro
found
depicted on the ancient walls of Egypt, and
vessels are dug up, the characters on which
are read

the mouth

and the lips protrude; the nose

depressed,

nostrils;

the

They are of
the different

a

short,

and

eyes

flattened

are small

is

Fig. 8. Maiat.

toward the
and

oblique.

brown complexion, varying in

tribes.

by

modern

Chinese,

we may well
a

of obtaining anything like satisfac
tory history of the spread of nations and the
settlement of mankind in the different re
The depression of the
gions of the globe.
of the temples,
forehead and compression
which are distinctive of the Africans, although
there be splendid examples of fine form among
despair

Blumenbach thinks that he can discover among the
mummies the heads of the Ethiopian, the Indian, and
the Berbers. Deuon conceives1that the female mommies
indicate that the women of ancient Egypt had great
beauty.

Phrenological Journal.
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of that continent, mark them as a
peculiar race.*
Diverging still from the presumed central
origin of mankind, we find the Polynesian
family in the islands of the Pacific Ocean.
The inhabitants of these isles are of middle
Their
stature, athletic, with heavy limbs.
faces are round or delicately oval ; the nose
is well formed, straight, or aquiline, some
times spread out, but not having the flatness
of the negro ; the forehead is low, but not
receding ; the eyes black, bright, and expres
sive; the lips full, and the teeth finc.t
In America, the same difficulties present
themselves in relation to the origin and propthe nations

[May,

first, a race called Toltecan, belonging orig
inally to Mexico and Peru, which, from the

Flo. 9. Black Hawk.
shapes of the skulls found in the graves, and
the accompanying
relics, give evidence of
greater civilization than

belongs to the pres

a people which,
extending over the greater portion of the
vast continent, embraces all the barbarous
the
nations of the New World, excepting
polar tribes, or Mongolian Americans, which

ent natives; and

are presumed

Asia, such
and Fins.

KlU. 8

agation

of races

NlORO
as

secondly,

to be straggling parties

as the

from

Esquimaux, Greenlanders,

In the native American there is no trace
of the frizzled locks of the Polynesian or the
woolly texture on the head of the negro.
The hair is long, lank, and black; the beard
is deficient; the cheek-bones are large and
prominent ; the lower jaw broad and pon
derous, truncated in front ; the teeth vertical

HkaDS.

in the Old World.

The

most recent inquiries authorize the distinc

tion of

two

families inhabiting

America;

The great families of mankind arc distinguished by
color a9 well as form and features: the Caucasian by
white ; the African by black ; the Mongolian by olive,
tending to yellow ; the Malay by tawny ; the American
by brown, or nearly copper hue. The color of the hair,
and that of the iris, partake of the color of the skin.
The Caucasian, with fair complexion, has red, brown, or
light-colored hair, and the eyes of different shades of
gray and blue. In those of darker complexion, the hair
is black and the eyes dark. In the Mongol the hair is
thin, stiff, and straight; in the European, soft, flexible,
and flowing ; In the negro, thick-set, stroDg, short, and
curly. But lu all races there spring up occasional varie
ties.
t It Is amusing to And voyagers making distinctions
here between the plebeian and the aristocratic classes.
But it Is so everywhere. Among the Lyblans and Moors,
as in the countries of Asia and Europe, the comforts and
luxuries of life improve the physical condition of man.

Fio. 10. Indian Woman.
and very large ; the nose is decidedly arched,
and the nasal cavities of great size.
They

passion,

there

under the in

are characters

ex

changes of features produced
which it is impossible to explain on the no
tion of a direct operation of the mind upon
the features. Ignorance of the source of these
changes of the features, or inattention to the
cause which produces them, has thrown an
obscurity over the whole of this subject,
which it is my wish to remove.
in the examination of the sources of ex
should be found that the mind
pression,
dependent on the frame of the body, the dis
covery ought not to be considered as humil
iating, or as affecting the belief of separate
existence of that part of our nature on which
the changes wrought in the body arc ulti
Since we are dwellers in
mately impressed.
material world
necessary that the spirit
by an organized
should be connected with
could neither feel nor
body, without which
re-act, nor manifest itself in any way. It
fundamental law of our nature that the mind
9hall have its powers developed through the
that the organs of the
influence of the body
body shall be the links in the chain of rela
world,
and the material
tion between
and

a

a

relation

between

the mental

operations

and

of the bodily frame. It ap
pears to me that the frame of the body, ex
clusive of the special organs of seeing, hear
shall not say
complex organ,
ing, etc.,
of sense, but which ministers, like the exter
to say, as the
nal senses, to the mind that
organs of the five senses serve to furnish ideas
of matter, the framework of the body con
tributes, in certain conditions, to develop
various states of the mind.
In the affections which we call passions or
an influence which points
emotions, there
the condition

to the breast as the part where
Some have

they are felt.

asserted that they are seated in

the bowels; and the sensations

am about to

describe have been arrayed as proofs that the
affections

exist

in the body.

But that,

They are conditions of
impossible.
the mind, and can not be seated in the body,
affirm,

although they both influence and are influ
enced by it.
We have learned enough to know that the
impressions

communicated

by the

external

it

;

is

it

it

is

it

a

a

is

it

If,

pressed

In examining the phenomena of the mind,
philosophers have too much overlooked this

I

countenance,

I

of

is

the human

fluence

I

In

" I do believe thee ;
saw hie heart in his face." Shaitpeare.

;

I

is

heart of a man changeth his countenance, whether
for good or evil."
The Son qf SiracA.

is,

" The

spring up
and not to

These

be shaken off; and no better example than
this can be given of the adaptation of the
mind to the various relations in which man
placed, or one that tends more to raise in
us a conception of the Author of our being,
and increase our estimation of ourselves, as
allied to Him.*
This
perhaps, necessary to premise,
am about to prove the extensive in
when
fluence of the corporeal on the intellectual
part of man.

it

III.

feelings

they are universal,

Creator.

a

ESSAY

SOURCES OP EXPRESSION IN THE
HUMAN COUNTENANCE WHICH OAN NOT BE
EXPLAINED ON THE IDEA OP A DIRECT
INP1.UENCE OP THE MIND UPON THE FEA
TURES.

ON THOSE

and

spontaneously,

is

But in this, as in the whole volume, I have
attempted only to awaken attention, and to
make the reader an observer of what may
pass before him ; giving him the elements on
which his ingenuity or acumen is to be em
ployed in his intercourse with society.

80£

As the Creator has established this connec
tion between the mind and external nature,
so has He implanted, or caused to be gener
ated in us, various higher intellectual facul
ties.
In every intelligent being He has laid
the foundation of emotions that point to
Him, affections by which we are drawn to
Him, and which rest in Him as their object
In the mind of the rudest slave, left to the
education of the mere elements around him,
sentiments arise which lead him to
Parent
a

mankind which I have here presented, every
sentence might be the text of a long essay.

AND PHILOSOPHY.

I

ought not to be called the copper-colored
The color is brown, or of a cinnamon
tint. As in the Old World, the color varies,
and the darkness does not always correspond
to the climate or vicinity to the equator.
Of the imperfect sketch of the varieties of

race.

TO MY
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ITS ANA

is
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principle

These spontaneous feelings conld not be awakened
unless the mental organization itself contributed to
thorn by special native faculty. Ed.]
[*

through which the immaterial
within shall be affected.
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by the mind and
This is not asserted on
the mere grounds that each affection which
is deeply felt is accompanied
by a disturb
ance in our breast ; nor on the language of
mankind, which gives universal assent to this
proposition ; but it may be proved by cir
cumstances of expression, in which we can
not be deceived.
I shall make it manifest
mutual influence

exercised

frame on each other.

observe that the organs of the senses operate
in producing specific ideas, independently of
their own peculiar exciting causes, we can
comprehend better how other organs of the
relation established with
body may have
the mind, and
control over
without
reference to outward impressions.
Let us consider the heart, in its office of
receiving the influence of the mind, and of

it,

and

a

of sense belong really to the mind ;
there can be no doubt that there is a

organs

[May,

a
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reflecting

that influence.

that what the eye, the ear, or the finger is to
the mind, as exciting those ideas which have
to correspond with the qual
ities of the material world, the organs of the

been appointed

development of our affec
tions; and that without them we might see,
hear, and smell, but we should walk the
earth coldly indifferent to all emotions which
may be said in an especial manner to animate
breast are to the

us,

and

interest

give

and

grace

to

human

thoughts and actions.
By emotions are meant certain changes or
affections of the mind, as grief, joy, astonish
That such states or conditions of the
ment.
mind should in any degree pertain to the
may not, perhaps, be willingly ad
mitted, unless we take along with us that the

body,

;

is

;

is

;

pression.

A

needle

passed

through the re

a

tina, the organ of vision, will produce the
sensation of
spark of fire, not of sharpness
or pain; and the same needle,
the papillse

of

the tongue,

if

applied to

will give

rise to
is

it

;

it

while if
prick the skin,
pain will follow. This law of the senses
arbitrarily or divinely ordered;
might
have been otherwise.
Accordingly, when we
the sense of taste

touch

actual

the heart

is

a

it

is

a

is,

ward impression ; and the ideas thus excited
are according to the organ struck or agitated,
that
the same impression
conveyed to
different organs of sense will give rise to
as light, when the eye
variety of sensations
is struck sound, when the ear
struck
and so on with the other organs, the sensa
tion corresponding with the organ which
exercised, and not with the cause of the im

is

per

when there is no corresponding out

is

can be ex

rise to sensation and

hardly an organ of the body limited
all are complex in their
to one function
How many offices, for example,
operation.
are performed by the lungs? It
singular
fact in the history of physiological opinions
that the heart, an organ the most susceptible
of being excited by the agitations or de
rangements of the body, should have been
And
considered at one time as insensible.
true that
To
so.
yet in one sense
;

conveyed

may, in the first place, be observed, that

there

insensible,

as was

exhibited to the illustrious Harvey, in the

of

person
heart

young

exposed

nobleman

by disease.

who

had

the

This single cir

cumstance, had there been no other evidence,

should have earlier directed physiologists to
correct view of the matter, from its proving
that the internal organs are affected and
united by sensibilities which are altogether
different in kind from those bestowed upon
the skin. The sensibility of the external sur
face of the body
special endowment
adapted

a

ception,

by
It is ascertained that
and

organs of the senses

the different

and

is

them to the sensorium.

the senses,

it

of

not by anything received

ercised, and give

It

light, sound, or taste, are

as

by the organs

a

sense,

Hkabt.

is

of

Thi

a

ideas

generated

Pio. 11.

to the elements

around,

and calcu

lated to protect the interior parts from in

CHARACTER IN FACES.

who

seem

to have

a

however,

natural

talent

I

a

is

I

for reading character in the face.
have an
born physiognomist.
have
aunt who
rarely known her to be mistaken in her most

A strang
udgment of an individual.
to her like an open book wherein
she sometimes reads wonderful
matters.
She
is

j

summary
er's face

of their
five minutes' scrutiny being all she re
quires to determine their capacity, honesty,
and whatever else goes to make up
good do-

hires her servants on recommendation

a

faces,

;

is

it

thence the agitated

?

a

dawn,

them,

is

strengthens

So that

it

first
them.

and

directs

not, perhaps, too much

to conclude that from these organs moving
in sympathy with the mind, the same uni
formity
produced among men in their in
ternal feelings, emotions, or passions, as there
exists in their ideas of external nature from
the uniform operations of the organs of sense.
Let us place examples before us, and then

try whether
passions

the

received

will furnish

of the

doctrines

us with an explanation

of the phenomena, or whether we must go
deeper and seek the assistance of anatomy.
[to be contikuid.]

CHOOSING

SERVANT.

mestic.
was
member of her family for
some time, and a patient pupil under her tutelege, but owing to my great lack of that faculty

I I

I

failed
phrenologically termed Human Nature,
to gain one iota of her knowledge in this re
am not
spect. Yet my Self-Esteem, in which
lacking, would not let me believe that was not
as well fitted to pass judgment on strangers as
herself.

Repeated failures could not convince
me to the contrary for
long time. Once dur
pleasant-faced girl
ing my aunt's absence,
applied for the vacant place of nursery maid in
her family.
read in her face all the virtues
essential for the situation, and told her there
was no doubt but that my aunt would engage
With this encouragement she departed,

her.

and came again next day but to my mortifi
cation and chagrin, the moment my aunt saw
She did
her she decided she would not suit
;

I

a

I

it
is

sured, can be relied on," etc., when in almost
every case the owner of the seemingly noble
physiognomy proved to be quite unworthy the
trust his face inspired.
There are some people,

and from

spirits are diffused over the body." The fact
certainly so, although the language be fig
urative.
How are these spirits diffused, and
what are their effects
We find that the influence of the heart
upon the extended organ of respiration has
sway at so early
period of our existence
that we must acknowledge that the operation
or play of the instrument of expression pre
cedes the mental emotions with which they
are to be joined, accompanies them in their

a

I

learned by personal experience
not safe for unskilled people to
the face as an index of character.
How often in times past
have said, "
can
trust his face," " Such
face as thai, rest as

the heart

a

HAVE

that
trust to

tion, pleasant
has no control,

A

IN FACES

toward

various kinds of sensa
or unpleasant, over which

a

CHARACTER

directed

the heart experiences

I

is,

But connected with the heart, and depend
ing on its peculiar and excessive sensibility,
there is an extensive apparatus which de
mands our attention.
This is the organ of
breathing: a part known obviously as the
instrument of speech, but which I shall show
to be more.
The organ of breathing, in its
association with the heart, is the instrument
of expression, and is the part of the frame
by the action of which the emotions are de
Certain
veloped and made visible to us.
strong feelings of the mind produce a dis
turbed condition of the heart; and through
that corporeal influence, directly from the
heart, indirectly from the mind, the extensive
apparatus constituting the organ of breath
ing is put in motion, and gives us the out
ward signs which we call expression.
The
man was wrong who found fault with nature
for not placing a window before the heart, in
order to render visible human thoughts and
intentions.
There
in truth, provision
made in the countenance and outward bear
ing for such discoveries.

strong emotion

is

body.

One ignorant of the grounds on which
these opinions are founded has said, " Every

I

But though the heart has not this com
it lias an appropriate
sensibility, by which it is held united in the
closest connection
and sympathy with the
other vital organs, so that it participates in
all the changes of the general system of the
jury.

mon sense of touch, yet

311
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not even so much as glance at the well-indorsed
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Now,
recommendations the girl handed her.
won't you tell me why you sent her away?" I
" Such re
asked the moment she was gone.
fined manners you seldom see in girls of her

recovering from the effects of my fight with
her predecessor, bathed my head so softly,
and combed out my tangled locks so gently,
and tidied up the disordered room so deftly

class, and then her face, what fault could you
find with that ? And then you did not even
"
look at her recommendations !

and quietly, that
treasure indeed !

" A hundred recommendations would avail
nothing with me with that peculiar droop of the

I would not trust
eyelid, that nose, that chin.
my baby in her care for one day ; she is not fit
And subsequent
the poor girl proved that

to be trusted with children."
disclosures regarding
my aunt was right.

When I married, and went to housekeep
ing on my own responsibility, some miles dis
tant from the home of my aunt, the attempts
I made in carrying out some of her instructions
in this peculiar line, were ludicrous in the ex
treme. But I was not dismayed or discour
aged. I felt that I could still detect innocence
under the guiltiest guise, and guilt under the
most innocent My husband willingly gave
into my hands the delightful task of engaging
ruaid-of-all-work,
thereby acknowledging
my superior judgment at the outset, and keep
ing himself clear of all responsibility in the
matter.
engaged at once, on the strength of
our

I

my remembrance of my annt's rules, a benevo
lent-looking, mild-eyed, sweet-voiced creature,
as my first kitchen girl.
She had a most sym
metrical head, every organ being nicely bal
If any faculty pre
anced in my estimation.
dominated, it was her Benevolence, I thought.

Yet before the week was out I grew absolutely
afraid of her, and scarcely dared give her any

directions

in the mildest way.
She proved to
be the most malicious, overbearing
person, I
I dared not dismiss her, and
had ever seen.

was obliged at last I am ashamed to confess
it after being ruled by her three months and
longer, to resort to the subterfuge of absence,

and send her her discharge in writing. But I
did not get rid of her so easily. She bore down

upon me as soon as I returned with the whole
weight of her terrible personality, and demand
ed explanations.

Then

I

was forced to wage
came off victorious after a

I said
I must

to myself, " Here is a
secure her; and what

just such an one as mj
like, I know! How quietly sho
goes about too, just like a cat I do so like a
a good

face she has!

aunt would

noiseless person about me," and engaged her
on the spot. I liked her for a long time; in
fact, all the while she stayed with me I liked
She seemed a most excellent person in
every respect, and yet she stole enough from
me to set up a small haberdasher's shop. She
appropriated my stockings and handkerchiefs ;
her.

out of my best nightgowns un
dergarments for herself, sewing on them under
She cut up my table linen into
my very nose.

she fashioned

towels for her sister's baby's use, and did many
other equally preposterous things right before
my eyes; and though I was called by my
friends a most careful housekeeper for a young
one, it was not till she walked off one morning

with my husband's watch and my grandmoth
er's Government

Bonds

that

I

found out she

had been robbing me at all.
After being deceived by at least a dozen dif
ferent specimens of human nature that followed
closely on each other's heels, it would seem
that I should have begun to doubt my own
ability to judge of character

But

I

by the face alone.

didn't begin to do any such thing. My
husband came forward now and volunteered
to aid me in looking up a good, reliable girl.

I did not choose to accept his assistance. I
did my own housework that winter, and when
the summer came round my husband shut up
our cottage and sent mc to the seashore.
ing more exhausted than refreshed when

Be

I re

turned in the autumn, I began to look about in
the old way for new " help." My husband had
"
heard of a very nice" girl, and wanted me to

I

went, and decided at once
go and see her.
that I did not want her. My husband remon

Everybody spoke well of her, he said

strated.

the family with whom

she had lived

;

a long

; and though I
long siege, I paid dearly for it in the three
months' sickness that followed.

time would not part with her for anything if
" But
they were not going out of the country.
her face is against her.
should not dare to

was more egregiously deceived, however,
in the character of the next one who took her

stay in the house alone one day with such a
face," I said.
" She
" Nonsense 1" returned
my better half.
isn't handsome, to be sure, but what of that ?

war

I

place.
ment,

She was very respectful
reverential

almost.

I

in her deport
could

find

no

fault in that respect during the whole time she
remained with me.
Before I engaged her ser
vices, she came up to my chamber where

I

was

I

I don't

beauty

beauty so highly as I did once.
what we want in a servant, not

esteem

Goodness

is
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" Goodness with that face ! "
exclaimed.
" Look at her retreating forehead and shapeless
lips! She is addicted to some had habit, I
Her eyes, too, stand out like door
know.
have told you what that denotes, and
knobs.

A more capable, faithful, and
across her.
trustworthy person I have never seen."
" Did you take her on the usual recom
" Yes
; you can see for
mendation V" I asked.
I knew at
yourself what a good face she has.

you can't bear a garrulous person about any
better than I. I wonder what aunt would say
to see such a person in our kitchen?"

first sight that she would suit me in every re
spect, and she has done so. There she cornea.
Look, and tell me if you ever saw a better face

I

Here

my husband

very complimentary
ed not to hear it.

I

muttered something not
to my aunt, but I pretend
would not have the girl,

than her's."

Judge of my astonishment when the identi
cal girl my husband had been so anxious
should secure the autumn previous came before
could not open my mouth, of
my vision !
course.
had nothing to say. My visit was

I

and so the matter was decided.
Again through another winter I performed
the household work, preferring to do it to trust

I

abridged to a very few days. The first thing
I did when I got home was to confess to my
husband my solemn conviction that I was a
fool. He did not seem to believe quite that,
for he went into copartnership with me on the

ing my husband's judgment in procuring help.
the spring I went down to visit my aunt.
Her house seemed more nicely kept than ever,

In
if

possible ; her kitchen was the perfection of
kept speaking of it.
" I have a most excellent girl," said my aunt
" It was a fortunate hour for me when I came

I

jcparintent of

help subject, and we hunted up a very good
mrs. c. c. field.
kitchen girl together.

||ur

neatness.

I

|>orial

|{eMon».

!

Domesticliftpptnwt,lliou only bllsa
Hintbaaauivlvt-dtlt«full
Of pat-ftdlM
Thouart thenui*«of virtue.

MISTAKES.
discoursed

for an

;

a

I

a

I

one acceptable word, the Amen
A few evenings later saw youth of six
teen come into

house at about eight o'clock
he had gone out before day
in the evening
light that morning, and had been all day
hauling wood with an old, slow team of oxen,
and the weather was very cold.
He took off
his ragged boots and shook the snow out of
them, then went to

a

corner cupboard

and re

turning with book, sat down to dry his feet.
Supper was soon ready, but the other mem
bers of the family had scarcely more than
commenced their meal, when this boy left
the table and sat down by the fire, holding

his book in one hand and piece of bread in
the other, intent upon reading while he ate.
naturally found myself in an inquiring state
of mind, and my interrogations ran thus
a

:

;

;

and

a

:

;

a

;

hear,"

hour and a quarter upon the spiritual deaf
He stamped
ness of mankind in general.
the floor with
weighty foot he pounded
the Bible cushion with his powerful fists, and
he made (not let) his audience hear at least

;

a

a

I

I

hear, let him

a

yi~ISTAKE," according to some authors,
means " to take wrong,"
definition
which well applies to the mistakes of which
purpose to write, viz., the mistakes of tak
ing wrong occupations or wrong positions in
life
A few Sabbaths ago listened to the dis
course of
clergyman whose corporal char
acteristics may be described as follows head,
low and broad neck, short, and fitting the
shoulders in
manner strongly suggestive of
the trunk of an oak tree chest, sufficiently
capacious for any emergency of head and
neck
abdominal viscera, correspondingly
proportionate; extremities, in all respects
adapted to wield successfully the entire mus
cular force manufactured by the above men
tioned machinery
weight of this " harmo
nious whole," two hundred pounds.
Now, this clergyman, who believes " God
ealU his ministers and givt* them the words
he wishes them to speak," and who repudi
ates written sermons and modern theology,
" gave out " the text, " He that hath ears to

JA_L

I

"
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" What book

boy ? "
" Do
Columbus," was the reply.
"
"I have not since I
you attend school ?
" Do
was ten years old."
you read many
" I can not
books ?"
such books as
" Irving's

I

are

you

my

reading,

get many

Mr. B

like.

lends me his, but he is poor

" What books do you
"
*'
like?
History, biography, and travels."
The next evening at sundown I was standon a street corner, in a small, business-like
and can't buy many."

town,

when

a stout,

robust-looking boy, of

perhaps twelve years, with his forehead wear

ing

a large

swollen,

purple spot, and one

passed

two gentlemen
school

At

me.

(?), whom
met

directors,

a

eye

badly

the same moment,

I

third

learned
at

a

were
cross

I stood. "Ah, hey! Smith,"
the two to the third, " it's a pity

ing near where
said one

of

the ruler that you broke over that boy's head
been a piece of oak plank ; perhaps
'twould have knocked a few brains into it."
" By jolly ! there's one thing certain, it could
not have knocked any out, for the fool hasn't
" That's the
any," replied Smith.
way to do
it," responded the second of the two gentle
" maintain your au
men before mentioned,
thority, Smith, and never mind the fuss
we'll stand by
they're making about it
you." " That boy's a perfect devil, besides
being half a fool," rejoined Smith ; where
upon the trio simultaneously ejected a small

hadn't

pool of tobacco juice upon the pavement,
and after exchanging some further conversa
tion, which

I

did not hear, separated with a
of Smith.
The fancied reverberations of that laugh an
noyed my meditations for half an hour after
ward
meditations upon the mistakes of
individuals and society in general.
" Mistakes
"
" And if
everywhere ! I said.
I only held the reins of government of this
world for a few days, I'd stop some of 'em
I'd send schoolmaster Smith to the lock-up
to be dosed on bread and water for ninety
days, and those two directors to the insane
asylum till they should give decided indica
tions of mental soundness. Then I'd start out
that oak-necked, iron-fisted,
brazen-lunged
clergyman of last Sabbath to haul wood with
that slow yoke of oxen, and I'd send that
Blender boy with the history of Columbus to
coarse haw, haw, haw ! on the part

college

And

in quick
so

time."

/ have

made

a mistake,

a great

[Mat

mistake, in the presumption of even a thought
of venturing my weakness among the com
plexity of this world's machinery.
There
fore in all humility I hasten to fall back upon
my former position, that of a passenger in
stead of an engineer, and content myself with
pointing out some of the mistakes of life as
I see them, hoping all the while that some
philosopher will be kind enough to point out
to the world a remedy for such mistakes.
And perhaps the mistakes of parents in se
or positions for their
lecting occupations
children are as numerous and also as injuri
ous to the children, as well as to society, as
any other class of mistakes of which I might
write. I know a boy, nine years of age, who
seems, sometimes, completely fascinated with
and has taken apart everything
on his father's premises that has wheel, bolt,

machinery,

or screw, from the crank of the grindstone
the clock on the mantelpiece, to the
for the sake of
reaper and sewing-machine,
and

seeing, as he says, "how it goes together."
At school the teacher wonders how this boy
can be so dull in arithmetic, since he is con
busy with

stantly
teacher

docs

not

slate
sec

and
the

book ; but the
sketches

of

the

fanning-mill, town pump,
and steam engine that he rubs off each day
before the hour of recitation. This boy has
a brother Tom, two years younger than him
self, whose only regret is that he was born
without wings ; and who is distinguished
only for his persistence in following in the
opposite directions of digging and climbing.
He has been safely taken down so many
times from the wind-mill, the liberty pole, and
the steeple of the barn, that his mother has
ceased saying, " He'll get his neck broke yet
I know he will." Tom digs the earth for
washing-machine,

tumble bugs, and angleworms; lays
them on a board in the sun, and then watches

toads,
them

to "see where

they go to."

Then he

ensconces himself for an hour in the thick fo
liage of an evergreen, and watches the robin
build her nest in an adjoining apple tree ;
and doubtless while I am writing this he is
on the topmost branch of the tall cottonwood practicing his antics by personating
the gestures of a black bird or brown thresh
er.
Now, these two boys already have the
way of their future career marked out for
them by their doting parents ; the bounda

ROBERT
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C HAMBER8,

LL.D.

ries are defined and the stakes set for the in-

oldest son a

closure of these young minds ; and nothing
short of strict conformity to the require

comings.

ments of the inexorable

will

or ignorance

of

The fa
these parents will be satisfactory.
ther of these children was educated for the
ministry, but after failing in a four years' en
deavor to find his labors successful, and los
ing health and courage, he came west, pur
chased lands at government prices, and is
now a successful and wealthy farmer; and
now he is going to visit " the iniquities of the
fathers upon the children" by making his

ROBERT
markable

years has been due in great part to the labors

of two brothers, William and Robert Cham
bers, of Edinburgh. The recent death of the
latter has awakened a profound emotion on
both sides of the Atlantic, as he, doubtless, had
become the more widely-known of the broth
ers; indeed, it is not saying too much when
we affirm that he was one of the most univer
and best-respected Scotsmen of
sally-known
the generation now passing away.
Robert Chambers was bom in the town of
two years later than his
Peebles, in 1802
brother William. His father was a respectable
middle-class citizen, and, until he was twelve
years old, Robert was educated at the grammar
school, under a master who was a severe dis
but an excellent teacher of the
ciplinarian,
classics. Then his father, having been unfor
tunate in business, removed to Edinburgh.

For

two years longer Robert went to school at
a noted academy kept by Mr. Benjamin Mackay in West Register Street, where he made

brilliant progress, but the family having mean
while been reduced to poverty, he was com
pelled to begin the battle of life at the early
having
age of fifteen, his brother William
already started for himself

two years before.

Mr. Robert Chambers gives gome account of
this part of his life in the preface to his collect
ed works issued in 1847.
He dwells on his
intense devotion to books, and points out that

his choice of an occupation was determined by

this passion, " for I broke from home control
at sixteen, preferring the poorest life among
books to all ordinary courses of industry."
In
a

letter, which

possesses

almost

a

offering

" for his own short

This boy is to be theologically educated;
to make the ministry hie
highest aim of life ; while Tom, as soon as
he is old enough, is to be sent in for a print
er's " devil," and expected to be turned out
a first-class editor.
Now, if these parents fail
to realize their hopes in regard to these boys,
will it be the fault of the boys in not adapt
ing themselves to the positions chosen by
the parents ? or the fault of the parents in
not choosing positions for which nature had
and is expected

adapted the boys ?

CHAMBERS, LL.D.

has been said with authority that the re
increase of popular literature
which has been witnessed within the past fifty

IT

" sin
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painful

interest, addressed to Hugh Miller, in 1854,
he gives some more details of his early strug
gles. Friends and kinsfolk, it would appear,
all looked askance on the family when they
sank into poverty ; uncles and cousins, though
in good positions, offered no assistance what
ever.
This aroused a feeling of bitterness in
the youth's breast, which, had it not been soft
ened by speedy success, might have hardened
" Till
into permanent cynicism.
proved that
I could help myself," he says, " no friend came

I

The consequent defying, self-relying
to me.
spirit in which at sixteen I set out as a book
seller, with only my own small collection of
books as a stock not worth more than two
led to my being quick
pounds ($10), I believe
ly independent of all aid ; but it has not been
all a gain, for I am now sensible that my spirit
of self-reliance too otten manifested itself in an
unsocial, uuamiable light, while my recollec
"
tions of " honest poverty
may have made me
too eager to attain worldly prosperity."
[This is often the case with persons haying
The pain
small or moderate Acquisitiveness.
ful memory of pinching poverty excites Cau
tiousness unduly, and inclines one to lend all
his energies to the acquisition of a competency,
and he is put down as a money-getter by the
Whereas had his circumstances
unthinking.
been less pressing in early youth, he would
have manifested less desire to get riches. Ed.]

After some severe early struggles things

be

William Chambers had
gan to look brighter.
added printing to his bookselling business, and
when his brother, who possessed a strong lit
erary bias, a delicate sense, a keen eye for char
acter, and a strong sense of humor, undertook
called the Kaleuloto edit a small periodical
icope, William set np and printed the sheets,
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besides composing some of the pieces which
lie did not write, but transferred at once from
his brain to the composing-stick.
This magazine affords strong

proof of its

author's subsequent powers, but it was discon
tinued at the end of 1821. Mr. Robert Chain-

PORTRAIT

OF

lustrations of the Author of "Wavcrly," consist
ing of descriptive sketches of the supposed
origiuals

of the novelist.

The warmth

which this book was welcomed encouraged
him, when only twenty years of age, to com
" Traditions of Edinburgh," many of
pose his
the anecdotes in which he derived from Sir
Walter Scott, with whom in his later years
Robert Chambers enjoyed a lasting friendship.

ROBERT

bers' next ljtcrary venture was more successful.
The Wavorly Novels being then in the height
of their fame, he wrote a volume entitled " Il

with

[May,

CHAMBERS,

LL.D.

The first edition of the " Traditions," it may
be

observed, was executed both

at case

press by William Chambers' own hands.
This work made Robert's reputation,

and
and

books now flowed in rapid succession trom his
" Walks
pen. Among these may he mentioned

What is Woman's sphere*

1872.]

in Edinburgh," " Popular Rhymes of Scotland,"
the " Picture of Scotland " (composed after ex

on foot), the " Histories of
" Life of
Rebellions,"
James I.,"
Ballads and Songs," and a " Bio

tensive excursions
the

Scottish

" Scottish
graphical
men."

Dictionary of Distinguished Scots
writing these works, and at

Besides

tending to his regular business, Mr. Robert
Chambers acted for some time as editor of the
Edinburgh Advertiser.
During this time his
brother William was toiling on in his own

way; he wrote the "Book of Scotland," and,
in conjunction with his brother, the " Gazetteer
of Scotland," a work involving immense labor.
For some time the brothers had been plan
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Mr. Chambers died on
1871.
He was twice
married, first to Miss Anne Kirkwood, of
Edinburgh, a lady of most genial and sociable
disposition.
Her musical accomplishments
an

amateur.

There

the 17th

of March,

constantly

supplied him, after his daily labors,

with the recreation most acceptable to so in
tense a lover of melody and song.
He fre
quently accompanied her on the flute, of which
he was exceedingly fond.
After thirty-four
years of happy union, she died in 1863, having
borne him eleven children, nine of whom still
survive.
He afterward married a widow lady
named Frith, who died about a year ago.
In social lile Mr. Chambers was a universal

ning a grand

favorite;

February,

of the word; full of kindliness, and a
shrewd and amusing master of conversation.
The sympathy between himself and his chil
dren, and the delight which he took in his
grandchildren (thirty of whom survive) was a
most charming feature in his domestic life.
He possessed, as is evident in our portrait a

Chambers'

literary coup, and on the 4th of
the first number of
Edinburgh Journal, six week before
1832, appeared

the Penny Magazine.
Under a slightly altered
title this periodical still flourishes hale and vig
orous, and it is scarcely possible to overrate
the pleasure and instruction it has conveyed
during these nearly forty years to hundreds of
thousands of readers.

In spite of his engrossing literary occupa
tions at home, Mr. Robert Chambers managed
to see a good deal of the world beyond'the four
seas.
Bein? interested in geological subjects,
and especially desirous to examine

the action

of glaciers, he visited Switzerland, Sweden,
aud Norway, Iceland, and tie Faroe Islands,
besides journeying through Canada and the
United States. He published excellent popular
accounts of his traveling experiences.
The
later period of Mr. Robert Chambers' literary
career includes the following among other
"
works : a
History of the British Empire,"
"
History of Scotland," " Cyclopedia of English
" Domestic Annals of
Literature,"
Scotland,"
" Ancient
Sea-Margins," a carefully-edited edi
tion of Burns' works, and the " Book of Days,"
a work of the nature of " Hone's Every Day
Book," but more searching and comprehensive.

This book, which appeared in 1864, involved
several years of constant and laborious research
in the British Museum, and this perpetual task
work, associated as it was with some domestic
calamities, shattered the author's nervous sys
tem, and put an end to his literary labors. It
was time to retire, for. he had worked inces
santly for upward of forty years, and had pro
duced nearly a hundred volumes abounding in
original thought On his return to Scotland
he

in the best and highest

marked physiognomy, a good intellect, with
high moral sentiments.
Language was large,
and he was fluent
The perceptive faculties
were large, and he was a good observer, and
capable of describing accurately that which he
learned.

WHAT IS WOMAN'S SPHERE?
of the present day,
step forth in the name of hu
true sphere ?
manity and define woman's
Hitherto, she has been treated with so much
the extremes

AMID
who will

intolerance

that forbearance has appeared no
longer a virtue ; and desperation has goaded
her on to extremes.
Should she fail to see the
happy medium, alas! for the comforts of do

They who say woman's sphere is
inferior to man's, understand not her true posi
tion. True, it lies in a different direction.
As
throughout nature, it requires the blending of
mestic life.

the positive and negative elements to produce
a grand harmony, so with human nature.
The

in which we live is fraught with germs of
Oh, that some master mind
development
could attune the whole to harmony !
To place woman in man's position, or nee
age

versa, detracts from the native dignity of both.
Could not the arts and sciences be freely ex

up his

residence at St. Andrews, a
which, besides its social attractions,

tended to her, thus rendering her a more suit
able companion for man without drawing her
forth from the sacred shrine of home to the

scope for the popular game of golf,
the sake of exercise, he was

halls of debate or the government of nations?
Could man but understand that the develop-

took

place

hospitable

sense

afforded

of which, for
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ment of the world depends in a great degree
upon woman, be would extend to her more

soul to action in the perplexity of business like
a vision of home, graced with woman's love

freely all the advantages in his power to bestow.
Does not the mother impart to her offspring
the leading characteristics of her own nature ?
Where does history point to a truly great man

and tenderness ? There he realizes his haver
Where
of rest, for pure love is heaven-born.
can woman shine so brilliantly as in a homecircle, the loved companion of an intellectual
man ? The age is fast passing away when a
fickle, frivolous, or painted, decorated doll will
fill his soul. How can such women realize the
intense happiness derived from self-sacrifice in
a right course ? Who does not realize that the
responsibilities of a mother can only be faith
Let woman
fully discharged by her love?
arise in the grace and beauty of womanhood,

who was not the offspring of a noble mother?
Nature appears to receive her impress more
from the mother than from the father. Admit
this, and you admit the voice of nature calling
loudly for the extension of liberty and culture
for her daughters, that the whole world may
We ask, not that woman may be
be benefited.
placed foremost in the ranks of fame ; we only
ask that she may be placed foremost in the
Nature has al
ranks of love and refinement.
ready defined that as her true sphere by her
As flowers woo the sun
delicate organization.
light, so the heart of woman yearns for the
love and companionship of man. If she fails
to obtain this boon, ber bark has but a slender
sail to spread before life's adverse gale. Man's
robust nature is better fitted to cope with the
stern realities of life ; and what will nerve his

try to define her true sphere, and the
hearts of men, who can appreciate her, will re
It must be a work
spond to her call for right.

and

of time, since all are not upon the same plane
the most perfect legislation
of development;
would fail to suit all conditions.
The last cen
tury has produced great results. Will the next
place woman in a position wheie chastity will
be the crowning attribute of love ?
EMITjT k. teasdale.

FARM LIFE IN NORTH CAROLINA.
BY V. DU RANT
is no Southern State upon which

THERE
a man may look
nativity and the

back, as the place of his
home of his youth, with

pride and pleasure than
to North Carolina ; and this is calculated to
foster and fix local attachments, not so much
for its pleasant climate and picturesque
scenery, but for the sterling home and neigh
borly qualities of its people.
One may travel the world over, share the
oatmeal porridge of the Scotch Highlander
under the shadow of Ben Nevis, or the Scfcabzieger cheese of the dwellers by Lake Lu
more

pardonable

cerne, or the oatmeal

cake and pickled her

ring of the Scandinavian, yet he will find no
kinder, truer hearts, no friendlier folk, than
the plain, unpretending people of old " Rip
Van Winkle," whose simplicity of manner,
dress, and conversation remind us of Diedrich
Knickerbocker's " New Amsterdam," in the
halcyon days of " Orloff the Dreamer."
They
are, without exception,
hospitable, and one
often gets a dainty meal of choice wheaten
loaves, golden honey, savory chicken, and
creamy milk where he would hardly look for

COVINGTON.

it

: ». «.,

in

an

humble log-hut, with

a worm

fence straggling round it, a pole with a par

it in front,
flanked by a small corn-crib and hen-house.
The slavery of the negroes in North Car
olina was of a very mild form.
There was
little buying and selling of that kind of
property ; they were not worked hard, and
cel of martin-gourds surmounting

thing, more intelligent
Carolina. The
reason was that individuals owned fewer,
and treated them more on an equal footing
were, as

than

the

a

general

negToes of South

than was the case

Island cotton

on the vast rice and Sea

plantations,

slaves sometimes belonged

where a thousand

to one man.

The first year after their emancipation, in
North Carolina the negroes mostly continued
with their former owners, who agreed to give
them a share of the crop.
No marked dis
turbance occurred
among them, and their
toward the whites was
general deportment
Not
characterized
by respectful docility.
only so, they worked well, and the crops that
We believe,
year were uncommonly good.
had it not been for the advent of carpet

Tools for Our
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political " vultures," that class so
graphically sketched by Mr. Greeley, the
new reffimi would have gotten into prime
working order in a comparatively brief time ;
but the good-natured and credulous negroes
have been pliant tools in the hands of de
signing politicians, who have made it their
business to stir up and keep alive prejudices
between the former slaves and the land-own
We believe in our hearts that their old
ers.
masters still entertain in great part the kind
baggers,

ly feeling which, in the days when that class
of laborers was as dependent as little chil
dren, assumed often a patriarchal character.
It would be a long step toward securing
prosperity to the South if there could be
confidence where now mutual distrust makes
labor unreliable and capitalists disheartened.
The second year of freedom in North Caro
The negroes did
lina was rather disastrous.
not work so well, began to frequent political
meetings, to spend their time in hunting,
and hanging about the villages.
Crops that year were inferior, cotton fell in
price, and bankruptcy became the «rder of

loafing round,

it

was then that many large plant
contracting their operations, plant
ing a smaller area, and working fewer hands.
Those who did so succeeded much better than
those who hired many freedmen, advancing
The negro will always
suppfies to them.
" take up" more than his share of the crop
will pay for, if his employer will permit him ;
but in North Carolina the small farmers are
prudent, and run things on a horrie supply
basis; and labor is cheaper than further
south or west, a stout negro who can split
two hundred rails a day hiring readily at six
dollars per month, and a negro woman who
can cook for a family of half a dozen persons
readily commanding four dollars a month.
The women of the Old North State, espe
the day ;

ers began

cially the farmers' wives and daughters, arc
class than their
a rather more independent
Southern

sisters.

The old-fashioned,

homely

arts of cooking, gardening, spinning, weaving,
knitting, have never gone out of practice
among them, and are carried to a consider
They are unpre
able degree of perfection.
tentious, kind-hearted, home-loving; the best

of wives, daughters, and mothers in their
tidy thrift, uniting Dutch cleanliness with
Oo
Scotch industry and Swiss hospitality.
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to see them, and they give you the heartiest
of welcomes, the cosiest of white oak chairs,
the most tempting of well-cooked dinners,
prepared under their own eyes, often by their

If

own hands.
balms,

you arc sick, they nurse you

tenderly,

patiently,

cordials,

and

untiringly ; they have
tonics of their own

making that will restore you to health and
In the long winter nights you can
strength.
hear the old-time spinning-wheel buzzing till
ten o'clock, or see the needles clicking in
tireless

fingers.

treated to mellow

Before

bed-time

apples, walnuts,

you

are

and hick

In the glowing
firelight you look round the room, and see
long strings of red pepper, bunches of hyssop
There is
and tansy hanging on the walls.
the pile of lightwood knots in the corner,
and you sit up late, while stories are told
of the former days, when the happy owner
of a bale of cotton hauled it a hundred miles
to market, or trundled his hogshead of tur
that distance for a buyer ; when
pentine
twenty pounds of sugar and coffee were a
year's supply with only Sunday using.
[Of course the writer does not believe that

ory nuts, dry and sweet.

the lawless

desperadoes

now ravaging

some

parts of North Carolina, witness the Lowery
and other notorious gangs, are a legitimate ex
Ed.]
pression of the real social status there.

TOOLS

A

FOE OUR WOMEN.

YEAR

or two since the writer had a cir
cular stairway erected in her front hall
The tool chest
by a professional stair-builder.
of that workman was to her a curiosity shop.
What delicate gouges were there, what polished
chisels, what fine-toothed saws, what fancy
planes ! Whenever that artisan had a nice
piece of fiting to do, out of the recesses of that
chest came just the tool for the occasion.
Now, a housekeeper operates in cloth, and
meat, and flour as materials, just as a carpenter
works in walnut, and pine, and white wood
She needs the most appropriate tools, and she
cannot do good work without them. Why are
not women as well supplied with implements
for performing their various tasks as are work
ers in stone, and wood, and iron.
Before the American Institute Fair came to
from end to end of that great
and pencil, setting
down every invention that promises relief to

a close we went

building,

with note-book
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Many of these are simple conveni
For instance, there is a clothes-line
holder that will fasten a line of any size, tilled
with clothes of any weight, in wind of any
tying, or untying.
force, without knotting,
There is a sliding-gauge button-hole cutter in
There are
stantly set to cut any size required.
castors for sewing-machines which allow the
machine to stand firmly when in use, yet per
mit it to move about when desired with the

break by expansion or contraction from heat or
cold, and is easily cleaned. The combination

greatest ease. There is the automatic bobbinwinder for shuttle-machines, which will wind
the bobbin with the uniformity of spool-cotton
while one is sewing.
For invalids we noted two or three valuable

There is

women.
ences.

these is the

There is a folding-bed and settee
earth-closet.
There is a
combined, always ready for use.
stuffed chair with iron frame that can be put in
a great variety of positions, with foot-rests and
arms. A chair and step-ladder combined makes
a valuable addition to our library and kitchen

The mica lamp-chimney
atum longed for by housekeepers;

|)ttil

furniture.

be

by unscrewing a little
into broom, mop,

converted

brush, scrubber, and pope's-head.
There is a mode of fastening window-shades

without

or racks.
springs, pulley-brackets,
There is a baby-jumper mothers will find con
venient for young children, and combination
toy-blocks
a

invaluable for those of larger size.
lightning chopper that makes play

There
of preparing mince-meat and sausages.
is a reversible griddle that cannot fail to pro
duce batter cakes perfect in shape and defy the
most awkward Bridget to make them ragged
in turning. There are washers and wringers
that reduce the labor of cleansing clothes onehalf or two-thirds, according to the skill of the
operator in using them.
Let husbands who love their wives remem

is a desider

ber them with a gift of some one of these con
veniences, and, our word for
very substantial
blessings will be invoked for such practical

it does not

uxoriousness.

^ountrj)

it,

among

clamp, may

and

j(tss

Foremost

conveniences.

brush and mop-holder,

|e$5(mn{£8.

»

a

Thai whichtnnie. goodConititutlonmail keepit, viz..menof wltdomandvirtue; qualitiesthat,because
not wlUiworldlylobartheydaacesd
of youth. WilliamPtnn.
Itance,mostbecarefullypropagated
bya vlrtuouieducation

PUNISHMENT AND PRISON REFORM.
WYLIE.

BY REV. A. MCELROY

the better sentiment

hardened

of

?

Why has

society been so long

reaching this whole system of punishing the
guilty ? Why have not the principles of
modern

moral

science

been more

generally

applied to these tens of thousands of law
breakers ? Why should society, in a free
country like this, where pulpit, press, and
platform are such powerful engines in the
formation and direction of public opinion,

?

?

mathematical

science.*

Just here there has been woeful perver
Our prission of the power of patronage.
a

been hopelessly

Sec letter from

a

those who are, as yet, too young to

among
have

upon

is

been asking such questions as these : Why
are so few criminals ever reformed
even

fearfully taxed by the expense attend
bringing criminals to justice, by
their retention and treatment in prison, and
by their worse behavior still, when they are
turned loose again upon our orderly popula
And why should not reform reach
tion
this entire prison system as well as other de
partments of our civil and social fabric
We have no space, in a brief article, to
indicate anything more than what we believe
the general cause for this objectionable
state of things in our prison system.
In this
country, we are suffering from an epidemic of
polities, obtruding into spheres where party
issues should have as little to do as in pure
be so

ant

*

is very properly demanding
among our active philan
thropists ; and, indeed, all classes of society
have a profounder interest in the course pur
sued in the treatment of criminals than, at
first sight, would appear.
Many moral and thinking minds have long
subject

THIS
consideration

convict in the April number.

PUNISHMENT
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ons, like our custom-houses

and

AND PRISON REFORM.

almost

all

"
"
departments, have been too largely run in
the interests of unprincipled men who have

of politics of men who were
alike destitute of the education, experience,
the humanity not to mention religion nec
essary to make
competent prison officers.
And even in cases where there was some de
gree of wisdom gained by experience the fre
quent changes of administration rendered it
made a trade

to carry out needed reforms.

impossible

Prisons and prisoners have been used too
much in the spirit of a slave-driving, heart
less speculation, and with similar results, in
evitably hardening the officials and indurat
ing the hearts of prisoners by a course of un
wise and unfeeling treatment.
Society at large, too, has not been without
blame.

Criminals have been summed up and

herded together under one general indiscriminating sentence of condemnation, without

condition or degrees of
which has been at utter
a proper Christian sympathy
variance
or sentiment.
This strange and hard way
of looking at culprits may be traceable, in
part, to a want of a proper view in society
of the nature and ends of punishment.
Too
much of the old heathen conception of pun
ishment still remains.
Doubtless
there is
such a thing as punishment
pure, but this
belongs rather to the Divine government, and

regard

to age or

in
with

temptation,

it

a style

may be made a question

whether

it

is ever

within the province of mere human govern
ment to inflict evil in the way of mere justice

like, and it therefore can not end in any suc
cessful reformations.
We are very far from
sympathizing with that spurious sensibility
which frames all-embracing excuses for the
criminal, and confounds the exercise of char
ity with that dullness of conscience which
can not restrain passion from a fellow-feeling
with the culprit. But we would insist upon
holding a clear conception of the due prov
ince of punishment.
In general, punishment should be inflicted
for the purpose of maintaining law for the
good of the governed, and to promote their
Punishment,
and
welfare.
improvement
therefore, is not primarily inflicted in the
interest of justice, which really becomes
vindictive when its aim is only to impose
loss and suffering upon the evil-doer himself.
In human government, the next principal
design of punishment should be the improve
And
ment and reformation of the offender.
in the order of actual experience these are
reversed, and the good of society is best
secured by carrying out the latter design.
This truth is almost too obvious to need
The divine ele
either proof or illustration.
ment so permeates society that it is impos
sible for even the best advanced to forward
all their interests in a platoon drill, while
they seek to leave the baser members far in
In this respect, society is like an
the rear.
which
is affected by every coward,
army
every invalid, and every criminal in its ranks.
Classes who seek to ignore

just here, needs to be educated
into correcter Christian views. Homer may
the inferior gods dreading the
represent
wrath of Jupiter, because his anger was indiscriminating and revengeful, leading him
to inflict evil upon the innocent and guilty
But this exercise of a blind rage or
alike.
indiscriminating force should have no place
in our better civilization.
On the part of parents, teachers, ministers,
and writers, there should be clearer and juster
conceptions, and a more careful inculcation
of correcter views.
"We have been too much
influenced

to do him any moral or spiritual
This is very far from being Christ

impossible
good.

alone.
Society,

to abhor the criminal instead of

been very slow in
cultivating that mingled pity and sorrow for
the offender, without whicH it is well-nigh

the crime ; and we have
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hind the unfortunate,
sin-beset,

and leave be

the destitute,

and the

are sure to be constantly

thrown

back upon their haunches with a most pain
ful check.
Every unfortunate and bad man

bit in his good neighbor's mouth,
that neighbor admits it or not. Let
the good citizen, rejoicing in his better train
ing, his better inheritance, his better charac

has

a

whether

and prospects, now attempt
to go forward upon his ambitious line of
covering away from all sight
development,
ter, associations,

his demoralized

neighbor, and he shall find,

somehow or other, he is under obligation to
pull his share of the rear-of-society ; and

if

his love of ease and selfishness seek to un
hitch the traces, he will make the more
painful discovery that he is under a divine

Phrenological Journal.
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ment inflicted for this purpose is vindictive :

a

and one long step has been
toward handing him back to society
curse
blessing, and not
helper, and not

a

is,

that " the infliction of pain for a vindictive
purpose is not consistent with justice and
utility, or with the spirit of the Christian
ethics ; and that the proper end of punish
ment is not to avenge past, but to prevent
future offences."
Let this be thoroughly" trained into the
conviction of the criminal, together with the
other great object that
his own welfare

destroyer.

and reformation

precisely

the point; and the

to be answered

is,

" How can crimi
nals be educated into these convictions?"
This brings us face
the reader may exclaim.
question

a

it
a

from

untouched.

.

Modes of prevention, plans of treatment,
fixings of responsibility, suggestions for the
establishment of criminals as they return to
society, and many other topics are most lu
The fullest accord
cidly and ably presented.
given to the remedial power of religion
" Of all
first
reformatory agencies, religion
in importance, because most potent in its ac
tion upon the human heart and life."
most admirably taken that
The position
the soul-forces must be re-established within
the man and be made operative toward his

:

is

"The prisoner's self-respect
should be cultivated to the utmost, and every
effort made to give back to him his manhood.
There no greater mistake in the whole com
pass of penal discipline than its studied im
position of degradation as
part of punish
restoration.

ment.

Such imposition destroys every better

impulse and aspiration. It crushes the weak,
irritates the strong, and indisposes all t«
It
and reform.
submission
trampling
where we ought to raise, and

therefore,

as

unchristian in principle as unwise in policy."
laid
Chief and almost exclusive emphasis
" moral forces with as little admixture
upon
of physical force as possible," as the means
by which to elevate and inspire the prisoner;
and how even parents and teachers might
" Brute force may
well heed the following
training alone
To the latter of
these ends the living soul must be won to
the former, only the inert and obedient body."
We are not of that number who join the
hound-cry against society as being responsi
ble for all the wrongs which individuals do
make good prisoners

will

moral

make good citizens.

;

is

Well, this

a

a

taken

some

too,

is

and

believe,

is

a satisfaction

is vengeance,

we

countries,

a

exacting

and

their convictions were em
bodied in these thirty-six articles, which seem
to leave no point bearing upon this reform
other

is,

of

offence committed

the land,

:

the purpose

influence bear upon

public opinion in regard to this important
measure.
After thorough and very able dis
cussion by representatives from all parts of

;

This law of mutually inwrought interest
applies very forcibly to the relation of the
Society is
virtuous and criminal classes.
affected through-and-through by reason of
the culpable manner in which we treat our
from first to
The law-breaker,
criminals.
last, finds society pressing upon him with the
harsh edges of hate, instead of feeling the
For the
force of leading - cords of love.
under the treat
most part he is educated,
ment the State deals out to him, to believe
that government holds, exclusively, to the
old conception of punishment, which was,
that the law-breaker must make atonement
for a past offence.
Now, is it not high time that, criminals
should be so treated that they shall see, and
thoroughly be made to understand, that this
conception of punishment is no longer held
among Christian people ; that, on the con
trary, agreeably to our greatest law expound
er (Blackstone), " The infliction of pain for

to making an enlightened

is

rear.

to face with the great subject of "prison re
form " and how
shall be effected.
That body of earnest, practical philanthro
pists who met in Cincinnati, October, 1870,
laid down thirty-six postulates in respect to
penitentiary and reformatory discipline, which
view
every good citizen ought to study with

is

him to draw the
load by the bit and the lines, which can not
be thrown over either by trick or force.
We trow that the citizens of New York
have, of late, experienced some bitter illus
trations of this principle. They are finding
out perhaps they have both head and heart
that to go forward
enough to heed the lesson
they can not without a fair proportion of
turning back to help those who are in the
decree which now compels

[Mat,

is
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or suffer; but we must confess to a large mod
icum of truth as contained in the following :
" While this Congress would not shield the
convicted criminal from the just responsibil
ity of his misdeeds, it arraigns society itself
for the
as in no slight degree accountable
invasion of its rights and the warfare upon
its interest practiced by the criminal classes.
Does society take all the steps which it easily

might to change, or, at least, to improve the
circumstances in our social state that lead to
crime ? or, when crime
to cure

the

has been committed,

proclivity

to

it

It can not

these circumstances ?

Let society, then, lay the

generated

by

be pretended.

case earnestly

to its

to mend in both par
Offenses, we are told by a high

conscience and strive
ticulars.

authority, must come
denounced

;

but

a special woe is

against those through whom they

Let us take heed that that woe fall
not on our own head."
The most decided ground is taken against
the passage of " peremptory sentences [which]
ought to be replaced by those of intermedi
ate length.
Sentences limited only by satis
factory proof of reformation should be sub
stituted for those measured by mere lapse of
%
time."
Beyond a doubt, the introduction of this
new feature into our criminal code would act
come.

as a most

potent

agency to induce

to enter upon the establishment
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of better hab

its.
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most

of the objection against
compulsory education on the ground of its
infringing upon individual liberty and right :
" It is our conviction
that one of the most
effective agencies in the repression of crime
would be the enactment of laws by which the
education of all the children of the State
should be made obligatory. Better to force
education upon the people [the italics are ours]

effectually

dispose

than to force them into prisons to suffer for
of which the neglect of education and

crime*

consequent

ignorance have been the occasion,

not the cause.'1''

if

These, with the insisting upon the right
selection of prison officials, whose offices shall
be permanent during proper qualifications,
are illustrative specimens of their wise pos
tulates, and we earnestly commend this whole
subject to the careful and conscientious

con

of our readers.
We might add a suggestion in favor of
opening the prisons, not only to the services
of faithful ministers, but to the efforts of lec
turers who could interest the prisoners in un
derstanding the physical, the social, the
moral, the intellectual, and even the gastro
nomic laws of their own development
and
restoration.
And we would nominate our
friends, the publishers of the Phrenological
Journal, as the leaders in this wholesome
aggression upon the haunts of restrained

sideration

criminals.

HOMES OF FAMO US AMERICANS.
BY LAURA C. IIOLLOWAY.

THE HERMITAGE.
twilights are long in the South. From
sunset to dark there comes a delicious in
terval when shadows form the background of
every tree and shrub, and when the deep si
lence of nature is broken only by the chirp

THE

of the cricket or the wail of the partridge.

On
the hill-tops the sunlight fades slowly, but in
the valleys it is lost ere afternoon is out. Rich
tints kiss the summit of the forest monarchg
long after the lowlands are wrapt in shade,
and the glory of the western sky illumines the
heavens even while the night shades gather
and deepen under the mountain cliffs.

It was growing late, perhaps after eight
o'clock, and yet light enough to trace clearly the
sinuous course of the ancient highway over the

brow of the hill ; but the night was really not
far off. It was stealing imperceptibly on, and
only lingered that the last glow-worm might
be aroused in time to greet the gloaming.
Busy
little fire-bugs had been out some time, and even
the orioles and mocking-birds, perched in their
evening shelter, trilled out their mournful good
night.
Occasionally a watch-dog barked as if
impatient of the stillness; but beyond this no
sound broke the quiet of the evening hour.
And the night-time is beautiful in the South.

In

summer the air is ladened with the odor of
the scented woods and flowering orchards, and
in winter the crispness of the morning air is only
beginning to be felt as the night comes on.

Just beyond the cotton-fields, which now are
mass of white bulbs and green leaves,

a waving

32*
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and across the old road is the grave of Andrew
Jackson, and beside him, in death as in life,
It is only a short walk,
is Rachel, his wife.
but were it miles away it would recompense
us to see the young southern moon rise in the
heavens and shed its light and beauty upon

the resting-place of one who, by his greatness,
has rendered the Hermitage no less famous in
American history than has that other great
name made of Mount Vernon a national shrine.
Is not all this hallowed ground ? Even
here, beyond its confines, we walk with quiet

[Mat,

step, and speak in gentle tones. That is the
monument we see gleaming in the distance,
and this gate here opens upon the long avenue

of cedars, at the extreme end of which stands
the old house.

The Hermitage

is a shrine.

In its deserted

halls, as in its grass-grown inclosure, the influ
ence of its master and mistress still remains,
and recollections of that long-gone time, when
they were botli there, haunt us as we step softly
over the broad walk, or put aside the tall grass
to make our way to their tomb.
It is a place

1872.]
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of holy memories. All about the house and
grounds are mementoes of those two who, as
man and woman, husband and wife, lived their
grand, beautiful, united lives there, and then

prompts the thoughtful vi-itor to follow the
windings of the river to that famous ford at
the rear of the plantation, over which Aaron
Burr once crossed to speak a word of truth, and

passed from the sight of men to the presence

say farewell before he went forth to tarnish the
remaining luster of his already clouded name.

of God.

The old house stands silent now, but in its
desolation it appeals with stirring force to the
hearts of those who look upon it. The Her
mitage offers but few inducements to the idle
tourist or modern curiosity-seeker, but gen
uine sentiment, born of respect and affection,

to go there if for no other
for that which of itself is para

And women ought
reason

than

They
he loved and honored the sex.
mount
owe him a debt of gratitude, and in no other
way can they so profitably repay it as in a visit
to this home of the past.

Phrenological Journal.

her was so exalted as to be beyond the concep
tion of ordinary people, and he manifested this

in the face of obloquy, sneers, and
His memory is that of a noble,
contumely.
valorous man, whose delicacy and purity were
so uncommon in his day as to render his char
acter a probleni and a mystery.
sentiment

Tennessee and Kentucky were never more
truly sister States in the institution of slavery
than were they in the sport which distinguished
them in the early day of their admission into
the Union.
Horse-racing was a passion with
the people of this section, and for many years
it was known as the turf region of America.
The intensity of this racing spirit was sustained
by the rivalry existing between the two States,
and for months

before a coming struggle bet
ting would be the order of the day throughout
the South.
It was the pastime of the rich, and
in the restless sea of human beings who crowded

who held the high
est official positions
in the land men who
were the peers of Jackson in all save his ele
vation above the love of sordid gain.
In Jackson's day the South rang with the
clatter of hoofs ; and the elegant sport, as it
a course were seen the men

was termed, was encouraged and sustained by
the wealthy slaveholders with a zeal commen
surate with their condition of ease and want

of occupation.
There was little in this sectional amusement
a studious, ambitious
man; and
there was nothing in its results to increase the
appreciation of the weaker sex, who were in
that day, in a measure, what the men chose to

to interest

make them. Wholly dependent, and by reason
of that dependence utterly unable to protect
themselves, they gloried in a feebleness of mind
necessary to render bearable their confined
sphere, and wrestled not with a destiny as
hopeless as it was outwardly brilliant.
The
ideal woman of the South fifty years ago was a
queen ; its real women were little more subserv
ient than were the slaves who tilled the soil;
and being so the}- were the playthings
and
toys of the conquerors, and expected only
toleration for themselves, while they granted
license to their husbands

and brothers.

The

result was that outwardly they received the
most chivalric devotion, while, so far as their

interests were
ignored

and

concerned,

they were

injured

any of

as

as

their

kind.

In

such an age and at such a time Jackson
the scene ; mingled with the best
representatives of the Southern people, and set
came upon

an example to them which they no doubt
looked upon with some degree of admiration
and might have imitated with advantage.
But the penalty he paid for surpassing his cotemporaries was to be laughed at by them;
and the justice he has received from his biog
raphers has not half vindicated his character
from the aspersions cast upon it. None of
them have rightly estimated his virtue or his
morality ; nor have they recognized the truth
of his character
that the sharp angularities
were more the resujt of antagonistic surround
ings and extreme sensitiveness than of any in
herent disposition to do or to say wrong.
Those who would do him most justice can
not quite rid themselves of the idea that he re
ally was a man addicted to profanity and rough
expressions, and that his infrequent use of
oaths was due more to his power of restraint
than to a genuine dislike of everything that
savored of coarseness.

The love of his mother

was the guiding star t>f his life, and, until he
knew his wife, was the one affection that direct
ed and controled

his every public

and private

He had loved her living, and all his life
hallowed her memory. And this rare apprecia
tion of her must account for his absolute faith
in the purity of women. Reared in obscurity
toiling early and late in a new country where
the refinements and amenities of life were not
known possessed of no culture beyond that
he was yet distin
imbued in his own nature
guished from every other person with whom he
act.

was thrown ; and he maintained through all his
life the most unvarying and self-acting trust in
the virtue of a s%x to which belonged his saint
and the faithful partner of his later
And standing here, in the very presence
of the tomb, how fast the memories crowd the
mind as it dwells upon the familiar Hermitage,
as the heart takes in its silent desolateness and
The house itself is
the soul its look of gloom.
in a level place, even lower than the old road
in front of
or the avenue leading to
but
the spot was selected by her, and
was built
Its walls were once
just as she directed.
bright with scenes from Telemachus, and its
parlors are yet decorated with faded dancing
nymphs, half-defined groups of statues, and
Its altar places are still
fairy fountains.
adorned with pictures and busts of distin
ed mother

life.

it
;

could recognize none in others, his voice was
lifted in behalf of woman, and his arm was
His devotion to
always raised in her defense.

real
much

it

Jackson was great;
so entirely so as in the early clays
of bordcr-rufflanism, when, against the sneers
of men who knew no virtue themselves, and
Everything concerning

but nothing

[May,

it,
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trees.

The still

is

Emotions dead for years
profound.
rise in the heart and excite the brain
they
will not be stilled
part of the time and scene,
;
a

;

ness

to the memory of the past,
they call aloud for recognition even here in the
very presence of the dead.

and consecrated

Over this graveled path Jackson has walked
just as we are walking to-night; from this
piazza and under the shadow
lofty-columned
of his own loved home, he too has enjoyed the
perfect peace and harmony wrought out by the

it

it

it

it,

part.
public of which she forms so essential
This
especially true of Tennessee, for she
stands next to Virginia in her contributions to
and those
the governing power of the nation
who write under the stimulus of full measure
of pride for the honor and glory of the State
and section which gave him fame in life and
should give him reverence now, delight in the
pleasant task of saying pleasant things of the
great old man, and refrain not from denying,
with that fervency born of feeling, and that
correct knowl
confidence which comes of
edge

upon

of facts, the mass of imputations cast
him while living and repeated now,

when there are so few left to contradict them.
There are- some anecdotes told of Jackson
which, by reason of their untruthfulness, have
passed

into history, and some sayings so little
of the individual that they can

And years and
spell of night and silence.
years after he has been numbered with the

characteristic

dead, and neglect, and age, and the sad ravages
of civil war have done their work of destruc

Judge Hay ward, of Ohio, who was the private
secretary of President Jackson during his whole
term of office, refutes the statement, very gen
erally accepted, that he was in the habit of

is

it

is

come the chronicler to gather facts and
is.
But so sub
paint for others the scene as
tile
the power of the famous dead, and so
tion,

is

the influence exerted
impossible to overcome
upon the enthusiastic venerator of his great
must paint itself; the pic

ness, that the scene

be likened

only unto inspired blasphemy.

swearing, and before his death asserted that
used an oath while in the White

Jackson never

House, and very rarely lost his temper.
"By the Eternal I" an expletive with which

having used in

he has long

The Hermitage
tion its identity

connection with the South Carolina Nullifica
tion Proclamation, was also authoritatively de

place needs no descrip
written in the hearts of

a

is

;

ture prove its own narrator.
as

,

it,

of
glitters the large dome of the
Shadows long and graceful fall upon
the grass beyond, and rest lovingly upon the
tomb.

It
the pride and glory of the
South that she has furnished so many brilliant
and famous names to the history of the Re

husband.

a

it,

recognize its most glorious handiwork.
Across the yard and near the extreme south

sentially in the retirement of the domestic cir
cle, and knew no ambitiDn beyond it. To her,
home was the world, and the world was her

;

sights pleasing to the eye cultivated to
as
rightly appreciate nature and so to love
to be equally able to discern its trifles as to
other

the purest men and women of their day, and
wielded through
degree of influence hardly
ever equaled by any individuals in the private
walks of life; and one of them lived most es

a

the boughs of the walnut and the oak. In the
vicinity of the river the cotton grows tallest
and the com produces its richest tassels, and
on either side of the highway are the white
heads of the one and the green fruit of the

two people, by the very power of that
affection which united them, drew about them

These

a

Tall cedars
banks of the numerous brooklets.
rear their heads pinnacle-like, and wild ivy and
love-vines tangle and interlace themselves in

they could afford at that time, and found un
der its roof the hallowed heart-peace the one
had so needed and the other so longed to give.

a

many of Tennessee's best and bravest citizens.
Sweet eglantine and wild cypress vines climb
the old forest trees, and violets, fragrant and
intensely blue, cover the knolls and adorn the

it

the city the road leads past public buildings
and handsome private grounds, and by Mount
Olivet, the beautiful cemetery where sleep so

rude affair, little suited to modern ideas
of comfort, and entirely destitute of any claim
to even the barest elements of
ordinarily
found in
But they took
dwelling-place.
infinite delight in
adorned
with the best
but

is

famous place is situated south-east and at a dis
tance of only t welve miles. Approaching it from

his love, the pride of his heart.
The old log cabin, which for so many years
served as home for the happy pair, was at best

a

most elegant mansion in the State. Tennes
see boasts of no more beautiful scenery than is
to be seen in the vicinity of its capital, and this

branches of the neighboring

men and women everywhere who revere the
name of Jackson. And its history, as
home,
told in these few words
was the altar of

is

The grand old house itself, the gift of love
from the old hero to Irs wife, was once the

ern end
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a

and change have

is

guished men, though time
made sad ravages there.

OF

a
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nied many years ago, ami that nothing could
have been farther from the truth, is explicitly
stated by this veteran, who knew him inti
mately and served him well.*
Major Lewis, of Tennessee,

the

life-long
friend and neighbor of Jackson, should have
written the real history of his associate, and
thereby set at rest forever the patchwork stories
which have done so much to prejudice the
uninformed

against him.

He was accused of every crime against law
and decency, and believed by thousands of
his countrymen to be the most infamous of
They never changed their minds, and
Yet even worse
died in a belief early instilled.
To the end
than their fate was his portion.
of his life he was assailed and reviled, and
men.

passed into

his

[Mat,

grave

the

least understood

Time will avenge him. The
inexpiable wrong for which with him there was

of great men.

no forgiveness has been righted already, and
the un
the world now gladly acknowledges
sullied, stainless reputation of his wife who
was slandered, but never dishonored, and who
was maligned,

but

never proven

recreant

to

a single vow.

Eight years of fame and reward, of strife
and warfare, were his portion as President, and
eight years of rest and repose came to him af
ter its close. Then the end was, and the shad
ows gathered about the homestead of Jackson,
and the music about the hearth-stone ceased.
The two who had immortalized it were dead,
a
and the Hermitage was left as w e see it now
mere sepuleher of memory, a thing of the past.

IRRIGATION IN COLORADO.

"W

HEN individuals or families, on account
of health inducements or climate, have

decided to go to Colorado from any of the in
terior, Eastern, or Southern States, with a view
to

living in

and

densely populated,
farming, horticulture, or

a community

depending upon

inches of water-fall, and with parts
of England having but twenty inches, this is
" rainless country."
not a

twenty-two

The rain-fall of Colorado occurs principally
in the spring months, giving thereby sufficient
moisture to the ground to insure the sprouting

their footsteps like a shadow
It is at first unavoidable
wherever they go.
that a system but little understood should

and early growth of seeds without irrigation.
Rain falls again in July and later, as snow
during the fall and winter season. Two drouth
periods are almost certain during the year:
one embracing the month of June and perhaps
part or all of the month of May; the other in
the months of September, October, and No

cause hesitation, anxiety, and even discourage
ment And the effects of irrigation, when first

In this last

fruit-growing lor a livelihood, they are gener
It
ally appaled at the necessity of irrigation.
meets them as they enter the borders of the
premised laud
and follows

it haunts them in their dreams

seen or experienced

to discourage

on new laud, have

the new-comer,

however

much
san

Then, again, many
guine he may be of success.
erroneous impressions of Colorado
are pro
habit of exaggeration
of language such as
marks peculiarly the style of mental literature.
For instance, Colorado is called a ' rainless
This is not true, while it is true
country."
duced by the American
the extravagant use

that it has very few cloudy

days, and an ex

ceedingly dry atmosphere which rapidly ab
sorbs the fourteen inches of annual water-fall,
which is the average of this Territory. Com
pared with the interior States that average but
* The original draft of the Nullification Proclamation,
hi the handwriting of Judge Hayward. by whom it was
written, and containing the erasures and interlineations
made by the President, is still in the ;>ossessiou of the
family, and is in itself an eloquent refutation of the false
charges so persistently made by the enemies of the old
hero.

vember (at least after the equinoctial storm.)
is
season of drouth no irrigation
required ; the earlier season only making it a
necessity. The disadvantages to the farmer
consist in the expense of building canals and

The cost of
the labor of applying the water.
the former, when built by a colonial or other
organized enterprise, will average not far from
one hundred dollars for each forty acres ; per
for one
haps much more when undertaken
piece of land alone. As to the labor and ex
pense of applying the water, much depends
upon the character of the ground; one man
may, on old ground, well prepared and satur
ated by the irrigation of previous years, water
during the dry season as high as five or six
sod an
acres daily; while on newly-turned
acre may tax his best energies during the

The amount of irrigation
hours of daylight.
required, or rather the number of waterings,
At
depends upon the season and the altitude.
Denver, for instance, at an elevation of 5,300
feet, and at Greeley

at 4,700, more waterings

SMALL-POX AND
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Nor is this all. A farmer in Central Illinois
may secure a fair crop and find it almost im
possible to market it on account of muddy
roads, being satisfied for months in the year
if he can drag enough to the mill for food
on a buckboard; while his Colorado brother

are required than nt Colorado Springs at 6,!i00
feet; while on the Colorado Divide, between
Denver and the Springs, at an elevation of
7,000 feet, crops are

VACCINATION.

raised by rain-fall alone.
increases,

feet the rain-fall

but the wheat crop becomes so late as to be
jeopardized by early frost ; and at 8,000 feet,
where irrigation is totally unnecessary, frosts
which injure wheat are so certain as to make

draws his ton and a half at a load over the
road in the world, and to a high-priced
market.

best

But on this ele
wheat-raising
unprofitable.
vation the grasses are luxuriant and abundant,

The location of the town of Colorado
Springs and the lands of the Fountain Colony
of Colorado are happily situated both as re
gards water and market for produce raised.
The two irrigating canals now building, and

while potatoes,

peas, cabbage, beets, and most
garden vegetables flourish, producing
abun
dant crops with but little care.

As an onset to the expense and labor of irri
gation, we have the power of producing
at
least twice the product per acre, and more for
the labor expended, than can be produced in
any country where the rains are excessive and

which will be completed by the 1st of Novem
ber, 1872, are : one from the the Fountain, sup
plied by Pike's Peak and the surrounding Snow
Mountains, and the other from the Monument,
heading in the mountains and the Colorado
Divide, the former a never-failing stream, and
the waters of the latter being held in large

As proof of the
consequently
injurious.
former statement we would refer to the ag
ricultural reports of the Territory, of crops

which will yield an abundant and
during the dry weeks of the
By the Denver and Rio
growing season.
Grande Railway we reach the Denver market

reservoirs
sure

averaging eighty-four and even ninety-seven
bushels of wheat per acre. As proof of the
latter, we would cite the individual case of
Mr. B. II. Eaton, Commissioner
of Weed

supply

the Pineries on the north ; by a fair
road the mines and the South Park country
on the west, together with a cattle-growing

one man and the expenditure of $285 only, in
harvesting, threshing, etc., 3,000 bushels of
small grain, 600 bushels of potatoes, and 200
bushels of onions.

miles or more on the
region of a hundred
east to supply an ever-increasing
demand for
the products of the garden, the field, and the
farm.
r. a. camekok.

department

and

of ^hpototju

$)ur

County, who, in the summer of 1870, raised
on eighty-four acres of land, with the labor of

|janifcirium.
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VACCINATION.

BY B. T. TRALL, M.D.

for "combating the disease" that have been
recommended in the medical journals, and the
extraordinary efforts which have been made to
vaccinate the people by fair persuasion and
foul compulsion.
a

In reviewing the literature, medical and non
few
professional, that has appeared within
months, comparing the vaunted remedies with

a

is

is

the numerous specific remedies that have been
published in the newspapers, the various plans

the acknowledged mortality, and contrasting
the preventive measures with the increased
prevalence, one
forcibly reminded of that
celebrated saying, that " There are innumera
ble remedies for all very mild and all very
severe diseases." There
logical basis for
this proverb, and
applies to many diseases
besides small-pox.
Mild diseases are in some
way recovered from under all kinds of treat
ment. Severe diseases are for some cause fatal
under the same kinds of treatment.
Some of
the latest authorities in medicine say, that in
it

epidemically in many Ameri
can and some European cities. It has been
more than ordinarily fatal, notwithstanding

form of small-pox no treatment
availing, while in the mild form no treatment

the malignant
is

the past winter the small- pox has

DURING
prevailed

Phrenological journal.

The pathology and therapeutics of small-pox,
whether we quote from the standard medical
journals, or the
and magazine writers of the day,

authors, the current
newspaper

are as inextricably

medical

muddled

as are the theories

of " Psychic Force," the " Descent of Man,"
" Protoplasm," or " The Hollow Globe." Noth
ing is known of its nature except that it is con
tagious ; nothing is explained in relation to its'
Its origin is
cause save that it is contagion.
a mystery except that one person takes it from
another, leaving the first case to be solved when
"
man
is discovered ; noth
the " pre-Adamite
ing is proposed as a preventive except vaccina
tion, and nothing recommended in the way of

Wherever
except drug-poisoning.
malady prevails we hear nothing from
boards of health except Jenner and vaccination.

Blood is composed of
to destroy the blood.
several ingredients in definite proportions and
organic relation^. Take one away, or meta
and there would be no blood left.
morphose
would be disorganized, destroyed. Yet the
great chemist tells us that the small-pox virus
transforms the constituents of the blood into
vims, and the patient survives

This chemico-pathological
bear

one

moment's

medication

to tell us that blood

still remain

(in London, for example) societies have been
organized to resist compulsory vaccination, on
the ground that the remedy is worse than the
disease. Alas, for the uncertainty of name and
fame !

of

Dr. Jenner is lauded by millions as one
who ever lived.

the greatest philanthropists

He is cursed by other millions as one of the
chief destroyers of the human race.
THE NATURE OF SMALL POX.

The only theory of small-pox propounded
in medical books is to the effect that the mat

if

lacy of their assumption
they do not see it.
Let them abstract, transform, or change in
any manner the nitrogen of albumen, the oxy
gen of fibrin, the carbon of caseiu, the hydrogen of starch, and see what the}' have left.

They

will

either

one of

not

have

the first

the above

of
They

particle

substances.

po
may test the principle on an apple,
tato,
nerve, a muscle, or
grain of wheat,
bone. Abstract or change the casein in the
a

prejudices, or reason, as
large proportion of the people revolt against
this plan of keeping out a possible virus by in
troducing a positive one ; and in some places

Let them try the experi
ment with any substance they can think of, or
ganic or inorganic, and they will prove the fal

a

But the instincts, or
the case may be, of a

can be transformed, and

as blood.

a

nolens tolens.

examination.

a

of the people

nonsense will not

scientific

Medical men and chemists might as well talk
of abstracting, transforming, metamorphosing,
or destro3ring the proximate elements of the
solid structures, and have the structures still
intact, or one of the constituents of salt, acid,
or alkali, and have the whole substance left, as

the

Offices are opened and physicians are appointed
to insert the prophylactic virus into the blood

And not only

lives through the process, but has his very same
blood left

a

to the opinion that they could be applied, with
equal pertinency, to many other diseases pos
sibly to the whole nosology.

To
is to my mind a self-evident absurdity.
transform any one constituent of the blood is

it

!

remarks apply, of course,
I am strongly inclined

; and

it,

to drug-treatment

!

These

is necessary.

[May,

It
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apple, the starch in the potato, the gluten in
the wheat, the albumen in the nerve, the fibrin
in the muscle, and the lime in the bone, and
every one of them will be irretrievably disor
So, too, of inorganic
ganized and destroyed.
materials.
Take away or change the oxygen

virus of small-pox causes such a change in the
blood as gives rise to the reproduction of the

having
It seems to me

poison from the constituents of that fluid.
This transformation is not arrested until all

tion that should

ble of the decomposition have undergone the
metap orphosis."
Al lough this doctrine has never been controv rted, nor even questioned so far as I know,

a

is

a

!

it

other

a

things
capable of undergoing
metamorphosis with
out being metamorphosed at all.
The mistake
a part of the confusion that
a

of the blood which arc suscepti

strange scientific hallucina
single out the blood from all
under the sun, as the only one

is

the particles

il

the whole mass of blood, destroying or trans
forming some constituent of the vital fluid.
"
Agricultural Chemistry," adopts
Liebig, in his
this notion, and expresses it in the following
" We know that the contact of
the
language :

in water, the nitrogen in air, the carbon in
luminating gas, the hydrogen in coal, the sul
phur in glauber salts, the chlorine in table
salt, the potassium in nitre, etc., and each of
The idea of
these things will cease to exist.
constituent element of
sub
transforming
as prepos
stance, and having the substance,
terous as the notion of eating one's dinner and

ter of contagion, which is mi generis, works
somewhat analogous to a ferment through

prevails in all our systems, simply because the
authors of our text-books do not distinguish

occurs with this extrane
ous matter in the blood, and not with the con
therefore,
stituents of the blood.
Small-pox
is,

The transformation

or purifying process; and no one
absolutely pure can by any
have the disease, nor any other

a

remedial

possibility

is

whose blood

contagious malady.
CAUSES

OF SMALL-rOX.

All

attempt.

The circulating system endeavors to get the
small-pox virus out of the system through the
mucous membrane and skin.
And the vio
lence of the fever and the degree of eruption
will correspond exactly with the difficulty

it;

in

and the difficulty
measured
precisely by the quantity of virus and amount
of impurity in the blood modified, of course,
by the favorable or unfavorable circumstances
in which the patient
placed at the time. If
expelling

the blood be nearly pure the small-pox corpus
cles cm mingle with the blood corpuscles, be
carried alon<; with them, and finally expelled

carried along the course of the circulation with
whatever else may exist in the mass of blood.
The disturbance they occasion in being trans
ported through the channels of circulation to

the patient's blood be foul, fouler,
ting. But
or foulest, the difficulty will be great, greater,
or greatest. To this rule there
no exception,
and this fact alone gives the rationale of the

the outlets of the body depends on their size
and quantity in part, and in part on the kind
and amount of effete matters and impurities in

cause and nature of small-pox, as well as sug
gests the proper treatment.
be
If the blood be very bilious or viscid
gross with the elements of bile, or putrescent

They

act on it.
Let
corpse, and sec if

it

a

Let him administer a dose of
will make
dead person, and see
The fundamental error of all our
pathologists consists in placing the action on
the wrong side.

is

Tt
precisely so with the small-pox poison.
would remain as quietly and actionlest in the
blood-vessels as the tartar emetic would in the

it

it

gallipot, if the living system
but
won't.
Self-preservation
a first vital law, the living fluids and
;

,

being

it

if

is

if,

cases the blood

The stomach endeavors

is

is

as snuff in the nose ex

by vomiting, and the
nostrils try to eject the narcotic dust by sneez
ing. Neither the emetic drug nor the tobacco
Both are done unto. It
poison does anything.

apothecaries'
would let

;

vital resistance on the

Indeed, there
wear and tear and
blood.
waste and destruction throughout the whole
in all
domain of organic life, as there always
violent struggles with an enemy. In extreme

it

may be so disorganized, as
in some cases of putrid typhus fevers, as to
render death inevitable.
the rationale of the two forms of
Herein

small-pox, the mild and the malignant. There
are many degrees of either form, depending
of the
entirely on the different conditions
blood, all pointing

to quantity of virus and de
and this
gree of grossness for an explanation
confirmed by all the facts,
view of the case
history, and phenomena of the disease in all
ages and countries.
;

the stomach occasions
part of that organ, and
cites resistance there.
to expel the medicine

"wear and tear" (though not transformation)
in the corpuscles and other constituents of the

is

The presence of the small-pox virus in the
blood occasions vital resistance on the part of
the living blood corpuscles, just as an emetic in

purities, the remedial struggle will be still more
difficult, and the consequences still more dan
more or less
gerous. In this case there

is

a

it

if

brandy to
him drunk.

to transform or metamorphose,
and the fever and eruption will be correspond
in addition
ingly severe and dangerous and
to retained effete matters (resulting mainly from
torpid liver and constipated bowels), the blood
be loaded with saline, alkaline, or earthy im

is

the stomach nor brain.
inoculate

the physician
will " take."

more material

is

is

It

!

Now, mark
The small-pox virus does not
act on the blood, nor on any one of its constitu
does not act at all. It
the living
ents.
Alcohol does not act on
system which acts.

with rotting or decomposing effete matters of
any kind, the virus will have so much the

;

a

the blood.
In contact with the living corpus
cles of the blood they occasion vital resistance,
living stomach.
precisely as alcohol does in

is

all exist in the form of globules or corpuscles.
When received into the blood-vessels they are

from the system with comparatively little dis
that
to say, with slight fever and
turbance
little pustulation.
The patient will suffer little,
and there will be no trace of scarring or pit

if

organic poisons are nitrogenous. Whether
contagious, infectious, venoms, or viruses, they

solids all co operate in remedial effort to expel
the virus; and they will succeed, or die in the

is

taken effete matters and impurities existing in
an im
the blood for constituents of the blood
portant distinction with a very great difference.
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a

between chemical changes, physiological pro
cesses, and morbid actions.
Everywhere they
arc confounded, as causes of disease are every
where confounded with the disease itself. In
relation to small-pox, the doctors have mis

VACCINATION.

is

SMALL-POX AND
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will have the erup
tion in the distinct or mild form. The fever will
be of the diathesis termed high, inflammatory,
or cntonic, while the eruptive inflammation of
the skin will be of the kind termed phlegmon
are extremely unhygienic,

he

analogous to ordinary boils or abscesses.
a very gross person a very little virus
may occasion a severe fever and a destructive
But if the blood be very gross
pustulation.

ous

With

and the quantity of virus great, the patient will
the " black small
have the very worst form
The fever will be low, typhoid, or
pox."
atonic, and the eruption dark and confluent ;
the pustules will run together, and the inflam
mation of the skin be of the erysipelatous char

acter, corroding the structure, and, if the pa
tient survives, leaving deep pits and indelible

is

is

gent, to keep himself clean-proof against con
tagion, when others are continually befouling
the very atmosphere he
obliged to breathe
can do
only imperfectly, but perhaps
what he can do may save his life. In all large
cities there are obstructed sewers, unwash

''.

organs without any appreciable disturbance ;
and when the virus has so accumulated, be
cause of prolonged exposure, as to necessitate
the febrile paroxysm, unless the patient's habits

sure preventive of all
Perfect cleanliness
one, who
But how
contagious diseases.
ever so well-disposed
and sufficiently intelli
a

contagious matter before he will manifest any
Small quantities will pass
febrile paroxysm
through his lungs, blood-vessels, and excreting

and boards of health, since vaccination
came in fashion, seem entirely to have forgot
ten Hoses and the prophets.

Book

is

of

is

must

lie

it

is nearly pure

to and receive a large amount

gutters, underground
apartments, narrow
and sunless alleys, from whence ema
nate constant streams of contagion.
All must

ed

streets,

the air, and all must be infected more

inhale
or le«s.

Whether they will have contagious
so, how severe they will be,

diseases, and,

if

A person whose blood
he exposed

[Mat,

;
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depends

on

plained.

Of course, all personal habits which

the

circumstances

already

ex

to pure blood and good health are
preventive, while riotous living, dissipation,
and impurities in food or drink are conducive
conduce

to all contagious

It

diseases.

All contagious diseases are caused by ac
matters.
cumulated animal
excrementitious

sion-house,

people

would

manage their cess-pools, privies, barn-yards,
stables, henneries, and hoggeries according to
the principles explaiued in the Levitical Code
(see Bible), none of the loathsome contagious
maladies now so prevalent would afflict them.
Who does not know that camps, hospitals, and

PREVENTION

is,

tenement-houses are perpetual sources of pesti
accumulated excrement,

lence ? The reason
and nothing else.

OP SMALL-POX.

is

is

all-sufflcient.

it

it,

a

a

a

a

the corpuscles of retrograde metamorphosis,
and the fungi and insects which such materials
In thousands of New York tene
engender.
ment-houses, antl in the pestilent rookeries of
" East End " in London, the miserable wretches
manner practically
of human beings live in
analogous to the lives of man3' of our domestic
Their wealthy neigh
animals in the country.
bors
few squares distant may congratulate

But the
upon their immunity.
no respecter of person. The subtile
poison which eludes microscopical investiga
tion and chemical analysis finds them, and
themselves

wind

But, unfortu
nately, cleanliness seems to be among the
" lost arts." The
people do not seem to un
derstand
plainly as
taught in the Good
Cleanliness

have the glanders, their cattle the rinderpest,
their sheep the staggers, their hogs the cholera,
All are caused by
and their fowls the gapes.

a

And if country

toward the parlors and sleeping rooms. Some
farmers keep their domestic animals on heaps
of excrement, and wonder why their horses

they marvel at that
that permitted such
place
them in such

mysterious Providence
"
disease to " attack

a

vaccination.

enough to give the whole family small-pox,
measles, typhus, or diptheria, should the pre
vailing breeze be continuously for several days

!

were properly
at
sewage and ventilation
tended to in cities, there would be no small
pox to trouble the boards of health to enforce

and pleasaut surroundings
all the essentials
"
of an earthly Paradise Regained"
yet within
smelling distance are sources of pestilence

a

adopt the Mosaic code as relates to personal
cleanliness in the mere matter of the excre
tions, all contagious
diseases
would
imme
If the mere matters of
diately disappear.

wealthy farmer has an elegant man
fine garden, beautiful grounds,

a

which modify their retrograde transformations.
If our otherwise enlightened people would

Many

is

Whether they take the form that will occa
sion small-pox, measles, scarlatina, erysipelas,
miliary fever, plague, whooping-cough, mumps,
or chicken-pox, depends on the local influences

is

scars on the face.

breath of pure
not always easy to find
air in the country unless one keeps at
pru
dent distance from all human habitations.

SMALL- POX AND
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If

VACCINATION.
poison be a remedy for a morbid
the true healing art consist in "cur

a drug

action; if
ing one disease by producing another," and if
it be proper to poison a person because he is
sick, it follows logically that the vaccine virus
may be employed

either as a preventive of or
These questions, how

a remedy for small-pox.

VACCINATION.
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se any better than variola, but because nearly all
persons, when vaccinated, do for a few days, in
anticipation of the disease, attend more care

fully to those well known circumstances which
Per
aggravate or mitigate all acute diseases.
sons are usually vaccinated in the best condi
tions, when both body and mind are quiet and
rested ; but they generally get the small pox
virus in their worst conditions, which condi

ever, are not in order here, but will probably
be discussed in full in the Neva Health Monlldy,
soon to make its advent.
But as the question

ment

of vaccination is among the most vexed, and
most complicated, and most misunderstood
problems of medical science, I will try to re

rule, therefore, for preferring or declining vac
cination is a very plain one, depending entirely
on what the patient's habits will be.

lieve the subject of its principal obscurities.
I do not believe that vaccination is justly

Authors disagree as to the fact 'whether
scrofulous, syphilitic, and other taints and hu
mors may be introduced into the system along
Some
with the vaccine or small-pox virus.

chargeable with all the scrofula, and consump
tion, bad humors, and vital deterioration that
some authors

have alleged against it. There
arc many and abundant causes of these ail
ments extant were no small-pox or vaccinia in

existence. Nevertheless the principle of vac
It is not right, as a rule, in
cination is wrong.
either the vital or the moral domain, to try
to cast out devils through the instrumentality

of devils.

Normal agencies arc the remedies
for morbid conditions, as much as righteous
ness is the remedy for sin.
Evil is to be
overcome with good, and diseases are to be
remedied by removing their causes, not by

It seems to me as
combating their symptoms.
irrational to try to cure or prevent diseases by
the causes of diseases, as it
administering
would be to try to reform a person of the
habit of telling lies on a particular subject by

tions are commonly maintained up to the mo
of the " attack " of the disease.
The

affirm that there is no such case on
This may be true, for it is the next
thing to an impossibility to record such a case
with demonstrable evidence.
Cases have oc

authors
record.

curred, and I have seen several, in which a
general cachexy succeeded the vaccine disease,
ending, in months or years, in the death of the
cases in which no evidence of cachexy
patient

existed prior to the introduction of the poison.
These cachexies have been manifested in the
forms of glandular indurations and ulcerations,
fever sores, scurvy, and malignant pustules. It
will produce all
is true that mereurialization
of these conditions ; and if we have a combina
tion of mercurial disease, syphilis, scrofula, and

teaching him to tell lies generally on all sub
He might be " cured " of the special
jects.
vice, but would he not be all the worse for the

virus, it would puzzle a Japanese
" diagnose " the
symptoms pertain
Nor would the distinction be of
to
each.
ing
the least practical utility if we could make it.
The medication would in all cases be the

curing ?

same

If a

person is sick because of poisons or im
purities in his system, wrhy should another lot
of poisons and impurities be put into his sys
tem?

Common sense teaches that the belter
is to supply the conditions which will
enable the body to purify itself. I do not for
get that medical authors teach that poisons
antidote the disease, or its causes, or supply
some deficient element, or neutralize morbific
matters in the system; nor do I forget that
way

there is neither
such teachings.

truth

nor common

sense

in

I admit that vaccination may sometimes be
the least of two evils. If persons are constant
ly exposed to the virus of small-pox, and will
not or can not pay any attention to health con
ditions or hygienic rules, it may be better for
them to be vaccinated, not that vaccinia is per

small-pox

juggler

to

purification.

That small-pox or vaccinia induced by inocu
lation does secure immunity from small-pox
natural way, no intelligent physician will
No matter how the virus gets into
pute.
blood, its passage through will transform

the

dis
the
and

thus destroy certain effete matters, while the
process of carrying it through the blood-ves
sels and casting it out will eliminate some of
the existing poisons and impurities ; and the
patient will not again be susceptible to the

until the same effete matters have
This explains why some
again accumulated.
persons have small-pox two, three, or more
times the natural way, while others have it only
once though equally exposed, and others never
have it at all. It explains also why some have

same disease

the varioloid, after vaccination, more severely
than others have small-pox the natural way.
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[Mat,

It

the capillary vessels must be

York,

When greatly
nearly the normal diameter.
congested or very deficient in blood, excretion
In the height of the hot stage of fever,
ceases.

if

is,

ing unusual had happened.
My own theory and practice in relation to
and has been for twenty-five
small-pox
years, to live as hygienically as circumstances
the dis
admit, eschew vaccination, and then

"attacks," trust to Providence

gienic

and hy

medication.
TREATMENT

OF

is

a

The disease being process of purification,
the business of the physician to favor that

it

drugs in
ing their patients with antiphlogistic
the hot stage of fever, and with stimulants in the
cold stage. Neither promote depuration, though
both combat the symptoms and the vitality.
The temperature of the external surface of
the body always indicates what should be done.
preternaturally hot, cool it;
perternaturalcold, warm it. Hence water of any required

If

SMALT.-POX.

is

because
rule applies to all fevers and
not understood that physicians are forever dos

if

ease

face are so contracted (the blood being congestarrested. In
that depuration
this case warm ablutions will restore it. This

ed internally)

is

the isolation of the

patients, and the fumigation of
infected tenements, the disease pursues its on
ward march, and the hearses run swiftly to
and from the cemeteries, just as though noth

ly

and vaccination,

.Tenner

pest-stricken

at

the capillary vessels are so overloaded with
blood that depuration
entirely arrested.
Here cold ablutions will promote it. In the
cold stage of fever the blood-vessels of the sur

it

men, the specifics in the newspapers, the praises

of

maintained

is

abundant), despite the constant operation of
the vaccinating dispensaries, the bulletins of
the boards of health, the opinions of medical

;

explains, too, how it is that iu London, New
Philadelphia, and other large cities
(where the material to generate the virus is

On account of the lodgment of more or less
of the virus in the glands of the skin, and its
removal by the process of suppuration (pre

the poison through the cutaneous
and to aid and assist nature they

cisely as tubercles are removed from the lungs,
sliver from the finger), constituting the
or
"
of importance in all
pustular exanthem,"
cases to have the patient in as cool
room or
a

it

is

put the patients into warm rooms, overloaded
them with bedding, and give them warm drinks
and sweating medicines.
The practice was
very fatal. Physicians then went to the op
posite extreme, and nearly froze their patients.

place as he can bear without chilliness. There
no objection to fire in the room, but thorough
No patient should
ventilation
indispensable.
is

expel

is

a

to

emunctory,

a

conceived the correct theory of the dispase.
But they made
terrible blunder in practice.
They noticed that the system was endeavoring

is

temperature maybe used, and with all the free
dom necessary to produce the desired effect.
The same rule applies to taking water internally
as drink, the thirst being the unerring guide.

it

process by all available means which are not
The ancient physicians
themselves injurious.
who had the first cases dver known to treat,

This plan was less injurious than the other,
but not the right one.
Physicians in those
days had as mistaken notions as to what con
stituted the purifying process as the modern

be

physicians have. The physiological condition
essential to successful purification
seems to
have been wholly overlooked by physicians in

virus will accumulate to infect others, depends
all
very much on this matter of ventilation.

Fortunately, we have an infallible
treatment, ap

It

i»

all ages.

guide in managing the hygienic
plicable to all cases and stages.
the circulation.

to balance

a

a

room that has not windows or
kept in
current of fresh air
doors on two sides, that
may at all times be present. Whether the face

will pit or not, and whether

much

or little

If

the small-pox patients in cities and country
places were placed on the upper floor of the

dwelling, the windows and doors thrown open
enough to keep the air rapidly changing, and
the patient managed in all respects hygienical
ly, there would be few or no deaths; there
would be no need of lazarettos or small-pox
hospitals;

there will be no sequela
to trouble him.

or secondary diseases

this manner (of course, unknown to the au
thorities), and no one of them has died, no one

never seem to understand
and
Physicians
nowhere taught in the text
the principle
books of our medical colleges
that, in order

has had any permanent pox-marks, and no one
has ever, to my knowledge, had the disease be

for depuration

Hence

in any organ,

I

cause of exposure

to them or the building.
affirm.

know whereof

I

to be performed

there be the least dan

nor would

have treated
ger of the disease spreading.
many cases in New York and other places in

I

is

is

If the circulation
kept very nearly bal
anced through the whole course of the disease,
the virus will all be expelled without serious
damage to the Mood or the structures, the pa
tient will recover without spot or blemish, and

Life in Prison.
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As the eruption is about to make its appear
ance, and sometimes for one or two days pre
ceding, the patient is apt to be more or less
delirious, and to suffer much of determination
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apt to be tender to light, in which case they
should be shaded, not by a window curtain,

About dozen years ago the small-pox was
very prevalent in some parts of New Jersey. Dr.

which interrupts the circulation of air, but by
the head. An umbrella placed
over the patient's head will answer every pur
pose, as it will darken the light without ob

John Grimes, of Boonton, treated large num
ber of patients without medicine, and lost none.
Being vegetarian himself, he induced many

wishes to. The object of flouring the face is to
keep light and air from contact with the
abraded suifuces or pustules, without prevent
This dry
ing depuration
through the skin.
flour will accomplish, while greasy, oily, or

If

they kept
keep in the

a

a

CONFIRMATORY STATISTICS.
Many physicians have treated their small-pox
patients without giving them any medicine, de
pending wholly on nursing and regimen, and no
one of them ever complained that his patients
suffered because of the absence of the drugs.
Several years ago Dr. Snow, health officer of

I.,

a

?

of no benefit to him.

of an

LIFE

PRISON.

recent date
Portsmouth Times of
the following concerning an
historic character at the penitentiary
John Gull, of Stark County, was sentenced
to the penitentiary for life, October 31, 1836,
his crime being murder in the second degree.
He
now 72 years of age, nearly half of
In
which has been spent in the penitentiary.
accord with other papers in the State, we are
in favor of his release. His age would proba
bly be sufficient guarantee for his good con
:

THE
contained

is

convalescence is established, the ordinary diet
may be gradually resumed.

treated all the cases

be

a

Tea, coffee, milk, sugar, salt,
vinegar, and all spices should be prohibited.
Nor should cny kind of animal food, not even
beef-tea or chicken-broth, be allowed.
When

R.

a

it

would

of
IV

in the matter

reader understands the theory have advanced,
he will not need them.
If he does not, ten
thousand times ten thousand^such testimonies

nourishment.

Providence,

I

;

a

but
was enough to spoil
Two of the graduates of
good-looking face.
the preceding term of the College had the dis
ease, and through the influence of friends more
zealous than wise, fell into the hands of the
"
They both took medicine
family physician."
and both died.
If the
But why pursue these dry details

I

be taken, nor but little of any food, until the
pustules are developed and the febrile heat per
Until th.en a little thin
manently allayed.
gruel once or twice a day, a baked apple,
stewed tomato, or its equivalent, is all that can

with advantage

of them went to the hospital, and returned four
The only medi
weeks afteward badly pitted.
cine he took was
little whisky-punch, and
a

The patient may drink all that the thirst
calls for; but if very thirsty it is better to take
small draughts and repeat them frequently.
Fruit juices, as oranges, berries, apple-tea, etc.,
are not objectionable.
No solid food should

taken

single day.

Six years ago the small-pox was very preva
lent in New York.
About dozen of the stu
dents of the Hygeio-Therapeutic College had
the disease.
None of them died and none,
with one exception, took any medicine. One

that on compulsion;

REGIMEN.

be

confined to the bed for

it

pasty applications would fail.
out the air and light they would
virus and perspirable matter.

closest examination to determine that the pus
tules were really variolous.
They were not

;

coating, and then, with fine cloth or tissue pa
per, removed from over the eyes and mouth,
so that the patient can see and speak if he

in its mildest form.

have known persons who lived on
plain
and simple diet, and drank nothing but water,
have the disease so mildly that
required the

a

dry when it is applied, or it will aggravate the
heat and pain. It may be applied to the whole
face, and prepared so as to make a complete

those who did, had

it

is necessary but

a

To prevent pitting nothing

to keep the face covered (after the morbid beat
is abated) with dry flour.
The skin must be

persons to adopt the vegetarian diet as
pre
ventive of or preparation for the small-pox.
Very few of these had the disease at all, and

a

the air.

I

structing

a

a shade over

I

of blood to the head.

a

In this case the head
must be kept constantly covered with cold wet
cloths, very frequently renewed.
The eyes are

endemic, some of which were severe or malig
nant cases, without giving
particle of medi
cine, and without losing
single patient The
facts were published in the Boston " Medical
and Surgical Journal " but
have not heard
of any other physician adopting the no-drug
practice.
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of his natural
He would not recognize the world he
left thirty-five years ago."
Probably without a full acquaintance with
the circumstances of the case, the Times makes
duct during the brief remnant
life.

a

recommendation

suggested

by

mistaken

It

would be absolute cru
elty to discharge John Gull from the prison,
even if the terms of his sentence had been
fulfilled. He is one of the established charac
ters of the institution, and probably wouldn't
vamose if tendered liberty ; indeed, his con
finement is merely nominal, his mental facul
ties being so impaired that he can not appre
ciate discipline, and his physical disabilities
being such that he is not valuable in the
workshops. His lunacy is not of the kind re
humanitarianism.

permitted to
wander around the yard at will, apparently
happy in imaginary wealth and dominion.
It required a walk of several minutes through
the yard, in company with one of the prison
officers, yesterday morning, before we found
the venerable prisoner, leaning on his cane
and complacently viewing the busy scenes in
the workships, all of which he believes he
In his estimation the riches of Croesus
owns.
arc but ns a drop in the bucket to the enor
mity of his possessions and pecuniary transac
tions ; he could easily pay the national debt
without drawing on his banker, and could
settle the vexed question of revenue in a
He has long since superseded the
twinkling.
State of Ohio in the proprietorship of the
quiring

restraint,

and

he

is

prison-ground, and does an outside

banking

business which he counts in hundreds of tons

of dollars.
The most singular part of his
hallucination is Jris belief that he prosecutes
his immense transactions outside the walls at
night. Nearly every morning he has stories to
tell of the fabulous quantities of money gained
the night before through his own enterprise,
When asked
or that of his numerous agents.
yesterday morning if he had been out Mon
day night, he replied that he had not, but
had sent some of his men; he himself had
(pointing to the ground) ; the
profits of the night's operations he did not
only a few
regard as amounting to much
tons of silver and a cart load or two of gold
In consequence of this
had been collected.
meager business Gull was in a bad humor,
been below

and not disposed

to converse freely, restlessly

[May,

moving about and exhibiting a desire to move
of the yard to superintend
some of his manifold business operations.
This singular man has been in this dement
ed condition for more than ten years ; al
though too feeble to work, he looks as though
If turned
he might survive ten years more.
out upon the world he would be completely
lost.
In his own imagination he has the most
unbounded
liberty, and possesses what the
world mainly strives for, wealth without limit.
He would regard the freedom that the Govern
or could bestow with the most lively contempt.
[And is this the object of such imprison
ment ? Would it not be better to place this
lunatic in an asylum ? Are not all his bellig
to some other part

thoroughly
propensities
subdued? Is it any part of the State's in
tent to drive their prisoners into imbecility
and idiotcy ? Should not such measures be
adopted as will tend to call out the higher
and better traits of character ? May not con
erent or murderous

victs be so educated, trained, and disciplined
as to come out of prison better than when
"
they went in ? or,
being predisposed to evil
as the sparks
fly upward," is it useless
attempt to reform and improve them ?]

to

"LET HIM THAT STANDETH TAKE
HEED LEST HE FALL."

For, friend, the hcightB are slippery. He who held,
A sun ago, the nation's Bacred trust
May lie to-day a strong oak newly felled.
With all his glory trailing in the dust I
Named yesterday a leader brave and just.
Faithful to execute, as wise to planTo-morrow stigmatized as one whose lust
For wealth and power his patriot's zeal outran
nailed as a god, and spurned as less than man !

Fickle is worldly favor at the best,
And he who sails upon its shining tide
May look to be contemned where once caressed ;
To be debased where he was deified I
More happy they whom Fortune hath denied
To walk the dizzy heights of earthly fame :
Secure from all the lures of pomp and pride,
They go their ways, free from reproach and blame,
With peace the worldly great can never claim.
Time is Truth's oracle. The hour will come
When all this dimness shall be turned to light,
And false accusers shall be stricken dumb.
And Wrong shall flee before the wrath of Right ;
And he who hath a conscience clean and white.
For man's approval can afford to wait ;
But woe unto the guilty 1 for no night
Is black enough to hide htm from the fate
That bringeth all to justice soon or late 1
ANNIE L. ML'ZZET.
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wriggling fraud, will not reform herr
nor give her higher ideas or aspirations !
Twitting her of willful barrenness will
not

make her

fruitful

!

She must

be

educated

to something
higher, some
thing nobler than the fashionable arts

of deception.

YORK,

and holy human life the import
ance of the passing time in which she
high

MAY, 1872.

may grow into the fullest stature of real
womanhood
make her to appreciate
that life is an earnest, given us for a

sinner at best, utterly
ply
unworthy a blessing, and if exact justice
were done him, he would at once be cast
a miserable

into a place of fire and brimstone, -which
burnetii forever and ever ! This is one
phase of a doctrine taught in this en
lightened country, and is cherished by
the class indicated.
Has not this sort

of teaching

a natural

tendency to make
Will it
men worse, rather than better ?
make men good and win souls to God ?
it make them bad, and drive

or will

them from God

?

It is very

true that the

modern man is far from perfect. Why?
of fashion the an

Is the modern woman
gelic creature God

intended

her to be

?

Will it make her any better to go
through the mechanical forms and cere
monies of fashionable worship ? Calling
her a frivolous flirt, a puffed, padded,

usually precedes
prepares the way
for
and ends in anything but sweet
ness of breath, purity of blood, healthfulness of body, serenity of mind, spirit
Now, there
uality, or godliness.
no
is

in the

image of God;" at any rate, that the
natural man is only bad, bad, bad
sim

for any of these self-indul
gences, these letting down the moral
bars, and yielding to the temptations
of perverted appetite and passion. These
necessity

young men must be taught that even
Presidents

are unsafe guides either in
or
We have
politics
personal habits.
bad the national disgrace of
drunken
President, as Europe has had dissipated
and imbecile kings, idiotic and drunken
lords
we are, just now, unfortunate in

having
which,

as

tobacco-smoking
President,,
national example,
only
is

"

stink of tobacco.
This may not neces
sarily induce liquor-drinking, though it

a

been created

ing a smoking President, they, too, must
smoke. Is it not a manly act ? And
thenceforward all through life they will

But because there are idiots, luna
tics, imbeciles, and brutal beasts in hu
man form
creatures so thoroughly per
verted that there
not
sound thought
in their minds, nor
drop of healthy
bad.

a

about man having

So, too, of weak, young men.
They
look to their seniors for example.
See

it,

croakers. and

come something more than a toy, a show
fool and flirt.

case, or a fashionable

is

are habitual

continually " crying down the race."
Their theology is of the bluest sort, and
the God they recognize delights
in
"
punishing the wicked." The doctrine
of total depravity accords perfectly with
their views, and they have some doubts
are

cease

a

is is wrong"

holy purpose and she will
frittering it away; she will be

and

high

a

jaundiced, dyspeptic, and dismen without hope,
appointed men
and with no sunshine in their cold na
men who believe that " whatever
tures

a

QICK,

^

it,

CRYING DOWN THE RACE.

;

1STEW

She has, with all her
faults, redeeming traits, and so has man.
Let her once realize the true value of a

Phrenological Journal.
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.blood

in their veins

creatures

whose

is pollution and poison
still the race, as a whole, is rising ; civil
touch

very

and it is a

ization is advancing,
false
philosophy, a false theology, and a false
hood, to " cry down the race."

Let us thank God for the hope before

OLD
THERE

are great, strapping, awkmen, who stand six feet in
their stockings, and yet in character are
r I

-*-

ward

only boys. Indeed, there are middle-aged
men who have not yet outgrown the
And we may go still further and
boy.
say with truth, that there are old, grayheaded men, away on the shady side of
life, who even congratulate themselves

us, the good

[Mat-

there is in us, and, instead

of magnifying short-comings, difficulties,
dangers, and imperfections, let. us rejoice
that we are no worse, and make the most

of ourselves.
we

shall

If

we do the best we can,

be

acceptable to .Him
judges in justice and in mercy.

who

BOYS.
Why
he

?

lacking Self-Esteem,
dignity ; being without

Because,

is without

Firmness, he lacks decision and persever
ance ; and so he remains in a subordi
nate position all his life, perhaps remain
ing under foot or in the way, and a de
" are
These " old
pendent.
boys

gener

ally clownish, without weight of charac
ter; are weather-cocks, shifting with the
wind ; they float down the stream, sel
dom or never rowing across or against

that they are boys in feeling if not in
fact. In the "old country," a young
nobleman addresses his aged footman as

it.

my lad," and in the South, before the
war, all male negroes were called boys,
and the females, no matter how old in

such as smoking, chewing, and drinking,
and have not enough grace, self-denial,

years, were called girls ; save in some
when an old woman would be

decision, or strength
come one or the other.

"

cases,

called

"Aunty,"

and an old man

"Un

cle ; " but they were regarded and treated
as boys and girls in character.
We find

these differences

all over the world.

among human beings
One person becomes

matured at thirty, forty, or fifty years,
and being symmetrically developed in
all his faculties, puts on the character

Besides, they usually adopt all the
coarse and bad habits of the vicious,

of will

to over

Having no

men

tal back-bone, they are limp, shuffling
along in a slip-shod manner, and go to

their task or work pretty much as a cul
prit goes to the prison.
It is all very well for boys to be boys,
and it is very foolish for ambitious pa
rents to trot out their little sucklings into

he is digni

fashionable society, when they should be
sleeping or playing with their kites,

fied, self-relying, capable of reasoning,
forms his own opinions, comes to correct

Let
hoops, or doll-babies, and growing.
children be children ; let men and wo

of maturity and manliness;

conclusions, and is a self-defending,

eelf-

men be more than old boys or old girls.

controling, independent, manly man.
Another, no matter how old in years,

We do not object to youthful vivacity,
vigor, and vim ; on the contrary, we

lucks mental development ; he may have
a largo brain, but the faculties are dor

would have the aged retain such perfect
health, joyousness, and bouyancy that

mant, never having been awakened or
developed ; he is still iron in the ore,

ity.

timber in the tree, marble in the quarry,
and so he will remain all through life.

contrary, as they ripen into years for the

they may overflow with healthful vital
There is no excuse for the aged be
acrimonious
or sour ; on the
coming

GEN. SHELBY'S SKULL.

1872.]
harvest,

heavenly

they

ought

From the data which have been sent us we

be

to

have been requested to furnish some account

goodly and godly, full of justice, kind

of the mental organization of the General.
The measurements taken by the editor are as
follows, the opening of the ear being the point

faith, hope, and charity, the pas
sions and selfish sentiments being kept
It is too often
in complete subjection.
ness,

of

however, that we meet only
grumbling old scolds with gray hairs
the case,

of the skull, just in rear
of the coronal suture, 12f inches ; across the
center of the occipital region, 12 inches ; across
the forehead immediately above the supercilary protuberance, 11|; from the junction of
the nasal and frontal bones to center of occi
put, 12 inches; the length of the humerus
was 17i inches, and of the tibia, 14 inches.

judge them by their actions, we should
have to accept at least that part of their
creed which insists on the doctrine of
learned

that

be inherited

They have

not

These measurements, together with the pen
showing the form of the skull in

yet

cil tracings

it
When Phre

sickness is sin, whether
or acquired.

profile and also its horizontal section, indicate
that Gen. Shelby possessed a large brain, with
a predominance
of the motive or bilious

nology shall be thoroughly understood,
and when parents generate and educate
on correct physiological and

We should infer that he was
temperament.
a man of tall stature, strong boned and mus

children

when they un

psychological principles

derstand and teach the necessity of

a

of mind

shall

be

brains

and

curate estimate

thoroughly

full-orbed

minds.

Then boys will be boys, and men will be
men.

GEN.

SHELBY'S SKULL.

E

have received from the editor of the
Bristol (Tenn.) News certain data pur
porting to be measurements and outlines of
the skull of Gen. Evan Shelby, who contrib
uted valuable services in the old French and
Indian war and in the war of the Revolution,
which followed soon afterward.
According
to the accounts of him, he was a captain of
rangers under Gen. Bradford and led the ad
vance under Gen. Forbes near Fort Du
In 1774 he fought the battle of
Quesne.
Point Pleasant.
In 1779 he commanded the

expedition, and thereafter he
Chicamauga
was appointed
General of the "Virginia mi
litia.

He is Baid to have been

much intellectual vigor as well as
prowess.

His

time Governor

son, Isaac

a man

of

of military

Shelby, was at one

of Kentucky.

head in mature

the neighborhood of twenty-three

developed, trained, and disciplined, we
shall have well-formed bodies and wellformed

His

life measured in
inches in
If we had th% skull before
circumference.
us we could predicate of it a much more ac

cular.

full

and symmetrical development, wherein
all the organs of the body and all the
faculties

departure :
Across the center

and vinegar visages.
Such persons have
been brought up under false philosophy
and wrong influences, and if we should

total depravity.
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"

of

the physical

and mental

organization of its owner, but from the meas
urements and the outlines as a guide we
judge that the General excelled in perceptive
intellect, was fond of out-door life and mus
cular exercise ; that he had in great part the
qualifications and leanings of the forester or
hunter, and very naturally became a soldier in
those wild times which preceded the Revolu
tion.
The developments back of the ear in
He was
dicate the possession of much force.
The
outline
in
action.
probably impetuous
of the head indicates a pretty well-rounded
forehead in the inferior or basilar region.
The organs which contribute to independence,
He
firmness, and aspiration arc well marked.
acted a part which was essentially independ
ent ; preferred to lead rather than to follow.
He was, however, by no means insensible to the
tics of social life, was warm in his regard for
friends and deeply interested in home affairs.
His interest in children was by no means a
He was earn
weak feature in his character.
est, thorough-going, sturdy, determined, cour
The editor of the News
ageous and valorous.states that the forehead seemed very low and
From our experience with crania
retrousse.
we are not inclined to consider the outline as

Phrenological Journal.

teachings thousands became better acquainted

with and more observant of the conditions of
health, with correspondingly improved vitality
and immunity from disease ; and other thou
sands were enabled to be their own physicians
in ordinary cases.
But having concluded to go abroad on a
and lecturing tour for an indefinite
and since
of time, we parted with

period
have issued no periodical

looical Journal.

it,

traveling

except the

Phreno-

;

a

We have, however, been
frequently urged to reinstate the old monthly
new one of the same general
or establish
" modern improvements "
character with the
and now, having the working force and mate
rial at command, after considering the matter
a

new
seriously, have decided to publish
monthly of forty pages, or more, of the form
of the Phrenological Journal, to be entitled
" The Science op Health," and shall do so, at
a

a

cost to subscribers not exceeding $2 year, to
contain sterling articles from the best writers,
illustrated with original and selected cuts.
" The Science of Health " will be the organ
of no person, sect, institution, or business, but

It

a

medium of communication between all.
win advocate the cause of Health Reform,
explain the processes of Hygienic Medication,

?

it

?

?

it

is

In early life Prof. Morse had strong passi*n for art and previous to 1815 had exe
He found
cuted several works of merit.
little encouragement, however, in the prose
cution of his favorite employment at that
early
much

day,

and

from

necessity

he devoted

to other subjects.

attention

About

the year 1830 he became interested in electromagnetism, and gave much time to its inves

tigation with

view to applying

of intelligence.
course of his experiments

in the

transmission

In

the

he suffered

but
finally triumphed and his triumph is crystalized in the vast web of wire which
spread over the inhabitable world.

no little disappointment and persecution,

is

of the Phrenological
Journal, a health journal, devoted to the dis
semination of knowledge on all subjects per
taining to the preservation and recovery of
health.
It obtained a circulation of more than
fifty thousand copies, and became the leading,
as it was the first, popular health journal of the
world. It advocated a life in harmony with
the laws of life for the maintenance of health,
and the employment of hygienic agencies in
By means of its
the treatment of disease.

second year.

The Working- Women's Protective Union
of New York has become well established

;

an

to

it

as

time,

a

published,

scarcely necessary for us, at this
give an extended outline of his
Had he lived until the 27th of the
career.
month, he would have completed his eighty-

wide,

has rendered to the
the good service which
struggling has developed its own strength, and
commanded the respect and support of the
An important feature in its oper
benevolent.
the practical interest taken in protect
ations

ing the needy from the cruelty of unscrupulous
In one of its recent circulars, the
employers.
made that " the Union
significant statement
in the courts
final
judgment
to
has prosecuted
workingof
fraud
cases
against
hundred
fifteen
women, and by these legal measures compelled
the payment of wages due and withheld, to the

The Union
amount of six thousand dollars.
enlists our hearty sympathy, for we can have
little or no patience with men who withhold
the earnings of exhausting toil. The operations
of this Society are administered by able hands,
small
and we trust that the comparatively
permanently
amount required to endow
less than $50,000 may be secured.

it

FORaccompaniment

we

of April this distinguished
His fame being world

2d

ONAmerican died.

it

years

the

PROF. MORSE.

OF

is

fifteen

DEATH

a

HEALTH JOURNAL DEMANDED.

families, so far as possible, to treat themselves
Who
successfully when sick. Who wants
" What answer "
will have

;

A NEW

Health

;

physical vigor. The General, take
him all in all, was eminently a man of action
rather than a man of thought.
unusual

the people how to get well and
The special aim will be to promote
at Home, and enable individuals and

and instruct
keep well.

it

If we
indicative of a very low forehead.
could clothe this skull with flesh and blood
and with the integumenta of vigorous man
hood, and surmount the whole with the strong
and somewhat bushy hair which the General
probably had in his prime, he would compare
well with the average of foreheads which we
The length of the hu
meet with every day.
merus indicates a man of lofty stature and of

[Mat,

is
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GENESIS,

book of nature with the sacred Scriptures, and
thus disarm skepticism of one of its chief weap
ons, would be

received

with joy by every

Christian.
We read, " The letter killeth, the spirit giveth life."
How true the first part of this state
ment is in regard to the first chapters of Gene
sis can be seen in the past ; the latter declara
tion will be seen to be true hereafter.
If we go back in the history of our race no
farther than the foundation of the Roman Em
pire, we find that literal history is lost in alle
gory; and the mythological writings of the
ancient Greeks and other Eastern
nations,
and the hieroglyphics of Egypt, prove conclu
sively that the ancients used composed history,
natural forms, and even unnatural imagery, to
convey intellectual and spiritual ideas, to an
extent unknown at this day. It is admitted,
believe, by commentators, that the first chap
ters of Genesis were written long before the

I

days of Moses, and copied by him.
With the facts already accumulated with
regard to the style of writing used by the an
cients, it would seem that Biblical students,
before they attempt the impossible task of re
conciling the first chapters of Genesis with
geology, should stop and inquire whether these
chapters were ever intended as a literal history

of the creation of the material earth, and of
vegetables, animals, and man. If the sacred
Scriptures are what they profess to be the
Word of God it is evident that when correctly
understood

they

must be in harmony

with

God's works.

If the

chapters under consideration are to be
understood to refer to the creation of the mate-

J. E. evidently a New Churchman gives us
his views on the first chapters in Genesis, and on
the creation of man, from his standpoint. This
Journal is open to a discussion of important
religions and secular (Juestions, but not to secta
rian controversy, and we are always glad to have
the views of sincere religious thinkers.
*

Revelation.

But it seems to the writer that these chapters
of the sacred volume contain within themselves
unmistakable

evidence that they never were
intended as a history of the material creation.
Let us take a hasty look at some of the most
prominent points which must strike the eye of
every careful reader. The existence of light,
and day and night, before the creation of the
sun ; the growth of vegetables and trees bear

ing

seed unaided

ward

in Eden.

by solar rays ; a garden east
These are but a few of the

when regarded as a literal
inconsistencies,
"
history ; but what shall we say of the tree of
life also in the midst of the garden, and the
tree of knowledge of good and evil,"
were
these literal trees ? Do not their very names
show that they were spiritual or mental, and
not literal trees f Can we see any good rea
son to suppose woman was made from a lit
eral rib taken from man ? Do serpents talk t
and did not Adam and Eve have the use of
their natural

eyes

until after the fall

? and if

they did, what kind of eyes were opened wheD
they 'discovered that they were naked ? and
where did Cain get his wife ? Who were the
sons of God *who took wives from the daughters

of men f and what shall we say of the ark and
flood as described, taken as a literal history?
Why, simply that the former was totally in
sufficient in size for its contents, and that the
facts and arguments against the idea of a uni
versal flood are so perfectly unanswerable that
able Christian philosophers and commentators
have been compelled to abandon
local flood covering only

stitute
earth,

and sub

part of the

how far-fetched this

Emanuel Swedenborg, writing more than

a

teachings of geology and the
first eleven chapters of Genesis. Any views
which will reconcile beyond controversy the

rial world, they plainly teach that creation was
finished in six literal days, and to stretch these
days out into indefinite periods of time, is to
do the greatest possible violence to Divine

century ago, therefore before the present geo
logical discoveries, declared that the first chap
ters of Genesis were purely allegorical; that
truths vastly more important to all men than
knowledge of the literal creation are therein

a

skepticism
unmistakable

MAN, ETC.*

it,

and intelligent men into
than the apparent conflict of the

OF

a

nothing has done more toward

PERHAPS
driving scientific

CREATION

The earth described
the mental
contained.
earth, or mind of man. The six days are so
many states of the regeneration of man. In
is

OF

341
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the beginning signifies infancy, and before and
To
at the commencement of regeneration.
create and to form signify to regenerate. Heav
en here signifies the internal man, and earth,

The
before regeneration, the external man.
first state, or day, indicates infancy, previous
to regeneration;
and the first motion is the
mercy and spirit of the Lord acting on the
remains or knowledge of the true and good
stored up in the memory of the individual.

[Mat,

enlightened and live good and true lives, our
garden is planted eastward, or in the direction
of the sun or the Lord ; for a garden signifies
intelligence, and Eden, love ; and eastward,
toward the Lord. A tree signifies perception ;
to the sight, the perception of
truth ; a tree good for food, the perception of
good ; the tree of lives, love, and faith thence
a tree pleasant

before regeneration
void nothing good, empty
where there is nothing true. "The faces of

The sight is indeed pleasant and
man perceives that all truth
and goodness are from the Lord, and it is good
for him to partake of the fruit of such trees or
perceptions;
and he partakes of the tree of

of the unregcnerate
of
thence originating,
which he consists and in which he is totally im

lives when he opens his heart for the reception
of the Divine Love, and his understanding for
the reception of Divine Truth, and permits

mersed."

heavenly affections to flow forth into acts of
kindness and good will to his fellow-man.
Wo
can only receive as we give to others ; this is a
law of spiritual life. When the Lord and nis

The earth without form and void signifies man

the Abyss are the lusts

man and

the falsities

" And God said, Let there be light, and there
was light," signifies the first state of regenera
tion, when man begins to know that the good
Men
and the true are of a superior nature.
who are altogether external do not know what
They think all things to
good and truth are.
be good which relate to Belf-love and love of
the world, and all things to be true that favor
those loves, whereas such goods and truths are
evils and falses.
When regeneration com
mences, man first begins to look to the Lord,
and as lie progresses he comes to see that all
life and truth are from Him. Light is called
good because it is from the Lord, who is good
itself. Whatsoever is from the Lord is light,
and is compared

to clay ; whatsoever

is man's

own is of darkness, and is compared to night.
Evening, then, signifies every preceding state
or that of shade or of falsity, or no faith men
tal darkness ; morning, every subsequent state
being one of light, or of truth, or of the
knowledge

But

of faith.
of the spiritual
chapters would occupy too

to give even a synopsis

contents of these

I will, therefore, simply glance
much space.
If the reader would see them
at a few points.
rationally explained in detail, let him read
" Arcana Ccclestia," the first vol
Swcdenborg's
ume, and of two things he will be convinced:
first, that these chapters are a special revela
tion from God to man ; second, that they con
tain the most wonderful history of the regener

ation of man, and are full of the most beautiful
spiritual truths, which every man can apply to

derived.

beautiful,

when

Word are recognized as the source of light and
life, and we look to Him, worship Him, and
strive to keep His commandments by shunning
evil in our every-day life, and doing good, and
are governed by our highest perceptions con
tinually, then we are built up, by the fruit of
the trees of the garden, into an angelic form.

A tree of knowledge of good and evil signi
fies faith derived from the sensual principle or
of from the Lord and His
The reader will notice that in the
second chapter of Genesis the tree of lives was
said to be in the midst of the garden, but in
the third chapter the tree of which they were
not to eat was in the midst of the garden.
In the most ancient church, or the Adamic
Church, before the fall had commenced, men
perceived continually that all the truth and
goodness, and all ability to do good they pos
sessed, were from the Lord, that in Him they
lived, moved, and had their being. The tree
of life then appeared to be, and was, in the
but when men com
midst of the garden;
science, instead

Word.

menced to decline gradually, this clear percep
tion began to fade from their minds, and they
began to think that they had knowledge and
goodness of themselves, or that they were selfWhen this state was reached, man
derived.
was in a deep sleep as to genuine spiritual
truths ; then the Lord, that our race need not
perish, took a rib from Adam and built it into

as well

The rib is from the bones, which
a woman.
possess little vitality, and denoted man's self
hood, which the Lord so changed and elevated

we permit the Lord's
love to flow into our hearts, and His truth into
our understandings, and are thus warmed and

that men, while acting apparently as of them
selves, could be taught and could understand
that this was but an appearance, and that all

his own life at this day.
As there is a mental earth as well as a mete-

rial earth, so there are mental gardens
as material gardens.

If

of the neighbor. Although they knew
that all was from the Lord, yet the external

and

appearance, or perception, was that they were
acting of themselves, and consequently the tree,
of which they were not to partake, is here
represented as being in the midst of the gar
den ; but man was forbidden to make self-love,
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and spiritual

truth, save what we can derive
from our own intelligence; and begin to have
more confidence in sensual things and our own
reason than in revealed truth, then the woman,
or our sell-love, has been seduced by the ser
and
our understandings

pent, or our sensual

consent, the man also partakes of the forbidden
fruit.
Cain and Abel.

Cain, or Faith,

is

; thus self-

to love of the Lord

love couid be subordinated

!

if

which they had was from the Lord

ENGLAND' S D EC ADENCE

;

NATIONAL INFLUENCE
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first born

love of the world, or love of sensual gratifica
tions the chief aim of life, and to claim to be

with

wise of himself, and to be governed by sensual
appearances instead of Divine revelation ; for

its brother.

to do this would be to partake of the fruit of

without obedience to the Divine commands by

is one of the lowest
the material earth ; so the sensual part of man
is the lowest of his spiritual organization, and

is

or having

then

faith,

Cain

Waters, in good sense, when used to quench
thirst and to cleanse the body, signify truths;
but in the opposite sense, or when filthy or
destructive to life, they signify the perversion

of truths

falses

and the Flood was

a

The serpent
principle.
animals ; it crawls upon

believing

kills his brother in our souls.
a

man, and the woman his self hood or sell-love,
and man the rational

and believe we can reach happiness

charity,
simply

The serpent signifies the sensual principle in

the truth before we

can act in accordance with it; but charity
When we allow faith to destroy

;

the forbidden tree.

us, for we must know

flood of

evils and falses which overwhelmed

and we eat and drink to give us
healthy bodies, love money for the sake of the
and desire
uses which we can perform with

earth and destroyed all genuine spiritual life,
The
excepting of those preserved in the ark.
ark was
spiritual ark, or
new dispensation
or Church from the Lord.

tempted

to make

in vain display; love money for the sake of
;

;

love to rule over others to gratify our
money
believe nothing in regard to the Lord
self-love

NATIONAL

INFLUENCE

HOW

ignorance, superstition,

is

this phrase used
thoughtlessly
should
be closed
whose
lips
by many
to censure in regarding the noble work this
grand old nation has wrought for mankind!
To the thoughtful, intelligent friend of prog
with
ress, she should never be contemplated
out admiration and gratitude. Looking back
to the period when the greatness of England
commenced, we find the world shrouded in
and abject submission

it

to the dogmatic rule of ecclesiastical tyranny.
Freedom of the mind was unknown, and the
was invariably met
individual assertion of
with the severest penalties which an ignorant
priesthood and its governmental tools could

a

is

I

it

to be

it

allow our self-love

selfish and sensual gratifications the chief ob
ject of our lives, or to eat and drink simply to
gratify appetite; desire to outshine each other

But this communication
already too long.
hasty glimpse of the spiritual truths con
tained in these chapters which,
believe, have
been revealed by the Lord through Swedenborg for the men of this day, shall induce the
reader to study the first volume of Swedenwill have an
borg's "Arcana Ccelestia,"
has been written.
swered the end for which
To every man would say, " Read, and judge
for yourself," not judge before you read, for to
do so would not be the part of wisdom, j. e.

If this

ENGLAND'S DECADENCE!
inflict. Out of this condition that little isl
and morally arose like
volcanic formation
from the sea, and sited its illuminating rays
over the wide expanse of mental sloth and
Magnetic threads of intelligence
ignorance.
issued from its illuminated atmosphere, and
penetrated the brain of every progressive soul
throughout the oppressed nations of Europe,
and gave hope and encouragement to their
Onward and
long suppressed aspirations.
upward, increasing in intensity and volume,
this grand moral illumination spread beyond
the sea-girt shores of its own little island,
until
overspread the neighboring nations
with
portion of its own brilliancy, and in
a

is

them by so doing, and subordinate all natural
knowledge to revealed truth, then our sensual
harmless and in true order; but when we

the mental

I

to rule over others only so far as we can benefit

it

it,

faculties,

a

upon the mental earth ; but when our
sensual nature is in subordination to our higher

a

crawls
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this new and glorious atmosphere their people
were enabled not only to perceive their rights

but gradually acquired the knowledge nec
Nations, like indi
essary to maintain them.
viduals, have their missions.
They are the
instruments
employed by the Divine Mind
through which mankind is being raised above
the mere animal plane, and when the periods
decline have arrived, regret for this

of their

[May,

he is a better man

to-day than he otherwise
would have been, from his having been the
recipient of a kind act rendered him by the
obscure occupant of a cabin in the Rocky
Mountains. The deed itself was not of large
proportions, but a conviction of the disinter
estedness of its character entered so strongly
into his mind that he felt a new and vivid
of the brotherhood of man.
conception
Sometimes these little kindnesses
are re
ceived
almost without recognition ; then,
again, under more favorable influences, they
are the spark which explodes a mine of
selfish, narrow habits of thought, and opens
an entrance into the heart and mind for the
appreciation of noble deeds and aspirations.
Every mortal being is the center of a moral

fact should be tempered
with admiration
of the work they have accomplished.
This
is true of the nation and of the individual.
Theodore Parker when dying in Florence
told a friend that there were two Theodore
Parkers: one was dying in Florence, and
another
was living in Boston.
His en
larged mind fully comprehended this truth.
He knew that the little mound which had
risen from under his feet, and which had
gradually become more and more elevated,
which had risen as his usefulness had increas
ed, and upon which he had been for so many
years standing, would not collapse when his
earthly body had been removed from it. Theo
dore Parker lives to-day, and not half his work
has yet been done.
He will continue to live
as long as his works are read and his influence
felt.
This is the status of an individual, and
this equally applies to all the really great and
good men now living or who have lived. A
conviction of this truth -should animate every
lover of his fellow-men and encourage him to
work heroically for their good.
Let the au
thor who laboriously plies his pen in elucidat
ing useful truths take courage even if the fruits
of his labors are not made manifest to him in
his present life. Thousands of neglected
books have been read by unknown youths
who in after-life have proclaimed the knowl
edge of the truths thence derived in trumpet-

during
earth-life remains and acts with more or less
energy for an indefinite time.
Psychomctry
teaches us that everything that has ever ex
isted has left its impress.
Prof. Draper
proves that if a shell be calcined and re
duced to powder, and an object like a ring or
key be laid upon it for a certain length of
time
then, having taken them into a dark
room, on removing the key and applying a
slight heat, the exact form of the key or ring
will appear; and if forty or more different
articles be successively laid upon it and re
moved, the form of each article will become
visible in the reverse order in which they
were laid upon the powdered shell.
" All bodies
Sir David Brewster
says :
throw off emanations in greater or less size,
and with greater or less velocities.
These
particles enter more or less into the pores of
solid and fluid bodies, sometimes resting
upon their Burface and sometimes permeating

tones.

them

Many a speaker has striven to gain en
trance into dull or unwilling ears for his ut
terances, whose courage has faltered and
whose hopes have almost died within him.
Yet could he have foreseen what a bountiful
harvest was to spring from even one little
seed which he had planted, his heart would
have thrilled with joy and thankfulness
at

feeble, show

the prospect.
All are not authors, neither
are they speakers, but every one is capable

of speaking
ble deed.

a kind word and doing a charita
The writer of this believes that

magnetic
seem,

the

influence,
center

altogether.

and, strange

thus

These

themselves

as

it

may

established

emanations,

in images;

when
when

stronger, in chemical changes."
Much more could be said upon this subject
tending to prove the permanent effects of

all magnetic and physical influences.
moral

As our

natures, to a great extent, act in con

cert with and are dependent upon the mag
netic forces of nature, wc can not escape the

that our moral forces are governed
similar to those
which govern magnetic forces; and if this is
correct, the results of moral actions and moral
conclusion

by laws in a great degree

TEE STONE-CUTTER.
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ideas

are in themselves

permanent

and en

during.
As it is with individuals so it is with fam
ilies ; as with families so with nations, which
The in
are merely assemblages of families.
fluence of a nation imbued with the spirit of
progress is as the influence of millions of in
dividuals compared with that of one of their
number.
Some nations, like ancient Greece
and Rome, receiving their light from Egypt
and the farther East, in their turn were ele
vated to a higher plane, and irradiated the
barbarous minds of the inhabitants of South
The rays of knowledge thus
ern Europe.
disseminated
mingled with the magnetism
of the minds of the people of those barbarous
countries, and in each nation was evolved
a kind and degree of intelligence in harmony
with their established habits and original
structure of mind. Each people made a dif
ferent use of the knowledge obtained ; and
as each pursued, to a certain extent, a differ
ent path in its search for further light, muck
knowledge was accumulated by each, which
otherwise would have remained unknown.
With the knowledge imparted by Rome was
the gift of its ecclesiastical system ; and the
nations receiving this system struggled in
their onward race for centuries, bearing the
burden of priestly tyranny.
The discovery of the art of printing was
of a new era in the
the commencement
progress of mankind, and nowhere was this
young Hercules so carefully nourished as in
In
the country of our English forefathers.
stinctively they cultivated his strength, and
enlisted him on the side of human rights,
until with them his arm is strong to shield
Many have
the oppressed of all nations.
been the errors committed many the acts
while this moral
of cruelty perpetrated
Btrength has developed ; but with all her
faults England has stood like a beacon-light}
shedding her rays over other lands, in the light
of which their people have advanced in the
paths of progress and toward their destiny
of universal brotherhood.
In that light our American forefathers were
born and reared ; and our grand country
affording the amplest scope for enlarged
thoughts and action, we have developed into
race sharing the knowledge acquired
through centuries of experience by our Eng

a
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lish progenitors with that acquired by our
own experience and our own development.
We can boast of being at least as enlight
ened as the English themselves ; but in our
self-gratulations we should not lose sight of
the fact that to England we are indebted for
much that we know ; and that had she not
led the way, and through toil and bloodshed
secured for our fathers to a large extent a
recognition of the rights of man, we should
not to-day live in the full enjoyment of our
national and individual liberties.
The contemplation of England's decadence,
real or probable, to an American, and espe
cially to a Protestant American, should be
tempered with regret, and it demands the
acknowledgment of the great services she has
rendered to the world, and more especially to
jerohe ross.
our own loved land.

THE STONE-CUTTER;
OR, THE

ONCE
poor

END OF ASPIRATION.

upon a time there was in Japan a

stone-cutter, a simple workirtan in
His life was rude, he worked
the quarries.
much, he gained little, and was not at all con
tented with his fate.

" Oh, if I could only be rich enough to rest, to
sleep on thick matting, wrapped in a kirimon
of soft silk ! " Such was the sigh he breathed

An angel intercepted it.
be according to thy desire," said the
And he at once became rich,
angel to him.
and he rested, and he slept on thick matting
to heaven.

"

It shall

and wrapped himself in a kirimon of soft silk.

It happened that the Emperor passed by.
He was preceded by heralds on foot and horse
back, followed by a brilliant escort of cavaliers,
and surrounded by persons who held over his
head an immense parasol, resplendent with
gold.

'"What

good does it do me to be rich?"
have not the
the man, " as long as
right to go out with an escort, and my head

I

murmured

protected by a golden
"
not the Emperor ?

parasol?

Why am

I

" Thou shalt be," said the angel.
He
And, indeed, he became the Emperor.
had an escort of cavaliers before and behind
him, and people who held above his head an
immense parasol, resplendent with gold.
However, the sun, with his ardent beams,
dried up the country, and the dusty road, quiv
ering with his brightness, fatigued the eyes
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The new cloud placed itself haughtily
between the sun and the earth, and so thor
oughly intercepted the rays of the sun that it

plished.

soon saw the earth covered with its shadow.
Then it caused big drops of rain, and pouring
showers, and water-spouts, to fall on the lands,
so that the torrents burst their bounds, and the
rivers spread over and devastated the fields.

it

it,

a

a

man

the power
from my breast?

Then

a

"Has

the rock.

of rending pieces of stone
Shall be weaker than he?

absolutely necessary that

should be

" Have your will," said the angel

and he

that man."

became again what he had been
poor stone
cutter,
His
simple workman in the quarries.
life was rude, he worked much and gained lit
tle, but he was contented with his lot.

SELL, THE "COLOR-BEARER."

nation never for
its struggles, its

It

stones proper for cutting.
that?" cried
"What

does homage

to fidelity in positions of responsible com
mand, and as readily accords the honor due
to those who faithfully execute judicious or
ders, and thus aid in winning the field. Every
record of patriotic bravery is welcome, and
exalts a nation ; and in any and every depart
ment of life a nobly-contested
and bravelywon field adds strength and dignity to char
acter.

Harvey M. Munsell, third son of James
Munsell, was born at Painted Post, Steuben
County, N. Y., January 5, 1843. In 1848 his
mother died, and in 1849 his father went to
California, leaving him in the care of stran
Tiring of an uncongenial, useless, and
gers.
homeless life, without asking permission,
which he was sure would not be granted, at
the tender age of eleven years he left Painted
Post, and went to Venango County, Penn.
Here he bad some relatives, with whom he

lived until

1838,

when he went to Bclvidere,

with an uncle, and at
When the "Proc
lamation " calling for troops to maintain the
integrity of the Union was issued, he returned
to Pennsylvania, and enlisted for three years
in the Thirty-second Pennsylvania Regiment,
at Philadelphia,
afterward known as the
Ninety-ninth Pennsylvania Volunteers.
He was soon assigned to the position of
corporal, then sergeant, and then colorsergeant of the regiment, and bore the stand
ard through thirteen pitched battles, without
He received
wound.
hand
receiving
some flag from his regiment as
testimonial
of the esteem in which he was held by his
comrades in arms, and also other evidences
of honorary consideration.
A published
notice of him said
" This brave and noble
young soldier de
serves any promotion which may be accorded
to him for gallant and meritorious conduct."
Honorable mention was made of his gal
111., and there

resided

tended school until 1861.

a

and brave

gets its battle-fields,
heroes who won its laurels.

N

at his feet

a

ROYAL

M. MU

he distinguished

of poor appearance, badly clothed, but
armed with
chisel and
hammer; and the
man, with the help of these instruments, struck
off pieces of the rock, which he dressed into

:

A

HARVEY

Nevertheless,

I

" There is strength," cried the sun, " a cloud
It would be
capable of resisting my power.
better if I were a cloud."
"
Very well," said the angel.
And the transformation was at once accom

the

man

;

back the rays of the
sun, and prevented them from falling upon the
earth's surface.

said

my superior,"

a

earth and him; it held

then,

cloud; "I would rather be in its place."
" You shall be," said the angel.
And he was transformed into
steep, unshaking rock, insensible to the rays of the sun,
indifferent to the torrents of rain and the shock
of the tumultuous waves.

a

age of the earth, and the faces of the princes
upon the earth.
But now a cloud thrust itself between the

rock,

waves

I

and all around him ; and he scorched the herb

"A

not, but the foaming
is

Are you satisfied ? " the angel
For he had become the sun, and he
darted his beams up and down, right and left,
" Behold !

asked.

the rock yielded
died at its foot.

a

one could bo the

is

if

is

But

sun!"

a

you feel his power !

Nothing resisted the force of the inundation ;
only a rock defied
perfectly motionless.
In
vain the bellowing waters beat
in their fury;

it

"It is a great advantage to be Emperor,"
cried the man, "when the heat of the day ex
hausts you and the sun never ceases to make

[Mat,

a
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.

lant conduct by his commanding
officers in
their official reports to the War Department.
When our lines faltered and fell back be

meet death, and well knowing that his pre
sentiment could not be duly appreciated, he

fore the Georgia columns at Fredericksburg,
with characteristic decision and promptness
he waved his colors in front of the yielding
urmy, saying, " Stand your ground and de
fend your flag, or I will give these colors to
the rebels ; " and they did advance, drove

of position, first through his
through his colonel, and then
through Gen. Gregory, requesting a furlough
to attend the Free Military School at Phila
delphia, and take command of a colored regi
ment; but his request was not granted.

the Georgia columns from the field, and held

However, determined

possession of it.

possible, he marched

A.t the expiration of two and a half years
of active service, he, with nearly the entire
regiment, re-enlisted for the war, and returned
to Philadelphia on a furlough for thirty days,
to
and while there received the testimonials
But, somehow, his
which we have referred.

intuitional impressions assured him that

if he

bora the colors

sought

captain,

on another

field he would

a change

then

to secure his end if
boldly to the War De
partment, and then and there saw all who
were in waiting to ask furloughs ordered
back to join their regiments.
Nothing
daunted, he laid his flag on Secretary Stan
ton's desk, saying, as he did so, that he
would like a furlough, in order to enter the
Free Military School at Philadelphia; and
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unfolding the banner, the Secretary read the
well-earned
record inscribed thereon, with
sparkling eyes.
Rising from his seat, Mr.
Stanton cordially took the hand that had
never faltered in service, saying, as he did so,
" Mr. Munsell, you are the first man, either sol
dier or civilian, who has, when asking a fa
vor, ever presented a living testimonial of any
service rendered the Government up to this
date ; " and without further delay the fur
lough was granted.
He entered the school, passed an honor
able examination before Gen. Casey, but de
clined a command offered him, and then re
turned to his regiment immediately after the
battle of the Wilderness, and was appoined
first lieutenant and then captain.
He was then
not quite twenty-one years of age. This posi
tion he held until the close of the war, and with
his command participated in the battle at Cold
Harbor, and also in several engagements be
The color-bearer of the Nine
fore Petersburg.
ty-ninth fell severely wounded in the next en
He was captured in the battle
gagement.
of Deep Bottom, on the James River, Vir
ginia, July 27, 1864, and held as prisoner of
He shared the
war until February 22, 1865.
horrors and triumphs of Libby Prison for
about two months, exchanged them for those
of Greensboro and Salisbury, N. C, and was
subsequently transferred to Danville, Va. He
was mustered out of service July 25, 1865,
and soon after entered and graduated from a
commercial
college in Binghamton, N. Y.
In 1866 he became agent for the New York
Life Insurance Company in Boston, Mass.,
and in 1867 was appointed general agent at
Philadelphia for the Milwaukie Northwest
Mutual Life Insurance Company, and as such
In 1868 the Com
was decidedly successful.
pany removed his office to its present local
ity, 160 Fulton Street, corner of Broadway,
New York city ; and to quote from the VicePresident of the Company : " Mr. M. is one
of the most persevering, enthusiastic, and
successful agents that any well-organized
company could well secure."
Phrcnologically, Mr. Munsell has a good
body, which is solid, compact, and active ;
he is made to work and willing to work, and
liable to over-work ; his vital system is not
quite able to give adequate support at all
times to his active, energetic brain.
He

[Mat,

ought to be known as a social, loving, friend
ly man, as one who highly enjoys domestic
and social life.
He loves variety of thought
and action ; has much ambition, a sensitive
regard to reputation, and a fair degree of
pride.
He is exceedingly firm, but has a friendly,
kindly benevolent spirit, which disposes him
to forgive and let a delinquent up, and try
him again; but the persistent sinner finds
with him a hard road to travel.
His sense of justice makes him feel strong
when he believes that he is right ; he is cau
tious without being timid, and not extra se
cretive.
Hope is not large} he therefore
does not predicate too much of the future ;
feels sure of just what he can work out. Hence
he works out his success with confidence.
He has fair reverence for eminence and sacredness, but the feeling is not a weakness of
his ; he is neither obsequious nor submissive,
yet can bend

to the helpless, the weak, and

to little children.

He readily reads mind and motives ; com
character and disposition, and sel
dom asks advice relative to persons, but may
ask for facts relating to their pecuniary accu
mulations and financial standing.
If a man have petty larceny in his face,
Mr. Munsell accepts no recommendation for
him.
He possesses a sound, compact, thoughtful
cast of mind, has a disposition to reason and
criticise, and wants the gist of the matter ; is
not over-awed by vastness of bough and fol
iage, but seeks to know if the roots and trunk

prehends

are sound ; he grasps

general

ideas and re

incidentals by association.
His
constructive talent is good. If an engineer
he would be sound, clear, and inventive, a!
ways working up toward some better way
of making the machine, or of building a new
Ho appreciates property, economizes
one.
time, labor, wear, and tear ; and would like
to see the artificial catch by which the boy
at the coal mine contrived to save himself
from using the lever to operate the ancient
steam-engine, and instead of blaming, would
have applauded him.
His perceptive facul
ties are active, and lead to compact criticism ;
his language is also compact.
He prefers the
" Minie rifle " to the old-fashioned shot-gun ;
is sharp, quick, decisive.
members

*

OR

PRIMARY

OR PR

PRISMATIC COLORS.

the day is not far distant when
the long-maintained theory of Isaac New

ton on the origin of the prismatic colors, viz. :
that they are the product of the sun's vhite
light, and displaying, as variously estimated by
different philosophers,
from three to seven

ISMATIC
Or,

COLORS.

the former,
considered that
light, heat, and actinism are only " modes of
motion," as some scientists affirm, contiguous
glass.

it

RELIVE
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through the ethereal atoms of space, and so im
pacting upon our atmosphere and the more
solid bodies of our earth by the mere " clashing

of their atoms when turning on their axis,"
without incorporating anything with the ele
If they do mingle any
ments of our globe?

the sun, or indirectly from objects, are made
to pass through a prism, their forms and direc
tion are subject to marked distortion, and as

be something besides mere
chemically
combines, as the
changing compounds in vegetable growth for
instance, under the action of solar effulgence,

must

which

;

impact

in believing

and this would fully warrant us
to be
very material chemical
a

compositions

;

carbon separates from oxygen (in carbonic acid
gas), that the former may enter into vegetable

it

is turned, display the most vivid
colorings. When the prism is used to examine
the sun's rays, experimentalists
always find it
necessary to turn it until the round spot of light,
admitted through a hole in a shutter into a
the prism

thing,

it

primary colors, will be replaced by some more
simple and satisfactory doctrine.
When rays of light, emanating directly from

exhibiting special colors, by
some and absorbing others of the
primary or prismatic hues of solar light, which

rays of light, which are seen
only when passing through a prism, or refract
ed from some finely divided laminous or cor
rugated surfaces? as also when the rays of
light are refracted from vesicular-formed clouds,

philosophers
suppose, this presupposes that
such colors are absolute materials, else they
could not be variously absorbed, and, conse
quently, that solar effulgence has something

process for making and unmaking
of colors, to

light, in its supposed combination

is,

adopted as its explanation.
The fact
that the lens only re-collects the scajtered rays,
and so restores them to their natural direction,

be

If

it

rial chemistry, operating very
matter by simply looking at

?

so, we
certainly have an heretofore unsuspected ethetangibly
through

upon
solid

;

if

is

the sole cause of the
produced by the prism,
effects of colors
they have no agency in form

ing white light which

capable of detection

by the prism, or by any other known method.
Look at the effects of solar and artificial lights
upon vegetation

are they the same

?

a

lens restore

part of anything; in either case, the
Hence
prism can not be an analyzer of light.
of light
refraction, that abnormal condition

ing

is

?

the latter, can the mere re

prism separate and
them to their natural compounds

a

if

?

material, as materiality
ist, they must be
necessary to existence, and so can not be sep
arated by simply passing through
prism to
the eye and
they do not exist they are im
material, and so can not be analyzed, not be

;

assume, and so

only immaterial colors or are they
chemically combined materials in definite pro
and

The colors ascribed to the composition of
white or solar light either exist or they do not
exist. If the prismatic or primary colors ex

;

their axis," as some scientists
producing

fraction of

on their axes," or "clashing of atom upon
atom," as named by an astute scientist in treat
ing of the passage of light

;

Are light, heat, and actinic rays combined
in solar effulgence only "atoms turning on

portions

organic and inorganic bodies (with its light,
heat, actinic and life-promoting
properties) by
"
simple impact, concussion, or turning of atoms

a

form, and simple white.

which does incorporate itself into other mate
rials, and so produces marvelous compounds
but not alone effecting such changes upon

a

oo simple

a

a

a

it,

yet resulted in the reproduction of a simple
white, or anything approaching
except in
the instance of re-collecting the rays, or col
ors, after having passed through
prism, by
lens. But this would seem to be
interposing

transmitting

is

rain-drops, and greasy surfaces ?
These prismatic colors, when imitated and
mixed in the most artistic way, have never

ish vegetation.
As to objects

a

such refracted

is

ing only an abnormal expression of the true
components of what we call white or solar
light, by the peculiar effects upon the eye of

it

as
admixture
hardly supposable that mere
" mode of motion "
impact, concussion
would
knock those combined gasses to pieces, and
send the required atoms of carbon only to nour
;

chamber, is changed or distorted into a
before the dissected (so
parallelogram
called) colors appear. Now, why may not this
distortion of form and direction of rays apply
also to the colors evolved by the prism, as be
dark

long

yet the
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a

greasy surfaces, the same prismatic hues are
produced by distorting or refracting rays of
light without prism, and are also evidence of
their identity of composition.
Are such re
sults only the effects of the abnormal condi

I

tions of light when refracted by such distorting
am, and have been for years,
strongly impressed with the view that solar

surfaces?

and artificial lights do not embrace in their
composition these supposed primary or pris
matic colors.
These colors through the prism
seem to emanate from every object illuminated,
however weakly, by the sun or artificial light,
when the prism intervenes between the eye
and object in the required direction, and the
colors constantly vary, on the same parts of
objects, as we revolve the prism.
Homogeneous white surfaces, such as snow,
will exhibit broad patches of vivid orange,
rose, and purple

colors

through

the prism,

false coloring,

a

is

as

is

cates

it

;

;

a

is

while shadows on the snow will display vivid
greens and in cloudy day, when the snow
in shadow, all these colors will be vividly and
and when the prism
little
variedly seen
turned these hues will be distorted on the bord
ers of objects into long shreds or fringes of
brilliant colors. This distortion probably indi
not to be supposed

is

that the homogeneous white of snow, to the
in reality invested with such brilliant
eye,
is

colors, and so, probably, indicates that the col
entirely clue to the distorting abnormal
oring
refractions of light by the prism, and in no way
shows that such colors proceed from the sun's

a

is

it

a

a

is

a

philosophical toy than an indicator of the com
position of solar or white light; notwithstand
ing the long and justly revered opinions of
Isaac Newton, and the many respected links in
his chain of followers.

In conclusion,
seems most probable that
the so-called primary or prismatic colors are
not the components or parts of solar or white
light, but are simply the effects upon the eye
or distorted light, and that the
hues are varied or produced only by the angle
of refraction while solar light, heat, actinism,

of refracted

and its life-promoting properties, are the actual
incorporating effects upon all matter of mate
rial called Electricity, which, in its dual char
acter of attraction and repulsion,
Gravitation,
of all combinations of mat

as well as the cause

ter, and of the altered conditions in disintegra
tions in short, the great material agent in
creative force.
Charles e. townsend.

Electricity

and Nerve Force. Mr.
Clair Gray, of Glasgow University, Scotland,
has recently observed the mutual action of sul
phur and phosphorus in alkaline solutions, and

J.

Also from soap bubbles, vesicular
light.
clouds, rain-drops, and the finely divided la
mina; on pearl surfaces, and upon coal and

izations of light upon crystals, changes are
wrought by revolving the tourmaline.
Thus,
think,
clearly demonstrated that
the prism, as an analyzer of light,
more of

a

we find the
gles of their very minute planes
evidence of the identity of solar and artificial

in the shade will dis

is

a

is

a

a

is

of tourmaline, which gives under the micro
scope brilliant prismatic hues to many minute
so convenient
test of the an
crystals, and

curtain

is

of solar and artificial light are

called polorizaAgain, in what
analogous?
tion of light, produced by the passage of solar
or artificial light through
prism and
plate

white muslin

St.

the

idea that such action might be the source
current occurred to him.
Ac

of an electric

cell containing caustic
he prepared
sticks of
potash in solution, and placed in
phosphorus and sulphur; and he found, half
cordingly

it

composition

A

brilliant border of varied colors, and the
play
remainder of the plain surface will show only
its natural white
all of whicli
changed by
turn of the prism, just as in microscopic polar

a

;

sumed by spectroscopists.
The prism, when
admitting the passage of artificial light, pro
duces the same prismatic hues as proceed from
the solar and shall we thence infer that the

the forms or figures on all ob
jects, the more varied and vivid are the colors.

more diversified

is

as as

it

hence solar heat can not

be derived from the sun's conflagration,

washed fence, or upon
surface of black iron,
whetli
in the sunlight or shadow, and the

;

;

ated by absorption

a

it,

heat will pass directly through plate-glass, with
out warming
while heat from fire will not
pass directly through the same, nor until radi

white light dissected,
being to the eye as
homogeneous as the snow.
The same blaze of colors
seen on
white
r

though, as a very
test, solar

which all can

[Mat,

a

distinction,

marked

I

prism makes no distinction,

an hour afterward

that the sulphur remained

unaffected, while the phosphorus had settled in
an oily mass to the bottom of the alkaline fluid.
hydrogen, spontaneously inflam
mable, was given off during the first six days;
but after this time the gas became somewhat
Phosphorcttcd

and no ignition took place. The
by Sir W. Thomson's electrometer, made
by qualified assistant of that eminent philoso
pher, showed the electromotive force to be 162,
sulphuretted,
test

a
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How We Walk.
while a Daniell, acting under similar conditions,
exhibited 120 only.
A remarkable feature of
this battery was that the fluid phosphorus on
being removed and washed, still retained its
state.
Sticks of solid phosphorus were
introduced, and they not only did not help the

liquid
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you are walking with, a temporary weakness
in one limb, being tired all or any one of these
causes is sufficient to alter the direction.

Few people besides soldiers know how diffi
cult it is to walk in a straight line.
Who ever
saw a path across a field that was not wavy?

liquor to solidify, but speedily became deliques
cent themselves.

when

Mr. Gray's object was to obtain data to sup
port a theory on the origin of nerve force, he
being convinced that the power of the nerves
has an electric element in it. He was induced

your walk for five or ten minutes. Your foot
prints will be an interesting study. It will also

to make the experiment described above by
the well-known facts ihat phosphorus is largely
present in the brain and sulphur in the liver,
and that an alkaline fluid is in constant circula
tion between them. He has tested this tlieory
by experiments on a rabbit, and considers

that

in assuming that his explanation
of the existence of galvanic action between the
brain and liver is correct and well founded.
he is justified

To

your ability to walk in a straight line,
there is a light snow, fix your eyes on
some point across a level piece of ground ; then
close them and start in the direction ; continue

afford

test

an opportunity

outwalks

the other.

To walk in a straight line, take two points
in front of you, and when you have come up to
the first select a third in prolongation, and so
on as you advance.

DISCHARGED

WALK.

HOW WE
the

Phrenological

Journal

for Sep
tember of last year, and in the article on
" Human Locomotion," I find this statement:
" Dr. Holmes
says one side of the body tends
to outwalk the other side."

TN

Permit

me to remark that this is quite natural,

of the body, the right usually, is the
stronger, and thus a slightly increased impulse
will tend to turn the body to the left, and fi
nally we find that we have been walking in a
circle, as is the almost universal experience of
as one side

man.

The writer recollects an instance which oc
curred to himself,

and

two

or three others

many years ago, when at Port Gratiot, outlet
of Lake Huron.
We walked up the beach of
the lake some two or three miles, and then
started across to strike Black Biver, at about
the same distance from the lake, and running
nearly parallel with it. We started for the
river, but no one had any special charge of the
direction.
After a walk through the thick for
a glade, and in about an hour
readied the river, as we sup
posed, but were surprised at hearing, quite
distinctly, the sound of the surf on the shore
of the lake. We turned around, and by care
est we struck

should

have

to observe the variation
whether one foot

in the length of the step

desk
ONCE

n.

FOR DRUNKENNESS.

a month or so there appears on our

a manifold copy of the official re
port of discharges from the service. We have
never published them. We fear to put the

damning publicity to a weakness which calls
as often for pity as for reproach, or hold up to
scorn those who by patience and gentleness
may be saved. The discharge is a necessity.
No drunken man should ever handle a message,
and a careful

executive

might even exact as
for employment that rum and
all its relatives be foresworn.
But we prefer
that the discharge be not complemented with
the published shame. The lapse is sometimes
the fall in a keen struggle.
God only knows
the qualification

how keen and fierce the struggle sometimes is.
In Mrs. Stowe's"Wife and 1" there occurs
one of those stirring passages regarding this
degrading vice which reveals its desperate ty
It is Bolton giving his reasons why he
ranny.
dare not marry :
" One sip would flash to the brain like fire,
and then, all fear, all care, all conscience would
be gone, and not one glass, but a dozen would

Then you might have to look
for me in some of those dens to which the pos
sessed of the devil flee when the fit is on them,
and where they rave and tear and cut them
be inevitable.

soon reached

the river.

Tins has
happened to me after long periods of self-denial
and self-control and illusive hope. It seems to

Here the right side had outwalked the left,
A wind, bright
and carried us in a semi-circle.

me that my experience is like that of a man
whom some cruel fiend condemns to go through

fully keeping the new direction

sun, inequalities

in the ground, the company

selves until the madness is worn out.

all

the agonies of drowning over

and

over

Phrenological Journal.
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ngain the dark plunge, the mad struggle, the
suffocation, the horror, the agony, the clutch
at the shore, the weary clamber up steep rocks,
the sense of relief, recovery, and hope, only to
off and thrown back to struggle,

be wrenched

I

and strangle, and sink again. If had fallen
tasted, it
dead after the first glass of wine
would have been thought a horrible thing; but
it would have been better for my mother, bet

I

ter for me, than to have lived as I did."
This picture of a noble man, who knew his

weakness and his enemy, is only one of many
such, not always so intense, but dark and dread
with ever-constant danger. It may be a voice
to some young man who reads it as he is about
to yield to the first invitation to drink that
which may be, within him, like the flames of
hell.
Let the cursed thing alone, young men.

The bright water that gurgles up from the
earth or glistens down the mountain-side is for
all men health and hope and happiness and life.
[The above extract from the Journal of the
Telegraph brims over with pathetic sympathy
for and exhibits a just appreciation of the poor
victim of inebriecy. How terrible the condition
of such a one 1 Youth and manhood, let not
these trenchant words of admonition be lost on
you !

" Be wise in time !
"]

A
BY

SIMILE.

BELLA

IBIHCI.

As strains of music sweeter get.
As sadder, sadder they become,
So in the hearts which sin regret,
So in the Bonis which grief makes dumb,
A strange, wild sweetness seems to dwell,
A note of purity and love,
Of which the lips can never tell ;
A strain of music, far above
The wailing sobs of care and grief
And desolation's blinding blast ;
Then, like the sun, a sweet relief
Comes to the drooping soul at last.

To Make Hens Lay. A Southerner says :
" We have found that hog's lard is the best
thing to mix in with the dough to give hens
to make them lay. One cut of this fat as large
as a walnut will set a hen to lay immediately
after she has been broken up from setting, and
by feeding them with the fat occasionally, the
hens continue to lay through the winter."
[We
" all things,"
doubt if this gentleman has tried
and that his oracular

statement needs modifi

Would not scraps, the refuse of tried
cation.
lard, do as well? would not any animal food,
fish, earth-worms, etc., answer? and are not
old plaster, or lime, sand, and gravel, also use

[May,

ful? Is not corn a desirable ingredient? and
why not oats ? In short, why not a mixed diet,
including boiled potatoes, pumpkins, and other
vegetables ? Is not pure water always access
ible, and a nice, clean, comfortable, well-venti
lated house to roost in an important accom
paniment ?]

Cuba, the Gem op the Ocean.
be a slave ? or shall she

trade of Cuba

be free ?

is over $170,000,000.

Shall she

The annual

In

1862

the production of the island was $300,000,000
taxes paid in, $37,750,000 ; imports, $57,400,000

;
;

The rural wealth was
exports, $43,400,000.
then estimated at $381,008,000 ; wealth of towns,
$170,000,000 ; industrial and commercial wealth,
The productions in the same
$774,000,000.
tobacco, $30,year were: sugar, $62,000,000;
000,000 ; other items, $37,000,000 ; total, $129,Will she come under the Star-span
000,000.
gled banner ? Hurrah for Yankee Doodle !

Effective Writing.
of " A Fragment," the

Under the modest ti
Oneida Circular says :
" Genius in all arts which
please and produce
'
'
genuine effects seems to consist in being able
to perceive and study the thoughts and feelings
tle

Thus, for instance, it
is not enough to be able to write well, in order
to produce a good effect ; neither is it enough
in other people's minds.

to be able to observe well, or find interesting
topics, or understand truth ; besides all this, we
must be able to throw ourselves into the minds

of those we are writing for and imagine what
We must adapt what we say and
they feel.
the topics we handle to the inner niceties of
the human spirit,

if

we would

produce a genu
may write well, may
find interesting topics, understand truth, and
have a great deal to say, and" still never pro
duce a sensation by what they write, but only
mnko a noise that other people will pay but
ine sensation.

very

People

little attention

to.

Genius

consists

in

adapting its work to the exact state of mind
that it is dealing with both on the small scale
and on the great. In reading Shakespeare,
Walter Scott, and such writers of acknowledged
how
genius, you are all the time wondering
how they un
they knew so much about you
derstood things in your thoughts that you never
put into words, and didn't suppose anybody
had any idea of. It is by just such knowledge
as this that we shall be able to produce effects,
and not without it. This is true of all the other

We must know jUBt
arts as well as writing.
what will make music in the general mind."
[In other words, if we would touch the
hearts of readers, we must speak or write from

Wis i) om.

1872.]

i, «., we hit where we fire from. If
wc write through Combativeness, we wake up
Combativeness in the reader. So of Benevo
the heart,

lence, Causality, or Philoprogenitiveness.
If
we would awaken a sense which admires the

grandeurs of Nature, we must ourselves be able
to picture to the reader's mind those sublime
scenes which fill us with their magnificence.
A dull, sleepy writer will put his reader to sleep,

while one with life in him will stir you up.
"
" Like
begets like in thought and in feeling as
well as in a physiological sense.]
Tame Codfish.
Mr. Buckland, in a recent
number of Land and Water, gives an interest
ing account of a visit paid by him to n pond
containing tame codfish at Port Logan, WigThe property in question belongs to
tonshire.
a gentleman by the name of McDougall, and
consists of an amphitheater about one hundred
feet in diameter hollowed out of the solid rock

Mir th.
It

that Judge Tulfourd
which is wanted to hold
together the bursting bonds of the different classes
of this country, is not kindness but sympathy."

the fish to swallow

tain the muscle.

his hand in the effort to ob
These fish furnish to the

proprietor an ample supply of excellent food,
the flavor being considered much superior to
that of the cod taken in the. open sea. When
ever needed for the table, a selection can readily
be made from the most promising of those at
hand, and the fish secured without dfficulty.

drop in the sea of life imagines

itself an

If the

young would remember that they may be
old, and the old would remember that they have
been young, the world would be much happier.

Advice which, like

the snow, softly falls, dwells
longer upon and sinks the deeper into the

mind.

It

is better to be inconsistent with yourself, and

your opinion, than be inconsistent with
truth by pertinaciously adhering to it.

change

" That

Virtue seems to be nothing more than a motion
consonant to the system of things ; were a planet
to fly from its orbit, it would represent a vicious
man.

Shenttone.

Happiness is a perfume which one can not shed
over another without a few drops falling on one's
self.
He that would make others happy must be
happy himself.

" During my long commercial experience," says
Girard, " I have noticed that no advantage results
from telling one's business to others, except to
create jealousy or competition when wo are fortu
nate, and to gratify our enemies when otherwise."
He who through life in quietness would go,
Far from the noisy world his way will keep
Beside the streams in solitude that flow,
Contented with his little flock of sheep,
Nor seek in glory's paths her fading wreaths

to

reap.

MIRTH.
[Under this heading we propose to publish
"A little nonsense now and then ; "
which
"Is relished hy the wisest men." ]

Cure for dyspeptics: Live
"I

on a dime a day, and

it.

came near selling my boots the other day,"
Jones to a friend.
"How so?" "Well, I
had them half-sold."

said

A Hudson milkman was overheard singing to
his fellow-craftsmen, "Yes, we'll gather at the
He meant more than he said.
river."
A city missionary

was asked

the cause of his

"Principally," said he, with a twinkle
poverty.
have preached so much
of the eye, "because

I

without notes."

If you want to talk heavy science, say " protoxyd
of hydrogen," instead of ice. It sounds bigger,
and not one man in a thousand will know what
you mean.
gentlemen," says a book-podNo one responded.
" Beg pardon if I have said too much. I withdraw
the last expression."
lar, entering a railroad car.

ocean.

the

in uttering:

" Good-morning,

WISDOM.
Evert

wob a noble sentiment

died

by the sea. All egress from this is prevented
by a barrier of loose stones, through which the
water passes freely. On approaching the shore

of the pond many codfish of great size were
seen; and when a servant woman who had
charge of the fish approached witli some mus
cles, the surface of the water was perfectly
alive with the struggling fish. They came close
to the edge, and after a little while permitted
Mr. Buckland to scratch them on the back, and
play with them in various ways.
Among
other experiments tried by him was that of
holding a muscle in bis hand, and allowing
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A matrimonially inclined cotemporary says
that a girl with three thousand a year, or more, is
always an object of interest, because she has so
much principal.
" Mr. Speaker," said a member of the Wiscon
sin Legislature, in discussing a bill for the regula
tion of the timber trade, " these timber dealers arc
I know
a bad lot; they're egregiouB scoundrels.
'em ; I was in the timber line myself morc'n
twelve years."

Phrenological Journal.
Puffins and blowing are often considered as
Yon will discover a differ
ejnonymous terms.
if instead of pulling a man, you
ence, however,
should blow him up.
A little ten-year-old miss told her mother the
other day that she was uevcr going to marry, but
meant to be a widow, because widows dressed in
such nice black, and always looked so happy.
A bookbinder said to bis wife at the wedding :
"It seems that now we are bound together, two
"Yes," observed
volumes in one, with clasps."
one of the guests, "one side highly ornamented
Turkey morocco, and the other plain calf."
That guest had presence of mind enough left to
avoid sudden contact with a well-aimed patent
lea tii er boot.
" I should think it is time for yon to settle that
bill already due for three months," said Mr. Z. to
" Do
Dr. S., as he handed over a bill to the latter.
you spell your name with a C or a Z ?" asked the
" I am
Dr. indignantly. " With a Z, to be sure."
"
misfortune,"
said
the
Dr.
for
; I
your
really sorry
have lately determined to pay up all my debts in
It is needless to say that
alphabetical order."
Mr. Z. probably had to wait another three months

For, with solemn self-debating,
to go skating;
And for skates did shops explore.
With an X I'll see no more.

I decided

Soon I strapped them on and started;
But the ice and my skates parted;
For the skates inclined to rise.
On my cranium I alighted,
And the moons and stars I sighted
Beat the ones up in the skies
This was pleasure in disguise.
But, determined to discover

All its charms (or else recover
Damage for my X in bumps).
Still the slippery ice I trusted,
And quite oft reclined, disgusted.
Musing over sudden thumps ;
But persistence still triumphs.
And when hard-won victory crowned me.
And my friends and neighbors found mo
Gliding o'er the ice with ease,
Those who never were my cousins
Cozened me by tens and dozeus,
Baying, M Lend me your skates, please,"
Dawned their meaning by degrees.

For I soon learned, to my sorrow,
This incessant lend and borrow

for his money.
THE SKATER'S

(May,

Summed up plainly, thus translates:
Leather worn and straps all "busted,"
Steel all broken, bent, and rusted.
Demoralized at shocking rates;
In a nntshcil, death to skates.

COMPLAINT.

BT B. H. ELLSWORTH.
Once a question grave I pondered.
And in consequence I squandered
Greenbacks, which I now deplore;

jar

Elgin,

III.

J|entorial ^ur^au.

[In this Department will be noticed snch matters as are of interest to correspondents and to the general reader.
" should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]
"
Contributions for What They Say

is

is

is

a

is

is is

I

a

a

Old

a

be

In your January number
you say that there are important reasons why in
not be older than her
wife
should
marriugc the
which rather stumps and puzzles mc.
husband,
have asked my married friends on the subject,
Please
and they say they can sec no reason for it.
clear this up to mc, and also tell mc if the hus
the elder how much older may he be.
band
What
the limit he should not pass in difference
of age
An*. It
supposed and believed by physiolo
gists and close observers of human nature that

a

Why the Husband should

er tiian the Wife.

it

a

a a

if

\f

the return postage.

a

Interest" only

wiU be atmcertd in this department. We have no space
time,
One question only at
to gratify idle curiosity.
corre
and that clearly stated, must be propounded,
spondent shall expect us to aire him the benefit of its early
Questions of personal interest vHU be
consideration.
a stamp be inclosed for
promptly answered by Utter,

is

Questions of "General

girl is about as old at eighteen as
young man
at twenty-two.
If this be the case, then there
should be that difference in the age of young peo
We do not say that
ple when they marry.
is
best for men Lo live single until they are thirtyeight or forty, and then marry girl of eighteen
or twenty, because in that case
man becomes
old and imbecile to some extent before his sons
and daughters, especially the younger members of
large family, are established in life.
A man who
is seventy years of age
not well adapted to train
boy of seventeen, besides old meu have lost their
youthful buoyancy and forgotten that they have
been boys, and are apt to repel all consideration
of the games, spOrts, and pastimes of youth. We
like to see father of forty skating with his son
of fifteen, or playing game of ball, or rumbling
in the fields or forest in quest of game or nuts. Wc
like to sec the father and mother in social parties
with their sons and daughters.
If dancing the
rule, nothing
prettier than to see father danc
ing with his sprightly daughter, or happy mother
a

(forrcsponbcitts.

a

(Our

a

2-0

QUE MENTORIAL BUREAU.

1872.]

with her son. Moreover, a man that is very much
older than his wife is not congenial to her aB a
companion; his tastes arc staid and aged, while
hers are elastic, buoyant, and Joyous ; but we have
no objections to four or live years' difference in the
We would make
ages of young married people.
just the difference that physiology does; some
men, however, arc as ripe at twenty-one as others
at twenty-eight, some women are not lit to be
Winter ap
married until they arc twenty-flve.
ples should not be eaten until they are ripe.
The marriage of green youths may perhaps save
them from some temptations,
but the children of
such young parents are apt to be callow, and
not very strong in mental organization. A man
who does not marry until he is thirty-five may
marry a woman eight years his junior, for woman
seems to grow old faster than man, and the differ
ence is more apparent as they reach the ages of
from forty to fifty. If there were no children to be
brought up when the father becomes too old to
of them,
have the care and proper management
the man might be several years older than the wife
profitably, after he is forty years old and upward.

Is IT

A

Swindle

nological Journal: Is

?

Editor of Phre

the New York Medical
University, Nos. 6 & 8 University Place, worthy of
confidence,
and will its medicines perform the
cures claimed for them? Please answer in your
next number of the Journal, and oblige an in

quirer.
Am. It is simply one of the numerous one-horse
medical quack concerns, conducted in an old
private dwelling-house, with a horse stable for a
laboratory, and that is called " The New York
Medical University."
A more barefaced fraud
can not be found outside the Tammany Ring of
pot-house politicians and other thieves.
The
name intentionally made so near that of " The
Medical College of the University of the City of
New York " deceives many ; and its location in
'
University Place " makes the deception appear
plausible. " Will their medicines cure!"' They
will relieve a patient of his greenbacks as effectu
ally as any other keno or panel-bouse trap. Look
out for the quacks.

Double Mental Action.

It

has oc

to me as being remarkably strange that t he
mind or brain can perform one thing accurately
and think of another foreign to
For instance,
I have been engaged on figures, have proved the
same to be correct, and during its performance
had been thinking of something not at all in har
Please give me your solution.
mony with
curred

it

Am.

If

it

the whole mind were

a single faculty,

and the whole brain a single organ, such a course
of mental action would be impossible.
Having
organs and faculties, we can understand
principles, admire beauty, recall former facts, fear
danger, hate iniquity, and honor justice at the
same time through the simultaneous activity of
the several faculties by which these thoughts,
sentiments, recollections, and emotions urc mani
Reckoning figures requires the action of
fested.
many
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" thinking of something
not at all in harmony with it,"
by another
Undone
set of faculties.
You can see, hear, smell, taste,
and feel at the same time separately.
So different
mental faculties can act
one or two faculties ; and

J. K.

L

recommend
lungs ?

What

climate

would

you

for bronchitis, nasal catarrh, and weak

An».
That which is high, dry, and bracing.
Why not try first the plains, and then the mount
ains of Colorado ?

The Turtle

Tenacity of Life.

A remarkable case of tenacity of life was observed
He
by one of my neighbors a snort time since.
discovered upon his place a headless mnd-turtle,
which showed signs of life; it excited his curiosi
ty, so he, resolved to take it home and see how
long it would live in this state. He learned from
a neighbor who had cut its head off how long it
had been living in this manner, and then kept a
record of the days, examining it daily. It contin
ued to exhibit signs of life for one hundred days.
Am. These animals do not live bo much in the
head as many others.
The brain of a great 6ca
turtle that weighs 600 pounds is not larger than a
walnut; but the nervous ganglia are distributed in
different parts of the system, and in these the
power of life seems to be distributed. Man and
most of the warm-blooded animals die instantly
if the brain be seriously invaded, but the turtle
will sometimes show signs of life when it has been
dissected and cut up in pieces for twenty hours,
and

if

the parts be touched

they

will

cringe.

Gray

Hair. Why does hair turn
Docs it depend ou the blood f
Am. It originates in some change in the condi
tion of the system, which feeds and sustains the
hair.
Age produces this condition in some quick
er than in others.
Certain diseased conditions pro
duce gray hair prematurely.
gray »

Cold Hands

Warm Heart.

Why

do people tell us when we have cold hands that It
is " a sign of a warm heart ? "

Am. The prevailing sentiment of which this
frequent utterance is an indication, although orig
inally derived from sound physiological truth, is,
of that truth.
indeed, a distortion or perversion
People when making the remark allude rather to
an individual's character than to his physical state,
and the person to whom such a remark is ad
dressed draws a favorable inference,
or flatters
himself with the notion that although Mb hands
are cold his disposition is cordial, genial, and
The fact of the matter is simply that
hearty.
cold bands, whether this be a temporary condition
or one that is natural to the person, indicate a
defective circulation of the blood in other words,
that the vital current does not penetrate into the
minute capillaries of the extremities with that
vigor which is consistent with genuine health, but
rather courses through Uie interior channels of
the body.
Persons suffering from a bilious condi
tion are troubled more or less with cold exlreml
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tics ; the blood Is stagnant, as it were, in their
veins, and the inactive tissues of the surface suf
fer a deprivation of its vivifying influence.

Wants to

Become a

Phrenologist.

Dear Sir: 1 am a farmer by trade, but don't like
(Jan make a good living, but what's
that? I contemplate studying Phrenology, with
a view of earning my bread and butter by its prac
tice.
I think I can succeed in that "arena." Am
thirty years old, and have n common school edu
What is your advice in the premises?
cation.
Inclosed please Una stamp.
My Dear Sir : Why spoil a good farmer to make
a poor phrenologist ? If you were disabled
so
that you could not labor, there would be a reason
able excuse for you to try something else, and if
educated, so that you could teach, there would be
no objection to your taking up Phrenology.
Of
quacks and pretenders we have too many.
These
eke out a precarious existence, falling into fortunetelling, astrology, or become "no cure no pay"
quack doctors, and bring disgrace on the science
the business.

and on themselves.

Dark Points.

If

the brain is the
1.
seat of the mind, docs it follow that food gives
nutrition to the brain, and therefore food supports
the mind.
2. Is it true in any case that men's
skulls are thicker in some parts than in others,
and that they extend farther in in some places
than in others '! '6. Sometimes we meet with per
sons whose heads are very large, well-formed, and
the person may seem to be of good temperament,
and yet is very ignorant and sometimes
foolish.
Now, what is the cause of this?
Am. 1. Brain is not mind, but in the present
life brain is the link which connects mind, with
matter.
Whatever nourishes brain, therefore, sus
tains the manifestation of mind. 2. Skulls are
usually of a pretty uniform thickness, but some
times one portion of the skull becomes thicker
than other parts in consequence of the inactivity
of that part of the brain.
We can usually deter
mine the relative thickness of the skull or of dif
ferent parts of the same by vibration when the
3. Heads may be large with a
subject speaks.
weak or a dull brain, and the mind will be dull
accordingly. An expert phrenologist will gener
ally detect all these eases, as well as an experi
enced horse-dealer will tell the speed and spirit of
a horse by looking at him.

Smoke.

The smoke (in this part of

In
Kansas) as soon as cool, descends to the earth.
the coolest, clearest
weather we have it is the
same, and it rarely ever ascends.
Is the air so
much lighter than the smoke ? Would you con
sider air so light good for weak lungs f
Ant. The smoke is heavier than the air, and the
only reason why it rises is because the heat, which
causes smoke, expands and rarities the air contain
ing it Smoke will fall anywhere if it is not dissi
pated and mingled with the air by wind ; and even
then the fine particles of unconsumcd combus
tible matter descend in the form of soot, but it is
too much diffused to be noticed, just as a cloud
of dust may be so distributed that we do not see

[May,

the particles of dust when they fall. Light mount
ain air is best for lungs, while that at a low altitude
at the sea-side, and consequently heavier, is not so

good.

"Weight

of Brain.

Does the devel

opment of the brain add to its weight?
Ans. Yes ; a large brain weighs more than a
small one of the same quality ; and development
of brain by active mental effort tends to give it
and adds to its weight.
compactness,
A well-fed
man will weigh more in proportion to his size than
one who is poorly nourished.
The same law will
hold good in regard to brain or any other portion
of the system.

Wants

to

go

to California.

Here is an original proposition to "raise the
wind."
It comes from Green County, Pa,, and
is addressed to the editor:
I. wish to take a trip to sanfrnncisco California,
in the spring, on these termes I. am a poor man.
but can give you good refferencc as to honesty in
doing as I. say I. will, the plan I. have in view is
this I. will a grce to post up a good number of
circulars in evry railroad town between here &
sanfranciseo posible the circulars to be of your
own choo6ings of your business I. wish you to
furnish me with a free pass to the eitty of of san
franciseo <fc back yon paying all necessary ex
penses I. fell satisfied it would renumerate you &
me both I. will charge nothing but my pass to &
from the citty home if yon think it will" pay you to
hire me on these termes please let me know soon
as convinicnt.
[We omit names, as the letter was
not intended for publication.]

I

"A

obtain

£ast of Mr Head."

a cast of my head ?

How

can

Am. We have given, in the Annual -for 1872,
full particulars as to how this may be done under
" How to Take Plaster Casts."
the title

Thunder-Fire.

Please

explain

the

philosophy of thunder and lightning, and also of
Are.

Am. Thunder is produced by the concussion of
rapid passage through it of the
electric current. Lightning is electricity seeking
an equilibrium, and the light is caused by the
friction of the electricity on the air which heats it
to a flame.
Fike Is heat, and maybe produced by friction,
and combustion is sustained by the combination
or contact of carbon and oxygen.
the air from the

Growth of Organs.

Do the phre

nological organs Increase in 6ize so as to be dis
cernible by phrenological examinations at different
periods ?
Am. Yes, if the subject be not too old when
the llrst estimate is made.
A man twenty-one
years of age will increase almost any organ, or
class of organs, if he have a vigorous body and
exercise the organ iu question for a number of
If all the organs be equally exercised, the
years.
head will maintain the same shape, but will be
come an inch larger, for instance, in fifteen years.

OUR MEKTORIA.L
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"Hearth and Home"

inquires

cerning the authorship of the oft-quoted line,
" Though lost to sight, to memory dear ; "

con

nod the Journal takes the liberty to answer that
careful investigation has failed to discover the au
attention
thor. One who has given considerable
to the subject says, that, as far as he can ascer
tain, the Btanza containing the line was found in
an old memorandum book with no name at
This stanza is as follows :
tached.
" Sweetheart, good-bye ! the fluttering sail

Is spread to waft me far from thee ;
But soon before the fav'rtng gale
My ship shall bound upon the sea.
Perchance, ail desolate and forlorn,
These eyes shall miss thee many a year ;
But unforgotten every charm,
Though lost to sight, to memory dear I

f^fi
The

§»5-

the

hygienic system will be universally adopt
If you

ed as soon as it is universally understood.
'
can hasten the
good time coming,'
pray

I

needs just such
Health Journal as you propose."

you

an independent
R. E. P.

rejoice in the prospect of a new Health
Monthly that will be free of all private and local
prejudices or interests, and a guide and instructor
for the people.
Tou have my best wishes, and
shall have ray biggest clubs in due time." E. L.

" I can work for the Science of Health with
good heart and ' great expectations.' " 8. 8. A.

"Your proposed Science of Health Is cer
tainly one of the things needful. Count on me for
one hundred subscribers."
M. M. N.
means do

it

The abominable

drug sys
R. L.

tem has cursed the world too long already."

"

Yes, do It.

a medical

J.

The greatest want of humanity is
which ignores all poisons."

system

P. T.

"I

am sure that such a Health Journal as you
publish will be just what the people want;
and the best in the world."
B. P.
can

have been a successful canvasser
and

will

take

[We could extend these congratulatory expres
but close with the following.]
" Hiohtstown, N. J., March SS, 18T2.

is literally drugged to death.'
words of on eminent allopathic
physician, now a professor in a medical college. If
you can show a better way, why not?" J. O. C.

" By all

know you have the facilities for publishing
Health Journal in the world. Do It."

sions,

" ' The world

"I

"I

the best

for several
hold of your Science of
Health with a will. Calculate on not less than
one thousand subscribers from mc during the
year." R. 8. A.

" Shall you do it ? I owe my life and present
health to a chance number of the Health Journal
you published nearly twenty years ago. As I was
tlten, thousands are now. For their sake do it."
M. D. R.

will." J. 8.
"The world

" Do it, of course. The world needs a Science
of Health, or a Science of Life, and you have
right materials and co-workers."
C. P. P.

"I

sponses already received:

" The

" I am an allopathic physician, and am not yet
convinced that drug medicines are not sometimes
But I go for free discussion. If yos
necessary.
can show that all medicines can be safely dis
pensed with, so much the better.
Do it."
Y. D 8.

years,

commencement of our new Health

arc

35J

D. M.

Monthly is everywhere
received with an enthu
siasm exceeding our most sanguine expectations.
We subjoin a few extracts from the numerous re

These

BUREAU.

"S. R.Wells Dear Sir: The Phrenological
Journal for April received this a.m. On opening,

I found in the Publisher's Department these
words, 'Shall we publish an independent journal
of health?*
" I vote aye ! By all means let as have a good
Health Journal.
We can look forward to a
monthly feast of good thing6, when we know the
source from which it comes.
(No flattery.) I
would suggest to issue it same shape as the A. P.
J., and then when volume after volume Is bound,
they can be placed on the shelves of the library.
I remain, very respectfully, yours, R. M. E."
[The "votes" are not yet all in, but, so far, the
voting has been all one way not a dissenting
voice has been heard.
The die is cast; we are
decided ; a new Journal is to be published. For
tunate he who reads and heeds its teachings.
" Light, light, more light ! " is what the people
demand, and they shall have It in our new Jour
nal, The Science of Health.]

Phrenology in Oregon.

We give

from a letter from a mother in
Oregon seeking aid for the education of her sons
through Phrenology. She gays:
Editor Phrenological Journal Dear Sir:
I am living In the mountains of Oregon with a
family of hoys, and as I am anxious to bring them
up phrenologically, I have come to the conclusion
to ask vou to send me your Journal for one vear
We are twenty-five miles from a post-office,
free.
and nearly as many from any kind of a school or
church. Wc lmve settled here in order to get a
homestead, and bring up our sous in the good oldI am compelled to be their teach
fnshioned way.
er, and as they are just beginning to form habits
for life, I think there is no better guide than the
Phrenological Journal. I formed the resolu
tion years ago that no son of mine should use
tobacco in any form or drink whisky, if there be
any power to prevent in a mother's influence. I
have five sons between the ages of two and fifteen,
and my highest earthly ambition is to make them
good and useful citizens of the Republic of the
below extracts

[Mat,
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means
the present our
the bare
U. 8. [Amen.]
can procure only
we
that
limited
send
are so
Now, if you conclude to
cir
necessaries of life.
can to increase its

But for

do all I
" Uncle
the Journal, I will
benighted part of
nearly
culation here in this
been a reader of
I
have
twenty-live
Sam's" domains.
were
published
all your books that
in the principles
and am a Arm believer
years past have had
years ago,
some
for
;
but
I
taught by them
If 1 had the means,
them.
no chance to get
in every fam
Journal
the
of
copy
a
would place
to ask for the Jour
ily in Oregon. I am ashamed
to get my
terms, but am in hopes
such
on
nal
to try and be
enough
two oldest boys interested
for it. Respectfully yours.
come life subscribers
U. S., and, un
very encouraging for
all
is
[This
to invest to
proposo
we
circumstances,
der the
counting it as
subscription,
the extent of a year's
We ought to have
waters."
"bread cast upon the
in snch casta.
draw
to
which
a charity fund on
We regard
Oregon.
for
word
a
here,
And, just
prom
most
as
State
beautiful
the future of that
fruitful,
dry enough,
enough,
high
is
It
ising.
timber, soil, water-power;
healthful, and rich in
fruits, flowers, and must
grain,
grass,
for
is good
a charming country
respects
soon become in all
We believe
winter.
and to
in which to summer
and Washington
California
in
as
in Oregon as well
Territory.

Test ok Piirenology.S.

The following

Benjamin
be the celebrated
as the most enter
regarded
then
was
who
Rathbnn,
Buffalo, a kind of Vanderprising business man of
of his operations.
efficiency
and
breadth
the
bilt for
of the
phrenologist
the
This description by
citizen of the town
respected
most
and
smartest
excited crowd visited the
soon spread, and an
feather the phrenolo
hotel, determined to tar and
manner evince
gentlemanly
other
gist, or in some
could vilify
thus
which
their disbelief in a science
; and the peacecitizen
useful
most
and
their best
to leave his house
loving landlord begged Mr. Sims
refuge on a steam
take
and
door
back
by a private
to forward his
boat bound for Detroit, promising
Thus Phrenology
he could.
as
soon
as
baggage
of its humble advocates
was disgraced, and one
the hands of a discrimi:
avoided maltreatment at
nating public.
was
A few months afterward Rathbun
Sequel.
to hard labor
sentenced
and
forgery
arrested for
at Auburn, and it
for ten years in the State's prison
very time when he was
the
at
that
was ascertained
in the Buffalo jail, and
disguised in rough clothes
he had in the
being examined by the phrenologist,
on which ho
paper
forged
of
worth
banks $200,000
draw notes
to
was
His plan
had drawn the cash.
name, and before the
indorscr's
and forge the
batch to
due he would issue another
paper became
for years he had
thus
and
notes,
old
pay up the
building blocks of houses and
raised money for
things.
public-spirited
other
doing
had been thus dis
Sequel No. 2. After Rathbun
so ready to
Buffalo,
of
of, the good people

Shaffer, illustrates
Mr.
from a correspondent,
utility in classify
its
and
the truth of Phrenology,
character generally:
ing criminals and in judging
brought
" Ed. Phren. Jour. Phrenology was
Barrett,
Mr.
ago.
time
short
to rather a severe test a
while in a
near this place,
living
a phrenologist,
prison
invited to enter the
neighboring city was
the criminals. There
of
heads
the
and examine
mur
time men charged with
were confined at the
theft, etc. He carefully ex
counterfeiting,
der,
told
before him and readily
amined all the heads
he
until
imprisoned,
been
for what crime they had
he appeared to
here
and
came to the last person,
the head
Ho measured and examined
be puzzled.
he exclaimed,
Finally
silence.
thoroughly in
have
" This man has no business here he must out
turned
It
perjury."
through
been sent hero
in
to test tho matter, had
that the keeper, in order
and
upright,
respectable,
duced one of the most
to be confined with the
worthy men of the place
such a way as to ap
criminals, and be dressed in
pear like a culprit."

This proved to

der.

us of a similar test
This circumstance reminds
of Buffalo, N. T.,
citizens
ingenious
which some
Phrenology and
for
ago, prepared
some thirty years
was made up to
party
A
Sims.
Mr.
its advocate,
examine
Sims was invited to
visit the jail, and Mr.
who
a dozen of the jail-birds
or
ten
and describe
their sentences.
out
serving
or
were awaiting trial
for
pointing out the crime
He was successful in
one instance he
In
committed.
which each was
any
not be likely to commit
said his subject would
perpetrate any low
nor
rascality,
little
mean and
commit
He was more likely to
and vulgar crime.
rob, or mur
scale than to steal,
large
a
on
forgery

posed

man at the expense

vindicate their great business
a cordial invitation to
of the phrenologist, sent
a course of lectures.
give
and
return
to
Mr. Sims

The Spvce Marked

*.

I notice

in the

organ
there is an unknown
symbolical head that
This
of Aliuientivcncss.
forward
just
located
head, and is frequently exer
organ is full in my
have
a feeling of pain.
cised so as to produce
observations upon it, noticing
been making some
excite
mind which produces the
the condition of
and also in some of
ment of the" organ in myself, these observations
From
my acquaintances.
be named Repulsiveness.
think the organ should is most strongly excited
it
that
noticed
have
strong feeling of repulsion to
when exercising a
the organ is improperly
ward some object. When
sullcnness,
it will at times produce
exercised
to cat, talk, or do any
causing the person to refuse of repulsion toward
feeling
thing but exercise a
other organ is strongly
everything. Whenever any
this organ hecomcs
pain,
produce
to
ae
exerted so
a feeling of repul
producing
by
and
also,
excited
organ.
to relieve the overtaxed
sion, endeavors
of those organs near it.
true
especially
is
This
we repel more quickly and
There is nothing that
to Alimentivedecidedly than what is disagreeable
n. m. B.
ness.
One
observation.
to
open
is
The matter

I

I

I

Ant.

breathing or respiratory
air; another, that
Mere
function of sleep.
it presides over the
a sci
however, won't answer to found
guessing,
Wait.
of anatomy.
entific claim. Ask

the
man thinks it controls
an appetite for
power, and gives
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WILLIAM 0RT0N,
PRESIDENT
observer

THE
beholding

at

OP THE

once

WESTERN

exclaims

on

this portrait, deficient as
it may be in comparison with the origin-

UNION TELEGRAPH

COMPANY.

" What a fine head ! " If we briefly
analyze it we find many qualities which
In the
go to make up a fine character.

al,

Phrenological Journal

first place, we are impressed with the
superior tone which the whole organiza
tion evinces.
There is in it what we con
fess to be the true

aristocracy

of blood,

a highly ordered temperament, coordi
nating with and in harmonious relation
to the refinement of the organization.
There is a sharpness of outline, and yet

[June,
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avoids
preferring to conduct affairs,
however important, apart from the world.
His faculties work more freely in the se
clusion of a private office where no dis
cordant

interests

be forced

may

upon

of

He has prudence enough to
guard against the occurrence of annoying
his plans usually cover
contingencies
the field of operation, and plant defen

The, fore
finish, too, in those features.
head is cast after the classic pattern, but

sive works at the weakest outposts.
The sign of Language
large, and he

higher than that of the Grecian
hero, indicating less muscular capacity
than the ancient artists were pleased to

possesses more than average ability in
giving utterance by tongue or pen to his
But
not in the forum or
thoughts.

chisel on the countenances of their favor

on the platform

towers

ite studies.

The owner of

such a fore

;

is

a softness

talents

is

of mold, and

it

a symmetry

his notice.

that he would evince his

for speaking

so much

as in the

head must possess unusual ability as a
discerner of character in men, and a

committee

close and critical judgment of practical
He has enough perceptive
questions.

guage

intellect to be sharp and scrutinizing in
matters material, but he inclines more to

pursuit of literature,
altogether
probable that he would have attained
an eminent place among the writers and
thinkers of the day.

inven

and comprehensive judgment are
brought into exercise. Few men have
tion,

so much native tact

of

conditions,

in

the

inspiration
discovery and use of methods
can be applied to the resolution

of difficulties.
He has a positive repugnance to
perficiality ; and in his management
affairs exhibits

remarkable

tact in

su

of
des

ignating and appointing the capable apd
responsible to positions which require
thoroughness of understanding and skill.
Few men comprehend character better
than Mr. Orton.

He has much pride of character, but
it is fouuded on a delicate sense of per
sonal integrity and that consciousness of
worth which is the result of successful
contact with the world, rather than on
He
a large development of Self-Esteeru.
is not the man to court notice but rather

a

it

is

is

His temperament contributes much of
sprightliness as well as acuteness to his
no
intellect and manner; while he
not parsimonious of his time
trifler, he
and efforts.
His strong Benevolence im
warm sym
presses his character with
for
his
and
an
earnest de
kind,
pathy
sire to help the oppressed and cheer the
sad.
There
we judge,
vein of sad
is,

which

in the appreciation

and so much

precision,
Had he chosen the

ness

in his disposition which does not
to moodiness, but rather ren

contribute

ders him contemplative of the interior life
of the world around him, and gives
deep tone to his own thought-life.

a

ready

method, and grace.

lan

by

is

keen insight,

characterized

cham

His

a

crimination,

few auditors.

a

In

intellect.

the sphere of the organizer his capacity
is best illustrated, for there his close dis

before

is

the use of his reflective

ber,

room or the directors'

For our portrait and the subject matter
of the sketch which follows, we are indebted
to the Journal of tlie Telegraph.
Mr. Orton was born in Cuba, Alleghany
County, N. Y., on the 14th of June, 1826.
His advantages for education were few, but
like most other men who have taken con
spicuous place on the world's register, he
was chiefly his own instructor,- and conse
quently selected those studies which seemed
best adapted to aid in working out those

Williah
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practical issues which presented themselves
in the course of his career; and to such
studies he devoted himself with all that en
To
ergy inspired by the feeling of necessity.
persistent toil, directed by a sound judgment,
Mr. Orton is indebted for his success, rather
than to any special talent, or what the world
usually

denominates

genius.

It

of

is somewhat

direction
which Mr. Orton early pursued in mental and
manly effort, that his first thesis was on the
magnetic telegraph, and was illustrated by
a model constructed by his own hand.
From
the year 1845 to the commencement of the
late war, Mr. Orton was connected with the
book trade, and during the latter part of such
significant,

as a prophecy

the

connection was a member of a prominent firm
in the city of New York.
In 1802 he was appointed Collector of In
ternal Revenue for the Sixth District of the
His administration of
city of New York.
the duties of this important office proved
him to be a man of superior practical judg
ment, of comprehensive
understanding of
the principles embraced

in those duties, and

of vigor and efficiency unusual with those
who .occupy public positions.
In fact, so
marked was his capacity for the peculiar ser
vices of this office, that the attention of the
Washington Government was called to him,
and in 1865 he was appointed Commissioner
of Internal Revenue at Washington. How
he conducted
this very important depart
ment of national affairs is clearly seen in the
following letter of the Secretary of the
Treasury, written on the retirement of Mr.
Orton from public service :
Treasury Department, October 26, 1865.
My Dear Sir: Your favor of the 25th instant is re

ceived. I regret exceedingly tho neceseity that compels
you to resign the very important office of Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, the duties of which you have diecharged with so marked success. Our official intercourse
has been *hort, but it has been exceedingly pleasant to
me. and has been long enough to satisfy mo of your
great executive ability, your uprightness of character,

I can pay you
and your devotion to the Government.
no higher compliment than to say you have filled one
of the most laborious, trying, and responsible positions
in the country, a position requiring great patience, in
dustry, promptness of decision, and nice discrimination,
and a thorough acquaintance with the law, in a manner
highly satisfactory to the country and tho Secretary.
for you an honorable career In whatsoever
Anticipating
business you may engage, and with thanks for the sup
port you have given me In the administration of this
I am, very truly, yours,
great Department,
H. MoCuLLOCH, Secretary.

orton.
Mr. Orton retired from the commissionership to enter upon the execution of a trust
scarcely less important, to wit : the Presiden
cy of the United States Telegraph Company,
which had been unanimously tendered him
by the Board of Directors.
He found the affairs of the Company in a
critical condition, and after a careful exam
ination was convinced that nothing but the
most vigorous measures would rescue it from
failure.
An attempt at economy accomplish
ed

to arrest the accumulating
But it soon became evident that new
must be used, the line pushed
appliances
through rapidly to the Pacific, and new cap
ital be enlisted to a large extent to give any
hope of final success. And there were men
of large means who seemed willing to make
the experiment.
But other counsels pre
something

loss.

vailed.

It

then became more and more evi

that neither the Western Union Tele
graph Company nor the United States could
bear the depleting opposition of one another.
After much negotiation, in which the immi
nent risk the Companies incurred by continu
ing in the old course was the most cogent
In the
argument, their interests were united.
new organization which resulted, Mr. Orton
was chosen Vice-President, and not long
afterward, in 1867, he was unanimously elect
ed President of the Western Union Tele
The complex duties of
graph Company.
this position he still performs, and in various
ways exerts an influence in telegraph affairs
probably paramount to that of any other
man in the country.
dent

To be sure, it may be said that in conecting himself with the telegraph management,
Mr. Orton had the advantage of coming in
fresh from the contact with the public men
of the nation, with an extended knowledge of
outside

public sentiment, and freed from the

of seeking

personal advantage and emol
ument ; but it should also be said that with

bias

these qualifications he possessed that execu

tive ability which could apply his past expe
and information to the issues which
His broad intel
his new sphere presented.
lect discerned the needs of the country in
the line of the important interest he had un
He appreciated the
to promote.
dertaken
value of the telegraph to the world, and de
termined to aid vigorously its development.

riences
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The years which have passed since he as
relation have -witnessed
affairs
an astonishing growth in telegraph
throughout the world, and especially in
America, where this system of transmitting

sumed the executive

[June,

intelligence was first made practicable, and
to predict what the
future of this potent agent of civilization
will be under the wise administration of
men like Mr. William Orton.
one can scarcely attempt

*

REFORMATORIES

8

FOR

EVERAL

of the States have now in suc
cessful operation Reformatories, which

serve at once several useful purposes.
these the following may be named :

Among

earned.
3.

They

are Asylums,

of

where

the morally and

proper care
physically

Here, as elsewhere, sickness comes to

infirm.

the victim, and right treatment

should be

administered.

They are Schools, in which education may
be afforded for the future good of the cul
prit and the State. It is the part of wisdom
and common sense for those in authority to
provide the means of securing good citizen
ship for all their inhabitants. We do not
know of any more important Home mission
Let each State establish
ary work than this.
4.

a

Reformatory,

in Massachusetts

to be conducted

only to secure employment

of

and minds

the convicts,

of their morals, it can not be regarded as a
His Excellency is cer
tainly right in his conclusion, " that it should
be reserved as far as practicable for what are

as those

and Indiana are.

termed hardened criminals, as evidenced by re
peated or violent types of crime, and not made

for novitiates in vice."
Youth
ful offenders, sentenced for the first offense,
are corrupted and utterly ruined by the
adroit, hardened villains with whom they
are here brought in contact.
Every feeling
of penitence or humiliation is destroyed by
a receptacle

these associations;
the juvenile offender is
ridiculed for his greenness, taught that so
ciety is his enemy, laughed out of his ideas
of reformation, and instructed in arts of
villainy and ways of crime of which he had
not previously formed any conception.
The
message says :

" Strenuous effort has been made at classifi
cation under the present management, and
especial

attention

has been given

assignment

are some

to be the only practical

sensible

remarks-

from

the

Missouri Republican of recent date, which
we commend to our legislators:

Of

the

many

excellent

recommendations

in the recent message of Governor Brown,
that one which proposes the establishment of
a State Industrial
Reform School deserves
consideration.
We are glad to see
special
that it is already attracting the attention of
the General Assembly.

sufficient

appliances,

silence during hours

has been very great, and

of work,

together

with

cells at night, seems

to separate

measures yet reached."

The great business of society is the pre
vention and not the punishment of crime.
The community ought to consider the im
pressive facts, that only a small number of
the 875 convicts in the penitentiary had any
mechanical
sufficient
and

that,

trades

when

convicted,

means of obtaining
as

a

or

any

livelihood,

Governor Brown states, there

ought to

are now 386 convicts undergoing sentence of

to relieve the

two years for grand larceny, and the value
of property alleged to be taken will not
It is for such
average twenty dollars each.
offenses as these that the State brands erring
youth, without trades, without culture, and

Something

be done, and that immediately,

penitentiary of "that recruitment of
crime from the ranks of juvenile offenders "
of which the Governor so justly complains.
If the design of the penitentiary was not
State

to separa

tion of the young from contact with more
matured criminals.
But the difficulty in
such promiscuous
assemblage with such in

Do this,
and crime will be sensibly diminished, and
society will thereby obtain a guarantee for
good citizenship on the part of many who
would otherwise become only pests, vaga
bonds, and criminals in community.
Here
very

for the muscles
but also a reform

very eminent success.

1. They are places of restraint for those
who had not been taught self-control.
2. They
are Industrial
work-shops, in
which useful trades may be learned, by
which an honest living may afterward be

may be taken

JCTENILE OFFENDERS.

apt to assert an undue

elevation

is

above

that theft and conver
do not differ
very widely from obtaining another's labor
Yet the
with intent to evade
payment.
are widely different."
The
punishments
youth, who commits
tempted, destitute
sent without mercy, without
vulgar theft,
to the society of ripened
of
reformation,
hope

labor,

and

forget

sion of another's

and

and an outlaw,

doomed
almost

to be
certainly,

vagabond

ever after

;

scoundrels,

a

is

a

a

possessions

statesman, and

a

a

will

it

philosopher and

a

is

is

it

;

:

is

is

is

a

but the kindred villainy of commercial or
professional thief who has taken his neigh
bor's property without rendering any equiv
able to keep out of the
alent, but who
honored for his smart
meshes of the law,
sent to Congress.
The
ness, and perhaps
principle which ought to apply in every case
unquestionably this that whoever takes his
fellow's possessions without rendering an
equivalent shall make complete restitution
the duty of society to exert its
and
" Aban
to
enforce
such restitution.
power
don the revenges of society," exclaims Gov
ernor Brown in golden words, " and teach
the language of
its industries." This
com

a

is

a

instructed
to be good and

ignorance,

useful citizens.

The law should provide that those guilty
of criminal offenses, such as are usually pun
ished by imprisonment,
should be sentenced
to the reformatory and not to the peniten
less than
tiary, provided that the offender
his
twenty-one years of age, and that
first offense, or marked by some circumstance

of special alleviation.
At all events, no
convict should be sent to the penitentiary
a minor, especially if he be now for
who
the first instance charged with criminality.
It time that the barbarism of sending boys,
for
grand larceny theft of ten dollars, to
in a cell,
the State prison, to be confined
murderer, was stopped, or
perhaps with
that we should abrogate our claim to be
civilized and Christian people.
Governor Brown has done his duty in this
of
matter, and deserves the commendation

a

too

in
but

from

and prepared

it

as

redeemed

hood,

is

" in criminal matters,
true, that
all other social appliances, property

cally

something

in morality,

emphati

is

It

youthful convicts, but render possible
like adequate reformatory dis
cipline and instruction for the proper in
mates of the State prison.
The great need, then,
a State Reform
atory, which shall be
school of
prison,
industry, an asylum, a house of refuge for
tempted youth, and
genuine home for the
friendless, but which shall be known simply
as the State Reformatory.
All its inmates
should be taught useful trades, taught to
read and write, taught to respect the claims
of society and of the great Supreme, and
dismissed at the end of their period of con
finement, not dishonored, not corrupted by
the vilest associations, not feeling that man
hood and the future have been hopelessly
bankrupted, but competent to earn
liveli
the

a

upon society.

and not only save

is

ual marauder

perpet

would

a reformatory

is

down

break

and convert him into

of

the penitentiary,

is

his self-respect,

destroy

his manhood,

a

honor,

The establishment
relieve

His
and philanthropic citizen.
are entirely
positions and recommendations
in harmony with the views and conclusions
of those who, in the different States, have
devoted the largest measure of attention to
of reforming and punishing
the subject
We trust the Legislature will give
criminals.
due attention to the suggestions of the chief
Let us have at least
commis
magistrate.
every wise

a

is

is,

ing grand larceny shall be raised from ten
A still better
dollars to twenty-five dollars.
that the convict be re
recommendation
quired to earn, by effective industry, and re
turn to the wronged party the amount of
which he has been deprived. To utilize the
labor of the criminal and to control the
fruits of his industry, till he shall have made
complete restitution to the party aggrieved,
certainly a much more just and beneficent
policy than to inflict upon him lasting dis

363

mend itself equally to the philanthropist and
the Christian.

a

with irretrievable dis
And yet we call this a Christian civil
ization ! Can any one doubt the wisdom of
the conclusion reached by our executive that
" the beginnings of crime and minor grades
of offense should be treated more leniently,
and the lesson of labor inculcated by some
teaching short of absolute disgrace.''
The Governor recommends that the statute
be so amended that the valuation constitut
often without friends,

honor.

Juvenile offenders.

a

FOR

a

REFORMATORIES
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men to ex

is

posed and collected)
the duties thus imposed
ernment when regarded

the name given

to

by any state or gov

collectively. Since
party in any
nation, proposes the abolition and disuse of
all tariffs, we may fairly regard such repeal
as out of the question.
We have had very
zealous and ultra Free-Traders in Congress
from time to time, yet no proposal that du
ties on imports be entirely dispensed with
was ever made and seconded in either branch
of our Congress.
II. Nor has
ever been gravely urged in
either that everything imported or intro
no nation,

it

and no considerable

duced from abroad shall pay one uniform rn.te
Even Mr. Adams never demanded

of duty.

Low duties for revenue only, was the
but he never proposed
horizontal tariff with no free list. The
Free-Traders of to-day petition Congress to
make salt, coal, wool, and pig-iron free.
III. Since, then, the necessity of
tariff,
and of
discriminating tariff,
universally

conceded,
:

this

In

the practical question
what manner, to what

seen to be

end,

should

T

such discriminations he made

is

a

is

a

a

extent of his demand

;

this.

it

:

a

is

a

a

is

a

He who answers, " With view to revenue
distinguished as
Free-Trader;
while he who responds, " With
view to
known as Protectionist.
protection,"
IV. Let us fix and proclaim exactly what
we mean by Protection
Our country grows grain extensively, boun
teously
grows much of
as cheaply as any
alone,"

people

on earth

can grow the like.

Many

wares which we began to make for ourselves
at an early day, and have continued to make

ever-increasing

demand, we

sheetings, prints (calicoes), flannels, carpets,
etc., are usually dearer here than in

etc.,

W estern Europe
and our machinery

-our labor being better paid,
and products, in the aver

age, less perfect than those of Great Britain,
France, Germany, Austria, and Switzerland.
In the absence of a tariff on our side, the produets of European looms would tend constant
to crowd those of our own looms out of our
own markets, and stop the wheels of our facto
Protection
designed to sustain our
ries.
manufactories, and keep their wheels running
in spite of the advantages enjoyed by their

foreign competitors.
V. Protection, by assuring to our manufac
turing industry the home market (or, at least,
large share of it), often cheapens the arti
The maker of silk ribbons
cles protected.
can afford to sell them cheaper when he has
market for $1,000,000
large exhaustive
worth for one season than he could when he
could witli difficulty sell $100,000 worth, and
that by fits and starts. Not philanthropy,
but self-interest prompts him to sell cheaply
when ten cents profit on each hundred yards
bounteous reward, where
made gives him
cent per yard may have been too little when
his product was necessarily limited by his

a

their ports or frontier cities, tor sale and con
sumption. None are seriously considering
the policy of abolishing and dispensing with
those duties.
Tariff (from Tarifa, an Afri
can fort opposite the coast of Spain, where
such duties are said to have been first im

large, constant,

likewise produce cheaply, and of excellent
quality. Axes, adzes, augurs, spades, etc.,
with most farm implements, are included in
Some of these we largely ex
this category.
port, and though iron and steel are dearer
with us than in Western Europe, all of them
are probably as cheap in the average in this
country as in Europe. In behalf of these pro
tection
rarely invoked, and does not seem
cloths,
needed.
But i^ost textile fabrics

narrow,

restricted

VI. Protection
tion.

market.
does not preclude

On the contrary,

it

and brought or sent into

competi

incites it.

If

the

large profit for its
factory
to seek like
others
that
fact
owners,
impels
for
on
pig-iron,
the
duty
Fix
fortune.
good
or furnace makes

a

elsewhere,

abundantly ever since, under the stimulus of

is

duced

pro

a

and col-

assess

is

nations

lect duties or taxes on articles

a

civilized

these

ly

A

L

LL

direct

IS THE TA RIFF QUESTION*

WHAT

Xi.

men to manage, instruct, and
men who under
institutions
stand Phrenology, and, our word for
great
good will grow out of such ettbrts.
lect competent

it,

and beneficent

into this subject in all its bearings,
and report at the next session of the general
Let all this be done, and then se
assembly.

a

sion of competent
amine

[June,
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Pertinent

|jur

of

to preclude

needles)

conveyance

of

staple* or

and continents. So long
as the wares needed in Iowa shall be brought
from England or Germany, and paid for with
grain or meat sent from Iowa to Europe,
this consequence is inevitable : the grainmust give a
grower and the manufacturer
large portion of their respective products to
The
pay for their reciprocal transmission.
British ax-worker receives far less grain or
meat for an. ax than an Iowa farmer pays for
transportation and other inevitable charges
eating up
large share of the food and wares
thus, exchanged.
Bring the iron-makers and
iron-workers to Pittsburgh or Cleveland, and
they will obtain more food for their wares,
while the farmers will receive more wares for
their food make the wares at Chicago, Rock
Island, Davenport, and Des Moines, and the
mutual advantage will be still greater.
As
the cost of exchanging their products
dim
inished, the recompense of the producers
increased.
This
what
seek by Protec
tion and herein
Protection justified.
HORACE GREELEY.
New York, April
1873.
wares across

oceans

is

is

I

is is

aggregate

to define Protection in a
call it National cooperation

8,

and

product of pig-iron.
This process will go on, with increasing mo
mentum, until the profit of making pig-iron
is reduced to an equation with the profits of
other pursuits, if not (for a time) still lower.
Of all misleading cries, that of "monopoly "
and
against those who seek to multiply
diversify our manufacturing establishments
is most unfounded and misleading. We seek
to double and treble the number of our fur
naces is that monopoly ? We entreat you
who say that iron-smelting is now too profit
We are
able, to go in and make it less so.
stigmatized as the champions of scarcity, the
foes of abundance ; but that is not true The
extraction of sugar from beets a slow, diffi
cult process gradually ripened under the in
fluence of Protection, as it could not have
been without, has made sugar cheaper and
more abundant throughout continental Eu
rope ; her laboring classes consume four-fold
more of this universal luxury than they did
or could do before Protection had made it a
product of their respective countries.
the

If I were
I should

a

you impel many to erect new furnaces,
increase

VII.

sentence,

;

instance, at $100 per ton, and make our peo
sure of its staying there, and

ple reasonably

STARVE.

it,

OR

;

STEAL
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STEAL OR STARYE.

a

is

a

a

is

of the brain, creating
ceptive intelligence
wonder, surprise, and profound astonishment?
Is there not day, an hour, or the flash of

a

second, when some new, unthought-of revela
tion
made unto us, whereby all things and

ecutive,
dreaming,

wide-awake,
dreaming

?

all thoughts seem transformed, and we hence
forth see life in new light
We walk upon the earth performing our
little duties or in procrastination dreading
their performance, wishing they were self-ex
a

;

;

it

a

a

nature breathe their strange, delicate notes
into the susceptible ear, from whence they
are silently and quickly conveyed to the per

a

we sit upon the rocky beach
watching the tides of the great sea
of Life, as they come and go, bringing some
thing of the new and taking away the old,
there is ever
tone of triumph uppermost
that reaches the ear half listening for
and
many are they who watch, wait, and listen
for some new song of an old hope
and hap
py are they who have become familiar with
the triumphant harmonies of strength, joythere not
ousness, and love; but
time
that cometh unto every one when the ear
hath found
quicker hearing,
greater deli
cacy of perception; when the loud voice of
the surging waves
unheeded,
forgotten,
and the low undertones of
deeper-hidden

YV

is

"TTTHILE

as we suppose,
but
away the time, the op

portunity, and the life, precious above price,

Phrenological Journal.

not as they seem?" The question answers
itself ; for when we find a thing to be entirely
different from what it has appeared, there
is,

question

revolution.
for the
because in the practical of life, the

we ask

of

fractionally

;

questions

quick,

a

however,

complete

a

been

There

;

has

successive

numerators

ready

excuse

our reason are answered

we have

to remember

all the

and denominators

as

Then we must reduce
of our experiences
to simple fractions; and all to
straight
forward, conclusive number for an entire an
We know things are not the exact,
swer.
identical things of our estimation or judg
ment, because we are so often ignorant of the
simple duties of life and conditions pertain
or being ourselves comparatively
ing to
are furnished.

we are, are young men and wo

whomsoever

men who have desired

and dared to go out

from their homes to do, to labor, to battle for
Belf-dependence

they have taken the respon
a

sibilities with many brave hopes and
few
misgivings, with little knowledge of the
actual before them, but with elaborate con
ceptions of innocent, unprejudiced imagina
tions; and what
fearful onslaught upon
their noble purposes
what
cruel demoli
tion of their beautiful castles
continually
going on in the presence of those who wish
a

looking for the cause of a
event, we look deeper, more
mysterious
the crannies, seams, and in
into
searchingly
terstices of things and conditions long famil
iar; but now, under scrutinizing eyes, reveal
"
ing new phases ; and we say, It is not as it
used to be." Are the changes of time so rapid
and great as we suppose, or do we reach the
true conclusion
when we say, " Things are

is

cause of our physical or mental
; and

commotion

a

we are forced to awake, forced to look around
us for the

protected from the coarser elementary fric
tion of the lower departments of life, let
these people take
little thought aside from
their own individual existence and give heed
to the cause of their unobstructed passage to
life Elysian. On every side, wherever and

;

that, electrified,

;

bursts upon us so un

and so specially,

expectedly

[June,

a

until some providence

and believe themselves to bo philanthropists.

We can sing
" eternal

a
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jubilant song,
" to

progression

young aspirants

of

mountains

as

and

shout

encourage

the

they climb the rugged

human

are so miserably

;

;

a

a

a

we

are

al

?

solemnly

is

I

;

;

a

a

bound to find the
that are spreading such
miasma throughout the nation, carrying de
struction to all that
worthy of humanity.
When we find persons so indolent as never to
care how or by whom they live, wc need not
fear for them as men and women
they have
very little of the human element in their na
tures, and instinct provides for them
but
he who can ask the question, " Shall
steal
or starve,"
decidedly capable of filling
nobler station
he
surely fettered by false
education or by some oppression caused by
uals,

is

a

a

is

somber cloud, the light laugh
lost in the murmur of
sigh, these
are but
few of the many evidences of an
under and side current in the stream that,
for some good reason, refuses to keep time
with the middle waters.
Let those of our people who now, by per
sonal effort or by inherited circumstances,
find themselves sailing gaily in mid-current,

to cause the

source of influences

outside

and we, individually,
for the besetting temptations,

influences

are responsible

;

merges into

that

as

most breathless despair, whispering to them
" Must steal or starve " as individ

selves,

I

;

a

;

is

faces, the hesitating, uncertain pressure of
the foot to the earth, the smile that quickly

executed

people, in masses, to pause in doubt and

is

;

characters, creeds, etc., are not

what they seem.
Hear the joyous ring of the triumphant
"
words, " We are
progressive
people
"This
the great age of progress," pro
claimed
with the forcibleness
everywhere
that makes faith and trust irresistible in
their meaning
but the weary, care-worn

begun

a

a

it

;

learned,

work

a

circumstances,

fractions

compound

is

we are constantly beset with ques
tions and appeals, or with the sly artifices of
the ignorant we are forced to avow that the

greatness, and
good
but could we let our enthusi
asm subside sufficiently to listen to their
responses, we should hear new passages from
new book of Revelations, wherein are
miracles matter-of-fact
to sink or
enough
resurrect
nation in an incredible short space
of time. The constitution framed for the
people, whereby they should
government of
worship God and do His work according to
the dictates of individual conscience was
sublime conception of right
but when laws

they

the

STEAL
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for his enslavement

OR
from

to or deliverance

them.

Not when victory has crowned our efforts

STARVE.
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men of means and fancied

honor find em

ployes among those who, by begging or steal
ing, contrive to give a few months or years to

are we hemes and heroines, but when defeat

apprenticeship,

casts us down only to make us rise again with

gent faces from their farms, workshops, sales
rooms, and counting-houses,
unwilling to

if

strength

honesty

honorable

and poverty

the best policy,-'

and

misfortune;
on the other side, the
and honor of our government lie in
if,

a

craft

'

is

the one side, wealth
a curse;

of

the hands

the people, we must take the

steal merit or

them our own

is

it

human
honor

hearts,
so

as

repu

but we
to make

they become intangible when
the mother tree they vanish

plucked from

hands, and, like disembodied
spirits, seek their natural sphere. We may
from dishonest

and labor

between the

but

is

real antagonism

of capital

interests

it

fancy we see

ab

surd for capital to entertain jealousy when
and poverty
forever self-protective,
itself
We know how closely the
forever powerless.
allied to poverty when
common laborer
the physical organism refuses to do the work,
the wages cease, and support comes through
what we call charity. Those at the bottom

of

the ladder are very liable to remain there,

unless

they

obtain assistance from some
We may talk of self-made

one above them.

men, but self-made

men have had some ap

because

he manages

hand to be more than momentarily

thousand

;

When fifty dollars income supports one
family year, and fifty thousand dollars are
too little for the expenditures of another fam
ily, we have
right to cry out against the
moral influences of aristocracy.
Some one in
the neighborhood of the man who consumes
fifty thousand dollars thinks himself wise

helping hand to save them from
Undeveloped
that one destructive pitfall.
genius, even of the highest order, becomes
aux
too expensive in development to make
demands
to
the
common
imperative
iliary
of the man the mental or the physical be
comes impaired in supporting its acknowl
There are few brave enough
edged superior.
foe as starva
to battle with so formidable
tion, even for the sure development of great
the pains of hunger are too close at
genius

;

trouble to learn the character of that people,
its needs, its tendencies
and so fashion our
influential powers that their imitation in the
common walks of life will not endanger its

never

we steal influence,

and

money,

;

is honorable, the means employed
are emphatically honorable.
on

If,

wealth

is

if

thereto

nation of thieves

tation,

the salary

be little or much.

When

a

a

;

it

a

forgotten,
future
even while imagination anticipates
and
as
brilliant
as
beautiful
for genius

could picture.

The poor and the young
and we are only true

need encouragement

;

they live just within

it

if

they command, let

;

a

a

to spend only twenty
and the working classes, looking
to these, are apt to think themselves good
financiers

preciative,

it

welfare.

"

;

the

;

of

that love to praise end exalt our
worthiness, making fame and worldly honor
for our future years. Labor, under the direc
tion of intelligent brains, is the only product
ive means of wealth ; there is wealth dor
mant in the mountain,
plain, and valley ;
wealth in everything ; but Mohammed has the
intellect to guide his hands in bringing the
mountain to his feet. He can not pray it
there ; he can not command
it there ; he
must move it with hands and machinery ; and
sympathies

;

heroes and heroines ; are we worthy

arises the question,

" Shall steal or starve?"
And justice justifies any man in stealing
when there is only the alternative of starvWe may say there are few so closely
ing.
not fact; we are now
driven to the wall

is

night darkness, trusting the virtue of our
own intelligence, then, and only then, are we

then

talents,

unproved

;

can still look up, trusting the hand that holdeth the day and night, the sunshine and mid

ness,

a

ous ; when we are houseless and hungry, and

them according to their useful
compelling them to work for half the
cost of board because they have not yet had
opportunity to prove ability needing their
help, but determined to take advantage of

compensate

I

mutter threats of revenge ; when the search
ing winds of suspicion creep and coil around
us and we can not shrink away from them ;
when true friends bid us a last farewell on
earth ; when the tried are proven treacher

is

the black clouds

a

and a nobler purpose;
of envy and malice

a new determination
when

when they turn honest, intelli
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choosing, has something still to do to pro
it ; he must help his neighbor to live sc

to ourselves when we have offered assistance
to those who are trying to climb the heights
of manhood and womanhood.
It is not soon
enough

to aid them when

[June,

tect

that he will neither steal nor starve.
money direct from

they have strug

through defeat after defeat, and laid
down in despair to die, or sunk
their honor beyond hope of regaining it ;
of
they must be protected in hcalthfulness
both mind and body ; and whosoever has a
home wherein he can spend his days, so

the capitalist

It is not
from the

gled

purse of charity ; but work must be had, and

themselves

a fair compensation
must be given for it
food, shelter, and raiment must be had, or we

are sure

to become

nation of criminals.

a

Here is room for veritable charity.
KOSINE

KNIGHT.

BEAUTIFUL FOREVER.
BT HOWARD OLTNDON.
She is not very fair, and yet
She ha? a winning face ;
She wears not Beauty1* coronet.
But there's a gentle grace
Upon her brow, and in her eyes
A light which could not be
If her thoughts were not sweet harmonies
She's beautiful to me !

The heart ! the heart 1 give me the heart !
I care not for the face.
However fair each separate part,
Without the Spirit's grace.
Give mc the heart I I care not how
The form may molded be,
If perfect love light up the brow,
'TIs beautiful to mc 1

Not beautiful, save when the flush
Of feeling dyes her cheek ;
When her lip* are mute beneath its gush,
And leave her eyes to speak !
Not beautiful, save when some thought
Of goodness sends its glow
Across the face, by art untaught,
And yet, I love her so 1

Oh, ye who spend yonr precious days
In vain attempts to gild
With Arts's deceit each fading face,
If but your souls were filled
With love and beauty, know ye not
Their radiance would appear
Upon each forehead shining out.
More bright from year to year ?

Aye 1 she is beautiful ! though small
The gifts that overlie
The spirit, glorious in all
The things that cau not die 1
As leaves are to the reddening rose,
Iler frame is to her soul ;
They only swathe the grace that grows.
And shield the ripening whole 1

And when the vestments of the clay,
Should shrivel, fade, and fall,
Ye would not fear that perfect day,
Which shines at last on all ;

Knowing this beauty of the earth
Is but a folded flower,
Which needs the chrism of higher birth
To bring its perfect hour I

ergy and activity.
pointed nose and piercing

eye, means

push.

That high forehead, with the large perceptive
faculties

and

originating,

means
large Constructiveness,
and planning, and inventive
tal

ent, with practical common sense.

Sir Francis
possessed large Ideality,

Crossley evidently
the faculty which gives taste

and love for the

while his large Benevolence minis
tered to charity and generosity, and, with his
There
strong social affection, to hospitality.
beautiful;

was also a well-developed
strong religious tendencies.
devotional,

top-head, showing
He was naturally

hopeful, trusting, honest, honora
ble, dignified, a good citizen, and a Christian

M.P.

The sketch which follows is of
interest as descriptive of the Crossley family,
and the origin of that great carpet factory
gentleman.

which for years has had a world-wide reputa
tion, and of which Sir Francis was the most
distinguished proprietor :
In the early part of the present century a
young married couple belonging to the Eng
lish working classes, the husband being by
trade a carpet-weaver, took possession of a
small mill, with a little dwelling-house
at
tached to
which they considered themselves
fortunate

in renting.

It

was to them

a

vitality and vigor indicated
There is also en
That broad head, with the

countenance.

ROSSLET,

it,

is great

THERE
in this

C

step

in the way of progress, arduous toil having
been their chief inheritance.
The wife pos
very industrious nature and an inde
pendent character.
Early in life she had left

sessed

a

SIR FJIAMCIS

SIR FRANCIS

1872.]

the home of her father, a small farmer, and had
gone into the service of a family, also farmers,
and there remained fourteen years, receiving
but thirty dollars a year as her wages. Her
part in this household was no easy one; lor
she
milked the cows, churned the butter, and
t

CBOBBLST,

M.P.
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" leisure " time. Out of her
scanty wages and
the profits of the spinning the young woman
contrived to save a " nice sum," as one of

her

sons has said.

When she left her place it
John Crossley, the journeyman

was to marry.
weaver, was not thought

a suitable match by

parents of the young
north of England people

took it to market, besides attending to numer
ous other duties incidental to English rustic

the

life.

what they are themselves, rather

Doubtless

but a friend

she was not only a servant,
to her mistress during her long

terra of service, for the latter gave her a part of
the profits of the wool which she spun in her

maiden.

Tn

the

are estimated

by
than what

they are by station, and the near kindred of
this industrious girl, who was both a farmer's
daughter and a farm servant, knew her worth,

Phrenological
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and grudged her to her suitor ; but. at length
opposition was overcome, and the young peo
ple were married, having for their best portion

at the cost of fifty thousand pounds, or two hun
dred and fifty thousand dollars, and endowed
with an income of fifieen thousand dollars per

the gifts of health, strength, perseverance, and
economy, and the grace to know and feel the
goodness of the Almighty Giver of these en

annum. Here the fatherless children of respect
able parents are educated carefully and liberally,
so that they may fill the positions in life which
they would have been trained to fill had they not

dowments.

Thus Mr. and Mrs. Crossley began their
married life, and worked on until we see them
living in the small house by the small mill. But
ihere is a sight which the outside world would
never have been favored with if the tenderness
of a son had not, as with a ray of light, photo

The morn
graphed it for our contemplation.
ing after the husband and wife took possession
of their new abode, the latter rose, as her cus
tom was, very early, before it was light, and
went out to walk alone in the mill-yard, there
to think of the mercy which had thus far been
shed upon her life's journey; and there she
prayed, making also, as holy women of old
often did, a vow that

if

God should

bless her

been orphaned.
Near to these are some hand
some and comfortable mansions, dedicated to
the support of old and infirm worthy people
whom fortune has not favored. A chapel with
a tower stands near, and schools and commodi

ous residences are around, to say nothing of
the great carpet manufactory and mills which
alone cover an area of eighteen and a half

The machinery used therein is driven
acres.
by steam-power, and the number of people em
If
ployed is between four and five thousand.
beholding this vast emporium of
industry and intelligence, and the public and
domestic buildings already mentioned, should
ask when and by whom these structures were
a stranger,

and her partner in life with prosperity in that
place, the poor should have a share of it Her

reared, one name would be given in reply
the surname of a most remarkable
Crossley

meditations and promise made an indelible im
pression on her mind and conscience, and were
in after years often recalled and repeated, and",

trio of brothers, of whom the youngest is Sir
Francis Crossley, a member of Parliament who
for some years represented Halifax, and at the
time of his death was a member for the West
Riding of Yorkshire, the northern division.
The most considerate attention has been
given in the plan and disposition of the Crossley works for the comfort of the workmen.
houses,
Well - ventilated mills, commodious
first-rate schools, and spacious places of wor

what is better, acted upon.
They prospered to
the full amount of their aspirations, and they
-consecrated

their household

means to benevolence.

to piety and their
a mother's first

But

earthly duties are to her family, and this
mother trained her children with a due regard
to the needs of the spiritual as well as to the
wants

of the intellectual

man.

Precept

was

by example.
John, Joseph, and Francis, the first born in

strengthened
1812

and the last in 1817, were reared

in

a

home uncontaminated by luxuries. They grew
to manhood, embodying in their lives the prin
ciples of industry, benevolence, and deep religi
ous impressions.
The youngest son exhibited
in a pre-eminent degree the admirable qualities

of his mother. Her firm, independent, decided,
and Christian character was crystallized in his
daily life.
Halifax, where the early-morning incident
which we have mentioned took place, was
then but a small manufacturing town ; now it
has the reputation of being one of the hand
somest for its size of the English country cen
ters. Its public buildings arrest the admiring
Conspicuous among
gaze of every sojourner.
them arc some edifices which have an interest

A spacious
beyond their architectural beauty.
and noble building, called the Refuge, has been
erected to accommodate four hundred children

ship have been provided ; but the munificence
of Sir Francis Crossley did not stop here. Per
haps it was owing to the impressions produced
upon his mind while making a tour in America
in 1855, where the fine scenery and the numer
ous places of public resort, where parks and
gardens garnish every considerable town, that
he determined to make some provision in the
way of a resort for the laboring classes of Hal

He determined to lay out a peoples' park
in his native town, and carried into effect his
philanthropic purpose at a cost of thirty thou
one hundred and fifty thousand
sand pounds
On the 14th of August, 1857, a tract
dollars.
of twelve and a half acres, beautifully ar
ranged with trees, shrubs, and winding paths,
and all those rural accessories which delight
the eye of the lover of the beautiful, was pre
sented by Sir Francis to the town authorities.
His townsmen were grateful for this magnifi
cent gift, and attested their appreciation of the
donor by erecting a statue in commemoration
of the event, on the third anniversary of the
ifax.

Tunes taught to Birds.

1872.]

of the park. The pedestal has the
following inscription : " This statue of Francis
Crossley, Esq., M. P. for the West Riding of
the county of York, donor of the People's Park,
opening

was erected August 14, 1860, by the inhabitants
of Halifax, his native town, as a tribute of grat
itude and respect to one whose public benefac
tions and private virtues deserve to be remem
bered."

Sir Francis not only gave this park to Hali
fax, but he also deposited a large sum of money
in the hands of the corporation to meet the
necessary expenses of keeping it in order from
year to year.
In 1864 the firm of Crossley Brothers, which
had been in existence so many years and so
successfully, was transformed into a limited

liability company, or stock association, with

a
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capital of one hundred and sixty-five thousand
pounds sterling, or eight hundred and twentyfive thousand dollars. This capital was divided
into shares of fifteen pounds each, or seventyfive dollars, three-fifths of the shares being
owned by the firm, while the remainder were
taken up by others, preference being given to
the mill employes, so that the more intelligent
and provident of the working people became
shareholders and personally interested in a
great and profitable manufacturing concern.
As we have announced already in our April
number, Sir Francis died on the 15th of Janu
ary last, deeply regretted by his fellow-citizens

of Halifax

; and also regretted by all England,
and by not a few in America, who esteemed
him for his lofty character and true Christian
benevolence.

TUNES TAUGHT TO BIRDS.

Can
as

a

it be," thought I, " that such a little
that has been taught to sing a regular

skill

and

patience

are needed

time

charge

so

much

care

as

the

bird-teachers

give to their bird-pupils.
The birds are put into classes of about six
time in
dark room.
each, and kept for
Here, when their food
given to them, they

tune so sweetly I"

are made to hear music, so that, when

did not know what to make of it. When
my friend came down stairs, she told me that
it was indeed the little bird who had whis
tled the sweet tune. Then my friend cried
out to the bird, "Come, Bully, Bully,
sweet little bullfinch, give us just one more
And then this dear little bird hopped
tune."
about the cage, looked at its mistress, and

have eaten their food,

whistled

another

sweet

tune.

It

was

so

strange to hear a bird whistle a regular tune !
" Now, Bully," said my friend, " you must
give us

'

Yankee Doodle.'

Come, come, you

more food, they
the tune they

will

or when

they

they
want

sing, and try to imitate

have just heard.

This tune
a

they probably connect with the act of feed
few
As soon as they begin to imitate
ing.
let into the room, and this
notes, the light
cheers them still more, and makes them feel
is

I

to

Few teachers can have the
to give to the children under their

a

"

bird

Great

teach these birds.

is

plants.

land.

a

I

was at a friend's house at
Last summer
Nahant. I rose early in the morning, and
went down stairs to walk on the piazza.
While there I heard, as I thought, some per
son whistling a tune in a very sweet style. I
looked around, but could see no one. Where
could the sound come from ? I looked up,
and saw a little bird in a cage. The cage
was hung in the midst of flowers and twining

is

says :

shall have some nice fresh seed if you will
whistle 1 Yankee Doodle.' "
And the little
much to my surprise.
thing did whistle
My friend then told me that she had
brought the bird from the little town of Fulda, in Germany, where there are little schools
for teaching these birds to sing. When
bullfinch has learned to sing two or three
worth from forty to sixty dollars,
tunes, he
for he will bring that price in France or Eng
it,

kind of bird sings its own peculiar
but all may be taught to sing
regular tunes. The mocking-bird and thrush
learn tunes without training. But, by a reg
ular education, other birds may become fine
A contributor to the Nursery
performers.

EACH
notes,

if they would like to sing. In some of
these schools, the birds are allowed neither
as

light nor food till they begin to sing.
are the schools
strict.

These

where the teachers are most
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After being thus taught in classes, each
bullfinch is put under the care of a boy, who
plays his organ from morning till night, while
the master or mistress of the bird-school goes
round to sec how the pupils are getting on.
The bullfinches seem to know at once when
they are scolded,

and when

they are praised
and they like to

by their master or mistress;
be petted

The

they have done well.

when

training goes on for nine months ; and then
the birds have got their education, and are
sent to England or France, and sometimes to
America, to be sold.
[All animals, all birds, and all reptiles
even fishes
arc susceptible of culture and im
So are plants, roots, and fruits.
provement.

[June,

And, above and beyond all, are human beings
of almost illimitable development
and improvement, both of body and mind.
A thief may be converted into an honest
One with a murderous temper may be
man.
so subdued and improved, that he will per
of cruelty.
form acts of kindness instead
Even the hardest-hearted criminals now in
our prisons
may, through right treatment,
on phrenological principles, be made into
Let us teach
tolerable, if not good, citizens.
birds, cats, dogs, horses, but especially let us
Oh 1
teach teachers how to educate children.
oh ! the Christian charity, af
the patience
fection, love, necessary to open and direct
the minds of God's creatures aright /]
capable

HOMES OF FAMOUS

AMERICANS.

BY LAURA C. IIOLLOWAY.
MONTICELLO.
early history of our country is not rich
with coloring of legend or ballad, nor is

THE

there aught of romance connected with its first
It is only
years of discovery and settlement.
eloquent in the stories of hardships and sor
rows, which soon taught the pioneer the value
of life in the possibility of sudden death.
Men came to the New World and toiled be
cause of their needs; and while it was adapta
ble to their condition

and acceptable to their
necessities, it was not home. No old memories
connected

themselves

with its wildness

no

recollections of the past it was new and im
mense, crude and strange.
Here they found nothing that reminded them
of England. Cosy homes and village churches
they missed, and the emigrants longed for the
of their forefathers for the
burying-grounds
inheritance of the dead, which in all ages has
been man's most sacredly-prized possession.
"We shall be very lonely in far-off Virginia,
father," was the utterance of a sobbing daugh
ter, as with husband and children she hade
adieu

to England.

" For

a time, my

by-and-by your burying-ground
and you will love the frontier."

Bitter reflection, but withal

will

child

;

be there,

a noble tribute to

the humanity of human nature, and often to be
verified in the new colony.
Until within the past century church-yards
and family burying - grounds were the only
places thought of in America in connection
with the graves of a household.
Old home

steads rarely changed
did the burying-ground

hands, and when they
was considered sacred

and never molested.

Virginia more than any

other State beautified

the sacred inclosures set

apart for the dead, and all over the Old Do
minion are to-day traces of that sentiment.
Generally speaking, the people were of Eng
lish descent, and their estates were continued
Thus they felt that their
in families by entail.
burying-grounds
to come.

would remain intact for

ages

The country grave-yards ofVirginia, like the
village ehurch-yards of England, are alike char
acteristic, and vividly recall all those simi
of taste and habits which reproduced
in this portion of the New World the peculiar
ities of the old. No residence of like antiquity
in that Slate has a burial-ground of such inter

larities

est as that

of Monticello.

It

was once a part of the natural woods, and
is situated at the summit of the mountain and
Tall trees
not far distant from the house.

grow among the graves, while clinging vines
and weeds nearly
and slabs.

hide from view the tombs
Jetferson's monument, a tall granite,

such as he had requested should be placed over
his grave, in order to protect by its plainness
the spot it was intended to designate, towers
above the high wall which incloses a space of
In this inperhaps an hundred feet square.
closure lie buried now three generations of
of other monuments
the family.
Glimpses
may be seen from this point, while below and
above the tall linden and hickory trees hidt

HOMES
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OF FAMOUS AMERICANS.

the windings of the terraced road.
retired spot, this mountain
grave-yard, yet not too difficult of access for
the hordes of vandals who have robbed the
from view

It

is a

lonely,

tombs of almost every letter, and otherwise
Notkdesecrated the inclosure of the dead.

ing in the old Commonwealth
attests the de
cay of the wealth of its people more than the
graves of its illustrious men. In every in
stance they are more than neglected, and seem
to be visited only to be pillaged.
Jefferson's

373

tomb is a reproach to the civilization of the
nation, and a standing witness against the bar
barians who, incapable of achieving individual
fame, are yet anxious to attach themselves in
some way to greatness, even if they have to rob
its graves to form the connecting link.

The selection of this spot by Jefferson

as a

resulted from a com
family burying-ground
pact made between his friend and cousin,
In the early days
Dabney Carr, and himself.
of their boyhood, a great oak which stood on
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is

it

is

responsible for it. But before
reproducing the causes which led to its deser
well, perhaps, to dwell
tion and desolation,
upon the even's of its career as the residence

of individuals

it

of one of the very greatest men this or any
Monticello was
other country has produced.
sufficiently completed in 1770 to enable Jeffer
son to make
his permanent abode. Two
Shadwell,

Jeffemon'i birth-place, was situated four

miles from Monticello.

it

a

a

it

it

It

a

:

it

...
it

He
Little

is

dence wherever he thought proper.
his house ManticeUo
(in Italian,
Mountain),
very modest title, for

calls

situ

ated upon
very lofty one, but which an
nounces the owner's attachment to the lan
guage of Italy, and, above all, to the fine arts,
is

of which that country was the cradle, and
still the asylum. . .
This house, of which
Mr. Jefferson was the architect, and often one
of ihe workmen,
rather elegant and in the
con
Italian taste, though not without fault
sists of one large square pavilion, the entrance
of which
by two porticos ornamented with
The ground-floor consists chiefly of
pillars.
to be decorated
very large, lofty saloon, which
a
entirely in the antique style; above
library of the same form. Two small wings,
and attic story, are
with only
ground-floor
joined to this pavilion, and communicate with
the kitchen, offices, etc., which will form
kind
of basement story, over which runs
terrace.
only to
My object in this short description
it

a

it

is

a

a

a

is

it

permitted to fall into the state which at pres
ent marks Monticello, yet there are grave rea
sons for this, and no individual or collection

for although he possessed consider
able property in the neighborhood, there was
nothing to prevent him from fixing his resi
situation

show the difference between this and the other
houses of the community; for we may safely
the first American
aver, that Mr. Jefferson
the fine arts to know how
himself from the weather."
" The house as here described," adds Mr.
Randall, the genial biographer of Jefferson,
" was but
part of the completed Monticello
of after years, and was far less perfect in its
who has consulted

he should shelter

appointments."
From the pen of one who knew Monticello
as the home

of his childhood

gathered

a

a

is

is

if

it

a

is

and the tombs and railways are sadly de:aced.
seen
picture of
Through its broken bars
desolation that can not fail to impress all who
with indignation and sorrow.
view
dismal sight,
But
the burying- ground
the old homestead of Jefferson.
even more so
Like all the Old Dominion mansions of half
in
state of decay, conse
century ago,
quent upon the neglect and indifference with
which they have been treated since the days
of planter hospitality and prosperity.
No
other American home of like fame has been

" On the summit of one of the mountains, we
the house of Mr. Jefferson, which
stands pre eminent in these retirements.
It
was himself who built
and preferred this
discovered

;

is

sing their sweetest songs in the less lonely for
est below.
Weeds grow undisturbed in its
walks, the road
covered over with vines,

pleasing de

is a

it,

The grave
yard has no keeper ; only the birds appear to
and even they
maintain a loving interest in
sometimes hurry away from its solitude to

The Marquis de Chastillux, who visited the
place in the spring of 1782, gives
scription of its appearance

is

wall, suggest painful thought*.

have been eventually secured to her children,
and Monticello remained theirs forever.

is

head-stones, and the tottering

rubbish-covered

the wife's

.

scendants are powerless to do so. The slabs
which have fallen off the top of the vault, the

for

is

lead Americans to preserve the tombs of the
early framcrs and defenders of its liberties,
when, as is the case in this instance, the de

now

is

this spot, associated as it is with such a man
Worship of ancestors is not one
of our national traits, but gratitude ought to
as Jefferson.

to some extent

a a

Eppes, and at the head of the three has since
been laid Martha, the well-beloved daughter.
No pen can describe the utter desolation of

as

property to be merged in the husband's, and
Mrs. Jefferson's was no exception.
Had
been otherwise, probably, her portion might

is

had lain there four and forty years, Jefferson
was placed beside her. On the other side of
him lie the remains of his second child, Maria

estab

a

at Monticcllo.
origin of the burying-ground
More than fifty years later, and when his wife

and, after

lishing his bride there, both time and expense
were lavished upon
to make
fit abode
for her. His fortune at that time, united to
hers, was sufficiently large to yield him an in
Un
come of seven thousand dollars
year.
was the custom in those days
fortunately,
is

his early friend and brother-in-law
removed
from Shadwell* to this spot.
Such was the

years later he was married,

;

they mutually agreed that the survivor should
bury the other near this favorite tree, and
years afterward Jefferson had the remains of

[June,

a

the plantation was their rallying place, and
under its shade they were wont to con their
lessons. In their youthful love for each other

it
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de

letters was

mountain

grandfather.

roofs, forming promenades, are nearly level
with the first floor of the dwelling. These
turning at right angles at the brow, and widen
ing to twenty feet, extend one hundred feet,
in

one-story pavilions twenty
feet square, the space beneath these terraces
forming basement offices. From this northern

terrace the view is sublime ; and here Jefferson
and his company were accustomed to sit, bare
headed, in the summer until bed-time, having
neither dew nor insects to annoy them. Here,
perhaps, has been assembled more love of

of and fondness for

nothing can be more conclusive than the testi
monies of his grandchildren, who each and all

Jefferson

ter.

loved his home, therefore

it

lived therewith him, and who have repeatedly
given assurance of his genuine traits of charac

it

a

it

those who

best understood

the value of

such attributes.

" My grandfather's manners to us, his
grand
children," writes one of them, " were delight

could.

To him

I

I

him as

I

a

I

;

I

can characterize them by no other word.
loved him very devotedly, and sought every
opportunity of being with him. As child,
used to follow him about, and draw as near to
ful

owed all the small

ly

blessings and joyful surprises of my childish
and girlish years. His nature was so eminent
sympathetic, that with those he loved he
could enter into their feelings, anticipate their
wishes, gratify their tastes, and surround them
with an atmosphere of affection.
"When about
a

I

fifteen years old,
watch,
began to think of
but knew the state of iny father's finamis
One afternoon
promised no such indulgence.
Among the
was brought in.

the letter-bag

it

I

his gifts."
And this was the secret of the deathless in
terest he inspired in the hearts of those who
were thrown in contact with him, and who,

in visiting Monticello,

looked
unconsciously
at surrounding objects through the medium
of his fascination.

In

died.

1826 Jefferson

He had been in the

service of his country sixty-one years, and all
that time had been away from Monticello, save
on occasions of short visits to the place. Most
abroad, and always when in his own coun

try in another State, he had found no time to
look after the business interests of his large
farms, and managed as they were by slaves,
they went to ruin as fast as time and want of

thrift could send them.

At

be

came possible for him to render
an attractive
His was
spot.
large-hearted, unselfish na
ture; hence
was not difficult to draw about
him

our hearts, to see our invisible wishes, to be
our good genius, to wave the fairy wand, to
brighten our young lives by his goodness and

into

Monticello passed
of strangers, and the loving

last the end came.
the

hands

and beloved daughter went forth
penniless, as the doors of their old home elated
upon them forever. Captain Levy, warm ad
mirer of Jefferson, and an officer of the United

grandchildren

for
States Navy, bought Monticello, and kept
state commensurate with his
many years in
In 1862 he died, leaving
means and his tastes.
not destined to ever
to a class which
it

of his true appreciation

it,

liberty, virtue, wisdom, and learning than on
any other private spot in America."
And of the owner of this beautiful home,

of, equally pro
seemed to read

a

terminate

vided

a

and

to their wants and-

were equally thought
for. Our grandfather

tastes,

is

nected by covered ways ten feet wide, whose
floors are level with the cellars, and whose flat

him? . .
"
My sisters, according

it

It ap
one hundred feet each way.
proaches on either hand within fifty feet of the
brow of the mountain, with which it is con
occupy

table, my first handsome writing-desk, my first
Leghorn hat, my first silk dress. What, in short,
of all my small treasures did not come from
.

Its projecting porti
cos, east and west, with the width of the house,

ly

on every side from
feet from the eastern

ldressed to my
mark

the Philadelphia

looked at
with indifferent, incuri
Three hours after, an elegant lady's
watch, with chain and seals, was in my hand,
which trembled for very joy. My Bible came
from him, my Shakspeare, my first writing-

it

slopes gently
this lawn j one hundred
end stands the mansion.

packet

had

reach or benefit.
"
"
devise, and be
give," reads his will,
queath my farm and estate at Monticello, in

I

mountain

upon it
ous eye.

small

It

Virginia,

to President
belonging
formerly
Jefferson, together with all the rest
and residue of my estate, real, personal, or
mixed, not hereby disposed of, wherever or
Thomas

however situated, to the people of the United
States, or sucli persons as Congress shall ap
to receive
and especially all my real
in the city of New York, in trust for the
sole and only purpose of establishing and main

point

it,

of the view from the summit of the
on which the house stands :
" The top of the mountain has been leveled
This space is six hundred by two
by art.
hundred
circular at each end.
The
feet,
scription

a
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estate

taining ul said farm of Monticello, in Virginia,
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an agricultural school for the purpose of edu
cating, as practical farmers, children of the
Warrant Office of the United States Navy
whose fathers are dead. . . . Should the

years, and

Congress of the United States refuse to accept of
this bequest, or refuse to take the necessary steps
to carry out this intention, I then devise and

sadly dilapidated.
The paint of former time
has left no vestige, and what was once bright
and defined
now stained and blurred.
Even
the old English bricks, durable as ever, are
blackened from the effects of countless storms

can possess the

it
is

a

is

is

is

a

;

;

is

is

a

is

It

a

rescued

a

a

it is

Its fame should
better fate, but the baleful
left those who would have
few years the " Little
powerless. In
total wreck.

Mountain" will be shorn of its glory, and only
heaps of rubbish will remain to remind the
passing stranger that on its summit was once
Monticello, the famous home of Thomas Jeffer
son, the third President of the United States.

beauties which make

undoubtedly,
lennium.

For

precious.

This

is,

ELS OF BINOCULAR VISION.
great stride toward the mil
there

be

one sin more se

is covetousness,
ductive than another,
which will henceforth cease to tempt, and
we may certainly hope that we are on the
threshold of the evangelical thousand years.
skele
If an individual owns stercoscopc^
dollar he can
ton can be purchased for
pity the most sumptuous millionaire. Own
a

is

a

it

;

stance, any ragged vagabond

Monticello

have won for
curse of poverty

a

marvelous agra

The proprietor of prop
erty can no longer claim its exclusive owner
with the world. The pho
ship he shares
like
the
ancient Magian making his
tographer,
reward
devotions at the altar of the Sun, as
for his fervency,
permitted to steal the
form of whatsoever his fancy craves. Though
there be but one Niagara cataract in the sub

All these evidences of
stairway.
discomfort are discernible now, and most ob
served because of the wondrous improvements
made since that day.
the narrow

it

camera has effected

THE
rian revolution.

a

STEREOSCOPY; OB, THE MAI

stead.
The stairways are narrow, and the
related that when
bed-room ceilings low.
Mrs. Jefferson died her body had to be lowered
from one of the half-circular windows, because
f the impossibility of carrying
coffin down

it

is

in the name of the State an appeal has been
taken to the Court of Appeals in Virginia,
where the case now is.
The decay of the mansion
the decay of

the house itself.
destroyed than
There never was a bed in Jefferson's homo.
Alcoves in the walls, with slats affixed to sta
ples in these alcoves, served the purpose in

a

a

it,

tate went into the hands of the commissioner
appointed by the court, and still remains there.
None of the family have the least authority
over it. The commissioner advertised to sell
but some persons claim to have found
law
which would sustain the devise, and therefore

to fall at any moment
the covered walks are
moulded and overgrown
with a green sedi
ment, the result of the combined influences of
The front of tho
dampness and darkness.
all hacked and disfigured with names
house
and the shrubbery on the lawn
hardly less

a

The Virginia court set
Attorney-General.
aside the will, and ordered sale and partition
The es
among the heirs of the commodore.

and rains. The rooms are unoccupied, save in
one or two instances they are made to do ser
vice as
receptacle for harness or farm imple
ments. The old roof
dangerous, and liable

if

to take measures to preserve and dispose
of the estate, and this could be done only by
means of a suit for partition.
That suit was
brought, the Commonwealth
appearing by the
ceased

complete.

so rotten

is

the people

it

all the property hereby devised to
of the State of Virginia, instead of
the people of the United States, provided they
by acts of their Legislature accept it and carry
it out as herein directed."
After the probate of this will, a suit was
brought, and the cause was carried to the New
York Court of Appeals, and a decision given
there which declared that the devise and be
quest of Monticello and the residuary estate
were invalid and void, and could not be car
ried out in Virginia.
Monticello meanwhile
had been in the hands of the Confederate au
thorities, and had been sadly defaced. The
will was probated in Virginia after the war,
but, as its provisions had been declared invalid
and void, it rested with the family of the de
bequeath

The shingles on the
that the rain drives in at
every frequent shower, and all the once beauti
ful woodwork of the place
worm-eaten and
roof are
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ership and bondage hereafter will be con
vertible terms, and the lucky stereoscopist
can eternally,
fancy free, revel amid the
charms of the beautiful.
Stercoscopy means really the artful capa
city to perceive plain figures in a picture
The eye is a
perspectively and in solidity.
natural lens of transcendent organism, and is
capable, unaided, of seeing actual objects in
relief, or, in other words, relatively at long
In the case of real ob
and short distances.

of bi
pects, and had a vague conception
In the seventeenth century
nocular vision.
Francis Aguilonius, a Jesuit, wrote
a
learned
treatise
on this phenomenon
of
In 1823 Mr. Elliot, an English
vision.
an essay " On the Means by
man, wrote
which we Obtain our Knowledge of Dis
tances by the Eye." In 1834 he conceived
the notion of the arrangement of pictures to
be viewed

stereoscopically.

Bor Wheatstone

In

1838 Profes-

made the first stereoscope, a

one, in England, and exhibited

it

jects, one eye attains the same effect as both.
Pictures require the
so in pictures.

reflecting

But not

before the Royal Society.

of both eyes in order to appear in
Binocular perception illusively pro
The appre
jects the plain figures as solids.
ciation of solidity, it is conceded, is purely
the result of visual education; the infant
wildly reaches for an object and misses it.

Elliot, in ignorance of Weatstone's invention,
made an " ocular" stereoscope. In the mean
while photography had been making rapid

exercise
relief.

It

is ascertained that each eye independently

perceives a separate image of the same object,
and each, in some respects, unlike the other,
because the points of vision are some inches
apart, according to the distance between the
These images are subtilely communi

eyes.

cated

to the

brain,

which instantly recon

ciles and combines them into a perfect single

picture

; and

it

is not until this process

been effected that we really see an object

it

has
as

Therefore the stereoscope is provided
with two lenses. Professor Towler, the scient
ist, asserts, that in order to obtain the effect
of solidity in a picture, the axis of the eyes
must converge toward a certain focus inter
sected by the rays of light passing between
corresponding points in the twin pictures of
The stereoscope, then, is
the stereograph.
simply a machine which squints for us, al
though the naked eyes can be taught to
squint likewise, but at the cost of comfort.
The two pictures which, when mounted in
what is known as a
company, constitute
stereoscopic view, or more properly a stereo
graph, are separated by an interval of two and
is.

In

1839 Professor

strides, and gave a new impulse

In

to stereo-

Sir David Brewster, the emi
nent scientist, brought out his lenticular
In 1850 Mons. Daboscq intro
stereoscope.

scopy.

1849

duced the Brewster

stereoscope to the notice

of the Imperial Institute of France, together
These
views.
with several daguerreotype
views and stereoscopes were afterward dis
played at the World's Fair at London in
This introduced them into public no
1851.
tice, and the instrument

has become a popu

lar favorite and a source of infinite delight.
The invention of Brewster introduced the
use of prisms instead of reflectors, which are
The principle
cheaper and more portable.
of binocular vision may be illustrated with
playing dice. If two dice are held out at
arm's length, with the six dots facing the eyes
and the two dots exposed, a portion of the
three dots on the left-hand side will be seen
by the left eye, and but a little of the center
The same im
one on the right-hand side.
ages, therefore,

present

different

aspects to

enables them to adjust the lenses to suit their

When combined, the two images
produced the actual appearance of the ob
ject. The name stereoscope is a compound
of two Greek words, and signifies " to see
solid." The glasses of the scope are made
by cutting a double convex lens in two, and
Being parts of lenses
reversing the halves.
the prisms possess the property of magnify
The stereoscope is truly a gay deceiver;
ing.
it dissolves the twin pictures, and counter
feits a new picture combining the features of

sight.

both.

inches, the average separation
Persons whose optics vary from
this average distance of separation can be ac
commodated with an instrument with mova

seven-eighths

of the

ble

eyes.

sides,

called

the Emcrsonscope,

which

Euclid (300 B. C.) perceived the fact that
each eye saw an object under different as

either eye.

If a

A SENTIMENTAL

JOURNEY.

learned pundit were to assert that the
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jugglers of his mystic land could at pleasure
into a heap the scattered treasures
of beauty that adorn the earth as easily as
they swallow sabres, cobra de capellos, and
other tid bits, American courtesy could hard
ly withhold the giving of the lie. But you
who plume yourselves on your skepticism,
follow me ! I am about to conduct you to
the magic temples wherein sleep the mingled
I guide you through
graces of the world.
the animated mazes that bewilder the great
thoroughfare, until we cross the portals of
This establishment is the
591 Broadway.
for the food of photographers
emporium
As we enter, we
the largest on the planet.
are stared at listlessly by eccentric forms
We are at the home of
with glazed eyes.
and of
the stereoscope, the graphoscope,
the huge and weird-like megalethescope ;
This is the
the latter is a native of Venice.
Within yon tomb-like
enchanter's realm.
cases repose the spirits of earth's fairest
forms, whose carcasses moulder far off in
conjure

lands,

strange

the

prey

of

the

elements.

But these shades of perennial beauty survive
unscathed
by time, like the disembodied
Doubtless your fancy paints
spirit-divine.
the presiding genius of this spectral paradise
as

a demon,

If

cerer.

or, at least, a fierce, hoary sor

you do, your fancy fools you, for

is a "nice young man."
We bid him
mildly to produce the gems of artist Nature,
or rather their ghosts.
We firmly seize
our nerves are steeled by resolution
a
" skeleton."
We mean, of course, a skeleton

he

We have often yearned to as
stereoscope.
the cloud-capped Alps, and to gaze

venturous

[Junk,

Hannibal, we cross the Alps, and

softly descend into the bosom of the land of

Wc hold
song, of sunshine, and tradition.
now captive to our will the accumulated
of antiquity. Before us looms the
proportions of the Colisseum, deso
late in ruinous perfection.
Not far away
towers the Pantheon, where mighty Jove put
up with all the lesser divinities, but only
tenanted now by the wild weed and the
Wc mount the lofty forum,
bristling brier.
whence Tully hurled the lightning of his
eloquence; now all silent, save for the yelp
ing cur. We next approach with reverence
We feast on the
the gems of antique art.
charms of the Venus de Medici, and look ad
We but
miringly on the stalwart Hercules.
splendors

massive

the thought, and arc transported
amid Oriental monuments of sweet and sa
cred memory.
We do homage at the shrine
of Solomon's Temple, and inspect those pon
derous piles
the Pyramids.
Capricious as
a woman, we sigh for the rugged scenes of
a more northern
clime, and find ourselves
freezing all night on a Staten Island ferry
conceive

boat trying to cross the bay.

All of a

sud

den we explore the labyrinths of the Mam
,
moth Cave, lighted up by a magnesii
luminary; and in a jiffy we are at the gold

diggings in Colorado.
secure a precious

Before we are able to

nugget, we are languishing

in the tropics, bewildered with its gorgeous
Of a sudden we think of the great
Rebellion we know not what suggests the
and we remember Brady's cele
thought
We
brated sketches of the battle dramas.

scenery.

thrill

at the sight

of

cend

demand them ; we

aloft at their majestic grandeur ; to poise our
selves upon their glittering pinnacle and con
look down on the crawling
temptuously
But we had casually heard
world beneath.
that the paths were quite slippery, and that

fierce conflict partially revealed through the

it

was very uncertain

as to when the ava

lanches would take their usual slides, so we
our visit until

the weather should
But now we have the
We imperi
chance to do the thing safely.
The
the
demand
Alps.
genius meekly
ously
Wc weigh them on our hands.
hands it out.
We gaze at the glaciers in their glitter ; we
" whom a breath
behold the avalanches
draws down in mountainous overwhelming,"
Then, like the ad
and we hold our breath.
deferred
have

moderated.

the

Amid the heaps of slain
curtain of smoke.
we espy a dying brave, still struggling with
the grim destroyer.
Turning from these sad
spectacles, we take a trip to Coney Island to
revive our spirits. Thus we go, making trip
after trip, as though we wore Puck's magic
cap.

One

moment

among simple

we

shepherds

are

in fairy-land,

and honest

people ;

in the next, by way of contrast, we visit a
or ramble in
Fulton Street prayer-meeting,
California, and finally, in the natural course
of events, wind up at Greenwood Cemetery.
But we must not omit to mention, even at
the cost of rising from the dead, the titanic
This valley-para
glories of the Yo Semite.
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dise nestles in the monster lap of the Rocky
nature wielded a ponder

Mountains.

Here

ous chisel.

Think of

a cap

of liberty 4,240

feet in height ; of three giant brothers

4,000

feet high, and of a dome, which might crown
the heavens, 6,000 feet in altitude.
no more of ladies' waterfalls
be

pretty and

useful

after

But speak

true, they may
a

but

fashion

they are little things, large though they often
seem, beside the Yo Semite Falls, 2,634 feet

high

1

But when

I

attempt

to describe

the
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shadows on the Mirror Lake, my pen falters.
Tranquil at the feet of the Rocky Mountains
Beneath its placid
glistens Mirror Lake.
surface is reflected the towering peaks of its
colossal bulwark, as though in days of yore
mountains had gone on a frolic
lost their
into the lakes,
perpendicular
staggered

plunged and remained ever since to cool off.
But we must come to a close. Stereoscopy
Let
is a thing of beauty and a joy forever.
all enjoy it.

krarjer.
Of thekoI, thebodyformdothtake,
For wal iaform,anddoththebodymake. Spnutr.

ITS ANATOMY
BY SIR, CHARLES

influence in operation.

the eyebrows elevated to the utmost, and the
uncovered ; or why, with hesitat
ing and bewildered steps, his eyes are rapidly
and wildly in search of something.
In this
eye largely

we

only perceive

the

more regarded, the spirits have left
clines, and the limbs gravitate; they
and

nerveless

relaxed,

throat convulsed

ther : there is a spasm
on his breast, he can

the hand

his breathing is short

she

scarcely

but why comes at intervals the
long-drawn sigh? why are the neck and
what causes the
swelling and quiv
ering of the lips,

muscles of his neck and
shoulders are in action,

and

re

are

breathes;

intent application of
his mind to the object
of his' apprehensions
its direct influence
on the outward organ.
But observe him fur

not breathe freely, the
chest is elevated, the

Fio. 1. Terror.

Let us imagine to ourselves
influence of grief on wo
The object in her mind has absorbed
man.
all the powers of the frame, the body is no
exact picture.

the overwhelming

it

of the passions there is a
Let us
We
contemplate the appearance of terror.
can readily conceive why a man stands with
eyes intently fixed on the object of his fears,
the expression

the deadly
the
paleness of
face? or why

>

and

is

compound

so pale
and earthly cold
and why,
at in

?

rr

from our mat number.]

it,

[continued
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EXPRESSION

tervals, as the agony returns, docs
the

,/.\\v\\\

convulsion

spread

over

*--Dm

the

»«.

paroxysm of suffocation
think, be acknowledged

we come to arrange these phenomena, these
outward signs of the passions, that they can

must,

I

It

when

is

it

not proceed from the direct influence of the
mind alone. However strange
may sound
to unaccustomed ears,
to the heart and
lungs and all the extended instrument of

it

a

?

pulping and catching of his
throat ; and why does his heart knock at his
ribs, while yet there is no force of circula
tion? for his lips and cheeks are ashy pale.
So in grief, if we attend to the same class
of phenomena, we shall be able to draw an
low cheek,

a

and rapid, there is a gasping
sive motion of his lips, a tremor on his hol

frame like

and a convul

PHREN0L0OIC4L
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breathing that we are to trace these
Over such motions of the body the

effects.

mind

control.
By a strong effort
outward tokens may be restrained, at
least in regard to the general bearing of the
body, but who, while suffering, can retain the
natural fullness of his features, or the health
ful color of his cheek, the unembarrassed res
piration and clearness of the natural voice ?
The villain may command his voice and
mask his purpose with light and libertine
words, or carry an habitual sneer of contempt
of all softer passions, but his unnatural pale
ness and the sinking of his features will be
tray that he suffers.
Clarence says to Mb
has an unequal

the

murderers

JOURNAL.

[June,

indications of emotion in the counte
frame which can not be
explained on the supposition of a direct in
fluence of the mind on the muscles of ex
scure

nance and general

pression.

The heart and the lungs may be safely
taken as two parts which are combined in the
same function.
The action of the heart and
the motion of the lungs are equally necessary
to the circulation of that blood which is
fitted for the supply of the body, and the in
terruption of their motion threatens life.

:

" How deadly dost thou speak I
Tour eyes do menace me : Why look you pale ? "

But the just feelings of mankind demand
respect ; men will not have the violence of
To preserve the
grief obtruded on them.
dignity of his character, the actor must per
mit those uncontrollable signs of suffering
alone to escape, which betray how much he
feels and how much he restrains.
Even while asleep these interior organs of
feeling will prevail and disclose the source
of expression.
Has my reader seen Mrs. Siddons in Quecen Katharine, during that sol
emn scene where

the sad note was played

which she named her knell ? Who taught
the crowd sitting at a play, an audience dif
fering in age, habits, and education, to be
lieve those quivering motions and that gentle
smile and those slight convulsive twitchings,
to be

true

To see every one
breathing of sympathy

to nature '

hushed to the softest

with the silent expression of the actress, ex
hibits all mankind held together by one uni
versal feeling ; and that feeling, excited by
expression, so deeply laid in our nature as to
have influence without being obvious
to
reason.

To illustrate this curious subject, I shall
first explain the extensive connections which
are established between the great organs that
sustain life and the muscular system of the
face, neck, and chest. I shall then show that
the functions of these organs arc affected by
passions of the mind. I 6hall prove that this
connection subsists at the moment of birth,
and accompanies us through life; and, finally,
that from this source are derived those ob

FlO. 3.--RACHKL.

Accordingly, these two organs are united by
nerves, and, consequently,

by the closest sym

in all the variations to which
they are liable they are still found to corre
spond, the accelerated action of the one be
ing directly followed by the excitement of
pathy

;

and

the other.

The motion of the lungs proceeds from
force altogether

external to them;

a

they them

selves arc passive, being moved by a very
great number of muscles which lie upon the
breast, back, and neck ; that is, the exterior
muscles give

play to the ribs, and the lungs

follow the motions of the chest. The heart
and lungs, though insensible to common im
acutely alive to their
pression, yet being
proper stimulus,

suffer

from

the

slightest

change of posture or exertion of the frame,
and also from the changes or affections of the
The impression thus made on these
mind.

internal organs is not visible by its effect
upon them, but upon the external and remote
This law ex
muscles associated with them.
ists in all mankind ; we see the consequence

EXPRESSION
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ITS ANA

in

those susceptible
and nervous persons
-whom the mere change of position or the
effort of rising or the slightest emotion of
and agitates.
But it is when
strong are subdued by this mysterious
union of soul and body, when passion tears
the breast, that the most afflicting picture of
human frailty is presented, and the surest
proof afforded that it is on the respiratory
organs that the influence of passion falls with
so powerful an expression of agony.
The next circumstance of this detail to
which I beg attention, is the extent of the
actions of respiration : the remoteness of the
parts agitated in sympathy with the heart.
The act of respiration is not limited to the
trunk ; the actions of certain muscles of the
windpipe, the throat, the lips, the nostrils,

mind flutters

the

are necessary
openings,

to expand
those tubes and
so that the air may be admitted

through them in respiration, with a freedom
corresponding with the increased action of
the chest
Without this the sides of these
pliant tubes would fall together, and we
should be suffocated by exertion or passion.
Let us consider how many muscles are com
bined in the simple act of breathing ; how
many are added in the act of coughing; how
these are changed and modified in sneezing.
Let us reflect on the various combinations of

of the throat, windpipe, tongue, lips
in speaking and singing, and we shall be
able justly to estimate the extent of the mus
cles which are associated with the proper or
simple act of dilating and compressing the
But how much more numerous arc
chest.

muscles

the

wrought upon these muscles
employs them in the double
capacity of communicating our thoughts
and feelings; not in the language of sounds
merely, but in the language of expression m
the countenance also ; for certainly the one is
as much their office as the other.
The nervous system is complex in an ex
traordinary degree ; but the reader, may not
when

changes

nature

be deterred

from attempting to understand
at least so much that there is a class of nerves

appropriated to respiration. These nerves
arise from the same part of the brain ; the
great central nerve descends into the chest
to be distributed to the heart and lungs, and
the others extend to the exterior muscles of
the chest, neck, and face.
Under the influ

TO MY

AND PHILOSOPHY.

ence of the central
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nerve, the diverging ex

of breath
The labor of many
months discloses to the anatomist but a part
of these nervous cords, and the consideration
of the uses they serve presents the most over

ternal ones become the instruments

ing and of expression.

whelming proof of the excellence of design,
but a design made manifest by the results
rather than comprehensible in its means.
Can we perfectly understand how tickling
the throat should produce a convulsion over
the whole frame, in which a hundred mus
cles are finely adjusted and proportioned in
their actions to expel what irritates the wind
pipe 1 or how tickling the nostril should
make a change in these muscles, throw some
out and bring others into action, to the effect
of sending the air through a different tube to
remove what is offensive, and all this without
the act of the will ?
Let us see how the machine works. Ob
serve a man threatened with suffocation ; re
mark the sudden and wild energy that per
vades every feature ; the contractions of his
throat, the gasping and the spasmodic twitchings of his face, the heaving of his chest and
shoulders, and how he stretches his hands
and catches like a drowning man.
These are
efforts made under the oppressive, intolerable
sensation of his heart ; and the means which
nature employs to guard and preserve the
animal machine, giving to the vital organ a
sensibility that irresistibly excites to the ut
most exertion.

It

is this painful sensation

that introduces

" this breathing world ; " which guards
vital functions through life as it draws

us to
the

us into existence.
most effectually

Pain is the agent which

rouses the dormant

faculties

of both mind and body.
While the child
slumbers in the womb it does not live by
breathing, it possesses an organ which per
In the birth
forms the office of the lungs.
there is a short interval between the loss of
the one organ and the substitution of the
other ; nor would the breath ever be drawn
or the lungs perform their function but for
this painful and irresistible nisus, which calls
the whole corresponding muscles into action.
Spasms and contractions

are seen to extend

over the infant's chest ; the features are work

ing, and the muscles of the face agitated
probably for the first time ; at last air is ad
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initted into the lungs, a feeble cry is heard,
the air in successive inspirations fully dilates
the chest, and the child cries lustily.
Now
the regular respiration is established and the
animal machinery subsides into repose.
" We came crying
hither.

Thou know'st, the first time that we smell the air
We wawl and cry : I will preach to thee : mark,
When we were bom, wc cry, that we are come
To this great stage of fools I " Lear.

With

the revolution which the whole econ

omy has undergone,

new wants are engender

ed, new appetites ; these are again lulled by
the mother's

breast.

During all this no one

sympathizes with the little sufferer, the gri
mace with which he enters the world excites

only smiles.
" On parent's knees,

a naked, new-born child.
Weeping thou sat'st, while all around thee smiled
So live, that sinking in thy last long sleep.
Calm thou may'st smile, when all around thee weep.'1
From the Persian.

" Anger," says Lord Bacon, " is certainly
a kind of baseness, as it appears well in the
weakness of those subjects in whom it reigns
children, women, old folks, sick folks."
But this I may say, that anger is at no period
of life so strongly impressed upon human fea
tures as in the first moment of our visiting
the light.
At the instant of our birth, an as
sociation

of

muscles

is

formed

same time put in operation,

and

stamping

at the
a char

acter of expression which betrays the wants
of the body in early infancy and the suffer
ings of the mind in the after period. The
frame of the body, constituted for the sup
port of the vital functions, becomes the in
strument

of

expression

class of passions,

;

and

an extensive

by influencing the

heart,

that sensibility which governs
the muscles of respiration, calls them into co
operation so that they become an undeviating
and sure sign of certain states or conditions of
the mind. They are the organs of expression.
Returning now to the contemplation of any
of the stronger passions, we comprehend
much which was before obscure.
We see
why that grief which strikes the heart should
affect the regularity of breathing ;* why the
muscles of the throat should
be affected
with spasm ; why slight quivering motions
pass from time to time over the face, the lips,
by affecting

* "The grief that docs not speak,
Whispers the o'cr-fraught heart, and bids it break."
Macbeth.

and

cheeks

[Junk,

and nostrils ; because these are

the organs of respiration, organs which have

their muscles united to the sensibility of the
its influence.
Now
we comprehend
how the passion of rage or
terror binds and tightens the chest; how the
heart, and moved under

features

direct

are go singularly agitated

by the in

direct influence of the
passions ; how the words are cut ; how the
voice sticks in the throat ; how the paralyzed
lips refuse the commands of the will, so that
they are held in a mixed state of violence and
weakness, which, more than any fixed expres
sion, characterizes the influence of the passion.
Blushing. The sudden flushing of the
countenance in blushing belongs to expres
sion as one of the many sources of sympathy
This suffusion
which bind us together.
serves no purpose of the economy, while we
must acknowledge
the interest which it ex
cites as an indication of mind. It adds per
fection to the features of beauty.*
The color which attends exertion or the
violent passions, as of rage, arises from gen
eral vascular excitement, and differs from
as well as by the

blushing. Blushing is too sudden and too
partial to be traced to the heart's action.
That it is a provision for expression may be
inferred from the color extending only to the
surface of the face, neck, and breast, the
It is not acquired ; it
parts most exposed.
It is unlike the effect
is from the beginning.
of powerful, depressing emotions which in
The sudden con
fluence the whole body.
viction of the criminal is felt in every pore ;
but the color caused by blushing gives brill
iancy and interest to the expression of the face.

In this we perceive an advantage possessed
by the fair family of mankind, and which
must be lost to the dark, for I can hardly be
lieve that a blush may be seen in the Negro.t
* Dr. Burgess, who has written a volume on 11Blush
ing," affirms lhat a Circassian maid who blushes brings
a higher price in the slave market !
t A wound in the black leaves a scar in which the dnrk
pigment of the skin is wanting; and the white spot
formed by such a cicatrix in the face of the Negro red
dens with passion.
In contrasting, by comparative anatomy, the internal
structure of animals, wc find in some classes parts of the
organization apparently useless or superfluous, to dis
cover the full development and appropriate functions of
If the black
which, we must refer to other classes.
blushes nnsecn, it only shows that the incidental c;lor
does not affect the general structure and processes.

EXPRESSION
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We think of blushes as accompanying shame;
There is
but it is indicative of excitement.
no shame when lively feeling makes a timid
youth break through the restraint which
modesty and reserve have imposed.

It

is be

coming in youth ; it is seemly in more ad
vanced years in women.
Blushing assorts
well with youthful and with effeminate fea
tures, while nothing is more hateful than a
dog-face that exhibits no token of sensibility
in the variations of color.
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in the face they have merely to operate on
the skin, the lips, nostrils,
less power,

require

and

and eyelids, they

are therefore

more

And that power is not always di
rectly under the will like the muscular exer
tions of the body and limbs ; it is often invol
untary and is inseparably united to the con
ditions or affections of the mind. The lat
delicate.

ter consideration

gives much

interest to the

subject; for by this provision in the mus
cles, the very spirit by which the body is

Fiu. 4. Muscles of tub Fact.

ESSAY IV.
OF THE

The

MUSCLES OF THE FACE

animated
IN MAN.

part of the animal frame
consists of a peculiar fibrous substance pos
sessing the power of contraction, and, conse
In the limbs
quently, of producing motion.
and trunk the muscles arc attached to the
bones, and are distinct and powerful ; but as
muscular

and the various

emotions shine out

in the countenance.

It

has been said that the superiority of the

human

face

of the

in expression

of

is an accidental

which are
provided in man for the faculty of speech.
That many of the muscles called into action
in speech are also employed in expression
effect

will

number

muscles

be readily admitted ; but besides these

Phrenological Journal.

of bone being the origin ; the
extremity which is moved the insertion. I
shall consider the muscles of the face in three
groups r first, those which surround the eye;
secondly, those which move the nostrils ; and
And first,
lastly, those around the mouth.

[June,

There are four muscles attached to the
brow

eye

:

occipito frontalis (a),
and
inserted

muscle, called

over the forehead,

is

A

descends

into the eyebrow where
mingles its fibers
with the next muscle. The simple action of

it

are muscles of the human features
which have no connection with the voice,
and are purely instrumental in expression.
Further : the human countenance is pre-emi
nent, not only in having muscles proper to
man, but we shall find that he also possesses
the peculiarities of two great classes of the
lower animals, having the muscles which are
characteristic of both these classes combined
in his face.
To understand what follows, it is not nec
essary for the reader to know more of the
structure of muscles than that they are form
ed of distinct packets of fibres; that the
extremities are called their origins and inser
tions ; the fixed extremity attached generally
there

1.
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to some point

"Frons hominis trinitlw, hllaritatls,
tatis. Index est,"

The

It

eye is the

dementia?, scvcrl-

Ptlny.

chief feature of expression.

takes a thousand

shades from the relations

is

is

a

The forehead is, more than any other part
characteristic of the human countenance.
It
is the seat of thought, a tablet where every
emotion is distinctly impressed ; and the eye
brow is the moveable type for this fair page.

as in surprise
we meant to say, "
must
or doubt; or as
look further into this."
The muscle which closes the eyelids
We shall
the orbicularis paljichrarum (b).
Its
divide this muscle into three parts.
fibers surround the eye, being spread in cir
cular direction upon the margin of the orbit

I

AND

The stronger portion encir
cling the orbit shuts the eyelids with that
felt when something
spasmodic force which
thrown into the eye. The paler
irritating
and more delicate fibers, which lie more im
and the eyelids.

is

FOREHEAD

the occipito frontalis

if

OF THE
EYEBROW.

of

to raise or arch the eyebrow,

is

MUSCLES

the frontal portion

2.

OF TIIE

Fio. 6. Anatomy or the Eye.

mediately

upon

the eyelids, gently close the

in winking or in sleep. A third set
eye
situated directly on the margins
of fibers
is

as

is

is

It the outer and stronger
of the eyelids.*
circle which draws down the eyebrow and

of the occipito frontalis.
properly
part
The.third muscle (c)
termed the descending slip
of the first, and
descends on
of the occipito frontalis. As
a

it

is

3.

is

the direct opponent

the side

of

the nose to be attached

peace, or the bended bow of discord."

It

arises from

the frontal bone, where

the corrugalor

snper-

point of
joins the bones of

the lowest

it

The next muscle
(d).

it

;

a

it

has

is

4.

itself

an eloquent index of the mind. Some one
has called the eyebrow " the rainbow of

cilii

For the actions of these different portions of the
genernl muscle, see the author's "I'ractical Essays,"
on Squinting.
Part
*

that dark arch which surmounts

it,

the surrounding parts ; and the eyebrow,
is

of

Muscles or the Forehead *sn Eyebrow.

I.

Fro. 5.

to the

different effect from the great
draws down the in
er part of the muscle
ner extremity of the eyebrow.

bridge,

ITS ANATOMY

EXPRESSION
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of

the nose, and running, obliquely upward, is

beauty, but necessary to it.

into the skin under the eyebrow.
The two muscles acting together knit the

eagle, even of the ox, is familiar in the sim-

inserted

These

eyebrows.
forehead

In
there

muscles

of

eye

the

the

and eyebrows.

the arched

minated

are the

The

and polished forehead,

by the distinct line

of

ter

the eyebrow,

capacity for indicating
The lines drawn here often

is an especial

human thought.

meaning of a high character to motions
of the features in the lower part of the face
which would otherwise express mere animal
activity. And it is not a fleshy brow that is
The fullness of
best adapted for expression.
and around the eyes which
the forehead
give

the artists
combined

and poets
to give to

Hercules, conveys the

idea of dull, brutal
strength and a lower
ing expression ; while
the forehead of the
thin,
may

student,
pale
intelli
evince

gence or elevation
Fio. 7. A Modern Gladi
ator.

of

thought.
The levator palpetras

superioris,

muscle which raises the upper eyelid

the

and is

of the orbicularis, arises deep
within the orbit, and is attached in front to
the cartilage which gives form and firmness
an opponent

Fio. 8. Fine Eyes.
iles of poets,
The Arab expresses his idea
of a woman's beauty, by saying, that she has
the eye of the gazelle ; it is the burden of
their songs.
The timidity, gentleness, and
innocent fear, in the eye of the deer tribe,
are compared with the modesty of a young
girl. " Let her be as the loving hind and
In the eye we look for mean
pleasant roe."
ing, for human sentiment, for reproof.*
Do architects study enough, when arranging
the masses of their buildings for effect, how
the shadows will fall ? The statuary, at all
" The eye ought to be sunk,"
events, must.
says

Winkleman.t

Yes,

relatively to the

to the upper eyelid.

There are also within the orbit six other
muscles which are inserted into the eyeball.
Their action is a subject of high interest, to
I
discuss which would require a volume.
must limit myself to the question of the ex
pression of the eye, referring the reader for
more ample illustrations to those memoirs
which treat of the subserviency of the mus
cles to vision, and of their action in cleaning
the cornea and protecting the organ.*
OP THE EXPRESSION

OF THE nUMAN

EVE.

eye is the most lively feature in the
countenance ; the first of our senses to awake,

The

It is indica
and the last to cease motion.
tive of the higher and the holier emotions
of all those feelings which distinguish man
from the brutes.
A large eye is not only consistent with
See the
BridRcwater

" Nervous

System," 4th edition, page 145;
Treatise on the Hand," 4th edition, p. 389.

Fio. 9.

Fio. 10.

but not in reference to the face.
It
That would give a very mean expression.
forehead,

is the strong

shadow produced by the pro
jecting eyebrow which gives powerful effect
to the eye in sculpture.
We have said that the eye indicates the
holier emotions.
In all stages of society and
in every clime the posture and expression of
reverence have been the same.
The works
of the great masters who have represented
the more sublime passions of man may be ad
duced

as evidences : by the upturned

dircc-

* ' I gave him," Bald Dr. Parr, " the chastisement of
my eye."
t " Am tftcs Idcales, les yenx sont tonjours plus en
folio'--, qn'ils nc lc sont en general dans la nature."
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tion of the
feature

eyes and a correspondence of
and attitude they address us in lan

guage intelligible to all mankind.
ble

posture

whether

and

raised

The hum

[JtTlTK,

Although the savage docs not always dis
tinguish God from the heavens above him,
this direction of the eye would appear to be

are natural,

eyes

in the darkened chamber or under

the open vault of heaven.
On first consideration, it seems merely con
sistent that when pious thoughts prevail
man should turn his eyes from things earth
ly to the purer objects above. But there is

for this which is every way worthy
When subject to particular in
fluences, the natural position of the eyeball
is to be directed upward.
In sleep, languor,
and depression, or when affected with strong
a reason

of attention.

emotions, the eyes naturally and insensibly
roll upward. The action is not a voluntary
one ; it is irresistible.
Hence in reverence,
in devotion, in agony of mind, in all senti
ments of pity, in bodily pain with fear of
death, the eyes assume that position.
Let us explain by what muscles the eyes
are so revolved.
There are two sets of mus
cles which govern the motions of the eyeball.
Four straight muscles, attached at cardinal
points, by combining their action, move it
in every direction required for vision ; and
these muscles are subject to the will.
When
the straight muscles, from weariness or ex
haustion, cease to guide the eye, two other
muscles operate to roll it upward under the
eyelid : these are the oblique muscles.

Ac

cordingly, in sleep, in fainting, in approach
ing death, when the four voluntary muscles
resign their action, and insensibility creeps
over the retina, the

oblique muscles prevail,

and the pupil is revolved,
only the white of the eye.

so as to expose
It is so far con

solatory to reflect, that the apparent agony
indicated by this direction of the eyes, in
fainting or the approach of death, is the
effect of encroaching
of ob
insensibility
jects impressed on the nerve of vision being
no longer perceived.

We thus
feelings,

Bee

that when wrapt in devotional

and when outward impressions

unheeded, the eyes

are raised

are

by an action

It is by this
neither taught nor acquired.
instinctive motion we are led to bow with
humility, to look upward in prayer, and to re
gard the visible heavens as the seat of God.
"Prayer is the upward glancing of the eye,
When none but God is near."

Fig. 11. Praykuful.

of the universal belief that the
Being has his throne above. The
idolatrous negro in praying for rice and yams,
or that he may be active and swift, lifts up
his eyes to the canopy of the sky.* So, in
intercourse with God, although we are taught
that our globe is ever revolving : though
that the Almighty is
religion inculcates
everywhere, yet, under the influence of this
position of the eye, which is no doubt de
signed for a purpose, we seek Him on high.
" I will lift
up mine eyes unto the hills from
the source
Supreme

whence cometh my help." t

how this property of our bodily
our opinions and be
lief our conceptions of the Deity, our re
ligious observances, our poetry, and daily
See, then,

frame

has influenced

habits.

Although the geologist may think that the
in the Scriptures of the formation
of the earth is contradicted by his theories,
we perceive in our present investigation a
strict agreement in man's inmost structure
with the book of life ; and we may say with
account

* Barbot : " Description or Guinea."
t The same influence which thus induces a posture of
the body in accommodation to the eye makes the atti
tude of stooping the sign of supplication, of obeisance,
"And Araunah looked
and courtesy among all nations.
and saw the king and his servants coming on toward
him; and Arannah went out, and bowed himself befors
So, Abrahamthe king, on hiB face upon the ground."
"And he lift up his eyes and looked, and lo, three men
stood by him ; and when he saw them he ran to meet
them from the tent door, and bowed himself toward the
ground."
The Mohammedans, in acts of devotion, cross their
hands on their bosom and Incline the head.

Queen Louisa of Prussia.

of the eyelids, and wrinkling of the
surrounding skin, and twinkling of the eye
in hearty laughter.
state

" If we separate the eyelids of a child to examine the
ye, while it cries and struggles with passion, by taking
off the natural support to the vascular system of the eye,
and the means of guarding it against the rush of blood
then occurring, the conjunctiva becomes suddenly filled
with blood, and the eyelids everted."
p. ITS.

Nenout Syttem,

and preserve the eyes from closing.

Hogarth

has very happily caught this hanging of the
eyelid, with the effort in the muscles of the
to prevent it from actually falling.
The peculiar expression may be thus ex
In the stupor of inebriation, the
plained.
of the eyeball resign their
muscles
voluntary
action to the oblique muscles, which, as we
have seen, instinctively revolve the eye up
ward when insensibility comes on: at the
same time the muscle which elevates the up
per lid yields, in sympathy with the oblique
muscles, to the action of the orbicularis
which closes the eyes, and the eyelid drops.
The condition
in short, the same as that
of falling asleep, when the eyeball revolves
as the lids close.
It
the struggle of the
drunkard to resist, with his half-conscious
forehead

is

The orbicularis muscle of the eyelids acts
powerfully in certain kinds of expression. In
laughing and crying, the outer circle of this
muscle, as it contracts, gathers up the skin
about the eye ; and at the same time it com
A new interest is given
presses the eyeball.
to the subject when we inquire into the ob
It has a distinct
ject of that compression.
relation to the circulation of the blood within
the eye.
During every violent act of expira
tion, whether in hearty laughter, weeping,
coughing, or sneezing, the eyeball is firmly
compressed by the fibers of the orbicularis ;
and this is a provision for supporting and
defending the vascular system of the interior
of the eye from a retrograde impulse com
municated to the blood in the veins at that
When we contract the chest and ex
time.
air, there is a retardation of the
the
pel
blood in the veins of the neck and head ;
and in the more powerful acts of expulsion
the blood not only distends the vessels, but
is even regurgitated into the minute branch
Were the eye not properly compressed
es.
at that time, and a resistance given to the
shock, irreparable injury might be inflicted
on the delicate textures of the interior of the
eye.* Hence we see a reason for the closed

of
disposition to squint, and to see double,
and a forcible elevation of the eyebrow to
counteract the dropping of the upper eyelid,
the drunkard, there is a heaviness

efforts, the rapid
to preserve

turning up of the

under the control

eye, and

of the volun

that makes him see objects
strive, by arching his eye
to
the
brows,
upper lid from descend
keep
The puzzled appearance which this
ing.
gives rise to, along with the relaxation of
the lower part of the face, and the slight
tary

muscles,

distorted, and

paralytic obliquity of the mouth, complete
the degrading expression.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

QUEEN LOUISA

OF PRUSSIA.

of Frederick
the Queen-Consort
and mother of the present

LOUISA,
William III.,

King of Prussia, was born March 10, 177G, al
Hanover, where her father, the Duke of Meck
lenburg Strelitz and brother of Queen Char
lotte, consort of George III. of England, was
then commandant.
In May, 1782, when Louisa
was only in her seventh year, she experienced
her first trial, the death of her careful and
affectionate mother.
Soon after this lament
able occurrence, to soften the bitterness of his
with h\n
domestic associations, the Duke,

children, removed
to reside in the ad
In the fall of
jacent palace of Herrenhausen.
second marriage, with
1784 he contracted
the Princess Charlotte, the sister of his late
wife. The fostering care of this beloved 6tep
family of several young
from the town of Hanover
a

minds, is to be directed.

In

eye, a

is,

Kepler, that man should not resign his nat
ural feelings and thoughts in pursuit of phil" but that lifting
sophy,
up his natural eyes,
with which alone he can see, he should from
his own heart pour himself out in worship to
the Creator, being certain that he gives no
less worship to God than the astronomer."
By this physical conformation, combined
with our highest quality of mind, we are led
The design
to the expression of devotion.
of man's being was that he might praise and
Gratitude is the debt of
honor his Maker.
our nature, and in this property of the eye
there is pointed out to us how that gratitude,
which is the distinguishing character of our

it
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mother was not long enjoyed ; for early in the
winter of 1785 death demanded
her also as

victim from this illustrious family.
The now twice-widowed husband resigned the
Hanoverian service and returned with all his
Louisa and her sister,
family to Darmstadt.
Fred erica, were there placed in the charge of
their maternal grandmother, the Landgravine
of Hesse-Darmstadt, by whom they were care
fully educated.
Romantic
tours and journeys on frequent
occasions gave diversity
to the liie of the
another

[Junk,

of Prussia, Frederick "William II., with his two
sons, the Crown Prince and Prince Louis, took
the field, and with his division of the army
drove the French from Frankfort and made
that city his headquarters, in December, 1792.

The next spring, the Landgravine of Hessewith her granddaughters, Louisa

Darmstadt,

and Frederica,

had

occasion

to pass through

Frankfort on their way home.

They stopped,
however, for a short time in the city, and were
to be introduced to the king and take their de
parture the same evening, after the termina-

POKTRAIT OP QUEEN LOUISA

OF

PRUSSIA.

to enlarge her
young princess, contributed
mind with much information of general utility,
enabled her to acquire considerable knowledge
of character, and at the same time developed

tionof the performance at the theater; but the
king caused the two young princesses to be
invited to supper, which invitation was ac
cepted. At the first glance, the Crown Prince

her notable power of conciliation and of ren
dering happy all who approached her.
The following curious circumstances brought
the Crown Prince of Prussia and his future

was irresistibly attracted by the loveliness
the young Princess Louisa.

consort into personal contact:
The German States, soon after the outbreak

of the French Revolution, united to resist the
encroachments of the French, and the King

In April,

1793,

of

shortly after this interview,

they were betrothed ; and on the day before
Christmas of the same year were married,
amid great festivities, at Berlin. Their union
was one of mutual affection, and productive of
much conjugal happiness.

THE CHINESE IN THE PHILIPPINES.
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On his father's death, the Crown Prince,
with his consort, were called to the privileges
The queen admir
and dutie s of the throne.
ably fulfilled all the duties of her high station
as

well

as

those of wife

and mother.

Her
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sit almost without a kingdom.
Silesia was,
however, restored on the intercession of the
queen, and this, with the provinces on the
right bank of the Elbe, was all that remained
to Prussia.

beauty, her grace, her benevolent and lofty
character attracted the hearts of all, and her
goodness won the confidence of the nation.

Queen Louisa, on the 16th July, 1810, was
seized with what proved to be her last illness,
an abscess on the lungs, and died shortly after

The violation of Prussian territory by Na
poleon, and his increasing arrogance toward
Prussia, led to war. The queen, popular and
beloved by all classes, exerted strong influence
in the country in opposition to the French

ward.
On the 23d

Emperor,

and

on that

account

she

became

She followed her
specially obnoxious to him.
husband into the camp, and the battle of Jena
had commenced before she returned to Berlin.
The fatal defeat which he sustained at Jena
prostrated the Prussian monarchy, and wrung
the heart of the queen with bitter grief. Blow
followed blow, and the depth of humiliation
was readied by Prussia when, after the battle

of Friedland, Frederick William reached Til

of December, 1810, the anni
versary of the day on which Louisa of Strelitz
entered Berlin as a bride, her corpse was con
signed to its final resting-place at Charlotten-

In

burg.

1840 her husband

was laid

by her

side.

In

the character of Queen Louisa, as has
"
Germany saw its best self
personified, love of liberty and country, pleas
ure in domestic and family life, taste for
been remarked,

poetry, deep and pious gratitude for all the
This may account for the high
gifts of God."
veneration

in which her name and memory

are still held throughout

the Fatherland.

^jjarhmnt of ^fhnologg.
TrueChristianitywill gainby everystepwhich1*madeIn theknowledge
of man. Spunktim,

THE CHINESE IN THE

PHILIPPINES.

BY CAPT. N. W. BECKW'ITII (SAUTES.)

IV.

account of the Philippine Islands, how
could be deemed fair with
out some notice of their Chinese residents

ment; for the "Celestials" are wiser than we,
and utilize with care and intelligence every
atom of what we denominate " waste,"
sewer

already the most indispensable portion of the
population, and every day increasing in im
portance.

age

~^T~0
-Li
ever concise,

If we gauge the general prosperity of any
commonwealth by the searching test of the
cheapness with which it affords the necessaries
of life to its citizens, then is China by far the
most surpassingly prosperous in the whole fam
ily of nations. For in her markets the masses
feed and clothe themselves belter than the la
borers of any other division of the Eastern
Hemisphere, at an average monthly rate of
This astonishing
eighty-seven cents per head*
economy is a result due, first, to her unparal
leled agricultural system, and the co-existing,
co-extending pisciculture which is everywhere
made its concomitant, or, rather, its comple*

It

may aid the reader's conceptions to remember that
the Chinese " cash " their only actual coin Is the equiv
alent or $0.00.1.

of every description, etc. for manures ;
hence every harbor, lake, river, stream, canal,
and even ditch, holds pure and unpolluted wa
ter, and no obstacle exists to the propagation

of fish, or the growth of the edible water-plants
which every Chinese farmer raises in profusion,
converting their water-courses into practical
aquaria.
Secondly, the unequaled thorough
ness and completeness of her means of commu
nication

the vast and closely-interwoven

net

of which covers the smiling face of the Flow
ery Kingdom like a veil of lace-work, and
ramifies to the most remote nooks and corners
so that the pro
ducer is always the near neighbor of some
market for his surplus silk, cotton, rice, fish,

of the whole giant empire;

what notl And, lastly, to the
fruit
schools and compulsory education, which
her Government has maintained for centuries,

fowls,
free

by which the intelligence

of her population
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it

and providence, which give him a decided ad
Therefore, as with his European
vantage.
fellow, the offer of increased wages is an allure
ment, powerful in proportion to its excess of

necessarily follows that the purchasing power
of capital is enhanced beyond all comparison,
and the money value of labor, like that of any

But he is more cautious than the European.
He likes to provide against the possibility of

has been trained and developed up to the point
of devising and maintaining these unique advan tagcs.

Where the cost of subsistence

is so cheap,

purchasable commodity, becomes correspond
ingly reduced j hence, in China we find that
wages also have settled to a figure far below
the lowest conceptions of the Western labor
er,* yet it is always in excess of the necessary
expenditure for living to about the same pro
portion as is realized by the latter; and herein
we see a living demonstration of the fallacy of
that

peniicious
sophistry
themselves and

persuade

"

"

with which many
their

are an indication
high wages
ing common weal.

Absolutely the condition

fellows

that

of a progress

of the Chinese la

borer is about the same as that of the laborer
of any other country in prosperous times. He
holds about the same chances for amassing a
competence, and no more, if we leave out of
consideration his superior habits of steadiness

In the " treaty ports," where the exigencies of the
Western commerce are often producing sudden and press
ing demands for labor, wages rule far above the Pteady
rales common to the empire. A domestic obtains from
three to four dollan* per month, out of which he clothes
himself ; an out-door laborer
"coolie" who fci-de,
lodges, and clothes himself, sometimes obtains forty
cents per day (Sundays excepted); and a skillful mccluujic
perhaps ten cents more. Such case?, however, are ab
normal, occasioned entirely by local and often ephemeral
causes, and are so frequently interrupted by depressions
as to make it difficult to ascertain a safe average. The
" Httiwpan-pigeon " gives doubtless the best indication
of what that is. A sampan "is a large boat, thoroughly
well built and equipped, fast sailing and rowing, and
the particular claimsof which I am speaking two-masted
ill rig. is manned by five or six adults, both sexes, who
live exclusively on board, as well as the family, usually
anything but a small one, of the owner, who is also the
commander. The hire of one of these boats and her
whole personnel, in Hong Kong, for example, remains
duriug all the fluctuations of the labor market ashore at
the one steady fixed rate from 1864 to 1867 the writer
can vouch for it from actual experience of seventy-Jive
cents per day. Out of this the owner pays and subsists
his crew, rears his family, keeps his boat in complete
order, repair, cleanliness, and decoration oftentimes at
the close of an engagement making his employer a
cumshaw" besides the annual cost of licensing, etc,
and yet lays by more than a bare competence; for he is
generally able to dower a daughter on her marriage, and
not anfrequently can afford to " set up " a son, when he
becomes competent, with a new " sampan " all her
" tackle, apparel, and furniture," as the charter party
phraseology hath it, complete. Yet such a craft, with
her marvelous intricacies of internal arrangement and
accommodation, could not be produced in New York for
less than $GjO to $700.

the customary rates; this is why he emigrates.

bad treatment when away from home ; he does
not know what may be the cost of subsistence

in this foreign land, therefore he requires the
items of food and clothing to be assured to him
also; and, above all, must be made certain of
return to the Land of Flowers.
These and other such stipulations assume the
form of n written contract* for periods varying

his eventual

from

five to eight years, and rates ranging
from two and a-half to four dollars per month;
this is how he emigrates. But the sum of his
earnings will be, in China, tenfold the value it
represents in the inflated markets of the Fanqui ; hence, however he may prolong his ab
sence, be it to quadruple the period originally
contracted for in the pursuit of more riches,
either by labor, trade, or speculation
home.
ultimate is always

In

his grand

all this we have the key to the grand
exodus which will characterise
this

Chinese

as yet it is nothing.
The
although
knowledge of the, to them immense, wages
to be earned in foreign lands, is as yet confined
to the comparative sprinkling, at a few points
along the coast, of those who feci the influence

age

But when that knowl
it is fast doing, throughout
the length and breadth of the land, stirring up
its toiling hundreds of millions with that ad
venturous spirit which is the precise analogue
of the overmastering impulse which attains

of Western intercourse.
edge penetrates, as

historic importance in our own gold-seeking
" rushes " and " fevers," then will our statesmen
find themselves confronted with a phenome
non, for which, not alone all American, but all
European history also, affords neither prece
In the Gothic emigration
dent nor parallel.
across the Danube, during the ill-omened reign

of Valens, impelled by those "all-destroying
Huns," who in their turn were fugitives before
the victorious generals of the Chinese Empire
as its ancient records abundantly prove
is
to be found the nearest approach to a resem
blance; and there arc chapters in that famous

story not all devoid of instruction

for the Arncr-

* This particular does not now generally apply to tha
Philippine immigrant; intercourse and proximity have
perfected his knowledge of the country, and he knows
how he can manage there.
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Neverthe
ican politician in this connection.
less, a widely different policy not alone from
that in which the Roman emperor so disas
trously failed, but from any that he might have
devised appropriate for the treatment of a semiis indicated for
nation of soldiers
the proper management of the vast, civilized,
industrial invasion soon to sweep upon the
Pacific shore. It will be well if we are warned
and wise in time ; for according as it is gov

barbarous

the social antipathies
alike.

Their number
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of Spaniard and Tagal
now is not far from

ninety thousand, having oscillated about that
figure for the last decade, in consequence of the
wretched policy of the colonial government,
which aims at regulating their proportion to
the native population solely with reference
its own political ends; and, for the present
least, its object is attained by encouraging
more fresh arrivals than what are sufficient

to
at
no
to

erned, it means utter ruin or unexampled pros
and between these two
perity and power
Its coming is
there lies no middle course.

fill up the deficit caused by those who return.
Political non-participation
the Ciiinaman
everywhere observes as a matter of course as,

simply inevitable ! By thousands and tens of
thousands there are even now outpouring upon
the Philippines, Singapore, and the straits set

indeed, is to be expected from his peculiarly
non-meddlesome character and disposition, as
well as from the lack of interest he must feel

tlements, Java, Peru, California,

who intends but a temporary residence only,
not a home; but the Philippine Government
makes this assurance doubly sure by a law o

Australia,

and

around the Cape of Good Hope, into the Span
ish, French, and British West Indies, and Gui
ana ; yet these swarms are not even the van
guard of the myriads which a few years more
will seud forth. Wherever these pioneers have
of trade,
gone, large and rapid expansions
caused by the vigorous impulse which they
communicate to the various industries, have
immediately followed.
The return of these, and their display of the
which
for such it will prove in China
wealth
they acquired in the "unknown land of the
" that is
red-faced men," is the " little leaven
fast leavening the whole mass of the Mongolian
whose aggregate is above
industrial
classes,
five hundred millions !
The mere anticipation
movement

of such a tremendous
But our fields are
is staggering.

ample. On their vast and fertile expanses the
enormous wave of Asiatic emigration may ex
pend its forces with the most blessed results,
if only timely wisdom sway the national coun
"
cils. That unreal mockery, the heathen Chi
nee," which hffrights the feeble sonls of many
would-be statesmen, must be exorcised, and its
"
place filled by a true conception of the com
ing man," whose intelligence, skill, self-help
fulness, prudence, steadiness, docility, and in
domitable continuity, make him above all other
races the nearest to a realization of the ideally
perfect artisan.
During the supremacy of the Company of
the Philippines, Chinese, as well as all other
foreigners, were jealously excluded from the
possessions in the East; and many
yeara elapsed after its abolition in 1834, al
though the legal barriers were overthrown
along with the monopoly in whose interests
Spanish

they were erected, ere any number introduced
themselves upon these islands, so strong were

Not content with so
positive disqualification.
much, it proceeds to the careful consideration
of the paramount question, viz., how much he
can be made to contribute to the exchequer,
which, as we have heretofore seen, is ever a
clamoring inanity, and burdens him with pass
ports, fines, taxes, licenses, and manifold en
tanglements of sealing-wax and red-tape, to
on
gether with imposts and "benevolences"
behalf of the Church.
Something of these
last, however, he may escape by a renunciation
of Buddha or Koon-fu-tsze, a docking of his
when he will become
tail, and a baptism,
pelted by the priest, and, to a certain extent,
looked on with a forgiving eye by the authori
ties.
All these exactions the still irrepressible
Fo-khee bears with imperturbable
patience,
"
good-naturedly
rubbing along," and contriv
ing to add dollar to dollar, maugrc all the
"
squeeze-pigeon," as he emphatically distin
guishes the collective enactments by virtue of
which money, and yet more money, is extorted
from him.
Dreaded by the Tagals, despised by the Span
iards, persecuted by the Church, plundered by
the State, and persistently slandered by every
body, he is yet as indispensable an element in
the body politic as was his prototype, the much
oppressed Jew of the middle ages.
Already
be has become almost the sole depository of
the specie of the country, and its internal com
merce is exclusively in his hands, as well as all
the industries of the capital and other centers
of trade, generally speaking, where are now
found

no other

while,

as

mechanics or shop-keepers ;
previously hinted, the Government
finds him of vital importance as a means of

maintaining that balance of opposing interests
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which

of its own existence

is the condition

; l

position well paralleled by that of the monkeyjudge in the fable "in re" the feline claimants

of the spoliated

However, despite its
is
the native jealousy
adroit manipulations,
waning rapidly ; marriages between Chinamen
and Tagal women have become common
a
cheese.

natural consequence of its self-stultifying policy
in prohibiting the immigration of Chinese
and a new variety of the genu* homo,
women
has be
the Chino-Tagal, or Tegalo-Mongol,
come of sufficient importance to merit a place
among the other innumerable products of mis-

signia of a kwan, according to the style of the
ante-Mantchoo regime; and hence, as maybe
inferred from that, and although in some meas
ure treated by the Philippine Government as
a consul-general, he has neither the accredita
tion nor the usual immunities which pertain to

that important station.

In point of fact, although it may appear
somewhat remarkable, this little colony within
a pure
a colony is, in its civil organization,
All its officers are elective, and
democracy.
hold their seats for stated periods, while the
" feller-citi
suffrage prepare for a surprise,
and uncircumscribed
is Educational!
zens,"
in aught else, not even in point of age, for a
child might vote if found possessed of the need
ful attainments.

Whether because the management of their
own proper affairs is thus relegated entirely to
themselves, or from their characteristic pains
taking to avoid all offence-giving,* or both, the
Fo-khee is a model citizen. No one ever hears
of a misbehaving Chinaman. No Wang, Ching,
Yap, or Choy, which are apparently Celestial
equivalents for Smith, Brown, Jones, and Rob
inson,
list.

ever figure

Enter

a

in police report or prison
when you will, but

"tribunal"

among the many shades and types of humanity
there present, you shall never chance upon a
" child of Fo-hi " except, indeed, among the
Fio. 1. The "Kwan" of Manilla.
cegenation on the already formidable rolls of
Meantime, the millions of
the ethnologist.
non-producing acres of the uncqualcd Philip
pine soil, which the Chinese, cither by his own
proper hand or through his civilizing influence
upon the Tagal, would quickly render useful
to mankind, remain, because of the exclusive

policy of the powers that be, howling wilder
nesses of forest and swamp, or jungle, wherein
the savage Negrito and Igorrota hunt or fight.
The political status of the Chinese in the
Philippines is unique. It forms in itself a lit
tle Suite which regulates its own internal af
"
"
as its head a
cut),*
Capitan
(see
by the Spaniards, but
whom his own people name by the distin
guished title Kwan; for which the Portuguese
have given us the much misapplied equiva
lent, mandarin (from mandar, to command),
fairs, having
as

he is

denominated

and which
changeably

the Cantonese

frequently

use inter

with their own proper word.

always appears, officially,
* From a photographic
bent in 1805-66.

He

in the dress and in-

likeness of the actual incum

* It would doubtless amuse a Chinaman could he know
that I have employed this cumbrous and awkward phrase
to convey the idea of a characteristic for which fie has
a proper name, familiar in his mouth as "household
Should he also be aware of the significance in
words."
sisted upon by us. as uttaching to the abttuce of certain
words in othtr languages, and couple it with the univer
sal Anglo-Saxon swash-bucklerism with which we swag
ger about "this narrow world," he might deal us such a
coup de maitrt with our own favorite club as would stnu
if that be possible t No
our smirking self-complacency
man can sec much of the genuine C'hiuese. at home or
abroad, without being Impressed, first, by a quality
"
which may be very well conveyed by the term self-help
fulness;" and, next, by the characteristic alluded to in
It i» not mere " tact," though on a short ac
the text.
quaintance it might be, and, indeed, continually Is set
down for that but something higher, born of the teach
ings of their Koon-fu-tsze when he stamped his golden
rule upon the mind and life of his people: "//< who it
consdtnlious, and who feds toward others the same senti
ments he has for himself, is not far from the taou. What
he does not wish should be done to him, let not himself do
toothers" With this great maxim, far more active in
his being than Christians keep the corresponding injunc
tion of their Master, the Chinaman works its negativeness into his daily life and intercourse with men, and
His is the conduct enjoined upon the Apostles
refrains.
"
Be ye wise as serpents and harmless as dores," and

the quality Implied In that mandate is precisely that of
which I would convey the idea, for lack of a suitable
name, by the words above.
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noisy crowd of spectators there may perhaps
be one, as much conspicuous for his grave and
quiet deportment as for his shaven head, shin

ing queue, and indescribable

neatness of Unit

Some keen-eyed philosophic observ
er he, who lias taken a leisure hour to note the
" administers
manner in which the " Fan-qui

ensemble.
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them the grimmest and most uncompromising

of combatants. These are the much-be-slobbered " victims" upon whom universal ExeterHall-ism has been wasting its immitigable tears
and perennially gushing sympathies.
Owing to their contiguity to China, which
obviates the necessity for intending

immigrants

bis law and justice; and, since he can judge
only from what he sees, we ought to bear

with him, in all Christian consideration,
he honestly refuses to believe in the
wisdom and authority of our lawgiver.
It must not be concluded, however, that

when

China furnishes no quota to the large class
of Us miserable* to be found in these islands.
I have elsewhere labored to explain what
are the exceptions to the general rule of
good conduct observed by the Chinese in
many countries ; how that from the south
ern coast of China, and the outlying islands,
come a fierce and truculent race, not Chi
nese, any more than are the Okhotskese,

or

Don Cossacks, though, like them, a division
of the great Mongolian family, and diverg
ing quite as widely in language, manners,

I

religion, and physique as do many of our
The same who,
differing Aryan branches.
con>tantly warring with the Chinese proper,
send forlh those swarms of blood-thirsty
buccaneers for which
bears unenviable

the China Sea

repute;

still

Fio. i.

the same who,

mingling surreptitiously

among the honest emi
better to conceal their treacherous

grants, the
intentions,

"

cause

or mutinies

"

those appalling
revolts
on board "coolie-ships,"
anent

which the papers lie so miraculously
frequent
ly contriving witli much cunning, when unsuc
cessful, to throw
innocen'

the whole

companions;

blame upon their
but who, often failing of

their intended capture,

are carried away to the
foreign land where they had never intended
to go, and compelled to fulfill the terms of the
contract, which they signed only for the pur

their
pose of gaining admission to the ship
To these wolves caught
contemplated prize.
in their own toils, the years of labor which the
Chinaman

a punishment worse
Death, indeed, is no punishment

seeks, constitute

than death.

to a transmigratiouist ; nor are the wages of
honest toil any consideration in the eyes of a
gentleman-freebooter, while work itself means
the last and lowest degradation;
hence fre
quent attempts to escape, desperate treacheries,
where they are
conspiracies
bloodily-planned

in sufficient

numbers
often followed by de
spair and suicide, always so easy under their
which also makes
strange notions of the future

Caki'entkrs at Work.

Chinese

to organize into special expeditions, and there
fore tends to preclude opportunity for the Ladrone's "pigeon," the Philippines long re
mained

almost absolutely exempt
malefic presence and machinations.

from

bis

But with

the increasing commercial
prosperity of later
years came increasing chances for the exercise
of his peculiar gift. Junks of emigrating Chin-

chew men, not alone for the Spanish colonies,
but for Singapore, Borneo, Java, or Banca, be
gan to be the especial objects of his cupidity.
The alarmed emigrants sought passages in
European

vessels,

essarily so much

although
greater

the rates were nec
that oftentimes

the
poorer class were compelled to enter into an
arrangement by which the payment was effect
ed after arrival out of their earnings ; thus be

"

gan the system of
deck-passages," now so
familiar to every visitor of the China Sea.
Thither the Ladronc followed, incog., after a
few sharp encounters at sea had taught him
that the ship of the Fan-qui was by no means
so easy and certain a capture as the junk of the

unwarlike Fo-khee,
hinted at.

with the results already
Canton, also, lent a hand to vitiate

the out-going

stream,

Canton,

the far-fallen,
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once the glorious

" Wu-ching-nan," * but now

and wholly corrupt; throughout
the whole empire (of which, alas! the world
has too hastily judged from the specimen this

halt

ladroTiized

greatest and wickedest of seaports presents,) a
proverb of profiigncy, venality, and disorder,
wallowing in dissipation and crime, retro
graded to a condition of ignorance unparalleled
in the "Great Central Flowery Land" since
the far-off time when Hwang-tee destroyed the
records and books, yet withal one of the gay
est of capitals ; Canton sent forth a modicum
of her choice spirits, swindlers, gamblers,
thieves, and other interesting samples of her

"

But these gentry fell upon evil days.
fancy."
Their steady countrymen knew them of old
to be deceived by false appearances
and watched them with the
The kwan sought
sleepless eye of suspicion.
and obtained permission
from the Colonial
Government to organize a Chinese police, tak

[June,

This chain-gang embracing all the convicts
ever publicly seen about the capital, travelers,
who fail to use their tongues, are apt to con
clude that, with the exception of a weekly or
fortnightly native malefactor or two, " worked
off" on the Calisada by the garotte, during the
morning early to the braying of martial music,
of regiments of foot, and
countermarching
powdering hand-gallop of cavalry, and general
display before the eyes of the dusky million of
the grand things military, the only bad char
acters ever known in this happy land are Chi
namen. But the "inquiring genius" is not
long in discovering that the Philippine Gov
ernment maintains on the south side of Min
danao, in the Straits of Bassilan, a penal sta

too well

tion, named Samboangan or Zamboangan, the

or protestations,

population

ing upon himself and his coadjutors the whole
responsibility of dealing with this peccant in
filtration ; and zealously enjoined them, in the
language of honest Dogberry, but with better
" to comprehend all vagrom
discrimination,
men."

All

of which is over eight thousand,
guarded by a fortress on land and gunboats by
sea, leaving open, however, one outlet, that
which leads to the vast unknown interior,
swarming with savages of the Igorrota type,
but more dreadful, whom the Spaniards signifi
Thither are sent all culprits
cantly call Morof..
not of the Mongolian race.

convicts were handed over to the

Colonial authority, which reserved to itself the
usually de
right to inflict the punishments
and thus the
or the chain-gang;
Celestial community was, and is, kept thor
oughly weeded of all dissolute and dangerous
members, and its unimpeachably good general
portation

This
character vindicated and maintained.
chain-gang, numbering in the neighborhood
of two hundred, labors for the public benefit
on roads, bridges, government buildings, etc.,
etc., and may be observed an}' fine day in

WALKING.

AS

a

nation we love

to

ride.

Steam

all sorts of ve
hides have quite taken us off our feet. Old
men lead and young men follow, in patroniz
Both in a
ing fast horses and fast hobbies.
cars, horse

cars, and

of the lids of that organ, which, notwithstand

moral and physical sense we need to do more
walking. In the city, after attempting to
swallow both a breakfast and the morning
news, a rush is made for the cars. After wait
ing for them at the street corner and getting
chilled, the only place left is standing room
Having thawed
on the outside platform.
out by the hot office register, work is pushed
at express speed until it is time to take the
This ride morning and even
cars for homo.
ing is robbing many of one of the best sources
Try walking. The
of life and happiness.
the
muscles
may feel a little
first few days

ing the popular belief to the contrary, is rarely

sore but that

Manilla or its environs in scattered sections of

twenty to fifty strong; or the ear may detect
their proximity behind some high wall or in
some building or yard by the melancholy, un
ceasing cUnk of the fetters which link them
A group of these wretches is worthy
of study. One of the first peculiarities the ob
server notes is the almost invariable presence
of the " Tartar-eye," ». «., the oblique opening
together.

seen, and then but faintly marked, on the intel

ligent brow of the real
is the sign of unrefined
to be but few removes
gre the fact that their

Chinese, with whom it
Tartar blood, and held
from savageism ; mauderived
Mantcboorian

imperial dynasty bears it in typical perfection.
« The "Martial City of the South."

strength.

will

Instead

soon give place to greater
of a chill freezing the feet

and hands, the blood will circulate warmly
through every part of the body, and dyspep
tic symptoms will vanish before half a dozen
blocks are passed. Do not walk as if the po
Keep both eyes open
lice were after you.
of human
the
kaleidoscope
morning
and enjoy

Preachers and Preaching.
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life that is always to be seen on the streets of
the city. If possible, manage to meet some
pleasant. companion with whom you can in
terchange thoughts on the topics of the day.
"Walking and talking go well together.
As the result of this morning and evening
peaestrian exercise, a glow of health would
be seen where now the cheek is pale and sun
ken, the lungs would expand and the heart
grow cheery under the tonic of an abundance
of good fresh air. Are you ashamed to walk ?
The best men in the city are not.
The poet-editor, Bryant, in the enjoyment
of a hale and hearty old age, some time since
gave the reasons to which he attributed his
uniform health ; prominent among them was
his daily walk, in all sorts of weather, between
his home and place of business.
In traveling
for pleasure and improvement, both at home
Two
and abroad, we ought to walk more.
neighbors attempt the grand tour of Europe
in two or three months; the one who gets
himself on
home the soonest congratulates
having completed the trip a week in advance
of his friend. Very little idea can be form
ed of a country from the windows of a flying
express train, especially after a night passed
in a sleeping car. Give up large plans of
visiting every spot of interest in the countiy
within a vacation of a month, buy a knap
sack and staff and examine

points with leisurely care.

some particular
What yo aee on

||eparfaMil

of
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foot does not fade out of the memory like
the dream of a night.
The enjoyment of
travel is never measured by the number of
miles passed over or places visited. The best
lessons and thoughts are lost and distracted
In the
by a multitude of half-seen pictures.
country nothing can take the place of walk
ing. A man on his feet is free. He can do
as he wishes about keeping the beaten high
Instead of going round the mountain
way.
he can climb its sides and examine the rocks,
with the mosses and ferns and flowers, which
always grow most beautifully in such places.
Rest can be taken at any time, best of all at
the summit.
People who ride in the valley
have faint conceptions of the views enjoyed
by those who see the long trail of smoke left
in the wake of the swift-flying engine which
hurries on its way far below.
When old age
comes, and the stiffened limbs refuse to do us
service, we can afford to ride; but a young
man, in vigorous health, ought to take more
pride in good walking powers than in owning
fast horses.
The one insures firm health and
strength, the other often leads to fast living
on the road that ends in moral and physical
ruin.
[If one reside three, five, or ten miles from
his place of business, he must necessarily ride.
But we grant more walking than is the custom
would prove economical, healthful, instruct
ive, and promotive of long life. Ed.]
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PREACHERS AND PREACHING.
WARD BEECHER

HENRY

ON THE

STUDY OF HUMAN NATURE AS AN INDISPEN8ABLE
SCHOOL OP DIVINITY

MY

impression

is that preachers are quite

well acquainted with human nature
citizens, but
as the average of well-informed
far less than lawyers, or merchants, or teachers,
mean that, taking
or especially politicians.
our American clergy generally in their prac
tical relations with society, while on the one
as

I

hand they have shown themselves to be shrewd,
and if their separate
discreet, and sagacious

ELEMENT.

AT YALE COLLEGE.)

had lain in the conduct of affairs
socially, there would be but little to be criti
cized on the whole
yet as preachers they
functions

stand off toward the bottom of the list among
think that our
students of human nature.

I

is in danger, and in great danger,
of going under, and of working effectively only
among the relatively less informed and intelli
profession

gent

of

the community

;

of being

borne with

Phrenological Journal.

"

said,

PREACHER WISER
APOSTLES.

THAN

THE

" Are we wiser than the
apostles

if

I

I

?

?

should be ashamed
hope so.
we
were not. " Are we better preachers than they
" Yes, we ought to be better
were
preachers
in our time than they would be. They were

were

I

a

it

;

adapted to their times admirably but
think
would be as much
misappropriation
of
things to have brought down the arguments of

it

the apostles from Jerusalem to our times, as
would be to carry up all the scientific knowl
edge and all the developed political economy

is

a

is

"

?

it

;

It has and what has eighteen hun
dred years to show for
To-day
THREE-FOURTHS OF THE GLOBE ARK HEATHEN,
world

or but semi-civilized.
After eighteen hundred
years of pleaching of the faith, under the in
spiration of the living Spirit of God, how far

I

has Christianity gone in the amelioration of
the condition of the race?
think that one
of the most humiliating things that can be

a

and one of the things most
contemplated,
and which seems
savory to the skeptical,
the most likely to infuse
skeptical spirit into
to look at the pretensions of the men
men,
who boast of the progress of their work, and
then to look at their performances.
con

I

cede that there has been
a

a

great deal done, and
there has been
great deal of preparation
for more but
say that the torpors, the vast
retrocessions, the long lethargic periods, and

is

a

the wide degeneration of Christianity into
kind of ritualistic mummery and conventional
usage, show very plainly that the past history
of preaching Christianity
not to be our
We must find
model.
better mode of ad
ministration.
DIVINE

AND HUMAN.

We need to study human nature, in the first
the divine nature which we
place, because
are to interpret to men. Divine attribute cor
responds to our idea of human faculty.
The
terms are analogous.
You (jan not interpret
the divine nature except through some knowl
There are those who
edge of human nature.
believe that God transcends men, not simply
in quality and magnitude, but in kind. With
out undertaking to confirm or deny this,
sar

I

It

MODERN
is

TUB

The following of the apostolic
not to pursue blindly their external
forms, but to follow the light of their human
ity and that of the Gospel.
It said by some,
"
Has not Christianity been preached by plain
men, who did not understand so very much
about human nature, in every age of the
they ministered.

example

a

is

it

the gospel as
has been made
gospel alive
victorious in its actual conflict with man's
lower nature, that you are to preach.

liberty, and they took the things they found to
be needful in their time to the people to whom

I

;

a

;

is

;

is

;

it,

is,

Christ and preach these, is he not thoroughly
furnished to every good work, and does he
" Yes,
he
need to go outside of the Bible ?
does ; for no man can take the inside of the
Bible if he does not know how to take the out
The kingdom of God and of truth, as it
side.
is laid down in the New Testament, is a king
dom of seeds.
They have been sown abroad,
and have been growing and developing in the
world ; and, whereas, when they were initiated
they were but seminal forms, now they have
And shall I go
spread like the banyan tree.
back and talk about acorns after I have learned
about oaks?
Shall I undertake to say that
the infinite truth that is in Jesus Christ
all
of
comprised in the brief and fragmentary
histories that are contained in the four Evan
gelists that human life has been nothing that
there
no Providence or inspiration in the
no
working of God's truth among mankind
purposed connection between the history of
the world for eighteen hundred years, vitalized
by the presence of the Holy Ghost, and those
truths in the New Testament?
All that
Christianity has produced
part of Christi
All that has been evolved in human
anity.
existence you shall find as germ-forms in the
Bible but you must not shut yourself up to
these germ-forms, with stupid reverence merely
for the literal text of the gospel.
It
the

way, and by taking an interest in the things
wh.ch men do now.
What did the apostles
preach
Did they not preach like Jews to
Jews, and Greeks to Greeks?
They had

it
is

as it has been revealed in Jesus Christ, every
thing that is needed ? If a man. take the gos
pels and the life and sayings of the Lord Jesus

?

THE BIBLE NOT ENOUGH.
am asked " Have we not in the truth,

is

I

But

?

side as connected with

is

not their moral

side

revealed religion, but as connected rather with
human knowledge and worldly wisdom.

which we now have to preach them in old
Jerusalem within the Temple.
We should bo
barbarians to them, and they would be com
parative barbarians to us. Adaptation to the
times in which we live,
the law of Provi
dence. The apostles were adapted to their
times. We must be similarly adapted
not in
passive, servile way, but in
living, active

;

in a kind of contemptuous charity, or alto
gether neglected, by the men of culture who
have been strongly developed on their moral

[Junk,

a
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Preachers and Preaching.

THEOLOGY DOES NOT MAKE A MINISTER.

A

man who would

minister

to a diseased

body must have an accurate knowledge of the
organs, and of the whole structure of the body,

in a sanitary condition.
We oblige our physi
We
cians to know anatomy and physiology.
oblige them to study morbid anatomy as well
We say that no man is
as normal conditions.
prepared to practice without this knowledge,
and the law interferes, or does as far as it can,
to compel it. Now, shall a man know how to
administer to that which is a thousand times
more subtile and important than the body, and
which is the exquisite blossom of the highest
and perfection of the human sys
tem, namely, the mind in its modern develop

development

it,

is

;

is

is

a

is

being now ap
greater amount of
discriminating
thought, tenta
There

real, searching,
tive and experimental,

to the whole structure
of man and the method of the
development of mental force, than ever has
been expended upon
in the whole history of
the world put together.
More men are study
and they are coming to results, and these
ing
and functions

a

cer
results are starting, directly or indirectly,
In re
tain kind of public thought and feeling.
school of mental
ligion, the psychological
philosophers are not going to run in the old
grooves of Christian doctrine.
They are not
going to hold the same generic ideas respecting
men

and

ministers do not make their theo

logical systems conform to facts as they are
they do not recognize what men are study
ing, the time will not be far distant when the

pulpit will be like the voice crying in the
wilderness.
And
will not be " Prepare the
"
either. This work
way of the Lord
going
The providence of God
to be done.
rolling
forward
spirit of investigation that Christian
ministers must meet and join. There
no
class of people upon earth who can less afford
to let truth run ahead of them than Christian
You can not wrap yourselves in
ministers.
professional mystery, for the glory of the Lord
such that
preached with power through
out all the length and breadth of the world by
of His wondrous creation.
these investigators
You can not go back and become an apostle of
the dead past, driveling after ceremonies, and
letting the world dc the thinking and study
There must be
new spirit infused into
ing.
is

from the correct ide» unless he has some con
ception of that idea ? The very foundation on
which you stand to-day necessitates knowledge
of man as its chief basis.
«

basis.

scientists

is

know what is normal. In order to know what
is in excess you must know what is the true
measure. Who can tell whether a man is self
ish unless he knows what is benevolent?
Who can tell whether a man has departed

among

is

you discuss this, you are discussing human na
In
ture. It is the mind you are discussing.
order to know what is an aberration you must

scientific

plied

the ministry.
IS BEECHER A MATERIALIST?

With this general statement of the necessity
of the study of the human nature and mind in
will pass on to
its structure and functions,

I

I

think, to use that term as
once they did. That all men are sinful is
taught; but "what is meant by 'sinful?'" is
the question which immediately comes back.
Instantly the schools begin to discuss it Is it
a state of the fiber of the substance of the
soul? Is it any aberration, any excess, any
of natural elements ? Wherein
disproportion
does the fault lie ? What is it? The moment
are accustomed,

on

a

*J

DEPRAVITY,

it

TOTAL.

was so gross and so indiscriminating, and was
so full of endless misapprehensions that it has
Men no longer
largely dropped out of use.

it

fulness, namely,

a

tion of man's uature by the Divine Spirit.
This is all.i^ether a question of psychology.
The old theological way of stating man's sin

is

our labors staud it the need of the transforma

PREACHERS BEHINDHAND.

There
another consideration that we can
not blink, and that
that we are in danger of
having the intelligent part of society go past
us.
The study of human nature
not going
to be left in the hands of the church or the
ministry.
part of every sys
going to be
tem of liberal education, and will be pursued
is

study but a higher form of mental philosophy.
Hut, again, the I'umiamental doctrine on which

preach.

It

that by searching we can find out, all that we
interpret, and all that we can bring, in its
moral influence, to bear upon men, is in its

theological treatise from the day of Augustine
to the day of Dr. Taylor and if he does not
understand human nature, he
not fit to

if

of God

it
is

is not within our

a

It

be, therefore,

a

by us.

it may

Whatever

it,

can be interpreted
reach.

;

U ourselves, and that all which lies outside of
\v hai we can recognize is something that never

ment shall a man assume to deal with that,
and raise and stimulate
being ignorant of its
nature?
A man may know the Bible from
Genesis to Revelation;
he may know every

if

that the only part of the divine nature that we
can understand is that part which corresponds

is
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him

say the same also of Her
works.
There is much In

Spencer's
that
believe

I

will

be found

is

is

of the blood

as

af
;

is,

in one part or another, but all over; one part
connected with the other, from
intimately
to the throbbing brain
man thinks, he thinks the whole
trunk through.
Han's power comes from the

the animal

stomach

and when

our knowledge of it is rounded up. There was
never a field of wheat that ripened which did
not have a good deal of straw and husk with

namely, the
generating forces that are in him
digestion of nutritious food into vitalized blood,

did

believe that

not

notion

is

is

has gone by. Most men now admit that the
the organ of the mind.
It held that
brain

functions.

I

it

can not be partitioned off into provinces, and
that there are no external indications of its
shall

not dispute

GOD

that

;

;
a

;
a

working power

And shall

is.

man under

take to study human nature, every thing de
and not
pending upon hiB knowledge of
study the prime conditions under which hu
man nature must exist?

HELP ME!

BY BELLA FRENCH.

:

Temptation oft allures ns ont
Into the realms of sin and doubt.
Until, at last, .ve lose our way.
And cry amid the shadows gray
" God help me "

a

Ofttimes

cruel, stinging blow
;

Laid every hope we cherished low

f

I

it I

might bring

a

!

:

I

would that

ray
I

Of light to some oue'B dreary way

work to me is given,
angels bear my prayer to Heaven
"God help mel"

such

Oh

Viiiir, Minn.

i

If

1

I

Oh

I

it it

;

It

seemed losing all
That losing
fall,
When torn away we saw
must die,
And knew too well that
Oh then went up that wild, wild cry
" God help me "

Alas how many sonls like mine,
Upon whose path few snnrays shine,
To whom the beacon light is dim,
There are who cry aloud to Him
" God help me "

a

1

a

it

But when the rude blast wildly blew,
And crushed the fragile thing that grew,
Whoso tendrils, twining 'round the heart,
part,
So nearly seemed of
God help me

Is Heaven so far from earth and me,
He can not hear or does not see
If so, oh angels take my prayer,
And lay on the altar there
" God help me "

I

I

:

;

a

flower sprang to bloom,
Sometimes
Dispelling by Its light the gloom
And then our anxious soul would say
" Should some one take my flower away,
God help me "

And as above the dead we bent,
Again our Hps that wild cry sent
41God
help me 1"

:

1

:

We wander oft, 'mid tempest's wrath,
While darker, darker grows the sky.
And from our souls goes up this cry
" God help me "

I

Along life's dark and thorny path

1

various

cuperative force immense energy to generate
resources, and facility to give them out all
man's
these elements go to determine what
a

I

think by the brain.

man

it,

once that

neck that will allow the blood

brain properly
to run up and down easily
the whole system so
organized and balanced
compounded as to have susceptibilities and re
;

THE ORGAN OP MINX).

believed

be glorified

a

was

the study of hu

of the totality of man.

THE BRAIN

It

mov

made fine by oxygenation
an organization by
which that blood has free course to flow and

;

wise one, which

man nature

is

a

is

ing in

Nevertheless, the direction he

is

I

It.

burned.

a

sovereign
and noble in the final account of truth, when

doubt not that Herbert Spencer will have
much straw and husk that will need to be

'

is

the condition

fected by the liver and by aeration in the lungs
that the manufacture of the blood
dependent
man
so
what he
not
upon the stomach

;

I would

direction.
bert

I

blood, with

is

the founding of mental
do not com
philosophy upon physiology.
mend the system in all its particulars, but I
speak of its tendency, which is in the right

of the mind of man

connected
gence, and sensation, and that that
intimately with the whole circulation of the

is

a wise tendency in the investigation

as showing

call the nervous system, in the human body, to
which belong the functions of emotion, intelli

a

I think that such works as
facts scientifically.
Bain's, while criticisable in many directions,
nevertheless are works of very great interest

It now generally con
question with you.
an organization, which we
ceded that there

;

the next point, which is the way in which this
How are we going
study is to be prosecuted.
about it » In the first place, you must study

[June,

is
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Philanthropists establish institutions
to fit young men for the ministry, for
medicine, or the law, and among such
we often find only bungling instead of

method, competence, or science. A thickthumbed, big-fisted boxer or butcher is

YORK,
NEW
JUNE,
1872.

End

OF THE

FlFTY-EoURTH

VOLUME.

With the present Jnne number the Fifty-Fourth Vol
ume is completed.
With the next (July nomber) the
Fifty-Fifth Volume of the Phrenological
Journal
and Life Illustrated will be commenced.
Subscriptions
terminating now may be renewed at
once, and the chain of yearly numbers completed.

A Jubilee Number I The number for July will be
rich in all respects ; reading matter of the most interest
ing and useful sort, portraits of many leading statesmen,
a dozen or more, with music suited to the occasion of
onr national holiday, and all things to match. The July
number will speak for itself. Newsmen and agents who
wish for extra copies should order early.

WHAT CAN

I

DO

BEST?

rpHERE

is no question which concents parents more than that relat
ing to the choice of pursuits for their
sons and daughters.
The same is true

of young men who are dependent on
their own resources, and who, instead of
ascertaining by the rules of science what
they are or what they may become, sim
ply drift along like a floating log in a
river, and, like the log which, when it
comes to a shallow place, sticks in the mud
and becomes an ugly " snag," to sink
steamers or other craft which may happen
to pass that way, these human sticks-inthe-mud become clogs to the progress
of the race. There are many thousands

of them strong-armed and with good in
tentions floating down the stream or out
on the sea hither and thither with the
wind or tide, drifting first upon one
shore then upon another, a little while
here and a little while there, without ac
complishing anything.

sometimes put in training for the high
office of spiritual guide or mediator be
tween men and their Maker; having no
fitness for the work, his energies and
sympathies incline him to the world and
to worldly affairs ; he may, parrot-like, be

taught to imitate and even to preach ac
cording to the chosen creed, but what a
fist he makes of it ! As a bushwhacker,
ox-team driver, blacksmith, a maker of
steam engines or locomotives, a hewer
of wood or a drawer of water, he would
be in his element ; but how sadly out of
place in the pulpit ! Another instance :
here is a delicately-constituted,
effemi
nate young man (his mother's son) who
is advised, because of his delicacy, to
adopt some sedentary, literary, or artis
tic pursuit for which he has no particu
lar taste or adaptation, and. he takes up
the easel and the brush with the hope
of making an artist of himself.
His

spirit is among fruits, flowers, and crops,
in the garden or on the farm ; he delights
in planting and in trimming trees, in
grafting and training shrubs and vines ;
all his vacations are spent in the country,
where he revels in out-of-door exercises.
In this case a good fruit-grower or nur
sery man would be spoiled to make a
poor or indifferent artist.
This is the way of the world to-day,
and is one reason why there are so many
failures among men. Careful observa
tion on the part of sensible parents for
the purpose of learning the tendencies
of their children's minds, would enable
them to make a more sensible choice than

The highest
bright youth of a dozen

can be made by children.
aspiration

of

a

years may be to drive a team of horses ;
he considers a stage-driver a great man,
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and almost envies him.

A little

later in

at scrubbing

;

and a trained

[Juke,
statesman

life

he outgrows such a desire, and
would choose more wisely and some

need not become or remain a stable-boy.
It is right and proper for each and every

thing very different.
Now, if we are not greatly in error, it

human being to become all his Maker
intended him to be.
Aspiration for im

may be />re-determined as to what par
ticular pursuits John, Charles, James,
and Robert may each engage in, with
every assurance of reasonable success.

provement
sentiment.

and promotion is a worthy
Let each of us, therefore, find
out what we can do best, and fit our

learn

selves as best we may for the greatest
usefulness, the greatest success, and the

One has all
what their peculiarities are.
the faculties necessary for a first-class
mechanic ; another, for an artist ; an

greatest happiness which it may be pos
sible for us to attain, and God will bless
us just in proportion to our real deserts.

How

?

Examine them carefully

other, for scientific
excel in medicine

;

pursuits, and would

or surgery; another,

-

for literature

or authorship, and another
One delights in horses,
for the farm.

THE SHAKERS.

cattle, sheep, pigs, and poultry ; another
One would
prefers fruits and flowers.

Ann Lee, the founder of Shakerism,
celibacy ? or did she simply
teach chastity?
We ask the question in all
sincerity and in the interest of truth. If it
shall on fullest investigation be made to ap
pear that our excellent fellow-citizens, who
take no part in our civil government, have,
through zeal for an idea or a principle, car
ried their doctrines to extremes quite beyond
any notions entertained by the founder, so
much so, indeed, as to be off the track, then,
like sensible people, they will revise and cor
rect their creed in accordance with the evi
dence and such new light as may be shed on
the subject.
Among the thousand and more
" man-made " religious creeds, by which so
cieties are organized, it is highly probable
that errors may be found, and that more light
will induce their eradication or repeal.
Creeds alone, no matter how old nor by how
many accepted, are not saving ordinances.
All things of human origin are imperfect and
Why not the
susceptible of improvement.
the
Shakers' creed? the Quakers' creed?
creed ? and, indeed, all creeds ?
Mormons'
But at present we are looking into the doc
trines, teachings, and practices of Ann Lee,
who leads a few thousands by her creed.
Who was Ann Lee ? She was born in Man
chester, England, in 1736, and died in Watervliet, New York, in 1784, in the forty -fourth
Her father was a black
year of her age.
smith, too poor to give his children even the
rudiments of an education, and Ann was em

become a navigator, explorer, shipper,
delights to be among sailors. Let him
bo

educated for the sea.

Why

educa

So that he may rise and become
To
mate, and captain.
midshipman,

ted

?

those who can read character

as others

read print, it is easy to determine what
each and every one can do best.

it necessary that

Nor

is

a person become a pro

of character to " put
It
the right boy in the right place."
may be done by one having only a gen
eral knowledge of Phrenology
by one
who can judge of the different-shaped
One has a long and high head:
heads.
he should engage in something literary,
Another has
scientific, or professional.
a head which is short, low, and broad :
he will do best in heavy work in build
ing railways, bridges, fortifications, and
One best adapted for the
the like.
slaughter-house would be quite out of
fessional delineator

place in the pulpit, and vice versa.
A merchant has one cast of brain ard
mind,

A

while

a

mechanic

has

another.

composer of music would not be con
tent
would be out of place in laying

A
stone walls or in digging ditches.
good teacher can do better than labor

A

DIDteach

HAVE THEY MADE
MISTAKE I

eots' Library.
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At maturity she
ployed in a cotton factory.
married Abraham Stanley, a blacksmith, by
whom she had four children, all of whom
There were Quakers then,
died in infancy.
as now, in Manchester, some of whom became
Shakers; and Ann united herself to them.
Her health failed and she became emaciated
and helpless. At this time she became spirit
ually illuminated ; or, in other words, she
had

visions,

as

many large-headed,

feeble-

bodied persons do, and came to be regarded
" an inspired teacher."
as
It is now a hun
dred

years

since

she gave

her

testimony

" lustful gratification," which must
have been something new at that time, for
the civil authorities sent her to prison, where
This " capped
they kept her several weeks.
For these persecutions, and in
the climax."
consequence of new visions which she had
while imprisoned (Bunyan-like), she became a
"
martyr, and was thenceforth called Mother
Ann." In 1774, Ann Lee, with a few others,
against

including

her

husband,

a

brother,

and

niece, came to America for the purpose

a

of

establishing here " The Church of Christ's
Here they sought em
Second Appearing."
Poverty compelled them to separ
ployment.
ate for a time, Ann engaging in domestic ser
Later, the party reunited
and took up their residence at Watervliet,
Ann having previously separated from her
Ann now became what Spiritual
husband.
ists call a trance-speaker, and made many con
verts to Shakerism.
New Lebanon was now
The Shakers refusing to take
established.
the oath of allegiance, Ann, with others, was
Now, in
imprisoned, but soon released.
1781-3, Ann extended her ministrations into
New England, where other societies were
founded one in Harvard, Mass. Returning
to Watervliet she died in the forty-fourth
year of her age. We have not found, we
can not find, anything in history to warrant
the inference that Ann Lee taught or prac
ticed celibacy.
It is true she was separated
from her husband for a time, not because of
any repugnance to wedlock, nor because of
any religious impressions, but because she
must "go out to work."
While her husband
pursued the avocation of an honest black
smith, Ann went to work as a domestic and
a nurse, to earn an honest living.
Where is
the authority to prove that she ever counseled

vice, nursing, etc.
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husbands and wives to separate that they
might become Shakers 1 If she denounced
the loose habits of society ; if she poured out
her holy wrath on lustful libertines, there can
be no doubt that she was right, and that they
deserved it. But she might as well counsel
abstinence from water because somebody had
been drowned in it ; or that we should not
use fire to cook our food because houses had
been burned by it. No. Ann Lee was not
so unwise as to ignore certain laws of God,
by the transmission of which the race would
soon cease to be. And she became what all
women have a right to become, a wife and a
mother.

Now,

if

our Shaker friends will only see
will follow Ann

the subject in this light, they

Lee's example : take to themselves husbands
and wives, and become the very best of citi

By sub
duing the flesh to the spirit; by living lives
of the severest chastity, they are all the bet
zens because pure and unperverted.

ter prepared

to become the fathers

mothers of a superior

In calling
so

without

are other

and the

order of human beings.

attention

to this subject, we do

the slightest

There
prejudice.
creeds more or less faulty which

of science,
The world is
philosophy, and revelation.
We repeat the question, shall
progressing.
it be chastity ? or shall it be celibacy ?
Have the Shakers made a mistake ?
also need revising in the light

BOYS'

LIBRARY.

like to read about Dr. Franklin;
mention here one of Dr.
Franklin's peculiarities, which they will not
fail to remember. He was very fond of reading

BOYS
and

we will

good books, and when he was not able to buy
them for himself he borrowed of his friends.

When he came to
came a book-maker
founded

libraries.

a man he not only be
and a publisher, but he
There is one in Philadel
be

phia, called the Apprentices' Library, and Dr.
Franklin's statue, or a painting, used to be con
spicuously displayed at its front
If boys wish to become wise and great, very
many of them can do so if they follow Dr.

Franklin's example, namely : save their money
and buy good buoks, and put the knowledge
which they contain into their heads.
Our plan for the boys to get up a library for
themselves is this : Let ten or twenty boys in a

Phrenological journal.

the

Such a library company could send a request
to publishers for a list of books with a stamp
The catalogue could
to pay return postage.
be looked over, the titles and prices of the
considered, and the selections

decided

upon, and a new book be ordered as soon as
one section of the proprietors of the boys'

library had read the first book. At the end of
a year the library might consist of twenty,
thirty, or fifty volumes, all paid for, and
owned by a score of intelligent, enterprising
Such library companies might be es
boys.
tablished, perhaps five or six in a township,
and each company could exchange books with
the other companies, so that all the boys in a
town could read or hear read all the books
owned by several library companies.
Reading aloud in company is an excellent
training for the one who reads, and as each
would take his turn, so all would get an equal
Then if there were any mispro
benefit.
nouncing of words, the hearers could correct
and an unabridged
dictionary
the reader;
be

at hand

to refer to and settle any

contested matter.
Boys must do something

!

They will spend

They attend negro-minstrel perform
ances, circuses, play-houses, or other low forms
of coarse and vulgar fun, and in many ways

habits.

it,

it,

foolishly spend money which might be put
into a library. We venture the opinion that
the twenty boys who shall thus get up a li
and understand
while
brary, and read
all the rest of the boys in the place are man
aging as boys generally do, will become the
leaders of that town, the members of Con
gress, the lawyers, the ministers, the judges,
the model farmers, or the leading merchants.

If the boys of our country
plan of tea or twenty joining
few good
together to buy
read them aloud together, we
a

:

;

into the services of Uncle Samuel.
They are, for the most part, comparative fail
to say, they have not succeeded
ures that
in private affairs, and, therefore, seek public
office that they may obtain support at the
entering

public expense.

willing

would adopt this
their little means
books, and then
venture the opin

to become

In plain English,

they are

tax on the more indus

Now, this
all wrong.
Such " poor
quite out of place in any place of
trust or responsibility. Weak and shuffling
in character, obtuse in intellect, oblique in
morals, and more or less dissipated socially,
they stink of whisky or tobacco, or of both,
and are simply parasites or vampires.
They
gain positions of trust only to disgrace them,
and to bring ruin on all who may be identi
fied with them.
What folly to trust them
Remedy. Instead of permitting these selftrious.
trash "

seekers to fasten themselves upon the public,

whom they wish to serve
will choose not their
shiftless cousins, but those most capable of
filling the places most creditably. This
what every private citizen employer would do
The public has been
when seeking help.
careless and negligent in this matter of choos
ing its servants, and hence the defalcations,
swindlings, robberies, and thefts in so many
Now, "we, the
of the public departments.
people," propose, in future, to choose such
intelligent and trusty persons to serve us
as we think best. We will not have those
let the public

them.

their money, sometimes in rough and unmanly
sports, in smoking, beer-drinking, or other vile

more or

persons very desirous of

Of

choose

course they

is

should

are in every community,

THERE
less, worthless

who seek office when we can have those
little less " yaup " and
whom we prefer.
will
better become those
more
modesty
little
who have fattened on ill-gotten gains at the
public crib. Keep back the hungry office-

A

books

OFFICE-SEEKING.

book,

!

the library company had finished
let it pass to another section.

boys will come into the measure. What say the
boys who read the Phrenological Journal
on this question

seekers

and

give the people

choose whom they want.

a

is completed.
We have no doubt that the
mothers and sisters of boys would be glad to
hear such books read. When one section of

wherever five boys can be found to co-operate
anditwill not be long before five or fifteen other

a

aloud, each taking turns for twenty minutes,
spend the evenings until the book

and thus

a

Home

a

for

Constitution

is a

or " Combe's

and

is

provement,"

of morals, intelligence,
power in our country would be
more than doubled in
single generation.
Let there be such
library established
ion that the standard

virtue,

is

" Hand-Book
say the

Im
of
Man;" then let the boys meet, say five of
them, at the home of one, and read the book

book,

[June,
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school or neighborhood join, and put in ten or
twenty cents apiece, and buy some excellent

;
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chance

to

Carbon and
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its different

INSTRUCTION IN CHARACTER
READING.

"VTTE have been instructing
VV number of years in the
demand

for

lecturers

the opportunity for becoming
November class.

students for a
science and art

the

throughout

Our next class will be opened in con
country.
nection with our office in New York on the 13th

of November

next

Those who wish to learn

or to understand

the stranger at first sight, to
men according to their true worth,

measure
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and to aid them in business and especially in
professional life, and those who desire to make
Phrenology a profession than which there is

members of our

Our study and practice in this department
for more than a third of a century qualifies us
to impart to students a fund of information
which it would take tbem many years to ac
quire in other ways, and to place them in the
field with a training equal to many years' prac
Those who feel an interest in looking into
tice.
the subject, or who desire to become teachers
in this great field, may obtain full particulars
as to the course of instructions
by sending for
a circular entitled "Professional
Instruction in
Practical Phrenology."
Please address this
office, with stamp.

CARBON AND ITS DIFFERENT FORMS: DIAMOND-GRAPHITE
BY

AMONG
known
not

a few

the

elements

and

to the early students

M.

compounds
there were

that seemed most suitably named

Lacking all appreciable
ffhaisti or ghosts.
for sense, yet mighty in their
properties
and subtile in their

operations

influences,

what wonder that the old alchemist could
work only under the sign of the cross that
emblem of the only power that either for
faith or superstition can put down the spir
its of the nether world ! From the very
nothingness of nothing there seemed to arise
agents of destruction, or most salutary com
and

pounds ;

progenitor

ignorance,

being

of the absurdly

the

always
marvelous,

is

in furnishing unknown and
unexplored regions with improbable or im
active

equally

Yet the monstrosities
possible existences.
of the no t-so- very-long-ago past are worthy of
much charity, predicated
as it can be now
intelligence ; and a
further disposition to be kindly considerate
may be promoted by the remembrance that
upon

an

some

of

enlightened

the

most

been the result

of

useful

discoveries

will have

none more honorable or more useful

of reading character by means of Phrenology
Our desire is to supply the
and Physiology.

great

forms.

have

the weird and supersti

tious manipulations of the early laborers in
the frontiers of the unexplored realms of
science.

But not always did the invisible ghaist
hold supreme power; ever and anon, a spirit
of more tangible form was courted for its
charms, or feared for its power, and to one
of these we propose to devote a little time,
just now. Behold an existence of more than

COAL.

M. W.

ordinary capacities ! Now floating through
the air in the lightness of the smoke-cloud ;
now pressing with
very

heart

of

a

crushing weight to the
now closely
;

mother-earth

bound to some of its affinities, giving health
and delight to a world of recipients ; again,
combining to torment or destroy the victims
of its presence; here circulating in dark
veins through the whole body of a conti
nent ; there sparkling with crystalline glory
in the tiniest morsels of the river's bed ; one
in the scul
moment black and unattractive
lion's hand, the next bright and dazzling on
beauty's brow ; here repeating to us by vivid
pictures the story of the life of earth ere hu
man hearts began to throb; there waiting for
human hands to use it for transmitting to the
future the thoughts of human minds of the
the poor man's friend, the rich
present;
man's wealth,

the sinews

of

a country,

the

support of a nation, the force of a commerce,
and the guardian of a state ! Thus do we
find the ubiquitous and all-potent carbon. It
is a solid element, never found liquid or
gaseous. With oxygen, hydrogen, and nitro
gen it forms a number of gaseous compounds,
and one of its important oxy-compounds
may be compressed into a liquid ; but of it
It unites with oxy
self it is always a solid.
gen, nitrogen, chlorine, and most of the met
affinity for hydrogen
als, but its remarkable
under the influence of vitality produces a
very important class of compounds, consid
ered under physiological chemistry.

Phrenological Journal.
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As oxygen is the great supporter of com
bustion, so carbon is the great combustible ;
yet it is only in its combinations that it is
inflammable; under ordinary circumstances

[June,

Diamonds are found in detached crystals
of India, Borneo, Sibe
ria, and Brazil. In 1858 Brazil furnished
120,000 carats of diamonds.
(A carat is
among the river sands

pure carbon is proof against fusion.

about

This element is known under three forms,
all the same in constitution, yet widely differ
ent in specific
In its purest
properties.
form it is a transparent crystal, called dia
mond ; some change in the mere position of
its particles, and it loses its crystalline prop
erties and becomes the black graphite ; or
still another molecular modification, and it is
coal. Now, these differing forms of the same

which was used for a weight by the old-time
East Indian diamond merchants.)
The simplest form of the diamond crystal
is octahedral, or having eight sides ; but it

substance have one common property : under

of heat, in connection with oxy
into carbonic acid
With the looser fibers of organic tis
gas.
sues, this is easily accomplished ; the graphi
tic carbon requires a more intense heat for its
change, while the diamond yields only to the
extreme of artificial heat, and that, too, in an
atmosphere of pure oxygen.
Carbon is so essentially an element of or
ganic matter that the latest chemical writers
class it beyond the bounds of the inorganic
A dried specimen of plant or
kingdom.
animal is about one-half carbon, it being the
very framework that upholds the vegetable
in its strength and symmetry.
organism
However, it is not monopolized by the or
ganic domain, for we find it abundant in the
mineral carbonates, dissolved in rain, spring,
and river waters, and existing in the atmos
phere in the proportion of about one or two
parts in every thousand of the mixture.
the influence

gen, they are all converted

In considering

the three forms

of

carbon

(known as its allotropic conditions), we can
not but marvel how, by reason of the marked
differences of each, any one could ever have
discovered

their identity.
THE DIAMOND.

The value of the diamond as a precious
jewel has long been appreciated, for we find
it mentioned as one of the adornments of
Aaron's breast-plate when his priestly vest
ments were instituted by Divine decree.
From that time to this the diamond has
been prized among the rarest ornaments or
Even the extravagancies
the richest wealth.
of ancient alchemy have a parallel in the wild
visions of brilliant wealth that emanate from
the brain of the diamond-maier of to-day.

3.5

grains,

and

named

from

a bean

may have twelve, twenty-four, or even fortyWhen it is cut it is in parallel direc
eight.

tions to the planes of these sides, or facets, a
process known as cleavage.
The principle of cleavage has not long been
It is only a few years since Dr.
understood.
Wollaston, an English chemist, availed him
self of his superior knowledge, and thereby
put into his pocket the sum of £1,250. A
large diamond seemed valueless because of a
flaw.
He purchased it at a low price, and by
observing the proper lines of cleavage, divided
it into several smaller but perfect gems, which
sold for much money, and proved the wisdom
of his speculation.
The diamond is the hardest of all known
substances.
Its specific gravity is about 3.5,
a fact that renders it easy of separation from
the alluvial soil where it is found, by simply
a stream of water to pass over the
The current carries on the lighter
sands, but the diamond grains sink to the

allowing
whole.

bottom.

Its specific heat is represented by 1,182,
but it has so great a capacity for conducting
heat that this alone may serve to prove its
identity among other substances that greatly
resemble it. Its refracting power elicits the
admiration of a world.
It is not affected
the glass-dissolving
by any acid nor alkali
hydro-fluoric acid is as inert in the presence
of the diamond as the neutral water; but
" paste," or imitation diamonds, vanish from
sight upon the exhibition of this acid.
Its
combustibility was suspected in 1094, but it
was Lavoisier, in 1776, who first proved that
it might be burned, though only in pure
oxygen.

Many theories

as to the

origin of this car

have been offered, but all attempts
to produce it from fusions or solutions have

bon-crystal

been, practically speaking, failures.
That it
is of organic origin can not be doubted ; but
whether

it

exuded

as a gum from some

pre

CARBON AND ITS DIFFERENT

The diamond seems to be indestructible by
all natural agencies. The Koh-i-noor was
discovered in 1550, and has lost none of its
It weighed at
brilliancy nor transparency.
first 900 carats, but it has been cut twice,
and since the last cutting, making it a bril
liant, it weighs only 102 carats. It belongs
'
to the crown jewels of England.
The finest diamond in the world is the Pitt
diamond, now among the crown jewels of
Prance. It was found in 1702, and was pur

is

it,

called

plumbago,

because

it

also

is

was first

;

thought to be akin to lead but though ex
of leadtensively used in the manufacture
not particle of this metal
pencils, there
about it. Its name of graphite
from
Greek word, meaning to write, which
far
more expressive.
The substance
found in
but
Germany, France, India, the Americas
one of the oldest mines
that of Borrowdale, England, which was wrought during
the reign of Queen Elizabeth.
Graphite
of an iron-gray color, metallic luster, unc
tuous to the touch,
good electrical con
ductor, very infusible, and
specific gravity
of 2.5. It undergoes no change in the air,
and
thus much used as an ingredient of
Its infusibility
manifest
stove-polish.
when paper, written over by "lead pencil,"
thrown on
fire the paper turns to ashes,
while the words remain traced thereon in the
lines of graphite. The points of resemblance
to the diamond are its hardness, its infusibil
ity, and the production of carbonic acid in
is

a

is

;

is

is

is

is

ray.

GRAPHITE.

Graphite, the second form of carbon,

a

should be made subservient to the wants and
necessities of his fellow-man.
"While there is no doubt that in the re
motest ages of Asiatic antiquity there were
men who could cut and polish diamonds, it
was not until 1456 that the art was known in
Europe. Then Louis von Ber^ .en, a Belgian
of the city of Bruges, accidentally discovered
that by rubbing two diamonds together a
new facet could be produced.
In 1650 Car
dinal Mazaiin intoduced into Prance the
brilliant form which is especially calculated
to display the luster and refractive powers
of the gem. It is only used for the largest
crystals, and there is much loss in cutting.
It has a flat surface on the top, and fifty-six
or sixty-four facets on the sides, and below
terminating in a point. The facet at the top
is called the collet ; and this is the only point
that will transmit any light, all the rest be
ing reflected or refracted by the facets ac
cording to their cutting, and displaying most
beautifully the spectrum colors of the white

a

his intellect by

the brightest gems of scientific knowledge,
he must never lose sight of the fact that all

The value of the diamond is enhanced by
its perfect freedom from tint ; yet when color
is sufficient to make the gem a rarity it may
give a fabulous worth. The most peculiar
gem of this kind is the "Blue Diamond,"
owned by Mr. Hope.
It is of a sapphire
hue, one inch long and half an inch wide,
and is valued at £30,000 ($150,000).
Not only as an ornament is the diamond
valued, but it is of great use in the scientific
The pivot holes of the finest watches
arts.
are thus "jeweled," since the hardness of the
gem better than anything else resists fric
tion. Microscope lenses are made of
and
the "glazier's diamond" for cutting glass
familiar object.

a

most laudable zeal to adorn

at £480,000 ($2,400,000).

is

charcoal !
An experiment
to
suggesting
every student that while he may strive with

state by Mr.

In
cutting were valued at £8,000 ($40,000).
1791 a commission of jewelers fixed its value

oxygen.

;

clear, crystallized carbon, the patient enthu
siast is only rewarded by a few grains of

Pitt, Gov
of
Bencoolen.
province
During" the minority of Louis XV. it was
purchased by the Regent Duke of Orleans for
It weighed before cut
£135,000 (.$675,000).
ting 410 carats, afterward 136. It is a bril
liant of the " first water," and had neither
The chips and dust from its
flaw nor color.
chased in the rough

ernor of the Indian

a

colorless, have great weight, and a high re
fractive power, rivaling the diamond's luster.
But if an attempt be made to separate the
sulphur or chlorine, hoping to have left the

405

is

the
surmise.
Among carbon compounds
sulphide of carbon (sulphur and carbon),
and chloroform (chlorine and carbon), are

FORMS.

a

Adamite forest-giant, or whether it crystal
lized from the Bucculent herbs of lesser growth ,
or whether it was the result of the evapora
tion of an unknown solvent, we can only

is
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But the form of carbon that is of the great
est use, value, or interest

over the mouth and nose.

Foul

water

it

sweet and

to pass through a filter of

Its preservative power is mani
fested in the long continuance of fence-posts

charcoal.
charred

at the

planting ; some
hundred
still retain their
years ago at Herculaneum
shape and general appearance.
Lamp-black
is the result of the imperfect combustion of
grains of

resinous

end before

wheat

matters,

" printers' ink."

charred

and

'

and the coal-seams
formed,

may be rendered

clear by causing

natural conditions were such that vegetation
of a most luxuriant kind. The cooling
of the molten mass of chaos had not yet
fallen below a more than tropical heat, and
the air was heavily charged with carbonic
acid gas, the very nutriment of vegetation.
Convulsive efforts of the seething center, and
frequent electrical discharges from the clouds
above, added yet other of the necessary ali
ment, while vapors dissolved and rains car
ried all to very mouths, or rootlets, that were
Under these favorable
ready to receive.
conditions the humblest mosses of to-day
were found as gigantic trees thirty or forty
feet high.
But the primeval verdure was destined to
Under the influence of moisture a
change.
kind of decomposition was established. The
hydrogen and oxygen were driven off, and
the heavy carbon sank to form the lower
strata of a submerged region, and as the ac
cumulation continued the pressure increased
was

to man is coal, a

mixture of carbon with hydrogen, oxygen,
sulphur, nitrogen, and some other materials
in varying proportions.
Coal is known to
us under two forms : mineral or pit coal, and
Charcoal is usually
vegetable or charcoal.
made from the non-resinous woods by burn
ing them slowly, away from the air. It is a
black, shapeless, insoluble, inodorous, insipid,
a good
opaque, brittle, porous substance
electrical conductor, but a bad conductor of
heat Its specific gravity is 1.7, but it floats
upon water by reason of the air contained in
its pores. It becomes a good disinfectant by
virtue of high absorbing power a fact util
ized in a little invention called a " respira
tor," used by those obliged to labor in poi
sonous atmospheres.
The principle of the
apparatus is applied by two folds of cloth
between which is placed fine charcoal dust,
the whole attached to a framework fitted

eighteen

forms

the

basis

of

To its indestructibility is
due the persistence of printing after the pa
per shows the change and decay

of time.

But it is the mineral coal that gives us the
fullest value of this element, whether we be
artists, artisans, students, or merely human
And with something like the emo
beings.
tion excited as we look over the manuscriptwritings that have been preserved from gen
eration to generation, and which portray the
incidents and characters of the every-day
life of the long-ago past, do we gaze upon a

of coal, bearing as it does the imprint
of the only life that existed in the day of its
mass

formation.

It is assumed that at a certain period
in the world's history, ere yet a human
the soil with the im
being had marked
of
his
or
the
foot
culture of his hand.
press

[Junk,

and

of

the present day were

holding, stored

massive

structures,

away in their black
the

brilliant

sun

beams that had helped to feed and nurture

gigantic trees to maturity ; sunbeams
that never beamed upon a human face, but
which were destined in a later period of the
world's history to gladden many a human
heart ; sunbeams that reared upon the silent
earth more beautiful structures
than fabled
dome or fairy palace ; sunbeams that wrought
with magic power in their infancy, but which
must at length yield to the disenchanting
hand of science, and come forth from their
rock-bound sepulchers in the very heart of
earth, to turn to warmest, lightest day the
cold and gloomy night that brooded over the
minds and bodies of humanity. But time
forbids a longer contemplation of this won
derful element ; nor dare we even index its
the

numerous
said

compounds.
to show that in

Enough

it

has

been

we have a subject

teeming with interest, active for good, pow
erful for harm; an illustration in its artificial

of the mighty power of intellect, and in
its distributions and adaptations of the in
comparable beneficence and supreme wisdom
of Him who Bhaped all beauty by the motion
of His thought, who created all light by the
sound of His voice, who formed all life by the
" breath of His nostrils."
uses

WHAT
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BT ADAM!

WHAT DO WE UNDERSTAND

A SEQUEL TO THE "TRUE MEANING OF ADAM."

it

if

is

it
is

it

is

Every one who understands anything at all
of the earliest modes of writing must know that
the style was parabolic
times called figurative

or allegorical, some
e., that objects, per
were used ns types

sons, places, and things
expressive of ideas and sentiments

and thus

sleep, and their sides opened,

rib taken out of each, and built either

*

is

into one woman or into as many women as
subsethere were ribs. And from what
See Alt. Adorn, in Kttto'B Cyclopedia.

;

themselves

for at first they were regarded as

of so little account as not to be thought worthy
of mention. Then, actually occurring events
in the outward world became more or less in
termingled with that more ancient or meta
phorical style which, by means of symbolic
natural imagery, related only to the things of
the inward world, or world of mind. This was
;

the books con
the ancient prophetic style
however, have long since been lost,

taining

although detached passages from them abound
frequently in our existing Hebrew Scriptures,

of Moses and Miriam (Ex. xv.)
Balaam's parables (Num. xxiii and x.xiv.) the
song of Deborah and Barak (Judges v.);
Jotham's parable of the trees going forth to

;

as the songs

;

it

;

a

if

a

a

been in such

first this style was unmixed, but in pro
of time its meaning also began to take
cognizance of and include the outward signs

choose
king (Judges ix.) the Cedar of Leba
The names of the
non (Ezek. xxxi.), etc.
books from which these extracts are made arenot now known, although they manifestly be
;

is

it it

it

it

a

was so
single or individual man because
might be
manifestly .evident, that although
difficult enough to know how one of his ribs
could be taken out when he was asleep and
woman, yet the difficulty would
made into
all mankind had
be rendered insurmountable

At

cess

it,

it

it
is

;

;

so
or earthy man. But though this meaning
has always been avoided,
obvious and certain,
meant
has been made to appear as if
and

of imparting instruction.

a

it

;

;

is

:

wast thou taken for dust thou art, and unto
dust shalt thou return."
(Gen. iii. 19). Physi
ologically, therefore, Adam means the generic,

is

this style that gave rise to fable, which
among the most ancient of all known modes

it

the natural image was really or factitiously the
typical embodiment of that idea, and made to
be the instrument for conveying it. It was

noun of multitude conveying plurality
of idea* This the context abundantly proves.
means
But
also has another meaning:
Cruden says, Adam
earth, ground, or clay.
"
and
means " earthy, taken out of red earth
" Adamah, red earth " " Adami, my man, red,
And this the context also
earthy, human."
" And the Lord God formed Adam, dust
shows
added,
from the ground, Adamah." And
" In the sweat of
thy face shalt thou eat bread
till thou return unto the ground for out of

and

in the

a

It

was written
gan, but also because
style which preceded the historical.

it

dual and plural terminations and the prominent
never undergoes these changes."
suffixes, yet

symbolical;

necessarily so, not only be
cause
relates events which occurred many
hundred years before the historical times be

;

is

is

is

"
used, as Dr. Pye Smith says, to denote
man
man in the general and collective sense
not in the plural
kind the human race." It
form, for " though there
no grammatical diffi
culty in the way of its being declined by the

It

known that this whole history
indeed, that

it

a

;
is

family.

they have
therefore been made to appear as such. And
all this lias arisen because
not seen or

i.

not correct Its meaning, as
but this
preceding arti
has already been shown in
the collective man the whole human
cle,

man

Eve were individual personages;

;

it

is is,

It is admitted without question that Adam
means "man," but the common and almost
means a man the first
that
universal idea

quently said about the birth of Cain and Abel,
has seemed as
must be that Adam and

it

is

but what we are to understand
by it may be another; and to know this we
must not only ascertain its origin, but the sense
in which it is used in the text and context.

it

know the literal meaning of a word

TOone tbing,

long to an antecedent age in which the sym
or preponderated.

bolic style prevailed

Phrenological Journal.

in the Book of Jasliert" (Sephir Ha

phetic Enunciators

(Moshalim),

in the Book of

And nearly the same
Numbers (chap, xxi.)
words are used by the prophet Jeremiah (chap,
xlviii.) And what was done in the Red Sea and

probably symbolic writing."
The Hebrew letters and words are doubtless
some of the first modes of alphabetic
writing, adopted from the demotic hierogly
phics, which accounts for those words having
among

double meanings,
literal and symbolic one
rah was not only the effulgence of the
natural, but also the intellectual or spiritual

;

so written

Also about David and Jonathan,
Jasher).
from the same ancient book (2 Sam. i. 17, 18).
A quotation is also made from one of the Pro

"
says Gliddon, are believed to have been trans
ferred into Hebrew from
different character,
a

But there are other selections made from
some of those ancient records, the names of
which are given ; as in Josh, x., where the sun
" Is it not
and the moon are said to stand still.

[June,
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thus

in the Book of tits Wars of Jehovah (Mileamoth
Jehovah), Num. xxi. 14, etc. But 89 the style
of the first chapters of Genesis is necessarily

heaven; ruait, not only air or breath,
but also spirit
soul and animal were also de
noted by the same word.
And so Adam

the most ancient of all, how is it possible to
regard its language as literal or relating to his
torical events, when yet no people upon the
earth hud commenced the record of actually
occurring events in the world of nature, nor

means Rot only earth, but man, and this bocause by earth
the
e.,
signified man
symbol denoting man, and therefore, at the

ria, Egypt, Greece, Northern Europe, and all
the Oriental world. The language of fact, i. «.,
of what wc now call fact, which is a record
and history of mundane things, is compara
tively modern ; it goes back from the present
time only about 2,500 years, or to about the

;

is

;
t.

it

;

is

is

is,

it

is

it

;

is

breathes into him the breath or the spirit of
His life, and he becomes Ha Adam, the H
being
breathing sound and one of the letters from the name of Jehovah. Man
then
born from above, or by life from God. The
application of this language to the new birth
and growth of the human soul
not seen in
the common translation of
Cor. xv. 47, which
The pas
interpolates the word " the Lord."
is

is

ideas which gave rise not
only to fable, allegory, metaphor, and poetry,
but also to all the mythologies of India, Assy

the dust of tin; ground or
cending life that
of the earth, earthy. The second state of man
of the heaven, heavenly, which
when God

1

of communicating

the expression of the symbol
time,
and of the thing symbolized.
But
only
the first state of man in the order of his as

same

a

jects in the natural world were used only as
types or symbols by which to convey mental,
It was this mode
religious, or spiritual truths.

natural

is

did they till many hundreds of years after
ward I In those early ages the outward ob

it

in the Brooks of Arnon, it is said, is recounted

sun aour was not only light, but
was also
intelligence; ab means father, and will, or
cause; shem the heaven of the mind and the

reads,

sage

"The

first

man

was

from

the

the second man
from
ground, earthy
But this earth and this breath, thus
heaven."

age ; and those of more remote times still, in ,
the enigmatical symbols of Adclon. Indeed,
" there is no evidence but
of any
traditionary
fact whatever of profane history anterior to

meant

one

It

it

as

is

incredible

it

Indeed,
impossible.
was not written by Moses at all, but copied, or
compiled by him, from documents existing in
as

his day in the libraries of Egypt, either in the
or in the earlier symbolic
later hieroglyphics
These documents, both Jehovistic
and Elohim, as also the Book
the Generation*,

of

characters.

;

;

ual generation or birth, or regeneration and
new birth, whether of the individual or col

is

is

lective man, and denote how he
built up
into an image and likeness of God.
But, again,
the sense of this
vitiated and destroyed by
interpolation, which helps to falsify
the real meaning, by making
seem to relate
to man simply as
physical being or to the
In the Acts
formation of his material body.
" And hath made of one
(eta. xvii.) we read,
[or
from one], all nations of men, for to dwell on
another

the face of the earth."

*

as to materialize
Abc. Egypt

But the translators and

some of the copyists, not satisfied with the
words of the original text and their legitimate
"
blood" so
meaning, have introduced the word
the sense, and confine its mean

ing to the physical body of one personal man

I

of personal, local, and historical event

How,
be as

in, were not themselves the things
they were only the symbols of them, as
also of the order and process of man's spirit

it

and ii.
?

sumed that the record in Gen.

i.

it

a

transition
period.
passing through
then, in the face of these facts, can

both

breathed

a

And

it,

history

is

sacred

is

Christian era." *
with
runs parallel

600 years before the

is

lime of the building of liome.
All events of
an earlier date are couched in the composite
mythical imagery of the heroic or Mudikon

of all the various races upon
And no better reason is given for so
doing than that it makes it to be in '' unison with
the Hebrew style of writing," and because it
" denotes our natural descent from one

as the progenitor

the earth

common

family;"

i. «., it is so interpolated as to help
(See Home's Introduction

to make it do so !

to the Holy Scriptures.)
And this interpola
tion is not even acknowledged
by the usual
italics in our common version. But neither
the Latin vulgate, nor the English of the Catho

lic translations has this word. (See the testi
mony which is presented on this subject in
"
Races of the Earth," from
Indigenous

588 to 595.)

page

Still it may

be objected that the

word " one" is an adjective, and requires some
noun for it to qualify, and why not " blood ? "
Because

that word

does not supply the true
materializes the idea of man;

meaning, but
whereas the subject treated of is not man phys
ically, as has already been shown, but man
"and man be
psychologically or spiritually,

soul;" and the human soul is
made of blood, but it is made of the life
from God, denoted by His breath or spirit
being breathed into him; and God is that
"one" life from which all men are created
and live, it matters not whether all at one time
came a living

not

or in one place, or at intervals of time and
space ; God is the one creating life the one
pattern or type from whom all alike live, and
move, and have their being; He is the One

Infinite Divine Prototypal Man, into whose
image and likeness all finite men, whether
of one race or many races, are alike created.
And it is from this "One," or this One source
of all being, that He hath made " all nations
of men for to dwell on the face of the earth."
And Adam, this generic type, was male and
" Male and fe
Gen. i, 26, 27,
female
(see

28).

male created He them, and blessed them, and
called their name Adam in the day when they
were created" (Gen. v. 2).
And the intel
lectual or male principle, represented by the
man (aish), was as one with the affectional or
female principle, represented by the woman
{inha);

IN GERMANY.

CORPUS-CHRISTO-DAY
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for

what

the

one

loved

the other

it was
thought
they had no divided mind
the golden age !
In process of time self-love crept in, which
begat coldness and indifference to others' wel
fare and happiness
a state of apathy and spir
itual sleep, in which state division of interests
and separation ensued. The principle of love,
denoted by the woman, alienated itself from the
principles
implanted

and precepts of truth which had been
in the common life, and was enticed
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and beguiled by the allurements of the senses,
denoted by the symbol of the serpent, till all the
higher and nobler qualities of the affections and
thoughts of the human will, and of the human
understanding, gradually succumbed to the se
ductions of the sensuous appetites and the lusts
of the flesh, thus denoted by the serpent, or

the serpen t- woman ; for " Evia, aspirated, sig
" the "
nifies a female serpent
serpent of our
"
and is as generic in its application as
flesh
is the word " Adam." And in this falling, or
degenerating state of our common humanity,
there were conceived and generated and born
mixed and perverted ideas of thought and
feeling, which were symbolized by Cain and
Abel, etc., in exact accordance with the man
ner in which, in those days, all ideas, and prin
ciples, and doctrines were communicated, and

which were

as well understood as they would
day, by being clothed in arbitrary
and conventional terms, and by geometrical
and fanciful marks, which we call letters and

be at this

words.

But to those who desire to know more

Nature

and Revelation,"

on this subject, I beg to refer them to the ex
planations of the first, second, and third chap
" Two Great Books of
ters of Genesis, in the

which enters into
copious explanation

a

recently published,
much fuller and more

of this subject
GEORGE FIELD.

CORPUS-CHRISTO-DAY

IN GERMANY.

some of the remote portions of the land
wine and beer the celebration of the day

INof

of Corpus-Christo

is kept up in a manner both
The people in these
original and interesting.
parts are, to a large extent, the most orthodox
of Roman Catholics, and hang to their tradi

often sacrificing comfort and
habits
Being a rather strong-minded peo
pleasure.
ple, and encouraged in their religious exercises
by the clergy, they never mistrust how much

tional

they lack of the real progress of the nineteenth
century.

Early in the morning of the day of CorpusChristo the rattling of all kinds of vehicles can
be heard in the streets of the villages and cities,
bringing to church the religious element of all
the country around.
They are dressed in their
best holiday costumes ; all carrying flowers or
evergreens in their buttonholes, in their hands,

If they have any time to spare,
they perhaps take a stroll through town to gaze
at the different altars and other ornaments
which have been erected in honor of the oc

or their hats.

I casion by the inhabitants

of the place, on each

Phrenological Journal.
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[June,

one of the four sides of the public square which
every village in Germany boasts. These altars

which the prelate and choir pass is covered
with carpet. The procession halts in front of

consist of a sort of staircase, above which is to
of some house,

the first altar it meets; the choir sings a hymn;
and after this the priest offers a prayer, during
which all present kneel down on the hard
pavement.
This done, the procession is again
taken up and the same ceremonies repeated in

be seen, suspended from the wall
a picture

Jesus

of the Virgin Mary with

in her

arms.

tastefully ornamented
strewn around them.

the

infant

altars are always
with plenty of flowers

These

They bear well-selected

mottoes, and through their imposing
appearance have a great influence with the com
Scriptural

mon, ignorant farmer or countryman, who is
affected by shining pomp. Other
houses are also decorated, and flowers are scat

front of the other three altars, and this is kept
up until the round has. been made three times.
Then they return to church, and after prayer
and benediction by the priest the assembly dis

so strongly

perses.

tered all over the streets and walks.

lic

The solemn tone of the holiday-bells (in Ger
many every church has several bells, each of
which is named and designed for service on
certain occasions) summons all to church, where
mass and other ceremonies are celebrated.

At

about ten o'clock the church-doors are thrown
wide open and the procession begins. To the
tune of a dirge appear two boys ; one carrying
a carved crucifix,
the other a magnificicnt

Then follows the prelate of the
diocese with majestic step; he is clothed in his
costliest garb, and is surrounded by four choirbrevier.

boj-s, each of whom carries a pole, on which
rests a canopy.
Next follows the choir, con
sisting of a number of school-boys dressed all
alike in white sinners' (or repentance) shirts,
and black velvet caps, carrying wax torches,
the light of which, and their smell, cast over
the whole affair an irresistible solemnity.
Then
come religious societies and prominent churchmembers, displaying banners, etc., and the peo
ple generally, all walking with dignified step
and reverential countenance.

The ground over

The antipathy which the uncultivated Catho
feels toward opponents of a different belief
is marked on this occasion.
One would pity
the Jew who loses his way in the crowd dur
ing the progress of the procession.
The Prot
estant who

may happen to be a spectator is
to retire or is driven away ; or nettles
are thrown into his hair, which he can not re
move except by cutting off the hair in which
warned

the nettle has become involved.
They regard
as the most punishable disrespect for an out

it

sider to refuse the removal of his hat.

The spectacle which such an event presents,
the writer must admit, is the most imposing
which it has ever been his good fortune to wit
ness.
Imagine the music, the torches, the can
opy, the richly-clad, ancient-appearing
priest,
the vast and solemn concourse of people in their
holiday attires, the carpet, the flowers, the altars,
'the praying, singing and kneeling in the streets,
smiled upon by the June sun, and you will
have a faint idea of the real spectacle. There
is romance enough in it to captivate even en
lightened minds, and which is sure to win the
devotion of ignorance.
Julius abej..

PAUL B. DC CHAILLU.

THIS
turer

noted

explorer, naturalist, and lec
was born in Paris, France, in the

year 1830, of a French father and Italian
mother.
probably Corsican
Always fond
of study, he graduated with honor at an

" Polytechnique," a school
early age from the
founded by the Great Napoleon, and a monu

ment to his fame worth a hundred Yenddme
columns, and which, until the late European

in the front rank of the world's
educational institutions.
The father of Mr. Du Chaillu had been
during a great portion of his life engaged as
a trader on the African coast, near the mouth

war, stood

of the Fernand Vaz, and soon after the son
left the college, he was, for some act dis
pleasing to his step-mother, banished by his
father to that unpleasant locality.
Here the
young Du C. was accustomed to penetrate
farther into the country in pursuit of ivory,
etc., than any previous trader, and being an
ardent lover of natural history, prosecuted
that study at the same time.
Frequently these excursions were varied
On one
by canoe voyages along the coast.
of these his canoe was upset during a sudden
squall, and of all the crew he was the sole
survivor. Cast upon a desert shore, without

Paul

1872.]

B.

du Chaillu.

food, gun, or compass, and almost destitute
of clothes (for the fierce action of the waters
had torn off the slight garments necessary in
that climate), our forlorn traveler struggled
through the thorny African jungle for two
"
" to
guessed
days and nights, in what he
be the direction of the American missionary
arriving there toward
Here he was most
hospitably received by the Rev. James Leighton Wilson, attached to the A. B. C. F. M.,
and by him and his wife was attended through
a severe fever, which Du Chaillu experienced
as the result of his fearful
The
exposures.
diseases of tropical climates are sharp and
quick in action, but convalescence is often
station

at

Gaboon,

evening of the third day.

very slow.
the months
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from the Rev. J. L. Wilson to Rev.
Robert Baird, D.D., President of the Ameri
can and Foreign Christian Union, he applied
through the latter for a situation in some
a letter

school, and was

soon

engaged

as

a teacher

of French by the Rev. Gilbert Livingston,
then in charge of a seminary in Carmel, Put
About three months
nam County, N. Y.
with Mr.
after Mr. Du C.'s engagement
Livingston, the latter was removed by death,
and during the remainder of the year many
were the troubles consequent upon the dis
organization existing in a school without
any responsible head, and Mr. Du Chaillu as
a

foreigner was by no mean? agreeably situ
was his course that

ated, yet so conscientious

he won the respect
of all ; while his
^ 1
pupils loved him

During
of his fJir^fSr*'

'

slow recovery he
became convinced
of the truth and
beauty of the re
ligion of his kind

for his careful in
structions, his mer
ry disposition, anil

a
accumulated
large stock of ivo

liberality and
strict impartiality
he
with
which
provided for their
happiness. He was
intolerant to none
but the idle and
the rude; with all

ry and ebony, and

others he was most

formally
it.

adopted

months

Some
after

collection of

kind, patient,

animals,

he

char-

ffi

a small

ves- $%
in which to

employed

all di

his

from.
Before leaving Africa
determined

to become

Mr. Du Chaillu had
an American citizen ;

having, in the loss of his cargo,
been deprived of much of his fortune, he de
termined to employ the years that must in
tervene before he could obtain his naturaliza
tion papers in studying the English language
(which he then spoke very imperfectly), and
in teaching his native tongue.
Armed with
and

now,

hours

most

of

after

an account of his travels
in Central Africa; but this
book, the result of so many years of exposure
and days of patient toil, was destined never
to see the light. No publisher would accept
in
and its disappointed author burned
work
was
fully
this
probably
Yet
disgust.
as interesting as any of his later books which
classes in writing

and discoveries

it

have enjoyed

At

so large

the close

returned

a

rectly from the mouth of the Fernand Vaz
to the United States, while he proceeded first
to Paris to visit his father, and then to New
York.
The vessel by which he had sent his
goods, and which he expected to find upon
his arrival in America, was never heard

it,

send them

and

painstaking.
During this year
Mr. Du Chaillu

birds and

stuffed

scl

having

this,

a fine

tcred

the

and

entertainers,

of this

to France,

sale.

year

Mr. Du Chaillu

and soon after, pecunia

rily assisted by his father, resumed his ex
plorations in Africa. The results of these,
including the account of the discovery of the
" Adr
gorilla, were given to the public in the
and Explorations in Equatorial
ventures

Phrenological Journal.

His am
cution of scientific investigation.
bition, elasticity, and enterprise, rather than
brawny strength and physical force, have
contributed toward securing the success
which he has achieved.

It
ciples upon which fire insurance is based.
shall be our object to treat this subject from
popular and common-sense standpoint, ra
ther than to discuss any scientific or actua
rial problems.
The precise origin of life insurance
as
Lord Dundreary observes, "one of those
things that no fellow can find out." It seems
to have been practised in some rude forms in
the earlier part of the sixteenth
century.
The idea of mutual insurance was plainly
hinted at, if not quite developed, in the an
There were no data to
cient Saxon guilds.
speak of to go upon in those early days, and
mathematical
instead of
science, there was
In fact, " insur
a blind betting on chances.
"
ance
of
absurd forms soon
a

is,

a

many

came to be practised with as much zest as
any other game of chance.
Not only were

and

lying, against high

against

against

divorces

A

!

waymen,

scheme

for the insurance of female ehn»tity and another, on which large sums were
paid at Lloyds, on the success or failure of a
young fellow who had undertaken for
was started

a

wager

within

to go to Lapland
given

time,

two

and

two

and won

the

reindeer

He did

Lapland women!

bring back,

and

wager.

The foundation of life insurance, as sys
the ascertained law of mor
tality, or average death rate. It was long
certain law of average
ago discovered that
a

more certain in results, than the prin

were insurances

tem, rests upon

prevailed

as

to the number

of accidents, the
number of murders,

number

of

number

deaths,

of

the

suicides,

But statistics
etc.
the
had to be gathered for many years and care
fully studied before this law of average could
be reduced to
Mortality tables
system.
were constructed

by learned mathematicians,

and these have been tested and modified by
more than
hundred years' experience in
English life companies, and upward of thirty
re
years in our own, till the computation
duced very nearly to the exactness of the
is

the principles upon which this
science is founded are just as simple, and

made against all possi
but there

so-called,

ble mishaps to person or property,

it,

to make

Yet

insurances,

1.

a

at least no special pains were taken

No.

a

yond the comprehension of common people
had been purposely kept up in former years ;

wagers

self-reliance.

a

all that has been said or printed
subject of Life Insurance, it re
mains a matter of deep mystery to a large
It would ap
number of intelligent people.
pear that the idea that life insurance was be

much

for independence, persistence, and
He has a kindly nature, is
and
much of a contriver, espe
thoughtful,
the
in
way of methods for the prose
cially
character

LIFE INSURANCE

AFTER
on the

it plain.

During the last summer Mr.
Du Chaillu spent much time in travel through
Norway and Sweden, and recently left this
country to resume his investigations in Scan
dinavian life ; so we suppose we may expect
soon another book from his racy and pro
lific pen.
Mr. Du Chaillu is of medium height, slimly
His well-exhib
built, but wiry and active.
ited Firmness and Self-Esteem give him

a

ON

genial of men.

multiplication table.
Take one thousand

men,

of

a

Africa," a book which was accepted by the
Harpers without difficulty, public attention
having been drawn to the nearly unknown
continent of Africa by the publication, dur
ing the years of Mr. Du Chaillu's absence,
of the travels of Dr. Livingstone.
Since then, as all the world knows, Mr. Du
Chaillu has made another journey into the
wilds of Africa, mainly that he might bring
to civilized nations positive proofs of the ex
istence of the gorilla, which was denied by
Since
some of Europe's stilted scientists.
his return from this tour of exploration, he
has been before the American public and
obtained their suffrages as a very entertain
ing lecturer, and a writer of books for chil
dren, which read like fairy tales, and are
In private circles he is known
very popular.
as one of the firmest of friends and most
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given age,

LIFE
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ON

and we know that a certain

number

will

INSURANCE.

die

but it is impossible to make
" This man shall die :
say,
that man shall live." Nothing is more cer
tain than this law of average as applied to

within

a year ;

a selection,

and

the mass ; nothing more uncertain
to the individual.

Suppose all

as

applied

of this

sand men to be in good health,

thou

and each

The " expectation " is
that all would live an average of thirty years
longer ; yet doubtless some would die within
one year, and others might live to the age of
To insure each of those
ninety or a hundred.
men $1,000, payable at death, each should
aged thirty-six years.

pay an annual sum sufficient, if judiciously
invested, to amount to $1,000 at the end of

That annual sum would repre

thirty years.

sent the net cost of insurance, pure and sim
Add to it such per cent, as will cover
ple.
the necessary cost of transacting the business,
and you have the proper premium for that

would lose on
of the thirty
years, would be made up by those who lived
There are many
longer than thirty years.
plans of life insurance; but, if sound, all are
founded on this basis.
In computing tables of premiums, a low
four per cent, in
rate of interest is assumed
Massachusetts, four and a half per cent, in
New York so as to be safe from possible
fluctuations in the income realized from in
To this is added a percentage,
vestments.
insurance.

What

a company

those dying before the expiration

varying from

twenty

to forty per

cent., to

cover the expenses of obtaining and transact
ing the business, such as salaries of officers,

clerk hire, rent, commissions to agents, etc.
This is called the " loading." Like other
branches of business in trade or manufac
tures, money

has to

be

expended

freely

to

Few people go to life insur
ance offices and ask for insurance
they wait
to have it urged upon them by an agent or
solicitor.
There are many companies all
sharply competing with each other, and it is
found necessary not only to educate people
in the knowledge and benefits of life insur
ance, but much money is spent in advertising
the particular advantages claimed by any one
company and its plan over other companies
and their plans.
Contrary to general practice in fire insur
ance, the great majority of life insurance cor
gain business.

The pre
porations are " mutual," so-called.
miums of the members form the fund which
pays all the losses and expenses, and piles up
the reserve fund necessary to meet future
liabilities. At the outset, therefore, there is
only a guarantee capital, pledged by those
who form the company ; but as years pass
on and the company grows old and success
ful, the fund increases like a rolling snowball

till it

becomes something

enormous.

Some

of our oldest companies count assets of
It should be
twenty to forty millions each.
remembered, however, that their liabilities
Many people
increase in nearly equal ratio.
make the great mistake of counting the huge
assets of the larger companies as "profits"
They might with equal
of the business.
justice call the deposits in a savings bank
" profits." The more policies in force, the
greater is the sum at risk ; and a certain pre
scribed proportion of the whole amount must
This is called
constantly be kept on hand.
the reinsurance fund, or reserve.
The theory in a mutual company is, that
each insurant becomes a member, and each
has an equal interest and vote in controlling
But in actual practice, it
the management.
is found that most of the mutual companies,
so-called,

have a small

stock

capital,

and a

control the appointments,
And in
the management.

few stockholders
and

therefore

a

purely mutual company, the impracticability
of getting together the thousands of policy
holders widely scattered over the whole
country, leaves the management in a board
of trustees, whose control is even more ab
solute than that of a regularly appointed
for they are not account
board of directors,
able to a small body of stockholders, vigilant
to see that their rights are protected.
The mutual and the mixed companies
charge a rate of premium considerably high
er than the acknowledged cost of insurance
for the alleged purpose of guarding against
any unforeseen danger in the way of sweeping
At the end of one, two,
losses by epidemics.
three, or four years, according to the varied
practice of different companies, the unused
portion or surplus premium is returned to
"
the policy-holder as a dividend," to be ap
plied either in reducing the amount of his
annual

premium

of insurance.

or to increase the

In estimating

the

amount
value

of

PlIBENOLOQ ICAL JOURNAL.

to be wholly or in part canceled

But in
of surplus premium.
actual experience it was often found impossi
by the returns

ble to meet

the expectations

ers in this direction, and

it

of policy-hold
has been found

best by a majority of the older and
companies

to require

premiums

larger

to be paid

all in cash, while the old and vexatious note
system is fast going out of fashion.

In

the stock companies

the simpler plan is

CAN

IT.the

WE MOLD

is not generally

supposed that we have
to produce changes, and to
make improvements in our physical structures
through the direct action of our minds upon the
power

Bpecial features or organs which we may desire
But there is every reason for be
to improve.
lieving that this high power is among the girts
from God to man ; and in the constantly un
folding powers of the human mind it will yet,
we maintain, manifest itself as one of its divinest forces.

a

a

it,

is,

have human
The question, briefly put,
beings twxd the power, or may they yet devel
to change the physical conformation of
op
tooth,
hair, an ear, the nose, mouth,
an eye,
chin, or any other special part of the organism,
to which they may long and intelligently direct
the positive will-powers of their minds, with
the full and specific intent of making such
can they, in making changes,
higher beauty,
part with
quicker
more manifest intelligence than

it

a

a

and

;

a

ming

can expect

no return

for

the

of their money for a term of years, the
expense of first gaining the business being
larger on the issue of new policies than on
renewals of old policies ; and the reserve for
use

reinsurance

fund

accumulates

more

slowly.

Yet that is an affair of the stockholders, and
the insurant gets the benefit of a low premi
um and a definite contract.

In

our next article we

of life insurance,
upon life companies, etc.

extent

will

speak

attempted

of

the

frauds

FEATURES?

OUR

but also of vegetable and animal
the direct product of an internal
creative principle, or mind, would not the work
of building appear to be the legitimate office of
all mind
There can be no doubt that every
the human,
existences,

function of our organisms
now conducted
secret mind within ourselves.
by
From
what source, let us inquire, but
mental one
could the power be derived to carry on the
operations of the body, such as the circulation
of the blood, the digesting of the food, the re
moval of waste matter from the system, and,
in fact, the performance of the whole animal
This part of the work of the sys
economy?
tem
just as palpably under the government
of some sort of mind in us as are our emotions
and sensations.
We have two kinds of mind the one posi
tive the other passive.
To the latter
as
signed the duty of taking care of all of the

lower work of the system.

The blood
evidently circulated by an involuntary will
in us
also, the other offices of the animal
;

human power.
It
great deal to claim that
ve this power
but when we

that this

is
a

efore

?

a

;

ge

stockholders

is

eventually,

be safely
and they rahge from twenty to
forty per cent, lower than the rates of the
mutual companies.
Under this plan the

is

was expected that these notes were,

thinks the business can

development, not only of

organism are conducted in the same manner.
All of the lower operations of the system
may now be controlled, to
certain ex
a

It

um.

company

transacted,

a

by the

is

forty or fifty per cent., secured
policy itself, and bearing interest.
A new note was given each year for the credit
part of the premium, and the interest was
collected annually on payment of the premi
the remaining

by the company or expected by the
insured ; but the rates of premium are fixed
at as nearly the net cost of insurance as the
promised

:

Formerly most of the companies collected
fifty or sixty per cent, of the premium in
cash, and took a note from the insured for

is

ment to be considered.

?

premium, before returning
it to the policy-holder, is an important ele

money."

a

upon this surplus

of "so much insurance for so much
A capital is paid in by stockhold
ers to make good all deficiencies and give
additional security to policy-holders.
No
dividends or returns of surplus premium are
adopted

is

these dividends, the length of time for which
the company had the use of and the interest

[June,
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tent, by the voluntary (as contradistinguished

Can We Mold

1872.]

the involuntary) action of our minds.
Thus we can either retard or accelerate, at
will, the circulation of the blood ; we can de
lay sleep beyond the natural or usual time.
We can feed the stomach or starve it (just as
it may suit us to do), in violation of and in Mai
disregard of the laws of the involuntary will,
which is always active in regulating our phys
from

Our Features

r
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control extends little further than to delaying
or hindering the operations of the building
mind within us ; viz., by forcibly postponing
sleep beyond the regular time ; by ordering the
stomach, against the mandate of the building
mind, to await the pleasure or the convenience
of the positive mind before it shall receive food ;

ical offices for us when our positive minds or
wills do not interfere to prevent
The power,

and so on through a number of similar inter
ferences.
Occasionally the positive or exter
nal mind departs from this process of inter

then, of our positive minds over these lower
operations of the system is conclusive evidence

ference, and really assists the building mind in
its work of reconstruction, after the system has

that at all times those operations in us are con
by a kindred mind-force, or else our

sustained a severe check from disease or other
wise. Whenever this does occur, the work of

positive wills could gain no power over them
to check or to interfere with their operations.
Conceding, then, that the entire animal econo

regenerating

ducted

my is managed (and upon this point I presume
there will be no dispute among scientific minds)

by a kindred force of mind in us, lower than
the positive mind which we use to execute our
higher purposes, would it not appear reasona
ble that our higher mind would, after a while,
include

in its functions

the molding

and reg
ulating of our features upon a higher plan than
is now being done for us by our involuntary or

the wasted system proceeds with
great rapidity, and with an astonishing devel
opment of force ; often so great as to attract
the attention of friends, and to draw from them
that the late invalid (who may
have passed through a most trying ordeal, and
" looks better
may have barely escaped death)
than he ever did before in his life."

the remark

It is the proper office of the positive mind
to assist the involuntary or building mind in
This evidently is the law.
So plain is it that in such a case as the one

all its operations.

above, the patient draws

passive mind ?
But, in reply to this position, it may be said
that the performance of the operations of the

cited

ordinary economy of the system (such as its
whether
supply and waste) by a mind-force
furnishes no evi
involuntary or otherwise

work of repair, that we have a right to assume
it as beyond question, and to use it as evidence
of the principle for which we here contend ;

dence that the same mind has any lot or part
In building the structure of the system. What,

and

let us inquire, in reply to this, are these ordinary
operations of the system but a building pro
cess? Evidently such is the use of the food
we take into our systems ; and the same force
that removes the waste matter is also the force

which is engaged in selecting the material
which is to remain, and in dispensing it
throughout the system. Wo think there can,
on this point, be no doubt whatever.
We
know that changes in organic methods are all
the time being made ; and it seems to us that
the next organic development for which we
may look will be a positive control by our
conscious minds over the work of our secret
building minds in their processes of construct
ing or building the human body.
I do not
mean to say that our active minds will usurp
the office of building.
We know already that
the positive mind has assumed a position of
comman I over some of the involuntary opera

his

increased

life from the efforts which his external mind
has made to assist the building mind in its

if the positive mind can in such a case aid
the building mi»d in recuperating the lost and
wasted structure, may it not also assist nature

in constructing the human organization in its
initial stages, or in making alterations and im
provements after the structure may have re
ceived the bulk of its growth? And to go
further, can a man, after reaching the age of
thirty-five,

or fifty even, make material changes

of himself through the action of his voluntary
will, it being constantly and almost ceaselessly
directed toward producing those changes ? We
think he can. One important fact tending to
support this view is the generally acknowl
edged power of the mind to manifest itself
Upon our
through the features of the face.
features we trace clearly the difference between
intelligence and ignorance, and so estimate
men as we meet them.

Suppose a child of one

Now, the

at one year old, he had been placed in the

much further

than it has yet done.

If,

tions, and we may reasonably expect that com
mand to become more absolute, and to reach

At the age
year be placed among Chinese.
his nation
of twenty-five (notwithstanding
ality the result will be the same) he will there
present a very different appearance throughout
his organism from what he would have done
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midst of the refining influences of good society
in England or America, and bad remained
there until he was twenty-five years old. In
either case it would be quality and degree of

we want to offer

culture alone which would make the difference
in his personal appearance.
Clearly would this
exterior condition be due to the influence of

more indolent specimens of our race, who may
feel that, through their inertness, they are de
nied all part in the benefits of the development

the mind upon the organism of the supposed in
dividual. The case is not an extreme one. Like
It often
things are occurring all the time.

promised the more active and ambitious.
The rocks, as we gaze upon their hard and
unyielding faces, show to our external senses

happens that a person loses his or her good
looks by going from a cultivated community
into a rough one, and there remaining for a

no signs of life;
there were any

Has not a flattened nose been known

mind.

to become more angular

and elevated, a dull

a

a

if

nor would

we suspect that
we did not see the flow

ers of the valley gather their brightest bloom
and their sweetest odors from the disintegra
tions of these rigid and fixed structures of
Could the self-molding of the human
features, even after they have gained their full
size, be
In the
greater mystery than this
creation.

?

have the active forces of

one case, we would

mind in its highest form to do the work.
In the
case of the flowers, the amount of intelligence

which we accord
but small, and yet how
The
beautifully do they perform their work
power of mind over the whole human economy
!

ing a lower community and going into a more
active, intelligent, and refined one.
In these
cases the work, it is true, does not appear to
have been done through the intention of the

of comfort to the

is

strangely changed, so that perhaps they might
not be recognized by former friends, after leav

crumb

a

long time in close intimacy with uneducated
people.
Many people have improved in per
sonal appearance, and their features have

apparently that what the few learn first, after
ward becomes the possession of the many.
We have made point of this here, because

eye to become bright, as resulting from changed

can not be doubted.

Now, if the
surroundings ?
mind can make such alterations in the charac
ter of our features without appearing even to

The mind has strayed very much away from
Its chief business evidently is
to build up and to take care of the body.
We
are now exercising but one-half of the office,

be making

an effort to do

should

what

be

the influence of the mind in the same direction

and that we are doing but imperfectly

for we

full purpose to produce
The differences in power
two slates of mind must

is
a

where there

its true mission.

;

improved

it,

and

the changes?
between these

be very great indeed.

If our minds are really capable of doing
this sort of work, we think that we as

in saying that, in time,
as an employment
they will choose
of no small consequence; for we could
scarcely,
imagine, be better employed
than in making large personal improve

I

it

sume but little

a

ments on ourselves.
Nothing would be
below our dignity which might tend to
such
result.

The efforts which our minds would
have to make in changing, by their in
telligent and direct action upon our
features, their original contour would
not be ordinary, but most extraordinary.
Light work would not, nor could not,

ac

complish such results. None, therefore,
but the ambitious and the persevering
need hope for any beneficial results from
trivial efforts.

Fio. I.

is

a

It

The ordinary mind would, of course, derive
strength, in time, from the example of superior
minds leading in that direction.
law

Cutting Down.

can not, on the right principles, or under the
right methods, take care of the body unless we
couple with the task the other and first legiti

A BAD PEN.

1872.]

mate office of the mind, which is, by the intel
ligent use of its will forces, to build the body,
and to improve the structure of the features at
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These
by some red Indians.
caricatures are not confined to one picture, but
the misfortune of the unspectacled husband
larder is invaded

and the adventures of the squatter
and his unwelcomed
visitors are
represented in a course of a dozen
or

more

In

sketches."

spirited

England and America we find
humoristic

vein cropping

out

the

par

ticularly in political lives, in ex
hibiting the ridiculous phases of
office-holding, it being quite imma
terial to the artist whether the
functionary

burlesqued

occupies

a

high or low position, his main ob
ject being to excite the risibles of
those who may chance to see his
production

on

the

printed

page.

But there are times when the polit
ical humorist performs a most valu
able office, where he assists in
bringing about a work of reform in
the politics

of

a

municipality

or

Of this we have had a very
city.
marked exhibition in the recent
developments of corruption in New
every stage of life. Behind this office for the
mind lies a larger field of duty than we now
conceive of ; and in that duty is more of the

While the more
York politics.
manifest follies of fashionable life inspire the
pencil of the English and French artists, the
German, owing doubtless to a rather deep

true law of all the economies of life than we

philosophical

FlQ. 3. PODfTINO.

cast of mind,

aided

by a very

have yet found out. Error among us
will be corrected in the proportion in

which we may acquaint ourselves with
j. m. p.
the true offices of the mind.
A

BAD PE:

rr^HE

accompanying grotesque portraits are derived from German
sources and exhibit the national cast

_L

of expression
Germans

quite

are clever

The
piquantly.
in their sketches

of character

; they appreciate
keenly
the grotesque in human nature. To be
sure, there is not as much nervous ac
tion indicated as by the French carica

turists, hut the humor has a solid, di
rect force. The German type of organ
ization, too, is particularly evinced in
their fondness for portraying

of every-day

the small

As a
writer has said, they catch up and
treat with a tact that is peculiarly their
own " all sorts of tl ionics, from a short-sighted

er incidents

life.

and irascible husband whose wife has stolen his
spectacles, to the manly backwoodsman whose

Fio. 3. The Ris0i.t.
earnest social nature, is easily inspired by the
Al
annoyances of life in the home circle.
though he is disposed at times to look abroad,
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yet he finds the most food for representation
at home.

sets vigorously
to work to restore It to good
condition.
In the second portrait he is point

The subject which is illustrated in the
sketches before the reader is " a bad pen," which
the artist has treated in a most amusingly

ing and splitting the newly-made nib with all
It is in
the interest of the closest attention.
this performance, as is well known, that an eye
Well, the
and a hand are especially requisite.
pen is supposed to be ready for work. The old

observer.

He has become fully satisfied that intelligent
noises or rappings are actually produced,
that chairs, tables, or other objects are un
doubtedly moved, and that the proofs of the
reality of these demonstrations are just as ab
solute as are the proofs of any other fact in
nature.
The force by which these demonstra
tions are made, he calls psychic force. It may
be indicative, he thinks, of the existence of
a soul within man, and it is this soul which
he thinks may exercise psychic force beyond
He rejects the idea that the mani
the body.
festations are produced by the agency of dis
They are purely and whol
embodied spirits.
ly the result of forces residing in the human
organism, and neither our departed friends,
The
angels, or devils have to do with them.

is never able to communicate any
thing that is not already known to some per
medium

son present.

"This psychic

force, Mr. Cox thinks, opcr-

SCIENCE."

ates by a vibratory or wave-like action,
opposed

to and capable

of

overcoming

is
the

attraction of gravitation. Tables and other
that are moved are first filled, so to
speak, with the psychic emanation, which
renders them buoyant in the air, when they

objects

float, swing, and sway about

if

as

supported

by an invisible balloon.

"One of the explanations of these phe
nomena, and upon which Mr. Cox lays much
stress, is the unconscious cerebral action of the

a

it

it,

mind of the medium, which action is mani
Now, as
fested through the psychic force.
this unconscious cerebral action can be in
duced and made to set men's bodies in mo
becomes
tion, without their knowing
question whether Mr. Cox himself and his
friends did not have their cerebrums uncon
sciously excited so that they could hear noises
and see sights that in reality never took place
or so that they could not see the person who
pushed the piano, lifted the table, or forced
down the balance.
" What Mr. Cox and Dr. Crookes now need,
in order further to verify their published con

;

he has been a careful and extensive

BY

clusions
paratus

and observations,
scientific ap
so made as to indicate the true con
is

says :

Broadway, N. Y., has issued
the pamphlet entitled as above, written by the
celebrated London barrister, Mr. Edward W.
Cox, in which he gives expression to his views
concerning spiritualism, or spirit manifesta
tions, as deduced from the series of scientific
experiments made last year in London, under
the auspices of Dr. Crookes, Dr. Huggins,
and others, Mr. Cox being one of the examin
A description of some of these
ing party.
experiments, with drawings of the testing
apparatus employed by Dr. Crookes, will be
found in our back numbers.
" In the
present work Mr. Cox describes the
various forms of spirit manifestations that he
has witnessed, from which it is evident that
744

dition of their own cerebrums.
An instru
that shall be capable of indicating
the unconscious excitement or action of the
mind, would be of great valuo in pathology.
In addition to its uses in unraveling these
would doubtless be of
spirit mysteries,
inestimable importance to physicians in the
diagnosis and treatment of mental disorders
and diseases that react upon the brain.
"There are various forms of unconscious
cerebral action to which persons have been
To some individuals, visions and
subject.
ment

'

Scientific American

THE
Hinton,

ANS WERED

" Mr. H. L.

'

"SPIRITUALISM

fellow has stocked it with ink, and in the third
portrait we find the result of his attempt to
A crisis has occurred, all his arduous
write.
labors have been in vain ; an unsightly blot
daubs the clean foolscap.

a

an early-imbibed prejudice against all new-fan
gled notions, and will persist in using the goosequill of his youth, having found the nib of his
pen too much worn for further convenient use,

it

grotesque style. Here an old gentleman, prob
ably some severe old doctor who has retained

LIGHT

personages have appeared when they

have been wide awake and in the full posses

Sir David
sion of their ordinary senses.
Brewster mentions several examples of this
kind of cerebral action.
" The latest phases of these psychic demon
strations, as brought out in this country, to
wit, the visible production of the forms of
departed friends, standing out clear and posi
tive in the presence of the members of the
psychic circle, have never been witnessed by
Mr. Cox at least he makes no mention there
of; nor does he allude to the spirit flames
Mr. Cox
and lights now produced here.
should come over and visit Mrs. Mary An
drews, at Moravia, N. Y., who will show him
things in this line that will probably make
his hair stand on end. One visitor has as
sured us that the sight of these things
brought on a cold perspiration, and he felt
as if the gates of the eternal world had been
actually thrown open. Until Mr. Cox goes
to Moravia, it is evident that spiritualism
will not be fully answered by science."
[These gentlemen are not willing to accept
psychology, the Science of the Soul, and

They do
so get a skylight view of things.
not rise above their senses into sentiment or

A perusal of "The Library of
prophesy.
Mesmerism and Psychology " would enlighten

nowhere

in all the domain

parallelism
between
more perfect

The most common
heat, and

theory

of science
and

conception

is the

observation

of " light,

actinic

in solar
rays, combined
effulgence," is not that they are " only atoms
turning on their axis," but that they are all
vibrations, waves, oscillations, or shiverings
(different terms to express an unknown mode
of motion) in the all-embracing, luminiferous
ether, which is not itself cognizable by the
senses, except

in these motions, which, in some
to ordinary mat

cases, may be communicated

The long heat-waves may be converted
ter.
into the short ones that constitute light; or
those may be lengthened into heat The oxyhydrogen blowpipe gives a feeble light along
with intense heat By placing a piece of lime in
it the long waves are broken up into short ones
the heat is lessened, but the light becomes
dazzling.

A very easy experiment will show the op
Let a strong breeze strike
posite conversion.
a common wood
fire, and the proportion
of light to heat will be at once diminished.
In like manner the chemical rays are probably
increased at the expense of luminous ones by
the photographer's blue skylights.
The waves

the dif

removed in ad

vance by that theory, and full answers may be
found in such works as Sir John Herschell's
" Familiar Lectures " and Prof. Tyndall's

" Light and Electricity."
In another work,
Tyndall shows that heat is a mode of motion,
and that light is a motion also, differing from
heat only in having shorter vibrations or waves;
and that the chemical rays contained in every
sunbeam are still shorter waves. A ray from
the sun, therefore, has three great systems of
vibrations, heat, light, and chemical rays, each
of which is composite that is, has different
Many pages would be required
wave-lengths.

grateful to the eye than any other color. There
seems no more reason to consider yellow and
blue colors, for instance, as distortions of light,
than white; for these two, when brought to
Yellow and blue
gether, will produce white.
powders will not thus combine, for they largely
neutralize each other, as explained by Prof.

Tyndall (" Light and Electricity," p. 70).
Outside of scientific circles it is now quite
common to refer all things to electricity.
This
agent is so striking in its phenomena, and so
difficult to trace in its work, that it affords
great advantages to those who are bent on the
But the
discovery of a single universal cause.
like heat and light,
evidence that
only

a

several objections to the commonly-accepted
ideas of prismatic or primary colors, which ap
pear to be based mainly upon misconceptions

7Ti

the mean length of violet and red re
Green lies half way between these
spectively.
two, which is probably the reason it is more
inch

is

the May number of the Phrenological
Mr. Charles E. Townsend urges

INJournal,

ficulties he adduces have been

to give adequate proof of these wonderful in
ductions, and to trace out their beautiful and
perfect exploration of all calorific, luminous,
and actinic effects.
Suffice it here to say, that

form of motion, accumulates daily.
Heat will
and
produce electricity in numberless ways
electricity, in turn, can be made to take the
;

LIOHT AND C0L0R8.
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for each color, also, differ in length, the red
being longest and the blue shortest.
These
have been measured with great care and are
found to vary from
to ^foo of an

them Bomewhat]

of the undulatory theory of light

COLORS.

it,

spectral

AND

Phrenological Journal.
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of heat. These transformations go on
without any appreciable change in the quan
This, in itself, should
tity of matter employed.
make us look with suspicion upon any attempt
form

to exalt electricity to the primacy among nat
ural agencies. It is no more pervading or nec
essary than heat, with which, indeed, it has
wm. pittenger.
many qualities in common,

ELECTRICITY
"»

AND

LIFE.

jTR EDITOR

_LVJ_

number

The article in your April
on " Respiration and Respira

tory Apparatus," suggests some questions with
reference to the voluntary, alternate action of
the heart, and the composition of the atmos
"
phere. The writer says, The air is composed
mainly of two gases, oxygen and nitrogen, but

it

is the former that makes this almost impalpa

Omitting to
ble ether a vitalizing medium."
speak of electricity, as one of the elements of

the atmosphere, is a very common error. It
is electricity, doubtless, which imparts those
gaseous affinities to the atmosphere, gases by
which they so uniformly combine, with just suf
ficient force to remain so until overcome by
the greater affinity of the oxygen for the car
bon of the blood, with which the air is brought
in contact in the process of respiration.
We have thought for years that the oxygen

of the air was the purifying principle, liquify
ing the blood, while the electricity evolved
during the chemical changes of the blood in
the lungs was taken up by the numerous
nerves, ramifying on the surface of the minute
cells of the lungs, and stored away in the gang
lions,

etc.,

for service when called

on by the

will.
We have thought that the electric condition
of the stomach was the opposite to that of the
lungs, one being positive, the other negative,
the
analogous to our earth and atmosphere
heart, being suspended between the two and

[June,

think oxygen forms the heating principle, giv
ing liquidity and flexibility to the body, while
We see the
electricity is the vital principle.
sap freighted with the elements of food con
veyed against gravity, and deposited in the ex
tremes of a tree or plant, and so suspended be
tween heaven and earth where it may receive
the elaborating influences of the sun ; but this

fluidity of the sap is an essential condition of
growth, brought about, in part, by the beat of
the sun, and by the chemical action of the
oxygen in the ground, decomposing and com
pounding the soil and its liquids by electrical
affinities into sap, while the electrical condi
tion of the fibrous roots of vegetation perform
the mechanical labor of gathering and forward
ing it to the cellular tissues, and thence to the
extremities.
Doubtless there are many who differ with us
of the alternate action of the
heart and of the source of physical life and

as to the cause

motion, and who are much more competent to
discourse on these interesting questions.
But,

Mr. Editor, as you are very liberal in allowing
mere laymen to make suggestions for the more
competent to elaborate, we thought we would
venture a few thoughts for your readers to con
sider. They are as free as the air we breathe,
and, it may be, will vitalize the brains of some
competent thinker, and leave him to give us
something new and better than we can. It is
probable
swered,

the question is easier asked than an

How to

e. c.

Build Brick

Chimney-tops.

All

the brickwork above the superstructure, what
ever the material of the building, should be
made with cement mortar, which absorbs less
than that made of caustic lime and

moisture

The bricks for a chimney-top should be
soaked in water for a few minutes, so that they
will not extract the water from the mortar. In
Bond.

connected witli them by nerves, was influenced
its
alternately by them, and so performed
The presence of the nerves on the
functions.

to have mortar become very hard, it
must dry slowly.
By laying wet bricks, the
mortar will set slowly, dry slowly, and event
ually become almost as hard as the bricks.

surface of the cells are suggestive of their func
tion just as that of the blood-vessels is to con
vey the liquid blood.

Every brick chimney should be covered at the
top with a copestone, and art-lied top, or bricks
placed over the flues, like the rafter of a build

By its
Heat, of itself, will not beget motion.
expansion of matter motion may be secured.
But the attractive and repulsive properties of
electricity will beget motion; and it is to this

ing, for the purpose of turning off the water
which would go down the inside, be absorbed

vital, motor element, pervading matter, and de
rived from the air, food, and water we partake
of, that we are indebted for physical life. We

order

by the bricks, and perhaps soak through and
wet the paper or kalsomining on the inside.
A chimney-top made as above will stand the in
fluences of the weather over a hundred

without repairs.

Industrial Monllily.

years

Wisd om. Mir th.
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JLucrezia Boroia, according to generally
received authority, was the daughter of Pope
Alexander VI. and a Roman woman, named
Vunozza.and lived in the latter half of the 15th
She was a woman of great beauty,
century.
and of a very warm, social disposition.
She
has been accused of abominable criminality
with her father and her two brothers; but
modern critics have called this in question. In
1408 she married Giovanni Sforza, Lord of Pesaro. This marriage was dissolved in 1497,
and she afterward married Alfonzo, Duke of

will
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be able to discover no more

disfiguring blot

than appears on a beautiful record of snowy white
ness.

»

MIRTH.
[Under this heading we proposo to publish
"A little nonsense now and then ; "
which
"Is relished by the wisest men." ]

Nasbt says an honest man gathers no moss.
rolling stone's the noblest work of God.

A

Over the door of

a cobbler's shop in Providence
this legend: "Boots and shoes is made
ladies and shentlcinuns repaired."

Biseglia, who, two years later, was assassinated
by order of her brother Ctesar. In 1501 she

hear

married Alfonzo d'Este, a son of Ercole, Duke
of Ferrara.
She survived her whole family,

A
four year old, the other day, nonplus
sed his mother by making the following inquiry :

and attracted to her court many poets and men
Like her brother Ctesar, she shrank

of letters.

from no crime ; but she was a patroness of art
and learning, and on this acaount homage was
paid to her by Pietro Bembo and other poets
of her time. Victor Hugo has made her the
subject of a play, which affords the basis for
the well-known opera of Donizetti.

If

you have improved your understanding and
studied virtue, you have only done your duty, and
thus there seems little reason for vanity.

You must never be satisfied with the surface
of things; probe them to the bottom, and let noth
ing go till you understand it as thoroughly as your
powers will enable you.
Wirt.
.-rcful to

speak in a tender, kind,
Even when you have occasion to
rebuke, be careful to do it with manifest kind
ness.
The effect will be incalculably better.
Be

and loving way.

A man has no more right to say an uncivil thing
than to act one ; no more right to say a rude thing
to another than to knock him down.
A man's
own good breeding is the best security against
other people's ill-manners.
We

sleep,

and

wake, and

sleep,

little

" Mother, if

a man is mister, aint a woman a niys-

teryf"
A committee
gate

the

was recently appointed to investi
chastisement
of a pupil in a

excessive

Michigan public school, and reported that the
punishment was not actuated by malice, but oc
casioned by an " undue appreciation of the thick
ness of the boy's pantaloons."

An old Baptist minister enforced

the necessity of
of opinion by this argument: " Now, if
had been of my opinion everybody
everybody
would have wanted my wife."
One of the dea
"Yes,
cons who sat just behind him responded,
and if everybody were of my opinion, nobody
would have had her."
difference

WISDOM.

Manner.

appears

but all things

move ;

The sun flies forward to his brother sun ;
The dark earth follows, wheeled in his eclipse,
And human things, returning on themselves,
Move onward, leading up the golden year.

When the men who work begin intelligently to
investigate the foundations of the principles which
nnderlie our institutions, systems, and laws, it is
a hopeful and gratifying evidence
that our polit
ical and social well-being will be faithfully con
served.

The tablet of the heart should be kept so pure
In purpose and so spotless from deception, evil
thinking, and wrong-doing, that a gainsaying world

Steam Engine Jokes. Engineer Stone, or " Old
Rock," as he is more generally called among Mb
who runs on the east end of the
acquaintances,
Peoria and Oquawka Railroad, is a natural wag, dry
as a chip.
One day "Rock" met with a party of
the St. Louis, Alton and Chicago Railroad boys at
Peoria Junction, and they stepped into Sam Em
ery's for a "social" glass of beer.' Conductor
Hedges of the St. Louis road, as a sort of senti
" Old Rock, otherwise Stone, a per
ment, gave
" That, is very good," exclaimed
fect brick."
"
Here is to old Brush, otherwise Hedges, a
Stone.
perfect stick." The next that was seen of "Rock"
he was pursuing a "2.40" gait toward his engine,
and Hedges with a big stick close on bis rear.
This is not quite so good as the repartee of Nick
Denton, while a division engineer on the Illinois
Central at a festival several years ago in Do Witt
County. A fellow named Jack Wallace gave as a
sentiment, " The two Xicks Old Nick and Nick
Denton."
The table came down witli a clatter.
Nick arose as grave as a judge, and when the noise
hod subsided he said he fully appreciated the honor
conferred on him In being named in connection
with Jack's most intimate friend ! He hardly knew
how to requite the kindness, but as one good turn
deserves another, he would give " The two Jacks
Jack W , and Jackass ! " Jjick Wallace col
lapsed, and the company went into hysterics.
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[In this Department will be noticed such matters as are of Interest to correspondents and to the general reader.
" What They Say " should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]
Contributions for

Should

bookkeeper

a

Weak Eyes

that

has his eye on the

seat which was filled by his grandfather and great

As Phrenology
getting better
known, people begin to inquire what 6ort of heads
candidates for office have. Have you a bust of the
"old man eloquent?" If sq, what are its chief
traits? and do you know whether the present
John has similar head
Am. John Quincy Adams, the ex-President, had
very large Firmness, large Conscientiousness, SelfEsteem, Approbativeness, (Jombativencss, Indi
viduality, Eventuality, Locality, and Language,
and was an honest,
straightforward man, who,
were he in his prime to-day, would thunder loudly
against the political wrongs and every swindling
device for corrupt and dishonest gain.
Our correspondent or any of his friends can ob
tain from this office
cast of the head of John
Quincy Adams, properly boxed and sent by ex
press, by remitting to us $8. We may add that
we have the casts of the celebrated Thomas Addis
Emmet, George Combe, Black Hawk, the great
Indian chief, and many others that we can send at
the same price
Is

?

a

a

grandfather.

I

.'

Is

;

a

is
a

It

;

a

a

John Quincy Adams, of Mass.,

a

Among

Introductions.

Will

you please in

form mo when and where to introduce people,
and should the parties introduced shake hands
and express happiness for the opportunity of the
acquaintance

Ans. This subject can not here be answered sat
isfactorily and in an extended manner, because
the circumstances of different persons and the
practice of difusages of different places require
Men who meet in business way
erent methods.
generally shake hands cordially when introduced
by friend, and express pleasure In making the
acquaintance; but when ladies and gentlemen are
introduced, or when ladies are introduced to each
other, shaking hands depends npon the usages of
the community or the age of the parties respect
ively, or the circumstances under which they are
introduced. These all must be taken into consid
eration. If you will read " How to Behave," puba

President

a

be

?

a

a

a

is

is
a

a

a

a

Who shall

the aspirants for the White House we suppose

a

Thick lips are indicative

'!

Thick Lips.

Where
strong emotional nature in general.
rather low
the person's associations have been of
character, they may exhibit
sensual disposition,
coarseness very evident in
in which case there
their conformation. It
altogether probable that
very loving and affectionate nature,
you have
and perhaps Amativeness plays too large
part in
your thoughts and emotions. If so, you must en
deavor to curb the tendency,
to live purely in
In connection with this
thought and sentiment.
mental discipline, frequent bathing of the lips In
Of course
cold water will bo found beneficial.
you can not expect to modify much the lineaments
more re
of the face, but you may bring about
fined condition, as accompanying an improved
mental tone.
of

a

a

if

if

corre
and that clearly stated, must be propounded,
spondent shall expect us to aire him the benefit of its early
consideration.
Questions of personal interest will be
stamp be Inclosed for
promptly answered by Utter,
the return postage.

a

a a

op "General Interest" only
QuESTross
will be answered in this department. We have no space
time,
One question only at
to gratify idle curiosity.

I

t

a

walk before or after breakfast?
What
should be his diet
My eyes are good, but from
constant writing they are growing weak, and
am
obliged to look closely by lamp-light in order to
see.
Would you advise glasses
for
am bat
twenty-nine years old.
An*. Your general health
doubtless suffering
from close confinement in doors and by the con
stant use of your eyes while becoming depressed
in health, there
If
great strain upon them.
you could get out of doors for year, could con
nect yourself with something that does not require
would be beneficial to you.
very close looking,
Bookkeepers should^ take active physical exercise
If they have nothing to do
dozen times
day.
which requires strength, they can swing their
arms, strike out from the shoulder into the empty
Most
gladiators.
air, and imagine themselves
bookkeepers lack fresh air, and being qniet in
their habits, their circulation becomes poor, and
they feel chilly and thus keep their business place
too warm.
A bookkeeper's diet depends some
thing on the man and the amount of confinement
he has.
It should not be pork, sausages, griddle
cakes with hutter and sugar but lean beef, fruit
in liberal measure, and the bread should be coarse,
so as to keep his bowels free.
If you must keep
books, and your eyes are failing, you should man
little time each day to rest them.
age to get
You should wear glasses so that you can see to do
We know people who have
your work easily.
strained their weak eyes or their old eyes for years
trying to see without glasses from superstitions
fool
objection to the use of glasses, or through
ish vanity, lest somebody should think they were
getting old.
take
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lished at this office, price 75 cents, you will learn
the rules and exceptions in this respect, and 909
other valuablo matters pertaining to daily life and
comely behavior.

What are Quack Medicines?

.

Am. All those substances, whether pills, pow
" large "
ders, bitters, or other slops, put up in
quart, pint, or other sized bottles, said to contain
healing virtues, which are not indorsed by the
medical profession. AU the so-called patent med
icines arc quack and frauds. Those who swallow
them only worse their condition.
It is only the
ignorant at leost ignorant in these medicines and
that buy and swallow them.
their bad effect*
Tho6C who manufacture these advertised mix
tures, whether liquid or solid, never take them
into their own stomachs.
Very few physicians of
any school swallow the poisons which they pre
scribe for others.
It is no less true than It is a
common remark that a doctor seldom takes his
own drugs.
Quack medicines advertised in the
newspapers are put up to sell to all comers, while
all regular physicians of the drug schools give
special prescriptions, which are put up by licensed
druggists. Hygienic physicians give no poisonous
drugs nor alcoholic stimulants whatever.

Petrifying Bodies.

Please

Children's

Would

me as to the

inform

truthfulness of the following para
graph through the Mentorial Bureau :
" Mazzini's body is to be petrified by the cele
brated Gozini of Genoa, so that it will never change
through any vicissitude. The professors of this
art have brought it to perfection at last They
can render the body like stone, or by immersion in
certain liquids it seems only to be asleep.
Gozini
has a curious museum of humanity petrified, well
worth seeing.
The ancients mummified, but that
changed the appearance, while this process leaves
the subject life-like in appearance."
Ant. We arc not informed as to the process
There should be a method of
spoken of above.
preserving entire the human system, and rare, val
If it is
uable, and curious specimens of animals.
not yet reached, we doubt not it will be at no very
distant day.

Heads.

423

afterward. Solomon was right whatever excep
tions may be quoted against him, " Train up a
child in the way he should go, and when he is old
he will not depart from it."
It will be observed
that he said "train up," not merely educate.
Children require education and training. To edu
cate is to show and teach what ought to be done ;
training is In taking care that it be done.

Firmness

and Sei.f-Esteem.

I

am

sadly deficient in force of will, determination of
purpose, decision of character,
and Sclf-Esteem.
Can Phrenology, after opening my eyes to my
condition and showing me my defects,' offer me a
remedy ?

A proper

exercise of the defective faculties
to give them strength. A man can Im
prove his mental constitution, for every faculty is
on such a principle that exercise gives
organized
it strength, just as exercise gives strength and
growth to muscle. A work entitled "Self-Cul
ture" will show you how to increase the. activity
of the organs in question.
Ann.

will

tend

Insanity.

A

young

lady of our ac

2|W

§fceg

|ag.

recently become deranged.
She
lately lost her mother, and it is hinted she has
had some disturbance in her love relations. Can
you give us any suggestions that will be beneficial
to her or her friends in the case V
Am. The causes of insanity are as numerous as
are the faculties.
It is not easy to give sound ad
vice relative to a case unless the facts and the
special manifestations are known to the one who
gives the advice.
One is insane on Veneration,
another on Conscientiousness, on Friendship, on
Parental Love or Conjugal Love, some on Acquis
Dcstruetivcncss, or Constnutlveness :
itiveness,
6omc in the poetic element, others in various intel
lectual faculties; one is music-mad, another de
We may say that the pa
ranged on mathematics.
tient should be treated bodily to bring about the
right conditions of the system, if possible.
Her
case belongs to the physician, and the physician
ought to be a phrenologist to understand the. case
well. Consult Dr. Buttolph, of Trenton, N. J.
quaintance

has

it be

well to have the heads of children examined by a
competent phrenologist with a view to bestow
special culture upon the deficient organs? and at
what age should such an examination be made?
An*. This is precisely the field in which Phre
nology Is designed to be of most paramount ser
vice to the world. If parents know at five or six
years of age, or even earlier, what the predomin
ant or over-mastering forces in children arc, or are
to be, and wherein their weakest need cultivation,
they can essentially strengthen and modify the
organs before they get large enough to make such
culture doubtful if not impossible. If from five
to fifteen years of age a child can be rightly trained,
It will afterward be likely to go forward according
to its previous training and culture; whereas if it
grows up without culture of the right kind until
It is fifteen, it Is pretty hard to get it in the traces

Feet-Washing

a

Religious Observ

ance. Editor A. P. J. In the February number
of the Journal, in answer tb the question : "Are
Christians required to wash each other's feet in
order to carry out the doctrines taught in the Bi
ble?" you answer, "Yes, if one feels that his
safety depends upon it. But when one is able to
"
wash his own feet, why trouble another to do It ?
which answer we do not regard as consistent with
your general manner of disposing of such subjects.
Ton would have a man wash his feet " every day,"
and not only if hefeelr. that his health and comfort
As a teacher, you know that com
depend on It.
fort doet depend upon cleanliness, although your

(

f
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Here is a bit of per
description by the late Mr. Prentice, of the
Louisville Journal.
Readers east and west, north
and south, in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America,
will readily guess who is meant:
" A locomotive that has run ofT the track, turned
upside down, and its cowcatcher buried in a stump,
and the wheels making a thousand revolutions a
minute a kite in the air which has lost its tail a
human novel without a hero a man who climbs a
tree for a bird's nest on a limb, and, in order to
get
saws the limb off between himself and tha
tree
ship without
rudder
clock without
hands
sermon that
all text
pantomime of
words an arrow shot into the air the apothesis
of talk the incarnation of gab. Handsome, viva
cious, versatile, muscular, as neat as
cat, clean
to the marrow,
judge of the effect of clothes,
frugal in food, and regular only in habits
noon
solved conundrum
day mystery
practical
joke in earnest
cipher hunting
figure to pass
fo: something; with the brains of twenty men in
his head, all pulling different ways; not bad as to
heart, but
man who has shaken hands with rev
erence."
a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

is a

a

a

Thin
is

:

" My subscription to
ran out last July,

renewed

sting:

the

'A

same,

the

Phrenological

Jour

not
suffering from the following
and since then

smoking phrenologist

I

nal

have

is a disgrace

to th*

a

a

a

I

'

'

a

'

a
'

it

I

a

I

1

I

is

a

a

I

know you arc right, Mr. Editor, and
hope to be able to relinquish the bad habit after
have obtained
good substitute
precinns
wife, of which,
am happy to say, there
now
some prospect.
have made sundry and mani
fold' experiences In the courting line, and havo
finally como to the conclusion that
GermanArsrican lady is what Hike what
want, being
fish of tho same stripe,' and
myself
would be
well to consider first and foremost the affinity
flesh and blood
national relationships
between
match, on the ground that we
before advising
would sooner bear and forbear with those who
are of the same composition of matter than one of
have found out through my
opposite cast, as
favorite nymph, Experience."
wife as
substitute for
[The idea of taking
We hope the lady will never, never
tobacco pipe
allow him to kiss her rosy lips when there
the
least smell of tobacco on his own.
One thing
more, we hope she will refuse to marry him unless
Call
he renews his subscription for this Journal.
you will, but let her insist.
compulsion
Ed.]
profession.'

is

!

Thousand

a Subscriber.

ed, we do not know

if

Ninety-nine

Mr. C. E. Clardy, of Hernando County,
Florida, proposes to be one of a hundred to give
$1,000 each toward printing, for gratuitious distri
bution, copies of "Combe's
Constitution of
Man." Here is the promise of the first thousand.
Who will be No. 2» No. 3? and so on. Wo will

How we Lost

the way we suffer for telling the truth.
Here
the confession of one of our former patrons.
How
r.inny others have been lost to us, and not report

'

[If our good friend supposes that our playful
remark was intended to bring a valued and obliga
tory religious form of his into disrepute, wc great
ly regret it. Wc have always regarded the act of
Christ in washing his disciples' feet, not as an act
to bo followed literally, but as an act typical of a
spirit of kindness and service
and, as washing the
feet In Christ's time was considered one of the
most menial of services, Peter was amazed when
the Master proposed to wash his feet, and he earn
" Thou shalt never wash my
estly protested,
fect;" butwl.en he found that there was to bo
somehow a virtue in it, he said, " Lord, not my
feet only, but my hands and my head."
To the ambitions lie said, " lie that would be
great among you, let him be your (servant) minis
ter." There arc many things which teach a les
son of service and self-sacrifice for others, and it
Is the duty of each man and of each age of men to
minister kindly to the wants of others, in any
form which may be required, whether looking
after orphans or taking care of the sick.
There
Is a great deal of feet-washing or beneficent
and
self -sacrificing service required, and it matters little
what its symbol is, whether it be washing feet or
feeding the hungry or teaching the ignorant.]

Wanted!

A Character.

sonal

is

When you write your work on Theology, in the
light of Phrenology, we will expect to learn for
we shall certainly read it, D. V.
valuable lessons
upon keeping the head, feet, and entire body
clean, without the ordinances of Christianity, but
the conscience of the enlightened reader of reve
lation muHt be purified " by obeying the truth."
(1 Pet. i. '££). "If ye know these things, happy
are ye if ye do them." (John xill. 17.)
n. K. 110L9INGER.

Dollars.

do mankind more real good than any other he ia
acquainted with.

a

fed."

take a few shares, say ten, to fill up, if necessary,
we should like to have the thing done.
Mr.
C. says he believes the reading of this work will

for

I I

other's

f Junk,

it,

arguments would scarcely be appreciated by those
classes of human beings who, like the pig, feel
very good in the mud, or, Scripturally, " lovo
darkness rather than light."
But we have under
stood you to teach that a man can not violate any
of the laws of nature without suffering the penal
ty, even if lie docs feel disposed to do so, which
we believe.
The same is true of the Piviuc law
also.
The Christian law directs its subjects to beUcvo and to be baptized.
Would you also teach
that Christians are required to believe and be bap
tized, in order to carry out doctrines taught in the
Bible, only if they feel that their safety depends
upon It ? Tiicy can also baptize themselves
(whether by immersion or sprinkling) ; then why
'.rouble
another to do it? The command of Je
sus is not " keep clean feet," but " wash one an

it
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BROADWA1

" Qoconque

a une trop haute idee de

la force et

croire oblige de les soumettre a une experience
jamais la puysiologie

"

I regard

Phrenology

cate, with anything
as the only

du ccrveau."
as the

de

niille

la justesse
et

de ses raisonnemens

pour m

mille fois rfipetee, ne perfectionnera

Gall.
only system of mental philosophy

which can te said to indi

like clearness and precision, man's mixed moral and intellectual nature, and

guide short of revelation

for educating

him in harmony

with his faculties,

as a

being of power ; with his wants, as a creature of necessity ; and with his duties, as an agent
responsible to his Maker and amenable to the laws declared by the all-wise Providence."

John Bell, M.D.
" To Phrenology
may be justly conceded the grand merit of having forced the inductiv*
method of inquiry into mental philosophy, and thus laid the permanent found* 'ons of a true
mental science."

Encyclopedia Britannica, 8th Edition.
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HORACE GREELEY.

THE PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATES
nOKACE

~rUDGING
^*

PLATFORM

AND

QREELEY,

from the exterior aspects of the

political movements

of the day, all par

ties have taken up the eause

OF THE

OF. NEW TORE

of reform,

either

CAMPAIGN.
LIBERAL REPUBLICANS.

B. GRATZ BROWN,

in earnest or

as a

OF MISSOURI.

cloak with which to cover

their scheming, and are bent on reorganizing
the affairs

of

state

and

nation.

Ohio has

Phrenological Journal.
of two important

other letter, with the same amount, and with
the same request, came to us from Michigan.

their

the American people

announced

been already

have

to our readers through the agency

of telegraph

The candidate

and newspaper.

for the Presidency of the United States is
known

probably better

name,

by

at any

throughout the country than any other

rate

American.
GREELEY.

now something

more than twenty-five

in Ohio, inclosing

subscribers

dollars, with

a

from one

club of subscribers

New York Tribune.

of

world.

Other requests reached us from va

Log- Cabin, now of the Tribune.

We called again on Mr. Greeley, exhibited
had now, in compliance

he went to school,

where

his trade

something

publish.

In

or returned.

a

be retained

postscript to

that letter, we were desired to publish some
account

of

Horace

Greeley, together

with his

portrait, that the people might judge what
of man he was.

printer-

phrenological

were accustomed

examination,

of his cranium.

measurement

And

business

that he was already

that the public had
could learn of him

that we should not pub

lish anything libelous,

but that we simply

of this already public character.

promised that

paper.

Of

course,

we were

should go on.

Referring to the postscript,

we inquired

Mr. Greeley where we could find
ical sketch of himself.

and

time

again, when

a

of their

it

uance

of

biograph

He replied, "none

proper desire on the part

bo given.

for

1847

;

to know something

begged to be excused
a

what were the probabilities as to the contin

a

of our subscribers

McElrath

public man

right to know all they

quired of Messrs.

and

we then

Mr. Greeley that we had come on

the twenty dollars, with the names, and in
Greeley

the

informed

wished to gratify

We handed

to

daguerre

and knew

over

manner

bio

previously, and made

some time

otype

;

project,

were not likely to succeed, the money was to

as wo

he
and

mere outline,

We had obtained his likeness

;

newspaper

it

if,

like many another

over the money ; but

of

he was

where

which we could set forth such

from

graphical sketch

tus, we were to hand

that

of his ancestors

desired us to escertain what were the proba
were published according to its Prospec

all we asked him

to do was to tell us when and where
born,

of

to publish such an account

with the publisher of that paper, the sender

it

with many requests,

could obtain

as we

twenty

If

him frankly that we,

the letters, and informed

for the

bilities of the Tribune being continued.

sketch

of Horace Greeley, formerly editor of the

learned

Not being acquainted

that he

rious quarters, begging us to publish

him

years since a letter was received
our

to inform us, saying

ambition to be published to the

no

had

determined
HORACE

It is

ically declined

he most emphat

a

as

for the highest offices in the gift

nominees

of

the assembly

of his birth,

;

by the seven hundred dele

preferred

gates who composed

time and place

a

tlemen

applying to

Mr. Greeley for some facts in regard to the

'

interests of Republican reform, and the gen

On again

sent, as requested.

a

was held for the promotion of the

adopted,

we handed over the

case,

money, with the names, and the Tribune was

a

platform it

the

As in the former

a

of

accord

a

This latter convention,

ing to the declarations

later an

few weeks

we

in Cincinnati, in May, which we now purpose
to consider.

A

and that held

of whose proceedings

ary last, the result

set forth in our May number,

had ever been published, nor ever would be,
with his consent."

a

tions

conven

in Febru

the one held in Columbus,

;

been the theater

[July,

a

0

more

Again he

we pressed our suit,

was appointed

for us to call

the information sought should

In

the

Phrenological

Journal

we published the first sketch

given to the world of Horace Greeley.

ever
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From that sketch
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Presidential Campaign.

we take the following

Remarks,

which

his

career

has abundantly verified :

His
inches

high,

ness,

and a half

head measures twenty-three

in circumference,
so

and is uncommonly

that its mass of brain is really very

B.
great.

Few heads measure

size.

His

a

as much, and few

brain of almost the largest

developments

indicate anything

but selfishness or animality.

On

are Benevolence,

of

and Conscientiousness.

such

organs

The possessor

could not be other than re
lover

and a sincere and devoted

formatory,

of his

Firm

'Adhesiveness,

race.

And this predisposition is still

ORATZ BROWN.

are as high, two conditions which, collect

ively, indicate

His controlling or

faculties and intellect.
gans

7

the

con

by his possessing

further strengthened
moderate

Veneration,

so

cling to the antiquated,

but, forgetting the

past, would embrace whatever
promised

to ameliorate

trary, they show him up to be philanthropic,

advance mankind.

lofty in his aims, and governed by the higher

tiousness

as

only

that ho would not

suffering

new

things

humanity or

Such powerful Conscien

his would likewise search out

Phrenological journal.

8

right of things,

the

be governed

and

by

[JtTLT,

in carrying his ends, but

is indispensable

such predominant Firmness would
on the ground of right and hu
itself
plant

never personal or vindictive as such.

manity.

large.

it

; and

is full, while Cautiousness

Secretiveness

is

This organization gives a due degree

His well-developed Firmness,

also, con

of policy and discretion, yet, in combination

firms the remark often made in our

Journal,

with high moral organs, prevents

that all distinguished men possess this fac

It

ulty very powerfully developed.
success in any

to

pursuit, much

more to public men.

Ilis
large

large Adhesive

with his having

of devoted

number

a

very

friends.

personal

The aid given by this faculty to public men
has often
and

in our

been remarked

greatly

Journal,

adds to the many illustrations

of this principle.
ality of distinction

is

equally

It

potent.

The latter, combining with

his intellect, interests

but Mirthful-

This, with his Combativeness,

manifests itself more especially in his reviews

of his

His intellectual

opponents.

uncommonly

largo

lobe is

Its

and well-balanced.

in very large Eventuality and

forte consists

compares

facts, and utilizes that vast range

of miscellaneous

and Philoprogenitiveness are

fully developed.

Imitation is only medium,
ness is large.

Comparison ; the former remembers, the latter

Probably no instrument

makes friends, and these bring influence.
Amativeness

his carelessness in dress and personal

Hence

appearance.

having uncommonly

ness also coincides

Continuity is weak, Ideality is only fair.

him in the cause of

Approbativencss is prominently developed.

These organs, in com

bination with his predominant Benevolence,
Friendship, Conscientiousness,

and Firmness,

all his other faculties combined,

more than

education.

knowledge of which he is

a master.

so complete

qualify him for a commanding post of in

This gives aspiration, and, in concert with

fluence, and lead off in his character.

his large intellectual and moral organs,

rarely

a de

sire to become distinguished in the intellect
ual and moral world.

Love of reputation for

morals, truthfulness, and integrity is a lead

ing characteristic,
is

Self-Esteem
than

accordingly his pri

and

is unsullied.

vate character

rather

just about

excessive

enough

vent trifling, but not enough

deficient

to pre

to create self-

Its lower division, which gives

sufficiency.

power of will, love of liberty, and the true

Combativeness
ness

and

by

Conscientious

supported by Firmness

structiveness,
is weak,

is great ; so is moral courage
governed

or the

yet De-

pain-causing clement,

in combination with predominant

Benevolence.

Hence his anti-capital punish

ment sentiments.

Eventuality

and both friend and foe

This organization renders

its possessor harsh and severe no further than

We
and
are

witnesses of their great power in his charac
ter.

These

commonly

are also ably supported
large

Causality

; hence

by un

the clear

cogency, and power of his arguments,

and his copious flow of thought and sound
sense.

This organization coincides with the

fact that he rarely puts pen to paper without
saying

and

something,

something

having

a

moral bearing.

Form and Size are large.

republican feeling, is large.
Resistance

Comparison,

ness,

fair, yet

find equally large

good, but much

thought-manufacturing organs
furnish words enough
little for extempore
is rather

Language is

less than the reasoning
sufficient

or
to

for the pen, yet too

fluency.

Agreeableness

deficient; but Human Nature is

large, and would be likely to manifest itself,
by enabling

him to find ready accesss to the

human mind, and to sway mankind ; that

is,

pensable

is indis

deception

and cunning.
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to touch the secret chords of human

action,

and urge those motives which shall produce
effect.

In

personal

appearance,

as in character,

He is tall, standing

Mr. Greeley is peculiar.

six feet high, and weighs upward
pounds.

His complexion is fair, his

light blue, his hair of
silvered

of

a

190

eyes

silky fineness, now

somewhat; skin soft and white, or

of peachy hue.
nial expression,

He has

a

youthful and ge

betokening temperance

and

health ; which, with his kindly, joyous spirit,
gives him a pleasant, sunny countenance.

Horace Greeley was born at Amherst, N. H.,
February 3d, 1811, and is the oldest survivor
of seven children. His father and mother
were both born a few miles eastward of Am
herst; the latter in Londonderry, N. H, of
Scotch-Irish lineage (her maiden name Woodburn), the former in that town or Pelham, of
English extraction ; but both families had
the Woodlong been settled in that region
All his ancestors, so far as
burns since 1723.
there exists any remembrance,

were farmers

generally poor, the Woodburns
in comfortable circumstances, having been
allotted a good tract of one hundred and
twenty acres in tho first settlement of Lon
donderry, which still remains in the family
the property of an uncle of the subject of
this sketch, who, when not quite three years
of age, was taken to spend the winter there
on, in the family of his maternal grandfather,
After
with whom he was early a favorite.
the novelty of his visit had worn off, he was
sent to the district school, a few rods off, rath
er to diminish the trouble of looking after
him in a large family of grown persons, than
in the hope of his learning anything. But
he had already been taught the alphabet, and
the rapidity with which he passed from this
to the first class in reading and spelling is still
a matter of vivid local remembrance and even
At four years of age
fabulous exaggeration.
he could read and spell creditably ; at five he
was esteemed at least equal, in those branches,
to any one attending the school. He continued
at his grandfather's during most of the school
months
usually six in each year until six
years old, the school in his father's district
the Greeleys

CAMPAIGN.
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being two miles from the family dwelling
But he evinced no such faculty for learning
the higher branches.

Grammar,

commenced

at five, was not fairly comprehended
until
eight, nor mastered until some time later. In

Geography proper (the relation of places to
each other) he was not proficient, though the
historical and other statistics intermingled
therewith were easily and rapidly acquired.
Penmanship utterly defied all his exertions ;
and it was only when he came, some years
later, to take up the elementary Arithmetic
of the common schools, that he found him
self able to press forward with his infantile
He could not remember the time
celerity.
when he had not the Multiplication Table at
command, and all the processes of school arith
metic seemed to him but obvious applications
of, or deductions from this. But his school
days in summer ended with his seventh year,
and in winter with his fourteenth, being much
interrupted at earlier periods by the necessi
He never
ties of a life of poverty and labor.
enjoyed the benefits of a day's teaching in
any other than a rural common school gener
ally of two or four months each winter and
summer, and these very far inferior to the
schools of the present day, even in the leastfavored sections of New York or New Eng
land.

When not quite ten years of age, his father
property in New Hampshire,
and removed to West Haven, Vt., near the
head of Lake Champlain, where he remained
nearly six years. The first two were employed
in land-clearing upon contract, with the aid
of his two sons; the next, in a saw-mill, while
the boys worked on a small, poor farm ; the
residue, in clearing and farming upon shares.
During these years, as before, our subject was
favored with the loan of books and periodi
cals, by neighbors of ampler resources, and
devoted very much of his spare time to read
ing, especially in the winter evenings, when
the labors of the long days of summer, which
so severely tax the sinews of a youth of ten
lost his little

or twelve years, had been succeeded by shorter
days and lighter tasks.

At eleven years of age he made (at White
hall, N. Y.) his first attempt to find employ
ment as an apprentice to printing, which he
had previously decided to follow as a voca
tion, but was rejected on account of his youth.

Phrenological journal.

Cheney,

son was permitted to gratify the cherished

five

survive.

than four years, until late in June, 1830, when

September,

1841,

it

In

was

of the New York

a

is
a

a

is

a

a

a

a

single

a

aspect, and thereby come to

conclu

sion far from correct.

It

said that he
impatient and impul
We never heard of his striking
per
son, nor challenging any one to fight
duel.
There arc editors of papers who have been
a

sive.

a

horsewhipped, and
supposed
Mr. Greeley never
If he
has invested in this sort of capital.
sometimes intemperate in expression, we may
ask if there has not been occasion.
If be insisted that he should be perfectly
frequently

they made money by it.

is

a

a

a

a

department.

merged into the weekly issue

a

and almost

without friends, in city where he was hardly
known beyond the circle of his boardinghouse and his small business, the first num
ber of the New Yorker,
weekly journal, de
voted to popular literature and an impartial
That paper
summary of transpiring events.
was continued through seven years and
circulation which rose, at one
half, having
time, to over nine thousand, and averaged
more than five thousand throughout, but was
never pecuniarily profitable, owing, in good
part, to bad management in the publishing

Besides ed

a

;

;

spring (March 22d, 1834), our

American citizen.

iting one of the most probably the most
influential journal in America, he has found
time to write several important works, the
most elaborate of which
a history of the
great rebellion, "The American Conflict,"
his copyright on which, we are informed,
has amounted to nearly
hundred thousand
dallars. "Hints Toward Reform," first pub
lished by the Harpers, then by ourselves, had
considerable
sale. More recently, " What
Know about Farming "has reached fifty
thousand copies or more, and has become
by-word throughout the country.
Mr. Gree
ley also contributes to the magazine literature
of the country, and writes essays for religious
and other weeklies.
It has b»en charged that Mr. Greeley has
stood on all sides of every question, as though
this were against him.
Does this not rather
imply that he has mind sufficiently broad
and comprehensive to consider
question in
whereas one of narrow or
all its bearings
matter in only
shorter reach would see
?

a

a

it,

a

;

the following

subject issues, without subscribers,

sober, honest, intelligent, law-abiding, and

well-behaved

I

his father and family had re
in the fall of 1826, to Wayne, Erie
County, Pa., where he visited them in 1827
and 1829, and whither he repaired, on quit
ting Poultney, in 1830.
Working by spells
on their rude wilderness farm, and, when op
portunity offered, at his trade, in Jamestown
and Lodi, N. Y., and in Erie, Pa., he remained
in that region for a little more than a year,
when work ran out, about
finally quitting
the 1st of August, 1831, for New York, where
he arrived on the 16th of that month, and
He worked as a jour
has ever since resided.
the
first
half of
year and
during
neyman
his stay, with some unavoidable interrup
until
tions, through want of employment,
early in 1833, when, in connection with an
other young printer, he purchased materials,
and undertook the printing of
cheap daily
man who failed soon after
newspaper, for
ward. Other printing was soon procured,
less promising, but better paid.
His first
partner was suddenly taken away by drown
another took his place
the
ing, in July
concern was moderately prosperous
and in
Meantime,

moved,

a

the

is

The course of Mr. Greeley since he began
so well
publication of the Tribune
known that we scarcely need say more. Let
suffice that he has been one of the most in
dustrious workers upon the American news
paper press; has lived
strictly temperate life
using neither alcoholic liquors nor tobacco
in any form
husband,
circumspect
kind and indulgent father, and in all respects

the Northern Spectator, at East Poultney, Rut
land County, Vt. Here he remained more
the paper was discontinued.

to Mary G.

a

of

1836,

it

the printing-office

it

1826), as an apprentice,

18th,

daily on the 10th of

is

(April

heart, by entering

as

year, and still continued under

of Litchfield, Conn. They have had
children, of whom only two daughters

is

of his

started

his editorial management.
He was married in July

it

desire

Tribune,

April in that

a

Afterward, he could with difficulty be spared.
When he was fifteen,his father found himBelf enabled to make a long-meditated tour
of observation westward, with a view to the
removal of his family ; and now the eldest

[July,

is
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qualities here.

There are soldierly

Would

;

would

disappointed.

Did

we not know his

first,

excel in the law

educated,

been in medicine

as

this could not

There are both Benevolence

and force ; there is justice, and

;

progressive

to whom

congregations

he would preach would not go to sleep while

legislator and

statesman, he may be expected to take broad,

of

national views

and

comprehensive,

While one man comprehends

jects.

county, or

State, another

comprehends

continent in all its length and breadth.
Supposing he had been

school-master,

professor in college or university, what

ing decision, with dignity, self-reliance,

ciplinarian he would have made

as

intuition, ability to read others through and

auburn hair,

through at

a glance.

bellum, indicating
however,
moral

is

sense.

There is
strong

subordinated
There

a large

affection,

cere

which,

to intellect and

is pride of character,

which defends the good name of men, the

a

!

man Nature is also large, indicating sagacity,

our

not an

very much
likeness

imperfect

character

indicates.

With

mental sanguine temperament,

with great motive

of endurance,

ative

American.

him be multiplied

frame, im

power, strong

mense powers
western

such

a

He floods others with his spirit,

in short, he

Hu

he

look; mag
" exhausted

he

a

receiver.''

is

of judgment.

and comprehensiveness

netism in the man

teacher or as

magic in his
is

talent; those large

giving knowledge of principles

reflectives,

There

speaker!

;

giving great matter-of-fact

faculties,

is

and lucid his instruction as

perceptive

is

large

dis

how clear

represent

May the likes of

I

those

a

Observe

sub

a town,

tempered with mercy ; but there is unflinch
and

a

As

preaching.

a

he was

it is evidently

a spirit to maintain the right.

have

in which to

a

that such a head and face

be told

missionary

His forte would

or advanced ideas.

plant reformatory
He

supposing

a

and powers of

The reader need not

be trifled with.

what

;

or a practitioner

teacher

had been in theology,

a

er as

a

and exhibits health, strength,
endurance.

or

surgery, he would have been successful, eith

a

of good quality,

he could

being

had

it

should do

a

above the average in size, is

pursuit, we could

safely indicate what he can do, or what he

!

power exhibited in

The brain, considerably

There

Those who trust him will not be deceived or

a

that head and face.

reliant, his word

his bond.

as

nothing slipshod or loose in this character.

character; there is clearness, point,

emphasis, and executive

is

on,

be as good

is

he may be depended

a

a

phrase,

sippi, " he will do to tie to " in other words,

is

indicates

or

to have originated on the Missis

supposed

been to open up new countries

The portrait of this gentleman
strong

Western

a

To use

it,

He can say No, and maintain

peril.

Yes, and do it.

he would have made
B. GRATZ BROWN.

to in

one venture

fringe upon his rights it would be at his

;

a monarchy, where freedom, liberty, and jus
tice are subservient to kingly rule.
We find Mr. Greeley to favor all measures
calculated
to advance the best interests of
individuals, States, and the nation.
His
faults may be numerous and palpable, but he
is a free, frank, open-hearted man. His tal
ents, his integrity, and his great kindness
are conceded by all who know him.
We present him as he is. Our readers will
form their own judgments ns to his fitness to
serve them in another capacity besides that
of an editor.

11

state, and the nation.

;

should not throw stones. Those who require
perfection in others, should themselves look
in a mirror.
The Phrenological Journal is not par
tisan, but it is intensely American. It be
lieves in a democratic
republic, which im
in contradistinction to
plies self-government

CAMPAIGN.

a

in all things, we reply that he
circumspect
would then be the superior of any living
mortal.
Those who lire in glass houses

it
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Benjamin Gratz Brown, the candidate for
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the Vice-Presidency, is a native of Kentucky,

of

age. He grad
and about forty-six years
class of 1847,
in
the
from
Yale
uated
College,
studied law, and settled in St. Louis, where
he early became prominent in politics. Like
Mr. Greeley, he first attracted public atten
tion and won fame as an editor the editor of
the St. Louis Democrat, from 1850 to 1857.
He had supported Van Buren and Adams in
in a slave
1848, and, as an emancipationist
State, gravitated toward the Republican or
ganization, of which he was the original head
and front in Missouri; supporting Mr. Fre
mont in 1850, Mr. Lincoln in 1800 and '04,
When the rebellion
and Grant in 1808.
an
active
took
part in it at the
opened, he
the capture of
in
beginning, participating
Camp Jackson and the subsequent operations
In 1803
which held Missouri to the Union.
he was elected

to the Senate of the United

States to fill the unexpired term of "Waldo

P. Johnson, who had been expelled.
He was elected to a seat in the State Legis
lature in 1852, and remained there a number
of years. He had entered upon his public
He
career as a Democrat, following Benton.
l>ecame identified with the German popula
tion of St. Louis, and has always been sup
ported by them. He is said to have made the
in a
first speech in behalf of emancipation
Southern

In

1806

he declined

a

re-election

to the

United States Senate, and did not participate
He opposed the pre
in politics until 1870.
scriptive Constitution of Missouri, and a largo
party of Liberals, led by Schurz, made Mr.
for Governor.
Brown their standard-bearer
was
his election
result
of
the
The
campaign
of 42,000.
the
majority
unprecedented
by
has been a success, and

he is looked upon as a founder of the Liberal
In appearance he is of average height,
party.

light complexioned,

with reddish-brown hair

and blue eyes.
THE PLATFORM.

We, the Liberal Republicans of the United
States, in National Convention assembled at
Cincinnati, proclaim the following principles
as essential to just government :
1. Wc recognize the equality of all men be
fore the law, and hold that it is the duty of
Government

to mete out equal and exact justice to all,

of

nativity, race, color, or persuasion,
religious or political.
to maintain the
2. We pledge ourselves
union of these States, emancipation and en
whatever

franchisement,

and to oppose any re-opening

of

the questions
Fourteenth, and

settled by the Thirteenth,
Fifteenth Amendments to

the Constitution.

We demand the immediate and absolute
of all disabilities imposed on ac
count of the rebellion, which was finally sub
dued seven years ago, believing that universal
amnesty will result in complete pacification
in all sections of the country.
with impartial
4. Local self-government,
the
of all citizens
will
guard
rights
suffrage,
more securely than any centralized power.
The public welfare requires the supremacy of
the civil over the military authority, and free
dom of person under the protection of the
habeas corpus.
We demand for the individ
ual, the largest liberty consistent with public
order ; for the State, self-government, and for
3.

removal

the nation,

a return

to the methods

of

peace

and the constitutional limitations of power.
5.

The Civil Service

of

the

Government

has become a mere instrument of partisan
tyranny and personal ambition, and an object
of selfish greed. It is a scandal and reproach
upon free institutions, and breeds a demorali

legislature.

His administration
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in its dealing with the people

to the perpetuity of repub
lican government.
We therefore regard the
thorough reform of the Civil Service as one
of the most pressing necessities of the hour;
that honesty, capacity, and fidelity constitute
the only valid claim to public employment ;
that the offices of the Government cease to be
a matter of arbitrary favoritism and patron
age, and that public station become again a
To this end it is imperatively
post of honor.
required that no President shall be a candi
date for re-election.
0. Wc demand a system of Federal taxa
tion which shall not unnecessarily interfere
with the industry of the people, and which

zation dangerous

shall provide the means necessary to pay the
expenses of the Government, economically ad
ministered,

the pensions, the interest on the

public debt, and a moderate reduction annu
ally of the principal thereof ; and, recogniz
ing that there are in our midst honest but
irreconcilable differences of opinion with re

PHRENOLOGY AND THE PHYSIOLOGISTS.
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gard to the respective systems of Protection
and Free Trade, we remit the discussion of
the subject to the people in their Congress
districts, and to the decision of Congress
thereon, wholly free of Executive interference

10. We are opposed to all further grants
of lands to railroads or other corporations.
The public domain should be held sacred to

or dictation.
7. The public credit must be sacredly
maintained, and we denounce repudiation in
every form and guise.

Government

8.

A speedy

return to specie payment is de

manded alike by the highest considerations of
commercial morality and honest government.
9. "We remember with gratitude the hero
ism and sacrifices of the soldiers and sailors
of the Republic, and no act of ours shall ever
detract from their justly earned fame or the
full reward of their patriotism.

actual settlers.

We hold that it is the duty of the
in its intercourse with foreign
nations to cultivate the friendship of peace,
by treating with all on fair and equal terms,
regarding it alike dishonorable either to de
mand what is not right or submit to what is
11.

wrong.
12. For the promotion and success of these
vital principles and the support of the can
we
didates nominated
by this Convention,

invite and cordially welcome the co-operation
of all patriotic citizens, without regard to
previous

affiliations.

» »»

PHRENOLOGY AND THE PHYSIOLOGISTS
BY K. T. TRALL,

A

REVIEW.

M.D.

It may be objected
But as physiog
that this is all physiognomy.
nomy is only the facial expression of the men
tal organs, the objection amounts to nothing.
All anatomists agree that the size of the

principles on
is pro
fessedly founded, all the standard authors on
physiology admit three. They admit that the
brain is the organ of mind ; they admit that

parts of his head and face.

size is a measure of power, and they agree that
education develops mental power; but, with
respect to the fourth proposition, that the brain

cerebrum measures the intelligence

the four

fundamental

OFwhich the Science

of Phrenology

consists of a plurality of organs, they disagree.
The doctrine that special mental functions
are performed by particular portions of brainsubstance was not original with Gall, although
he was the first to demonstrate it by a series of
careful and long-continuc.l
experiments and
observations ; but, like most pioneers in a new
field of scientific investigation, some of his
definitions were crude, and some of his expla
nations erroneous ; yet he has laid the only
foundation the world has ever had for a rational
mental philosophy.

Ever since the days of Aristotle, more than
three

hundred years before Christ, different
parts of the brain have been supposed to per
Indeed, the proposi
form distinct functions.
tion seems to me self-evident
a truism which

We
every one's observation must illustrate.
cannot look (nor can a child or an animal) at

the head and face of a human being without
instantly recognizing certain leading traits of
character.
We may be sometimes mistaken,
but we invariably associate in our minds his
more prominent mental faculties and propen
sities with the size and shape of the different

of the in

dividual ; that the size of its upper front por
tion corresponds with his reasoning capacity ;
that the size of the lower front portion indi
the ability of his perceptive intellect;
and that the size of the upper and back por
tions of the brain-substance indicates the in
tensity of the emotions and passions. Herein

cates

we have the admission that the same portion
of the brain cannot both think and feel ; and
this admission settles the whole controversy.

But it is admitted further, that the reflective
do not think as the perceptive facul
ties do, which means that they do not recognize
the same objects or relations.
Then why not

faculties,

subdivide the reflectives and perceptives into
distinct organs having special relations to ex
ternal objects, as well as divide the intellect
a reflective
and a perceptive portion?
We have exactly the same grounds for making
the subdivision as the division.
And then, if
the intellectual portion of the brain is divisible
into different functional parts, why not also the

into

affectional portion 7

Aristotle recognized these distinctions.
Ber
nard Gordon, in 1296, made a division of the
brain organs very similar to that of Aristotle.

In

the thirteenth

century,

Albert the Great

Phrenological Journal.

published an engraving which recognized a
Bimilar division.
A head by Ludivico Dolci

Dr. Thomas
presents a similar arrangement.
Willis, in 1681, divided the brain into several
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the brain penetrate deep into the central por
tions of the brain, and cannot, therefore, be
measured by external manipulations.
With regard to the first objection,

it is
enough to say that the question in issue is one
of fact, not of time. The problem to be solved
does the brain consist of

a

mapped out the scat of the different intellectual
faculties.
Servetus divided the brain into dis
tinct mental organs. Peter Montagana, in 1498,

is,

14

plurality of or

the
intimated
Bwedenborg
theory, half a century before Gall wrote, that
the brain consisted of a plurality of orgnns.
We see, therefore, that whatever may be true

gans? not, how long has the subject
studied

or false respecting the details of Phrenology,
that one of its principles which is now disputed
has been recognized and taught ever since

work
through "Dunglison's Physiology"
In that work
contemporaneous with his own).
he will find ample evidence that the needed

anatomy was systematically studied.
Such are the historical data applicable to our
Prominent among the text-books on
subject.

observations have been accumulating
than two thousand years.

in our medical colleges is that of
Prof. John C. Dalton, Jr., M.D. (" A Treatise on
Human Physiology "), in which work the argu
ments against Phrenology are presented with
as strong an array of facts (and a stronger
array of assertions) as in any work with which

tions of the brain

nology to rank as a science or as an art, since
we believe that it has of late years been almost

And
wholly discarded by scientific men."
then, after devoting two whole pages to a dis
cussion of the subject, the professor concludes :
partially

in the way of its practical application."
Now, as Phrenologists are constantly
mounting

these

insurmountable

sur

difficulties

without difficulty, I propose to show that Pro
fessor Dalton's objections are neither insur
mountable nor in harmony with the science of
physiology, which he proposes to teach.

1.

More comparisons

required

to establish

Spurzheim
2.

may

all

be

and observations

are

the science than Gall and

could have made in one life-time.

The gray matter of the brain has no an

atomical divisions or limits, corresponding to
the supposed phrenological organs, as have the
ganglia which pertain to particular parts of
the nervous system.
8.

The convolutions

?

if

(a

a

a

lively curiosity.

They were accordingly easily
by proper management, and under
stood readily the meaning of those who ad

influenced

dressed them, so far as this meaning could be
conveyed by gesticulations and the tones of
the voice.
Their expression and general ap
pearance, though decidedly idiotic, were not
at all disagreeable or repulsive
and they were
much less troublesome to the persons who had
;

Professor Dalton's
objections
summed up under three heads :

in almost constant motion, and any new object
or toy presented to them immediately attracted
their attention, and evidently awakened their

of the gray matter of

them
idiots

in charge

than

possessing

is

is

functions,

often the caic with

larger

cerebral

develop

ment."

Idiots may possess
larger cerebral devel
opment, that is,
larger mass of brain, and yet
have smaller intellectual organs than the Az
tec children.
They would be more idiotic in
a

Phrenology, therefore,

that different por

will refer Professor Dalton to his own book.
On page 426
cut representing two Aztec
children,
girl, aged respectively
boy and
seven and five years of age.
The foreheads
arc so low and sloping that any Phrenologist
would, at the first glance, pronounce them
idiotic in the reflective intellect (reasoning
quite
powers), while the perceptive range
Now mark what the Professor
prominent.
says of these children
" The habits of these children, so far as re
gards feeding and taking care of themselves,
were those of children of two or three years
of age.
They were incapable of learning to
few isolated
talk, and could only repeat
words.
Notwithstanding, however, the ex
range of their intellectual
tremely limited
powers, these children were remarkably viva
cious and excitable.
While awake they were

a

While

founded on acknowledged physiological
facts,
there are yet essential deficiencies in its scien
tific basis, as well as insurmountable difficulties

evidence

exercise different

a

*'

For conclusive

for more

is

champion opponent of Phrenology, and to
reply to his facte, arguments, and assertions.
In introducing the subject to his readers,
Professor Dalton says : " We shall not expend
much time in discussing the claims of Phre

Dalton wants to read the

data for himself, he has only to look

a

acquainted. I propose, therefore, to regard
Dalton as the representative or
Professor

Professor

:

I am

been

is

physiology

But

historical

a

organs.

I

distinct

tellectually, but less idiotic affect ionally.

They
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might have normal feelings, emotions, senti
ments, and passions ; yet without intellect to
guide and direct them, their manifestations
would necessarily be, to a great extent, ab

The brain may be likened to a telegraphic
head-quarters, or general office, where the ten
thousand batteries report and concentrate ; and
the brain-organs to the persons or officers who

normal and erratic.

manage the general office. It is no objection
to this theory that we cannot see the functional
divisions of the brain anatomically.
The anat

Dogs, cats, sheep, horses, cattle, monkeys,
and elephants, whose reflective organs are
small, or merely rudimentary, answer precisely
to Professor Dalton's description of the Aztec
children.

omy is too fine for our vision, as is the con
stitution of protoplasm, or the structure of the
primordial cell, or the shape of the ultimate

development

atom of matter.

They have a comparatively large
of the merely observing portions
of the brain, but are idiotic (compared with
The expression
man, in the reasoning powers.
and general appearance of animals (except the
predacious kind) are not disagreeable or repul
sive, because the idiotic expression of their
reasoning organs is their normal state, and is
what we are accustomed to; but if we had
been accustomed to see animals with high and
and
foreheads, and this surmounted

bread

crowned with a group of moral organs, with a
facial expression, or Physiognomy, manifesting
to us the activity and power of these reflective
and moral organs, the sight of an ordinary
dog, horse, cow, or sheep would doubtless be
as repulsive

as is that

of the most demented

That the different portions of the brain may
have different

functional recognitions (special
relations to external objects), and yet have no
anatomical divisions, that our senses can recog
nize, is no more of an insurmountable difficulty
than that the skin should have different mani
festations of function in different parts. The
a homogeneous structure.
As a
whole, it is the organ of touch. There are no
anatomical limitations or divisions anywhere

skin is a unit

Yet its feeling or sensibility is
to be found.
very different in different parts, both in degree
and kind.
The sensibility of the scalp is very
different from that of the soles of the feet ; and
the sensibility of several other parts of the sur

idiot ever known.
The Aztec children were fairly developed in
the perceptive intellect ; hence their vivacity
and curiosity.
And now, when Professor Dalton will find any person whose head is very

face is different

small in the region where Phrenologists locate
Causality and Comparison (no matter how much
brain he may have elsewhere), and who is a
good reasoner, then he has one fixed fact to

is essential to associated feeling or rapidity of
thought If the brain, ns a whole, had to take

from

either,

and from eacli

The skin exercises no function but feel

ing, yet one part feels differently from another.
The brain feels and thinks, yet one part feels
or thinks differently from another part This

cognizance of the properties of bodies thenform, distance, color, size, direction, number,
relations, etc., thinking would be a slow, and
each
education a tedious process. But as it
is is,

If he had found
urge against Phrenology.
the Aztec children capable of reasoning, and
destitute of vivacity, and the dispostion to no

other.

And now to the second objection. The gray
matter of the brain has no anatomical divisions

they are all feeling organs.
The eyes, ears,
nose, and tongue feel as well as the skin but

priated to various organs of different functions,
of
or serve as reservoirs and distributors
nervous energy. The vital organs are not in
timately associated in functional action as are

The nervous ganglia may be com
pared with ten thousand electro-magnetic bat
teries scattered all over the world, each man

the mental.

aging the telegraphic wires in its own vicinity.

;

Why?

to different

here in its common

Because

objects.

I

related

acceptation.

will of course understand that
gans of the external senses are
instruments by which the mind
In this sense
ognizes objects.

they

are

language
The reader

use

mean, the or
the media or
or being rec

the eye feels
(notices or recognizes) the qualities of objects
form, size, color, etc.
distance
The ear
at
feels (notices or recognizes) the motions of

a

objects and diverse functions, is a plurality of
The ganglia of the nerves are appro
organs.

how differently!

I

or boundaries, for the reason that it is a " unity
The brain, as the organ of mind,
is a unit. The brain, as related to different

in diversity."

is

against Phrenology ; but, as the case stands,
all of his facts are, " on the contrary, quite the

a

he would then have had a fact

a

reverse."

rec
appreciably distinct property of matter
different organ, so that all are
ognized by
appreciated instantly.
This principle
further illustrated in the
action of the external senses.
Physiologically

tice things,

distant body. The nose feels the molecular
properties of bodies. The tongue feels the or
ganic relations of matters in contact

Phrenological Journal.
it

but
has been so many times
at first glance
answered by Physiologists as well as Phrenol
wonder that Professor Dalton
ogists, that
;

am afraid he has
should have presented it.
" the works of his
not thoroughly " read up

I

Now, although the skin is the general organ
of touch, to prove that different parts of it ex
ercise particular kinds of sensibility, one has
only to manipulate his own surface in different
places. And, although the brain is the general
organ of mind, to prove that different portions
of its substance perform different functions, one
has only to manipulate the head (or body even)
so as to call different parts of the brain into
exercise. Whatever errors there may be in the
details of Phrenology (and no one pretends
that its art is yet perfected), the rule will be
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contemporaries.

power.

processes.

tions of Philoprogenitiveness
that is, backward,

;

and Mirthfuluess
and then forward, with an
a

inclination first to one side and then the other.
Who does not know that
person with large
Firmness stands fast and immovable, with lips
compressed and fists clenched

and that

a

;

per
son with large Self-esteem " carries his head
high?" Who ever saw an excessively vain
person whose upper and back portion of the
head were not moving (rolling, not shaking)
he was talking about
himself? Was
person ever terribly fright
ened without instantly inclining the head in
the direction of Cautiousness
All of these facts are matters of common ob
servation and universal experience.
How arc
They never have been
they to be explained
explained by those who persist in the theory
?

?

a

from side to side when

in each mental
process. Phrenology solves the mystery, and
makes the whole matter as rational and intel
a

that the brain acts as

whole

a

particular portions of the brain, thus making
the anatomical basis of the Phrenological or
gans. No matter how deeply into the sub
stance of the brain the convolutions extend,
on the surface
their functional expression

and these, when large, will be indicated by
fullness or prominences of the corresponding
portions of the skull.
Professor Dalton should be reminded that
" or
protuberances, with wellthe " bumps
defined depressions or valleys between them,
" Symbolical Head " of the
as shown in the
teachers, have only an ideal
phrenological
The symbolical head (as the term
existence.
so constructed as to show the
indicates)
location of the Phrenological organs, or rather
the places on the skull where development

to and indicates development of
the organs. If
Phrenological organ were
located in the very center of the brain, and
without any connection with its surface, its
corresponds

greater or lesser size would necessarily cause
corresponding

development

(and

depression

or prominence in extreme cases) in some por
tion of the skull. The only question is, whether

ligible as are the facts that the various portions
of the bodily structures perform different func

ment

tions.

question

The third objection appears more formidable

;

a

it)

in the direc
head from side to side (shakes
When mother fon
tion of Destructiveness.
dles her child, she moves the head in the direc

large the whole skull, according to the size of
the whole brain, and enlarge particular portisns of the skull according to the size of

a

head

is

we can ascertain where and how its develop
manifested by the cranial bones

a

the

a

in actions, the motions of

parts. The convolutions of the brain, unfold
ing from a central point, where they are joined
to, and connected with the vital organism, en

is

combined

are less apparent, or too various to be easily
referred to particular organs or sets of organs.
A man, or an animal, when angry, moves the

knows; and they are devel
to the dimensions of its various

which does not affect the truth of
only applicable
Phrenology as science, and
is

may be noticed more prominently when organs
are excited singly.
When several organs are

every anatomist
oped according

a

sponding with and in the direction of that part
of the brain which is in active exercise. This

The bones of the cranium, which constitute
the walls which inclose, sustain, and protect
the brain, are developed with the brain, as

a

nologists, and never answered by their oppo
nents, yet in itself conclusive of the truth of
Phrenology, is the motion of the head corre

is

Another fact, not often mentioned by Phre

is

found universal and invariable that large de
velopments of certain portions of the skull are
attended (other circumstances
being equal)
with corresponding manifestations of mental

Vital organisms develop from within, out
ward from center to circumference.
This
an invariable
law.
The frame-work of the
body, in all stages of development and growth,
corresponds with the organs and structures.
The bony walls of all parts are adapted to their
contents.
They grow or decline with them, as
the skin of the surface, or the bark of
tree,
" All are but
does with the structures within.
parts of one stupendous whole" in the vital

OUR TITLE-PAGE.
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to its accuracy as an art The simple state
ment of the obvious principle that the configu
ration of the cranial bones must, of necessity,

In the battle of life (the war between organic
relations on the one side, and mechanical forces

correspond with their contents, ought alone to
be a sufficient answer to the objection we are

is
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ten may be associated in action ; and these
actions, singly or variously combined, must be
rapidly changed. And for this purpose to al
low the greatest action with the least possible
is semi-fluid,
the braiu-substanee
friction
Were the more solid
eight-tenths being water.
the muscles and nerves, for exam
structures
ple subjected to such rapidity of action, they
is,

would soon wear out.
There
indeed, more or less sympathy
or associated action

among the vital

They all co-operate in the nutritive

organs.

processes,

;

a

special and
although each organ performs
distinct office in the process of nutrition but
in their moribific conditions they act each for
to the first law of self-preser
And in all cases their associated or

is

is

influences except normal
Now, if an army were obliged to
agencies.
w ar
act as
whole in each of its operations,
would be one of the absurdest things imagin
a

and all surrounding

able. If the whole army had to go on forag
wall, or
ing excursions, had to undermine
assault
fort, or attack an advancing column,
a

of the various mental processes
For the purposes of hu
would be destroyed.
man life it is often important that one organ
or mental power should be exercised alone and
On other occasions, two, five, or
intensely.

The
ervation of the whole domain of life.
" enemy "
the sum total of external objects

or remove the wounded, or cook the victuals, or
transport the baggage, war would be impossible,
except on an extremely limited scale. But we
all know that in wars (especially as now con
ducted between civilized and Christian nations)
special duties are assigned to particular divi
sions of the army.
And if the whole brain (all its parts and or
gans) were obliged to perform successively the
duties that are now performed by different
parts simultaneously, mentality would be an

It would be simply impossible,
very limited scale.

absurd affair.
except on

a

unity,
association

sions of the army (the organs) that their rela
tions to the objects which they are constituted
to take cognizance of shall conduce to the pres

a

have been the arrangement if
to be multiple, the
and intimate
harmony, co-operation,

think should

the organs were intended

The commander-in-chief
the " generalissimo."
must so regulate and direct the various divi

a

considering.
"Were the brain divided into distinct portions
anatomically, as Professor Dalton seems to

and chemical affinities on the other), the brain
the grand army
the mind, soul, or spirit

itself, according

organs. Almost every adult
person has many times been placed in circumstauces of "accidents and emergencies"

of the mental

if

his mental processes and the com
bined action of various organs could not taks
place quicker than conscious thought, life would

wherein,

lost
whole, to
We may compare the brain, as
of an army, and the
the commander-in-chief
various parts of the brain to the various divi
The
sions or sub-commanders of the army.
a

be

a

if

a

is

must manage his army (which
unit) so as to preserve all of its divisions (its
possible, and its most im
multiple organs)
portant parts at all events. Hence he takes
position where he can survey the whole field
general

(a

is (a

it

a

;

is

of operations, and regulate every part. The
unit
single organ) as against the
army
plurality of or
enemy but
very diverse
gans) in the work of each regiment or company.

OUR

TITLE-PAGE.
BT MISPAH.

If pictures

;

spring from poets' brain
visions ever bless
If Fancy, and her courtly train,
With modest arts, caress
If Heaven and Earth combined in one
A sacred symbol forms
If Woman in her sphere had won
The trust she there adorns,

If

Then, on those forms, in beauty wrought,
Where Art with Love entwine
A wreath, with inspiration fraught
Fore-shadowed love divine
was meet
Then, unto woman
To crown that brow for fame
That progress shall each soul complete,
To glorify His name.
;

as

;

slow

;

extremely

Hence, from the highest scenes of grace.
Her mission brings Its part
Her angel-presence, face to face,
Shall sanctify the heart.
And ever may the angel wings
Brood o'er that little band,
;

arc

;

actions

compared with the mental processes.
Existence itself depends on rapid, instanta
neous, associated, and often-changing actions

;

antagonistic

it

vation.

While the whole world in chorns sings
Their works throughout the land.
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ITS PRINCIPLES,

PHRENOLOGY

which signifies

PHRENOLOGY,
courte on the mind," is
If true, it is of great
false.
false, it should

either

"a

dit-

true or

importance ; if
and repudiated.
it without a hearing;

be disproved

Some have condemned

have accepted it without knowing
enough of its principles or its history to ex
plain or defend it; still others a few, com
others

paratively, of the great aggregate havo care
fully learned its history, philosophy, and uses,
and become its advocates and friends.
PRINCIPLES OP PHRENOLOGY.

Phrenology claims to explain tho powers
and faculties of the mind, by studying the or
ganization of the brain during life. Its chief
doctrines may be brief!}' stated thus :
1. The brain is the organ of the mind.

[July,

PROOFS AND USES EPITOMIZED.
were a single power and the brain a single
organ. As the senses of seeing, hearing, tast
ing, smelling, etc., are not always possessed by
each person in an equal degree of perfection
these several powers being dependent on dif
ferent organs so the mental faculties and dis
positions are sometimes very unequal in a
given person, owing to the greater strength or
weakness of their respective organs in the
brain.
Partial genius, partial idiocy, and par
tial insanity strongly sustain the phrenological
theory of the mind; indeed, the abnormal men
tal condititions such as these clearly demon
strate its truth.
7. The quality of temperament of the organ
ization determines the degree of vigor, activity,
and endurance of the mental powers.
These
temperaments are indicated by external signs,

2. The mind has many faculties, some of
which may be stronger or weaker than the

including the build, complexion, and texture

rest in the same person.
3. Each faculty or propensity of the mind
has its special organ in the brain.

and may be comprehended to a greater or less
degree of perfection by every intelligent person.
There are three temperaments, known as

4. Size of brain, if the quality be good, is the
true measure of its power.
The brain when
deficient in size or low in quality is always

the Vital, Motive, and Mental.

connected with a low degree of mental power.
the lower animals the brain is found to
be large and complicated in proportion to the

Among

variety and strength of the faculties.
5. Organs related to each other in function
are grouped together in the brain.
For ex
ample, the organs of intellect are located in
the forehead ; those of the social nature, in the
back-head ; those of passion, appetite, and selfpreservation, in the side-head ; those of aspira
tion, pride, and ambition, in the crown ; and
those of sentiment, sympathy, morality, and
A correspondence
religion, in the top-head.

;

The Vital Temperament is evinced by
large lungs, a powerful circulatory system and
large digestive and assimilating organs, abund
ance of blood, and animal spirits.
This tem
perament is a combination of the Sanguine and
the Lymphatic, as set fortli by Mr. Combe and
other writers ; but as the digestive and as
similating organs, which constitute the LymphatlcTemperament, together with the respira
tory and circulatory systems, which constitute
the Sanguine Temperament, are really vital
organs, we regard their combination into one,
under the name of

Vital

Temperament, as
This con

both convenient and philosophical.

is to be traced here between the location of the
groups and their respective importance in the

dition of the bodily system produces ardor and
of mind, a tendency to passional
enjoyment, social affection, warmth of temper,

ratio of human mentality.
6. As each function
of the

cheerfulness, and a desire for active, practical
business.

specific organ, so each faculty
each sentiment and propensity,

body has its
of the mind,
has its own

organ. If this were not so, each person would
exhibit the same amount of talent or power on

impulsiveness

The Motive Temperament, corresponding
to what is otherwise known as the Bilious,
has a strong bony system, an abundance and
of muscle, dark wiry hair, dark
rough, prominent features, dark com
plexion, and a great disposition to locomotive
hardness

all subjects, such as arithmetic, language, music,
mechanism, memory, reasoning, love of prop

eyes,

erty, courage, prudence, pride, etc.
Every
body knows that persons rarely show equal
talent on all topics. A man may be a genius

effort

at one thing, and find it impossible, by long
training, to become even respectable in other
things.

This would not

be the case

if the mind

The Motive Temperament in its influence
on mental manifestation is favorable to dig
nity, sternness, determination, power of will,
It
and desire to govern and control others
gives

slowness of passion

but

great perma
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nency of disposition, sternness, and strength of
thought but not brilliancy, and a desire to en

and cultivate

gage in heavy labor or large business operations.
Thb Mental Temperament (formerly called

The structures which, in excess, determine
these temperaments exist in each individual.
In one person one temperament may predom
inate in the next, another.
They can be, by

Nervous) depends on the development of the
brain and nervous system, and is accompanied
or indicated by mental activity, smallness and
fineness of muscle, light frame, thin skin, fine
hair, delicate features, and a large brain as

As this tempera
with the body.
ment conduces to a delicacy of body, it also
imparts a peculiar sensitiveness and vivacity
compared

to the mind,

to think,

disposition

a

art, or follow
delicate business.

proper

training,

essentially

light and

some

modified,

particu

larly in youth.
The object which the true Phrenologist has
in view is the instruction of his fellows in the
things relating to themselves, so that they may
train and discipline their own characters in a
normal and efficient manner.

study,

THE SALMON AND ITS CULTURE.
(salmo talar) is familiarly
" the King of the Brooks," and is
justly regarded as the finest of all fish found
in fresh water.
He attains the largest size ;
his flesh is of the best quality, and is most
salmon

THE
called

Fir,. 1

Fisims or the Salmon

Family.

It is hardly poshighly prized in all lands.
that a fish, now so scarce as to
command a dollar a pound, at some seasons
of the year, was once the most plentiful of
all fish upon the Atlantic coast, and the com
mon food of all classes. All the rivers east
of the Hudson of any considerable size were
swarming with them, and this plenty con
tinued for many years after the first settle
ment of the country.
Cut off from their
i ible to l>elieve

breeding grounds by impassable dams, they
have

disappeared

another,

until

from

a few

one

large

stream

after

rivers in Maine

contain all the salmon left upon our Atlantic
sea-board.
They were greatly depleted even
in the rivers of the British possessions ; but
there the government
early took the alarm,
and

1. Salmon;

measures

4. Grilse;

wholesale

were

adopted

to

check

the

3. Sea Trout ; 4. Herllng.

destruction

of this fish.

For

the

last few years there has been a steady increase
of salmon in all the Canadian streams, and the
young fry arc now sent out in such

numbers

hatching-house at New
Castle, that it will not be many years before
salmon will be more abundant than ever in
all their rivers.
Our neighbors are far in advance of us,
from the government

although they have no better streams than
our own, and no sources of information upon
this improvement that are not accesssible
to us.
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NATURAL, HISTORY OF THE SALMON.

The large fish, weighing fifteen or twenty
pounds, whicli we find at the fish-monger's
stall, begins his life in a salmon ridd near
the head waters of the river.
If the parent
fish find no
obstruction,
they will push
their way far up into the mountains, into
streams not more than a yard wide, to find a
suitable place to deposit their spawn. , Al
though the eggs are not dropped until No-

Fio. 2. Eoob or tiie Salmon jubt IIatcuinb.
they come into the large rivers early
in the spring, lingering for weeks or months
As each branch of the
about the estuary.
river has its own family of salmon, and they
return with great uniformity to their birth
place to deposit their spawn, it is supposed
that those who have the longest journey to
make come first into the river.
The males
reach the spawning ground first, and begin
to prepare the ridds or beds for the
laying of the eggs. This is only a few
of the fe
days before the approach
males. The place selected is a gravelly
bed, just below a fall or swift running
veml>cr,

water.

When the gravel

and the water

favorable,

go so far up the stream.

[July,

At the moment of ejecting the
spawn the male is at her side, and simultane

or upon it.

ously deposits his milt.
a time to the

The eggs adhere for
gravel, and this facilitates the

of impregnation. The male retires
immediately after the eggs arc dropped, and
the female covers her spawn by brushing the
gravel upon them with her tail. This com
pletes the care of the parent fish for their
They may be disturbed by another
offspring.
pair of breeding salmon or trout, be
plowed by floating cakes of ice, or be
smothered in the mud by freshets.
By
far the larger part of them are sure
to be destroyed. At the time of the lay
ing of the eggs the water is near its
winter temperature, and remains so
until the following March.
At New
Castle the eggs hatch very uniformly
the latter part of April
five months
from the time they are laid. The period
of incubation is determined by the tem
The young fish
perature of the water.
do not make their appearance until the
water grows warm, and begins to swarm with
insect life.
The fry, as it emerges from the
egg, is a very awkward looking creature, with
a large oblong sac (Fig. 3) beneath the gills,
which sinks immediately among the gravel,
and is hardly 'perceptible to the careless ob
server.
(Fig. 2.) This sac contains the food
of the fish for five or six weeks, and at the
close of that time is nearly absorbed.
They
process

is abundant
they do not
They begin to

burrow into the gravel, and make the
These ridds are
stones as clean as possible.
in
any
good salmon stream,
readily perceived,
The fish is
in the latter part of October.
fastidious about its spawning bed, and the
localities in the river which are just right for
this purpose are liable to be visited by large
numbers of breeding fish, and the same spot
to be repeatedly used by successive pairs.
The gravid fish appears soon after the male,
and completes her preparation for spawning.
They may be seen lying in pairs near the bed

Fto. 8.

Salmon

a

LUr

on Two Old.

now begin to feed, and after
assume the appearance

a few

months

shown in the illustra

tions.
At this stage of their growth, and
until they prepare for sea, they are called
They do not grow so rapidly as trout,
parr.
and are hardly to be distinguished from the
young trout until they are a year or more

old.
The second May after they are born, or
when about fourteen months old, about half
the shoal begin to turn a silver-gray, prepare
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tory to their visiting salt water. The instinct
to go to sea is so strong in them that it is
difficult to keep them in confinement where
they are artificially bred.

They manifest the
greatest uneasiness, jumping out of the water,
If the sluice-way
and even upon the shore.
of the pond is opened the smolts will all
leave, and the remaining half of the shoal re
(Fig. 5.)
main in fresh water another year.
This very curious instinct seems to be a pro-

21

marked spawned grilses as near as we could
get to four pounds weight; these we had no

trouble in getting with a net in the pools
below the spawning beds, where they had
congregated together to rest after the fatigues
of depositing their seed.
All the fish above
four pounds weight, as well as any under that
size, were returned to the river unmarked,
and the others marked by inserting copper
wire rings into certain parts of their fins.

Fig. 4. Rub, Oke Year Old, Half the Natural Siee.

vision of nature against the extinction of the
The male parr, it has been ascertained,
are fertile, and if there are no male grilses or
salmon, they will couple with a gravid female
just returned from the sea. The destructio»
of all anadromous fish, it is well known, is
enormous while at sea, and if it should hap
pen that all the males in the sea belonging to
a particular stream should be cut off, and
only a single female escape, she would find
plenty of males to meet her upon the spawn
ing bed. It is well known that the males are

This was done in a manner so as not to inter
rupt the fish in their swimming, nor be
troublesome in any way. After their journey
to sea and back again, we found that the
four pound grilses had grown into beautiful
salmon, varying from nine to fourteen pounds
weight. I repeated this experiment for sev
eral years, and, on the whole, found the results
the same, and, as in the former marking,
found the majority returning in about eight

the first to enter any river, and

return a grilse ; for they have invariably re
At each subsequent return
turned salmon."
to the sea, after visiting the spawning beds,

race.

they receive

the brunt of the battle with the enemies that

await them.

Fio. 5. Sholt, Two Years Old,

It

how long the smolt
however, that
the males, or a part of them at least, return
the same season, in June, to visit the spawn
ing beds. The fish of four or five ounces
comes back weighing as many pounds, and is
then called a grilse.
They remain stationary,
or fall off only while in fresh water. The
grilse becomes a salmon on its next visit to
the sea.
Mr. Young, in his work on the
" We
salmon, an. English authority, Bays :
is not quite settled

remains at sea.

It

is probable,

weeks ; and we have never among our mark
ings found a marked grilse go to sea and

Half

the Natcsai Siei.

there is a large increase in weight. The
Duke of Athol caught one of his marked fish,
which had gained eleven pounds and a quar
ter in the short space of thirty-seven days.
Formerly salmon were often caught which
weighed thirty to forty pounds, but now
British 9almon seldom exceed eighteen pounds

of

do not
They are
closely that very few survive their

and the salmon

the Penobscot

average much over twelve pounds.

hunted so
third visit to the

sea.
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DISTRIBUTION

OP SALMON.

This fish is found in nearly all the rivers of
Northern Europe ; formerly it was found in
all the streams east of the Hudson, in our own
country, and in most of the streams of
Labrador and
New Brunswick.
Canada,
Several varieties are found upon the west
The rivers abound in
coast of the continent.
them from California to Alaska.
Marvelous
stories are told of their abundance, and the
witnesses

are so numerous,

and

so

substan

tially agreed, that there can be no doubt of
their truth.
We are not able to say whether the salmon
of the Columbia River is of the same species
with the salmo solar of our Atlantic streams.
There is no marked difference in their habits,
California
and their flesh is equally good.
salmon are now sent across the continent by
rail, packed in ice, in the winter and early
spring, and reach our Eastern markets in ex
cellent condition.
Large quantities are can
ned and sent to all parts of the world.
Farther north, on the Alaska coast, there are
several distinct species, some of which are
highly prized, and many surpass the salmon
of our own coast.
The king salmon (Onchorhynchus or ientalU,
of Pallas) is said to be the finest on the
coast, weighing from sixty to ninety pounds.
This fish ranges from Sitka to Behring's
Strait, and is found in all the streams from
the Alexander Archipelago to the Yukon. It
ascends this great river for twelve hundred
miles, and probably much farther. It reaches
the mouth of the Yukon about the middle of
June, and runs for six weeks. It is dried for
winter use by the natives, and forms a large
One of them is accounted
part of their food.
sufficient supply for one day for six men or
dogs. The 0. lagocephalu* and the 0. proteus,
of Pallas, are more nearly like the 8. Salar.
They have the same range as the king
salmon, and are dried in the same way.
They are more common, and held in less es
They form the bulk of the better
teem.
class of salmon in all the rivers of Alaska.
They arrive later, remain longer, and travel
more rapidly.
They are more slender, and,
in the breeding season, are armed with re
curved teeth, which make them quite formid
able to the fishermen.
are the red-fish

Besides

these, there

(0. ianguinolcntw) and the

[July,

dog-fish
(0. lycaodon), of Pallas, and the
black salmon (talmo purpuratut), which are
smaller, less esteemed, and principally used
by the natives for dog-feed.
THE SALMON FISHEBIE8.

The salmon taken in our Atlantic streams
are nearly all used in the fresh state, and the
supply is very limited. This is also true of
those taken in Canadian streams, which are
within easy reach of the large city markets.
Some are still so inaccessible that they have to
be cured, and appear in our markets pickled
and smoked.
Only about eight thousand
salmon are taken in the Penobscot annually,
and this is the most productive river in
Maine. In striking contrast with this meager
product is the overflowing abundance of the
coast, and the California streams.
It is estimated that the natives of Alaska
consume annually twelve millions of salmon.
In 18G8 about two thousand barrels were
At Karta Bay three thou
packed at Sitka.

north-west

barrels were put up the same year.
Large fisheries have been located on the Co
lumbia River for some years. They are taken
in gill nets at night; but the yield is much
sand

smaller, and the fish are said to be not so fineflavored

as

those

from

the

Alaska rivers.

Five establishments put up salmon on the
Columbia in sealed cans, which preserve the
In 1870,
for several years.
fish perfectly
were put up and sold, at
of
fourteen cents a pound.
an average price
This canned salmon is getting to be common
in the markets of the East, and makes a rea
sonably cheap dish, even at the retail price
It is
twenty-five cents at which it is sold.
salmon, but
not quite equal to fresh-caught
is very much better than any form of cured
salmon.
Bought in quantity, as it can be
1,800,000 pounds

with perfect safety, it is about as cheap as
the ordinary fresh fish of the city markets.
If these canning establishments could only
be started upon the Yukon, the price might
be reduced one half, and fresh salmon of the
best quality be placed within reach of all the
The fish are so abundant upon the
people.
Alaska coast that it is said they can be
packed and landed at San Francisco at a cost
How much better it
of five dollars a barrel.
would be for the multitude, in all parts of
our country, to have the
in cans.

same

fish preserved

THE SALMON AND ITS CULTURE.
ESSAYS AT SALMON BREEDING.

probable

Very little has been done thu9 far in the
The
improvement of our salmon rivers.
streams best fitted for salmon are quite too
and legisla
large for individual enterprise;
tion is needed, both to furnish the stock and
to protect the fish after they

multiply.

In

1857,

have begun

to

Geo. P. Marsh, of Ver-

life.

A
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that any of this lot ever came to
few, however, which the Doctor kept

under his own supervision

for the purpose of
their
became smolts,
hatched,
habits,
studying
and were turned into the Pemigewassett, at
These, so
Compton, in the spring of 1868.
far as we know, were the first artificially
hatched salmon put into American waters.

Flo. 6. Salkon-Watcheb'b Tower on thb Rnrai.*
mont, and A. H. Robinson, of New Hamp
shire,

made

reports

to

the

legislatures

those States, showing what the

nations

of
of

western Europe were doing to restore fish to

their barren rivers.
The success of these ef
forts has been constantly reported, principally
through the papers, and the interest in fishculture has all the while been growing, al
though nothing effectual was done in this
country until 1866, when Dr. Fletcher, of
Concord, New Hampshire, went to New
Brunswick for the purpose of procuring
adult salmon, and transporting the parent
fish alive to the waters of New Hampshire.
This was in August, a season of all others
most hopeless for such an enterprise, on ac
count of the heat. Later in the same season
Dr. Fletcher secured some 25,000 impreg
nated ova, and put them into the Merrimack,
at Woodstock and Thornton, in New Hamp
shire.
As they had no special care, it is not

The following year about 100,000 eggs were
One half of
procured from the same source.
them were distributed by the commissioners
to Robinson and Hoyt, of Meredith, N. H.,
and the other half to Livingston Stone, of
Charlestown, N. H. Only 12 per cent, of this
lot of eggs were impregnated ; and about 99
per cent,

of

the impregnated

eggs hatched.

About 10,000 fry were put into the Merri
mack the following spring, as the result of
this effort. In 1868, the autumn following,
Livingston Stone built a hatching establish
ment on the Miramichi, N. B., where all the
eggs

had

been

taken,

and

brought home
in various

183,000 ova, which were hatched

localities, but mostly in his boxes at Charles* The Rhine is an excellent salmon stream, and yields
The five fishing stations at
a large number of fish.
Rotterdam arc very productive, each of them yielding
about forty thousand salmon per annum ; and it would
not be extravagant to estimate the product of these
fisheries as of the value of £25,000 per annum.
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town. These were mostly put into the Mer
rimack; but small lots went into the Mystic
River, and into small streams upon Cape Cod,
into West River, and the Winooski, Vt. The
next year Mr. Hagar, the Vermont commis
sioner,

secured

40,000 ova

about

from

the

well, and
were put into Vermont streams.
Only 8,000
ova in good condition came from the Miramichi the following season, and these were
mainly put into the waters of Maine and
same river,

and

Connecticut.

these developed

Small

lots also were procured

parent fish.

[July,

The head waters of the Penob

scot, where the fish spawn naturally are in a
wilderness,

and the difficulties of taking and

developing spawn there
It, therefore,
very great.
Atkins to buy live salmon
ermen, to confine them in

in the winter are
seemed best to Mr.

of the pound fish
brooks through the
summer, and take the spawn in November.
This had never been done, so far as he knew,
but the success of the Poquonnoc Fish Com
pany the previous year with the land-locked
salmon, at Grand Lake Stream, afforded

Fro. 7. Salmon-Fishino Statioh at Woodhavenon-Tat.

this season from Mr. Samuel Wilmot, who
has the care of the Canadian salmon hatching
at New Castle, on the north
establishment
shore of Lake Ontairio, for Maine and Con
The high price of ova forty dol
necticut.
lars in gold

prevented

any very large

pur

chases.

In

the fall

of

1871,

72,000 eggs were taken
G. Atkins, fish

at Orland, Maine, by Charles

of Maine, principally for Maine,
and Connecticut, and the Po
The association
quonnoc Fish Company.
the en
employed Mr. Atkins to superintend
terprise, and it could not have fallen into
This, so far as we know, was
better hands.
commissioner

Massachusetts

the first attempt
own
many

to take salmon spawn in our

territory.

It

hazards,

and

was

with

accompanied
large

with

loss of the

that the
strong presumption
would bear similar confinement.
salmon purchased

jority

talmo

Of

salnr
the 108

for breeders, the large ma

owing to prevcntible causes
some were swept away in a flood, and less
than a dozen females remained to furnish
The spawn were fertilized by the
spawn.
dry method, and about 96J per cent, proved
to be impregnated.
The cost of the eggs to
the parties was about $18 per thousand, not
withstanding all the difficulties encountered
in an entirely new enterprise.
All the partics concerned, in this first attempt to secure
salmon spawn in our own waters, are very
well satisfied with the result, and are con
vinced that we have now the means of sud
plying an abundant stock of salmon spawn
The knowledge we have
for our rivers.
died,
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gained is worth much

more than the spawn

for this year. Mr. Atkins thinks the follow
ing points are affirmatively settled by the

its culture.
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Of the eggs taken by Mr. Atkins, 21,750
went to the Commissioners of Connecticut,
and 5,250 to the Poquonnoc Fish Company.

That salmon can be kept in confine
ment in a small inclosure from June to No

Both these lots were hatched at Poquonnoc
with very small loss, developing
strong,
healthy fish, apparently in as good condition

vember.

as those coming

experiment

:

1st.

2d. That they

will, under

such conditions,

develop their spawn and milt to perfect ma
turity. It has also determined the conditions

of safety in transportation, and to a sufficient
extent for practical purposes, the conditions
of safety in keeping them through the sum
and, finally, the best mode of manipu
The
lation to secure complete fecundation.
of the sexual functions was
developement
apparently complete and normal, with the
single exception of one of the females ; and

mer;

this was not owing probably to confinement.
other cases the eggs were ripe at the
ordinary season (November 1st to 10th).
They flowed freely from the fish, and, so far
as we could judge, there was no imperfection
The males yielded an abun
about them.
The sexual instincts were
dance of milt.
The males sought the society of the
strong.
other sex. as we could observe in the case of

In all

from fish running free. Great
credit belongs to Mr. Atkins and to his as
sistant, David Dresser, of Princeton, Me., for
the successful issue of this enterprise.
It
brings salmon spawn within easy reach of all
our State commissioners, and of any private
parties who wish to improve small streams.
In the opinion of Mr. Atkins, the spawn can
be taken another year at a cost of not to ex
ceed eight dollars per thousand.
We are glad
to learn that the facilities for taking salmon
spawn at Orland are likely to be improved
another season on a much larger scale.
BY PRIVATE ENTERPRISE.

SALMON BREEDING

The English have a great advantage over
us in their facilities for improving rivers by
private enterprise. Their large estates some
times control the whole course of an impor
tant stream, and a single individual can reap
what he sows ; but with our system of small

it

is only a small stream that can
by a single individual.
But this
disadvantage is balanced by the fact that our

freeholds,

several pairs that were placed, after partially
stripping them, in a small pond in the brook.

be owned

Even after we had taken as we supposed all
their eggs, the females would burrow in the
gravel, like the wild fish, as though that was
a job they had undertaken, and would not be

streams are practically worthless
the fish
taken in them with the hook costing more

prevented

from completing.

As to the conditions of keeping salmon in
safety through the summer, my conclusions
may be briefly stated thus : Salmon will live
in perfect health in common river, pond, or
brook water, provided that there be sufficient
change to prevent stagnation, that the depth
be not less than four feet, that they be not too
much crowded,
submerged,

that the bottom be not newly

that the water be not too trans

parent, and, in the case of a brook, that there
be not a large per centage of the water from

will bring in the market. It is not
difficult to get the control of streams, by
lease, for a term of twenty years or more, at
small cost; and an individual or company,
with sufficient capital, might in a few years
reap a rich harvest from waters now barren.

than they

If our

people were acquainted with the facts,
we have no doubt that many of the fine

that empty into the sea, and into
cast of the Hudson, would very
soon be leased, and stocked with salmon fry.
The facts in the case are, that all these

streams

tide-water

streams abounded

in salmon when the coun

salmon that died in the pound, died from in
juries received in capture and transporta

try was first settled. Rivulets upon the coast
of California and farther north, so small that
they are partially dry in the summer, have
salmon in them.
Thomas Ashworth. one of
the most distinguished breeders of salmon, in
his work on the " Salmon Fisheries of Eng
land," says of the Furbogh River : " It is so

tion, although Mr. Whitmore was very care
ful in handling them.

narrow that a man could easily leap across
it in the summer season, at the place where

springs

in the immediate

vicinity.

It

is

necessary, of course, that the salmon should
be in good condition when placed in the in
I have no doubt that some of the

closure.

Phrenological Journal.

all the fish might easily be destroyed, and the
public would sustain the loss of so much food.

I

will allude to another, the Doohulla stream,
of ten feet wide, in which salmon ova have
been deposited, and the fish artificially bred.

They went to the sea, and have since been
This was
caught in considerable numbers.
done notwithstanding there were in the im
mediate vicinity larger streams inviting them
to enter."

Now, we have numerous streams all along
coast, and in New York,
that empty into the St. Lawrence and into
Lake Ontario, that arc available for salmon
streams, and might easily be opened to pri
vate enterprise.
Wilmot's Creek, on the
north shore of Ontario, was opened by Mr.
Wilmot and when he had demonstrated the
entire feasibility of growing large salmon in
in great abundance,
was leased by the
for the purpose of restocking
government
It
only about ten miles
Canadian rivers.
from the source of this stream to its mouth,
mul
no better for this purpose than
and
titude of streams along our coast. Our legis
latures are inclined to patronize fish breeding,
needed to
and almost any protection that
encourage the art can be secured on applica
The great drawback to these enter
tion.
has
been the cost of the ova
prises
$40 per
But this, we are con
thousand, in gold.
and in very
fident, has now been overcome

it

a

;

is

a

is

is

it

;

the New England

it

few years, salmon spawn will be as cheap as
those of trout, and, possibly,
may become as

it

is

it

at the governmental
establish
cheap as
sells for about one
ments of Europe, where

dollar per thousand.
GOVERNMENT

FISH

CULTUBE.
is

is

now very much needed to help
What
the
forward this business in our country
of
the
We
general
government.
patronage
are glad to know that the attention of Con
At the
gress has been called to the subject.

by the association

to present the memorial

to

He appeared before the Committee
on Appropriations on the 22d of March, ac
companied by Hon.W. P. Frye, M. C. of Maine,
and Mr. Charles A. Walker, of the Peabody
Academy of Science, Salem, Mass.
Prof.
Spencer F. Baird, of the Smithsonian Institu
of the
tion, the distinguished commissioner
sea-coast fisheries, was present by invitation
from Gen. Garfield, chairman of the commit
Mr. Page gave
concise and full ac
tee.
count of the results attained in Canada, Eng
Ireland, France, Norway,
land, Scotland,
Sweden, Germany and Russia, by their re
in stocking public
spective
governments,
with
waters
salmon, trout, and other food
fish.
He referred to the rapid increase of
fish culture in the United States, stating that
over a million dollars were now invested
and explained the process of fish hatching,
Congress.

;

gap of only three feet
wide for the fish freely to pass through at all
times ; but as there is a lake near the
source of the river, the fish naturally resort
to
and are bred, and caught in consider
able numbers, even in this diminutive salmon
Without the protection which the
fishery.
law affords to the proprietor of the Furbogh,

it,

fish, with a queen's

the annual meeting of the Fish Culturists'
Association, at Albany, in February,
me
morial was drawn up and signed, requesting
Congress to establish salmon-hatching works
at Puget Sound, and a shad-hatching estab
lishment at some convenient point near the
Atlantic coast.
The memorialists
claimed
that the national government alone could
undertake and successfully carry out plans
for repopulating navigable rivers with food
fish, in view of the fact that most of the
navigable rivers formed the boundaries of, or
Mr.
passed through more than one State.
George Shepard Page, of New Jersey, was
made chairman of the committee appointed

and the small

half-million

expense necessary

to place

a

a

a

this has

salmon and fifty million shad in

during the present year.
Prof. Baird fully indorsed these statements,
and earnestly urged immediate action.
We need this action, not only to furnish
seed for the rivers, but to protect the streams
With
salmonwhen they are stocked.
upon the Pacific
hatching establishment
would be an easy matter, not only to
coast,
furnish spawn of the California salmon, but
of the king salmon, and of the other fine
varieties of the talmonidts along the Alaska
There
coast.
very little doubt that these
can be naturalized upon the more northern
There
very
streams of the Atlantic coast.
little doubt, too, that shad could be intro
duced into the Mississippi Valley, and that all

the public waters

is

yet

it for catching

a

and

sea ;

a

the

salmon weir, and cribs upon

is

it falls into

[July,
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the tributaries of that magnificent
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ment but a few thousand dollars annually to

stream

Father of Waters could be made to
With a shadswarm with this excellent fish.

put

hatching establishment upon the Delaware or
the Susquehanna, it would cost the govern

present to the coming millions

the

of the Alleghanies. What

valley of the continent

|jjur

o|

department

billion of young shad into the streams

a

west

Jforial

a magnificent

of that

great

clift.

w.

!

Relations.

Domestichapplnesi,tlmuonly blftt
Of partdUflttitt bu IU1rived thefall
Thouart thenurseof virtue.

and this

that

finds in

amusements, which, be they ever so
trivial, serve to turn the mind from the even
straw often
pebble or
tenor of its way, as
alters the course of some plodding stream.
a

a

various

CLOCK.

seat itself slowly, with folded hands, upon
each figure and spot of the carpet; the quiet
grew oppressive; the dull beat and throb of
the tortured

nerves grew more and more evi
leaned my head on
ready to cry,
the arm of the chair, when suddenly, " Whirr!

Just

dent

I

so constituted

have relaxation,

it

is

human mind

THE
must

it

OF AN OLD

WORDS

"

whirr
and the old clock, so long con
sidered useless, commenced to move its wheels,

minute hand shaking its warning finger at me.
A few moments had done wonders for the
hitherto meaningless dial-plate.
The "five"

ows from the fitful firelight danced upon the
The rumbling of the heavy

parlor wall."

a

drays and the lighter carts was growing more
and more faint, and finally
perfect quiet
The stillness seemed to
rested in the room.
settle upon each fold of the curtains,

and to

I

is

a

a

"Dear, dear!

a

rusty little voice, saying
it's so long since I've made
:

I

a

thin lips came

I

stairs to partake of their periodical repast, and
" Shad
was left alone in the quiet twilight

any remarks, that my throat seems all clogged.
my voice sounds wiry, remember, dear, it's

If

not temper, but natural constitution.

I

might devote myself entirely
to the cutting of an obstinate wisdom tooth.
One afternoon the family had gone down

room, that there

Perfectly re
possible for such an old clock.
signed to any new wonder that might appear,
only waited in silence.
" Whirr whirr whirr " came
again from
the interior of the mechanism, and out of the

believe

I'm strung on wires.
was once employed
counted, and
by Father Time as his teller.
counted, and counted, till my system was all

I

with the outer world, and
withdrew to the silence and seclusion of my

time all intercourse

modern belle might envy to
behold, formerly moved only in the one giddy
round, day after day.
This transformation scene was completed m
an infinitely shorter time than one would think

!

a

I

unpleasant, to have them excluded, would'nt it?
It was some years ago that gave up for

so daintily, that

I

it

believe that the gums are included in the head.
Yet
would be very inconvenient, not to say

had ever occupied the second place on the
face, and the hands, that crossed themselves

I

/,

a

!

mental powers, includes the gums
It was such week's work for those teeth of
for one, don't like to
mine to come out, that

into the middle of the face, mak
astonish
ing rather
fine-looking nose. It
ing how much expression
V gives to vac
uum
The remaining eleven figures had
themselves into the most artisticgrouped
looking crimps, curls, eyebrows, ears, etc. The
thin, smiling lips one would hardly imagine
had slipped

a

the descriptive epithet
person's
applied to

as

a

whether

round

as they were, with the dust of
amazement
raised my eyes to the
white face, and, to my horror, saw the

In

!

if

I

I

it

wonder

" thick-headedness,"

time.

!

a

is

I

ison.

all clogged,

I

a

I

I

a

!

To go back to amusements. Did you ever
Don't,
beg, with
cut your wisdom teeth?
the vain desire of seeming facetious, ask
refer the
that
the " amusement" to which
" human mind," for
was such cutting work
that all " sharp" remarks are blunt in compar

!

into

!

whirr

is

not in my
But I'm moralizing, and that
commenced with the "human
line at all.
mind," and here am now, sitting on pebble
straw. Dear,
stream with
and stopping
" devious paths" this pen does stray
dear, what

PHRENOLOGICAL

a

a

I

I

a

" we don't tell all we know.
Rest
ing aspect
assured, however, that
have
great interest
in you.
"
have spoken thus this evening, because

a

a

it

I

is
a

watched your
great era in your life.
this
wisdom tooth when
first made its appearance
on the horizon of your gums,
mere speck, no
"
man's hand," in the distance.
larger than
have more to say, but " a step was heard on
the stair, my lecturer gave another " Whirr
whirr whirr " bowed, and was just going on

!

!

to speak, when

"Are

you awake, daughter?" said mother's
and " Your supper's here," said the jin
gle and tinkle of the glasses aud spoons on the

voice

believe you've been asleep," said
"
on the gas
am sorry we

Tom, turning

I

"Why,

I

dainty tray.

;

is

it,

provement by hard and honest labor.
" It's all
wrong, my dear. We must take our
hour by hour, into
life as it comes, and mold
the likeness of our ideal. Life
something

had been carried off in
train of thought
Not knowing the stations at which that line
makes stoppages, all queries with regard to
But"
her whereabouts have proved useless.
and here the old clock assumed
most know

!

novels, who ' goeth about seeking' a chance to
give away his wealth in untold amounts, for
meager service and time, at the same time let
ting slip golden opportunities of a higher im

[July,

;

rim down, and, taking off the weights of my
office, lie left me in this case for a little rest
"
Many are the wise faces that have glanced
into mine with eager interest, to hear and see
Sad faces
my opinion on things of moment.
have looked longingly at me, as my busy fin
gers reeled off the hours, while others again,
(and of these I wish to speak more at length,)
have so dwelt, in thought, in the future, that
the good of the present has been overlooked.
" I have seen
young men, who have spent
hours with their eyes dreamily fixed upon me,
building castles in the air, whose only founda
tions were the improbable probabilities of a
legacy from the kind-hearted Croesus of modern

JOURNAL.
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we have ever yet realized, and the unshapely
figure of our lives, over which we, at the last,
too often caused by
are so prone to mourn,
the cessation of that watchful care with which

EVERY-DAY SCULPTURE.

a

a

truly great in my admiring eyes.
" For
long time she tended me with the
utmost care, till, yielding to her inclination to
day dream, she suffered herself to fall into rev
eries of such
melancholy nature, that, in
course of time, she
The only
disappeared.
conjecture that could be formed with regard to
her

mysterious

disappearance

was, that she

more precious
more

than
than

costly

enduring than granite.
We give little thought to our tools, little to
the material, less to the result, though
and

more

is

bronze,

it

I

bowed assent, although at that
Meekly
period of my youth all my aunts were objects

marble,

imperishable.

this substance that even look
whispered word may
stain, or blow change its expression forever
" clay to receive, marble to retain."
how pitilessly, how
How thoughtlessly,
and how wickedly we hack and
weakly,
hew at immortal souls!
and, unlike the
So pliant

can aid to mold

;

aunt."

snow-pure

a

of your great

material

to hand, upon
the

a

property

most
docet'

it,

once the

Hcec fabtda

gaze

their marbles, fancying the eye and
them must own more
hand that fashioned
than human skill.
Yet, every day, nay, every hour, we are
hacking away, with whatever weapons come

upon

is

was

'

I

I

first.
"

short, but, unlike

have given the

1

a
;

is

My story

human.'
moralists,

is

'

a

I

I

a

"

a

sion of the real work that lies, like some good
service.
fairy, ready to do you
have marked lime for many
long day,
as steadily as an old veteran, though
have
clock.
not always been
Truly has the poet
said, A clock may tick and tick, and still be

neither artist nor author,
in his special voca
tion, inspires that reverent, almost devotional
homage, which every mind pays instinctively
How often we hear the word
to the sculptor.
in connection with the works of
Divine
Phidias, Praxiteles, and Angclo. How, with
" bated breath " and rapt attention, we

PROBABLY
however superior

a

'

is

we began our task.
" Between the dark and the
daylight
good time for thought and plans for the future
but once into the light again, live in, the present
for the future. Never day dream, to the exclu

I

aroused you."
"
" So am I," was
had such an
my answer
jeaseth holm.
odd dream."
;

We shall never
must come gradually.
awaken, some morning, and find ourselves at
The power to make
once to have changed.
ourselves what we will lies nearer at hand than
that

ABNORMAL DEVELOPMENT.
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sculptor, we have not the prerogative of
doing our work first in clay, then patiently
and skillfully reproducing only perfect lines
and curves in the enduring stone ; no, our
mistakes and sins against our work have no
The cruel words that cut so
Mich remedy.

do some grand, vast good

deeply ; the feigned love that warmed a heart
to melting tenderness, then froze it to ice

In our indifference or selfishness, thinking
we are not " our brother's keeper," we cut

or

and rend the finest feelings of his soul, de
stroy his trust in human goodness, weaken

when the love became no longer

amusing

that stained and
The scars and
can
never
be
effaced.
marred
seams made by our weakness or wickedness
on the hearts of our fellow-mortals, neither
tears nor prayers can erase.
; the

expedient

falsehoods

Everything we do or say, nay more, every
thing we leave undone or unsaid, that would
naturally be expected in our position and
circumstances, has its effect upon those asso
ciated with us. And how careless we are
about exerting influence ; because we can not

ABNORMAL

may be the very "cup of cold
water " that will keep a thirsty, forlorn soul

greeting

refreshed throughout the day.

his faith in Deity, in truth and love and
honor, and go calmly on in our own pleasant
lives, little thinking, perhaps little caring,
that we have helped to distort and destroy
what, but for us, would have been a grandly
beautiful life, a source of good and joy, a
" thing of beauty forever."
Ah ! we ought rather strive to make our
own and others' lives such as shall gain a
''well done" from the Divine Sculptor.
AMELIE V. PETTIT.

DEVELOPMENT; OB, HELEN

Peter Goss was a short, thick-set man,

OLDwith

immense, beetling brows, snapping
" Mr. Panks "
eyes, and a periodic snort, like
in " Little Dorrilt," a habit so characteristic

to our race, we

think we have no field of labor.
We forget
that often a cheerful, hearty " good-morning "

ASHFOBD'S

BULING PASSION.

sion at an old field school-house

gave him the
upon which his own exertions built a
superstructure of education.
How he bor
basis

rowed

the money to attend lectures on, and
it in plowing and hoeing for six

with him that it signaled approach as perfectly
as if he had blown a horn, and invariably
warned his wife, " Aunt Polly," in time for her

returned

to hide her snuff-box, and clear her mouth

His next step was io seek the wilds of
Michigan, secure a few acres of government
laud, and go to work as a permanent settler.
He worked with a vim and a rush, and in a
few years had cleared a good little farm, and
established himself in a paying practice.
He

fore he got in.

be

The old gentleman was further
by a bee-gum style of white

distinguished
beaver hat, a very large and gayly-colored
bandana handkerchief, which he had a way of
flourishing in the heat of debate, and a bigheaded walking-stick, which he was wont to
swing in a manner that induced dogs and
children to get out of the way when they saw
him coming. He cherished the most undoubting faith in his own greatness and superiority
to the rest of the world ; was far from being
ashamed of his humble origin, but rather de
lighted in boasting how he had risen from

lie knew
utter obscurity by his own abilities.
cared nothing

nothing about his ancestors,

about them, regarding them only as important
in so far as each had played his petty part in
and perfecting liimself, their off
eliminating
to whose grandeur they were as sub
sidiary as the compost fertilizer and spring rain
to the proper growth of cotton and corn. Bo

shoot;

months, doing his preparatory practice, gratis,
at the same time, among the negroes.

then

married

a pretty, soft-spoken woman,
"
to look after the
found " handy
and
his
meals and wash
poultry,
garden, get
his clothes. She bore him no children, and

whom

he

with his energies and her
well off in a few years.
Ten years after his marriage, Peter heard of
the death of his sister Jane, at Albany, and
went on there to get her child, a girl, aged six

this

fact, coupled

case, made him

or eight.
Helen Ashford was a pretty, fair faced, sandy
haired little being, had a shrewd, independent
way of talking, that amused old Peter very
When he introduced her to his wife,
much.
he remarked : " Well, Polly, I've brought home

old Peter's favorite theme was how he used to

the smartest gal this side of Boston.
I'm go
ing to make a great lady out of her. See here,

be a

child, your old uncle's going to

" barefooted
cow-boy," how

a winter

ses

be powerful

PHRENOLOGICAL

so

these days, and if you'll be smart,
and real knowing, he'll leave It all to you."
This speech, no doubt, made an impression,

rich some of

soon developed a precocious
Two days
propensity for finding out things.
after her arrival she flustered her Aunt Polly

for Helen

very

"
by saying at the table, Pappy Peter,
Aunt Polly dips snuff, and every time she sees
terribly,

The unwise guar
you coming she hides it."
dian, instead of reproving the improper direc
tion in which his niece's faculty of inquisitiveness was so evidently turning, patted her on
the head, praised her smartness, and put her
on track of ascertaining if the milk-maid ab
stracted
pen,

if

any milk on her way from the cowembezzled his
any of the farm-help

fruit or vegetables, and if her Aunt Polly was
as strict in allowancing as she ought to be.
The inquiring young lady soon raised a
tempest about Aunt Polly's ears by reporting
surreptitiously sent
having
a large quantity of butter and eggs to town.
After that the easy-tempered, dissembling wife

to her

uncle her

was very shy of the shrewd addition to her
household ; but quite ineffectually, for Miss
Helen got into a way of eavesdropping and

playing the spy, that enabled her to find out
her aunt's most private affairs.
Being sent to school, she made much greater
progress in learning to chew sweet gum, find
birds' nests, and gleaning news, than in read
She triumphantly
ing, writing, and ciphering.
" lived better
informed her uncle that they
than any of their neighbors, for she had been
all round visiting, just to see what they eat, and
nobody had pies and cakes like themselves."

JOURNAL.
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her a large paper of candy, and at leaving pre
sented her with five dollars.

The very knowing young lady was quick to
perceive the discrepancy in her dress, and that
of her companions, and she denounced her
" old
"
fogy Aunt Polly," and her dogged, stingy
Uncle Peter," pretty freely to herself for sendher out in such a plight.
However, becoming
established on a very friendly footing with
Mattie
who

a fat, good-natured
girl,
the "dowdy backwood's tacky."

Matherson,
pitied

Miss Helen was soon directed
channels

for

to the proper

improving her personal appear

ance, which

for a long time occupied her
thoughts, to the exclusion of everything else.
She was
hooped, panspeedily corseted,
niered, bustled and chignoned with an addi
tion of a huge bunch of natural curls, bought
of her miliner.
Her uncle responding to her
demand for a hundred dollars with only fifty,
she wrote him a pathetic letter complaining
that " everybody knew he was a poor nobody by
his being so stingy with her."
Instead of be

ing displeased at his niece's ingratitude and
want of respect, old Peter's pride took up
arms at the possible suspicion of his impecuniosity, and he sent Helen two hundred dol
lars. As at the old field school, so at the polisliing-m.Ul, Miss Helen's inquisitiveness
did
not avail her for the acquisition of useful know
ledge. She managed, by surreptitiously look
ing in her book while reciting, and paying
others to prompt her, to take a pretty fair stand
in her classes, and she evinced a wonderful
" of
"
aptitude in getting the hang
things gen
She found out the engagement of one
erally.

This sally of precocity nearly tickled old Peter
to death, he declared she was "too smart a
child to be brought up in the woods, and he
would send her to a city school as soon as she

of her classmates, and

was twelve years old.
In due lime, therefore,

Mattie Matherson, who occupied the same
room with her, coming in unexpectedly one
day, found her chum very deliberately read

found

herself

Finishing
uncle

had

in buying

located

School

for

the inquiring niece

at Madame

Young

Hoskins'
Her

Ladies.

expended a considerable amount
" cloth " for her Aunt Polly to

dis
by threatening
teachers, made the poor girl
work out all her sums for her, and write her
closure

to the

French exercises till the end of the term.

ing Mattie's letters.

She also offended Hester

Smith by inspecting, without leave, her privato'
diary.

When " Papa,"

make up ; but poor Aunt Polly knew noth
ing about Demorest's modes, or stylish New
York patterns, consequently Miss Helen's

as she now called
Uncle
Peter, came after her, she informed him that

terribly outre in their cut, and
her under-garments made with a fullness ap
the Dutch girls of pristine New
proximating
Worst of all, her sandy hair was
Amsterdam.
screwed into an infinitesimal
knot of itself,
entirely innocent of even the shadow of a

false teeth, false

chignon.
Her uncle stayed with her one day, bought

forthwith,

dresses were

the august principal, Madame

Hoskins, wore

hair, a false eye and a cork
leg ; that the music teacher, Prof. Von Alste,
was a morphine eater, and his wife, her Ger
"
Mr. Goss
man teacher, a " chloral drunkard.
concluded that he had the knoicingest niece in
the world,

and

he

resolved

to

make a will,

in her favor.

Having at length finished her education and

HAPPINESS HEREAFTER.
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to her country home, Helen found
time such a laggard in the absence of the sen
sations and excitement of city life, that she
hardly knew what to do with herself. She

returned

"got up"

some diversion in selecting guests
for the big dinner she made her Aunt Polly
give, and in remodeling Uncle Peter's ideas on
the right way of furnishing a house. Her in
uncle, only indulgent to Helen of all
people in the world, got the sort of furniture
she wanted, and let her have as much com
pany as she pleased. Intending to marry and

dulgent

" settle herself," she and the old gentleman de
termined to find out all they could about the
marriageable men of the country, and conting
The village, five
ently the marrying women.
miles from them, was the nucleus to which their

At table
converged.
investigations
daily the uncle and niece compared ascer
tained items, and determined who would, and

various

who would

not do.

This young man tippled,

that one was in debt, another

had sisters, an

poor; so none of them, it was at
length decided, would make a suitable hus
band for the good-looking, accomplished,
Yet, notwith
richly dowered Miss Ashford.
Helen was far
standing their unworthiness,
from satisfied, and not even an accurate knowl
edge of the cost ot every bridal outfit in the
mollified her growing soreness
neighborhood
other was

regarding the fact that she was twenty-three
and not married yet.
At last, however, Helen's turn came. An
" not
elegant-looking man, as Helen thought,
thirty," stopped at the gate one
evening and asked Helen, who was walking
in the flower garden, if he might stay all night.

more

than

She promptly informed him that he could, and
asked him in. They had the parlor to them
selves for two hours, Uncle Peter being late

The stranger,
getting home from the village.
" Captain Grassmere," as he informed her, was
" city " where she had attended
from the
school, and was a merchant
very much

charmed

with

Miss Helen was
him,

and

the ac

She made
quaintance progressed swimmingly.
her aunt get up the best supper she could for
him, and her uncle was induced by her repre
sentations to think his visit quite a godsend.
He left the next day, promising to return in a

After his departure

the young lady
discovered a sealed letter on the floor. Fol
lowing her bent, she unhesitatingly broke the
seal, and read what purported to be a letter
week.

from Captain Grassmere to one of his partners,
giving directions concerning the business while
" traveling for pleasure."
Over
\e was away
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this letter Helen and her uncle put their heads
together, and the result was, no pains were
spared, no encouragement wanting, to induce
the well-dressed Captain Grassmere to become
a suitor for the heiress expectant

He was not slow

to

follow his cue, and in

an uncommonly short space, the courting
marriage were consummated.

and

It then came out that Captain Grassmere
" never had seen the city
was a " bummer ;
where Miss Ashford was " finished," and had
nothing in the world but his fine clothes."
v. d. c.

HAPPINESS

s

OME

HEREAFTER.

argue that when men reach heaven
with a small quantity of

those endowed

intellect will be

as

happy

as the most talent

will be degrees
the endowment
to
of happiness proportionate
of Ideality, Sublimity, Spirituality, etc., to

ed

of

men ; others that there

take in the beauty and grandeur of the scen
Some contend that when one is
ery around.
happy, no one can be more happy ; on the
same principle, when a thing is perfect noth
ing can be more perfect.
We suppose that a canary-bird enjoys his
food just as exquisitely as the eagle docs
his, but they are different birds, each perfect
in itself.
Pope says :
MTbc wise man Is happy nature to explore.
The fool is happy because he knows no more."

We believe that a human being may be
happy to a certain extent with unin9tructcd
faculties ; but let the faculties be enlarged, in
structed and intensified in power, and he will
enjoy life on a larger scale, and a thousand
times more than the superficial or ignorant
The rustic swain who looks up to the
man.

bright starry heavens, regards the sight as
beautiful. It is not less beautiful to the as
tronomer ; he sees the starry vault in its brill
iancy, but he sees more; he thinks of them
as suns, and as centers of systems like our
own; he thinks of the immeasurable region
of space, the tremendous circuits which these
planets traverse in sweeping through space ;
and his intellectual outreach, his power of
comprehension and enjoyment, are immeasur
ably above that of the man who looks at the
of this little
stars as mere accompaniments
with
the rattle,
is
The child
"pleased
earth.

tickled with a straw," but its happiness

is

Phrenological

its capacity for enjoyment is limited;
though cannons and trumpets may be
the choice of manhood, the relations which
these articles bear to life and times are far
above the limited comprehension of a little
child. One of the objects in educating and
not only that
training people on earth
they may be useful and happy here, but soar

Journal.

be full, and

a

on

and

is,

small,

[July,

higher plane hereafter.

if fullness

If

the pint cup
the weak

be happiness,

a

;

is

man
as happy as he can be
but
grasp
ing, comprehensive
outreach constitutes
source of happiness, the greater the man, the
broader his views, the higher his achieve
ments, and the deeper his comprehensions, the
happier he will be.

if
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THE CONTRAST.
BY J. M. CAVANESS.
NOW.

The sun hangs low In the distant west,
A rainbow arches the darkening east
The clouds are flowing with gorgeous dies

a

;

;

is

The scene
changed: 'tis the early morn.
And yonder dawns the approaching day
The thunder-clouds of
night of storm
Dissolve and scatter and |)ass away.

Of jasper, amber, and amethyst.

A moment more, and the sun bursts forth.

The sun
sunk in the golden west
Thus fade my dreams of love-crowned life,
And thus sinks hope in
sighing breast.

And earth and sky are In bright array
Thus hope dispels my night of gloom,
Thus dawns for me golden day.

faculties of the mind.
nations,

and young

instruments

more

true with the various

Rude and uncivilized
children in civilized na

tions, have few and very simple thoughts, and
their words are alike simple.
Nouns and

but the more compli

verbs they understand,
cated forms

of thought

and speech they do

The results of culture are
in the number and variety of faculties
which can be brought into co-operation and
co-ordination in the thoughts, words and acts
which men perform.
We may imagine language to have once
The savage who
been exceeding
simple.
"
hungry will say food," or the equivalent,
" me." As
and perhaps add with
gesture,
he advances further in the culture of mind
not comprehend.

a

is

seen

and education,

he

will

say

" food give me."
will say, " please

As he further advances he
give me food," and he might add,
hungry,

please give

"I

am

me food, and you shall

I

have my warmest thanks," and this idea of
give me food, may be p.xtended to
respecta

There

and complete.
is

is

man who
well read in
history, in science, in general information,
who may be good grammarian and perhaps
can write his matured thoughts accurately
and strongly, but who has not yet learned to
think and talk well in conjunction. If he
many

were called upon to speak before an audience
he would be confused, embarrased and unable
to proceed with anything like connectedness
If he continue to practice for
and elegance.

will ultimately come to
point at
which he can clearly recall facts, and express
himself with ease, and effect.
How has this been brought about? "We
answer by the co-ordination and combination
The most natural way to
of his faculties.
combine language with the intellectual facul
to awaken, first, Individuality to the
ties,
This gives power to describe
subject matter.
details, but Eventuality, which perceives facts
and records historical events, must also adjust
the knowledge which the person possesses.
If Individuality and Eventuality fail thus
to call up and arrange for explanation the
painful
matter of the subject, there will be
were, for
dwelling upon points, waiting, as
years he

a

same

more gracious

a

The

will give

some new shading to the idea, and make

it

and the musical
is

complex
elaborate.

ble speech, and every added word

5.

a

wrought upon them, constitute their music.
As the nations become more advanced in
civilization, the musical sounds become more

NO.

is

rude nations two or three simple
and the changes which can be

AMONG
sounds,

COMBINE

it

FACULTIES

a

DIFFERENT

HOW THE

a

a

a

;

is

A moment more, and the rainbow fades,

"Know Thyself."

1872.]
something

to be called up in the mind.

sons of this tendency

Per

tions ; like the rich music which may be elic
ited by the harmonies of a trained orchestra.
Pride, even in the language and manner of
its possessor, seasons every emotion, clothes

have a drawling hes

itancy which becomes very irksome to the
listener ; but one who is sharp to perceive and
has a good memory, will recall his knowledge
and adjust it for utterance as fast as his vocal
organs can explain it his speech is fluent

every utterance and is the inspiring feature
of every statement.
Such men are stiff, grand,
dignified, lordly. Their very gracious terms

and rapid.
Some however

are unacceptable, because so patronizing.
A family was poor, needed aid, had spent

can give facts, rehearse his

tory and the transaction of a case ; as, for in
pertaining to a lawsuit;
but are unable to bring their reasoning pow
ers into the matter and speak with logical
force and clearness.
Such need the training
of the reasoning faculties in conjunction with
oral discourse, or the organs through which
oral discourse is manifested.
Many a man
has wit, but it docs not come to his service in
season; he thinks of some apt illustration af
ter he has resumed his scat, and wonders he
did not think of it before. One better trained
and cultured in all the graces of speech and
accustomed to a coordinate action of his fac
ulties will see the witty points and have a re
mark in readiness.
Approbativeness combined with Language

their last dollar, when a pompous official, a
steward of the church of which the family
were members, called and remarked, that if
they were in want, he was the steward of the
church and held the purse, and would grant
them aid; but their pride was so excited by
his pride that they professed not to want any
thing. An hour after, a good sister went in,
learned their condition, rendered them aid,

stance, any matter

and

saved them

something

from

distress.

besides Self-Esteem,

One

if

needs

he would

minister to the afflicted in so gracious a way
that sensitive natures ~an consent to accept a
boon and benefaction.

"KNOW

imparts to the subject a plausible manner and
A man
elegance which flatter and conciliate.
who has large Approbativeness,
as a law
yer, will never fail to speak of the opposing
" my learned friend," nor will he
counsel, as
forget to express himself with reverent respect
the courts.
Large Language combined
with Cautiousness enables a man to speak with
a vividness that awakens fear and dread in the
How beautiful also does Language
hearer.
combine with the social faculties.
There are
some who love devoutly, but are dumb as
statues when they come to explain their re
gard ; in fact, they can not speak to man in a
kindly, friendly way, much less to woman;
but one who has trained his intellectual facul
ties to work in unison with his social feelings
will bring out that which will awaken a
corresponding sentiment in the person ad
His manners in society are easy and
dressed.
winning. Such a man has trained his social
disposition to act in harmony with his intel
lect and with his refining sentiments.
In
fact, the more completely all the faculties are
brought by practice to act in harmonious
combination, the more full and rich, the more
varied and excellent are the mental manifesta-
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THYSELF."

rr^HE Oneida Circular says: "Men may be
_L divided into three classes with reference
First, is the man who
himself; who never soars above

to their se.f-estimates.
undervalues

the common trcadway, because he has no con
His introspective analy
fidence in his powers.
sis is most despondent, and he is continually

to

subjecting his talents to unfavorable comparison
with those of others. Ho never gets the credit
he deserves, for no one knows what is iu him.

" Second, is the man who overrates himself.
He is always ready with his, ' know,' or ' I can
do it' He is swollen witli conceit, and commits innumerable follies iu conseqvience of his
He talks largely and in
overweening vanity.

/

spires for a time an unfounded confidence.
" Third, is the man who seems to have an
omniscient discernment of his own capabilities.

He estimates himself justly. He places the
utmost reliance upon hispenius; but you see

he has reason. If he has a talent, lie knows
it and puts it to use where it tells on men or

The casual observer may think him
things.
conceited ; but the near acquaintance perceives
that his self-valuation is only at par.
" The first two,

attain
j

a correct

capacity only,

if

as situated in ordinary society,
perception of their individual
ever, through much buffeting

Phrenological journal.

years in abortive

Phrenology

go well with your system of criticism? Show
small Selfone why he undervalues himself
Esteem

and why the

other overrates himself

and how it is that an
large Self-Esteem
other weighs himself in sca'es so evenly bal
anced, that it is without excess or deficiency.]

or

:|)hgsio0nomg,

aims from lack of true self-

knowledge."
[Would not a little science

Jfoi$

of all three. The diffident man is inspired
with a just idea of his importance as a ductile
medium, so that he attempts to do things which
his natural timidity forhade him to contemplate.
The conceited man is curbed; he lowers his
head and takes a smaller place. The wise man
is taught to render to God the things which are
God's, and shines accordingly with added luster.

[July,

Thus every truth-lover may know himself as
others know him, and none need waste long

and sore experience ; while the third too often
Oursystera
forgets the fountain of his wisdom.
of criticism is the grand regulator and corrector

of
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ITS ANATOMY
BY SIR CHARLES

the

breath, they become ex

of

pressive

animal

ex

We
may
enumerate four muscles
Muscles of which move the carti
Pio.
the Nostrils.
lages of the nostrils
Levator labii superioris et aim nasi (a)
This muscle arises from the upper jaw-bone
but
and descends to the lip
part of
stops short to be attached to the movable
raises the nostril
cartilage of the nostril
along with the upper lip.
The Depressor aim nasi (b) arises from the
upper jaw-bone, close to the sockets of the
inserted into
ascends and
front teeth
the lateral cartilage of the nostril, and pulls
down that cartilage.

it

is

it

;

;

it

;

a

:

1.

citement.

is

;

is

of

have been described.
MUSCLES OP TIIE LIPS AND CHEEKS.
in great
The fleshy structure of the lips
circular muscle which
measure owing to
This muscle closes
the mouth.
surrounds
the opponent of many other
the lips, and
a

with

sympathy

drawing

a

strict
the

The next muscle
slip of the Orbicularis
oris (d), which, detaching itself from the
mass of that muscle, runs up to the edge of
the septum of the nose.
Thus we see how nature has provided for
the motions of the nostrils. The actions of
these muscles are controlled by
nerve of the
class which has been distinguished as sub
servient to the apparatus of breathing; and
estab
owing to this that the sympathy
lished between the general act of drawing
the breath and the expansion of the nostrils.
As the motions of the nostrils, however, are
intimately connected with those of the lips,
shall defer making any further observations
upon them until the muscles of the mouth

is

by appro

lages moved

priate muscles, acting in

lateral cartilage.
a

are an

is

they

The Compressor nasi (c) arises from the
cartilaginous bridge of the nose,* and
in
serted into the lateral cartilage of the nostril.
The name would imply that this muscle
part of the
compresses the membraneous
does
but its principal action
nose, which
must be to expand the nostril by raising the

a

the chest,

index of the condition
of respiration when
affected by emotion. As
of carti
they consist

JUNE NUMBER.]

it

a

THE

BEI.L, K.H.

is

NOSTRILS.

nostrils are features which have pow
erful effect in expression.
The breath
being drawn through them, and their structure
formed for alternate expansion and contrac
tion, in correspondence with the motions of

it

OP THE MUSCLES OP THE

OUR

I

[CONTINUED FROM

PHILOSOPHY.

AND

is

EXPRESSION

Thai is certainly its most fixed extremity.

EXPRESSION

ITS ANATOMY AND PHILOSOPHY.

muscles, which, taking their origin from

the

:

1,

it,

prominent points of the bones of the face,
are concentered toward the mouth, and, hesides opening
move the lips in various di
We must look upon the whole of
rections.
these muscles in three points of view
As

35

and intermediate between the
omnivorous,
two great tribes of animals
the carnivorous
and

we expect the muscles
herbivorous,
also to exhibit the same middle state, and to

partake

of

classes.

And such

the

of both these
found to be the case.

characters
is

18T2.]

The three muscles last enumerated

of

to raise and retract the angle

combine

the mouth,

doing so they expose the canine
Now, this group of muscles
espe
cially powerful in the carnivorous animal
they lift the fleshy lips off the long, tearing
fangs of the lion or tiger, and produce
fierceness of expression
but in the milder
graminivorous animals the same class of
muscles have
different direction given to
their action, and they are not capable of ele
similar
vating the angles of the mouth in
manner.
In ourselves, when these muscles
draw upon the orbicularis and disclose the
painful and bitter expression
angular teeth,
the effect.
But before we can speak cor
rectly on this subject we must pursue the de
scription of the remaining muscles.
Of the muscles which depress the lips
and

by

a

is

o)

a

There is sometimes an additional muscle,
similar manner,
arising and inserted in
minor
the
called
zygomaticus
(f).
The Buccinator (some of the fibers of which
flat muscle which
is
are represented by
lines the inside of the check, and arising
from the sockets of the back teeth of both
inserted into the angle of the
jaw-bones

As

the teeth

of

man indicate that lie

is

mouth.

a

is

drawing some muscular fibers (i)
join the triangularis oris
These
and pass to the angle of the mouth.
are part of
superficial muscle of the neck,
the fibers of which
the platysma-myoides,
the

a

mount over the jaw to terminate on the cheek.
The uppermost fasciculus, represented in the

drawing, has been described by Santorini as
distinct muscle, and from its action in
laughter has obtained the name Risorius

A

Santorini.
small, square
The Quadratus menti (k)
muscle situated on the chin, depresses the
lower lip.
small muscle
The Levator menti (l)
which arises from the lower jaw, near the
sockets of the front teeth, and passes to be
inserted into the center of the integument of
When both muscles act they
the chin.
throw up the chin and project the lower lip.
full of expres
The angle of the mouth
implied, according to the
and much
sion
a

is

the mouth.

In

may be seen, which

is

of

it

;

a

angle

the mouth.

is

the mouth.

The Zygomaticus (e) arises from the zygo
ma,
process of the cheek-bone which joins
inserted into the
the temporal bone

The Triangularis oris, or depressor an
comparatively powerful
guli oris (h),
muscle, which arises from the base of the
inserted into the angle of
lower jaw and

is

of

course, shorter

it

under the last, and
raises the angle

of

;

is,

is

which are inserted into the upper lip.
The Levator labii proprius (c) arises from
attached
the upper jaw, near the orbit. It
exclusively to the upper lip, and raises it.
This muscle lies
Levator anguli oris (d).

there

;

3,

;

2,

;

it

belonging to mastication, turning the morsel
and placing
under the action of the teeth
as
and
as part of the organ of speech
powerful agents in expression.
Orbicularis oris (a). The fibers of this cir
cular muscle can be traced continuously
round the lips, and have properly no origin.
We have already taken notice of the Levator
labii super ioris et ala nasi (b), some fibers of

a

Fio. 2. Mpsclks op thb Lips asd Cheeks.

is,

is

a

a

a

;

a

;

is

teeth.

Phrenological Journal.

chin ; yet a remarkable variety is produced
in the lines which mark the features about

Fig. 6.

Fio, 8.
the upper lip, by the

play of the different

muscles which converge to the mouth from
But this subject has
margins of the orbits.

further interest.
The organization necessary to speech the
is
thought
great instrument of human
for the utterance
widely dispersed ; that
of sound there must conform
motion of the
lungs or cheat, an adjustment of the larynx
and pharynx, and
fine modulation of the
from the motions
It
more
directly
lips.
of the tongue and lips that articulate sounds
and the connection of the numerous
proceed
muscles brought into operation
in these
actions
congenital with the awakening in
tellect.
child
Long before
taught to

of a preacher or advocate engaged
in his vocation, and afterward, if opportu
nity offers, looking at the play of the same
The
jaws and lips when over a trencher.
whole machinery from the temple downward,
and from the angle of the jaw to the chin, is
in operation during mastication ; whereas, in
features

the most impassioned discourse
concentrated to the lips.

the action is

In speaking there is much motion of the
activity in
lower lip, and, consequently,
of the
the
fullness
those muscles which form

a

become lauguage.
These remarks

bear out our former

state

ment, that beauty in the lips and lower part
of the countenance of well-formed face has

relation to the perfection of the structure
in connection with speech, and in
contrast with the apparatus for mastication.
The possession of an instrument of speech
instinctively associated in our thoughts with
the most exalted endowments of man, moral
and intellectual.

viewed

is

pressed on the lower part of the face when
the lips are in motion, than by watching the

which wait only for the effort of imitation to

OF THE BEAKD.
14Vidi preppo di me un
veglio solo,
Degrna di tnnta riverenza in vista,
Che piil non dee padre alcun flgliolo.
bnrba di pel bianca mista,
Lunga
Portavn a' suoi capejrli pimigliante
De quai cadeTa al petto doppia lista."
Dante.

The stages of man's life are outwardly
An opinion prevails that the
conse
form and lineaments of old age arc
characterized.

a

much depends on the function exercised by
the mouth, for the particular character im

agitation of

and sounds are uttered

a

emotions; it tremblingly yields to the su
perior force of its counteracting muscles,
both in joy and grief; it relaxes pleasantly
in Bmiling ; it is drawn more pleasantly by
its opponent muscles in weeping.
We can have no better illustration of how

speak, we may see an imperfect
the lips and cheeks;

c a

Fio. 4.

la

Fio. 8.

is

a

is

;

is

a

prevailing action of the superior or inferior
class of muscles.
The triangularis oris and
the levator menti combine to produce a kind
of expression which is peculiar to man. The
angle of the mouth is drawn down by the
former, while the lower lip is arched and ele
vated with a contemptuous
effect, by the
latter ; whence the levator menti has some
times been called avperbus. The union of so
many muscles at the angle of the lips pro
duces that fullness about the mouth remark
able in those who are both thin and muscu
lar.
In the child or youth whose face is
plump, they make the dimple in the cheek.
It is perceived that the orbicularis is the op
ponent of all the muscles which are concen
tered from various points to the lips ; and it
is by the successive action and relaxation of
these antagonizing muscles that so much and
so varied expression is given to the mouth.
This circular muscle is affected in various

[JtJLT,

is,

3fl
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qucnce of the deterioration of the material
of our frame; and that the resemblance so
often drawn, between an aged man leaning
on his stalT, and a ruin tottering to its fall, is

It is not so; the
a perfect one.
material of the frame is ever the

87

exercise in the field shortens the beard. The
Turks have a very poor beard. The Persians
have noble beards, and are proud of the dis
tinction. The beard of Futteh AH Shah, the

it not ; but in
fancy, youth, maturity, and old
age have their appropriate out
Why should the
ward characters.
forehead be bald and the beard
luxuriant if not to mark the latest
epoch of man's life ? or what rea
son can be given for the hair not
growing on the chin during the
vascular fullness of youth, but
that it would be inconsistent with
the character of that time of life
to be provided with a beard ?
When these Essays were first
written there was not a beard to
be seen in England, unless joined
with squalor and neglect ; and I
had the conviction that this ap
same ; years affect

pendage

concealed

the finest fea

tures.
Being in Rome, however,
during the procession of the Corpus Domini,
I saw that the expression was not injured by
the beard, but that it added to the dignity
and character of years. It was evident that
the fine heads by the old masters were copies
of what were then seen in nature, though now
There were beards which nearly
but rarely.
" Moses " of Michael
equaled that of the
which flowed like
and
in
length,
Augelo
those in the paintings of Domenichino and

Correggio.*
In
The beard is characteristic of nations.
the East it is honored, and to be shaved is
the mark of a slave. + A beard of three
hands' breadth is a goodly show ; but to ex
ceed that requires a life of repose: violent
" In the procession of the Corpus Domini, the Pope
Is usually attended by bishops from all parts of Christen
dom from Mount Lebanon and the East, as well as
These dignitaries, with
from Roman Catholic Ireland.
the cardinals, the superiors of convents, the friars of va
rious orders, and the cavalcade of the guarda nobile,
form a pageant far beyond what royalty can attain, or
can anywhere else be witnessed ; whether we consider
the place and accompaniments, or the actors and their
costumes. Then It was that age, with bald head and
flowing beard and appropriate robes, surpassed yonth
and beauty, with all the trappings of the cavalier."
Note from Journal.
t 5 Samuel, x. 4.

Fia. 7. A Fine Beard.
late

King of Persia,

Lord Mosck.
reached below his girdle,

in a nation
of beards for having no division in the mid
dle.
Such a beard during the active period
of life shows finely on horseback, being
tossed over the shoulders in the wind, and
indicating speed. In the natural beard the
hair has a peculiarity depending on the place
The hair of the upper
from which it grows.
more
is
usually
profuse, and, even in the
lip
oldest man, is of a darker hue than that of
the under lip ; so that falling on the lower
part, it can still be distinguished as it mixes
with the purer white. Again, the hair de
scending from the sides of the face attains a
greater length than that which comes from
the chin ; and this is more especially the
character of age.
In the French regiments they set frightful
fellows, with axes over their shoulders, to
march in front; on their heads is a black

was full and fine, and remarkable

bear-skin cap, of the form and dimensions of
a drum ; and they select men with beards of
the same hue, which grow in a bush, the
But the
counterpart of that on their heads.
masses
is
two
black
the
face as seen between
more

ludicrous

than

terrible, and

hag an
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effect very different

be felt swelling during inspiration, when the

A

finger is pressed on the upper lip, just under
the nostril. It is the depressor aim nasi. The

from what is intended.
fellow's beard, like a common
fellow's countenance, is coarse.
Even in the Franciscan and Capuchin
monks, the beard has not always the fine
character displayed in the works of the old
Their models are gone with their
painters.
times.
Something excessive and ideal may
be represented by the beard.
Michael Anin the
has,
followed
Scripture
gelo
perhaps,
beard of his " Moses," which floats below the
girdle; and in the fresco of Jeremiah, in the
Sistine Chapel.
The finest painting of the
beard that I have seen is by Correggio, in
the Scala of the Albergo dei Povcri, in
a fresco of the Saviour in the arms
Genoa
of the Almighty
where the beard of the
Father flows beautifully. In short, the beard
may become, with knowledge and taste, the
most characteristic part in a figure.*
Expression in the Lips and Mustaches
Things familiar do not always give rise to
their natural association.
I was led to at
common

tend more particularly to the mustache

as

action of this muscle under the roots of the
hairs on the lip sensibly moves them ; and as
all passionate excitements influence the res
piratory actions, the nostrils and mustache
necessarily participate in the movement in
violent passions.
Thus, although the hair
of the upper lip does conceal the finer modu
lations of the mouth, as in woman, it adds to
the character of the stronger and harsher
emotions.

I

continued to think of this in descending
in company with some French
officers; they were merry with wine, and I
saw their mustaches, black, red and white,
the Rhone

a

feature of expression,

in meeting a handsome
young French soldier coming up a long
ascent in the CotC d'Or, and breathing hard,
although with a good-humored, innocent ex
His sharp-pointed, black mus
pression.
tache rose and fell with a catamount
look
that set me to think on the cause.
Every one must have observed how the
nostrils play in hard breathing.t "We have
seen that there is a muscle which is the
principal agent in this action ; and it may
" Our northern artists are unfavorably situated, not
owing to the direct Influence of cold, as Wlnckclman
imagined, but an indirect cause. In historical painting,
they draw from copies of nature, and paint beards, as
they do the naked figure, without seeing it, or being fa
miliar with the form and color of the ono or the other.
But in Rome, also, they make mistakes.
I found the
artists supporting a fellow whose beard was their model.
The hair of the head and the beard of this man had
grown to an extraordinary length, showing what an un
couth mass it may become. He had been painted so
often as the Father of the gods, that in bis craze he had
believed himself to be no less. I said, if they would
plunge him in the Tiber, and study him as be rose, be
might pass for a river god. No ; the beard is a mere
' mass of
hair, but admits of much character.1'
Note
from Journal.

t Physiognomists make a wide nostril the sign of a
fiery disposition,
it may be expressive of passion with
out being the cause. The idea of its being the seat of
passion Is undoubtedly taken from animal expression.
" There went a smoke out of his nostrils " is
hardly de
scriptive of hnman excitement.

Fio. 8. A Strong Mustache ! Victor Km antei..

in their songs and laughter; and
although with a farouche character, these ap
pendages rather added to than concealed
We see the pictorial effect in the
expression.
hilarity of the Dutch boor.
The lower lip moves more than the upper.
With this, too, we are so familiar as not to be
sensible of it ; but if we try the experiment
of looking on the face of a friend in a re
versed position, we shall be convinced that
it is so. The expression of speaking results
very much from the modulation of the lower
animated

lip

; and the rising and falling of the jaw
which takes place at the same time, and more
especially in singing, adds to the motion.

ITS ANATOMY AND PHILOSOPHY.

is

prayer.J
In the Gallery of the Acadcmia dolle Belle Arte, Bo
logna.

Is

4

t

" A Pieta la
del Poverl, In Genoa.
the representation of Christ resting on the lap of the
mother. The eyes of the mother are shut, the mouth
about
form that implies she
not open, but in the lips
to kiss the cheek. The angles of the month are in the
slightest degree depressed, and the lips must open when
In the Albcrgo

X

Note from Journal.
next ehe draws breath."
The picture is in tho Spanish School of the Musfie
Boyale of the Louvre.

a

a

a

peculiar

that they may be interpreted by
intuitive faculty in the ob

a

emotions,

and

server.

This view, however, so natural at first,
not altogether satisfactory, and an opposite
in which such
theory has been proposed

is

St.

The violent passions are exhibited so dis
tinctly in the countenance of both man and
animals, that we are led to consider tho
movements by which they are made obvious,
as characteristic
signs provided by nature for
the express purpose of intimating the inward

special provision

" St.

denied, and the appcar-

new thing to see those
Siro, Genoa. It is
one who, lying
beggars crawling on the stairs. There
on his belly, drags himself along with a short stick;
tho precise figure that is in the cartoons of Raphael.
They are squalid, distorted, and strange. One fellow
He is on
among them should have in my sketch-book.
soldo from very poor
his knees, and, while receiving
and very old woman, counts his beads and crosses him
a

represents

OF THE EXPRESSION OF PASSION, AS ILLUS
TRATED BY A COMPARISON OF THE MUSCLES
OF THE FACE IN MAN AND IN ANIMALS;
AND OF THE MUSCLES PECULIAR TO MAN,
AND THEIR EFFECTS IN BESTOWING HUMAN
EXPRESSION.

is

It

kneeling, his hands locked
his eyes raised, and
together energetically,
his lower lip has the expression of moving in

ESSAY V.

a

Zurbaran.

tyrs.*

a

nary painter,
Francis. He
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Among the many advantages which the
artist has m the southern countries of Eu
rope, the service of the Roman Catholic
Church affords him the chief. At all seasons,
as well as during the service of the altar,
there are in the cathedrals
and churches
groups and single figures; the lady in rich
attire, not more picturesque than the country
girl the beggar and the monk, on their
knees, muttering their prayers. In the family
pew of the Reformed Church there may be
frame of mind, but never the ex
as holy
pression of those rapt and solitary figures
whom we see prostrate on the bare stones in
the solemn light of these churches.
But my
object was to advert to their inaudible mutterings, in which the amount of expression
capable of being thrown into the lips during
Nor can
speech may be well observed.
stranger go from the church to the picturemoment where
galleries and mistake for
the great painters found their studies
where
of devotion,
they gained those conceptions
of enthusiasm, and abandonment which we
see in the portraits of their saints and mar

is

a

a

I

it

t

is

a

it

is,

Passion, however, is expressed more in the
upper lip.
In compassionating a fellow-creature it is
not natural to look on the face reversed.
Yet I have seen in a modern picture a soldier
regarding his wounded comrade, desaus dessous, the mouth to the forehead, the eye to
the mouth.
The immediate effect was a
of proper feeling. Even
want of sympathy,
the nurse turns her head in correspondence
with the face of the infant. Is the same not
meant by the Psalmist : " My heart said unto
" This was
thee, Let my face seek thy face f
in my mind in looking on a picture of the
Saviour, dead, lying on the knees of the Ma
donna. She turns her head, bringing her face
nearly parallel with that of the Redeemer,
which produces infinite grace and tender
ness*
The drawing of the head of a man thrown
to the ground, being to our eye reversed, has
not the same effect as when represented up
right. Certain features must be exaggerated.
That
if the painter were to draw the face
accurately, and then turn the picture the con
would
the head downward
trary way
have no force.
This arises from the reversed
features being deficient in the accustomed
harmony, and from the altered relation of
the upper and lower lips. Michael Angelo,
master of
with his other excellencies, was
in altoPieta
him
There
by
expression.
The
of
this.
which
relievo,
gives proof
three
not
exceed
of
marble
does
feet,
piece
and nothing but expression could have given
its celebrity.
to
was never more sensible of the action of
the lower lip as expressive of speech, than in
looking on
picture by that very extraordi

I

EXPRESSION

;
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ances are accounted for as the effect of cer
tain actions which arc performed in obedi
ence to the common laws of the animal
It is also said that we are taught
economy.
by experience alone to distinguish the signs
of the passions in man ; that in infancy we

Fig. 9. HsiD oir A Doo.
learn that smiles arc expressive of kindness,
because accompanied
by endearments, and

that frowns are the reverse, because they are
followed by blows.
The expression of anger
in a brute is alleged to be merely the cast of
features which precedes his biting ; and the
character of fondness, that which is seen in
his fawning and licking of the hand.
In
short, it has been maintained that what are
called the external signs of passion are only
the concomitants

of

markable difference between the provision
for giving motion to the features in animala
and that for bestowing expression in man.
In the lower creatures there is no expression
but what may be referred, more or less
plainly, to their acts of volition or necessary
instincts ; while in man there seems to be a
special apparatus for the purpose of enabling
him to communicate with his fellow-crea
tures by that natural language which is read
There
in the changes of his countenance.
exist in his face, not only all those parts
which by their action produce expression in
the several classes of quadrupeds, but there
is added a peculiar set of muscles, to which
no other office can be assigned than to serve
for expression.
OF EXPRESSION IN ANIMALS.
In brutes the most marked expression is
that of rage, the object of which is opposi
tion, resistance, and defense. But on ex
amination it will be found that the force of
expression is in proportion to the strength of
the principal action in the creature when
thus excited.
The graminivorous animals, which seek
their subsistance, not by preying upon others,
nor by the ferocity, contest, and victory which
supply the carnivorous with food, have in
their features no strong expression of rage ;
it is chiefly confined to the effect produced

those voluntary move

ments which the structure renders necessary.

That, for example, the glare of the lion's
eye proceeds from his effort to see his prey
more clearly ; and his grin or snarl from the
natural act of unsheathing his fangs before
using them.
But, if we attend to the evidence of ana
tomical investigation, we shall perceive a reself with an indifference that hardly can be real. In
entering a church in health and the enjoyment of life,
to step through among the 1poveri * is no bad prepara
tion. It is Impossible to witness the countryman, whose
coarse dress marks the iowncss of his condition, to see
him apart in an obscure isle, cast down and in prayer,
with such perfect abstraction and abandonment, without
the words of the publican being snggested, ' God be
merciful to me a sinner.' In this respect, amid all the
blazon and show of worship which belong to the Roman
Catholic, it seems still the Church of the poor. There is
no respect for rank or condition within tho precincts of
* place of worship."
Not* from Journal.

Fio. 10. A Hunobt Wou.

Thus the inflamed
system.
breathing nostril of the bull are
induced by the excitement of the whole
frame ; his only proper expression of rage is
in the position of the head, with the horns
on the general
eye and the

true ministry.

is

is

a

is

physical consequence of the neces
His defense lies in the
sities of the animal.
an arrangement both
hind feet, and there
in the muscles and in the form of the skull
for that retroverted direction of the eye
horse

A

:

a

it,

a

a

is

is

a

culture

and development,

and to such an ex

of it

effected

it

may be justly called
There are none so
regeneration or new birth.
good that they do not need spiritual re-birth,
and none so bad that they are not susceptible
tent as this

The true minister goes to men, not with
that they must do right;

doleful declarations

not our message but that they may do
that
God administers all things upon the
right.
A true preach
basis of love and beneficence.
ing of the Gospel will develop men on every
side.

The spiritual, intellectual,

moral,

es

that belongs to man be
everything
its business to wake
longs to religion, and
in him, and give
ap
up everything there
thetic

It will deliver the soul
propriate expression.
from the glcom of superstition, and inspire
with hope, courage, and joy.

it

elephant

mence from
lower tribe of animals, the
working fact which we have in hand to-day
this, that men are, individually and collective
condition that they need moral
ly, in such

to perfect .man
[The purpose of religion
is, to render his development entirely

that

symmetrical.]

;

of the

We admire
because
as much animation as in the tiger,
there
The consent of mo
without the ferocity.
tions between the eye and the ear of the
denote the contrary.

the degraded remnant of
no
bler stock or has attained to his present emi-

whether he

it

face

it,

eye and the unexpressive

other direction and are working up some not
from the monkey
quite so fast as they should
tribe or below it But whatever may have
been the historic facts in regard to man,

is

But even this expression is the result of an
incidental consent of animal motions, and no
more proves intelligence than the diminutive

men believe that we have lapsed from
state
of purity others that we started from the

;

countenance.

the installation of the Rev. Wm, M.
Taylor, late of Liverpool, England, as
pastor of the Broadway Tabernacle,
Rev.
Henry Ward Beechcr preached
sermon upon
" A True Ministry and the
Signs which should
follow it," in which he introduces this advice
The great power of the truth of Christianity
in the early ages was not found in the miracles
which accompanied
but in the pure, spirit
ual, and exalted lives which its preaching de
A true Christian minister will begin
veloped.
by recognizing that all men need the saving
influence of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Some

is

the human

AT

it

of

TBUE MINISTRY.

is

the movements

[to be continued.]

a

It is in the carnivorous animals, with whose
habits and manner of life ferocity is instinct
ively connected, as suited to their mode of
subsistence, that rage is distinguished by re
markable strength of expression.
The eye
ball is terrible, and the retraction of the flesh
of the lips indicates the most savage fury.
The action of the respiratory organs, the
heaving and agony of breathing, the deep
and harsh motion of the air drawn through
the throat in the growl, declare the universal
excitement
of the animal. It is wrong to
imagine that all this is a mere preparatory
Brutes may
exposure of the canine teeth.
have expression, properly so called, as well
as man, though in a more limited degree;
but in them expression is so molded to their
natures and their necessities, that it seems
accessory to their needful and voluntary
actions
The horse is universally held to be a noble
of
animal, as he possesses the expression
of the
courage without the ferociousness
beast of prey, and as there is a consent be
tween the motions of the ear and the eye,
which resembles the exertion of mind and

the lips belong to the peculiar provision for
his respiration and mode of feeding.

is

passion.

which seems so expressive in the horse, but
which merely serves to guide the blow. The
inflation of the nostrils, and the fleshiness of

;

turned obliquely to the ground, ready to
strike. And, indeed, it may be observed, that
animals which strike with the horns show
little indication either of fear or rage, except
in the position of the head ; for the breath
ejected from the expanded nostril is the effect
of mere exertion, and may belong to differ
ent conditions of the frame.
In all grami
nivorous animals the skin of the head is
closely attached to the skull, and capable of
very limited motion ; the eye is almost uni
formly mild, and the lips are unmoved by
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George Washington,

OF THE UNITED

the revered Father

poise and dignity.
He was born in Virginia, February 23, 1182,and at
nineteen he was one of the adjutant-generals of Vir
After General Braddock's defeat, Washington
ginia.
succeeded to the command : and in 1754 he commanded
tho military forces of Virginia, and led the expedition
In 1759 he
against Fort Duquesne (now Pittsburg).
marri«d Mrs. Martha Custis. In 1774he was a member
In 1775 commander-inof the Continental Congress.
chief of the American army. In 1787he was a delegate
to the national convention, and was chosen its presiding
officer. Through his influence the Constitution of the
United States was adopted. In 1779 he was unani
mously elected President of the United States, and re
elected in 1793. In 1799he issued his Farewell Address.
He diedatMount Vernon, Dec. 14,1799,aged sixty-eight.

was of medium height, broad,

muscular, and strong. His head was broad, his emotions
He was a
earnest and deep ; he was fiery and forcible.
man of talent among the mighty men of 1776.
He was bora in Braintree, Massachusetts, October 30,
1735. Graduated at Harvard College, studied law, and
took a prominent rank at the Boston, bar. In 1764 he
In 1775 he was elected to
married Miss Abigail Smith.
In 1777 he was appointed
the Continental Congress.
Minister to France, and in 1783 aided in negotiating the
treaty of peace with England. In 1789was elected VicePresident, and re-elected in 1793. In 1797 Mr. Adams
was elected President, and retired, in 1801, from public
life. In 1835he saw his son elevated to the same high
office he hlmseir had filled ; and on the 4th of July, 1836,
it being the fiftieth anniversary of the Declaration of
Independence, died, aged ninety-one.

TnoMAS

Jefferson
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THE UNITED STATES, WITH PORTRAITS.

of his Conntry, Is respected scarcely lens in other conn*
tries than in the land that gave him birth. His Phrenol
ogy indicated strong common sense, clear, practical reas
oning power, integrity, reverence. Firmness, and SelfHe was a model of order and prudence, selfEsteem.

John Adams

STATES.

was

six

feet

two

inches in height, thin, muscular, and active ; had red
hair, blue eyes, and a sensitive nature. His head was
large and well-balanced, and his character harmonious.
Though he was a man of ardent feeling, he was never
known to be in a. passion. As a friend, he was un
changeable, aa a father tender, as a husband devoted,
and a* a patriot immovable. His mind was calm, clear,
critical, comprehensive and orderly.
Thomas Jefferson was born in Virginia, April 13, 1743,
and resided at Monticello, where he died. He entered
William and Mary College in 1760,and adopted the law
for his profession.
From 1769 to 1775he was a member
of the Legislature of Virginia, and made an effort to pro
cure the abolition of slavery. In 1775 he was Bent to
Congress, and drafted the Declaration of Independence,
In 1779 he was elected Governor of Virginia. In 1784
he was appointed minister to negotiate treaties of com
merce with foreign nations, and soon after was appointed
to the French Court, to succeed Dr. Franklin, and re
mained until 1789,when he was appointed by Washing
ton Secretory of State. In 1796 he became Vice-Presi
dent. In this capacity, as President of the Senate, he
wrote tho celebrated "Manual of Congressional Rou
tine."
In 1800 he was elected President of the United
States, and re-elected in 1804, and retired from office in
1809. He established the University of Virginia in 1818.
He died July 4, 1830,aged eighty-three.

James Madison had a predominance
of
the mental temperament.
His organization was har
monious, his brain large, compact, and very prominent
in the Intellectual region. He had originality, discrimi
nation, and eminent talent. He was very cautious, dis
creet, lacked boldness of character, and was almost timid.
He was born in Orange county, Virginia, March 16,
1751. Graduated at Princeton, New Jersey, in 1771,and
adopted the law as his profession.
He was elected to the
General Assembly of Virginia in 1776,and to the Conti
nental Congress in 1779,and continued in that post until
1784. He took an active part in the national convention
in Philadelphia in 1787,in which the Constitution of tho
United States was adopted, of which he was called the
"father." He was soon after elected to Congress. In
1801 he was appointed Secretary of State by Mr. Jeffer
son, and succeeded him as President in 1809. He died
June 28, 1836,aged eighty-five.

James Monroe was known more for prac

tical talent and common sense than for brilliancy, depth,
and comprehension.
He was well poised in his judg
ments, but not adapted to invent new resources. He
was firm, conscientious, and persevering. He had mod
and by his generosity became
erate Acquisitiveness,
His sociability, hon
embarrassed in his circumstances.
est frankness, and transparent integrity won for him
universal regard.
He was born in Virginia, April 2, 1759. He left Will
iam and Mary College, to join the Revolutionary army
under Washington.
He distinguished himself in the
battles of White Plains, Harlem Heights, Trenton, BranIn 1783 he was
dywine, Germantown, and Monmouth.
elected to the Virginia Legislature, and in 1783to Con
gress. In 1790 he was appointed to the United States
Senate. In 1794 he was appointed Minister to France.
In 1799he was chosen Governor of Virginia. In 1803he
was again appointed Minister to France, and soon after
as Minister to England.
He was Secretory of State, un
der Mr. Madison, eight years. In 1816Mr. Monroe was
In 1830 he was unanimously
elected to the Presidency.
re-elected. In 1830 ho moved to New York, to reside,
where he remained until bis death, July 4, 1831,at the
age of seventy-two.

John Quincy Adams had a solid, enduring
organization, united with sharpness and activity, great
mental and physical industry, power, and endurance.
He was firm, combative, courageous, argumentative,
He had a remarkable
upright, thorough, and orderly.
memory, was scholarly and well-informed.
He was born in Braintree (now Quincy), Massachu
setts, July 11, 1767. In 1781Mr. Francis Dana, Minister
to Russia, selected him for bis private secretary. He
returned to the United States in 1785,to finish his educa
tion, and graduated from Harvard College in 1787. He
studied law, and commenced practice in Boston. By his
literary ability, his knowledge of political affairs, and
his able essays, he attracted the attention of the nation.
appointed him, in 1796, Minister to the
Washington
Netherlands.
Ho was afterward appointed Minister to
Prussia. In 1803he was chosen U. S. senator, and was oppointed professor of rhetoric and oratory in Harvard
College. In 1809he was appointed Minister to Russia,
and in 1814aided in negotiating the treaty of peace with
Great Britain at Ghent. In 1815he was appointed Min
ister to Great Britain.
In 1817 President Monroe ap
pointed him Secretary of State. In 1834 he was chosen
President of the United States, and, after serving four

Phrenological Journal.
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years, was elected. In 1830,to the House of Representa
tives, to which office he was regularly re-elected until
1848,when he died February 23d aged cighly-ono.

Andrew Jackson had a high head, espe
cially at the crown, which indicates a towering ambi
tion and a disposition to bear rule. Ills Firmness, SelfAdhesive
Esteem, Combativeness, Approbatlvcness,
ness, Benevolence, and Hopo were all large, and ho pos
sessed the utmost indomltability of purpose and force of
character, and had great Influence with, and power over
others.
Andrew Jackson was bora at Waxhaw, South Carolina,
March 16, 1767. In 1780,being but thirteen years of age,
he joined a corps of volunteers in the army of the Revo
lution. In 1786he received a license to practice law. In
1788 he went to the wilderness of Tennessee as United
States solicitor.
By his gallantry in repelling their at
tacks, he made himself greatly feared by the Indians,
who gave him the name of " Sharp Knife" and "Pointed
Arrow." In 1791 he located at Nashville. In 1796 he
was elected the first representative of Tennessee to Con
gress, and in 1797 to the United States Senate, and, a
year after, was appointed judge of the supreme court
of the State, which offlco he held until 1804. In 1819he
In 1814
entered the army In the war with Great Britain.
he was appointed major-general of the United States
He fought the battle of New Orleans January,
army.
8th, 1815. In 1821he was appointed Governor of Florida.
In 1823he was sent to the United States Senate, and in
1829was inaugurated President, and re-elected in 1832.
He died at his home, near Nashville, on the 8th of June,
1845,aged seventy-eight.

Martin Van Buren

had

a prcdominence
He was harmo
He was secretive and
niously balanced and sclf-polscd.
cautious, shrewd, clear-headed, and reticent, and one of
the most accomplished politicians of his day. In man
ners he was polished and easy, iu personal character
unblemished.
He was born at Klnderhook, New York, December 5,
1782, and early commenced the study of the law. He
was well acquainted with Aaron Burr, and from him he
Imbibed those peculiar principles of political tactics
which he afterward put so successfully In practice. In
1803he was admitted to the bar. In 1808ho was appoint
In 1815 ho was ap
ed surrogate of Columbia County.
pointed attorney-general of the State. In 1812 he was
elected to the State Senate. In 1821 he was elected to
the United States Senate, and re-elected in 1827. In
1828 he was elected Governor of New York. In 1829he
was appointed by President Jackson Secretary of State.
In 1831 he was appointed Minister to England. In 1832
he was elected Vice-President.
In 1835 he was elected
President of the United States. He died at his family
scat at Klnderhook, July 24, 1862.

of the mental and vital temperaments.

William

H. Harrison

had a practical

intellect, strong moral sentiments, and a fair degree of
force. He was affectionate, kind and upright, prudent
and circumspect.
He was born February 9, 1773,at Berkeley, Virginia ;
graduated from Hampden Sidney College, and com
menced the study of medicine. The Indian outrages iu
the West roused his spirit, and joining a regiment of
artillery, at Fort Washington, Ohio, in 1791, he soon
reached the rank of colonel. In 1779 ho was appointed
Governor of the territory embracing everything north
and west of Ohio, and in 1799was elected its first dele
gate to Congress. The new Territory of Indiana being

[July,

constituted, Harrison was appointed Governor, and held
the office thirteen years. In 1811 he marched against
Tccumseh, and fonght the famous battle of Tippecanoe.
The war with Great Britain soon breaking out, Harrison
took the field against the British and the Indians.
On
the 27th of August, 1813,the great battle of the Thames
was fought, in which Tccumseh was killed.
In 1816he
was elected to Congress from Ohio, and in 1824 to the
United States Senate, and in 1828was appointed Minister
to the Republic of Colombia.
March 4, 1841,he was in
augurated as President of the United States, and on the
4th of April, 1841,he died, deeply lamented.

John Tyler had

large

perceptive

organs,

acquired information rapidly, retained his knowledge,
and was able to bring it into use whenever required.
He was brilliant and offhand, rather than deep or pro
found. He was firm, almost obstinate, yet in his general
Intercourse he was frank, plain, unaffected, and easily
approached.
He was bora In Virginia, March 29, 1790. At the ago
of twelve entered William and Mary College. At seventeen he graduated with distinction, and devoted him
self to the study of the law. At nineteen he was ad
mitted to the bar, and his practice became large and
remunerative.
At twenty-one he was elected a member
of the Legislature, and soon became conspicuous as a
popular debater. In 1816 he was elected to Congress.
In 1825 he was elected Governor of Virginia, and re
elected, and afterward elected to the United States Sen
ate. In 1841 he was installed Vice-President, and, on
the death of Harrison, (April 4, 1841,)he succeeded to the
He died, January 17, 1862.
Presidency.

James

K. Polk had

the motive-mental

temperament, but a weak vital Bystem. He was a man
of dignity and determination; proud, firm, rather com
bative, but a man of Intellect. Ho was not easily swerved
from his purpose by either praise or blame. Iu his so
cial nature and moral character he was high-toned.
He was bom In Virginia in 1795; a year after the fam
ily moved to Tennessee. He graduated in 1818from the
He was admitted to the
University of North Carolina.
bar of Tennessee in 1820. In 1823 he was elected to the
In 1825 he was elected to Con
Tennessee Legislature.
In 1885 he was ejected Speaker of the House.
gress.
During the stormy administrations of Jackson and Van
Buren he exhibited much strength of character and
force of mind, which gave him the title of "Young
Hickory." In 1839,Mr. Polk was elected Governor of
In 1844he was elected to the Presidency,
Tennessee.
serving one term. He died at his homo, in Nashville,
Tennessee, on the 15th of Jnne, 1849,aged fifty-four.

Taylor

Zachary
had a powerful consti
tution, was stout, large, and muscular. His was the vital
motive temperament, giving coarseness and strength of
texture, and adapted him rather to vigorous service iu
the open' air than to a mental and sedentary pursuit.
The base of his brain was large, giving animal force,
He was
warmth of temper, courage, and executlveness.
firm, hopeful. Intelligent, honest, independent in feel
ing, and positive in character.
He was born in Virginia, November 24, 1784. A year
He was,
after his birth his father moved to Kentucky.
from childhood, inured to hard fare and rough accommo
In 1808 he was appointed lieutenant in the
dations.
United States army, and in 1812was placed In command
of Fort Harrison on the Wabash, and, for his gallant
service against the Indians, he was advanced to the
rank of colonel. In 1814he commanded an expedition
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PRESIDENTS OF THE UNITED STATES.

against the British and Indiana. In 1832he was engaged
in the Black Hawk war. In 1836he was ordered to Flor
ida, to servo against the Scmlnoles, and was brevetted
In 1847 he was en
to the rank of brigadier-general.
gaged in the Mexican war, and won brilliant victories.
March 4, 1849, he was inaugurated President of the
United States, and died on the 9th of July, 1850.

Fillmore

has a stocky, substan
MrLLARD
tial body, a healthy vital temperament ; enough of mo
tive to give endurance ; the two combining give power.
He is more courteous than commanding, rather ambi
tious than dignified.
He Is a man to win rather than to
command ; to act as modifier and pacificator rather than
aa a leader or ruler.
He was bom at Snmmer Hill, New York, January 7th,
1800. When fifteen years old ho was set to learn the
trade of a clothier. At nineteen he commenced the study
of law. In 1823he was admitted to the bar. In 1829he
was elected to the New York Legislature.
In 1832 he
In 1849 he was elected Vicewas elected to Congress.
President.
On the 9th of July, 1850, by the death of
General Taylor, Mr. Fillmore succeeded to the office of
President.
Since his retirement, in 1853,he has resided
in Buffalo, New York.

Franklin Pierce

was born at Hillsbor

ough, New Hampshire, November 3d, 1804. He w as grad
uated from Bowdoin College, in 1824,and chose the law
for his profession.
In 1833 ho was elected to Congress.
In 1837 he was elected to the Senate. In 1847, during
the Mexican war, he enrolled himself aa a private in a
New Hampshire company, but was soon appointed
colonel, and soon after brigadier-general of the army
under Scott. In 1853 he was inaugurated aa President
of the United States. At the close of his term he retired
to his home In Concord, New Hampshire.
He died
October 8th, 1869. Mr. Pierce was of medium height,
handsomely built, rather harmonioua in his mental or
ganization ; was a man of good talent, social and mellow
and friendly, and much beloved.

James Buchanan was born in Pennsylva

nia, April 22d, 1791, He was graduated at Dickinson
College in 1809, studied law, and was admitted to the
bar in 1812,and rapidly rose in reputation, and was able,
at the age of forty, to retire from the profession.
Hewas
elected to the Legislature of Pennsylvania in 1814. In
1820 U>>
entered Congress, and became an able debater.
In 1631he was appointed Minister to Russia. In 1833he
was elected to the United States Senate.
In 1845 he
became Secretary of State. In 1853 he was appointed
Minister to England.
On the 4th of March, 1857,he was
inaugurated as President.
During his administration
the rebellion broke ont.
He deemed that he had no
right, to suppress rebellion by coercive measures.
If
such a man aa General Jackson had been In the chair,
the war wonld probably have been nipped In Its bud.
In March, 1861,Mr. Buchanan retired to his home, near
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, where he died, June 1st, 1868.

Abraham

Lincoln

was tall

and

spare;

had a largo brain, amply developed in the uppor part.
His strong perceptive faculties gave him a ready Judg
ment, quick knowledge of facts, and the power to bring
into use all his knowledge at a moment's notice. Sharp,
practical judgment, an intuitive mind, and keen intelli
gence as to men and measures, were his chief Intellectual
traits. His great Firmness and Conscientiousness gave
him perseverance, steadfastness, and Integrity.
His
Cautiousness made him conservative, prudent, and guard
ed. His Benevolence rendered him generous and liberal.
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Abraham Lincoln was born February 12th, 1806, in
Hardin Co., Kentucky.
He was seven years of age be
fore he went to school, but by patience and perseverance
he became passable aa a scholar, and an excellent mathe
matician.
He was brought up In the rudest work of
frontier life, clearing away the forest and running a flatboat on the Mississippi River.
In 1832 he volunteered
In the Black Hawk war ; was elected captain, and served
with honor. He afterward began the study of law by
borrowing books and reading them by firelight.
Hio
neighbors looked to him for counsel in exigencies. He
was for a time a surveyor.
In 1834he was elected to ths
Illinois Legislature.
In 1836he was admitted to the bar
and rose rapidly.
He was elected to Congress in 1848.
He was a popular debater, and was a competitor of
Stepben A. Douglas for United States Senator, and In
1859won a national reputation by his great struggle with
the "little giant" before the people. In 1860 he was
elected to tho Presidency.
Secession commenced before
he took his seat. He had a world of care, taxing his
judgment to the utmost, and he won the reputation
throughout the world as a man of integrity, humanity,
and wisdom.
In 1864he was re-elected, and on the 13th
of April, 1865,after the war had closed, he was basely
assassinated by a dissipated or insane partisan of the
rebellion.

Andrew Johnson

has an excellent

consti

tution. The brain is large and heavy in the base, giving
strong passions and great energy. He is proud, ambi
tious to be known, sensitive to praise and reproach,
and strongly inclined to vindicate himself.
He was born in North Carolina, December 29th, 1808.
He was early left fatherless and in poverty ; at the age
of ten was apprenticed to a tailor, and learned to read
after he went to his trade. He set up his business in
Greenville, Tennessee, where he now resides, entering
the place on foot, with his bundle slung on a stick over
his shoulder. He married a lady of good education, who
instructed him in writing and in arithmetic.
He read
He was elected
extensively and became well-informed.
an alderman of hie village in 1829,and mayor the next
year. In 1835he was sent to the State Legislature, and
in 1841to the State Senate, and in 1843to Congress. In
1851he was chosen Governor of Tennessee, and re-elect
ed In 1855. In 1857he was elected to the United States
Senate. In 1862he was appointed Military Governor of
After
Tennessee. In 1864he was elected Vice-President.
Mr. Lincoln was assassinated, Mr. Johnson succeeded
At the close of bis term, in 1868,ha
to the Presidency.
returned to his home In Tennessee.

U. 8. Grant,

is well built, of average

stature, a snug and strong frame, and a good degree of
aetivity, but more endurance and perseverance. He Is
calm, self-poised and prudent, and persistent in a high
degree. He has Secretlvcncss enough to keep his own
counsel, and courage enough to push his purposes man
fully. He is hopeful, genial, and kindly ; is a man of few
words, but earnest and efficient when in the line of duty.
He is a soldier rather than a politician or a statesman.
He was born at Point Pleasant, Ohio, April 27th, 1822.
At seventeen he entered West Point. He became con
spicuous for his courage and manliness, not for brillian
cy. Having served in the army under General Scott, he
resigned his commission in 1854and engaged in business.
When the late war began he raised a company and was
mustered into service in June, 1861,and was appointed
colonel of the 22d Illinois volunteers. In March, 1864,he
obtained the highest position in the army. He summed
up his victories with the surrender of General Lee, April
Sth, 1865,thus virtually closing the war. In 1868ho was
elected President of the United States.

STAR-SPANGLED BANNER.
Words by Dr. FRANCIS KEY.
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1. Freedom spreads her downy wings,
Glo - ry to the
2.
ho-liest spot, a smiling sun, E'er shed his ge-nial rays up - on, Is that which gave a
3. Heirs of an
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King of kings, Bend low to him the knee! Bring the heart before his throne, Worship Him and
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a - lone, Ho's the on - ly King
we own, And He has made us free,
lum-bia's name! With ex - ist-ence free - dom came, It is man's birthright here! 2. The
thousand spars, Free-dom's rainbow flag
of stars, The sym - bol of our land!
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Freedom's proud banner floats in the skies, Where shouts of Lib-er-ty dai-ly
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government in the world, and wo will
not permit anybody to thwart, over
throw, or interfere with the one or the
other.
We will correct our own abuses,
abolish our own curses, educate all our
children
white, red, and black and
convert them into law-abiding citizens.

YORK,
NEW
JULY

We will also punish transgressors, and
shut up in prisons those who abuse their

emperors, kings, queens, princes, popes
or priests, to come over and join us. We

The experiment of self-govern
free religion shall be thor
oughly tried in free America, and shall
not be " squelched " by bad natives, nor
by ignorant foreigners. We have enough
meddling in our affairs, and must insist
that those who do not like our institu
tions shall withdraw, or hold their peace.
One is no better or worse for the place
of his birth, his kindred, his color, or his
In the sight of heaven, a man
pedigree.
is a man, and no one is specially favored
more than another.
Each is equally ac
countable to God for the right use of

have rich lands, enough for many mill
ions, and should be glad to have them
occupied by real settlers ; but we must

time, talent, and opportunity.
Those born on this soil, und those
who come from foreign shores, have, or

beg our European cousins, who join us,
to leave their "old country" customs

may have, equal rights, equal privileges,
and equal opportunities,
for bettering
their condition in every honorable and

1872.

DUTY OF FOREIGNERS IN
AMERICA.
/^\URS

We
is a nation of freemen.
cordially invite all the world who
think as we think ; who prefer a selfgovernment, democratic, republican, to a
hereditary monarchy ; and who do not
wish to remain under the rule

of czars,

"old country."

When they ex
home
for
the
old
new, let them
the
change
customs
of
the
new home.
conform to the

in the

Let each drop his Irish, Scotch, German,
French, Italian, or Scandinavian dialect,
and at once adopt our language, our
mode of self-government, our Fourth of
July, our Bunker Hill, and throw up
their hats and hurrah for owr General
Washington, Benjamin Franklin, An
drew Jackson, Abraham Lincoln, Peter
Cooper, and the rest. We can get along
very well here without St. George, the

Prince of Orange, St. Patrick, or any
" saint. We want
other " old country
only such as are of us or with us ; such as
believe in our institutions, and who will
help to sustain them against all the
world. We claim that this is the best
country in the world, the best mode of

liberty.
ment

and

available way ; but no man shall trample
on, or impair, our God-given rights for
free schools, and free
Let the word be conform !

self-government,
religion.

RUNAWAYS.
rpHE

example of Benjamin Franklin,
who left home at a very early age
without the permission of his parents,
has been
great

imitated in this
extensively
for adventure,
A
love
country.

impatience of restraint, and a weak
sense of both filial and moral obligation,
are among the causes which induce such
A father, who is so absorb
departures.
ed in business that he loses sight of the
growing uneasiness or desires of his

to become

his

man

own

and master.

When

something wrong somewhere.

a

the
feelings and desires to his father
one above all others who ought to be his
best friend and adviser
there must be
daughter
not, will not trust her
mother to the utmost, and before any
other person on earth, we may well look
can

out

there

human

danger ahead

bark may

and a frail

soon founder.

Be

tween parents and children there should
exist the deepest sympathy, the strong
est
affection
not inordinate
and the
utmost confidence.
The child
here,
not of its own choice, and its parents are
responsible not only for its food and
is

left home for parts un
suddenly
known, without notice. The boy had a
He
great curiosity to see the world.
could not endure the thought of a
dull " humdrum life," and was ambitious
to try his wings in higher flights than
Be
the old familiar sphere of home.
sides, he had the same love of liberty,
and tlie same sense of manliness which
He longed
his progenitors possessed.
has

51

;

sons, and leaves all the care and man
agement of his children to their mother,
or to the boarding-school teacher, is sur
prised to hear that his young hopeful

WA 78.

is

Jt UNA
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Would his father entertain the thought
of permitting him to go from home be

clothing, but for its fullest education, its

fore the legal age of twenty-one
a bit of it. He would threaten

velopment, physically, intellectually and
spiritually. Parents owe all things to
the child, and, in return, the child owes
obedience while
child.
But, in the
order of human events, the time comes
when the child becomes father to the
man. Where there
reciprocal affec
tion, where there
authority exercised
in reason, injustice, and in mercy, there

the disobedient

and

offending culprit, only to secure his ar
Rebellion is in
rest and punishment.
Even George Washington,
every heart.

with all his truth-telling integrity, was
found rebelling against the lawfully con
stituted authorities of King George III.
nor did we ever hear of his repent
Martin Luther was an
ing of the act.
And all who break away from
other.
whether they
creeds, customs, and law

right or wrong

be

do so in the spirit

It
This is human nature.
and will be so, while the nature

was,

is,

of rebellion.

it

is.
of man remains as
Firmness, Approbativeness,

by Con

assert, acquire,

and,

they can, maintain their liberty.
What necessary for parents to know

is,

is

if

scientiousness,

Combative-

backed

ness, Destructiveness,

will

Self-esteem,

the

tendencies

of

their children's

;

minds, and to minister wisely to their ne
to do all in their power to
cessities

their minds.
their
affections
They should also keep
When
and their fullest confidence.
all
his
to
reveal
son
thoughts,
afraid
than restrain

is

a

direct rather

a

will

be, must be respect, obedience, sub

But where there
neglect, se
verity, or cruelty, there will be just such
a state of things as one may naturally
Children born of loving pa
expect.
mission.

is

"

de

is

ends of the earth

and its highest

is

all the penalties of
considerate enough
the civil law, and would " follow to the

rents, in happy wedlock, and who are
welcome, will be well-organized, peace

ful, amiable, loving; while those born of
quarrelsome parents, in unhappy wed
lock, and arc regretted rather than wel
comed, will be quarrelsome, ill-tempered,
unfortunate.
ungovernable,
They may
not be imbecile or idiotic, unless dissipa
tion be added to the above-named in
which case we may look for
firmities,
fresh batch of tenants for asylums, re
and prisons, where, in the

formatories,

cases, they will only be
made worse on account of the bad treat

majority of

ment administered
many more
the gallows.

;

in

discipline,

in

Not

if

a

?

thorough

or we shall have

ready-made

candidates

so

foi

[July
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In England,
ed in the

school-ships are establish
principal sea-ports, in which

young runaways are placed for training.
They are thoroughly drilled, disciplined
Hard
and educated for active service.
ships are suffered, no doubt, and some
deaths occur in consequence ; but, all
things considered, after long experience,
this is deemed the best thing which can
be done with the young, would-be vaga
bonds.
Here, we have no such institu
save one, we believe, in Boston
and, in consequence, we have hundreds
of young sneak-thieves, pickpockets and
tions

burglars in the streets of our cities, and
in peni
for a little while at a time
tentiaries, reformatories, and jails. We
would place all such as are not disposed
under the parental roof, till
able to earn an honest living, in schoolships, to be fashioned into self-regulating

to remain

Each of our large sea-ports
contains enough of this material to fill a
big ship, and, with the country runaways
who flee to the cities, two or more could
be filled. This would free the streets of
an intolerable and a growing nuisance,
and, at the same time, be of inestimable
citizens.

service to the young

scamps and depre
dators, and, resultantly, to the country.

Boys throughout the country would soon
take the hint, and wise ones would gov
There
ern themselves
accordingly.
would be less runaways. Parents would
know where to look for scapegraces.
Our mode of treating a refractory boy
would not be by perpetual scoldings,
threatenings, or thrashings. If we would
overcome another, we must first over

come or subdue our own Combativeness,
and substitute Benevolence, kindness. If
we would beget or call out love in
another,

we mnst first love that other.

Love begets love ; hate begets hate.
Were it not for the mercy, the omnip
otent charity of our Heavenly Father,
what would become of us? Let us try
to do by others, as we would that others

should do by us. Evil is overcome by
Let
good, not by evil or by violence.
there be a better understanding between
parents and chil
There should be community of

husbands
dren.

and

wives,

interests, and each work for the other's
good, each share in all the joys and in

all the sorrows of the other.

This would

keep down rebellion, and prevent run
Let the
aways and domestic shipwreck.

authority in the family be always exer
cised with wisdom, patience, steadiness,
charity, and in a prayerful spirit. Char
ity is one of the greatest powers on
" God is love."
earth or in heaven.

STRENGTH

INof

what

OF A NATION.

does the strength or power
Is it in the
consist ?

a nation

of men, of guns, or of ships ?
Is it in extent of domain and colonies,

number

navigable rivers and sea-coast, in min
erals or in money ? No. Each of these
have their uses, and, when combined,
add to the material power of a nation.
But the real strength of a nation, that
strength and power which make the
individual invincible, are intelligence
and integrity, combined with united
numbers. An honest man of the same
intellectual caliber as a rogue, is always
the master; and an honest'nation of in
ferior numbers is the master

of

greater
rulers.

numbers

with

of

a nation

dishonest

There is nothing more potent to sap,
break down, and destroy a nation or an
individual, than dishonesty. A few bold,
bad men, in places of public trust, de
moralize and undermine a state or a na

Their actions become known to
their example is followed by many
who would otherwise lead honest lives.

tion.
all

If

;

the fountain be impure, what may
be expected from the stream ? In view
of these facts, we beg every lover of his
country to do all in his power to put
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down, and root out from public offices
all bad men.
If our officials can not
present a clear, honest record, let them
be displaced by those who can.

There are enough godly men in Amer
ica to fill all places of trust, and there
should be prisons and asylums enough
for all the rogues and imbeciles.
Why
will not men of intelligence and integ
rity man this great republican Ship of
State, and navigate her? Why permit
pirates, robbers and thieves to seize the
helm ? Rocks and quicksands are all
round us, and it behooves every lover of
liberty, every Christian patriot, to look
well to the management of affairs; to be
guarded on every hand lest we go on the
rocks and break to pieces. If " eternal
vigilance be the price of liberty," let us,
American citizens, every one of us, with
out ceasing, watch and pbay.
" WHAT CONSTITUTES A STATE ?
Not high-raised battlement or labor'd mound,
Thick wall or moated gate ;
Not cities proud, with spires and turrets
crown'd ;
Not bays and broad-arm'd ports,
"Where, laughing at the storm, rich navies ride ;
Not starr'd and spangled courts,
Where low-browed basenesss wafts perfume
to pride,

No

Men, high-minded men,
With powers as far above dull brutes indued,
In forest, brake, or den,

As

beasts

:

excel cold rocks and brambles rude,

Men, who their duties know,

Bui know

their

rights,

and

knowing, dare
maintain,

Prevent the long-aim'd blow,
And crush the tyrant, while they rend the
chain :
These constitute a state. "
«»

A New and Extraordinary Fire-Proof
Composition. An important trial of fire-proof
composition was made at Washington the other
day, under the direction of the Secretaries of
the Treasury and Navy. An iron chest, sixteen
inches in diameter, with a lining of six inches

of the composition, also containing a wooden
box four inches diameter, in which were depos
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ited papers, money and matches, was placed in
the blast furnace of the Navy Yard, and differ
ent metals placed all round it. After being
subjected to an almost continuous blast of three
hours, and after all the metals were melted, the
chest was left in the furnace until the next af
ternoon, when under the directions of the rep
resentatives of the Government, the three chests
were opened, and the contents were found to be
in exactly the same condition as when they
were put in, and the matches were used to

light cigars with. The fire-proof composition
is the discovery of two gentlemen of Detroit,
one of whom was present at the trial.

THE SHAKSPEARE DEDICATION.
May 23d, was made interest
of New York by the
unveiling in Central Park of Mr. J. Q. A.
Ward's bronze statue of the " Bard of Avon,"
in the presence of many distinguished Ameri
can scholars and of a large concourse of peo
ple. Addresses were delivered by well-known
citizens of New York, one of whom, Mr. Bry
ant, the veteran editor and poet, acted a chief
From his
part as the orator of the occasion.

THURSDAY,
ing to the citizens

appropriate

and beautiful remarks we take the

following :
" The fame of our great dramatist fills the
civilized world.
Among the poets he is what
the cataract of Niagara is among waterfalls.
As those who can not take the journey to Ni
agara, that they may behold its vast breadth

of green waters plunging from the lofty preci
pice into the abyss below, content themselves
with such an idea of its majesty and beauty as
they can obtain from a picture or an' engrav
ing, so those who can not enjoy the writings of
Shakspeare in the original English read him
in translations, which have the effect of look
ing at a magnificent landscape through a morn
ing mist. All languages have their versions
of Shakspeare. The most eminent men of ge
nius in Germany have been his translators or
commentators. In France they began by sneer
ing at him with Voltaire, and they end by re
garding him in a transport of wonder with
He stands before them like a mighty
Taine.
mountain, filling with its vastness half the
heavens, its head in an eternally serene atmos
phere, while on its sides burrow the fox and
the marmot, and tangled thickets obstruct the
The French critic, while
steps of the climber.
amazed

at the grandeur

and

variety

of its
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forms, can not help suffering his attention to
wander to the ant-heaps and mole-holes scat
tered on its broad flanks.

" To the great chorus of admiration which
rises from all civilized nations, we this day add
our voices, as we erect to the memory of Shakspeare, in a land distant from that of his birth,
yet echoing through its vast extent with the
accents of his mother-tongue, the effigy of his
bodily form and features. Those who profess
to read in the aspect of the individual the
qualities of his intellectual and moral charac
ter have always delighted to trace in the face,
of which we this day unveil an image, to the
public gaze, the manifest signs of his greatness.
Head what Lavater wrote a hundred years
siucc, and you shall see that he discovers in
this noble countenance a promise of all that
Come down to
the critic finds in his writings.
the phrenologists of the present day, and they
tell you of the visible indications of his bound
less invention, his universal sympathy, his lofty
idealism, his wit, his humor, his imagination,
and every other faculty that conspired
duce his matchless works."

to pro

the Anniversary week, in May,

this society
had an interesting meeting; and from the
annual report of the Board of Managers, we
learn that the society has never, in any one
year previous, issued as many publications
as during the year just closed, and never have
the topics embodied in the Temperance ref
been

more

definitely or

clearly

placed before the public.
Seven volumes for Sunday-school

two volumes

of miscellaneous

libraries,

matter,

sev

eral pamphlets and sermons, and twenty-six
tracts have been issued during the past year,
besides

the

National

Temperance

Advocate

and the ToutM Temperance Banner ; the lat

of four pages, having
circulation of one hundred and

ter, a monthly paper
reached

a

thirty thousand copies per month, and is said
The works of the
to lx; Kipidly increasing.
Association are stereotyped, and thus become
permanently

valuable.

The printing-press is becoming more an
of Temperance
agent for the dissemination
knowledge than formerly ; and while lectures
are given by distinguished speakers and oth
ers throughout the country,

much

than formerly is placed upon this
The most zealous heart needs an
intelligent head to sustain its interest in a
matter of this sort ; hence Temperance people
should read.
In 1865 the Society and Publication House
was organized, and is doing good work in
pendence
agency.

It has stereotyped and published
two hundred and sixty-five publications of
lectures,
all sorts, consisting of text-books,
essays, arguments, history, statistics upon the
moral, physical, religious, scientific, political,
and financial phases of the question, discuss
ing the nature and effects of alcohol, as well
all the
as its place and power; presenting
phases of the wine question, giving the Bible
view and argument, together with quotations
These
from the best authors in the world.
have been widely scattered, and are doing a
most useful work.
The officers for the ensuing year are, Presi
dent, Hon. William E. Dodge, with about
the cause.

ninety

vice-presidents,

embracing

many

of

the most noted and able men in the country ;

Seventh Anniversary op tiie National
Temperance Society, New York.
During

ormation
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more de

J.

N. Stearns, Corresponding Secretary ; T.
T. Sheffield, Treasurer ; and a Board of Man
agers consisting of ten persons.
Of late, especially in England, the subject
of Temperance is earnestly considered, and
in our own State a law has been passed giv
ing the " option " of license or no license to
the towns or cities respectively.

It has always been a wonder to us that in
telligent human beings, with their eyes open,
would deliberately put into the mouth that
which would steal away their brain, and
make them worse than brutes.

We hope for better days; but the world
become thoroughly temperate until
the elements of physiology are taught and
When
understood in our common schools.
men learn what they should cat and drink,
it will be easy for them to avoid errors, be
cause they will have health and coolness of
judgment as a basis of proper action.

will not

For

$10 we

will

send a selection

of the

best

literature, which may be worth
thousands of dollars in many families. Let us
Bave our people from the blight of intemper
ance by means which appeal to their reason,
Temperance

moral sense, and humanity.
do much, but enlightenment,

Legislation can
through proper

instrumentalities, will accomplish

most.
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KEEP WELL.

BY HOWARD GLTNDON.
a Latin prescrip
tion, and send this unobserving creature, who
neglects his health to accumulate
money
which he will not live to spend, back to his
old ways again.

Now, every man and woman who gives the
least attention to the workings

of

his or her

a

is,

physical system, ought to know, better than
the doctor can, what
as
general rule, best
for himself or for herself, in all except acute
attacks, and all ailments which refuse to yield
to strictly hygienic living. If you have some
thing the matter with you, you ought first
to question strictly your habits of life, and
change those that are not altogether healthy.
after giving this course
fair trial, you are
no better,
then time to apply to the doc
No matter what he does or advises, you
tor.
will find that by acting as
have recom
mended, in the first place, you have been his
There
very best auxiliary.
nothing that
makes
doctor so cheerful and hopeful as to
get hold of
patient who has lived regular
life, and on whose self-control and good sense
a

is

I

is

such cases the battle

is

a

In

he can depend.
half-won.

We shudder when we hear of the sudden
of those who seemed, up to the last
Some of us
moment, to be in good health.
are ready to say, " What matters
how
liable to spring upon me
live, since death
at any moment " And
reply, that by far
the greater number of sudden deaths from
disease have had
long chain of aggravating
of which
and predisposing circumstances,
sudden demise
but the natural and legiti
mate culmination and sequel.
Know yourself, and there will be much less
mystery about these things, much less occa
sion to trust yourself blindly to other hands.
If you were to live in house all your life,
well-oiand spend your time in keeping
dered, how could you expect
stranger who
should stop before
suddenly some day, to
know at glance just where everything was
a

?

I

is

a

it

a

it

I

it

deaths

is

if very little could be said that has not al
ready been said upon it; yet the reading
public is continually crying for " more," and
the avidity with which people search out
little practical bits on this and kindred sub
jects, in popular publications, in preference
to reading the long, dry medical disserta
tions which are issued, proves two things:
First, that their interest in the matter is una
bated; second, that to gain their attention
it is only necessary to write in a simple, fa
miliar style, discarding all technical terms
and scientific expressions.
The popularity
of two or three well-known books on this
subject, which have been published within
the last few years, is illustrative of this.
A man gets into the habit of working early
and late ; of bolting his meals, and of going
straight from the dining-room to the desk.
He rides between his house and his office, to
save time, and, in short, makes a machine of
his body, and another of his mind. Presently
both revolt. Neither of them like this regime
of all work and no play. The body wants
rest and fresh air and exercise, the mind
Each be
wants relaxation and recreation.
gins to assert its individuality and to conBpire for its rights. The man feels heavy and
dull. He does less in two hours than he used
to do in one. He has no appetite, or his
meals do not agree with him.
His sleep is
broken, and, at last, he begins to wonder what
is the matter with him. His next bright idea
is that the doctor will tell him, and that the
doctor will set it all right So, to the doctor
Now, once in a long, long while,
he goes.
he will find a preciouB physician, worth his
weight in gold, who will tell him, what the
great Stupid ought to know well enough
without any telling, that his bad health is
owing to non-physiological habits, and that
the only way to get well is to give up these.
But most doctors will feel his pulse, and look

at his tongue, and scribble

it

seem as

a

it would

a

and

a

threadbare,

If,

subject, at first glance, appears to be

THIS
worn
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is

a

but sudden

emergencies,

than

any one else

deficiencies

and needs.

Deficiencies,

to be

studied and remedied, needs to be met, and
stumbling-blocks to be guarded against. You
.can learn to make
diagnosis of your own
best
state of body, and ascertain what
for
better than any doctor can at first
You should know what things agree
sight.
with your stomach better than any one else
can. You should know, too, under what cir
cumstances you are most liable to take cold,
necessary to
what degree of heat or cold
your health and comfort, and, from experi
ence, what quantity of clothing you ought to
wear, how far you can walk without overis

is

is

is

a

fatiguing yourself, how much mental or phys
ical labor you are capable of in given time,
on an average, and which of these agrees
with you best. Also, whether you are best
suited for sedentary or active employments
These are the things that exercise the great
It
inattention to
est effect upon health.
these details which generates acute and chron
ic diseases, and calls out and confirms hered
itary and constitutional complaints, dissipa
tion being left out of the question.
with you
The ordering of these things
alone.
If you neglect to take them into con
no medicine in the Pharsideration, there
do more for you than
which
will
macopia
all
Indeed, this
relief.
temporary
produce
that medicine can do for you under any cir
It the province of hygiene to
cumstances.
build up, of medicine to alleviate. One cures
or, still bet
you, the other keeps you cured
ter, prevents you from contracting disease,
thus doing away with the need of medicine.
Above all, avoid the common but foolish
error of taking the habits and capabilities
" Such and
of others as your vade mecum.
man works eight hours
such
day, and so
ought to work eight hours day." No such
thing. If you are stronger than he, you may
work longer without hurting yourself. If you
are not so strong, you should not work as
long as he docs. Another man's hours for
is

;

a

it

I

a

a

is

a

a

if

is

a

sanitary point of view, as you
ually, from
can serve yourself; unless you have, by carelossness or ignorance, brought yourself into
that critical state where seconds are golden,
done must be done promptly,
where all that
and where both your mind and your body are
so worked upon that another must take the
helm for you.
Yet, how many of us go blindly and pas
sively to the doctor, taking none of these
things into consideration, expecting him al
he had
most to heal us with a word, as
some divine revelation, direct from heaven.
We rush to him with every little fingerache
and earache, when
little common sense,
little reflection upon the principles of prac
tical science, would teach us what to do.
But there are people who seem to think that
doctor
omniscient and omnipotent, and
that cold sponge bath, or
daily morning
walk of an hour, or Borne simple application
which they knew very well beforehand was
needed, must work some miracle for them
just because he has authorized it.
think this tendency to go blindly to an
other for help must be due to that feeling
implanted in the human heart which makes
us reach our hands up, as
were, to take
hold upon something stronger than we are.
We are always feeling around us for some
thing wiser than ourselves, something full
of redeeming power, to which we may cling.
no phy
Yet, after God and nature, there
sician, for both soul and body, like self-help.
Every intelligent and thoughtful man and
woman ought, after
little experience, to be
able to do better for himself or herself, in all

some reason

a

it,

it,

is

a

and mental idiosyncrasies.
You
physical
mii9t see that nobody can serve ypu so effect

Some careful observation,

a

just what was out of place
there?
This is
To be
just what you expect of the doctor.
sure, he has dissected a few bodies, he knows
something about the location of your heart,
liver and lungs ; but every disease that fast
ens itself on you has a cause of being, a chain
of circumstantial evidence connected with
which no one but your
history back of
self can trace and appreciate and use profit
It the same with every one of your
ably.
vious preparation,

here, or what was lacking

can.

ing upon facts, some reference' to the past,
some taking into consideration of the pres
ent, some allowances for the future, will ena
ble nearly all so to order their physical lives
that, under ordinary circumstances, they will
run on with passable smoothness.
Every human system has its own individual

a

would yourself, and to be

is

as you

is

well

it,

as

able to decide in a moment, without any pre
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work and rest and recreation should be no
criterion for you. If you are wise, you will
so order your life as to meet the needs and
capabilities of your own mind and body, in
so far as your circumstances will allow. In
this respect, you are either your own best
friend or your own worst enemy ; and cer
tainly you are your own most reliable physi

Self-knowledge and

cian.

a

proper applica

tion of it are the only guarantees for sound
health and long life. " Know thyself " holds
equally as good for the physical as for the
mental organization of man.
[In our new journal, TnE Science op

Health,

we shall present extended

D.D.

confidently forward to a complete reso
lution of any difficulty or embarrassment
into which he might fall.
The religious
element iu him

by a superior
vital organiza

is

sustained by a
above

regard for the

Power

requirements
health

strongly de

veloped ; he
feels that he is

tion, the prod
uct of a due

of

views on

this subject, and would refer readers to that
magazine for general and special physiolog
ical and hygienic information. Ed.]

BET. JABEZ BURNS,
rj^HE brain of this gentleman is evi-*~
dently lavge, of fine quality, and
more than ordinarily active; yet, sus
tained as it is
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and that he

and

can rest calm

sobriety, there
is no tendency

ly

to

exhaustion

ces set forth in

or

premature

the Word

decay.

A hap

of the

assuran

his God.

py combina
tion

on the hopes

and

of
He

has a firm hold
on the future

sev

eral

life,

and

be

tempera
ments serves

lieves that ho

to keep him in
condi
good

tion

tion, mentally
and physical-

is signified by
faith. That he

iy-

takes pleasure
in doing good,

has a realiza

He is alive
to impressions from without, and has
much of that constitutional quality which
the French term msceptibilite.
His feel
ings are strong to intensity, but his pow
er of self-control is also well marked, so
that the action founded on sheer impulse

of what

and that he is sympathetic and forbear
ing, is manifested in the large Benevo
lence which towers up from the forehead.
He is firm and persistent, however, in

of his opinion ; has an
earnest individuality of his own, but can

the maintenance

is of rare occurrence in his career.

not be charged

He possesses much cheerfulness and
hopefulness of disposition ; is not inclined
to despond from any cause ; would look

sumption.

of society

with arrogance or as
He is in a great degree fond

;

believes in domestic life

home circle has strong

the

ties upon him;
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he regards the hearth-stone as the center
whence radiate those influences which ex
ert the most powerful effect in reforming
Intellect
and elevating human nature.
he is possessed of much strength
and breadth of thought and versatility,

ually,

combined with an excellent practical dis
There is more originality of
cernment.
and purpose indicated than a
The tendency of
disposition to imitate.
such an intellect, influenced as it is by so
thought

strong a moral nature, would be toward
philanthropy, morality, and religion.
His frank and earnest nature would in
cline him to utter his impressions, and
his Benevolence would give them a hu
manitarian

tenor.

The subject
forms

one

of

of our present sketch, who
the leaders of the " General "

branch of the Baptist denomination,
at Oldham, near Manchester,
18th of December,

1805.

was born

England, on the

His

parents

were

of the Wesleyan Connection, and
were of exemplary piety, though moving in a
His
comparatively humble sphere of life.
first education was communicated
to him at
a private academy at Chester, England ; after
ward, however, he was the favorite pupil of
the Kev. W. Winter, M. A., at the grammar
school of his native town.
Having completed
his course there, he went to assist his father
in his business as a medical practitioner ; and
prior to his entering upon the work of his
life, we believe he had some experience in
other departments of trade.
When eighteen
years of age he became a member of the Meth
odist New Connection ; among which earnest
and devoted people he first made use of those
talents which have made him one of the most
widely known preachers of his generation.
He remained with this body five years. In
It was in 1828, we
1826 he went to London.
believe, when he avowed a change of view
on the question of baptism, and was publicly
immersed on a profession of his faith. In
1829 he accepted an invitation to the pastor
ate of the United Christian Church at Perth,
Scotland ; and he lived on that side of the
border for five years. While there he devoted
himself with great zeal to a movement that
was at that time in its infancy, and not very
members

[July,

likely to find universal favor among Scotch
We refer to the temperance question ;
and it may be here noted that his enthusiasm
in this cause has to the present day shown
no sign of diminution.
In 1825 Dr. Burns returned to London, as
pastor of the General Baptist church, meeting
in New Church Street Chapel, Marylebone ;
and so uniform was his success there, that it
was twice found necessary to enlarge his
He was one of the first members of
chapel.
the Evangelical Alliance, and has never missed
any opportunity of raising his voice or using
his pen in the cause of Christian Union. In
men.

the year 1847 he was chosen

tion of

by the Associa

Baptists to represent his
in a triennial conference of the
brethren
Free-Will Baptists of America, held in Ver
mont.
Twelve months previously, the Wes
leyan University of Middletown, Connecticut,
had conferred upon him the honorary title of
D. D. Several times has he been chosen as
moderator and preacher of the annual assem
He has been
bly of his own denomination.
a prolific writer, and many of his productions
have met with a very large circulation, not
only in Great Britain, but also in the United
States.
His works may be classified thus :
First, those designed for private, and those
for general Christian usefulness, as his first
three books, " Christian Sketch-Book, " of
General

which twelve
" Spiritual

thousand

Cabinet,

"

copies

were

" Christian

sold,

Remem

Afterward, the second scries of
"Christian Sketch-Book," "Christian Daily
365 readings
on the person and
Portion"'
work of Christ, " Sermons for Family Read
ing," a second volume of the same for village
worship, " Mothers of the Wise and Good,"
" Deathbed Triumphs of Eminent Christians,"
" Life of Mr. Fletcher of Madeley," " Mission
" Light for the Sick-room,"
ary Enterprises,"
" Light for the House of Mourning," " None
but Jesus," " Christian Exercises for every
on the Various
Lord's-day," " Discourses
Forms of Religion,"
Of works designed
for ministers and students were, " Sketches
brancer."

and Skeletons

of Sermons" (nine volumes),

Pulpit Cyclopedia," (four volumes), " Sun
" Christian Philosophy,
day-school Sketches,"

"

or Materials for Thought," " Universal Love
of God," " Sermons on Scriptural Election."
Of works for young people and children,
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" Youthful Piety, " ditto, second
series,
" Youthful Christian," " Good Child's GiftBook," " Scripture Catechism in Verse," " Lit
tle Poems," " Missionary Rhymes," " Temper
ance Hymns," etc. ; also " Sabbath Treasure,"
for children's Sunday reading.
In addition
to these, "Hints to Church-Members," "A
Pew Words to Religious Inquirers," " The
Marriage Gift-Book and Bridal Token," and
it is conjectured that Dr. Burns is the author
of " No Better than We Should Be."
As editor, Dr. Burns conducted the Chris
tian MuceUany in Scotland a magazine de
signed to promote Christian Union ; the
Preachers' Magazine, extending through six
volumes; and he was the editor of the Lon
don Temperance Journal for about seven
He published, on his return from
years.
America, in 1847, a volume describing the
scenes and incidents of his travels through
He delivered the
2,500 miles of country.
inaugural sermon in Manchester on the for
mation of the United Kingdom Alliance for
the Suppression of the Liquor Traffic, and
which was published and largely circulated
Dr.
through the kingdom by that society.
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Burns entered on his London pastorate in
of about
May, 1835, with a membership
twenty persons, and a comparatively empty
place of worship ; his church now numbers
upward of five hundred communicants, and
a twice-enlarged chapel, with sittings all let,
and full congregation.
In 1870 he made a tour through the East,
interesting sketches of which were published
in English and American periodicals. His
second coming to America, which has been
announced, will find a cordial welcome from
all who are interested in the cause of religion
and temperance.

Dr. Burns is powerful and popular as a
public speaker, speaking in that only thor
oughly effective manner, from the heart to
the heart.
In this way his earnestness and
sincerity infect his hearers with his own en
thusiasm.
His subjects are always clearly
arranged, his illustrations apt and numerous,
and his language well-chosen.
Although
somewhat advanced in years, he is vigorous
and sprightly ; able to perform a world of
work, and ready at all times for work ; in
fine, anxious to do his best in promoting the
welfare of his fellow-men.

THE NEW YORK FREE MEDICAL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
AN ADDRESS

TO THE

BY POLLY

A.

FACULTY.

SMITH.

(Read at the closing exercises of the term for 1871-2.)

FACULTY,

fessors our sincere and heart-felt gratitude for
the great privilege we have enjoyed, and the
We not
instruction
received at their hands.
only esteem them as gentlemen and ladies of
great moral worth and integrity, but count
them as among the most worthy, talented,
skilled, and scientific Professors of which our
noble city can boast. Truly, we have been

benefit, and to aid

us in accomplishing

our

purpose.

Many of our number

are ladies who have

passed the meridian of life ; who arc cumbered
with family cares and burdens, and over whose
time and attention circumstances have held an
almost unyielding control.

Others have had

to plod their way along as best they could
" on foot and alone
"), whose
(as the saying
advantages in life have been few, and who, but
is,

IN BEHALF OF THE
We, the undersigned, stu
dents of the Free Medical College for Wom
en, do hereby tender to our worthy Pro
THE

TOStudents.

for the benificence of this/ree institution,

could have won the honored title of M. D.

never

Yet

this work with earnest
wills to accomplish what we have undertaken
and while we humbly beg pardon for all re
we have commenced

comprehension, their leniency toward our impromptitude, have been as a sharp reprimand
to us, it has also deeply endeared them to

missness in the past, we promise, in the future,
and until you shall consider us qualified to go

that their

labors

inspired
were

us with confidence,
spent

wholly for our

forth to the world as physicians, to work with
renewed energy and will to be prompt, per
and by the zest and
severing, and energetic
;

our hearts, and

tutors

;

in having

;

of such dignified
And, while their untiring efforts in
rank.
teaching us, their patience with our lack of

favored

to
not as some have maliciously insinuated
qualify madams and mistresses to perform
their direful deeds of iniquity more adroitly
and scientifically, but to educate pure, true,
noble women to be saviors of their sex.
But to none are we indebted more than to
Mrs. Elizabeth Thompson ; through whose
munificence

we to-day are enjoying

the oppor

tunity and advantages for which we had before
toiled and struggled, "worked and waited,"
May her declining
but were unable to obtain.
days be crowned with peace, and her years
lengthened

which

out to witness

the glorious results
her well-timed

verging to the development of the one great
and grand idea, that woman has an equal right
with her brother, man, to any and every pur
suit for which nature has capacitated her.
With this humble expression of the deep
gratitude welling up in our souls, we join in

of the life,
health, and happiness of our Professors and
their colaborers, and likewise for each other,
that we may thereby be enabled to reach the
a united prayer for the preservation

We subscribe our
goal for which we run.
selves most devotedly and truly yours,
Lettice H. Doud,
Harriet Doty,
Rachel C. Martin,
B. Cornelia Smith,
Carrie L. Roe,
Delainia T. Connor,
Harriet 8. Warren,
Eliza P. Stillman,

J. Seymour,
Georgiana M. Crosby,
Mary E. Stewart,
Roxana

are sure to accrue from

generosity.
All hail to this auspicious

day, wherein the
light of divine truth is beaming forth, and un
der whose genial warmth the cold and dark

Betsey N. Harris,

Eliza L. Kimpton,

THE FIELD OF SCI ENTIFIC

maps and Aristotle's philosophy, and feared
lest an}' saying of those great men might es
cape them. They seemed to consider the an
cients as extremely fortunate in being the
first explorers of the fields of knowledge, and
imagined that all the choice fruit had been
culled, and that nothing remained but the ref

" The earth is round.

by sailing westward,"

I

can reach land

cried Columbus.

" Ha,

careless observer would have
others ntumUe
upon something new
but
far from the
truth.
If new things were found out by mere
accident, the fool and the blockhead would
stand an equal chance with the wisest of be

But who ever heard of
coming celebrated.
dunce making any great discovery
It
al
ways the most intelligent and thoughtful who
unveil the hidden treasures of matter and of

a

lock already opened, and all they can do is
There
mournfully to survey the contents?
were many of these people in the later part of
They studied Ptolemy's
the fifteenth century.

age of discovery and invention
was
already past ; and while they sat in idle admi
ration of their predecessors and their works,
others " stumbled into fame ; " that
as the

golden

is,

the world, but, by some mischance, happening
it a little too late, they find the secret
vaults which they were fully prepared to un
to enter

Thus there always have been those who
seemed amply endowed to make the greatest
discoveries, but who were either too indolent
or made the sad mistake of imagining that the

?

these unfortunate people who seem to
pitied
have been intended to make great figures in

tropical sun."

;

not been already beaten by their predecessors,
and nothing left for them except trifles to dis
Alas, poor souls ! are they not to be
cover."

Kate F. Burgess,
Nellie J. Daniels,
Mary L. Vultee.

INQUIRY.

mind.

Y'ou may say the}' happen upon them,
but still, the fortunate are those

you please

;

see who might
GOLDSMITH

Sarah D. Keeney,

ha ! " laughed they. " You, an ignorant sailor,
dare to teach the world such things ! Don't
we know that the land westward is all a delu
sion, and that you and your ships will be burnt
upon the boiling waves beneath the fires of a

if

says, "How many
have excelled in, arts and
sciences, and who seem furnished with talents
equal to the greatest discoveries had the road

do we

W. Anna Jones,
Hattie M. Turner,
Polly A. Smith,
Emma F. Maynicke,
Hermine Grabau,

is

every one who has wielded an influence, who
has put forth a hand, or raised a voice, or lifted
a prayer to the Throne on high, for the estab
lishment and maintenance of this Free College ;

is it,

mind for a noble purpose.
We also tender our hearty, sincere thanks to
the Trustees, to the workers, to each and to

clods of ignorance, bigotry and monopoly are
melting away; and thereby making room for
new life, liberty, progress of thought, expan
sion of mind, and higher inspiration ; all con

it

vim of our purpose convince you that we arc
earnest, true women, working with heart and

use.

[Jult,
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who

would find them

if

there were no acci

dent, for they see further and look closer than
others. They do not always find it necessary
to depart from what is commonly called the
beaten road ; but in the path where thousands
have

trod

before them

they

unearth

gems

which others have only buried deeper.
How many millions had looked at the sun
light before Newton, and saw nothing remark
able; but who ever lay in wait for the sun
beam, tore it asunder, and examined its shreds
with such minute attention as he ? Every au
tumn, for almost six thousand years, men had
seen apples falling ; but who ever saw so much
in the falling of an apple as Newton? Was
it merely accidental that he saw more in this
than other people?
By no means. He saw
more in the sunshine, more in the air, more in
everything than other men ; for by long and
patient application he had learned the art of
And this is
seeing better than any one else.
the great secret of success in discovery.
Some
people live more than three-score years and see
nothing uuless it has been pointed out to them.
The earth might shine with diamonds and the
trees bend with golden apples, but they would
not observe them until the rest of the world
had

ceased

to

wonder

at

the phenomena.

Again, there are others who are continually
seeing something new in the most familiar ob
Plants and trees yield more for the en
riching of their minds than for the sustenance

jects.

of their bodies. Nature strives in vain to hide
her treasures from them ; the greater her care
in concealing, the greater their diligence in
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affairs in the material world, and the various
which objects may be applied ; for of
all incentives to mental energy, there is none
uses to

more potent than curiosity.
Nor is the simple
discovery of new things the only good result
It encourages the cul
ing from this principle.
tivation and preservation of knowledge already
What metaphysician would diligently
gained.
collect all that is known of the mind, if he did
not hope by this means to be able to explain
other new phenomena ? What chemist would
patiently go through all the tedious experi
ments of the laboratory, and carefully study all
the different combinations, if he did not be
lieve that there were other elements and other
combinations yet unknown ? What astrono
mer would be careful to gather all that has
been learned of the stars, and trace the progress
of each planet and constellation through the
if he had no hope of discovering other

heavens,

suns with their revolving worlds ? What, then,
must be the result if the field of knowledge
should become completely explored ? Would
the mind continue to be as active as ever?
Would it jealously preserve all it had acquired
to the utmost boundaries ; or, deprived of its
strongest incentive to action, would it not
rather sink into indolence?
Truth after truth
would be forgotten, science after science would

in oblivion, and the world would sink
to its former ignorance and barbarism, unless,
in its downward course, mind should once
more be roused, and find a sufficient gratifica
be lost

tion of its love of novelty in reconquering

its

former domains.

searching; for it only serves to give them a
more exalted opinion of the importance of the
Of such a char
wealth she seems to conceal.

But would not such a result show that the
world was ill-adapted to the human mind ? It

acter are those who subdue the elements, and
make even the most disadvantageous circum

in wisdom and resources would place mind

stances in nature subservient to the conve
nience of man ; and such a one was Newton.
The mind must continue to discover, or the

process of degradation.
such
utterly incompatible with his care
for the welfare and dignity of his own image,
and
altogether unlike the order and adapta
tion to be observed ererywhere in the universe.
an expectation.
For every hope there
For

that

i'"

must some

a

time undergo

It

to

it

so ill-suited

it,

a condition

infinite

seems

is is

tion.
And these were all impelled onward to
action and discovery by one deep-seated prin
Influenced by this, men look
ciple
curiosity.
in upon the world of thought, and observe the

and
provided
enough in the world to satisfy man's love of dis
covery and novelty as long as he remains here.
Men have never yet arrived at such excellence

mysterious changes constantly going on. For
the gratification of this, they attempt to pry
into the nature of the soul itself, and the de
Moved by this,
signs of its great Originator.

in any pursuit as to declare that nothing worthy
of acquisition remained beyond them but

they search out the causes

and connections

of

is

if

is

an object. For every
means of gratification
have no doubt that there

;

I

every affection there

lawful desire there
;

ceding ages, who have opened up new paths
and widened and deepened the old ones, that
the world owes all its advancement in civiliza

a

is

world relapse into ignorance.
It is to the
great original minds of this age and of pre

to believe that a Creator

is impossible

at any time such opinions were entertained,
there always have appeared strong-minded, en
ergetic adventurers to prove them false.
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at new results.

This would

cer

were not for that strong

it

be the case

if

fore arrive

tainly

element of the human mind, imitation,

which
tends to draw all men into the footsteps of
their predecessors.
We laugh at the simplicity
of the Chinese servant, who was careful to
break

and

throw

away precisely the same
he had seen his mistress

find the way full of novelty. If each intelli
gent man would c-irefully develop his own pe
culiar talents, he would add something new to
the general store of knowledge
for
must be
it

a

is

ns
generally believed, no two minds are
alike, each must view the world differently and
different course of action, and there
pursue

[July,

;

If,

02

that

there are as

many different phases in
be viewed, as there are

which the world may
minds to view it.

When we consider by what simple means
some of the greatest discoveries were effected,
we are almost inclined to believe that the peo
ple of preceding times were very dull not to
have made them long before. Strange, that so
little progress should have been made in as

by
in the manner in which they accept
the beliefs and follow the examples and pre

tronomy, when Ferguson could find out so
few strings
many things with the aid of only
Wonderful that electricity should
and beads

cepts of certain great leaders. The most ab
surd opinions are treasured up and paraded
before the uninquiring multitude for centuries,

so long remain the terror of man when only
kite was needed to bring
into his service

power have given no attention to
certain subjects,
regarded by some as of al
divine command
most equal authority with
a

is

tellectual

a

is

it

not to pursue them. Influenced by such prin
ciples,
any wonder that multitudes pour
few
ing forward in the paths first broken by
?

great leaders, find them all worn and beaten
Such will ever be the misfortune of those who
are only imitators.

After the multitude has
may follow, and

a
!

it

;

not observing things that shall come to their
knowledge through equally simple means for
men shall still continue to surprise themselves
with their own ignorance, and the very means
by which they elevate themselves will be cal
culated to make them humble.

Mankind will never have good reason to
complain of
poverty of resources in the
world and the philosopher of ten centuries
hence may say, like Newton, " have gathered
few pebbles along the beach the great
only
;

a

habits and slovenly manners because they can
point to some eminent person as an example.
The fact that
few men of acknowledged in

The lack of enterprise and spirit in physical
investigation which characterizes the ages be
fore appears strange to us but perhaps people
few centuries hence will think us dull for

I

;

because they have received the sanction of
some illustrious character in the past
and
some even pique themselves on their careless

;

multitudes

a

;

him the art of making custard
equally ridiculous are continually made

!

she

;

when

a

cast away

a

break and

as

eggs

a

first taught
but mistakes

of

number

ocean of truth still lies unexplored

J.

passed on the true philosopher

before me."

L. MCCLELLAND.

if

;

I

;

a

will mail you ten dollars
week, commencing
the 1st of July, till paid interest and principal
will be two thousand dollars. . . . Do not
send one dollar now
try to discover me.
you accept, please advertise in the Ilerald
'

Personals,' and sign yourself x. y. z."
The merchant replied as requested. Every
week, from that date, an envelope was received

through the mail, inclosing ten dollars, with no
other writing but the number of the payment,
until the two-hundredth payment was received,

please

I

send ten
you have got them all, please
If not,
advertise in the Herald 'Personals.'

dollars more;

advertise how many are lost, and

I

hope to tell you of
the meantime,

In

in the same

will

send them."

The merchant replied, " The two-hundredth
Come and
received. All right.
payment
see me, and your name shall be sacredly con
A few weeks after this,
fidential."
young
a

stole,

disguised hand
" Two-hundredth payment.

man met this merchant

on the sidewalk,

and

copy of the New York Herald,
pointing out an advertisement under the head
of " Personals," and, with
trembling voice,
handed him

said:

"I

a

which

with the following lines, written
:

the

disguised

if

through

is

it

I

and am anxious to pay.
personally, some day.

,

a

owe the firm of

$

I

"

in

a

received

I

merchant

I

1806

Post-office
letter, written
band, as follows:

a

IN

a

THE INFLUENCE OF CONSCIENTIOUSNESS.

am the person

who

wronged

you

while in your employ, and have been making

The Late James Gordon Bennett.

1872.]

my weekly payments to you until 1 paid the
debt, which I hope God has forgiven."
" Never was my surprise greater," says the
merchant who communicates this fact, " than
to stand before the individual who had for
two hundred weeks, without fail, paid me out
of his earnings, the amount he had taken from
me; and he, one of whom I never had the
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business, enjoying the confidence of his fellowmen, end is a worth}' member of a Christian
church.

"

Blessed is he whose transgression
is forgiven, whose sin is covered."
[We may add a word or two, to the effect

of

a case of an
which strength
ened its influence with the persistence of the
young man in restoring what he had embez
zled. After such a course of rigid discipline
as this series of slow payments must have

true penitence and thorough reform. It should
be recorded as an example for every one who

been, the young man doubtless attained a
height of moral integrity quite removed from

has been guilty of this sin. It is proper to add
that this young man is now in a prosperous

the probability of similar dishonesty, and his
after career of manliness was insured.]

least suspicion."
Such an instance of continued

of

and unostentation

purpose

steadfastness

is evidence

that

this

awakened

may be regarded
conscientiousness

THE LATE JAMES GORDON
GORDON BENNETT, the wellknown editor of the New York Herald,
JAMES
died at his residence in that city on the evening
of the 1st of June. He was born about the year

1822

BENNETT.
he went to Charleston,

lina, where

with the
Courier as translator from the Spanish- Ameri
can papers for that journal. He remained in
Charleston

Mill, Keith, in
He

land.

o[<p) a

Scot

Banffshire,

his

to

native

eral

ing for holy
in

lic

Courier, he con
tinued his con

the

Catho

of

Church,

at

ly became asso
ciated with M.
M. Noah in the
editorship of the
After
Enquirer.
the fusion of this
paper with the

Catholic semi
nary in Aber
with a
deen,
view of prepar

Roman

very

not

tempts at jour
nalism, he final

Roman

orders

York,

successful

teen years old,
when he went
the

he came

New

where, after sev

place till he was
fourteen or fif

to

only
months,

few

when

re

mained at school

in

South Caro

he became connected

New

at

1795,

In

as

and in

nection,

which

1829 became an

He re
bers.
mained at this

of the

his par
ents were mem

or

and

editor
Courier

Enquirer,

which

for

institution
two

associate

position

he continued

three

to

years, when, giv
ing up the idea

hold until 1832,

of becoming

ence in political

when

a

a

differ

priest, he determined to emigrate to America.
Arriving at Halifax in 1819, he engaged in
teaching, but the occupation not suiting him,
he soon abandoned it and made his way to

opinion between him and the editor-in-chief,
Col. Jas. Watson Webb, led to his retirement;
and in October of the same year he issued the

Boston, where

York

he became proof-reader in the
publishing house of Messrs. Wells & Lilly.

first number of a new journal called the New
Globe,

devoted to the cause of Jackson

and Van Buren.

It

was soon discontinued.

Phrenological Journal.
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Mr. Bennett next became part proprietor
principal editor of the Penntylcanian, a
daily journal published in Philadelphia. He
continued this publication till 1834, when he
returned to New York, and in May, 1835,
issued the first number of the New York
Ilerald, with which he has been identified ever

weighed, in his prime, not far from 175 pounds.
His brain was large, and his perceptive facul
ties very prominent Self-Esteem, Firmness,
and Combativcness were all prominent He

since.

any obstacle, and society will accord him the
position he merited.

and

Mr. Bennett was about six

THE

feet

in height, and

GREAT

MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

Jubilee, at Boston,
of the grandest affairs
in the history of music.
Distinguished Euro
pean composers and vocalists, famous English,
German and French musicians, in several cases
whole bands, will take parts in the programme,
a truly interna
thus giving the undertaking
World's

THE
promises

Peace

to be one

tional character.

It

was eminently self-relying, and indifferent to
the opinions of others.
Such an organiaztion
would work or fight its way up against almost

is estimated that orchestra

40,000 persons.
For our own part, we cordial
ly wish that the affair will be attended with

the best success in all respects.

OrjR Hands. The human hand is so beauti
fully formed, it has so fine a sensibility, that

and chorus will number at least twenty thou
sand persons. Many of the features of the last

sensibility governs its motions so correctly,
every effort of the will is answered so instantly,
as if the hand itself were the seat of that will,

Jubilee will be repeated, on account of the en
thusiasm with which they were received, but

delicate, that it seems

on a grander scale ; and efforts are being made
to increase the facilities of travel and accom
modation, so that the people in all parts of the
land may be more fully represented among the
visitors.
A view of the Coliseum, in which
the concerts will be given, is shown in the en

It is a light and airy structure, and
of very graceful proportions, considering its
great size ; it covers a space, we believe, of
fifteen acres, and will accommodate probably
graving.

its actions are so free, so powerful, and yet so
to possess a quality in

stinct in itself, and we use it as we draw our
breath, unconsciously, and have lost all recol
lection of the feeble and ill-directed efforts of
its first exercise, by which it has been perfected.
In the hands are twenty-nine bones, in the
mechanism of which result strength, mobility,
On the length, strength, free
and elasticity.
lateral motion, and perfect mobility of the
thumb, depends the whole power of the hand, its
strength being equal to that of all the fingers.

PRIMARY COLORS.
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Without the fleshy ball of the thumb, the power
of the fingers would avail nothing ; and accord
ingly, the large ball formed by the muscles of
the thumb is the distinguishing diameter of

ROCKY
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For engraved illustrations,
anatomy of the hand, and all about
"
palmistry, the line of life, etc., see New Phys

the human hand.
showing

iognomy."

MOUNTAIN ECHOES.

No.

1.

PIKE'S PEAK.

I

Within

the shadow of thy breast sit,
And watch the sunshine fall apon thy head.
Oh, grand and mighty Peak of Pike 1 around
Wh osc brow the storms of centuries have swept,
Willie Night and Day for untold eons fought
To win thee to their perfect vassalage
But fought in vain ; for when thy feet were wrapt
In ehadow, on thy breast the dawn lay soft
As amulet of love on maiden's heart.
While o'er thy forehead surged the shilling light
That heralded the perfect risen day.
Could

I but

bring

My thought to bear upon the ages past,
Since first thy summit pierced the inland sea,
And kissed the daylight or looked up with awe
On stars thick set in unknown belts of space,
Or trace thy history down the scale of Time,
And read thy conflicts with the powers that dwell
In water and in wind and in the fire,
Till thou didst burgeon into blossom time
Of evergreen and of eternal bloomIt would branch outward till my finite mind
Would falter at the verge, and hesitate
Lon£ ere the preface had been read. For thou,
Perchance, ere Noah sent the white-winged dove
From out the ark, hadst looked the world across ;
Nay, more, ere Adam In the garden walked,
Thy forehead had been kissed by snn and storm,
Had been baptised by centuries of years,
And had grown hoary long before the gates
Of Eden closed upon the exiled pair ;
And, later still, when Solomon, the Wise,
Sent sailing ships to Ophir, in the west.
Thou couldst have watched them pass the stormy
wipe
And reach the shores that shone with golden sand,
And smiled with scom, since In thy rocky heart
All precious things were hid, to watt the time
When all the subtler essences of life
Bad lifted human kind to higher planes.
I watch that smile continued In our day

PRIM

AR
[CON

HEN

the old method

of the supposed
a prism has
been fairly presented and examined, with its
prominent faults clearly shown, can it be
possible that any candid scientist is to be
found still willing to uphold such an anti
quated method as a tangible expression of its
capacity ! To analyze is to separate and deanalysis of solar

light by

To see the search renewed ; where on thy elope
The miners lolled, unwitting that the air
They breathed was an elixir such as men
Hud died for want of, ere 8esostris reigned.
And could thy spirit to their ears convey
Thy meaning, thou hadst said in thunder tones,
That would have reached the Aleutian Isles,
And echoed where the walrus seeks his prey,
In southern zone, that not in shining sand
Thy treasure lay, but In thy ambient air,
Surcharged with all the elements that go
To strengthen and to lengthen human life.

I

think of these,
And of that honr in last year's summer-time
When, in the silence of the night, I lay
Upon thy rugged breast and watched the Btars,
And questioned them of thee, but all in vain;
They, like their queen, were dumb, although their
Hps
Did twinkle with the secret kept within.
Oh, mighty mother Nature I at thy feet
I kneel, an humble worshiper of thee ;
And as I kneel the strength that In thy breast
Lies sentient, by electric touch I feel
Coarse through my veins, and twine around my
heart,
I feel, as Samson felt of old,
Strong-armed, strong-limbed, an athlete In my power.
At noon of day with radiant sunshine swept,
Or noon of night by magic moonlight crowned,
Or when the genius of the storm steps down
And scatters thunder-bolts, like Jove of old,
Or when the white-robed spirit of the snow
Spreads her unsnllied fleeces on thy breast,
Or when by starlight ail thy massive grandeur lifts
Above the foot-hilled children at thy base,
It matters not ; who once upon thee look,
Are rapt, like Endymion by the sea,
And ever after know a new delight.
williax e. fabob.
Colorado Spbihos.

Until

COLORS.
[USD.]

tect each component

of

a compound, and to

affect to do this by simply looking through

of triangular solid glass, or to do the
same thing by passing its rays through such
a piece

glass upon a screen for our inspection, seems
to be only worthy a juggler or necromancer's
art of analysis, playing with a toy prism,
which, at best, only gives an abnormal or

Phrenological Journal.

them again within its
in order that each color may thus
to the screen for
be separately transmitted
our inspection of the true components of white

colors, nor to collect
mass,

Neither is there any chemical attrac
by interposing a lens, in which the
whole is again restored to white light, the
same being only a convergence of the rays pre
viously scattered by the prism's distortion of
its real character, thereby giving an unnatu
ral direction, form, and color to the rays of
light, which have so long misled philosophers
light.

tion

Thus,

I

colors are immaterial,

and

part of anything, being solely
the effect upon the eye of an abnormal ex
pression of light, in which the colors are pro
duced by the intervening distortions of a
The same immateriality to the pris
prism.
matic colors from solar light must be admit
ted to apply by that class of scientists who
claim that light is only an effect of atoms
turning on their axis " a mere mode of mo
tion " thus proving conclusively that such
colors exist only in an unnatural effect of
white light upon our vision, when distorted
or falsified by refraction, as in the case of the
direction and form of the rays.
If the prismatic colors are still really be

so cannot be a

(i.

A circular card, painted in sections, to rep
resent the prismatic colors, when revolved so
rapidly that the eye cannot

analysis.

think, it should be acknowledged

that the prismatic

ent times.

see

either

sepa

rately, does not blend the colors, as supposed,
to produce white, as an evidence that white

This as
blurred impres
sion of some light reflected from its general
surface
just as light-colored spoked wheel
may be revolved so rapidly that neither spoke
seen separately, but
general blurred im
solid
pression, as of light reflected from
not
but
surface, which we know
might as well be inferred that the dark in

light

composed of all the colors.

sumed analogy gives merely

terstices between

the spokes reflect as much

in the case of
that
reflects as much
light from the dark as from the light colors
whereas,
only the light reflected from the
of
the card and the light colors
colors
light

light
the

as the spokes, as to infer,

colored

card,

;

as its supposed

white light.
Thus
the individual colors not keeping time in os
cillations, or measure of propulsion, such
there
colors cannot be intimately blended
fore such confusion in the transmission of
rays of different colors ought to cause that
interference which
productive of no light
The atoms
at all, rather than white light.
of each color, if they exist, must have an
equal wave length, as well as an equal prog
ress
otherwise white light cannot be com
posed of all the colors blended when they are
respectively transmitted, and arrive at differ

a

solid

assumed to be

as heretofore

necessary to constitute

it

There

ical compound,

it

brought fully to their comprehension.

is neither repulsion nor attraction embodied
in that passive glass to separate the supposed

a

ribbon

it

a broad

inti

a

in

upon the screen, which all candid thinkers
must at once confess when these reasons arc

or

mate blending of atom to atom of each color,
chem
to form groups of all the colors for

a

color, by itself exclusively,

effectually prevent their combination,

;

have no interior power to separate the atoms
from each other, and collect and send each

inti

such irregularity of
second (as calculated),
motion to each different colored atom would

;

glass can

is

pass at all, since

to be

spective wave lengths, varying between 458
and 727 millions of millions of waves per

it

ty, or it cannot

supposed

as

a

passage

mixed,

is

the

be

in all chemical composi
tions, by an atom of each color blending, and
these groups combining to form the general
compound of light, which, as heretofore said,
was necessary to produce white light.
Now, if each separate color, either on the
e., act
corpuscular or undulatory theories
ual transmission of atoms, or only successive
wave-like
impulsions), have each their re
mately

is

of artificial heat while
freely admitting light to pass through ; but
Such solar compound
this is not analysis.
must cither pass homogeneously, in its entire
bars

lieved to form white light, they must, by the
same philosophy,

is

White glass admits the
sense.
passage of solar light, heat, and actinic rays,
in undiminished force, though it effectually
nary chemical
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;

distorted view of its character, as regards its
direction, form, and colors, through refraction
the latter, probably, deter
and dispersion
mining the colors.
Thus to call a prism of solid glass an ana
lyzer of solar light, seems a positive misno
in its ordi
mer a perversion of language

is
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of the

spokes, which particularly impress our
vision, both being revolved so rapidly that
there appears no interruption between such
Such illustrations
light-reflecting surfaces.
of the composition of white light must be
viewed as only the romance of science the
ignU-fatuu» by which philosophers have been
so long misguided in the search for some
tangible proof of their magic-colored lights.
CHARLES

E. TOWNSEND.
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It is not the

best thing
that is, the things which
that ma!;es men; it is not the pleasant
thing; it is not the calm experiences of life ; it is
life's rugged experiences, its tempests and its trials.
we call best

MIRTH.
[Under this heading we propose to publish
"A little nonsense now and then ; "

which

"Is

"I

relished by the wisest men." ]

sat, John, where did you get that rogue's
Please, yer honor," said John, "it's an old
one of yours that missis gave me yesterday."

hat?" "

Population of Cities in the Caxadas,
or the Dominion,

as it is called, according

to a

" I want

a Young Men's Companion," said a
customer to a book-seller. " Very well,"
said the book-seller, picking up a volume, "here's
'My Only Daughter.' "
spruce

late census :
1861.
,. 90.833

1871.
107.225
59,699
56,092

St. John, N. B

87,817

29.303
56,863

19,098

28.716
21,545
12,407De. 1.336
15,826
4,271

14,669
11,555

London

Increases.
lii.no2
9.590
11,271
1,986
3i,a?r
0,710
6,876

An editor says that the only reason he knows of
why his house was not blown away the other day,
during a severe gale, was because there was a heavy
mortgage upon it.
A

man at a camp-meeting boasted

that he had

been married twenty-live years, during which time

the Stars and Stripes, we shall anticipate a more

given his wife a cross word or look.
He omitted to tell his hearers that he dared net do
the one or the other.

rapid settlement and development of that coun
try. How soon ?

A maiden lady, who had once been jilted, wrote
her own epitaph, as follows ;

When our neighbors conclude

to come under

he had never

"Here lies the body of one
"Who died of constancy alone.

WISDOM.

Stranger! advance with steps courageous,

For this disease is not contagions ! "

The friend who
less service

hides from us onr faults is of
to us than the enemy who upbraids us

with them.

A generous mind does not feel as belonging to
itself alone, but to the whole human raeo. We
arc born to serve our fellow-creatures.

"

It

is not so far as a man doubts, but so far as

he believes, that he can achieve or perfect anything.

All things

are possible to him that bclicveth."

BoberUon.

The faculty of accommodating one's self to

the

of life, and of extracting honey out of the
bitter things of this world, if it be not true philos
ophy is something almost as efficacious.
reverses

" Show

me the man you honor : I know by that
symptom, better than by any other, what kind of
a man you yourself arc.
For you show me there
what your ideal of manhood is; what kind of a
man you long inexpressibly to be."
Carlyle.

Learning will accumulate wonderfully if you
add a little

every day.

riod of leisure.
Pick
new idea, if no more.
other as soon as you
" Many a little
adage:

Do not wait for a long pe
up the book and gain

one

Save that one and add an
can.

Says the old Scotch

makes a mickle."

At a Juvenile party, one little fellow, rejoicing
in the splendor ot his new clothes, sidled up to
another with the triumphant remark, "You ain't
" Well," retorted the other, " I
dressed as I am."
can lick you, anyhow."
" Your

honor," said a lawyer to a judge, " every
I am incapable of
lending my aid to a mean cause." "That is so"
said his opponent, " the learned gentleman never
lends himself to a mean cause, he always gets cash
down."
N o B o D T.
Returning home at close of day,
Who gently chides my long delay,
And by my side delights to stay ?
Nobody.
Who sets for me my easy-chair,
Fixes the room with neatest care,
And lays my slippers ready there ?
Nobody.
Who regulates the evening fire,
Piles the blazing fuel higher,
And bids mc draw my chair still nigher ?
Nobody.
man who knows me knows that

When sickness comes to rack my frame
And grief disturbs my troubled brain,
Who sympathizes with my pain f
Nobody.
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tentorial Jiurcan.

ur

is
a

a

is
a

and

Religion.

Are

a

»

is

is

of Phrenology in an
tagonism to Christian doctrine, that every man
If man so
has'it1" equal chance for salvation
unfortunate as to have very small Veneration and
SpirituV'lity, will his chances for eternal life be
made fetvf thereby?
Ans.
W^have been accustomed to think and to
teach that n. »oral responsibility
graded, perfect

is

a

is

it

it,

Will

the daily-

Ans. External influences would doubtless have
referred to. The flesh-brush, if
be
very stiff,
rather rough treatment for the deli
cate skin of the human body, and we think
should be used maiuly as means of cleansing the
skin and opening the pores,
but
used at all
good soap and water, and
vigorous rubbing with
the hand, will generally answer the purpose.
Ex
posing the surface to the weather obviates the
tendency to take cold. Persons accustomed to
muffling up the neck on going out are very apt to
have sensitive
throats, and we know those who
have thrown all mufflerB aside, and not even turn
ing up the coat collar, have ceased to be troubled
with throat difficulty, we mean from ordinary
colds.
We do not take cold by the back of the
hand or by the face. When the Indian was asked
that part of his flesh which was exposed were
not cold, he asked of the questioner
his face
were cold, and getting the answer, "No," replied,
" Me all face." If men will wear warm clothing
on the feet and legs, if they keep the hands and
arms warm, there will be but little trouble with
the trunk.
People are apt to bundle up the neck
and shoulders too much, and to leave the extremi
One has only to look out on
ties unprotected.
the street in wintry weather and sec many children
with fur cap and car-pieces, with warm mufflers
and fur capes, and, perhaps, thick clothing, goini;
nearly to the knees, while the legs and feet have
thin drawers, thin stockings, and
gniter tied
tightly around the ankle, and possibly an indiathe dress were properly
Now,
rubber shoe.
adjusted to the limbs, the fur around the neck and
ears might be largely dispensed with, but muffling
it

the effects

it

;

if

is

;

a

a

Phrenology

~ffot some of the principles

The Flesh-Brush.

use of the tlcsh-brush make one less susceptible to
atmospheric changes

a

a

person does partakes more or
of his character and disposition
his handwriting, his style of making anything in
mechanism or arts will be more or less molded by
his spirit. Penmanship
subject to many condi
tions. Sometimes one learns by imitation, and
has the style of the teacher
sometimes one writes
so little as not to become expert.
If one walked
or worked as little as some write, the walk and the
work would be as awkward and poor us the pen
Some are in
nervous hurry to keep
manship.
pace with the tiery thought, and their writing
angular, rough, and scarcely legible. The same
deed or
person, if writing an important paper,
will, or were engrossing complimentary resolu
tions to present to some eminent person, the pen
manship might be clear, tidy, and beautiful.
Whcu one knows how, by practice and proper in
struction, to write freely, his nature and character
will be brought out, to
certain extent, in the
In "New Physiognomy" there
penmanship.
" Graphomancy,
chapter, beginning at page (523,on
or Character in the Handwriting," illustrated by
numerous specimens.
We much prefer the likeness of persons as a
means of judging the character.
Those wishing
to send for descriptions from likenesses may in
close stamp and ask for "Mirror of the Mind,"
which will give instructions as to how likenesses
should be taken for that purpose, and also the
of head and body desired, with the
measurements
weight, complexion, etc., required.

if

?

Ans. All that

less of himself

a

the
like

a

read

?

you

as well as by

if

a a

Can

by the handwriting

a

Handwriting.
character
ness

a

\f

if

ami that clearly stated, must be propounded,
corre
spondent shall expect us to give him the benefit of iU early
consideration.
Questions of personal interest will be
promptly answered by Utter,
stamp be inclosed for
t/te return postage.

is

Interest" only

Questions of "General

will be answered in this department. We have no space
time,
to gratify idle curiosity.
One question only at

ly, on the talent, capacity, and moral endowment
of the subject, whether he have much or little
capacity.
Happiness in the present life
not,
and
is supposed that in the life to come will not
be, precisely alike to all. We suppose
that all
men can understand that rewards and retributions
will be measured according to what
man hath
and useth, not according to what he hath not.
Therefore men's responsibilities are measured ex
actly by the power and capacity they have to do
the duties imposed upon them.
If you will read
the Parable of the Talente, as recorded in the 25th
Chapter of Matthew, from the 14th to the 27th
verses inclusive, you will find this idea finely
in har
brought out, and, as we understand
mony with common sense and Phrenology.
it

^orrcsponbents.

if

\nt

[In this Department will be noticed such matters as are of Interest to correspondents and to the general reader.
Contributions for " What They Say " should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]
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which docs not need it, and
exposing the extremities, which do need protec
tion, is a very improper method of treatment.
It
fills many thousands of short graves, and renders
many other thousands of lives miserable and bur
from broken constitutions. When will
densome
mothers in cold countries learn to Ignore fashions
started in warm latitudes, and for the sake of hav
ing their " little dears " look like French fashionplates Bend them to early graves or to invalid
lives ? The shades of a million slaughtered inno

one part of the. body,

cents echo,

Opium.

When

i

Both the white and black

varieties of the poppy afford this product, but tho
opium of commerce is mainly obtained from the
white. The process of extracting opium is similar
in all cases, and varies but little from the method
described by writers as practiced two thousand
The bulb, or capsule which contains
years ago.
the seeds, is the scat and source for obtaining the
opium.
Incisions are made in the unripe capsules a few
days after the fall of the flower, care being taken
not to penetrate the internal cavity of the shell.
A white substance exudes and forms like tear
drops on the cuts.
This is left for twenty-four
hours, when it is scraped off in brownish lumps
with blunt knives.
When thus gathered it is in a
glutinous state, and when of the right consistency
it is folded in leaves and is ready for the market
Each capsule yields but a few grains of opium,
and but once.
The seeds of those capsules which
have been cut arc gathered for planting. In India
the capsules are cut with a many-bladed
knife.
The opium when collected is put in jars for trans
portation to the factories, where it undergoes a
process to purify and prepare it for the market.
It is made into balls and packed for sale in chests
in layers, with leaves of the poppy-plant between
them. The opium of commerce is mostly pro
duced in warm countries.
In England and in
France, however, very fine opium is produced.
We arc not able to state the value in small quanti
ties, but believe it to be about six dollars a pound
in bulk.

Lightning-Rods.

A

correspondent

inquires whether or not wo consider lightningrods of any advantage.
Am. We certainly do, provided they are proper
ly put up. Errors have been made in the prepara
tion of lightning-rods, especially with reference
to the quantity of metal used. We think, as a
general thing, the rods are not large enough for
the purpose. Experiments have shown that a bar
of iron of about one half-inch thickness is neces
sary to exert a protecting influence on the build
ing when the thunder-cloud possesses an unusual
quantity of electric fluid. An insufficient light
ning-rod is worse than none at all. Care should
be taken in attaching rods to houses, although it is
unnecessary that the connections or braces be insu
lated. The rod should also be sunk to a good depth

09

beneath the ground, and it is well to have the low
er point in contact with water, or some other ex
tended conducting surface, say an under drain or

iron pipe.
It is very important that the lower
extremity of a rod be in communication with a
good conducting medium, so that the electric fluid
shall be dispersed.
Lightning-rods are made after
various patterns, more or less ornamental ; but we
are of the opinion that a plain bar one inch wide
and half an inch thick, properly pointed at its
upper extremity, would bo equal to the best.

Tammany

Ring.

What

is the

and working of tho Tammany Riug »

origin

" The

Am.
Tammany Society or Columbian
Order," was established as a secret political organ
ization many yeare ago, and its object was to favor
patriotic measures in opposition to kingly and
aristocratic prerogatives.
For a quarter of a cent
ury past it has been the head-quarters of the New
York Democracy, and of late years has arrogated
to itself the task of controlling, not only the New
York city politics, but those of the State and na
tion as well. For a few years past it has been
under the control of selfish, grasping, and ambi
tious men, who have misapplied their power and
called down upon their heads the indignation of
the public, and evoked the authority of law to
The society be
punish them for their misdeeds.
ing a secret order, and the members elective, tho
leaders, or sachems as they are called, had every
chance to mold political matters and control af
fairs for their own pecuniary and personal benefit.

Trance.

A

young

lady in Ohio, un

religious excitement, went into a trance.
While in that state she told the day and hour that
she would wake, which would be three days and
eighteen hours after she became affected ; and she
awoke at the minute. 8he knew who came and
went; sho describes happy and unhappy scenes
which she saw during her trance.
What is tho
cause of such a state, and does the subject have a
consciousness
of passing events f
Am. A trance state results from some peculiar
condition of the mind and nervous system. Some,
like the lady in question, appear to be conscious,
can read or sec persons with the eyes closed, being
in a state called clairvoyant.
This word is quite
" trance." Thero are
as full of mystery as that of
of facts in the books as wonderful as
thousands
this, and the explanation is about as difficult as is
that of the word " life."
der

I

A Lady Copyist.
am a young
lady ; have been teaching a country school the
and
now
desire
to
become a copy
past Ave years,
ist, and to live in New York.
Will you please in
form me what are the duties, and what the pay for
copying? 1 write a free, plain hand with rapidity.
Am. There is, we doubt not, a great deal of
copying to be dono in New York, and we are cer
tain thot very many dc6ire to do such work who
In other words, the market
can not get it to do.
is overstocked with copyists.
As to the usual

Phrenological Journal.
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A woman
compensation we have no Information.
who is a good scholar, and a good and rapid writ
er, it she understand phonography, would be likely
to obtain a good situation to take dictations and
write out the matter.
The regular price paid is
six cents per folio, first copy, and four cents per
folio for duplicates. One is not sure of constant
employment. The work fluctuates ; at one season
one must work night and day, at another, there
Better learn
may be weeks with nothing to do.
phonography, and become a reporter.

Born Blind.

Is it

possible to teach

a person who was bom blind and deaf ?

Am. Yes. Laura Bridgcman, who became blind
deaf while very young too young, indeed,
to carry any memory of seeing and hearing was
taught to read, write, and talk with the mute
alphabet, and she can do worsted work In crochet,
selecting colors by the sense of touch, and work
ing them nicely into lamp-mats, tidies, etc, which
she makes ; and this she does with a skill not easily
equaled by those who have all their senses in a
We have seen her and her
perfect condition.
work.
and

Medical Questions.

In

future

we

shall give answers to medical questions in our new
Journal, The Science of Health, that being the
more appropriate. See list of contents of No. 2
in advertising department.

I

Music. How can
learn to play a
tune on a violin or other instrument when I can
not whistle a tunc ?
Am. We know persons who have good talent
for music and can play well but can not sing for
want of vocal adaptation. If you have no " car
for music," and can not appreciate it, you can not
You might learn to play the meplay the violin.
lodeon by mechanical skill, but unless you have
musical taste you will never excel in musical per
formance.

Melting

India -Rubber.

Can

you

inform me through the Journal with regard to
the process of melting india-rubber ?
Ant. We used to sec farmers melt crude rubber
with tallow to put on their boots in winter, just as
The march of improvement
they melted beeswax.
in the rubber business within thirty-live years,
from the time when the only use to which rubber
was put was in the manufacture of awkward over
shoes and for erasing pencil marks, has been so
great, so multiform, and so wonderful, that one
must "read up" to acquire any considerable
knowledge on the subject. If one would write to
the Rubber Company at Colchester or Naugatuck,
Conn., the required information might be obtained.

Young Painter.

You

are about the

right age to commence the study and practice of
the artist You should, however, possess a good
knowledge of the fundamental branches of an
Englifcu education. Of course, in connection with

[J USE,

your study of art, you would wisely avail yourself
of all opportunities for the general improvement
of your mind.

^hnt
Causes of Disease.
and again causes

" Causes,
causes,

more and more we fall back on

these as the chief objects of our attention,"

ex
claims Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, in his address
before the Massachusetts Medical Society. To
seek the causes of disease and deformity and
shun them, is far more important than running
after nostrums and drugs to cure them.
Even tho
cure, as Dr. Holmes intimates, is more likely to be
effected by the putting away the cause of the dis
ease than by dosing; and a cure cannot be expect
ed while the cause remains operative.
Notwith
standing nostrums and drugs and even doctors,
the melancholy fact stares ns in the face, that
nearly one half of the children born, die beforo
they arc ten years old, and multitudes who live,
Well may this
spend but a miserable existence.
venerable physician snspect, that the chief objects
of attention in the practice of medicine, should
be to discover the causes of disease.
All diseases
result from a violation of physical or mental laws,
and yet the great mass of the American people
seem to be almost totally indifferent as to the causes
which arc producing so much suffering, so many
premature deaths, and which are, In the opinion
of many careful observers, slowly but surely im
It is
pairing the vitality of the American people.
time that attention was called to this subject. Is
human life of no value ?
Diseases not only have an exciting cause, but
also, what physicians call, a predisposing cause.
The latter is generally some slow and often imper
ceptible agency, which impairs the vitality of the
system, or prevents its development, and renders
it liable to be affected by even slight, exciting
It is owing to the action of such causes,
causes.
and hereditary predisposition, which is generally
but a culmination of such causes, that one child
dies from an amount of exposure or irregularity in
diet which does not harm another. No careful
observer can view the pale-faced, delicate children
in our streets, schools, and parlors without feeling
that they are subjected to the action of the predis
My
posing causes of disease to a fearful extent.
at best but victims in
heart is sad as I view them
training for a life of suffering and premature death.
What are our parents thinking about !
Sunlight, air, and exercise are the great necessa
ries of life ; raiment and food may be indifferent if
the child has a bountiful supply of the former, but
without them the utmost care in diet and clothing
will not generally develop substantial bodies, and
Not that the proper diet of all
preserve health.
children is not important, for it surely is worthy
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of more attention than is generally, bestowed upon
It, but the power to appropriate food for the build
ing up of healthy and substantial organizations de
pends upon a due supply of the other necesaries.
But to consider either of the above subjects
properly would require several articles of the length
of this. Enough perhaps has been said here to set
the reader to thinking, and to induce him to seek
information in regard to the causes of the suffer
ing and mortality among us ; for only by putting
away the causes of disease can our race improve in
development and health. Medicine, at best, is but
palliative, while causes are operative.
1. ELLIS, M. D., NEW TOBK.

A Table-Talk

on Phrenology.

The Chicago Evening Post treats the subject from
a humorous point of view as follows :
That Phrenology is a wonderful and infalli
ble science the Table-Talker can not permit him
self to doubt after reading the unbiased testimony
of Messrs. Fowler & Wells. It has often occurred
to him that this truly remarkable ology might be
used with advantage in our public affairs.
We
might have a phrenological instead of a competi
tive examination, and bestow office only upon
those people whom the bumps, which can not
tell a lie, declared fitted especially therefor. Combativencss would be expected In all candidates for
cadetships ; no one should enter the Department
of State who had not Secretivencss and Caution as
big as hen's eggs ; the Secretaryship of the Treas
ury would demand almost abnormal Order, Rever
ence, and Candor, and no Acquisitiveness whatso
ever.
Carrying out this idea to its legitimate
results, there is no reason why we should not
found the pillars of domestic and social peace on
the bumps of Philoprogenitivencss and Love.
The lover of Belinda; though his boots might
Bhine as glass, and the pregnant hinges of his knee
crook with unimpeachable elegance in the mazy
waltz, would find his sham protestations of affec
tion worthless and ineffectual when the back of
his head was as level as a prairie. " Adore me, do
Love and
Where's your Amativcness?
you?
cherish me through life 1 Oh, Alfred, can I trust
my future to a man whose cars stick out with
The reader can easily sec to
Combativencss?"
what uses the science of Phrenology may come in
the not far-distant future. Some glimpses of this
millennial epoch, when society shall become a
mere Golgotha, or place of a 6kull, havo induced
the Table-Talker to throw into rhyme the adver
tisement of the coming phrenologist, as follows:
Come, folks, come, to my phrenologic lecturing,
Every mental faculty I can descry ;
Lend me your heads I'll silence all conjecturing,
My bump-interpretations none deny.
This thing, good folks, is not a hoax,
My system orthodox is,
Just only now my hand allow
To feel your knowledge-boxes I
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Love's oglings now no emotion of the soul imply,
Lavatcr's teachings we must all renounce,
'
Grog-blossoms no devotion to the bowl imply,
Propensity we only see upon the sconce.
The swelling heart can ne'er impart
Its failings by the throbs alone ;
The head that swells much better tells
By showing of its knobs alone.
Candidates for Congress, of suffrages solicitous,
Must go in shoals with shaven polls to canvass
votes;
And matrimonial suitors, to terminate felicitous,
And woo sincere, must now appear as bald as
coots.

Don't,

if you

wed, expose your head,

Think what the

jade, Delilah, did,
When, in his sleep, to get a peep
At Samson's bumps, she slyly slid,
To find, no doubt, the organ out
His weakness did consist in,
She shaved his head, and then betrayed
Him unto the Philistine.

["There is many

a truth spoken in

Creation of the World.

jest"]

The ques

tions of the origin of the world, the pre-Adamltes,
etc., have set the boys to thinking, and we are
receiving "learned" dissertations from boys in
their teens, who seem to think they know as much
We give a single
about them as their seniors.
specimen from a Vermont fifteen-year-old, with
his well-written note to the editor, as follows :

Dear Sir: I take the liberty of sending you
this. I hope I have been able to express the idea,
I
though I am afraid not in the right language.
am only fifteen, and have had but few advantages.
I am very much interested in this subject, and
would be very glad If you would publish the idea
if I have been able to give it

I

have 6cen in your

Journal,

from time to time,

several articles based on the first chapters of Gen

Without attempting to say anything against
I will proceed to give my idea, as
derived from a careful study of those passages,
but more particularly of the first few verses of the
Take the first verse : " In the be
first chapter.
created
the heaven and the earth."
God
ginning
" In the beginning," which all geologists agree
must have been millions of ages ago, God made
the world, i. «., created the matter contained in it,
and subjected it to certain laws, for the matter at
this time was without form and void. The at
traction of gravitation would condense it into a
globe, and its motion on Its axis would produce
the bulge at the equator. Gradually the crust
cools, and then "darkness was upon the face of
the deep." Now, the earth might have been in
this state millions of years, the Bible says nothing
to the contrary. All admit that it must have been
so at a very remote period from the creation of
man. Some make the difference in this : they con
sider that the first six days spoken of in the Bible
esis.

them at present,

Phrenological Journal.

Dear Sir:

the Decembernumbcr, 1870, of the Journal,
mistake not, noticed statement of the effects
preventive to
of trimming nails on Friday as
satire on superstition Ed.
toothache [simply
A. P. J.]. Being subject to toothache, had tried
all else, but in vain, and resolved to test the virtue,
any there was, of trimming my nails on Friday.
After a trial of three months
pronounced
success, yet did not feel positive that trimming
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The Christian

Standard, of Cincin

nati, Ohio,
denomination
very liberal organ of
generally considered destructive in its tenets, thus
alludes to the Phrenological Journal
" We have 60 often spoken of the character and
aims of this journal that we need not repeat it
It impossible that should regularly visit every
family without quickening the intellect of its read
spirit of investigation Into
ers, and waking up
the noblest studies that can engage human atten
tion."
:

Editor

When

a

Mb.

"I

a

a

is

it

Bellevue, Kansas.

Phrenology.

it

you

Physicians

subscribing for the Science op Health, L. P.,
writing from Boston, says
believe in practicing
little common sense.
Bueh as
found in your journal, as means of re
storing and preserving health, Instead of employ
ing doctors; although, personally,
have no occa
sion to patronize physicians."
He adds, "lama firm believer in Phrenoloot,
and always have been since, wheu
heard
boy,
Phrenologist give
series of lectures
and be
lieve good one will tell
person's character at
sight, better than ninety-nine in hundred can after
knowing them for years.
" Very truly yours,
LEVI PARKER."

a

Miracles

According to an advertisement in the
London Spectator,
nose-machine lias been in
vented which, applied to the nose for an hour
daily, so directs the soft cartilage of which the
member consists, that an ill-formed nose
quickly
shaped to perfection.
[We guess not. The best
nose-machine is
cultivated mind. It operates
alike on white and black, rich and poor. Try it
Ed. A. P. J.]

a

Works

B. T. B.

a

"Faith

corre
know."
We submit the following from
spondent as among the curious effects of mind
said will " kill or cure,"
on the body, which,
Readers
according to one's belief.
may form
their own conclusions from the facts stated.
Have wo not Scriptural authority for the claim
that "faith works miracles? " Here are the facts.

[July.

In order to
the nails on Friday was tho cure
give the matter fair trial,
trimmed my nails on
week with
Saturday morning, only to suffer
had three decayed
teeth in my
toothache.
mouth which appeared to work by instinct in tak
ing turns to ache. For four months following
trimmed my nails on Friday, and found the result
to be good. A desire to learn the cause prompted
mc to try Thursday evening for my nail-cutting,
but the result was similar to the Saturday experi
ment.
am left in the dark.
wish you would
have trimmed
explain the matter. Since then
my nails on Friday, and the three teeth have en
would
tirely disappeared without the least pain.
like to know what effect trimming nails can have
on the body to cause so great
result. Is
trim
ming the nails on Friday or trimming them regu
larly that effects so great change in the system?
How are the teeth and nails connected so as to bo
affected by any physical treatment
Nothing can
be of more importance to the aching dentals of
humanity than so easy and effectual
remedy,
acts similarly on all systems.
An explanation
would certainly be mitigation to the aches.

a

a

a

a

is

;

ly

(i.

consisted of indefinitely long periods of time.
Now, there is nothing in the Bible to warrant such
a conclusion ; nor are we to suppose that the earth
revolved on its axis at any different rate than it
does now. By reading the fourth, fifth, and eighth
verses you will find that from morning to evening
was considered a day. As this is the case, it is
impossible to suppose otherwise than that only
six commou days elapsed from the time " God said
let there be light " and the creation of man.
What a magnificent spectacle! as at the com
mand of God the mists, which until this time have
obscured the face of the earth, partially roll away,
And God called
letting in the light of heaven.
the light day, and the darkness he called night ;
e. from even
and the evening and the morning
ing to morning) were the first day, as the first
period of light. The sixth and seventh verses de
scribe the lifting of the clouds from the face of
the earth, which was now the second day entire
The third day, at God's
covered with water.
command, the waters gathered together and the
To do this three fourths of
dry land appeared.
the crust of the earth must have fallen more or
less below the common level, or one fourth may
have risen.
On this same day plants, herbs, and
trees sprang up and grew as rapidly as the gourd
of the prophet. During the fourth day the atmos
phere became so clear that the stars could be seen
at night, and the pale disk of the moon could be
On
distinguished from the brightness of the sun.
the fifth day the monsters of the sea were created
On the
every living thing that swims the ocean.
sixth, beasts and creeping things and lastly man.
The earth was now fitted up for man, and on the
seventh day God rested from the labor of fitting
up the world he had created millions of years be
It
my belief, in short, that ages upon
fore.
ages rolled by between tho events chronicled In
the first verse and those in the third.
[If these discussions lead to more general read
better interpretation of the Scriptures,
ing and
there will be real gain in knowledge.]
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of

upward

has a large

brain,

which

is

inches in cir

twenty-three
and
high

in proportion.
impression one receives on
that he
power not
meeting him
Hercules
iu
muscular
merely
strength,

cumference,

a

a

is

is,

The first

IIo

mind.

strong, but that he lias
character and power of
mild,

but persevering
firm,

and

conscientious,

calm, considerate,
executive
he

is

built, and

though he
strength of

;

gentleman stands six feet high,
weighs two hundred pounds, is well

hopeful,

trusting, and believing

c,

respectful,
he
not
is

iIIIS

is

I

skeptic, but
open to evidence, and
free from prejudice,
and
superstition,

a
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His religion is liberal, and his
prayer includes the race. He is kindly,

bigotry.

sympathetic, and affectionate ; is mirth
ful, playful, and joyous, though not hi
He is
larious, clownish, or boisterous.
self-regulating, and dig
He
nified, not distant nor domineering.
has a fair flow of language, but is not
well-balanced,

He talks ideas rather than
loquacious.
words only, and what he says convinces.
There is a crown to that head, and he is
aspiring, not that he seeks notoriety, but
that he desires to be successful that he

He would not
may be the more useful.
build himself up on the ruin of another,
but

lift others up with himself.
Combativeness, Acquisi

he would

Destructiveness,

tiveness, etc., are subordinate
and the moral sentiments.

to intellect

If

rich,

he

would share his wealth with the people,
by promotin j useful enterprises in which
all could participate. - If a teacher,
preacher, or statesman, he would sug
gest measures for bettering the condition
of all. If a captain, he would lead his
followers on to intelligence,
industry,
His
temperance, pr >sperity, and peace.
motto would surely be "Upward and

onward."
In personal appearance, Mr. Post is
His features are full and
impr.-ssive.
The nose is slightly Roman,
prominent.
chin well formed, cheeks plump, eyes
blue, and hair, originally dark brown,
now a steel gray ; skin clear, fine, and of

His habits being strict
temperate, he is generally the picture
of health, and has great powers of en
We shall hear more of him
durance.
a peachy hue.

ly

in the near future.
Mr. Post was born at Fleming, Cayuga
His parentage is
Co., N. Y., April 2d, 1826.
of a mixed character, combining the excel
lent

and

robust

elements

of

the

German,

Scotch, and English, the first-mentioned

dominating.

His

early

education

was

pre
ob

of his birth-place; and
his later and concluding tuition at the Wcslcyan Seminary of Lima.
Shortly after leav
tained in the schools

ing school

as a

er, being

recommended
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pupil, he returned a9 a teach
for a position by
those in charge of the public education.
By his father he had been intended for the
profession of medicine; but young Post ex
hibited little taste for sick rooms, pills, and
potions, looking rather toward the law as a
more congenial sphere.
So he prepared him
self for the latter, and was admitted to the
bar of this State in 1855.
With good pros
pects, he commenced practice in Auburn, the
Politics having a
county scat of Cayuga.
warm attraction for him, he availed himself
of opportunities to take part in them ; and
as, at that time, the country was much ex
ercised by the Slavery troubles on the Mis
souri and Kansas frontier, Mr. Post espoused
the Free State cause, accepting the presidency
of an organization, whose object was to aid
the settlement

For

of Kansas,

that region, in company

J.

then a Territory.

the promotion of this object, he visited

with the Hon. John

Brinkerhoff.
the "West, he gave his
to the re-organization of the Lake

On returning from
attention

Ontario, Auburn, and New York Railroad
afterward known as the Southern
Central R.R. He continued to exercise his
influence and interest in this behalf until the
completion of the undertaking in December,
1871, when, on the 7th of that month, he, as
drove the golden spike at
vice-president,
Fairhaven, and announced that the last rail
was laid, and Lake Ontario made directly
communicable
with Auburn. The pleasant
exercises which enlivened this inaugural in
cident were rendered deeply interesting for
the vice-president by the fact that the citizens
of Sterling presented him and his wife with
elegant gold watches as tokens of apprecia
tion for the untiring efforts he had made in
behalf of the railroad.
Mr. Post was, for some time, a director in
the new Lake Shore R.R.
a trunk line
now
constructing between Oswego and Lcwiston,
on the Niagara River, to connect with the
Great Western and the Pacific lines West,
and with the Atlantic, via Hoosic Tunnel,
Company,

etc., East.

The first office held by Mr. Post was that
of Superintendent of Schools of Fleming,
to which he was elected at the early age of
In 1857 he was made Alderman
twenty-one.

HON.
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of the Third Ward of Auburn, and during
the proceedings relating to the revision of the
city charter, he was Chairman of the Com
mon Council.
In 1859 he was elected Dis
trict Attorney of the County of Cayuga, and
occupied tho office three years, discharging
the duties with satisfactory ability.
In the fall of 1862, he was elected a mem
ber of the New York Legislature, and from
the

outset

efficient

was recognized

worker.

as

an active

and

During the proceedings

which characterized

the session

the conduct of such members

of

1803, when

Fields and
Callicot drew upon them the censure of all
lovers of good legislation, Mr. Post was
found boldly asserting the rights and privi
leges of loyal and patriotic citizens, and de
nouncing those who, by their course, sus
tained misrule, disloyalty, and mob excite
ment.

His

speech on the cause

as

of

the war,

arbitrary arrests, etc., which was delivered on
the 3d of March, of the same year, was large
ly circulated, and very generally commended
for its clearness, comprehensiveness,
and
practical dealing with the serious questions
under consideration.
On account of his
prominent part in these days of trial, his char
acter

suffered

much

from

aspersions

cast

We copy
upon it by political opponents.
from the Tribune of April 26, 1863, the fol
lowing which shows the views of a writer,
with reference to the character of the men
composing the Legislature :
" It is in vain to deny that no Legislature,
except possibly that of 1860, has won for it
self so evil a reputation as that of 1863, and
the curtain falls with criminal proceedings
actually pending against one Assemblyman,
and threatened against others.
Certain it is
that circumstances within the knowledge of
every well-informed observer point with great
distinctness
to a number of members as hav
ing prostituted their votes and their official
action in the most shameless manner; but let
us hope that these cases are exceptional, and
that the great body have been guilty only
to the extent of casting their votes for meas
ures of questionable
character as the only
means of obtaining support for bills which
they regarded as of great utility and impor
tance.

"Further and fuller disclosures on this
will undoubtedly be forthcoming,

subject

I.

POST.
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but it is at all events certain that this Legis
lature numbers among its members men of as
eminent ability and as exalted character as
any that ever held a seat in the councils of
the State.
It would be invidious to attempt
to name all of them, but I cannot refrain from
particular mention of Senators Folger, Pruyn,
Bailey, Ganson, Low, Tobey, and Bell, and
Assemblymen Depew, Saxton Smith, Cornell,
Van Buren, Post, Weaver, Collins, Mayham,
and Havens, as legislators
who have been
governed in all their public actions by the
most enlightened
sense of duty."

intelligence and the nicest

Subsequent to his career in the Legislature,
Mr. Post's attention has been given almost
entirely to the railroad measures to which we
have alluded. In 18G5 he was appointed one
of a committee of three to examine into t he
matter of location, grades and connections of
the Southern Central R.R., the object enter
tained by the railroad men who had taken the
subject in hand being to construct a railway
line which should be the shortest and best
route from Lake Ontario to the coal mines
of Pennsylvania, and the cities of New York
and Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,
etc. The gentlemen
associated with Mr.
Post on this committee were John J. Taylor
and C. 8. Rich.
The details of the report
submitted are to be found in the "Memorial
in behalf of the Southern Railroad," publish
ed in 1866.

Mr. Post has always showed a warm inter
in religious affairs.
In the early part of
his career, as a lawyer, an incident occurred,
which is somewhat amusing, on account its unusual nature.
A camp meeting, white
in progress, was much disturbed by some dis
est

orderly persons,
afterward,

prohibiting

and

who

were

arrested

tried for violating

such

misdemeanors.

shortly
the law

Some of

the accused engaged Mr. Post to defend them.

Now it happened that just at this time
Mr. Post was in the lists as a candidate for
the District-Attorneyship of the County, and
the trial of the camp-meeting disturbers took
Mr.
place on the day before the election.
Post earnestly and efficiently advocated the
cause of his clients ; and this professional ac
tivity was made the pretext for an assault on
his character and reputation, the object being
to weaken his chances in the candidacy.
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Wc have before us a document or circular,
which was used at the election by his friends,
and from it we extract the following :
" The undersigned members of the M. E.
Church have learned, with deep regret, that
an eflbrt is being made to defeat the election

of Geo. L Post, Esq., the Republican candi
date for District Attorney in this County, in
consequence, as alleged, of his action as coun
sel in the late trial of parties charged with
violating the law in respect to the disturb
We are each of us
ance of camp meetings.
anxious to uphold the law which protects
these meetings, peculiar to the Methodist
Church, yet we are ready to condemn, as per
nicious and foolish, any and every attempt to
make political capital against a fellow-citizen,
because he may not entirely agree with us as
to the best means to accomplish
this result,

[August,

such a level, or embarking in a political cru
sade against any man for such a cause.

The
having been for years personally
acquainted with Mr. Post, would bear willing
testimony to his high character for honor,
honesty, and humanity, and his liberal con
duct toward the Methodist Church. While
we would not impugn the motive* of any who
have engaged in this political movement,
fraught, as we believe, with only evil and
dishonor to the Church of our choice, we !>eg
leave to suggest to brethren, that there is a
undersigned,

better way to promote the interests
odism

than

to aid the enemies

of

of

Meth

freedom

in this case, where there is an honest differ
ence of opinion as to whether the law has
The day is far dis
been actually violated.
tant when the Methodist Church, through
can afford to
her ministry or membership,

and morality, by diverting any part of the
Republican vote to the support of a candi
date, who holds no principles in common
with us, either as Christian men or friends
of freedom.
We would not dictate, but wc
trust our brethren everywhere in the County
will hesitate long before they allow them
selves to be used, with however good inten
tions, for such base purposes."
This circular was signed by fourteen of the
leading Methodists of the place. It is scarcely
necessary for us to add that Mr. Post won

sacrifice her high character

the day.*

or because he has been employed as counsel
iu opposition to our views, and especially, as

HOW

AS

by descending

to

THE DIFFERENT FACULTIES

men mingle in society

they

find

a

in many respects,
between their own dispositions and those of
their friends.
No two seem to be alike ; and
although there may be harmonies brought
about by the proper combination of differ
ences, so that each is benefitted more or luss
by all, there are many points which bring us
into unpleasant collisions. We find fault
with each other, are tried and vexed by each
»thcr's ways, and there is more or less of
marked

censure

and

difference,

acrimony

awakened

between

differing in disposition. If one
will look out upon the street where five or
fifteen children are playing, what abruptness
is exhibited in some, what impatient petu
lance in others, what sensitive solicitude in
still others, what wranglings, hasty disagree
ments, and almost equally rapid reconcilia
tions, may be seen in half an hour 1 In a
populous city, if one sit at an open window

people thus

COMBINE

If o.

6.

on a summer evening, and close his eyes and
listen to the noises of the children, their sharp
voices screaming, laughing, and contending,
it seems as if bedlam itself were let loose.
There is nothing so noisy as a flock of chil
dren, except it is a flock of birds both
seeming to find outlet of thought and emo
tion chiefly through the voice. If we would
look at the children we would find that the
legs and arms, that the running and jumping,
tussleing, rolling, and frolicking evince mus
cular activity quite equal to the vocal out
flow of their nature ; and the birds, too, are
as active as the children.
But why all these contradictions in char
acter and disposition among

do children have

people ?

so many squabbles

Why
for su-

* For the photograph from which the portrait was en
graved we are indebted to Mcesn*. Krnsbergcr A Ray,
Practical Photographer*, 83 Genesee Street, Auburn,
N. Y., for whom Mr. Claudius is the operator.

W
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DIFFERENT FACULTIES COMBINE.

periority, or for carrying out their purposes ?
The answer is simple, and yet most complex
simple as to principle, exceedingly
as to

complex

detail.
CONTROLLING

PEOPLE.

People who may be so denominated con
stitute a class, and their organization is pe
culiar to themselves.
They are disposed to
be master, to take the lead, to control them
selves, and to control others ; at least, to be
master of their own doings and duties, and
Go
also to supervise and dictate to others.
into any church, political party, commercial
or manufacturing establishment, and you will
find men classified, just as you will find boys
and girls classified on the playground, with
this difference in the manifestation only, that
children act out impulsively and openly that
«rhich they desire and purpose, while in adult
life, there is more circumspection,
guardedof
ness, and wisdom in the manifestations
those faculties which make a man desire to
control his own affairs and other people.
Let us describe the man, so that he who

If
observes may readily read the character.
or by the

a measurement be made absolutely,

eye, from the opening of the ear upward and
backward to the crown of the head, or by
drawing a line perpendicularly from the
opening of the ear to the top of the head,
and another upward and backward a little
behind the crown, if the length of the lines
appears great, that person belongs to the class
which likes to control.
When the head is

thus high at the crown, the man will be in
clined to drive his own team, manage his
own affairs, to do business without partners,
unless the partners be juniors and subordi
nates.

We meet such heads in our daily profes
sional practice, and almost always they say,
in response to our description, " Yes, I must
be my own master ;

I

must

have a business

; I cannot work for other people,
can work by the piece, so that I can
be master of my own time."
A printer who

of my own
unless

I

works when he
himself sub
jected to anything but the general rule of
the office, to do his work as it ought to be
done ; but as to how much he shall do, and
when he shall work or when he shall quit, he
feels himself to be entirely his own master.
sets

type

by the thousand

pleases, and

does not

consider

11

There are many trades which cannot be thus
jobbed out, and he who follows them must,
more or less, work by the day, week, or
month, and, his time not being his own, he
feels a constant responsibility to his employer
for the filling up of his time.
Now, if a man have a high crown of head,
large Firmness, Self-Esteem,
Approbativeand Cautiousness,

ness, Conscientiousness,

he

dislikes to work in such a way as to be under
the personal control of another, and not be
master of his own time and efforts.
He is
willing to be responsible for results, to war
rant his work, and if it be done badly to
take no pay, or half-pay, or do it over again.
Hundreds of boys worry through a weari
some apprenticeship,

chafed

and fretted

by

this oversight of others, and as soon as they
are out of their time they drop their trade
for life, because they cannot work under
If such a young man could endure
others.
the discomforts of his trade for a few years,
while he could acquire a sufficient experience
and capital to start for himself, he would be
just the one to carry on a business and su
He has just the right
perintend others.
kind of a head for a "boss," is well adapted
to carry on business in which he can be
master ; and lie should,
irksomeness

therefore, endure the

of control until

he comes to the

point whore he can be free from it, and wisely
exercise controlling power over others.
SUBMISSIVE

PEOPLE.

As a contrast to those we have called
" controlling people," the class now before
Their heads
us is worthy of consideration.
droop in the region of the crown ; they are
short from the ear upward and backward
and Firmness, and
they lack Self-Esteem
sometimes Conscientiousness;
have large

they generally
and frequently not

Cautiousness,

and DestructiveThey learn to depend on others, and
fail to teke an independent stand in any
thing. They are distrustful of themselves,
undervalue their capabilities, and are afraid
of making mistakes.
They dislike to put
the shears into the cloth, but will cut out a
pattern of paper and try to fit it on, if it is
dress making that they are doing, and then
and afterward cut
cut the lining and baste
the silk or the other substance constituting
very large

Combativeness

ness.

it,

I/O
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the pattern.

One

of

the former class, on the
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will boldly cut right into the goods,
finish the preparation of the work, and do it
well, while the other would be guardedly
cutting the paper pattern.
contrary,

people never take respon
sibility ; they wait for others, and are exactly
adapted to be under the supervision and con
trolling advice of one of the high-headed,

With them it is " a dozen," " fifty,"
hundred ; " they rarely say " several per
sons " or " some persons " say this or that, it
aggerate.

"

is

a

"

everybody

These submissive

high-crowned sort.

It

may seem strange to the reader that we
one of these persons weak in the

advise

crown to marry one, or go into business with
one, having the crown high.

In

such a case

gets a brave, self-con
Each supplements the other,

the submissive

person

fident leader.

and the two together work harmoniously and
It often is the case that the

secure success.

brave, self-confident

man needs a timid, anx

ious person associated
brake

to moderate

with him to act

his speed

as a

and regulate

If we put two headstrong people
it is not pleasant for either.
If we
put two that are lacking in force and will
power together, they stand in the selfish
world like two sheep in a wolf-den, afraid to
act, and so amount to little.

his force.
together,

A

submissive

man may have

only need that somebody
sponsibility and lead off.

shall

take

and

the re

PEOrLE.

have a peculiar organization ; their

and their develop
They are known, generally,
for rather large Combativeness.
They are
pretty full just about the ears, but the head
tapers up toward Firmness, which is located
in the middle of the top of the head, just
forward of the crown.
They have moderate
Cautiousness ; their head is narrow at that
is active,

temperament

ments positive.

region, and rather

small

below at Secretive-

They are brave, dashing, independent,
incautious ; they talk loudly and very freely,
expressing more than they ought; they use
terms which are too plain and abrupt, and
frequently give offence by their positiveness
and bluntness of expression, and are always
" hot water."
People learn to
getting into
be afraid of them ; are not open and frank
in their presence, lest they should carry and
scatter through the whole neighborhood all
ness.

they hear.

says it."
PRUDENT

CONSERVATIVE,
These have

a more

PEOPLE.

equable

temperament
than the former, and have a better control of

their characteristics and dispositions. They
are large in Caution and Secretivcness, well
in Firmness and Conscientious
developed
generally have pretty good Causality,
upper portion of the forehead being
rather large, and they have not Language
ness,

the

to produce

enough

a restless

desire

for ex

persons, if
questioned on a subject, never state all they
know about it at once. If they are in Court,
pression

under

and

oath,

thread from

utterance.

Such

their utterance

comes like the

of yam ; they
hesitancy, guardedncss, and indisposi
tion to express freely the knowledge pos
sessed, and the lawyers have to put leading
a tangled

skein

show

to find out what the witness
not that he is dishonest, or fails to
recognize his oath to tell " the truth, the
questions

knows

;

whole truth, and nothing but the truth," but
he must consider whether that

he thinks

which he is expected to state can be in some
modified, and if he cannot think of
some more general and prudent form of ex
pression than to " blurt " it right out, as the
way

RASH, OUTSPOKEN
These

talent,
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People never confide anything to

them that they wish to have kept from the
public; and such persons are very apt to ex

lawyers expect him to do.
If such persons
be asked a question by a friend, this is a very
common reply, " I don't know. Why ?" They
want to know what will be the effect of the
answer before the answer is given.
They
look on all sides with circumspection,
and
weigh their answers ; they never get en
never make enemies
tangled in their talk
with their tongue, or mar their cause by " too
much speaking."
They sometimes annoy
and provoke their friends by being non-com
mittal, suspiciously hiding common matters
as if honor and life depended on their con
cealment.

An artist who ignores Phrenology and
Physiognomy cannot be successful.
He may
make a tolerable copy of inanimate objects,
but if he would give life, action, and spirit
to his production, he must understand the
nature of the object depicted.

GLIMPSES
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whiten!
Kuow,
Withoutor Mar,or aiucrl,for Ihelrguide,
NightThottqht*,
Who worshipsGodab*ll Bodhim. To*ng,»
The soul, themoth«rof deepfear*,of highhopesInfinite;
Of gloriousdreamt,mysterioustears,of sleeplessinnerwight.

GLIMPSES
story

THE
faculties,

of

the development

of

OF THE
man's

like the history of the forma
the
crust
of earth, is a narration of
tion of
the working of unseen forces continuously
pushing upward the weakest points until
exhaustion of material produces thinness at

another spot, and mountains and valleys are
formed. The unseen spirit acts in the same
way upon the brain of man, and hence the
truth of Phrenology. The law of the resolu
tion of forces displays itself in the individ
ual cranium, by taking away from all the rest
of the faculties their respective portions of
any excess of exhibition in a particular direc
In the grand man or humanity, who
tion.
lives and learns perpetually, this law exhibits
itself as plainly. The unfolding of the soul
or mind of the race is wrought out in a series

of polar

reactions.

Nowhere is this more thoroughly evidenced
than in what may be called the law of spir
itual evolution, by means of which the organ
of Veneration, the highest pole of the brain,
reaches its ultimate, ideal terminus in a pure
Christianity, the extreme rational opposite of
which is the Positivism of Auguste Comte,
who may be taken as the type of the cul
mination of that modern scientific material
ism which concludes that all worship and
belief in the unseen is delusion, and that only
the outward is worth studying.
This school
of thought lias now many adherents among
those who, phrenologically, lack the organs
of Spirituality, and are predominantly ex
panded in the perceptive regions.
Comte himself, toward the latter part of
his life, discovered his error, and sought,
under the influence of a female friend, to
cultivate that more properly feminine or re
ceptive or enthusiastic
energy, which, none
knows better than the philosophical phrenol
ogist, is the outcropping and visible indica
tion of the immortal spirit.

INVISIBLE.

This law of balance and vibration, so well
known to the Btudcnt of the morphology of
mind as it is expressed in the cranium, is
constantly manifested in the history of mate
rialism and the individual materialist.
The
preacher tells the truth when he says that
faith reasserts its power over negation on
the death-bed of the most determined skep
The approach to another life, the K-lief
tic.
in which is a fact deeply impressed in the
universal consciousness, awakens those organs

of the mind which are the media of spiritual
vision and insight, and weakens, at the same
of reason,
time, the intense self-sufliciency
which would deny all that it cannot appre
hend.

This same sublime law of spiritual evolu
tion is the most marked intervention of Provi
dence in the grandia ordo eventuum, the grand
procession of events, which makes history.
Of this the most wondrous exemplification is
in the fact that the Christian revelation,
whereby man's life after death and his infi
nite responsibility are established, grew out
of and was, as it were, the rebound from the
intense materialism of the age of its advent,
of which the poem of Lucretius, De Rerum
Natura, may be considered the most finished
exponent.

Have we not had a similar phenomenon in
this century ; the inevitable protest of the
spirituality of man's nature against the sheer
and hopeless materialism

of

modern

science,

of which Comte may be accepted as the most
thorough representative ? The mere mate
rial exhibition of this has been in the some
what questionable occurrences of modern
spiritism a revival and reappearance, as it
would seem, of the old demons whom, it wassupposed, science had laid forever.
The'
wonderful spread of this belief in spirits is
synchronal, or simultaneous with the modem
advance in material science by which, accord

PHRENOLOGICAL
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ing to Comte, the supernatural and meta
physical, or infantile stages of the human
mind, end in the Positive. But Comte for
got that this law of Trigrade development,
having completed its evolution, takes up
again the old materials, and that Positivism
having reached its ultimate speculative po
sition, Spiritualism intervenes and demands
the exercise of its corresponding mental fac
This is an anthropological law indi
ulties.
cated, as I have intimated, in the history of
the race and of the typical individual.
All
material
thinkers
in
whom
the
spiritual
great
perceptions were not entirely subordinate to
the perceptive

faculties,

have undergone

this

Newton and Sir Humphry Davy
were both profoundly metaphysical ; and the
exalted soul of the former, having solved the
problem of the outward universe, lost itself
in speculations upon the infinite.
The position of ultra-material scientists at
this day is expressed in Bilchner's book on
"Force and Matter;" these two, according
to him, being the elements of all things
the force, in all its manifestations, the blind
product of the development of matter I
The present position of the Church is
or sacereither a credulous supernaturalism
dotism, or else a rational disposition to ac
cept science, retaining faith in the elementary
principles of Revelation and the Church,
looking at these last as broad and general
statements addressed to the intuitions, the
experience.

heart, and the conscience,

and not intended

validity of detail as
to submit to t he process of cold, mathematical
to have such scientific
analysis.

Just

at this

period the spiritual world
in a se

makes itself known to the material,
ries of occurrences

so

strictly analogous

to

all similar exhibitions so frequently made to
mankind, that a law is evident to the ob
serving and unprejudiced thinker.
To the considerate Christian, who has care

fully and prayerfully observed these phenom
ena from the stand-point of his own spir
itual education, their frequent absurdity and
their relation to all the
prove
deception
spiritual incidents of the past; while they
are to him, at the same time, the fulfillment
of prophecy, an eruption of the same hidden,
invisible forces which were made use of by
the Infinite Father in the establishment of the
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revelation
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of Christianity.

shall accept and take

When the Church

charge

of

them, these

restless and uncertain ghosts will fulfill their
mission, and by positive proof of their exist

definitively and scientifically the
of immortality and the truth of
Revelation.
Is there not here, when it is properly con
sidered, as much evidence of an immediate
and miraculous
providential intervention in
the affairs of men, for the preservation
and
purgation of the true Church of Christ, as
there was in its foundation ? The Church
of the future will so regard it. Science had
'terminated
in materialism,
and the most
thinking people of the world, the inhabit
ants of this country, were, many of them,
rapidly verging toward the blankest atheism,
when, of a sudden, the gates of the invisible
world are again unclosed, and the " open
vision " of the Hebrew prophet is revived in
the mediumship of the nineteenth century,
by means of which, in twenty years, millions
of intelligent people became convinced of the
immediate intervention of spirits in the af
fairs of mortals.
These modern
their
when
phenomena,
whole history is carefully considered,
are
seen to be sufficiently analogous
to those
that accompanied the Christian revelation to
prove that both are products of one law ;
but these latter-day intimations from the
spirit-world are personal or individual, and
comparatively common-place, and not, as in
the founding of Christianity, referring solely
to the Infinite Head of the Church.
They
are hadean, not celestial.
They appeal to
the scientific mind, and not to the religious.
ence settle
question

Through them arc expressed merely the float
ing opinions of spirits. The deeper mystery
of being is yet, as ever, in the charge of the
Church.
This much, however, they do accomplish
toward establishing, scientifically and posi
tively, the law of immortality and the truth
of Revelation. By the strict rule of evidence
that " in variableness of phenomena under
similar conditions" proves their truth, they
establish the existence of spirits, and their
occasional power to torment, perplex, and, un
der the proper conditions, to inspire mortals.

No more succinct

statement

nature of spiritual phenomena

of

the whole

can be found
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OF THE

MIND

in the many general refer
of the Holy
Scriptures ; and the injunction to beware of
them is as important in this age of disbelief
in their existence as it was when it was ut
than is contained

ences to them in various parts

tered.

EFFECTS
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OF

many curious

mind on the conditions of the body.
It is
that the mind may kill and that it
Readers have heard of cases
may cure.
where, through intense fear, the hair had
A criminal under
turned gray in a night.
sentence of death was told by his keeper
that it would lessen the pains and agonies of
dying to be bled, and permission having been
obtained from the authorities by physicians
to experiment on the convict, the day ap
pointed for his execution was set for their
The man was informed that,
experiments.
instead of hanging, he would be bled to
death, and the dreadful prospect may very
shown

properly be supposed to have penetrated his
When the time arrived, preparations
Buck
were commenced as for the execution.
ets were brought, as if to hold the blood,
and surgical instruments were exhibited to
the gaze of the wretched man.
Being as
sured there would be no great pain con
nected with the opening of a vein or artery,
and that he would die gradually and with
out a struggle, he was stretched on a table
A watch was placed
and an arm made bare.
so near that he could hear it tick, and
he was informed that in so many min
utes after applying the lancet he would

soul.

cease to breathe.
bandaged,

His

the buckets

eyes were then

tightly

set in position, and

no, the lancet was not applied,
though the skin was slightly pricked and a
little stream of warm water was permitted
to trickle through a straw over his arm into
the bucket.
He soon began to grow faint.
The surgeon notified him of the expiration
of the first five minutes, holding the watch
still nearer his ear, while the warm water
continued to trickle down the arm into the
bucket below.
To make a long story short,
we may state that the culprit died almost at

the lancet

BODY.
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Considering, then, Christianity as the high
of truths, and modern spiritual phenom
ena as outbreaks of the psychic force of nature
by which God controls the universe, an en
tirely new science of psychology lies open to
j. west nevinb.
our study.
est

THE MIND

facts in regard to the power of the

ON THE

ON

THE BODY.

the moment set by the physicians and

sur

without losing a single drop of
blood, and without any hurt, save through
the imagination or mind.
Another. Two convicts, also under sen
tence of death, were told that they must
in the prison in which
occupy apartments
two culprits had just died of yellow fever,
and that the probabilities were they, too,
would die before morning. There had been
no such deaths from yellow fever, nor from
any other epidemic, but the poor, frightened
fellows gave up the ghost, as predicted, be
geons,

fore the morning.

Any number of similar cases have been
There is no end to the " wonder
"
ful cures effected by bran-bread pills, colored
water, etc., in which the only potent agent
was that of the mind. The mind kills and
described.

it

cures.

a clear

Hopefulness,
conscience,

cheerfulness,

honesty,

and

courage,

faith will

work miracles almost in the way of restoring
lost vitality and lost health.

Here are paragraphs from Hearth and Home
on the " Mind Cure," which are in point :

The finest curative agency in the world is the
"We do not mean to
mind of the patient.
say that you can cure corns and bunions by
resolving to dispense with them, or that you
can restore your lungs after disease has de
stroyed them by having a cheerful temper,
or that a cancer can be eradicated by a hope
ful heart.
The "Mind Cure" is not war
But
ranted to act as a specific for everything.
there is no medicine that is susceptible of
such a variety of uses as this. There is no
disease in which the state of the mind has
not much to do with the state of the body.
Physicians prescribe travel and sanitaria ;
they send one man to Minnesota and another
to Florida, without taking the temperament
of the man into account.
We have seen a
man, acting as chief of police in St. Paul,

Phrenological Journal.
who had

been carried

ashore from the steam

boat on stretcbere, so far was he reduced by
Yes, and more
Climate ?
hemorrhages.

Doubtless the man was of a

than

climate.
and enjoyed the new
hearty temperament,
We have
and strange scenes about him.

hundred invalids in the same climate

seen a

pine for home and older civilization, and die
of nostalgia. Let it be understood that no

invalid is benefitted by a climate when he
stays in a place an hour after that stay is en
joyable. If you are an invalid, arrange your
life so that it may be restful and happy to
you, and then enjoy it. We recall a man, a
bridge builder, who carried his consumption
over bleak and snowy prairies, who slept in
cold beds in frontier taverns, coughing all
night, who built bridges and drove business
He said
when his lungs were wasted away.
that he was happy at work, and that work
And it did. Year after
kept him alive.
to
he
year
managed
spin out his broken life,
happy always, and making all about him
happy, until he became

walking miracle.
At last came the catastrophe, and he died.
If your business amuses you, and you are
succeeding, and you can keep your temper
happy, then there is no better medicine.
a

But he who has
who has not the

[August,
distasteful

a

will or power

business,

and

to adapt him

self to it, is indeed to be pitied.
Life insurance companies thump your ribs
and listen to the whispers of your heart.
They ask about your father and your grand
father and your mother's sister and grand
father's brother.
They want to know wheth
er you have had any or all of the following
diseases, etc. But when did a life insurance
company ever think to ask about your clear
conscience, your cheerful heart, your business
domestic relations,
success, your amiable
your religious faith, and all the rest that go
to make sunshine or clouds in your life ?
Do not listen to anybody who tells you to
travel if travel is uncongenial to your temper.
But if you enjoy it, then travel is the best
of all medicines.
An invalid struggling for
life should not have any duties.
The main
business at such a time is to enjoy

Joy

yourself.

is a tonic above all.

[More faith and less drugs; more sunshine
in the open air, and less confinement in badlyventilated rooms; more resignation to the
inevitable, will prove far more curative than
pills, plasters, bitters, and the whole para
phernalia of the pharmacopoea.]

of
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SOCIAL SCIENCE;
is thought, spoken,

MUC1I
concerning
ety

at

and written

the social dangers of soci

large ; and there

within the great circle
to general

OR, WH AT DO WE MEAN BY LOYE?

impeachment

seem

of

to be many

humanity

subject

of misdemeanor

or

high crime. It is not herein intended to spec
ify how many, and who are the guilty ; but,
from various good causes, we suspect a major
ity of those under impeachment need not only
the tenderest pity, but also the most persist
ent effort, on the part of responsible, think
ing individuals, to help in extricating them
from the merciless, unrelenting determination
of the orthodoxy of society to banish from its
presence all who dare to step a single hair's-

breadth

outside of the old landmarks

of

re

spectability.

Every clique has its common circumference,
but different societies have their particular
marginal lines of propriety their one strict
code of morals ; and that which unto one is
a divine law, to another is a direct departure
from all law, and a forfeiture of its protection.
Who has the right to fix the limits of per
sonal responsibility ? we ask ; and each flutter
ing leaf of society, each little branch of the
church, with equal pretensions of superiority,
claims the privilege

or employing the more

of expounding
impressive
the law, the length' and breadth of its possibil
word

the duty

SOCIAL SCIENCE.
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ities and practicabilities, its elaborate beauty,
and its intricate philosophy.
We have no
fault to find with any special society which
promulgates a doctrine for the morals or spir
itual beliefs of a needy community ; and we
claim, upon the same principle of freedom,
an equal right to reject one and all of the
popular theories and philosophies when they
are not consonant with our organic structure,
which, of necessity, reasons and casts reflec
tions in harmony with its general nature.
We know that some of our noblest men,some of
our purest women, arc tyrannized over, fetter
ed with foul suspicion, and chained to ancient
laws, the toleration of which is creditable to
present intelligence only in the educative ca
pacity of historic relics of barbarism.
We
are to-day slaying our thousands
for at
tempting to hold opinions born unto them
of nature's necessities, which are sacred to
them, and for daring to live in accordance
with those opinions.
Is it wise to suppose that there is no one
so good, so intelligent

as

tent that we must convert

ourself, to the ex
everybody

to our

pet ideas, our peculiar tastes and habits, and
to our

idiosyncrasies? We are created as
unlike in character and thought as we are in
physiological structure ; and there is a poor
prospect of an assimilation that will destroy
individual identification. These differences
are the essential, creative forces.
Nothing is
good, nothing bad, except by comparison.
Each condition of life, however objectionable,
because it is beneath our moral or intellectual
intelligence, is still a means of growth to him
who attempts its use. Personally, we may
not have scaled just such a ladder to reach
our moral height, but it is no cause of exul
tation. We were only conditionally born of
parents who, anticipating our probable inef
ficiency of character, were kind enough to
carry us up in their arms to where they could
leave us in comparative safety.
Where is the cause of such fierce contention
between the
loveism,

and opposers of freebe a misunderstanding of

advocates

it

except
the principles and tendencies of love? We
hear some remarkable
and many unphilo-

sophical definitions of love. A friend says :
" It is a desire to be
petted and caressed, or,
in other words, a leaning upon another's dis
interested interest, or unselfish love."
We

83

like the explanation, not because it is satis
factory as such, but because we can see in
the popular understanding of the love

it

ele

of its growth. She
would say : " To love is a desire to be loved."
Here self-interest seems to be the conspicuous
This is a certain quality of love, but
idea.
not the quality that we are desirous of win
Is it
ning not the love we would receive.
the best we have to give ? Then we find
those creatures' in human form a few removes
from the brute, who are scarcely capable of
any affectional qualities who acknowledge
no emotions of love.
The little spark they
is
clement
the
a
base,
undignified
possess
simple outgrowth of selfishness ; and it is all
What do they know
they can comprehend.
of that love which is above self-sacrifice, in
asmuch as it is too pure, too hallowed to be
conscious of a selfish, separate existence from
itself, losing nothing of beauty, nothing of
love by its constant outpouring, because a
continual stream flows in ? It is all love, all
There is naught to con
beauty, all treasure.
ceal, naught to make ashamed, naught to de
ment, and the direction

spise.
Common humanity says
beastly,

degraded,

and

the other extreme : "

It

of the

first : "

It

is

contemptible." Of
is beautiful in theory,

but impossible in practice." So they are
constantly vacilluting betwixt the two in
We assert that what
theory and practice.
ever is really beautiful in theory can always
If unto
be made possible and practicable.
us was given an attribute of love, or beauty,
or genius, it was bestowed for a noble pur
it was given for the practical life, and
pose
that which is not attainable lies beyond the
mind's conception.
We have read but a few
pages beyond the alphabet in the great book
of possibilities ; but we shall yet learn that
whosoever has one little spark of love, be it
ever so low, he shall be able to fly with it up
to the infinite God.
Shall we wage war with
him because he chooses his own course of
jnigration t We have the right to an opin
We
ion, providing it is virtually our own.
have no right to assail any individual, or
body of individuals, upon an element of their
character, with promiscuous opinions gather
ed here and there, but which we have neither
It is
time, inclination, nor ability to weigh.
not simply thoughtless to lavish baneful epi

Hi
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thets upon those whose social lives range
wide of the common routine, as it is now
practiced, it is worthy of a classification with
those criminal offenses which onr legal suasionists are vainly attempting to cancel by
What does the animal
capital punishment.
man or woman know of that holy, spiritual
love, bo pure that it reaches out to all, scarce
ly thinking of sex, knowing absolutely noth

ing of the degraded ideas that ignorance and
lust can entertain of its noble freedom ?
Shall we allow animal instinct to dictate the
limitations of educated reason ? Not until we
can pluck out ourown eyes, and give them to
our blind brother, making him to see life
with them, as we now behold it ; not until
we disavow the laws of science ; not until
annihilation defies omnipotence with a rea
sonable hope of victory. Let those who op
pose free-love be very careful that they do
not, in their estimate, draw love down to the
baser quality of lust.
Let them remember
that love has a different significance
a dif
ferent meaning to different

minds.

Have we the wherewith to test the quality
of love that maketh us to do as we sometimes
unwisely do ? Is there not a conviction to
our individual minds that we have been, at
times, prompted by unknown power or force
to do the exact things we would not have
done for worlds could we have spoken, or
left unspoken, the very words that held our
destiny ; when we felt the responsibility that
we must do just the right thing, and speak
precisely the word at the right moment, and
still the hands refused to move, the lips to
utter the word ? And how has it been with
us ? Are we mourning in sackcloth and ash
We say wc did what
es? Not a bit of it.
wc could. There was an over-ruling provi
dence wiser than our thought, our purpose,
or our cautious propriety ; and God, know
ing all, will be merciful. But if merciful to
us, why not to others ? to those whom we
impeach? Oh, the few brave, loving spirits
of humanity who dare to be true to that di
vine love which God established in their na
who are able to love that which is
tures
worthy of love, wheresoever they find it
dare to love in broad daylight, and feel no
shame that the multitude shall know it !
These are above our reproach
above our
Many a Christian woman
gross suspicion.

[August,

sees God in the clerical robes of the priest
who baptized her, or hears Him in the few
friendly words of cheer spoken at the close of
service.
The maiden worships God in the
man who loves another, clings to her love
through life, and we respect her for it. Many
a man finds divinity in the sweet face of a
woman who is not, and never will be, his

wife.

She seems the embodiment

of purity ;
of love;

he thinks of her with holy emotions

God in her l>eautiful face.
Is the Christian woman all wrong? Is the
maiden? Is the man a blasphemer? None
of these will ever suspect they have commit
ted a crime, or cherished an unholy passion,
until public sentiment whispers the thought.
They have found the little of God they can
appreciate ; found it in His works ; they will
" from nature
Love
go
up to nature's God."
is the divine essence or quintessence of all
things holy; and there is nothing evil in it.
Then, why is it wrong to love a thousand
men and a thousand women all at once, pro
viding our hearts are sufficiently large to take
in that little of a great humanity ? We hear
the answer: "Humanity
is too sinful, too
weak to be trusted with the freedom of love.-'
That was a thought of lust.
sees

Humanity will always be weak, always be
sinful, so long as we have no faith in it. Take
two boys to rear up to manhood ; manage
one by telling him he is good for nothing;
and let the other boy manage himself, by tell
ing him he is capable of it ; and see how truly
both prophecies
will be fulfilled. Just as
long as humanity has no faith in itself, just so
long will it doubt the efficacy of truth and
honesty ; just so long will it employ falsehood
and deception, of all colors and Bhades, to
keep appearances respectable; just so long
will appearances be held more rigidly or relig
iously than realities; just so long will relig
ion be a myth, and love a lust ; and just so
long will the immortal soul be held in subor
dination to the lower instincts of flesh and
blood.

Our highest intelligence teaches us that
truth will bearits weight; that right must and
If this be true, who can afford
shall prevail.
to tamper with appearances, at the cost of
immediate certainties ? One of Christ's dis
ciples denied him ; but did the denial change
the true "ondition ? We find those who hide
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their sins under the surplice of the priest, or
under the good principles of some popular
institution. The priest's surplice is not to be
condemned because a sin has stealthily crept
under its folds ; the hypocrite cannot damage
the genuine purity of the institution. Prin
Our mar
ciples rest on their own merits.
riage relations are violated at the outset ; the
sham is not worth protection.
Let us have genuine love marriages, and
we cannot touch their sacred bonds with
" Shall we sever family ties ?
pollution.
Shall we separate father and mother from
sons and daughters ?"
No ; society every
day advocating principles that lead thereto,
they are already separated and separating, in
spirit and in truth. There is bickering and
strife between

sons and daughters,

between

children and parents, because children were
born of marriage that was never hallowed by
love.
The wrong must stop somewhere.
The complications are growing greater and
more dangerous.
Instead

of

those unfortunates

who,

heart-sick at the pretentious

attempted

present

it

to the young.

of our

in thought, bold and earnest in truthfulness,
let us educate them to pecuniary self-mainte
in
nance, and to the fact of that materialism
the mechanism of the mind which requires
scientific laws similar to those found in the
chemistry of matter, there will be no need of
marrying for a home, or for the influence of
wealth ; there will be no calling for divorce
laws; no need of Magdalene asylums; no
free-love institutions ; nothing for restraint
but the freedom of healthful intelligence.

of so

to provide for,

Let us

set aside the

false modesty, and be true

miserable crab apples : are the ap
because they are not the

best quality of cultivated fruit 1

Carry the blame farther back to the tree
that produced the fruit, and the tree will re
ply : " It is his fault who planted the seed
was born."

Go back to him who

planted the seed, and he will tell you he
thought it was good seed ; or it was the best
he had, and better than none.
Now, we be
lieve the highest

When we

social

ples to be censured

of which I

those who believe appear

of

Bhams

to that nobleness of character with which
our natures are endowed ; and with a bold
stroke of reasonable modesty, let us wipe out
the imaginary line that ignorance has tried
to establish between the sexes, so that mind
can hereafter communicate
with mind, whe
ther masculine or feminine, and, as the chil
dren of God, we can go up together to the
higher life that awaits us. Here is a tree that
produces

reason

ances are real and realities shadows.

educate children and youth to be self-reliant

let us begin to acknowledge truth wherever
we find it ; and let us find moral courage to
indecencies

of

any, let

and

selves, whose necessities the orthodoxy
has never

of perfect happiness.
If we
it be those who do;:bt the

to weave a web
condemn

disgusted

laws, are trying to become a law unto them
ciety

the noblest duties, and, therefore, responsible

for the results of its labors ; and if man has
intelligence, it is his duty to use the best
means to the noblest ends.
If he cultivates a
fruit orchard, it is his duty, privilege, and
profit to procure the best varieties of fruit
trees.
So is it with the social tree. Marriage
must be based upon the conditions that will
produce harmony, or it is dissonance and dis
cord, misery and crime, disease and death.
Society and church should proclaim the
evils of marrying where love is not recipro
"We should go still farther back and
cal.
employ the means within our reach, whereby
we may set our affections upon worthier ob
jects. We should learn to know ourselves,
and know each other.
It will not require
half the study, half the intelligence we now
make poor use of, trying to compel our oldfashioned, defective machinery of social law

safety

of hurling anathemas at the heads

85

intelligence is capable of

ROSINE KNIGHT.
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have a profound respect for people
who talk sensibly and well
people
who are certain that they have something to
say, and then express themselves in so ready
and brief a manner as to excite our admira
tion and command our respect. But there
seems to be some difficulty in attaining a

W

proper medium between a fluency of speech,
which is apt to lead to an excessive and tire
some copiousness, or that languor and diffi
culty of expression which causes those of
quick and busy ideas to shun, as they would
the plague, persons afflicted therewith. The
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former fault is generally

of

the accompaniment

that of age. There is
no doubt that all such peculiarities are, in a
youth,

the latter,

[August,

It should be the aim of all, and especially
of the young, to guard against vain, thought
less, useless conversation ;
against slander
and middling with the affairs of others.
We
should endeaver to make our conversation
at
all times cheerful, pleasant and profitable, and
to do this we have only to deal in that which
St. Paul mentions as " Sound speech that
W. A. p.

cannot be condemned."

ASLEEP

ON

THE BEACH.

BY GEORGE H. PROCTER.

Tiikre's

a dear little child at play
On the beach, with its pebbly shore ;
Bright and joyous the summer's day,
And hushed the sound of ocean's roar.

The tiny waves dance up and down,
Sparkling and rippling merrily ;
The child with play hath tired grown,
And lain him down quite wearily.
Higher and higher up they creep,
Those rippling wavelets t!pi>ed with white,
OH' from the bosom of tiie deep,
Along the saud they take their flight.
great measure, involuntary, depending on the
talents and character of individuals; and that
they arc susceptible

of correction cannot be

denied.

In they keep rolling with the tide ;
The boy sleeps on so free from care ;
O'er the wntei> the light winds glide,
And sunbeams kiss his golden hair.

The gift of speech is one of the distinguish
ing endowments of man, and one of his most
important duties is its regulation. To man
alone is given this wonderful faculty.
Yet,
like every other gift, it is capable of being
misused ; and when abused,

it

is characterized

in scripture, as being in itself a " world of in
iquity." "Words," says a celebrated writer,
" are the
words
only things that never perish
endure while kingdoms vanish and genera
tions pass away."
There is a great deal of vain, thoughtless,
useless

conversation,
yielding no possible
good to the speaker or hearer, and it is
dangerous for us to accustom ourselves to
such conversation ; for it will certainly exert
a very pernicious influence
on the mind.
There is also a great deal of censorious talk
ing, and this is a still worse example of the
abuse of speech.
An evil speech uttered
against a young man may affect all his rela
tions in life ; may destroy friendships in which
his affections and his hopes were centered,
and cool the love

of

the nearest and dearest

he has known on earth.

Old grandpa, who can scarcely creep.
With palsied limbs voice feeble, too.
Sees from his door the child asleep ;
Great God ! what is there he can do ?

"HAVE YOU
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With quivering lips, uplifted hands,
He prays, midst sighs and weeping,
That the good Lord from off the sand
Would save the child there sleeping.
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Showing the dog an old toy gun.
Which oft he'd seen in Charlie's hands,
He knew at once, and off he run,
Bounding across the glistening sands.

" Descend,

oh, Father, from the skies,
And touch with spirit of light
My little grandchild's sleeping eyes,
Or stay the proud waves' might ! "

Haste, Bruno, haste !
The child is reached.
There may not need another wave ;
The waters rise Oh, do not waste
A moment more if life you'd save !

HiB prayer is ended,
he has done
All that lie can to save the boy,
And left him in the care of One
Mighty to save or to destroy.

Brave dog! gifted
How gently you
Out from the surf,
Place him above,

Hush ! what does the old man see
Skipping along o'er the pebbly ground ?
Bruno, his dog, who, leaping free,
His master joins with a joyous bound.

The mother came with bated breath ;
How she had run from grandpa's Bide !
She feared her boy had met his death.
There on the 6and, amid the tide.

#»#»»*

" Brnno,

good dog ! there's Charlie dear,
lying on the shore ;
Go quickly, now, and bring him here,
Ere rising waters sweep him o'er! "

Your

YOU

and with 6uch care

where all is safe !

But when Bhe saw his opening eyes,
And pressed his tiny heaving chest,
Oh, joy untold ! what glad surprise !
EcsUtic rapture filled her breast.

playmate,

"HATE

with instincts rare,

lift that little waif

A

CHARACTER?"

BY ALTON CHE8WICKE.

advisable to dispense with the services of an
excellent domestic, a situation was procured
for her in an adjoining neighborhood through
the assistance of a friend.

She was duly pro
the necessary testimonial of good
conduct; and gratified at the recommendation

vided

with

if

a

be so easily regained,
proceeded to
rectify the mishap by furnishing
duplicate,
manner as
and in as grave
could assume,
"
observed, But you should carry your character
a

in

I

by an event, almost as

could

safer place than your pocket, my good

girl."

"An' where shall
sur?" was her
carry
anxious query as she received the precious doc
ument from my hands
and as
made no
reply, she continued, "Faith! I'll not let
lave me hand till I'm done wid it," and having

it

to our mind

amusing, which took place quite recently with
in our own experience. Our family finding it

With an involuntary smile at the idea of
character being held at so slight a tenure, and
wondering, withal, how many lost characters

I

recalled

to show fur meself."

I

I"

He ends by producing the needful
document which proves to be in his favor.
We laughed heartily at the excellent render
ing of this amusing little incident, and it was
aether

missed

I

I

I

it,

time industriously searching the numerous and
intricate receptacles of his somewhat dilapidated
" A characther ? av coorse have a charattire,
to be sure I have, itery man has a charaether

I had it only five minutes
hut some one must have tuk
out of me pocket. An' now, shure, they won't
word to say to me
I've no characther
have

house; an' I'm sure
afore

I

air of great confidence, at the same

;

an

it,

with

a

asked, as a preliminary to engaging his services,
if he has a "character," to which he replies

"

I hope not," I replied, somewhat taken
aback at the startling announcement.
" Oli, indade an' I
have, sur," she persisted,
" I put it all safe in me pocket before I lift the

a

which we witness

of which we have
"
forgotten the title, the hero,
Paddy Miles," is

it

an amusing little play

ed some time ago, but

a

IN

she had earned, and having moreover the pros
pect of an increase of wages, she set out for
her new home quite jubilant. About half anhour later, as I was upon the point of leaving

obtained my nod of approval, she went on her

the house, she returned, pale and breathless,
and addressing herself to me as the first person
she met, gasped out " Oh, sur, I've lost me
"
characther I

gaged in deep and serious thought, as the hu
morous or philosophic
side of the affair
just passed presented itself to our mind. "This

a

way rejoicing.
We were soon en route for our place of busi
ness, now enjoying
hearty laugh, now en

"
girl," we thought,

sets great value

upon the

or upon which we would have entered more
willingly than upon this. We had known the
gentleman for nearly three years, and he pos
In
sessed our utmost confidence and esteem.
the few business transactions we had had with
him, we found him prompt, able, and reliable ;
while as a friend lie had shared our confidence,
respected our prejudices, humored our fancies,
and flattered our vanity ; while his readiness to
oblige, the sentiments lie uttered, and the prin
ciples by which he seemed to be actuated, were
such, that though possessed of some peculiari
ties, disagreeable and offensive to many, which
made him not a few enemies, yet, in our es
timation, his virtues so far outweighed his de
fects, as greatly to endear him to us.
It is
true that upon our first acquaintance we were
of his
struck by the peculiar conformation
head, which, while denoting talent, did not,
phrenologically considered, evidence the exist
ence of the noble qualities he professed ; but
our interest having been awakened from the
first by the dignity and patience with which
endured the spite and contumely of his
many enemies who, after all, seemed to have

he

nothing positive to allege against him, and
continued intimacy confirming our most char
itable judgment in the matter, we came to the

determined to close with his offer at once.
"
So," we thought when we were once more
alone, and the little incident of the morning
recurred to us in connection with the kindly
office we had just been performing for our
friend, " it seems

convenient

that a 'character' is a very
to have about one after all,

thing

and that 'ivery man' should indeed possess
one in order to insure success in life. We are
getting into business, it seems.
By the way, it
is time we were

looking

'
'
up a character for

We cannot, to our knowledge, at this

ourself.

moment, lay our hand upon a single document
bearing evidence in the case one way ot anoth
er. What sort of a character, we wonder, could
we obtain at short notice, and to whom of our
various

friends and acquaintances
should
we best apply?
Really, we must take the
matter into consideration."
Our thoughts
rambled on in this half-serious vein for a few
moments, and then, thoroughly
gratified at
the result of the day's effort in behalf of our
friend, we returned to business matters, and
were soon immersed as before.
On our way home that evening, we recol
an appointment which we had made,
but had nearly forgotten, with a gentleman
lected

whose house lay on our road ; and as it
still early enough for the purpose, we bent
While waiting in
steps in that direction.
library for the gentleman, who had not

was
our
the

yet
got home, his wife entered, and after the usual
salutations, addressed as with the unexpected

"

You are considerable of a phrenolo
?"
gist, Mr. C
We confessed to a good deal of interest in
the science, and acknowledged a slight degree
of acquaintance with
but begged the abate

query

ment of the term " considerable."

" Because," she continued, regardless of our

would
modest protestations of incapacity, "
like the benefit of your judgment and advice
matter which worries me exceedingly,
in
trifling, perhaps.
might think
few days ago for
this, advertised
domestic, and the house has been besieged by

though

The

case

you

up our mind that he was an exception, the ap
parent incongruity ceased to trouble us, and

applicants ever since; but none of them just
suited me, and supposing from the numbers
should have abundant
that have called that
have
good selection,
opportunity to make

I

a

I

conclusion

a

tb«t the rules of Phrenology,
like
every other rule with which we are acquainted,
had their exceptions ; and having fully made

was the character

I

Perhaps there
ploy, and had referred to us.
could have been no duty assigned to us at that
moment that would have been more agreeable,

and so excellent

it

ence to the general character and abilities of an
intimate friend of ours who had applied for a
responsible position in this gentleman's cm-

his behalf;

that we gave him, and so earnestly did we rec
ommend him, that the gentleman left us fully

a

long permitted to remain forgotten. A stranger
entered and desired to be informed with refer

we thought no more about it.
Eutcrtaining
this opinion of him, founded upon our own ex
perience, we were not only ready but anxious
for the opportunity of saying a good word in

it,

although

[August,

I

'
she calls her charactlicr,'

it is but the shadow of what her actual charac
ter itself is the substance. I wonder if she will
evince half the care and anxiety in the preser
vation of the genuine article that she has shown
If
for that which temporarily represents it.
she does she will be unlike the world at large,
wherein the majority prefer to seem, rather
than to be. Paddy Miles was right when he
'
ivery man has a characther,' but
said that
should
he does not carry it in his pocket only
not, at least and once lost, it is doubtful if it
is ever fairly regained."
Arrived at our office, the cares of business
soon drove the little occurrence, with all its at
tendant fancies, from our mind; but it was not

is

document
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been waiting all day for a suitable one to come
along; and now, just at the last moment, and
when it is getting so late that there is no hope
of another application to-night, one has come
whom I like the least of all I have seen, al
she comes well recommended, and
though
seems to be capable.
But there is something

about her look that I cannot get over. I sup
pose it is foolish in me to imagine so, but it re
minds me of the murderess of Mrs. Corriel ; and

I have

not fairly recovered yet from the shock
of that dreadful affair. [This terrible tragedy

had then recently transpired.]
But she comes
so well recommended."
" Is there
any immediate necessity," I asked,
"of making the choice to-night?"

" Yes, that

You
here within a

just what Jroubles

is

me.

know we give an entertainment
week ; and I have waited so long that I really
I must have a girl
cannot do so any longer

I

But
wish you would take the
to-night.
trouble to come and look at her and tell me
you think of her. Perhaps it is only a
foolish fancy that makes me feel so averse to
what

89

me for my inspection.
seemed authentic and bore the closest scru

attested, were handed

All

tiny without revealing a flaw or inconsistency.
" You see how
well she is recommended,"
said the lady after a few moments silence.
" Do
"
asked,
you know those parties ?

I

pointing to the various signatures.
" Some of them
do, by reputation, but none
personally," was the reply.
" And
they all live at a distance,"
observed.

I

I

"What of that?"
"

I

continued in a low
Depend upon it,"
" these 1
'
characters are of the kind made

tone,

to carry in the pocket of a traveling-dress and
All the benefit that can possibly
nowhere else.
be derived

from them is obtained

now

in the

These certificates have either been
reading.
manufactured to order at some intelligence
office, as, I understand, is not unfrequently
the case, or they have been purloined
from
their rightful owner, who certainly is not this

individual."
" You think

so ?

trepidation.

" Most decidedly

" she exclaimed, in
great
"

I

engaging her ; but really, I tremble at the idea
of having her in the house."
complied at once, as a matter of course, and

" No girl
with
replied,
such a head and face as that ever lived so long
a time in one family and earned such a recom

was shown into the room where the girl was
did not wonder at the
waiting for an answer.

mendation

I

I

lady's aversion when I once fairly caught sight
of the object of it, for a lower type of head
and countenance
fortune to see.

it had seldom been my mis

Coarse and brutal, the features,

though not altogether uncomely, confirmed the
promise of the ill-formed head. An expression
of low cunning lurked in the eyes, now halfclosed, and a sensuality of disposition was re
characteristics
about
vealed in unmistakable
the lower part of the face, while an expression
of stolid indifference rested like a mask upon
the immobile

features.

The lady, who had been attentively observ
ing me during the brief inspection, seemed to

I

had
read in my looks the conclusion to which
soon arrived, as turning to me with a deeper
shade of anxiety in her countenance she handed

me a paper, simply observing, " These are her
This paper proved to be the
credentials."
usual " character," in very much the same style
as the one we had furnished our own domestic

in

;

in the bargain."
"
! what shall I do ?
ejaculated the
lady, in great distress.
" Trouble again, Maria ? and about the house
"
hold plague as usual, eh ? said her husband,
" Well, what's the
who that moment entered.
"
matter now, won't she suit ?
" I'm afraid not, Robert,"
replied the lady,
in a low tone, glancing nervously at the object
"

Oli dear

of the remark, who seemed to

be utterly indif
ferent to all that was going on.
"
" Are'nt her testimonials all
straight ?
" Here they are ; you can judge for yourself."
" Why, I don't see but what these are all

right," after a moment's scrutiny/' she promises
"
to be capable, don't she ?
" Oh, yes, capable enough,
dare say."
" Well, then, what possible
objection have
"
you to her?

I

" To tell the truth, Robert,

looks."
" Nonsense

as

if

I

don't like her

that made any difference.

The poor girl can't help the shape of her nose,

the morning, commending the bearer, in the
highest terms, for good conduct and ability dur

I suppose, and you certainly would not be so
foolish as to refuse a good servant because her

ing a long period of services, being duly certi
fied by a family of undoubted respectability,
well known to me by reputation,
though

did not happen to be exactly the shade
to please you? Besides, I don't see but that
she looks well enough."
" It is not that, Robert, but I do not like her

they lived in a distant city.
Several other
certificates of like import, and all equally well

eyes

expression, and,

if you

notice, she has just such

Phrenological Journal.
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of countenance as the murderess of Mrs.
Cornel, and in fact, I am really afraid to have
her in the house."
a hearty
burst into
laugh.
My friend
" Well, that heats anything I've heard for a
" It
good while," he exclaimed at length.
takes a woman to get a notion, or to frighten

"Not quite;" I replied; "the shape of the
head and the general molding of the features,
where it is correctly understood, is a far better

Here, after
to death about nothing.
enduring no end of inconvenience, and having
the house fairly overrun with applicants, every

is not without foun
And I proceeded forthwith to indi
cate some of the more prominent of the ob
jectionable
features that formed the base of

a turn

herself

one of whom you have dismissed upon one
pretext or another, now, at the last moment,
j'ou refuse one who is perfectly suitable in every

As for
respect, for a mere, groundless whim.
that affair that you speak of, that was in a
not half
great measure a newspaper sensation,
as bad,

if

I

you, as it was represented,
were but known ; and even sup

warrant

the truth

posing that it were all true, and more beside,
the idea of making such a bugbear out of it
in connection

with

a matter

like this

!

why,

Maria, I thought yon were more sensible."
" wish now, Esther," said the
lady, turning
I

to a relative who was with her, "that I had
engaged the other one who came half an hour

ago."
" Well, why didn't you?" said her husband
who had overheard the remark.
" She
pleased me in every respect, and 1
liked

her face exceedingly
a good, honest
though she looked as if she had seen
trouble of some kind, and I would have en
face,

gaged her at once, if it had not been for one
she had no references to show.
I de
thing
clare, in spite of that I could hardly bring my
self to refuse her; but I thought of you, and "
" Never do business in that
way," replied the
" Have
gentleman, promptly.
nothing to do
with the man or woman who cannot show a
good character.
is so

well

But in this

met that you really

case the

difficulty

can have no se

rious objection, depend upon it; I'll wager
anything, she'll prove the best girl you've had
yet, even as she comes the best recommended."
"
But, sir," I interposed, thinking it time to
come to the relief of the lady, whose anxiety
and aversion seemed rather to increase than

with every argument that her hus
band brought against them, " is there no possi
bility that these very recommendations may
not be genuine?
I have heard of such things
diminish

being made to order before now."

" Very seldom,
veiy seldom," was the reply ;
" now and
then, in about one case out of a
hundred, it may be so ; but in the remaining
ninety and nine it is the best and safest crite
rion we have to go by."

of character than a bushel of certificates.
Though not an adept at the art of reading
test

countenances, there is yet enough here that is
unmistakable in its character to convince me
that your lady's prejudice

dation."

my opinion.

The gentleman listened attentively, but with
an amused smile upon his lii>s, and a bantering
look in the keen, grey eye; and as we paused
to take breath at the end of a long explanatory
sentence, he remarked, with the most provok
ing coolness, " That's some 'ology,' isn't it?
I've forgotten just what you call it."
" It is
certainly in accordance with the rules

I have been making
replied, a little testily.

of Phrenology that
observations,"

"So I

I

thought,"

he quietly

these

remarked, turn

ing away with his hands in his pockets.
"Come, Cheswicke," he said, presently, "you
arc far too sensible, I'm sure, to believe any
such nonsense as that ; so now that you have
your gallantry in taking the part of,
and supporting the ladies, suppose we leave

shown

them to finish their business, while we go and
" and he started to lead
attend to ours ;
the
way back to the library.
Knowing the uselessness of any further
words

in the matter,

I

I

turned

to follow him ;

had observed to the lady, in a
low tone, " If you must engage her now, do
so; but take my advice and keep a strict
but not before

watch over her movements, aud get rid of her
as soon as possible."
" I shall
write to h°r references at

certainly

and sw if her recom
opportunity
mendations are all right," said the lady, in a<
the first

whisper.

" Whether
"I
they are or not," I replied,
would most earnestly counsel you to discharge
her at the first opportunity; do not keep her
in the house a moment

longer

than is abso

lutely necessary."
Whether the girl overheard me or not,

I

can

not say; we were standing some distance from
her, but as I raised my head, at the con

clusion of my remarks, I encountered such a
look of baleful malignity from beneath the
a look that
momentarily
upraised eyelids
rested with equal intensity of hatred upon us
both
that for a moment my blood ran chill,
and I dreaded to leave the lady unprotected in

Ha ve yo u a Char a ctmh*"

is

a

;

B
a

,

is

a

it

would all
many virtues and excellencies that
be taken as
piece of hyperbole or sarcasm.
who
our apathetic friend M
There, too,
will never commit himself so far as to express
decided opinion upon any person, place, or
the sun

;

under

thing

and who, consequently,

a

would hardly give any very satisfactory evi
dence in the matter. We have no enemies
that we know of, and there still remains
goodly number of friends and acquaintances
who do not pertain to either of the kinds just
select
After little cogitation,
mentioned."
ed the names of two or three individuals
preferred above that of any
whose testimony

is

I

a

;

I

I

if

I

a

I

S

I

a

gig, dashing by at a furious rate in the direc
tion of their house, attracted my attention. As
was not aware of his having any patients in that

I

To whom shall

was
engaged the following morning over my second
cup of tea, in reading an account thereof in
one of the leading journals, when the Doctor's

vicinity other than

the family of Mr.
at once that something serious
must be the matter with them, or else that

,

come.

after

concluded

it

shall

our enthusiastic friend
There
we apply?
if we were to refer any one to him, he
would give such
glowing account of our

ward learned was

S

it

mine whence

we really
to deter

at the

came off, and as
very enjoyable affair.

In either case, the Doctor,
personal friend, my interest was
was not long ere
was fast fol
lowing the course that be had taken. Arrived
at the house, the sight of the gig in its normal
was

runaway.

also, being
excited and

I

;

it

there's no help for
now
character.
And now

the entertainment

condition, albeit well-covered with dust, re
lieved my apprehensions in regard to the safety
but upon entering,
of its erewhile occupant
had ample cause for sympathetic distress, as
;

a

I

;

must have

a

character

In the meantime,
house of Mr. Robert

a

I

"

fixing upon an early day when,
this did not
produce the desired result,
would make ap
plication in person,
press of business having
prevented my doing so heretofore.

it

a

I

a

long desired but had despaired of ever obtain
ing, and which required
unexceptionable ref
" in the
" In other
erences
party applying.
"
to myself,
we must have
words," thought

I

;

I

came across an advertise
paper one morning,
ment offering
business opportunity that had

icceive any reply to the an
connection) did
swer
had written in reference to the adver
tisement.
wrote again, after
Accordingly,

a

it,

I

of what had transpired
but with an
injunction to be cautious and
watchful,
reluctantly rejoined her husband
in the library.
Three or fo»r days later, in looking over
timation

other whispered

A week passed without my seeing or hear
ing from the lady again
neither (excuse the

;

I was fain to believe it imaginary on
my part ; and as the lady had not observed
was unwilling to add to her fears by any in

neous, that

satisfactory one shortly,
shall follow your
advice and get rid of her as soon as this hur
ried season
over."

I

the vicinity of such a creature ; but it vanished
a moment, and was altogether so instanta

in

91
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advertisement.

mother no information

a

Is

a

it

I

I

and

if

as yet received no answer

;

I

I

en; the other girls vote her moody and un
sociable, but as her duties take her there very
have
little,
do not mind that so much.
written, however, to her references, but have
do not get

being.

At

relative, calmer than the
length, from
learned the astounding fact that the
child had been the victim of poisonous drugs
administered in confectionary on the evening
of the party and that since twelve of that
rest,

night no one remembered having seen the
new girl anywhere about the premises, and
that she had not sinct been seen or heard of.
The child had seemed slightly indisposed for

it, a

when she believes herself unob
catch her regarding me with such
little
makes me feel
strange expression that
not liked at all in the kitch
nervous.
She
sometimes,

served,

pression of terrible sternness rested upon his
brow as forbade all questioning, for the time

few days past, but nothing was thought of
its real condition not having been discovered
too late,
till within half an hour previous
;

I

nate enough to see the lady herself, inquired
after her welfare.
" The
gir'. docs very well so far," she replied
in answer to my inquiries upon the subject,
"
have no fault 'to find with her except that,

and

a

I

;

prises did not cause me to forget the dilemma
in which my lady friend was placed and such
took oc
was my anxiety on her behalf, that
casion to call again shortly, and being fortu

as to the cause of this
unexpected
calamity could be
while the father's whitened lips
obtained;
were compressed so firmly, and such an ex

sudden

;

Meanwhile, even business cares and enter

I

I

I

a

others, and sent them off in my answer to the

found myself in the midst of an agonized
group, just in time to witness the dying agonies
of an only boy which the physician was vainly
From the distracted
endeavoring to alleviate.

however, for medical

aid

to effect any tiling;

Phrenological Journal.
and no suspicion of the vile plot that had
culminated this morning in the child's fatal
attack had entered the mind of cither parent.
Not the slightest doubt now remained in the
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In a few moments I was utterly confounded
by so unlooked for a sequel to my little enter
prise, and I read and reread the brief, curt
epistle, vainly seeking for an explanation for
such an uncalled for and unexpected statement.
or to imagine
Utterly unable to account for

the evening previous, when the attention of
every one was fully occupied, the new-comer
had bribed the nurse, who, dreaming of no
harm, was only too glad to have the chance to
get down stairs, to let her take charge of the

the cause that could have produced
was
occurred
sorely amazed and troubled, until
to me that
must be all
hoax or
good,
practical joke, played off by soijae mischievous
friend
or
the
acquainted with
neighbor,

she had lately professed

great fondness, and whose acquaintance she
had cultivated with much assiduity for several
days past. Having accomplished her object,

it,

I

it

a

a

it

of affairs, on purpose to vex and
at once adopted this view of
perplex me.
the case, and started off to confirm it.

situation

I

little one for whom

it,

minds of any present as to the actor in this
infamous affair, as it had been ascertained that

As
neared my destination,
encountered
an acquaintance who, after the usual saluta
tions, invited me, as
was near lunch-time,
into
neighboring cafe for refreshments.

valuables.
did what

declined on the plea of business, and in
little
explanatory conversation that ensued, inform

the parties in question, informing me that,
having applied to two of my principal ref
erences for the desired information, the result
was so unsatisfactory, that they must decline
any further

I

it

I

a

a

few days longer for an answer to my oftrepeated inquiries, I was about to carry out
my original intentiou of applying in person,
when a message was placed in my hands from

negociutions with mc.

I

it

if

a

it,

a

I

I

if

if

I

I

I

a

T

?

your reference

" Yes."

"

"Well,

you couldn't have chosen two worse
imagines he has grudge against
you on account of some speculation wherein,
he asserts, you crossed him last fall; though
men.

he has never

about
before; and,
interested in keeping you out
of this business, which he
anxious to secure
for himself or some of his connections.
So
moreover, he

spoken

it

look with some anxiety for the result of the
business effort I had made. After waiting a

"
" Yes."
" And H

ence

a

It was some time before my thoughts and
interests, so sadly directed, returned to their
accustomed channels, and then I began to

am not
day or so previous,
yesterday and
at all surprised at this, or, indeed,
good deal
Didn't you make
more.
your refer

is

one of sober thought and earnest, calm, dis
passionate inquiry, and in many ways he
reaped the benefit of the change.

joke
genuine expression of
conviction; but from what
heard

practical

you may imagine the sort of recommendation
fie gave you."
" But
H
surely, had no reason, real or
a

the spirit of thoughtless unreasoning skepticism
had been chastised out of him, and replaced by

for

genuine

is
a

A changed man was my friend after this
Among other things
terrible bereavement

a

only add that whether from misdirection, or
otherwise, no answer was ever received from
any of her supposed references.

understanding of this matter;" and so say
ing, he turned and led the way into the cafe,
whither
followed him.
"And now," he said, when we were once
fairly seated, " shouldn't wonder
you were
in
peek of trouble, Cheswioke,
you did but
know it. That paper which you have taken

is

treat, there to wait until inquiry being baffled
subsided, she could agaiu
and excitement
I need
emerge in search of another victim.

tively, and regarded me keenly for
few mo
ments, and then said, " You don't understand
think can explain
this,
see;
however.
You'd better come with me first and get full

,

himself

a long

played upon
had received.

To my surprise, far from manifesting my ap
preciation of the joke,
were, he
joke
looked grave, examined the document atten

I

For

been

me, and showed him the note

I

as the murderer of his child.
time nothing could persuade him
Every
to take a milder view of the case.
means had been and were being taken to track
the fugitive from justice, but in vain.
In some
low den of infamy she had found a secure re

garding

of the trick that had

ed him

T

the father for his short-sightedness in ignoring
palpable facts. Overcome by the most poign
re
ant regret he went to the other extreme

a

in the case, which was
necessarily very little. No need now to reprove
could

a

I

?

I

I

the revenge she was evidently
seeking, she had made good her escape, carry
ing with her a quantity of silver and other

and obtained

imaginary,

for saying aught of ill against me."

I

believe his name was;

wasn't

it?

to

responsible position in the employ of a
stranger, who called upon you to obtain infor
mation in regard to his character.
Well, that
gentleman's name was R
; but, surely, you
have heard or can guess the rest."
a

" Neither one nor the
other."
"
Well, the long and short of it is, that
A
, who, on the strength of your recom

'

a

is

it

I

have

" for once
chose to
replied,
miidit be mistaken,
disregard science, wherein
and speak only from personal experience upon

I

" Because,"

which thought
was justified in relying."
" And from
interrupted
prejudice,"
my
"
so," he continued, as
friend.
paused
and hesitated, " you were prejudiced in his
favor,

I

what

from

though

just

imagine,

cause

cannot

now

prejudiced
against you, whom he believes to be the prime
cause of all his misfortunes.
Some have even
as

gone so far as to assert that
stood thing between you and

was an under

A

and that
you were to have your share in the spoils
he were successful.
Of course, we who know,
it

,

ever

did."

you best don't believe any such thing," he
continued, as sprnng indignantly to my feet,
"but such things will be said; once start a
suspicion and there's no telling where
will
it

A

could

how

I

" Why, haven't
you heard ?"
" I have not, indeed I am at
;
a loss to imag
ine to whom or what you refer."
"Is it possible? Why, the whole town is
ringing with it.
You recollect, not a great
while ago, you recommended a friend of yours,

so well

understands

,

R's was the worst of all, being so recent and
so uncontrovertible ; it effectually tied the
hands of your friends in the matter, and an
nulled all that they could say in your behalf."
" What affair was that "
?

man like you, who
to read them, you
recommended
him as you

so apparent as they are to

it

special charges were made, but enough
was said in a general way, backed up by some
unlucky blunders of yours which seemed to
give color to all that was implied, to produce
the desired effect.
That unfortunate affair of

dangerous man he really
at all
times and in all places. As
said before,
astonishes me that, with all these indications,
a

" No

but what

I

" I am not
claimed, hotly, my anger rising.
to
stand this.
going
Pray, what were the
charges brought against me?"

is

bound to think, feel, and testify as be directs."
"But this is downright libelous," I ex

tinuity, and Firmness, which were all above
the average, you must see not only how en
tirely unfitted he was for
position like this,

A man
end. The saying
known by the
company he keeps,' has been used against you
in connection with this matter with consider
is

and is

It

of T.'s,

'

satellite

I

is a faithful

I

II

small and feeble. When you
correspondingly
take into consideration his Seeretivcness, Con

a

"The very reason, then, why he, being a dis
interested party, should testify accordingly."
" My dear fellow, there is no
such thing as
pure disinterestedness nowadays.
Moreover,

several times, though he has never profession
his
tells me
developments,'
that Acquisitiveness
was positively enormous,
while Conscientiousness and Benevolence were

ally examined

is

terest in you."
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I

"He has had very little to do with you, you
know, and, consequently, lias no particular in

CHARACTER?"

I

A

It
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ruined the business for Mr. It
through his
scheming to get the whole thing into his own
hands
but he overreached himself in his

be

chief, as

haste, and being detected just in time to save
things from utter ruin, so far as the firm are
concerned, he absconded
and, as has since

as
too well authen
appears,
ticated to admit of controversy, and as to the
will give
opinions and impressions to which

a

a

,

the Phrenologist,

I

to

had not accomplished

enough

is

it

already?"
" The case,

blunder

and work fresh mis

it

it

if

and unintentional

to continue

rise, these you cannot influence save indirectly.

You can do nothing, then, that can see, but
bide your time, correct
as far as possible,

who has

seen

him

and for the rest live

it

it

a

a

a

down."

" Who would have imagined,"

bitterly,
me who
cardinal

exclaimed
" that he could have deceived me so
believed

him

I

I

me is," he continued, as
sat speechless at this Information, " that you,
knowing as you do, something of Phrenology,
should have recommended to such
position
man with such
shaped bead as that. Why,

W

allowed

possessed

of all the

virtues ?"

" Ah, he was

a

is

light every day.
" The
wonder to

an unfortunate

I

;

;

been discovered,
defaulter to
large
In fact, fresh proofs are coming to
amount.

is

able effect during the last few days."
" But
this thing to go on?"
demanded.
"Is this willful and malicious interpretation of

it,

mendation, enjoyed the unlimited confidence
of the firm, has turned out to be a most infer
nal scoundrel.
In the short time in which he
has been connected with
he has nearly

cunning old fox,"

exclaimed

can express."

it

is,

a

I

with

was at length
at first to be far
it

however,

upon an interview,

I

a

thoroughly
do not return

'character' in my pocket, worthy of
at least,
will not be the fault

consideration

it,

of my present intention."
Every one knows, who has tried
the
feeling of awkwardness, embarrassment, and
apprehension as to the result of the experi
ment, attendant upon having one's photograph
taken, especially
the individual attempting
be not blessed with
very large share of
a

and

commented

upon.

there
nation

And
in

something

which

has been often
a

self-conceit,

it

I

proceeded at once to R.'s
Accordingly,
of business, but, my name being
announced, was denied admittance.
Insisting

place

better,

and

if

;

man

is

and, what

it

I

it,

shall go home that I may have time to realize
the situation and get over the effect of
somewhat, for this has hurt me more than

scientific,

conscientious

it

I

not receive his testimony.
for me, and to

be sufficient

the

to

and ably
uninitiated
exami

phrenological

equally
fortitude,

is

a

had not already passed, as
opportunity
rather imagine it has."
" No, I shall
go first to R.'s and make it
right with him as far as I can, and then I

will

if

business again, surely? You
hardly get in there now if you had
host of friends to back you, even if the
after this

could

would

at present, the height of my
satisfy myself
ambition.
will go at once to the Phrenolo
believe to be
gist, whom
thoroughly

is

"not

[August,

I

ready to open tire and disclose the cloven loot.
I3ut whither away now?" he inquired as I
offered him my hand in token of parting

fear, who

No matter,

a

" lie knew well how to cover up
my friend.
his trucks, and mask his batteries, until he was

I
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and
awe-inspiring
so that
upon the

thai

was in
my share in his misfortunes
left
tentional, and in this frame of mind
him.
On my way home,
received additional

hurt?"

proof

phrenologist does his
We all know the shock that
given
duty.
to our vanity and self-complacency,
when,
caused every feature to assume the
having
most becoming expression, and having ar

mies of one another, in forming which selfinterest, pascion or prejudice plays so very
'character'
important
part. And yet,

it

if

is

et

aeteras

with

a

the

view

of

lifeless, uncouth image which
presented with
our soul refuses to acknowledge, but which,
the exact reflection
we are coolly informed

of the features we had imagined

so vastly

And as in ninety-nine cases out
engaging.
of
hundred where the result obtained

is

I

I

chance to explain.
" Well,"
to myself, when
had
thought
once more recovered something of my normal
the
frame of my mind, and could review
" so much for the value of
subject calmly,
the
'characters' given by friends or ene

all

justice to the occasion and to our
doing
selves, and having, as we believe, attained the
perfection of arrangement and effect, we are

is

a

I

a

fnink, " What's all this
approach me with
hear about you, Cheswicke ?" and give me

ranged

the experimenter

unflattering,

will declare the

the impossibility,
days of degenerate artistic ability,
of getting
decently good picture, so many
examination
phrenological
applicants for
attempt
in these

failure, lamenting

a

it

or refused to acknowledge
altogether, while
they were few and far between who would

doet hurt

the

a

I

I

is

"character"
gained or lost in the
Friends whom
had known
sight of men.
had done
for years, and with many of whom
business, returned my salutation with coldness,

the truth be told,

when

a

which

a

evil

received, and the ease with

always

And

sometimes

a

I

I

of the credence with which an
is

report

it

trying to one's
first essay, one feds like asking, as did Greeny
" Will
of the traveling bump-examiner

I

granted me, but promised
from satisfactory.
At length, however,
Hucceedcd in shaking somewhat his conviction

will denounce

whole thing

amount of moral courage, possessed by com
paratively few persons, in order to discharge
liis duties conscientiously toward
great
many cases, though, to judge from some so-

Yes,

if

a

time.

I

!

one.

unfortuuately

there are many,

never to have been blessed with

a

firBt! though,

is

that we see, the world seems
more goodly
number of virtuous people than at the present

I

there

called "charts"

How foolish that did not think of him before
How foolish that
did not apply to him

fidence as

result?

a

I

I

I if

to the

a

a

a

a

my purpose
"Is there,"

the

and the examiner

a

only for my own satisfaction.
thought "a calm, disinterested,
yet clear sighted man among all my acquaint
to whom
can apply with any con
ances,

is

as
humbug,
brute or an ignoramus,
they be not found possessed of all the virtues
in the highest degree. And here we would
observe that
phrenologist must require an

a

most desirable thing
good thing to have
to obtain."
And in spite of the disastrous
result of my first attempt to procure one,
was more than ever determined to accomplish
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Having taken this precaution at the outset, the

reader need not suppose that I intend to dis
close to him the result of this experiment, the

I was found deficient, the per
verse qualities wherewith I was shown to be
endowed, or the extent to which my previous
opinion of myself was altered ; suffice to say

virtues wherein

I left the phrenological cabinet convinced
that wc are fearfully and wonderfully
made,
mentally and morally as well as physically.
Moreover, if any one wishes to engage my

that

services in any department, I have a "char
to the accuracy of which, hav
am willing to subscribe, and
ing tested

a

a

the unreliability

ally tenderi

of

the

"characters"

to show
so geuer-

and accepted, and the influences
that not unfrequently serve to produce them
and we hope to see the day when, in every

;

photograph, I took no one into my confidence,
but repaired to the rooms of Mr. S
alone.

preceding pages we have endeavored

grade of society,
phrenological chart, duly
attested by some well-known and reliable ex
ponent of the science, shall take the place of
these flimsy, and often worse than worthless
documents, and shall constitute an authority
a

one naturally feels at a bad or uncompliment
picture, it is to have a friend by, who
" an excellent like
stoutly maintains that it is
in
Therefore,
ness."
applying for a mental

ary

of life was more general, and that
matter
frequently involving issues of such importance
should rest upon
firm scientific basis. In the

d

there is one thing more than another that
to cap the climax of the chagrin which

from which

will not be thought necessary to
But, better yet, in the still more dis
tant future, we look forward to the time when
every intelligent man, woman, and child shall
it

If
seems

05

appeal.

practical Phrenologist, able to peruse and
comprehend the human face divine as readily
as they can read the literature of their mother
be

a
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high time that the practical ap
plication of this science to the every-day affairs

their eyes being opened, shall be depicted in
signs so plain and unmistakable, that he who
runs may read.

I

it,

I

which,

correct.
does seem

)]ur

It

and

laounpa.
1:

rftrontrg

jte

am confident, will be found essentially

"
tongue; and when the character," so plainly
written in every countenance, shall no longer
be expressed in meaningless hieroglyphics but,

acter" to show,

theydescend
not withworldly
Thatwhichmtik^airnotlComtilutioumu«tkerpit, via.,iniii of wi^Irunandvirtue; quailtie*that,because
of youth. William/Van.
lUnce,mustto carefullyiiroparted bya virtuouseducation

of

the perplexities
problem

that

the passing

day, we are

When we regard the great
being worked out in the

is

without fear.

;

long way from the
that we are yet
of our theory. Progress
slow.
That perfect round of which the poet speaks
long in the molding. We admit that there
much in our practice that
contrary to
and
that
there
cor
simplicity,
republican
ruption in high places; but, on the other
real freedom in the nation, and
hand, there
nied

is

perfection

is

is

is

it

?

For ourselves,
their speech and writings
we decline to leave this highest and grandest
truth, apart from which no fact in worldhistory can be understood or interpreted,
God guides humanity
solely to the pulpit.
to its destined end, and, therefore, amid all

a

ought he to conceal this central
doctrine of all true politics and political
not the com
economy, because, haply,
to
and
economists
of
politicians
mon habit
in
Preserver
and
the
the
Creator
recognize
the nations,

a

?

is

problems presented by the life of mankind in
this world.be more reticent than the preach
fixed that God rides
er
When his belief

United States, we find assurance and strength
in this article of faith. A new life for man
kind has been begun here. The world has
had experience of republics before; but the
best of them were republics more in name
These so-called republics
than in substance.
turns,
oligarchies and military des
were, by
the many
were the rulers
The
few
potisms.
It
not for moment to be de
were ruled.

the power in the people to govern themselves
as they

will.

There

is

the truth

is

we hesitate to declare

Need the publicist, who deals with the

THE NATIONS.

AMONG

is

HALL

THEIR PLACE AM) USE

is is

QJ
*J

INITED STATES:

i

THE

abundance

of bread
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also, and on such abundance
ble material

all other possi

good founds.

Thus we perceive a " manifest destiny" in
our State, more to be desired than anything
It is
which is built upon sword-conquests.
a part of that destiny, a condition of our
national life, that we should undergo an ap
parently chaotic period, in order that the
elements of society may be fused to a plas
ticity that will take the highest form. The
land is open, and wfl would not close its ports
against those who come to us. We get many
good men from the old countries of Europe,
but it is evident that we cannot obtain even
The States
a fair proportion of the best.
are an asylum for the oppressed, and not
merely for those who are oppressed in their
political condition, but for those also who
The
feel the sting in their social relations.
majority of men cling to the place of their
birth, and, except under compulsion, they
will not unloose their moorings.
It is the
business of man to conquer the earth and
make

it

fertile, and, therefore, the necessary

compulsion to duty is in the natural order.
The result to us is this : Most of those who
come hitherward have felt the evil all their
lives ; and they are the children of fathers
who, for generations, have been impoverished
We are not stating the facts
and brutalized.
too strongly. The doctrine of selection is
true within certain limits, and it applies with
as much force to mankind as to the lower
animals.
Bad food, insufficient clothing, and
lodging degrade man. These
hare been at work for centuries in
Europe, pressing down the workman lower
and lower toward the brute form.
It is not a hundred and fifty years since
there were slaves of the soil in Scotland
men and women in slavery as absolute as ever
inadequate

causes

it

was in the Southern

States.

Manufactures,

which have given wealth to England, in their
the misery of the
beginnings intensified
working man ; and a quarter of a century
ago the life of the laborer in England was
most terrible in its privations.
It was worse
in Ireland ; but though, since those days,
there has commenced a beneficial revolution
in the social state of the British Islands, on
the Continent of Europe the worker is still
systematically
many

oppressed.

of the immigrants

Of

such men are

into

the

States.

We welcome

them, and

[August,
will find

them ; but let us understand

places

the truth.

cannot be of us at the commencement

for

They
of their

life in America.
rather than cohesion

There is disruption
in their tendencies.
Those who have struggled for political and
social freedom in the old world, have strug
gled in a wild way which comports not with
the American idea.
They often abuse their
newly-acquired freedom, and the fact need
not cau..e su/prise.
There is always a flow
for the tide after an ebb; and when the re
straints which have unnaturally limited the
advance of the human tide are removed, it
rushes faster and further than those whose
new

life-course

has been calm

and

equable

can

The undisciplined immigrant has
to be crystallized upon our form before he
can become a worthy citizen of the United
States.
This work is done here with all who
have a sense of manliness in their souls.
We
believe that men are born free and equal, and
that the idea of mastership
by which we
mean something different from due subordi
nation is repugnant to humanity.
If, then, the natural state of man be that
of freedom and equality, his happiness can
consist in nothing less.
The American idea
is that of freedom for the individual.
Our
nation, therefore, is based on the truth, and
the republic, as here established, must pre
vail over all lower methods of government.
The mixed elements which now constitute
our society will one day
and that not a dis
tant one concrete into a consistent whole ;
and, by virtue of our example, many sister
republics will arise in the world. If it were
not so, there would be no hope for mankind,
and the promised
millennium would be a
dream of the poet.
If there were no republic
in this New World, then must despotism be
the rule of the Old, and even the constitu
tionalism of England would be in danger.
We take our sister nation of the AngloSaxon or Anglo Scandinavian race, as setting
forth the best possibilities of free govern
ment in Europe.
But there is something
Under the rule of
corrupting in monarchy.
kings social status counts for more than
worth. This is inevitable. It is also inev
itable that men will strive for that which
bears the highest value.
Exposed to temp
tations of this kind, liberals lull away from
approve.
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the faith, political indifferentisin grows apace,
and the ranks of toryism are recruited by the

world.

sons

process, we are molding them anew in their

of reformers.
If it were not for the
to continued effort which English
liberals derive hence, evil days might return
to England.
They take their inspiration
from America, as well as from their own
record, even while they are loyal to their
own institutions.
They see freedom estab
lished on this continent, and their hearts are
for
nerved and their hands strengthened
their own fight. Taught by America, they
have pulled down the oligarchy of the Revo
lution, whose power was continued even by
The idea of a free
the Reform Act of 1832.
Church in a free State they have not taken
from the Italy of Cavour, but from this land
where toleration, as a legal principle, is un
known, inasmuch as there is no place for
stand on
toleration when all denominations
The State
the same level as before the law.
Church of Ireland is abolished, and the
This
State Church of England is doomed.
latter would crumble to pieces from within
if there were no attack on it from without ;
and it is due to our free system of religion
that the religious crisis in England can be
There is
passed without fear and in safety.
no doubt of it.
The United States are as a beacon to the
3timulus

Wc receive peoples of all kindreds,
and, though they may be unconscious of the
purposes and aspirations in our free nation
We are taking the first part in the

ality.

revolution of time a revolution
that is proceeding before our eyes ; and going
back on what has been said as to our own
difficulties, we do not, in the midst of such
a movement, expect to escape all its disrup
tive consequences.
But America is fearless
in her freedom.
We dare to allow the im
perfectly educated and the badly trained to
exercise the rights of citizenship, and wc
sow knowledge broadcast, not only among
the children of the soil, but among those
who are brought hither. Wc believe in our
principles, and faith is courageous.
The
stranger who visits New York and other
large cities perceives evil in them, and we do
not deny its existence.
If, however, he really
has eyes, he will sec the good that must
In the schools and in
overpower the evil.
the homos where the traditions of the land
aro taught, he will find the leaven that will
leaven not only the whole mass of society
here but also all civilized society the world
It must be so, for freedom is right,
over.
and God rules the nations of the earth.
greatest
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June

of another

which

guish our American politics.

made

was

5th,

of those great conventions

It

so

distin

was at

adelphia that the delegates representing

Phil
the

Republican side of the two great political
organizations

assembled,

day accomplished

and

the purpose

on the sixth

of the con

vention by unanimously re-nominating Ulys
ses S.

OF THE REPUBLICAN

AND HENRY WILSON, NOMINEES

memorable by the opening

vote for Vice-President

lot declared

The

1873.

was at the first bal

in favor of Henry Wilson, the

distinguished Senator

of Massachusetts,

though Lion. Schuyler Colfax received

al

a very

PARTY,

of

powerful support, in itself an expression
the prevailing sentiment

of gratitude for the

important and faithful services rendered by
that thorough statesman to the nation.
So much
didates,

is known concerning

and so much has been

these can

said of them

through our columns, that it will be consid
ered scarcely scant justice to present
resume'

a

brief

of their respective careers.

Grant for President, for the four years

beginning on the 4th of March,

III.

No.

ULYSSES 8. GRANT.
General

Grant, whose

past administration

has obtained this practical indorsement

ratification, considered

and

phrenologically, is

a

well-built man, of average stature, and may
be pronounced

a very

good specimen of the

PIIRENOLOOICAL
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average
good

His brain is of

American man.

size in proportion

to the body, and

is lajge in the perceptives,

ture, Cautiousness,

Hope,

full in the reflectHuman Tsa-

in Constructiveness,

ivcs, large

Continuity, Secretivencss,

Spirituality,

lence.

OP

Benevo

are also

are

but moderately

Approbativeness

are subordinate

; but

and

AVe

fully
indi

Self-Esteem

Firmness is prominent.
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would pronounce

practical

common

sense,

of character.

perception

him

a man

of strong,

with an intuitive

lie

possesses good

ingenuity, with planning talent,

mechanical
watchfulness,

application, policy, prudence,

honesty, enterprise,

ULYSSES

Language, Acquisitiveness, Imi

tation, and Suavity
cated.

and

Combativeness,

The Social affections

developed.

De-

Conscientiousness,

PORTRAIT
structivencss,

it

JOURNAL.

kindness,

and generosity,

GRANT.

without much French palaver or make-be

lie

lieve,

is a man of few words; but

if

ac

tions have any significance, he possesses great
courage,
and

fortitude, resolution, perseverance,

executiveuess.

Theso

are some

leading points in this character.

of

the

We may

THE PRESIDENTIAL
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say

that he is no egotist,

no vain

and not inclined to turn to
left for the love

of

praise

boaster,

the right or the

or for the fear of

The qualities which make the soldier are
his, in a marked degree.

This has been suf-

PORTRAIT
verified;

ficiently

but, at the same time,

there are no indications
blustering

disposition.

of

Although

crisp and

conspicuity

as

an overbearing,

On

Grant is a modest,

General

OF

brief

the

contrary,

reserved

in

manner,

man.
he

much as he can, fru-

00

quently incurring the censure of others, be
cause

of

his

to solicit the no

iudispositon

tice of the public, or cater for the patronage

of the influential.

blame.

avoids

C AMPAIGN.

No one would claim for

him great statesmanship

;

but as

a

private

American citizen ho would pass anywhere

HENRY

as

WILSON.

fl man of good average abilities and

tical common

of

prac

sense.

Ulysses 8. Grant was bom at Point Pleas
ant, Clermont County, Ohio, April 27, 1822.
His early ancestors were from Scotland, and
emigrated

to America not long after

its

set

Phrenological journal.
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In

his pa
Ohio, where
he obtained his early education.
When sev
enteen years of age, he was appointed as a
cadet to West Point, where he became con
spicuous for his courage and manliness, if not
for brilliant mental ability. Subsequently to
his graduating from West Point, he served
in the United States Army in Missouri, Lou
isiana, Texas, and in Mexico under General
by the Puritans.

tlcmcnt

rents removed

1823

to Georgetown,

Scott.

military life,
and engaged in agriculture and other pur
In 1859 he became interested in the
suits.
In

1854

he withdrew

from

occupied when
Then General
Grant's old military spirit hurried him into
the ranks of the Union soldiers.
He raised a
company, and went with it to Springfield,
In
111., where it was mustered into service.
June, 1801, he was appointed Colonel of the
Twenty-first. Illinois Volunteers, and Immedi
His skill
ately went into active operations.
and success during the rapid events which
characterized
the early stages of the war in
leather

trade, and was thus

the late civil war commenced.

the West,

won

from

the nation

promotion

after promotion, until in March, 1864, he had
attained

position known in the

the highest

army ; and he summed up his brilliant victo
ries by compelling the surrender of General

Robert E. Lee, April 9, 1865, and virtually
In
closing a ruinous and fratricidal strife.
the autumn of 1868 he was elected President
of the United States by a large majority, the
American people thus honoring him as they
had honored several of their successful mili
tary chieftains, from time to time, with the
highest office the nation has to bestow.
HENRY

WILSON.

The countenance of the nominee for VicePresident indicates power

and

settled

con

viction.

The head is very large, and united

with

strongly-made

a

The broad shoulders
the Senator appear
to meet
heavy

great

and
and

healthy

massive

body.

chest of

to have been constituted

emergencies,

responsibilities.

and to sustain

The face, although

strongly marked, is yet softened and mellow
ed by a prevailing
and considerate

expression

forbearance,

of gentleness
so that one is

to pronounce

constrained
is

also

the clear

from

it winning.

of honesty

expression

beaming

[August,

and

There
candor

and
steady

eyes,

which adds to the pleasing tone of the coun
Intellectual vigor is ministered

tenance.

to

by the vigorous physical functions, and in
the organization

of

the faculties is notice

of directness

able a quality

to

go

up that essential

make

admirable

an

of brow

He has also that lofti

and fullness of top-head

indicate the man of sympathetic
tive feeling.

of his

of

feature

sound judgment

character

are certainly his.
ness

and precision,

The elements which

and of earnest scrutiny.

which
intui

and

Whatever may be the object

advocacy

as

a

private man, or

as a

statesman, his efforts would be pervaded with

charitable and discriminative consideration.
Those movements which have the welfare

mankind

as the object, command

his interest.

Some years ago, in our Annual
we stated, in the course
character

of a

of

for

summary

1808,

of the

of this gentleman, the following:

"Were he to be elected President of the
United States, we would guarantee that the
best interests of the nation, in all its depart
ments, would be zealously promoted."
So that we may fairly claim to have been
foremost

in recommending

Mr.

Wilson's

name for the Presidential chair.

Hon. Henry Wilson was born at FarmingHe
was early employed on a farm in his native
place, where he worked ten years, going to
On attaining
school only at rare intervals.
his majority, ho hired himself out to a shoe
maker at Natick, Mass., where he accumula
ted enough money to enable him to study
His plan of education was cut short,
awhile.
however, by the insolvency of the person to
whom he had intrusted his savings; and he
returned to his former occupation in Natick.
In a speech at Great Falls, N. II., deliver
ed last February, he said, in allusion to his
" I left my home at ten years of age,
early life,
and served an apprenticeship of eleven years,
ton, New Hampshire, February 16, 1812.

receiving

schooling each year, and
of eleven years of hard work, a

a month's

at the end

TlIE FllESIDEXTIAL CAMPAIGN.
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of oxen and six sheep, which brought me
eighty-four dollars.
Eighty-four dollars for
eleven years of hard toil ! I never spent the
amount of one dollar in money, counting
every penny, from the time I was born until
I was twenty-one years of age. I know what

The following is the scries of resolutions
by the Convention as

yoke

it

is to travel

weary

miles, and

ask my fel

low-men to give me leave to toil."
In 1840 he took an active part in the Pres
idential canvass in favor of Gen. Harrison.
In the next five years he was thrice elected
to the Massachusetts
Legis
Natick, and twice as a State
Senator from Middlesex County.
Here lie
was known as a zealous opponent of slavery,
and introduced in the Legislature a resolu
tion declaring the hostility of Massachusetts
against the extension of slavery in America.
He took a prominent part in the organiza
tion of the Free Soil party, and in 1849 was
chosen Chairman of the Free Soil State Com
a representative

lature

from

mittee

of Massachusetts.

chosen State Senator,
was President

of the

In

1850-51 he was

and during both terms
Senate.

He was elected

to the Constitutional Convention

of

1853 by

Natick and Berlin, and in 1855 succeeded Ed
ward Everett in the United States Senate,
where he has been conspicuous as an earnest
advocate of all anti-slavery measures.
He
has taken
debates

prominent part in all important
on Kansas, the Treasury Note

Bill,

Expenses of the Government, the Tariff, the
Pacific Railroad, and many other topics.
In
1859 he was re-elected

by Massachusetts

the Senate by nearly a unanimous
1861

vote.

to

In

he was made Chairman of the Commit

tee on Military Affairs, and so efficient

were

his services to the country that Mr. Cameron,
the Secretary of War, said of him : " No
man, in my opinion, in the whole country,
has done more to aid the War Department
in preparing the mighty army now under
arms."
In the regular session of 1861-2
Mr. Wilson introduced a bill abolishing
slavery in the District of Columbia, and also
for abolishing the " Black
the measure
Code."
Since that Senator Wilson has maintained
his character for loftiness of aim, by intro
ducing or promoting all national measures
having a humanitarian application. In his
native State, no man has a stronger hold on
the hearts of the people.
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adopted

THE PLATFORM.

" The
Republican

party of the United
States, assembled in National Convention in
the city of Philadelphia,

on the 5th and 6th

days of June, 1872, again declares its faith,
appeals to its history, and announces its posi

tion upon the questions before the country.
"First During eleven years of supremacy
it has accepted, with grand courage, the sol
emn duties of the time.
It suppressed a gi
gantic rebellion ; emancipated four millions
of slaves; decreed the equal citizenship of
all, and established

universal

Ex

suffrage.

hibiting unparalleled magnanimity, it crimi
nally punished no man for political offences,
and warmly welcomed all who proved their
loyalty by obeying the laws and dealing justly
with their neighbors.
It has steadily de
creased with a firm hand the resultant dis
orders of a great war, and initiated a wise
policy toward the Indians. The Pacific Rail
road and similar vast enterprises have been
generously aided and successfully conducted,
the public lands freely given to actual settlers,

immigration protected and encouraged, and
full acknowledgment of the naturalized cit
izens' rights secured from European powers.
A uniform national currency has been pro
vided, repudiation frowned down, the national
credit sustained under most extraordinary
burdens, and new bonds negotiated at lower
The revenues have been carefully col
rates.
lected and honestly
applied. Despite the
annual large reduction of rates of taxation,
a

the

public

debt

General Grant's

has

hundred million
financial

crisis

reduced

been

presidency

dollars

during

at the rate
a

year.

has been avoided,

A

of

one

great

and peace

prevail throughout the laud.
Menacing foreign difficulties have been peace
fully and honorably compromised, and the
honor and power of the nation kept in high
This glorious
respect throughout the world.
record of the past is the party's best pledge
Wc believe the people will
for the future.
not entrust the government to any party or
combination of men composed chiefly of those
who have resisted every step of this beneficial
and

plenty

progress.

"Second
equality

Complete

in the enjoyment

liberty and exact
of all civil, polit

PlIRENOLOG ICAL JOURNAL.
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ical, and public rights should be established
and

effectually

maintained throughout the

Union by efficient and appropriate State and
legislation. Neither the law nor its
administration should admit of any discrim
ination in respect of citizens by reason of
race, creed, color, or previous condition of

federal

servitude.

" Third The recent amendments to the
national Constitution should be cordially
sustained because they arc; right, not merely
tolerated because they are law, and should
be carried out according to their spirit by
appropriate legislation, the enforcement of
which can be safely trusted only to the party
that secured those amendments.

" Fourth

The national Government should

seek to maintain an honorable peace with all
nations,

protecting its citizens everywhere,

and sympathizing with all peoples who strive
for greater liberty.

" Fifth Any system of the civil service
under which the subordinate positions of the
Government are considered rewards for mere
party zeal is fatally demoralizing, and we
therefore favor a reform of the system by
laws which shall abolish the evils of patron
age, and make honesty, efficiency,

and fidel

ity the essential qualifications for public po
sition, without practically creating a life
tenure of office.
" Sixth We are opposed to further
grants
of the public lands to corporations and mo
nopolies, and demand that the national do
main be set apart for free homes for the
people.

" Seventh
The annual revenues, after pay
ing the current debts, should furnish a mod
erate balance for the reduction of the princi
pal, and the revenue, except so much as may
be derived from a tax on tobacco and liquors,
be raised by duties on importations, which

should

be so adjusted

remunerative

wages

as to

aid

to labor,

>a

and

securing
promote

growth, and prosperity of the
whole country.
" Eighth
We hold in undying honor the
soldiers and sailors whose valor saved the
Union ; their pensions arc a sacred debt of
the nation, and the widows and orphans of
those who died for their country are entitled
to the care of a generous and grateful peo
We favor such additional legislation as
ple.

the industries,

[August,

will extend the bounty of the Government to
all our soldiers and sailors who were honor
ably discharged, and who in the time of duty
became disabled, without regard to the length
of service or the cause of such discharge.
" Ninth
The doctrine of Great Britain
and other European powers concerning alle
'

giance ' Once a subject, always a subject
having at last, through the efforts of the Re
publican party, been abandoned, and the
American idea of the individual right to
transfer his allegiance having been accepted
by European nations, it is the duty of our
Government
to guard with zealous care the
rights of adopted citizens against the as
sumption of unauthorized claims by their
former

governments

; and we urge

the con

tinual and careful encouragement and pro
tection of voluntary immigration.
" Tenth The franking privilege ought to
be abolished,
and the way prepared for a
speedy reduction in the rate of postage.
" Eleventh Among the questions which
press for attention is that which concerns the
relations of capital and labor, and the Re
publican party recognize the duty of so
shaping legislation as to secure full protec
tion and the amplest field for capital and
for labor, the creator of capital, the largest
opportunities and a just share of the mutual
profits of these two great servants of civili
zation.

" Twelfth
We hold that Congress and the
President have only fulfilled an imperative
duty in their measures for the suppression
of violent and treasonable organizations in
certain lately rebellious regions, and for the
protection of the ballot-box, and, therefore,
they are entitled to the thanks of the nation.
" Thirteenth We denounce repudiation of
the .public debt, in any form or disguise, as
We witness with pride the
a national crime.
reduction of the principal of the debt, and
of the rates of interest upon the balance, and
confidently expect that our excellent national
currency

will

be

perfected

by a speedy

re

of specie payments.
" Fourteenth The Republican party is
mindful of its obligations to the loyal women
of America for their noble devotion to the
Their admission to wider
cause of freedom.
of
usefulness
is received with satisfac
fields
tion, and the honest demands of any class of
sumption

Fisher
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citizens for additional rights should be treated
with respectful consideration.
" Fifteenth We heartily approve the ac
tion of Congress in extending amnesty to
those lately in rebellion, and rejoice in the
growth of peace and fraternal feeling through
out the land.
" Sixteenth
The Republican party pro
poses to respect the rights reserved by the
people to themselves as carefully

" Seventeenth

eral Government

Government.

It

It is the duty of the gen
to adopt such measures as

will tend to encourage
and ship-building.

American commerce

" Eighteenth We believe that the modest
patriotism, the earnest purpose, the sound
judgment, the practical wisdom, the incor
ruptible integrity, and the illustrious services
of Ulysses S. Grant have commended him to
the heart of the American people, and with
him at our head we start to-day upon a new
march to victory."

as the pow

of the
for the pur
pose of removing evils by interference with

federal
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rights not surrendered by the people to either
the State or national Governments.

by them to the State and to the

ers delegated

Ames.

disapproves

resort to unconstitutional laws

FISHER AMES.
f I lIIIS eminent patriot evidently possessed
-1a highly-organized brain and nervous
So intense and susceptible

system.

workings that the mind preyed upon

nature

and

body

truth, while

doubtless,

so

a

powerful cautiousness,

ministered

by no means ro

to his circumspec-

-(T^iwfr

t'on' that

bust in its best

quently

estate, although

ed

a

san

warm,

in

much,

too

rashness

puted

con

perament

tributed

he fre-

hesitat

and perhaps im

tem

guineous

delicate

by a

He was the soul of honor

conscientiousness.

were its
a

thoroughly sensitized

or

temerity

his bolder

a

to

asso

high degree to

ciates. The right

vigor

and the true he

and

en

durance.

A tru

ly noble

char

held paramount
to

sed

in the im

views

There are
clear and

of

siderable

pene

comprehen

and

and

The following brief but stirring sketch of
this distinguished " father of the Republic "

his

is from the pen of Mr. Parton, and was pub

appreciation of the humorous and
metaphor

of rhetoric, and to express

opinions with

con

to the

tried
which
*3&? men's souls."

witty, and the ability to use
the flowers

have

public measures
in those " days

sion, genial for-

sympathy,

provi

success of many

breadth

bearance

and con

contributed

a

trating discern
ment,

noble

sion must

the

of

his

siderate

perfect portrait.

evidences

expediency,

and

acter is expres

a ready

tongue.

His was

a

|

lished in the New

York ledger

:

to the

copy

of

1

A

Virginia newspaper advised that, if the
" that arch-traitor, John
by

it

a

a

it

;

a

a

is

a

if

he never

the

Representatives'

spoke

again

;

to speak,

and the announcement

of his intention filled
Chamber with
bril
a

mined

liant assembly of ladie3 and gentlemen.
Vice-President Adams came to the chamber
to hear him, among other persons of note.
The orator rose from his seat pale, feeble,
scarcely able to stand or to make himself
heard
but as he proceeded he gathered
strength, and was able to speak for nearly
two hours in
strain of eloquence, the tradi
tion of which fills great place in the mem
oirs of the time.
The report of
which we
possess
imperfect, and the reading of
somewhat disappointing but here and there
a passage in the report which gives us
One of
some notion of the orator's power.
his points was, that the faith of the country
had been pledged by the ratification of the
refusal of the
treaty, and that consequently
House to appropriate the money would be
breach of faith. This led him to expatiate
upon the necessity of national honor.
" In Algiers," said he, "
truce may be

a

a

a

"Blush," said
Democratic
editor, "to
think that America should degrade herself
so much as to enter into any kind of treaty
with a power now tottering on the brink of
ruin, whose principles are directly contrary
"
to the spirit of Republicanism
treaty negotiated

for the worth of the old iron, but to balk the
ended,
enemy of trophy. My political life
am the survivor of myself; or, rather,
and
troubled ghost of politician that am con
demned to haunt the field where he fell."
But as the debate went on, he could no
He deter
longer endure to remain silent.

is

the treaty before his door.

spiked, or the trun

is

marched

of his letters, " that

nions knocked off, and yet am carted off, not

a

then

a

stones, and the people

residence of Mr. Jay, and burned

day after day.

am like an old gun," he wrote, in one

it

it,

fulfilled.
President Washington and the Senate had
ratified the treaty
with reluctance, it is true ;
but still they had ratified it; and nothing
remained but for the House of Representa
tives to appropriate the money requisite for
But here
carrying the treaty into effect.
The treaty was so un
was the difficulty.
popular that members of Congress shrunk
from even seeming to approve it. There had
been riotous meetings in all the large cities
to denounce it.
In New York, Alexander
Hamilton, while attempting to address a
was pelted with
meeting in support of

"

it

posts were now to be surrendered, provided
the treaty was accepted and its conditions

under

is

in all probability, it was the best that could
then have been obtained, and Mr. Jay had
only the alternative of accepting the condi
tions, or plunging his country into war. One
great point, at least, the British government
had yielded. After the revolutionary war,
the English had retained several western
posts, to the great annoyance of settlers, and
the indignation of the whole country.
These

;

we

a

conditions of the treaty,

cannot deny, were hard, unwise, unjust ; but,

suffering from the pulmonary disease from
which he afterward died, and had been or
dered by his physician not to speak
word
time be
in the House.
Inaction at such
came insupportable to him, and he chafed

a

was.

a

then

it

England

a

as

is

the

them

I

of

by

Jay, with the British tyrant, should be rati
fied," Virginia should secede from the Union.
Indeed, the public mind has seldom been ex
cited to such
degree upon any public topic.
It was in these circumstances that Fisher
Ames rose to address the House of Repre
There was
sentatives, in favor of the treaty.
majority of ten against
supposed to be
in the House, and the debate had been for
some days in progress.
Madison and all the
had spoken strongly
leading Democrats
while Fisher Ames, the greatest
against
orator on the side of the administration, was

I

abhorred

[August,

;

And who was Fisher Ames, that his
" Speeches " should be gathered and repub
lished sixty-three years after his death ? lie
Let us look
was a personage in his time.
of
his
him
in
the
greatest
glory.
day
upon
It was April 28, 1796, at Philadelphia, in
the hall of the House of Representatives, of
The
which Fisher Ames was a member.
House and country were highly excited re
specting the terms of the treaty which John
Jay had negotiated with the British govern
To a large number of the people this
ment.
treaty was inexpressibly odious ; as, indeed,
any treaty would have been with a power so
Some

JOURNAL.
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is,

I,

conversation

was heard.

friend, Judge Iredell, who happened to
looking for sympathy
in his own intense admiration.
" My God " exclaimed the
Judge, " how
"
he
how
he
has
been
great
great
" Noble " said the Vice-President.
" Bless my stars " resumed Judge Iredell,
" never heard
anything so great since was
born."
" Divine " exclaimed Adams.
And thus they went on with their inter
jections, while tears glistened in their eyes.
Mr. Adams records that tears enough were

I

1

!

!

is

!

sit next to him, as

if

to

healed are to be torn open again ; in the day
will be

time your path through the woods

darkness of midnight will
glitter with the blaze of your dwellings.
the blood of your sons
You are a father
shall fatten your corn-fields.
You are a
mother
the war-whoop shall wake the
sleep of the cradle."
He continued in this strain for some time,
occasionally
blazing into a simile that de
lighted every hearer with its brilliancy, while
flashing a vivid light upon the subject; and
I only wish the space at my command per
The conclusion of
mitted further extracts.
the speech recalled attention to the orator's
feeble condition of health, which the vigor
of his speech might have made his hearers
ambushed ; tho

forget.
have, perhaps,"

said he, "

in the event

as

little per

as any one

here.

it

a

I

is,

There
believe, no member who will not
think his chance to be
witness of the con
If, however,
sequences greater than mine.
the vote should pass to reject, and a spirit
should arise, as
will, with the public dis
orders, to make confusion worse confounded,

*

;

a

*

a

" Not
dry eye in the house," he says,
" except some of the jackasses who had oc
The ladies
casioned the oratory.
wished his soul had
better body."
After many days' further debate, the House
considerable majority
voted the money by
number
of
Democrats
voting with
large
Fisher Ames was not so
the administration.
near his death as he supposed, for he lived
twelve years after the delivery of this speech,
He
so slow was the progress of his disease.
outlived Washington and Hamilton, and de
livered addresses in commemoration of both.
The great misfortune of his life was that
very ill-health to which he alluded in his
This tinged his mind with gloom,
speech.
and caused him to anticipate the future of his
When
country with morbid apprehension.
Jefferson was elected President in 1800, he
thought the ruin of his country was sure,
" which Jefferson
and spoke of the " chains
had forged for the people.
When Hamilton
died in 1804, he declared that his " soul
stiffened with despair," and he compared the
fallen statesman to " Hercules treacherously
slain in the midst of his unfinished labors,
leaving the world overrun with monsters."
He was one of the most honest and patriotic
of men but he had little faith in the truths
upon which the Constitution of his country
a

are

un

shed on the occasion.

;

dangers, your more cruel apprehensions,
soon to be renewed; the wounds yet

sonal interest

of
John Adams turned

and some seconds elapsed before the buzz

a

" On this theme," the orator exclaimed,
" my emotions arc unutterable.
If I could
find words for them, if my powers bore any
proportion to my zeal, I would swell my
it
voice to such a note of remonstrance,
should reach every log-house
beyond the
I would say to the inhabitants :
mountains.
Wake from your false security I Your cruel

"I

slender and almost broken as my hold
life
may outlive the government and
constitution of my country."
With these words the orator resumed his
seat. The great assembly seemed spell-bound,
even

uj>on

!

sacre and fire.
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a

bought for money; but when ratified, even
Algiers is too wise or too just to disown
* * * If there
and annul its obligation.
could be a resurrection from the foot of the
gallows ; if the victims of justice could live
again, collect together and form a society,
they would, however loth, soon find them
selves obliged to make justice
that justice
under which they fell the fundamental law
of their State."
This speech was afterward called Fisher
Ames' Tomahawk Speech, because he en
deavored to show that if the posts were not
surrendered, and not garrisoned by American
troops, the Indians could not be kept in
check, and would fill the frontier with mas

Ames.

I

Fisher
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was founded.

He died at his birth-place, Dedham, Massa
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on the 4th of July, 1808, in the
fifty-first year of his age. His father had
been the physician of that place for many
a man of great skill in his profession,
years
and gifted with a vigorous mind. Doctor
Ames died when his son was only six years
chusctts,

ROCKY

JOURNAL.

of age, and it cost the boy a severe and long
struggle to work his way through college to
the profession of the law and to public life.
If he had had a body equal to his mind, he
would have been one of the greatest men
New England ever produced.

MOUNTAIN ECHOES.
IT

No. 2.

EYRIE.*
WILLIAM I, T ABOR.
GLEN

Glen Etrib, a garden enchanted

The Bath of the Naiads surrounding,
They drink to the days that arc fled.
And the echoes of elf-land resounding,
Rise up through the Pines overhead ;
And over, and over, and over,
The stars, looking down from above.
See each elf steal away with her lover
To Queen's Cafion to whisper of love.

By fairies from ages unknown,
And Htill by the elf-spirits hannted
Who hide in the Temples of Stone
Whoae ruin* the garden surrounding
Betoken a problem as grand
A* ever the Sphinx is propounding,
Enthroned upon African sand.

For there, in the silence of nature,
The riddle that Edipus read
Had humanity's changeable feature,
But here wo have nature instead,
Enthroned where the mountains defend her.
Renewing her youth without fear ;
Till the ehi*en of her magical splendor
Shines through the unchangeable year,

Glen Eyrie, thy beauty hath slumbered
In silence and solitude long ;
But thy days of probation are numbered,
And silence yields place unto song;
There shall flash through thy cafion* fair faces,
And voices of sweetness shall rise,
And summer shall bring back the graces
Of fairy-land's brightest surprise.

Glen Eyrie, thy nooks and thy corners
Still echo the music of yore,
While under the moonlight the mourners
The fate of the fairies deplore ;
And is it a poet's ideal
That Dryads and Naiads still meet,
AH under the pines that are real,
In Glen Eyrie's enchanting retreat?

But the fairies this time shall be real.
Aglow with the beauty of youth.
Repeating the poet's ideal,
Till his fancy grows into a truth ;
And the breeze to the blossom revealing
The whispers it hears in the Glen,
Will be told there are fairies concealing
Themselves in Glen Eyrie again.

One of the "Gardens

of the Gods," near Colorado Springs, Colorado, in which
Denver and Rio Grande Railway, resides.

HOMES

IN

is a fact that new railways through the

ITWestern

States and territories are open

ing up for settlement some of the finest farm
The new roads
ing lands on the continent.
precede settlement, and afford facilities not
They extend from
possible without them.
the great lakes in the north-west to the
Pacific, and south to Texas and New Mexico.
They cross the great prairies and the Rocky
Mountains, cutting up Montana, Nevada,
Utah, Wyoming, Colorado, Nebraska, Da
kota, Kansas, Indian Territory, Texas, New
Mexico, California, etc. We have more miles

of railway
West of

than any other nation.
the Mississippi

States still owns
uted

[August,

as

follows

River the United
acres, distrib

073,482,593
:

Missouri, Iowa, and

Ar

THE

Gen. Palmer,

President

of the

WEST.

Dakota and Wyoming.
Montana, 80,904,605; Kansas,
43,148,076 ; Nebraska, .'.5,223,637 ; Colorado
and Idaho, 117,800,000; New Mexico and
Utah, 224,140,000; Nevada and Arizona,
130,000,000; Minnesota,
36,876,170; Indian
Territory, 154,000.
New railways will bring all these lands
within reach of markets, and give homes
to millions.
Uncle Sam is, indeed, " rich
enough to give us al 1 a farm."
In the Eastern and Middle States good
farming lands are worth from $ 100 to $200
because richer
an acre. In the West better
and more easily cultivated
lands may now
be had near railways at from $3 to $5 and $8
per acre, and farther away from railways at
kansas,

16,000,000;

145,295,284;

expression

Then why should not
$1.50 to $2 per acre.
older
States go West,
of
the
farmers
young
singly or in companies or in colonies, and

farms at these low prices? If they
wish to grow stock, cattle, horses, or sheep
by the hundred or thousand, they may go to
the pasture lands of Texas, New Mexico, or
If they wish to grow grain
farther north.
do
so
in any of the Northern or
they may
secure

If

or cotton, the
We have mill
South is where they must go.
ions of acres untouched in the sunny South.
Fruits, in great variety, grow in nearly all
parts of our country. The orange, the fig,
and the banana thrive best in our semi-trop
While the hardier sorts
ical latitudes.
are produced from Maine
etc.,
apples, pears,
to California, and from the Gulf of St. Law
rence to points as far south as Kentucky,
Tennessee, Missouri, etc. Grapes thrive all
the way from the great lakes to the Gulf
of Mexico, and from the Atlantic to the
States.

sugar

and

cannot

you

go

providing you

amiss,

object and know what

have a clearly-defined

you want, and how to go about
ment.

In

long.

In the extreme south

its attain

the extreme north the winters are
a

tropical sun

may keep offe over warm, while in the wide
belt between the extremes one may choose
exactly what he wants.
One who is comfortably and thriftily
ated

need

now,

not,

should

not

situ

change ;

from foreign shores, or

while new-comers

new beginners, may plant themselves where
they like and become self-relying,
self-sup

porting,

thrifty

farmers,

planters,

stock-

God
citizens.
growers, and independent
bless the East, the West, the North, and the
Bless

South.

everywhere.

or

Phpopomt),
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Pacific, save in the snowy range of the Rocky
To the question, "Where shall
Mountains.
we go?" wo answer: You may choose your
own climate; you may go where you like,

j^ignj?

Western

and Philosophy.
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our country and our people
God bless the race !

^kracter.

U

Of th«toul,thebodyformdothtake.
For K'til form,anddoththebodymake. Sptiuar.
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lion may be taken to show
carnivorus
apparatus of

animal.

a a. The circular fibers which surround
and which are common to all

the eyelids,
animals.

muscles which draw back
from the eyeball, and give

Accessory

eyelids

a

BCD.
the

is

a

sparkling fierceness to the eye.
Artists bestow an expression on the eye of
the lion which they suppose gives dignity
kind of knitting of the eyebrows, while
This
the eyelids are straining wide.
quite
incompatible with the powers of expression
in brutes.
When the lion closes his eyes in
repose, the fleshiness about the eyelids and the

fixed, there

is

and the eye

is

is

a

hair of the skin produce the effect of morose
human expression, but when he
excited,
no such character.

e

N V M J) E It

f. The

mass of muscular

fibers, with
under them, are very strong
in this class of animals.
They raise and ex
pose the teeth with the savage expression
peculiar to the carnivore.
q. The muscles which move the nostril in
those concealed

smelling.

h. A muscle which answers to the

zygo-

malicus in man, and which must have great
reaches from the
power in this animal, as

it

of

muscular

a

head

a

THE
the

JULY

OUR

ear to the angle of the mouth.
It opens the
mouth, retracts the lips, and disengages them
from the teeth, as in seizing their prey.
1. The buccinator muscle.
k. Insertion of part of the masseter muscle,
one of the powerful muscles that close the

jaws.

I

FROM

.
]

BY SIR CHARLES
[CONTINUED

PHILOSOPHY.

AND

observed above that some painters have
allowable to give human expres

thought

it
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of Hons, and others have
I think
their
heads of horses.
presented it in
that it
and
view,
on
a
mistaken
is
done
this
will never enhance the peculiar beauty of any

sion to the heads

August,

In the hair of
thoughtful and suspicious.
the forehead and in the ears, in the roundness
of the head and neck, the artist has preferred
the model of the antique to what, in this in
stance, we must consider
finer forms

of

to be the

nature.

Here

are

the nostrils of the horse, but they
want expansion ; and there are

thick and fleshy lips with an open
which no power of associ
ation can ever teach us to admire.
There is a spirit in the expand
ed nostril, a fire in the eye, a kind
of intelligence in the horse's head

mouth,

taken altogether

; there is a beauty

in the form of the neck and an
ease and grandeur in the carriage

of

the head, where strength and
are combined, which can

freedom

not be excelled by the substitution
No doubt the
an ideal form.

of

painter, in this instance, wished to
avoid that commonness of form

in the

which represses sentiment
beholder,

ical effect of

it

some part of hu
in his picture of
Daniel in the Lions' Den, has given this char
acter to the heads of the lions. It is more
than doubtful whether it be in the true spirit
of that principle of association which should
animal to engraft

upon

man expression.

Rubens,

the

and destroys
a

picture

;

but

poet

it

is

attempted at the expense of truth
of character.
In the utmost excitement ani
mals

of this

class do not open the mouth ;

through the mouth
so that
in the throat prevents it
animation is exhibited only in the nostril

they

cannot

breathe

a valve

adaptation of expression and
in producing an ideal form, thus
to mingle human expression with the features
of the savage animals.
It seems, however,
that a distinction is to be made when the lion
is represented in its natural state and when
in
Represented
sculptured emblematically.
his den or in the forest, the picture should
possess all the natural character ; when
couched amid the insignia of empire, there
govern

the

character

may be a difference.
A horse's head is added in illustration ;
is taken from

Giulio

has here produced

Romano.
an ideal

it

The painter
head : we

say

that it is a horse, rather on account of the
bridle in the mouth than because we recog
nize the natural character of that animal.
Instead of the full, clear eye standing promi
nent upon.the temple, there is an eye sunk
deep, with an overhanging eyebrow ; the
character

entirely human, and the expression

Fia. 8. The Charuer.

The open mouth is from the
checking of the bit between the teeth, and
is never seen when the horse is untram-

and the eye.

meled and free.

EXPRESSION
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Such were the opinions delivered in the
first edition of this work, and they were
drawn from observations of nature, on which
I always rest with absolute reliance. Since
that time the Elgin collection of sculptures
has arrived.
These remains of antiquity are
of great value to the arts of this country, as
they obviously tend to turn the artist's at
tention to nature, and exhibit to him the con
The
sistency of natural form and beauty.
horses' heads in that collection are perfectly
natural, and if there be exaggeration, it is
only in the stronger marking of that which
is the characteristic distinction of the animal.
The next drawing represents the muscles
of the horse's head.
a a. The orbicular muscle of the eyelids.
B. An accessory muscle to raise the eyelid.
It pulls down
c. A very peculiar muscle.
the eyelid.
d. A muscle connected also with the eye,
and arising from the cartilages of the ear.
e. A muscle answering to the zygomatic
muscle in man.
These

muscles surrounding the eyelids

109

than anything else,
which produce the very different character
and expression in the two classes of animals.
1 1. A strong muscle, which lies under that
of the nostril f. Its tendon passes forward
over the nose, and unites with its fellow of
the other side.
These together form a broad
tendon k, which is inserted into the upper
lip. There is a similar muscle moving the
lower lip, which cannot be seen in this view.

muscles, therefore, more

of

the horse, account for the superior expression
of the eye. The muscle d seems calculated

to operate upon the outer angle of the eye
lids, and to enable the animal to direct the
eye backward ; in this it is probably assisted
by the muscle e.
p. This forms a class
scend

on the side

of

of

muscles which de

the face, and

are in

serted into the nostril.
o g. Muscular fibers also operating in the

distension of the tube of the nostril.
n. A strong muscle which acts upon the
cartilage, and distends the nostril with great
power.
There is something in the distribution of
these muscles which illustrates the character
of the class, and accounts for the peculiarity
of expression.
W e cannot fail to observe the
difference in the general direction and class
ing of the muscles of the face in the horse
In the carnivorous animal
and in the lion.
they all tend to lift the lips from the canine
teeth, so that they cannot act without show
ing the teeth with a snarling expression : in
the graminivorous animal,
muscles

contrary,

having the same place and origin

pass to the cartilages

it

on the

of

the nose, and inflate

the instant they are excited.

It

is these

Flo.

3.

Muscles of a Horse's Head.

l

m. The circular fibres of the lips, which
in the horse are particularly strong and

fleshy.
n.

A

web

of muscle, which is extended

from the cutaneous muscle of the neck.

The last-named muscles have all great
power, and give extensive motion to the lips.
They take a course over the nose in a man
ner quite peculiar to this class of animals, to
raise and project the upper lip, as in gather

Any one who feeds his horse from
ing food.
his hand may feel the singular sensitiveness
and mobility of his lips.

Phrenological

teeth.
OP

THE MUSCT.E8 OP ANIMALS COMPABED
WITH THOSE OP MAN.

[August,

to distinguish them

particularly as
of snarling. This action of
snarling is quite peculiar to the ferocious and
carnivorous animals.
The graminivorous are
and, consequently, these mus
incapble of
cles are to be found largely developed only
in the former class, not in the latter.
In the
carnivorous animals
can scarcely be said
that there
perfect or regular orbicular
muscle, as in man, for contracting the lips
the lips hang loose and relaxed, unless when
drawn aside by the snarling muscles, and
they fall back into this state of relaxation
with the remission of the action of these

it

it,

muscles

;

a

cote, we cannot fail to see how much the
form of the head depends upon the teeth
being small in front, and large and deep-set
at the back part of the jaw ; how much the
peculiarity of expression in the animal is
owing to its breathing through the nostril,
and not through the mouth, and to its brill
iant eye being placed on the utmost projec
tion of the head, so that, by the slightest
turn of the pliant neck, it may be directed
backward. Finally, we perceive how the
muscles are adapted to draw back the eye
lids, to expand the nostrils, and project the
lips from the incisor teeth, and also to place
the food under the operation of the grinding

ventured

the

is

Looking to these muscles, and contrasting
them with the animated sketch by Mr. North-

Journal.

muscles.

The chief muscles of the lips, which in car
nivorous animals are directed to the side of
the mouth, are, in graminivorous animals,
directed to the middle of the lip over the
call them depascentes, from
front teeth.
to enable the creature to
their use, which

I
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rounding the mouth, and regulating the mo
tion of their fleshy lips.
Muscles which surround the eyelid. In

by others

man, the upper eyelid

have

;

joining

in

a

come down upon each side
broad

of

tendon,

the face, and,
pass over

the

nose to be inserted into the upper lip.

;

;

is

a

a

An
other set run along the lower jaw, to be in
serted by
peculiar feathered tendon into the
These muscles are very strong in
under lip.
the horse.
They give peculiar and charac
teristic expression to the stallion, when he
snuffs the breeze, with his head high in air.
When he bites, the expression
entirely dif
ferent from that of the carnivorous animal
instead of exposing the teeth corresponding
with the canine, he lifts the lips from the
fore teeth, and protrudes them.
The carniv
orous animals have not these muscles of the
fore part of the lip in them the lips cover
ing the incisor teeth are not fleshy, like those
of the graminivorous animals, but are tied
down to the gums, and the fore teeth are ex
posed only in consequence of the straining
occasioned by retraction of the side of the
mouth.

Although

the graminivorous

animals

do

2.

a

not possess those muscles which so powerfully
retract the lips in the carnivorous class, they
more perfect orbicular muscle sur
have

raised

by

a

I

open its lips so as to gather food, and to bite
the grass.
They are long muscles one set

is

(the masticating muscles),

is

Referring to the remarkable difference be
the range of expression in man and
in animals, and considering that in brutes it
proceeds from necessity or voluntary action,
while in man there is a special provision for
bestowing it a peculiar set of muscles to
which no other office can be assigned
it is
proper to reduce the muscles of several quad
rupeds into classes, that we may distinguish
the characteristics of mere animal expression
from those in man.
They may be distinguished as, 1st. Those
which raise the lips from the teeth ; 2d.
Those which surround the eyelids ; and 3d.
Those which move the nostrils.
1. The first of these classes, viz., the mus
cles which raise the lips from the teeth, admit
of a subdivision. In the carnivorous animal
the muscles of the lips are so directed as to
raise the lip from the canine teeth.
In the
graminivorous they are directed so as to raise
The former
the lips from the incisor teeth.
I would distinguish by the name ringentes,
snarling muscles ; the latter by the name depascenUs, muscles simply for feeding.
The snarling muscles arise from the margin
of the orbit, and from the upper jaw. They
are inserted into that part of the U2>per lip
from which the mustaches grow, and which
is opposite to the canine teeth.
Their sole
office is to raise the upper lip from the canine
teeth ; and, although they are assisted in this
tween

muscle

EXPRESSION
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But
coming from the back of the orbit.
animals of prey, in whose eyes there is the
peculiar and ferocious splendor which dis
tinguishes the tiger or the lion, have, in addi
tion to this muscle, three others attached to
the eyelids, which, stretching the coats and
drawing the eyelids backward upon the
prominent eyeball, produce a fixed straining
These
of the eye, and a greater brightness.
muscles

I

have termed

Ill
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scintillantes,

because,

retracting the eyelids, they expose the
brilliant white of the eye, which reflects a
by

sparkling light. In the sheep, besides the
proper muscle coming from the bottom of
the orbit, there is only a web of fibers to as
sist in raising the eyelid.
In the horse, there

angry

spark,

" Ch'

the outer angle of the eyelid, retracts it, and
enables the animal to direct the pupil back

ward, where his defence lies. In the feline
tribe light is reflected from the bottom of
the eye, when the pupil is dilated ; and, as
the pupil dilates in obscure light, there is a
brilliant reflection from the cat's eye, which
All
we mistake for the indication of passion.
these may be partially displayed in the hu
man eye, a9 in the bloodshot redness com
bined with the circle of reflected light from
the margin of the cornea, like a flame or

Charon

is

described

by

or

as

intorno agli occhl avea di flamme mote,"

lighted charcoal, from the bottom of

the eye,
"Caron demonio con occhi di bragia."

It

is in this way that
will illustrate
Milton,
pression

of true ex
whole passage ; so

a touch
a

14With head uplift above the wave, and eyee
That sparkling blazed." *
3. Muscles

of

the

Nostrils.

These

are not

less distinct and peculiar, in different classes
of animals, than the muscles of the eye and
lips. In the carnivorous animals, the nose is

Fio. 4. " Ivmiikb State," a Celebrated
is a muscle to pull down the lower eyelid ;
and another, which, passing from the ear to

as

Dante,

Trotter.

comparatively insignificant, provision being
for any occasional
increase of respiration above the uniform
play of the lungs; while in the inoffensive
animals, which arc the prey of the more fero
cious, the inflation of the nostril is provided
for by the action of another set of muscles.
For example, in the horse, " the glory of
whose nostrils is terrible,'' the muscles which
inflate the nostril are very peculiar.
They
arise like the ringentes ; but instead of being
fixed into the lips, as in carnivorous animals,
made in the open mouth

whose lips are to be raised

from

the canine

* So also Spenser, B. vl., cant. 7, stanza 41.

Phrenological Journal.
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teeth, they pass to the noBtrils, and, in com
bination with some lesser muscles, powerfully
inflate them when the animal is pushed to
his speed, excited by fear, or inflamed to
rage.

In

the gallery

of Florence,

there

is the

it

head of a horse in bronze, and antique;
very fine, and in all respects
those

of

the

Elgin Marbles;

as

natural

is
as

the mouth is

open, but there is a bit in it.
Over the fountain, in the

Piazza of the
Grand Duke, is placed a group of Neptune
drawn by four horses ; the mouths of all the
horses are open, and as they are free agents,
without bit or harness, they seem to be of
one mind, and

to be expressing

the

same

They would
have been much finer, had the artist given
them animation through the eye and nostril,
without opening the mouth.*
The horse's mouth is never seen open when
the animal is free. Nothing can be finer than
the action of a charger in the field ; but
though he should snort and neigh and throw
up his head and mane, with all his excitement
In the antiqui
he does not open his mouth.
ties of Count Caylus, the horse's head is rep
resented naturally.
We may notice here, that most of the
carnivorous animals hunt their prey. For
this object, they not only require a peculiar
and extended organ of smelling, but the air
must be drawn forcibly over the surface on
It ap
which the olfactory nerve is spread.
me
that
this
accounts
for
their
small,
to
pears
confined nostril, and their breathing freely
In smelling, an action
through the mouth.
of the nostrils takes place which directs the
stream of air upward into the cells of the
nose, where the olfactory nerve is distributed.
This is especially the case in the conforma
tion of the dog's nostrils.
Returning now to the muscles in the hu
thing, whatever

that may

be.

we perceive that, although
of the lips and nostrils in man
may not be so extensive as in other classes
of animals, there is in his face a capacity for
all the varieties of expression which distin
He stands, as we have
guish these creatures.
and graminivthe
carnivorous
between
said,
man countenance,
the motions

Milan. " The four horses in the triumphal arch have
their months gaping wide ; not so the coursers last night
in the Circus."
Note from Journal.

orous

[August,

animals ; or, rather,

he partakes the
of both.
He has the snarling mus
cles which so peculiarly distinguish the car
nivorous class, while he is able to protrude
the lips, and uncover the teeth, like the
graminivorous. We have seen that, in the
carnivorous animals, the muscles descending
from the cheek-bones and upper jaw to raise
the lip are strong, and that the orbicular or
circular fibers of the mouth are feeble, the
lip being attached to the fore part of the
nature

In

gums.

the graminivorous animals, on the

orbicular muscle has great
while the elevating and depressing
muscles of the side of the mouth are weak.
But in man both classes of muscles are com
bined ; the elevating and depressing muscles
are fully developed, while the orbicular mus
the

contrary,

power,

them, modulating
their actions, and bestowing
the utmost perfection on the motions of the

cle completely

antagonizes

and qualifying
lips.

Whether we look to the form
tures or to their power
consideration

will

alone

of the fea

of

expression, the
of these two classes of muscles

account for certain varieties

human face.

In

in the

one man the excitement

of

passion may be indicated chiefly by the preva
lence of one class, while in a second, another

will

predominate in the expression.
allowable to give examples, I would
say that in the countenance of Mrs. Siddons
or Mr. John Kemble, there was presented the
highest character of beauty which belongs to
the true English face. In that family the
upper lip and nostrils were very expressive ;
the class of muscles which operate on the
nostrils was especially powerful, and both
class

If it

be

these great tragedians had a remarkable ca
pacity for the expression of the nobler pas
sions.

In their

cast

of

features

there was

that blood-thirsty look which
Cooke could throw into his face. In him
the ringentes prevailed ; and what determined
hate could he express, when, combined with
the oblique cast of his eyes, he drew up the
outer part of the upper lip, and disclosed a
sharp angular tooth 1 And is it not this
lateral drawing of the lips, and stretching
them upon the closed teeth, which make the
blood start from them in remorseless hate

never

seen

and rancor ?

But, besides the muscles analogous to those

ITS ANATOMY

of brutes, others are introduced into the hu
man face which indicate emotions and sym
pathies of which the lower animals are not
susceptible ; and as they are peculiar to man,
they may be considered as the index of men
tal energy, in opposition to mere animal ex

AND PHILOSOPHY.
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producing the infinite variety of motions

in

the mouth expressive of sentiment.
When we compare the muscles of the hu
man head with those of animals, we perceive
distinctions, which shall not

many smaller

I
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cisely the parts which have least expression
in brutes ; for they have no eyebrows, and

The depressor alee nasi,
the anterior fibers
of the occipito-frontalis, are not found in the
brute
and, in general, the more minute and
fasciculated structure of all the muscles ot
decided
the lips, in the face of man, shows
superiority in the provision for motion of the

no power of elevating

features.

a

under lip, or superbus, and the orbicularis,
has

it

;

so expressive of contempt, hatred, jealousy
and, in combination with the elevator of the

larger share than any other muscle in

a

is

ia

;

is

it

;

is

both

;

of

the

corre

;
a

;

a

a

is

is

is

pression,

a

muscle peculiar to human ex
brought into action, the sign
The eyebrows are knit, the energy
altered.
of mind
the min
apparent, and there
gling of thought and emotion with the sav
age and brutal rage of the mere animal.
In man, the actions of the frontal muscle
of the corrugator supercilii, and of the orbic
ular muscle of the mouth, give much expres
sion.
instead of the retraction of the
lips and the exposure of the teeth, as in the
half
rage or pain of animals, the mouth
closed, the lips inflected by the circular fibers
and drawn down by the action of the pecul
iarly human muscle, the depressor anguli

supercilii,

is

jaw, and passes up to be inserted, with the
converging fibers of almost all the muscles
of the side of the face, into the corner of the
It produces that arching of the lip
mouth.

partakes

oris, then there

is

I

it

I

I

a

it

It

can assign no other

than that which belongs to expres
arises from the base of the lower

rage

sponding muscles of the lips and nostrils pro
ducing similar action to that in animals
an exposure and clenching of the teeth
degree of sparkling of the eye, and an infla
tion of the nostrils.
Of face under the in
fluence of such actions,
spectator would
infallibly say that the aspect was brutal, sav
But when the corrugator
age, and cruel.

is

;

is

I

I

is

is

is

be peculiar to man, and

human

a

is

muscle of the eyelids.
It
wanting in the
and, in
animals which we have examined
its stead, fibers, more or less strong, are found
to be inserted directly into the eyelids.
The motion of the features Which, next to
that produced by the corrugator supercilii,
most expressive of human passion and sen
timent,
to be seen in the angle of the
mouth. At one time
conceived that this
distinctive expression was chiefly owing to
the superbus, which elevates and protrudes
The
the under lip, but
was deceived.
character of human expression in the mouth
given by the triangularis oris, or depressor
muscle which
have not found
anguli oris,
in any of the lower animals.
to
believe

sion.

It
expressed most strongly by the
body.
in them
wild, fe
carnivorous animals
Their expression of
rocious, and terrifying.
shown
rage, so far as
appears in the face,
by the strong action of the ringentes, or snarl
ing muscles, the exposure of the canine teeth,
the gnashing of the tusks, and the brilliant
The expression of
excitement of the eye.

If,

mind.

The frontal portion of the occipito-frontalis muscle
the antagonist of the orbicular

use for

We have already observed that the faces
of animals seem chiefly capable of expressing
indicated more
even pain
rage and fear
in the voice, and in writhing and struggling.
The rage of the graminivorous animal
chierfy visible in the eye, in the inflation of
the nostril, and in the disturbed state of the

it

it

;

a

is,

or depressing the angle
of the mouth.
It
therefore, in these fea
tures that we should expect to find the mus
cles of expression peculiar to man.
The most remarkable muscle of the human
face is the corrugator supercilii (shown in
former number), arising from the frontal bone,
near its union with the nasal bones, and in
knits
serted into the skin of the eyebrow
the eyebrows with an energetic effect, which
but irresistibly, conveys the
unaccountably,

is

features

the angle of the mouth ; and these are pre

of

discuss.

;

and expressive

are the inner extremity of the eyebrow and

idea

at present

the nasalis labii superwris,

pression.
The most movable

expressed

more agony

of
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mind than of mere bodily suffering, by a
combination of muscular actions of which
animals arc incapable.
is,

The action of the orbicular muscle of the
of
indeed, the most characteristic
lips
agony of mind and of all those passions which

with

[August

shrinking of alarm in the more fero
straining of the eye and inflation
of the nostril, with trembling, in the milder.
In human fear and suspicion the nostril is
and the eye has that backward,
inflated,
jealous, and timid character which we see
a

cious, and

a
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M

is

3

in grief, in vexation
of sentiment
of spirit, in weeping,
modifies the effect
of the muscles of animal expression, and pro

in the horse, and in the gentler classes of

duces human character.

system

Fear
characterized in animals by
min
gling of anger and of preparation for defense,

in man, lead to expressions

animals.

The orbicular muscle of the Hps, with the

And here

elevating

and depressing

muscles

peculiarly human.
may observe, that expression

is

of

I

a

is

it

;

partake
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EXPRESSION

not always the effect of

a

ITS ANATOMY AND PHILOSOPHY.

contraction of the
or partial.

muscles of the face, either general

It

action

proceeds rather from a combined

the
often

muscles

when under passion

the relaxation

of

a certain

;

of

for it is

thus afford a new occasion
the classes of animals,

superior intelligence,

115

of distinguishing

and how, as signs

of

of

the

they give proofs

class, more

than their excitement, which gives expres
and of this smiling and laughter fur
nish the most apposite examples.
The capacity of receiving ludicrous ideas
is as completely denied to animals, as they
are utterly incapable
of the accompanying
action of laughter.
Dogs, in their expression
of fondness, have a slight eversion of the
lips, and grin and snuff amid their frolic
and gambols in a way that resembles laugh
ter ; but in all this there is nothing which
That
truly approaches to human expression.
is produced by the relaxation of the orbicular
muscle of the lips, and the consequent pre
ponderating action of the elevating muscles ;
and, of course, it can exist only in a face
which possesses both the orbicular and the
straight muscles of the lips in perfection.
In the emotions of contempt, pride, sus
picion, and jealousy, the orbicular muscle
and the triangularis oris produce, by their
combiuaton, the arching of the lips and the
The
depression of the angle of the mouth.
horizontal drawing of the lips which just
discloses the teeth, and betrays the severe or
bitter and malignant passions, is owing to a
sion,

more general action

of

the muscles overcom

ing the opposition of the orbicularis.

In grief,

the muscles

of

the eyebrow

and

in expression ;
hence the union of that upward direction of
the extremity of the eyebrow characterizing
and sinking of the
peevishness, discontent,
spirits, with the depression of the angle of
the mouth, which so distinctly indicates the
harassed and subdued state of mind.
By the combination of those muscles of
expression, much of that various play of the
of human passions, as
features expressive
joy, hope, admiration, anxiety, fear, horror,
despair, is produced ; and thus, while the
those of the lips are combined

is capable of expressing
the more ferocious animals

human countenance
both the rage

of

and the timidity

of

by the consentaneous

the milder, it possesses,
action of a few super

is curious to observe

Cousin.

of man, and the excellence of
The full, clear eye, the arched

endowments

his nature.

eyebrow, the smooth

and movable
ished

6.

forehead,

of emotion

and

and pol

indicating susceptibility
power of expression, are

as

grand features of human character and beau
ty ; and it is the perfection of beauty when

is made sensible of this inher
power, even while no pre
But a
vailing passion affects the features.
great portion of the beauty of the human face
is in the nose and the mouth ; in a nostril
which has a capacity for expression, without
being too membranous and inflatable, for that
produces a mean and imbecile kind of fierce
ness ; and in lips at once full and capable
of those various modulations of form which
are necessary to speech and the indication of
the spectator

ent, this latent

human feeling.
[to be contimukd.]

The growth of Western towns is

Denveh.

There is Denver, nearly
miles away, nestled under the beet
ling brows of the Rocky Mountains, one of the
liveliest little cities in the country.
Lippina perpetual

marvel.

a thousand

of 18(54 does not even give its
name, but the United States census of 1870
enumerates its population
at four thousand
cott's Gazetteer

varying

To-day Denver is a brisk,
bustling place of eleven thousand people, the
depot of five railroads, the focus of travel to

how the muscles

and from the mining regions of Colorado, the
distributing point of a large section, and in

added muscles, powers of expression
almost to infinity.

It

Fio

seven hundred.

PHRENOLOGICAL

enterprise a real wonder.
It crouches twelve
miles from the foot-hills of the mountains, five
thousand feet above the level of the sea, in
view of the most majestic scenery in the whole
world, and in an atmosphere than which there
is none more salubrious on this continent It
has a regular municipal government, and in its
stores and shops, its newspapers, the character

of residences and public buildings, wears the
proud air of a metropolis.
St. Louis Repub
lican.

jp£pHijtm£ni

of

JOURNAL.
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[Aye, and why not ? If one would meet en
Chicago
terprising people he must go West.
and St Louis were Western towns " long, long
ago ;" but Denver, Omaha, St Paul, are now
among the rising Western cities. Denver must,
become
an important
inevitably,
business
center it is so now
and will ere long count
her 20, 80, 40, and 50,000 inhabitants.
Then
the great parks, the mountains, and the plains
adjacent will be alive with civilization and all
the industries.]
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DISEASES

SKIN.

OF THE

BY K. T. TRALL,
authors have distinguished not
three hundred diseases and

MEDICAL
less than

conditions of the skin, to which they
have given distinct names and diagnoses. Hip
pocrates divided cutaneous affections into two

morbid

M.D.

humors, salt-rheum,

tubercles,

eczema, tetter,

pemphigus, rupia, impetigo, chil
The fourth group includes blotches,

scald-head,
blains, etc.

embracing

iu the sixth

Riolanus, early in the
ary fever, and plague.
seventeenth century, arranged them into three
groups or classes Pustules, Deformities, and

the cuticle.

a

a

group, Dermatoses,
divided into twelve Bubclasses or smaller groups.
Later authors,
among whom are Wilson and Bulkley, have
extended the catalogue of groups or classes to
;

thirty or forty, each including several species
or varieties but, for all practical and useful

attributed

years ago the Hindoos
all diseases of the skin to worms

and many persons nowadays mistake the fatty
black speck externally, which
matter, with
they squeeze out of the sebaceous follicles, for
veritable

In the Bible ac
race, the first prevalent
diseases were those of the skin.

insects or worms.

count of the human

and prominent
The leprosy was the extreme and dangerous
form. Moses clearly describes two distinct

Eruptions.

forms of leprosy, one of which was mild and
the other malignant " Moses," says Dunglison in his " History of Medicine," " has given

Discoloi ations
Morbid Growths.
Parasitic Affections.

the least equivocal puffs of his medical pro
ficiency in that portion of his laws which com
prises his hygienic precepts, and in the descrip

Rashes.

'

6. 5. 4. 3. 2. 1.

:

purposes, they may be reduced to the following
Exanthema.

HISTORY OP SKIN DISEASES.
Some two thousand

;

Plench, in 1776, arranged them into
" nat
eight orders. Altbert, still later, made
ural classification,"
constituted
of
single
Tubercles.

group are scabies, grocer's itch,
and all diseases induced by insects which at
tach themselves to or burrow and breed under

a

local and constitutional, the latter class
the exanthems, or eruptive fevers
small-pox, measles, erysipelas, scarlatina, mili

;

classes,

spots, freckles, stains, leprosy, narvi, etc.
In
the fifth group are found excrescences and tu
mors, as corns, warts, bunions, wens, etc.
and

variety of

tion of those characters by which the white
leprosy might be discriminated, as well as of
the means which ought to be had recourse to

usually denominated erythema, or
inflammatory blush, as urticaria, rose-rash, etc.
The third group embraces all of the affections
to which the term cutaneous eruptions
ap

for its cure. He teaches how to distinguish
the spots' which announce the speedy invasion
or existence of the lepra from those which
ought not to inspire suspicion, and treats fully,

plied, in its strict or limited sense, as pimples,

in the 13th chapter of Leviticus, of the various

mentioned.

are essentially febrile dis
the eruptive fevers above

The rashes include

a

The exanthems
eases, and embrace

is

affections

DISEASES
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symptoms

of that dreaded affection."

Again,

"
says Dunglison, The Levites alone knew how
to treat the lepra.
They isolated the patient,
purified his body by repeated ablutions,

Ill

OF THE SKIN.

and

offered up expiatory sacrifices."
As the Hebrews became gross in their die
tetic habits, and sensual generally, diseases of
the skin became correspondingly
prevalent.
Running sores, ulcers, boils, or carbuncles

tem to rid itself of morbific matters through
the cutaneous emunctory.
If the remedial ef
fort is violent there will be fever, as in the
exanthems.

will

result

If

be

the effort is more gentle, the
pimples,

ring

vesicles, scalls,

worms,

blebs, eczema, etc., according to the
amount and kind of impurities existing in the
system. If the glands and follicles of the skin
become much obstructed, or injured mechan

were also common, as we learn from the law

ically, excrescences,

of uncleanliness applied to issues in the loth
The careful reader of the
chapter of Leviticus.

other abnormal

Scriptures will not fail to notice that the term
plague is frequently applied to the malignant
form of leprosy.
In the middle ages the cities

rashes, tetters, salt-rheum, pimples, and blotches
will result.

NATURE

OF CUTANEOUS DISEASES.

Eruptions of the skin are efforts of the sys

it,

and follicles,

as

seen

in

the mottled

;

cuticle and in the areolar tissue of the skin, as
putrid fevers or from the use of cer
tain drug-medicines, as in the case of the " blue
;

seen in

a

disease" occasioned by nitrate of silver.
As rule, the more vigorous the circulation
the person to rashes and
on the surface when the blood
im
When the circulation
feeble, the de
is

is

the more liable

humors

is

pure.
purating process will be attempted from the
skin instead of toward it. The patient will
then

suffer of humors

and eruptions

on the

He may have " canker of the
stomach," throat-ail, duodenitis, catarrh of the

mucous surfaces.
bowels

or bladder, or the mucous membrane
a

of the whole alimentary canal may be in state
of chronic inflammation, quite analogous to
erysipelatous, herpetic,
tions of the skin.

and eczematous

affec

The sympathy, as
called
the co-relation
between the skin and mucous mem
properly
Both may be employed
brane
very intimate.
as depurating surfaces for morbid matters
but
;

require filthy surroundings
as well as foul
blood, while skin disease may result from im
purity of blood when all the surroundings are
hygienic.

glands

faces and foreheads of those who have long
suffered of torpid livers
or from the extrava
sation of thin and putrescent blood under the

the safer remedial effort

is

of offal, have rendered pestilences of all kinds
less prevalent in many cities.
Cutaneous affections are plagues diluted.
They are pestilences of the sporadic kind.
The causes of both are similar; but plagues

of the skin may result from
of biliary matter in the cutaneous

Discolorations
deposits

is

Wider streets, improved sewage, bet
plague.
ter ventilated houses, and the prompt removal

tion would be some one of the forms of chronic
disease above mentioned.

it

also, are under better sanitary conditions and
regulations than were those which were so se
verely and so repeatedly desolated with the

as erysipelas;
but, if a less quantity of bil
ious matter were in the blood, or a less violent
effort made to deterge
the cutaneous affec

is

have less vital stamina, but they pay more at
tention to personal cleanliness.
Modern cities,

and

with biliary elements, and the attempt of the
system to get rid of it rapidly through the
skin is what constitutes the exanthem known

always in the direc

tion of the skin, and this principle explains
so dangerous to repel humors from
why
Repelled
the surface, or " strike tbem in."
is

although it had occurred in Athens and Rome
nearly a century before, and in Egypt and
Syria two centuries earlier still.
Fevers are not now such desolating scourges
as they were some centuries ago, for the rea
son that the people are less filthy.
They may

tumors,

Erysipelas fever is the most striking illustra
tion of a bilious humor.
It never occurs except
when the whole mass of blood is surcharged

it

consequences.
The first recorded general plague in all parts
of the world is said to have occurred 534 B.C.,

morbific

is,

of the Old World were frequently ravaged by
a fever which was termed the " plague," the
"
black death," and the " great mortality."
The difference between the leprous and the
fever plague was owing simply to the differ
ence in the rapidity with which the causes
were applied.
If the system becomes rapidly
infected with impurities a febrile disease will
be the consequence, as in the case of typhoid
fevers, and, indeed, all fevers of the continued
If the accumulation of poisons or im
type.
purities is more gradual, and the system has
sufficient vigor to make the remedial effort in
the direction of the cutaneous emunctory, dis
eases of the skin, without fever, will be the

tubercles,

growths may appear.
If the
element is chiefly bile, erysipelatous

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
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small-pox is always fatal ; and if the eruptive
stage of measles or scarlatina is checked sud
denly, the patient is very apt to die as suddenly.
Nor can chronic eruptions of any kind be re

[August,

immediately by defective biliary
The remote causes are unhygienic
habits of all kinds, but more especially irritat
are caused

excretion.

A
pelled from the surface without danger.
few years ago a talented young lawyer, Augus
tus King, Esq., boarded at my institution in

ing condiments and gross or constipating food.
Butter, cheese, and sugar are among the articles
of diet in common use which are especially
conducive to bile, humors, and cutaneous erup

New York.

tions.

is

after eating
or shell-fish.

causes tend to check the excretion

of bile, which, accumulating

in the blood, in
it

duces the remedial effort to expel
through
and for these reasons miliary fever
;

the surface
is

It

has
very common with lying-in women.
prevailed as an epidemic in seasons when pro
longed heat and the dietetic errors above indi

is

is

is

;

is

a

is

neys, thus determining
Whisky, which
skin.
alcohol and water
that

circulation
is

sausages,

from

the

only diluted alcohol

neutral in this respect
the emunctories

;

All of these

cheese,

through the surface, thus occa
feverish flush, as all stim
sioning redness, or
medicated with diuretics,
ulants do. Gin
which are excreted in the direction of the kid
are expelled

is

of stale

which, being medicinally stimulant,

matics,

expelled through

generally, and not especially in any one direc
does not materially affect the
tion hence
color or appearance of the surface. The va
it

freely

and various foreign ingredients or drugs and
the drugs which give them their peculiar
medicated with aroBrandy
properties.

is

similar rash or eruption

of alcoholic liquors are easily explained. These
liquors are all compounded of alcohol, water,

it

is

A

lividness of
gin induces paleness, and beer
the surface.
Strong coffee often occasions
dark-crimson discoloration of the face, more

is,

it

caused by hot drinks,
stimulating condiments, or indigestible food,
in connection with over-heated and ill-venti

sometimes occurs in hot weather

The different kinds of alcoholic liquors, when
used excessively, are well known to occasion
Thus
very different appearances of the skin.
brandy flushes the face, rum reddens the nose,

particularly manifested on the nose, and worst

usually

lated apartments.

many forms of fancy fruit and wedding-cakes,
are extremely constipating to the bowels, ob
structing to the liver, and the cause of pimples
and warty excrescences on the skin.

on the very tip of the nose.
These different effects of the different kinds

a

is

is a

and

Combina
skin rough, blotched, and eruptive.
tions of fine flour, sugar, butter, and eggs, as in

bullet

will not
be difficult to understand the etiology of skin
diseases. The miliary fever
good illustra
tion of the whole subject.
This fever
at
tended with
fine eruption resembling milletseeds,

among the worst things that can be
named to render the blood foul, the secretions
impure, the biliary excretion viscid, and the

nations,

in that

OP CUTANEOUS DISEASES.

From what has been said already,

among the most efficient
Hog's lard, which,

causes.

although condemned by Moses and all sound
almost universally employed as
physiology,
shortening or seasoning material by civilized

;

bleeding
fatal as

effect,

it

as

a

is

CAUSES

a

and

stage of the disease
through the heart

;

ance on the surface

constipating

of the predisposing

a

it

are often

single dose of castor-oil adminis
as the eruption
making its appear

a

killed by
tered just

of fine flour (and
of its

a

was safe, to the mucous mem

proved fatal.
Children suffering of scarlatina,

use

so much the worse), because

is

it

I.,

surface, where
brane, where

But, probably, the

if fermented

a

He was badly disfigured by pim
on the face, the result of
" high living " and strong coffee. He was not
my patient, but came only as a boarder for the
Not im
advantages of a hygienic dietary.
proving as rapidly as he desired, after a few
weeks he procured a few bottles of some new
nostrum which warranted to cure all manner
of diseases in general, and all affections of the
skin in particular.
After taking the medicine
a couple of weeks (unknown to me, of course),
His brothers
he became suddenly delirious.
were informed of his condition, and, instead
of putting him under hygienic treatment as I
advised, took him to the asylum at Flushing,
where he died the next day. His death
L.
was clearly owing to the effect of the medicine
in transferring the remedial effort from the

ples and blotches

more
New cider
others neither, like whisky.
like brandy in its effects on the skin, while
more diuretic, like gin. The
old or sun cider
is

;

is ;

It safe to say that three-fourths of all the
chronic eruptions of the skin, which are re
garded as distinct diseases by medical authors,
is

cated combined to produce an extremely bilious
condition of the blood.

rious kinds of wine affect the skin very differ
ently, because they are very differently drugredness, like
medicated, some occasioning
and
and others paleness, like gin
brandy

DISEASES OF THE SKIX.
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various brands of ale, porter, beer, and all malt
liquors, are more like brandy than gin in dis
coloring the skin. They occasion at first a
dark crimson flush, verging in time to livid-

doing vicarious duty for the liver, henco cuta
neous eruptions, catarrhal affections, throat-ail,

ness, and followed

etc.

eventually

by a dropsical

swelling of the skin. Of course the degree of
discoloration, or other cutaneous affection re
sulting from any kind of alcoholic liquor, is
more or less modified, diminished, or intensi
fied by other habits.
Constipating food and
sedentary occupations will aggravate the tend
ency to discolorations of the face, while the
opposite circumstances will make the paleness
more visible, as the balance of medication in the
liquors is stimulant or diuretic.
It is alleged that strychnine, a powerful nar
cotic, and digitalis, a potent sedative, are used
The effect
extensively in adulterating liquors.
of these drugs will be " contra-etimulant ; "
that is, they will determine circulation from
the skin, and thus aggravate the pale-facedness.

Young persons whose blood has been de
pleted, and whose vitality has been exhausted
from any cause, are liable to ugly and obstinate
The imme
pimples and blotches of the face.
diate cause of this condition
same

of the skin is the

as in the other cases mentioned, viz., ac
bile elements in the blood obstruct

cumulated

ing the glands and follicles of the skin, and
the more difficult to remove because of the en
feebled circulation.

Another cause of the worst forms of pimpled

and eruptive faces, of which I have seen many
examples, but which is not mentioned in med
Calomel,
ical books, is mercurial medicine.
blue-pill, and other mercurial preparations, are
supposed to have a special action on the liver ;
and, although the theory is erroneous, they are
extensively prescribed in all diseases in which
the liver is supposed to be particularly impli
cated. If the doses are several times repeated,

" mercurial
the patient salivated, or kept on a
course" for a week or two, the function of the
liver is certain to be very badly damaged. The
organ, ever after, will be more or less torpid,
and the skin, having to do some of the liver's
work in excreting bile elements, will be liable
blotches, warty excrescences, and
eruptions, precisely in the degree that the liver
has been injured.
I have had not less than twenty lady patients,
of middle age, whose faces were horribly dis
colored and disfigured with pimples, tubercles,

to pimples,

and in every case the
severely salivated in early
The function of the liver had been ruined

and livid
woman
life.

blotches,

had been

forever, and the skin of the face, with the mu
cous membrane of the mouth and throat, were

Children often inherit torpid or inactive liver,
especially from parents who have been mercu
rialized.
The following case is typical of the
whole.

A

wealthy gentleman of Philadelphia
eighteen years of age,

brought his daughter,
to me for consultation.

She had always been
troubled with pimples and blotches of the face,

which were always worse in warm weather.
Her general health was considered as good.
Her organization was, externally, much better
than the average.

She had never been

laced

with corsets, stunted at school, nor pampered
with luxuries.
Indeed, her whole manner of
life had been very nearly hygienic.
Before
she was born her parents became interested in
the hsnlth-reform doctrines as then taught in
water-cure
and phrenological
journals, and
adopted their teachings.
As I could find nothing in the history of the
young lady to account for her mortifying af

I sought for a cause in the history of
the parents.
The mother was a remarkably
healthy woman ; had never been sick much,
fliction,

and then had taken but little medicine, and
It was plain that no

" Homoeopathy " at that
malorganization
maternal side.
but at first could

had been

I

inherited

from the

then questioned the father,
But on
got no satisfaction.

pursuing the inquisition, like a lawyer deter
mined to extort something from the witness

to make out his case, I learned that, seven or
eight years before his daughter was born, ho
had typhoid fever, and was severely salivated.
He had a slow convalescence, and for several
he was very dyspeptic, with
"bilious turns" and "attacks" of
The mystery was solved. The
sick-headache.

years thereafter
frequent

medication had nearly destroyed the
function of the liver, and the child had inher
mercurial

ited a predisposition

to skin diseases.

It

ought to be known to all persons, and to
mothers especially, that if the body is often
overheated, or the mind continually worried,

during ge lation, the liver will become chron
ically congested, and the child will inevitably
have a predisposition
rashes of some kind.

to morbid humors
Some children

and

are born

with eruptions on the mucous surfaces and
erysipelatous rashes over the whole skin, be
and
cause their mothers were overworked
overheated
nancy.

If

during the whole period of preg
to these causes are added an irri
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tating regimen, consisting of the excessive use
of salt, butter, old cheese, greasy pastry, vine
gar, and pepper, the matter is still worse. The
child will be the victim of aptlia, gum-rash,
Bkin-rashcs, scalls, blebs, tetters, etc., if it has
vigor enough to determine the morbific mattors to the surface ; or,
the glands

will swell,

if

too feeble for this,
the " scrofulous

and

diathesis" appear.
TREATMENT

CUTANEOUS DISEASES.

OF

majority of diseases of the skin the sim
ple indication of cure is, to purify the blood.
This applies to all acute or febrile cases. In
some of the chronic cases there is a sub-indica
tion, to restore the function of the liver by
The common sense of nil
special appliances.
mankind, and the teachings of all medical
schools, recognize these indications.
But when
we come to the way and manner of doing it
In

a

the mtthodus medendi

everything

is confu

Everybody knows of
something that is great in purifying the blood,
and grandly antibiliouson the liver ; the quacks
sion worse confounded.

parade

their never-failing nostrums, indorsed
certificates of possible persons
cases ; and in the ponderous

by innumerable
and impossible

materia medicas of the regular profession, de
tergents, deobstruents, diluents, colagogues, hyilrngogues, diaphuretics, diuretics, purgatives,
and alteratives, derived from the mineral, veg
etable, and animal kingdoms, are named by
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IS PURIFICATION

?

if the

nature of this proc
ess were better understood we should have less
seems to me that

to make apothecary
shops of our
stomachs, and less willingness to be poisoned,
because we are sick. As applied to air, to
water, to food, to dwellings, to cess-pools, gut

occasion

ters, stables, and other things and places out
side of the vital domain, this subject is very
well understood.
Everybody knows that the

process consists in removing the offensive ma
The process is just as simple, and the
terial.
plan is precisely the same, in the vital organism ;
but, because the vital machinery, under normal
is self-cleansing, the people in gen
eral, and the doctors in particular, are strangely

conditions,

muddled on the subject. They can see no way
to " aid and assist nature " except by adding
to the impurities.
If some enterprizing fellow-citizen should
take the stagnant fluid of the gutter (which
in solution several saline and organic
poisons and impurities, but which, in their

holds

separate states, and in the apothecary shop, are
medicines), mix it with alcohol, sugar, or vine
gar, or any other antiseptic, and administer the
stuff in moderate doses to all sorts of invalids
under all circumstances, he would have as good
and valuable a panacea as was ever invented.

Some are said to attenuate the

If a thousand persons could be induced to take
his medicine, he might get at least nine hun
dred certificates of wonderful cures. In nine

humors, others to remove effete matters, others
to neutralize noxious agents, and others to

cases out of ten there is a tendency to health.
The immediate causes are temporary, and will

force the torpid or exhausted organs to perform
their duty.
What nonsense !

soon be removed ; and whether

the hundred.

11Now, see how plain a tale shall
put you down."

These

medicines

are said to possess

inher

ently certain medicinal properties which act
on particular parts or organs by some elective
or special affinity.
I deny the assertion. I
" properties"
exist, or that
deny that any such
any such action takes place. Drugs do not
possess

any medicinal

properties whatever in
in medical books and
They do not act on the

cutaneous affections, are no better for the per
"
manent health of the patient than the Extract

of Gutter " would be.
We may purify air and water by chemical
This is
agents absorbents and disinfectants.

the sense represented
quack advertisements.
living organs at all, but are acted on by them.
They are themselves causes of disease. They

rial.

usability. They do, indeed, relieve symptoms.
They " cure one disease by producing another."

earth.

are simply poisons, and have no " properties"
whatever in relation to vitality except non-

But to say that poisons or impurities of any
the blood or restore normal
functional action, is as absurd as to recommend

Kind can purif}'

a pound of dirt for a foul stomach, or excessive
labor for exhausted vitality.

the patient

or not, he will soon recover,
He re
provided the doses are not too large.
covers in spite of the medicine, and the medi
All the medic
cine gets the credit of curing.
inal springs in the world chalybeate, iodine,
alkaline, saline, or sulphur so celebrated for
take medicine

accomplished by removing the offensive mate
It is cither absorbed direclly and fixed
in some other substance, or decomposed and
There is no absorbent and dis
then removed.
infectant of deleterious gases equal to pure, dry

But there is nothing analogous to this in the
living organism ; for here everything must be
transitional, and nothing fixed.
Purification
is limited to the simple process of expulsion.
The offensive material must be got rid of at
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any cost of vital power ; hence, so long as it is
present, the vital powers must expend more or
less of their unreplenishable fund of life in war

It is a common notion that boils and running
sores are purifying processes. This is true
only as it applies to the disorganized structure

it.
Were noxious matters allowed
to accumulate indefinitely, the channels of life
would soon be so obstructed that death would

of the part affected. Ulcers and abscesses have
no purifying effect on the mass of blood.
It
is a serious mistake' in "water-cure" practice
to apply cold cloths to the skin until the sur

ring upon

result.

To purify

vital organ, the noxious agent
You may apply any quan
tity of soap, alkali, and other chemicals to dirty
a

must be removed.

clothes, put them in water, and let them remain
there ; but they will never become clean. They
must be washed, and that means removing the
particles of impurity, now held in solution, from
the fibers of the cloth.
Suppose the laundress
should fill the interstices of our dirty clothes
with 6oap and sal soda, and dry them. They

might

partially deodorized, but they would
They would be dirtier than
before, by the addition of poisons to impurities.
Yet this manner of medicating dirty clothing
is no more irrational than that of purifying the
Soda will re
body by poisonous medicines.
lieve sour stomach, opium will allay pain,
calomel will move the bowels, ipecac will
nauseate the stomach, " bitters " will provoke
appetite, hot drinks will occasion sweating,
snutf will excite sneezing, and so on to the end
of the chapter ; but what has all this to do
with purification ?
It seems to me that as much physiology as a
school-child could learn (by the aid of a com
petent teacher) in an hour, ought to make this
be

not be disinfected.

matter plain.

The living organism is self-regulating.
The
vital processes (distinct from the mental) may
be all summed up in the word nutrition ; and
nutrition means assimilation and disintegra
the conversion of alimentary materials
tion
into structure, and the removal of the debris,
or waste matters. The digestive system pre

face is ulcerated, and then continue them to
promote suppuration, with the view of cleans
The effect is just the contrary.
ing the blood.

It is a drain upon the pure blood. The true
healing art does not consist in destroying any
normal structure, nor in producing
artificial
depurating channels, but in purifying the sys
tem through the natural channels.
HYGIENIC TREATMENT.
The eruptive fevers, and all rashes attended
with feverishness, are to be treated on the plan
applicable

to simple fevers.

or cool, according

body, are the important and essential appli
If these are managed judiciously, with

ances.

such nursing

will

as common

unleavened wheat-meal
bread and good fruit.
Milk and sugar may be
tolerated, in some cases, with no appreciable

injury, but they are always better dispensed
with. I doubt if any one dietetic error can be
named more conducive

Bathing should

be

"

so managed

as to "aid1

in freeing the skin of its

temperature, the wet-sheet pack, two*, or three
times a week, is the best appliance far " open
But here I
ing the pores" yet discovered.
must caution

cess

error.

creting organs.

and

biliary accumulations, and to restore the action
of the liver. For persons of vigorous- con
stitutions, and with no deficiency of bodily,

condition

anything
the system which is not in itself wholesome,
and promotes the normal action of all the ex

humors

ings of any kind cannot be used too sparingly,,
while salted meats and shell-fish are inadmis

and assist nature

will become worse. Hence the pro
of purification lias a negative as well as
a positive side. " Cease to do evil," as well as
" learn to do well."
Do not take
into

to bilious

eruptions than the free use of
Milk is especially objectionable to>
sugar.
those who are liable to constipation.
Season
erysipelatous

sible in all cases.

gled with the food or administered as medi
cines, are also taken into the system, a bad

dictates, there

essentia] in the dietary

excretory organs
els, and kidneys

It is clear, therefore, that if the excretory or
gans are defective in action the waste matters
will accumulate, and the blood will become
foul.
If poisons or impurities, whether min

sense

little difficulty in treating successfully
the whole catalogue of febrile skin diseases.
Chronic affections of the skin require a pro
longed treatment and a stricter regimen.
By
referring to what I have said of the causes of
skin diseases, the reader will see what to avoid
in the matter of dietetic errors. Two things are
be

pares the materials

for assimilation, and the
the skin, lungs, liver, bow
carry off the waste matters.

Ablutions, tepid
of the

to the temperature

the reader against a prevalent
beyond a moderate- extent,

Sweating,

is not a cleansing but a debilitating- process.
The patient, therefore, should never be kept
in the pack long enough to induce much sweat
ing. The object in "packing" is to- promote
circulation

in the superficial blood-vessuls,3nd.
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not to deplete the blood of its serum, or watery
part.

For persons of low temperature and feeble
the tepid rubbing wet-sheet each

circulation

other day, or the half-bath at about 85°, alter
nated with the air-bath or dry rubbing sheet,
is preferable to the pack.
Hip-baths can be advantageously
in all cases.

They may

employed
once or

be employed

twice a day, according to the vigor of the pa
tient, and of a temperature ranging from 70°

1STEW

to 90°, according to the bodily temperature.
The time may vary from five to thirty minutes.

The rule for managing
eases

is, to avoid

hip-baths

in skin

where the liver is manifestly enlarged or in a
of cli ionic inflammation, as will be de

state

noted by fullness and tenderness under the
lower ribs of the right side, and pain about
the shoulder-blades, or by symptoms of jaun

It

should

as to occasion

never be worn constantly, so
inflammation of the

ulcerative

skin, but may be worn from three to six hours
during the middle part of each day.
"When the liver is torpid, fomentations should
be employed for ten to twenty

minutes twice a

week.
A flannel cloth wrung out of hot water,
and applied to the region of the liver as warm
as the patient can bear without injuring the
skin, answers all purposes.

While undergoing the curative processes it
is of first importance that the patient have suf
ficient sleep.
Here is where the health insti
tutions have one great advantage over homeEarly to bed is there an inexorable

treatment.

rule.
And to insure quiet sleep and perfect
assimilation, the patient must avoid late sup
pers.

take

It

PERVERTED.

sense

and prolonged hip-baths should never be em
ployed in any form of cutaneous eruption.
The wet-girdle is applicable to all cases

dice.
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dis

any permanent chilliness, or
of fatigue. Very cold

an3' disagreeable

is better to eat no supper

the second meal

at all

at about 3 p.m.,

to

and

nothing afterward.

YORK,

TTERE

-*

*-

is

Webster's definition of the
term " Pervert : "

meaning-full

" To tnm from tnith, propriety, or from its proper pur
pose ; to distort from its true use or end ; as, to pervert
reason by misdirecting it; to pervert the laws by misin
terpreting and misapplying them ; to pervert justice ; to
pervert the meaning of an author ; to pervert nature :
to pervert truth."

The dictionary-maker might and should
have extended

his definitions, and in
all the faculties and functions of

cluded

the human mind and body.
This, how
ever, we may do for ourselves, now
that

we know what the word

means.

Let

actually

us see who are and who are

According to the old
it is made to appear that " in
Adam's fall, we sinned all;" and that
" conceived in
the race, having been
"
totally de
sin," must of necessity be
not perverted.
theology

If

this be true, then every
praved."
human being, good, bad, or indifferent,
We shall not attempt to
is perverted.
prove or to disprove questions or prob

growths, they can
easily be removed by a few touches of nitrate
of silver or aquafortis ; while parasites of all

That is not our wTork.
lems in theology.
Let the white cravats cipher this out
while we look into the workings of the

kinds will cease to trouble the skin after all of

human mind, as it

With regard

its impurities

to

morbid

the offal on which they feed

are removed.

Thousands of barrels of flour annually ex
ported from this country to England return to
" fancy " crackers, and of
us in the shape of
course find ready sale, regardless of their un
wholesome character.
Can not Americans
bake their own crackers ?

" the

fall"

or

wTas

constituted

"the flood,"

before

and before

there were any creeds, schools, or the
What do we find ? This : that
ologies.

" God created man in His own image,"

we presume according to design, and
just as He wanted him to be ; that He
gave Mm all tlie bones, muscles,, nerves

PER VERTED.
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and senses necessary for his use, protec
tion, defense, and perpetuation ; that He
also gave him faculties of mind, through
the exercise and development of which
lie is capable of illimitable improvement ;
that no change in the general structure
The
has been made since the creation.
number of bones, muscles, and organs of
body and brain, the number of hands,
feet, fingers, toes, eyes, cars, and even
of the hairs of our heads, have not been
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stone, or structures of our own hands,
or anything in or under the earth.
Tune may be exercised, in connection

with the intellect and moral sentiments,
so as to be acceptable to Him ; but when
exercised in the singing of bacchanalian
songs we may know it is perverted.
When Conscientiousness is exercised in
the interest of justice, it is right; but
when it becomes censoriousness, it is
wrong.

forth to-day the creature God made, as
He made him, and as He designed, in

When Spirituality leads to faith and
makes us prophetic, opening the very
portals of heaven to our view, as it were,
lighting us on our way through the

not,
tended, and wanted him to be.
why not ? But, the objector replies, did
God make man a sinner ? We answer,

realms above and beyond, it is in accord
ance with the will of God ; but when
this organ of Spirituality becomes the

No.

medium through which ghosts, hobgob
lins, witchcraft, and other delusions take

No faculties have been added,
changed.
none have been taken away man stands

If

He made him man, and provided
for his support and per
God
gave man an appetite,
petuation.
the wherewith

a desire for food, through which growth
and length of life may be attained.
But
God did not make man pervert his appe
tite, as by drinking alcoholic liquors, or

possession of our reason and overthrow
our religion, then this perverted belief
becomes a curse, and in some instances
produces insanity.
Hope, in its normal

exercise,

gives
and
buoyancy,
enterprise, joyousness,
sustains in times of trial, misfortune, and

also

in death.

ment,

perverted, leads to promising more than
we can perform, seeing double, running
after phantoms, perpetual motions, and

vide for future wants ; in summer to lay
up for winter, and in youth and middle
age to provide for our second childhood,
or the period of helplessness. But He did
not intend that we should steal, rob, or

or Hope

taking stock in impracticable projects,
such, for example, as attempting to build
railways to the moon. In short, one
and all of the organs of body and brain
often do become perverted.
See
may
what havoc one loose screw will make

with

the

running of

bent or broken

single

machine

!

So God

also gave us the organ of Acquisitive
ness, and a desire to acquire property
the saving instinct
that we may pro

a

verted leads to death and hell.

But too much of

it,

gave man affection, the love ele
which, when normally exercised,
leads only to happiness ; but when per

it,

by smoking or chewing tobacco, neither
of which practices is healthful.
God

A

cog in a watch
from " keeping

Constructiveness, when exercised
in the interest of peace, civilization, and

or prevents
stops
The perversion of
single
good time."
organ of the brain, like that of Ali-

the good of man, will be acceptable to
Him; but when inventing "infernal"

mentiveness, by strong drink, dethrones
the reason, and throws the entire mental

machines with which

machinery

which

is not

to destroy human
life, may we not call that a perversion ?
Veneration is for worshiping the true

God, not idols or images of wood or

zigzags
touches.

A

out

of

balance, and the thing

off the track, spoiling
This
perversion.

all

it

that

a

another

is

from

it

ours.

take

man may have an almost

faultless

head and body in all other respects, but
this one loose screw ruins his prospects
are
Amateur phrenologists
for life.
liable to be misled by these well-formed
heads with perverted minds, and to mis
judge ; while they will sometimes find
heads much less fortunately developed
whose owners live useful, high, and even

holy lives.

These are true to the nor

of their higher sentiments.
They seek to live godly lives, and to
subdue the flesh to the spirit to subor
and,
dinate self to the good of others
in time, they become children of light,
growing in grace, and are guided as by
mal action

Reader,
hung in the heavens.
where do you stand ? Are yon living a
true and godly life ? Or, are yon per
a lamp

verted
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?

You

can

examine

yourself.

What are your habits ? What are your
"
objects in life ? Are you running down
at the heel," physically, intellectually, or
morally? Is your appetite healthy? or
do you crave narcotics, stimulants,

and

Sin is pun
condiments? Look out!
" God is not mocked."
Put your
ished.
Abuse
suffer.
fire
it
will
and
hand in the

your body in any way, you must, sooner
If you lie,
or later, pay the penalty.
steal, or commit violence on your moral
character, a scar will appear and report
the truth. So true as there is such a law
" cause and effect," so certainly must
as
we pay the penalty of violated law.
Excuses of ignorance for going to sea
in a rotten ship, or with a drunken cap
tain or pilot, will not save us from going
down if we strike a rock, or blindly run
into an iceberg.
You have faculties which you are
Are you
bound to educate and to use.
ambitious to get riches ? Than a mean,
miserly, sordid soul, nothing is farther
from happiness or heaven ! Are your
" with your rea
affections " running riot
Remember the fate of her who
son ?

" loved, not wisely, but too well," and
lookout!
Lust is perverted love. What

[August,

of your temper ? Do you " fly in a pas
sion" on the slightest occasion ? This is
You
your weakness and your danger.
will
which
regret to
you
may say that
Yon
may do
the latest hour of your life.

Your hasty
what you can never undo.
and violent temper must be subdued.

Ask God's
Say your prayers over it.
Humble yourself by asking
assistance.
every time you offend, and, in
" put on
time, you will have strength to
the mental breaks" when necessary.
pardon

brings pardon

Penitence

;

and our only

and
self-regulating
so as to escape the curse

hope for becoming
self-controlling,

of perversion, is by subordinating the
lower nature to the higher, or the flesh
to the spirit, and of living strictly in ac
cordance with God's ordinances.

ARE THEY RIGHT?
T

of Young Men's
a convention
held in
Christian Associations,
a new
is
said
it
Massachusetts,
Lowell,
"
"
their
was put into
platform.
plank
That plank was simply this, that, to be
A

qualified

for membership, one must be
man, and that he must not

a temperance

In other
chew, snuff, or smoke tobacco.
of
stimu
use
habitual
the
words, that
incompatible
with the highest type of a Christian, and
that members of a Y. M. C. Associa

lants

and

narcotics

was

tion should not use them.
At the late Methodist Conference held

in Brooklyn, New York, the same ques
tions were discussed, and, if we are not
in error, the general sentiment among
the bishops and the clergy was largely

of strict temperance principles,
Now,, we re
of tobacco.
disuse
the
and

in favor

"Are

they right?"
We will not argue, but leave the matter
To one
for each to decide for himself.
ex
walking or riding out on Sunday

peat the

question,

would be sin, while
smoking, chewing, and drinking, even to

cept

to

church

ARE THEY RIGHT
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his

bodily injury,

knowledged

widely

as a sin.

as to what

would

not

be ac

People differ very
is sin.
One makes

sin something related entirely to the
moral or spiritual conditions, such as
lying, swearing, slandering, stealing, and

t
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because he smokes, chews, or drinks
he would be far more acceptable
were free from these

habits.

;

but

if

he

We may

to place persons in public
our
vote, who are addicted to
by
such habits, but we should much prefer
be compelled
offices,

but refuse to count drunkenness
by liquor or tobacco as in any way
sinful.
Some think it sinful to race

those who do not indulge in them. It is
certainly no recommendation of a per
son to say that he smokes, chews, or

horses on a wager, to shoot pigeons for
sport or on a wager, or to gamble in any
way, though it be for religious or church

that he did neither.

so forth,

Now, we define sin to be,
purposes.
doing wrong, knowingly, whether it be
against the body, the soul, or the spirit.
Flogging a child unmercifully, getting
angry, scolding, disturbing a neighbor,
causing 6trife, or making mischief gen
erally come under the charge of sinning.
It is wrong to do any of these things,

It

drinks.

would be to his credit to say

In

choosing employes, in electing of
ficers, or in choosing partners for life,
we should be very much inclined to make
temperate habits one of the conditions
to the contract.
We would not trust a
man who

could

not trust

himself.

If

gives way to a perverted appetite,
and loses his self-control, as many of our
one

tobacco-user,

public officers are known to do, through
wine-drinking, why should we trust

the whisky-drinker, the horse-racer
for
or the pigeonsport or for money
shooter
from traps
or the gambler can

reason for us to displace them by sober
men who can trust themselves, and whom

and we all know it.

If the

them

?

that

Indeed,

fact is a sufficient

solemnly ask God's blessing on the one
or the other of these things, the respon

we can trust.

sibility will

temperance principles
is our answer : You have tried to navi

him.

If

he cannot

by which to be governed.
to all the acts

of

life

;

It will

apply
to the choice of

pursuits, and in pursuing them
our habits, and to the regulation

;

to all

of our

conduct in society and in private.
We rejoice that religious men in the
churches and out of them have so far
progressed that they are prepared
consider the unphysiological
habits

to

of

themselves and others as affecting their
morals ; that they realize the fact, which
we have taught for years, that a pure,
clean spirit cannot dwell in an impure or
unclean body ; that the food we eat and
the liquids we drink affect our minds
and our morals, as well as the health of

And we proclaim that they
are right. We may not always feel at
liberty to decline the services of a person
our bodies.

politicians

object

to our bringing
into politics, this

gate the ship of state for some time in
your way, and it is evident that you
have blundered by putting drunkards at
We are not aware that the
the helm.
of
employes is yours by divine
selecting
right, or by any other right except that
of numbers; and we propose to try our
We shall exchange
hands at selecting.

your drunkards for sober men, and we
think that an improvement.
If you
neither do we like your
don't like
it,

be with

ask a blessing on them, he may not do
them.
We do not know a better rule

If

choice.
select

Sober
when

men we
we

smoking, chewing,

can.

are

If

bound
you

to

prefer

and whisky-guzzling

you may vote for them. We
beg to be excused.
The churches are with us, or should
fellows,

be.

The best citizens

men and women

are with us, or should be, and we shall
in the iuterest of

do the best we can
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publications were
thanks, but
there were exceptions.
One wrote us, on
meeting a group of Methodists, that we must
pub
stop his Journal he would not have
lication in his house that spoke well of a
"
roaring or shouting Methodist." Another
pub
would not have the Journal because
And when we printed the
lished
Jew.
" " How
was simply " Dreedful
Mormons,
wicked
such
could we open the Journal to
" And so
curses
from
ness
We
goes.
get
one and coppers from another, while knowl

to

not allow that one has as good

his opinion

as

another

Mr.

Greeley simply did what the law authorized,

The sub
unyielding, and we lost

a

remained

reader.

Other similar instances of prejudice have
in our experience as publishers.
We undertook to publish portraits and biog
raphies, with the creeds of all our leading
mat
clergymen, in this Journal, simply as
ter of information, by which readers could
the different
religious parties
see wherein
We began
agreed and wherein they differed.
with the Presbyterian,
following with the
Baptist, Methodist, Episcopalian, and so on
through the list, including Jews, Roman
a

occurred

it

;

it

disseminated,

and prejudice, whose

Broad,
dissipated.
liberal, and generous minds can look at all
sides of all subjects, and learn something from
everything they see. Narrow, bigoted, and
prejudiced ones see things through colored
glasses, blue, green, red, etc., and their the
or their
colored by their education
ology
want of it. Experience will teach us that
ignorance,

our religious creeds, and our particular modes
of worship, are chiefly matters of education.

cir
cither to
a
Man
look or to think precisely alike.
free moral agent, and, under limitations, may
Mankind

are cast

in different

molds

and we may not hope

is

cumstances

do as he pleases

e., when he pleases to do

is

his privilege to improve, and his
right. It
duty to outgrow low, mean, and miserable
prejudice.

Political.
favorable

seems

and believed he was doing right."
scriber

edge
parent

The prospect, at this writing,
for the nomination of Mr.

Greeley by the Democratic party in convention
The recent move
assembled at Baltimore.
ments on the part of Democrats whose influ
"
avail
ence
potent impress us that no other

able" man
strong enough for their purpose
of Gen. Grant.
in meeting the re-nomination
In the case of Mr. Greeley's acceptance at Bal
timore, we shall in the next number present
is

right

" Why

?

a

agent.

!

!

/

;

a

it

is

1

?

I

it,

remarking that he believed in the general
principles of the science, but that he did not
understand its details well enough to be sure
He wished to know
of their correctness.
more, and, to this end, would take the Jour
nal. The agent received his subscription
and inclosed the same to this office, and the
return post brought No. 1, Vol. 55, July
Imagine the
number, to the subscriber.
agent's surprise, on meeting his subscriber,
to be informed that, although he had paid
he would not take the Journal out
for
The agent inquired why
of the post-office.
not
have
Because, said this subscriber,
heard that the Journal published the head
of Horace Greeley
Well, what objection
The Journal publishes
have you to this?
It
all the candidates and their platforms.
right and
not
party organ, but deems
proper to exhibit to its readers men of all
" Ah,
parties, all creeds, and of all religions.
"
that is all very
yes," said the subscriber,
will never forgive the man who
well but
bailed Jeff Davis "
" Prejudice, prejudice " exclaimed
the

a

After looking

the latter consented,

it

over a few moments

to a farmer,

is

and asked him to subscribe.

it

of the

prospectus

?

a

Journal

is

handed

hearty

is

agent

with

is

ANPhrenological

These

up.

greeted

I

PREJUDICE.

thcin

generally

a

showed

is

blessing on our endeavors.

[August,

Catholics, Mormons, Shakers, Quakers, etc.
There was not the slightest partiality exhib
ited.
We took, in each case, twelve of the
men of each church, and
representative

i.

temperance, intelligence, prosperity, and
good government ; and we can ask God's

;
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our readers the portraits and biographical out
lines of the gentlemen selected by the National
Temperance Convention which was held in
Columbus, Ohio, in February last, as proper
candidates for the office of President and ViceThese gentlemen are,
President respectively.
James Black, of Pennsylvania, and John Rus
sell, of Michigan.

prison Reform.
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of
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Education.

PRISON REFORM.
BY THE REV. W. AUGUST OS CARVER.

EDITOR

BRO.
ted

Having read and medita

upon an article in the

of the Phrenological, coming
from Prison," I have concluded

April
as

number

" A Voice

that there is

indeed a demand for a reform in prison life.
From the said article I do not hold that there
is less justice in Northern courts than in any
for there is little enough everywhere
but it is a very lamentable fact that, through
other

disguised forgery, innocent persons very often
find their way to the dismal cell, to muse
upon the imperfections in the administration

I

of justice.

do not hold that the writer was

innocent of any misdemeanor, and hence sought
this means of enlisting in his behalf the public
sympathy.
But it is not my purpose here to satirize the
acts of law-makers, much less to take up the

What I have to say
is concerning the adherence to Scriptural truths,
in the present mode of conducting prisons, and
"
"
county jails. It is true that city missionaries
cause of any individual.

preach the word of God frequently to these
poor unfortunates ; distribute, when practicable,
a few tracts, and converse occasionally
with
them ; but this is not sufficient, not what is de
manded in Scripture ; we want something more.
Now, what is that something?
Our brother
convict tells us, " he asked a permit from the
to have some blank books to learn the
"
theory of book-keeping," and his reply was, he
knew as much as his warden did."

warden

Before investigating

this request, let me ask

what the object of imprisonment is ? Have the
enlightened American people, of the afternoon

of

the nineteenth

to its true

century,

become so blinded

import,

by ungenerous revenge
and strengthened by their own hu

deepened
man inclinations

that they have lost sight en

tirely of Bible teaching, such as "lone thine
enemy," and above all " do good to them that

They do not realize that in justice there should
be much
benefits

mercy, and that prisoners have the
: but if there are any the pub

of doubts

lic claim them

as

just cause for swinging in the

noose, or wasting a lifetime in the stygian dark
ness of an underground cell. But our writer
says he was denied facilities for learning so
that when he should be released he might not
have to resort to begging for a living, but could
When
commence at once to earn it honestly.
" voice " is heard from the gloomy
a repentant
prison, and when a convict must dictate the
necessity of prison reform, it is justly time for
us to think at least and

contrive

if

possible

some means by which these many lives may
not be misspent.
Do convicts ask for facilities for learning?
Why deny them? Do they wish to improve
the confinement,

that they acknowledge

Why prohibit it?
justly deserve?"
of confinement with nothing to do !
so

I

"

they
life

A

or woman in
How many of you could sit for
a month or even a week in your own home, and
do nothing at all with the privilege, even, of
going out when you pleased ? Not a response.
And very reasonably none, since it is not a part
of human nature to be idle, in the strict sense.
The laziest man in existence could not do it if
Then how are we to expect prison
he would.
ers to do so any more than we? Just think of
a term of from one up to ten, fifteen, or twenty
appeal to every sane man

Christendom.

years, or perhaps a lifetime. Does this set an
Is it fulfilling the design
example for others?
Look about
intended by improving others?
you for your answer, and be convinced.
That " something " which is needed in prison
reform I claim to be an occupation of the time
His mind, and
spent there by the prisoner.
morals, and physical being are just as suscepti
ble of further development as is the reader's;
but by keeping them in confinement without oc

"
persecute and despitefully use you ?
Men harp
on punishment;
and tenaciously hold on to
the old time exhortation, "spare not the rod."

cupation will never do it ; and the public will
have to pay just as much for keeping them as

They forget that they are to practice forgiveness,
and to show mercy ; but if a few green-backs
can be pocketed, a verdict of Guilty can easily

they have always done, and doubtless more.
But wifh this reform vastly more will come
out better men than when they entered, and,

be procured,

in the very

faco

of stern justice.

most glorious of all, vastly fewer will be taken

PHRENOLOGICAL
to

ankle-chain

and

his reform by securing for him only an idle
and worse than vagrant life.

the

grave. But I hear some one saying, our peni
tentiaries have a system, and a grand one too,
of strenuous labor which every convict is com
I answer, " the Lord is to be
pelled to perform.
It is a grand idea,
praised for this institution."

Let the rays of intelligence that beam around
us light up the repellant gloom of the cell,
cheer the convict in his misfortune, and induce
him to higher, holier efforts for his eternal wel
Out of prison have come as bright gen
fare.
ius and noble minds as ever graced the outside

But, how many peni
and a profitable one too.
tentiaries have we in companison with our city
and county jails? And how many inmates of

walls of the dusky prison. One amoug this
vast number, outshining all others, and of
self sufficient illustration,
John Bunyan.
Who has not read with delight his " Pilgrim's

are there in comparison with the
startling multitudes of the latter ? It is in these
places we want reform ; it is here the prisoner

is

it

the former

Progress," feeling thankful to God for such
Who does not rejoice that even
gem of truth
the prison
susceptible of such grand results
Shall
mention Milton, Baxter, and others?
is

?

a

might learn what he never before, perhaps, had
an opportunity of learning. In this way, enlight
ened American, you are to " do good to them

I

beseech you, cut off all hopes of

inquiring being.

He peers

derstands what he can

and un

which, with his finite

is

but little
view,
and then, led onward by
that natural desire to know more of the hidden
mysteries of the grand universe, wanders off
into the realms of speculation.
Speculation,
however, often leads to the discovery of im
a

Columbus assumed as
portant truths.
hy
Acting
pothesis that the world was round.
upon that assumption, the discovery of the

of America followed, and in course
of time the rotundity of the earth proved.
Astronomers speculated that owing to certain
continent

even did they possess the reflecting power of
the dazzling diamond, would be lost in the
vast void long before
could reach us. Could
we take the distance of Sirius, for instance
one
of the nearest of the fixed stars and make every
thousand miles of his distance single inch only,
he would yet be 815,056} miles from us, consider
ably more than the distance to our moon. The
a

an

MAN
into illimitable space, discovers

COMETSJ
it

AR

WHAT
is

No! enough has already been said, and we
have only to add the well-worn expression, " A
word to the wise," etc.

E

do not,

I

at

it,

Let
that persecute and despitefully use you."
your love for your fellow-man procure a way
for his escape from evil, and when he is caught

?

the hand-cuff

[August,

in attempting to
yet some of the stars
whose annual parallaxes have been determined,
and whose distances have been computed, are
three times as distant as Sirius; and many
mind

becomes bewildered

conceive such

distance

;

from

JOURNAL.

a
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which make no perceivable parallax,
and whose distances cannot be computed, must
be many times more remote than they, and yet
others

disturbances occurring to the planet Uranus in
his periodical
revolutions there must be an
Leverrier and
other planet still beyond him.

we can plainly perceive

Adams each made calculations,

eye.

and fixed the

them by the naked

point in the heavens where that planet ought to
Dr. Gallc, of Berlin, directing
his telescope to the quarter of the heavens in

Assuming, then, that the fixed stars are suns,
and have systems of worlds revolving around
them as we have about ours, shall proceed to

dicated, discovered the planet Neptune at the
miles from
immense distance of 2,862,000,000
the sun, the center of our system.

present

Some speculations are received as truths, be
cause no others relating to the same objects are

possible, but highly probable, hoping that those
who have made the science of Astronomy

The fixed stars, for instance, are re
to other systems of planets
which revolve around them. Any other hy
They are
pothesis does not seem reasonable.

particular
study will bring forward all the
facts they can, either to prove or disprove their

that they must be
bodies of equal, and many of them of. greater
magnitude than our sun. They must shine
with their own light, for any borrowed light,

a

plausibility.

First. Upon the hypothesis that all the fixed
stars are centers of solar systems similar to
constant interchange of
ours,
assume that
a

at such immense distances

dences that will make them appear, not only

I

as suns

make some speculations, and shall endeavor to
with them some corroborative evi

taking place among all the solar sys
To make such an as
tems of the universe.
matter

is

tenable.

garded

I

be discovered.

WHAT ARE COMETS*
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sumption

plausible;
that cannot,

seems

assumptions

I

I

shall make other

think,

be

deemed

absurd or improbable.

Second.
I assume that each planet which
revolves around the sun is gradually enlarging
its orbit ; that this enlargement is so gradual
that several hundred thousands of years may
elapse before the earth increases her distance
lrom the sun a single million of miles ; that as
she gets farther away, the centripetal force
grows weaker, while the centrifugal, although
decreasing, does not decrease in like ratio ;
therefore she increases her distance from the
sun at each revolution a very small fraction
more than she did the preceding one.
" Ah ! but here we have you," says one.

" Do not philosophers all agree that the centrif

"
ugal and centripetal forces are equal ?
They do, I believe; but has it ever been

proved ? Is not that a mere speculation ? If
the earth's centrifugal force exactly counter
balanced the centripetal, would not the earth's

orbit around the sun be a perfect circle? but do
not philosophers all agree that the orbit of the
earth is elliptical that she is some millions of
miles nearer the sun at one point of her orbit
than at another?
Taking this fact into con
sideration, is not the assumption that the cen

129

creases in density.
Astronomers
agree that
the nearest to the sun, is the densest
of all planets ; Venus, the next in order, less
Mercury,

dense than Mercury ; the Earth less dense than
Venus, and so on with each planet, in propor
tion as its distance from the sun increases, its
density decreases, until when we come to Nep
tune, which we find almost, if not entirely, in
a gaseous state.

As a corollary to the above assumptions, a
planet must, in a long period of time, so far re
cede from the sun that it would fall without
his sphere of atttaction into the sphere of that
of some neighboring sun. We will take Nep
tune for example, the most remote planet of
system with which we are acquainted :
Neptune is now, as near as astronomers can
our

at the immense distance of 2,862
millions of miles from the sun. Double this
number, and multiply it by 3.1416, and we

compute,

have nearly the distance he has to travel to
make one revolution around the sun; there
fore we do not feel surprised when we learn
that it takes him 164J of our years to complete
one of his ;;rand revolutions; but in his present
situation, according to our theory, he must in
each revolution
very materially increase his
distance from the sun ; for, in addition to the
assumed excess of centrifugal

trifugal force exceeds the centripetal, as plaus
ible as the one that they are equal ?
" if the centrifugal
" But,"
says the objector,
force exceeds the centripetal, and the earth en

force, he is acted
upon by the attraction of surrounding suns.
A dozen more revolutions, we will say, and
his orbit exceeds by many trillions of miles

larges her orbit every revolution, would not
our years grow longer, and would not this
have been perceived by astronomers?"

his present one, and as he circles around ho
trembles between the conflicting attraction of
Again he goes upon
our sun and some other.

Our years would grow longer, of course, yet
this increase may be so extremely small that it
may have been overlooked by astronomers, or,

one of his sublime revolutions,

still increasing

from our luminary as he circles
Again he comes around, and this

his distance

Suppose,

onward.
time strikes deep into the other sun's sphere of
attraction, and is whirled away toward it.
The centrifugal force that kept him circling

for instance, that the earth increased her orbit
only one mile every revolution, then the in
crease in the length of a year would be about
one-nineteenth of a second, and it would re

still clings to him
so long about our luminary
to some extent, and prevents him from going
directly into the body of the other luminary ;
The path that he
yet he passes olose about it.

quire 1,140 years for our year to increase one
minute in length ; and when we consider the
infinity of time, the immutability of God's laws,
and assume the indestructibility of matter, we

makes in the final part of his last revolution
around our sun, and the path he describes in

if perceived,
the earth's

attributed to some irregularity of
motion

the attraction

in her orbit, produced by

of the other planets.

can readily understand how, even were the in
crease of orbit a single yard only, instead of a
mile, that at some period in our far future our
earth would be as remote from the sun as our
most distant planets are now.
Third. I assume, that as a planet recedes
from the sun his cohesive attraction becomes
less.

The planet

increases

in size and

de

would be
approaching the other luminary,
somewhat like the bends described by the letter
S, according to the laws of resultant motion,
only not so much curved.
We will say that the other luminary isSirius.
As Neptune whirls around Sirius with greatly
augmented centripetal force, his centrifugal is
likewise augmented, exceeding the centripetal,
and lie is cast off again tar into space, almost
it ri.'lit angles with the line of his approach.
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His exceedingly attenuated nature now causes
him to have an immense tail, composed of the
lighter gases streaming far behind him, while
the heavier elements, now also resolved into
gases, remain united more closely, forming

bright nucleus which we

see

the

in all our comets.

Neptune, then, has left our system, and bursts
in upon Sinus, startling and alarming the
worlds through which he passes.
" A bright deformity on high.
The monster of the upper sky."

But

remain a comet ? No ;
our hypothesis shows us that, as the centrifugal
exceeds in a slight degree the centripetal, that
at each revolution, whether it be in 50 or 500
does he always

years, his distance from Sirius would become
greater in perihelion, and less in aphelion, than
in the preceding one, until, after the lapse of
myriads of ages, he once more settles down
into an orbit as near a circle as the excess of
force will allow.
His elements
centrifugal
once more unite, forming various compounds
more or less dense, according to his nearness
to the great solar alembic, whose chemical ac
tion aids in the combination.
All the original
elements are there and indestructible.
It is old
Neptune still. He has passed from one system
to another, and is a planet again.
He has to
undergo various transitions, and be peopled by
many different orders of beings, before be be
comes a comet again.

ON

of the commonest quotations in the
language is the well-known
"
Knowledge is power."
maxim of Lord Bacon,
The idea was not original with the great phil
osopher ; it is simply a condensation of the
"A
contained in the Psalms of David,

thought
wise man is strong ; yea, a man of knowledge
It expresses tersely and
increaseth strength."

forcibly in three short words what is self-evi
dent to the most casual observer of what is
It was probably not
going on around him.
original even with David, but an idea that
must needs have occurred to some of the
earliest of our race.

"wisdom"

and

While he has changed from our system to
some other planet as a comet has
sought ours ; and so the interchange goes on.
Our earth of to-day may be on a grand journey
another,

among the different luminaries that compose
a journey that is as infinite and
our universe

'
unending as time.
If our story be true, what a number of little

comets will our nearest luminaries

be deluged

with when the asteroids shall stray twyond the
pale of the sun's attraction ; and how will great
Jupiter create consternation in some neighbor
ing system, as great comets have in past ages
created consternation in ours ; and may we not
suppose that by the time Jupiter shall leave us,
millions of ages hence perhaps, the great comet
of 1680, or some other, will have settled down
into a planet so that no vacancy may occur?
God is great and good, and order and harmony
are to be seen in all his works, from the grand
and a speculation
in regard to the plan of the universe that is not
harmonious, and fixed according to some im
mutable laws, must of itself fall to the ground.
My theory may be easily proved untenable per
est to the most insignificant;

haps by the scientific astronomer ; yet if it is,
it may lead to further speculation, and so truth
be elicited at last, which wo are all searching
after. With this end in view, I have presented
it briefly leaving out much that would tend to
R. a. riley.
make it appear more plausible.

KNOWLEDGE.

ONEEnglish

The words

[August,

"knowledge"

arc generally used as identical in meaning ; and
"a
we find the psalmist using the phrases
"
" and " a
in the
man of knowledge
wise man
same sense.
Strictly speaking, however, the
two words have different meanings.
Knowl
edge, in its restricted sense, is the mere percep

tion of facts ; wisdom is the wise use of them.
But, taking knowledge in its broadest and
most comprehensive sense, let us examine it
carefully and see what it is.
The chemist, by analyzing a drop of water,
is enabled to discover the two gases of which
it is composed ; and once knowing its compo
nent parts he is able to produce water itself by
combining them. In like manner we can
analyze knowledge, so to speak, and find out
of what it consists, and how it can be acquired.
Everything that we have learned, whether
all knowledge
from books or from experience
whatsoever
is either science or art. These
two divisions cover the whole field of human
The province of science is to know
inquiry.
what effects will ensue, if certain causes are

The province of art
Take,
causes into operation.
for example, the common lucifer match, that
luxury which our fathers knew not, but which

brought into operation.
is to bring these

Marriage.

have combined

to produce
and abolished
for ever the cumbersome " fliut and steel," the

" phosphorus box," and other obsolete contri
The train of
vances for obtaining
light
thought, followed by the inventor of the match,

"I

a

class should pay
higher premium.
This
would be the inductive method.
Now, the same conclusion may be reached
by the deductive method, which would be to
reason in this way,
A man working on
farm leads
quiet, peaceful life, exposed to
few dangers, running no risks; whereas one

a

it,

is now so common that we can buy a handful
for a cent. Let us see how science and art
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farmer, and should, on that account, pay more
for his policy.
It was by the inductive method that Frank
lin discovered the identity of lightning and

art, there are displayed in carrying out the
idea, the better and cheaper the match.
In this case, science has predicted certain
events under certain conditions
art causes

a

a

that
by the experiment of the
electricity
was by the deductive method that he
kite.
invented the lightning-rod
that is, he revolved
the subject in his mind, and deduced from his
a

build
knowledge of electricity the idea that
ing could be protected by being furnished with
conductor to convey the electricity to the

ground.

Both these modes of investigating truth are
of great antiquity but
was not until com
it

is

This
the preliminary part science plays in
making the match. Nothing has actually been
accomplished as yet.
The idea has simply
been thought out
Art now steps in, and puts the idea into ex
And the more skill, and the more
ecution.

is,

take fire

the wood."

;

will

It

next the phosphorus, the sulphur
and burn, and in its turn ignite

a

Now,

if

it

placed.

I

it

is

a

temperature that

which

is

fails to ignite the wood on
put some sulphur

;

employed in
powder factory
liable at any
moment to be blown to atoms. He is, there
fore, less likely to live to old age than

it a

was probably this:
want some substance
that will ignite by friction
preparation of
burns at so low
phosphorus will do this, but

paratively modern times that the inductive
method came into common use.
It to Lord

there are two methods

sixteenth century, that we are indebted for its
Before his time mankind
general adoption.
relied almost entirely upon the old method of

is

the reverse of this. These
two ways of arriving at truth are known un
der various names. The first has been called
the a priori method, the reasoning from cause
to effect, from facts to ideas, etc., etc. The
second has been called ike a posteriori method,
the reasoning from effect to cause, from ideas

or

syllogistic

is

on what has been happily termed " the inex
orable logic of facts."

method,

logical

a

a

a

life insurance company wishes to
Suppose
man employed as laborer
ascertain whether
in
factory should be charged
gunpowder

pany would, therefore, decide

t

is

it

a

a

farm la
policy on his life than
borer.
By turning to the census tables of mor
would be found that the average length
tality,
of lite among farmers
much greater than
among makers of gunpowder, and the com
more for

lint

the latter

But nature allows no sud
and well-assorted.
We slope very gradually from
den change.
the cradle to the summit of life. Marriage
time. A happy
fraction of us at
gradual,

is

;

them both.

wrote thus sensibly
on the marriage question
Men and women, and especially young peo
takes years to marry
ple, do not know that
completely two hearts, even of the most loving
:

can

IIIEODORE PARKER

it

made by each and very often we
arrive at the same result by following

have been

TRUE MARRIAGE.

a

is

hard to say which of the two methods
Great discoveries
of the most importance.

know
a long falling in luve.
wedlock
young persons think love belongs only to the
brown hair, and plump, round, crimson cheeks.
is

is

It

A

etc., etc.

I

to facts, the

employed by scientific men and by
many,
perhaps most of the discoveries which have
immortalized the present century, have been
made. The spirit of the age teaches us to rely

a

deductive method

it

therefore, infer that every man
two feet
The

born with two hands and

is

I

feet, and

I,

I

is

two

the logic of the old philosophers
reasoning
of which the syllogism
the common form.
As, for example, all men are mortal. Plato
man
mortal.
therefore, Plato
The inductive
now the method usually
is

By the inductive method we

reason from particular facts to general ones:
find that
was born with two hands and
as

;

the inductive

ductive method.

Bacon, who was born about the middle of the

is

followed, and
method and the de

a

only two

to be

is

these conditions to be fulfilled, and the events
inevitably occur.
As to the means of acquiring knowledge,
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So it does for its beginning, just as Mt. Washing
ton begins at Boston Bay.
But the golden mar
riage is a part of love which the bridal day
knows nothing of.
en flower

of love,

solid in the ear.

silk
full corn, ripe and
Beautiful is the morning of
Youth

is the tassel and

age is the

love, with its prophetic crimson, violet, purple,
and gold, with its hopes of days that are to
also is the evening of love,
with its glad remembrances, and its rainbow
side turned toward heaven as well as earth.
come.

Beautiful

Young people marry their opposite in temper
and general character, and such a marriage is
commonly a good match. They do it instincts

The young man does not say, " My
ively.
black eyes require to be wed with blue, and my
over vehements require to be a little modified
with somewhatof dullness and reserve."

When

opposites come together to be wed, they
do not know it; each thinks the other just like

these

itself.

[August,

for having manhood beside her that seeks to
correct her deficiencies and supply her with
what she lacks, if the diversity be not too great,
and there be real piety and love in their hearts
to begin with.
The old bridegroom, having a
much shorter journey to make, must associate
himself with one like himself. Men and women
are married fractionally ; now a small fraction,
then a large fraction.
Very few are married
totally, and they only, I think, after some forty
or fifty years of gradual approach and exper
Such a large and sweet fruit is a com
plete marriage that it needs a very long sum

iment

mer to ripen

in, and then a long winter

to

mellow and season it But a real, happy mar
riage of love and judgment between a noble
man and woman is one of the things so very
handsome that

if

the sun were, as the Greek

poets fabled, a god, he might stop the world
in order to feast his eyes on such a spectacle.
"
Variety is the spice
[Mr. Parker was right.

of life," and different

Old people never marry their opposites ; they
marry their similars, and from calculation.
Each of these two arrangements is very proper.
In their long journey these two young opposites

temperament?, in early
marriages, should unite, the blonde with the
brunette, so that any excess or deficiency in the
one may be corrected in the other. Those who

will fall out by the way a great many times
and both get out of the road; but each will

marry under thirty may hope so to blend their
natures and so assimilate as to become one in

charm the other hack again, and by-and-hy they
will be agreed as to the place they will go to

spirit

and the road they will go by, and become rec
The man will be nobler and larger

onciled.

for being associated with so much humanity
unlike himself, and she will be a nobler woman

and disposition

ere they reach old

age ;

while those who marry late in life simply for
will find it more compatible
companionship
to unite with similars in temperament, in relig
There will be
ion, and in general disposition.
little assimilation after fifty years of age.]
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we fairly dug out the longfrom the company of beasts.
" And God said. Let the earth bring
Gen. i. 24,
forth the Lining Creature, after his kind," where
they have been kept by the recognized learned

P re-Adamites

St. Paul so
men of the world, notwithstanding
clearly presented them to the Romans near two
Doubtless there are
thousand years since.
many still who, by the force of education and
to examine for them
from an indisposition
selves, will still keep them there, though in
doing so they ignore the references to them by
Moses, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Christ, Paul,
and set aside the whole of Bible history as well
as profane history, and thus create a greater
mystery than the ideas we have heretofore pre
sented.
Perhaps by more fully presenting sonic
new points and evidences we may get our an-

th(? world in ignorance of matters
vital to the best interests of man, thus limiting

shrouded

the progress of Christianity and keeping us, in
regard to a knowledge of mankind, back of the
days of Isaiah.
Let us consider some passages from the proph
ets: Isaiah xlii. 1, 5, "Behold my servant,

I uphold ; mine elect in whom my soul
delighleth ; I have put my spirit upon him ;
he shall bring forth judgment to the Gentiles.
Thus saidi God the Lord, he that created the
heavens, and stretched them out, he that spread
whom

forth the earth, and that which Cometh out of
it ; he that giveth breath unto the people upon
Also
and spirit to them that walk therein."
" And he said,
light thing
chap xlix.
is
a

February number,

lost

cient sires into better company.
We expect,
and hope for the sake of truth, to be severely
criticised for daring to grapple with errors that
have poisoned the fountains of knowledge and

It

MR.concede that in our first article, in your

C,

We think that many will

it,
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that thou shouldest be my servant to raise up
the tribes of Jacob, and to restore the preserv
ed of Israel ; I will also give thee for a light
to the Gentiles, that thou mayest be my salva
tion unto the end of the earth."

Jeremiah v. 15, " I will bring a nation upon
you from far, O house of Israel, saith the Lord :
it is a mighty nation, it is an ancient nation,
a nation whose language thou knowest not,
neither understandest what they say."
"
Chap. ix. 16, I will scatter them also among
the heathen whom neither they nor their fa
will send a sword
thers have known, and
have consumed them."
after them, till
" Pour out thy fury upon the
Chap. x. 25,

I

I

heathen that know thee not, and upon the fam
ilies that call not on thy name ; for they have
eaten up Jacob, and devoured him, and con
sumed

him,

and

have

made

his

habitation

desolate."

"
Chap. xv. 14, And I will make thee to pass
with thine enemies into a land which thou
knowest not, for a fire is kindled in mine anger
which shall burn upon you."
Chap. xvi. 18, " Therefore will I cast you out
of this land into a land that ye know not,
neither ye nor your fathers; and there shall

I

ye serve other gods day and night ; where
will not show you favor."

"
Chap. xvii. 4, And thou, even thyself, shalt
from thine heritage that I gave
thee ; and I will cause thee to serve thine ene
discontinue

mies in the land which thou knowest

not ; for

ye have kindled a fire in mine anger, which
shall burn forever."

Turning again to Gen. i. 24, " Let the earth
bring forth the living creature, after his kind."
This command of the earth produced PreAdamite man, who was necessarily possessed
of all that Adam was, physically, mentally, and
capable of becoming morally.
(Genesis, ii. 7.)
This air that God breathed into Adam's nos
trils has been construed to refer to an " immor
tal soul ;" but clearly it was only the common
atmosphere essential to all animal life (Isaiah,

xlii.

5), and perfected

the history of his crea

tion.

and the fact that the image, or human form,
was made male and female, shows to what the

word image applies, viz., the physical nature
of man with a human soul, the same that
Christ, as a man, had only that His soul was
essentially immortal (1 Tim. vi. 16).
As to what constituted the likeness of
Adam's soul, the Bible clearly expresses it as
follows (Gen. ii. 17): "But of the tree of
knowledge of good and evil, thou shalt not eat
of it; for in the day that thou eatest thereof
thou shalt surely die."
"
Chap. iii. 4, And the serpent said unto the
" For
5,
woman, Te shall not surely die."
God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof,
then your eyes shall be opened and ye shall be
as gods [Christ] knowing good and evil."
6,

"And

when

the woman

saw that

the

tree was good for food, and that it was pleas
ant to the eyes, and a tree to be desired to
make one wise ; she took of the fruit thereof,
and did eat ; and gave also unto her husband
with her, and he did eat. 7, " And the eyes

of them both were opened, and they knew
" And the Lord
that they were naked."
22,
God said, Behold the man is become as one of
us, to know good and evil ; and now lest he put
forth his hand, and take also of the tree of
The Lord
life, and cat, and live forever."
the garden, and guarded the
tree of life from being partaken of.
1. Cor. xv. 45.
1, Adam a living soul; 2,

drove him from

Adam

a

quickening spirit.

Spiritual.

John iii.

6, 7,

1,

Natural;

2,

" That which is born of the

flesh [man with a human soul] is flesh ; and
that which is born of the spirit [Christ's divine
" Marvel not that I said
nature] is spirit." 7,

Ye must be born again" [of the
Thus we see what the human soul is
by nature, and what it must become to be im
mortal another birth into spiritual life, the
soul preserving its present human form, spirit

unto thee:
spirit].

Had Adam in his nature been any different,
or mentally, or
physically, psychologically,
stood in any different relation to God and his
laws, he would have been commanded to in

"
crease " from his kind ; but he and the PreAdamites

Gen. i. 26, " And God said, Let us make man
" So
in our image, after our likeness."
27,
God created man in his own image, in the im
age of God created he him, male and female
This image consisted in the
created he them."
human form Christ assumed, as the first-born
of every creature, before he created the world ;

were

left free to their

natural

in

stincts to love and intermarry.
Hence, they
married and became one flesh (Gen. il. 24), and
shared in all that was in common to humanity
on earth or in heaven.

ualized by Christ.
We thus see from the record wherein

Adam
in his soul-nature.
He was endowed with the knowledge of his
of his being.
Such
maker and the laws
formed no part of that physical
knowledge
nature by which alone, through human pro
differed from former races
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known to

But Adam was created to make
those before him the knowledge
him.

to

(Rom. viii. 20), while
by the human soul by
human

and

spiritual
who was a

(1 John iii . 8), Satan,
liar from the beginning, and whose works
Christ came to destroy (Heb.
14), falsely

ii.

sources.

the natural immortality
Adam,
(Gen. iii. "Ye shall not surely die;") and,
himself into an angel of light,
transforming
deceived the heathen nations, whose views
proclaimed

;

a

is

Christians have adopted.
(Gen. ii. 17.)" Thou
shalt surely die,"
expressive of the great fact
that all are naturally mortal, but capable of
hence, the offer of
gift
becoming immortal

it

I

j

1

John v. 12, " He that hath
abundantly."
the son, hath life and he that hath not the
Gal.

iii.

8,

" And
the scripture, foreseeing that God would justify

son of God, hath not life."

the heathen through faith, preached before the
Gospel unto Abraham, saying, In thee shall all
nations be blessed."

Now, what

were

possessed of all the essential

it it

?

is

the life here spoken of? Is
not extraneous to man, yet for man
Docs
not equally apply to Pre-Adamites, showing
they

1

is

5,
6,

;

if

;

:

I

is

I

a

the flood universal, instead of limited to Adam's
descendents, cannot be determined;
but
clear, from the references by Paul to other
nations,

and also from

the evidences

found

of diverse tongues and
among nationalities
races, that the flood was limited.
See Joshua
xxiv.

"And Joshua said unto all the peo
ple, thus saith the Lord God of Israel, your
fathers dwelt on the other side of the flood in
old time, even Terah, the father of Abraham,
and they served

and the father of Nacuor:
other gods."

" And

took your father Abraham from
the other side of the flood, and led him through
out all the land of Canaan, and multiplied his
seed, and gave him Isaac."

"

am come that they might
have life and that they might have
more
10,

the Jews were sent as
punishment
and to educate them in the knowledge of God.
How far such ignorance may have entered
into the history of the flood, seeming to teach
whom

ele

"Now

14,

therefore fear the Lord, and serve
and put away

him in sincerity and in truth
the gods which your fathers

;

x.

Christ, though
nations, and tongues. Also, that the Jews and
their fathers were ignorant of many ancient
and distant nations of different tongues, among

side of the flood,
serve ye the Lord."
other

"

and

served on the

in Egypt;

and

seem evil unto you to serve
And
15,
the Lord, choose you this day whom ye will
serve, whether the gods which your fathers

it

iv. 9).

brotherhood,

as one

if

John
John

common

Adam and
body through
from and of different races,

all united

served that were on the other side of the flood,
or the gods of the Amorites in whose land ye
but as for me and my house, we will
serve the Lord."

dwell

:

(1

a

(1

Tim. vi. 16), as
of that which nature has not
Saviour
the costliest price of faith in him as

relations to God and

it

through education and not by human procre
ation.
The natural life of the human being

not perish, liut have eternal life."
We have thus fairly shown the existence,
history, and nature of Pre-Adamites and their
a

of sin, and they had come to know good and
evil (22). We thus get at the great distinguish
ing feature between the soul of Adam and
former races, which consisted in knowledge
(Col. iii. 10 ; 2 Peter i. 8; 1 Tim. ii. 4).
As yet, neither were immortal (Gal. iii. 22);
and this knowledge
was transmissible
only

from

or free and have been all made to
" Which
drink into one Spirit." Eph. iii.
in other ages was not made known unto the
sons of men, as
now revealed unto his
holy apostles and prophets by the Spirit."
" One Lord, one faith, one
Eph. iv.
bap
tism."
John vi. 51, " am the living bread
which came down from heaven
any man
eat of this bread, he shall live forever
and the
bread that
shall give
my flesh, which
will give for the life of the world." John iii.
" That whosoever believeth in him should
15,
be bond

I

their eyes were opened and their consciences
awakened ; (8) and they heard the voice of God
in the garden and were afraid of his presence,
because their intelligent souls were conscious

both

" For

2,

was tempting to the eyes and mind, and listen
ed to Satan's words, and was overcome ; (7) and

education,

13,

is

(Gen. ii. 17.) God commanded Adam not to
violate his command, (iii. 6.) Eve saw the fruit

comes unconsciously
knowledge is received

xii.

Cor.

I

imparted

ments of Adamites?

by one Spirit are we all baptized into one body,
whether we be Jews or Gentiles, whether we

it

creation of the Author of his being, unlike the
former races, that were without that knowl
edge of God and the promises of hope in Christ.

[August,

5,

Souls are
souls come into being.
born in infancy and ignorance, and become in
telligent through the senses of seeing, hearing,
True, Adam was made conscious at his
etc.
creation,

3,

134

Gen. xi. 28,

"And Haran

died

before

his
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father Terah in the land of bis nativity, in Ur
of the Chaldees."
took
81, "And Terali
Abram bis son, and Lot the son of Haran bis
son's son, and Sarai bis daughter-in-law,
bis

wife; and they went forth with
them from Ur of the Chaldees, to go into the
land of Canaan."
Gen. xi. 1, "And the whole
earth was of one language, and of one speech."
Here the families of the sons of Noah are re
son Abram's

ferred to as the whole

earth, going up to one
place for one object to build a city and tower;
but they were dispersed, and their language
confounded.

Gen. x. 5, " By these were the isles of the
Gentiles divided in their lands ; every one after
his tongue, after their families, in their na
tions."
This shows that Gentiles existed that
did not go up toShinad, and were of different
tongues. (See Conant's translation and notes.)
Deut. vii. 6, " For thou art an holy people un
to the Lord thy God : the Lord thy God hath
chosen

thee to be a special people unto him
self, above all people that are upon the face of
the earth."
7,

" The Lord did not set his love
upon you,

nor choose you, because ye were more in num
ber than any people ; for ye were the fewest
of nil people."

"
If thou shalt say in thine heart, These
17,
nations are more than I, how can I dispossess
"
them t

It

is unreasonable to suppose that the Gen
tiles were the offspring of Noah's family after
the flood, or descendents of Adam.
The hor

rid doctrine of incest is ascribed to Cain, as
being placed under the necessity of marrying
an unknown sister to begin the peopling of the
world, contrary to the law of a holy God, who
manifests His displeasure of violated law by
imposing penalties thereon. We see, however,

His

purpose to confer blessings on a race (Rom.
20) which lie was about to perfect through
with a race made conscious of
intermarriage
God and his purposes (Gal. iii. 22). We see

viii.

descendents of Scth and a Pre- Adamite wife
recognized
by God as legitimate offspring;
Enoch, because he was pious, translated ; Abra
ham, in whom the world is blessed ; Moses the

law-giver, and Christ descended in the family
line to save all (Heb. ii. 16, 17; Eph. i. 4, 5).
We, of the common people, can more readily
divest ourselves of preconceived notions than
those shackled by erroneous creeds of theolog
ical institutions, and by mere scientific, human
learning, which excludes the inspired word.
We live in a time when it should be estoemed
a duty and pleasure to seek for iho spirit of

135

Paul, and

to pry into the mysteries of revela
tion and arrive at the truth for ourselves. Many
read the whole Bible yearly through sectarian

spectacles, restricting themselves to preconceiv

It is
much easier to reach the truth by beginning
with Moses than by delving in the rubbish of
creeds so diversified and erroneous, as well as
ed notions, and never seeing new truths.

extraneous, from the one vital point, presented
by Christ, of eternal life in Him alone through
faith and obedience.
If a man knows his soullife is limited to the end of time, he cannot com
plain of its expiration if he refuse to accept the
offer of a gift of Christ's divine life. Let the
whole Bible be its own interpreter as to the
history, nature, and destiny of man. This is
the only method of removing
the infidelity
of the age. No history is so perfect as the
Bible respecting the origin, nature, and destiny

of man and his relations
when

we confine

to God j and only
to that for first

ourselves

In searching
principles can we get the truth.
for Pre-Adamites and their descendents, we
cannot

avoid

the details

which embrace all

that pertains to man, now and hereafter, be
cause the whole is so completely interwoven in
the Bible, one passage explaining
For instance, in comparing Is. xlii.
the texts following, they corroborate
find in Genesis pertaining to man's

another.
1-5, and
what we
creation,

his " breath and soul," and God's method
imparting knowledge to him
and making
him immortal

of
Adam,
through Christ

through

Tim. i. 10).
Had learned authors thus searched the Bible,
the world would have been more advanced in

(2

these things.
In what sense

have the Pre-Adamites been

made a mystery?
Rom. xvi. 25, "According
to the revelation of the mystery, which was
"
kept secret since the world began ; Eph. iii. 9,

" And to make all men

see what is the fellow

ship, which from the beginning of the world
hath been hid in God, who created all things
"
in Jesus Christ;" Chap. i. 4, According as he
hath chosen us in him, before the foundation

of the world, that we should be holy and with
out blame before him in love;" 5, "Having
predestinated us unto the adoption of children
"
"
by Jeans Christ ; 9, Having made known
unto us the mystery of his will, according to
his good pleasure, which he bath purposed in
" 10, " That in the dispensation of the
himself ;
fullness of times he might gather together in
one all things in Christ, both which are in hea
ven, and which are on earth, even in him."
Is it not in respect to his salvation in the
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relation to all mankind

Is it not in respect to his
after Adam ?

If Gen. i. 24 gives his creation, and Adam
was created to make known to him his Creator,
and unite him in a common promise, it cannot

unknown ; yet in Isaiah
and Jeremiah it is said, " there were distant,
ancient nations, of diverse tongues, which
neither the Jews nor their fathers knew of."
be said that he was

Ethnologists have pointed out the existence of
man in races that have passed away, but have
not given their origin.
We claim to have pointed out in Gen. i. 24,
language which clearly gives their origin, as it
cannot be applied to any other creatures. If
this is denied, that portion of the 24th verse,

His work, send
ing His spirit and revealing Himself, man
kind should know of Him and be capable, a*
responsible beings, of appreciating His charac
ter and work, and their relations to Him in
came in person to accomplish

the flesh.

If we were to reach the divine nature through
Christ, the second Adam, assuming our flesh,
we may see the philosophy of providing for
union of Pre-Adamitcs with Christ's human

a

" fullness of times ? "

[August,

nature through

the

revelation

of God in the

Adam, all thus becoming one flesh by
the new birth
marriage, and foreshadowing

first

by Christ to Nicodemus, through
the second Adam, as
quickening spirit

mentioned

a

136

creature after his kind," is entirely su
perfluous, as the subsequent words are suffi

Divine revelation having made manifest the
long- lost Pre- Adamites, the progress that has
been made in human investigations as to their
existence may now be utilized.
Tradition and

their kind," to inclose all animal life known on

heathen records, supposed more ancient than
Adam, may be drawn on for knowledge, many
mysteries be explained, and religion and science

mercy and justice, by embracing all human
souls from the first Prc-Adamite to the end of

To show the importance of this question we
quote the following passage from " Primeval
Man," by the Duke of Argyle
" Within certain limits,

not open to dis
pute that the early condition of mankind
ac
cessible to research.
Contemporary
history
reaches back
certain way, existing monu
is

?

Great High Priest
Does not the character and government of
God suggest an impartial administration
of

infidelity, and begetting faith and love for such
manifestations of wisdom and goodness.

ments afford their evidence for

In the nature of things, does not the origin,
infancy, and circumstances affecting human
souls here suggest
conscious soul-world,
to mature, as the
wherein the departed soul

still more remote, and latterly

a

?

world

in

a

profit by

it

a

Pre- Adamites having been created subject to
hope in Christ (Rom. viii. 20), they and their
descendents dying ignorant of it, can alone
conscious soul-world.

of things and in conformity to
those purposes of God in Christ, " before the
foundation of the world," "hid from genera
tions for ages," " to be made known in the full
ness of times," and in order that when Christ
In

the nature

that all calculations in regard to
rest upon data respecting which there has
always been much doubt and difficulty, and
known

that similar data taken

it

a

common
possible for all to profit by
and to mature for
final spirit-

together. . .
" As
regards the third element in the whole
the element of Time
question
well

it

?

it

is

in

salvation,

Geology and
Archaeology have met upon common ground, in
which man and the mammoth have been found
.

is

a

distance farther.

next link in the order of time, connecting the
If not, where
present with the eternal future

considerable

Tradition has its own province

time?

is

the author and subjects of

signify the accomplishment of some great good
tli rough the death and intercession of our

be grand, interesting, and profitable, dissipating

a

tery, considering

it,

tures to clear up all the mysteries concerning
them. Does not the very nature of this mys

harmonize and sects unite, on the one grand text

of Gen. ii. 17, and St. John vi. 51. By exam
ining the different texts referred to and their
contexts and kindred texts in different parts
of the Bible, the whole subject will be seen to

it

What we claim for "living creat
" harmonizes with the subsequent refer
ences to Pre- Adamites, clearly giving their
creation and history, while the mystery con
to
cerning them consists in their relations
Christ and His plans of a common salvation ;
hence the necessity of appealing to the Scrip
the earth.

ures

is :

cient, viz., " Let the earth bring forth the cattle,
creeping thing, and beasts of the earth after

a

"living

from

the

three ex

isting versions of the Old Testament
the
Hebrew, the Samaritan, and the Septuagint
give results which vary from each other, not
by years or even by tens of years, but by
Where differences exist of
many centuries.
such magnitude, no confidence can be felt in
any of the results. It seems more than ques
tionable how far the history of man in the Old
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cither is or was intended to be a
complete history, or more than the history of
At all
typical men and of typical generations.
events, it would be worse than idle to deny
that this question of Time comes naturally and

leaves open to reason all that reason may be
able to attain.
" The
meaning of those words seems always
to be
meaning ahead of science not be

necessarily within the field of scientific inves
tigation, in so far as science can find a firm
foundation for any conclusion in regard to it.

because

surely one of the most remarkable pas
ever written by theologian or philoso
'
For myself,' he says, ' I declare boldly,
pher.
and from the bottom of my heart, that if I were
called to write something which was to be in
is

sages

vested with supreme authority, I should desire
most so to write that my words should include
the widest range of meaning, and should not
be confined to one sense alone, exclusive of all
others, even of some which should be incon
Far from me, O God,
sistent with my own.
to suppose that

be the temerity

so

great

a

Prophet (Moses) did not receive from Thy
Grace even such a favor ! Yes ; he had in view
and in his spirit, when he traced these words,
all that We can ever discover of the truth
even every truth which has escaped us hith

it

it

is

it

is

I

a

a

of great value in its bearing upon
another question much more important, than

tiquity

the question of Time can ever be, viz., the ques
tion of the unity of the human race."

McCausland, in his " Adam and the Adam

ite," says:
" To
uphold

the cause of revealed religion
the Bible in its integrity,
the
first duty of the believer.
His creed is, that all
the true and lively
Scripture
by inspiration
is

and vindicate

oracles of the living God. He, therefore, ought
not to shrink from the examination of the tests

of the authenticity

of holy writ, whenever they
. . .
present themselves for consideration.
" When, where, and under what circum
stances man became an inhabitant of the earth;
whether human life, which
spread in such
variety and so extensively over the continents
and highlands of the globe, flowed from
sin
gle source or from several distinct sources, and
at different epochs,
question of deep im
portance and interest to every child of man.
The laws of nature and divine revelation must
be our guides to the solution of the difficulties
surround inquiries of this
nature, extending to times of which all other

which necessarily

histories and traditions are silent

and through
their learning we hope to reach and establish
truths which cannot otherwise be attained by
. .
human intellect.

" When the links that bind the
beginning of

our race to the historical

ages

are thus taken

away, the Adam of Genesis and nu» antedilu
vian descendents drift from our grasp, and be
come as unreal and mythical as the gods of the
Grecians, or the divinities of the Hindoos.
To

what

a

it

avoid such unfortunate

it

that character of reserve which.

professes to be, the record of the origin
of the first of the Adamic race, and who came
into
world peopled with uncivilized or semicivili^M races, that must have ever remained

is,

is

short estimate of man's antiquity.
high estimate of that an

On the contrary,

results and to preserve
the Bible inviolate, we have only to construe
the Scripture record of Adam's creation as

stands alone
the first chapter of Genesis,
among the traditions of mankind in the won
derful simplicity and grandeur of its words.
miraculous
really
Specially remarkable
seems to be

pends on

it

erto or which escapes us still, but which nev
ertheless may yet be discovered in them.'
" Certain it
that whatever new views may
now be taken of the origin and authorship of

Recent discoveries
no doubt on this, bur, on the con
trary, have all tended to confirm it.
know
of no one moral or religious truth which de

have thrown

a

vague notions entertained by St. Augustine
himself, and by all the world in his time, on
the rank and importance of the natural sciences

.

.

is

'
mire his words, so sublime in their humility,
'
so rich in their reserve ; then follows a passage
(lib. xii., c. 31) -which considering also the

.

latest work.

;

he not to confess that as regards many of these
questions he does not understand the sense in
which Moses wrote. All the more does he ad

sible discovery.
" Man
the

a

inquiries which that account excites, and which
does not profess to satisfy.
" His confessions, he says, would not be the
humble confessions he desires them to be were

it

independent of them, and runs,
were, round the outer margin of all pos

is

that great man deals with the only account
which the world possesses of the history of
St. Augustine was not the man to
creation.
be dead to all those curious speculations and

as

the results of science, but

anticipates

is

cannot close even this cursory reference to the
relation in which the Mosaic narrative stands
to scientific research without dwelling for a
moment on the very striking passage in which

cause

is

Having already quoted St. Augustine upon the
general subject of the desire of knowledge, I

a

Testament
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in that low

state without some such special in
terposition of the Almighty. This construction
will be found to recommend itself by a more

perfect consistency with the text, preserving,
at the same time, the integrity of its chro
nology.

.

.

.

" If, therefore, we cannot recognize man be
fore Adam, the lesson of progress which the
book of nature teaches is lost, or becomes com

[August,

paratively insignificant, and the hope of a bet
ter state of humanity is known to us by divine
revelation alone.
" But if
Adam is placed in his right position
as the crowning work, not only of the creation,
but of a progressive humanity, then the Bible
record of the future of man is confirmed by the
foot-prints of the Creator on the field of past
B. c.

existences."

LANDSCAPE.

A

BY AJ1ELIK V. TKTTIT.

A few mossy stones,
With soft ferns growing

No I not a grand painting,

Jast a blue bit of lake.

Close beside, and throwing
A lace-like softness there.
One was maiden-hair,
Fairest fern living.

Where a bird might slake

Its thirst, or a deer,
Perchance, mhfht there
Lave Its sleek sides.

" Simple."

Jast a quiet nook,
Full of hazy light.

In her quiet hours.

Where no dazzling bright
Bun-rays ever flash
Their glory, no dash
Of falling water.

When making flowers.
Or such cosy places.
Or those gentle faces
That win our love.

so is nature.

CHARACTER AND SUCCESS.
is true that there is now and then a case

IT of

and baffled

a life broken

by circum
stances, which the unfortunate could not pre
vent or remedy ; but it is true, also, that such

parents, and influential business friends, and
" at the bot
because he must commence life
tom of the ladder," may be heard to complain

" I have nochauce,"
Has he not youth, strength,
faculties susceptible of indefinite de

with doleful countenance,

cases, as affecting men

"No chance!"

are exceeding rare.

mental

of well-developed minds,
As a general rule, it may

be affirmed that he who sits down and laments

the condition

to which adverse

occurrences

have brought him, and attributes his unhappy
plight to causes entirely beyond himself, really
owes it chiefly to his own indiscretion
or
weakness.

I

do not care to have it understood

connection

in this

that the success which should

be

secured by all earnest workers is the artificial
acquirement of money merely.
By no means.
Such success in the eye of Him who " sitteth

in the heavens"

is insignificant

sees and smiles upon a triumph

He often

where men be

hold what they consider failure and disaster.
The forces working unseen within a man's
own spirit are often doing the most and the
best for him
molding his character and life
into harmonious adaptation, and giving him a
clear outlook upon the world and upon the
true purpose of existence.
The young man who sighs for pecuniary gain
and deems himself hardly-conditioned
because
the incident of birth did not furnish wealthy

velopment, and a world teeming with sugges
"
tion at his elbow ? " No chance ! and, with
thirty or forty faculties in his head, each of

which may be made contributory to his ad
vancement, each an efficient co-operator with
his free and strong hands !
No chance to get worldly pelf! Need we
mention the names of Law, Vanderbilt, Astor,
Girard, Longworth, Cornell, Peabody, Drew,
Cooper ? Doubtless they once regarded their
chances as few and slim.

No chance to achieve greatness ! Think of
Hale, Mansfield, Burke, Pcel,Wolsey,
Whitfield, Stephenson, Samuel Lee, West, Eldon, Clay, Marcy, Phillips, Arkwright, Howe,
others
Benton, Lincoln, and the hundred
whose chances for success lay not in their op
portunities, but in their earnestness of purpose
Matthew

and unflagging industry.
There is no " cross cut " to true success and
honorable

advancement

Surroundings

may

aid, but they cannot supply personal energy or
If one would stand,
confer mental capacity.

SCIENCE PERFECTING SWIMMING.

go

paying
to work and redeem

their "luck" they feel
and insulted.
Their "chances"

aggrieved
must be brought conspicuously to their notice.
The apples must be shaken from the bough
into their very hands. Poor, purposeless souls !
are

have a "natural"

willing

to tread

for work, but

dislike

the downward

road

to

ruin, it is eo comfortable to do nothing !
The poor boy who picked up a pin on the
sidewalk as he was going from a great banking
house, saddened by the denial of his applica

BARNETT,

effort may be spent apparently in vain.
This
be expected; but, though it does not

must

bring the desired end, it is not lost.

of Paris, has

novel

yet simple apparatus
The invention consists in sup
for swimmers.
plying to man by art the apparatus which has

For the
been given to the frog by nature.
hands, he has a large membranous fin which
is held to its place by loops passing over the
fingers and a strap around the wrist. The sur

By no

means ; the experiences of failure may be rich
in useful information, and, in after years, con
tribute to multiply one's success ten-fold.
The men who have achieved that success

which the world calls great are not your bril
liant universal geniuses, for such men do not
often accomplish anything of important value,
because they have no decision of character, no
settled aim of life. A fair amount of brain de
velopment, with strong Firmness, Self-Esteem,
and Conscientiousness, and good health, are a
sufficient capital for one to make his way with.
Having set some object before him, let him
bend all his energies and consecrate all his
powers upon its attainment, and success will
be certain.
Here is the secret of a triumphant life : De
cision

of character,

some definite

object

bay denton.

view, steadfast industry.

PERFECTING

SCIENCE

FREDERICK
patented a

tion for a humble place therein, illustrated in
that very act of frugality the character which
made him one of the most celebrated finan
ciers of Europe
To be sure, much patient

in

SWIMMING.

swimmer has no trouble in using the fins at
first trial, and
surprised to find with what
He
strength he can swim without exhaustion.
easily swims twice as fast with the apparatus
is

they
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he can sustain him
as without
and with
self for hours upon the water, or swim many
miles.
Scientific American.
Will not this invention tend to save human

it

like Saul, above his brethren, he must look to
himself for the means of advancement, to his
conscientious,
untiring, well-di
unflinching,
rected efforts. When the wagoner appealed
to Jupiter to help in extricating his cart, which
had stuck fast in the mire, Jupiter answered,
" Put
simply,
your own shoulder to the wheel."
There are too many young men in our Ameri
can cities and towns who are found hanging
round corner stores and taverns, chewing
filthy tobacco, smoking bad cigars, frequently
drinking poisonous liquor, and when remon
strated with for their idleness, deplore their
" bad luck " in
being born poor, and unable to
" situations.
"
If told to
procure

it,

1872.]

so

cation.

is

throwing them back. They act
finely in treading water, as swimmers call
not on the
that one can really walk,

it

a

a

it,
is

:

;

The difference between swimming with this
very much like
boat with
rowing
handle and the blade of an oar. The old

apparatus and without
the difference between

" The Science of Swlmmiug " as Taught and Prac
With particular
ticed in Civilized and Savage Nations.
also showing Its Importance
Instructions to Learners
Illustrated
in the Preservation of Health and Life.
with engravings. By an experienced swimmer. Price,
»

water, at least in

if

it,

the legs, which are attached to the ankles, and
are so formed that they act upon the water,
in the movement of bringing forward the legs

il

effect

is

Their

a

power.

is
a

the muscular

a

exhaust

to very much reduce the effort usually required
Biu the greatest ingenuity is
in swimming.
displayed in the form and fitness of the fins for

a

the strokes of the arm, but not so large as to

a

<ts well as in

life? We regard the art of swimming some
luxury. Every child boy
thing more than
and girl at ten years of age should be taught
It
duty which parents owe to
to swim.
We teach them various arts by
children.
living, why not the art of
which to earn
We publish
swimming, by which to scire life?
little book * with numerous
at this office
lustrations, which teaches the art of swimming
In France, every soldier
in the usual way.
part of his military edu
taught to swim as

face presented to the water by these fins is so
large as to add greatly to the effectiveness of

36 cents.
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WISDOM.
Man must will the good and the great ; the rest
comes ns decreed.

Humboldt.

True liberty consists in the privilege of enjoy
ing our own rights not in the destruction of the
rights of others.
" Rings the world
*
*
With the vain stir; I sum up half mankind,
And add two-thirds of the remaining half,
And find the total of their hopes and fears
Dreams, empty dreams."
There

is nothing like a fixed, steady aim, with

It

an honorable purpose.
and insures your success.

dignifies your nature
Seecher.

EPITAPH ON A MI8EB.
Reader,

beware immoderate love of pelf !

Here lies the worst of thieves

he robbed himself.

Those things which now seem frivolous and
light will be of serious consequence to you when
they have made you once ridiculous.
Though a taste of pleasure may quicken the
relish of life, an unrestrained indulgence leads to
Inevitable destruction.

MIRTH.
[Under this heading wc propose to publish
14A little nonsense now and then ; "
which
"Is relished by the wisest men." ]

" Excuse

and a bad pen," as the pig said

haste

|)ur

when he broke out.

[August,

Woman first tempted man to eat.
drinking on his own account.

He took to

A Nantucket storekeeper advertises for sale,
" Quart bowls, of all sorts and sizes, ninepencc
apiece and various prices."

"God

made us men!" was Inscribed npon a
filled with women at the Fifteenth Amend
ment jubilee in Louisville.
wagon

A writer on physiognomy sagely says, " A
human face without a nose does not amount to
much." It is also true that a human nose without
a face doesn't amount to much cither.

"Ah, Mr. Simpkins, we have not chairs enough
for our company," said a gay wife to her frugal
husband." " Plenty of chairs, dear, but too much
company," replied Mr. Simpkins, with a knowing
wink.
A ladt, fond of reading Bulwer's works, went
into a book-store a short time since, just as one
" I wish to
of the clerks had killed a large rat.
see 'What will He do with It?'" said she to a
boy behind the counter. " Well," said the boy,
"if you'll step to the window, you will probably
sec him sling it into the back lot."
A Dutchman, the other day, reading an account
of a meeting, came to the words, " The meeting
then dissolved."
He could not define the mean
ing of the last word, so he referred to his diction
In a few minutes a friend
ary and felt satisfied.
came in, when the Dutchman said, "Dey must
have very hot weddcr dere ; I ret an agount of a
meeting vere all de peoples melted avay."

jjjentorial

j|urcau.

room

?

'!

is
a

Ans. A Becond or third floor makes the best
Near the ground the unwholesome
ileeping-room.
The air, laden with foul smells,
vapors lie at night.
even though there
gentle breeze, will be almost

it

a

should

a

How

fce ventilated to secure health in sleep, for age and
youth and should age and youth sleep in one bed
or in one room
and should the ventilation be near
the door or ceiling to save the heat?

a

Ventilation.

a

if

a

if

corre
and that clearly stated, must be propounded,
spondent shall expect us to give him the benefit of its early
xnsideration.
Questions of personal interest will be
a stamp be inclosed for
promptly answered by letter,
t/ie ret urn postage.

if

oslt

Interest"

a

Questions op "General

will be answered in this department. We have no space
One question only at a time,
to gratify idle curiosity.

a

^orrcspoubents.

a

{|itr

suffocating six feet from the ground, and entirely
fresh and sweet fifteen feet above.
To ventilate room for sleeping, openings Bhould
be made near the floor to let the foul air escape,
and openings at the top to admit fresh air. Warmth
in cool weather should be secured to the sleeper,
not by warming his room, but by means of blankets
giving him fresh, cool air to breathe.
If warming apparatus can be so arranged as to
drive heated air into apartments strongly,
may
profitably be introduced at the top of the room, and
air withdrawn from the
the foul and exhausted
bottom, especially
the ventilators are connected
good
with flues which rise high enough to create
draft. If these flues can be connected with the
smoke-stack, the waste heat from the combustion
draft that will take off all foul
of fuel will make
room and give
pleasant
air from the bottom of
Age and
summer character to the air of house.
youth should not occupy one bod under any clr
a

(I©

[In this Department will be noticed f«nch matters as are of interest to correspond ents and to the general reader.
" What They Say " should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]
Contributions for

Our

1872.]

Mentorial bureau.

curastances; and it were better not to occupy the
same room though perfect ventilation would ob
viate this objection.

Spiritual Manifestations.

I would

like to know your explanation of spirit manifesta
tions, such as writing on a slate without visible
hands or other visible power, and the moving of
furniture and other things by unseen power.
Ans. The best answer we can give at present is
to refer the reader to a book published at this office
entitled "Library of Mesmekism and Psychol
ogy," price, $4, and to another volume just from
the press, entitled, " Witchcraft, Planchktte,
In these two works may be
and Spiritualism."
found all that has yet been developed of a reliable
character on this subject.

Heads Flattened.

Will

a pressure

or weight placed upon the head of a youth retard
the development of any portion of the brain?
so, is it proper to advise the same in the Science of

If

Health/
Ans. In the Science of Health the maid with a
book on her head has a folded cloth under the
book to make a flat place for it to lie and to give
a soft surface or bearing on the head.
Such a use
of weight on the head for ten minutes several
times in a day will not hurt the head any more
than laying the weight of the head on a hard pil
low or on a muscular arm. Many men sleep nil
night with the head upon the arms, and bony arms
at that.
The object of carrying a weight on the
head is to train all the muscles of the buck and
neck, and to give a balanced, dignified carriage.
If in any ease the head is found to be too soft to
curry a book thus padded, a small sack of cornmeal or an over ripe pumpkin may be used.

Hand-Shaking.

Is tlie

practice

of

extending a finger or two in shaking hands a piece
of imitative snobbery, or is it a mark of esteem ?
Ans. It does not spring from hearty and affection
manner
ate respect, but is a careless, free-and-easy
of greeting, partaking often of the spirit of rowdy
Men often shake
ism and often of snobbery.
hands with two at once, extending the left hand
This shows
to one and the right hand to another.
genial, generous familiarity and friendship. When
a person oilers you one or two fingers for you to
It
shake, never permit him to repeat the offense.
is an inexcusable rudeness.

Whiskers.

Sebastopol,

Sonoma

Co., Cai.. Mr. Editor: Does shaving the face
Would they not
make whiskers grow better ?
grow as thick and be finer without shaving ? Is it
necessary to shave at the age of eighteen years to
muke whiskers start well ? What will make the
hair curl ?
Am. There are several remedies for the aboveOne of the best meaus to
named complaints.
make the whiskers grow is to put on a little sweet
cream once in awhile, and before it dries in let the
It is better for the whiskers never
eat lick it off.
to apply the razor. Only criminals, sick folks, or
The best cream to use is that
sinners ever shave.
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which rises on sweet milk, not such as is sold by
druggists.
To make the hair curl, eut plenty of pudding and
milk; when milk is scarce, molasses treacle
may be substituted.
Take it when hungry. One
other way is, to take a little fine toilet soap once a
week, in warm weather, a bucket of soft water, and
wash the hair perfectly clean.
Then rub dry with
a towel.
Theu comb and brush it as usual. Then
shake your heud as a dog shakes himself when he
comes out of a brook, and if there is any curl in
your hair it will theu be manifested.
Don't pay
your money for quack specifics to make whiskers
grow, to curl the hair, or to color it. All these
things are bad, bad, bad! After following our
directions for a while, please write again and say
how you like It.
P. 8. Doa't go to a barber's shop and have your
head made nasty with grease before taking it to a
phrenologist to have u chart made out.

Deafness.
Do you think the use of
instruments good for the hearing!1
[Yes, some
times.] Do you know of any remedy for partial
deafness?
[It depends on the cause. J Will your
catarrh remedy, mentioned
in a late number, cure
deafness resulting from that disease?
[Yes, if

anything will, "fry it.]
I am a young lady about twenty, and have been
growing gradually deaf the last live years.
Have
tried plenty and variety of quacks, receiving us
much benefit as might have been expected, till at
length I utmost despair of ever having my hearing
burk again. You will say, " Consult a physician."
I don't believe in doctors generally, but I do in
If you will please answer the above ques
you.
tions in the Journal, you will doubtless confer a
great favor upon more than one of your afflicted
fcllow-ereatures.
v
Ans. Firstly and lastly, keep away from the
Learn, if you can, the cause
advertising quacks.
or raitsesot the infirmity.
Read whut the " Hydro
pathic Encyclopedia" says on the subject, and act
according to its directions. No quack nostrums
are recommended,
and if you follow its hygienic
prescriptions, you cannot go wrong. To attempt
to give specific directions here would occupy too
much space.

Employment

in Asia.

How can

I

get a situation in some business enterprise in In
dia, China, or Jupuu ?
Ans. The Labor Department of our National
Bureau of Migration has not yet extended its op
erations over those distant fields.
One way to
secure the object would be through our American
Consulates, another through our shipping mer
Ask Mr.
chants who trade in those countries.
Seward, of Auburn, N. Y., who knows all about it.

Engraving.

What

are the

natural

talents required for un engraver on wood, stone,
or metals ? and is it requisite that one serve a reg
ular apprenticeship ? and is there any work on the
subject ?
Ans. One has to work for years at the business
in order to become expert, and he should work
under good instruction in order to secure the
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He needs a clear vision
highest order of success.
a strong eye, a steady and calm nerve.
He
needs large Form, Size, Order, Imitation, Ideality,
and Continuity.
Miss Fuller 1ms written a book
o-i the subject, which we can send by mall for 50
and

<.-.iiU.

Dolly Vardex.

.' illv Varden?

Who or what was

The fashions of the day partake
i) :i jrreut measure of "Dolly Varden" styles.
Ciu you give me a clue to the origin of the name?
Ana. If yon take the trouble to read Dickens'
" Barnaby Rudge," you will flud Dolly Varden to
be a character therein.
A locksmith's daughter,
" face of a pretty,
she is described as having the
laughing girl ; dimpled and fresh and healthful
the very impersonation of good-humor and bloom
ing beauty." Again, she is spoken of as having
her " charms increased a hundred-fold by a most
becoming dress, by a thousand little coquettish
ways." She Is represented as having been attired
on a certain occasion "in a smart little ctterrycolored mantle, with a hood of the same drawn
over her head, and upon the top of that hood a
little straw hat, trimmed with cherry-colored rib
bons."

[August.

$500; harvesting and stacking, $2,500 making the
amount required for the second year $9,000. The
average yield per acre is 35 bushels ; some fields
yield 50 and even 00 bushels per acre of spring
wheat.
We may be safe certainly in estimating
that 20 bushels will be saved, which brings the
amount to 20,000 bushels.
Threshing $1,000
making a total amount of capital invested, $22,500.
Threshing and foreman's wages ($1,000) paid after
The grain will bring one dollar per
grain is sold.
So that the land, breaking,
bushel in the bins.
and everything is nearly paid for by the first crop.
Now, the land will bring $10 per acre cut up into
6mall farms, leaving a net gain (without interest)
of $0,500. If the land is not sold, the second crop
will bring 50 per cent, on the amount invested,
allowing a broad margin for profit over and above
Of course by residing on the
this rate of interest.
land, and using stock belonging to the Company,
greater results could be attained, the work being
done better and at less cost, etc.
There is one
farm here of 2,000 acres, now being plowed a sec
ond season.
E. s. B.

Rather Warm Approval.

Dear

Editor: While renewing my subscription for the
Journal I beg to convey to you many thanks for
its services, and also
if you have not become by

Grain Raising in the North-West.

The climate and soil of the valley of the Red
River of the North is peculiarly adapted to the
raising of small grain, especially wheat, oats, and
There is so little waste land that thou
barley.
sands of acres can be farmed together in one field.
Then the three railroads running through the val
ley insure a market in addition to the home mar
ket.
In calculating expenses of co-operative farm
ing and the proceeds thereof, let us confine our
selves to the raising of wheat.
We will suppose
that ten persons furnish $2,000 each, making a
capital of $20,000. The agent or foreman should
be a practical western man of experience, who can
give bonds in double the amount invested.
After
deciding on a certain programme, the agent should
have full power to proceed with opening the farm
and to pay accruing expenses.
After plowing in
the fall, there would be no more expense until the
next spring, when the seed is sown.
The money
for harvesting would not be in use over sixty days,
as returns would come in by that time.
In calcu
lating the expenses we take the highest rates of
labor, and in estimating the returns of crops, the
lowest estimates.
There are parties here to-day
who will contract to do the work at these figures:
1,000 acres of land purchased
of the Western Pa
cific R. R. Co. at $7 per acre will amount to $7,000.
Breaking the same at $5 per acre, $5,000 ; add $500
for expense of foreman's wages, etc., making
$12,500 the first year. 2,000 bushels of seed-wheat,
$4,000;
sowing and fitting ground according to
contract, $2,000 ; attending the same three months,

a knowledge of your importance to the world too
to tender you, by way of envain to accept it
the story of its service to me.
courgement,
Your dear Journal has found or followed mi
through nearly every State and Territory in Amcr.
lea. It was my companion when I had none other
but the savage, and a cherished, ever-agreeable as
sociate through the entire war for the Union ; and
now that I have abandoned the frontier and the
field for the quiet and pleasant walks of life, it

to me, as it is, an old companion and en
friend. It is quite as acceptable in pros
perity as it was when it found me in a hut, where
it and it alone sowed the seed from which to-day
I reap a rich harvest, and am sought as a suitable
companion by those who have from the cradle
enjoyed every advantage of wealth and training.
I have had no other tutor, and how I may dis
charge the debt I owe for my very existence even,
I leave for you to say, and feel assured that no
demand could exceed the value of the Journal to
i. /. B.
your obedient servant,
comes

deared

Brains Appreciated.

The Buckeye

that means the newspaper published in New
Lisbon, Ohio says: There is no abatement in in
terest in the pages of the Phrenological
Jour
nal, for although it has long since attained an
enviable position in presenting and sustaining the
highest character of magazine literature, the pres
ent managing editor keeps it up to this standard.
Brains engineer this monthly and brains appreciate
it.
The current number is unusually interesting,
almost every department of literature being main
The price is three dollars a year.
tained.
State
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JAMES
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BLACK.

THE PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN
JAMES BLACK
r I

lIIE

great

JOHN RUSSELL,

political

and Democratic,

parties,

CANDIDATES

Republican

have declared the results

of their conventional

deliberations,

and in-

IV.

So.

OF THE NATIONAL TEMPERANCE
to

lead

the " Ship

ments among

those who exercise

a

control-

ing influence in matters political have been
marked by developments

of

nature.

would have

PARTT.

The move

of State."

Bcril)ed on their campaign banners the names
those whom they respectively

404.

We have

seen,

of

a

remarkable

as has been already

Phrenological Journal.
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noted

Reform or

at length, the so-called

giving its ad

Liberal-Republican movement

New York journalist,

hesion to an eminent

surprising

thereby

country

the

at

man per te, but
people at large

because

had been directed to other

of prominence,

persons

attention of

the

Black, of Pennsylvania, as their candidate for
President of the United States, and
Russell,

and because, as

a

John

of Michigan, for Vice-President.

Thus one of the most important of reform

large,

not on account of any lack of merit in the

[Sept.,

in society has its part in

movements

atory

grand campaign

the

Let us

just opened.

now consider briefly the men thus selected as

of

the standard-bearers

Both

Temperance.

minor consideration, perhaps, the said Lib

have well-formed heads, as is evident enough

Convention was thought to represent
the sentiment of " free trade " rather than
that of " protection," a stout champion of

from the portraits and physiognomies

far from unfavorable

which Mr. Greeley has long been recognized.

proportioned
mentally
sense

and

and decision.

confirming

and

nominations of the Liberal-Republican

the

Convention, and adopting

as

a

whole the

strong declaration of the Cincinnati

If

form.

compromise

of

spirit

the

plat

liberality

thus indicated be the

and

direct

the victory, and is now

its requisition.

of himself.

master

and holds to

He has economy, and

cast of intellect, and he

such that he can read with facility the

motives

man.

His

of strangers.

There

is

is

manfully in the endeavor to promote the wel

dignity enough to enable him

to command

and that the impending contest between the

to carry out what he undertakes.

friends of the Philadelphia
" platform " contains

his convictions.

productive of desirable

on whichsoever

side

the

laurels

of

The party, or organization, or class whose
importance now demands

our special recog

nition is that known by the comprehensive
of this year
adherents

Ohio.

a

On the 22d of February

convention composed

of Prohibition

of the

met in Columbus,

Two hundred and forty-six delegates,
thirteen States, were present,

representing

and after some very interesting
discussions,

to

a

Mr. Russell also has

large brain, with a

well-cultivated, and comprehensive

mind.

He

well-balanced,

equable,

self-

The word " cir

victory may repose.

term, Temperance.

enough

He will

strong,

unanimously

addresses and

nominated

James

regulating, and consistent.
" applies to him in

cumspect
degree.

Such

remarkable

character may be depended

on under all circumstances.

foxy traits or tricks,
his composition.

a

be

Cincinnati-Baltimore

There are no

no double-dealing in

Benevolence

and Conscien

tiousness are his ruling moral traits.

ality, and, in fact, the

entire

Caus

intellectual

group are large.

Of the two, Mr. Black
the observer,

is

results

will

the

executiveness

be true to principle and bold steadfastly

is

nominees

and

respect;

a

principles,

high and noble

practical

common-sensed

nied that the political outlook is favorable,
nominees, whose

sav

His discernment of charac

ter

many

may

He has method, and works according to

it.

ing and prudent.

cannot be de

deep

but he gained

When he says No, he means

and cordial desire
part of politicians to bury " the
hatchet " of strife and rancor, and to join

it

a

devotion,

kindness,

once have caused a struggle,

on

fare of our common country,

both

is sound

He has

The effort at self-denial

outgrowth of an h6nest
the

well-

a

is

ratifying

and he

physically.

of integrity, of

North and South at Baltimore, deliberately
unanimously

body,

and

it,

from

representation

a

Democratic

also the great

its full

brain and

is

seen

with

to them.

a large

a

We have
interest,

Mr. Black has

which

at once with opinions

impress the observer

is

eral

more eminently

and Mr. Russell the

thinker.

In

Presidential Campaign.

Tee
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one the perceptive faculties predominate,

and in the other the rellectives predominate.

To the one we should look for descriptions

of

and direct personal

definite

experiences,

other for dry, hard logic driven

and to the

home with earnestness and unction.

Our biographical

short, but,

sketches

arc

only too

they are, we are indebted for

as

and also for the engraved

por
traits, to the Prohibitum Era, of Cleveland,
Ohio, a paper whose hearty utterances in
behalf of temperance reform command the
respect of every true man.
James Black was born in Lewisburg, Union
County, Pennsylvania, in September, 1823,
the materials,

and is therefore

now

nearly

forty-nine years

of age.

us

In

1836 the family of Mr. Blackto Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, which
city has been the place of his residence ever
In 1840 he took the pledge of total
since.

removed

abstinence, and at once identified himself
with the temperance reform.
In 1840 Mr.
Black was admitted to the practice of law,
and has ever since been known as an upright,

of that
member
The part he has borne in affairs
semi-political has been almost entirely in
connection with the Temperance movement.
It was his pen which drafted the call for the
National Convention, at Chicago, in Sep
tember, 1869, at which time the National
Prohibition Party was organized, and he had
the honor of presiding over its deliberations.
able,

and

profession.

conscientious
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In Pennsylvania

he has manfully stood up
for the party, and has the satisfaction of
finding many who at first doubted the wis
dom of his course, now coming over to his
As a speaker, Mr. Black is earnest,
support.
Even tho3e differing
manly, and outspoken.
with him respect and admire him for straight
forwardness and steadfastness of purpose.
John Russell, the candidate for VicePresident, was born in Livingston County,
New York, September 20, 1822, and shortly
after became a resident of that State, near
When he was seven
the Falls of Niagara.
teen years of age his parents removed to
Michigan, where they are still living, at a
ripe old age. Mr. Russell entered the minis
try of the Methodist Episcopal Church in
August, 1843, in connection with the Detroit
Conference, and still retains his membership
therewith. In the Temperance cause he has
been especially
the honors of
prominent,
office, in the organizations of which he is
a member, being laid "thick upon him."
About a year and a half ago the R. W. Grand
Division made him its presiding officer, and
thus he has become as favorably known out
side of Michigan as has long been the case
in that State.
Mr. Russell has proved his
devotion

to

the

cause

by

many

sacrifices.

Though not possessed of much of this
world's goods, he has contributed almost
every dollar he had to sustain a sterling tem
perance paper, the Peninsular Herald, and
responded to many calls to speak when but
partially remunerated for such services. As
a platform speaker there are not many who
can be named as his superior for keen logic,
clear analysis, and genuine wit.
If any of our readers entertain doubts
with reference to the meaning of " Prohi
bition " and its bearing on the political
issues of the times the following declaration
of principles should set tliem right.
THE PLATFORM.

That we reaffirm the following
resolutions adopted by the National Prohi
bition Convention, held at Chicago, Septem
Resolved,

ber 2, 1869 :
Whereas,

Protection

and

allegiance

are

citizen who
yields obedience to the just commands of
the Government is entitled to the full, free,
and perfect protection of that Government
reciprocal

duties,

and

every

[Sept.,

in all the enjoyment of personal security,
personal liberty, and private property ; and
Whereas, The traffic in intoxicating drinks
greatly impairs the personal security and per
sonal liberty of a large mass of the citizens,
and renders private property insecure ; and
Whereas, All other political parties are
hopelessly unwilling to adopt an adequate
policy on this question ; therefore, we, in
National Convention assembled, as citizens
of this free republic, sharing the duties and
responsibilities of its government, in dis
charge of a solemn duty we owe to our
country and our race, unite in the following
Declaration of Principles :
1. That while we acknowledge
the pure
patriotism and profound statesmanship of
those patriots who laid the foundations of
this government, securing at once the rights
of the States, severally, and their inseparable
union by the Federal Constitution, we would
not merely garnish the sepulchres of our
republican fathers, but we do hereby renew
our solemn pledge of fealty to the imperish
able principles of civil and religious liberty
embodied in the Declaration of American
Independence and our Federal Constitution.
2. That the traffic in intoxicating bever
ages is a dishonor to Christian civilization,
inimical to the best interests of society, a
political wrong of unequaled enormity, sub
versive of the ordinary objects of govern
ment, not capable of being regulated
or
restrained by any system of license whatever,
but imperatively demanding for its suppres
sion effective legal prohibition by both state
and national legislation.
3. That while we recognize the good provi
dence of Almighty God in supervising the
interests of this nation from its establishment
to the present time, having organized
our
party for the legal prohibition of the liquor
traffic, our reliance for success is upon the
same Omnipotent arm.
4. That there can be no greater peril to
the nation than the existing party compe
tition for the liquor vote; that any party
not openly opposed to the traffic, experience
shows, will engage in this competition, will
court the favor of the criminal classes, will
barter away the public morals,
the ballot, and every object
ment, for party success.

the purity

of good

of

govern

THE PRESIDENTIAL

That while adopting national political
measures for the prohibition of the liquor
traffic, we will continue the use of all moral
means in our power to persuade men away
from the injurious practice of using intoxi
5.

cating beverages.
all persons, whether
6. That we invite
total abstainers or not, who recognize the
terrible injuries inflicted by the liquor traffic,
to unite with us for its overthrow, and to
secure thereby

peace, order,

and the protec

tion of persons and property.
7. That competency, honesty, and sobriety
are indispensable
qualifications for holding
public office.
8. That removals from public service for
mere difference of political opinion is a prac
tice opposed to sound policy and just prin
ciples.

That fixed and moderate salaries should
of official fees and perquisites ;
the franking privilege, sinecures, and all
unnecessary offices and expenses should be
9.

take the place

and every

abolished,

possible

means be em

ployed to prevent corruption and venality
in office ; and by a rigid system of account
ability from all its officers, and guards over
the public treasury, the utmost
should be practiced and enforced

of the

department

economy

in every

governmont.

That we favor the election of Presi
and United States Sen
ators by direct vote of the people.
11. That we are in favor of a sound national
10.

dent, Vice-President

currency,

adequate

to the demands

of

busi

ness, and convertible into gold and silver at
the

will of

the holder ; and the adoption of

every measure

compatible with justice and
to appreciate our present

the public safety,

to the gold standard.
That the rates of inland

currency
12.

of telegraphic

and

ocean

of
railroad and water transportation and travel,
should be reduced to the lowest practicable
point, by force of laws wisely and justly
framed, with reference not only to the inter
ests of capital employed, but to the higher
claim of the general good.
13. That an adequate public revenue being
necessary, it may properly be raised by im
post duties and by an equitable assessment
upon the property and legitimate business
of the country ; nevertheless, we are opposed
postage,

communication,

CAMPAIGN.
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of capital against
any discrimination
labor, as well as to all monopoly and class

to

legislation.
14. That the removal of the burdens, moral,
physical, pecuniary and social, imposed by
the traffic of intoxicating drinks will, in our
judgment, emancipate labor and practically
thus promote labor reform.
15. That the right of suffrage rests on no
mere circumstance

of color,

race, former social

condition, sex, or nationality ; but inheres in
the nature of man ; and when from any cause
it has been withheld from citizens of our
country who are of suitable age and mentally
of
and morally qualified for the discharge
its duties, it should be speedily restored by
the people in their sovereign capacity.
16. That the fostering and extension of
common schools under the care and support
of the State, to supply the want of a general
and liberal education, is the primary duty of
a good government.
17. That a liberal and just policy should
foreign immigration
allowing to the nat
uralized citizens equal rights, privileges, and
protection under the Constitution with those
who are native-born.
Now, let the men set forward by this
party be compared personally with other

be pursued

to promote

to our shores;

candidates,

and

always

compare

also the different

Then, reader, decide for whom
you will vote at the coming Presidential
While, as editors and publishers,
election.
we cannot advocate the claims of any of the
" parties " as such our Journal being non
partisan still we have our preferences, and
shall exercise them, in accordance with our
best judgment, in the interest of our whole
We count this not only the privi
country.
lege also of others, but their absolute duty
as American citizens.
Our readers of the
Phrenological
Journal know very well
platforms.

where we stand on the Temperance

question.

We would select or appoint no man to office
who is addicted to the habitual use of alco
holic liquors. Aye, we would go further
than this : we would require every applicant
for any public place of trust to be strictly
Of course this would exclude
temperate.
and Senators
many who are Representatives
from the halls of Congress, but we would
make tins compulsory.
Total abstinence, or
no office; and we will yet bring the country
to
or, failing, we will die in the good fight.
it,
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labor question,

as

THE LABOR

QUESTION.

it is

and another result is the rendering dear every
product of the land which is to supply the

called,

hasTHE
been thrust upon public attention chiefly

through the influence of societies originating
with foreigners on our shores, copied from
similar associations existing in the old coun
try, to which, before settling in America,
In the strife and com
they had belonged.
petition existing in an overcrowded popula
tion, where there are five pairs of hands
ready for the work which four can do, labor
may need something besides the law of de
mand and supply to regulate it. It is true
employers who are wealthy can, in an overpopulated country, cut down wages and op
press the laborer by keeping him too poor to
be able to quit his ill-requited

employment
and spend time to look for better, and then
take advantage of the fact that the idle and

hungry stand ready to fill the places of the
should they clamor for more
discontented
work
in case they met with a
pay, or quit
such
conditions the labor
Under
refusal.
societies of Europe were established.
In this country there is no necessity for
In spite of all the com
such organizations.
petition which exists, wages in America arc
twice as high as they are in Europe, and will
so continue without the foolish legislation
of demagogues, or the greater foolishness of
strikes.

We have

a

firm conviction that the chief

needs of this country are untrammeled

com

proper diversity of trades and
There is room and work for
occupations.
all the people, and a hundred millions more;
but all can not get profitable employment at
There is a tend
one thing nor in one place.
ency, especially among our foreign immi
grants, to stop in our large cities, to which,
also, there is a tendency among our native
" a for
population to come and strive for
This double scramble for wages and
tune."
wealth in large towns has two effects : first,
to overdo the various trades and overstock
every vocation ; second, to drain away from
the small towns and fanning regions the labor
requisite to carry on the industries of the
country.
One result of such unequal distribution of
labor-power is to cripple agriculture and ne
cessitate the payment of exorbitant wages,
petition and

a

[Sept.,

wants

If

of the cities

and manufacturing towns.

amount of labor would
bravely leave the cities it would give steady
work to these remaining, and every indus
trial interest of the country regions would
become prosperous ; new lands would be
brought under the plow, and the whole
country increased in wealth and happiness.

If

a

considerable

nearly

everybody

wanted

to make

boots

or buttons, how soon there would be a stress
in the labor market in that direction, and
how the cost or price of everything else would
be enhanced ! If nearly everybody desired
to be occupied in a profession
or in mer

chandising, how sore the trial and severe the
struggle among the rivals, and how ill sup
plied would all other departments be ! and,
as a consequence, there would be a scarcity
of food and an increase of the price of every
thing, without the corresponding profits of
Apply this
general industry to meet them.
thought to the overcrowding of the cities
and the industries belonging thereto, and we
have a struggle in the city for work, and
high prices for everything that we eat, drink,
and wear.
Every extra or unnecessary mer
chant or exchanger of products is a dead tax
on all consumers.
He must be paid for his
time, or he must cheat or steal or starve.
Every person fully earning his living and
more, by producing something useful, or by
transporting or exchanging the products of
others, really adds to the public wealth, and
tends

to

over the land.
spread happiness
have tried to legislate on labor

Demagogues

and the wages thereof, and on what shall con

stitute a day's work ; but we see no benefit
arising from it. It was evidently attempted
to win votes in the interest of ambitious
politicians, or to obtain favor and support
from the laboring masses.

The recent strikes among mechanics and
laboring men, bring down numerous
evils upon their heads. Everybody knows
that if the day's work be reduced from ten
hours to eight, nearly every product must be
increased in cost at least twenty per cent.
Now, the majority of the men who strike eat,
drink, and wear all they earn. If, then, by
other

he

is a

a

quarter of his year's time, and can
not buy so many comforts with
dollar as
has lost

?
a

a

!

?

he could before the strike. Who
benefited
Not he, surely, nor anybody else. Has he
No
He has re
injured the capitalist
ceived the same money for
less quantity
of coal, and has his mines still unexhausted.
It has even been asserted and believed that
coal- miners' strikes have been fostered and
encouraged, even procured by the owners of
mines and the railroads which transport coal
to market, in order to have an excuse for
raising the price of coal from $6 to $13
ton.
mines

In

fact, they might afford

for months

and

pay full

to stop

the

wages,

and

a

a

is

still make money at such figures as they some
times sell coal at.
Some things about strikes and mechanics'
societies are radically wrong. There
no
reasonableness in requiring employers to pay
poor help as much as they pay good work
men, nor in preventing those from working
who desire to do so.
In free country every
man has
right to sell his time, his skill,

!

a

execrable

I

?

a

a

C09t

chickens,

fruits, and short weight and measure at that,
were forced upon buyers at the best prices
who would not rise with indignation to vin
dicate his rights in so plain
matter
Yet
good and able workmen make rules requiring
employers to hire men at full wages to work
at trades who can neither do
good job nor
good day's work.
If men would work earnestly for eight full
hours, they would to-day increase the average
of production. Protected by society rules,
men who are not high in moral tone idle
away their time, and, even though the nom
inal time of the day's work be ten hours,
they do not, in fact, do eight good hours'
work. We were informed by
mechanic
that men did not work so faithfully at eight
hours as they did when they were working
ten hours.

It

seems

to be the

theory

of

that the workingman must
prescribe the time he will work, the wages
he shall receive, the number of apprentices
these societies

may keep, and other arbitrary
the employer has only to
while
regulations,
and
observe the strictest de
bills
the
pay
the employer

corum.
are driving
These society arrangements
work away from New York, certainly to the
rural districts or to distant cities and men,
in some cases, have to leave New York after,
by strikes and exorbitant rules, they have in
jured or broken down their business, and
seek work elsewhere at the same wages they
One good
refused to work for at home.
thing we have heard of as resulting from so
contractor fails
this,
ciety rules, and
to pay his bricklayer or his stair-builder, no
man will plaster the house until the previous
mechanic has obtained his dues.
;

of everything he uses by increasing the
of coal to its consumers, and the result

ter, stale bread, scrawny

a

another

is,

Besides,

if

money

has
right to hinder him, or interfere with
his employer.
all clergymen, all
Suppose
all doctors, all merchants, were
lawyers,
obliged by some rule to demand the same
price for services or for products
Suppose
society of farmers were to resolve that no
man should sell wheat, beef, butter, poultry,
potatoes, or apples below or above
particu
lar prescribed price, and should come to the
market armed with clubs and guns to en
force their rules
and suppose mean but

a

business, day and night, as long

of the workers holds out.
effect of strikes is to con
sume the little money which the provident
have laid up in sustaining the families of
those who have been improvident ; and when
that surplus is exhausted the strike has to be
given up and work begins. Coal-miners strike
for a term of three months, and cat them
selves nearly out of house and home.
Capi
talists raise the price of coal, and other men
as poor as coal-miners have to pay the capi
talist his profit. Then the miner, without a
dollar in his pocket or a pound of meat or
bread in his house, begins to mine coal at
the old prices.
He has enhanced the cost
the

at any price he can get or
to take, and no man or set of men

!

thriving

as

willing

is

a

and his strength

it

put up with one-fifth less in clothing, fuel,
And what will
and food than they now get.
they do with the extra two hours of leisure ?
Will they spend it with books and with their
families 1 Will not thousands of them spend
the extra time in places of dissipation and in
forming habits ruinous to mind, body, and
family ? When there is a strike, we notice that
the grog-shops are thronged and are doing
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a

have to

is

will

UESTION.

a

working eight hours only, they shall enhance
the cost of all they buy, they

Q

a

THE LABOR
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We are sorry to say we have in New York
and Brooklyn a few harpy builders, who
manage to borrow money, obtain advances,
and neglect to pay their workmen, and leave
If there could
their houses half finished.
be a society to prevent anybody working for
such men, it would be a good thing for all
Besides, such builders never do
concerned.
good work, and the community as well as
workmen must suffer.

unfortunate

For

in the civilizing
of labor - saving inventions, in

ourselves, we believe

influences

|eparhnent

of

mechanism,

in

[Sept.,

the fullest

Constructiveness,

development

of

and would have every boy

in America leam a trade. Yes, though he
should finally become a farmer, a merchant,
man, he should first
artist, or professional
learn a trade by which he could earn an hon
est living.
Besides, learning a trade would
in itself be educational, and assist in fitting
the boy to do anything, everything, all the
better for having first learned how to use
Let Americans continue to lead the
tools.
world in new inventions and in mechanical
skill. Let all our boys learn trades.

|eli0ton

Withoutor star,or angel,for their guide,
NightTkemQhtM.
Who woralitpe
Godabtltfindhim. Vonng-i
The tool, themotherof d««pfeare,of highhopeeInfinite;
(a
teara,of sleepleaa
Of gloriousdreamt,myatertoiia

THE

POWER OF THOUGHT.

1Speak of bis Highness from Inferno, and he stands beside you.
Talk of Angels, you hear the rustling of their wings/1

there are as many
things wonderful and
than in the world of
more incomprehensible
animal and vegetable life. Our friends some
times ask, " How did you happen to think of

IN

the thought-world

marvels,

as

many

fluence each other without any oral communi
cation is a well-known fact. Those about us
who care to possess the knowledge, are gener
ally acquainted with our prominent thoughts
and opinions, even if every pains is taken to

that?" when we have spoken of something
seemingly foreign to surrounding circumstances
and topics of conversation.
Perhaps we can

conceal them and no outward

trace the thought back, suggestion by sugges
tion, to its source ; again it seems to have arisen
spontaneously, a plant of foreign birth in alien

concealed,

soil, springing,

as were,

from a seed

dropped
by a wild-bird flying over from another clime.
Is it possible that it has been wafted by
thought-waves floating from another congenial
that mingled in
memory of our needs ?
mind

its

inner workings

a

How far, through what extent of space, mind
has power upon mind, we know very little.
There are several well-attested and authenti
cated instances of persons about meeting a
sudden and violent end flashing their deaththought into the minds of distant dear ones ;
and undoubtedly persons who have a strong
mutual attachment, strong wills, and great per
magnetism, may influence each other
Whether the dis
mentally, though separated.
tance may be limited or limitless is another
unanswered, perhaps unanswerable, query.

sonal

That two people in the same room may in

If they

are not sufficiently

sign is made.

en rapport to under

stand us at first, they will know something is
and will mouse around until the
truth is discovered.

People usually deceive themselves who think
they have safely hidden any great secret in
their own breasts. If it is something vital,
important, it will occupy the mind, and will
be betrayed
ances.

to intimate

friends and acquaint

They who are habitually reticent upon

all subjects can best conceal thoughts and mo
tives, because they furnish less clues, less tele
graph-wires whence any operator that chooses
can " take off" passing messages.
Another common experience is expressed in
the sayings quoted. We may not have thought
of absent friends for months, may not know
they have any intention of coming, when all at
once a thought of them flashes into the mind,
and in a few hours or moments they are with

Any particular form of thought does not
only the main idea,
and the passive mind is rarely conscious how
it obtained the thought ; rarely ascribes it to

us.

seem to be communicable,

HUGH STOWELL BROWN.
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its true source ; indeed, generally attributes its
knowledge to having learned it from surround
ing circumstances.
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people hide away much that is best of them
selves in the recesses of their own souls ; others
hide all that is worst, exhibiting the best.

mortals'

ly " into the ever-open windows of our fellowminds, this glamour of uncertainty

It is evident that modern research has made
every one better acquainted with his own na
ture and needs, and, consequently, given him
of human nature at
a better understanding

whether we have not imagined that our thought
is theirs, familiar intercourse would be far less

large. Is it not possible that we shall continue
to improve in this department of science till

Were it not for this fortunate mind-blindness,
" through a glass dark

which causes us to see

satisfactory

than now in some respects, while

in others it would be more enjoyable.

"
"
we shall at last know as we are known ?
AMELIA

Many

G.

FETTIT.

HUGH STOWELL BROWN.
iHIS eminent English clergyman is a
-*- large, strong, almost ponderous man.
He stands six feet high, and weighs up
ward of two hundred pounds.
He is
built for power
of
power
body and
There is no attempt at
power of brain.

trusting, and just.
Intellectually, he is both thoughtful and
He comprehends principles,
practical.

display in his manner, no affectation
nothing of the Miss Nancy but a steady,

his will.

r I

strong

earnestness which

commands

re

and makes him next

spectful attention,
to invincible. His nature

is peculiarly
mellow, kindly, affectionate, and invit
He is sympathetic, friendly, affecing.

tionate,

devotional,

and applies them in a matter-of-fact way.
He understands human nature well, and
knows how to mold the minds of men to

His mind is constructive ; he
as the skilled
In language, he
mechanic, which he is.
is always forcible, rather copious, and
sometimes eloquent.
Naturally modest,
can make and use tools

sensitive, and even diffident, he has ac
quired a comfortable

degree of assurance
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Taken all in all, he is

and self-reliance.

one of the best representatives of the
great middle class of leading English
men. He is to Liverpool what our
Beecher is to Brooklyn.

The accompanying engraved portrait,
by no means a faithful likeness, is copied
The first
from a picture ten years old.
time we met him was in 1860, at the open
ing of the Birkenhead Street Railway,
near Liverpool, constructed by George
Francis Train, the first horse " tramway "
ever built in Great Britain.
Mr. Brown
was present, and, at the request of Mr.
Train, made some hopeful and encourag
ing remarks on the event. Mr. Brown
is soon to visit the United States, and
when here we must try to retain him.
"We have not a few of England's best
clergy now in America. Let us induce
this " self-made man " to stay. Here is
an outline of his life.
Hugh Stowcll Brown was born in Douglas,
of the Isle of Man, in the year
1823.
His father was an Episcopal clergy
man, and his uncle, the long celebrated Hugh
Stowell, is also a minister of the Established
Church.
The first fifteen years of his life were spent
in his native town, at the grammar school,
at which he received
a good commercial
For two years he was engaged
education.
in the business of land-9urvcying in England.
He then repaired to Wolverton, one of the
chief depots of the London and Northwest
ern Railroad, for the purpose of learning en
gineering. He addressed himself to his new
with all the perseverance and
employment
courage which have marked him through
life.
Although a young man of less than
the chief town

twenty-one

years

of

age, he drove a locomo

tive engine for six months.
His prospects in
his profession were of the most brilliant kind.
He had every quality and qualification to
become one

of the

first engineers

of the

day ;

but general knowledge had a charm for him

which no amount of professional engagements
could dispel. He was a diligent student,
worthy to be ranked among the illustrious
host who have pursued the quest of wisdom
under what to other men were insurmount

JOURNAL.

able difficulties.
racious reader

[Sept.,

He was not simply

of English literature

a vo

; he also

himself to the acquirement of the
Many a time his Greek
exercises might have been seen chalked in
side the fire-box of his railway engine.
On reaching his majority he resolved to
abandon all thought of secular promotion,
and devoted himself to the Christian minis
try. He became a student of King's College.
In the course of his studies many difficulties
presented themselves to his mind with regard
to the doctrine of baptism as taught in the
Episcopal Church. At length he was con
vinced that the baptism of primitive times
was the only valid and Scriptural ordinance.
His opinions on other subjects underwent a
great change, so that he found himself, by
conviction, a Nonconformist and a Baptist.
Painful as the step was, despite the solicitous
entreaties of friends and relatives, self-assured
of the righteousness of his opinions, he left
the church of his fathers to become a minis
ter of the denomination he has ever since
faithfully served and richly adorned.
devoted

classic

languages.

The unworldliness of his motives and the
humility of his character are shown by the
fact that he did not seek a prominent position
among his newly-chosen brethren. He wanted
to work for the Master he loved unfettered,
and was willing to toil anywhere and in any
He
capacity in which he could do good.
labored for some time as a city missionary in
Liverpool, gaining the love and friendship of
many of the roughest and beforetimc noto
riously bad men and women of that great
seaport.

During this time he frequently preached
at the church of which he subsequently be
came the pastor.
His eloquence and devotedness soon attracted attention and remark.
In 1848 the Rev. J. Lister, the revered pastor
of Myrtle Street Chapel, retired from a min
istry of nearly fifty years! duration. The
church extended a call to the city missionary,
Hugh Stowell Brown, a procedure as wise as

it

was unusual

and unexpected.

It

was ac

The young pastor more than fulfilled
the expectations of his friends.
He attached
to himself the old members a9 securely as
their own long-loved former pastor had done,
and gathered about him some of the strong
est men of the city. Step by step he rose to
cepted.

a

is,

a

a

by the grace of God
for weaker breth
ren, or any compassion for the timid and
wavering. He drives through life as he drove
along the railroad twenty-five or thirty years
ago, right ahead, majestically,
leaving not
only the go-cart but the fleet racehorse far
behind. His force of character
extraor
dinary. His very presence breathes intoler
ance of indolence, lethargy, and fastidious
ness. He
just the man Paul would have
loved just the man to have done as Paul
did when he sent John Mark to his mother
because he grew homesick and half-hearted
in his work.
lecturer on general subjects he
As
most popular throughout Great Britain
as

it

is

he

as

pastor he

is

erful and effective

a

always
is

occasions

platform speaker he
a

as

;

in request;

a

on special

preacher

is

;

a

is

is

is

alone he has any sympathy

pow

assiduous

a

IT

WAS

A

a

is

;

a

is

and beloved
as
minister he
followed by
all classes, and recognized by his own breth
ren as one of eminent gifts and intrinsic
worth. In word, he
massive, eloquent
representative of the English pulpit.

DREAM!

BY MRS. C. A. MUNSON.

"

T

NEVER

could

believe

such

yarns,

;

if

is

it

!

!"

_l_ Nellie, never
It's all superstition
" Call
what you please, cousin, but you
an influence in the world
must admit there
of which we know very little."
" Yes, Nell, ten thousand
you choose but
no goblius or second-sight for me. I'm too
" said the
young lady, ele
voice,
her
causing Mrs. Lawrence, who
vating
sat reading near the window, to lay down her
book and gaze thoughtfully at the girls.
"
" There
exclaimed Annie, you see we've
disturbed Aunt Milly, so we may as well
matter-of-fact,'

subside'."
" No, dears, I'm not disturbed,

only inter
I've been listening to your conversa
tion, and your little stories have called up
seldom speak incidents
memories of which
connected with my lost Edward. You both
;

I

ested.

must remember hearing he was drowned."
" Oh yes," exclaimed Nellie, " we were
both

at Grandma's

Six years ago,

I

of the Almighty.
in every sense,
Hugh Stowell Brown
man.
There
nothing weak, petty, or vac
illating about him. He has physical strength
and mental capacity of such
sort, that he
by the power

dozen ordinary ministers.

I"

Scripture, "This man rcceiveth sinners."
As many as 2,000 and 8,000 of this class,
Sunday afternoon after Sunday afternoon,
thronged the hall. Nor was the attraction
simply the large-heartedness and geniality of
the speaker; they felt he was doing them
good. Many a man and woman was melted
to tears or aroused to holy resolution as they
Never had any man greater power
listened.
over this class.
He comes right close to
them and breathes into their very nostrils
the breath of entreaty and warning, so that
it becomes the breath of a new life to them

of

verily believe

1

ing classes. Metaphorically speaking, as he
found they would not come to church, he
stepped down from the pulpit, tore off the
white tie, locked the chapel-door, marched
to the lecture hall, and said, " Now, my
friends, just sit down and hear one of your
neighbors talk to you exactly as he would
I don't come to blow
by your own fireside.
I am not a priest
you up or frighten you.
intending to genuflect in all manner of gro
tesque ways to impose on or amuse you ; I
don't come even as a Christian minister to
talk in the usual way about religion ; but I
come as a man who loves you and means to
do you good in a plain, homely, brotherly
manner."
The working men of Liverpool stretched
out their homely hands to him in gratitude
scowled
and welcome, while the Pharisees
on him and the angels of God underlined the
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does the work

I

and

to-day, after nearly a quarter of a century,
he ranks among such men as Spurgeon,
Chown, Vince, Maclarin, Aldis, and Brock
of preachers unequaled either in
a genus
the past or present history of the Baptist
Church ; men who combine the orator and
the evangelist, the leader of public opinion
and the pastor, the ripe scholar and the
friend of the masses ; men sound in doctrine,
rich in gifts, plain of speech, reverenced by
their immediate friends, and respected by
all denominations.
In 1858 Mr. Brown determined to com
mence his now famous lectures to the work

is

DREAM!

A

'

be a prominent minister in Liverpool,

IT

'

WAS
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when

think."

the

news

came.
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" Yes, dear, six years ago last month. "We
lived in Boston then.
Edward had been
ordered South by his physician, for he had a
troublesome cough.
He had been gone during
the entire

winter,

and

him very soon, when

I

was hoping to see

a letter

came telling us
to the Pacific

he had decided to take a voyage

coast, which would keep him away from us
several months longer."

" That was hard, Auntie," said Nell.
" Yes, child, a great disappointment;
and
the weeks seemed so long, for Emily was
away that year, in Montreal, you remember.
Your Uncle was not well, and he made a habit
So my evenings were
of retiring early.

I

had been read
One evening
pretty lonely.
'
ing till a lale hour. I remember it was Adam
'

interested

me, and

I

sat up to
up stairs, and endeav
knew he
ored not to wake your Uncle, for
was tired.
I extinguished the gas, and had
just laid my head on the pillow, when the
Bede

that

finish it.

I went

softly

I

was filled with a most brilliant light.
Feeling sure I had left no light, my first im

room

I

pression was that the house was on fire.
rose hastily from the pillow, and saw Edward
standing

"Oh!
exclaimed

in the door."
Aunt Milly!

How did he look?"

Annie.

"Just like himself, dear, except that one
arm seemed to hang lifeless or disabled ; the
other he extended in a sort of pleading manner
toward me."
" How did you feel, Aunty

; were you

fright

[Sept.,

" After that, my dears, the days were sad,
and the nights long, for
had the impression
that my Edward was ill, or dead. Your Uncle

I

would listen
'dream,'

as

I

to nothing
said about my
he seemed determined to call it

About seven weeks later my husband received
Newton, of the brig
a letter from Captain
Alice, telling us the dreadful news that our
'
son was lost overboard on the night of the
fifteenth of August, in a gale, the sea being so
heavy and the vessel under such headway it
was impossible to stop.'

"Oh! Aunt Milly!
fore !" exclaimed

"

I

never heard

"No, darling, for ever after, while your
Uncle lived, he was unwilling I should speak
of it"
" What a strange thing it is !" said Nellie.
" Yes, child, and the strangest of all I have
still to tell you. You remember I told you
The captain wrote
one arm seemed helpless.
that ' it appeared as if he had an arm broken
by his fall, for in the glimpses they had of
him he seemed to strike out with but one
arm.'"
" Oh ! Nellie, I never heard anything so
wonderful !" said Annie.
" You have heard many things, no doubt,
just as wonderful, but they did not come home
to you like this," replied her Aunt.
" That's just the case ; Aunt Milly is the soul
am
of truth, and I'll never talk so again.
only wondering whether it was a dream."

I

ened?"

I

"I.

was astonished, not exactly frightened.
'
Edward !' and then I awoke your

cried,

Uncle, telling him Edward had come. He
Of course,
started up, and then all was dark.

I

had been dreaming."
he said
" And so it seems to me, Auntie," replied

Annie.
" Well, Annie, I'll tell you what followed,

and then you may call it a dream if you choose.
Your Uncle fell asleep directly, but could not
had re
dispel the impression
so readily

I

ceived. I could
and after hours

I

not, in fact, close my eyes,
rose and
of watchfulness

I

went to my sister's room (she was visiting us
She,
then), and told her what had happened.
said ; then she
patient soul, listened to all

I

'
What day of the month is this ?'
rose, saying,
I told her it was the fifteenth, and she pen
ciled it in her note-book, then advised me to

I

went to my room, but no sleep
go to rest.
visited me during that long night."

" What happened after that, Aunty?"

that be

Annie.

THE SECRET
BY STORMY CLIJT.

The robin just told her lover.
The wind canght up the refrain,
And told the bee in the clover,
Who whlxpered It once and again
To wild-wood and garden flower,
To the heartVeaee upon the lea.
To the Ivy upon the tower
Of the castle beside the sea.

A leaf on the waves, white-crested,
Like an emerald floated away,
And neither paused nor rested
Till night on the waters lay. ^
But a lily, in fragrant dreamings,
Asleep In the sea's embrace,
Awoke and read the secret
In the glance of his beaming face.

Iler perfumed prayers uplifting,
She kissed the sea of blue,

In her pure glory drifting,
To death she passed from view.

VOICES
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OF THE DEAF.

But the mermaid caught the glory
That glowed in her raptured eye
From her fainting Hps the Btory
Which made her Joy to die.

The clouds, as they listened, grew darker, till a flash like
a river of light,
Proclaimed Anrora-borealis the queen of the northern
night ;
Then her " army with banners 11went marching down
the fields of unlimited space,
[apace
And so. In that a rial journey, the secret was carried
Was carried to stars and planets,
And whispered through earth and air ;
It flashed in the summer lightning,
And blushed in the rosebud fair.

Safe hid In a ruby sea cave, a star-fish heard the tale ;
He flashed through the circling waters, nor paused for
the wildest gale.
And wherever he sailed, like lightning the story flamed
and glowed,
And Keptane listened and told it, in the gloom of his
dark abode.

The secret I Man never may know it,
'Tis a wonderful, wordless song
Which Nature teaches her children
To her realm does the secret belong.

Then

gnomes sped away to the ice-land, where, with
spears and glittering shields,
They traversed the crystal desert and swept o'er the
snow-white fields
Till they reached where the clouds of midnight
Touched the pole with Erebus-hands,
Where known and unknown uniting
In the region of mystery stands.

Perhaps *tls a voice of thanksgiving
To Him who creates by his word,
A voice from Eternity's fountain,
By sin-deafened mortals unheard ;
We know only this, wordless anthems.
Through Nature, must reach Nature's God.

|jjur

of

|jeparfauntt
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This

necessary training

deafness

after

is

more or less unnatural.

for want of
comes on.

it

it

is

a

a

is

;

is,

But
above all, because the deaf do not
know how to breathe for conversational pur
poses they breathe for vital purposes only.
Breathing in order to speak and in order to
an altogether
prolong speech
different
matter from breathing merely that you may
The ear in hearing per
continue to exist.
son directs conversational
respiration in
manner so instinctive that we are not aware
of the process till our attention called to
in noting the sad results which its cessation,
in those who have no longer the ear to guide

In such cases the defective
them, produces.
interferes
so much with speech as
breathing
to make

almost

;

good.

I

is

it

unintelligible, even when
believe this diffi
culty occurs simultaneously with sudden, to
The deaf forget to fill the
tal deafness.
lungs before beginning to speak the conse
shrill, shallow tone in many, es
quence
They go on talking in
pecially in women.
breathless manner;
an absolutely
and this
feeling of being out of breath causes them to
hurry on as fast as possible, instead of stop-

the articulation

a

it

is

a

I

it

a

is

it

it

is

into which the human voice
led when, sud
denly deprived of the guiding power of the
tries to assert itself independently of
ear.
without previous preparation.
The untrained voices of those who lose
hearing suddenly are as men who all at once
find themselves without light in some under
ground labyrinth, and who wander about
bewildered, and unable to discover any clue
which shall lead them out to the day.
no anti
For the hopelessly deaf there
dote to this state of perplexity, save the as
siduous cultivation of the nerves of feeling in
certain mysterious instinct
connection with
does
which makes
serve thein for ears as
Such must learn to feel
the blind for eyes.
their own voices, and through feeling them
be able to regulate the pitch, the force, and
the modulation of their vocal efforts.
This
course of systematic training in all
requires
cases where the deafness
total or very nearly
All will have remarked that the voices
so.
of those who have become deaf at an early
age, and of those who have been long so, are

DEAF.

OF THE

is

is

SPEECH
ing, and

it

is

THE VOICES
originally the result of hear
curious to trace the errors
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ping to take a full breath. The breath cornea
goes in little gaspa and puffs all the
time, till exhaustion causes them to stop.
There is a feeling of distress across the upper
part of the chest, and the habit persisted in
will seriously impair the lungs in time. The
state induced is to some extent equivalent to
broken wind in horses.
Perhaps the most striking instance that we

and

of a person becoming totally
deaf at an early age, and retaining speech
throughout life without the aid of any after
training, is the case of Dr. John Kitto, the
celebrated English Biblical author.
Since I
gave the results of training in my own case
in the three articles entitled, " After Years
of Silence," in Hearth and Home, some per
sons have published their convictions that
no especial training is needed in such in
stances, and Dr. Kitto has been cited in de
fense of their assertions.
I am therefore go
ing to show by the quoted testimony of
himself and his friends just what sort of a
voice Dr. Kitto had. A few words first to
those who do not already know who he
have on record

was.

The son of
in

a small

descent.

a poor and intemperate laborer
English town, he was of Cornish
He was naturally a sickly and

feeble child, and early evinced a strong love
of books.
When about thirteen years old,
one day while ascending a high ladder with
a hod full of bricks on his shoulder, he stum
bled on the topmost round and fell to the
He was almost killed, and sustained
ground.
some internal injury of the head, from which
he never fully recovered.
The fall also made
him totally deaf, the drums of both his ears
For several years after this
being bursted.
he led a sort of vagabond
life, having no
means of communication with others save by
He was not made aware of the
writing.
existence of the finger alphabet till he had
been deaf six years.
He was at last put into
the workhouse of the town by some charit
ably disposed people who did not like to see
him wandering about half-starved and halfThere he was set to learning the
naked.
shoemaker's trade ; but as he evinced unusual
desire for mental improvement,
he was al
lowed some privileges, among which was the
frequenting of a library. He was taken out
of the workhouse at length to be appren

JOURNAL.
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ticed to a shoemaker, who treated him so
badly that the authorities interfered and
canceled

the indentures.

Some

gentlemen

took action
subsequently, and he went to learn dentistry
But this project waa
with one of them.
abandoned still later when his religious con
who were interested

in him

victions became stronger, and he waa Bet to
learn printing by. a miasionary society, which
eventually dispatched him to one of its sta
tions, Malta. But he did not give satisfac
tion to his employera, nor they to him. He
returned to England, and after casting about
for some time for employment, he accepted
the position of tutor to the little sons of his
old master in dentistry, Mr. Grover, now
who was going out to
turned missionary,
He
Bagdad.
remained in the East aeveral
years, and then severing his connection with
Mr. Grover returned to England, and became
a writer for the weekly literary press, con
tributing mostly papers of travel to the Pen
He next began to be connected
ny Journal.
with Biblical literature, in which he soon
became remarkable, and wiach he was spe
cially fitted to illustrate from his familiarity
with life in the East, and his great love of
His writings are voluminous,
the subject.
and he waa a most intense worker, his work
He had the
day averaging sixteen hours.
degree of Doctor of Divinity conferred on
him by a German University, though he was
a layman, on account of his great services in
the department of Scriptural literature, and
was also made an F.8.A.
He married soon after hiB second return to
England, and had ten children. He died at
the age of fifty-four or, rather, I should say,
he deliberately killed himself by over-work,
which it did not seem as if he could avoid,
his large family being altogether dependent
on the proceeds of his pen.
Dr. Kitto never had any training for his
voice after he became so totally and suddenly

For a few years afterward he discon
deaf.
tinued the use of it altogether, and had fallen
into the habit of communicating only by
writing. This feeling of constraint and dis
satisfaction in the use of speech is common
among those who become deaf while young,
and leads thein in most cases to abandon it
altogether when tbey do not receive proper
encouragement

and

training

of

the

vocal
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Dr. Kitto was saved from becoming
entirely dumb in the following manner :
" When I first went to the Mediterranean,"
he says, " the
of
outward
poWere.

companions

my

voyage were Dr. Korck, a German

physician,
who had lately taken orders in the Anglican
Church, and Mr. Jadownicky, a converted
Polish Jew, lately arrived from America,
where he had been completing his Christian
These well-informed and kindeducation.
hearted men being always with me, soon per
ceived how the matter really stood, and after
much reasoning with me on the matter, they
entered into a conspiracy, in which the cap
tain of the ship joined, not to understand a
word I said, otherwise than orally, through
out the voyage.
In this they persevered to
a marvel ; and as 1 had much to ask, since

had not been at sea before,
progress with my tongue

I

I

made very great

during

the

six

weeks' voyage, and by the time we reached
our destination hud almost overcome the

habit of clutching at

or pencil to an
that was asked me.
Prom this time I usually expressed myself
orally to those whom 1 knew in the ordinary
intercourse of life ; but when my communi
cation required many words, it was usually
This also I at length
conveyed in writing.
dropped, and strangers only were addressed
in writing.
Finally, I ventured to accost
even strangers with the tongue, and it was
only when not understood that I resorted to
At first strangers could rarely un
the pen.
derstand me without much difficulty, but
under the improvement which practice gave,
my voice was so much bettered that the in
stances in which it was not readily under
stood gradually diminished ; and at the
present day I rarely find even a foreigner to
whom my language is not clear."
Again we find him alluding to his speech
in his journal kept while traveling in the
East. At the time spoken of he was going
through the desert with a caravan.
" Before we lay down Mr. N. conversed
with me about pronunciation and meter.
He thinks I speak better than could be ex
pected of one deaf so long; but among other
faults he endeavored this evening to teach
me to enunciate the final L distinctly. When
initial, he says, I can do it well enough. I am
afraid, however, that in this case the best
swer

every

question

a pen
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theoretical instruction will have little effect
on my practice."
'

The following is his fellow-travelers' de
scription of his speech : " It is pitched in a far
deeper bass tone than is natural to men who
have their hearing.
There is in it a certain
contraction of the throat analogous to wheez
ing, and altogether it is eminently guttural.
It may be suspected that this is attributable
to tho fact that his deafness came on in boy
hood, before the voice had assumed its mas
culine depth.
The transition having taken
place without the guidance of the ear, was
made at random and without any pains be
stowed upon it by those who could hear and
correct it.
His pronunciation is generally
accurate enough as regards all such words as
young boys are likely to be familiar with,
and as to others which closely follow their
analogy, but is naturally defective in respect
to words of later acquirement."
Further on he refers to the impression
which he made on the natives in the matter
of his speech, from which it is to be inferred
that even they could perceive some peculiar
ity about it : " One man told me by signs,
imitating my stoop and other infirmities,
that I was a little, crooked, deaf, dumb, goodfor-nothing fellow."
Describing the unearthly sort of a noise he
made when speaking in the open air, he
represents people as starting and staring in
astonishment, and he adds that in the Bur
lington Arcade (London) " the preternatural
rumble of his voice is heard afar off."
When he read aloud to his wife, " the deep
and unvarying bass of his guttural tones,
prolonged for hours, olten set his sole auditor
" Were I again in Persia," he mer
to sleep."
rily exclaims, " it would be in my power to
realize

a

handsome

income

by the exercise

gift which is only there well appreciated.
It throws into the shade all the boasted
wonders of the mesmeric trance to behold
the gradual subsidence of my victim under
of

a

the sleep-compelling influence of my voice,
in spite of all her superhuman struggles to
avert the inevitable doom."
That his assertions about making himself
understood by everybody are not to be taken
literally is proved by the testimony of his
wife, who says :
" Most of his friends, though they might

that

the

few who

etc.

I

I

it

a

a

a

of being,

as

and

vexation,

his shyness by draw

increasing
upon him.

eyes

of all

reason that in the cases

therefore

those whb have

to speak, but who

learned

are too deaf to control their own voices
through the ear, certain course of discipline
and practice
essentially necessary to pre
vent them from losing, wholly or partly, the

intelligible use of speech. And the sooner
this
commenced the better, since wrong
habits of voice are among the most difficult
This would also prevent
of all to conquer.
that loss of the feeling of sound which spoiled
Kitto as a writer of verse.
He had forgotten, too, how voices and
" Does she make
noise
things sounded.
Pray tell me what sort of noise she makes,'
he says to his wife, so pathetically, when
watching the babyish ways of his first child.
became deaf when
For myself, though
about eleven,
have a distinct recollection
heard previ
of every sort of sound which
know how the wind
ous to that period.

?

a

a

I

I

I

sounds among

the trees when the leaves are

know
they are not.
its low whisper among the deep grass.
know the hollow murmur of the sea, and how
know the
music sounds
across water.
Bound made by every tame beast and fowl,
and the twittering of the birds. And can
often tell what sort of
voice
person has,
have
without knowing how do it. Yet
sound since my ears were first
never heard
when

I

a

a

I

I

I

and

I

on them

Closed.

HOWARD GLTNDON.

a

man a
The Cleveland police picked up
day or two ago in the streets, who appeared to
but,
be laboring under great mental distress
;

a

of

instead

snare and

I

it,

a

it

means

ing all

was,

a

it

:

a

1

two friends was almost altogether abandoned
He speaks,
on account of this difficulty.
too, of his "labored asthmatic breathing,"
which was doubtless owing to his inability
to breathe in proper manner while convers

of communication,

so often

is

is

"I

means

I

endearment."

a

of

is

terms

even

is

and

He himself says he could never get into the
habit of using contractions, such as " can't "
for can not, " don't " for do not, etc.
And that his voice was not satisfactory in
to be inferred not only from
general society
the remark of his wife, already quoted, but
from his own confession when he says:
feel more and more every day that
will
At the
never do for me to mix in company.
deaf man must always cut an awkward
best
figure in it."
This shows how limited and unsatisfactory
his means of intercourse must have been in
every way. Speaking of his voice and of the
effects of his deafness upon his literary work,
his biographer says
"His sentences sometimes want rhythm.
The clauses are occasionally rugged, and his
manuscripts exhibit a word or an epithet re
curring in contiguous members of the same
He had lost so far the feeling of
sentence.
sound, and his eyesight could not guide him.
His poetry exhibits this curious defect of
halting, hopping feet,' and he admits that
anil
he could not recognize and rectify
that he had always
misgiving on the sub
ject. . . He was liable to pronounce words as
they were written, and as he brought out all
the syllables, German strangers, having some
with English, usually under
acquaintance
stood him better than his own countrymen."
The last sentence should be compared with
Kitto's own description of his voice as he
His shyness of strangers
fancied
to be.
was doubtless due to the little pleasure which
In later years in
he had in using his voice.
tercourse with any but his family and one or

I

phrases,

He could not read the lips, and often
of the irksomeness of holding con
versations in the finger language.
Yet this man was the most striking exam
ple that we have on record of speech being
maintained through life in spite of entire
deafness and without any especial training.
think have proved how unsatisfactory he
found
to be.
Now, had he been able to
have proper elocutionary instruction, such as
peculiarly adapted to the cases of the deaf,
believe his voice would have become
pleasure to him, and the most valuable of all
ing.

it

is

That he never used speech with perfect
his accident
proved by his biog
rapher's remarks: "After his fall he became
more and more loth to speak, till his friends
during his voyage to Malta forced him, and
through life he made no superfluous terms,
avoiding all remarks about the weather,
all expletives, adjuncts, and complimentary
ease after
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complains

a

him "

I

enjoy bearing him talk
could understand

is,
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on applying soothing remedies, he came to
himself and explained matters.
Ho said that
when he left his happy home early in the morn
ing his wife kissed him good-by , as is her custom
when she wants any errand performed, and then
asked him to " go to the dressmaker, and tell her
that she (the wife) had changed her mind, and

would have the watered silk made up instead

159

of the poplin ; and be sure to tell her," said
the wife, " that if she thinks it would look bet
ter with ten bias flounces without puffing, and
box-plaited below the equator
which should be
gathered in hem-stitched gudgeons up and down
the seams, with gusset stitch between
she can
make it up in that way, instead of fluting the
bobinette insertion, and piecing out with poiut
applique, as
suggested yesterday."

I

REST AND RECREATION.
BY ANNA CLEAVES.
" ~T~S it
possible that pale, care-worn looking
_L woman is Ellen Smith, the once gay,
rosy-cheeked companion of my dancing school
days?" I inquired of a friend, as we turned
away from the door of a neat cottage where
we had been calling on its inmates.

" Yes," she replied, " that is Ellen

; but re

member you hare not seen her for some years,
and you know she is married now and has a
family of three children."
**
worthless hus
And an unsympathizing,

I'll be bound !" I rejoined.
" Ah ! there you mistake," said my
" he is one of the most industrious,
band,

friend ;

kind-

hearted men we have in the village, always to
be found at his own fireside, and ever attend

ing to his own business;

a perfect

model of a

domestic husband, 1 can assure you."
" And 1 suppose Ellen is what you call a per
fect model of a domestic wife," I replied ;
" well, if the husband looks as careworn, sal

low, and spiritless as the wife, I am very
thankful that I am not on the list of your per
From Ellen's ap
fect models of matrimony.

pearance one would suppose she never allowed
in her life, or
a moment's recreation
even took the time to indulge in a good,
Perhaps she has not much to
merry laugh.

herself

I

believe that each individual,
laugh
to a great extent, makes his or her own world,
and can either tint it with brightest rose color
or shade it with the despair and gloom of mid
at ; yet

When you tell me the husband is never
see* elsewhere than at his own fireside, which
may be quite proper in its way, you might
have added the wife is never seen elsewhere

night.

either ; and here lies the secret of the pale,
spiritless face.

" Cage

a young, jo3'ous robin and deprive it
wonted liberty and the pure, fresh air of
heaven, ten to one but the poor bird dies, no
matter if it is petted and caressed by its owner.
" How, then, can men and women live caged

of its

all their lives in the endless round of fatigue
and labor without recreation of some kind?
We are all children in spirit from the cradle
to the grave, or should be, if we would spend
life happily ; and it is as necessary to a healthy
mind to be surrounded

by cheering influences
food to sustain the body.
"Poor Ellen! It is really sad to see how
all the light and joy have faded from her face.
Well do I remember to have seen her, when a
as is nourishing

girl, practicing her dancing-lessons on the
hearthstone of the old kitchen fireplace, to the
great delight of her grandmother, who, seated
in her arm-chair, with love and admiration de
picted on her countenance, would watch the
performance
by the firelight, and declare,
'
There never was so graceful a creature in all
the world as her Ellen ! '
" I wonder what the
poor old soul would
say now. to see her weighed down with care
and toil, until there is scarcely the ghost of
Ellen Smith left!"
" Well," interrupted
" how can a
my friend,
woman with the cares of a family, and with
only the one pair of hands to perform the du
ties of nurse, seamstress, and housekeeper, find
time for recreation?
When she has finished
the day's toil, nature, completely exhausted,
craves rest ; and, necessarily, one half of such
a woman's

life is spent oblivious of everything

but its cares."

" True," I replied, " but it is civilization and
fashion which impose many useless burdens
upon us ; and it is generally conceded that our
imaginary

wants

far exceed

our

real

ones.

How many young married people ruin their
prospects for life by striving to keep up a false
appearance, and aping the fashions of the day !
And many a mother spends half her life ruf
and embroidering
garments which in
reality do not add one iota to the beauty of
her child's face, while every stitch she takes
fling

may be

drying up her very heart's

blood )
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'

'
says such a mother ; sewing and
In the
in-doors never injure me.
fivepart of the day I work about the house,
and in the afternoon sit down to sew, and it
So, doubt
quite rests me, I can assure you.'

Nonsense !

confinement

less, thinks Ellen Smith ; but I would say to
such mothers, if they would only devote half
the time spent in such useless occupations to

of their own and their chil
dren's health, in taking daily ablutions and
proper out-of-door exercise and mingling with
cheerful, intelligent company, I am certain
there would be more happy hearts in the world,
the improvement

and by far less pale, careworn faces, and, in
stead of our lives being spent amid ignorance
and the darkness of despair, rose-tinted clouds,
radiant with hope and happiness, would ever
beam upon our pathway."
" Your
preaching is all very good," said my
friend, " and your rose-tinted clouds very beau
tiful, but suppose a wife who is obliged to sus
tain all the care of her house and family does
that only which is necessary for their comfort,

think you it would not

be enough

to pale her

cheeks and leave the lines of care upon her

"

brow ?
" Perhaps it would ; much depends on one's
" To
constitution and temperament," I replied.

I

say, if you must work,
have some order about it Even the daily
routine of household cares may be made com
such women

would

We all
paratively pleasing and interesting.
have a mission to perform in this world, and
it is let us do it cheerfully.
Don't
fret ; don't cry ; it will only add to the wrinkles
on your brow and make things worse, and your
influence will imperceptibly affect those around
Who ever knew a mother to be sick,
you.
peevish, or irritable, but that her children
caught the contagion ? Nothing makes us
more miserable than to be continually dwell
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"That depends upon yourself," I argued,
" and is
just as you color your sky ; let the
children understand beforehand that they are
to be content with a simple meal, and be con
tent with one yourself.
Fresh air and healthy
exercise are enemies to weak and dainty
stomachs."

" But the husband ! "
again interposed my
friend ; " how will he like your simple meal ? "
" If he is a
loving father and kind, consid

I

"he will be so re
smiling faces around
him, that he cannot but be satisfied with any
thing which tends to make those whom he
If there is no goodness nor
truly loves happy.
erate husband,"

replied,

joiced to

see the bright,

manhood

about him, even the simple

meal is

more than he deserves."

Without rest and recreation there can be no
real happy homes, no rosy cheeks, nor smiling
Relaxation
from toil and care arouse
faces.
the energies, quicken the perceptions, and give
one renewed vigor to will and purpose.
Even
the little hands, through its influence, will be
to new efforts, and soon they will

stimulated

be as busy as mamma, and take pleasure in
assisting her to set things in order with the
promise of another holiday.

It is these bright things ahead that we should
look to, and teach the children to look forward
to.
If they never come, surely it is time better
spent than sitting with troubled hearts and
wrinkled brows peering into the darkness, and
ever brooding

over our cares and sorrows.

whatever

THE MAN
"~T)EFORE
J

'

OF CHICAGO.

the fire,"

no man was more

hopeful, enterprising, or jubilant than
the Chicago man.
Here is his picture paint
ed to-day by a correspondent of the Boston

Shake care and
ing on our own troubles.
trouble off as you would some terrible animal

Globe:

that was about to devour you. When every
thing seems to go wrong, and the children all

man of Chicago. Imme
the representative
diately after the fire he seemed to laugh at

have a cross spell, shut up your house, turn
your back upon all vexation, and take your
children
beach

to the woods, or the
away from the scenes of
and spend a half-holiday.
of other faces will ofttimes

to the park,
anywhere

your annoyance
Even the sight

divert the mind from its despondency, and you
"
will return home
" All beat out," interposed my friend, " with
crosser than ever, no fire, no supper,
and everything undone, and wish to mercy you
had remained at home."

children

" In but one respect

a change iB apparent

in

his calamity, to look upon it with a cheerful
He was like our new recuits who
spirit.
They passed down to the
went to the war.
field of trial with cheers and shouts and
Now he has settled
waving of banners.
down into a calm, almost dogged resolu
tion to hold on and succeed, or die. He
goes to his task silent, sad, persistent, like
the veteran soldier who went into the af
fray knowing its meaning and determined to
These men will conquer; they
conquer.
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their city, and many of them
rebuild their fortunes ; but scores,
hundreds of them will do it at the price of
their lives. There arc indications even now
of overtaxed minds and brains. Some will
go down to death before they see the newcity standing in its glory, and others will
drop out of the ranks soon after the victory
is proclaimed, and drop into early graves.
We glory in their pluck, their enterprise,
their brave, strong hearts, that will not suc
will

restore

will

cumb

to adverse

fortunes,

and

yet

we

are

sad in contemplating the results of this long
overstrain of muscle, brain, and heart."

[The Chicago man may die

but he will rise again.
Fire purifies; trials
call out and develop the true man ; where
one leaves off another begins.
The principle
of resurrection pertains to all life, vegetable
and animal ; water evaporates, is converted
into rain or snow or hail, and again into
water.
Recreation is still going on. We
must not stimulate, strain, or go too fast.
Chicago is not the place in which to put on
Push, push, push, is
the brakes or go slow.
the word there.
The Chicago man should
remember that
" Too mnch care makes a young man gray,"
and

all men die

LONDON
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" Too

much care turns an old man to clay."]

JEWS.

BY N. S. DOBOE.

WRITE

from the Barbican, a spacious
thoroughfare connecting FinsClose
with
Aldersgate Street.
bury Square
St.
Marks,
Houndsditch,
Mary
Bcvisare
by
Axe, and Petticoat Lane.
Passing through
any one of these dingy lanes, the traveler
might easily imagine himself in Frankfort,
Warsaw, or any other place containing a large
Jewish population. Every face is of curvi
linear outline every brow penciled in an
every nose more or less
arch of exact ellipse
better known than
to
a
standard
conforming
and every head of hair
easily described
Within this
bushy and black as Absalom's.

T

London

area Isaac

kills

according
Jacob receives acci

beef and mutton

to the old dispensation,

silver spoons, and consigns them to
the crucible ; Rebecca disposes of fried liver,

dental

smoking hot, on burnished copper platters ;
Moses and Aaron keep marine stores for
every earthly thing furtively acquired, Ruth
deals in oranges, Melchizedek in Hebrew
tracts, Absalom in Turkey rhubarb, and Mordecai
above,

in

opium.

below,

Nothing is to be seen,
but Jewish faces,

around,

houses, and occupations.

It is from this quarter of the great metrop
olis that more than seven hundred purchasers
of cast-ofT garments start upon their business
five mornings of every week.
There is not a
From
street in London they do not traverse.
five to seven o'clock in the east end, and from
eight to nine o'clock in Mayfair, Belgravia,

and Bayswater, in the west end, you cannot
miss these bagmen, keeping close to the area
railing of the houses, and uttering their low
monotone,

"

Clo\ clo\" intended

to be heard

by the servants, and not overheard
or mistress.

At

3

r.

by master

it. of these five clays

for they observe Saturday out of respect to
the Hebrew law, and Sunday out of compul
sion by the Christian
the streets leading
out of Houndsditch, through St. Mary Axe
to the Old Clothes Exchange, are black with
the returning crowd

of

these seven hundred.

All

have bags on their backs, and many boots
strung on their shoulders, and pyramids of
on their heads, as tliey pay Barney
Aaron, the janitor, the ha'penny toll, and
pass through the gates into the broad area
of " Rag Fair," as the Exchange is styled
whose compound of mustiness, arising from
dank clothing and mouldy upholstery, de
caying leather and mildewed bedding, scents
the whole neighborhood. These thronging
wayfarers are the hucksters of tattered gar
The buyers are already within the
ments.
Exchange -eager old men in greasy gabar
dines, sharp hawkers with bejeweled
shirtfronts, and slop-shop women flaunting in gay
colors.
Watching the in-comcrs, with whom
they are more or less acquainted, they seize
hats

them

by the arm, and feel the contents

their bags.

" Ha

! you

of

cot any preakin' ? "

[old pieces] cries one who buys old coats to
" Cot
any fuslian, old

cut into cloth caps.
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"
gloves ?

or

cotash,

asks

" You
" I'm little

another.

know me," wheedles a third ;
Ikey, the pest of puyers, and always gives a
" Thus the bartering and sale
goot prishe !
From the middle of the afternoon,
goes on.
which is high-tide at Rag Fair, till the bell
sounds for shutting up at six, tinkers, um
old-clo' men,
brella-menders, bone-grubbers,
and costcrmongers, as sellers, alternate with
Swiss Jews and English Jews, German Jews
and Greek Jews, as buyers, chaffering, whin
ing, and coaxing with the utmost eagerness.
The closing of Rag Fair is high-noon in
Petticoat Lane.
This is the las ton of Lon

It

Having seen it once,
Its gutters are gray ;
passages bubble with soap-suds ; slits of
blind alleys, in which old blankets and rag
ged drapery are hung out to dry, open as you
pass along ; barrows block the sidewalks ;
vapors of fried fish taint the air ; and fluffyhaired Ilebrewesses, with gold ear-rings dan
gling on their necks and gorgeous rings hoop
ing their lingers, are seated in the door-ways.
Artificial flowers and soiled ribbons, carpen
ters' second-hand tools and the worn imple
don.

is not far off.

you know

it

forever.
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of money to their Ruths and Rachels, when
they are gathered to their fathers.
Among the 90,000 Jews in London there
is not a beggar.
race. It is said

Jews everywhere.
denied, but

I

mons, re-aflirm

This is the boast of the
true of the
The statement has heen

to lie equally

the great banker, Solo
last year at a public meet

heard

it

ing over which the lord mayor presided, and
a single instance to the contrary.
It is certainly true in London, that while
com
the Hebrews utilize every possible
modity while they will buy, sell, receive
stolen goods, and be everything and do
they never beg.
everything for a living
The truth is, that their activity and enter
prise instinctively unfit them for lazy mendi
As they made themselves masters of
cancy.
the commerce of the Middle Ages by their in
challenge

in Petticoat Lane that singular
characteristic of the Jewish race that makes
it, in every part of the world, the consumer,
never the producer, of a manufactured
arti
cle. There is not a thing on sale made by a
Jew. He will repair and restore, renovate
and disguise, but manufacture never.
In all
the street there are no artisans.
Every door

through
monopoly of various
They are the large dealers in
employments.
diamonds
in-the-rough ; they con
and
pearls
trol European traffic in the dried fruits from
Asia Minor ; they farm the hostels and postroutes of Russia, and they are the money
The trade in
changers of the whole world.
old linen, by which, in time of war, fortunes
are often made, is entirely in their hands.
The purchase of horses, mules, and camels
from the Arabs and Moors fell into their con
trol during the great rebellion in India and
The vast operations
the war with Abyssinia.
in cotton as our armies, during the late war,
advanced into Southern territory ; the ex
change of products at the great annual fairs
of Leipzig and Frankfort ; the carrying trade
of Moldavia, Wallachia, and Bulgravia; the
border traffic with the Bedouins of Africa
and Asia ; and the purchase and sale of uncurrent money and doubtful securities
in
each and all of which they are largely engaged
are instances of the sagacity with which
the Hebrew sees, and the tenacity with which
he holds, lucrative branches of commerce.
There is one kind of business in which
certain London Jews engage, that, for strange
ness, has not its like probably in the world ;
I refer to the discount of paper supposed to
be forged.
A nobleman's son, for example,

every householder
opens upon merchandise
is engaged in buying or selling.
Some of
these dealers are rich, and will leave no end

curity for its repayment, his father's name.
knows very well that my
1 he money-lender

ments

of

every

other

trade,

half-destroyed

broken furniture, babies' cloth
ing and kitchen utensils, paintings, books,
harness

and

screens, parlor-ornaments,
articles of vertu,
damask hangings, and chipped china-ware,
are offered for sale on every side.

The beds,

pillows, mattresses, under-clothing, embroid
ery, lace, dressing-cases, toilet articles, and
choice boudoir appliances that find their way
to Petticoat Lane are suggestive of the straits
that unforeseen poverty brings.
The sellers
are all Jews.
The buyers are Gentiles, at
tracted here

poor mechanics, needy trades
in hopes of purclerks

men, under-salaried

chasing at half-price.
Better, perhaps, than anywhere

else

there

is shown

dustry and shrewdness,
hold

the same qualities,

wants

a thousand

so they now,

a

pounds,

and offers, as se
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lord would be the last man in the world to
he natu
rally inters that the note of hand is a forgery.
But he knows, also, that he can obtain a
higher rate of interest than if it were genuine,
send his son to him for a loan, and

and is far more certain that

paid at maturity.
the perfectly

his

safe,

it will

be promptly-

He, therefore,

worthless

sure that the

discounts

it in
young blood will pay
paper, and puts

it if he lives, or, if he dies, that the
will do so to spare his son's memory.

It

father

is in exchange and barter

that the Isra
He rarely produces.
Into handicraft he seldom enters. Inventive
Manufactures he generally
genius is not his.
leaves to others.
Mechanical skill appears
He is a poor opera
foreign to hi9 nature.
Man
tive, and a poorer household servant.
ual labor, where bread i9 to be won by daily
Scorning no labor while
wages, he avoids.
he is his own master, he abhors drudgery for
another. The best of commercial travelers, he
is the poorest of counting-room clerks. Sharp
est of buyers and sellers, he is the stupidest
of contrivers.
The Jew, as a rule, continues,
but does not originate ; accepts, but rarely
organizes ; finds a market, but does not create
a demand ; makes the best of every situation,
but at the same time accepts it as the inev
itable. Wherever money is to be won, how
ever, by shrewd calculation ; wherever specu
lative risk promises a fair return ; or whenever
an unsteady market offers large margins for
profit or loss, his tact, calculation, and bold
His judgment in an
ness have no equal.
The critical
emergency is rarely at fault.
moment seldom escapes his notice.
Scruples
Conscience makes no
do not embarrass him.
coward of his venture.
It thus becomes true
that in every country there is a great Hebrew
When the allied armies, in 1815,
capitalist.
elite everywhere excels.

needed money, the sovereigns had recourse to

Jew. When England wanted $100,000,000
sterling for emancipation in Jamaica, a He
brew furnished it. When the Crimean war
a

rendered

necessary

an unusual

loan ; when

girding herself for her two great
wars, required the sinews that made those
wars successful ; when Russian credit, after
Sebastopol was in ruins, poised between solv
ency and bankruptcy ; when England agreed
to pay Austria and Prussia $60,000,000 each
as subsidies ; and when Metternich, denied a
Prussia,

loan

103

by the merchant

on-the-Main,

appealed

princes of Frankfortfor a sum of money

too large for all Vienna to furnish
each case a

Jew who

it

was in

came to the rescue.

I refer, in almost every one of these cases,
to one branch or the other of the house of
Rothschilds.

the wealth of this
its transactions with
are matters of history.
Since

Although

firm is never estimated,
governments

the peace of 1815

it

has raised $1,000,000,000

for Great

Britain, $250,000,000 for Austria,
$200,000,000 for Prussia, $400,000,000 for
France, $250,000,000 for Naples, $125,000,000
for Russia, $60,000,000 for Brazil, and for
smaller States more than $140,000,000.
gains upon these transactions
enormous.
monetary

The

must have been

Hence the impression, in all the
marts of the world, that the credit

of the Rothschilds is beyond the possibility
of damage. In 1857, when the financial storm
that prostrated all confidence of man in man
in the United States swept across the Atlan
tic, carrying havoc to bankers and merchants,
ship-owners and manufacturers, iron-masters
and bill-discounters, almost the only great
house in Europe that stood unshaken by the
I was at that time re
tempest was theirs.
siding in England. For two or three days
George Peabody's credit was gone.
Baring
Brothers looked out with dismay upon the
Brown, Ship
wrecks floating around them.
ley & Co. ; Morrison, Dillon & Co. ; Freder
ick Huth & Co., and other leading mercantile
and banking firms of London and Liverpool,
took in all canvas, and were striving to ride
The Roths
out the gale under bare poles.
childs, on the contrary, showed no change.
Their extended business seemed to suffer no
diminution. As loan-contractors, dealers in
bullion, stock-brokers, and sellers of securi
ties, they did as much during the panic
as ever.
They kept their sails
perhaps more
spread to the winds, and even when the Bank
of England had to appeal to government for
help, the Rothschilds moved onward without
They lost $40,000,000 by fall of se
dismay.
curities in 1848, as much or more during the
Franco-Prussian war, and $2,500,000 by the
funding of exchequer bills ; but in not one
of these cases was their credit touched.

If

anything on earth be exempt from disastrous
mutation, it would appear to be the wealth
of this great house.
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as the
Rothschilds for
As remarkable
wealth, was their kinsman, Sir Moses Monteflore, who died last year at the age of
eighty-five, for philanthropy. Taking every
thing into account, there has not an Eng
lishman lived since the days of John How

ard, who, quietly and unostentatiously,

had

in relief of suffering
and righting of wrong, as this noble Hebrew.
Four times he went to Constantinople, twice
to Damascus, six times to Jerusalem, and five
times to Africa, to have unjust laws repealed

achieved

so great results

and barbarous

edicts against his race stayed,

and was always successful.
The aged Jews
in Jerusalem were his beneficiaries for half
a century.
He founded schools, established
lyceums, built synagogues, endowed hospi
art, and rewarded
merit
tals, encouraged
At the age
everywhere among his people.
of seventy-nine he went on a mission of mercy
to Morocco, in spite of the plague ; and at
fourscore and two years visited Roumelia, to
relieve 12,000 Jews from a cruel persecution.
His name became a synonym for goodness.
The queen recognized it when she made him
baronet for " his distinguished virtues," as
did the Common Council of London when
they voted him the freedom of the city for
his " services in behalf of the oppressed
throughout the world."
The Jewish race has been the contemporary
of Egyptians, Assyrians, and Chaldees, of
Goths, Huns, and Saxons, of Greeks, Ro
mans, and Moors ; and though the very type
of most of these races is lost, that of the He
brew remains the same as it was in the days
of the patriarchs.
His race appears never to
have depreciated,
physically or mentally.
The most accomplished
scholars, statesmen,
jurists, and scientists of Europe to-day are
men of Jewish descent.
Some years ago I
was present at a semi-centennial

anniversary

of English Jews held at the London Tavern.
More than four hundred covers were laid.
No better opportunity ftJr passing correct
judgment upon the physical condition of a
The fore
people could have been afforded.
most Hebrews of every principal city in the
three kingdoms were present ; and, though I
frankly confess that, after a twenty-five years'
intimate association with Jews in every part
of Europe, I do not like their physiognomy,
I as frankly say that I never saw anywhere
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in the Houses of Parliament or French Cham
or the
bers, in German legislative bodies
United States Senate a body of men who,
in person and presence, in manner and bear
ing, were their equals.
His eager pursuit of wealth is cast in the
teeth of the Israelite as a reproach, but cir
cumstances over which he had no control
created it. For more than a thousand years,
during the Middle Ages, he was the spoil of
He was tortured
every ruler in Christendom.
and put to death upon
Laws gave him no pro
To be the owner of houses and
tection.
lands, to freight his own ships and pasture
his own herds, only exposed him to jeopardy.
Hence coin, or its equivalent
in precious
stones and bullion
something, in fact, that
could be concealed till time of need, and then
used to bribe his oppressor
was his only
From this terrible discipline of ages
power.
comes what seems the Jew's intuitive knowl
edge of the value of jewels and the precious
The gold piece, no matter of what
metals.
coinage ; the diamond, of whatever setting ;
the pearl and ruby and topaz and amethyst
and emerald, whether rough from the mine
or polished from the workshop, are known
instantly at their true value.
In the matter of education, the Hebrew
upon bare suspicion,

slight provocation.

race, wherever

dispersed,

has

always

been

Intelligence is its marked
In whatever class of society the
feature.
Jew moves, he is never below its level. Amid
all persecutions, under all bans, in every land,
whether as exile or citizen, he educates his
children. Hebrew schools in Tunis and Al
giers, Asia-Minor and Hiudostan, are tho
primary foundations on which Christian mis
In London
sionaries build for the future.
there are seventy-two
Jewish seminaries of
learning, and nearly as many more in the
Hunted by bigotry in Roman
provinces.
Catholic countries, and chased by Protest
careful and liberal.

throughout Europe and even
America and what else than this is Asso
ciate Justice Strong's proposed amendment
of the Constitution of the United States ?
Jews have never, in their long history, found
a quiet settlement, however temporary, with
out making instant provision for the educa
tion of their children.
In conclusion, let me mention a fact ger
ant fanaticism

WOMEN IN THE PRESBYTERIAN
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mane to the subject, and significant of the
slow progress that reform makes in England.
Baron Rothschild was elected one of the
members to represent London in Parliament
in 1847, and was re-elected in 1849, '52, and
'57.
It was not until the last-named year
that he was permitted to take his seat.
The
oath of allegiance ran, " Upon the true faith
of a Christian." This oath, as a Jew, the
Baron could not take. Again and again,
session after session, he advanced

of the House of Commons,

to the bar

uncovered

his
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head, raised his right hand, slowly repeated
after the Speaker until the fatal

the form

words were reached, when, becoming silent,
and remaining silent during three repetitions
by the Speaker, he took his seat outside

the

For

ten successive years an act, chang
ing this oath, was sent from the Commons to
bar.

the Lords, and was ten times refused con
That conservative body would not
currence.
do away with it. At length, by a resolution
of the Lower House, the standing orders were
set aside, and the Baron was permitted, as
Jews now are, to take his seat.

BEAUTY.
Nor yet toil mc the savage look.

Oh, tell mc not that beauty's vain,
That it phould claim no friend;
Tbat loving hearts and gentle souls
With hideous forms may bleud.
Say not that though that lovely face,
Lit up by pure blue eyes,
Hay speak a soul made callous quite,
By crime of deepest dyes.

The vicious, mean, or low,
May speak not of the inner man,
Since "nature made it so."
Nay, tell mo not that beauty's vain,
That features do not tell,
As faces at the window-pane,
Who in that house may dwell, b. r. bush.

PKE SBYTERIAN PULPIT.

IN THE

WOMEN

Presbytery of Brooklyn, N. Y., the
Dr. J. G. Butler, moderator, has

THERev.
adopted

an

address

to the General

Assem

bly, prepared by the Rev. Dr. T. S. Brown, the
Rev. Dr.
questing

J.

G. Butler, and others, earnestly re
to adopt and to transmit to all

it "

for their approval, such rules
shall oblige all churches under their care
not to license or ordain women to the Gospel
ministry, and not to allow any woman to
teach or preach in pulpits or in the public
and promiscuous meetings of the Church of
Christ." The request is made for the fol
lowing reasons :
1. The function of woman is not to gov
ern officially.
She is to be a direct helper,
never a principal, in the Church of Christ.
She is a helpmeet for man.
2. Woman's
function is not to teach officially.
The
prophets and writers and church instructors
of the Bible were all men. There were no
the Presbyteries

as

female

apostles,

among

3.

angels

evangelists,

pas

teachers.

There were

"

presbyters,

There were no females
the seventy sent out by our Lord.

tors, nor

" of

Government

no

female

the

bishops,

churches

and teaching

were

and

the

all men.

are inseparable

in the church ministry, and both these func-

tions are prohibited to woman.
made
'

woman

subject

4.

God has

to her husband,

and

rule over her." This position of
woman, by the Divine decree, is absolutely
irreconcilable with the prerogatives and func
tions of the holy ministry. If not, then the
authority of the husband is above that of the
5. There is no instance in the Old
pastor.
Testament of the anointing of a woman to
the prophetic office, nor to any of the ordi
nary functions of the ancient church. There
is no instance on record tliere of any woman
6.
ever having been called to that office.
The Gospel commission from the lips of
Christ himself to the whole New Testament
ministry is to men, and men alone. 7. The
proof the subordinate and auxiliary rela
tion of woman as found in the writings of
8. The express prohibition
Moses and Paul.
of the
for reasons universal and permanent
inspired Apostle.
Five members of the Presbytery voted
N. T.
against the adoption of this address.
he shall

Tribune.

Is it proper for women to sing in public ?
Should she be permitted to practice medi
Should she study or practice art ?
cine ?
Should she study, teach, or practice naviga

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
If

?

so,

heeled shoes, babies' frocks, nice, new bon
nets, pretty silk ribbons, fancy tassels, hair-

and so forth ? If these
combs, finger-rings,
big-fisted fellowB want to wash, scrub, churn,
bake,

etc., the

clean house, empty spittoons,

will not

There are
other standpoints from which this question
One is this : There are
may be looked at.
women

seriously

object,

masculine women and there are feminine men.

There are women with powerful minds, capa
ble of comprehending science, philosophy,
religion, and problems of the
government,
Shall these be excluded from any
ages.

pcpaijtmcnt

of

sphere of action

in which they may choose
Is the question of sex to inter
pose barriers to woman's growth in grace or
in a knowledge of God's laws ? Is the dis
tinction of sex known in heaven ? Why may
not woman do what she likes ? Is man, in
deed, her master, to lord it over her ? How
came he by this power ? Is it on the princi
"
There were
ple that
might is right ? "
women who were judges in Israel.
There
were prophetesses.
The time was when wom
en and negroes were said to have no souls,
and time now is when some men consider
themselves responsible for the souls of their
wives.
Aye, verily, and this doctrine is not
confined to the Church of the Latter-Day
Saints.
But shall we never outgrow such
mediaeval opinions and superstitions ? Then
what are we to do with those dapper little
men of the bantam sort, who are too light
for masculine thought or action ? Are they
to be forced into heavy thinking or heavyNo! let them wash dishes and
working?
do chamber work if they will; it requires
size and strength to manage a locomotive,
steer a ship, or hold a plow. Then why not
let men and women do what they can do best,
whether it be teaching, preaching, buying,
selling, cutting, making, or what they like?
to engage ?

|j)ur

Should she write religious books ?
why may she not write an4 publish
sermons ? And if she may do this, why not
preach them ? Should woman pray in pub
lic ? Is there any evidence that Christ ever
objected to woman's doing any or all these
things ? Why doesn't our Sorosis, or other
bodies of intelligent women, call a conven
tion and issue a bull prohibiting men from
practicing midwifery ? or from selling nee
dles, pins, tapes, and such like unmanly em
ployments ? Should a great, big, mustachcd six-footer take the place of a lady in
or milliner's shop, and de
a dress-maker's
vote his masculine talents to fitting ladies'
dresses, trying on basques, chignons, hightion
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|hpo!o(jt)

|jamtarium.

The truth*otPhynlnlo^y
shonldb* Inculcatedand*nfoiccdrarlymidearnestly,andwith th«enirilmnid
or hl^hicllj;1<nin
doty.

/LRSENICj ITS HISTORY

AND PROPERTIES.

BY M. M. W., M. D.
the mass of evidence

to prove that
ALTHOUGH

the beneficence

goes

of God

was the cause of the creation
that

now

subserve

of many things
the necessities of man,

human ingenuity has been none the less active
in devising ways and means for human torture
and

destruction ; and

that,

too, not

unfrc-

quently by perverting the materials that were
intended for health and life. The beautiful
flower

and the lusterless

mineral

have

each

served its turn, and the glory of the one or the
value of the other has been entirely obliter
ated by the terror that attaches to the general
Still, a fascinating
term Poison.
interest
attends some of these very substances, and, in

their proximity to our daily resources, it may
not be amiss for us to bestow a moment's con
sideration upon them. Arneiucum, the metal

lic base of the poison Arsenic, was known in
some of its combinations
before the Christian
Dioscorides,
era.
a Greek writer of the first
century after Christ, called it Sundarae, a name
it bore until its metallic properties were more

The pure metal was found in
clearly shown.
1694, but it was not much studied until 1733,
when Brandt, who first showed us phospho
rus, demonstrated the specific properties of
the new metal. By some chemists arscnicnm
is excluded

from the list, of metals because its

compounds

are not formed

according

to the

ARSENIC.
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strictest laws governing this class. But each
domain of nature is separated from the next by
lines that it is extremely difficult to trace ; and
are still less definitely limited.
belonging to two classes, properties
by neither, and the absence of

the subdivisions
Properties
possessed

properties peculiar to each, mark many indi
of a specified division, and the true

viduals

classification

becomes almost ati arbitrary
individual student.
Arsenicum

act

of each

re

sembles phosphorus in some of its chemical
analogies, and once it was deemed a normal
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sphere.
Though conscious of their deathdealing work, the workmen grow wonderfully
heedless and careless, and it is said they may
often be seen washing their eating vessels in
pools so impregnated with the poison that
skulls are painted above them as a warning
against the dangeroi touching the water ! And
yet, again, there are regions where the habit
ual use of arsenic, as a source of strength and
This is espe
beauty, is no uncommon thing.

of accident or crime.

matter, except as the result
It resembles metals in

cially true of the metallurgic districts of Ger
Here the peasants
many and Austrian Styria.
have learned how arsenic affects the strength
and complexion,
and they accustom their
systems to its use until the daily dose may be
measured by grains, and its withdrawal leads

luster, opacity and electrical conducting power.
occurs native as pure arsenicum, as an
in
oxide, a sulphide, and as an admixture

to speedy death ! They think they arc greatly
sustained by it in the fatiguing ascents of the
Alps made by them as guides for travelers.

other ores, particularly those of iron, zinc, and
coal. The form that is most popularly familiar
is the arsenic or arscnious acid, formed by the
union of oxygen with arsenicum in the propor

But they are

constituent

of the animal

careful research has shown
present in organic

frame ; but more
that it is never

It

tion of 150 parts (by weight) of the metal to
It is a heavy white powder,
48 of the gas.
with a sweetish taste, soluble in hot or cold

water to some extent, and its vapor has the
odor of garlic or onions. It is prepared from
the ores, and this manufacture is largely carried
on in the German-Austrian
province of Silesia.
The factories are built like towers, many
stories high, but allowing a perfect communi
from bottom to top. The process of
preparation depends upon the volatility of the

cation

a short-lived people. So frequent
are deaths that the attendant conditions there
of no longer appal. Graveyards are the most

familiar feature of the landscape, and they
are JUled every few years ! Legislative statute
then requires that they be closed for twelve
years, at the expiration of which time friends
claim the bodies of friends, and all other graves
are mid ! The purchaser digs up the remains
and carts them off to fertilize his farms and

The cemetery is ploughed over, re
and the burying begins again. In
many cases the bodies are so well preserved
that they are readily recognized !

gardens !
arranged,

But not only in this lawfully illegitimate
of arsenic do we have this vision of death.
Arsenic is the most frequent agent used for

substance by heat. The ores are thrown upon
burning furnaces at the bottom of the towers,

use

and as the substance vaporizes it rises through
the chambers above. As this vapor passes
through the air it seizes oxygen, and is con
verted into an acid, which forms the " white

criminal

arsenic" of the shops. This crystallizes on
the walls and floors of the factory rooms, from
which it is collected by the operatives there
This removal is fraught with very
employed.
death ! The workmen rarely live to pass the
age of forty years, though every precaution is
taken for their safety. When at work they
are closely enveloped in a leathern garment
the entire body, hands, feet,
head, and face. No opening occurs throughout

which covers

its entire extent after it is fastened on. Vision
is permitted through plates of glass set in before
the eyes, and breathing is carried on through
a moist sponge filling another space before
the mouth.
The sponge acts as a filter and
holds

back, in a degree, the poisonous par
ticles of arsenic which float through the atmo

purposes, either murderous or sui
In a given two years in England, the
cidal.
number of deaths by this one substance was
more than those caused by all the other pois
ons together.

It

has been employed for some

of the most atrocious and heartless crimes on
One wretch, an Italian woman, named
record.
put to death six hundred persons.
Discovered at last, she was dislocated at every
possible joint, upon the rack, and then stran
Another monster was a French girl
gled.
Toffons,

who was married in 1631 to the Marquis de
Brinvilliers.
She had a lover whom her
father discovered in his intrigues and cast into
prison, where he learned from a fellow-captive
These,
some secrets of the " Art of Poisoning."
upon his release, he taught to the Marchioness,
and she tested their efficiency upon the inva
at the Hotel Dieu, to whom she
had
access by reason of affected piety and charity.

lids

Satisfied

of their power,

she

then operated

JOURNAL.

is somewhat

soluble

in

water, it is not wholly so in ordinary propor
tions, and when the attempt is made a film
the surface of the liquid which

floats upon
reveals

the insidious

element

which it con

This

may often save the life that is
threatened, but more generally
accidental
effects result from some of the many sub
stances in common use with which the poison
tains.

I

if

arsenic be present.
immediately turn yellow
In the lecture before mentioned tested numer
ous specimens of paper that were brought by
my pupils, and in almost every case the poison
But green
not the only tint
was evident.
red, yel
with arsenic compounds
white are frequently thus made
:

prepared

low, and

Gloves, hose, ribbons, paper col
dangerous.
lars, have all proven the effects of the material,
while the frequency with which arsenic

is

finally
10, 1070.

particles of
of the salt

small

formidable
used against vermin makes
So, in conclusion, we
danger in the family.
may give some of the most prominent symp
toms of its toxicological effects.
These vary
according to the dose, and with the idiosyn
crasies of the individual. Yet these variations
fall within the range of
very definite limit.
The usual effects may be noticeable in minute,
a

Although arsenic

July

few

The crystals

a

She fled,
but
arrested, beheaded, and burned,

was

Marchioness.

add

of silver.

it

from the fatal vapors, and he perished before
he could recover it Among his papers were
the
found documents that fully implicated

then

is

was killed in his laboratory while
He acci
concocting his poisonous draughts.
dentally dropped the mask that protected him
her lover

and

nitrate

a

upon her own father, brothers, and sisters, and
made several ineffectual attempts upon her
But, before she had destroyed him,
husband.
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a
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or not for week.
Two grains will kill, while
Professor Rand, of Philadelphia, records
ease

tionery stores for the purpose of obtaining
materials to illustrate this fact Among other

of recovery that followed the ingestion of 240
grain*! But, regardless of these peculiarities,
the usual symptoms nre an irritation and itch
puffiness
ing of the eyelids, accompanied by
of the same, great irritability of the stomach,
death does not
with extreme nausea and
follow before more complete constitutional

"spirits of hartshorn,"

a

a

if

;

is

is

a

is

be

If

obtained.

at hand, large doses of sweet
oil, butter, or even milk, will be of use until

a

The dose of
more active remedy
obtained.
the hydrated oxide, or sesqui-oxide of iron,
every five or ten minutes,
table-spoonful,

is

until the symptoms are relieved.

Climate and Man.
generally

that

known,

but

pure, moderately

duces great

One who has given

to this subject, says

mental

" It

nevertheless

is

some attention

:

is

small bit of the paper with ammo

nia, popularly called

can

assistance

is

it

;

moistening

a

is
a

exhibited in their
taught and experiments
Thus, the test for arsenic in
course of study.
wall papers
very simple one, and consists in

and

is

is

a

is
it
is

ordinary
the sage or the child and nowhere
school education more manifestly imperfect
than in its failure to impress pupils with the
value of the principles
everyday practical

advice

nothing better

it

put up.

necessary to pay an enormous, though
chemical expert for this
perfectly just, fee to
prac
Every item of knowledge that
test
be obtained from
invaluable, whether
tical

and paralysis.

The antidotes for arsenic are iron or mag
nesia. The form in which iron
used thus
a liquid form of iron, of
the sesqui-oxide
In the
which oxygen forms
large portion.
administration
for the counteraction
of the
poison, the oxygen unites with the arsenious
of arsenic
acid, forming a new compound
insoluble, and consequently inert.
which
But,
not immediately at hand,
the iron
doses of magnesia may be given until proper
is

it

is

tested before

should be carefully

Nor

it

a

is

it

it,

is

small, but the air becomes
comparatively
and the cumulative effects
impregnated with
of are soon produced upon the unsuspecting
sufferers.
thus suspected
green paper
"When

emaciation, salivation

is

is

it

hangings, dress-goods, and has even been
found in confections. In preparing wall papers
often laid on very loosely, and falls off bjThe amount
the mere friction of daily wear.

effects arc produced, there may be an eruption
upon the surface of the body, falling off of the
cuticle, as in scarlet fever, loss, of the hair,

if

i«i

those sweets with childish greediness !
With copper, arsenic forms a beautiful shade
of green known as " schulis green," " emerald
It much used for tinting papergreen," etc.

a

was enough arsenic in the candy to answer
for its presence !
the rudest manipulations
Supposing your child or mine had eaten of

a

things I obtained some bon-bons put up in
beautiful green papers. The tint of the paper
had passed through to the candy, and there

a

is mingled.
A short time ago I was lecturing
upon this subject, and I visited several confec

not

true,

dry air generally pro

sprightliness, especially
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with full-blooded

persons.

moist atmosphere,

A cloudy

on the other

hand,

and

"

pro

under

and, with many, mel
ancholy. This explains why suicides so often
The de
happen when the sky is overcast.
pressed mental state is thus further enhanced.
Villeneuve reports that of every ten suicides
which were committed in Paris during two
years, nine took place in the rainy season.
The influence of the climate is also well ex
They
emplified in the case of mountaineers.
are quicker, more active, and excitable.
" From the unequal action upon the body,
and its reaction upon the mind, the character
of various nations may be explained.
duces mental relaxation,

It

TREE.
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is also well known that the inhabitants

a preponderating clear sky possess
talent for art, while those under a
gloomy sky have more propensity for specu
lation and thought."

more

THE BREAD-FRUIT

TREE.

of our subscribers inquires with refer
of the bread-fruit tree,

ence to the nature
ONE

and it may not be amiss for us to give a de
scription of this exceedingly interesting tropical
It is said that the bread-fruit tree
production.
was first made known to the people of Europe
named Mendano, who, in the

by a Spaniard

year 1595, discovered the Marquesas Isl
ands in the South Sea, where he met

with this valuable
tion, published

fruit.

His descrip

long ago, is as follows :

" It grows to the size of a
boy's head ;
when ripe it is of a light green color, but
of a strong green before it is ripe; the
outside or rind is streaked crossways
like a pineapple ; the form is not entirely
round, but becomes narrow toward the
end ; the stalk runs to the middle of the
fruit, where there is a kind of web ; it
has neither stone nor kernel, nor is any
part unprofitable
is thin

eaten many ways, and by the natives is
white food ; it is well tasted,

called

The Bbead-Fruit.

"The

wholesome, and nutritious."

of a moist atmosphere is
strikingly illustrated in the case of individ
uals who have been weakened by previous ill
ness, from the great number of suicides com
mitted at the close of the year 1828, in the
Dutch places Groningen and Sneek. Most

of

the

influence

unfortunates

epidemics

of

1826

had suffered

and 1827.

In

except the rind, which

and has but little moisture ; it is

from
the city

the

of

Sneek, with 6,000 inhabitants, not less than

four suicides took place in one week, among
those was a boy of eight years.
" The Swiss naturalist, Desor, in a recent
essay, describes the climate of North America
After having
as very changeable and dry.
of
a
number
phenomena
produced
explained
by the climate in general, he depicts its in
fluence upon the inhabitant of this country.
He derives, in a great degree, from the cli
mate his activity, acuteuess, his tall stature,
his eagerness for gain, his practical talent,
and his love of adventure.

According to science the bread-fruit tree (artocarpus iiieisa) is a native of the islands of the
Pacific Ocean and of the Indian Archipelago.
It is a rather slender tree, growing to a height
of from forty to fifty feet, and often rising al
The
most half its height without a branch.
long, frequently from
are relatively
to eighteen inches, slender in shape,
dark green, and glossy. The fruit is nearly
spherical in form, as represented in the en
leaves

twelve

graving, and grows to the size of six or seven
It is covered with a rather
inches in diameter.
rough rind, which is marked with small loz
enge-shaped divisions, each having a small ele

vation in the center. When fully ripe it as
sumes a rich yellow hue. It is attached to the
small branches of the tree by a short, thick
stock, and hangs either singly or in clusters of
In the engraving we
two or three together.

of the fully matured
a representation
fruit, and also the appearance it presents in
It is usually gathered for
the incipient stage.

have

Phrenological Journal.
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it is thoroughly ripe, for then, though
juicy and yellow, the taste is by no means
agreeable. As it is usually gathered by the
natives, the pulp is white and mealy, and of a
that of new bread.
consistency resembling
The common practice in the South Sea Islands
is to cut the fruit into three or four pieces and

use before

feet

in circumference,

are

placed

in which heated stones

bread-fruits
many hundred
Baked in this manner, bread

and

cooked at once.

fruit will remain good for several weeks.
There are several varieties of the bread-fruit
tree in the South Sea Islands, afhd they ripen
at different seasons. The tree produces two
crops, and sometimes three, in the course of a
year. This tree is of the. greatest value to the
islanders, since its fruit supplies the principal
part of their food and its inner bark a consid
erable part of their clothing, while the wood
and its milky juice are found well adapted to
mechanical purposes. The timber is soft and
light, assuming, when exposed to the air, the
It is said that two
appearance of mahogany.
or three of these trees yield sufficient fruit to
feed the family of a native, while " from the
timber he builds his house and makes bis
canoe. The juice he uses for glue, the dried
flowers serve him for tinder, the leaves for

take out the core, then place heated stones in
the bottom of a hole dug in the earth and cover
them with green leaves, and then upon these
place a layer of fruit, then stones, leaves and
fruit alternately until the hole is nearly filled,
when leaves and earth to the depth of several
inches are spread over all. In about half an
hour the bread-fruit is baked, the outside being
nicely browned generally, and the inner part
presenting a white or yellowish pulpy sub
stance, slightly resembling the texture of a
wheaten loaf. It has but little taste, and is
frequently sweetish, more like a plantain than
bread made from wheat flour.
Sometimes the
natives or inhabitants of a district join in con

towels, and from the inner bark he makes

structing a large oven or pit twenty or thirty

a

kind of clothing."

or

jlmsiopomj),
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V

I.
hope has

in view

*

" Grief laments the absence, and fear
apprehends the loss of what we love, desire pursues
and joy triumphs in possession."

it

BY SIB CHARLES

AND

it,

EXPRESSION

is

and Dante

and

an index of the mind,

we love.

Petrarch, Boc

dwell on the expression

Pal gtiardo Famorosa

btlla bocca
va^o pii;lio
Li biauchi denti,
drltto naso,
Folito brun tal che depinto pare. "

La spazioea fronte,

Heylin, vol.

p.

5.

a

" Soave va
*

caccio,

agreeable

mobile

il

to the sentiments

as

and

features

e

ready to conform,

society,
the

ings of philosophy. The Greeks did not con
fine their study to the outward form of man;
il e
il e

comfort,
preserve

i.,

Peace,
studies

of features alone, any more than she can be
witty only by the help of speech."
The form of the face and the features arc
but the groundwork of expression.
The in
fluence of passion on the body
subject
which has been discussed from the first dawnis

is

is

V

V

advance to the interesting subject
of variable expression in the human
It
face.
by the habit of expression that
the countenance
improved or degraded,
and that the characters of virtue or vice are
If hardship, misfortune, care,
imprinted.
and, still more, vice, are there habitually im
lost.
pressed, then all that we admire

e

"YTTE

of their mistresses.* Addison has justly said,
" No woman can be handsome
by the force

a

(CONTINUED).

e
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guisa di un bel pavone."
DtaimtTont

Giontata, iv.
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expression

its anatomy

they also speculated on the habit of the bodyas affecting the mind, and we insensibly use
their language, although the course of their
ideas may be rejected or forgotten.
There
are varieties in the forms, strength, temper,
and capacities of man. It has been well said
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dispositions of man might have their source
in his greater or less resemblance to the
brutes.
It was then allowable to fancy that
a lion-like frame, strong hair, deep voice, and
powerful limbs were combined with courage.
But our heroes are not of that mold.
To be
collected amid lire and smoke and the deaf
to marshal thousands
ening sounds of battle
or to direct the vessel's course while ex
posed not only to wounds but to death, is
true courage ; and, in these days, it is wit
nessed in the pale and fragile more than in
the strong and sanguineous, or the bulky and

We can better estimate true

hairy savage.

courage since combatants
of the helmet and mail.*

have been divested

That the features indicate the disposition
by resembling those of animals, is an unjust
and dangerous

applied rigidly
which we have
made of the human form and features with
those of certain classes of animals, is very
different from those speculations which would
lead us to condemn a man because of some
resemblance in face to a brute.t
Notwithstanding the attraction of the en
gravings in Lavater's work, the study of
physiognomy is now combined with that of ;
the cranium.
But I must repeat that the
brain and the skull are constructed in strict
relation
a perfect brain and a perfect skull
are formed together.
And what is the per
fection of the skull ? The cranium is as a
helmet constituted for the protection of the
brain ; and if so, must it not be adapted to
the forces it has to sustain or resist ? The
skull is most perfect when its forms indicate
the best possible provision for its peculiar
use, the defence of the brain.
in practice.

Fin. 1.

Julia

that you can not tread
out learning something
man will have his joke,
his dearest friend ; and

T>k\ni:.

on a man's toe with

of his temper.
One
although it may hurt
another has so little
even in the delirium of

imagination, that
fever he is dull.
Some are generous to
profligacy, or frugal to meanness, or gallant
and true, or cowardly and insincere : these
varieties are a part of human nature, and
But
necessary to the constitution of society.
the ingenious reasoners of Ancient Greece
ascribed the diversity of disposition to the
texture of the frame ; not to the features nor
to the proportions or shape of the skull, but
rather to the mixture of the elements of the
body, and more to the fluids than to the
solids.
Those distinctions, familiar to all,
have in every succeeding age, been attributed
to the humors.
When we speak of the con
stitution, the temper, the humor of a man,
we are in truth adopting the language of
Hippocrates, who treated of the four radical
humors
the sanguineous, phlegmatic, chol
eric, and melancholic.
[Corresponding with
the four seasons, spring, summer, fall, win
ter.]

Other philosophers have imagined that the

theory when

The comparison

* 81r G. IT., in the assault of

, killed his opponent.

" The soldier thnjat at me with his bayonet. I parried,
and passed my sword through his body. In withdraw
ing it I experienced a sensation which will only leave me
with life." A kindred spirit expresses himself well.

" The modern soldier is not the stern, bloody-handed
The ancient warrior,
man the ancient soldier was."
fighting with the sword and reaping the harvest of death
when the enemy was in flight, became habituated to the
" The modern soldier see? not his pecu
art of slaying.
liar victims fall and exults not over them as proof of per
Homer represents Achilles as driving
sonal prowess."
over the dead till his chariot-wheels are dyed in blood.
t This was the theory of Giambatistfl Porta in his
He was equally successful
"Humana Physiognomia."
In detecting the qualities of plants^by their resemblance
to animals.
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[The shape of the skull and the shape of
brain will be found to be in the most
The brain fits the skull
perfect accordance.
as the hand fits the glove.
The skull is the
servant of the brain ; and it is the mind that
gives shape to the whole brain, skull, and
One part corresponds
body.
with every
other part.]
Let us attend more especially to the human
the

passions.

conditions

I

do not mean to treat of all those

of mind which

are

[Sept..

in vain that we endeavor to restrain
relaxation, and to compress the lips.
muscles

concentring to the mouth

prevail

they become more and more inllucnced
retract

the lips

cheeks

are more

this
The
;

; they

The
powerfully drawn up, the

and display the teeth.

eyelids wrinkled, and the eye almost conceal
ed.

The lachrymal

gland within the orbit is

compressed by the pressure on the eyeball,
and the eyes suffused with tears.

considered

the head of the passions, sentiments,
or emotions, but to limit my inquiry to that
under

kind or degree of mental excitement which
the frame into action, and which is
interpreted by its agitation ; when the spir
its, by their vehemence, produce uncontrol
lable movements of the body, not determined
by the will, but spontaneously
arising with
the state of feeling, which they strengthen
and direct.*
We shall begin by marking the most ex
draws

treme expression of the passions
laughter
and weeping. They suit our purpose as being

peculiarly human, arising from sentiments
not participated by the brutes.
It is vain to inquire into the sources of
these emotions ; but I hope my reader con
sents to believe that
sion is bestowed

of expres
mark of supe
source of enjoyment,

the capacity

as a boon,

rior intelligence, and a
and that its very nature

is to excite

sympa

thy ; that it radiates, and is understood by
all ; that it is the bond of the human family.
LACGHTER.

We have

which ope
distinguishable into
classes those which surround and con
the lips, and those which oppose them,
draw the mouth widely open. The ef
of a ludicrous idea is to relax the former
seen that the muscles

rate upon the mouth

two
trol
and
fect

Fio. 2. Laughter.

a

are

and to contract the latter ; hence, by a lateral

stretching of the mouth and a raising of the
cheek to the lower eyelid, a smile is pro
duced.
The lips are, of all the features, the
most susceptible of action, and the most di
rect index of the feelings.
If the idea be exceedingly ridiculous, it is
* Were wc not to limit onr inquiry to the agitations
of the hody, wo should he emharrassed with the ambig
uity of such words as passion, emotion, desire, inclina
tion, appetite, the generous passions, the passion of pride
or of avarice ; even the mere state of snffcrf ng is called
passion.

Simple and passive pleasures, the delight
of meeting or the contemplation of innocence,
relax the lips and dimple the cheek, while the
The dimple
eyes arc bright and intelligent.
is formed by the muscles which are inserted
in the angle of the mouth acting on the
plump integument of infancy and youth.
Observe the condition of a man convulsed
with laughter, and consider what are the or
He draws
gans or system of parts affected.
a full breath, and throws it out in interrupted,
short, and audible cachinnations; the mus
cles of his throat,

neck, and chest are agita
ted ; the diaphragm is especially convulsed.

He holds his sides, and, from the violent agi
of a voluntary act.
It is impossible to avoid the conclusion,
that it is the respiratory organs and their
muscles which are affected during the par
oxysm of laughter.
Physiologists, in all for
mer times, attributed the line of sympathetic
relations which draw these remote parts into
tation, he is incapable

action,

to a nerve

called

the

sympathetic.

EXPRESSION
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I

have proved, that there is a machinery
altogether distinct; and that the expression,

not only of this, but of all the other passions,
arises from that system of nerves, which, from
their great office, I have called respiratory.
The respiratory nerves spring from a com
and
mon center in the medulla oblongata,*
pass off divergingly to all the parts just enu
merated, and to every organ employed in
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once, and the angle is depressed.
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The cheeks

between two adverse powers,
the muscles which surround the eyelids and
are thus drawn

that which depresses the lower lip.
The same cause which drew the diaphragm
and muscles of the chest into action in laugh
The diaphragm is
ing is perceived here.
and irregularly affected, the
spasmodically
chest and throat are influenced, the breathing

respiration. They combine these dis
tant parts in the ordinary action of
breathing ; and they are the agents in
all the effects of passion, when these
organs give the outward signs of the
condition of the mind.
WEEPING.t
Weeping is another state
features

proceeding,
fore observed, from

of the

as we have

be

sensibility, and,
therefore, human.
Though the or
gans affected are the same as in laugh
ter, viz., the respiratory muscles, the
expression
nature

is as much opposed as the

of the

duces it.

Were

which pro
the condition of the

emotion

features the effect of mere excitement,
why should there be an association
of the same clas3 of muscles so differ
Is not
ent from that in laughter ?
this variety of expression a proof of
design, and that all our emotions are
intended to have their appropriate
outward characters ? According to Homer,
the expression of weeping is not confined to
babes ; Ulysses is made to feel that sensation
in his nose which precedes the shedding of

Fto. 3.

WEEnxo.

is cut by sobbing, the inspiration is hurried,
and the expiration is slow, with a melancholy
note.

In

the violence

nied with lamentation,
suffused

of weeping, accompa
the face is flushed, or

tears.

rather

The lachrymal glands are the first to be
infected, then the eyelids, and, finally, the
whole converging muscles of the cheeks.
The lips are drawn aside, not from their cir
cular fibers relaxing, as in laughter, but from
their being forcibly retracted by the superior
influence of their antagonist muscles. Instead
of the joyous elevation of the checks, the
muscle which pulls down the angle of the
mouth, triangularis oris, is more under influ-

veins of the forehead

In this we
see the effect of the impeded action of the
chest ; a proof not only that it is the respi
ratory system of nerves which is affected, but
also of the condition of the heart and its
influence in respiration, of which we have
This expression
spoken in a former essay.
of emotion may be introduced even in the
highest walks of art ; but it requires great
taste to portray it without offensive exag

* The medulla oblongata is that part of the nervous
system which is traced from the brain into the tube of
the spine; it is, consequently, the upper part of the
spinal marrow.
1 1 have thrown the expression of weeping from pain
into the face of a faun, for snch an expression is inex
pressibly mean and ludicrous in the countenance of a
man.

geration.*

by stagnant

blood,

and the

distended.

" The flnost possible example of this condition of
suffering is In the picture of Guercino (in the Gallery of
Those
Milan), the 'Departnre of Ilagar and Ishmael.'
who have seen only the engraving can have little
conception of the beauty of the picture, for the perfec
Ilagar has been weeping; hei
tion is in the coloring.
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it,

features, or, in other words, of the muscles.
When the corrugator which knits the brows
there
mingled in the
co-operates with
of
mental
energy, of
expression something

[Sept.,

upper eyelid falls and half covers the
pupil of the eye. The eye
frequently filled
with tears, and the eyebrows take an inclina
tion similar to that which the depressors of
the angles of the lips give to the mouth.*
am not quite sure that in the distress of
Constance there
not an unnatural mixture
of the tumult and violence of grief with the
Her
contemplative recollections of sorrow.
impatience and turbulence, which make her
tear her hair, defy all counsel and redress,
and call on death or madness as her sole re
lief, seem ill assorted with that calmness of
spirit which can stop to recollect and enu
merate in detail the figure and endearing
manners of her son.
is

the

is

The depression of the angle of the mouth
gives an air of despondence and languor when
by a general relaxation of the
accompanied

JOURNAL.
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"Grief fills the room up of my absent child,

the frontal muscle

I,

t

1 I

!

This appears rather to be the stage of the
which
called sorrow, the indul
attended with
melancholy
gence of which

a

;

passion

a

is is

the depression must be slight, not
violent for the depressor anguli oris can not
act strongly without the combination of the
levator menti or superbus, which quickly pro
duces
change in the expression by making
mouth,

I

is

an acute turning
upward of the inner part of the eyebrow,
characteristic of anguish, debilitating pain,
or of discontent, according to the prevailing
cast of the rest of the countenance.
But while languor and despondency are
indicated by depression of the angle of the
there

I I

If

or pain.

O

moroseness,

adds its operation,

!

Fia. 4. Wufnra Child.

a

I

:

;

Lies in bis bed, walks up and down with me
Puts on his pretty looks, repeats his wordB,
Kemcmbers me of all his gracious parts,
Stuffs out his vacant garments with Mb form
Then, have reason to be fond of grief.
Fare yon well had yon had such loss as
could give better comfort than you do.
will not keep this form upon my head
[tearing qff her head-dress]
When there is such disorder in my wit.
my boy, my Arthur, my fair son
Lord
My life, my joy, my food, my all the world
My widow's comfort, and my sorrows' cure "

In

sorrow,

a

the nether lip pout contemptuously.
general languor pervades the
The violence and ten

whole countenance.
sion

of

grief, the lamentations,

mult, like all strong
exhaust the frame.

and the tu

excitements,

gradually

Sadness and regret, with

of spirits and fond recollections,
of the whole body,
with dejection of the face and heaviness of
the eyes, are the most striking characteristics.
The lips are relaxed and the lower jaw drops
and lassitude

Fia. 5. Sadness.

delight which can sanction the conclusion,
" Then have
reason to be fond of grief."
Yet, as conviction returns at intervals upon

I

;

;

depression

succeed

4.

is

;

*

Some have been so far deceived by the effect of this
raising of the eyebrows toward the center of the fore
head as to give the same oblique line to the eyes hut
fixed immovably, and
the canthus or angle or the eye
no working of passion can alter it.
King John, Act III., Scene

t

I

;

;

;

eyes are red and swollen, but not so as to destroy her
beauty she turns again on hearing Abraham once more
addressing her she suspends her breath you persnade
yourself that you hear her short, convulsive sobs, for in
the elevated shoulders and in the form of the open lips
The suffering expressed in the
this is plainly indicated.
condition of the chest, the misery in the forehead, and
the coloring of the eyelids, make this the finest example
have Been." Note from Journal.
of expression which
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the mind, a period of quiet and sorrowful
resignation is succeeded by starts and violent
bursts of grief.
Though grief is in general distinguished
and tumult,
by its violence, lamentation,
while sorrow is silent, deep-brooding,
and
full of depression, there is a stupefaction
which sometimes characterizes grief, " the
lethargy of woe."
We have already had occasion to remark
that expressions peculiarly human chiefly af
fect the angle of the mouth and the inner
extremity of the eyebrow, and to these points
we must principally attend in all our obser
vations concerning the expression of passion.
They are the most movable parts of the face ;
in them the muscles concenter, and upon the
changes which they undergo expression is
To demon
acknowledged chiefly to depend.
strate their importance we have only to re
peat the experiment made by Peter of Corand
tona, to sketch a placid countenance,
touch lightly with the pencil the angle of
the lips and the inner extremity of the eye
By elevating or depressing these, we
brows.
shall quickly convey the expression of grief
or

of

laughter.

Those parts, however, and all the features
of an impassioned countenance, have an ac

with each other.
When the angles
of the mouth are depressed in grief, the eye
brows are not elevated at the outer angles
When a smile plays around
as in laughter.
the mouth, or the cheek is raised in laugh
ter, the brows are not ruffled as in grief.
The characters of such opposite passions are
so distinct, that they can not be combined
where there is true and genuine emotion.
cordance

When we see them combined, it is by those
who have an unnatural control over their
muscles, and the expression is farcical and
ridiculous. It is an unworthy conceit to give
to one side of the face comedy and to the
other tragedy.

In

of an impassioned coun
is a consent and accordance

the features

tenance

there

of expression.

It

is not upon

a single

fea

ture that the emotion operates ; but the whole
face is marked with expression, all the move
ments of which are consentaneous.
This is
referable

to some cause acting generally on
of the frame, the peculiar

the tone and state
expression

of individual

emotion

being

dis
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tinguished by the action and determination
of certain features.
Taking indifference as the line of distinc
tion between the two great classes of pain
and of pleasure, the sensations above this
line are weak compared with those below it.
The simple sensations of pleasure, before they
are heightened and diversified by the mul
tiplied associations of mental affection, are
soft and gentle in their nature.
The class of
painful sensations is powerful and over
whelming ; they are meant as our guardians
and protectors

against danger and death, and

they operate with resistless force.

The pleas

languor and de
light, partaking of the quality of indulgence
and relaxation ; the painful excite to the
most violent tension, and make the muscular
frame start into convulsive action.
The emotions and passions, grounded on
these great classes of sensation, raised and
increased by the mingling of hopes and fears,
and the combination of analogous and asso
ciated images of delight or of danger, derive
their most important traits of expression from
the general tone of pleasure or of pain.
In pain the body is exerted to violent ten
sion, and all the emotions and passions allied
to pain, or having their origin and founda
tion in painful sensations, have this general
distinction of character, that there is an en
ergetic action or tremor, the effect of univer
urable

sensations

sal and great
same

induce

excitement.

time, be remembered

a

It

must,

at the

that all the pas

sions of this class, some more

immediately,

others more indirectly, produce in the second

debility, and loss of tone
stage exhaustion,
from over-exertion.
is charac
tranquillity, and relaxa
tion, all the emotions related to it or deducible from pleasurable sensations, are felt in
a degree
the prevailing state of the system
of inaction and, as it were, forgetfulness of
bodily exertion, and an indulgence in mental
contemplation.* The contemplation of beauty
On the other hand, as pleasure

terized

by languor,

* " Here (Academla delle belle Arte, Bologna) are two
pictures which one naturally compares. On the one side
la the St. Cecilia ; on the other, the Murder of the Inno
cents. In the St. Cecilia of Raphael, in ecstasy, there is
She
not only great beauty, bnt very line expression.
hears the mnslc of angels ; her face is turned upward,
the features composed and fine. In the lower part of the
face there is a gentle relaxation, almost a smile ; the
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Phrenological Journal.

or the admiration of soft music

produces

ESSAY VII.

a

of languor ; the body reclines, the lips
are half opened, the eyes have a softened
luster from the falling of the eyelids, the
breathing is slow, and, from the absolute ne
glect of bodily sensation and the temporary
sense

[Sept.,

THE SUBJECT CONTINUED : OP PAIN HOR
ROR
CONVULSIONS
DEMONIACS
DEATH.

The further

we proceed in this inquiry, the

more difficult and delicate

In continuing

the subject,

does

I shall

it

become.

rather in-

Fig. 6. Pain.

interruption of respiration,
low-drawn sigh.

there is a frequent

eyea are directed upward, but the eyebrow 1b placid.
She is bo wrapt that the pipes of the organ are almost
falling from the hands, which hang without exertion.
"In the picture of the Murder of the Innocents, by
Gnldo Reni, there is an admirable figure of a woman,
wild and full of fire, who flies with her infant pressed to
her bosom. But there is another whose face is in the
very attitude of the Cecilia, yet how different I The
murder of her child has been perpetrated ; the child lies
dead before her ; she is on her knees ; her hands are
clasped, and she looks up to heaven ; her mouth is open,
and all the features relaxed. The hair and dress are de
ranged. What, then, is the difference in expression, for
there is a certain resemblance in the form and attitude
of these heads ? What is the difference between the re-

dulge in detached remarks than pretend to
follow a regular course ; keeping, I hope, still
true to the observation of nature, and, as far
possible, unprejudiced by theory.
Pain is affirmed to be unqualified evil ;
at
yet pain is necessary to our existence;
birth, it rouses the dormant faculties and
To imagine the ab
gives us consciousness.
sence of pain is not only to imagine a new
state of being, but a change in the earth and
all upon it. As inhabitants of earth, and, as
as

laxation of despair and of enjoyment : the relaxed jaw
and open mouth and troubled forehead of the one, the
softness and languor, with a certain firmness, in thelipa
of the other."
Note from Journal.
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a

there were no dangers to apprehend,

no

dif

a

ficulties to overcome, and no call for exer
It would, in
tion, resolution, or courage.
curious speculation to follow out
deed, be

roused by suffering.

is

till again
In bodily pain conjoin
;

ed with distress of mind, the eyebrows are
knit, while their inner extremities are raised
the pupils are in part concealed by the up
per eyelids, and the nostrils are agitated.
The expression of pain
distinguished
from that of weeping not^ess than from that
of laughing. These arise from mental condi
of physical causes, and
tions, independent
But
are uncontrollable and sympathetic.
to say, there
pos
bodily that
pain
itive nervous sensation, which excites to ac
tion or to acts of volition an energy of the
a

if

is,

a

is

structure

On recovering

incoherent,

is

implies complication
and delicacy of texture beyond our concep
tion. For that fine texture a sensibility to
pain is destined to be the protection ; it is
the safeguard of the body ; it make us alive
to those injuries which would otherwise de
stroy us, and warns us to avoid them.
When, therefore, the philosopher asks why
were not our actions performed at the sug
gestions of pleasure, he imagines man, not
constituted as he
but as
he belonged
to world in which there was neither weight
nor pressure, nor any thing injurious, where
mechanical

he

consciousness,

and the chest

spasms.

;

muscles ; and this

affected by sudden

iB

of its

and

support,

is

levers for the action

of

the pain be exces

sive, he becomes insensible,

;

must have bones, as columns

If

straining, struggling.

177

whole frame

produced by suffering, and,
of its place or source,
the efforts are directed to remove it. Hence
the struggle, the powerful and voluntary exis

a consequence of the great law of gravita
tion, the human body must have weight. It

is

EXPRESSION
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from the consciousness

raised

the face

;

turgid with blood, and the veins of the tem
the breath being
ple and forehead distended
checked, and the descent of blood from the
head impeded by the agony of the chest, the
cutaneous

muscle

of

the neck

acts strongly

draws down the angles of the mouth.
But when joined to this,'the man cries out,

and

and the mouth

and we find the muscles

open

;

the lips are retracted,

of his body rigid,

of

a

in experiments on the nerves

animals apparently dead.
OF DEMONIACS.

"lie

Two of the greatest
Raphael and Domenichino, have
painted demoniacal boys. In the convent of
Grotto Ferrata, in the neighborhood of
Rome, Domenichino has represented Saint
hat a Devil.'1'

painters,

Nilus in the act of relieving

lad possessed.*

"Domenichino, in consequence of some peccadillo,
took shelter in the sanctuary of the monks of the Qrotta
fortified convent some miles distant from
Ferrata,
Rome. The monks, under the threat of delivering him
up, made him paint their walls; and the frescoes are,
Indeed, beautiful, particularly the old men. That com
most ad
partment which is called the Demoniac Boy
is

the eyes are largely uncov

eyebrows

is

;

and the

;

;

nostrils dilated
ered

the jaws are fixed, and the

the lips are drawn laterally, the

ed by galvanism

a

In bodily pain
teeth grind

now

Yet there

*

the great safeguard of the frame, and
proceed to examine its expression.

it.

and, in some degree, an alliance
these actions and the spasms excit

resemblance
between

is

I

from all bodily suffering.
But
return to the position that pain

ertions which accompany

a

the consequences on the highest qualities of
the mind if we could suppose man thus free

is

10. 7. Convulsions.

mired."

Xote from Journal.
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The saint, an old man, is on his knees in

painful, and something

prayer ; the lad is raised and held up by an
aged man ; the mother with a child is wait

taste and imagination.

is,

a

a

I

direction of the saint, has the finger of his
left hand in the boy's mouth, and the other
holds a vessel of oil, with which the tongue
The drawing and coloring
is to be touched.

is

But then the miracle could

I

teeth grinding.

not have been represented, for one, under the

A

been perfectly true to nature,
the jaws would have been clenched and the

representation

he left to his

It may be considered bold to criticise the
works of Raphael, but I venture to say that
if that great master intended, in his cartoon
of the Death of Ananias, to excite horror,
the effect would have been more powerful if
there had been greater truth in the convul
sions of the chief figure instead of a mere
but
twisting of the body.
Strange it
true, that we are most affected by the more
slight, if correct, portraiture of natural con
dition.
In the same painter's great picture of the
Transfiguration, in the Vatican, there
lad possessed and in convulsions.
hope
am not insensible to the beauties of that pic
ture nor presumptuous in saying that the fig
ure
not natural.
physician would con
clude that this youth was feigning. He is,
is

of the miracle.
Con
vulsions have seized the lad; he is rigidly
bent back; the lower limbs spasmodically
extended, so that his toes only rest on the
ground ; the eyes are distorted, and the pu
This
pils turned up under the eyelids.
would be the position of Opisthotonos were
not the hands spread abroad, the palms and
Had the
fingers open, and the jaw fallen.
ing the consummation

must

I
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where

a

here given

sketch

is

have

Opisthotonos,

it

I

seen

of

the true

that all the

presume, convulsed

he

is

exhibited in the lad and the grandeur of the
old men make this one of the most admired
paintings in Italy.

;

Fig. 8. Hydrophobia.
stiffened with con

tractions, and his eyes turned in their sockets.
But no child was ever so affected. In real

yield to
of the flexor
whereas, in the picture, the lad ex

convulsions

the

extensor

muscles

the more powerful contractions
muscles;

The original sketch la In the College of Surgeons of
from soldiers wonnded in the
Edinburgh.
took
head at the battle of Corunna. Throe men were similarly
hnrt, and in short, successive Intervals similarly affected,
eo that the character could not be mistaken.

tends his arms, and the fingers of the left
hand are stretched unnaturally backward.
Nor do the lower extremities correspond with
truth he stands firm the eyes are not nat
ural, they should have been turned more in
ward, as looking into the head, and partially
The mouth, too,
buried under the forehead.
at
with the
which
variance
quite
open,
is

is

it

I

*

;

the more pow
erful flexors prevailing over the extensors.*
Were the painter to represent every circum
stance faithfully, the effect might be too

;

muscles are rigidly contracted,

PECULIAR CHARACTERS.
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condition, and without the apology
The muscles of
which Domenichino had.
the arms are exaggerated to a degree which
Michael Angelo never attempted ; and still
it is the extensors and supinators and not the
flexors which are thus prominent.
Disease has characteristic symptoms which

general

we can accurately

and scientifically

reduce to

borrowing from this source,
description
there is no state of suffering from which we
can so well infer the nature of the agitation
of the frame as from hydrophobia. The pa
tient being sensible of his condition, and
calm, and aware of the experiment which is
to be made upon him by his physician, when
he calls for a glass of water, can not resist
the influence of the disease. He shudders,
his face assumes an expression of extreme
horror and alarm ; convulsive gulpings take
place in his throat, he flies to some support,
and clings to the bedpost in an agony of
; and

PECULIAR

C

" persons
are snobs and " stuck-up
whom it is very disagreeable to meet.
Mr. Fields, in his " Plea for Cheerfulness,"
thus hits off a class of persons who never see
the best side of anything, but are dissatisfied
habitually. He says :
" The Nil Admirari Society includes among
its members Mr. Solomon Nutgall and his acid
ulated, critical friends. These glass-eyed, cadu

TIIERE

cous young gentlemen

never praise anything

nor anybody but themselves, from principles
of ' high art.' (They are commonly the victims
If
of weak spines and restricted sympathies.)
you like a thing, they don't To be popular
and universally read is, with them, a literary
crime.
Shakspeare, Milton, and Pope they
consider

as overrated

by a deluded, ignorant

world, but they incline their modest heads and
ears, in a demi-semi-quavering way, toward the
more recent long-meter school, of which they
assume to be disciples.
'

'

Be critical and praise

is their motto.
They prejudge and fore
doom everybody who does not belong to their
pallid little set They seem always to be suf

not

I have

witnessed in a pow
had the pain of seeing
the disease in a girl of eighteen ; the irrita
bility of the skin being increased to an awful
degree, so that the touch of her long hair
falling on her naked body excited, as she
These recurred with a
said, the paroxysms.
sense of choking, with sudden and convul
sive heavings of the chest, a shuddering and
catching of the muscleB of breathing, and an
The par
appalling expression of suffering.
oxysms in such a case becoming more fre
suffocation.

erful man.

This
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I

have

quent and severe, finally exhaust

of life.

In

these

convulsions

affected ; and as they are also the organs of
the condition is seen not only in

expression,

the countenance,

but in the throat and chest,

to be that of extreme horror.
[to be continued.]

HARACTERS.
If you, in a moment of honest
aggravated.
enthusiasm, burst into a note of manly admi
ration over a fine essay, a good piece of acting,
poem, or a capital story, they look at
each other across the table, and exchange

a grand

glances of contempt and pity for your opinion.
Should you, in their wisely-critical presence,
chance to quote with commendation a fine pas
'As You Like It,' for instance,
sneer,
young Nutgall, with his unhealthy
sage from

would be apt to interrupt your train of thought
by elevating his coldest shoulder, and sapiently
'
observing to the company that Shakspeare's
of
is
nowhere
more appa
geography
ignorance

rent than in this same play of " As You Like
It," for it is there he has introduced the tropic
al lion and serpent into the forest of Arden,
whereas every scholar
in a temperate zone.'

" The Nutgalls affect

knows that Arden lies
a vehement indifference

for what everybody else considers admirable
One of the family,
and worthy of attention.
returning home from a recent visit to London,
took especial pains to inform me he did not go
'

into Westminster

plaint in the Weakly Friday Review, which,

such places as the Abbey,
don't go where you do.

few or no readers, their

malady gets

the powers
is the ner

vous and muscular systems belonging to tho
natural function of respiration which are

fering from a prickly and defiant measles of
Irreverence.
They are in a chronic condition
of Mislike, and constantly announce their com
having

it

he said,
est

'

Abbey ; he passed it daily,'
but never went in, as he felt no inter

in the spot'

You, and the crowd, enter
but the Nutgalls
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" The wisest poet of mankind calls Rever
ence ' that angel of the world,' and are we not
all apt to be better for visitations of that en
"
?

nobling spirit

|)mj

[In phrenological parlance, we describe this
class of bitter Nutgalls as " negatives," with

^ounfrg

more Combativeness

[Skpt.,
than Benevolence,

small

with much self-conceit, and a sort of
egotism, which is assumed for effect intended
to impress common mortals with an idea of
their immense importance.
Pass them by with
out rebuke ; they are objects of pity.]
Hope,

and

|ts
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Thatwhichmakerftgood
theydMcendnot withworldlylunarkeepIt, vl*., menof wisdomand rirtne; qualitiesthat,becameItanco,mostbocarefullyprop
of youth. William Ann,
tagatebya virtuouseducation

HUMAN
needs
THAT

GOV EEMMENTS.

man, individually and collectively,
some rule of action by which he

shall govern his conduct i3 a self-evident prop
osition.
He possesses certain ruling faculties

Limited Monarchy.
When the head of
the State still holds the dignity of royalty and
shares the ruling power with a class of nobles,
or with

the government
parliament,
is
or limited monarchy.
The
monarchy may be elective, but it is a condition
generally attended with great rivalries and
a

which give him the desire of personal immu
nity of thought and action, and also a desire
to govern others. This governing
tendency

called

has assumed many forms acting in conjunc
One
tion with various other mental impulses.

feuds.
An absolute monarchy has a hereditary
prince who rules without any limit but his own
will, and it matters nothing what his title be,

chiefly by Self-Estecm and
tends toward personal gov
ernment, toward absolute, imperial sway ; and

who is influenced
Approbativeness

this absolute government
shades of modification.

is subject

to various

Theocracy.
In a people of simple habits
and a strong religious tendency a theocracy
would be the rule of government.
The indi
vidual will of the capable and the aspiring
would seek ascendancy, and to strengthen his
prerogatives he would naturally appeal to the
religious feelings of the people and enforce his
will by a " thus saith the Lord."
The true theocracy is a government by the
immediate direction of God, in which " the
word of the Lord," communicated
through
prophets, is the guide of the ruler and the
basis of obedience by the people. The Jewish
dispensation was the most perfect example of
it which the world has seen.
Monarchy Is literally the government by
a single individual, or in which one person
When the
exercises the sovereign authority.
emperor, king, or chief magistrate, possesses
the entire ruling power he is properly a mon
arch, and he may be a just and humane per
son, and rule the land in the fear of God and
love of man ; but if he be a selfish and cruel
man he becomes despotic and tyrannical in
his rule, and a scourge to the people.

a mixed

emperor, or king.
This form of government liter
ally means a thing of the people, in which the
supreme power belongs to the people, or a
portion of them, and is by them delegated,
whether

autocrat,

Republic

under constitutions and laws, to legislatures
and courts, and not to a single person or
A republic may be either aristocratic
family.
or democratic.
The extinct
republics of
Greece, of Sparta, Venice, and Genoa, were
aristocratic, while that of the United States
is democratic.

The Kingdom of Great Britain is really an
republic,
in which the actual

aristocratic
power

is exercised by the titled, wealthy, and
educated classes, while the forms and many
of the usages of a monarchy are still retained.

Every year makes the people more free, and
though the ruling classes are horrified at the
bare mention of the word "republic," that
is drifting to republicanism,
and will
reach it just as surely as the melting snows of
the Alleghanies and of the Rocky Mountains

nation

will reach, by devious courses, the Gulf of Mex
The long and tortuous way will be finally

ico.

traversed, and that noble people shall have a
more genial political sky and better conditions
for universal
and happiness.
development

From barbarism through Caesarism and king

ROCKY MOUNTAIN ECHOES.
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ism to republicanism is a long and suffering
"
way, but the eternal years of God" shall bring
the best truth to the best results.
The flood of emigration from the monarchi

cal governments of the Old World is sending
back those brotherly letters about affairs in
the Great Republic of the Western World,
and like leaven they convert the people from
royalty to individualism, from kingship to
Hence, even in aristocratic
popular liberty.
England and imperial Germany the American
immigrants are melting away the blind loyalty
of their former fellow-subjects, and concession
after concession
the crowned

to the people is forced from
The universal education

heads.

of

Germany qualifies it for general suffrage,
and when England and Ireland shall have thor

oughly diffused education among the people,
they will demand and receive the ballot.
Democracy, in its strictest sense, can not
In
exist except among small communities.
large States each person can not deliberate and
vote directly on every law or rule of conduct.
The New England town meeting, in which
man

votes

on

question

of the

181

Hence delegated power by the people to their
representatives, who constitute a legislature
to make laws, and the election of magistrates
by the whole people to execute those laws ;
the whole being carried on according to cer
tain great organic laws called a Constitution,

which the whole people by free ballot have
as the supreme law of the land.

accepted

Such a government is a democratic republics
democratic in its primary basis and sources of
power, and republican in that it is a govern
ment by means of power delegated by the
free action of the people, with the right of
impeachment of delinquent officers, and fre
quent

elections,

to rule out the incompetent

or dishonest, and vote in the capable and the
The nearer the people can keep to
upright.
the sources of power the better. The whole
people should be educated so as to think and
Then frequent elections to
vote correctly.
keep office-holders responsible to the people
will tend to elevate the tone of government
and realize the reasonable hope of the patriot

in the propriety

and possibility of good gov

true

town expense and government, realizes the
But all the citizens of a
democracy.

ernment by the whole people.
a Democratic Repub
Such a government
lic we have established in America, and, God

State con not assemble to pass general laws.

willing, it shall

every

every

ROCKY

MOUNTAIN ECHOES

be perpetuated.

No. 8.

MANITOU.*

I.oso years ago,
Ere white man's foot these beauteous wilds had trod,
The Indian chiefs abont this bubbling epring,
With rich oblative offerings, bent low
In honor of the Mansion, whose smile
To them was life. As, dipping from the fount
The sparkling waters, blessed to them and theirs
By the Good Spirit, whose abode was hid
Where never human foot dared tread, they heard
His whispers floating upward through the air,
Long ere the glittering lances of the sun
Pierced through the leafy interstice of shade,
In canons where the pine and cedar hnng
From rocky ledge, or clung to crumbling soil,
Or sent their taugled roots to touch the stream
And eke the measure of the narrow span ;
Of years to them allotted ere they fell,
Prone as the idol Dagon from Mb throne.
Because, like him, their weakness lay where strength
Was needed most to hold the body up.

*

And as they drank.
They felt his blessing coursing through their veins.
And rose refreshed, endowed with newer life;
Or young or old upon whose brow the hand

X. P4BOB.
Of fell disease had lain, had but to come
To And a medicine more potent far
Than any herb that kissed the sun, or root
That ran its shoots toward the under world.
Here, in the water, babbling as it ran,
Of Manitou the vital essence flowed,
And flowed for all Shoshone or Comanche,
Cheyenne, Piute, or neighbor, friend or foe.
Hard by the Spring two bowlders rest. On one.
Whose base the Fountain waters kiss and lave,
And dash against in mimic impotence
Of raging foam, at even-time, the smoke
Of sacrifice oft rose, as slaughtered deer,
Through fire to ashes grew, while Indian brave
And squaw, with wampum bound, bent low to wait
The coming of the Manitou to lift
The offering they gave ; and if he came
Upon the whirlwind, all was well for them.
The gift was welcome, and he swept it off;
upon the bosom of the stream,
But
The ashes fell, their God his anger showed
Their sacrifice was vain. Then, on the rock
That rose beside the stream, below the Spring,
gift their God could not refuse,
They brought
An Infant, newly born, on whom the night
a

WILLIAM

if,

BT

The powerful mineral spring, In the Fountain Cation, visited by Roxton
miles from Colorado Springs.

in 1846,and by Fremont

in 1848 five
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Bad never set, and from this rock there rose
Such sacrifice as Abraham of old
Had made of Isaac, had not Providence
Stretched forth His hand to save.

And rill, and vale apd hill and cation wild
Are full of swarthy shapes, whose ghostly dance
And incantation echo through the air.

These days have passed 1
The dusky savage stoops no more to drink ;
The flames of sacrifice no longer rise ;
But still La Fontaine to the Arkansas
Its treasure carries, born of mountain snow ;

In solitude no more on Cameron's Cone ;
The wild bees seek the summit of Pike's Peak

The pink-cheeked honeysuckle blooms

To find that human feet have trodden down
The flower whose pollen gave them food. The lark
No longer Is lone witness to the dawn ;
And silence, once supreme in Rainbow Glen,
Has flown her nest and winged her flight to glens
Far distant from the Grand Chlann, that stands
The sentinel and wonder of the lands
That southward slope toward the Spanish Peaks.
The days are full of echoes, and the nights
Of sounds of passing feet and whispered words;
And lovers loiter long beneath the moon
In Fountain Canon, and beside the Spring
Whose healing waters in these days have made
This spot the nation's Sanitarium

And still the healing waters bubble forth.
Another generation gathers hero,
With paler face and feebler frame, to drink
And own the virtues of the Maniton ;
And if they hear no whisper in the air
From the Good Spirit whose abode was here,
Still, as they linger, memory conjures up
The legends of the past, till on them falls
The spell of silence, while the shadows, thrown
From mduntain peaks around them, on them fall,
And add their mystic influence, till rock

ETHAN

COL.
CHAIRMAN

OF THE NATIONAL

not large,

npnOUGH
striking

presence.

Col. Allen

has

His

white

clean,

skin, fine black hair, speaking black
nicely-chiseled features

give

him

a

eyes, and

a marked

The portrait fails to do justice

expression.

to the subject, save in this, the head is high,
as

in

the picture, and the moral sentiments

are well developed.
lence,

There is large Benevo
Veneration,

Conscientiousness,

Spirituality

Hope.

and

is not wanting, but is

to the intellect, which is promi

subordinate
nent.

He has

tion.

He is full of energy, positiveness,

and wiry organiza

a compact

and

He is organized to be healthy,

persistency,

and is capable of accomplishing a great deal

of work through his
physical endurance.
intense, and
persistent

of

firm

almost

decision

duties,
help.

and

and

so sharp,
as much

and elasticity.

He is

a

determination,

nc

is

to obstinacy; he is self-reliant,

measures

generally

activity and

earnest, and few have

endurance

man

mental

Few men are

his own
without

proceeds

strength

waiting

and

for

He loves his liberty and will defend

it, but is considerate

of

the rights of others.

He is sociable, friendly, kindly, neighborly.
He aims high, is aspiring, but not selfishly
f-'bitious.

He is willing

ALLEN,

COMMITTEE

to earn the right

OF

LIBERAL REPUBLICANS.

to promotion, and his habits generally
good, he
either

will inevitably work his

being

way

in law, legislation, or literature.

up,

We

predict favorably of his future.

Col.

Allen

N. J., in

1834.

was born in Monmouth Co.,

He is of Puritan descent, his
New

ancestors coming into New Jersey from

England. His grandfather was Commanderin-Chief of what was known as the " Minute
Men," guarding the coast from Sandy Hook
to Cape May, during the Revolution of 1776.
His father, Samuel F. Allen (still living),
was a captain in the war of 1812, and all
his brothers were in the Union army during
the late rebellion, for which he himself or
ganized a regiment of men. Mr. Allen has
resided in this city for the past twenty years.
He entered Brown University, Rhode Island,
in 1855, and graduated with the honors of
his class, being chosen the class orator.
En
tering the University Law School of New
York, he delivered the valedictory in 1860,
and was that year admitted to the bar.
Col. Allen has never been a politician in
the general acceptation of that term.
He
never belonged to a club or ward association
in his life, but has always regarded it his
duty as a citizen to take part in the general
campaigns, which he has usually done as a
public speaker, being considered one of the
most magnetic and eloquent platform orators
in our country.
In April, 1861, he was ap

1872.]

COL. ETHAN ALLEN.
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pointed Chief Assistant United States Dis
trict Attorney by the Hon. E. Delafield
Smith, and in April, 1865, he was invited by
the Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson (Mr. Smith's
successor as United States Attorney) to re
main in the same position, and after Mr.

joyed a practice more important or lucrative.
We quote from a sketch of his life which
appeared in the New York Citizen on the
20th of December, 1866, as follows: "Mr.
Allen has tried and won some of the most
He tries a case closely,
important verdicts.

Dickinson, he was continued through the
In
administration of Mr. 8. G. Courtney.
1869, when Mr. Pierrepont came into office,
Col. Allen resigned a place he had acceptably
filled so long, for private practice, and since
that time probably no one of his years has en-

is a good advocate, a sound reasoner, and
His lead
has much influence before a jury.

ing characteristic is a keen love of justice,
truth, and right. He treats all applicants to
him for advice, whether high or low, with
equal fairness, and he unflinchingly does

PHRENOLOGICAL
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JASPER

COL.
"

Q

OF THE LIBERAL

[Sept.,

gains the confidence of his friends and of all
who hare to consult him on official business."
Col. Allen attended the Cincinnati Conven
tion as an enthusiastic supporter of Horace
Greeley, and the National Committee of the
Liberal Party has placed him at its head.

what he deems to be right, regardless of
He is a highly honorable
consequences.
man, personally popular, of unblemished rep
utation, and conscientious in the discharge
of every duty. He is outspoken and manly in
his relations with others, and his frank nature

SECRETARY

JOURNAL.

W. JOHNSON,

REPUBLICAN

ELF-RELIANCE " is clearly expressed
in this head and face. " I can " is seen

NATIONAL

on all occasions.
lute, energetic,

COMMITTEE.

He is active, prompt, reso
persevering,

With him it is not " go,

and self-relying.
" come,
boys," but

in every feature.
The build and general
" make up " of this gentleman is
snug and

boys," and he takes the lead.

compact rather than

captain.

texture

of

the first-

His mind

named element predominating.

Col. Johnson is the third son of the Rev.
William Johnson, for twenty-six years a Bap
tist minister, but for the last twenty-two
years a member of the Universalist Church ;

and

tough,

is mental-motive,

the temperament

The

coarse and loose.

the fiber is fine and

is

clear, quick, and racy, as his body and brain

very enduring;
and

he was the son

it will literally

twist without

and Irish stock.

bend double

While

breaking.

whole not over large

the

the quality is

The brain is so constructed

the best.

as

of

He is

and justice ; is kindly, even gener

selves.

objects

of charity

present

them

He has the prudence of intellect and

experience

rather than the fear or timidity

of Cautiousness.

He is social without being

inordinate, and belongs to the nation or the
world rather than to
to

a

a

town or

a state.

As

pursuit it is safe to say he can do one

thing almost as well as another.

ity" is

a marked

characteristic

his hand to anything
sic or medicine.

" Availabil

; he can

turn

law or legislation, mu

He would do lest in surgery,

merchandising, or manufacturing, railroad
ing or shipping.
likes.

In

short, he can do what he

He can think clearly, write and speak

fluently, and make all his knowledge useful

The Colonel was born in Indiana, October
Iowa in 1840, and to
He studied law, and was
Oregon in 1846.
admitted to the bar September 20, 1857, and
soon after commenced the practice of his
profession at Seattle, in Washington Terri
tory. His business increasing, in 1860 he
removed to Olympia, the capital of that
He was Adjutant-General of the
Territory.
Territory from 1859 until his return to Ore
gon in 1862. September 20, 1861, he married
Miss Mary E. Post, daughter of Prof. John
D. Post, of the Oregon City College, where
he was educated, and has four children.
In 1862 he had procured some large Gov
ernment contracts, and being paid in curren
cy, then depreciated to forty cents, the con
tracts having been made in the days of gold
and silver, he became financially embarrassed,
and he returned to Oregon to seek a larger
Soon after his return Gov.
field for exertion.
A. C. Gibbs appointed him a judge in the
Eastern District of Oregon, which office he
held for two years. From 1865 to 1868 he
owned and edited the Courier newspaper, and
won much reputation for the boldness, inde
31, 1837, was taken to

Bhrewd and sharp in reading men and their

ous, where

was

Tennessee.

to

motives; is proud and plucky in the defense

of honor

The Colonel's mother

tist minister of great eloquence. Her mother
Taylor family, well known in

ticability of talent, and force and efficiency
requiring executiveness.

John

was of the

give great definiteness, availability, and prac

in matters

the Rev. Ebenezer

the daughter of Rev. Jacob Laymon, a Bap

quantity of the organization is sufficient
as a

of

son, also a Baptist minister, and is of English

Such an organization is

are fine and flexible.

He is a natural

I

1
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Col.

jasper

and power with which that paper
was conducted.
Tiring of newspaper life he
returned to the practice of the law in the
city of Portland, where he now resides. On
account of his acute analytical mind and his
superior oratorical ability, he has been forced
upon the political stump in his State in every
pendencc,

w.

Johnson.
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ment, and his superior organizing ability has
been exercised since the Cincinnati Conven

tion in preparing for the great contest in
November.
He is the secretary of the Na
tional Liberal Republican Executive Com
mittee, and member of that Committee from
Oregon; and although his services are re

\

campaign for the past ten years. He was
an attendant of the late Cincinnati Conven
tion, and contributed as much as any man to
the selection of the Liberal Republican ticket
His personal magnetism
as it now stands.
men
of
brought him to the at
control
and
tention of the leaders of the Liberal move

quired at head-quarters to assist Col. Ethan
Allen, the energetic and efficient chairman,
in the administration of affairs, the candi
dates and others insist that his eloquence and
influence are needed in the field, and he will
therefore take the stump at once for the
cause he so earnestly advocates.

Phrenological Journal.
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sipation blunts one's moral sensibilities
and leaves him an easy prey to tempta
It brings him to want. His chil
tion.
dren grow up in ignorance, poverty, and
vice.
Being without the restraints of

law, an outcast for
nobody cares, the demands for
food, clothing, and shelter goad the poor
creature on until his immediate necessi
ties, knowing no law, lead to criminal
Some intemperate men, natur
actions.
ally kind, amiable, and well-disposed, be
ing cheated, insulted, pushed, or imposed
upon, lose their remnant of self-control,
and without thought of consequences
commit a rash act, such as striking a
blow, which consigns them to the Tombs
the civil or moral
whom
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PRISONS AND PRISONEES.
HOW

TO TREAT

OUR

INDIANS.

rpHERE

are, at present, not far from
persons confined in jails,
dungeons, reformatories, and penitentia
ries in tbe United States.
We have not
50,000

all the facts

as to their

and places them among hardened male
Thenceforth the stigma of
factors.
" criminal " attaches to their record.

nativity ; a large
percentage are of foreign birth ; but a still
More
larger are of intemperate habits.

There are other causes which could be
named, one of which is a weak will, a

than seventy-five per cent, of the old
and young are, or were, habitual users
of tobacco. About thirty-three per cent,

not needed, or a kind of insane impulse
to attract attention by some strange act.

We

can not read or write.

have not the

statistics showing the number of imbe
ciles or of the insane.
It may be some
thing less than that of the criminal

If

we add the pauper element
classes.
to the criminal, imbecile, and insane, the
number would no doubt reach half a mil

lion or more.

"wards" of

Then there are the wild
the nation, the Indians, to

be sustained or provided for by public
Altogether, this makes a large
charity.
annual draft on the exchequer of towns,

counties, States, and the nation.
It be
us
to
hooves
inquire into the manage
ment of these interests.
1.

2.

What are the causes of crime?
What is being done for its preven

tion?
3.

What

is being

done

for the im

provement of prisoners ?
It is safe to state that intemperance is
the cause, directly and indirectly, of
most crimes which are committed.

Dis

morbid

desire to possess

that which

is

of crime may be
named healthy generation through a nor
mal and well-ordered
parentage, right
training in childhood, temperate and in
Among preventives

dustrious

habits,

religious

influences,

daily devotions, useful pursuits, and
right living. Those who would improve
themselves should stop the use of alco
holic liquors, tobacco, gambling, wild
speculation, etc., or whatever improprie
When a man
ty they may practice.
learns his natural tendencies to excess in
any direction, whether it be through ap
petite, avarice, lustfulness, or pride, he
will, if sensible, set about correcting
Let him examine himself on
them.
phrenological principles and he will soon
find where the loose screws in his char
acter are, and how to tighten them.
HOW TO TREAT PRISONERS.

The general method is to "punish,"
in view the old doctrine, "An
eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth,"
keeping

PRISONS AND PRISONERS.
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which has in it much of the element of
un
This is unphilosophical,
revenge.
unchristian, unsuccessful, and
even barbarous.
Restraint is one thing,

scientific,

revenge is quite another.
According to
present modes of treatment in most of
the prisons of this country, no thought
is given to the improvement of the crim
inal.

He is to be subdued, broken down

in spirit, ignominiously punished.
That
is the penalty for his crime, the object
of his imprisonment.
A few years' in
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of discipline.
His services should go
toward defraying the expenses of his
The
keeping, teaching, and training.
idea of punishment should not enter into
the calculation.
The aim should be to
make good citizens of those who are,
sooner or later, to be thrown into society
to repeat their crimes, or to live useful,
virtuous lives.
be all a
forgiven,

Unless our Christian religion,
mistake, man may

and

repent,

be

saved

dungeon, with
a limited supply of air, food, and light,

!
Supposing we (our au
should
act
upon this principle
thorities)
our
toward
prisoners and at least give

and a cheerless, hopeless sermon on Sun
day, with plenty of hard work during

them a chance to repent, and when found
worthy restore them to civilization and

the week, with occasional floggings or
other punishment, constitute the experi
A few musty old
ence of most convicts.
books may be available, so, also, a few

citizenship I We would have all prisons,
jails, and asylums converted into schools
Prisoners should be
and reformatories.

carceration

in the dismal

religious tracts treating on the exceeding
sinfulness of sin, and, in some cases, a

few religious children's papers may be
The best magazines, news
supplied.
educational
journals, and current,
papers,

be

formed into classes and instructed

as in

common schools.
They should have
daily lectures on useful and interesting
At least two hours or more a
subjects.
day should be given to educational in
terests. Under such influences even the

intelligent and virtuous men and women

supposed incorrigible would become sub
missive, and begin to improve.
We do not object to the establishment

who need these agencies for personal im
provement much less than the poor pris

as may

scientific, and sound religious literature
The outside world
are not supplied.

is liberally supplied with them.
In many instances our prison keepers are
low, brutal creatures, without sympathy,
oners

without friendship, and without those
high moral qualities so necessary to in
spire higher aims in prisoners.
What is wanted, and what is impera
tively demanded, is

a complete change
The aim of the
system.
authorities should be, first, to place in
restraint all such persons as abuse their

in the whole

liberty and render themselves unworthy
of it. Then to put such persons under
such a course of training, discipline, and
education

as

will

be best calculated to

call out latent faculties

and to restrain

To teach
excessively developed.
him self-control should be the true object
those

of penal colonies, say in Alaska, for such
not yield to kindly influences,
and there be.jrequired to work out their
sentences.
OUR

INDIANS.

We have made citizens of negroes,
Brought under
why not of Indians?
civil law, taught agriculture and the in
dustrial arts, they would, in time, become
Nay, more than this,
self-supporting.
they would add something to the wealth
" Wards "
of the State and the nation.
now, they may soon become independ
It is no worse for an Indian to earn
ent.
his living by work than it is for a white
or a black man. While a child, treat
him as a child
ever

in

strings.
labor,

;

but do not keep him for

swaddling-clothes
Teach him the

how to plant,

or leadinglaw, how to

build houses, make

Phrenological
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homes, and

His

live like civilized people.

bear and buffalo,

deer and

ante

lope, are rapidly passing away, and he
must look to beef and mutton in their

fruits, vegetables,
in place of wild
" would soon
"
meats, and the
savage
come into civilization. Feed a dog on
raw meat, and he will be violent and un
controllable.
Feed him on cooked meat
and on vegetables, and you greatly mod
ify his temper and general disposition.
So of the Indian, so of children, so of
stead.

Substitute

grain,

etc., for food

all.

We ask our legislators to acquaint
themselves with the nature and peculi
of

these classes, and to establish
rules and regulations in accordance with
arities

their necessities.

We

ask them to apply
science and common sense to the correc

tion of abuses, and the establishment of
that which is possible, and for which all
good men pray, viz., a heaven on earth.

"THE HARTEST IS OYER."
"^TOW
'

comes a season of rest for the

Now towns, counties, and
weary.
States will gather together their choicest
productions for exhibition, competition,
and prizes.
Those who'frave the best
fruits, roots, and flowers

will

be suitably

complimented or rewarded for their en
terprise and good fortune.
Potatoes,
pumpkins, and poultry will be exhibited

with weightier objects ; and splendid
horses, proud, stately, and gentle, will
be paraded for the admiration of all,
while docile sheep, lazy pigs, and quiet
cattle will receive attention.
Women

will "go for" the washers, wringers,
apple-parers, sewing-machines, and other
domestic labor-savers, while the men will
notes as to the best mowers,
etc.
threshers,
reapers,
Boys and girls
will patronize the " side shows," where
compare

may be seen a double-headed calf, a three
or six legged sheep, a Rocky Mountain

Journal.
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rat, mouse, or monkey

according

to the

"Admission

only twentyWhile the greatest curiosity
on this side-exhibition is the would-be
Barnum haranguing the people and try
"
ing to induce them to " fork over the
"
" and to enter the trap ! Look
stamps
outl
Our great annual State fairs are emi

programme.
five cents."

nently educational.
They teach the peo
ple important lessons. The people see
with their own eyes what has been done
and what can be done, and a spirit of
emulation is excited which ultimates in
renewed exertions in useful endeavor.
Sacks of wheat, corn, rye, barley, oats,
flour, cotton, hemp, etc., plump and clean,
tempt the careless farmer to improve
his seed for future

planting, and the re
sult is better crops.
So of fruits; pomologists, horticulturists vie with agri
culturists and stock-growers in attaining
the highest degree of perfection.
The
sum total, in results, is really immense,
and justifies our State authorities in mak

ing liberal appropriations
agement

We

hope

of

these

for the encour

national

industries.

every

country, every State,
and every territory in America will have
an annual fair and now is the time to

" talk it up."

It

is to be expected
and yet to be
that
our
deplored
agricultural orators

will discourse politics rather than pota
toes during the present exciting presi
dential campaign.
We hope the chair
man will do his duty and keep the
Let the gentlemen
speaker to his text.
tell "what they know about farming"
rather than what they know about the
political situation.
The prospects now are that we shall
be able to report at least a good, average
for the year's labor, with hopes

result

for something more extensive for the
Let everybody
husband
coming year.
and wife, boy and girl, the married and
the single

all go to the fair.

of

has come to

a

is

and improvement

;

they sought by
mankind.
The world has struggled to rise in the
scale of being, but in many respects
has
blind giant with numerous
struggled as
and unknown forces.
It has not properly
understood its powers, its talents and propen
sities, and in its efforts to guide and educate
ligence

a

it

force and fear to subjugate

;

accept and few decry

we

our day of working
over, to train and cultivate many good men
and true to take and more than fill our
Accordingly, we give instruction in
places.
to such as
the science of character-reading
earnestly wish to master the subject and
theoretically and practically.
promulgate
Our course of instruction will commence on
All who
the 13th day of November next.
desire to become members of that
have
class will receive, on application, with stamp
circular giving an outline of
for postage,
the course of instruction, the topics treated,
and the
the books required by students,
" Office of the
Please
address
before

terms.

Phrenological
New York."
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Broadway,

the talents,

propensities,

and

dispositions

a

Correction. In the July number, page 54,
law had been passed giving
we stated that
the cities and towns of the State of New York
the privilege of voting license or no license to
sell liquor in the several places respectively.
A friend calls our attention to the fact that the
the legislature

The more's the pity.

not

a

so that the bill which

Governor vetoed the bill
passed

is

is

it

it

has been empirical, blindly try
the race
" if
ing this and that experiment,
haply
"
might feel after and find the right way and
do the right thing.
When Dr. Gall announced his great dis
not only the organ
covery that the brain
of the mind, but that the mind has numerous
special faculties, each of which has its own
particular organ in the brain, and that by an
inspection of the form and size of the head

when thousands
are desirous,

is

thus

a

and

He who never aspires to do anything
but that which
understood and accepted
low plane and
by ignorance will work on
but
little.
accomplish
Aspiration, hope,
faith, look upward, onward, anticipate pos
sibilities, and, in working to push forward
the world's renovation, live for the highest
and win unfading rewards.
remunerations,
"Webster's Spelling Book" has done more
service for mankind than all the Cssars and
Napoleons. He opened the channel of intel
us.

character and applying
to the guidance of
youth in their moral, social, intellectual, and
secular education and training for useful
ness and happiness, we have spent
third
of century of time and the strength of our
manhood, and having lived to see the time

it,

countries,

it

a

it,

to other

of all the
but his powers and
capacities were revealed, his tendency to be
educated in this or that line of culture, to
follow this or that profession, trade, or call
ing was made known. A new and more
humane, because
more true and philosophi
cal, method of treating insane persons and
criminals was revealed to the world and
although men have been slow to study and
adopt the new philosophy,
gradually
working its way to acceptance and applica
tion in all the great departments of educa
tion and government.
In the promulgation
of this new and beneficent system of reading
works of the Creator,

is

a

it

had

it

man

tion.

the unknown and least understood

:

since

legislation,

theology, and domestic affec
Man was no longer the terra incognita,

government,

a

centuries

history. And this progress has been effected
by a few earnest workers who have been the
pioneers, and willing to bear reproach and
privation for the sake of great truths.
During the present century Pulton built the
first steamboat, amid jeers like those which
were hurled at Noah ; and Professor Morse,
though the glowing language of his triumph
worked on his immortal invention
forgets
in an empty garret at the north-east corner
of Beekman and Nassau streets, New York,
wore seedy garments, and frequently bor
rowed fifty cents or
dollar to keep him
over Sunday.
The discoverer of the true
mental philosophy was ostracised and driven
by bigotry and prejudice from his native
land, and was thus forced to carry the truth

understood,

on education,

it

previous three

may be correctly

stranger

new era dawned

a

progress
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a

of the human race in cul
and improvement for the past hun
dred years has not been equaled by any

THE
ture

WANTED.
a

WANTED.

a

GOOD WORKERS

WORKERS

a

GOOD
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law after all.
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DEATH OF PRESIDENT

BENITO

JUAREZ,

whose name is so in

timately connected with the stormy his
tory of Mexico during the past twenty years,
who played so conspicuous a part in the con
flict which resulted from the attempt of Louis
Napoleon to found a French empire on Mex
According to advices lately
died of apoplexy on the 18th

ican soil, is dead.
received,

he

of July last.

A sketch, together with a fine portrait of
this well-known Mexican leader, was pub
lished in the Piirenolooical Journal for
August, 1867, and from that we derive the
following remarks concerning his character.
The head of Juarez was not a bad head; it
was long and high rather than low and

Vitality, strength, and endurance
were his in a marked degree.
High culture
would have made him much more of a man
than he has appeared to tho world ; what he

broad.

JUAREZ,

OF

[Sept.,

MEXICO.

his superior organization for
work, for executiveness.
He was a man to
In person he was thick-set and
lead affairs.
somewhat awkward.
His face evinced his
Indian origin, being dark in complexion,
with coarse, heavy features, but an expres
sion at once kindly and powerful.
When
he spoke with animation his face assumed a
His oratorical power
tone of true nobility.
was, evidenced

was considerable.

His

career, briefly sum

med up, was the following :

Born in humble circumstances,

he was ed

ucated by a wealthy family in Oaxaca for the

of the law, in which he gained
He went through
distinction.
the whole judicial range of the State until
he came to the position of Supreme Judge.
Elected deputy to the Constitutional Con
gress of the Republic, he took a prominent
part in 1846 in the proceedings of that stormy
profession

considerable

DEATH OF PRESIDENT JUAREZ.
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From 1848 to 1852 he was Governor
period.
of his native State, Oaxaca.
In 1853, during
the administration of Santa Anna, he was
banished for a short time to Cuba, whence
he proceeded to New Orleans, in which city
he resided until the spring of 1855, when he
joined Alvarez at Acapulco. When Alvarez
was selected President of the Republic, Juar
ez became Minister of Justice.
Alvarez re
tired from the Presidency in 1855, and
Juarez then left the cabinet in conjunction
with all the other ministers.
Comonfort,
who succeeded Alvarez, appointed him Gov
ernor of Oaxaca, the administration of which
office he discharged with eminent success.
He was subsequently made Secretary of State,
and afterward became President of the Su
When Comonfort
preme Court of Justice.
withdrew from the Government, in January,
1858, Juarez became, by virtue of his office,
Constitutional President of the Republic.
On January 19, 1858, he established his Gov
ernment at Guanajuato.
The civil war which
shortly afterward broke out compelled him
to remove the State Government to Colima.
In 1863 the French, by a series of intrigues
which it is not necessary now to detail, be
came firmly established in the heart of Mex
ico. The Juarists were still dominant in
Southern Mexico and the Pacific ports of
the Republic. The contest between the Juar
ists and the Imperialists continued with vary
ing fortunes until the early part of 1864,
when Maximilian arrived at the capital and
That year was an
was proclaimed Emperor.
eventful one in the history of Mexico. The
surrender of Cortina and his army, the fall of
and

Matamoros,

other

reverses

seemed

to

leave the cause of the Republic hopeless ; but
with the close of the American Rebellion the

life of the empire ebbed away. Juarez, who
had been driven into the extreme limits of
Mexico, gathered new strength, and by Octo
ber of 1865 had recovered a large amount of
territory. In November the Imperialists evac
uated Chihuahua. At this time a new ele
ment of danger arose by the expiration of
the constitutional term of President Juarez.
Gen. Ortega, President of the Supreme Court,
became the legitimate successor, but a change
of leaders at such a moment, fraught with
danger

though

as

it

was to the

not without

cause,

unpleasant

was

ended,

complica
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The whole matter, however, practi
in abeyance until the close of
the year, Juarez having possession of the of
fice and the support of patriotic Republicans,
tions.

cally remained

and Ortega a legal right only.
Finally, in the autumn of 1866, the United
States sent a special mission to Mexico, " ac
credited to the Republican Government of

which Mr. Juarez is president," thus recog
nizing more formally than before the official
position of Juarez. Meantime the Imperialist
forces were gradually driven in toward Queretaro largely depleted by the departure of a
In Decem
portion of the French contingent.
ber, 1866, Bazaine with his forces formally
withdrew, and the beginning of the year
1867 found the Empire of Maximilian slowly
crumbling to pieces. On the 15th of May
the Liberal forces entered Queretaro and took
prisoners the Emperor, his staff, and the little
On the 15th of July
remnant of his army.
Juarez, Constitutional President of the Re
public of Mexico, returned to the ancient
capital of his country amid tremendous pop
ular rejoicings, and issued a memorable and
On the 14th of August
eloquent address.
of that year an election was ordered for the
choice of President of the Republic and
Porfiro Diaz was the
Members of Congress.
candidate in opposition to Juarez, but Juarez
Con
was reelected on the 6th of October.
gress was convened on the 8th of December
for the first time in three years.
Of the succeeding events, the death of
Maximilian, the domestic difficulties of the
Republic, and its financial embarrassments, it
is not now necessary to speak. But, encour
aged by the moral sympathy of the United
States, and by the revival of internal com
merce, the country rapidly recuperated under
the wise administration of President Juarez.
This prosperity, however, has continually
been interrupted by revolutions and prom nTne
ciamientos of more or less importance.
strongest combination formed against Juarez
was in May, 1868, when Rivera pronounced in
favor of deposing Juarez. The revolutionists,
however, frittered away their strength, and
under the discreet management of Juarez the
Government became solidified, and Lerdo de
Tejada became Chief-Justice of the Supreme
This position
Court in place of Ortega.
places him in the line of succession, and he
is now acting President of the Republic by
virtue of his ffice.
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MIXED SCHOOLS
BIIALL BOY8 AND GtBLS BE EDUCATED TOQETHERf
as boys and girls

INASMUCH
the same parents,

are born of

and inasmuch

as men

and women, for mutual benefits, prefer to live
together, and do live together and not sepa
rately, save in monasteries and nunneries, we
can see no good reason why young men and
young women should not be educated together.
The President of Eminence College, Kentucky,
in his annual catalogue for 1873-3, gives his

quently, are better qualified to discharge the
duties of active life.
"
God, who created man, and thoroughly un
derstood the wants of his being, saw that it
was not good for man to be alone, and all hu
man experience attests the truth of Divine
omniscience, that there is no period in man's
existence, from the cradle to the grave, when
it is good for him, either morally or intellectu
ally, to be alone apart from the refining pres

views on this subject as follows :
" The idea adopted and acted upon by Roman
Catholics, and concurred in by Protestants

After an experience
ence of the opposite sex.
of twenty years in the management of schools,

generally, that the only way to strengthen the
minds and improve the morals of youth so as
to qualify them for the discharge of the active

we give, as our settled conviction, that higher
intellectual development, and greater moral
purity, can be attained by the co-ordinate edu

duties of life, is to seclude them from the world
during the period of their training by immur
ing them in cloisters, is gradually giving away
before the light of intelligent experience and
philosophic observation. Protestant nunneries,
as schools of education and discipline, are fast
becoming as unpopular
have already become.

as

Catholic convents

cation of the sexes than can be reached when
their education is conducted in separate insti
tutions.
And this opinion is fast obtaining
among the enlightened educators of the age.
" There is an energy of spirit, and a moral
polish of character, which this system has de
as perfectly
practicable, and has

monstrated

A young lady, educated
in entire seclusion from the world, upon whose

exhibited

great theater she is soon to enter as an actress,
is but ill provided to meet the responsibilities
and discharge the duties which will devolve

in any other way.

upon her when she assumes her place as a con
No system of
stituent element of society.
education is natural

that ignores the relations
that the God of nature has established, and no
amount of theory can compensate for the

loss of experience which can only be gained
by daily contact with those with whom we are
associated in subsequent life. Conse
quently, all systems of education which sepa
rate the sexes while they are being prepared
f« r the duties and responsibilities
of life, are
to be

in ignorance of the true constitu
tion of mankind, and the real nature of virtue.
It is a well-known fact, patent to all, that

tounded

brothers educated under the refining and sanc

tifying influences of sisters, are more firmly
established in all the principles of a high and
noble manhood than those who do not enjoy
such hallowing influences.
The same may be
said of sisters nurtured in the daily association

with brothers. They are developed into a
stronger and holier womanho ,d, and, conse

as a natural, necessary, and rational
result, which has not and cannot be obtained

" Explanation.

When we say that ours is

a mixed school, we do not mean that the boys

and girls form one department.

On the con

trary, each department is distinct, and will re
main so ; yet the entire school is brought to
gether in the chapel every morning for the
purpose of prayer, reading, and for such re
marks as the president of the institution may
think proper to make on biblical history,
general literature, or any subject connected
with the intellectual or moral improvement of

A weekly report of the deport
ment and progress of each pupil is made in the
Thus the pres
presence of the entire school.
the students.

ence of the one sex exercises a salutary influ
ence on the other.
Ambition [aspiration] to
excel in the acquisition
of knowledge
is
aroused by an active
and that
stimulus,
courtesy of manner is cultivated which char
This
acterizes the true gentleman or lady.
scholastic union of the sexes is vastly promo
tive of purity of thought, propriety
ners, and correctness of life.

"Another advantage

of man

which is worthy of

MIXED SCHOOLS.

off this

a

nificent buildings and munificent endowments,
in proof of the hale and progressive life which
at Eminence College.
Every year's
experience enables us to make improvements
on the past, and every year we are adding to
our facilities for imparting knowledge and in
prevails

;

it
is

is

a

or art, to hate all vileness and respect others
as himself.'

" All these definitions have in view the com
plex nature of man and we may regard
as
settled that no system of education can be
symmetrical which does not secure physical
it

carried

young lady graduate of Eminence
To these we point with peculiar
College.
pride, and appeal to them rather than to mag

health and strength, intellectual expansion and
culture, and spiritual purity and development"

[After discussing
comes to this

other points, Mr. Giltner

creasing our sphere of usefulness."
printed an eloquent
[In the same catalogue
and logical address on " The Educational

" SHALL WOMEN BE ADMITTED

Problem," by Mr. W. 8. Giltner, from which
we extract the following

man and

" The question

:

is

is

is

it

?

How can the highest
culture for both sexes be secured without in
jury to the health, without prejudice to the
intellect, and without detriment to the morals
of cither
For
conceded that the object
of every symmetrical education
to secure
the highest condition of physical health and
development, the broadest expansion of intel
lect, and the most exalted elevation of morality

is

TO THE PRIVI
EDUCATION?

but one theory of education for
but one
just as there

woman,

is

"There

morality and one religion.
Grandly human,
with larger hearts and wider sympathies, hav
ing more objects of intelligent love and rever
ence to render their minds more awake
truth

and more receptive

of

to the

than man, to

refuse woman access to all the fields of knowledge open to man

If

justice.
privileges

is

:]

is

LEGES OF A HIGHER

to do both sexes gross in
from equal

girls are excluded

and equal honors,

a

tained for several years, was
session by

it

a

Wood, of Michigan University, for the solu
problem in mathematics, and unob-

tion of

of life and fire, but whose passions are trained
to come to the heel by
vigorous will, the
servant of
tender
conscience, who has
learned to love all beauty whether of nature

is

is

:
]

[Referring to matters special to this college,
the president says
" It
with genuine pleasure that we record
the fact that the prize offered by Professor

smooth working order, ready like steam-en
gine to be turned to any kind of work, to spin
the gossamers as well as forge the anchors of
the mind
one who, no stinted ascetic,
full

it

is

they are edu

a

the case where
cated in separate institutions."

weakened, as

mechanism,
capable of doing
whose intellect
clear, cold logic engine,
with all its parts of equal strength and in

that, as

is
a

and

;

brothers

a

that

under the same roof,
so that the ties of natural affection are not

:]

is,

consideration

sisters can be educated

a

special

198

;
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loss not

body and soul all the perfection of which they
Perhaps briefer or more com

be at liberty to bestow his great gifts upon any
person nor anywhere, but as we and other

a

'

prehensive

a

are capable.'

definition

has

never been given.

is

a

is

'

is

it

a

a
'

is

'

is

Milton regards an educated man as one who
fitted to perform skillfully and magnanimously
all the offices, both private and public, of peace
and war.'
Kant says that there
within man
divine ideal, the type after which he was
created
the germs of
perfect person,' and
that
the office of education to form and
direct the growth of these germs.
That man
only
truly educated, in the judgment of Mr.
Huxley, who has been so trained in youth
that his body
ready servant of his will,
and does with ease and pleasure all the work

is

a

'

a

true education consist
Pythagoras made
harmonious blending of all the ele
ments of character, so that they should tend

in the

'

"

:

and virtue.

a

to
single end.' He fails, however, to tell
what that single end should be. Plato defines
good education to consist in giving to the

only to themselves but to society at large. The
noble words of Cranmer,
when protesting
against the monopoly of high education by the
rich to the exclusion of the poor, may be ap
plied, with
slight alteration, to the monopoly
of all higher education by men
To exclude
women from the benefits of learning
as
much as to say that Almighty God should not

men shall appoint them to be employed ac
cording to our fancy, and not according to
His most holy will and pleasure, who giveth

His gifts of learning and other perfections in
all sciences unto all kinds and states of persons
indifferently.'
" Shall the youths of both sexes be educated
While there are
separately or together?
abundant reasons why their education

should

be conducted

much

unitedly, these do not weigh so
with the public as the logic of success

ful experiment.
famous institutions

While some of the old and
of learning in this country
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and

in

have

Europe

been

convulsed

with

angry disputations over the question of admit
ting women to a share of the educational ad
vantages and privileges, others more wisely
have quietly addressed themselves to the solu
tion of the question, and without any contro
versy have appealed to experiment, the crucial
test, as the best and surest way of arriving at
No great social dis
conclusion.

a satisfactory

turbance or moral
followed

this

or religious

upheaval has
established

innovation upon

men.'
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The time has come when the monkish

the male college should be abol
ished, or converted into one where both sexes
have equal privileges and enjoy common ad
institution

vantages. During the supremacy of Catholi
cism, when the notion prevailed that woman
was a temptation and a snare to man, it was
thought necessary, and even now some deem it
wise, to seclude young men and young women
from general society and the sight of each
other during the period of the mental training.
idea so unnatural and so at war with all

usage ; but, on the contrary, the superior mo
rality of the young men and the higher intel
lectual culture of the young ladies have been

An

the gratifying results. The appeal to experi
ment rather than to debate or explanation has
proved the wisdom of the advocates of this

sooner society is emancipated from the bond
age, the sooner it will advance to more exalted

reform.

There is no logic so irresistible as the
logic of events, no argument so incontrovert
ible as the argument of success ; and now all

the more enlightened educators have accepted
the situation, or are preparing to accept it.
Fifty colleges in the United States have al
ready admitted young ladies to their classic
halls, and Princeton and Harvard and Yale
are preparing,
ward march

it appears, to yield to the on
of progress and reform. The

hitherto

invulnerable barriers that have op
posed and resisted the elevation of woman are
now broken down, or are being removed ;
and women are now admitted to the Univer
sity of Vienna, of Paris, of Moscow, of Glas
gow, and Cambridge, and we may safely pre
dict that at no distant day they will be ad
mitted to every college and university, both in
the Old and in the New "World. And why not ?
The male colleges are already established, and
furnished with libraries, museums, laboratories,
and all the facilities of mental training, and if
women are to have a higher and better edu
cation, why not use the facilities and means
already accumulated and available f These
institutions are in the full tide of prosperity,
and it would take many years to create their
equals for women, even if it were possible in
this country to double the teachers of learning
and experience.
The present colleges will
long remain the best, and why should girls be
excluded from the best? The distinguished
Union, H. W. Beecher,
in a recent article on Amherst College, pithily
'
says : It seems as absurd to have a double set
editor of the Christian

of institutions

with double officers and double

expenses to give education to men and women
as it would be to have double churches with
double pastors and double expenses for the
sake of preaching the gospel separately to wo

the laws of our being was surely ' conceived
in sin and brought forth in iniquity.' The

virtue and serener purity.
" believe it is generally

I

a

'boys' academy'

understood

that

or a 'male college'

is a

In the
terror to the surrounding community.
majority of cases the pupils are regarded and
treated as a tribe of Bedouin
are not slow
Ishmaelites.

Arabs, and they
themselves thorough
As public sentiment cuts them
to prove

off from all sympathy with the community at
large, and thus engenders a mutual hostility,
is it any wonder that there should be a con
stant recurrence of petty annoyances on the
one part, and of unsuccessful attempts to bring
the culprits to justice on the other part? Is it
any wonder that young men taken away from
family restraint and home life, and suddenly
introduced into college with no womanly in
fluence or womanly presence to restrain Uiem,
should repeat the stale jokes and traditional

tricks that have been transmitted from one
How can
generation of students to another?
these evils be remedied ? By infusing into the
schools a larger amount of the homelike ele
ment. Tho best test of a good school is that
it intensifies the good qualities that prevail in
the family, develops a wealth of motive that
The
augments that of parent and home.
organic dependence of one sex upon the other
is a fact that should not be forgotten or ignored
in the methods of school keeping and college
The more of the family element
training.
you can introduce into an institution of learn
ing, the more successful it will be.
" Conflicting notions prevail as to the best
methods of securing the highest intellectual
culture together with the greatest moral purity.
The formation of correct mental habits and
the establishment of strong moral principles is
the desideratum in every well-devised
system
of education. That the judicious blending ol
the sexes in school life will do much to facill
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tate the desired end is a conviction that has
been growing in the minds of careful observers
until it has now become a well-nigh universal
principle of acceptance and adoption by the
advanced educators of the day. That
the association of the sexes in all the eras of
life was the intention of the Creator seems
most

He has adjusted the fami
lies of earth not all boys, not all girls, but
male and female, thus inducing that perpetual
variety in which nature delights, softening and
strengthening the two types of character in a
way impossible by any other means except
evident.

See how

It is useless
actual contact and impression.
for men to fight against God's decision. When
He settled the ' solitary in families,' He set
tled the question of the relations of the sexes.

While brothers and sisters continue to be
born, it will be best that men and women shall
bo associated in all the affairs of life. They
were created for each other ; they need each
other's aid and influence; there is no great
superiority of the one over the other; men are
not so much wiser than women, nor women so
much nobler than men, that either have any
It is evident
peculiar ground for boasting.
that originally they were meant to live
gether, and it is several thousand years
late to fault the arrangement or to improve
"Equality of opportunity and equality

to
too
it.

of

education is the only foundation of high and
do not claim that
harmonious civilization.

I

there should be absolute uniformity in edu
cation, for uniformity in one or both sexes is
an injury, while variety is a benefit. Varied
and vigorous culture should be afforded to both
sexes alike.
" If organization and adaptation indicate
function

and sphere, then the spheres of man
do not antagonize, but intersect,

and woman

complement, and harmonize with each other.
Woman is different in organization and texture
to a limited extent from man, but the distinc

They are bound to
tion is relative to him.
gether by natural relationship so intimate, so
vital, so mutually dependent, that neither is
absolutely complete without the other. They
were created for each other socially, morally,
and intellectually, and they cannot be sepa
rated from each other without moral and intel
lectual

detriment.

In

the eloquent

language

of President Raymond, of Vassar College (an
female institution),

exclusively
do not believe

'

I am one

who

in the limitation of the sphere
of woman. Wherever it is right for man to
go, it is right (I do not think it always expe
dient, but it is right if expedient) for woman
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to bear him company.
In whatever form of
labor he may honorably engage, she may hon
orably be his associate. In a word, through
the whole circle of his relations to this world
and the world to come, in the entire conduct
of life, it is the privilege of the woman to be
and his helper, with no limita
tion but that of her ability.'
" I wish now to make a brief review of the
effects of co-education upon the colleges, upon
his counselor

the young men, and then upon the young
shall close.
ladies, and
" EFFECT UPON THE COLLEGES.
" It is claimed that it will lower the standard

I

of scholarship.
This is a grievous evil and a
grave charge, if true. But what is the testi
Chief
mony of experience on the subject?
Justice Cooley, a professor in the University
of Michigan, says the standard of scholarship
has not been lowered by the admission of wo
men to that institution, but the tendency has
been

in the other

claimed

that

scholarship

'

'

direction.
Again, it is
and inaccuracy of
be another evil, and yet the

sloppiness

will

testimony of the committee of investigation
from Cornell University to ascertain the truth
in the matter is the very reverse of this. In
their report, page 29, they say : ' If " sloppi
" and want of point are inadmissible
any
where, it is in translation from the more
vigorous and concise of ancient and of modern

ness

Now, the most concise and vigorous
reading from the most concise and vigorous of
all Tacitus himself was given by a young
Nor did the com
lady at Oberlin College.
authors.

mittee notice any better work in the most diffi
cult of the great modern languages than that
of some young women of Antioch College.'
" The Professor of Mathematics in Eminence
College bears testimony also to the ability of
young ladies not only to attain respectable
standing in the highest department of Mathe
matics, Differential and Integral Calculus, but
for rapidity, accuracy, and clearness of solution
to be the peers of the young
Principal Hoose, of the State Normal

and explanation
men.

'My experience
School at Cortland, says:
covers eight or ten years of college life, where
both sexes recited together, and attended col
Their scholar
lege on equality of privileges.
ship was as good and their conduct better
We
than when the sexes were separated.'
conclude that colleges will not suffer in reputa
tion, dignity, or scholarship by co-educalion.
"effect upon the young men.
" Does it render them effeminate 1 Does it
make them coxcombs and dandies ?

Do they
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lose their manly qualities ? No. It quickens
the pulse of every manly principle and stim
ulates every noble quality that enters into the

composition of the masculine nature. It pre
vents the formation of those baneful secret so
cieties which keep young men up till dawn in
1
dulging in larks,' that are so destructive to

Profanity and ob
both health and morality.
scenity, that are so prevalent in male colleges,
are not tolerated in mixed schools. "Words
and actions that are unchallenged among boys
be forbidden in the presence of girls. The
introduction of women into many of the older

will

colleges would soon work the downfall of
many abuses, correct many existing evils, and
remove many barriers in the way of their
healthy progress. It is the testimony of Dr.
Fairchild, President of Oberlin College, that
the co-education of the sexes is the surest way
to make men of boys and gentlemen of row
dies. Prof. Frieze, formerly the honored act
ing President of Michigan College, says : ' One
fact may be of interest
The janitor who has
been in service four or five years has repeat
edly said, and still says, that the conduct of the
students in moving from room to room, and
especially in passing up and down the stair
case, is greatly improved.
They are almost
free from crowding and shouting ; and he is
sure that this increased gentleness is due to
the presence of ladies.'
The better morals
and habits of active study are greatly im
proved by the presence of an exciting stimulus.

" EFFECT UPON THE YOUNG LADIES.
" The anxiety is in reference to them, for it is
admitted that it will improve the boys. Will
it then make the girls boyish ? "Will it blunt
their sense of feminine delicacy ? Will it ob
scure their perception of what is -becoming and
to their sex? Will the young
appropriate
women ape the fashions, the follies, and even
the vices of young men? And when they go
into active life, will it make them seek the
arena of indiscriminate and equal competition,
and will they become bold and blatant advo
cates of ' woman's rights,' and clamorous and

of

'woman's

wrongs?'
Will they become such characters as 1 Miss
'
Stella Cerulian
and ' Miss Audacia Dangyer'
'
of the advanced wing
eyes,' the illuminati
of the free-love party ? If this were the effect,
then away with all schemes for liberal edu
cation of woman, and let her education be re
legated to the nunneries and cloisters of the
positive

asserters

dark ages, or let her be returned to the igno
rance and degradation of the night of barbarism
that for centuries brooded over the earth. But

[Sept.,

such has not been the effect, as every one Who
has tried the experiment is ready to depose.
In convents, where girls are put under most

rigid surveillance, they rapidly deteriorate

in

prudence, truthfulness, delicacy, and sense of
honor.
There is nothing that impresses a
young lady with a higher sense of her dignity
than to be placed on the same intellectual
plane with man, in competitive exercise and
pursuit in the same branches of learning ; and
her ambition to excel calls into play all the
noblest elements of her character, and gives
to all those distinctive womanly

prominence

qualities that make her peculiarly an object of
love and admiration.

" Another benefit to the
young ladies is im
proved physical robustness.
The enervating
tendencies among girls trained
in ascetic
schools has been proverbial.
But contact
with healthier and more vigorous natures will
cause them to give more attention to physical
culture, and to acquire more thorough knowl
edge of the chemistry of common life.

" SUMMARY.
" Too much should not be
expected, nor in
fairness ought to be required, of the simple
combination of the sexes in the same school
We must not imagine that co-education will
at once and forever correct all the evils of

college life. It must be remembered that col
leges are open to all the world, and out of
every hundred gathered into a college, mixed
or otherwise, you shall find girls who are verit
able hoydens, and boys who are downright
rowdies.

Mere association in school

life

will

not materially reform those, or signally recon
To such termagants more re
struct these.
strictive measures than the school affords must
be applied, and for incorrigible vandals neither
the school-room
house, the

navy,
proper place.

nor society, but the work
or the chain-gang is the

" Theadvantages of co-education are so mani
fest that there is no need for us to reiterate
them here. The teachers of mixed schools
universally testify with pleasure to the brill
iancy and life which the enthusiastic and intu
itive mental action of woman imparts to the
recitation room ; how she stimulates the dull
laggard to sprightliness and industry, restrains
with her presence any exhibition of immo
rality, and infuses into his soul the strength

of

purity and the energy of aspiration.
This as
sociation of the sexes awakens in time a cor
rect appreciation of each other. They see
each other in their every-day clothes, without
paint or powder, tinsel and gewgaws, in earn
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est preparation for life-work, and they learn to
set value not so much upon outward adorning
as upon the charms of the intellect and the
graces of the heart Actual contact dissipates
all the false glamour and golden aureola with
which boys and girls, when isolated, invest

They indulge in no heartless co
in no romantic dreamings, in no

race, and until this more normal

method has
universally adopted and the educator
stands the sentinel of truth and virtue, like
been

Milton's personification of purity, in the Mask
of Comus, until the manner and matter of the
Great Teacher

are more deeply studied and
and the spirit of love
that characterized the Son of

each other.

fully comprehended,

quetries,

and self-denial

slavish sentimentalisms ; and we have yet to
learn of the first elopement from a mixed
school or an act of scandal therein.
" This plan of education is vitally connected
with the progress and elevation of the human

WHO
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God fills every intelligent teacher, Christian
ity, the chief glory of manhood and the bright

of womanhood, will never attain the
of its power and the meridian of its

est gem

zenith

splendor."

AEE THE HAPPY?

It

Not he who, when his neighbor fails.

Spurning the child whose limbs are chilled
With winter's piercing cold.

And when his suffering brother calls,
At a proud distance stands.

Not he who climbs the giddy height

Not he who labors to destroy
His brother's worthy name

is not he with coffers filled
With silver and with gold

Extends no friendly hands

Where proud ambition reigns
Who, as he urges on his flight.
The voice of grief disdains.

Whose hours base calumnies employ,
His neighbors to defame.

Not he whose cold and selfish breast

These are not happy. They alone
Who live to bless mankind
Who others' boitowb make their own.
True happiness will find.

Ne'er felt for others' woo
Who never has the orphan blest,
Nor wiped the tears that flow.

THE BIBLE NEED OF THE TIMES.

N

OT long

York,

of

since we read in the columns

a religious

an earnest

paper, published in New
and powerful article, ad

The
vocating a new translation of the Bible.
author, among his reasons for the demand,
urged, that the present age was so much in
advance, both as regards science and the anal
ysis of moral truth, of the time of King James,
that a revision of the text was needed which
would be more nearly in accordance with the
times ; that as matters stand, young and old,
learned and unlearned, have but an imperfect

of the Scriptures,
conspicuous
enough in the

knowledge

a fact

which is

numerous

and

based upon their phraseol
ogy, and which in itself makes it an imperative
duty for those vested with authority in the

varied

deductions

to present the revealed will of God
in the clearest, briefest, most forcible and at

churches

tractive modernized language.

It seems certainly remarkable, when we con
sider the subject candidly and without preju
dice, that no modem translation of the Bible in
its entirety, has been published, under circum
stances

favorable for its introduction

into com

mon use, but that the great mass of Christians
themselves with the old King
Since the year 1611, there
James translation.

have contented

has been great progress in all departments of
physical investigation, and in some of these
departments the advancement is little short of
the marvelous.
There has been marked im
provement

in spheres of thought related

to

logic, metaphysics, and philosophy in general ;
but it is the developments of scientific research,
chiefly, which demand a revision of the trans
lated Bible of the Christian world, on account
of the many seeming, or real, antagonisms to
the well-ascertained
facts of astronomy and
geology and ethnology, which our English
version gives the warrant for existing in the
These seeming or real an
original tongue.
tagonisms are deprecated by all candid en
minds, both on the religious and
lightened
scientific sides ; for the very obvious reason,
that they serve to weaken the faith of pro
fessing Christians, and to strengthen the posi
It is useless to preach the
tion of skeptics.
doctrine of subservience, of faith to intelligent
men, in opposition to the evidence of their

Phrenological
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senses.

impeach

They will, in such cases, but turn and
the canon of Scripture with incon

sistency, error, and dogmatism.
There have been many editions of the He
brew Scriptures and of the Greek Testament
prepared with great care and research, during
the past century, but very few eminent scholars
have given their attention to the preparation of
what is so urgently
clear round English.

needed, a translation

in

Journal.
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nature, which need

serious

translators

correction.

of the common version

cumscribed

and trammeled

The

were cir

by a royal

man

They were required to retain certain
old ecclesiastic words, which accordingly
were left untranslated.
Thus the minds of
many, who had no means of knowing the
meaning of the original words, have been mis
led and confused."
He does not claim for his
translation of the New Testament any marked
superiority over other modern versions, but it
date.

We find on the list the names of Boothroyd
and Conquest, who, wi'hin the past fifty years,
endeavored to supply the want by giving to
the world new versions of the Old and New

is certain that it is superior in very many re
spects, and to the unlearned reader it affords
some facilities for acquiring a rudimentary

Testament.
Conquest mentions twenty thou
sand emendations as the fruit of his effort to

knowledge of that mysterious tongue in which
the early apostles of the world clothed the

prepare a Bible more worthy of modern en

One, in reading "The
teachings of Christ
Emphatic Diaglott," has an opportunity for
the Greek style of composition
comparing
with modern English idioms, and, if he be a
man of tolerable education, he is greatly as
sisted in obtaining clear views of the meaning
of different passages.
The authorities quoted
and the references make a considerable part of
the book.
The author has used the materials

lightenment.
Then, too, Doddridge,

Scarlett, Kneeland,
Sharpe, Murdock, and a few others
have published translations of the New Testa
Campbell,

ment, some of them acknowledged as of supe
rior excellence, but receiving little attention
beyond the limited circle of the learned.
Within the past ten years an edition of the
New Testament has been published by an
American
scholar under the title of " The
Emphatic Diaqlott."
This work, the result
of long and laborious study, combines many
novel features which adapt it to popular use.
These features are in brief : an approved Greek
text with the various readings of the Vatican
manuscript, No. 1,209; an interlineary, word
for word, English translation, a new version,
with the signs of emphasis ; a copious selec
tion of references, and many valuable notes.
The work has already found its way into the
libraries of thousands, and most deservedly,
if for no other reason than the method of pre
senting the original text and the translation
side by side. While this work has received
the most cordial approval of many eminent
clergymen and others who have some title to
general consideration on account of their scho
lastic

or

abilities, it remains

no*-,

to be seen

like the others, it will

whether

be treated

with

cold neglect.
Having an opportunity to examine this work
recently, we deem its merits a sufficient reason
for thus bringing it to the reader's notice.

In

his preface, the author makes the following per
tinent statement : " It is generally admitted by

all critics, that the authorized or common ver
sion of the Scriptures absolutely needs revision.
Obsolete words, uncouth phrases, bad gram
mar, punctuation, etc., all require alteration.
And this is not all

; there are errors

of

a more

furnished

or compiled by the most celebrated
Oriental
philologists.
Among
the texts of Griesbach,
Scholz, and

Biblical and
these

Tischendorf are especially noteworthy.
The
number of manuscripts now known, and which
have been examined by Biblical scholars, is
nearly seven hundred, and these certainly af
ford a far better chance for obtaining a correct
Greek text and an improved version, than the
seven or eight only which were known two
hundred and fifty years ago, when the version
of King James was published.
Perhaps in this connection it would be some
what interesting to note the earlier translations
of the Bible into English, going as far back as
we have any authentic record.
The first En
glish version of the New Testament was made
This was a
by John Wycliffe, about 1307.
from the old Latin. It
verbatim translation
was not printed, however, before the year 1731.

William Tyndalo published a translation,
which cost him infinite labor, and no light
The printing was done
persecution, in 1520.
in Antwerp or Hamburg, and the first volumes,
though secretly conveyed into England, were
This was also
there bought up and burned.
The bold
translated from the Latin vulgate.
reformer

next proceeded

to prepare a version

of the Old Testament out of the original He
brew, and, in 1530, published the Pentateuch,
and the following year the book of Jonah.
The first English version of the whole Bible

WEST POINT /STUDENTS.

little

would allow, comparing,
translations of Tyndale, Coverdale and others.
It may be said here that originally fifty-four
scholars were nominated for this work, but
only forty-seven undertook it The result of

it

their efforts was, perhaps, the best that could
be made at the lime, and yet we are told that
" If
had not been published by kingly au
it

it

would not be venerated by English
thority,
had
and American Protestants as though
Those translators
come directly from God."
had only the advantage of eight manuscripts,
none of which were earlier than the tenth cent
Now, as we have already mentioned,
ury.
there are seven hundred,

some of them of very

ancient date.
Scholars

and divines have, for generations,

it

it
is

if

it

is

a

matter of

a

to

a

to the best teaching

Guide that can not

mislead.

WEST

POINT STUDENTS.

generally supposed that West Point
students, in order to go through and be
graduated, must have considerable talent and
It certain that some stu
physical stamina.

IT

dents who undertake to go through drop out
year after year, and only about sixty per cent
who enter finish their course and graduate.
interesting, however, to look over the
It
standing of the graduates, fifty-seven in num
ber, who graduated on the 14th of June last.
In general the pupils who rank from number
one to number

ten in ultimate

standing, have

For in
a high grade all the way through.
stance, the student who stands number one in
engineering stands as low as thirteen in dis
but no
That
his widest range
cipline.

ranks number one in general merit.
He who ranks number one in cavalry tactics
ranked, according to general merit, thirty -eight
showing that for cavalry tactics he had both

;

as

In

such exalted importance as religious sentiment
and conviction, the world has paramount right

;

of the new ver
as the original
however, the prior

as the basis

it

Bible

standard of faith and morality, its
clear, consist

phraseology should be rendered
ent and apace with the times.

is

by some forty-seven scholars and divines, who
were appointed to revise the translation then
in common use. They were ordered to use

by all as

less than average talent
He who takes
departments.
five
other
for the
rank number one in' ordnance and gunnery,
as low as fifteen in discipline, yet he ranked
taste and talent, but

a

is

a

New Testament, executed by several Roman
similar
exiles, was brought out, and in 1610
version of the Old Testament was published
at Douay.
Both were taken from the vulgate,
and form the standard English Scriptures of
the Roman Catholics.
Now we come to the version which has been
in use for over two hundred and fifty years,
and
generally known as King James' Bible.
This was published in 1611. It was prepared

be an inspired book or
not the subject we would discuss, but
to be regarded
only fair to claim that

not,

is

Bible, another

made by the bishops, and published
in 1568. In 1582, an English version of the

sion, and to alter

is

English Church.
Whether the Bible

revision

the Bishops'

it

is

partial, speaking the language of, and giving
the authority to one sect, being, of course, the

a

Next we have the Bishops'

and these,
probable, were also the trans
lators' opinions, and hence their translation

5,

a

the first printed

;"

This edi
in Roman letter was
accompanied by notes showing
strong lean
ing to the views of Calvin and Beza. It
" Breeches Bible,"
best known, perhaps, as the
on account of the rendering of Genesis iii.
in which the word now generally read " aprons"
" breeches."
was translated
tion

is

fled from

is

was made

ments in the language which have been made
in the lapse of years. It
also too highly
colored with the prevailing ideas, political and
ecclesiastical, of that early period of English
Protestantism.
Dr. McEnight says, "
was
made
little too complacent to the king, in
favoring his notions of predestination, election,
witchcraft, familiar spirits, and kingly rights

is

there by several divines who had
England on account of persecution.

There are some
errors.
thousands of words which are either mistrans
lated or too obscurely rendered, besides others
which are now obsolete through the improve

it

the famous Geneva Bible,

because the translation

over thirty thousand

is

1557 appeared

through the press and from the pulpit, exposed
many misinterpretations in the received version.
In fact
has been convicted of containing

is

In

so called

199

a

a

it,

was published by Coverdale, in 1535. The
next effort was called Matthew's Bible, which
was simply Tyndale's version revised by his
He also translated those
friend, John Rogers.
books in the Old Testament which the martyr
had not been able to labor at This was fin
A translation of the New Test
ished in 1537.
ament was printed in 1538 by Hollybushc.
The great Bible, usually called Cranmer's,
because he wrote a preface to
appeared in
April, 1539. It was revision of Tyndale's.

is
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He
number two according to general merit.
who stands number one in ethics and law is
in engineering, and as low
in cavalry tactics ; and he who
is number one in discipline ranks as number
eleven in ethics and law. It seems evident
that the talents requisite for ethics and law
differ from those which relate to engineering
and cavalry tactics ; and when one stands high
est in cavalry tactics and considerably below
the average according to general merit, it would

as

low

as thirty-five

as twenty-six

JOURNAL.
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serve most praise for effort, because he may
have the most natural capacity, the best health,
etc. ; still, it is a proper source of congratula
tion, because with ever so much natural ability
study and diligence are required.
Phrenology and Physiology applied

to stu

give in advance the rank they
would be enabled to take. One of the crying
evils which stand in the way of success in study,

dents would

seem

that cavalry tactics are rather a mechan
ical and routine accomplishment than a matter
of comprehensive intelligence.
We notice, of

in all colleges and high schools, is the ill con
dition of the brain and nervous system induced
by bad habits and wrong modes of living. If
tobacco and alcoholic liquors could be laid
aside by all students, the standard of attain

course, that those who rank lowest according
to general merit rank low all the way through.
But, speaking of low and high rank, we re

ment would be greatly elevated, and hundreds
who break down and go home disappointed if
not disgraced, might take high ra,nk as scholars

mark that he who stands at the bottom of the
list is not necessarily a poor scholar the others
are simply in advance of him.
It requires tal

and in their subsequent career. Some years ago
Harper's Weekly gave a fine large engraving en
titled, " College Life." The scene was laid in
New Haven.
There was a group of thirteen
students on " the green," and eleven of the
thirteen had pipes or cigars in their mouths.

ent to enter and perseverance to go through
at all ; and he who can graduate at West Point
may entertain a just and laudable pride, and
he who ranks

highest, of course, may not de

" College Death " would have been a better title.

BREAKING HORSES,
j .

ACCORDING

TO

SCIENCE

will

remember what a furore
in England a few years
ago by Mr. Rarcy, an American, who gave
practical instruction in the art of subduing
vicious horses, and public exhibitions of his

EEADERS
was created

skill.

For

these services he was rewarded

" Britishers,"
by the heartiest thanks of the
and a purse said to contain £20,000, or $100,000.

This Mr. Rarey was a quiet, cool, self-

possessed person, of gentlemanly

religiously

disposed.

three brothers

bearing, and

There were two or

of Mr. Rarey who

understood

practiced the art of horse-training
throughout the United States. We met one
of them in Lexington, Ky., in the winter of
1859, and later, in Cleveland, O., where he
was engaged in giving lessons to gentlemen,
and to hostlers who had intractable, tricky,
or vicious horses to manage. For a sum of
and

$10 the secret was imparted, and the student
felt himself master of the art and of his horse.

public benefac
tors; they taught thick-skulled and low,
brutal stable men and drivers how to manage
horses by kindness, authority, and self-con

These

Rareys

were, indeed,

AND

trol.

HUMANITY.

There was no whipping, no scolding,

no kicking, no cruelty in the programme,
but the exercise of Christian kindness, gentle

authority, self-possession. No timidity, jump
ing, jerking, nor fear was manifested.
The
man was master ; and though for a time still
and silent, he so impressed the horse that fur
ther rebellion on his part was not attempted,
and the teaching

and training went on suc
The worst temper was easily sub
dued, and the most stupid horse, zebra, or
and
donkey was made docile, submissive,
obedient.
We have now another horsetamer in the field ; his name is Daniel Magner, a resident of New York.
We present
his likeness, togsther with a sketch of his
life, character, and work.
cessfully.

DANIEL MAGNEB, THE HORSE-TAMER.
This gentleman
susceptible

skull,

has a very sensitive

organization

a large and intense

deal of magnetism.

;

he

has

brain, and

a

and

thin

a great

He is ono of that tem

perament which influences

an audience

or a
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social group or an individual, by

of feeling which

earnestness

a

kind of

takes hold and

He is very positive in his spirit

wins.

to act promptly and earnestly ;

the courage

kind of

has a

; has

vim and vigor which would

enable him in an army to lead men, and make

willing

them feel

to follow him ; would im

press them with the idea that he knew what
he was about,

and

it would

be safe to go

He has the love of justice, which makes
him sincere
truth

;

He is very firm, decided,
and, with his courage,

and faithful ; he believes in the

and determined,

determination, ambi
with his very

tion, and prudence, combined
large

organs,

perceptive

he is able to cen

tralize his mind and impress others with his
power.

If

he were a teacher

he would fix his

individuals,
were

where he led.
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public speaker

addressed ; and he would,

personally

make

a

and they would feel that they

for the time being,
and

or

eye and thought upon given

them

govern
as he

feel

is not by

their thoughts
felt, and make
them believe as

nature a man of

he believed.

He is

tricks and sub

good

a

reader

of char

is nothing like

acter,

compre

an undercurrent

hends

there

terfuges ;

about

him

motive

and disposition,

; he

believes in him

understands

self and in his

strangers ;

subject.

Cautiousness
large,
ways
the

and

measures

knows, what he
thinks, and how

eye

understand.

a

His intellect

out

for the safe and

is clear,

winning

and rather

He

has

side.

iant.

strong

able of ardent love, interests woman
especially

be

of the brunette

readily,
complex

His love of praise is exceedingly strong,
recognition is worth more to

him than money, though he is not indifferent
to that, and, under favoring conditions, would
show decided

brill

He has a

spect for himself,

and re

and, at the same time, he

thinks he must win by effort whatever
nown he may get.

re

He is

impressively.

a

critic by nature

; sees

and defects at a glance, and gen

erally knows how to avail himself of every
man's strong and weak points.

He is ingenious;

can handle tools with

skill, so far as he has had practice.
He

business talent.

He has only medium Self-Estcem

talking,

expresses himself clearly and quite

excellences

ion, his natural opposite.

and a kindly

sharp,

good talent for

affection, is cap

if she

can

he

much

meet,

keeps

sharp

hew

learning

much an animal

al

difficulties

he has to

and

and

this aids him in

He has

is kind,

sympathetica!,

quick in his temper, finds it

warm,

and

difficult to take

though he may be patient
in many ways, he is not patient under insult.
He has not a high respect for human great

insult paticnt'y

;

anticipates the good, con
forms readily to usage, but has ways of his

ness ; is hopeful,
own.

Daniel Magner

was born in a little town
in Waterford County, Ireland, in February,
1832, emigrated to America in 1843, landing
in New York, where he remained some time
During
engaged in a mechanical business.
this time he got into the habit of trading
horses, and became somewhat noted for his
success in the control of vicious ones ; the
characteristic seemed to be intuitive, and led
him into the business of training and giving
exhibitions. The interest he excited led to
his practice of giving lessons on horse-man

His

first great feats were exhibited, before

of the Maine Legislature, in
He then took four horses in succes
sion and broke them in the presence of the
members

1865.

by the leg
islature to the people of the State.
From that he went through the States of
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio,
and through Western New York. He spent
He finally
^eight or ten years in these States.
brought the system of subduing horses to
such a degree of perfection that he was in
duced to come to the City of New York.
Here he invited a committee of the ablest
horsemen of the city to produce any horse
for him to break.
They produced four of
the most vicious known in the city, and they
were successfully handled by Mr. Magner, to
the great astonishment of the committee ; the
simplicity and humanity of his treatment
also commanding their admiration. They
indorsed him unqualifiedly.
The principles adopted by him in subduing
horses are simple, and consist of first address
members, and was recommended

ing the understanding

knowing the
nature of horses ; and, third, in subduing
their physical power in .such a manner as
either to neutralize or control resistance to
any extent desired, without heating the blood
Not only must the
or exciting the passions.
understanding of a horse be clearly addressed,
but the full co-operation of his better nature
must be won by kindness and encouraging
; second,

treatment.

Mr. Magner says that the principles laid
down by Rarey were correct, but they were
Incorrectly carried out ; they were too lim

[Sept.,

ited, and based wholly upon the fact of
throwing the animal off its feet. Mr. Mag
ner applies the principles of Rarey with the
exactness of science ; and he lays down, as
particularly important, the principle that
the horse must be controlled without excite
ment, if possible ; that the passions are not
to be aroused, but that his better nature is to
be addressed.

His

of carrying out these ends
admirable, enabling him to take
the most powerful horse and control him
with as much ease and quickness as the
methods

are most

smallest pony.
So thoroughly does he understand the na
ture

agement, etc.
the
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of

horses, that

if

a

hundred in succes

sion were led before him he would tell their

disposition and nature
would who had known
He would be the last
taken as a horseman ;

better than most men

and used them.
man in a crowd to be
he is naturally quiet
and retiring, though when excited, especially
on the subject of horses, he talks rapidly and
earnestly.

HOW TO GET RID OF INSECT PESTS.
black flea, in great swarms, cats
of cabbage plants after they
come up from seeds sown in the open ground,
and also early cabbage-plants, after being set

ASMALji
the leaves

out in the open ground from hot beds.
A slight
dusting of fresh slacked lime over the plants in
the morning, while wet with dew, will drive
them off or kill them. Dust the plants one
morning, and again the second morning after
that, then the job is finished.
The flea is more

fond of pepper cress than cabbages, so that if
the cress is sown thinly along with the cab
bage-seed, it will save the cabbages.

A greenish, mealy louse, in vast numbers, at
tacks cabbages when nearly full-grown. Two
dustings of fresh lime will kill them.

A black grub, which lodges in the ground , eats
through the stems of young cabbages, after be
ing transplanted, causing the heads to drop off.
Whenever that

is observed, search around

the

plants, cut off, and find the grub and kill it It
is only a quarter of an inch under the surface.
After it eats off one plant it gets to another, so
that you must search among the neighboring
if not found where it has been devas

plants,
tating.

The wire worm lodges in the ground, and is
to the seeds of Lima and pole beans

destructive

ATOMS
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and Indian corn.
Plant twice as many seeds as
you want plants. When they begin to push
through the ground, draw the soil gently, and

see if there be no worms in them.
If the worms
are there, pick them out with a pin or needle,
and destroy.

Many of the insects that lodge in the ground
may be destroyed in this way: Dig or plow
up the ground in fall, or early spring; sow over
it Peruvian guano or lime or salt They are

203

all poison to insects. Salt should not be used
where cabbages are to be planted, as it makes
them club-footed.

When berry-bushes, or shrubbery, or young
trees are attacked by caterpillars, two dustings
of fresh lime over them, in the mornings, while

the leaves are wet with dew, will kill them all.
do the same with large trees that are
infested, but it is difficult to dust them all over.

It will

F. E., in Journal of

the

Farm.

ATOMS AND MOLECULES.
BY 8AMTJEL D. TILLMAN,

rr^IIE

atomic composition
of ponderable
_I_ matter is a fundamental postulate in the
By the ap
theory of chemical equivalency.
plication of the principles of experimental re
search, and by methods essentially modern,
resulting in the discovery of many elementary
bodies and their modes of combination, a con
ception of very great antiquity has been ren
dered more distinct and worthy of credence.
When this conception took definite form is not

known.
lations

Indeed, it is one of the many specu
naturally elicited in discussing those

questions pertaining to the existence
of matter and its relations to mind or spirit,
the solution of which has always baffled, and
will continue to baffle, the most profound
subtile

thinkers.

In

attempting

to unfold the myster

of nature, by the deductive process, the
ancient teachers of Cosmogony were brought
into direct conflict of opinion regarding the ul
timate condition of matter. That it is com
posed of indestructible atoms which admit of
no division, seems to have been the notion of
Under the genius of the
some Oriental sages.
ies

Greek philosophy

this notion assumed the form

and consistency of a theory.
Among those who held the doctrine, while
immatured, were Ecphantus, Leucippus, and

Epicurus intro
Subsequently,
Democritus.
and improvements
duced such modifications
as were essential to its complete development.*

The Latin poet, Lucretius, in his "De Rerum
Natura" has given a full exposition of the
Epicurean
philosophy; from this as well as
from the writings of Plutarch, it will be seen
that the most prominent atomic tenets did not
differ essentially from the opinions entertained
" Plutarch's Morals."
Edited by Prof. Goodwin, of
Little, Brown & Co., Boston, Mass.
Harvard University.
Vol. VIII. pp. Ill, 112. Vol. V. p. 845.

LL.D.

by eminent scientists of modern times* New
ton admitted the creation of primitive parti
cles, extremely minute but permanent.
Des
cartes, on the other hand, held with Aristotle,
Plato, and Pythagoras, that the division of
matter has no assignable limit. Leibnitz at
tempted to reconcile the conflicting opinions

of metaphysicians and mathematicians, by sup
posing that matter, in its ultimate condition,
consists of unextended points which he de
nominated monads, a term borrowed from Py

At a later day Boscovich published
thagoras.
his celebrated dynamic theory, in which cen
ters of force are substituted for monads.
Nei

ther of these ingenious
theories, however,
reaches the real points of perplexity.
It is obvious that the science which treats

of the ultimate composition

of bodies would
lead to more correct conceptions regarding mi
nute combinations of ponderable matter. Anj
* A full exposition of the ancient atomic philosophy
would be foreign to the purpose of this paper. Many ol
the prevailing erroneous impressions concerning it would
however be corrected by an examination of the third chap
ter of Dr. Good's "Book of Nature," in which Epicurus is
ably defended against the charge of atheism. Evidently
the Epicureans were opposed to Mythology ; but while
ignoring the power of its gods they were natnrally led
to the recognition of a higher Power, an Intelligent
Cause, Sclf-exlstent and Supreme. ThiB dednction waa
reached by the earliest believers in the atomic doctrine.
According to Stoutens, Ecphantus supposed the material
world to consist of atoms, but yet to be ordered and gov
erned by a Divine providence. Eclog. Physic. Lib. I.
And as evidence of the belief prevalent
Cap. XXV.
among wise men several centuries later, Berzelius, in his
quotes from
paper on "Proportions, Determinate,"
Phllo, who, in his collection of the choicest philosophi
cal ideas of his time (Llbrl Saplentiee. Cap. XI. v. 32),
" God made all things by measure, number, and
says :
This remarkable statement, so far as it relates
weight."
to things terrestrial, modern chemical investigation*
have fully confirmed.
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alysis has shown that nearly all the bodies
formed in the great laboratory of nature are
Thus far, sixty-three different
compounds.
kinds of matter have resisted every effort to
These
resolve them into simpler constituents.
substances, distinguished as chemical elements,
uuite in exceedingly minute quantities, accord
ing to the well-known laws of Stoichiometry.
In the year 1789, Higgins, a professor in the

University of Dublin, advanced the idea that
certain compounds are formed by the combi
nation of ultimate particles or atoms of differ
ent elements. Dalton, in 1803, independently
arrived at a similar conclusion, which he gen
eralized to explain the composition of all com
pounds, and made it the basis of his "New
System of Chemical Philosophy," published
five 3rears later. The doctrine of Dalton has
undergone, since his day, such modifications
as render it more acceptable; but that part of
it which ascribes the union of indestructible
atoms to chemical

affinity may be regarded as
the first successful attempt to explain that pri
action which the ancient atomists
mordial
could not account for, and which the Latin
poet above named describes as irregular and
fortuitous.
Chemists of the atomic school happily avoid
the vexed question concerning the indivisibil
ity of matter, by defining an atom as the small
est quantity of an element which can enter in
to the composition of a ponderable molecule ;
and the molecule, whether made up of one,
two, or more elements, as the smallest quantity

[Sept.,

" On the Size of Atoms," * presented
four lines of argument founded on experiments
of physicists which all lead to substantially

a paper

the same estimate of the dimensions of molecu
lar structure. He says, " Jointly, they establish,
with what we cannot but regard as a very high
degree of probability, the conclusion that in
any ordinary liquid, transparent solid, 6r seem
ingly opaque solid, the mean distance between
the centers of contiguous molecules is less than
the hundred-millionth, and greater than the
of a centimeter. To
two thousand-millionth
form some conception of the degree of coarsegrainedness indicated by this conclusion, im
agine a rain-drop or a globe of glass as large
as a pea to be magnified up to the size of the
earth, each constituent molecule being magni
The magnified
fied in the same proportion.
structure would be coarser grained than a heap

of small shot, but probably less coarse-grained
than a heap of cricket-balls."
From these deductions of Thomson some
idea may be formed of minute molecular group

I

venture the suggestion that, in re
ing ; and
gard to size, the smallest bullet would probably
stand about mid-way between the glomeramen
minimum and " the great globe itself."
Beyond this point of extreme tenuity, where
matter first exhibits

that property which is
revealed in visible forms, we are forced to con
sider it in a still more expanded state, as the
universally diffused medium of light, heat, and
actinism ; consequently, this conception of the

a

minute ponderable globule does not bring us
very near the minima natural, for a difference

be assigned to the
single atom, for a chemical decomposition re
quiring its transfer from one molecule to an

in size cannot be less marked between ponder
able atoms and those infinitesimal
particles
forming the luminiferous ether or anh, which

The
its isolation, in transitu.
absolute weight of the sixty-three different
atoms cannot be ascertained ; nevertheless their

fills the interstellar

which can exist in a free
certain individuality must

state.

However,

other, involves

have been determined

relative weights
great care.

with

It is difficult to arrive at any clear notions
concerning the size of an object so minute as
to be forever invisible under the most power
ful magnifier.

As an example of the conclu

sions regarding molecules, founded on micro
scopic scrutiny, that of the celebrated Ehrenburg may be cited.# Without attempting to
make a close approximation toward its actual
dimensions, his researches led him to infer that
the diameter of an atom (the molecule of the
chemist) was considerably less than six millionths of a line.

Quite recently, Thomson,

* Pogg. Annattn. 24, 35.

in

spaceB, and which, in a
more condensed state, probably forms the in
teratomic medium.
Assuming that all forces

generating wave-motions in elastic fluids fol
low the same law of propagation, I endeavored,
some years ago, to estimate the density of this
inconceivably attenuated substance, f
» Nature, No. 22, p. 681.
t Sound would be propagated, with exactly the veloc
ity of light through a fluid, under the standard pressure,
Therefore, if the
874,094,104,900times rarer than air.
density of air be 1, the density of seth iB represented by
the decimal .000,000,000,001,144
+.
It will not be inferred from this view that the aim has
been to reach

" The first of things, quintessence pure,"
for the elastic qnality of seth involves the hypothesis of
a still more subtile fluid. We have raised one curtain
only to find another to be raised. As the unfathomcd
vaults of heaven recede before the sweep of a more pow-
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In

the density of air is the
If, instead, hydrogen be
the unit, the density of the luminifer-
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unit of measure.

ments may be expressed, and so arrives at a
result which will be recognized as simply a

taken as
ous ether is expressed by the decimal -000000Whatever may be its actual den
00001G58.

modification
of the so-called law of Prout.
Although this and other remarkable surmises
by Macvicar are, for reasons which need not

sity, its reality must be admitted, until the
positions established by the investigations of
Huyghcns, Young, Fresnel, Foucault, and Fi-

here be adduced, quite untenable, he seems to
have led the way to an assumption which has
recently met with some favor, namely, that the
chemical atom, although indivisible, is a col

that calculation,

zeau, are shown to be untenable.

A

very able

American metaphysician, in meeting an ob
jection brought by Huxley against the views
of Comte, has strongly expressed his unquali

lection of smaller particles.
However, in fol
lowing this author toward the infinitesimal, we
only realize more fully the truth, that above
and below the narrow zone of the visible are

fied dissent ;* nevertheless, the hypothesis that
light, heat, and actinism are propagated by the

objects too far off and too fine for human scru
tiny.
Although the seeming
is rounded
by intimations of other and brighter regions,
8cience can never compass them by any ex

all

of a subtile, all-pervading fluid, is
the only one which satisfactorily accounts for
a certain class of phenomena, and it is accept
ed by all the prominent experimental
physic
ists of the present day.
The vast difference in density indicated can

undulations

tension of her domain ! In those unsounded
depths which form the boundary and back
ground of the known, thought, grown dizzy,
finds no support ; and even the positivist turns
back bewildered when mensuration fails and

not be apprehended, because numerical com
parisons utterly fail to raise in the mind any
clear conception regarding a fluid so attenu

computations end in surds I
On examining
the numerous

ated; yet it naturally suggests the idea that
there must be many intervening conditions of
matter in which it exists in successive degrees
of increasing density, and that these conditions
form the connecting links, so to speak, between
its apparently imponderable and its ponderable

The rev
lished in England many years ago.f
erend author, viewing the universe as a system

are now used less

atic manifestation of the Divine Will, assumes
that the medium of light is the mother element
from which, by progressive steps, the chemical
the first
the

lines

of morphology

Proceeding from
he arrives at

primitive form, which cannot be isolated

;

then, by an exceedingly ingenious, synthetic
proces, she represents by diagrams his ideal
structure of the different kinds of atoms, all of

which are duplications of the tetrahedron.
Thus he claims to reveal the unit, by multiples
of which the atomic weight of all chemical eleerful refractor, and nebula; resolved reveal nebnhe be
yond, eo the most diminutive germ that springs from the
Creator's touch discloses, through a lens of higher pow
er, new signs of more wonderful mechanism within.
Each nucleus has its nuclei ! Each entoblast is but the
boundary of a microcosm 1 Each particle a galaxy of
atoms revolving In the all-pervading aHh 1 Thus, before
every far-reaching human advance, Circumference and
Transactions of the Ameri
Center will forever retreat.
can Inttltute, 1864,p. 839. (Clydonlcs, No. 1.)
Eleventh Harvard Lecture, by Prof. John Fiske.
Cambridge, Mass., 1869.
" Elements of the Economy of Nature." By J. G.
1856.
Maevicar, D.D. London : Chapman & Hall.

i

to have lost the meaning originally as
signed to it by Wollaston, and the terms "com
bining weight" and "combining proportion"

seems

Something like this opinion seems to
have been maintained in a curious work pub

Btates.

elements have been evolved.

works on

chemistry, published within the last twenty
years, one cannot fail to notice a gradual
change in the expressions employed in de
The word "equivalent"
scribing reactions.

frequently than "atomic
weight" and "atom." This abandonment of
old forms of expression doubtless indicates a
gradual change of opinion among leading
a change which may be ascribed
chemists
partly to an accumulation of facts tending to
confirm the atomic theory, and partly to the
promptings of that mysterious intuition which,
overleaping the limits of logic, often arrives
at correct conclusions even before their truth
has been demonstrated.

During all the discussions on "atomicity"
hardly a doubt has been raised as to the actual
existence of the atom. It was not, therefore,
surprising that the chemical world received a
sensible shock at the stand made by Brodie in
However, a careful examination of his
1868.*
paper is likely to lead to the conclusion that
the objections to the atomic theory therein
enumerated, are not more formidable than
those which can be urged against his own in
genious but complicated method of chemical
Precision in signs and definitions
operations.
" The Calculus of Chemical Operations."
By Prof.
B. C. Brodie. Journal of the Chemical Society. London,
i Vol. XXI. p. 867.
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regarded as the best exposition and defense of
the doctrine yet made, and which may be con
sulted with profit by those desiring to obtain a

of the principal results of

research

adduced

for its confirma

tion*
A vigorous

a

mutual
be opened between them,
relative
diffusion of the gases will commence,
velocity being inversely as the square root of
a

This
both receptacles.
diffused throughout
phenomenon cannot be accounted for, except
ing on the supposition that minute parts of each
If
gas have undergone complete isolation.

leads to the old dilemma

direction

a

is

el

tions mentioned, whatever may be the quantity
and ed are
follows that
of gases employed,
individual volumes or molecules, invariably of
This diffusion of gases
the same dimensions.
el

a

a

is

it

herself made divisions by incorporating unlike
parts which may be replaced by other unlike

Let represent the
of the same dimensions.
lighter gas, the denser, and the dimensions
and ed
or size of each isolated portion, then
will denote the dissimilar parts of which the
composed. As the phe
whole gaseous mass
nomenon of diffusion occurs under the condi
I

a

whole,
clined we may be to regard
body as
in fact composed of minute parts which
may be separated, and that in the great major
ity of bodies, which are compounds, nature has

obvious that these elements must
positively separate each other, and thus be di
vided into extremely diminutive bodies, each

is

finite and

it

regarding

infinite indivisibles.
new science, unknown to
Fortunately,
Digby, has demonstrated that matter has other
than mere physical properties which are so
clear and well defined as to enable its votaries
to determine the ultimate composition of all
bodies. The chemist affirms that, however in

their continuity by passing each other in inter
twining streams, thus forming, like threads,
in every
warp and woof; but when diffusion

d

a

a

it,

stratum

it

a

single
diffusion were effected only through
or extremely thin layer,
would be
possible for two gaseotls elements to retain

of which they are made) ceaseth to be any lon
and are
ger, and the parts succeed in lieu of
new whole."
From this
every one of them
train of geometrical rea
statement proceeds
soning concerning extension and division which

may, therefore, be defined as the uniform inter

those composed of the same kind of matter are
The limits
identical in size and structure.

bination

proposed for this paper will permit elucidation
of this point alone.
The clearest conception of molecules and

" On

»

By Prof. A. W. Williamthe Atomic Theory."
Jour. Chtm. Soc. London. Vol. XXIT. p. 328.
"On the Atomic Theory."
By Edmund J. Mills, D.
Sc. PhUoeophical Magazine, Vol. XLII. No. 278, p. 112.

t

ion.

If

the molecules

while in the dark

el

mingling of dissimilar molecules.
and ed thus commingled

be exposed to direct sunlight,

and complete chemical com
occurs, with explosive violence but
exposed to dif
without condensation; or
fused daylight the union of elements will be
gradual and without explosion; the resulting
an instantaneous

if

;

On questions relating to the actual size
parts.
of these parts, their form, their structure, etc.,
he makes no issue he simply asserts that all
these ultimate parts are permanent, and that

compound in each case being hydrochloric acid
gas.

generated
The affinity or force of chemism
by the action of light on the colored gas chlo
rine, which, by absorbing all the rays ant.
is

those parts are really not there till by division
they are parceled out ; and then the whole (out

The action continues untravtheir densities.
ersed by the force of gravitation, until minute
portions of hydrogen and chlorine are equally

e

from a work by Digby, " On the
printed in 1645, wherein
" as but one
whole, that may
quantity is defined
indeed be cut into so many several parts ; but
satisfaction

Nature of Bodies,"

a

nication

attack on the atomic theory has
since been made by Mills, the real tendency of
which is to raise doubts concerning the exist
ence of matter itself, f He quotes with evident

a

is

a

liquid by pressure of about four atmospheres.
The density of this strong electro-negative ele
35.5.
If two vessels of equal capacity,
ment
filled with these gases respectively, be placed
in the dark, one over the other, and a commu

is

statement

chemical

Its properties are in markc
pressed by
yellowish
contrast with those of Chlorine,
green gas, which may be condensed into

it

clear

a

Renewed attention to this subject was doubt
less the means of drawing from the then Presi
dent of the London Chemical Society a paper
" On the Atomic Theory " which is generally

1.

found in actual practice, and even then it only
gives a near approximation to the truth.

the
atoms will be arrived at by examining
principal phenomena attending the mechanical
mixture and final chemical union of the light
The
est and the heaviest of the simple gases.
perma
electro-positive element, Hydrogen,
relative density ex
nently elastic gas, having

a

leads to exact results in the abstract, neverthe
formula often requires
less a mathematical
to meet the varying conditions
modification
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ducing this change, the actinic rays being al
Mr. E. Budde
together the most effective.*
has recently described a remarkable experi

He found that a differ
ential thermometer filled with chlorine, ex
panded about seven times more in the violet
than in the red ray of the solar spectrum;
when the same thermometer was filled with
COs no action was noticed.f
As the combination of hydrogen and chlo
rine is effected without change of volume, it is
ment in this direction.

obvious

el does not

that the molecule

unite

with the molecule ed, forming a compound
The conclusion is therefore
molecule el-ed.
unavoidable that each molecule has been di
vided into two equal parts, and that, by affin
ity, like parts have been separated, and unlike

combination

may be symbolized

by

of arithmetical ratios.
This
method, under the light of the atomic theory,
clearly reveals the harmonic relations of mo
lecular constituents, which, seen from the stand
point of percentage composition, appear un
combination

connected and discordant.

It must be admitted that many of the reac
tions of well-known bodies have not yet been
determined quantitatively, yet were they made

out we should

not be able to demonstrate, by
experiment, the truth of the atomic doctrine.
It still remains
theory, in favor of which
there are many facts and phenomena that, col
form an argument not easily to be
This evidence may be briefly
outweighed.
summarized as follows
lectively,

:

violet ray. In 1843 Draper proved, by experi
ment, the relative power of each ray in pro

chemical

Elements combine in ex

Atomic Weights.

tremely minute parts, according to the law of
definite and multiple proportions.
The atomic
either its equivalent
weight of an element
multiple of it; as such multiple
weight or
is

that the new properties acquired by chlorine,
on exposure to light, were derived from the

of each molecule may be expressed by whole
numbers.
Thus, having as many different
kinds of units as there are elements, any true

a

acquires
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a

only the yellowish-green,

a

transmitting

a power which seems to be expended by the
Early
union of that element with hydrogen.
in the present century, M. Benard announced

Molecules.

1.

ATOMS AND

1872.]

These parts are the smallest
united.
quantities that can be isolated, and are, in fact,
the atoms recognized by the chemist
If this
smallest combining proportion or atom be des

cannot be divided by reactions, its weight
must conform with the atomic number. What

ignated by a, the actual composition of the
hydrogen molecule
weighing
may be clear
represented by al-al (weight, 1+1), and the

that
to say, how
lecular metamorphoses
ever many times
may be displaced and re
placed in chemical combinations,
invariably

chlorine molecule

retains its characteristic

:

is

:

is

transformed into two molecules of hydrochlo
ric acid gas. This reaction
clearly indicated
by the following equation
al-al+ad-ad
alad+alad 2alad.
The symbols here used are intended to con
vey to the mind an idea of the relative size of
not so apparent
combining parts, which
when expressed as follows

we consider the combining

pro

is a

it

it

believed, will yet be
and silicon; these,
found to conform to the law, that the specific
heats of all atoms are the same. This law
direct confirmation of atomic
regarded as
a

a

a

portion of each simple constituent as either
unit, the composition
unit or
multiple of
a

It has been shown by ex
that quantities of each element con
forming with its atomic number have the same
capacity for heat, excepting only carbon, boron,
Atomic Meat.

is

j

if

The atomic volume, determined by dividing
body by its specific
the atomic weight of
gravity, has been the means of revealing many
interesting relations among compounds of sim
ilar structure, and among many containing
different components and of unlike structure.
periment

2HC1.

From the simplest of molecular types, we
and,
might proceed to the most complex
throughout,

Gases unite in equal vol
Atomic Volume.
If hydrogen be
umes or multiple volumes.
taken as unity, the density of each elementary
identical with the weight of its atom.
gas

is

HC1+HC1

This invaria

atom.

it

Hs+Clj

weight

an essential property of the

a

change by which one molecule of hy
and one molecule of chlorine
are

is

el

is

an instantaneous

bility of weight

is

drogen

by ad-ad

is,

less that of al to ad, there
chemical

71,

As the attraction of
to
after exposure to light,

2.

ed, weighing

(weight, 35.5+35.5).
al, and of ad to ad

ever changes of position the combining weight
of an element may undergo in
series of mo

3.

ly

2,

el,

parts

4.

weights.
Molecules.

According to the atomic the

ory, chemical forces are brought in equilibrium,
molecule;.
when atoms combine and form
a

t

:

A

" Treatise on the Forces which TTodnce the Or
ganization of Plants." By John William Draper. New
York Harper & Brothers. 1848.
Fogg. Jmaltn for 1871,No. 10.
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Every gas and every vapor undecomposed has
a density proportional

to its molecular weight.
combinations and com

All known molecular
bining proportions are in accordance with the
atomic doctrine.
Decomposition
by electroly
sis affords some evidence that the constituent
parts of a molecule which are simultaneously
separated, are proportionate to atomic weights.
5. Atomic Combining Capacity.

The modern

[Sept..

AGRICULTURAL LABORERS.

SCOTCH

of recent date says :
correspondent of the London
Daily Telegraph in an interesting account of
Scottish

" A special
THE

American

his observations throughout the Lothians gen
erally, describes the condition of the agricultu
ral laborers [let Americans note the language,
agricultural
laborers '] in these districts as

'

doctrine of types and substitutions is solely
based on the individuality of the atom, with

highly favorable compared with their English

out which the whole

place of

fabric of typical

struct

compeers.

'

[' Compeers

paupers.']

'

'

is a good word

As

a general

in

rule,' he

The fact that bodies contain
ing the same elements, and in precisely the
same proportions, exhibit different properties,

'
says, the cottages of the farm-laborers are
good-sized, well lighted and ventilated, and
have finely cultivated gardens attached.
[But
who owns them ?
Certainly not the occu

for, only on the
supposition that atoms are differently arranged
in each body.
These differences in arrange
ment depend, not only on the relative position

This improvement has taken place,
pants.]
am told, within the last thirty years, and in
out-of-the-way corners one comes upon a speci
men of the old cot, wherein the plowmen of

of atoms, but also on the order, as to time, in
which, they combine ; for two or more atoms
having such precedence over others as to com
bine first, may, by that means, form a radical

When improved
vegetate. [Mud wigwams.]
laborers' dwellings have been erected, it has
been done principally by the landlord, and

ures must fall.
6. Isomerism.

has been thus far accounted

of such permanence as to play the part of an
atom. Aside from the question of radicals, we
may ascertain the number of different bodies
which can be formed from the same number of
different atoms, by an application of the math
ematical law of permutations.
The uniformity of struct
7. Homogeneity.
ure and appearance of any element, or chemi
cal combination of elements, furnishes the most
palpable proof of the identity in size and
shape of those definite parts which we desig
nate as molecules.
This homogeneity is re
tained under different degrees of pressure, thus
making it apparent that molecules are not only
identical in structure, but that they approach
and recede in precisely the same manner under
the same conditions.

Finally. The foregoing statement regarding
the existence of atoms which are indivisible and
indestructible, under the present order of things,
docs not preclude the supposition that the atom
may be a cluster of smaller particles held to
gether by a powerful affinity, which, when
counteracted, would leave them free to move
within a given sphere. On this assumption it

I

the past generation were content to live and

sometimes by the tenant, with compensation at
the end of the lease.
In other cases it has
been done by the landlord, the tenant paying
so much per cent, on the outlay.
The cottages
are of various styles of architecture, some of
thorn neat and pretty, others the opposite ;
some evidently run up for cheapness, and
others again carefully and substantially built
and tastefully finished.
There is one difference
between the cottages of Scotland, even those
most lately erected, and, therefore, combining

all the latest improvements,

and those of Eng
have observed only one instance of
agricultural laborers' cottages I refer to those
at Niddry Mains, west of Edinburgh having

land.

I

than one story or flat This at once
strikes a stranger.
Mylne's cottages at Niddry
Mains are picturesque houses, comfortable,
more

lofty in the ceiling, with the kitchen and back
kitchen on the ground-floor and two bedrooms
up-stairs. At Fenton Barns, Mr. George Hope's
famous farm, there are a number of extremely

well-built, commodious cottages, containing
three apartments, while there are out-houses
for the cow and pig, whose keep in East- Lothian
item in the thrifty

is highly probable that the relative position of
such particles may modify the combining ca
pacity of the atom. Moreover, the normal mo

constitutes

tion of such particles may determine, not only
the peculiarities of elemental spectra, but pro
duce other effects not dependent on the am
plitude of atomic oscillations, thus favoring the
inference that the atom itself is a receptacle
of force.

Another style of cottage may be seen at Liberton Mains, about three miles from Edinburgh,
comfortable and roomy enough for a small
"
family, and with neatly tended garden plots.'
These, be it remembered, are contrasted fa

an important

economy of the hind.
[Cows and pigs here
How very nice !]
occupy different apartments.

GOV.

1872.]

B.

GRATZ BROWN.

vorably with similar houses for English farmIn Scotland, twelve men own more
than half of all the land ! No live farm-laborer
owns an inch.
When he dies, he is charitably
buried in a place provided by the government.
In America the great majority of "agricultural
laborers.

laborers

"

own their farms and gardens, and
though they pay but a few shillings per acre,
it soon doubles and trebles in value, and many
become rich simply by the increased value of
their lands.
Oh, that the English, Scottish,
Irish, German, and other European " agricul
tural laborers " could but see the

openings in
the ask

America for homesteads, almost for
ing ! They would fly hither by the
thousand.
Here we have millions of
fertile lands, in the most salubrious of
easily accessible by river and rail.
main

paupers when

proprietors

GOT.

hundred
the most
climates,

Why

re

it is so easy to become

?

B. GRATZ

BROWN.

Brown, given with
that of Mr. Greeley, in the July number,

OUR

sketch

of Gov.

was based on an imperfect likeness.
Since
then we have made a personal examination,
and the following is the result:

Brown stands five feet eight inches
high, and weighs not far from 120 pounds.
His complexion is fair; he has light-blue eyes,
light and fine auburn hair, and a soft fine
grained skin.
Though of moderate stature he
has a large and exceedingly active brain.
His
temperament is almost purely nervous or men
tal, the framework and vitality of the organiza
tion being scarcely equal to its mental activity.
His danger lies in the direction of excessive
excitability, with its resultant exhaustion and
premature decay. His safety consists in "put
ting on the brakes," keeping cool, living tem
perately, and observing strictly the laws of
Gov.

life and health.

The phrenology and physiognomy of Gov.
The intellect, espe
Brown are remarkable.
cially the reflective portion, is very prominently
developed.
Causality. Comparison, Human Na
ture, etc., are of a very high order.
So also are
the organs of Benevo
the moral sentiments
lence, Hope, Spirituality, and Veneration all
large. The organs, too, of the social group are
He is generous, just,
large and influential.
and respectful.
He
trusting, spiritual-minded,
He is
is something of a seer, even prophetic.
social, friendly, affectionate, capable of enjoy
ing in a high degree all that belongs to a happy
In executive
wedlock and social intercourse.
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ability there is nothing wanting.
He is pru
dent in his plans, but bold and earnest in their
application, accepting the full responsibility of
his conduct He is resolute in defense, but
not

aud persevering in
but without malice or
revenge. He has artistic taste, great love for
the beautiful, and a vivid imagination.
He is
aggressive;

overcoming

spirited

difficulties,

practical, philosophical, and oratorical in men
tal scope.
In action Gov. Brown is supple and graceful ;
in manner, gentlemanly, self-possessed, confi
dent, dignified, and self-assured.
His intuitions
are clear, quick, and correct.
As there is no
surplus of adipose in his body, so there is no
mud in his brain.
What there is of him is of
the best quality.
He is symmetrical in form,
his features being clearly cut, nicely chiseled,
and well defined.
His forehead is a model
for the sculptor; his cheeks, chin, and mouth
are handsome, and the nose slightly Roman
is exquisite, indicating high culture,.great
susceptibility and intense emotion.
With ref
erence to a pursuit, such a brain and such a
temperament naturally incline toward profes
sional life. He would excel in law, literature,
or legislation; he would do fairly in medicine,
but shine more brightly in theology.
No oue
would sleep under his preaching.
No one
would leave the house till after the benediction.

In

busiuess he could do something in a whole
but would make "money out of
pocket" behind a retail counter. He has much
sale line,

more taste and skill in art than in mechanism.
there more " beef on his bones," less
electricity and exhilaration in his mental na
Were

ture, he would probably take life more leisurely
and live longer.
Though tough, wiry, and
flexible, he is liable to overdo, wear out, and
die young.

-
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BIRD STEP-MOTHER.
EDITOR

MR.ber

I

" Marriage

saw in the January num

Among
like to tell, through your
nal, what I know to be facts.
South, in the summer of 1868,
would

Birds,"
valued

and

Jour

While living
there was

a

school-house about one hundred yards in front
of my dwelling, and between that and our
house was an orchard.
There is in the South a species of birds
called cat-birds, and I believe they are known
in the East as the northern mocking-bird.
A pair of cat-birds had built a nest in one of
the peach trees near one of the front windows,
and my wife

took great delight

in watching

PHRENOLOGICAL

In life, we always
tation.

Mr. Watson has both body and brains, all of
good quality, quantity, and in right proportions ;
more than this, he is a thoroughly temperate
man, and his habits arc excellent.
There is
no discount

on the man.

But who and what

are his associates, with whom he must co-oper
ate? Though he were immaculate, yet if the
Directors are rogues, he would be thwarted
at every step. But we shall expect a good re
port from this new president, whose former
home was in Ohio.

pas|

!

it

pass

!

!

!

!

pass

!

pass

!

pass

is

if

a

Too run no risk by pouring oil out of can into
you have no fire in it. Another safe
your stove
to have no oil in tho can.
way
is

It those who know little, nnd not those who
know much, who 60 positively assert that this or
that problem will never be solved by science.
Darwin.

MIRTH.
little nonaenso now and then

;

"A

Is rellnhed by the wlaest men."

it

a

a

An artist painted cannon so naturally that
went off at very good price.

a

"What are you digging there for?" asked
loiterer of three men who were digging a trench
in the street
" Money, znr," the answer came.
The man watched the operation until the joke
got throngh the roots of his hair, and then moved
on.

Olive Looan commenced one of her lectures
at Newark, recently, with the remark, "When
see
ever
want to clasp her in my
pretty girl,
arms." "So do we," shonted the boys in the
moment Olive was nonplnsscd,
gallery. For
but, recovering her self-possession,
sho replied,
" Well, boys, don't blame you."

I

Scientific American.
We, too, congratulate not only the Erie stock
holders, but the public, on this appointment.

pass

Let
Let it

If

office of President.

it it

Strifo corrodes the purest mind,
Let
As the unregarded wind,
Let
Any vulgar souls that live
May condemn without reprieve,
'Tia the noble who forgive.

I

a trust.

pass

it

Let

the Erie stockholders

fail to receive dividends,
it will not be owing to the squandering of its re
ceipts while the present incumbent holds the

pass.

a

Let
Brood not darkly o'er wrong
Which will disappear ere long.
Rather sing this cheery song
Let

President.

to so important

foe to sense

it

Let

and from that time till they could fly, she was
a faithful step-mother to them.

his appointment

rascal.

Anger is

She look a survey of aflairs, and hopped
The male poured forth
on the tree.
several snatches of his sweetest melodies, when
she flew away and in a few minutes returned
with food in her beak, and fed the young birds ;

of War with extraordinary
ability and success, has just been elected Presi
dent of the Erie Railroad.
Mr. Watson is
a gentleman of strict integrity and possesses
We congratulate
great energy and talent.
the Erie Railway on its fortunate selection
of so capable an officer, and Mr. Watson on

that we arc seeking re

Be not swift to take offence;

around

as assistant Secretary

believe

pose, while, in reality, all that we ever seek is agi

tribe.

The New Erie Railroad

Without
honest or not.

Learn the law, if you would be wise in your
country; and observe it, if yon would be honored.

away and was gone about two hours, when he
returned with another female bird of the same

Peter H. Watson, formerly an examiner in the
Patent Office, subsequently a patent lawyer,
and who, for two years during the war, served-

is the trial of principle.

It,

Adversitt

man hardly knows whether he

it

ther of a nest-full of unfledged, motherless birds.
During that afternoon the widowed bird sent
forth his plaintive call for his mate repeatedly,
and seemed very disconsolate. The next morn
in feeding his
ing he was very industrious
young, until about ten o'clock, when he flew

He is not only idle who does nothing, but be la
idle who might be better employed. Socratet.

it

was considerable fuss made in the school about
it afterward.
My wife felt grieved about the young birds,
the fa
and watched them and the male bird

Truth is the property of God ; the pursuit of
truth is what belongs to man.
Von Mailer.

is

There

no man call God his Father, who calls not

a

it

Let

man his brother.

a

the female bird and killed

WISDOM.

I

struck

[Sept.,

1

began to throw stones at the birds ; my son
told him not to hurt his bird, but the stone

JOURNAL

a

them through incubation- and feeding their
My little boy was taught not to molest
young.
them, nnd he felt great pride in having his
bird's nest. One day a bad boy from the school

a
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At one of Lord Holland's dinners the conversa
tion turned upon first love. Tom Moore compared
it to a potato, because it shoots from the eyes.
Byron added, " rather because it becomes all the
less by pairing."
" I dos't

like these 6hoes," said a lady customer,
"because the soles are too thick." "Is that the
only objection?" blandly asked the salesman.
"Yes," was the reply. "Then, madam, If you
take the shoes, I can assure you that the objection
will gradually wear away."
Miss Deborah Bates was married to a Mr. Joy.
A local editor gave the following first-rate notice :
"No more D. Bates; dissolved in Joy,
A bride has found a home.
With pleasures now without alloy,
And other Joys to come."

In New Hampshire the following is posted on
a fence :

" Nottis

medders,

eny men or women

Nnow

kow is allow in these
lettcn tharc kows run
the rode, wot gits inter my medders aforesed shall
have his tail cut orf by me, Odadiah Rogers."

" If I were in California," said a young fop, in
company the other evening, " instead of working
in the mines, I would waylay some miner with a bag
of gold, knock out his brains, gather up the gold,
" I think you would do better to gather
and run."
up the brains," quietly responded a young lady.

ur

BUREAU.

A Scotch

nurse

211

was

out with a baby in the

garden, and the gardener inquired, "Is't
"
laddie," said the maid.
« laddie or a lassie ?
"Weel," said he, "I'm glad of that, for there's
master's

"A

ower mony women in the world." " Hech, mon,"
" did ye no ken there's ay maist sown o'
says Jess,
the best crap » "

" The Smiths."

John Smith plain John Smith
it does not suggest

is not very high-sounding ;

aristocracy ; it is not the name of any hero in dieaway novels ; and yet it is good, strong and honest.
Transferred to other languages it seems to climb
the ladder of respectability.
Thus in Latin it is
Johannes Smith us; the Italian smooths it off into
Giovanni Smith!; the Spaniards render it Juan
Srnithus ; the Dutchman adopts it as Hans Schmidt ;
the French flatten it out into Jean Smeet ; and the
Russian sneezes and barks Jonloff Smittowski.
When John Smith gets into the tea trade in Canton
ho becomes Jovan Sbimmit; if he clambers about
Mount Heels, the Icelanders say he is Jahne Sniitlison ; if he trades among the Tuscaroras he becomes
Ton Qa Smittia; in Poland he is known as Ivan
Schmittiwciski;
should he wander among the
Welsh mountains, they talk of Jihon Scbmidd ;
when he goes to Mexico he is booked as Jontli
F'Smitti ; if of classic turn he lingers among Greek
ruins, he turns to 'Ion 8mikton ; and in Turkey he
is utterly disguised as Toe Seef.

tfleitforial

Mur^m.

[In this Department will be noticed such matters as arc of interest to correspondents and to the general reader.
14What
11
They Say
Contributions for
should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]

that vessels

fitted out In New
Nan
years past.
tucket, New Bedford, and Boston, Mass. ; New
London, Conn., and Sag Harbor, Long Island, N.
Y., have for nearly a hundred years been the chief
places on this continent from which the whale
fishery has been conducted. Some of these towns
have almost, if not quite, ceased to prosecute this
business.
Forty years ago, New London and Nan
tucket were great oil marts, and their wealth and
respectability had an oleaginous basis, if not odor,
and nearly every ambitious boy, whether robust,
and muscular and fit for the pursuit,
courageous,
or thin, slender, tender, and timid, looked fondly
to whaling as a source of success and honorable
standing. The business of whaling, we believe,
is waning not that less oil of some kind is used,
but that substitutes for whale and sperm oil have

aware

have

York for whaling for

Questions

of "General Interest" onlt

will be answered in this department. We have no space
One question only at a time,
to gratify idle curiosity.

if

and that dearly stated, must be propounded,
a corre
spondent shall expect us to give him the benefit of Us early
consideration.
Questions of personal interest will be
a stamp be inclosed for
promptly answered by letter,
the return postage.

if

I

Whaling and Oil.
am a student,
strong and robust in constitution, and have a great
desire to go to sea for a year, and prefer a whaling
voyage to any other, and would like to go to the
North Pacific and around Cape Horn. Where can
ship, and what advice can you give me ?
An$. If you want to be gone but a year, and
desire to go around the Horn to the North Pacific,
you will have to modify your plan. It would take
half a year to reach the North Pacific, and another
half year to return. The best clipper ships boast
of the feat of making the voyage to San Francis
co, via the Horn, in a hundred days. We are not

I

been

many

been developed.

Twenty-five years ago the streets in portions ot
New York and Brooklyn were lighted with whale
oil, or at least " darkness was made visible " by
such an attempt at lighting.
Now, many small
country towns are fully lighted by gas. Lard oil
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has been largely produced as a substitute, and pe

troleum has, for illuminating purposes, almost
driven whale oil out of use, though the national
light-houses are still supplied by the best whale
oil, and we believe ships in many cases use it.
Moreover, the oil of other fish is brought into
use for various purposes, and olive and other veg
etable oils are largely used for wool carding ; and
we may odd that petroleum, vegetable, and other
oils beside whale oil have been successfully used
for lubricating machinery.
Still, whales are hunted and taken, and men
in
employ courage and matchless perseverance
making the voyages of thirty and thirty-six and
forty-two months, as they phrase it, with varying
degrees of success.
Fighting with a whale, in a
bout, six or ten miles from the ship in mid-ocean
"between sundown and dark," and the weather
" getting squally," is no child's play. In former
years we have seen at the head of their families in
the church pews of those whaling towns, a halfdozen bronzed heroes of the sea, who had just
" come in with a two thousand barrel catch " and
after a voyage of perhaps forty months.
Those
strong faces would turn tenderly toward the proud
and happy wife and the children, the youngest of
whom looked up wonderingly at the strange face
of papa, whom they were too young when he left
to remember,
and with moistened eye we have
contemplated this picture, fit for the pencil or a
That voice, now tender and soothing to
poem.
ward the loved ones he has thought of for so
many weary and hopeful months, has a grum
and imperious tone when in the fierce struggles
with the huge denizens of the deep, or striving
with the stormy sea, and by any delay or disobe
dience of his fierce orders the success of their
wild errand to icy oceans or their very existence
is imperilled. How wide the range of human con
dition and disposition ! So nature, also, has its
contrasts, as when fierce winds provoke" the ocean
to hurl its mountain-waves upon a rocky coast as
if the elements were in wild revolt, or two days
after whispering a soft lullaby to its infant waves,
as they are laid to rest along the peaceful shore,
and the reflected sunset sky enwraps them in Its
crimson folds.
The Nautical Gazette, edited and published by
B. S. Osbon, 83 South Street, New Tork, is devoted
to the interests of Commerce and the Navy In all
their phases. The editor is a practical seaman and
can give all required information on such topics
in detail, and we respectfully refer you to him.

Phrenological Societies.

Student.

One of the best Indications of the progress

of phre
nological doctrines is the formation of a society
having in view the bringing together of those who
are interested in the investigations of the mind, and
In promoting the growth of friendly and co-oper
ative relations among the disciples of Gall.
In
this country, with rare exceptions, local societies,
formed for the purpose of promoting any particular
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branch of science, appear to have but a lingering
existence.
Commencing, generally, with the ex
hibition of much spirit, and perhaps enthusiasm,
on the part of a few organizers, in a short time
there is a decadence of ardor, and finally a suspen
sion of the whole undertaking. We can readily
understand why societies formed among young
men for the purpose of furthering each other's
investigations in zoology or chemistry or entomol
ogy lose character for energy, and ultimately sub
We can not so readily understand why a so
side.
ciety formed for the purpose of investigating the
nature of mind, or promoting the intelligence of
its members with reference to the attributes of
human character, and for procuring such proofs
and evidences
as shall the more strongly afllrm
their views with regard to the relation of physio
logical or anatomical organization to disposition,
should fade and fail. There is no higher study
than that of the mind. It necessarily includes
the examination of one's own personality.
It has
a great outreach ; in fact, it describes humanity at
large ; it is correlated to everything that lives and
breathes and possesses brain. Those who under
stand the subject of Phrenology must confess
that Its field of investigation is the most interest
ing which it is the province of man to consider.
A Phrenological Society, properly conducted, af
fords to young men the best opportunities for
mental development which any enterprise can offer.
Unrestricted in the range of its discussions, and
indefinitely suggestive of topics for consideration,
it seems to us calculated to become one of the
most popular modes for the instruction and nor
mal entertainment of a community.
In some
parts of the West there have been formed socie
ties of this sort, a few of which arc still in oper
ation.
In Canada, we believe, there is one, while
in England and Scotland there arc two or three in
a somewhat flourishing state.
In a late number
of the Journal there was published a part of an
address delivered before the Derby Phrenological
Society by one of its members.
Wc arc quite willing to furnish whatever in
strumentalities may be within our control for the
furtherance of any effort of this kind which may
be made in this country.
Wherever Phrenology
seems to have taken a good hold upon the con
victions of people, we think it would be greatly
to their interest to organize a society ; and if those
who arc interested in the preliminary steps should
communicate with us, we would be glad to fur
nish hints on the best plan of organization. A
student in the Chicago University, not long since,
wrote us, stating that many of his fellow-students
exhibited considerable interest In Phrenology, and
It seemed to him highly probable that a Phreno
logical Society could be formed there.
An insti
tution of learning, especially one which has a
voluminous student list, would make an admirable
nucleus for the establishment of a scientific or
ganization of this kind, from which would radi
ate influences tending to create other nuclei in
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the shape of societies ; and all working

together

as harmoniously as might be, would prove power

ful motors in directing public sentiment

fur

and

thering practical thought.

Indecision.

I

am greatly troubled

with "indecision of character." How can I best
overcome this fault? My first impulses are quite
strong, but I am afraid to follow them ; and if 1
stop to question their wisdom, I am "all afloat,"
and it is only after a long and hard struggle that I

am able to reach " shore " again.
Will it be safe
for me to follow my impulses (even in cases of ex
pediency, where there fs no question of morality
or religious right) ? or would it be better to
strengthen mv judgment by hard thinking ?
am
a professor of religion, but this uncertain, waver
ing mood makes me miserable.

I

A n*. Your Cautiousness is probably too large for
your Hope, Firmness, and Self-Esteem. In the
absence of the facts as to your developments,
w«
deem it 6afe to say, " try to be sure you are right,
then go ahead."

Organic Vibrator.

J.

M.

We

can

not recommend this instrument, nor any instru
mental treatment, as applicable to deafness gen
erally, althoughsome cases are benefited.
Tour
case is probably an affection of the eustachian
tube, and hygienic treatment, making electricity
prominent, would seem to promise the best results.

St. Paul's Thorn in the Flesh.

What was Paul's thorn in the flesh ? Was it a
sore or disease ? or was it in the form of a temp
tation ? See 2 Cor. xii. 7.
Am. This is one of the questions which has no
demonstrable answer.
It Is to theology what the
problem of squaring the circle is in mathematics
it is the pons atrtnorum on which the speculators
stick. We tbink it was some mental affection.
If it had been a club foot like that of Byron,
which was the stinging worry of his life, or a
hump back like that of Pope, which made him ac
rimonious, or any other bodily deformity, he could
not have " besought the Lord thrice that it might
depart from me." If Paul, living in the age of
miracles, desired to have a miracle performed in his
own behalf, by the removal of some bodily de
formity, that would explain the nature of the
thorn which so exceedingly agonized his sensi
tive nature.
He calls it a " thorn in the flesh,"
hence we may infer that it was some appetite or
bodily passion, some emotion that was chiefly re
lated to the life in the flesh. Some men have ex
cessive Approbativencss, and are mortified about
a red face, big red hands, a nose not of a desirable
form or size, cross eyes, a poor form, a diminutive
presence, a cracked voice; not wrong or blame
worthy in itself, but calculated to produce cha
grin and wounded vanity. We refrain from men
tioning the sources of mortification which afflict
women.
Let imagination fill the picture.
On
one side of Paul's nature he was heroic, even to
martyrdom ; on another side he was subject to all
the disquietudes which afflict the weak and the
sensitive. When he cried out, " O, wretched man
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that I am ! who shall deliver me from the body
of this death?" it is by everybody understood to
mean soul-trouble, not bodily ailment, yet he calls
it " the body of this death." So he might have
" thorn in the flesh " in a metaphori
spoken of a
cal way.
There needs to be no "thorn" literally,
and no affliction of the " flesh " per »«, to make
Let a man be afflicted with neu
one miserable.
ralgia or sciatica, with inflamed kidneys, with dys
pepsia, or rheumatism, and he might call it a
"thorn in the flesh." Or let a man with an ac
tive conscience and sensitive temperament suffer
from remorse, from shame, from fear, or be goaded
with appetite, with avarice, or with lust, and he
may well cry out for Divine aid.

Pop Goes the Squirrel.

If I

stand

facing a tree, and there is a squirrel on the oppo
site side, and I go around the tree and the squirrel
goes at the same time, keeping opposite, do I go
around the squirrel or not?
An*. The squirrel goes around the tree on a small
circle, and you go around the squirrel and the tree
on a larger circle, and it makes no difference
whether the squirrel remains still or goes around
the body of the tree. The mill horse goes around
the mill, although the mill turns in the center of
the great circle in which the horse travels.
So
the rim of the wagon wheel travels around the
hub.

Hard-Boiled Eggs.

If hard-boiled

"

Inquirer

" asks

Not entirely ;
but they aro digested with difficulty.
For once
doctors agree, for on this subject the testimony
of physicians and hygienists is unanimous. The
most wholesome method of cooking eggs is to
place them in hot water over the tire, and the mo
ment the water begins to boil, remove them from
the fire, letting them remain in the hot water three
to five minutes.
eggs are indigestible ?

Objections to Phrenology.

A phy

sician of my acquaintance raises an objection to
practical Phrenology on account of the frontal si
How shall I meet his criticism?
nus.
Ant. In the September number of the Jootisai,
for 1870 this objection and many others aro dis
posed of. We can send a copy for 30 cents.

Stomach.

How many pints does the

Btomach of an adult person

hold without overload
ing?
Am. About three pints. By different habits of
eating the stomach becomes enlarged or contract
ed. A horse fed solely on grass and hay will have
a large stomach. If afterward fed on oats, or corn
meal and but little hay, the stomach contracts to a
comparatively small size.
If a man eats largely
of fruit, vegetables, bread, etc., his stomach be
comes distended, so that it will hold quarts without
being overloaded.
If he eat meat and concentrat
ed diet the stomach becomes contracted accord
ingly.

Bones.
human

How many bones does the

body oontain ?

Am. Two hundred.
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Cure

for

a

Tobacco

0 LOGICAL

Appetite

Editor Journal : Will you please in
form a slave of tobacco how he may free himself?
I am a young man, and have been using tobacco
more or less since I was ten years old, and am con
vinced of its ill cllecta upon the human system.
Nevertheless, I am a slave to the weed, and have
tried to free myself time after time, but never
could succeed.
Doubtless there are hundreds of
your readers in the same " fix." Please give us a
cure through your Journal, and oblige.
One way to free a slave is to abolish slavery.
Each tobacco slave has it in his own power to
emancipate himself. An intelligent, 6trong-willcd,
manly man will not long remain a slave to another
man.
Why should he remain a slave to the use of
tobacco ? It is not manly to be a slave it is de
grading! But he who can not or will not master
his appetite, will be mastered by it. It is a humil
iating fact that large numbers of persons who oc
cupy respectable
positions in society are in the
same boat with our correspondent, and would
give thousands to be free from this bondage.
But, alas ! they are weak.
They think it would
be such a struggle to quit, and they have neither
courage nor grace to light the devil within.
They
are slaves ! The way to conquer is to quit.

Wanted.

Culture of Voice.

Will

you tell

how to cultivate a full, deep orotuud tone
of voice ? I have a fault of speaking on too
high a key, and my voice is not naturally deep,
though I am able to speak on a very low key.
I
am sometimes
troubled with shortness of breath
or a difficulty to draw a long breath.
I am other
wise in perfect health, and am very confident my
are
however,
sound.
I
fear,
lungs
that the cul
ture of voice has something to do with my breath
"Student."
ing.
me

Practice in public speaking or reading
to friends thirty to sixty feet away, will give
strength and depth to the voice.
Shortness of
breath sometimes comes from tight lacing in wo
men, or from the use of tobacco,
coffee, and
Lessons In elocution
spices in other persons.
would put you on the right track for improvement
in this respect.
Singing, under proper training, is
also a good mode of voice culture.
Read " Ora
tory, Sacred and Secular," for instruction.
Ana.

aloud

iiw §&«s
An

Organ

for

|»s.

Temperature.

[Wc have a claimant for the vacant spot indicated
by a star, just forward and above Alimentivcness,
on the symbolical head.]

Ed. Prken. Journal. An organ for tempera
ture, to me, seems as indispensable as an organ for
aliment the two faculties seem closely related,
and are generally manifested together; for we
naturally choose that food which is best adapted
to the maintenance of a proper temperature of
body. We learn the temperature of anything
in the same way that we learn its Individuality,
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Form, Size, or Weight, etc., viz., by perception
or sensation ; which being the case, why not look
for the "Organ of Temperature" as joiuing the
perceptive group, and also as joining Alimentiveness, since the sense of nutriment and of temper
ature aro so closely related ? Persous with this
organ large are in misery when cither too warm
or too cold, while those with it small take little
notice of their temperature at least my few ob
servations tend to confirm this.
F.

The Editor's Waste Basket.

One

of our contributors to the Phrenological Jour
nal, in a letter inclosing an article for the editor's
examination, makes the following spirited and po
etic allusion to our "waste basket."
The verses
are worth preservation :

A

nice little basket sitting under your table,

A grave for bright hopes and dark fears
As deep as the ocean, as cold as its bosomHiding heart- pangs and longings' and tears.
And senee that is shipwrecked, and words that are wasted
In its cavernous darkness and gloom,
Find silence forever, without resurrection.
In the editor's basket their tomb.
Alas I I remember that terrible basket,
Its depths arc unfathomed, unknown ;
There fancies lie fading, like leaves in December,
Budding life-drcaras forever unblown.
An editor's welcome ! Ah, keep me and save me
From seeing his frown or his sneer ;
'Tis enough that my brain-child, my lov'd and my last one,
Was buried unblest by a tear.

Phrenology

and Education.

The

President of Eminence College, Kentucky, whose
remarks in relation to "Mixed Schools" we pub
lish in the present number, writes us as follows :
"For twenty years we have been studying hu
the normal
man nature with a view to ascertain
method of education, and for the same period en
deavoring to find a practical solution of the 1 ed
ucational problem.'
As the most enlightened
and the clearest
observers
thinkers concede we
arc 'on the right track,' soon a rational solution
of the question may be expected.
When onr sys
tems of culture are adjusted to the physiological,
phrenological, and psychological nature of man,
then, and not till then, will wc have a system of
education adapted to that complex and wondrous
being, man; and until this is done we need not
expect to witness the physical, mental, and moral
of the world. The schoolmasters of
regeneration
' blind
the past have been
leaders of the blind,'
nature, and utterly un
of
human
stupidly ignorant
wise in their methods for its development.
Phre
nology, of all the mental sciences, alone has fur
nished anything like a correct analysis of the or
gans, a consistent nomenclature of the faculties
of the mind.
The phrenologist as well as the
schoolmaster is abroad in the land, and Boon we
may expect a more harmonious adaptation of the
scheme of education to the idiosyncrasies of the
m,
rising generation."

Phrenological joueial
Life Illustrated.
Vol. LV.

October,

No. 4.]
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DR. LOWELL MASON.
T

I ^HE recent death of this eminent gentlcman has sent a

the whole musical

it

thrill of regret through

-world; and especially

is

felt among those who have given atten

tion to sacred

or church music,

in which

department

Dr. Mason achieved

his bright

est laurels.

Over ten years ago a personal

examination

was made

the members
accuracy

of him

of our New York

of which

is a

by

one of

house,

sufficient

the

warrant
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for

of it

of an abstract

our introduction

The vital and mental
dominated in

constitutional

imparting

vigor, and

clearness of perception,

warmth of feeling,
activity

and general

He had

of mind for which he was known.
not only

a clear and correct

quality

and

perception

logical

strong analytical and
could rise

which he collected

He improved upon

as well

as

people.

Whatever of

thoughts

thoughts of other

power

upon the facts

survey wide-reach

and

ing fields of thought.
own

of the

condition of things, but also

that his mind

his

pre

temperaments

organization, conferring

his

that depth of emotion,

such

upon

the

truth he found floating, which he could ap
ply in his own lines of thought and action,
he made, as it were, his own, forged

it into

the form and semblance of his own creation.

He could bring together ideas and principles,
facts and illustrations, from diverse

sources,

to minister to the further

and cause them
ance of his ideas.

Firmness was

a

quality of

distinguishing

his disposition, and also large Conscientious
ness,

which rendered

him just and upright

He was prudent and cautious, but there was
a very strong

courage,

of the element of

development

which gave him physical stamina
He was not afraid

and also moral strength.
to risk something,

especially

when

he could

engage in accomplishing the work himself.

He had an abundance of vital magnetism,
could influence others
impression

;

readily produced

upon an audience

dering them sympathetic
ent.

or

an

a class, ren

and even subservi

This is one of the secrets of his success

as a teacher.

He was thoroughly in earnest

in whatever he undertook.

His large Hope

inspired him with

sense

gave
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Lowell

Mason was born in Medfield,
January 8th, 1792. He early mani
fested a great love for music, and sang, and
almost in
played on various instruments,
stinctively. In early youth he commenced
teaching, for which, also, he manifested a
At the age of twenty he
strong inclination.
removed to Savannah, Ga., where, although
engaged in other occupations, the teaching
of music and the conducting of choirs and
musical associations, both vocal and instru
mental, were leading objects of his attention.
During his residence of nearly twenty years
in Savannah, he became deeply interested in
Sabbath-school
teaching, and was for many
of a large school,
years the superintendent
the only one at that time in the city, and in
which all denominations
united. It was
while engaged in this school that he formed
those habits of intercourse
with children
which afterward proved so valuable when
teaching became the daily occupation of his
life, in the wide sphere of musical instruction
in public schools.
Mass.,

in this place.

much
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a fervent

him such confidence

of success

that he pressed

forward in his efforts, inspiring all those who
were associated

with him with the same san

guine trust in the attainment

of their

object.

;

In 1821 the Boston Handel and Haydn Col
lection of Church Music, of which Mr. Mason
was the sole editor, was first published, and
in 1827 he took up his residence in Boston.
He now commenced an extensive system of
teaching of vocal music in classes, introduc
ing at once that feature in musical teaching
which had been but little known before, but
which he had successfully pursued in Savan
nah, the instruction of children ; training
their voices especially to the performance of
These efforts
the alto part in choral music.
were highly successful ; they resulted in the
awakening of a very general interest in mu
sical instruction, and in preparing the way
for the formation of the Boston Academy of
Music, and for the introduction of music into
schools as an educational study.
Mr. Mason had been thus engaged for six
an event occur
red which not only changed his whole man
ner of teaching, but which led him to a much
wider and more comprehensive view of the
subject of musical instruction than he had
teen or eighteen years, when

and to juster conceptions
of the whole theory of education, as resting
We
on a rational and philosophical basis.
refer to the fact that he had now become ac
quainted, for the first time, with the princi
before entertained,

DR. LOWELL

authors.
is

many years been successful

as

teacher, and

a

it

To those who know, from their own expe
for one who has for

rience, how difficult

has therefore great confidence in some method

for
that of an
was
surprising that
at first no easy thing to convince Mr. Mason
that the new method was preferable to that
of rules, signs, tables, and definitions, to be
committed to memory from
book to which
he had been so long accustomed, and in the
use of which he had attained to such suc
cess.
But the efforts of Mr. Woodbridge
were persevered in with such constancy and
good humor, that Mr. Mason at last consented
to proposed experiment of teaching class
after the Pestalozzian manner, provided one
could be found for the special purpose.
Mr.
Woodbridge and others who had become in
terested in the subject, formed
large class
of about two hundred ladies and gentlemen,
with the express view of bringing the new
The les
method to the test of experience.

it

seem

a

a

a

a

will not

it

own, to substitute

it

of his

other,

it

a

a

a

a

it

song

In 1830
lecture was given by Mr. Woodbridge, before the American Institute of In
Branch of
struction, on " Vocal Music as
Education," in the State House in Boston.
Illustrations were given by
class of Mr.
Mason's pupils.
A wider and more impor
tant field of instruction was now opened than
had before been contemplated.
Mr. Mason's
which had already been
juvenile classes
taught gratuitously for several years, he fur
nishing not only the tuition, but also the
room, fuel, and all needful school apparatus
now rapidly increased in numbers to such
extent that thousands of children, of both
sexes, received more or less instruction in
singing and in the knowledge of music.
Mr. Mason was soon joined in these labors
and here
by Mr. George James Webb
proper to observe, that the whole amount re
ceived, as the proceeds of the juvenile con
certs, was given to some charity, neither of
the instructors receiving any pecuniary

is

of

in moral culture and the training of the af
fections, Mr. Woodbridge not only placed in
the hands of Mr. Mason, but was at the
trouble himself to translate them, in part,
and to furnish such explanations
and direc
tions as he had received personally from their

above.

;

reference to the legitimate influence

carefully prepared, at first with
of Mr. Woodbridge, and were
success vastly
given by Mr. Mason with
greater than had ever before attended any of
his efforts. He was fully convinced of tke
practicability and the fitness of the new
method, and he soon began to apply
to
juvenile classes, and with
success corre
sponding to that in the adult class referred to
sons were

the assistance

com

pensation for his labors, until after the form
ation of the Boston Academy of Music, which,

in part, at least, grew out of these efforts.
The subject of music in schools was now
taken up in good earnest by some of the
best educators

and

teachers

of

Boston,

and

instruction in singing was introduced, almost
into several of the schools.
simultaneously,
It would not be consistent with our present
purpose to follow the progress and wider
diffusion of musical instruction and its ge
nial influences, either on the character of ed
ucation or on the improving and extending
taste for music in the community at large.
We can merely glance at the auspicious es
tablishment of the Boston Academy of Mu
sic, and the subsequent introduction of music
as
regular branch of instruction in the pub
rapidly ex
lic schools of Boston, whence
New
England and the
tended throughout

it

it,

which, although at first with great reluctance,
he at length thoroughly embraced, and after
ward constantly adhered to and successfully
illustrated.
For this clearer light on the subject of ed
ucation, Mr. Mason was indebted to the late
William C. Woodbridge, extensively known,
not only as a geographer, but as an educator,
who, while in Germany and Switzerland, be
came acquainted with the best methods of
instruction, and witnessed the excellent influ
ence of music on the pupils of Pestalozzian
schools.
Becoming thoroughly convinced of
its importance as a school exercise and an
educational influence, he procured all the in
and ob
formation in his power respecting
tained the most approved text-books of
school or class voice-exercises and songs, as
well as of elementary treatises on musical in
struction. The books by NSgeli and others,
which had been prepared with particular
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music

in public

We must not omit, in this connection,

to

state the fact that one of the very first regular

form

Institutes ever held in our country,
was that held in Boston, in August, 1834, by
the Academy, for " instruction in the meth
In this class, which
ods of teaching music."
was annually continued up to the year 1852,
the Pestalozzian method of teaching vocal
music in classes was regularly explained and
illustrated. Similar classes for teachers were
soon established in various places, and it
perhaps, owing to this fact that Pestalozzian
teaching came to be very extensively, though

celled.

teaching

music

in

actual

use abroad.

In

a

;

Paris he found Wilhelm's method in use;
but this being based entirely on those prin
ciples which Mr. Mason had some years be
fore abandoned,
could lay no claim to his
In Wurtemburg and the northern
attention.
parts of Switzerland he became acquainted
with Kiibler, Gcrsbach,
Fellenberg, and
others
Pestalozzi and Nfigeli were no more.
The three first-named pursued, to
greater
or less extent, the inductive method, and he
became more familiar with its practical ap
plication to music and to school studies gen
erally.

The suggestive

views of Pestalozzi Mr.
perhaps, than any

Mason has carried farther,

other teacher has ever done, and these views

of daily
in one of the pub
lic schools of Boston, previous to their gen
eral introduction, under his personal direc
tion in these schools, and in the classes of
were brought to the thorough test

experience in his teaching,

more immediate

professional

sphere, by con

ferring on him the honorary degree of Doctor
in Music the first instance of such
degree
being conferred by an American university,
and Mr. Mason being the first American who
a

of

it

method

had received such an honor.

Dr. Mason's influence, through his pub
lished works, consisting of over fifty musical
works, including the " Handel and Haydn
Society's Collection," the "Boston Academy's
Collection," and the " Carmina Sacra " the
sale of over four hun
latter having had
not less than his per
dred thousand copies
sonal instructions, has been in the highest
degree conducive to the cultivation of purity
of taste, as an important element not only in
the esthetic relations of musical art, but in
a

as merely

practical teacher, his rare tact in developing
the vital principles of instruction in the sim
plest and happiest manner, his endless vari
ety of illustrations, his indefatigable perse
verance in tracking and exposing errors in
thought or in theory, his genial and humane
humor, his playful sallies of wit, his kindly
with youth and childhood, his
sympathy
gentle yet impressive monitory hints, and oc
casional grave reflections, gave him an inde
scribable power over his audience.
The remark was very justly made by
was well worth any
Horace Mann, that
young teacher's while to walk ten miles to
he
lecture of Mr. Mason's
for in
hear
most instructive exposition of
would hear
the true principles of all teaching, as well as
that of instruction in music.
In 1855 the University of New York recog
nized the value of Mr. Mason's labors in his
a

regarded

instruction rather than one of uni
versal application in all branches of study at
all stages of their progress.
In 1837 Mr. Mason visited Europe for the
principal purpose of making himself person
ally acquainted with the best systems of
musical

of teaching Mr. Mason peculiarly ex
His long-continued experience as

a

erroneously,

a

is,

Teachers'

a

of vocal

and private schools.

it

music, and the yet more exten

sive introduction

Another sphere in which the
resulting from Mr. Mason's applica
tion of Pestalozzian principles to the pro
cesses of instruction have been made con
that of the Massachusetts Teach
spicuous,
ers' Institutes, which he attended, as lecturer
and instructor in music, from the commence
ment, under the direction of the Hon. Hor
ace Mann, the first Secretary of the Massa
chusetts Board of Education, through the
secretaryship, also, of the Rev. Dr. Sears and
of the Hon. George
Boutwell. In this
the Academy.

benefits

;

instrumental
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S.

Under the patronage of the Boston Acade
of Music, and under the immediate di
rection of Messrs. Mason and Webb, various
measures were taken for the improvement of
musical education, by the formation of per
of church
manent classes, the association
choirs, the establishment of lectures, the pe
riodical appointment of concerts, schools for
my
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all those of high moral culture and true ele
The judgment and
vation of character.

"Am

I Mr

Brother' s Keeper?"

care with which, in this relation, his selec
tion of school songs have been compiled, are
beyond praise.
To feel the full value of his
labors in this department, we have but to
glance for a moment at the low and degrad
ing character of too many of our popular,
and even our school songs.
The noble office
and mission of music, as an intended refiner
and purifier of the heart, Dr. Mason never
overlooked.
Well did he say :
" We fear that it is too
often the case that
music in school is regarded not as having

Iqjarfmeni

of
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anything to do with study, but as a mere
or amusement.
Valuable as it
may be, even in this view, we feel certain
that, when introduced into schools, music
should be made a study, not onlf in itself
considered, but as a correlative to all school
pursuits and occupations.
Unless the pu
pils are made more cheerful, happy, kind,
and studious, by the music lesson, it is not
properly given ; for these are some of the
results which music was obviously designed
recreation

to secure."

Religion

and

j)sgqhoIo|jir.

Xuow,
Withoutor aUr, or *nr«t,for theirgold*,
SightThot^htt,
Who worship 0<xi lull Andhint. Youmg't

B

The wal, themotherof deephart, or highh»peeIntiiilie;
Of ftloilou*dieatue,myiileriuua
tears,of leejilttM
innertight. Mra.Htman*.

"AM I MY BROTHER'S KEEPER?"
" The

E
\\I
VV

voice of thy brother's blood crieth unto me from the ground."

have an epidemic of destructiveness

murders

at noon of day and

;

mid of'

night are so frequent that they have almost
lost their horror. We have become so famil
iar with sudden death the assassin's blow,
murder
the suicide's
desperate despair,
ous mine and railway disasters
that when
some new horror greets us in the news col
umn we scarcely feel a shock.
Surely it is
high time that we gave sober thought to
means of curing crime, and not only this, but
to finding out its cause and preventing it.
Surface
measures have been tried long
Retributive justice has never yet
enough.
had any perceptible
effect in the prevention

of crime.

Though

many

murderers

escape

of the law, executions
are frequent enough to strike evil-doers with
terror if evil-doers were to be frightened in
that way. But neither the terrors of the
human nor yet of the Divine law have any
effect in staying the scourge of unnatural
death which sweeps like a pestilence over
the country.
Where does the responsibility
lie t And here our text comes in. There is
more contained in it than we at first per
the extreme

ceive

penalty

more perhaps

ing to accept.

than some

will

be

will

Gen lv. 9, 10.

We are our brother's keeper.
As such
for the helps and hin
drances to a true life with which we sur
round him ; responsible for the wrongs done
1st.

we

are responsible

and the temptations

and necessities

we

im

pose upon him.
2d. The blood of every innocent

victim,

and every victim of the social and civil fabric

of which we form a part has a voice that
cries from the ground to the great I Am for
compensation, and never cries in vain, for it
reaches the ear of the Almighty, who will
see to it that justice is done.
3d. God did not hang, shoot, kill, or
break the first murderer, but sent him out to
bear the burden of his guilt alone ; nor is it
recorded that Cain repeated the offense.
On the contrary, he took a wife, became the
head of a family, and was doubtless a respect
able man for the period in which he lived.
Let us not forget that the sentiment of this
scripture is very ancient; and if we analyze
it we may find a meaning, a significance, not
The blood has a
heretofore
recognized.
The blood
voice and cries from the ground.
is the life.
It not only contains heat but the
principle of life which underlies and sup
ports

human

existence.

If

there

be

any
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truth in the doctrine of immortality, this
blood lias in it the essence of that which
enters into
immortality, even though a
spirit risen may not have " flesh and bones."
The destruction of human life, therefore
the cutting short of existence on the earth
the abrupt infraction of a great law and wise
purpose for any cause is a sin against the
wisdom and justice of the Infinite.
To be more explicit in our application of
this old scripture, we are well aware that
certain
when inhaled,
vapors and gases,
stimulate human passions and peculiarities,
the same agent producing different effects
on different individuals.
We know also that
certain solids- and fluids operate in the same
way in destroying mental equilibrium and
moral responsibility, as,tobacco, alcohol, opi
um, hasheesh, etc. Whole herds of cattle are
made frantic with the taint of blood upon
the air and gore each other furiously ; men
who are slaughterers of animals are said to
grow reckless of life. Miasma and the virus
of plagues are carried in the atmosphere ;
decaying

vegetable

matter

and

animal

offal

throw off spores which produce physical
Human blood has its own pecu
distempers.
liar poison in decay; the surgeon inoculated
with it dies a most horrible death; shed in
upon the battle-field, may it
in poison
ing the air and arousing and stimulating the
baser passions of men ? May not this voice
have been crying from the ground and bring
ing upon our country the evils of murder and
suicide from which we suffer? Not even a
sparrow falls unheeded by the eye of Eternal
Justice. In war we slaughter millions; in
quantities,

as

n«t have its own subtile influence

peace we shoot and hang hundreds.
Nearly
all of these, our victims, are innocent of any
crime.
They fall in the interests
to further
th* ambition or to gratify the cupidity
of

self-appointed masters. Many of those we
hang are the victims of bad organization, bad
education, and a very bad state of society;
and therefore in one sense, innocent or irre
All this blood has a voice that
sponsible*
cries continually.
The life principle rising
spontaneously

from

the earth,

gore, goes up, up, and abroad,

reeking with
everywhere

demanding justice, appealing to the Infinite.
We drink it in, inhale it with every breath,
awl have reflected back upon ourselves the

[Oct.,

conditions which fulfill the prediction and
the curse that " whoso sheddeth man's blood,'

It is the
by man shall his blood be shed."
divinely appointed law of compensation,
making the offense its own ultimate punish
ment ; it reflects upon us the results of mental
and moral Btates.
Bociely, in its present
form, is the expression

injustice, destructiveness.

of

selfishness, force,
Hence

we have

in one
continual round ; and so we will have until
we cease to rely on punishment as the cure
of evil, and find some better way which
shall destroy the cause of crime.
8.
theft,

murder,

suicides,

executions

»*

PERSONAL INFLUENCE.
stay is short upon the earth. Gen
swiftly come and go. Each

MAN'S
erations

succeeding one inquires not nor cares much
where lies the dust of preceding ones ; yet
each enjoys the labor of the departed.
We
perhaps

feel

not

the

joys or the sorrows of

those who have blessed the earth with their
love or cursed it with their hate, yet it is true,
nevertheless, that their deeds of good and evil
live after them, and all around us are the mon
uments they have left.

The dead lie where the hands of the living
have laid them, yet they are with us still.
We
can not free ourselves from their presence.
We walk in the paths they trod, we sit in the
scats they filled, we live in the houses they
built, and enjoy the fruit of their hands.
" -all chambers of life are
hung

With tapestry wrought by dead fingers.
We walk in the midst of the bygone years,
Mid the ghosts of the dead generations ;
Earth is sweet with their songs and salt with
their tears,
And rich with their soul's libations."

We feel the presence of the great and the
good even though generations and centuries
have passed away.
We turn back the wheel
of time and search the musty records of the
past, and these unfold to us the names and the
deeds of those whose tombs are somewhere in
the wide domain of whose dust they were
formed, but that somewhere who will tell ?

The

leaves of the dead past record their deeds the
monuments their hands have built perpetuate
their names. Aye, and there both name and
deeds will stand till the stream of Time has
poured

the last drop

ocean of eternity.

of its waters into the

THE ONE-EYED CONDUCTOR.

there was also a false one ; if there were a Tra
jan and a Marcus Aurelius, there were also a
Nero and a Commodus.
If they lived in the
Their influ
past, they will live in the future.
ence on religion, laws, and morals will be felt
as long as the world has need of religion, laws,

And if they of the past affect the
present, so will we affect the future. What,
then, shall be the character of our influence ?
Shall we all, recognizing our manhood and
womanhood, do it honor by living noble lives ?
such lives as will give us a worthy place among
the benefactors and lovers of humanity ? lives
that will leave our impress on the hearts of our
friends and our fellows that will be felt for
Or shall we be a sore and a
good in eternity?
blot upon the society of our age? Or shall we
be passive instruments in the hands of others
to mold us at their will? Of all poor, pitiable
creatures, he who has no positive power is the
I would rather not live than be a pas
lowest.
sive or a neutral man. And yet to be a man,
and morals.

to live, is the highest and most glorious priv
ilege. To be a man is a higher privilege than
to be an angel. They, angels, are servants and

THE ONE-EYED
[We have received from a valued correspondent
the following candid article, and also the " offered
explanation," both having been recently published
in the Bradford Argus, at Towanda, Pa. We are
asked for our opinion of the event.]
strange incident

once, a good
AVERY

happened to me

many years ago so strange
should like
have many times thought
to write it down, to see if anybody could give
me a satisfactory explanation of it. My hus
band, however, until lately, has been averse to
that

I

I

but last Christmas eve, when
my doing
there were a number of us together at grand
father Lorrimer's, singing songs, telling stories,
so;

and so on, I told my story, and created such a
sensation
so many questions were asked, so
many theories were broached, and everybody,
in fact, seemed to be so much interested that

Joseph, my husband, came to the conclusion
that it was a better story than he had before
thought it; and a day or two afterward he

" name is higher than
A popular
any name."
author makes one of his important characters
" I would rather be a
guilty man than the
say,
We
grandest inanimate object in creation."
admire and applaud the thought, but we would

insist on having a positive character. There is
no place that we can conceive for the neutral
man in the economy of God's universe save to
be run down and trodden under the feet of
other men.

Young man and young woman, do you wish
to live for good only ? do you wish to hang
beautiful "tapestry" for the children of the
Do
"sweet with your
your soul's libation?"
the path of duty, and
after generation ?
be

you wish

the earth to

or "rich with
The path of honor is
the path of duty is the
songs"

road to success.
There is much written and sung about the
beauty of the physical world, but the highest
phj'sical beauty is the beauty in the face and
form of man, the homo, and its highest type is
that of woman,

"The fairest

of creation : last and best

Of all God's work ; creature In whom excels

Whatever can to sight or thought be formed;
Holy, divine, good, amiable, or sweet."

But there is something more beautiful still
the beauty of moral character.
Such beauty
partakes of the Divine nature, and God is the
embodiment

of all beauty.

jr. R.

gaff.

CONDUCTOR.
said to mo if I still had a mind to print that
little adventure of mine, he would not object
to my doing so.

I

On account of the reason I gave above, was
glad to do so.
hope this article may attract
the notice of some one who can give me a
rational solution of an event that has perplexed

I

me for years.
a great

Such an explanation would be
I shall be glad

relief to my mind, and

any responsible persons on the
"Mrs. Joseph Lorrisubject. My address
mer, Harrisburg, Pa."

to hear from

My acquaintance with the hero of this story
arose during my bridal tour. My parents were,
but Joseph's
and still are, Philadelphians
live in Harrisburg, and he himself
overseer in the Crosby Iron Works, just out

is

there were a good king over Israel, there was
also a wicked one ; if there were a true prophet,

messengers; we, men, have the privilege of
being sons of God and brotliers of Him whose

;

the good are those also who have lived to their
and the injury of the race. If
there were an Abel, there was also a Cain ; if

own dishonor
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is,

But not only the pood live thus. Mingled
with the works of the lovers of the true and

people

side of that city.
very quiet one. There
Our wedding was
was no money to spare on either side, and,
a
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a

it,

I

hour's ride on the cars before in my life.
viewed, with eager, interested eyes,

the

;

country through which we passed, and all that
was going on around me the passengers, the
car itself, with its fixtures, the conductor and
the brakemen were all objects whose novelty
gave me thoughts, in those days, that were
very apt to evince themselves in eager, unre

:

I

it

<

checked me.

as well with

friend

the seat as

;

" Don't trouble
yourself,

just

I

look back upon that day

The very trip from Phil
adelphia to Harrisburg commonplace as most
wonderful event
was
people would think
to me, who had never taken longer than an

;"

I

is

to me now, as

so many years ago.

Smilingly the old lady approached.
com
menced gathering up the shawls and packages
that lay upon the vacant seat, that
might be
turned to its proper position, but the old lady

it

seems

" There

can sit

and with

out

further ceremony she ensconced herself
opposite me, while the one-eyed conductor de
posited a large covered band-box at her feet,
and paid her so many little attentions, at the
same time addressing her in so familiar and
affectionate
manner, that
saw at once she
was no stranger to him.

I

my dear Joe was only three years my senior;
two shy, happy, foolish children we were, it

and beckoning to the conductor, said
seat for the lady here."

a

after a family breakfast, we went directly to
the cars and started for our future home. I
was a young thing then just eighteen and
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open, cheerful expression. My heart was drawn
toward her at once, and, as the conductor
could not resist making some
moved on,

looked at us that did not guess at
glance our
am sure that
recently assumed relationship.
fine, portly-look
the conductor did. He was

overtures toward acquaintance
she was quite comfortable.

ing man, with genial, brown whiskered face
he would have been
and bushy hair
really
not been for the loss of
handsome man had

once

had been lost by disease the ex
one eye
was sunken and
terior of the eye, save that

broken,

a

;

if
at

have discommoded

" Not at all,"

I

assured her, and the ice once

we chatted

together very freely and

pleasantly.
As
had surmised, the conductor was her
son, and very proud and fond of him the old

I

appear

she answered

thee,"

I

a

it

its original

retaining

The remaining eye was bright and
jolly and sparkling as the rest of his

ance.

thank

am afraid

" but

by asking

thee somewhat."

it

;

it

;

expressionless,

so,

I

"Quite

a

I

I

We thought we were conducting ourselves
do
with all possible ease and dignity; yet
suppose now there was not an individual who

I

served chatter.

A glance at the kind old face opposite soon
told me they were mother and son, for the two
faces were wonderfully alike, especially in the

lady was. She told us many tales about his
wonderful goodness, his kind-heartedness, and
unselfishness, and when, after we had left the

bill.
him
" For
yourself and wife,
asked with
smile.

next station, the conductor

seat

was taken.

We,

at starting, had taken two seats, turning one
to face us, upon which our various hand bag

At Lancaster the cars
gage was placed.
stopped some time for dinner; and just as they
were about to start again, our conductor en
tered the car, ushering in an old lady in Quak
er garb, beneath whose deep bonnet was visi

a

a

a

kind, plump, rosy face with bright spec
ble
tacled eyes.
She glanced around on either side as she
advanced up the aisle in search of
seat, and,
in obedience to
nudge from me, Joe rose,

if

a

seen
great deal of life, particularly on rail
roads, so his conversation, to me at least, was

Among other interesting
very entertaining.
things he explained to us the signs and signals
used by railroad officials upon the road. One
of

the only one
he said was as follows

these signals

here

need mention

When person, standing in the road or front
of or by the side of the car, throws both hands
rapidly forward, as
motioning for the cars to
go backward, he means to give information
"
" When you
that there
danger ahead."
see that signal given, madam," said our con
" if the cars don't
ductor,
by backing,
obey
it

Lancaster nearly every

few words with
her, and, as she was talking with us, we very
naturally all fell into conversation together.
He proved to be an intelligent man, who had

I

in at the various

so that by the time we reached

with him as with his mother
He stopped to exchange

:

way-stations,

already acquainted
with him, and were disposed to be as friendly

if

started, but people dropped

approached us, we

we were

a

it

I

I

it

a

Joe turned very red, and bowed
dignified
As for me
confess
turned my
head and filtered. Very ridiculous, was
not?
The car had not been near full when we

assent.

felt as

really

is

" he

a

?

suppose, sir

a

I

a

blue, as
pleasant, good-humored face.
As he came to collect our fare Joe handed

THE
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do you prepare yourself for a flying leap, for
the chances are that you will have to practice
it before long."

lie spoke lightly, but noticing that the ideas
suggested were not very pleasant ones to me,
he changed the subject, and I soon forgot the
little feeling of discomfort his words had occa
sioned.
The old lady did not travel with us
far. She stopped at a way-station some twentyfive miles west of Lancaster, where she in
formed

us she had a daughter

own home, she had already
Lancaster,

where

she

lived

told

living.
us,

Her

was in

with a married

daughter who kept a boarding-house.
She
gave us one of her daughter's cards, and Jo
seph promised if he ever had occasion to visit

CONDUCTOR.
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now, for him to leave his business to go home
me ; they were executing a heavy order
at the foundry, which kept all hands working

with

almost night and day. He promised that he
would join me as soon as he could ; but after
what the doctor had said, he would not hear

of my departure being delayed

a minute longei
not be avoided ; so he wrote to my
father that I would be in Philadelphia on a
certain day, in order that he might meet me at
the depot,- and having put me in the cars at

than could

and seeing me safely started on
Harrisburg,
my journey, he knew that there was very little
doubt but that I should reach Philadelphia after
a comfortable,

Ah

uninterrupted

half day's ride.

! how different was the trip from the one

Lancaster he would try and find her out.
With mutual kind wishes and cheerful adieux
we parted. The old lady was helped out of

I

the train by her son, and we saw her a moment
later upon the arm of another gentleman, whom
we supposed to be her son-in-law, walking
briskly up a little bill that led from the station

girl, in her bridal array, who found so much
to amuse and interest her in that brief journey !
Nothing interested me now, nothing amused

to the heart of the village.
Our own journey
came to a conclusion in due time, and the last
saw of the one-eyed conductor was when he

I

stood on the platform of the cars helping us
out with our baggage, which he had carried
for us from where we had been sitting.

It

is not my purpose to detain the reader
with any details of my private history further
than is necessary to give a just comprehension

of what

Two years had elapsed
was called upon to take the second
journey, to the events of which what I have
before

I

already

is to follow.

narrated

forms

a necessary prelude.

This time I journeyed alone from Harrisburg
to Philadelphia, upon a visit to my parents,
wh*m I had not seen since my marriage. I
had been having a good deal of trouble. I was
ill for some time after my baby's birth, and
before I had fully regained my strength my
little boy was taken ill. He had the whooping-

I

had nursed him through it
cough, and after
the whole summer, he took a cold in the fall
that brought it back upon him and finally
killed him. I was so weak and miserable my
self that I could not struggle with my grief as

I

I

pined and moped and
wasted away until the doctor said that if I did
not have a change of scene, or something, that
should

have done ;

he would not answer for my life.
did not want to leave home and the dear

I

I

remains of my lost baby ; above all, did not
want to leave my husband, for, in my foolish
despondency, I felt a foolish dread that he was
to be taken from me.

It

was impossible, just

had taken two years before ! How different
I the wan-faced, hollow-eyed invalid, in
from the shy, blooming
my mourning-robes

was

I

and monotonous.
me, all was wearisome
leaned from the car window as long as I could
to catch the last glimpse of poor Joe, who,
" with a smile on his
face, and a tear in his
eye," stood upon the platform waving his hat
to me as we moved away.

After that I sank back in my

seat, too sad and

even to cry, and lay there as we
sped along, thinking of nothing, caring for
nothing but the memories from which I was
despondent

I did rouse up a little as the
trying to escape.
conductor approached to collect my fare the
remembrance of the one-eyed man and his nice

little mother recurred to me the first time for
This conductor, however, was
many months.
not my old acquaintance, being a sallow, darkeyed, cross-looking man, as different as possi
ble from the other one. I felt a little disap
pointed at first, but after he left me I leaned
my head back again
about the matter.

and

thought

no more

After a while I fell into a dose, which lasted
until the call of "Lancaster twenty minutes
"
for dinner I ringing through the cars aroused
me, and informed me that we were just enter

I sat up then, sleepily and lan
ing the city.
It was a warm day in early October,
guidly.
and the window of the ear was lowered ;

I

leaned my elbow upon the sash, and looked
As I was thus
out upon the scene before me.
gazing, drowsy and indifferent, neither caring
nor thinking much about what

I saw, I

noticed

of the
violently with

a man upon the roadside, a little in front

car in which I sat, gesticulating
his hands and arms.
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I

The next minute I was sitting bolt upright
in my seat, my heart leaping almost into my
mouth with sudden fright, for in the gestures
that were being made I recognized the signal

to do.
felt a most invincible repugnance to
returning to the cars and continuing my jour
ney ; the excitement and worry had made me
sick and faint, and
felt that
ran a great risk

which, two years before, the one-eyed conduc
The
tor had told me meant " danger ahead."

reached my journey's
end, even if there was no other danger to be
dreaded.
What if should stay over at Lan

cars were not moving very rapidly, and dur
ing the moment that we were passing by the
man who had given the signal, I had a full view
of him his face being turned toward the cars,
and his eyes meeting mine so directly that
could have spoken to him had I chosen.
recognized
conductor;

him at once

I

I

it was the one-eyed

I

and seeing that
was now more
scared than ever, being now quite confirmed
in my belief that an accident was now impend
ing ; for I knew that he must occupy some re-

spousihle position upon the road, and could,
therefore, have made no mistake in the matter.

No one else, however, either inside or out
side of the car seemed to partake of my alarm.
The cars were slackening their speed, but that
was because we were approaching a station,
and I had not intended getting out of the cars

I

the end of my journey,
had seen
but had been so startled by what

until
that

I

had reached

I

could not sit quietly in my seat.
out with the rest of the passengers, but

I got

did not follow them

I

to the hotel.

stood upon
the platform gazing up and down the track un
easily, but could see nothing at all that could

The one-eyed conduc
apprehension.
tor was nowhere to be seen, though I watched
the road, in the direction where we had passed
him, for some time, expecting every moment to
awaken

see him

wheelbarrow,

A

porter, trundling a
passed me, and of him I ventured

come in sight.

to inquire :
" Is there
anything the matter with the en
gine or with the track?"

" Not

as I know on," he answered gruffly,
and passed on.
I was still terribly uneasy;
was certain
that I had not been mistaken in the man or the
signal; the Utter, especially,
remembered
a forward motion with both hands, as if direct

I

I

ing the cars to back.

I

could recall distinctly
the face and gestures of the conductor who
had explaimcd it to me, and also his words,
" If ever
you see that signal given prepare for
a flying leap, for the probabilities are you will
soon have to take it ; " and the longer I dwelt

upon what I had witnessed the more convinced
did I become that the signal had not been given

carelessly.
I went into a waiting room to sit down until
could determine what it would be best for me

I

I

of becoming ill before

I

I

I

caster until the next day, and telegraph to fa
ther to come to me there?
And at the same
instant

I

remembered

that there was in my

traveling satchel, in the little outer-pocket,
where it had rested undisturbed for two years,
the card which the old Quaker lady had given
mo, bearing

the

name

and

address

cf

her

That
daughter, who kept a boarding-house.
remembrance decided me ; if I could find lodg
ing at that place I would remain over-night at
Lancaster.

Summoning a driver to me I showed him the
card, and asked him if he knew the address.
" Certainly, mum," he said promptly ; " take
you there in ten minutes ; Mrs. Elwood's board
ing-house; quiet place, but excellent accom
modations.

Thus assured, I entered his carriage, and he
fulfilled his promise by setting me down after
a short drive in front of an unassuming, twostory frame house, whose quiet, elderly appear
ance made it look unlike a boarding-house.

A

boarding-house it proved to be, however, and
in the landlady, Mrs. El wood
who came to me
after had waited a while in the darkened par

I

lor

I

traced at once so strong a resemblance
friend, as convinced me I had

to my old Quaker

found the place I sought.
As she was leading me up stairs to my room,

I

ventured to state that

I

had met her mother

two years before, and had formed a traveling
Mrs. Elwood's pleasant smile
acquaintance.
upon hearing this encouraged me to ask if her
was living with her, adding that I
be pleased to renew the acquaintance
she was. The reply was in the affirmative.

mother
should

if

" You will meet her at dinner, which
served at two, and she will be glad enough
have a chat with you, Til venture to say."

I

is
to

wrote out my telegram to father, and Mrs.

Elwood promised to have it attended

to at once

for me ; after doing everything that kindness
was hecould suggest, she left me to the rest
ginning very much to feel the need of. A tidy-

I

looking little maid came to

me when the din

ner bell rang to show me the way to the din
ing room ; and there the first person I saw was
my little old lady, already seated near the up
per end of a long table.
She bowed and smiled when she saw me, but

expressed
nized me so promptly,

to which she replied :
had always a good memory for faces,
though names
am apt to forget ; when my
daughter spoke to me about thee, could not

"

I

I

I

at all call thee to mind, yet as soon as thec
entered the dining-room, I remembered thee."

" And yet

I do

not look much like

I did

two

years ago," I said, sadly.
" That is true, my dear, thee has altered very
much.
I almost wonder now that I should

have recognized thee so promptly.
Thee has
seen trouble,
fear," she added, gently touch

I

ing my black dress.
" Yes," 1 said, " I have had both sickness
and death to battle with ; I neither look nor feci
much like the thoughtless happy bride whom
you met two years ago."
" Is it thy husband who has been taken from
thee?"
" Oh, no ! no ! " I cried, the ready tears rising
" I don't think I could have lived
to my eyes ;

if I

had lost him.
It was my baby that died
that was hard enough ; the dearest little blueeved darling you ever saw just ten months

old."
My old friend's face betrayed her sympathy,
as she sat silently waiting for me to regain my
After a little she said, sighing :
composure.
" It is hard to lose a child, whether
young or
can fully sympathize with thee in thy
old.

I

bereavement, for

I,

too, have lost a son since

I

I

hist saw thee, though
wear no outer garb as
a badge of my bereavement."

I

looked

at her, a little surprise

with the sympathy

"I

I

I tried

mingling

to express.
remembered your telling

me
thought
"
you had but one son f .
" That was all," she said, sorrowfully.
" God
never gave me but one, and him He has taken
away."
I stared at her now in undisguised aston
ishment.
" Was not that
surely, madam,
gentleman
I was not mistaken in thinking the conductor
the gentleman

who brought

you Into

the

I

"The one-eyed man!" I gasped, forgetting
delicacy in astonishment
The old lady flushed a little.
" Yes, friend, I understand whom thee means,
had lost the sight of hi9 left

my poor Robert
eye."

"

I

"
saw that man this morning !"
cried, I
saw him from the car window before we en

I

tered

Lancaster.

"What

misunder

strange

standing is this ?"
" Thee has mistaken

some one else for him,
that is all," said my companion gravely. " My
boy thee could not have seen, for he died fif
teen months ago the 15th

of this month.

died of cholera, after two days' illness.
could not have seen Robert."

"I

He
Thee

I

I did I" cried, excitedly ;
did, though
related to her the whole incident,

and then

I

dwelling particularly upon the signal I had
never seen but once before in my life, and then
"
made by him when he explained it to me.

I

had concluded ; " it could
not be ; your son was not an ordinary-looking
man, and I remember his appearance distinct

I

was not mistaken,"

I

sit here, I saw this morning
ly. Surely as
the man who, you tell me, died fifteen months

ago."

The old lady looked white and frightened,
while as for me, I was growing so hysterical
with bewilderment and excitement that she
would allow me to pursue the subject no far
Bhe led me to my room and persuaded
me to lie down, leaving me then, for she her
self was too much agitated by the conversation

ther.

we had to be able to soothe me.

I

I saw her no more that day. did not go
to tea, for the excitement of the day rendered
me so seriously ill that I was not able to rise
until a late hour the following morning.
I
was still dressing when

there came a rap at
my door, accompanied by the voice of my
Quaker friend asking admittance.
I opened the door, and she entered with

awe-struck
she could

and hands that trembled so

face,

hardly hold the newspaper to which

she directed my attention.

" Friend," she said, " thy life has been saved
The train in which
by Divine interposition.
thee was yesterday a passenger, in less than
two hours

after thee left
at

an embankment

was thrown over

place called Gap,' and
half of the passengers have been killed or
wounded.

Child

'

talked since my baby died.
some surprise she had recog

was your

are right, he was the son of whom
have spoken."

it,

I

I had

cars when wc met two years ago

son?"
" Yon

child

1

servedly than
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a

we were too far apart to engage in any conver
After the meal was over she joined
me, shook hands very cordially, and invited me
to come and sit with her in her room. I was
glad to accept the invitation, for in my loneli
ness the kind face of this chance acquaintance
- seemed almost like that of a friend ; and soon
in one of the easiest low-cushioned chairs in
one of the choicest of old lady apartments I
was seated, talking more cheerfully and unre
sation.
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surely as thee iives
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that vision of iny poor Robert was sent to save

thee!"
That
about

is

all

I

have to tell.

the affair

I

than

I

know no more

have written,

and

I

I

to make upon it
saw
the one-eyed conductor make the signal of
"
"
was so much influenced
clanger ahead ;
have no comments

by what
journey.

I

I

saw that

In

I

would not continue my

less than

two hours

after that

warning had

[Oct,

it be true or not, yet certain it is that many
scenes and incidents have made impressions
on us, and are retained in some way, and may
be recalled to view by some particular train

of thought or circumstances, though years may
elapse before this occurs.
A striking instance
of the retentive powers of the memory in re
spect to casual occurrences, and the ability to
reproduce them under favorable conditions, is
afforded by the case of an uneducated servant

been given the danger was met,
and death, in the most appalling form, was the
fate of more than fifty human beings.

girl who, while under the influence of

It is equally a fact that
saw give the signal had then
been dead more than a year. Explain the mat

of

to offer.

These

impressions

conveyed to
the brain
through which the mind takes cog
nizance of them by means of the several
are

As the
senses,
by the eye, ear, touch, etc.
nerve cells die and are removed, they are re
placed by new ones which not only resemble
their predecessors in form and appearance, but
also receive

their

various

changes and im
and newly-formed
impressions are transmitted from generation to

presses.

Thus preexisting

generation of the nerve cells. The mind, look
ing down upon these cells, is able to recognize
and give to each change and impress its proper
signification,

as we,

glancing over

a printed

it

it

that an}* impression or
to
nerve in any part

ir

in this connection

ritation communicated

of its

is

course (thus being conveyed to the
referred
bra:n), or at its cerebral extremity,
to the distribution of that nerve on the surface

of the body, or to the particular organ with
which
may be connected, and not to the seat
of impression or irritation. Thus, the fact of
persons feeling their fingers and toes after the
limb,
explained
amputation of
by the
nerve, being irritated at the seat of amputation,
divided, communicating
the fact to
and the mind, recognizing the im
pression on the latter, refers the seat of irrita
tion to the point of original distribution of the
where

the brain,

nerve on the hand or foot, from which
has
heretofore received its impressions through that
particular nerve. So persons have seen flashes
it

through which the mental faculties act, and
can be recalled whenever the proper conditions

to us by our minds viewing the recorded im
But enough of this theo
presses of memory.
rizing.
Another law to be taken into consideration
a

present day. Every impression, however tran
sient, marks a lasting impression on the nerve
cells, which compose that portion of the brai»

great peril, and some have suggested that this
may portray the judgment day, when all our
thoughts, words, and actions shall be presented

is

flict with theological theories. It will be nec
essary to state some physiological laws as they
are understood by eminent physiologists of the

ing the fever.
By the foregoing theory of the production
of memory,
has been proposed to explain the
momentary presentation of the whole events
of the life of individuals suddenly exposed to

is,

I have an explanation to offer which, to my
mind, appears to be based on rational and phys
iological principles, and which does not con

obtain.

;

a

light.

were received, but could not be recalled until
under the particular conditions that existed dur

a

ed in a spiritual

family of
Hebrew teacher, and while she
sewed in one room he recited his Hebrew in
an adjoining room.
Thus the impressions

it

My attention was called to an article in the
Bradford Argus, entitled "The One-Eyed Con
ductor," from the pen of a lady in Harrisburg,
which purported to be a detailed account of
an incident of her own life that occurred many
years ago, and of which she expressed a desire
of having an explanation.
I have assumed the
incident to be authentic'; at least I have known
of similar incidents that have occurred, and
which appeared equally mysterious when view

it

have no explanation

and probably referred
to Borne super
influence
but on inquiry
was dis
covered that she had previously lived in the

natural

is

I

AS OFFERED EXPLANATION.

Hebrew.

it

ter who can

I

it,

These are the facta.

the man whom

a fever,
her friends and others by speaking
They did not know what to think

astonished

of light, heard various noises, perceived disa
greeable tastes
made at their

and odors

from

impressions

origin or along

the

page, comprehend the picture therein presented,
without examining the letters that form the
words, or even all of the latter.
This is a

course of the nerves of vision, audition, gusta
tion, and olfaction
all of which sensations ap

theory of the production

peared to originate exterior to the body.

of memory.

Whether

;

cerebral
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So much for the introduction,

whicli

is rather

Now for the applica
longer than I intended.
tion to this particular case.

The first thing that has any especial hearing
on the subject, is the interview with the oneeyed conductor and his mother, on the day of
the bridal trip from Philadelphia to HarrisMrs. L. was then young, inexperienced,
burg.
impressible, and existing in a new relation so
cially and as to her surroundings.
She is fav

orably attracted by the kind, gentlemanly con
ductor, and her interest is still more awakened
in him when she forms the acquaintance of his
venerable mother, and sees his filial attentions
to her. Mrs. L. then forms his acquaintance,
insomuch

He

that they enter

into

conversation.

in railroad mat
ters, which she knows very little about. He
is agreeable and intelligent

interests

her by relating

various

things quite

new to her, and among others he tells of the
signal used to give warning of " danger ahead "
on railroads.

She becomes doubly interested
while he relates this, and watches his every
movement and gesture with absorbed attention.

The eye receives the picture of the conductor
as he appears before it making his gestures;
an impression is received by that organ, is con
veyed by its nerve to that particular part of the
brain from which that nerve had its origin, and
by the mind as having been re
Some impress or
through the eye.
change is effected in those nerve cells which
The ear receives the sounds of
is permanent.
is recognized

ceived

the words, and conveys them to the portion of
the brain to which its nerve is connected, and
an impression is marked there.
Observe that
the conductor is looking toward Mrs. L., for he
notices the troubled

expression of her counte

nance.

That this scene affected Mrs. L. deeply, may
be inferred, not only from her troubled look,
but also from the fact that this was her first
experience of any consequence in railroad
ing, and having a newly-wedded hush ind in
her charge, she did not like the thought that
she might see the actual working of the signal
at any moment, and thus have occasion to pre
"
"
pare for a flying leap out of the car window
with her precious burden in her arms. Of
course she could not then think of leaving him
behind, whatever might be her thoughts on
the subject now. Her attention was soon with
drawn from the unpleasant thoughts, and they
were forgotten for the time being.
But the
are indelibly stamped upon her
and arc liable to be reproduced at

impressions
memory,

any time under the proper circumstances.
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Now, passing to the time when Mrs. L. is on
her way to the " City of Brotherly Love," we
find her broken down in health, returning for
the first time to her paternal home. She is
making the same journey, in an opposite direc
tion, that she did two years
had the interview with the "
or."
She has no disposition
lets her mind sink into a

before when she
one-eyed conduct
for thought, but
state of lethargic

She is aroused
brooding over her sorrows.
from this when the conductor of the train
her fare; she is then disap
pointed to find that it is not her genial friend
of two years ago, but a man not very prepos
The "one-eyed con
sessing in appearance.
"
ductor
and his mother are now remembered,
" the first time for
After this
many months."
she leans back and lapses into her mood of sad
comes to collect

despondency, and remains in a semi-somnolent
state, until the cry of" Lancaster, twenty min
"
utes for dinner ! aroused her, when she sat

"
and looked out
up,
sleepily and languidly,"
of the window, to use her own words, " drowsy

and indifferent, neither caring nor thinking
much about what I saw. I noticed a man
upon the roadside a little in front of the car in

which I sat, gesticulating violently with his
Lancaster is associated in
hands and arms."
Mrs. L.'s memory with the one-eyed conductor,
for at that place his mother lived and got on
the car the day Mrs. L. received the impres
From the above we see
sions of the former.
that Mrs. L. was aroused by the name Lancas
ter, and was gaziug out of the window in a
listless manner, when she thought she saw the

Now, when
one-eyed conductor.
space listlessly, we see objects in
vision in a hazy, obscure, vacant
not any one thing in particular.

we gaze into
the circle of
manner, and

The mind is
no impressions from without, but is
engaged, if at all, in combining, rearranging,
or reviewing previously received thoughts and
receiving

impressions.

Let us pause and consider that Mrs. L. had
only two actual, active thoughts that day, after
leaving Harrisburg, until she saw the one-eyed
Those thoughts
as she supposed.
one was about the
were botli from memory
above gentleman and his mother, the other

conductor,

and both closely associated
While Mrs. L. is gazing va
in her memory.
cantly out of the car window, she is exercising
no special control over her mental operations.
about Lancaster

Having just received an impression, the mind
finds a similar one recorded on memory's leaf,
and, glancing over the events impressed there
on two years before, it grasps the most promi

PnRENOLOOICAL

face

and within

a

it

a

is

with the impression when
was recorded, so
now the thought of danger flashed forcibly
upon the mind.
By the time her mind had

years before, and called forth at that time by
the existing conditions.
There may be theo

natural

for her to have expected immediate
at any moment, and, conse
quently, the signal for it; and as she consid
ered the danger
present reality, so she refer
red to the conductor and his gestures as the
a

" danger ahead "

signal of that danger, and as in real existence
before the eye, and thu» communicated to the

a

a

it

it

the agency of the memory, with the various
trains of thought thus induced, was an acciden
tal circumstance or not?
believe in special Providences, and not in
But
occurrences.
do not believe

accidental

that the Ruler of the Universe employs mirac
ulous means for the accomplishment of a cer
can be attained by the use
tain end, when

of means and laws already in existence.
do
in Spiritualism as understood at

I

it

it

signals. At once she seized upon the connected
idea of danger, and referred
to the present,
and the circumstances were such that
was

logical question raised here, as to whether the
recalling of this incident to the mind through

I

a

it

was thoroughly
was taking cogni
zance of
strong impression, and found that
the latter was the couductor making danger

it

L.

not believe

the present day.
If be true that angels, good and bad, have
access to our minds, our thoughts, and mental
it

reached this stage, Mrs.
awakened to the fact that

thought over
little,
occurred to me that
was an act of memory forcibly portrayed
an abstract taken from the car scene acted two

I

it

to comprehend the above picture, and as the
idea of danger was immediately
connected

it

a

it

Thus
think that this incident was an act
of memory and not of sight; that
had not
an actual existence before the eyes.
That
the point
wish to make. When
first read
the piece
was disposed to look upon
as
purely an act of imagination,
but when

it

looking in Mrs. L.'s

speaking distance, as she describes him as ap
But
takes the mind but
moment
pearing.

nervous

system enfeebled and rendered impressible and
excitable by disease and suffering, no doubt
contributed largely to the effect.

I

that

is,

conductor, with his personal appearance, look,
gestures, etc., appears before the mind, written
on the pages of memory, as he did two years
previously, when the impression was taken

The motion of the car, and

eyes.

il

tain known gestures ; on closer observation it
recognizes a particular man ; until, finally, the

I

executing the danger signal, and which has the
idea of danger strongly associated. The mind,
reviewing that picture, sees a man making cer

ory's plate so vividly and with such striking
portion of the scene that occurred
reality,
on the car the day of the bridal trip, that
to be in actual existence before her
seemed

I

nent impression in the picture, which is the
one-eyed conductor at the time when he was

JOURNAL.
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fore Mrs. L.'s eyes
Because her mind refer
red those impressions, seen on the nerve cells,
to the distribution of the nerve through which

Divine direction, may induce us to follow par
ticular trains of thought, or our minds to re
view certain portions of memory, that will lead

complete, and we

are withdrawn altogether from outward influ
ences, we see objects which have no present

if

they were actually before us."
So Mrs. L.'s mind saw, engraved on mem

existence as

is

It

is

a

the spirits of the departed can, on occasion, ex
ert an influence on the affairs of their friends in
the present .ife, will find little trouble in attrib

"
uting the appearance of The One- Eyed Con
ductor" to Mrs. L. as reality. We have recent
new
read
work
Rev. Samuel Watson
(a

mind in its own thoughts

is

a

reverie, in the
Prof. Dulton says: "Even in
waking condition, when the absorption of the

problem as any that might be attempted at this
Doubtless
stage of scientific enlightenment.
those who entertain faith in the doctrine that

a

one, yet the mind recognizes them as being re
the eye.
ceived through the usual channel

logical metaphysicians, and, considered from
the point of view of pure reason, probably
comes as near to
practical solution of the

by

of the optic nerve-centers, appear to have an
external origin, but in reality have an internal

results

a

it

the physiological law stated above, and being
referred to the eye
appeared to be originating
there. Flashes of light, produced by irritation

that will be for our welfare, both
and temporal.
[This "offered explanation" contains much
that
acceptable to logic and science.
in keeping with the views of our best psycho
to

spiritual

ly

?

it

they were communicated to the brain
which,
in this case, was the optic nerve, the nerve of
vision, distributed to the eye
according to

it
is

reasonable to supposo that they
operations,
may have some influence over us by way of
suggestions; and good angels, acting under

if

mind and not through the records of memory.
But
this was simply the mind recognizing
impressions recorded two years before, why
did
in reality appear to be taking place be

Japanese in America.
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book), just published in this city, at $1.25, enti
tled " The Clock Struck One," in which are pre
sented the Bible proofs that the dead of earth
have communicated and can communicate with
men on earth, and we were surprised by the
number and significance of the proofs cited.
Mr. Watson, who has been a devoted Methodist
minister for many years, and has been honored
with the title D.D., and still holds his relations
with that Church, thinks that many eminent
Christians, several of the ministers, and one of
them a bishop, have talked with him from the
other side of the river called death. He claims

229

to be a Bible spiritualist, and to accept only that
If the de

which funis its basis in the Bible.

prophet Samuel could be made visible
to those living on the earth in ancient times,
why could not the " One-Eyed Conductor" be
able to do the same for a beneficent purpose ?
ceased

We insert a few of Mr. Watson's quotations,
but do not give his cogent comments : Heb. L
14 ; Gen. xviii. 2 ; Jud. xiii. 3 ; 1 Sam. xxviii.
viii. 18 ; Dan. ix. 21 ; Dan.
x. 5 ; Dan. vii. 13, 16 ; Dan. xii. 5, 7 ; Zech. i.
8 ; Mark xvi. 5 ; Luke xxiv. 4, 5 ; John xx. 12 ;
3 ; Ezek. ix. 2 ; Dan.

Acts

l/ranfrg and

Acts xvi.

i. 0-11 ;

j[te

1872.]

9 ; Rev. xx. 11.]

11,

|c»([e8.
d

That whichmake*a poodCorjrtitutlonmuit keep viz.,menof wisdomandvirtue; qualitiesthat,becamethey
ncc,mustbecarefullypropupated
of youth. WilliamAnn.
bya virtuouseducation
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visit of the Japanese Embassy to the

-*- United

interest.
that

has

States

attention being drawn to

Public

distant and

once

exclusive

Japan, it has been surprised
of the civilization of
ed but

little

of a different

In this

two young Japanese,

regarded

fair types

as

and whose

for them more than

of

who may be

of Mr. Mori
his

and long rather than broad,
and

affection,

head

of

indicates
is

high

sentiment

He has the power of

organs.

of acquiring

appreciating facts and details,
information,

of makiug

and

himself ac

thoroughly with all the historical

quainted
facts that

go to produce ultimate results.

He is more inclined to deal in facts than he
is to dwell in the realm

tion or theory

; hence

of

mental specula

his inferences are gen

erally sound because he acquires all the facts

He has

at the start.

historical memory
parison

; a

indication of

a good

; has a great deal

of

com

recognition of character

quick

and motive ; reads men like a book ; is re
spectful

kind

and

in his spirit,

for mellowness

ity of manner.

but not
plausibil

and

Ho is firm, steadfast, pos

itive, and determined

without being

in spirit or severe in disposition.
dignity,

pride and self-reliance;

markable

for the love of praise

kindly consideration,

rash

He has

is not re
; appreciates

but naturally inclines

courage, and

to take a straightforward course and perform
his duty with directness and fidelity, whether

the ear forward

able, indicating not

intelligence

perceptive

The length of the head from

rather than mere animal force,

the opening

for

showing intel

moral

IN AMERICA.

remarkable

notice.

JAPAN.

activity;

selfish passion.

Japan,

modern

a passing

The physiology

ligence,

number we

charge d'affaires

ABrxoBi moiu,

from

official positions warrant

high

and

kind

in its culture of

but yet analagous

the intellectual powers.

strength

once account

from the barbarous

We have learned now that theirs

heathen.

present

country,

by the extent

a people

removed

is a civilization
ours,

no little

occasioned

il not withworldlyInhw-

but

a

only
large

a

is consider

good degree of
degree

of

the

his policy is popular or otherwise.

He does

not incline to follow party at the expense of
duty.

-

Phrenological Journal.

He

ia

patriotic, fond of home and country

appreciates

society, is well adapted

and write with freedom
a sharp,

clear,

and

;

to speak

accuracy ; has

vigorous intellect; is not a

theorist or speculator,

but follows facts very

closely, and inclines to take practical

views

of life.
His organization is favorable to take
and

properly

civilization,

illustrate

the best

forms

on

of

and it may be said that his

PORTRAIT

OP

country is fortunate in possessing his services
in the new relations which

it

sustains to the

rest of the world.

Jugoi Arinori Mori was born at Satsuma,
Japan, and is less than thirty years of age.
He was one of the first Japanese students
educated in London, and after coming to
America returned to Japan and entered the
service of his government.
In the spring of 1871, the first to receive
a diplomatic mission from his government,

[Oct.,

he was appointed Charge" d' Affaires
to reside in Washington.

of Japan,

It is expected that he will remain as resi
dent minister in Washington.
He is greatly interested in the general pro
gress of knowledge, and desirous to promote
the advancement of his country in all good
By his intercourse with our official
things.
representatives and by his visits to differ
ent parts of the country he has gained the
confidence and esteem of very many distin
guished Americans.

ARINORI MORI.
While occupying a scat in the National
Legislature of his country, Mr. Mori intro
duced a proposition to abolish the ancient
custom of wearing two swords by the mem
bers of the highest classes, and succeeded in
carrying the measure through against very
In the Military
determined
opposition.
Museum
attached to the War Department
at Washington is one of the swords formerly
worn by a Japanese official who, at the time
Mr. Mori introduced the resolution above
but who subsequently
referred to, opposed
it,
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a practical
acknowledgment of its
wisdom by presenting the sword, through
The blade of
Mr. Mori, to our government.
this weapon is said to have been manufac
It was
tured over three hundred years ago.
Mr. Mori's idea that Japan should send some
of her young women to America to be edu
cated, and in pursuance of his recommenda
tion there are now several young Japanese
girls in this country under his protection.
Of the young men who have left their far-off
home to avail themselves of our educational

made

furnishes
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some practical views

of our

and resources

of

the extent

country.

The " Preliminary Note "

to this book is
paragraph : " The
knowledge furnished by all the better quali
fied minds of the world is a powerful
element, rendering great service in the cause
of humanity. It is often the case that enmity
and bloodshed are the consequence of storing
up prejudices resulting from the want of
mutual knowledge of the parties engaged.
The object of this publication is not only to
suggestive.

"We

copy

a

PORTRAIT OF KOZO SOOGIWOORA.
the number is estimated at five
hundred, two hundred at least now being
here and distributed among our better insti
tutions.
advantages

In the latter part of 1871 Mr. Mori pre
pared a volume on " Life and Resources in
America" for the information of his govern
In this volume
ment and people at home.
he briefly explains the character

and consti

tution of our government and public insti
tutions ; describes our ways of life, literature,
religion, and individual characteristics ; and

aid in removing those prejudices, but also to
invite all the lovers of their race in Japan to
join in the noble march of progress and
human happiness."
KOZO

SECRETARY

SOOGIWOORA,

OF

THE

JAPANESE EMBASSY.
Here is evidently
to the mother
and

practical

tive readiness
truth almost

in

a

the

talent,

strong

intellect, judgment,
and

of the mind.
intuitively

resemblance

and

in

the

intui

He seizes upon
comes

to con
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quickly, and afterward retraces his

elusions

steps and studies out the law or the

mental

" why and

causes, or the

lie

of

the philosophy

studies

ward,

" of his

them

after

has talent for reading character,

for understanding the motives

and dispo

sitions of strangers.
He has capacity
ery which

of

machin

He would leam
of

or instruments

the tools

or profession.

the laws

merchandising,

tendency

of commerce

and

in

excel

but he

is comparatively strong,

conscientious,

more kindly

more

and

honest,

he is devout,

than

His Faith

hopeful or

courage,

thor

of the position, to

defend and protect himself,
the respect

of

is rather limited, and he argues

on to absolute
he

probabilities,

realities

not exercise

does

and in that way
others.

He has

holds

and

as much

as he can ;

or cred

confidence

ulity unless there is something to build it
as

we put
to the

nails his faith

pickets on rails which are
posts

of

the

losophy

fence,

so he

only on something which

has a pretty strong framework

and cruelty, but a

be master

to command

more

attached

in financiering.

not bitterness
to

is

on;

property, would compre

He has force of character,
oughness,

His reverence for whatever is sacred and

possibilities and

it.

He appreciates
hend

a piece

and readily see

through and understand
a trade

and de

and inconvenience

utter disappointment.

respectable

for understanding mech

is complicated

to use skillfully

if not

the opportuni

credulous.

will look into

anism ; he

but calculates

ties for disaster
lay,

first

but makes his conclusions

conclusions,
and

wherefore

of the future,

[Oct.,

of

sound

phi

to hold it.

He will be known wherever

he

may go

among men as a steadfast, upright, watchful,

prudent, persevering,
thorough, energetic

dignified,
man,

ambitious,

with enough

of

the power to govern ; his horse, his servant,

heart and affection to win people, and enough

his governing power and

intelligence to guide and direct his conduct,

his dog appreciate
obey his will.

and in a great measure to control others.

He is known for very great firmness and
determination of purpose;

he

stands

up

and strongly to the duties and re

squarely

sponsibilities which may be laid upon him
on the same principle

that

well down in the water

will sail
He is

ship which is

and well ballasted

more steadily and safely.

good friend, but he does not play

a

the sycophant
go more

a

to anybody,

and he does not

than half way toward friends

does not urge

; he

himself upon them, but in

a

dignified manner meets them half way, and

if

they choose to come he is cordial ; but the

moment

a man shows

himself cool at all he

is able to withdraw his friendship and stand
on his dignity,

or drop that friend and find

another.

He is fond of pets, capable
attachment

of

devoted

to woman ; is not strong in his

Hope, does not look on the bright side alone

Kozo Soogiwoora was born in Satsuma,
After being edu
Japan, in the year 1844.
cated in a native college and being a teacher
there, he went to London, England, in the
spring of 1865, and studied the English
and other branches of a liberal
language
education.

He remained in England three years, at
University College, London , his expenses
being defrayed by the Japanese government.
His thirst to see the world and to study
the institutions and literature of European
nations induced him to devote himself to
study and leave the military service at home
in Japan.
He came to America to continue his
studies, and entered one of our best literary
institutions, with which he was connected as
a student four years.
During all this time
he had the charge of the Japanese young
men who had been sent to the United States
for their education.
He was appointed by his government a

FARMING IN THE SOUTH.

FARMING
LETTER

;
a

the Mississippi River and its trib
lie some of the richest lands in
very paradise for

embodying

capital,

is

is

is

neighbor, whose shores are washed

by the waters of the great Pacific Ocean."

farming popu
science, and enter

the centuries they have lain uncultivated, and
been annually enriched by the debris of their
From the very nature of the
own products.
land

retains water, and in order

a

a

The soil,
heavy clay, contains
large per
centage of organic matter, the accumulation of

to succeed

to the greatest perfection should
in farming
have
thorough system of drainage, not only
to get rid of the superabundant moisture, but
it

prise.

MISSISSIPPI.

a

the world
lation

nearest

IN THE SOUTH.
FIRST

a

ALONG
utaries

'

people at large are beginning to understand
their relations to the world, and our great
to gain and preserve the
national wish
sincere friendship of your people and that of
All this favorable
all progressive nations.
change and progress are entirely due to
what
have called commerce of ideas, to
of which America has so
the development
The friendly senti
largely contributed.
ments so universally expressed in this coun
try toward our people appear to us strong
guarantee that our nations are designed to
We rejoice in
be the best friends forever.
the constant steam communication you have
across the Pacific, and
already established
shall eagerly welcome an ocean submarine
cable, whenever laid, to unite us with our
a

a

is

is

a

;

a

a

a

is,

traveled through
much of this country.
At a banquet given by the Boston Board
of Trade in honor of the visit of the Japan
ese Embassy to their city in August, Mr.
Soogiwoora delivered the following address
in English, which at once indicates compre
hensively the mental culture of this young
diplomat and the status of Japan in her
international relations :
" I have often heard people say that
Boston is the brain of the American Union.
By this I understand that your city is the
point where the human mind has received
the greatest attention and culture in the
different departments of science and of learn
It
indeed,
great honor and
ing.
sincere pleasure for all connected with this
Embassy to meet you here as the representa
tives of people whose fame has gone around
commu
the world everywhere known as
nity who have reached
very high degree
of distinction in the literary, the scientific,
the mechanic, and the educational branches
of civilization. It seems needless to remind
much indebted to
you that our country
yours for having induced us to open our ports
to the external world, the result of which
we feared at first, but now we fully appre
a blessing which has already
ciate. It
brought us much advantage, and from which
we now hope for greater good.
Under the
wise advice of your country we now find
ourselves
moving in the right direction,
taking steps to elevate and instruct our
when
otherwise
we might have
people,
remained in ignorance of the actual condition
of the world we live in, and never have
realized the thousand good things we are
now acquiring since opening our country to

foreign nations.
Commodities of every
variety have been exchanged in the interest
of commerce, and our people have been
actively engaged in developing our indus
trial resources and mechanical arts. Promi
nent among our benefits has been the com
merce of ideas.
No longer inactive, new
thoughts, heretofore unknown to our people,
are constantly imported by our travelers
and students who have been abroad.
Our
beloved country, old in years,
now emerg
ing with all the freshness and ardor of youth.
Old systems of administration and primi
tive modes of education are gradually chang
ing and being largely replaced by those
adopted from this noble land. A still more
the steady
important result than any other
removal of prejudice, which
fading from
the minds of the great masses of our people
toward foreigners, and which was formerly
chief obstacle to free and friendly inter
My best obser
course with foreign nations.
vation leads me to believe that to-day our

is

In

I

and

it

in Washington,
of a Secretary.

member of the Embassy

has performed the duties
he has
this connection
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to admit air and
neutralization

its salutary influence for the
gases in the

of those poisonous

subsoil, which are doubtless the prolific source
of premature decline in the cotton plant and
the rapid breeding of the larva? of caterpillars.
Drainage, subsoil plowing, and imported fertil
izers are, however, very little used in Missis
sippi, where, as in the West generally, the short

policy prevails,
sighted, make-haste-to-be-rich
the object of which seems to be to get all one
can out of the land with the least possible out
So, when a man buys a
lay in improvement.
farm here he goes right in for planting cotton,
strains every nerve to get in a large area, and
having gathered the crop, which in Mississippi
takes till Christmas,

he lets

it lie till March,

[Oct.,

exceedingly lazy, exceedingly improvident, and,
to the inter
generally speaking, indifferent
ests of their employers, combining
with the
old slavery eye-service a grudge against the
former masters, which politicians, industriously

They are making

fan into bitterness.

slow

It will take a gener
progress educationally.
ation yet before they can be classed among
enlightened mankind.
Under

in fact wretch

the present imperfect,

system of farming, with poor
fences, choked-up
ditches, incursions of stock,
inefficient arrangements for feeding and win
cows, horses, and hogs, the bottom
tering

edly managed

lands produce from thirty-five to forty bushels
a bale of cotton when the

of corn per acre, or

With

when the cotton stalks are knocked down, and

seasons are favorable.

partially plowed

year as 1871 was, the yield was twenty-five
bushels and half a bale of cotton.
The corn

the cotton

seed

in, often not even returning
to the generous mother-soil.

The same spirit of present gain metamorphoses
the finest of forests into " dcadenings," involv
ing a lamentable loss of the best timber in the
world. The log-rollings in spring constitute a
holocaust of raw material, hardly ever to be

such a poor crop

crop in this country did not,

in fact,

suffer

very seriously from the August drought, but
cotton shed its leaves and put on a general
sickly look. Yet the late and favorable fall

replaced.

matured the bolls wonderfully.
Planters freely
pay seventy-five cents and board for every

Mississippi is characterized by a consider
able variety of climate and soil, the oak ridges
and alluvial bottoms of the northern part con

hundred pounds picked.
Corn in this country sells for fifty cents a
bushel, bacon twelve and a half cents per

trasting strongly with the piny barren lands
that lie along the Yalabusha and Yazoo rivers.
It was settled some thirty-five years ago prin

pound, potatoes fifty cents a bushel.
Land is readily rented and self-supporting,

bear in judicious grouping of trees and vines.
In those days people in this country got rich
fast; but the war came, revolutionizing the
system of labor, and now they are just begin
ning to adapt themselves to the new state of

The frecdmen are quite
from

the

slaves,

tolerably

a different

element

subordinate,

but

is

it

is,

a

this generous clime.
House servants are
A cook gets her
great desideratum here.
board and ten dollars
montli
in some in
;

stances white servants receive fifteen.
is

The present labor system
unreliable to
last degree.
The freedmen, delivered
from the restraint of personal fear which for
merly kept them, like so many immature,

the

to
certain routine,
undeveloped children,
have not learned to be industrious and saviug
from self-interest, and

here they fritter away
time in sleeping, playing
marbles, games of chance, and exhaust them
selves by dancing nearly every night in the
more than half their

perfect
week till midnight, while Sunday
air-pump, into which they shout away so much
Western phrase, they are
breath that, to use
" done for " till the middle of the next week.
a

things.

would be able to buy land and
easy to make a good living in

a

substantial style of building, in some instances
not unpicturesque, where taste is brought to

years they
would find

is

and here and there uprose the
of the whites, a warm and

tain Boys, or Granite State men can not be
induced to come here.
After renting two

a

disappeared,

"block houses"

are greatly in demand.
The
Mississippi needs emigrants, and
great pity that some hundreds or thousands
of those thrifty Maine Loggers, Green Moun

a

pling in red bud blossoms, with a garment
of wild pea vines interwoven in massy lux
uriance, beneath forests that stretched out like
and in the vis
parks, with no undergrowth,
aisles roamed the
tas of whose cathedral-like
red deer and the wild turkey, in apparently
exhaustless herds and flocks.
The Indians

rentors

it

their negroes and cultivate the great South
ern staples.
It was, indeed, a very lovely
land, as seen in the budding glories of a blush
ing May, veiled in snowy cornus blooms, pur

while

truth

a

cipally by Carolinians, who found these choice
hunting grounds of the Chickasaws a most
inviting theater of action, whereon to move

V. DO

RANT COVINGTON.

HAVE YOU BEEN THERE?

1872.]

ROCKY

MOUNTAIN ECHOES.

No. 4.

CHIANN.*
BT

WILLIAM

E.

FABOR.

Evermore
Tfif Grand Chiann, in stately glory,
Lives in song and grows in story ;
From the gold-besprinkled sand,
Sloping up to the Sierras j
Sloping thence to shores whose terrors
By Atlantic storms are fanned.

Where the palm and olive blossom,

And the cactus leaves embosom
Odors sweet to lovers' test.
Evermore
Grand, majestic, stately, solemn,
On thy bosom many a colnmn.
Shaft, and pedestal arise;
Thou hast hidden chasms yawning.
Where the brightness of the morning
Would he nature's swifi surprise.

Looking East,
As if a new priest demanding
For its Luther's Pulpit, standing
Vacant on its nigged breast,
To proclaim to earth's far corners.
To the weary, to the mourners,
" Here is comfort, here is rest."

Evermore

In thy vales and cations vernal,
Thero are pines whose brows eternal
Crown of emerald have worn ;
And tbe dashing of thy waters
Charmed the Shoshone's dusky daughters
In the ages long by-gone.

Looking North,
Questioning its brother ranges
Of the mystery of changes
In the eons of the past ;
Ere the tireless tonch of human,
Hand of man or foot of woman,
In its shadow had been cast.

Evermore
Charm of sunshine, charm of shadow,
Charm of mountain, charm of meadow,
In thy bosom we can trace ;
And thy massive, grand completeness
Is still linked with simple sweetness
In the beauty of thy face,

Looking South.
Past the Spanish Peaks, and reaching
Halls where Montezuma's teaching
Lingers still in swarthy breast ;

Pronounced by Ludlow and other writers "the grandestt mountain in the world."
Springs, fifteen miles cast of Pike's Peak.

"HATE YOU
reaching London, Paris, Berlin, Vi
European cities, one of
the first questions put to an American is of
this nature : " Have you been to Niagara ? or
up the great Lakes ? or up the Mississippi ? or
the Missouri ? or to the great prniries ? or to
the Rocky Mountains ? or to California ? or to
the hundred and one other wonderful ob
jects to be seen nowhere else in the world
besides in America ? Have you seen all or
any of these ? If bo, do please tell us about
them ?
We have read accounts which
seemed fabulous, and we want to hear, with
our own ears, what your own eyes have
How embarrassing it is to an intelli
seen."
gent American to be unable to tell Euro
peans scarcely anything of his own country.
"We have suffered ourselves from our igno
rance when thus interrogated. Before going

ONenna, or other

abroad,

we had

traveled

more than

50,000

in this country, having lectured in
all the States, and in nearly all the territo
ries, including the N. A. British Provinces,
miles

B

Five miles south of Colorado

EEN THEREJ"
Btill we had not
posted

"

seen

it all," nor

had we

ourselves as thoroughly in regard to

our natural resources as we should have done,

nor

as we have since done.

It

is the fashion, just now, for Americans

to Europe
even for those "green
things," ju?t out of their teens, who know
next to nothing of their own country and
its institutions. But they will soon be found
out, and see how extremely shallow they
are.
Still they must go to Europe. The
voyage and the salt sea air will do them
to

go

good.

It will

also teach them a useful les

son as to the manners and customs
and well-bred people

of modest

abroad ; of their sim

plicity in dress, economy in living, and
mutual deference and respect
qualities
which many young Americans very much
lack. We would encourage all who can
It is healthful, educa
afford it to travel.
tional, humanizing, and improving. But we
would have Americans travel first in their
own country ; then let them visit other
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countries

It

the more the better.
to

sensible

spend

themselves

surplus

and more come here to stay than go there to
So that, on the whole, we are gainers.

see.

A

in a morning journal says :
" The descriptions which have been pub
lished of the grandeur of the mountain
scenery in Nevada, Utah, and Colorado ; of
paragraph

the picturesque

beauty

of

the

Yo

and

the

mammoth

trees

IhpoDnomg,

or

the fashionable

among

Semite

of Cali
fornia, have awakened in the minds of Eu
ropean tourists a desire to visit those local
ities rather than to follow the beaten track
traced by Murray in his hand-books ; and as
a consequence of the interest which has been
aroused, the first party of tourists who have
selected this country as the scene of their
wanderings arrived on Monday from Vienna
The party includes
by the steamer Oceanic.
the Count Festitits, a cousin of Prince Mettcraich, Count Geroe, Lord Blumen, and
valley,

who intend, after rendering
familiar with American institu
tions, to go West, hunt the buffalo, and ex
plore the remote regions of Colorado, Ne
vada, and Oregon.
They state that other
parties arc forming for the same purpose, and
that Fashion, who regulates the direction of
the traveler quite as much as his dress,when at
home, is pointing her finger in this direction.'"
But why not Amer
Now this is sensible.
icans form just such parties, and instead of
frittering away time and money in flirting
other noblemen,

is much

time and
in
than
in
luxurious
living,
travel,
money
fashionable display, dissipation, and so forth.
There is something of reciprocity in this
matter of travel. While Americans go abroad
in large numbers, Europeans visit America,

more

[Oct.

watering-places, get

of twenty-five or thirty and

up parties

see

of their own magnificent coun
try ? Why not ? There would be sense and
health in it.
Our old friend, Mr. Thomas Cook, the
English excursionist, is expected here with
a party of European tourists, on a pleasure
trip around the world. He will proceed via
Chicago, Omaha, Salt Lake City, San Fran
cisco, taking in the Yo Semite and the Big
Trees; thence to China, Japan, and New
Zealand, Australia, and so home.
Delight
ful I May we go next year !
something

JSipjj

of flkracfer.

Or thetool,thebodyformdothlake,
For K>ul
U form,anddoththebodymake. Spnutr.

ITS ANATOMY
BY SIR CHARLES

there

is mere animal

expression and mean
is drawn and the respi
ration suspended ; the body fixed and pow

ness.

The breath

eyes riveted or searching
and the action undetermined.

erless ; the
unsteady,

and

Mr. Burke, in his speculations on fear, as
with perhaps too little discrimi
" man in great pain," he
nation, to pain.
observes, "has his teeth set; his eyebrows
his forehead
arc violently contracted
wrinkled his eyes are dragged inward and
rolled with great vehemence his hair stande
forced out in short
on end; his voice

is

similates

;

Ovid describes the Sabine virgins, and
the tumultuary and distracted state
of mind produced by fear. "And there is
good reason for this, because in a sudden
daunt and onset of an unexpected evil, the
spirits which were before orderly carried by
their several due motions unto their natural
works, arc, upon this strange appearance and
instant oppression of danger, so disordered,
mixed, and stifled that there is no power

SOsuch

left either in the soul for counsel or in the
body for execution." In mere bodily fear

;

nnns erat, faclca non nna timoris,
Pare lanlat crtnes, pare sine mcnte sedct.
Altera mreeta silet, frastra vocat altera matron.
Hkc querltur, stupet heec,htec fugit, ilia manet."
Ovid de Arte Amandi.

A

FEAR.

is

" Nam Timor

K.H.

BEI,Ii,

from our SEPTEMBER NtJXBBR.]

it,

[continued
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groans, and the whole fabric
" Fear or terror," he
continues,
"which is an apprehension of pain or death,
exhibits exactly the same effects, approach
ing in violence to those just mentioned, in
proportion to the nearness of the cause and
the weakness of the subject." *
But there is one distinguishing feature of
the two conditions : the immediate effect of
shrieks

and

totters."

pain is to produce an energetic action and
of the whole frame ; that of fear is
to relax all the energy of mind and of body
to paralyze, as it were, every muscle.
Mr.
Burke seems to have written loosely, partly
from forgetting that pain and fear are often
combined, and partly from taking a view of
the subject too much limited to the particu
lar conclusion which he wished to enforce.
There can not be great pain without its be
ing attended by the distraction of doubts and
fears; the dread even of death is a natural
consequence of extreme pain, and so the ex
pression of fear in the countenance is
frequently mingled with that of pain.
But, perhaps, there are few passions
which may not be assimilated by such
tension

combinations,

fear and

and rage, rage and
morse.

On

hatred,

the other

the diaphragm and muscles of the chest, dis
turbing the breathing, producing a gasping
in the throat, with an inflation of the nos
tril, convulsive opening of the mouth, and
dropping of the jaw ; the lips nearly conceal
the teeth, yet allow the tongue to be seen,
the space between the nostril and the lip be
ing full. There is a hollowness and convul
sive motion of the cheeks, and a trembling
of the lips and muscles on the side of the
The lungs are kept distended, while
neck.
the breathing is short and rapid. From the
connection of the nerves of the lungs and
diaphragm with those of the side of the
neck, and with the branches which supply
the cutaneous muscle of the cheek and neck,
we may comprehend the cause of the convul
The aspect is
sive motion of this muscle.*
pale and cadaverous from the receding of the
blood. The hair is lifted up by the creeping
of the skin and action of the occipito fron
talis.

hatred
and

vengeance

237

re

confining

hand,

to simple bodily fear, there is
truth in the observation of this
The fear of boiling
eloquent writer.
water falling on the legs gives an ex
pression of the anticipation of scalding,
ourselves
much

the

resembling

meaner

expression

of

bodily pain. As Mr. Burke says, fear in
a dog will no doubt be that of the lash,
and he will yelp and howl as if he
actually felt the blows; and this, in
deed, is the only kind of fear which
brutes know.
The higher degrees of
fear, in which the mind operates and
which we shall see characterized in the
countenance

by an

expression

FlO. 1.

peculiar to

energy, do not appear in them.
man the expression of mere bodily fear

mental

In

is like that of animals, without

dignity

;

it

The eye
is the mean anticipation of pain.
ball is largely uncovered, the eyes staring,
and

the eyebrows

stretch.
*

There is

" Snblimc

Pain and Fear.

elevated

to the

a spasmodic

and Beautiful,"

utmost

affection of

Part IV. ecc. S.

Canse of

In

FEAIl

MlNQLUD WITH WONDER.

the preceding

sketch

I

have endeavored

But
to express fear mingled with wonder.
if wo should suppose the fear there repre
sented to have arisen from apprehended

dan

ger still remote, and that the object of fear
approaches, and is now about to cleave to
he trembles, looks pale, has
cold sweat on his face, and in proportion
the imagination has less room to range in,

the person,

* See Essay on the Nerree.

a
as
as

The scream of

there
ing of the imagination, and which
The eye
bewildered,
ele
the inner extremity of the eyebrows
vated and strongly knit by the action of the
corrugator, thus producing an expression of
fore, peculiar to man.

is

more of actual bodily pain.
fear is heard, the eyes start

[Oct.,

is

the danger is more distinctly visible, the ex
pression partakes

JOURNAL.

is,
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distracting thought, anxiety, and alarm, and
The
cheek
little raised, and all the muscles
which are concentered about the mouth are
kind of modulating ac
active, there being
tion in the circular muscle of the lips which
The cuta
keeps the mouth partially open.
neous muscle of the neck, the platysma
strongly contracted, and its fibers
myoides,
be
seen
may
starting into action like cords,
under the skin, and dragging powerfully on
the angles of the mouth.
The imagination
an indecision in the action,
wanders, there
the steps are furtive and unequal, there
spasm which hinders speech, and the color
of the checks vanishes.
" Canst thou quake and change thy color,

From

Approaching Danger.

M Dither thy breath in middle of word,
And then again begin, and stop again.
As
thoa wast distraught and mad with terror?"*
a

Fig. 2. Frar

a

is

is

is

a

a

is

one which does not belong to animals.

becomes

* I shall here transcribe a portion from my brother's
Mr. John Bell traveled in declining
volume on Italy.
health, and died In Rome in 1820. He had written a
great deal with a pencil in the course of his journey, and
no less than thirty small volumes of notes, thus jotted
down on his knee, were submitted by his widow to Prof.
Bell and myself. In these wc saw much to admire, but
knowing how much would have been changed and cor
rected had our brother lived, we thought thcra unfit for
Of the many striking passages in the work
publication.
the following may be selected as relating to the present
eubiect:

" Turin. The Execution of an Assassin. I found my
self opposite to the distracted criminal whom they were
conducting to execution in all the agonies of terror and
despair. lie was seated in a black car, preceded by arqnebusiers on horseback, carrying their carbines pointed
These were followed by a band of priests,
forward.
clothed in long black robes, singing, in deep and solemn
tones, a slow, mournful dirge part of the service for the
dead. A hot, burning sun shone with a flood of light;
and, though it was mid-day, such was the silence, and
such the power and effect of this solemn chant, that its
The
sound was re-echoed from every distant street
clothed in black and
brothers of the Miscricordia,
masked, walked by the side of the car and joined in the
chant. On the steps of the car sat a man bearing a flag
on which Death was represented in the usual forms, and
on which was inscribed in Latin (If I read It rightly),
1Death has touched me with his fingers,' or *Death has
laid his hands on mc.' On each side of the car the ofllc-

a

fating priests were seated, and in the center sat the
criminal himself.
It was impossible to witness the con
dition of this unhappy wretch without terror, and yet,
as if impelled by some strange infatuation,
was equally
impossible not to gazo upon an object so wild, so full
of horror. He seemed about thirty-five years of age. of
large and muscular form, his countenance marked by
strong and savage features, half naked, pale as death,
agonized with terror, every limb strained in anguish, his
hands clenched convulsively, the sweat breaking out on
his bent and contracted brow, he kissed incessantly the
figure of onr Saviour, painted on the flag which was sus
pended before him, but with an agony of wildnces and
despair, of which nothing ever exhibited on the stage
can give the slightest conception.
could not refrain
from moralizing upon the scene here presented. The
horror that the priest had excited In the soul of this
savage was greater than the fear of the most cruel death
could ever have produced. But the terrors thus raised
were the superstitions of an ignorant and bewildered
mind bereft of animal courage, and impressed with some
confused belief that eternal safety was to be instantly
secured by external marks of homage to the Image.
There was here none of the composed, conscious, awfnl
Christian, and
was evident that the
penitence of
priest was anxious only to produce a being in the near
prospect of death, whose condition should alarm all that
looked on him. The attempt was successful."
Obser
vations on Italy, p. 48. By the late John Bell.
Pub
lished by his Widow.
Edinburgh, 1825.
Richard in. Act til. Scene
it

I should apply the name of terror to that
kind of fear in which there is a strong work-

When mingled with astonishment, terror
fixed and mute.
The fugitive and un
nerved steps of mere terror are then changed
for the rooted and motionless figure of

I

fear as is common to brutes.*

it

expression

and indicative of such

5.

the

a

and

is

are clenched,

more strictly animal

if

forward, the lips are drawn wide, the hands
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appalled and stupified.
Spenser
well this kind of terror :

characterizes

"He

answer' d nought at all ; bat adding new
Fear to his first amazement, staring wide
With stony eyes, and heartless, hollow hne,
Astonlsh'd stood, as one that bad espy'd
Infernal furies with their chains unty'd.

#**

inspirits and excites a man, forms an essen
tial feature. We have two fine decriptiona
of despair given in detail by English poets.
One is by Spenser :
" The darksome cave they enter, wbere they find
That cursed man, low sitting on the ground,
Musing full sadly in his sullen mind ;
Ills greasy locks, long growing and unbound,
Disorder'd bung about his shoulders round.
And hid his face ; through which his hollow eyne
Look, deadly dull, and stared as astound ;
His raw-bone cheeks, through penury and pine,
Were shrunk into his Jaws, as he did never dine." *

But trembling every joint did inly quake,
And falt'rlng tongue at last these words seem'd
forth to shake." *

Horror differs from both fear and terror,
although more nearly allied to the last than
to the first. It is superior to both in this,
that it is less imbued with personal alarm. It
is more full of sympathy with the sufferings
of others thau engaged with our own. We
are struck with horror even at the spectacle
of artificial distress, but it is peculiarly ex
cited by the real danger or pain of another.
We see a child in the hazard of being crushed
by an enormous weight, with sensations of
extreme horror. Horror is full of energy;
the body is in the utmost tension, not un
The flesh creeps, and a sen
nerved by fear.
sation of cold seems to chill the blood ; the
term is applicable of " damp horror."
While ter
Despair is a mingled emotion.
ror is in some measure the balancing and
distraction of a mind occupied with an un
certainty of danger, despair is the total
wreck of hope, the terrible assurance of ruin
having closed around beyond all power of
escape. The expression of despair must vary
with the nature of the distress of which it
forms the acme1. In certain circumstances it
will assume a bewildered, distracted air, as
if madness were likely to be the only close
to the mental agony.
Sometimes there is at
once a wildness in the looks and total relax
ation, as if falling into insensibility, or there
is upon the countenance of the desperate
man a horrid gloom ; the eye is fixed, yet he
neither sees nor hears aught, nor is sensible
of what surrounds him. The features arc
shrunk and livid, and convulsion and tremors
affect the muscles of the face.
Hogarth has
chosen well the scene of his picture of de
the wreck of all
spair. In a gaming-house
hope affects, in a thousand various ways, the
victims of this vice, but in every representa
tion of despair an inconsolable and total aban
donment of those exertions to which hope
Faery Queen, Book 1. cant. 9, v. 24.
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The other is in the tragedy of the " Game
after heart-rending re
iteration of hope and disappointment, hav
ing staked the last resource of his wife and
family on one fatal throw, finds himself sud
denly plunged into ruin.
" When all was lost he fixed his
eyes upon
the ground and stood some time, with folded
arms, stupid and motionless ; then, snatching
his sword that hung against the wainscot,
he sat him down, and with a look of fixed at
tention drew figures on the floor.
At last he
started up, looked wild, and trembled ; and,
like a woman seized with her sex's fits,
ster," where Beverley,

out aloud, while the tears trickled
down his face. So he left the room."
A painter may have to represent terror,

laughed

despair, astonishment,

and supernatural

awe,

mingled in one powerful expression of emo
tion. In a mind racked with deep despair,
conscious of strength and courage, but with
ered
the

and

subdued

expression

meanness;

it

is
must

by supernatural

quite removed
be preserved

agency,

all
grand and
from

terrific

; the hero may still appear, though
palpitating and drained of vigor.
Milton has admirably sketched the nerve
less stupefaction
of mingled astonishment
and horror:
" On th' other Bide, Adam, soon as he heard
The fatal trespass done by Eve, amazed,
Astonlcd stood and blank, while horror chill
Ran through his veins, and all his joints relax'd ;
From his slack hand the garland wrcath'd for Eve
Down dropp'd, and all the faded roses shed ;
Speechless he stood and pale, till thus at length
First to himself ho inward silence broke." t

In admiration the faculty of sight is en
joyed to the utmost, and all else is forgot
ten.
The brow is expanded and unruffled,
the eyebrow gently raised, the eyelid lifted
* Faery Queen, Book 1. cant. 9, v. 38.
t Paradise Lost, Book tx. v. 888.
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so as to expose the colored circle of the eye,
while the lower part of the face is relaxed in

The mouth is open, the jaw
smile.
by the relaxation of the
and
little
a
fallen,
lower lip we just perceive the edge of the
The posture of
lower teeth and the tongue.
the body is most expressivo when it seems
arrested in some familiar action.
Joy is distinguishable from pleasure. It
consists, not so much in the sense of gratifi
cation, as in the delight of the conviction
that the long-expected pleasure is within our
reach, and the lively anticipation of the en
joyment which is now decked
out in its most favorite and

a gentle
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turn given to the eyebrows, the acute up
ward inflection of their inner extremities,
and the meeting of the perpendicular and
transverse furrows in the middle of the fore
head, are produced by the opposed action of
part of the frontal muscle and of the corrugator.

Habitual suspicion and jealousy are symp
toms

and

of

accompaniments

melancholy.

Envy may be classed with these expressions,
but it is an ungenerous repining, not a mo
mentary passion.*

moth does

" It

a garment,

consumes a man as a

to be a living anatomy,

alluring shape. A certain sen
sation of want is mingled with

recollection of the alter
hopes and fears which
formerly distracted the mind,

joy

; a

nate

with the immediate

contrasted

assurance of gratification.
In joy the eyebrow is raised

but

moderately,

angularity

;

the

without
forehead

any
is

smooth ; the eye full, lively, and
sparkling ; the nostril is moder
ately inflated, and a smile is on
the lips.

In all

emotions,

the eyebrow, the eye
nostril, and the angle

the exhilarating

lids, the
of the mouth

are

the depressing

passions

raised.

In

it

is the

For

example, in dis
brow is clouded,
the nose peculiarly arched, and
the angle of the mouth drawn
reverse.

content

the

down.
Contrasted

with joy is

the

pettish,
peevish counte
nance bred of melancholy; as
testy,

of receiving sat
whatever source it may be
offered ; who can not endure any man to look
steadily upon him, or even speak to him, or
laugh, or jest, or be familiar, or hem, or
point, without thinking himself contemned,
insulted, or neglected.
The arching of the mouth and peculiar
form of the wings of the nose arc produced
by the conjoint action of the triangular mus
cle which depresses the angles of the mouth,
and the superbus, whose individual action
protrudes the lower lip. The very peevish

of

one who is incapable

isfaction

from

Fro. 3. Jealousy.
a

skeleton

to be a lean

quickened with the fiend
dendo? "

and
'

pale

carcass

intabescetque

ri-

Suspicion is characterized
by earnest at
with a certain timorous obliquity of

tention,

the eyes :

" Fonl, ill-favored, and grim.
Under hip eyebrows looking still askance ;
And ever as Dissemblance langh'd on him,

* " La inndla, crudolissimo dolore di animo, per
bene altrut, fa ritlrar tntti i meinbri. come contraere et
oflnscar le clglle, stringere i denti, ritirar le labbra, torcersi con certa passione dl sgnardo quasi in atto di volere
intendcre ct spiare i fatti altrni," etc. Lokazzo, p. 180.
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He lour'd on her with dangerous eye glance.
Showing his nature in his countenance:
His roiling eyes did never rest in place,
But walk'd each where, for fear of hid mischance,
Iloldlng a lattice still before his face,
Through which he still did peep as forward he did
pace."

Jealousy is marked by a more frowning and
dark obliquity of the eyes, as if it said, " I
have an eye on you ; " with the lowering eye
brow is combined a cruel expression of the
lower part of the face.
Jealousy is a fitful and unsteady passion ;
its chief character is in the rapid vicissitudes
from love to hate ; now absent, moody, and
distressed; now courting love; now ferocious
and revengeful ; these chnnges make it a diffi
cult subject for the painter, and it is only in
poetry that it can be truly presented in the
-vivid colors of nature.
Even among poets,
Shakspearc

alone seems to have been equal

to the task.
Sometimes it may be personi
fied in the face of a mean, suspicious, yet
oppressed creature; or, again, in a lowering
expression, the body as if shrunk into itself;
like that of one brooding over his condition,
and piecing out a tissue of trifling incidents
to abuse his judgment.
In jealousy the eyebrows are knit and the
eyelid so fully lifted as almost to disappear,
while the eyeball glaresfrom under the bushy
There is a general tension of the
eyebrow.
muscles which concenter around the mouth,
and the lips retract and show the teeth with
a fierce expression;
this depends partly on
the turn of the nostril, which accompanies
the retraction of the lips. The mouth should
express that bitter anguish which the Italian
poet has rather too distinctly told :
" Trcraa '1 cor dentro, o trcman fnor le labbia,
Non pud ia lingua dlsnodar parola.

La bocca amara e par che tosco v' habbla,"

Again :
" E per

V ossa nn tremor freddo gli scorre,
Con cor trafitto, e con pallida faccia,
E con voce tremante, c bocca amara."

There seems to be a natural succession in
the passions of rage, revenge, and remorse ;
I do not mean morally, but in regard to our
present inquiry concerning the traits of ex
A slight change in the lineaments
pression.
of rage gives the expression of revenge,
while the cruel eye of revenge is tempered
* Faery Queen, Book ill. cant. 12, v. 15.
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by the relaxing energy of the lower part

of

in remorse.
Rage is that excess or vehemence of anger
that can be no longer restrained
tcBva animi
Whether the object be near or
Umpettas.
remote, the frame is wrought and chafed.
It is a brutal passion, in which the body acts
with an impetuosity not directed by sense.
If we observe it in a beast we shall better
recognize it in man. When the keeper strikes
the tiger or the wolf with his pole there is
an instantaneous fire of expression ; the eye,
the teeth are in a moment exposed, and ac
companied with an excitement of the frame
which we can not see unmoved.
If we im
the countenance

agine the human brute strangling helpless
age or infancy, it must be with such a rage

Lord Karnes says, "A stock or a
I am hurt becomes an object
of resentment, and I am violently incited to
This is purely as the
crush it to atoms."
wolf bites the stick which is presented to
him. In considering those bursts of passion
which lead us to wreck our vengeance upon
inanimate objects, Dr. Reid supposes we are
possessed with the momentary belief that the
" There must," he
" be
says
object is alive :
some momentary notion or conception that
the object of our resentment is capable of
as this.

stone by which

I

here is
notion of the in
timate connection
between the emotion in
the mind and the exertion of the bodily frame.
The body and limbs suffer an agitation as the
face does, resulting from the passion, and if a
man, half-conscious of the frenzy which pos
sesses him and afraid of being betrayed into
an act of cruelty, flings from him the weapon
of destruction, it is with the jerk and impet
uosity of an outrageous act ; while his hu
mane sense controls him, it is not capable of
arresting that instinctive agency of the body
wrought upon by the passion; just as a man,
after a long exercise of patience in some
work of delicacy or nicety, is at last over
come, dashes the instrument from him and
relieves himself by a burst of impatience and

punishment."
in not having

believe the mistake

a confirmed

some angry strides.

In

rage the features

are unsteady,

the eye

largely, they roll and are in
The front is alternately knit and
flamed.
raised in furrows by the motion of the eye
brows, the nostrils are inflated to the utmost,
balls

are seen
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the lips are swelled,

and, being drawn by

the muscles, open the corners of the mouth.

The whole visage is sometimes pale, some
times turgid, dark, and almost livid ; the
words are delivered strongly through the
fixed teeth ; " the hair is fixed on end like

[Oct.,

and threatening ; the lip trembling and the
breath suppressed, or there is a deep and
long inspiration as of inward pain.
In the following sketch I endeavored to
represent that expression which succeeds the
the storm has
last horrid act of revenge;
subsided, but the gloom is not yet dissipated.
Some compunctious visitings of nature are
in the lips, though the eye retains its severity.
By the posture and fixed attention I would
indicate that the survey of the now lifeless
body carries back the train of thought with
regret for past transactions.
To represent the prevailing character and
physiogomy of a madman, the body should
be strong and the muscles rigid and distinct,
the skin bound, the features sharp, the eye
sunk ; the color of a dark brownish yellow,
tinctured with sallowness, without one spot
of enlivening carnation ; the hair sooty black,

stiff and bushy.
represented

as

of

Or, perhaps, he might

be

a pale, sickly yellow, with

wiry hair.
11His burning eyen, whom bloody strokes did stain,
Stared full wide, and threw forth sparks of fire;
And more for rank desptght than for great pain,
Shak'd his long locks, color'd like copper wire,
And bit his tawny heard to show his raging Ire."

I
Fie. 4. The Maniac.
one distracted,

and every joint

should

seem

to curse and ban.''*
Tasso thus describes the rage of Argante :
" Tacqne ; e *] Pagano al sotTerir poco nso,
Morde le labbra, c di furor si strugge.
Rispondcr vuol, ma '1 suono csce confuso,
Siecome strido d' animal, che rugge:
O come apre le nubi ond' egli e chiuso,
Impetuoso U fulminc, e sen fugge;
Cosi pareva a forza ognl sno detto
Tonando uscir dair inflammato petto.'1
Cant. vl. 38.

But in representing the passion it may be
much varied; perhaps the eyes are fixed upon
the ground; the countenance pale, troubled,
* "La furia fa gl' atti etolti c fuor di se; si comma di
qnclli die si avvolgono nc i moti offensivl, senza rignardo
alcuno, rendendoai vebementi in tntt.1 gl' affetti, con
bocca aperta et storta, che par che stridano, ringhino,
urlinoet si lamentlno. stracciandosi le membra et i pnnni
Lomazzo, lib. ii. p. 135.
et facendo altre smanlc."
If the painter has any imagination and power of de
lineation, the reading of the combat of Tancred and Ar
gante must inspire him with a grand conception of the
sublime ferocity of the human figure in action.

do not mean here to trace the progress

of the diseases of (he mind, but merely to
throw out some hints respecting the external
character of the outrageous maniac.
You see him lying in his cell regardless of
everything, with a death-like settled gloom
When I say it is a
upon his countenance.
a heaviness of the
I
mean
death-like gloom,
features without knitting of the brows or ac
tion of the muscles. If you watch him in
his paroxysm you may see the blood working
to his head ; his face acquires a darker red ;
he becomes

restless;

then,

rising from

his

couch, he paces his cell and tugs his chains;
now his inflamed eye is fixed upon you, and
his features lighten up into wildness and fe

rocity.
The error into which a painter may natur
ally fall, is to represent this expression by
the swelling features of passion and the
frowning eyebrow ; but this would only give
Or he
the idea of passion, not of madness.
The
melancholia for madness.
mistakes
theory upon which wo are to

proceed

Faery Qnecn, Book il. cant. 4, v. 15.

in
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attempting to convey this peculiar look of
ferocity amid the utter wreck of the intellect,
I conceive to be that the expression of mental
energy should be avoided, and, consequently,
the action of all those muscles which indi
I believe this to be true to
cate sentiment.
nature because

I

have observed

(contrary

to
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family. But how changed is her con
dition when, instead of the lethargy and
fixed countenance, the circulation is sud
denly restored, the blood mounts to her
cheeks, and her eyes sparkle, while both in
mind and body she manifests an unwonted

her

energy,

and

her whole frame

is animated.

that there was not that en

my expectation)
ergy, that knitting
nant brooding and
of madmen which
their
characterize

of the brows, that indig
thoughtfulncss in the face
is generally imagined to
expression, and which is

so often given to them in painting.
a vacancy in their laugh and a want

There is

of mean

ing in their ferociousness.
To learn the character of the countenance,
when devoid of human expression and re
duced to the state of brutality, we must have
recourse to the lower animals, and study
their looks of timidity, of watchfulness, of
and of ferocity. If these ex
excitement,
pressions

I

are transferred

to the human

face,

should conceive that they will irresistibly
convey the idea of madness, vacancy of mind,
and mere animal passion.
But these discussions are only for the study

of the painter. The subject should be full
in his mind without its being for a moment
imagined that such painful or humiliating
details are suited to the canvas. If madness
is to be represented it is with a moral aim,
to show the consequences of vice and the
indulgence of passion.
There is a link of connection between all
The painter may bor
liberal professions.
He will require
row from the physician.
something more than his fancy can supply if
It
he has to represent a priestess or a sybil.
as
learned
mind
must be the creation of a
as well as inventive. He may readily con
ceive a female form full of energy, her im
agination at the moment exalted and preg
nant, so that things long past are painted in
as if they stood before her, and her
But
expression becomes bold and poetical.
he will have a more true and precise idea of

colors

what is to be depicted if he reads the history
of that melancholia which undoubtedly, in
earlier times, has given the idea of one pos
sessed with a spirit. A young woman is seen
constitutionally pale and languid ; and from
this inanimate state no show of affection or
entreaty will draw her into conversation with

Fiq. 5. Frenzy.

During the continuance of the paroxysm she
delivers herself with a force of thought and
language, and in a tone so greatly altered

"

that even her parents say, She is not our
child, she is not our daughter, a spirit has en
tered into her." This is in accordance with
the prevailing superstition of antiquity ; for
how natural to suppose, when this girl again
falls into a state of torpor and sits like a mar
ble statue, pale, exhausted, taciturn, that the
spirit has left her. The transition is easy ;
the priests take her under their care, watch
her ravings, and give them meaning, until
she sinks again into a death-like stupor or
indifference.
Successive attacks of this kind impress the
The painter has to
indelibly.

countenance

represent features powerful but consistent
with the maturity and perfection of feminine
He will show his genius by por
beauty.
only a fine female form with the
not
traying,
of
the antique, but a face of pe
grandeur
culiar character, embodying a state of disease
often witnessed by the physician, with asso

If on the
ciations derived from history.
dead and uniform paleness of the face he be
stows that deep tone of interest which be
longs to features inactive, but not incapable
of

feeling ;

if

he can show something

imprint of long
man sympathy,

suffering

isolated

throw around

of

from

the
hu

her the appro
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priate mantle, and let the
shoulders, the picture
golden letters to announce
in the old paintings of the
her

line hair fall on

will

require

her character,

no
as

Sybil or the Py

thoness.

Before proceeding

I

that the

must repeat

of the body which sometimes ac
the act of dying are not the effect

convulsions
company

of pain, but

succeed to insensibility.

may remain, after death, for a time
pression
and

the

of

There
the ex

suffering,1 but this soon subsides,

become placid and com
Therefore it is that the sorrowing
friends are withdrawn until Death has had
the victory, when the features assume the
tranquillity of sleep.
The observation
of Leonardo da Vinci,
that contrast is essential in painting, has a
fine example in the picture of the " Martyr
dom of St. Agnes."*
Near the martyr lie
two soldiers struck down by a miracle ; one
of these is in the agony, but not yet dead ;
the muscles of his neck are convulsed, the
mouth extended, and the lips drawn back
from the teeth, the brow is furrowed, the
eyes almost closed, and the pupils not vis
ible; the other soldier is tumbled over him,
his features are fixed in death ; with both of
features

posed.

these

is

contrasted

martyr.
"When in Rome
statue

of

the

I

St. Cecilia ;

resignation

of

the

heard much of the fine

I therefore

went to the

Convent of St. Cecilia Decollata.
Looking
for a statue, my surprise was great when it
was pointed out where

the figure lay, in a
crypt or low marble arch, under the great
altar.t A gold case containing the heart of
the saint hangs

from the center

of

the arch.

St. Cecilia was an early convert to Christi
anity, and having drawn her brother and
to the faith she suffered mar
tyrdom, and was found in the precise posi
tion in which this marble represents her.
The body lies on its side, the limbs a little
drawn up ; the hands are delicate and fine,
they are not locked, but crossed at the wrists;
the arms are stretched out.
The drapery is
beautifully modeled, and modestly covers the
limbs. The head is enveloped in linen, but
many others

* In the Academia delle belle Arte, Bologna,
t In the Church of St. Cecilia in Trastevcre.

[Oct.,

the general form is seen, and the artist has
contrived to convey by its position, though
not offensively, that it is separated from the
A gold circlet is around the neck to
body.
conceal

DEATH AS REPRESENTED
IN THE PAINT
INGS OP THE OLD MASTERS.

OP
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statue

the place

of a lady

of

of white
appearance of

It

is the

to reality in the dra

from the resemblance
pery

decollation.

perfect in form, and affecting
marble,

and the unexpected

the statue altogether.

It

lies

living body could lie, and yet correctly,
as the dead, when left to expire
I mean in
the gravitation of the limbs.*
The position of the head will distinguish
the dead from the living figure.
There is so
as no

much difference between
that

is to say,

it is

fainting and death,
to mark the

so possible

difference, that I confess I have been disap
pointed by the failure of some of the finest
painters ; for example, in the representation
of the Madonna fainting at the foot of the
cross, which is a very frequent subject, the
coloring is commonly that of death.t
There is sometimes in death a fearful agony
eye, but we have said that it is con

in the

solatory

to know that this does not indicate

The
suffering, but increasing insensibility.
pupils are turned upward and inward. This
is especially observed in those who are ex
piring from loss of blood. It is the strain*mus patheticui orantium of Boerhaave.
Sauvages observes on this rolling up of the eye
ball in dying children, "Vulgo aiunt hos
" The vul
tenellos suam patriam respicere."
gar say that these little ones are looking to
their native home."
We can not fail to observe how artfully
* Statua di St. Cecilia.
"Questu graziosa etatua jjiacente, rapprescnta un corpo morto come se allora foese
cadnto mollemcnte sul turrcno, colle eetremita ben di»poste e con tntta la decenza neir assetto del paniteggiamentl, tcnendo la testa rivolta air ingiu e avllluppata in
una beuda, senza che lnopportunamente si scorga 1' irrlgidlrc del corpi freddi per morte. Le pteghe vi Bono
tacilc, e tutta la grazia eplra dalla persona, che si vede
essere giovine e gentile, quantunque asconda la faccia ;
le forme generali, e le belle estreniita che se mostrano,
danno a vedere con quanta grazia e con quanta scclta sia
state imitate la natura in quel posare si dolcemcnte."
t Gtaii Critto Morto. " He lieB, the head and should
ers resting on the knees of his mother, who has fainted.
The posture and abandonment of the Magdalen is the
finest representation possible ; her hair, as usual, loom.
She is kneeling at the feet of our Saviour, her hands
convulsively entwined.
The dead body is beautifully
drawn, the anatomy perfect, not exaggerated. But the
mother is dead gone to decay not in faint, but in
death ; such is the effect of the coloring."
Note from
Journal. Parma.

EXPRESSION
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ITS ANA

the poets accommodate their descriptions of
death to that kind of interest which they
The tyrant falls con
have labored to excite.
in
and
distorted
vulsed
agony ; the hero, in
whose

fate we have been made

to sympa

TOMT AND PHILOSOPHY.

if asleep, with
unobscurcd by
convulsion; the form remains, but the ani
mation is gone, and the colors of life have
given place to the pale tints of death.
creature

the

thize, expires without the horrors of death ;
his fall is described with all the images of
gentle sinking, where mortal languor is suc
ceeded

by

insensibility

unaccompanied

" Hasta volans noctis dlverberat umbras,
Et venit avcrsi in tcrgum Sulmonls, lbique
Frangitur, ac flaco transit pnecordla llgno.
Volvitur lllo vomens calidum de pcctorc (lumen
Frlgldas, et longis singultibug Ilia pulsat. " .Entitf,

there is a picture of fero
cious impetuosity and savage strength :
" Infuriossi allor Tancredi et dlsse ;
Cost abusi, fellon, la pieta mia?
Pol la spada gli flsse et gll reflsse
Nella vislera, ovcaccerto la via.
Moriva Argante, e tal mon'a qual visse :
Minacciava morendo, e non langula ;
Superbl, formidablli, e ferod
Oil ultimi moti fur, l'ultime vocl."
Tasso, Oct. Lib. cant. xlx. 28.

Sometimes,
sented

indeed,

unaccompanied

which it is commonly

death

may

be repre

with the horror by
A young
associated.

In the death of Dardlnel the simile of Virgil is beau
tifully imitated by Ariosto :

" Come

purpurco fior Unguendo muore
Che'l vomere al passar tagllato laasa ;
O come carco di soverchlo nmore
n papaver no 1' horto, il capo abbassa ;
Coel giu de la faccia ogni colore
Cadcndo, Dardlnel di vita passa," etc.
Cant, xviii. 153.

As a further contrast, wc might tako the death of the
Soldan's page, Oer. Lib. lx. 86. So of Nisus throwing
himself upon the body of his friend, .Eneld, ix. 444.
Contrast also the death of Eunseus, lb. xl. 668, with that
of Camilla, in the same book.

69.

Senza splendor la faccia scolorata."

Or Petrarch
" Non come

:

flamma cho per forza 6 spenta.
Ma che per se medesma si consume,
Sc n' andd in pace 1' anima contenta :
A gutsa di un soave e chiaro lume,
Cui nutrlmento a poco manca,
Tcnendo al fln suo usato costume ;
Pallida no, ma piii che neve bianca,
Che senza vento in un bel colle fiocchl,
Parea posar come persona stanca.
Quasi un dolce dormir ue1snoi bcgli occhl,
Essendo il spirto gla' da lei dlviso,
Era qnel che morir chiaman gli eclocchL
Morte bella parea ncl suo bel viso."
Trionfo detta Morte.

It

gante, for example,

ill.

:

" E, quasi un clel notturno, anco sereno

Volvltur Euryalus letho, polcbrosque per artus

Tasso presents us with some very fine con
trasts of the same kind ; in the death of Ar-

in death as

countenance

Again the same poet

But in the death of Euryalus the poet re
curs to all the images of languid and gentle
decline :
crnor, inque humerus cervix collapsa recumblt:
Purpureas vcluti quum floe, euccisus aratro,
Languesclt raoriens ; lassove papavera collo
Demisere caput, plnvla quum forto gravantur." *
jEneia, iz. 433.

of

In questa forma
Passa la bella donna, e par che donna."
Tasso, Ger. Lib. cant.

ix.411.

"

is seen

beauty

14D' nn bel pallore ha 11bianco volto
asperao.
Come a' glgli sarlan miste viole.

by

pangs and struggles.
In the episode of Nisus and Euryalus, Vir
gil gives to the death of Sulmo all the hor
ror of violent death ; the breath is convul
sively drawn and the sides palpitate.
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A man

who has died in battle lies blanched
he has bled to death; but
one strangled, smitten, or crushed by some
deadly contusion has the blood settled in
his face. The following picture is truly hor
rible from its truth and accuracy :
and

very pale

" But see, his face is black, and full of blood ;
His eyeballs further out than when he lived.
Staring full ghastly like a strangled man ;
His hair uprear'd, his nostrils stretch'd with strag
gling ;

Bis hands abroad dlsplay'd as one that grasp'd
And tugg'd for life, and was by strength subdued.
Look on the sheets ; his hair, you see, is sticking ;
His wcll-proportlon'd beard made rough and rugged,
Like to the summer's corn by tempest lodged.

It can not be but he was murder'd here ;
The least of all these signs were probable."
King Henry VI. Part

IL

The laws of inquest in England require
in all their ap

such things to be witnessed

palling
where

circumstances,

it falls,

since

and no weapon

the body lies
or even disor

der of dress is^emoved.
Are such scenes to be painted ? Certainly
The impression may be conveyed to
not.
the spectator consistently with good taste,
so as to
and in a manner less obtrusive,
awaken the sensations which should attend
them, without the detail of the actual scene,
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It

may be allowed in words, as Shakspeare
has represented the body of the good Duke

Humphrey, but in painting the representa
tion becomes too palpable to admit the
whole features of horror.
iTO BE OONTEKTIKD.]

SELF-ESTEEM LOST BY AN ACCIDENT.
great facts of Phrenology often find
in accidental injury to the

confirmation
THE

brain, or a part of it. Within a few years past
we have met with cases recorded in the medical
publications of injuries received by persons iu
the region
phenomena

of the brain over the eyes, the
of which, as stated by attending
have included aphasia, or loss of

physicians,
speech, or incoherent utterance, or weakness
of memory, or a general impairment of the

Not having the oppor
perceptive faculties.
tunity to examine these cases, we have been
unable to present a properly digested account
of them, but could only infer from the brief
diagnosis given that the injury in a particular
case affected chiefly such and such organs.
Quite recently we received a letter from

which contains much "confirmation
strong," in the language of the sufferer him
self, with reference to a local injury to the
He says : " About two years ago I
brain.
received a hcavj' blow on the head with a
piece of timber in the very place phrenologists
have marked " Self-Esteem."
It made a cut

Boston

[Oct.,

About two or three months after I began to
much troubled with the above dis
Although I was a little inclined that
ease.
way before, yet I look back to that time as
the dawn of a dark and terrible era in my
And yet I am not able to decide which
mind.
is the real cause, the wound or my natural

be very

I

am certain of,
organization ; but one thing
never had any trouble before the
that
accident to be compared to what came upon
me like an armed man two or three, months

I

afterward.

"

It

seems clear enough to us that the acci
dent greatly impaired, if it has not destroyed,
the functional activity of the organ of Self-

To have withdrawn suddenly the
very important aid which this organ contrib
utes toward rendering character self-reliant,
steady, and confident is a serious deprivation.
Esteem.

The loss of any organ can not be supplied,
although it may in a degree be compensated
So, while
by increased activity in others.
etc,
Firmness, Continuity, Conscientiousness,
may not fill the vacancy of Self-Esteem, they
into such
be quickened
may, nevertheless,
efficiency that the character shall be really
improved
practical

in

tone and

and its

consistency,

on the life

results

of the man

be

Jcptltmmt of |hgstolo0g

^aniterium.

Thetrutbaof Phyntology
earlyandearnestly,andwith Llitsemphaaltof highrellglnuiduly.
shouldbe1nculcat«d
andeoforeed

PREPARING

FO R THE

T.

|)ur

evidenced in a more correct deportment and a
more successful conduct of business.
In this case, however, the organ may recover
much of its former strength, although some
Such is
time has elapsed since the accident.
" While there's life there's
the possibility.
In the meanwhile, the mental expehope."
an inch and a quarter in length.
I have often I rieuce or the person is exceedingly interesting
from the scientific point of view.
wondered that it did not break my skull.

CHOLERA.

BY ». T. TKALL, M.D.

a

it

cally in the United States. In other years
has appeared endemically in»several places,
and in every year 6ince 1832 there have been

is

few spasmodic cases.
The sum total of mor
tality, taking all times and places in its history
and all modes of treatment,
very nearly one-

half the

cases.

Perhaps we should not wonder
a

that, when deaths from cholera count
score
or more per week, the people are alarmed and

many flee panic-stricken

from the cities where

prevails.
But more children die of cholera

infantum

die of con
sumption every winter, than have ever died of
cholera during
whole year. Moreover, these
diseases are as constant as the seasons, while
every summer,

and more adults

a

IN

it

the years 1832, 1849, and 1854, the Asiatic
or spasmodic cholera prevailed epidemi

the cholera only appears at distant and uncer
tain intervals.
Yet we are not alarmed about
cholera infantum.
We never try to run away
from consumption.

We have got used

to these

PREPARING FOR THE CHOLERA.
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greater pestilences, and have come to regard
them as unpreventible maladies, if not as sec
ond natures or special providences.
Two wrongs, however, never make a right.
we can not understand, nor cure, nor pre

If

vent, and will not study, cholera infantum or
it does not follow that we should

consumption,

disregard prophylactic
the " blue disease."

For

measures in relation

to

two years the indications of a
cholera pestilence have existed in
Now it is prevailing in Russia with

nearly

wide-spread

the East
In Moscow
more than ordinary malignancy.
there have been eight deaths to one recovery
a ratio perhaps unprecedented.
Some persons have remarked
cholera

that epidemic
preceded by the extensive
of small-pox.
If small-pox has

is usually

prevalence

anything to do with it we had enough of that
last winter and spring. Other persons have
thought that an extraordinary prevalence of
cholera infantum is one of the premonitory
If this be so we
signs of epidemic cholera.
have enough of the infantum to insure the epi
Yet others have observed that the po
demic.
tato disease has immediately preceded a visit
ation of cholera ; and just now we are told
that the potatoes are rotting in England, and,
to cap the climax of dubious prognostication,
some have imagined that battle fields with ter
rible slaughter have some influence in produc
ing a cholera pestilence. And the recent
Franco-Prussian war is all we need refer to
under this head.
It is true,
These may be idle speculations.
however, that certain diseases which destroy
or eradicate from the system some kinds of
poisons or impurities create others which in
duce, when

the

are favorable,
Thus yellow fever

circumstances
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stantinople, and in Arabia along the Euphrates
and Tigris. In all of these places the succes
sive appearances of the disease have followed
the main thoroughfares of travel.
The earliest records of the cholera pestilence
present a history not unlike that of the pre

vailing one.

Though long known in India it
did not attract the attention of the medical pro
fession generally until 1817. It then "broke

out" at Bengal, and from that point extended
over the principal nations of the earth.
Until
1830 it was confined to the countries of Asia;
but in that year it appeared in Moscow; in
1831 it appeared in St. Petersburg, Warsaw,
Dantzic, Berlin, Hamburg, and on the north
eastern coast of England. Early in 1832 it
appeared in Paris and London; in June at
Quebec and Montreal, and soon in various
places in the United States from the Atlantic
coast to the Mississippi valley.
The first case
in New York occurred June 24, 1832 ; and in
July following, although the death-rate was
considerable less than during the late " heated
term," the " mortality was frightful." The dis
ease prevailed
in this country to some ex
tent during the years 1838 and 1834.
In 1847 the disease again appeared as a ma
lignant epidemic in India, and its prevalence
and history were quite analogous to those of
the epidemic which appeared in Moscow in
1830.
The first cases in the vicinity of Nev*

York

occurred

December

1.

at Quarantine,

Staten

Island^

But it did not extend beyond

the quarantine grounds.
Soon after this time
the disease appeared at New Orleans and sev
eral other Southern cities, but did not extend
north of the Alleghany Mountains.
But in the

beginning of May, 1849, it appeared in New
York, and soon after in Philadelphia. This

other forms of disease.
does not cause yellow fever in attendants and
nurses, unless they are exposed to the original
causes, but the morbific excretions of the pa
tient may occasion some other or a similar dis
Like produces similar, pathologically,
ease.
" simUia similibus eurantur " is wise or
whether

epidemic of 1849 was more wide-spread on the
American continent than that of 1832, reach
ing to New Orleans, Mexico, California, and
It did not appear in San
the West Indies.

otherwise,

similar.

therapeutically.

From an elaborate report on the " Recent
Diffusion of Cholera in Europe," by Mr. John

Netten Radcliffe, we learn that the present epi
demic (which some writers suppose to be the
reappearance of the smouldering epidemic of
1866) appeared first in Southern Russia in 1869,

in Moscow

in

1870,

and during the year in

Empire.
During the year 1871 it appeared in 8iberia,
Poland, Germany, Sweden, Asia Minor, Con
several

other

parts of the Russian

Francisco and Sacramento until October, 1850.
The epidemic of 1854 was less extensive than
either of the preceding ones, but its history is
Shall we have the epidemic repeated in 1873,
or sooner? The chances are against us. The
English journals are sounding the note of
alarm.
According to all precedents it will be
there soon ; and as the Atlantic Ocean has not
kept it from us heretofore, it is not safe to rely
on it to do so hereafter.
It is well to prepare
for the cholera, for
labor will
strictest

if

hygienlst

it does not come our

Everything that the
and most rigid sanitarian

not be lost.

Phrenological Journal.
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against the cholera, in him
" the
to health
the age," as the Science op

can do to guard

self or in others, is conducive
great want

of

Health truly says. Aqd there is no absolute
security against the dreaded disease except in
Before ftny
the possession of sound health.
"
with cholera (to em
person can be " attacked
ploy a common but very absurd term) he must
And this pre
have acquired a predisposition.
disposition is the effect of bad air, or impure
water, or improper food, or personal uncleanliness, or stimulating drinks, or narcotic quids,
snuff, or segars, or poisonous drugs, or enervat
ing dissipation, or of two or more of them.
City inspectors, boards of health, and muni
cipal authorities, can do much in the way of
" warding off the pestilence."
They can sup
press nuisances, clean the streets, disinfect
gutters,

open

the

sewers,

remove

the

dumping

[Oct.,

on which this practice is recommended
the cholerine or premonitory diarrhea

is, that

is the
essential cause of all the danger.
If this is
prevented the patient will not, can not, have
the cholera.
The logic is good, but the pre

mise is bad.

Cholera does not consist essen

tially in discharges from the bowels. It is not
mere diarrhea.
Not one in a hundred dies of
diarrhea, with or without medication.
Cholera
is as different from diarrhea as typhoid fever is
from epileptic fits.
Diarrhea is an

different

effort of the vital organism to expel impurities
or irritating matters from the bowels.
Cholera
is an effort to deterge impurities or irritating
matters from the whole masB of blood through

This is why the
the channel of the bowels.
disease is so dangerous, and this is why the
disease is so empirically and so unsuccessfully
The discharges may be checked; the
may be arrested ; this is only a ques
tion of dose; opium and brandy will do it.
But then what? The patient dies of narcosis
treated.

grounds beyond the city limits, quarantine
vessels from infected ports, and stop the sale
of swill milk, unripe fruits, rotten vegetables,

cholerine

And these measures, if
putrid meats.
faithfully executed, will save scores of lives,
One or two hundred
cholera or no cholera.
persons are dying every week in our commer

There is a rush of blood
to the head, and the brain becomes fatally en
This brain-affection does not happen
gorged.
in cases

of diarrhea.

cial

of blood

is foul that stimulants

And

metropolis because these things are not
done. If half that number should die next
week of cholera, wouldn't there be a panic !

The moral of the cholera is hygiene. The
greater work of purification lies without the
It is
purview of the constituted authorities.
that which the individual can do for himself,
and which no other one can perform for him,
tolens.
Whatever may be the remote

nolens

causes of cholera, and wherever

and however

they may originate, the real predisposition is
in the blood; and the essential condition of
biid blood is deficient excretion ; and the prin
cipal predisposing condition of deficient ex
If the
cretion is constipation of the bowels.
bowels

are kept

in a normal

condition

it is

next (I believe quite) to impossible to have the

It

is because the mass

and astringents

are so injurious.

No physician feels alarmed in an ordinary
of diarrhea.
He fears nothing but tem
porary debility as the result of the remedial
effort. However painful the process may be,
there is seldom danger. But when his diagno
sis is cholera, his prognosis is unfavorable.
He
calculates that a majority of his patients will
die, despite all the resources of his healing art.
Prof. George B. Wood, M.D., of Jefferson
Medical College, Philadelphia, says, in his
" Practice of Medicine," " The plans of treat
ment which have been employed in epidemic
case

cholera are almost as numerous as the combi
nations of which remedies are susceptible ; and,
judging from the reports upon a great scale,
there seems to have been little difference in the

cholera.

While it is important to keep the depurating
function of the skin active by occasional bath
ing, it is of vital importance to maintain the
, normal action of the bowels.
But this must
.not be done by purgatives; they would only
make a bad matter worse. It only requires a
i dietary .which is in itself not constipating.
Plain vegetables, good ripe fruits, and wheatmeal bread are the essentials.
Many physicians recommend stimulant', cor
dials, " stomachics," astringent medicines, and
constipating food as preventive measures. No
greater

or consective fever.

mistake was ever made.

The theory

results ; for the proportion of deaths has gen
erally varied from one-third to one-half, no
matter

what was the locality or what the

means of cure resorted to.

This is

a fearful

statement

And it

seems

that the nature of the disease is misunderstood
and the practice is purely experimental.
Why is the cholera more dangerous than a

I have already indicated the
simple fever?
reason, but it will appear more obvious after
adverting to a law of pathology, nowhere

taught in medical text-books, but true never
theless : Diseases are more or less dangerous, at

WATER, PURE AND IMPURE.
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the remedial effort is more

or less determined to

part or organ. Keeping in mind the prin
ciple that disease is not an entity (the cholera
"
does not " travel
from place to place, nor
does it "attack" persons) but a remedial pro
cess or effort
an attempt to purify the body
we shall be able to apply the law above stated
to an explanation of the phenomena and na
ture of cholera.
If the remedial effort is made
the out
equally to all of the excreting organs
lets of the system each part will do its pro
portionate share of the duty of purification,
and no part will bo destroyed or seriously
damaged. This is the case in the milder forms
of fevers ; and this is why they are never dan
If the effort is made mainly in the
gerous.
direction of the surface, the patient is always
safe (unless the medication kills hinr), for the
one

reason

that the cutaneous

emunctory

is the

largest depurating organ of the body, and can
perform a disproportionate
amount of duty
with little damage comparatively.
But when
the remedial effort is from the skin there is
danger ; and when, as in the case of cholera,
the whole attempt to purify the mass of blood
is in the direction of one organ, and that the
alimentary canal, the damage is very great.

The bowels are intensely congested, their ves
sels engorged, and disorganization
and conse
quent death are imminent
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From this explanation the correct principle
of medication must be obvious. It does not
consist in constringing the bowels, nor stimu
lating the blood-vessels, nor blistering the sur
face, nor calomelizing the liver, nor injecting
salines into the blood, nor narcotizing
the
brain, nor stupefying the nerves, nor chilling
the stomach with ice, nor refrigerating the al
ready freezing patient with ice-bags to the
spine, but simply in restoring circulation to the

surface. If this can be done, the patient may
recover ; if not, he will certainly die.
In no other disease is the remedial effort so
completely

localized.

Witness

the blue, dry

appearance of the skin, the haggard features,
the coldness of the tongue, the muscular
spasms, the running off of the semen of the
blood through the bowels, the internal heat or
burning sensations, the diminished respiration,
and the pulseless wrist
toms indicate determination

All of

these symp

of blood and nerv
ous energy from all parts of the body to the
bowels. The pressure on them is too great,
and no wonder

they are disorganized

death

of the other organs following.
Should the cholera take passage on some of
the transatlantic steamers for our shores, or
"break out" among us unheralded, I may
have something to say, more in detail, with re
gard to its proper treatment

WATER, PURE AND IMPURE
of the prolific sources of disease is
Speaking in a
impurity of water.
general way, without aiming at chemical ex
actitude, impurity of water is produced in
several ways, among which are the following :
1st. By noxious vapors which float in the

ONE
the

atmosphere,

such as smoke and other chemi

the other
cal vapors. These contaminate
at
the com
rain
water,
wise pure
especially
Those who use
mencement of a shower.
water to drink and for cooking
cistern
should not permit the beginning of the rain
to flow into the cistern, but should allow the
water to run to waste until the smoke and
other noxious gases which are floating in the
air, and also the smoky and dirty condition

of

the roof, shall

At

have been purified by the

the end of a half-hour's
falling
rain the water then falling will be nearly
pure, and if stored in a clean cistern in cold
rain.

or cool weather, and the cistern be so deep
in the ground, with ample covering to resist
the action of the sun, say two feet of earth
over the top, the water will remain nearly as
through the summer.
cool as well water
When cistern water is used, the cistern which
for the time is serving the family should not
receive

the water

This should
dinary uses.

of

the

summer

showers.

for or

be sent to a separate one

Clean

rain

water,

in

a

deep,

large cistern, will become settled so that the
water will be as clear as crystal and cold as

that of spring or well.
2d. Water is rendered impure by decompos
ing organic matter, either animal or vegetable.
fields and forests is
Surface water from
strongly impregnated by an infusion of veg
etable matter, which, being exposed to the
influence of the sun in hot weather, is ren
If a pond or
dered detrimental t<> health.

Phrenological Journal.

One gallon Thames River water, which sup
plies London, contains of solid matter over
19 grains, or more than four times as much
as the Croton.

is

is,

is

Salter,

a

every year.

is

posits, the water has become so charged that

exceedingly pungent and bitter to the
a

is

it

is

so heavy that
said
man floats
tastc.and
on its surface like pine wood on fresh water.

The difference

in the specific gravity and,
in the bouyant quality of fresh
and salt water
illustrated by the fact that
vessel loaded in
fresh water river will
rise
foot or more when
comes into salt
Boats loaded with coal in river or
water.
canal to the water's edge will stand
foot
out of water when they come to tide water.
If loaded as deeply in tide water they would
sink as soon as they were sent into the lighter
is

consequently,

it

a

a

a

Let us now bring this subject to

a

fresh water.
practi

cal application.

In

the great alluvial "West, where

the sur

it

it

it,

a

is

comparatively flat and the vegetation
very luxuriant, the water becomes impreg
nated with the decaying vegetable matter,
and as the water lies for
considerable time
upon the surface, the soil not quickly absorb
becomes sometimes almost as red or
ing
yellow as coffee as
lazily creeps along in
face

the small streams.

Farmers of small mean* find a place they
call
spring where the water has been per
foot under ground and then comes to
haps
little rill but this
the surface and makes
not pure.
few
well
Some dig
water
feet deep, but they strike no spring the sur
used by
face water percolates into
and
the family. It has
dirty taste to those who
are not used to it; the result
fever and
ague, bilious complaints, and many forms of
a

a

;

a

is ;

11

becoming

The Dead Sea in
Palestine having no outlet, and the river Jor
dan and other streams flowing over
country
rich in mineral matter and bringing their de
so to speak,

is

84

4.70 grains.

the col

more and more charged

it,

f

1.69grains.
"
44
«

becoming

with salts of various kinds,

a

Solid matter

i

the sea

is

Carbonate of lime
Sulphate of lime
Chloride of calcium
Chloride of magnesium
Carbonate of magne^U

In

lection of such great bodies of wafer some
of it must come from springs where mineral
deposits give off their qualities in solution ;
or it flows over limestone and other mineral
As these mineral elements are
substances.
carried from the land to the sea, and are not
evaporated into the air as the sea water
thus becoming fresh to take up and bring
down to the sea again other mineral matter,

a

bone-making principle.
Rain water which percolates through all
sorts of soil and earth, becomes, during its
passage, more or less impregnated with the
salts or minerals contained in the earth and
rocks, and when it comes to the surface it may
be so highly charged as to be called a " minewU spring" of some sort, or it may be hard
in a greater or less degTce like well water.
A gallon of Croton water, with which the
City of New York is supplied, contains of

The water of the Mississippi and also of

a

for mjles around, to the ruin of the constitu
tion if not to the death of the people.
, 8d. Water which appears
clear, bright,
and sparkling, with none of that yellow or
reddish tint and offensive odor which per
tains to surface or stagnant water, may be
impure from the mineral substances which
The more common and
are held in solution.
abundant of these is carbonate of lime, which
is precipitated on the sides of the vessel in
which the water is boiled, constituting the
fur of the tea-kettle and the crust of the
boiler. This kind of water is called hard.
Every river is made up of surface water and
organic
springs, .and carries decomposing
matter, and many of them running over lime
stone regions carry so much of lime and
other mineral matter as to be hard. The
Housatonic River, in Massachusetts, is too
hard for use by fullers and dyers.
Over the great Kentucky, and a part of
Ohio, limestone region the water of the
rivers and springs, as well as the wells, is
hard, and strangers are seriously affected by
its use, until they become accustomed to it.
In all limestone regions with which we are
where vegetable growths have
acquainted,
all the lime they can take up and the water
carries carbonate of lime in solution, the peo
ple and the animals are amply endowed with
bone, and are larger and taller than elsewhere
in regions deficiently supplied with lime, the

[Oct,

the great lakes is not quite soft.

it

swamp dries up or becomes stagnant, bilious
and intermittent fevers prevail, sometimes

a
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some water the year round, and a world of
trouble and sickness might be avoided.
DISTILLING STOV^.
"We have, however,

entertained

a pet pro

|)cp;trtment

jjjur

of

ject for the last twenty years, not that we
expect to carry it out and make a hundred
thousand dollars ourselves by it, but who
ever will do it will make all the money he
Our project is this: let there be a
needs.
cooking stove so constructed that water can
be distilled.
Then rain water or any other,
from a puddle, brook, or pond, or brackish
well, or sea water, might be used, and the
fire which warms the house and cooks the
food can be made to distill all the water the
family might require for cooking and drink
This apparatus should be so constructed
ing.
as to be simple, easily attended, not liable to
accidents, and not to increase the cost of the
Btove more than ten or fifteen dollars.
It can
be made larger and more elaborate for hotels
and large families, and the extra expense
would, in such cases, be easily borne.
Who will put his wits to work to make
this invention, thereby securing a fortune

and ministering to the health and happiness
of million* of human beings ?
Some fifteen years ago we wrote and pub
lished an article respecting the need of a
lawn mower, saying there was $100,000 in
it if properly developed.
In a few weeks
after drawings, rude in conception, ruder in
execution, and rudest in description, began
to be sent to us claiming, what the inventors
considered,

the

prize

we

had

offered,

and

asking when and how we would send the
Now the market is filled with lawn
money.
mowers of excellent quality and usefulness,
and the $100,000 are distilling into the pock
ets of their inventors, and the people are
benefited.
We do not offer a reward for a
water-distilling stove any more than we did
for the invention of the lawn mower, but we
and also abundant
think there is money in
Who
blessing for millions of our countrymen.
will study and work out the invention, and,
while thus doing good, get abundantly paid
for
A cheap invention to give to the
great West pure water in every house would
sum
be worth to the nation more than
our
national
can
esti
to
debt.
Who
equal
mate the health of an empire in money
a

cisterns

they might have whole

t

men would construct

it,

If

health.

t

ill

as already mentioned,
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foetal

Relations,

1

iplniM, tliuu only MIm
Of i»*r*<i(M»
Ui»tliu arr|r«d Lli«Ull
Thouart th«nuiM of vhtue.

EIGHTS.

I

a

full

have

discussion

mind
of the

a

I

needed very much, and

to try, although
subject would fill

a

It

is

rights?

a

Our much
volume.
its
century
nearing
It has been most emphatically an age
close.
not pass
of progress and of right. Let
away without doing as much for its little
civilized community,
ones, the children of

it

is

nineteenth

a

boasted

as

CARHEY.
does for its dumb animals

and its far

away heathen.

Our own country needs missionary labor as
well as Baroboologha. Does this seem an
unfounded assertion
In the July number of The Science of
Health
find the following corroborative
" Our cities are to-day swarming
words
with juvenile vagabonds who have no pros
pect in life but as paupers, criminals, and
drunkards. Who cares for them ?"
Yet the editor probably did not include
the army of little martyrs inclosed by the
brown walls of Fifth Avenue, who, in many
t

made now

rights, women's rights,
wonder
patent rights, and political rights,
if any one could, in some lull of the clamor,
word in edgewise about children's
get
men's

A.

I

JULIA

:

all the hubbub there

AMID
about

is

BY MRS.

it
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respects, need our commiseration
as those of Five Points.

as much

The sweet poet has sung truthfully
" The storc-honse of the grasshopper

:

The philanthropist is forcing upon the
world the more prosaic truth, that immunity
from needless suffering is the right of every
creature God hath made.
Yet how many
of us are thoughtfully, wisely caring for the
children ? One class of reformers is poring
over the census tables, and blaming another
class of reformers who have no more to do
with the matter than themselves, because
overworked American mothers do not add
to their own toils by bringing into the
world a larger number of the children of
tobacco-steeped

fathers.

For

most

of

our

American mothers are overworked, whether
rich or poor. . Fashion is as hard a mistress
as poverty, and our large
middle classes
have perhaps the hardest work of all to
equal with their slender means the dress and
style of living of the wealthier.
" Who cares for the children ?" was the
question 1
Mormouism and Communism
are each
caring for them, but they are attempting
entirely antagonistic results, and striving for
those results through a sacrifice not only of
Scripture teaching but of the highest and
holiest emotions of the human heart.
The police care for them, sometimes with
tenderness that seems foreign to their office,
but they have no power until the law is
infringed, and then the law must be satis
fied at whatever

cost

of human

age, committed

souls.

The religionists care for them 1 All over
the land we hear of children's revivals, and
" The Sight of Hell " is sold for a
penny as
juvenile reading.
Yet the concentrated
to a youthful mind by
agony occasioned
either of these influences is probably greater
than all the suffering of the brute creation
from the day they were named of Adam until
now. For is not the soul more than the
body ? and the heir of immortality more
than the beast that perisheth ? Yet, where
are our humane societies for the children ?
The following item has been quoted ap
provingly by many of our papers :
"The New London (Wis.) Timet reports
that a girl in that place, thirteen years of

to memory

the Bible in a single week."

1,100 verses

of

Another mentions the awful depravity of
who, having been cheated with the
promise of a new book into cumbering his
memory with a vast number of unappre
ciated verses, was presented with a volume
over whose erudite dullness his grandfather
would have gone to sleep. The little fellow
indemnified himself for the loss of his play
time by selling the book and purchasing
with the proceeds a good stock of peanuts
and confectionery.
When I r«ad this item,
neither twenty years as a minister's wife nor
a constitutional aversion
to slang phrases
restrained the exclamation, " He's a brick !"
There seems to be a prevalent idea among
the mass of men and women that children
have no rights that an adult is " bound to
This is a fallacy. What do we
respect."
"
mean by " natural and inalienable rights
if they are not inherent in our very nat ure 1
If, then, we accept the definition of the
time-honored
Declaration, tkose rights are
" life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."
Admitting this, where does it lead us ?
If children are entitled to life they are
entitled to the highest order of life possible
to humanity.
For this that life must have
a pure source.
Its parentage must not
only be pure before the law but before God ;
and pure not only from unchastity but from
There are many who will
every other sin.
add with me, pure also from luxurious living
and the poisonous drugs which are taken as
an expiation of the fault; pure from the
disgusting trio, alcohol, tobacco, and swine ;
baptized daily with God's own trinity of
health, pure water, air and sunshine!
For this the mother must not grudge the
time spent in ennobling a life which is
She must not deem it a meritorious
eternal.
thing to toil over broidered seam and ruffled
flounce that her own or the little one's gar
ments conform to the last freak of fashion,
while the new book is unread, the choice
or the glowing sunset
picture unpurchased,
For all these things not only decide
unseen.
what your child's life shall be but what shall
be your future fitness to guide that life.
AVe shudder as we read of those profes
sional beggars who cripple or starve the
stolen child that its deformity and weakness
a boy

Is his by nature's sacred right.'1

'

j
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We ask
gain.
pecuniary
again, where is the humane society for chil

may be to them

dren ? Yet, how much better is the mother
who starves her child's higher nature, or
dwarfs its physical frame that she may be,
like Martha, a model in housekeeping, or,

like Eugenie, a leader in fashion ?
The second claim is that children, as well
as adults, are entitled to liberty. Yet liberty
The
is not to them or to adults lawlessness.
child is amenable to parent or guardian in
the same way as the parent or guardian is
amenable to his country and his God. Un
necessary restraints and unduly severe pun
ishments are simply tyrannical, by whomso
As God has made of us
ever inflicted.
beings,
by giving us a free
which is yet ruled and overruled by
His divine sovereignty, so should we aim to
govern the children, allowing to each indi
vidual nature the working out for itself in
its own way the problem of its own possi
bilities.
The same is true of the pursuit of happi
ness, for to be and to do, and to make of our
selves all we feel capable of being, doing, and
achieving, is the highest ideal of happiness.
The boy who is called by the neighbors
" lazy " when working on the farm may outwatch the very stars in his devotion to
sciences of which they know or care little.
The " dullest boy " in school sciences has
responsible
agency,

MY
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become a Dr. Adam

Clark in theology ; so
of which the world
is proud was mentioned in the youth of its
owner with disparagement
by those who
held no key to its individual mentality.
There are many minor rights such as cour
also, many another name

appreciation, sympathy,
encourage
ment, and a fair judgment of motive, which

tesy,

might be introduced. These, however, are
by the truly refined to all, of what
ever station, age, or sex; while they aje con
to rules which vary
fined by boorishness
with place and circumstance.
" Miss A. always says, ' if you please' and
'thank you' to us," said a schoolboy of his
teacher.
It did not need much knowledge
of life to know that she was beloved in her
school, or that she would carry the same
spirit of Christian courtesy into all her inter
course with others.
When the world learns to be just to its
younger members we may hope for a future
in which justice may be accorded to all. So
accorded

long as even mothers, otherwise tender and
kind, object to the abatement of severity in
modern views of theology because the old
ideas " were so^ood to discipline children,"
in its
we may expect the soul, terror-lashed
youth, to retaliate in its manhood.
Many a sin which has startled the world
was but the volcanic burst from the longsmouldering fires of previous suffering.

WEALTH.

BY ANDREW DOWNING.

I

AX not rich In gold or lands ;

My home no splendid palace stands,
But wirh the labor of my hands
I earn my daily bread.
No liveried servant* round me wait ;
I can not ride In pomp and state
Among the titled and the great
An humble path I tread.
And yet, a heritage I hold
I'd not exchange for all their gold.
And sounding names, and wealth untold
Their houses and their lands.
I have a free and kingly mind
That greed of gold can never bind
An eye that Pride shall never blind
To Duty's high demands.

I have

a soul with love Imbued

For all the human brotherhood.
"
"
Confessing ever. God U good 1
Unwavering

faith in heaven ;

A faithful compass by my side,
A chart that still shall be my guide,
When wildly o'er the raging tide
My bark is tempest-driven.

I

have a lyro that gently flings
Sweet music from its trembling strings,
And stirs the spirit's hidden springs
To kindred melody.
And friendly hands are clasped in mine,
And starry eyes upon me shine.
The while Love's dainty fingers twine
A roseate wreath for me.

If
If

all that heaven hath granted me,
all these priceless treasures be
The heritage of poverty
These treasure? vast and sure.
If riches he to care allied,

If
If

baseness walks by fortune's side.
gold beget teth foolish prideThank God, thank God, I'm poor

I
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BY. B. P. COATK8.

the afternoon of a clear, bright winter

ONday,

in a comfortable mansion on the
outskirts of the town of Salem, the master of
the house

with

a

fine-looking,

a frank, open

middle-aged

English countenance

man,

fuel.

stood

There had been a heavy fall of snow a few
days previously, and it now lay in huge bil
lowy drifts and fantastic wreaths on the open
fields, while the keen north wind swept light

before the great blazing fire on the hearth but
toning his coat and drawing on his mittens
preparatory
abroad.

His wife,

to setting

out on

some

ready, and was soon urging his team along the
road toward a piece of woodland about a mile
distant, from whence he was to bring a load of

errand

particles that glittered in the sunshine in blind
a comely matron, seated

in

a

high-

backed chair near the hearth, had been enu
merating several new cases of witchcraft and
demoniac possession that had occurred in the
immediate neighborhood (this was in 1693).

ing gusts across the road. Yet the north wind
only seemed to brace the sinews of stalwart
John Stanley, and to blow a ruddier tint of
health

over his bold

countenance, and his comments when she had

countenance, and as it
its jewels on his curling locks it
seemed
rather to be some good fairy shower
ing down diamonds and pearls. But the snow
jewels that lay on his chestnut hair were

concluded were not exactly calculated to allay

naught

this feeling.

memories

The good woman seemed to feel
by the incredulity expressed

piqued

" Pooh

1 pooh !

" said

he.

don't believe in witchcraft,

"

I tell

and

a

little

on his

I

you, wife,
chance to

if I

fall in with one of these reputed witches this
afternoon we'll drink confusion to Cotton Math
er in something that, I'll warrant, is to him a fa
miliar spirit," and here be slapj)cd his coat
pocket, wherein nestled a flask of strong liquor.
"And I tell you, John Stanley," said the
good wife, pitching her voice in a key just a
semitone above that which is termed silvery.
Here
would beg leave to state, for the ben
efit of my inexperienced readers, that when

I

ever a woman arraigns an offending husband
before the bar of her displeasure, or, in other
words, lectures him, she usually commences
by sounding the culprit's name in full, in obedi
ence to a custom observed from time immemo
rial, which seems, at first view, to have been
originally borrowed from courts of law, but as

matrimony is the older institution, I conjecture
that the indebtedness is on the other side. "

I

" that the
you," said the worthy dame,
events occurring in this very town are as de
serving subjects of conversation and belief as
tell

those stories of English fairies that you are so
fond of telling to the children around the fire
in the evening. And I shouldn't be surprised,"
she continued, " if some evil befell you this day
as a punishment of your levity in speaking as
you have."

John Stanley was a prudent man, and the
subject in question was of small domestic im
portance, so he made no reply; but having
completed his preparations he stepped out of
the door and on the great ox Bled that stood

scattered

to the sparkling
fancies and bright
that danced through his brain, for

the north wind brought him thoughts of dear
old England, and dreams of Christmas games,
and blazing yule logs, and the mistletoe bough

of May-day dances, and waving elms, and
stately parks, and summer landscapes crowned
with the sunlight's golden glory. It whispered
in his ear the tones of loved voices, the low
warbling at dawn of birds that nestled beneath
the eaves of his childhood's
home, and the
sound of the peaceful Sabbath bell pealing out
from the tower of the old ivy-covered church
in his native village.
Surely the north wind
was a good fairy.
" Ah," mused
" I'm afraid I was a
Stanley,
sad dog when I was young; and when my
father bade his wayward son choose between
disinheritance or being consigned to the care
of his grim Puritan uncle in the colony, and
I chose the latter alternative, it was the first
time in my life I manifested wisdom.
And
who would have thought twenty years ago,"
he continued, " that the wild, rollicking John
Stanley could become the staid, thriving colo
nist, held in respect and esteem by his Puritan
townsmen, although they do pull long faces
when he happens to let slip a line from ' that
profane player man,' as they term Will Shakspeare 1 Perhaps," he mused, " the key to the
may be found in the fact of my hav
ing taken to wife a certain demure maiden
who has been a faithful helpmate through all
mystery

the years of our wedded life, and whose gentle
influence has sobered my reckless nature and
made me what

I am.

work, God bless her

Yes, it has been Mabel's
!

And

I am

an ungrate
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this

personage

one

a

apprehension.
" Well," said he, " what do you want with

!"

;

;

I

me?"
" want liquor," said the hag " liquor to
warm this old body that your talking men
liquor to give me
have driven out to perish
strength to curse your whole race of robbers
and murderers
Here was Stanley fairly entrapped, and he

;

began to cast about for Bome excuse for not
fulfilling his rash vow of hobnobbing with the
powers of darkness but upon a more practical

As

he cast

a

view of the case he came to the conclusion,
from the appearance of the old crone, that she
had already been supplied with sufficient
stimulus for the laudable purpose which she
avowed in the latter clause of her remarks, so
he intimated as much, at the same time start
ing up his team to cut short further discourse.
look back he saw the old woman

:

standing in the middle of the road with her
hand raised menacingly, and heard her yell
after him

a

1

" I'll make you sorry, John Stanley "
Perhaps there might have been some super
stitious fears lurking in his breast, for he felt
turn in the road shut him
relieved when
Stanley proceeded
at once to his task of loading up, but from
some cause, whether the gloom of the forest

is

it

it

or the melancholy sound of the wind high up
in the somber pines, or from some dim fore
Is impossible to
bodings of impending evil,
say, but certain

he

;

text he had often heard expounded, was rum
maging among odds and ends of plays conned
many years before.
" Aroint the witch " he exclaimed at last, in
tone, however, more expressive of entreaty
than command.
The old woman, without heeding this exor
whirling motion with her
cism, commenced

upraised hand, and immediately the oxen be
gan to spin round, taking witli them the load
of wood and its proprietor. Round and round,
faster and faster they flew, and Stanley seemed
vortex of horns,
for
second or so to be in
hoofs, sticks of wood, and ox-sleds, and then
violent shock bereft him of sense.

When he returned to consciousness, he found
himself lying at the foot of lofty pine, through
whose branches the wind swept, making
shudder and moan and toss its arms wildly,
like one vexed by an evil spirit. Raising him
sitting posture and looking around,
self into
he became aware of the presence of company
of strange beings in the form of dwarfs about
a foot high, arrayed in fantastic costumes, of
which no two were alike in color and as they

it

from her sight.
Arrived at his destination,

To add to his astonishment, his cattle imme
halt, nor could the utmost
exertions with his stick induce them to lift
hoof. At last the witch slowly raised her hand,
with the shriveled forefinger pointing upward,
whereupon the oxen rising stood erect upon
their hinder feet.
By this time Stanley telt
his courage giving way, and he began to fum
ble in his memory for
passage of Scripture
but, as in some cases where life
in extreme
peril, events of childhood are presented to the
mind with the most vivid distinctness, so Stan
goodly
ley's memory, skipping over many
diately came to

a

in

recognized

;

Stanley

who had for some time lain under suspicion of
witch, but who had hitherto eluded
being

surprise, to say the least, directly in
the path before him the figure of the old Indian
witch.

pleasant

a

with an old slouched hat on her head.

forest deities that he had read in his youth
and
was while occupied with such thoughts
that he suddenly observed with
start of un

a

I

there emerged from the thick bushes on the
side of the road the figure of an old Indian
woman, wrapped in a tattered red blanket,

and the deepening gloom, that his mind invol
untarily recurred to wild tales of Scandinavian

a

heard

he

is

path,

began to be unusually

a

his team into this

shrill voice call out, " Stop, John
"
Stanley
The person addressed checked his oxen and
looked around for the speaker.
Presently
harsh,

It was now twilight, and as he slowly made
his way through the wood there was some
thing so favorable to reflection in the solitude

;

turned

as he

a

leading

into the depths of the wood, when, just

a

point in the

a

a

from

a

now reached

a lane diverged

somewhat fatigued, he seated himself
upon the top of his load and commenced his
homeward course.
ing

a

where

a

road

it,

good fairy."
Stanley had

1

" Diamonds and pearls 1" screamed the north
wind, " diamonds and pearls 1 Oho 1 I'm your

a

treasures."

depressed in mind, and more than once in the
course of his work he applied himself to his
flask, which became lighter in proportion as
the load on the sled grew heavier.
At last, having completed his task, and feel

it

I

a

ful rascal," thought John Stanley, "if I do not
feel richer than an emperor when
think of
her and our dear children
my household

255
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came crowding around him upon bis showing
signs of returning animation, he noticed that
they all wore queer little masks.

" Do him no harm," said one, who appeared
to be a leading spirit among these imps, and
who was distinguished from the others by a
tall red feather in his cap ; " do him no harm,
he can quote our Will upon occasion, and an
accomplishment so unique in this land should

[Oct.,

From this leafy curtain

Stanley peered out
aud found himself alone in a strange

curiously,

place.
Instead of gloomy pines and spectral birches
he was surrounded by beauteous elms with
graceful drooping branches and feathery fo
liage, while the snow had given place to a
carpet of emerald turf, embroidered with white
and

star-flowers

bells

purple

and

violets.

commend

him to our favor were he the grim
mest Puritan that ever presided at the drown

The light which illuminated

ing of a witch. So take courage, friend," he
continued, addressing Stanley in a manner that
seemed odd enough in view of the relative

for although it displayed objects within a few
feet of the ground with the utmost distinctness,

size of the parties.
the same text?"

" Can'st give us more of

"

I think so," said Stanley, who now felt like
seeing the adventure through:
" Black

spirits and white.
Bed spirits and gray "

" Bravo ! " shouted the imp, while a faint
sound of applause arose from the diminutive
audience.

"Prithee, friend," said he of the feather,
" how earnest thee
"
by such lore?
" Oh," said
Stanley, with a dash of self-com
" I was a player once,
placency in his manner,
in my younger days."
"A player?" said the dwarf, interrogatively.
" Yes, a a strolling
player."
"Oh!" said the imp, dryly, and "Oh!"
echoed the audience in exactly the same tone.
"Associate masks," said the dwarf after a
pause, turning to his companions, "permit me
to express the conviction
that this worthy
gent is a complete tile."
(The signification of
these last two mystical words Stanley was
never able to ascertain.) " And further, to pro
pose that in order to entertain our guest in
a fitting manner, we make him Kin? of the

Does this meet your approval ? "
" Yes, yes ! " chirped a chorus of
tiny voices.
" Hurra li for King John ! "
"
Very well," said the dwarf; and then turning
to St nicy, " wdl your majesty please wink?"
His majesty complied, and immediately found
himself seated in a sylvan chair, formed of the
roots of a prostrate tree that had apparently
Iain in that position a long time, for the trunk
Revels.

and

branches

were entirely concealed from
by thick shrubs covered with fragrant
blossoms, while the part which formed the
scat and back was overspread with moss of
various
tints, and from a projecting
point
above n vine rich with clustering flowers de
view

scended in heavy masses on either side over
the twisted projections that served for arms.

this grove seemed
to come from beneath rather than from above,

it seemed to fade away and become lost among
the foliage that roofed the spot
As Stanley sat inhaling the soft, balmy air,
heavy with perfume, and gazing down a long
vista of sylvan beauty that opened before him,
he beheld advancing a diminutive train, which
he had no great difficulty in recognizing as the
he had met with shortly before,
company
although the appearance of the individuals
comprising it was essentially changed.
They had laid aside their masks, and the
males of the party (for there was an equal
number of both sexes present) were attired
alike in a sort of court dress, consisting of a
green coat embroidered with gold, a white
and
satin waistcoat also richly embroidered,

pink silk breeches, with white stockings, and
jeweled buckles in the shoes. In addition to
this, each wore a cap of black vel . et adorned
with

a white

plume

secured

by an emerald

clasp.

The females were arrayed in robes of green
silk spangled with diamonds, and wore on
their heads fillets of emeralds.
These

particulars Stanley observed as the
approached and formed a semi-circle
within a few feet of him ; and as one of the
train

number,

whom he surmised

to be the former

spokesman, stepped forward, the truth flashed
upon his mind, and he thus addressed him:

" Either

I mistake

your shape and making

quite,

Or

else

you are that

shrewd

and knavish

Bprite
Called Robin Goodfellow

!

Are you mot he?"
" Thou speak'st aright,"

said the dwarf,
" and, permit me to add, your prime minister
for this occasion.
Has your majesty any com
mands ?"
"

Truly," said Stanley, entering into the
spirit of the jest, " methlnks, after the fatigues
of the forest, a cup would not be amiss !"
" Ho, page !" cried the little minister, "
bring
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his majesty

a
a dew-drop 1" and immediately
tiny page appeared with a rnassive silysr sal
ver, which, by the way, was an English six
pence, and upon it the smallest crystal goblet

that ever was dreamed of.
Stanley took off his mittens

very gravely
and stooped down to take the offering, which
he had no sooner touched than it became a
tall beaker, containing at least a pint of liquid
that he quaffed with evident satisfaction.
" What name does this dew bear, my pretty

page?" said the new monarch, condescend
ingly.
" Mountain dew," was the reply.
"Ah," said the king, smiling graciously,
" we have heard of that good drink before.
And now," he continued, addressing his min
ister, " it is our pleasure to sup. Can the royal
larder furnish a roasted fowl?"
"
Truly, yes," said the elf. " Here I a hum
ming-bird for his majesty."
Immediately there stood before the royal
seat a round table covered with a snowy cloth
of marvelous texture, upon which the hum
ming-bird being placed, expanded into as
a
a fowl as
ever furnished
goodly-sized
Thanksgiving dinner.
" Is there aught else your majesty desires ?"
said the attentive minister,

after ample justice

had been done to the poultry.
" Pastry," suggested the king, laying down
a bone he had finished off.

" Certainly," said

the

elf.

"

A

buttercup

this way 1"
" It is our desire," said the monarch, " that
the buttercup

be

of sufficient dimensions

to

feed our humming-bird."
" Of that your majesty shall judge," said the
dwarf, pointing to a yellow flower on the
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there were some circles within which he must
despair of ever being admitted ; from
which remark Stanley inferred that fairies aro
utterly

not altogether free from mortal jealousy.
As
Stanley, in the character of a spectator, watched
the beauteous shapes mingling in the dance,
and his eyes, delighted with the sheen of silk,
the waving of plumes, and the flash of jewels,
lingered on the joyous groups, one by one the
figures vanished, and he was alone with his
elfin minister.

" The hour of
your abdication is at hand,"
said the latter, " and it only remains for me to
give you an explanation of your adventure.
Know, then, that my companions and myself,
falling under the displeasure of the shrewish
Titania, were banished to New England, where,
for want of other amusement, we have intro
duced the practice of witchcraft among the
sober Puritans,

ourselves assisting disguised as
imps. And a merry dance we have led this
staid people, although," he added, somewhat
" with more serious consequences
regretfully,
than we anticipated, for human passions need
but slight assistance from the supernatural

world to work evil. But in a few days the
people will recover from this delusion, for the
spell is removed ; and as our term of banish
We
ment expires to-night, we shall return.
belong to other lands and to the past, and the
world, in its onward march, will leave behind
Yes, we
the toys that amused its childhood.
belong to the past," he repeated, sadly, "and
our race will be forgotten, but for man the
lies in the future.
" Look ! " he said, pointing to an opening in
the grove; and Stanley beheld, passing like a
mighty panorama, the vision of a new world.
He saw ports of commerce, into whose laps

fairyland

table, which became every moment more and

vessels from every clime poured

more like a pumpkin

he beheld magnificent cities
of the earth
crowded with beautiful dwellings, and adorned
with lofty spires, and halls of legislation, and
He looked at the distant
temples of justice.
wilderness, and lo! as he gazed, new cities,
towns, and villages arose, and fields of waving
As he
grain pursued the retreating forest.
gazed upon the homes of millions of free and
happy people, and heard the hum of industry

pie.

The royal hunger being at last appeased, the
table sank slowly down, and Stanley followed
it with his eyes until it became a mushroom at
his feet, when the minister again addressed
him.
" Is it your pleasure that the dancing com
mence?"
" A goodly suggestion," replied the king ;
" and, hark ye! we would condescend to open
the ball in person provided a partner could be
of the magnifying
found who is possessed
property of our viands."

The dwarf laid his fore-finger alongside his
nose in a significant manner, and intimated, in
his
the most delicate terms, that although
majesty was a tolerably

well-favored

man, yet

the treasures

throughout the land, as he beheld fugitives from
old, worn-out despotism thronging through the
open gates and heard the welcome that greeted
them, strange emotions stirred within his breast
tears of joy suffused his eyes, and, trembling
to ask the name of this blessed
But his companion had disappeared.
And now darkness closed around him, a

ly, he turned
country.

Phrenological Journal.

numbness crept over his frame, and he gradu
ally slid into a state of insensibility.
" Here he is ! here he is!" exclaimed a voice.

" Bring the lantern this way

!

Quick

!

Take

thnt log off his breast. Carefully, now I " And
John Stanley was borne on the strong arms of

heart faint, the members can not be well.
Such has been the experience of the world

" Like
priest, like people,"
is everywhere
accepted. No fnore can we
expect water to rise above its fountain than
until the maxim,

subordinates above their superior.
It
then, of the utmost importance, as the
time for the election of President approaches,
that

we, as citizens,

wake up to the solemn
wise and good man. He
ought to know what to do and how to do
that
as Jefferson
he ought to
expresses
it

duty of voting for

it,

mediately collected the neighbors and sent
them in search of her husband, whom they
found lying in the forest half dead from the

a

It seems that Mrs. 8tanley, upon seeing the
oxen come home without their master, had im

a

is,

friends to bis dwelling.
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dream of night," and, consequently, he was
never called to recount his adventure before a

in his

man. Indeed, such a man is bad wherever
found, or in whatsoever engaged. He may
succeed in a bad business, such as making,
using, or selling

bad things, but never in the

which are true, honest, just, pure,
The officers of
16vely, and of good report
our superior form of government, especially
those in civil service, are called to the admin
istration of such things, and ought by all
things

means to be good men.

Standing at the head

of these, our President should be an example
to all below him. If the head be sick and the

a

a

a

look
things to tie to. Marry the true things
after congeniality, kindred sympathies, disposi
tion, education, and
these be joined with social
position, or even filthy lucre, why don't let
them stand in your way.
woman
Get
not
one of those parlor automatons that sit down

just

so,

thump

on

piano, and

dote

on

s

to govern the people virtuously, or
faithfully to discharge the duties of an impor
tant office. If he, from want of upright living,
do not well attend to his own business, he is
not to be trusted with the business of othere.
A good agent can never be made out of a bad
pected

O, young men, don't do
Don't marry
dimples, nor ankles, nor mouth, nor hair,
nor necks, nor teeth, nor chins, nor simpers.
These bits and scraps of feminity are very poor

JST

whisper.
Living statues are poor things to
call into consultation.
The poor little mind
that can scarcely fathom the depth of
dress
helpmate of any account
trimming, can't be
Don't throw your time away on such trifling
Intelligencer.
things.
[Very good. Now, suppose we tell the girls
what

to do, and what

not to do.

To

begin

man or
ho
with: "Don't marry
thing
drinks, smokes, chews, snuffs, gambles, lies,
steals, swears, or loafs. Marry healthy, clean,

if

So,
to govern himself
in other
words, to live virtuously, how can he be ex
a man shall fail

MEN, DON'T DO IT!

intelligent,
temperate, industrious,
religious,
Then you may have
loving, manly man.

a

shall he take care of the Church of God ?"

if

YOUNG

w. p.

be preserved.

a

to those occupying stations of public trust A
" For if a man
great and good man has said :
know not how to rule his own house, how

institutions

it
!

IF

virtuous
sentiments and conduct
are
essential to the welfare and success of all
persons in private life, they are even more so

a

OFFICERS.

a

IN PUBLIC

a

TIETDE

man for that

if

John Stanley
Last Cask of Salem Witchcraft.

the belief that the experience of
was the

taking
record.

a

ing, I dismiss this impertinent suggestion with
a wave of my pen, and request the kind reader
to join with the good people of that period in

the silly blunder of
high office without
No Btronger evidence could be fur
nished of utter incompetency.
If citizen
has said nothing and done nothing politically,
too much to hope even for a discharge of
the vast duties of the Presidential office.
Let us know well what we do in this great
matter, that our sacred rights and glorious

Forever let us ignore

a

And although there are not wanting in
these days matter-of-fact persons to attribute
this affair to hard drinking and careless driv

a

court

defending the right, then he may be trusted
administration.
Antecedents
are of
much moment in such
responsible selection.
a

townsmen.

it
is

to tell his story to his wondering

if

By tli is time, however, the delusion that pos
" like a
sessed men's minds had passed away

be capable and honest.
If he has always been
so in the management of himself and his
he has studied the genius, the con
affairs,
stitutions, and the laws of our Government
State and Federal
and always been found

of cold and the injuries he had received.
Many days elapsed before Stanley was anle

effects

husband worth having."]

OUR
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selves, without so much as saying, " by
your leave."
King George Bcolded,
a

threatened, and sent
"raff" of red
coats to force submission.
They didn't
succeed. Uncle Samuel gave them no
a

;

tice to quit
and after enforcing his or
der, by giving them just such
thrash

NEW YORK,
OCTOBER, 1872.

COUNTRY.

are pretty proud of
tight little island," assured

of

their

its wonderful

erals,

quarries,

richness in soil, in min
fisheries,

and

manufac

What other spot of similar di

tories.

ists, they were induced to pack up their
duds and go home. They never have
loved the Yankees since that memorable

What occurred in connection
with our late war shows that. And now
she
meddling with our tariff, urging on
us what she calls " free trade," by which
she hopes to open onr ports and fill our
markets with pauper-made goods.
This
would prostrate American manufactories,
event.

TpNGLISHMEN
"
^

as they attempted to give the colon

mensions on the earth's surface can boast

is

WHOLE

OUR

ing

and place our artisans and mechanics on
a par with her poorly fed, poorly clad,
and homeless hordes who would,
they
could, flock to our shores in thousands,

has been said, steers tow
Every ship,
ard England.
By her enterprise, her
policy, and her necessities she makes all
the world pay tribute.
Productions
home or foreign
carried under her flag,

masses

small, she has immense

We owe allegiance
protect ourselves.
Our first business
to no foreign power.
to put our own house in order
to

tion.

tory. She virtually owns much of the
East Indies, all of Australia and New

burn

She conquered Abyssinia, and
nibbling at Africa, China, and Japan.

In

1775

she tried

parts, with

a

is

Zealand.

her hand

view to collect

in these

taxes from

American colonists without representa
Our forefathers declined to " shell
tion.
"
at her bidding, but most imperti
out
nently set up house-keeping for them

reestablish ourselves as a commercial na
At present, our shipping amounts

to almost nothing.
England assisted to
and sink our merchantmen, and
then stepped in with her ships to con

vey us and our productions

to other

at her own prices.
not had enough of this
Is

Have we

countries

not time

by statute

favor

?

i»

possessions in different parts of the world.
It said the sun never sets on her terri

that we discriminate

of exports

and

in

home

Each must take care of itself
will go down.
Americans must
make up their minds to this.
We must
nations.

or

it

island

is

The English people are also most fruit
ful. None multiply more rapidly. None
send out so many colonies.
Though her

is

is

made by her
nation, by subsidies, etc.,
which prevents successful
government,
competition by outside private enterprise.

ment.
Between individuals of all na
tions there may be matual friendships,
but there
no love between different

imports carried under
As in the early days of
our own flag
the republic, let our Government give
?

discrimi

men and English women may be are
our friends, but English rulers and aris
tocrats are not friends to our Govern

it

shrewd

where they now come in hundreds. The
of the middle class of English

is

favored

;

it

is,

are specially

if

England is to-day, in
many respects, at the head of civilization.
" mistress of the seas."
She
indeed,

such a history?

notice that, after the expiration of ninety
days or bo, a certain bonus will be al
on all imports carried in Ameri
can ships, and it will not take many
" mistress
years for us to cope with the

lowed

of

journal.
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the seas."

This would be eminently

just, and a partial reparation for the
damage done us by our competitors.
Such a measure would be the most pop

ular of any yet proposed by any admin
and would lift us up and place
us on the ground we occupied before the
At present, we are but a laugh
war.

istration,

ing-stock for the world in the matter of
ships and shipping, excepting, however,

in the matter of yachts. We need not
America is a great
remain so longer.
The United States is a power
country.
on land, and should be no less so on the

We want

seas.

a

navy worthy the

name, and we must have American ships,
The
in which to do our own business.

himself in favor of this
measure shall have our support.

man who avows

With

a merchant

marine established

in all the seas, with our railways, canals,
and telegraphs all over our continent, and

[Oct.,

did it exalt them into saints.

truth about

It simply

that,
point of view.
The ournal is not partisan, and it pre
sumes all its readers to be possessed of
common sense, capable of forming a cor
rect judgment, and of voting, as its ed
itor will, just as each thinks best. There
is no use of becoming excited ; each
partisan may blow and bellow as loud
as he can, it will make no sort of differ
ence with those who think for themselves.
The best of the candidates of all the
parties are far enough from perfect.
Still, there is a difference, and we may,
without fear or favor, exercise our own
told

the

too,

from

J

a

tbem, and

scientific

If

no one be as bad as his op
ponents paint him, so no one may be as
good as his partisans picture him.
choice.

Let us vote, not for Daniel Pratt, nor
for Mrs. Grundy, who can not possibly
be elected, but for the one who, all
things considered, may be elected, and
will best serve the people. It is not for
the man we elect that we care, but for
the office he fills and the service he ren
ders.

We

want the wisest and the best.

protected
foreign competition, our farmers busy
with abundant
crops, our merchants

It

their trade throughout the
world, there is nothing to prevent us
from occupying the foremost
place
Legislators,
among all the nations.
statesmen, citizens, will you, one and

brief duration in the history of a na
tion, and no one man can ruin us, though
The perpe
he may himself be ruined.
tuity of these United States is not de

with home manufactures

from

pushing

to the wheel
put your shoulder
and do your duty ? There is the prize !
Will you have it ?
all,

Phrenological

Journal

has

published all the portraits and plat
forms of all the candidates put in nomi
nation for President and for Vice-Presi
dent

at

election.
The
coming
not regard either of the
named as essentially bad, nor
the

Journal did
persons

lamentable

that we may be com

pelled to suffer under incompetent lead
Still, the infliction would be of
ership.

pendent on any one man nor on any
dozen men. A crew may mutiny, but
the grand old ship of State they can not
The people are on guard.
siuk.
No
ambitious usurper could for an hour as
sume supreme authority here. All the
officers, military and civil, are 6imply the

THE CANDIDATES.
rpHE

is

of the people. Let them fill
their places meekly. Some of them seem

servants

to forget themselves, and assume to be
The people
masters instead of servants.
are on the watch.
out

They had better look

1

In deciding

whom we

will appoint or

1872.]
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elect, it will be well to look first at
one's past record :
what sort of a life he
has led.
Next, at his habits : whether
he is clean, sober, and steady, or if he

If so,

treated

hygienically and restored to
health of body and soundness of mind.
Third, is he capable of discharging the
duties of the office

throw

and capacity?

him out, or send him to an asylum, hos
pital, or infirmary, where he may be

rity, stability?

chews, smokes, and drinks.
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ship

?

If

Has he character
?
Has he decision, integ

so, vote

Can

he

navigate

the

for him.

»»>

A

COLLEGE
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clip from the Lewiston (Me.) Jour
an account of Prof. A. S. Packard's
Baccalaureate Address, delivered during Com
mencement week, 1872, at Bowdoin College,

W'Enal,

the following statement :
" The speaker remarked on the notion of
special adaptation to a particular profession
as a false one, and urged the point that suc
cess will depend, not on any particular gifts
but upon individual effort and earnest dili
'which contains

gence."

The notice goes on to speak of the " aged
Professor," hence it is clear enough that the
remark was not an ill-digested ebullition of
youth or early manhood.
We entirely dissent from the sentiment
contained in the quotation, and are surprised
that an ''aged Professor" should not have
seen enough in his long life to convince him
that special adaptation to particular pursuits
or professions is not a " false idea." For ex
ample, of a hundred students that graduate
with average credit from any college, not
more than three in ten are well adapted to the
position of a professorship in a college to in
struct young men. We read in the Scrip
tures that a bishop should be " apt to teach,"
as if there were some bishops who were not
" apt to teach."
There are men who are themselves good
scholars that are not "apt to teach," and
hundreds of men could become sound think
ers in law but not good speakers, and they
would make a shameful failure were they to
There are many students
attempt
oratory.
who are mere fact gatherers but not logicians,
and they make a sad failure when they at
a course of sound logical reasoning;
but they would make good editors to gather
news and descant upon the facts, but they
would write poor essays for a great review.

tempt

Some men (and women, too) are born with a
tendency for the practice of the heal

natural

ing art, and Bowdoin College had students
graduating under that baccalaureate who were
better fitted for medicine than for anything
else; and some who were utterly unfit for
medical

practice, and yet were good scholars.
Some of them would have made good engin

but would be good for nothing in the
pulpit. One might as well say there is no
such thing as talent.
The idea of an "aged Professor" telling
students that they can do one thing as well
as another ; all they require is " earnest dili
" it is
gence ;
preposterous
certainly at this
Is
not one more gifted than another in
age.
music, in poetry, in mechanism, invention,
etc.! The fact that the Professor is aged
may be a sufficient reason why he should en
tertain such antiquated notions, because old
men will not learn new things. Not one man
in a million will accept a new idea after he
attains fifty-five unless it is on some subject
which is independent of prejudice and pre
conceived notions, and which admits of posi
tive demonstration.
It has been stated that
the only hope of the world's reformation
is
in the mortality of men.
" Old men for counsel," it is said, but
their counsel is available only where precedent
is the basis of the judgment ; where new ideas
are required the most of old men are too fixed,
set, and prejudiced, if not bigoted, to adopt
new facts.
It is said that no physician of
the age of forty, who had attained to any
eminence when Harvey announced the circu
lation of the blood, ever adopted that hy
pothesis, but filled up the balance of his life
eers,

ignoring, if not sneering at the new idea.
Everybody knows, certainly an old professor
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should know, that in every class in college
some excel in classics, some in mathematics,
some in philosophy, some in that which be
longs to history, and that nearly every student
runs low in something.
Occasionally, one of
those full-orbed men, nearly complete in every
department of mental life, will rank equally
well in every branch of study, and people de
If any
nominate him an universal genius.

other.
But he would teach them to draw
their profession as they would a ticket in a
lottery, and then by dint of hard labor work
their way to success.
If Phrenology has taught anything to the
world more than another, it is that nearly
every man has some place in which he can
succeed better than he could in anything
else, and that men are adapted by nature to

thing

One can plan an edifice,
specific pursuits.
but has no skill with tools ; another can not
plan an edifice but he has skill and facility
in the use of tools ; can take up almost any
tools and use them; but he may not have
enough of general planning talent to even
get a living in the world, much less lead off
and help others to get a living.
And we
would venture the opinion that Professor
Packard is not adapted to the instruction of
youth, if he has not at this time of life found
out that some have greater facility for one
drift of mental action than another, and, con
sequently, are better adapted, one for a talk
ing profession, another for a philosophical or
planning career, and so on. We venture that
if a record could be made of the alumni of
Bowdoin College, or of any other institu
tion , it would be found that those who have
come to any distinction have done so by the

is

demonstrated

by

experience

and

it is that genius is more or less
partial ; that there are special talents for par
ticular pursuits; that men sometimes study
for the pulpit, influenced by a fond mother
or devoted father, or by some extraneous in
observation,

fluence ; they may acquire
enter upon the profession,

the education

and

but fail in its prac

tice, and, perhaps, in poverty,

unaided,

they

work their way to medicine, to law, to engi
or to the realm of
neering, to manufacturing,
invention, and secure success.
Many a lawyer graduates with respectability
if not with high credit, but he stumbles on
for years in his profession, and finally finds
his way into business, and makes a fortune.
Many a physician does the same, and not a
few clergymen have so strong a taste for com
merce or speculation that they become secu
One is a natural
larized and successful.
mathematician, another of equal general sense
can not learn the multiplication table; one
sings

from

the

learn a tune;

cradle,

one is

another

never

can

even a bungler with

tools, another whittles and builds from early
boy-hood; one is eloquent, another can not
be trained to be

of

free and

and Aaron

easy speech;

But
Professor Packard would tell us that, "the
notion of special adaptation to particular

they are Moses

repeated.

professions is a false one."
But to come back to the class

of a hundred

students, more or less, of Bowdoin : College
it may bo that they possess average ability

that one half of them
would succeed moderately well in any one
of the learned professions by "earnest dili
gence" and effort; and though that might
be true of half of the class, it was not true
of a portion of the other half. We greatly
mistake if forty per cent, of the young men
who sat before him were not specifically
adapted to special professions, and would do
a hundred per cent, better in one than in an
on all

topics,

and

manifestation of strong, original, and peculiar
gifts, and that those gifts were more or less
manifested during their college career.
Sup
pose, for instance, Charles Sumner, Theodore
Parker, Horace Mann, James Bussell Lowell,
and Ralph Waldo Emerson were classmates,
it would doubtless be found that one of them
was a wit and poet in college; that three
of them were logicians, and that one was
a dreamy abstractionist,
wiser than he knew,
yet impractical ; while a majority of the oth
ers unnamed have followed in the main their
own peculiar drift in spite of external in
fluences.

"

Poets are born, not made."

Grindstones bring the ax to a sharp edge,
but the original steel contains the cutting
power; if it do not, the grindstone can nevei
impart it. The school will cultivate and im
prove all ; education call* out and polishes,
but does not create or impart talent.
The doctrine of Phrenology, and of com
mon sense is : " Let the right man be put in
the right place."

pool
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can only be cleansed by common effort
and the result
worth the

by all honest men
labor, even
be

;

WILL YOU VOTE?

COMEt"

is

I

a

CAN

'

"
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" dabbling in politics."
Another considerable class are so absorbed
with private business money-making
that
they have no time to assist in the choice of the
men to be placed in charge of important trusts.
This leaves the field to a few real patriotic cit

a

it

if

it

and, with

is

of citizenship,

responsibilities

Quaker or passive communistic sentimentality,
stand aloof lest they become contaminated by

sound

American citizen do his duty.

"CAN

AS

the season

I

and

disagreeable one."
and sensible.
We hope all
If our free in
good men will hear and heed.
stitutions are perpetuated,
will be by virtue
of such action as
here indicated.
Let every

This

is

are well-meaning men who excuse
from participating in the duties

THERE
themselves

COME?"
for the opening

approaches

of our Annual Course of Instruction in
Practical Phrenology, persons write us from
every State in the Union and the Canadian

izens, and to the office-seekers and corrupt pot
house politicians, who have no higher aims than
personal gain, and who outnumber the better

Provinces

class, and, in too many cases, have it all their
own way, defeating the best interests of the

of the course, topics of instruction,
mode of teaching, amount of talent, previous

'

some deference to their opinions, and the dirty
a

pool 'will begin to undergo
cleansing. Every
man in America that possesses the right of suf

it

is

trust.

It

his sacred duty to ex
and to exercise
not for himself

a

it, is

it

lege,
ercise

a

is

frage, votes not only for himself, but also for ten
others at least. His vote
more than
privi

alone, nor for his party, but for his country,
and his whole country.
" This journal has no advice to give to its

it

readers respecting parties, platforms, and can
didates.
But
urges on all Christian men
and all good citizens to unite, not in any one

Pay?"

No man, having character and talent enough
to be
good phrenologist, can afford to waste
his time and if he devote
faithfully to any
pursuit, that pursuit ought to bring the requi
site remuneration.
We know no man of aver
age talent who has given faithful effort in the
line of Phrenology who has not done as well,
pecuniarily, as the same talent, worth, and dil

igence would have enabled him to do in any
other respectable or laudable calling.
One of our former students, in writing to us

" can
years after his graduation, said,
safely
ever made, and
say that the best investment
the one that did me the most good, .was the

I

go to the nominating conventions or to the
polls, to vote only for honest men of whatever
party, and against rascals, whatever their party
fidelity, then the wire-pullers will begin to pay

"Will it

sum paid for instruction in your class."
We
have no doubt this would be truthfully said by
any minister, lawyer, physician, editor.teacher,
or merchant who should receive our course of
instruction.
the central
Human Nature
subject of human study.
The naturalist, at public expense and in na

The troth

is

a

tions and from the polls, or go to the latter only
to carry out the behests of the former, so long
politics will be
trade, and offices will be sold
to the highest bidders.
Whenever honest men

other things, sets forth an outline of the sub
comprehended in the course of instruc
tion, and also plainly discusses the subject

jects

it

it

is
a
'

it

" So long as honest men leave politics alone
because
dirty pool,' so long Mill
fes
ter and breed corruption.
So long as honest
men stay away from the nominating conven

tioners respectively.
In order to cover the
ground of all these questions, and many more,
we have prepared
circular which, among

I

not approach

average earnings of lecturers the first year and
afterward, and many other questions, according
to the character and attainments of the ques

a

should

.

.

.

and respectable citizens

it

graduates may hope to take as lecturers and
character-readers during the first season, the

is,

is

;'

'
a

it,

gard to politics :
" We shall not deny that politics is what our
contemporaries often call
but
dirty pool
no reason why honest
we do protest that that

of progress the pupils will make, the rank the

a

makes the following
concerning our duty in re

Weekly

;

remarks

the time, terms,

I

excellent

us about

reading and culture necessary, probable amount

State and the nation.

The Christian

asking

duration

party organization,

for conflicting parties are
essential to the preservation and perpetuity of

and most exalted

republican

tional vessels, sails over every sea, studying
fishes, snails, and bugs, and the world resounds
with, the greatness of his fame. We respect

'

a

a

common effort
institutions, but in
to cleanse their respective parties from the de
basement of selfish partisanship.
The dirty

Phrenological

Then consider the usefulness of this knowl
edge in the domain of education, domestic and
scholastic; in the sphere of legislation, law,
and trade, and in the thousand avenues of social
life, wherein to know the traits, talents, and
temper of each man we meet is the key to suc
how every
cess, usefulness, and happiness;
other kind of knowledge pales before this !

In

opening the door, therefore, to young men
to acquire this most useful knowledge, we do
not invite
less pursuit.

them to a pigmy theme or to a use
He who can read a stranger, and

point to the vocation best suited, all things
considered, for the man or woman to pursue
in short, to
for the benefit of all concerned
show how each child can best be trained and
educated, and to send each to the right trade

or profession, and guide the culture of the
character to the best results, need not be
abashed in the presence of the best and most
seful of men.
He who, in love to man, can
do this, is the peer of the best and most hon
ored, whether the world knows it or not. The

more advanced thinkers are becoming disgust
with the old theories of mental science and

ed

modes

of investigation,

and, thanks

to the

it,

teachings of Phrenology, they begin to see day
As
light on the subject of mental philosophy.
an evidence of a better range of thinking, with

is

:

we insert the
the manly boldness to express
following from Scribner's Montldy for August
"Human Equality.
Perhaps of all the
erroneous notions concerning mind which the
science of metaphysics has engendered or abet
ted, there
none more fallacious than that
which tacitly assumes or explicitly declares
that men arc born with equal original mental
tapacity, opportunities and educations deter

is

a

it

is

a

;

?

fession in such

way as to make its practice
success, and those who, in other
pursuits, would avail themselves of its valuable
circular
stamp asking for
aid, may inclose
an honorable

a

may be placed

entitled, "Professional Instruction in Practical
Phrenology," and address this office.

Grant and Greelet.

We have received
in Ohio,
deprecating our description of Mr. Greeley in
our July number, accusing us of being parti
san in that statement. If our friend will please
stinging

letter

from

subscriber

rub up his spectacles and get off the partisan
mist and dust from them, he will find that we
have copied what we published in the Journal
in 1847, before Mr. Greeley was thought of for
any public office. This we copied both to

we then thought of him and to
avoid any charge of our being now partisan.
We then thought what we said of him was

show what

If our friend
true. Perhaps he has changed.
knows better about him than we did twentyfive years ago, perhaps we ought to "go back"

on our past statement.
Another friend and subscriber writes very
kindly, but regrets that we said of Gen. Grant
" no one
would
in the August number, that
claim for him great statesmanship."
How
They
many great statesmen have we had
could ever}- one be counted on your fingers by
going once over. Jefferson, Madison, and Alex
ander Hamilton were the most conspicuous.
Our Ohio friend complains that we called
were twenty-five
^.jclcy honest (though
ycurs ago), and here in August, 1872, we say
"
Grant has honesty, enterprise, kindness, and
We wait for some Greeley demo
generosity."
crat to rap our knuckles for this praise of Grant
AVe think them both good men, but perhaps
not sale to say so till after Nov. 5th.
?

whose dry and deserted cranium
in his hands f

it

brother, however varied by climate or
culture ; or place in its proper rank any animal

human

a

ought not to follow him who, by the study of
human or animal development, can read the
and moral status of his
talents, proclivities,

a

When the discovery of a tangled bunch of
sea-grass freighted with fishes' eggs, floating on
the Gulf Stream, is heralded as far as human
speech extends, and is regarded a wonderful
achievement in science, what fame and fortune

power to contend
they are the step-children
of Nature, and groan under the worst of all
bad organization.
tyrannies, the tyranny of
Men differ, indeed, in the fundamental charac
ters of their minds as they do in the features
of their countenances or in the habits of their
bodies and between those who are born with
the potentiality of
full and complete mental
development, under favorable circumstances,
and those who are born with an innate inca
pacity of mental development, under anv cir
cumstances, there exists every gradation. What
teaching could ever raise the congenital idiot
to the common level of human intelligence?
What teaching could ever keep the inspired
mind of the man of genius at that level
Those who would make Phrenology a pro
a

and improve

a

to the study

ment of the human race, would give a reputa
tion much more exalted and enduring, and the
results ten times more serviceable to mankind.

;

and cost devoted

[Oct.,

mining the differences of subsequent develop"
ment The opinion
as cruel as
false"
What man can by taking thought add one
cubit either to his mental or to his bodily stat
ure? Multitudes of human beings come into
the world weighted with
destiny against
which they have neither the will nor the

a

and fishes as he is more noble in character and
destiny than they, and the same labor, time,

Journal.

is

fully suggest that the Btudy of man as far sur
passes in utility and dignity the study of frogs

it
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written
The
by nineteen companies.
whole number of life policies in force in 1860
was 55,360, insuring $151,321,229.69.
In the year 1871, the last concerning which
we have full statistics, there were 213,489 new
policies issued by seventy-two life companies,
The total premium re
insuring $494,902,970.
ceipts of these seventy-two companies for that
Their total income, in
year were $97,886,671.
cluding interest on investments, rentals, etc.,
in addition to premiums, was $116,189,419.
During that year these companies paid about
The whole num
in death losses.
$22,000,000
ber of policies in force at the end of the year
1871, in the companies referred to, was 801,980,
insuring the vast sum of $2,137,141,655.
These are dry statistics, but they serve to in
dicate the growth and extent of the life insu
The figures
rance business in this country.
given are not warranted to be strictly accurate,
but are compiled from official returns. To re
state it in round numbers, from less than three
thousand life policies written in 1850, insuring
cies,

say seven hundred thousand dollars, the num
ber has grown, in twenty-one years, to an issue
of over two hundred thousand policies annu

ally, covering about five hundred millions;
while the grand total of life policies now in
force is over eight hundred thousand, insuring
a sum nearly equal to the whole national debt
There are a few life companies not included
in this statement, whose business is small and
of a local character ; but, within the six months
past, three or four of the younger and weaker

largely pre
Conn., a city of
inhabitants only, which

about forty thousand
has eighteen insurance companies, including
life, fire, and accident, with a capital of nearly
eight millions, and with total assets of over
eighty millions.
Every other man you meet
in that city, it is safe to presume, is directly or
indirectly connected with the insurance interest
Closely allied to life insurance, and indeed a

in
though reckoned separately,
surance against death or injury by accident.
That all done by two companies, both located
in Hartford, the City of Insurance just referred
is

part of

One, the Railway Passengers' Assurance
Company, confines its business to the sale of
insurance tickets, running from one to thirty
to.

days, each ticket assuring its holder of $3,000
case of death by accident, or $15
week for

in

a

In 1860
Conn., a company organized in 1846.
the number had increased to 10,502 new poli

interest

in Hartford,

disabling accidental injury. The tickets are
sold at railway stations for twenty or twentyfive cents per day, according to the class of
business of six years that com
ticket In
pany has sold about two miliums of insurance
tickets, and paid large sums in benefits to the
The other company, the Travel
purchasers.
the only one issuing
ers' Insurance Company,
general accident policies, in terms of one to
twelve months.
That company insures against
death or wholly disabling injury " by violent
and accidental means," granting any sum, from
is

nearly one-half
companies, of which 1,482
were by the Connecticut Mutual, of Hartford,

as

$500 to $10,000, for fatal accident, and $3 to $50
per week for time lost in consequence of non
It has issued over
fatal injury by accident

two hundred and fifty thousand accident poli
little over eight years,
cies in its business of
and claims to have paid
larger sum in bene
fits than any other insurance company of its
a

the year 1850

written by ten

dominates

a

In

the insurance

localities

age

in the world

does business as

;

mentioned as a life company.
there were 2,929 new policies

from fifty to sixty thousand persons, including
officers, clerks, agents, and solicitors.
In some

a

policy was issued by the Massachusetts Hos
pital Life Insurance Company, of Boston, the
only life company then in existence in Amer
ica, which issued only seventeen whole life
policies in about thirty years, and is now never

INCIDENTS.

it,

was commenced

is something

considering how recently it
in this country.
In 1840 a

INTERESTING

a

extent of Life Insurance

THE
remarkable,

COMPANIES

is

ITS NATUBE

and the same company also
life insurance com

regular

pany, keeping its two departments

quite sepa

rate.

With the increased spread of life insurance
among the people, have come many attempts
to swindle and cheat the companies.
On the
same principle, or lack of principle, that men
think all they can keep out of the tax-list, or
so much clear
get out of the public fund,
fair game to pluck life or
gain, men think

business is about seventy-five.
It is a moderate
estimate to say that these companies employ

accident

it

is

companies have transferred their policies to
other companies, and withdrawn from business;
so that the whole number now actually doing

is

insurance companies.
The average
duration of sound lives
the basis upon which

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
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soon be upset, and the company driven into
consideration
therefore,
It
bankruptcy.

sailor, and, some time afterward,
was stated
that he had been knocked overboard from his

and safety to the policy
holders themselves, as well as the corporation
and stockholders (if any), that the company

vessel, on

a

is,

be taken at the same rates, the calculations

a

will

another policy in the ./Etna Life Company of
the same city.
These policies he persuaded
Mills to assign to him (Spruell).
Mills was

it

life insurance tables are constructed ; and it is
self-evident that if the sick or diseased are to

[Oct.,

The contract being one that shall be
terminated only with the termination of the
bound
life of the policy-holder, the company

But
attempt was made to collect the money.
so happened that Mills, the alleged dead
man, was found alive and well at Houston,

a

a

is

oath, and

is

is

a

a

searching physical examination by
If the insurant answers the ques
physician.
tions honestly, and the physician
competent,
the company
thus put in possession of accu
rate knowledge upon which to base its decision.
If the insurant chooses to conceal any incipient
or hereditary disease, by answers shrewdly

a

a

is

it,

is

a

contrived or by omitting
part of the truth,
not sharp enough to de
and the physician
tect
the company
liable to have
bad
risk thrust upon it, to be paid for in
few
months or years at the cost of the strictly hon

it

is

est policy-holders.
A company
itself some
times in fault. In its eagerness for business
relaxes its rules, slights its examinations, and,
for the sake of apparent present success, en

dangers its future stability.
Any corporation
notoriously
a

a

is

at
great
claim, however
disadvantage in contesting
unjust or fraudulent, before the public at large,
or in the ordeal of that not yet exploded Ameri

examination

a

diseased and not

Then the application

and

appear to be correct, but there

is

personate some one who

likely to live long.

is

;

a

is

One way

is

trial by jury so the field
for sharpers and adventurers.
for some strong, healthy rascal to

can humbug,
tempting one

is

great danger of detection when the inevitable
loss occurs. A more dangerous game
played
when an agent and physician are in collusion

Texas, and put in jail. Spruell was served in
" was not
the same manner, and that " loss

In this case Mills and Spruell were in
collusion, and the two sailors who testified to
the drowning were hired to do it
paid.

A

curious

in December,

case happened at Eaton, Ohio,
1866.
A man named W. T.

rode over to the neighboring town
of Lebanon, Dec. 24, and there " died of chol
era" within twenty minutes.
That evening
Frank Richardson drove to Eaton, reported the
McPadden

death to relatives and friends, got
coffin, and
returned, refusing to allow an undertaker to
assist him.
Tuesday morning neighbors came
in and found the corpse already coffined, but
a

is

to use caution and exercise its discretion in the
acceptance of none but absolutely sound lives.
To that end rigid and careful investigation
under
made, by
sort of cross-examination

the lid was not allowed

to be removed

ber this was at Christmas-time, and the disease
was " cholera."
Suspicion was aroused, and
an investigation
took place.
The coffin teas

found filled with broom-corn seed, and the
"corpse," when arrested, was found to be no
less
personage than the mayor of that enter
prising city. As Frank Richardson rode to
jail, next day, in the wagon with the empty
"
coffin, the boys followed, shouting,
Where's
your broom-corn seed ?" In this case McFadden, alias Mayor Abbott, had insurance of
$25,000 in the Mutual Benefit, and $5,000 in
the Connecticut Mutual Life Companies.
The
agent, Batchclder, the physician, Richardson,
and the insured, had formed the conspiracy.
The latter was to disappear while the other two
money.
In November,

attempted on accident

wife at Beloit, Wisconsin

not required.
a

One Valentine C. Spruell, down in Texas,
induced Charles W. Mills to take
life-policy
of $10,000 in the Phoenix Mutual Life Insu
rance Company, of Hartford, and, subsequently,

a

man took
;

1865,

widow to

then he took an ac

cident policy of $3,000 in the Travelers' Insu
rance Company, of the agent there, signing the
name of John H. Sargent; then the happy

A few weeks
couple took their wedding-tour.
was stated that this John H. Sargent
after
creek at Pecatonica, Illinois
was skating on
a

a

is

is

amination

published the death and collected the insurance

it

a

to obtain
policy on an unsound risk. This,
however, we believe to be of rare occurrence.
But bolder frauds are practiced, and oftenest
companies, because the
premium
very small in proportion to the
amount insured, and
previous medical ex

" for

fear of contagion," and the burial took place
without waiting for funeral services. Remem

a

adherence

;"

firm

a

upon

rules.

drowned.

it

insist

a

should

a

to the

dark and stormy night, and
Tins was in 1869, we believe. A
body which floated ashore was duly " identi
fied
proofs of death were made up, and an

of self protection

when he fell into an air-hole and was drowned.
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of death were properly

made up, and
preparing to pay, when,
suspicion being aroused, they made an investi
To make a long story short, the widow
gation.
of Sargent sued the company for the money,
the company

were

the case came into court, and the sympathy of
the community was with the weeping widow.
On the trial it was shown, as " clear as day

light," that the photograph presented of the
deceased was the pictu e of some other man,
" was the wife of another
that the " widow
man, that Sargent was not drowned, that no
such person as Sargent existed, and that, in
short, his proper name was Henry J. Allen,

267

Angie Brown, a young girl said to be his daugh
ter, and a few weeks afterward their house was
burned up, and the poor girl was burned to
death in it The youth of the girl, the circum
stances of the fire, and the hurry shown in ap
plying for the insurance money, induced a
carelul investigation.
The result revealed a
plot full of horrors. The girl Angie was the
daughter of a poor widow in Dayton, who had
been induced to live with the Browns for a
few months.

Proceeding to a retired spot in
a frame house was hired

New Canaan, N. Y.,

for one month only.
It was given out that the
fire occurred by accident, while both the Browns

and he was the chief witness

testifying to his
own death guilty not only of a bold and
shrewd attempt at defrauding
an insurance,

were out for the evening ; but it was found that
the girl Angie was first murdered, then her body
surrounded with combustibles, her clothes sat

company, but also guilty of perj ury and bigamy.
Then there was the case of Martin L. Bryan,

urated with turpentine, and the whole set on
fire by Brown ! Except for the prompt detec
tive measures instituted by the managers of the
insurance company, the death would have

a gallant captain

property having
Gen. Sherman

in the late C. S. A., whose

mostly cleaned out by
el al., attempted to make it up,
been

and a little more, from the insurance

compa
B. had pro

passed for an unfortunate
Browns were arrested, and
Brown, died on the gallows.

accident.
the

The

man, Joseph

"

That was in 1867. Captain
cured $80,000 insurance, of which $10,000 was
in the Knickerbocker Life Insurance Company,

His
wife," the
accomplice, was released after awhile, and
when last heard from was in jail for some other

in several accident companies
there being a dozen or more in existence in '66
and '67. On a bright morning in June, while
out on the river in a boat, he was upset and

crime.

nies.

the balance

All search for the body was un
disappeared.
availing; and it was currently reported, some
weeks afterward, that " the body " had been
discovered, floating, and that " the buzzards

were pecking" at it All agreed that the la
in fact
mented captain was very high-toned
" No high-toneder could be found "

and his son, a young lawyer, who prepared
elaborate proofs of death and forwarded them
to the companies in interest, took occasion to
remark that it (meaning his father's drowning)

"

was

one of those unaccountable

accidents

which, while they are under the superintend
ence and direction of an All-wise Providence,
seem still to be the result of chance, in that
they are without assignable cause, controlled
by no fixed laws or rules of conduct or action
or sequence, and are as likely to overtake the
But, alas
most prudent as the most reckless."
for the high-toned captain I the money was not
forthcoming, and in the month of January fol
lowing he came home from Florida.
The foregoing was only amusing in its re
Let us give one that is simply horrible.
sults.
A man named Joseph Brown obtained an ac
cident policy in the Travelers' Insurance Com
pany, thiough one of its agencies in Ohio, upon

One more instance must suffice, though the
field is a tempting one, and abounds in exciting
This is in illustra
and interesting incident
tion of another phase of the drowning dodge.
Smith, a name not unknown to fame,

John

under an accident ticket of the
Rail way Passengers' Company for $5,000. The
insurance was only for two days, and cost fifty
cents. John went in bathing in the Susque
hanna River, and, it was said, was drowned.
Not only drowned, but " a boy who was with
him saw him drown, and then carried off his
" Proofs of death were offered, as
clothes !
was insured

usual, and payment demanded ; but delay was
made, an officer put oa the scent, and the re
calcitrant John was found in Philadelphia,
serving his country as an able-bodied
of the regular army.

soldier

and many
These illustrations ought to show
more could be added that a company which
boasts that it has " never

contested a claim"

may have paid out thousands of dollars that
rightfully belonged to its honest policy-holders

or stockholders.
It is the duty of any company
of funds belonging to
placed in guardianship
widows and orphans to resist to the utmost
all attempts to fraudulently obtain possession

Any honest claim is only
by investigation ; and, with the
sympathies of court, jury, and the public pro
of those funds.
strengthened

.
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will purchase several thousands of insurance,
secure from the first

is

taken.
day after the policy
To the young and single man the system

was born at Lightcliffe, near Halifax,
England, Nov. 80, 1812, and was educated
at Horton, near Bradford, where also he ac
quired some taste for drawing, under the
tuition of Mr. C. Cope, the father of the pres
Mr. Stock's pupilage
ent Royal Academy.
under
m line-engraving was commenced
Charles Rolls, in 1827, and on the completion
of the term of his articles in 1838, the already

skillful engraver was at once engaged by the
proprietors of several of the annuals then in
For the
the meridian of their popularity.
" Literary Souvenir," the " Amulet," and the
" Keepsake," which are well known in this
country,

he was

commissioned

to

engrave

plates after Stothard, Sir W. Beechey, Caltermole, Herbert, and others.
Subsequently he

for Findcn's " Royal Gallery of
British Art " the picture by Maclise, " Fitting
out Moses for the Fair," " Nell Gwynne,"
engraved

a

a

it,

is

it

it,

a.

sound, well-managed
com
for insurance, not for " divi

" reversions,"

dends,"

" return premiums,"

or

for
buy
any other problematical advantage
cash, getting lowest rates compatible with best
security; and when
never let
lapse.

STOCKS,

the eminent line-engraver,

insure

policy

once obtained,

after

R. A.
C. Landseer,

and " The Christening,"

Then followed the larger
Williams.
beautiful and well-known work, " Raffielle
and the Farnarina," after Sir A. W. Callcott,
commission from the Art Union of London,
and the " Glee Maiden," after R. Scott-Lan
der, for the Association for the Promotion
of the Fine Arts in Scotland for which so
" The Ten
ciety he subsequently
engraved
"
The Gentle
Virgins," after J. E. Lander
Shepherd," after Wilkie " Nannie," after T.
Faed, R. A., and other works. In 1846 he
commenced the engraving of the " Dame
School," from Webster's well-known picture
now in the Vernon Gallery, and, on its com
pletion, " The Rubber " was undertaken, after
after

;

MR.

STOCKS,

Choose

;

LUMB

may.
pany

;

and the whole amount

is

it

;

a

year put in savings bank would require many
years to amount to any considerable sum but

it

a

a

patrimony for his family or depend
provide
A hundred or two dollars
ent relatives.

in sound health and of suitable age, should
have some life insurance, simply as protection,
not as
The poor need
the rich
speculation.

;

out of his yearly income, no
so certain and economical to

is

other method

is

a

a

save but little

sands of interested policy-holders,
at least
not greatly superior.
savings bank,
Our advice, honestly given,
that every man

equal to

is

of

if

be

value in settling up his estate, and
might prevent
great sacrifice of property.
To salaried man, or to any man who can

incalculable

the same painter.

In

1853 he was elected an

Engraver of the Royal Academy,
member of the new
and in 1855 was made
class, thereby being eligible to the rank of
Royal Academician. The engraving of" Bed

Associate

a

of care, knowing the ready cash would

ness men, who have placed large insurances
their lives. Jealously guarded by the
law, and watched over by hundreds of thou

upon

a

$

a

very much involved and unsettled, though he
life
might actually be worth much money,
insurance of 10,000 or $20,000 removes a load

As to its safety and security, abundant tes
timony to that
given by the thousands of
wealthy men, shrewd financiers, careful busi
is

business man who knows that

his own sudden death would leave his affairs

wife, in case of disaster to himself,
certainty
and accomplishes
too, by the only means
within his reach.

a

is

To

his death.

a

is

He

a

competence for wife and children.
actually worth as many thousands as he
insured for, instantly available in case of

yet secured

married man,

without corre
responsibility
sponding increase of income, the possession of
life policy makes pecuniary provision for his
new

assuming

a

a

a

burden
by removing
of anxiety from the head of family struggling
to make his way in the world, but who has uot

a

few years,

a

rather than shorten

foolishly spent become, in
solid business capital.
To the young and impecunious
be

it

life insurance.

in closing on the benefits of
It really serves to prolong life

serves to promote habits of economy and pru
dence, and the dollars that might otherwise

;

few words

it,

A

[Oct.,

a

verbially with the claimants, no respectable
insurance company will contest a claim unless
it has strong reasons for so doing.

*
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Time," after W. P. Frith, It. A., was pro
duced in 1853, followed by "Many Happy
Returns of the Day " (1859), and " Claude
Duval," both from pictures by the same
painter. For the " Queen's Gallery " series

plates after Mul ready, Les
lie, Philip, Faed, and other artists.
Mr. Stocks is at present occupied on his
that from the vast
most important work
stereochrome painting by Maclise in the Royal
Gallery of Westminster Palace, " The Meet-

he also engraved

Jt. A
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ing of Wellington and Blucher," upon which
Mr. Stocks has been engaged upward of five
which is now approaching com
To the honor of the Art Union of
London, let us add that this great work is a
years, and

pletion.

awarded Mr. Stocks by that so
Two of the engraver's sons have
adopted painting as a profession, and have
already become exhibitors in the Royal Acad

commission
ciety.

emy and elsewhere.

Artists

stoel-engravcrs

especially

will

Phrenological Journal.
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a long upper lip,
That is a peculiar mouth
indicating large Firmness and Self-Esteem; a
full under lip, with a prominent chin, show
ing affection and vitality. The mouth inclines
up at the outer corners, indicating amiability,
and the whole contour expresses method,
taste, skill, invention, originality, applica
tion, self-reliance, and perseverance.
There
is force and efficiency in that head and face.

CONSTRUCTIYENESS.

artist uses it in painting,
drawing.

in modeling, and in

The composer and the poet

it
The

use

tunes and sentences.
in constructing
writer uses it, and so does the preacher, physi
cian
and the lawyer;
especially the surgeon
and no one can make progress in life without
it. This organ is usually active in children,
and

is used

in constructing
sleds, whistles, and

mud pies, kites,

dressing doll
babies, and in a hundred other ways.
It should
hoops,

be encouraged

their children.

in

by parents, and kept growing in
Give them tool-chests, a work

bench, or table, and assist them in their at
Combine natural phil
tempts in mechanism.
osophy with

and many of the most valuable

a

a

a

example, on the

a

;

ence between

colorable

alterations

and bona

fide changes in principle; what constitutes a
how far new applica
double use of
device
tions of old devices or methods
tented

may be pa
what forms the principle of an inven

what are the relative rights of joint
of patents relation
of experiment to invention
secret inventions,
tion

inventors or joint owners

;

faithful servant."
But we are now considering
the organ of Constructiveness, which has to do
with mechanism in its various aspects.
The

For

Courts in this country.

validity of patents how patent may become
invalid how infringed, how defended differ

;

the right, the
privilege, and the duty of each of us to make
the most of all that we possess ; then it shall be
truly said of us, " Well done, thou good and

;

It is

ther five, and another one.

circular announcing the publication
work to be entitled, " The Law, Practice,
and Science of Invention,
Digest of Practical
Knowledge for the Inventor, Patentee, and
Projector.*
" This work will embrace
full exposition
of the leading features of the law of Patents in
the United States and Foreign Countries, in
cluding those on Copyrights and Trade Marks.
"A comprehensive digest of the points in
patent practice settled by decisions of the
;

against the theory that all men may become so
developed, so spiritualized, that they may be
more or less prophetic, according to the talents
One has ten talents, ano
given and acquired.

tion of

of

a

the other's heart throb, and come into rapport

with all mankind in a twinkling. How almost
miraculous ! And it only remains for man to
step yet a little higher to come into full fellow
ship with the Divine will, that all knowledge,
Man was
all truth may be revealed to him.
created with spiritual eyes to 6ee. Because so
" is no argument
few are or have been " seers

ers may be quickened into action by suitable
Our attention has
and encouragement.
just been called to this subject by the recep

aid

how far at the mercy

of

subsequent inventors,

etc.

" The Introduction of inventions to public
how the most successful inventions have

use

been managed
agreements, licenses, and as
formation of joint stock companies
signments
for operating new inventions.
;

tance of each other.

within speaking dis
Each may, as it were, feel

to books.

a

for mental communication,

even

;

as a medium

learned,

;

tricity

places civilized nations

without hard
Wc
may have among us, in embryo, waiting for
Newton, Fulton, Frank
development, many
lin, Whitney, Powers, Harvey, Galileo, and
even Canovas and Angelos, whose latent pow
be

and close confinement

a

mechanism.

steam engine, and its application to locomotion
by rail and by water, brings people together ;
and the discovery of the magnet, and of elec

lessons will

study

;

through
The invention of the

;

and all the

race promoted,

;

scientific

is advanced,

By James A. Whitney, A. M., President of the New
York Society of Practical Engineering, Professor of Ag
*

CIVILIZATION
interests of the

it,

'

thank us for introducing Mr. Stocks to them
through our pages. He, probably, is the
foremost among living line-engravers.
He
certainly has a very peculiar physiognomy,
which, once seen, will never be forgotten.
Observe how large are the perceptive facul
ties ; how high the brow from Individuality
to Human Nature and Benevolence I And
how full the side head at Constructiveness I

[Oct.,

ricultural Chemistry In the American Institute, Member
of the American Society of Civil Engineers, late Editor
of the American Artisan, elc.

INHERITANCE
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" The development of inventions
; essentials
of a successful invention ; perfecting details ;
working drawings ; best methods of construct
ing models; designing apparatus; choice of

ing improvements, some slight, some great,
which are needed in different industrial arts,
and, while capable of development at small

materials, etc.
" The
great mechanical problems of the age.
This will comprise an elaborate statement of

cost, are believed to be worth from a few hun
dred to many thousand dollars each to the in
ventor who will practically overcome existing

all the improvements which, like the steamplow, the type-setting machine, the steam cot

difficulties.

scores of notices, from various sources, concern

" A comprehensive review of the industrial
condition of the different countries in which

ton-picker, and many others, are acknowledged
to be worth millions if once invented and
brought into use, but which thus far have baf

patent laws exist, and the classes of inventions
best adapted to the requirements of each, and,

In considering each of these a
will be given of the most im

consequently, most likely to be readily and
profitably introduced.

portant means by which it has been attempted
to produce the desired result. Many of the

The work will be published by subscrip
tion, and will be sent to the press as soon as
two thousand subscribers are obtained.
It will
contain five hundred pages, octavo, and be

fled inventors.
careful

review

undertaken
and given up
projects hitherto
contain the germs of future inventions of the
greatest value, and are undoubtedly capable of
suggesting new methods of construction and

"

in the best manner.

printed

The price will

be $5."

operation to the acute perceptions of inventors
to whose notice they may be prominently

completion

brought
" Other needed inventions in manufactures,
This will embrace many
arts, and industries.

ers on its appearance.
Meantime, let all our
boys and girls have tool-cbests, and learn to
use tools, and also to invent.

INHERITANCE

We shall look forward with interest to the
of this work, and notify our read

OF MORAL

New York Evangelist, a religious news
"
paper, says : A question has been raised

THE

[A child

inherits the natural disposition of
one or both his parents the same as he inherits
their physical peculiarities, such as complexion,
light or dark, straight or curly hair; tall or

by tiiose close reasoners who are constantly
interrogating nature respecting the moral re
sponsibility of those who inherit qualities of
mind as well as body :
" Do children
really and truly receive their

short,

mental biases from their parents?

should

" Who shall decide that point

?

If

they do,

are they to be blamed for the manifestation of
sentiments or propensities over which they
could have no control ?

"

[We may answer the first question by ask
ing another, Yankee fashion. If children do
not " take after" their parents, whom do they
Do white parents beget black
take after?
children? or do black parents beget white
children?]
" Much of the character of an individual de
pends on the associations and

circumstances

If always in the society of the virtu
ous and good, all motives for plunging into
of life.

vice would seem to be removed.

But when

thus circumstanced, a pleasure in iniquitous
courses, which involves them in unhappiness
and misery, is then chargeable by some of
the new school commentators to hereditary
sources."

QUALITIES.

thin or stout frames.
mechanical,

musical,
violent,

artistic,

If

or

parents be

if

they be

sensual, why
not the children inherit a tendency to
thievish,

gluttonish,

these states or conditions ?

Is it

not a law of

produces like?" Is not a
tree known by its fruits ? ]
" If this should finally meet the approval of

nature that

tribunals

"like

of justice, would it do to class evil

doers with lunatics, and send them all to asy
lums, instead of penitentiaries or the gallows ?

Who is qualified to answer the question

?

"

[The courts do discriminate, so far as they
know how, in judging who is and who is not
morally accountable, when they find lunatics,
imbeciles, and idiots to deal with. Years ago,
when W. H. Seward was Governor of New

of a negro murderer
we forget
was brought to his notice, after trial,
conviction, and sentence. Believing the con
vict to be of unsound mind, he declined to
York, the

case

his name

sign bis death warrant, on the ground that he
would not be responsible for hanging an im
becile or a fool. The negro died soon after in

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.

eter and 200,000 miles long, were plunged, end
first, into the sun, it would melt in a second
of time." This degree of heal in the sun is
argued from the heat of the sun at the distance
of the earth from the sun. " No chemical com

or combustions," says Prof. Young,
" such as terrestrial chemistry, makes us famil
iar with, could account for
so enormous

is

it,

binations

surface

evident

from the fact that the shining of the

There

is

perature at a vastly lower figure, yet compara
To illustrate the amazing
tively enormous.
" if
heat of the solar orb, Herschel says that
a solid cylinder of ice, forty -five miles in diam

region of eternal frost and snow.
no heat upon the moon, though its
exposed to the rays of the sun, as

reach

moon imparts no heat to the earth on the con
trary, so high an authority as Prof. Tyndall

At
considers the rays of the moon to be cold.
the same time we are to remember that the
moon has no atmosphere.
Now, let us put several considerations

We

tion.
friction

see

every

the condensation of the sun, which

is

said to

is

;

is

be decreasing in size but there
nothing to
sustain this theory.
There
no reason to be
lieve that there

a

1

it

is

a

luminous body

believe that

it

;

if

accessible heights.

a

heat.

The earth at one time had certainly
period.
much higher temperature than at present, but
that was the result of internal and not of solar

is

hot body, and
its rays are heated when
they set out upon their journey to the earth,
the temperature should not grow less as we
ascend through the air toward the sun

is

a

any less or any more heat
derived from the sun now than at any former

we have no reason to
an intensely heated one.
On this simple theory how easily these vari
If the sun
ous phenomena can be understood.
sun

a

is

is,

is

phere, through which the sun and his attend
untenable.
ant planets move;" but this, also,
Another theory
that the heat
derived from

second.

is

a

it

is

Many theories have been put forth to account
sat
for the heat of the sun, but none of them
derives its
Mayer proposed that
isfactory.
heat from the incessant fall of meteoric matter
upon it; but this has been conclusively refuted.
Williams suggested that the sun obtains its
"
universal atmos
fuel from
hypothetical

results of
the heat-producing
Light
day, on every hand.

velocity of 183,000 miles in
What an inconceivable degree of ra
pidity A flash of light would go quite around
the earth seven times in
single second. A
vibration from the
quiver,
ray of light
sun dashes down through the vast fields of
the
ether and enters our atmosphere. What
result?
Intense friction with the atoms of the
atmosphere; and when the ray of light has
has become heated. The
reached the earth
flashes with

the amount."

to

gether and see what we have. No source of
heat
more certain and invariable than fric

a

millions, wliile other philosophers put the tem

peculiarity of the sun's heat that as we
pass upward through the atmosphere toward
the sun its rays become less and less powerful,
so that at
comparatively slight elevation we

;

Secchi
great in quantity as to be astonishing.
attributes to the sun a temperature of eighteen
millions of degrees ; Ericsson only four or five

NEW THEORY.

a

source of the sun's heat is a problem.
heat is so intense in degree and so

THE
This

HEAT.

;

SUN'S

better, rather than to punish and degrade them.

A

OP THE

SOURCE

in prisons
unfortunate;

a

race, though with greater variations, as in that
of animals. We phrenologists seek a reform
in the criminal laws and in the modes of

than

a

That the pre-natal condition of parents in
fluences the disposition of children every mo
The laws of hereditary transmis
ther knows.
sion arc as clearly established in the human

with brutal
and in the
treatment for the
name of Him whom you, Mr. Evangelist,
profess to follow, we ask your kindly aid in
bringing about such reforms in prison discip
line as will secure the improvement of prison
ers, so that, when released, they shall be self
controlling and self-regulating fellow-citizens
better every way than when first put under
restraint
and judicious pupilage in the ser
vice of the State.
It is clearly the interest
of us all to do all in our power to make men
rather

asylums,

it
is

rection.

and

"We believe in reformatories

punishment

a

dissection

is

a

a
is is

and

It

prison,

is

of bis
" unsound."
brain showed clearly that he was
Now we do not claim that this particular con
vict had inherited the diseased conditions
which led to the crime and to premature
death, but the probabilities point in that di
the Auburn

[Oct.,

should remain the same, to say the least, at all
But as we ascend through

ever, there may seem to exist an objection to
theory of the source of the sun's heat.

our

The spectroscope

With

modern invention.

out going into any description of this instru
ment or discussion of spectrum analysis, suffice
to say that by means of this ingenious appar

the moon

atus the existence of iron, magnesium, sodium,
state
hydrogen, and several other elements, in
of combustion in the sun, have been discovered.

is,
a
a

very wide constitu
there unquestionably
tional difference between the character of the
rays proceeding from the sun and those pro
difference established
ceeding from the moon

a

a

by Him who, "in the beginning," made the
" to rule the day,"
sun,
self-luminous body,
" to
merely reflective body,
.and the moon,

is

it

;

of the atmosphere; in like manner
the genial heat which we derive from the sun's
rays may be attributed indirectly to the vital
izing envelope that surrounds the rolling
t. j. chapman.
sphere.

it

a

it

a

earth as aerolites, or continue their separate
When causes so compara
course as meteors."
tively trifling are followed by effects so strik
ray of
ing, what may not be the result of
light flashing down through the atmosphere at
I

a

second
the rate of 183,000 miles in
In the discoveries of the spectroscope, how

!

:

a

it

social story
embody in his theology
from the pulpit, Sunday after
Finally, all science and all art
.
Sunday.
a

.

to be delivered

is

will be explained, conducted, and directed by
serial stories, till the present life and the life to
come shall form only one grand romance."
it? This
what we are coming to,
This
" weaker and wiser."
are
to
grow
we
the way
We are to become so weak that we can not
appreciate any kind of literature, unless
told to us in the form of story. Teac hers are

is

it

to teach stories, and preachers are to preach
questions are to be
Mathematical
with story. The
in
them
solved by weaving
demonstration
clear
give
probably
will
hero
of various kinds of propositions during the
stories.

a

a

it

plunge directly toward the ground. Becoming
vivid
sheds
highly heated in its course,
explodes,
light, while, unequally expanding,
throwing off large fragments which fall to the

be

should

a

consumed

crack, and corner of the house. We
will
to go on. Soon
thing
necessary that every leading clergyman

crevice,

see that this

a

very small

in the upper regions, and leaves only the lumin
ous trail of a shooting star. If of very large
high elevation, or
size
may sweep along at

position

.

a

it

is

If

is

"

it

fire and burn.

recent novel the writer thus defines his
" Stories stories stories stories
everywhere! stories in every paper, in every

IN

is

ig

a

is

evolved as to set the car
and so much heat
on fire. A meteor in flying through space at
drawn into
comparatively slow rate of speed,
to take
our atmosphere, and friction causes

IS IT TRUE?.

is

a

a

a

it A

light

reflection

a

a

across

a

hard surface, and friction
rope to slip rapidly
man allows
through his hands, and friction burns the flesh
few miles
from them. A railroad car runs
without having its wheels properly lubricated,

inches

solar

that its

and, especially,

few thousand additional feet
flight through
of air can cause the difference in its tempera
mountain and at the level
ture on the top of
of the sea. We kuow that the effects of fric
few
match
We draw
tion are wonderful.
nites

Much of the

the earth does not come di
the result of the dis
rectly from the sun, but
persion and diffusion of the sun's, rays by the

!

sunbeam;

the atmosphere.

which illuminates

!

in

almost certain, from the facts al
It
ready discussed, that the warmth of the sun's
rays does not depend upon the heat of the
sun, but upon their friction with the atoms of

etc.?

is

find

a

it

rule the night"
may be questioned that the friction of
But
the sun's rays with the atmosphere can be suf
ficient to produce the degree of heat that we

of the sun must depend upon something why
upon the combustion of hydrogen, iron,

not

is

is not.

does not follow that there
necessarily
that degree of heat in the sun that philoso
phers have attributed to it The luminosity

But

is

the sun is a self-luminous
There must be, as

easily answered:
the moon

body,

a

heated.

it

The absence of an atmosphere upon
will account for the coldness of that
satellite ; for to say that a hot body will radi
ate cold rays is the height of absurdity.
Just here, however, the question may occur,
why, if heat is derived from the friction of the
sun's rays with the atmosphere, does not the
friction of the moon's rays with the same at
That question is
mosphere produce heat?

273

a

the air the rays of light which we encounter
have met with less resistance in their flight; es
pecially, they have not been called into conflict
with the denser stratum of air near the surface
of the earth, and, consequently, they are less

TRUE?

is

IT

75
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Some other hero will
quiet winter evenings.
and in that
languages,
the
lady-love
teach his
story we shall be taken through all the differ
ent declensions without once stopping to won
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der why " Latin nouns bare bo many cases."
Another Adolphus and his fair one will talk

of historical

events.

And

as we

read

that

Btory, those long, hard names, which have
always been a dread to the scholar, will be
come " perfectly charming," and dates will be

readily committed to memory.
of these things will be talked

Of course all
about

during
courtship and the honeymoon ; for whoever,
in a story or elsewhere, heard of a husband

and wife having a good social visit after that
time?
But, seriously, are we going to allow stories
Shall
to take the place of other literature?
we sit and see our friends reading trashy novels

without warning them of their ruinous effects?
We already have too much day-dreaming and
Sometimes it seems as
too little real life.
though we had forgotten that life was real, but
regard it only as a dream, and stories rapidly
increase dream-life.
In speaking of novel-reading, a writer says,
"It is a culpable habit; it consumes much
lime ; it is also a waste of money.
The inveterate novel-reader, like the drunkard,
lays out his money for that which is neither
valuable

food, clothing, nor shelter."
The novel-reader's course is very similar to
that of the drunkard. They commence by an
story, which they read to rest
them from business, or to pass away the time
while traveling.
At first they read nothing

"occasional"

but stories which are written for the purpose
of exposing national or individual follies.

Next they read to learn human nature ; then,
as their appetite increases, they read without
any excuse, only to satisfy their longing desire
for romance.
Finally, business, friends, and
many opportunities of doing good are neglect
The realities of life
ed for the sake of a story.
are irksome to them.
They complain about
labor, and are constantly wishing Adam had
"
never sinned and compelled man to earn his
bread by the sweat of his brow." They wish
" their ship
they had been born rich, or that
in;"
are
in fact, they
desirous of
would come
anything that will release them from toil and
give them leisure.
Now, have we not right here a work to do ?

Is it not our duty to help clear the land of this
Let us awake and be as ready to de
Let
fend the right as others are the wrong.
us not sit watching the tide of events, vainly
curse?

regretting that wrong is on the increase, but
" Let us not
stand ready to protect the right.
faithful
unto the
be weary in well-doing, but
end."

SATE KENEL.

[Oct.,

A Remarkable Invention.

The New Hav
" Mr. Henry Bushneil, of
this city, has invented a machine which, it is
said, Mr. Thurston, the celebrated patent law
yer of Providence, calls the most remarkable
he ever has seen.
It is the result of years of
thought, is made to utilize the power which
there is in the ebb and flow of the tide. It is so
made that whether the tide is rushing in or out
a wheel will turn the invention, consisting in
preserving a constant motion of the- wheel.
This power will be used to pump air into a
large cistern, from which pipes will extend
en

Palladium says

:

over a city, the compressed air being used as a
motive power.
Mr. Bushneil intends to set up
the first tide wheel in the Quinnipiac River,
where, he says, the tide rushes in and out with
a force equal to about seven thousand horse
power."

THE ARGUS-PHEASANT.
bird is rarely seen in
fact, we can not remember

most beautiful

THIS
America.

In

a single instance when one has been exhibited
here. The argus genus belongs to the family of
gallinaceous birds, and is a native of Asia. It

may be that the common pheasant, well known
in Europe, is a member of the genus, although,
very different in the character of its plumage,
being not above the average of fowls in beauty
in that respect
The argus is found now only

in the thick forests of Sumatra, Malacca, Siam,
and of the East India Islands; and there, on
account of its retired habits, it is rarely seen
and very difficult to catch.
When caught, it
does not, like the peacock, endure a long seavoyage and thrive, but pines for its native
haunts, and dies. Our engraving is a fair rep
Its size,
resentation of this magnificent bird.
on account of the wealth of its plumage, ap
pears to be nearly that of a turkey, but when
divested of its feathers, it is not much larger
than a barn-yard
fowl.
There is a short,
hair-like crest on the top of its head. It is the
male bird which has become distinguished for
beauty. The tail consists of twelve feathers,
of which the two middle ones are very long,
sometimes exceeding four feet.
Their color is
a bright brown, dotted with deckings of white.
The secondary feathers of the wings are much
Each of these is
longer than the primary.
ornamented with a row of brilliant spots under
the web on the outer side, the remainder of
that side being filled in with spots of deep
brown on a yellowish gray ground. It is to

1872.]
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The principal quills are of
yellowish gray with oval, dusky spots.
wing feathers are very richly variegated.

oval spots.

a fine,

The
The

27C

has power to spread its feathers into a broad,
sweeping, fan-like plume, which presents a
spectacle of great attraction.

Phrenological Journal.
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EX RICO

AT

a time when every one is ransacking
his shelves for accounts of sieges and
conquests and martial heroes, it may not he
uninteresting to present to the reader, espe
cially the younger one, an abstract from Ven
Among many names round
etian history.

which the glory won by heroic deeds still
plays, brightly glows that of Enrico Dandolo,
elected Doge of Venice in 1192. This splen
did old man, who took upon himself, first, the
cares of a great government, then the direction
of an armament, when almost blind, and at an
age when the halest man finds home, quiet
amusement, regular habits, and light employ
ment not only pleasant, but necessary for the
fame that will
forgotten while a Venetian heart
throbs. That he fought in many an action
and was embassador to the Greek court is
nearly all that is known of his long life previ
ous to 1192. There is some doubt as to the

enjoyment
never be

of life, achieved

a

means by which he lost his sight, whether in
fighting or by the hands of Manuel Comncnus,
Emperor of the East, Certainly, the last sup
position will not strike the reader of the history
Dandolo
of those times as at all improbable.
displayed his vigor at the very beginning of
his reign by avenging the seizure of Pola by
their
the Pisans, attacking and discomfiting
fleet, and he was only prevented from taking
further retribution by the announcement of the
fourth Crusade.
Fresh from one of the great
est struggles on record, I think we Americans
can far better understand the historian's de
scription of the Conquest of Constantinople
by the Venetians than we could have done
The great barons of France,
eight years ago.
for the Crusade, were what we should
call " filibusters ; " hut to free the Holy Sepul
chre and extend the temporal and spiritual
so eager

power of the Church were, if mistaken, noble
ideas ; and in a horde of soldiers the love of
glory, of money, of wild pleasure must have
The
most influence over (he greater number.
journey of the previous crusading army had
been made by long and circuitous marches ; the
to send six envoys with in
and powers plenary to ask Venice
for the means of transport, she being then, as
barons

resolved

[Oct.,

DANDOLO.
If he

obtained the consent of the Great
the Commons of the city, he
would furnish flat-bottomed boats, or paland-

tions.

Council

and

ers, for the transportation

of

4,000

horses and

esquires ; ships for 4,500 knights and
20,000 sergeants on foot; nine months' provi
sions were to be supplied, twice the sum at
9,000

which the men's portion was rated to be given
for the horses. The engagement was to last
The sum
one year from the day of departure.
in return for this aid was £170,000
Dandolo also promised to equip, free
sterling.
of expense, for the love of God, fifty galleys.
But Venice was a mercantile power, so all con
demanded

quests by sea or land were to be divided equal
ly between the contracting parties. The con
ditions were accepted, 2,000 marks were paid
to the Doge with which to start.
Dandolo more than fulfilled his promises,
but owing to the death of Count Thibaut, of
Champagne, one of the great barons, the ex
haustion of many purses, the unwillingness of
some of the barons to give any more than the
sum first specified, the willingness of many to
their vows, the Crusaders were not
willing or not ready to fulfill their part of the
The spirit of many leaders, how
conditions.
ever, was that of Dandolo's own, self-sacrificing

break

and energetic ; so they strained every nerve to
Still, 3,400 marks
pay the debt to Venice.
Dandolo was ready
(£68,000) were wanting.
with a plan totally opposed to the wishes of
the Pope and to the vow of the Crusaders to
attempt no enterprise aside from this direct
purpose:
protection

now under the
of Hungary, lay on the road to the

Zara, once theirs,

Adriatic.
" Turn our arms there first," said
Dandolo,
" it is
dangerous left unsubjugated behind ; our
communication between Palestine and Europe
would be ever in danger.
When this is done,
and then only, will the Republic allow the
This was the
Venetian armament to sail."
substance of what Dandolo said, and the new
arrangement was ratified.
There was mass held in St. Mark's the Sun

became the Bride of the Sea, the most important
of the maritime states. Dandolo received them

Barons and meaner pilgrims
day following.
an imposing scene.
How
gathered in prayer
the upturned faces must have glowed as an old
man, tall, ruddy with the health of age or ex
citement, commanding and dignified in appear

with honor, and demanded eight days for the
Republic to decide on its answer to the request
for means and transportation.
At the end of
'his , period the Doge announced his condi

ance, ascended the tribune, and, turning the
blue, undimmed-looking
eyes, that nearly all
present knew to be almost sightless, on the
vast assembly, spoke like a hero and a sover

structions
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"
eign : Signiors, you are associated with the
bravest people on earth, for the highest enter
am a veryprise mortal man can undertake.

I

old man, feeble in health, and have more need
of repose than glory ; yet, knowing none more
capable of guiding and commanding you than
myself, who am your lord, if it be your pleas
ure that I should take the sign of the cross, to
watch over and direct you, and leave my son

in my place to protect our country, I will
cheerfully go and live and die with you and
with the pilgrims."
With a great shout the vast audience ratified

the compact.
On the 9th October, 1202, the fleet sailed
from the port of Venice ; but Boniface Montferat, the leader of the land forces, was not at
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both crown and sight. The
Alexius was now at the court of his
brother-in-law, the King of Germany, and sent
The Pope's
by envoys the fullest of promises.
party, represented by De Vaux, refused. The
from his brother

young

barons, generally, heartily

espoused the cause

of Alexius. Dandolo saw that Asia Minor, or
Egypt, must be secured to gain Palestine.
nearer home
Many, too, preferred fighting
than in the Holy Land ; and Turkish gold is
said to have worked not vainly among the

champions of the Cross.
So a treaty was
signed in despite of Innocent III. and his party ;
and to calm some fears of their followers, per
haps some of their own, the barons begged
forgiveness of the Pontiff before he could hear
of this fresh disobedience. He forgave, telling

his post, perhaps detained by personal affairs,
afraid of the censure of the Pontiff,
Innocent III. Zara lay before them after a

them for the future to devote their energies to
the deliverance of Palestine.
If the Venetians
were penitent, they might be forgiven also ; if

month's weary voyage, and that city's strength
astonished the pilgrims.
The inhabitants were
equally astonished, and much more intimidated
at the sight of the foe, and immediately sent to

they were not, the barons might still use the
State, but must
Bhips of the excommunicated

perhaps

the Doge, offering surrender
condition of personal security.

on the single
Dandolo laid

the offer before the allies ; but while in coun
cil, the disaffected, incited by some of the chief
citizens of Zara, told the deputies that if Zara

could hold out against Venice, there was noth
ing to fear from the allies.
The deputies returned to the city, and Dan
dolo, on re-entering his tent, heard with anger
and contempt the cause from the Abbot De
Vaux, who at the same time interdicted the
Crusaders from attacking the Christian city of

separate themselves as far as possible from
such a God-forsaken people. The Venetians
made no show of submission, but eagerly con
tinued their labors of preparation.
The Pope, discovering the second intended
transgression, sent a severe reprimand, to which
no attention was paid.
The fleet again set
sail. The array was so splendid that some of
the recreants who had left the army, or failed at
the rendezvous, returned with a couple of ships
to join their old comrades. On went the fleet,
past the lovely isles of the Archipelago, through
the narrow Dardanelles, till every sail was
spread and every banner flying on the Mar

Then appeared

Zara.

mora.

When Dandolo stated the case to the barons,
they were as decided as he in reprobating this
piece of treachery, and in vowing the destruc
tion of the city. Five days they battered the
walls, on the sixth the Zaraites again offered

wonderful

the surrender.

Then,

as now, surrender did
from plunder, and the
spoil was equally divided between the French
and Venetians.
The troops went into winter

not always

preserve

there, and Dandolo with his fellow
chiefs had need of all their skill as rulers and
quarters

to keep the peace in the host.
arrived with a numerous reinforce
ment, and the Crusaders would probably have

commanders
Montferat

moved eastward in the spring but for the ap
peal of Alexius, Bon of Isaac Angelus, Em
peror of the East, to the barons for aid in
his uncle, the usurper Alexius
overthrowing
Angelus, who, though he is extolled by a native
historian for being uncommonly humane, took

city,

"The

the great city, that
of the Earth,"

Queen

The Franks landed on the
Constantinople.
Asiatic side, and the next day a message came
from the Emperor, which was returned by one
of defiance from the Doge and barons. From
the heights around Santari there was a good
view of the city and its environs, of which the
With great
allies soon availed themselves.
the Venetian galleys approached the
city, and ladders were swung from the yardarms, which, from their great height, over
The astonished citizens
topped the walls.

shouts

believed they saw men descending from the
air into their midst, and a fight ensued with
sword and lance between the earth and sky.

The old Doge stood on the prow of his galley,
With desperate
and urged his people to land.
efforts they ran the boat on shore, and all
leaping out, the banner of St. Mark was borne
before the fiery old hero.

A scene

of wild em

followed, and one brave fellow, killed
probably while performing the act, and whose
name no one knew, planted the standard on
The beseiged fled,
one of the Seven Towers.
ulation

the invaders
towcre.

rushed in and seized twenty-five
The Doge then garrisoned them, and

sent to let the barons know of his success, and
proceeded
boats.
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A

to send booty and horses to the
fresh body of Greeks returned to the

charge, and the Venetians set fire to the houses
between themselves and the foe.
A terrible
expedient;

but one can not but admire

the

and vigilance of Dandolo in
the whole attack.
The Greeks turned on the
barons, already repulsed in another attack.

order, prudence,

The Emperor Alexius, though unwarlike in
disposition, directed a sally from three gates
on the camp. The French drew up before the
palisades which protected their rear and await
ed their fate, the enemy numbering

more than

[Oct,

they (the Crusaders) should renounce the Em
perors as lords and friends, and pursue them
to the utmost extremity ; then, without stop
ping to hear the tumult of anger and surprise
that ensued, they left the palace, mounted their
horses and escaped uninjured.

A war of skirmishes followed. The Vene
tians, by their courage and skill, once saved
the fleet from destruction by fire. After Alex
ius was murdered by the agency of Mourt-

zonphlons, and his father died of terror, the
allies, ignorant of what had occurred, were in
vited to the city, in the name of Alexius, to
settle their claims and rewards ; but Dandolo's
sagacity saved them from being murdered.
Innocent III. had pardoned the Venetians be
cause he was obliged " to look after the lame
and halt members of the Church as well as the

"
perfect ones ; and when he heard of the mur
der of Alexius, he declared that war against

the usurper and his abettors was just and law
ful, lie granted full dispensation to those who
should die in the cause ; so preparations were

sixty to one ! Tidings of their peril reached
Dandolo while rejoicing
in his hardly-won
towers.
Leading the way, he rushed to rescue
or death with every man that could be spared

made for another

from the fleet.

Mourtzonphlons

The force of Alexius was overwhelming; but
desperate men sell their lives dearly, and there
was every prospect of a fight such as might
have equaled Chevy Chase ; but the previous

while vigorously

success of the Venetians

treaty. The attempt proved useless, and hos
tilities recommenced.
In one of his sallies the

must have strangely

The enemies regarded
each oilier for a long time without a move
ment. At length the Emperor signed to re
treat Joyful interval I The danger was to
be met the next morning, perhaps with no
daunted the Greeks.

better result, but the imminent

peril was past,

and the exhausted soldiers could take off their
armor.
During the night strange rumors
reached them, to be confirmed in the morning.
had fled to
The usurper miserable coward!

The chief
an obscure village in Bulgaria.
eunuch of the palace took temporary command.
Old Isaac Angelus was roused from his dun
geon and led to the palace to receive afresh
When all
the acclamations of his people.
doubt of these wonderful facts was removed,
the allies gave way to their joy.
Isaac and his son were jointly emperors;
but they quarreled, and were certainly not at

The allies were
all grateful to their deliverers.
indignant, and finally bearded the lion in his
den ; that is, Conon

de Bethune,

Villehardonin, and Miles

Geoffrey

de

with the
Venetian counsellors, rode to the palace, alight
ed, and found themselves in the presence of
the Emperors' full court.
They warned the
sovereigns that

if

de Brabant,

their promises were not kept,

attack on Constantinople.
had energy and courage, and
preparing for war, held him

self ready for pacific arrangements.
The barons demanded two millions (sterling),
and the Doge was appointed to conclude the

Emperor barely escaped with his life.
The
sacred ensign, to which the Greeks attached a
superstitious

value,

was

taken

by Dandolo.
that a great naval
attack should be made by the joint forces of
the Doge and his allies. Before this the dispo
sition of the spoil to be gained was decided as

It

was decided in council

as though Dandolo, from whom the
Two
proposition came, had prescient power.
attacks, the second being successful, were

calmly

made upon the city, and then followed the two
common horrors of war spoliation and de
struction.

Scarcely a monument

of

taste and

skill was preserved to adorn the churches or
Dandolo placed the four horses
capital cities.
of gilt bronze on the western portal of the
Basilica of St. Marks, where they remain to
this day, with the exception of a short journey
Baldwin, of Flanders,
to and from France.
The division of spoil
was elected Emperor.
was made in accordance with the previous
agreement.
Nicomedia,

Venice

acquired

Aegospotaraos,

Adrianople, many islands in the
Adriatic and Archipelago, with a long list of
Dandolo was allowed to tinge his
ports.
buskins with purple, the imperial hue, to
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claim

an exemption from feudal duty, and to
style himself Despot of Roumania and Lord
of One-Fourth and One-Eighth of the Roman

His services, wisdom, and age exalt
ed him in the eyes of all, and that reverence
often prevented the swords of the warriors

Empire.

who had fouglrt so bravely side by side from
being drawn upon each other.
With success came quarrels and separations,
over which Dandolo could have no control.
Baldwin was taken
Great reverses followed.
by the Bulgarians,
against whom the allied
powers were now fighting.
Dandolo, aided by
the intrepid and prudent De Villebardonin,
conducted the remnant of their forces back to
Constantinople,

almost the only possession left
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to the Latins, of whom,

happily, there were
enough to hold it ; and before that went, too,
as it subsequently did, Dandolo, worn out, at
length, laid by sword and casque and lance,
his honors and his cares, folded his hands on
the cross for the last time, and slept.
Under
the vestibule of Santa Sophia were laid the re
mains of an able ruler, a brave warrior, a real
friend, and, we trust, allowing as well as mortal
judgment can for the difference between those
times and these, a Christian knight.
He had the rare privilege of carrying even
to the grave almost unimpaired the personal
and mental gifts with which God had endow
ed him, leaving

behind him sons who did not

lower the dignity of his name.

embers.

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE:
ITS COMPLEX NATURE

DEFICIENCIES

IN OUR MODES OF TEACHING.

BY LEWIS W. BURNET.

w HEN

the Hon. Horace Mann was State

Superintendent of the Public Schools of
Massachusetts, he stated in his Second Annual
Report that from all he could learn he was

pended and the useful results obtained.
The
chief cause of the deficiency is in the peculiar

the pupils

structure of the English language. A language
complex and composite, made up by there be
ing engrafted upon the plain and limited An
glo-Saxon stock a large supply of words taken

ing lessons; and the ideas and feelings intend

from Latin and Greek and some other ancient
languages, with a good sprinkling from the
French and other modern ones. Perhaps one-

convinced

that not more than one in twelve of

in those schools understood the
" They do
meaning of the words they read 1
"
not master the sense," said he, of their read
ed by the author

to be conveyed

and excited

in the reader's mind still rest in the author's
intention,

yet reached the place
He seemed to be quite
at a loss for the cause of this condition, which,
he says, "is widely prevalent, and threatens
never having

of their destination."

third of the words of our written language
the
language used in our spelling-books and in our
easiest reading-books
are really to the learn
ers a foreign

We have

tongue.
a notice language and a naturalized

one; and this distinction

is as broad

as it is

He con
alarming consequences."
tinues, " How the cause of this deficiency is to

among our citizens as natives and of foreign
birth.
It of course, the naturalized part of

be apportioned among the legal supervisors of
the schools, parents, teachers, and authors of

the English language which causes most of the
difficulty to learners, and they encounter
at
almost every step of their progress, from the
first pages of the spelling-book
until they
" have
finished their education."

served and regretted the same defect in the
daily exercise of his profession; but whether
the principal cause of it has been discovered
by any one heretofore I do not know, certainly
no publication of the fact has been made.
An experience of over thirty years in teach
ing has enabled the writer to ascertain the
cause, as he believes; and the importance of
the subject impels him to make known his
views and his reasons for them. That there is
a great

deficiency

somewhere

in our educa

There is no fair
tional systems is proverbial.
proportion between the time and money ex

it

In Webster's spelling-book the first lesson in
two syllables has
large proportion of words
derived from the Latin language, with scarcely
Here we find the
any change in form or dress.
"
words " natal," " mural,"
horal," " nasal,"
" trover," etc., given for " task " and
rightly
a

it is impossible to say."
teacher has ob

Every true and thoughtful

a

text-books,

is,

the most

for children of six years of age!
For all useful purposes they might as well be
in the Chinese.
And here, at the outset, we
teach children to use words without attaching
the least meaning to them. And this habit,
the bane and preventive of all improvement,
so-called

Phrenological Journal.

as

it is composed mostly

of simple

Saxon.
Such being the facts of the case, and no one
successfully deny them, common-sense

can

would dictate two things : first, that pure
English words, native, not naturalized, should
in all primary stud
second, that inasmuch

be used as far as possible
ies

and

as most

text-books;

of the terms in science above the rudi

ments are necessarily derived from the learned
languages, as the Latin, Greek, etc., the ut
most care should be taken to give the learner
all possible aid in acquiring a practical knowl
edge of the Latin and Greek part of the En
glish tongue. This can only be done by the
and persistent use of books on the
"Etymology and Analysis of the English Lan
guage," which give the Latin, Greek, and other
roots, and the prefixes and suffixes of what I
have called the foreign part of the English
By this means the learner is fur
language.
nished with a key to the meaning of many
words in our language which nothing else can
so cheaply supply.
The course indicated by
careful

these

two propositions would go a great way
the difficulty now experienced in

in removing

trying to become intelligent readers, especially
in ihe natural sciences and in the English
furnish

that w hich

Hon.

desired.

they very innocently suppose all others, even
children, to be so I Or, perhaps, they wish to
show their erudition, and thus give edat to
their books.
Or, again, they may imagine
their readers are like the English farmer who
complained to his parson because he " didn't
give his hearers some Latin in his sarmons."
The parson replied he didn't know that any

of his hearers wished
or understood Latin.
" That
neither here nor there," rejoined the
farmer; "
or not, we
understand

whetherjwe
pay for the best and we ought to have the bent."
But as our written language, from whatever

from foreign and
largely derived
classical languages, and as the terms of science
are necessarily so derived, nothing
more ob
vious than that the utmost care should be
cause,

taken to give the young and the mere English
reader all possible aids in understanding this
part of our language.

This matter has received neither the re
quisite attention of the public nor of educa
tors, and has not been discussed at the educa
tional conventions.
We have seen no allusion
to
in the press of this country or of England.
One author remarks in passing that " teachers,

this obvious course,
we find authors and teachers pursuing the very

not classical,

So far as authors are concerned,
opposite.
almost every text-book bears testimony to this
charge. Any one by inspecting them will find

the analysis and derivation of words."
But
how they were to use such knowledge he does
not indicate.
He does not seem to be in the

that these books abound with words from the
learned languages, brought into ours with little
or no change, often when a pure English word

least aware

that the want

that should

be thus obtained, both

and scholar,

is

Horace Mann so anxiously
But so far from adopting

the more expressive.
This may be owing, in
great part, to inadvertence on their part ; being
themselves familiar with these Latinized words,

it

classics ; and would

English is more a fashion than a necessity
among authors;
they often prefer the alien
word to the native, when the latter would be

it

reader,

which is foreign; and, to cap the climax of
absurdity, we deny them the use of the neces
sary books to learn the meaning of the words !
The prevailing use of so much Latinized-

is

through

it,

them, with rare exceptions,

life, destroying nearly all the advantages of
reading, and leading inevitably to a love for
light reading, novels, and stories, because this
kind of reading is understood generally by the

is

follows
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aries for the use of each pupil ?
Can there be any difficulty in perceiving the
cause why there is so much "parrottiug" in
our schools ? What else could there be under
the circumstances ? We put pupils to using a
language

a

portion

and

that not

small

of

is

characteristic of our population.
" Words," we are told
by high authority,
" are the
" and what
keys of knowledge
will
that knowledge be worth where words are im
be

often the
perfectly understood, or, which
case, not understood at all?
A deep thinker
has said, " Words may be compared to the
is

catalogue of books for pupils in the public
schools which contained definers and diction

in teacher
the bane and deficiency in our
schools; and from this cause chiefly arises
that superficial education which
alleged to

;

rarely within reach of such scholars as may
desire to consult them. Who has ever seen a

of the knowledge

a

was overlooked which would have conveyed
the meaning and been well understood by the
learner or reader. And, to make the matter
worse, in our public schools dictionaries are

would "find benefit in studying

pencil of the painter
they paint to the imag
ination of the hearer or reader."
But we all
know they must be well understood before they
can do this.
painting

will

When not understood, the wordbe nearly

the same to the reader

the English Language.
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or

student as the painting

of the pencil is to

the blind.

our notes.
tion replied,
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Another teacher under examina
" Alternate means not Urnate."

The word " tact" was given as the meaning of
the word " odium," and it was thus incorpor

Reading the word* and not the meaning is
the rule among pupils, as Horace Mann found
out to his great regret. And this kind of read
ing is worse than none ; it leads to habits that

ated in the sentence written on it: "He was
an odium writer." This examinee was prob

in after-life.
prevent
any self-improvement
its natural effect is to leave the mind just

ably a graduate of the high-school, and the
lecturer informed his audience, "This appli

in the condition to be amused and interested
by the trashy tales and fictions so popular in
our day ; and whose influences are destructive
to the thinking powers of the mind, to say
nothing of morals. This deleterious literature
is written, mostly, in plain Anglo-Saxon lan
guage, and is therefore understood by all, with
out the trouble of consulting a dictionary , and,
of course, being well understood, the senti
ments and language of the author find a re
sponse in the minds and imaginations of the

as teacher by vote of the
Another said " odium " meant smell ;
" The odium of the new-mown hay."
he wrote,
"
Question by the examiner : What is the mean
ing of ' friable ? ' " The answer given by four
"
pupils was, something that can be fried." Of
" vital ? " Answer, " Relating to death." The
word " develop " was given out. The answer

And

readers.

Hence its popularity.
On the contrary, all the useful and improv
ing branches of literature, as history, biogra
phy, philosophy, the English classics, the belles
lettro, etc., and the natural sciences, present
difficulties,

of

and often great ones, from the use
from the learned and really

words derived

Hence it is that books on
foreign languages.
these subjects are so little read by the masses.
Here is the weak point in our educational sys
tems, as has been said before. Our schools
qualify all pupils to understand and to

should

read understandingly anything in the English
language; whereas now the majority of them
understand only the Anglo-Saxon part of it!
Such

is the fact, as we shall

proceed to show

from actual examples.
These cases occurred a
few years ago, and they are worth more than
a volume of suppositions, or of scores of school

" commencements,"
gotten up for the occasion.
The following memoranda were taken from a
lecture delivered not long since by the princi
pal of the high-school of P
.
He said : " Out of a large number of appli
cants

for

teachers'

in the public
the meaning of the
word 'sumptuary,' and that, too, when the
press of the city had often used the word in a
late discussion of some municipal regulations.
schools,

only

one

situations

knew

Again, no teacher could tell the meaning of
'
hibernate.'
But in the case of the word ' hiber
nal,' one teacher wrote, with much self-compla
'"
'
cency, Hibernal, relating to Ireland !
This
applicant,

the lecturer

informed

his hearers,

took the post of principal by election of the
trustees. We can well imagiue what his teach
ing would be, and how much his scholars
would learn of the English language. But to

cant took a situation
trustees."

was, "

It means to swallow up." A sentence
was written : " The whale developed Jonah."
" Intrinsic ? " The answer
was, " Not trinsic."

The word " utility " was given out. Answer,
" Relating to the soil," confounded, doubtless,
To this
with "fertility." - "Fluctuation?"
" as " the
a
was answered, " beating ;
boy got
flagellation was of course meant.
be noticed that all the words above,

fluctuation,"

It will

as given were so absurd

whose definitions

or

to what may be called the
foreign portion of the English language, and
it shows how little is really known or taught
ludicrous,

belong

on this subject in what are called "grammar
And this is only a sample of what

schools."
might

But

I

if

be given

will give

time and space permitted.

a few more specimens, as it is

seldom that the public get an inside view of
the state of things in our institutions of learn

What the public does see is usually pre
ing
pared for the occasion, and looks very well;
but it is only a fancy picture.
To the question," What does the word 'stat

ure' mean?" the answer was, "a picture."
This sentence was written : " I saw a stature
"Atonement?"
of Washington."
Question:
One pupil an
Answer: "A small insect."
swered that " circumference is distance through
" another wrote that it was " dis
the
middle ;
tance through the middle round the outside."
" Gregarious " was defined to mean, " pertain
ing to idols."
These extracts

are introduced mainly to
the difficulties of our language, not to
While we think
foreigners, but to us natives.
we are only learning our mother tougue, we

show

are really learning also parts of the Greek,
Latin, German, and French languages, and
that, too, with very little assistance. In public
schools dictionaries can rarely be consulted,
except by some few

of the more advanced
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scholars ; and definere are seldom seen in these
schools.
Even the definitions attached to les
sons in the reading-books are not required to
to reading the lesson. " I

be learned previous

I have taught in those
speak by the book,"
The reason for this strange omission,
schools.
is
as given by teachers and superintendents,

JOURNAL.
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soon after to ask one of his Latin scholars
spell door-knocker
nocer "

; he spelled it thus :

to

" door-

!

The rudimental branches, on which all really
sound learning depends, are much neglected,
not only in our lower schools, but ra our col

As one proof of this, we will cite a few
which we have lately seen of the
scholarship of some of the graduates of one of
leges.

that the meaning of the words can be gathered
The foregoing
by the pupil from the context.

specimens

shows the weight of
this reason, and Horace Mann's report of the
condition of the Massachusetts schools fur

our first-class colleges. Before they left the in
stitution they wrote their names and some senti
ment in each other's albums.
Among these
entries were found the following : " Time

sketch of examinations

nishes the commentary.
The fact that the English is a peculiar

lan

fly's," "

I

shall

expect to hear you soon har-

"

I

guage, and requires special treatment, has
never been recognized in practice by authors
Nor has the
or teachers to any useful extent.

angueing a public meeting,"
part with
eatclie one of you with regret."
One had a
sentence without a verb! etc.
We will end

great difference between the spoken language
and the written been much attended to. The

these "awful
disclosures"
by an item
came under our own eye in a certain "
tc/tool" composition
it was the verb
"
"
spelled
ceap !
In conclusion, we will say that if we

child soon becomes familiar with the meaning
of the spoken words, as they arc more nearly
the real mother tongue, derived from AngloSaxon ; but when a book is shown him he
finds words to whose meaning he has no clue.
For instance, what can such a child know of

Nothing. He knows
With
nothing of its root, mare, Latin for sea.
the word

"mariner?"

seaman and sailor the case is entirely different;
their roots, sea and sail, are in his native
tongue, he knows their meaning and is easily
led to the meaning of their derivatives, sea
man and sailor.

This is

specimen of the nature and
of the English language; a lan
guage which, instead of growing in the great
est measure from its own roots like most oth
a fair

difficulties

from many
languages upon the Anglo-Saxon stock. This
proci ss has made a very expressive and full
ers, has been made by engrafting

language, but a very difficult one to master.
So fond were the framers of our language of
these foreign grafU, that even when they used
Saxon for the most familiar names, they posted
off to the Latin for adjectives to couple with
them. Hence we have dog, Saxon, and canine,
Latin, instead of doggish ; so cat, Saxon, feline,

Latin; fever, febrile

; week, hebdomadal

(quite
a short name for weekly); day, adjective diur
nal ; year, annual, etc., etc., to the end, not of
the chapter only,

but to

the end of the lan

that
liighkeep
have

succeeded in showing that a great deficiency
exists in our present modes of instruction, so

far as our language is concerned, and if the
cause and nature of that deficiency and evil has
been truly indicated, w-e have accomplished a

It rests with others to apply the
with parents and with such teachers
remedy
as desire to see a reform in this matter.

good work.

HALLUCINATIONS OF GENIUS.

IT

is curious

to note

eminent in literature

the number
or prominent

of men
in his

tory who have been the subjects of temporary
or persistent hallucinations, or of whom, at all
has been made.
events, such an allegation
Hyacinthe Langlois, an intimate friend of Talma,
relates that that celebrated actor informed him
that, when he came on the stage he was able
by force of will to make his large and brilliant
auditor}' disappear, and to substitute skeletons
in their place. When his imagination had thus
filled the theater with these singular spectators,
their reactive power on himself was such as of
ten to give bis personations a most powerful
effect.

Sir Thomas Browne, Jerome Cardag,

and Goethe also possessed, in various

degrees,

In something of the
faculty.
same way the great mass of people interpret
the accounts that Socrates had warnings from
this remarkable

guage !

And yet we are told that students, even the
youngest, need no special instruction in getting
the meaning of the words of such a language.

In

one of our fashionable private schools the
teacher proclaimed that " spelling-books were
of no use in his school ; " but
had occasion

I

Brutus saw his evil genius before
Philippi; Cromwell was visited by a woman
of gigantic stature, who assured him he would

his demon;

yet be king.

Napoleon

believed in his star, at

WISDOM.
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which

Rapp found him on one occa
Joan of Arc heard

General

sion gazing

in rapture;

Lord Castlereagh
saw on one occasion a spectral child ; Ben Jon-

voices and had revelations;
son

of Hawtboroden
night in looking at Tartars

informed

Drummond

that he had passed a
and Turks, Romans and Carthagenians,

fight

ing round his great toe; Malebranche heard
the voice of Deity ; Lord Herbert, of Cherbury,
heard an agreeable noise in the heavens, which
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comes to hand in good time, and well freighted.
The number is more largely than usual made up

of the class of subjects to which the work is
specially devoted, which isTiot in its favor, ex
cept to the special devotees of that subject.
Christian Advocate If. Y.

accepted as a favorable response to his
prayer for direction in regard to the publication
of a book ; Pope and Byron saw each on one

[We are almost hopeless of ever bringing the
of the good old Advocate which we
have read more than thirty years to the ac
ceptance of Phrenology.
Why? The editor
has not a bad head. He is well informed on
many subjects, and yet he rejects Phrenology !

occasion a specter. The cases of Mohammed,
Luther, Pascal, Ignatius Loyola, Colonel Gardi

head, write out his character, and those of his

he

ner, and a host of others, will occur to the reader
as being probably examples of hallucination
determined by that most prolific source of il

It is note
religious feeling.
worthy, as bearing on the theory of hallucina
tions, that they are not always reproductions
lusions,

of past

We must call around at his house, examine his
wife, children, servants, etc., and convince him
He must be con
by the logic of stern facta.
verted to the truth as it is in science.]

strong

states of consciousness.

Some Journal.

[Disordered, or overloaded stomachs are the
than
more frequent causes of hallucinations

Nor
any peculiarity in the form of the brain.
is this sort of hallucination confined to men and
Everybody who eats too
much food, or that of an indigestible sort, will
be afflicted with them ; so also, will they who
" to the emotions or
"
themselves
women

editor

of genius.

up

give

the* imagination.

The intellect was given

to

ns, and we should not lose ourselves in
Perfect sleep is always
any wild wanderings.
In perfect health there will be no
dreamless.
We repeat, those who
morbid hallucinations.

guide

eat too much

pork or too much food of any

kind, especially at night, may expect when try
ing to sleep to be chased by hags and specters.]

OBiTUAnY.

Mr. David Myers,

a native

of

Germautown, Pa., born in 1792, and a descend
ant of the famous Swiss family of William Tell,
died at his residence in Varna, Marshall Co., 111.,
on the 14th July, 18T2, in the 81st year of his
age. He early found his way to the wild West,
and as a pioneer showed his strength of char
He was not only a pioneer in the ordi
acter.
nary sense, but having become an orchardist
and fruit raiser, he was a leader in stocking the
county with valuable fruits. He believed in
Phrenology, was endowed with a high, moral
bead, was a sound, clear thinker, very hopeful,
He left ten
persevering, and a useful citizen.
and
children, who, with the grandchildren
great-grandchildren,
twenty.

number one hundred

and

WISDOM.
We

open the hearts

ol others when

we open onr

own.

The

rose has its thorns, the diamond its specks,

and the best man his failings.

As the flint and steel stricken together produce
minds elicits truth.

Are, so the conflict of men's

Half the failures in life arise from the pulling
t'hnpin.
in one's horse as he is leaping.
The world estimates men
life, and, by general consent,
Everett.
of superiority.

by their success in
success is evidence

.

man's life lies with the present; for the
past Is spent and done with, and the future is un

Evebt

certain.

A

man who is not able to make a bow to his own
every morning, is hardly in a condition

conscience

to respectably
of the day.

salute the world

at any other time

So live, and when thy summons comes to join
The innumerable caravan, that moves
To the pale realms of shade, where each shall take
His chamber in the silent halls of death.
Thou go not like the quarry slave at night,
[ed
Scourged to his dungeon; but sustained and soothBy an unfaltering trust, approach thy grave
Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch
About him, and lies down in pleasant dreams.
Bryant.
The Chinese Emperor
Lesson to Rulers.
Tchon set out on a journey to visit the vast prov
inces of his empire, accompanied by his heir.
One day he stopped

among

some fields

where

the

" I took you with me,"
people were hard at work.
" that you might be an eye
he said to his son,
witness of the painful toils of the poor: and that
the feeling their laborious lot among us should
excite in your heart, may, in the future, prevent
your consent to burdening them with taxes."
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MIRTH.
"A

little nonsense now and then

" Too

A pniLosopnic Indian has truly observed,
much lam jis' nuff."

Coleridge tells

us of a man who had

such

an

overwhelming self-esteem that he was never known
to speak of himself without taking off his hat.
that King David
tailors?
"And Solothe breacha which David his father

What positive proof

is there

and his son Solomon were
men mended
had made."

" Six feet in his boots ! " exclaimed Mrs. Bees
wax; "what will the impudence of this world
come to, I wonder ! Why, they might ns well tell
me that the man had six heads in his hat."

"Is this seat unoccupied?" asked an exquisite
of an old lady.
don't know," said she, run
ning her hands over the surface, " it feels mostly
like plush, but you can't always tell."

jur

"I

"I

[Oct.,

want to know,"

said a creditor fiercely,
you arc going to pay me what you owe
me?" "When I'm going to pay you? Why,
Do you take me for a
you're a pretty fellow!
prophet?"

"

Is relished by the wisest men. "

JOURNAL.

when

"Sir," said an irate little gentleman of about
four feet eleven inches, to one six feet two, " I
would have you know, sir, that I have been well
brought up! " " Possibly," said the tall one look
ing down, " but you havn't been brought up far."
Phonography.

A phriend, pheeling phunnily
"4ty
phurnishes the phollowing:
4tunute 4esters 4tuitously 4tifying 4 41orn 4tresses
4cibly 4bade 4ty 4midable 4eigners 4ming 4oging
4c es."
phigurativc,

Judge's Sentence.
A pious but uneducated
judge closed a sentence with the following touch
ing reproach: "Prisoner at the bar, nature has
endowed you with a good education and respecta
ble family connections, instead of which you go
prowling around the country stealing ducks."

j|cntorial ^ur^au.

will be noticed such matters as are of interest to correspondents and to the general
[In this Department
" What They Say " should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]
Contributions fur
and such strength of brain that they can

a

a

S,

I

it

I

I

I

If

Ans. We should consult

if

there

removed.

In

surgeon, and

be any physical impediment, have

it

the " Combined Annuals of Phrenology and Phys
iognomy" may be found treatise on stammering
and stuttering, with directions for overcoming the
a

a

it

;

is

a

is

is

the subscribers of the Journal know what con
nection fish culture has with Phrenology.
Ant, We have three answers for this question.
The first is, that every pursuit in life and every
fact In every science has to do with the culture or
gratification of the phrenological faculties; and
" Phreno
second, as the title of our magazine
logical Journal and Life Illustrated,"
many things come appropriately under the head
of " Life Illustrated," and fish culture
supposed
to be one of those appropriate subjects. Third,
sound mind in sound
as Phrenology relates to
body, everything which tends to give vigor to the
brain has a legitimate connection with Phrenol
and fish, as an article of food,
most excel
ogy
lent for brain-workers on account of the large
contains. If any
quantity of phosphorus which
of our readers have such an excellent constitution

Stuttering.

and

painful
have been afflicted for some time with
am an officer in
so
hesitation in my speech.
ciety, and have much talking to do, but my deliv
ery is spoiled and myself laughed at by this stut
R,
find
impossible to pronounce H.
ter.
and other letters, but those are the most difficult
is ner
do not think
for me to pronounce.
vousness, as
feel calm when speaking; and cer
tainly not from bashfulness, as am intimate with
am addressing.
those
feci that, while perfectly
competent to fulfill my duty, this defect causes
you
to
be
tolerated
only
me
by the society.
can suggest any remedy or recommend me to any
book treating the subject that will assist me to
shall
overcome this impediment in my speech,
be very grateful.

I

let

I

Stammering
Please

I

Fish and Phrenology.

it

is

the return postage. In all cases correspondents should
too valuable to be
give name and residence, as our time
spent on anonymous letters.

a

a a

a

if

if

corre
and that dearly stated, must be propounded,
spondent shall expect us to give him the benefit of an early
consideration.
Questions of personal interest uili Ik
stamp be inclosed for
promptly answered by letter,

I

of "General Interest" only

I

Questions

will be answered in this department. We hare no space
time,
One question only at
to grtitify idle curiosity.

think
continuously without' becoming exhausted, they
may not see the connection of fish culture with
brain and brain work. We hope, however,' that
such persons will forbear complaint on account
of those dull-brained people who are not so smart
food for brain, and,
but what they need fish as
therefore, will be interested to know how to culti
vate that food which will tend to make than in
tellectual and urise. A little less "hog and hom
iny" and more salmon, shad, and blue-fish would
promote health of body and clearness of mind.

a

mr ftorrcspoubents.

same.

South Carolina, 187S.
Mr. S. Ii. Wells
Dear Sir Pardon this intrusion upon your valu
able time and patience; but seeing, in a number
of your highly appreciated Journal, something
about the destitute children of New York, prompts
me to write a note of inquiry to see if it would be
possible for me to have a little girl of about
twelve years of age bound to me (I would prefer
an entire orphan); if so, I could readily promise
her a good home, substantial clothing, and a tol
erably fair education such as I can give her at
If it is not asking too much, I
home myself.
would, Indeed, be glad if you would give me a
MRS. c.
Bpeedy answer, and very much oblige,
Am. If you were In New York, with proper ref
erences to satisfy the officials who have charge of
the children, you could doubtless find a girl to
The " Children's Aid
adopt that would suit you.
8ociety," by their agents, take large parties of
children West, and distribute them among the
good people who want them, and who come to
the points where it is known the children arc to
stop. When all that may be wanted there are se
lected and settled, the party moves on to another
In this way
town, and so on till all are adopted.
of distribution the agents have an opportunity to
learn the character and standing of the families
who apply for children to adopt.
It would be difficult to make a selection for you
and more difficult, perhaps, to gain the assent of
the institution to send a child so far unattended
by one of their accredited agents; and it might
take more of our time to find the right one than
you would be willing to compensate us for. More
over, persons generally prefer to see the object of

Child to Adopt.

their care nnd affection before the matter is fixed,
and it is a delicate responsibility to select for
This would be lessened, however, if we
others.
had, as a field of selection, one of our public
schools, or a good Sunday-school of fivo hundred
pupils from substantial families.
Could you not find some orphan in Charleston
or Savannah that needs your motherly guidance,
and would repay you a hundred-fold for your care,
culture, and wisdom?

Unruly Boy.

We have a son five
old in whom we have labored to implant
principles of kindness, yet he is exceedingly selfwilled disposed to quarrel and fight. How should
we train such a child to break him of his unhappy
temper and implant a disposition of kindness and
love?
"
Am. It may be the child has inherited an un
"
happy temper," which It would be Impossible to
Patience, gentleness, and firmness, if in
break."
spired by wisdom and moral feeling, will gener
ally guide and train such a disposition so as to
make it tolerable.

years

II kadache.

BUREAU.

CUR MENTORIAL

1872.]

What

is the

cause of

common headache ?
Am. Headache is caused by stimulants, by over
eating, by eating extra hearty food, or sometimes
A
by abstinence from food for too long a time.
dull and disordered state of the liver is a cause of
is produced by too
headache, and it sometimes
much excitement and exhaustion of the nervous
Headache Is a symptom, not a disease.
system.

Eggs

285

How to Keep

Them.

Please

tell me the best way to keep eggs.
Ans. There arc several ways of keeping eggs.
One Is, to pack them, smaller end downward, in
fine salt, so that no two eggs shall touch each
other or the box or tub in which they are packed.
Another way Is to put them in a pickle of lime
water; another is to varnish them, or cover their
shells with melted beeswax, the object being to
exclude the air from the contents of the shells,
If one would pack eggs
and to keep them cool.
in salt, lime, or pulverized clay, and put them in
an ice house, they might be kept any desirable
At our house they get eaten
length of time.
they do not keep, do what we will.

Biliousness.

I

suffer

from

bilious

What mode
ness or torpidity of the liver.
treatment will be useful In such a case »

of

Am. Stop eating greasy food, sugar, and fine
flour bread, and use more fruits and vegetables.
Horses get bilious, constipated, and "hide bound "
by eating too much corn meal and too little hay
In like manner human beings
and green grass.
eat cake, pic, butter, sugar, spices, and fine flour
bread, and drink strong coffee and tea, and wonder
why they become dyspeptic and bilious. Drum
ming or spatting with the hands, gently at first,
over the region of the liver, and the wearing at
night a wet girdle, and washing off and a smart
Ac
rubbing in the morning will be serviceable.
tive habits in the sunshine and an abundance of
sleep are good agents of health in these cases.

Mind and Immortality.

"

A Work-

ingman " writes his views of mind and immortal
ity, and we give him a hearing merely for the sake
of free discussion :
do not believe that we have an immortal
entity within us that can think, speak, and do all
that wc can do separate from the body, but that
wo are organized beings capable of receiving im
from without by means of the five
pressions
senses, and that the brain has not of Itself the
power of thought, but when God infuses His
When this spirit,
spirit into us we become living.
with the brain, and in connection with impres
sions from without are In action, thought is pro
This spirit fills all space, bo that by it all
duced.
things are before Him ; so that He knows our
thoughts afar off. Without it we could not raise
the right hand or move the left foot ; and when
Ho withdraws His spirit we are resolved to our
mother earth ; and so the body goes to the ground,
and the spirit returns to God, who gave it.
"This is like steam to the engine. You may fit
up an engine, but it is useless until steam is let
into the cylinder. Neither Is the steam of any
good without the engine, but both together pro

"I
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duce motion, and the better and smoother the
machinery the more is accomplished. So it is
with the brain ; the more it is cultivated the more
is comprehended.
It is the some spirit that is in
the ignorant and the intelligent, but the one is
cultivated, while the other is not. Is not this true
Phrenology ? When you stop the 6team from the
motion is ceased. When the spirit is
engine,
taken away thoughts subside ; or if the brain is
very much impaired thought is confused. The
We can
result is madness and sometimes death.
not lay claim to the spirit, for it is not ours ;
neither can we exist without it, as a certain poet
bos said :
" ' If Thou shonldst call me to resign
What most I prize, it never was mine ;
I only yield thee what was thine.
Thy will be done.'

" To show that thought

ceases with this life I
to Psalm cxlvl. 4 : His breath goeth
forth ; he returneth to his earth ; in that very day
Also, cxv. 17 : The dead
his thoughts perish.
praise not the Lord, neither any that go down
And Ecc. ix. 5, 6: For the living
into silence.
know that they shall die, but the dead know not
anything, neither have they any more a reward,
for the memory of them is forgotten ; also their
love, and their hatred, and their envy is now per
Neither have they any more a portion for
ished.
ever in anything that is done under the sun.
" It is evident that immortality is not in us from
Paul's statement, that God only hath immortali
ty (1 Timothy vi. 1(1); and beside this there is not
a single statement in the entire Book that affirms
man's present immortality, but there is otherwise,
such as Shall mortal
man be more just than
God ? (Job iv. 17).
Behold ! now I have taken
upon me to speak to the Lord, who am but dust
and ashes (Gen. xviii. 27). Immortality is to be
attained by a patient continuance in well-doing
(Romans ii. 7)."
[Our friend quotes 8cripture and interprets it
literally, as in Ecc. ix. 5, 8, " Neither have they
any more a portion forever in any thing under
the sun."
He seems to lose sight of the fact that
the subject under treatment is the shortness of
life and the complete mortality and termination
of all earthly interests.
At death our earthly
work is done, and our portion in the matters of
earth is forever closed.
With our friend's literal
construction of Scripture, how would ho explain
Jude i. 7, " Suffering the vengeance of eternal
fire?" As the Are of Sodom was temporary, and
destroyed the earthly life, may not the term " eter
nal fire" be employed to represent continuous or
immortal punishment? If none have immortality
except the regenerate, how can there be an " ever
lasting " suffering of penalty ? See Mat. xxv. 4(i.]

will

refer

Successive
enables

Alternation.

Geology

us to know that the earth was once blaz

ing as the snn is at present; that it afterward was
covered with water, and became habitable.
This

[Oct.,

is no mere matter of opinion, but a matter of pos
itive knowledge; our habitable world was once a
blazing sun, or part of one. Why, then, may not
the sun also be subject to a similar change, and
become in like manner a habitable world at some
future time? There is no good reason whatever
why this should not occur; but, on the contrary,
it can be proved not only likely, but absolutely
certain to undergo such a change.
Who does not
know that any given condition of any material
substance is only temporary ? that the sun being
a material substance, its present condition must
therefore be temporary ? It is merely a question
of time when it shall cease to blaze.
It is but an
enormous
oxy-hydrogen light, sustained by vast
quantities of aqueous rock. As soon as the aque
ous rock about the surface of the sun is all con
sumed, the hydrogen gas all over its surface will
instantly be converted into an ocean of water by
uniting suddenly with the oxygen which at pres
ent sustains the combustion going on iu the sun ;
and the explosion accompanying the conversion
of such a tremendous amount of gas into water
will exert a force upon all the revolving planets in
our solar system sufficient to decompose all their
oceans of water into their constituent gases (ox
ygen and hydrogen), so that they shall instantly
begin to blaze as so many miniature 6uns, or enor
mous oxy-hydrogen lights;
and shall continue
blazing for thousands of years, until their numer
ous strata of aqueous rock shall at last be all con
verted into igneous rock, or else into a gaseous
condition, when similar explosions will again oc
cur on the surfaces of the revolving planets, and
they will instantly be deluged with water, and so
be prepared to become habitable worlds again.
Thus do fire and water alternately cover the sur
faces of the sun and the revolving planets, ad in
finitum ; and thus does the great universal law of
successive alternation provide for light and heat
continuously in a solar system, iu spite of the very
temporary nature of the Bubstances which furnish
But for the existence of this great law,
them.
light, heat, and animal life would cease forever
in the solar system as soon as the sun is burned
out ; yet there is no evidence that any of the sci
entific men of this remarkably scientific age have
the existence
of this great
ever even suspected
MONK.
law.

From a Clergyman.

We

copy

the

following extract from a private letter, received
It was written by the Rev. Chas.
a few days ago.
Taylor, D.D. and M.D., formerly President of Millersburg College, Kentucky.
" I read your Journal with much interest and
prize it highly. I found, in looking over my old
portfolio, the other day, a phrenological descrip
tion of my character, given me in August, 1846,
and was struck with the correctness of its deline
ation and the almost exact correspondence with
of my subsequent life, both in
the developments
China and in this country."

THE

Phrenological journal
AND

Life Illustrated.
Vol. LV.

November,

No. 5.]
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7872.
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JESSE OLNEY, THE EMINENT GEOGRAPHER.

THIS
tion

was a man who would arrest attenand awaken

inquiry in any com-

pany of men, large or small.
and majestic.

In his

person

He was tall
and carriage

there was the ease

of

self-possessed

dignity;

in his manner and style he appeared massive,
thoughtful, and powerful.

There was, too,

an air of gentleness and tenderness and of
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will

the reader

and

above

foundation of Mr.
and

If

ability

scholastic

Olney's

the

see

in his abilities

an author of school-

as

books.

channels.

His

prominent, giving him

eye was very

for language

talent

great

and

description.

He had an excellent memory of facts, words,
Locality, situated

and places.

on each side

of the center of the forehead, was immensely
hence his fondness for the school

The upper part of his fore

geography.

head, especially

where

the upper part

of

it

widens out toward

the temple, indicates rea

soning ability, inventiveness,

and imagina

authorship and by actual experience in the
school-room, are of marked and substantial
kind, will long be remembered by the Amer
ican people
among

as

holding an eminent

the educators

He was

born

of

at Union,

Tolland

one of the

marked traits

His Approbativeness

in his character.
dered him sensitive

ren

to the good opinion of

his friends, and to the censure of his ene

if

mies,

a

had any.

he

developed,

yet his force

His Caution was well
of character, arising

good degree of Combativeness

Destructiveness

and large Firmness,

as to give him courage

and

His large social development
dial friendship

thoroughness.
gave him cor

the spirit which won and

hosts of friends.

retained

as

refinement,

a

The features,
dicate,

and

was such

in

as seen

in

the engraving,

dignity, steadfastness,

summary,

perseverance,

earnestness,

and

strong affection.
the mechanical

thereby

inventor, who turns into
of physical nature,

the materials
subserving

the

wants

of

man,

is

new uses

is

worthy of gratitude for his services to man
kind, how much more
he deserving of per

it

was

persistency

it

He had very large Firmness, and

height.

of July

of this year. He
widely known as the
author of
geography and atlas for a long
time very popular, some millions of which
have been sold and used in the various
schools of our country; also several works
which have been received as valuable contri
butions to the school literature of America.
Though Mr. Olney was honored with several
offices of public trust, though he has served
his native State at some nine or ten different
periods as member of its Legislature, and
always performed the duties committed to
his charge with ability and satisfaction,
is
as an educator chiefly that the great mass of
the American people are indebted to him.
He was the first in our country who com
menced the new method of geography, that
of making the student begin with the de
scription of the town ho lived in, and enlarg
ing therefrom into the wide world; while
the plan previously adopted required him to
commence in astronomy and to proceed from
the sun to the earth.
When his geography
first appeared, in 1828, its concise and thor
standard
ough merits at once rendered
work throughout the country in that de
a

considerable

County,

12th, 1798, and died at Strat
ford, in the same State, which had been his
Conn., October

is

towered up to

position

the present century.

a

head

a

His

If

in the Union, whose ser
of popular education, by

residence for many years, on the 31st

tion.

from

to every school-boy
vices in the cause

a

of

;

developed

Jesse Olney, whose name for many years
has been " as familiar as household words "

a

a

will

he

so conspicuously

teacher

also

morality.

and

observe that prominent brow,

and the fullness
manifested

and

character,

elevation,

a

of mind

breadth

steadfastness,

as

and high, indicating

head was largo

it,

His

petual remembrance and of grateful praise
who brings new and successful methods of
instruction to bear on the human mind, there
by enlisting new forces into the culture and
The educator stands at
training of youth
the fountain of power, and in his sphere
true and an en
creator, who, in the eye of
larged philosophy of life, holds
place most
He
prominent among human benefactors.
opens springs and fountains of energy, which
the opportunities and various enterprises of
the world subsequently
invite into wider
is

in

a

evinced

[Nov.,

a

to the words of others

attention

his bearing.
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partment,

and

many succeeding

years only

Jesse olney.

1872.]

for its extended circu
lation.
The rare gift of teaching ably and well is
the result of natural capacity, literary quali
fication, and the necessary amount of experi
ence. The person who has never cultivated
a farm may perhaps write theoretically well
on agriculture, but his books will not prove
efficient aids to the daily worker. He who
would write well for schools should know
by experience what schools are, a principle,
this, whicli the sagaoious world always recog
nizes in its estimate of the services men can
Mr. Olney was a nat
render to each other.
ural teacher; and it was not until he had
had more than twelve years of practice in the
line of teaching that he undertook the im
portant task of providing for the wants of
schools by authorship. Twelve years of his
life were passed in Hartford, Conn., where,
by universal concession, his reputation as a
teacher was of the highest order.
We have
often heard his labors spoken of in that city
in terms of the most decided applause, and
it is no detraction from others to say that as a
working, practical teacher, he stood without
Wherever he afterward resided, the
a rival.
Echools around him felt the improving and

caused new demands

reformatory

influence

of

his

counsels.

In

Bouthington, Conn., his residence for twenty
years, we have often heard the remark that
Mr. Olney had done more to advance their
common schools to their present excellent
standing than all other causes that might be
named.

His first "

Geography

" was followed by

a

of similar works, and of readers, of
Preceptor" became
which the "National
" His
particularly noted, an arithmetic, a
series
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surface, that no river or other feature belong
ing to this science could be named with

which he was not perfectly familiar and at
He aimed to know the world by

home.

personal
character,

contact,

highly social and
and system, exact ; in
al
manners, dignified, cordial, persuasive
ways a friend to the poor and an opponent
No one could
to the bigotted oppressor.
see and forget him. He was a practical man ;
and the school literature that bears his name
had the merit of emanating from the united

perament

and sympathy,

cheerful ; in method

of

intended to supply,

him in that branch ; and so thorough was
his matured acquaintance with the earth's

of

scenery.

of great universal principles.
Authors like Spurzheim, Emerson, and Cuvier afforded him the greatest delight. His
basis in all matters of opinion and belief was
not authority or custom, but some great un
derlying principle of truth clearly perceived.
He venerated a perfect freedom of thought,
loved the wide range of natural science, and
f great moral and philosophical ideas. In
person he was noble and commanding ; in
intellect, bold and vigorous ; in will, extra
ordinarily firm and persistent; in affection
and friendship, strong and generous ; in tem

manuals.

for the love of knowledge, for a strong re
tentive memory, which enabled him to recite
whole chapters of Bible literature and con
secutive pages of prose and poetry.
Quite
early he displayed a decided fondness for
At the age of nine
history and geography.
teen he could recite a whole geography so
perfectly that his teacher refused to instruct

observation
natural

and the love

resources

early boyhood Olney was distinguished

close
and

Twice he made the tour of Europe, once in
In the New World he
1835, again in 1838.
with its various man
sought acquaintance
ners and scenery by tours through the Canadas and through twenty-two States of the
Union.
Mr. Olney was one of those strong charac
ters who make their mark, who can attempt
important objects, and who never leave a
work once begun unfinished.
He was re
markable for two seemingly opposite traits :
an accurate appreciation and mastery of facts,

tory of the United States," a valuable
" Family Book of History," and other school

In

by

manners,

much

ence in the wants

study and

much

experi

the department it was
which is the secret of its

of

extensive success.
a

In closing an obituary notice of Mr. Olney,
writer in the New York World says :
" A self-made man himself, he appreciated
with the struggles of his
toward education and an honor

and sympathized
fellow-men

able career, and more young

men than

any

know except himself
have been aided by him, not only with wise
counsels and influential exertions, but by
generous assistance from his purse as well, to
one was allowed

to
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It

desires

to be fully recognized

in

He was a man ; take him for all in all.
We shall not look upon hie like again."

IN THINKING.
Maturer years develop
thought and action.
the method of communication without de
Intelli
traction from its adherent qualities.
gence
cognizant of some new wonder that
lies contiguous to its gathered experience;
and one of us, with an idea single from the
universal thought, picking up some novelty
that
attractive through that idea, holds
his prize out for the others to see listens to
" Ha
the ridicule or contempt of ignorance,
"
The character
what can you do with that
of the question condemns the treasure, and,
unless more independent than the general
mind, the cold water of contempt or discour
agement diminishes the enthusiastic heat of
shrinks back to
his malleable thought, and
With the multitude
ordinary insignificance.
in error, rather than alone with God and the
the prevailing sentiment of our
right, this

I

;

T

it

temptation of
We find nothing wrong
or unnatural in the wish to be recognized as
we are; but in this age of high-pressure prin
ciples, we soon overreach the honest bounda
and demand the field
ries of self-promotion,
of preferment and distinction. To be of the
not enough
to be an acknowl
multitude
the least promotion that will
edged leader
Then, adverse to the depend
confer favor.
ent law of sympathy, and resultant of unex
that opinionative
pected success, there
of
which
scorns
to be educated
pride
egotism
or led by others
we choose to be self-pro
tective and self-made, or nothing. We would
help our immaculate self, and then save the
erring multitude. We would be the teacher,
and not the taught.
With very little digni
of our worthy possessions,
fied appreciation
considerable
effervescence of pride- in
and
our future possible success, we feverishly
await the exit of present prejudicial circum
common

aim, the dangerous

our ruling motive.

;

is

;

of coming con
our practice
our

stances and the ingathering
sistencies.

Far beyond

is

aeel"

!

it

a

a

a

a

it,

tists is professionally urging us to keep
upon the "rational" plane of materialism
that will secure immediate convenience,
to
in
be of the multitude, rather than above
spirituality, because we are obliged to min
gle with it. To this end we are laying up
our high protective walls of materialism, im
muring ourselves in the narrow sphere of
flesh and blood and animal instinct, and
hoping to teach these immortal souls con
tentment with
little meager space of mor
tality, when they are already grown short
sighted by continually looking earthward.
At once captor and captive, we mortify our
higher faculties by chaiuing them down to
inactivity among the low companions they
have learned to despise, lest in absence from
these we shall shrink from
degrading asso
ciation with them, and thus become necessi
tated to rear
private domicile for our pecu
liar individualism.
Humanity, with ready
instinct, acknowledges itself entirely sympa
thetic in nature, and demands incessant in
tercourse.
Attraction holds an irresistible
charm for our thought, while in
corre
The
sponding degree we hate repulsion.
child calls our sympathy to its toys and
pleasures as
continually exclaims, " See

"

is

not felt this loneliness of special in
dividualism, this yearning for a kindred
mind to share our whole experience and in
to be ignorant as are we, even
experience
unto a perfect sympathy to be of us, like
us, and still the something more which we
would attain to be able to tell us why we
live, the purpose we are to fulfill, to show us
the work that shall glorify us when we shall
engage in it?
We are selfish of necessity, but extremely
selfish through the perversion of our protectional powers.
The common herd of scien

moral

associations.

is

\

blameless

is

i

INDEPENDENCE
city I" Who has

a great

his gracious life en
knew him, while his
character ennobled all his

end

deared him to all who

is

" A LONE in

to the

endured

is

tide them over the shoals which beset thoae
His mind
who are not fayored by fortune.
enriched by all mental gifts, his experiences
widened by contact with the world and ex
tensive travel, his heart sympathetic and fer
vent with fresh and glowing impulses which

[Nov.,
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is

is

a

;

is

;
;

a

is

I

a

;

cloudy interpretation, because we have not
the moral courage to praise God in
possessed
the midst of an irreverent people
and we
could not conscientiously creep out stealthily
under the covert of the shades of night and
with the grand solemnity of full heart echo
" When consider the
the psalm of David
heavens, the work of thy Angers, the moon
and the stars, which thou hast ordained;
what
man, that thou art mindful of him
and the son of man, that thou visitest him
For thou hast made him little lower than
the angels, and hast crowned him with glory
and honor.
Thou madest him to have do
minion over the works of thy hands thou
hast put all things under his feet.'1'1 Alas for
the degeneracy that feels contempt for the

?
?

!

;

weak, wavering will, scarcely able to resolve
our thought into any line of action, and
allowing us to stand, pitiable objects, to be
jostled and trampled upon, when we might
be moving forces in the great and good canse
of Christianity.
Tired of self-reproach, everybody com
plains of everybody else, and ignores selfThere
so
power and self-consecration.
much to be lifted up, so much to be learned
of the manner and means of soul-raising, and
such
little mistake here
ghostly fear that
or there will incur ridicule or pity, that we
live from day to day mechanically caring for
the body as
were an ephemeral thing, as
if were possible that we are to quit claim
upon all these earthly intelligences when we
Who has
have just begun this peculiar life.

is

it

;

a

a

is

it

it

it

it

;

is

and inertia, between the positive and nega
tive forces, overtakes us, each striving to
obtain the ascendency of power, and thus
the time
keeping up an equilibrium this
when we turn inward to ourself and discover
the singleness of our being
this
the form
of that living death which hath sting this

beautiful fine morning, through the

rarely

crystal windows of our intermittent souls,
only some thousands of years beyond our

stood,

at the sunset hour,

when

expanse of heaven was robed in

a

a

a

a

a

is

a

;

a

a

?

it

it,

will

a

irresistible in its appeal; but what
our old friends say if we follow this
They can not under
mysterious stranger?
stand if we attempt an explanation, for that
particular idea never enlisted their attention ;
it lies in our direct course, not in theirs ; not
one iota of it is in material contact with
their consciousness
it is a myth, a nonentity
to them. Shall we wait until the spiral of
their experiences shall expand to touch the
ether that encircles
and probably lose
ourself
If we stand still, we be
sight of
come
stumbling-block and
point of mys
tifying centralization
few. grains of curi
osity will draw crowd to spot, and every
one of these persons will be wondering what
the cause of attraction.
In pursuit of our
own thought and business we are no false
If
magnet, we stand in no man's pathway.
we have had
butterfly chase, we shall the
sooner learn to distrust wings, and return
contented with
slower locomotion but
has been observed that the lightning never
confines itself to the slow pace of
snail.
With our thought our feet may traverse the
mysterious realm of the unknown; behind
our thought our snail pace will never over
take its lightning wings!
Why was that
distinct idea, that one peculiar theory, pro
duced upon the camera of our individual
brain, instead of being given to the multi-*
tude for general inspection? Because that
was to be our own subject of experience, our
central pivot of investigation
lay within
our exclusive, intuitive sphere, and we have
no more right to feign ignorance of its kin
ship to our reason than we have to renounce
the offspring of our flesh and blood. We are
bound to nourish and protect
until
has
an individual independence, until
thing
of itself objective, as well as subjective.
It not when the brain or the muscle in
positive action that we feel alone, but when
the questionable
condition between action
almost

the loneliness of despair.
The blessed in
that streams in, like the glory of

telligence

a

is

:

;

it

beckons,

if

it

;

companionship

is

our

a

entreats
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it

and

the broad
sea

of gor

geous colors, blending and contrasting with
their innumerable shades and transparencies,

linked to the purple hills, to the dark taper
ing spire, to the beautiful foliaged imagery
of the towering tree, to the sable roof of
church and tower, and dome of costly edifice,
to the "lowly thatched
cottage," and not
felt that this life and heaven like earth and
are irrevocably wedded; that he who
sky
witness unto all this grandeur shall return,
like the setting sun, an eternal heir to the

is

beautiful and practical thought
calls,

is

INDEPENDENCE IN THINKING.
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;

is

a

on, the primitive creative forces, radiating
common center, and the secondary
from
and subsequent forces that are introducing
themselves

among

these, through complex

it

it

is

is

;

;

;

;

is

is

;

is

can catch

other

manufactured
a

people's

will throw out

productions,
the strag

boom and catch

is

gling, water-soaked, dozy pieces of lumber
for firewood to keep his family half warm,
half frozen, through the bitter cold winter
" Economy
wealth,"
days and
evenings.

saw

an old saw

shall

we say an immortal

handed down from Pre-Adamite to the

heirloom.
Every
tried that saw, and,
work
strange to relate, not one has made
seems to be in capital order, but
well
re
has spasmodic fits of stubbornness, or
fuses to be worked at all in fact, it works
into spec
and worries everybody who tries
ulative sawdust, and, finally, into the grave.
It defies the whole group of man's mechani
cal laws.
They have tried to find teeth in
by its teeth;
the handle, and to handle
they have attempted to reverse its action,

present
man

generation

and

woman

as

an

has

it

it

it

of the new conditions which we
in time to regard as superior to the
former things that have passed away; and
we know that stagnation, or force long pent,
signal of revolution but as the progress
of civilization and general development goes
effective

learn

you

it

are

if

;

and pestilences

and

negativism

neutrality,

it

wars,

and
positivism
him napping,
may be appropriately stigmatized with the
insignia of " Annihilation."
Negative or in
the drift-wood floating
voluntary thought
on the current; and somebody, who keeps
soul and body together with the debris of
between

it

quakes, tornadoes,

impossible to produce such
results; in short,
is
evident that in every division of the forces
the laws of change recede from quick, revo
lutionary motion to slow, peaceful, and har
monious action; and the result
just as
great, but in the new order of things more
diversified and less conspicuous, in its inter
mediate grades. Here
the reason we should
not cling to the primitive life with its broken
threads of thought.
We want to get away
from revolution, we desire to avoid the dis
astrous upheaval of our stand-still immateri
ever in advance of
ality. Consciousness
nascent life, and gathers up the trophies in
her morning march.
Voluntarily or invol
untarily we move, we change with our will
we have the right of choosing by the will
of another
whatsoever pleaseth him with
our will in the time of its development
at
another's will at the abrupt point of his
The dull, animal instinct of our
decision.
no match for the arrow of
materialism
spiritual intuition that cuts its way through
the intelligences of the air.
Servitor and
Ruler are the respective titles of distinction

is

?

towering Godhead
We know that extreme changes are pro
duced by sudden revolutions; that earth

[Nov.,

immediate

general,

it

is

it

I

a

is

is

is

is,

is,

our consciousness, our happiness
our God.
We can not separate the two; imagination
in its loftiest flights has but touched an
Education may allure us
earthly paradise.
to the skies to find our future, but it is only
an earth with a purer, happier people that
our spiritual artist can limn. His ideal is
but the incipient imagination of untold beau
ties all around him; he can not attest to
the millionth part of a grain of knowledge
pertaining to this sphere. With wistful eyes
and yearning hope he looks out to the illim
" Oh, could I be
itable sea of the future.
hold the life that awaits me ! " But how
can he expect to enjoy the fruition of a hope
that he has not analyzed
of a belief that is
undefined f When he takes so little cogniz
ance of the life that now
when he
so
blind to the flesh and the spirit of which he
himself
shall he pass away before he has
awakened to this birth of consciousness?
When sound has just conceived the possibil
ity of unlimited modulation and use, when
form discovers there
no end to transfigura
tion or space, when color can produce and
change, when
reproduce with never-ending
love has just breathed its true feeling of im
mortality, when all the objects of his senses
are as yet but baubles for his childish thought
and intelligence and still his God and heaven exist in these, and only in these
to take
possible that he
hasty glance
over their mighty magnitude, and, with the
spirit of joy, to be able to exclaim, " Now
am?"
Painfully inferior to this, shall he
there be equal in happiness and love to the

ity, render

?

joint kingdom of earth and heaven ? In the
beauty of nature and in the magnificent glory
of our thought is all our hope, our sympathy,

;
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OF THE BRAIN.

it is still the same curiously-working
plain-looking old saw.
Changed to a
cross-cut, perpendicular, or circular it wont
work right; they don't understand the first
principles of either teeth, gage, or angle. It
has taken its " two " and " three cut " infla
tions out of the rich man's purse and pride,
and sawed his bank notes, if not into shavings,
into queer-looking shingles.
Still, we be
lieve in that old saw.
The time will come
when it will be comparatively subdued in
spirit, for intelligence holds the fairy's charm.
We are yet too much wedded to the protec
tive policy to be true economists.
"
Some, for fear of want,
but

yet

Want all their lives ; and others every day,
For fear of dying, suffer worse than death."

Time, money, labor, intelligence, and life
upon the " saving " altar ; and thus
we cheat wealth out of everything but a name.
There is not a house in the land which has
not one room, or the corner of a room, that
is pillaged by this pseudo-economy, and the
Go
spoils used to fit up another apartment.
where you will.there is pauperism in some part
of that house dishonest, shortsighted, false
The inmates will beg, borrow,
economy.
steal, do anything but exert themselves to
obtain directly, by compensation, the needed
thing or thought. They find honesty in the
accidentally inverted letter of the law ; the
truth, in words of double meaning ; the right,
by comparison with that which is exactly
are laid

wrong; goodness, in the absence of active
evil ; duty, in the fulfillment of the limited
words of the law or command ; education,
in the professional
teacher; religion, in the
" God be merciful to us
poor, miserable sin
" love, in the selfishness of self-devo
ners;
tion and in lust ; " our country." in the po
litical name of " our party ;" this earth, the

stretch of land between terminus and ter
minus of the
R. R. ; and God, in the
the absurd, and the revengeful.
yet, in all this extravagant waste of
of
power and principle, this misappliance
impossible,

And

love and labor, this setting up of false lights,
false magnates and prophets, there was never
a more auspicious
morn than that which is

The wail of distress,
dawning upon us now.
drawn from the universal heart, is the great
appeal of Deity to the children of earth:
" Come
" The need of light and
up higher I
of
reason
and research, has found
knowledge,
utterance in the poverty of individual happi
ness ; and the faint murmur of complaint has
grown to a mighty call. Superstition must
be dethroned,
reason must rule the man;
materialism must rise up to meet the level
it hath
of its noble birth ; and spirituality
ever leen the life of all things within our knowl
The universal need hath never long to
edge.
;
the
wait
provident thought of the Creator,
quivering, like an aspen leaf, for ages in the
human heart, is fast approaching the apoth
eosis of its struggling hopes, the full redemp
tion of its pledged principles in the vast
creation of mankind. Intuition, like a carrier
dove, flies in at the open window of our
common home with a message from God
written on the parchment of materialism,
that mortality may learn its divine use that
it may consecrate its homeliest duties to the
beauty

"

"

who disbelieve Phrenology, and in
to make it contemptible by their

of humor, formerly used to say that
phrenologists mapped out the head and allotted
to one part love of money, to another memory,
to another courage, and to another fear, in a

sallies

of holiness.

Drop down, ye heavens, and pour a flood of glory,
Te shades of death, the dawn of life approaches ;
Mortals shall learn the mnslc of thy thunders,
Infinite Goodness 1
Rise from the dnst, arrayed In God-like beanty,
Oh, Solyma I immortal joys await thee ;
See thy lost race, burst from their chains of darkness,
Crowned with salvation."

BOSINE KNIGHT.

ORGANS OF THE BRAIN-HOW

THOSE
cline
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DISCOTERED

No. 1.

having the matter in charge ; and we suppose
some of those critics really supposed that was
the way in which Phrenology was discovered.

laid

in Phrenology

a

I

science, but as an art and
am in doubt as to

most useful as such

I

as

a

:

is

it

similar to that in which a county is
out into townships, and the townships
named according to the fancy of the persons

it,

manner

Somebody has said so, and they accept it and
and many believe it.
repeat
A correspondent of ours writes from Lon
" am confirmed believer
don, Ohio, saying

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.

statement that
to confirm the phrenological
the organs of the intellectual faculties are sit
uated in the front-head, but where is the reason
for the special location of each of the organs ?

I

I

the question to you, not because con
but because
unable to answer
it,

I put

sider you

suppose you can, and that you will be willing
to impart to me the desired information, either

by letter, through the Journal, or by reference
to some work on the subject.
" Yours, truly,
m. s. c."
We are thankful to our friend for asking

it

this question, for
gives us the opportunity of
has already been said
that
which
again
saying
before in the Journal, and in other works on

We do not always remember
Phrenology.
that the first principles of the subject ought to
be repeated to every coming generation, as the
principles of arithmetic, grammar, and geogra

;

phy must be. The very alphabet of all sciences
has to be studied by each new set of boys and
girls, though in some respects children begin
where their parents left off in matters educa
they are obliged to begin where their
parents did, and the old multiplication table
He can
to be learned by each one for himself.

is

tional,

If we were not ques
not inherit such facts.
tioned sometimes on these principles, we should

not bring them out often enough, but would
suppose our readers were informed, and needed
rather to leave the first principles and go on to
perfection.

Those who are familiar with these

a

From an early
was the first organ discovered.
age Dr. Gall was given to reflection upon his
fact, but
observations
he not only observed
his meditative tendency led him to think about
the fact He noticed that each of his brothers
and sisters, his companions
fellows,

were

distinguished

in play and school
from some other

Some of
person by peculiarity of disposition.
his schoolmates were remarkable for the beauty

of their penmanship

some for their success

in

arithmetic, others excelled in natural history
or the languages. The style of composition of
one was dry, stiff, and crude that of another

Another was
was elegant, easy, and vigorous.
connected in his reasonings, and clothed his
arguments in the most forcible manner while
;

am

LANGUAGE

was disjointed, loose, and failed to
reason successfully
but their dispositions were
equally different, and these differences of dis

another

position and talents appeared to determine the
direction of their partialities and aversions,
and not

few of them manifested

a

I

organ in the brain,

died at Paris, August

;

has its special

and

;

mind

fully satisfied, but I wish to know what reason
you have for assigning each faculty a certain
why do you locate Com
location in the bruin
parison in the superior middle portion of the
forehead? and why do you locate Form and
Color, Tune and Combativeness as you do?
A very small amoimt of observation is sufficient

1757,

;

I

March 9th,
22d, 1828.

;

concerning

a

which I now write.
That you may fully understand the meaning
would first state
and scope of my question,
that so far as the brain being the organ of the
mind, that size of the brain is the measure of
mental power, and that each function of the
one particular,

[Nov.,

capacity

for employments outside of the range of their
One cut figures in wood or de
instructions.
lineated them on paper; some devoted their
leisure to attending to the culture of a garden,
while their comrades abandoned themselves to
noisy games or traversed the woods to gather
flowers, or to seek for bird-nests, or to catch
collection of butterflies. Of course
and make
a

294

one would laugh at and undervalue the pur
suits of others. They belonged to the same
school, had the same general instruction, at
tended the same church, and yet their ways
and tastes were so different as to become ob
jects of criticism and merriment to each other.
The pupils with whom Dr. Gall had the
greatest difficulty in competing were those who
committed to memory with great facility, and
he says such individuals frequently gained from
him by their repetitions the places which he
had obtained by the merit of his original com
positions.

Having changed his residence and com
menced to attend another school, he met indi
viduals endowed with equally great talent for

The standard publications are full of the his
tory of the discovery of the different organs,
and we shall draw upon these, in some cases
perhaps verbatim, without troubling the reader

learning to repeat. He then observed that his
prominent
school-fellows so gifted possessed
eyes, and recollected that his rivals in the first

if

they wish, and
topics may pass this article
we arc satisfied that the uninstructed will be
thankful for the opportunity we here afford.

a

a

or ourselves with quotation marks.
Dr. Francois Joseph Gall,
physician, of
resident of Paris,
Vienna, Austria, afterward
was the founder of Phrenology.
He was born

school

had been distinguished
by the same
peculiarity.
When he entered the university
he at once directed his attention to the students
whose eyes were of this description, expecting,
as he afterward ascertained, that they excelled

ORGANS OF THE BRAIN.
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in getting their lessons rapidly by heart, and
giving accurate verbal responses, although
many of them were by no means deficient in
general talents. This was the first means or
hint toward the discovery of Phrenology.
Dr. Gall could not believe that this coinci
dence of the two circumstances was accidental,
and from that period he suspected that the
memory of words was indicated by this exter
nal sign, and that the pressure of the brain
around the arch or ceiling above the eye caused
the eye to protrude.
He simply observed na
ture, and although ignorant at that time of
the opinions
of physiologists
the
touching
brain, and of the metaphysicians respecting
the mental faculties, he believed there must be
a connection between the brain and this exter

nal sign of talent
We meet with persons whose

eyes

appear

sunken, occasioned by the heavy over-hanging
brow. We sometimes find persons whose eyes
stand out as if they were swollen, and are very
but they look unnatural in our
People sometimes have these promi
sight.
nent eyes owing perhaps to a peculiarity partly
of the eyeball, partly perhaps of the integu
ments by which the eye is surrounded.

prominent,

In studying this sign of Language, one should
look directly below the eye, and if there is a
sack- like appearance, if the eye appears crowd
ed downward as well as forward, in such cases
he may conclude that the organ of Language
is

well developed.
Mr. Combe in his " System of

Phrenology,"
at page 329, gives a detailed description of a
gentleman in Scotland who suddenly began to
speak incoherently, and became quite unintel
ligible to all those about him. It was discov
ered that he had forgotten the name of every
His recollection of things
object in nature.
seemed to be unimpaired, but the names by

which men and things are known were entirely
from his mind, or rather he had
lost the faculty by which they are called up at
the control of the will. He was by no means
inattentive, however, to what was going on ;

obliterated

he recognized friends as quickly as ever, but
their names, or even his own, or his wife's, or
the names of his domestics, had no place in his
recollection.

Three

years afterward he sud
denly became paralytic on the left side. Eight
months after that he expired.
His brain was
dissected, and a diseased condition of the brain
was found just over the eye where the organ
of Language had been located by Dr. Gall
some forty years before. Other similar
are recorded in Combe's work.

cases
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LOCALITY.

Dr. Gall mentions that the passion he had
for natural history induced him frequently to
go into the woods in order to find bird-nests,
that he might catch and tame the young, and
although he was expert in accomplishing his
objects, yet when he wished to return to the
nests he often found it impossible to do so;
this difficulty did not arise from inattention,
for before quitting the spots he stuck branches
in the ground and put marks on the trees, but
all in vain ; he was obliged to take with him
one of his school-fellows, who, without the
least possible effort, went directly back to the
place, although there might be ten or fifteen
new places not familiarly known to them. As
this friend of Gall's possessed only ordinary
talents in other respects, Gall was struck with
his facility in recollecting places, and frequent
ly asked him how he managed to take him
back so correctly, when he in turn asked Gall
how he contrived to lose himself everywhere.
One day, in the hope of obtaining some ex
planation of this peculiarity, Dr. Gall molded
his friend's head, and afterward endeavored to
persons who were distinguished by
the same faculty.
A celebrated landscape
painter informed him that in his travels it was
discover

custom for him only to make a very gen
that interested him,
and afterward, when he wished to make a
the

eral sketch of countries

more correct sketch, that every tree, every
group of bushes, every stone of considerable
He
magnitude presented itself to his mind.
also became acquainted with a celebrated trav
eler, who led a wandering life and seemed to
be anxious to see all places ; would travel over
the country on foot from house to house, and
had an astonishing faculty of remembering all

Dr. Gall molded his
the places he had seen.
head also ; and on comparing the mold with
his boy friend's, as also with the head of the
artist, he observed similar fullness in the three
little above the eye, outward from Individ

a

uality and Eventuality.

From that time he

was led to suppose the talent of remembering
places depended on a primitive faculty, of

which the organ was situated under this part
of the skull, and numerous
firmed this inference.

observations

con

This does not look like mapping out the
head and allotting to each part some fanciful
name. Some people believe that memory of
places depends on the power of general obser
vation, but men who have weak vision will
often find their way in the dark, and those who
are orderly can go all over a house and find
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each article in its proper place without stum
bling or being seemingly at a loss. Blind per
sons generally have this organ large ; it is
cultivated by the fact of their blindness, and
we know some who will go all over a city
New York, for instance; of course they do
not go through every street, but have their
streets, and will walk for miles
particular

without making

a mistake

or asking

a ques

tion.

To show that this is a special faculty, we
may mention that certain animals and insects
evince the faculty of remembering places in a
very high degree. Carrier pigeons were car
ried in baskets from Paris to Sedan, and when
set free made their way back to Paris.
Dogs
sent by sea will get back a thousand miles by

land. When a man is lost on horseback, if he
gives the rein to his horse the animal will gen
erally bear him home. Dogs will chase deer or
foxes all day in a strange forest, beyond a river
they never before crossed, and when night
comes the dogs will lead their masters toward
Hunters are
home without delay or mistake.
wise enough to follow their dogs. We could
fill pages with facts of our own knowledge on
this point, but most readers forty years of age
Bees go miles
recall facts of their own.

will

from their hives, and when they are loaded
" bee-line,'' namely, a straight
they make a
one, for home, and because bees thus loaded
always fly straight, bee-hunters are enabled to
find the trees in which the treasured sweet is
deposited, and thus wantonly rob the wild bees
of life and propert}'.

persons who, though not always profound,
were learned, had a superficial knowledge of
the arts and sciences, and could speak of them
with facility, and he found in them the middle
of the lower part of the forehead very much

At first he regarded this as the
organ of memory of things, but on further re
flection he perceived that the name " memory

developed.

of things " did not include the whole sphere of
activity of the faculty under consideration.
He discovered that persons who had this part
of the brain large, not only possessed a great
memory of facts, but were distinguished
by
prompt conception in general, and had quick
ness of comprehension,
a strong
desire for
information, a curiosity to know and see every
He therefore rejected the name mem
thing.
ory of things and called it Educability, mean
ing thereby power of observation and memory
of facts. This part of the brain comprises now
the organs called Individuality and Eventual
ity, and were called by Dr. Gall Educability.
He did not treat of these two organs as separ
ate.
We owe to Dr. Spurzheim the correct
indication of the functions of each. Just at
the root of the nose a prominence of the brow
indicates
Individuality, or the tendency to
In the middle of the fore
recognize things.
head, above Individuality, is Eventuality, which
gives memory of actions or transactions.
This
gives a desire for knowledge in the form of
stories, the power of recollecting events. Lec
turers and historians need this fullness in the
center of the forehead.
«»»

EVENTUALITY.

After Dr. Gall had discovered an external
for the talent of committing words to
memory with facility, he was not long in find
ing that it did not indicate every species of
Some of his school-fellows excelled
memory.
in verbal memory, and remembered words
which they did not understand, while others
were deficient in this respect, but recollected
facility facts and events;
with uncommon
some were distinguished by great memory of
places ; some were able to repeat without mis
take a piece of music which they bad heard
only once or twice ; others excelled in recol
lecting dates, but none of his associates pos
sessed in an eminent degree all these talents.
sign

Subsequently to these observations he learned
before
that professors of menial philosophy
him had arrived at similar conclusions; that
they had distinguished three varieties of mem

ory: memory of tilings, verbal memory, and
memory of places. In society he observed that

[Nov.,

Useless Treasure. A rich nobleman was
once showing a friend a great collection of
precious stones, whose value was almost beyond
There were diamonds, and pearls,
counting
and rubies, and gems from almost every coun
try on the globe, which had been gathered by
possessor with the greatest labor and
" And yet," he remarked, "
expense.
they
their

yield me no income."
His friend replied

that he had two stones
which cost him about ten florins each, yet they
yielded him an income of two hundred florins
a year.

In

much surprise

see the wonderful

the nobleman

desired

to

stones; when

the man led
him down to his mill, and pointed to tbe two

toiling gray mill-stones.

They were

labori

ously crushing the grain into snowy flour for the
use of hundreds who depended on tins work
for their daily bread.

Those two dull homely
sto jes did more good in the world, and yielded
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a larger income, than all the nobleman's jewels.

So it is with idle treasure everywhere.
It is
doing nobody any good. It is right to be pru

SUPPLEMENTING
ranks

THE
workers

of our thinkers

AN

and

literary

who owe
Many of our most brilliant scientists, our most
polished writers, our deepest thinkers are selfmade men. Their names are enrolled on no
college register, yet they are inscribed high up
in the temple of Fame. Howells, the editor

of a magazine unrivaled on this continent or
the waters,

was

his

own

dent and saving of our money when it is for a
good, fixed purpose, but to hoard it up for its
own sake is more than folly it is sin.

I PERFECT EDUCATION.

are constantly recruited by those
success to their own exertions.

across
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instructor.

Hugh Miller, than whom a brighter star has
not shone in the scientific world, had few op
portunities of attending schools so-called ; his
school was nature, and how he learned the les
sons she taught, his numerous and admirable
volumes well attest. Michael Faraday never
graduated at a university, yet he left a name

of which all Englishmen are justly proud.
The foremost journalist of his age is emphat
ically a self-made man. "Washington and Lin
coln lived and died ignorant of Greek and Latin.
The essential elements of intellectual and
moral greatness are not the offspring of cul
ture, though without it they are shorn of their
The burning thirst for knowledge,
strength.

its due impression upon his memory.
He
have at hand for constant reference

should

"Webster's Dictionary and Crabbe's

Synonyms.
he does not study Latin and Greek he will
find a little book called McElligott's Analyzer

If

very useful in acquainting him with a knowl
edge of the meaning of prefixes, suffixes, and
radical

words

derived

from

those languages.

Mulligan's " Laws and Structure of the Eng
" he
lish Language
may study with profit ; also
" Studies in English," by Scheie de Vere ; after
" George P. Marsh's Lectures."
Max
that,

Mailer's "Lectures on Language" and his
" Chips from a German "Workshop " are full
Then for more thorough study
of instruction.
let him take " March's Anglo-Saxon Grammar
and Reader," "Whitney on Language," and
" Prof. Haldeman's Works." There is no bet
ter way of learning orthography and calligra
phy than by carefully copying the pages of a
These tithes of mint, anise,
favorite author.
and cummin must not be neglected while the
weightier matters of the lay receive their pro
The writing
share of attention.
portionate
of a person when he is absent conveys an im

will that counts

pression such as hLa dress makes when he is
We can no more forgive a badlypresent
and illegiblyspelled, incorrectly-punctuated,

obstacles as stepping-stones, the long patience
that can work and wait these are gifts for
which the happy possessor may thank God

written letter than we can pardon a ragged,
In ordinary
unclean, and disordered apparel.
circumstances, both are alike inexcusable.

the quenchless aspiration to scale the heights
of thought and intellectual acquisition, the
clear insight, the indomitable

only.

With these and what he can do to di

rect, polish, and cultivate
bounds to his ambition.
the universities

united

them he need set no

Without these all

can not make a great

man of him.
"When nature and culture combine

to pro

highest and happiest results, we
have a Chatham, a Brougham, a Jefferson, a
duce

their

"Webster, an Everett
Notwithstanding the multiplication

of schools
of learning, there are and will continue to be a
great many who must rely upon their own ex
To aid these we pro
ertions for an education.
There is noth
pose to throw out a few hints.
ing more important to the student than a
thorough knowledge of the English language.
The meaning of words and their proper uses
must be familiar to him, or the printed page
will lose half its significance and fail to make

To many minds the broad domain of science
is more attractive than literature or philoso
phy ; but where to begin the untutored aspi
can not tell. Let the plow-boy begin
with the soil he turns. It will take him into
the wide fields of mineralogy and geology and
lead him to a knowledge of pre-Adamic ages,
of cycles, and hemi-cycles, reaching back to
the era when the earth was without form and
It will introduce him to the noble
void.
science of agricultural chemistry, and here he

rant

will

find

vegetable

physiology

inosculating

with chemistry, for the sciences are a sister
Or let him
hood and ever go hand in hand.
study the laws which govern the growth of
vegetation, the revolving seasons, the influence
of fight and heat. This will lead him to a
knowledge of the sources of light and heat,
and he will naturally study about the sun, the
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moon, and the stars.
In all the popular
sciences text-books are so numerous, so cheap,
so profusely illustrated, and many of them so
excellent

that ho who vriU may take of this

water of life freely.

In reading history one should always have a
in hand, with which to set down im

pencil

portant dates and the events that cluster about
Thus linking fancy unto fancy, or,
them.
rather, fact unto fact, memory will retain what
would otherwise slip from its grasp. We can
not too highly recommend to students in his

" Blair's Chronology,"
tory a little book called
which in a nut-shell, so to speak, contains all
the prominent facts of history, arranged in
such a manner that they are easily learned,
and forgotten with difficulty.

Biography and history should always be read
in connection with each other. One can not
properly be understood and appreciated with
out the other. In studying the reign of Queen
Elizabeth, for example, one should read the
lives of Bacon, of Sir Walter Raleigh, of Shakspeare, of Mary Queen of Scotts, and other
prominent characters who adorned this period.

JOURNAL.

[Nov.,

It is an excellent plan while reading
work of this kind to have a small blankbook, made of two or three sheets of note
paper folded and tacked together, in which a
brief analysis of each chapter is set down.
When the work is completed the reader can
compare and digest the whole, and gain from
his analysis comprehensive views of the scope
and significance of what he has read better
studies.

a

than by reference to the printed volume. Lord
" Read
Bacon says, in his essay on " Studies,"
ing maketh a full man, conference a ready man,
One must com
and writing an exact man."
bine them all to derive full benefit from hours
spent with books. It is better that one should

talk over his studies with himself than that he
should not talk about them at all, for we may

it down that we never really know any
thing thoroughly that we can not state in clear
and intelligible language.

set

As an introduction to studies in English lit
"Manual" will be found in
But this text-book serves only as a
valuable.
Many hints and much assistance may
guide.
erature, Shaw's

good biographical dictionary, an historical
atlas, and an atlas of geography are valuable

by the student from the perusal of
our standard magazines and quarterlies, and
Not a book of
from our best newspapers.

and, indeed, quite indispensable aids in con
It is
ducting a course of historical reading.

not noticed

A

not the rapidity, but the thoroughness with
which one reads that makes the mind rich

with the spoils of literature.

The eye must
long upon the landscape whose image,
in all its details, is to be preserved in the pic
If the manners and
ture-gallery of memory.
dwell

costumes, the daily social

life, the furniture,

dwelling-houses of the people whose
records we are studying can be made to pass
before us in vivid coloring, we shall more

the

readily gain a thorough and lasting acquaint
There are many his
ance with their history.
torical novels, especially those of Sir Walter
Scott and Louisa Muhlbach, that may be read
with profit in connection with the annals of
the times they illustrate.
Also historical
dramas.

In

our schools of higher grade, recitation by
analysis has quite superseded the old method

of question and answer.

The student is re

quired, "without any prompting or suggestion,
to state in his own words the subject-matter
of the lesson in hand.
At first, this is diffi
cult, but custom renders it easy, and the habit

of analysis once formed is invaluable. .In no
other way than this can the thoughts of the
authors we read be made our own.
This
method should be applied to all philosophical

be gained

merit or worth comes from the press that is
in these columns, and many of
these book reviews are from powerful
and
" Hazlitt's Lectures on the British
able pens.
" and " Reid's British Poets " may be
Poets

read with profit, but these are mere guides.
The student should read the poets with his
own eyes, read and re-read till the vciy soul
of the poetry stands embodied before him.
Not one or two or a dozen readings of " Ham
let" or "Paradise Lost" will bring out all
their wisdom and beauty and deep signifi
cance.
The master-pieces of master minds
can not be fully understood and appreciated
but by long and careful and repeated study.
If Divine philosophy enchants the student,
and he longs to drink deep from those peren
nial wells that have refreshed and delighted
generations of men, let him procure a transla
tion of Plato, and read and re-read Phaedo
and Phedrus

and Gorgias

and the Banquet.

Let him turn the pages of Bacon until he is
imbued with the spirit that made Francis
Verulam the foremost thinker of modern
times. If he delights in ethics let him peruse
" Mackintosh's History of Ethical Philosophy."
These works will not only instruct and furnish
his mind, but introduce him to whatever is
in ancient or
and imperishable
ennobling
modern philosophy.

THE ONE-EYED CONDUCTOR.
If " chill

penury" prevents the student from
If he needs
buying books, let him borrow.
advice in conducting his researches for knowl
edge let him not hesitate to ask any one who
is able to give. Narrow is the soul and igno

minious the spirit that knows the unbounded
delight, quaffing unstinted the waters of knowl

of
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edge, yet refuses all the aid in its power to
other thirsting souls.
Should any of the hints we have given aid
the struggling aspirant for a liberal education,

and he desire further suggestions of the same
character, letters addressed to the editor of this

Journal will meet

a prompt response,

l.

k.

l.

and

jjjeligton

Know,
Withoutor star,or tnjrel,for theirguide,
WjM Tkwghl*.
Whoworship*OodshallAndhim. Teuny't
Th« sou],th»motherof deepfears,of highhopeslnfiutte;
tears,of sleepless
I
inner$i(iht.~Mra,
Of gloriousdreams,mysterious

THE ONE-EYED CONDUCTOR.

THE
of

article in the last (October) number
the Phrbnoloqical
Joubnal, en

titled "The One-Eyed Conductor," has re
called my attention to the many cases of this
class of phenomena which are so often oc
curring, and many of which find publicity
through the columns of our periodicals and

It is a good sign that public opin
dailies.
ion is now sufficiently liberalized to tolerate
their publication, as their constant occurrence
should receive from all educated persons some
consideration as to their cause and character.
The " offered explanation" treats the sub
ject from the scientific or, perhaps more
properly, from the material standpoint, and
does this ably ; but in my humble opinion
the points of the narrative do not receive the
close attention which they require.
I regard it as a weak assumption when
physiologists claim that every impression
makes a lasting impress upon the nerve cells
of the brain, when the nerve cells themselves,
as they admit, are momentarily

dying

being

removed and replaced by others.

If

the

impressions

these cells, and
can they maintain

made

these cells

that the succeeding

how
cells,

newly-organized matter, can possibly
retain, in all their freshness and force, the
original impressions ?
The entire cells disappear, not atom by
The microscope proves that they
atom.
melt away like the cellular substance of the
honey-comb when in contact with heat. Is
it not evident that these cells perform only a
pan in the material process of receiving

being

in connection with the op
tic and auditory nerves, and other portions

of

the nervous and cerebral structure ?

is

it not

action of these different

parts is the effective

and necessary means of transmission
sation

And

also, that the combined

probable,

of outward things

of

sen

to that inner soul

or spirit which thus is enabled to take cog
of their existence and presence ?

nizance

That these cells are the inner works of the
for transmission of sen
sation, I have no doubt ; and their rapid dis
solution, being unlike any other similar pro
cess in the cerebral or nervous matter, points
material arrangement

to the probability

of

the forces disengaged

during this process being the elements which
form the connecting

link

between the matter

of the brain and the in-dwelling spirit.
If this is correct, the cells receive the im
pression while in the process of dissolution,
and the impression which can not be wholly
immaterial
mingles with the disengaging
forces

or

elements

evolved,

and

chasm is bridged between matter

are only upon
disappear,

ANOTHER EXPLANATION.
these impressions

thus

the

and spirit,

becomes the ultimate recep
of the impression, with which it re
mains, if the spirit be immortal, perhaps
through the ages of eternity.
Science has penetrated to the border-land
of spirituality. There her course is for the
present arrested ; but the day is not far dis
and the latter

tacle

tant when
passing

she

will

discover

over, and glorious

the means

will it

of

be to wit

bounding steps with which she will
territory.
The writer of" Offered Explanatian " seems

ness the

tread the newly-discovered
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"

to admit
that angels, good and bad, have
access to our minds, our thoughts, and men

tal operations," for he says, " if it be true,
they may induce us to follow particular
trains of thought." If this be so, it certain
ly does not require any large addition to our
faith to believe that they may so magnetize
us or influence us as to render themselves,
under favorable circumstances, visible to our
senses,
so

and more especially

in the

instance

was

related,

it

easy to do

where

we can

that the spirit of the conduct
or might, in his anxiety to save the life of
the lady, And his own conditions available,
easily imagine

while, at the same time, her conditions, aris
ing from weakness and exhaustion, were
This would render him
equally favorable.
magnetically positive to her, and he might be
able to accomplish that which, under ordi
nary circumstances, he would be unable to do.
It is strange that divergent as science and
theology are at this time upon most points,
they mutually support each other in repudi
ating any belief in spirits returning to earth,
and this when the proofs of frequent returns
run all through the Bible; when instances
are related by the majority of historians, and
have been accredited by the great and good
of all nations, and when innumerable authen
tic instances are occurring in our midst at
the present time.

SWEDENBORG'S
[Aa a matter of information concerning the doctrines
ana beliefs of a considerable body of sincere worshipers,
we cheerfully give space to J. E., a zealous New Church
man and physician, who tells us something more about
Swedenborg and his teachings. Readers are expected
in this, as in all other matters, to exercise their own
judgments, free, if possible, from prejudice, bigotry, and
superstition.]

Phrenological

EDITOR
have noticed

Journal

I

in your periodical an ad
vertisement of the writings of Emanuel Swe
As, doubtless, most of your readers
denborg.
have never read any of his writings, a brief
statement of some of the prominent ideas con
tained in them may not be uninteresting to
such.
Swedenborg lived and wrote about a century
ago. He was a distinguished philosopher be
fore he commenced writing on theological sub
Most of his theological writings were
jects.
published anonymously, only in one of his last
" The True Christian Religion," at the
works,
earnest advice of his friends, did he add to the

[Not.,

Deprive the Bible of this element, and the
Christian's faith becomes as devoid of soul
as worthless
nourishment
The whole
chaff.
history of Christianity proves that in the pro
portion the conviction of this truth enters
into religious belief, the latter becomes a
living source of Christian strength and hero
The appeal to its truth finds entrance
ism.
to the inner consciousness of the great ma
jority of mankind, and it is only when the
minds of men have become materialized and
inaccessible to these proofs that they reject
the spiritual element which gives religion all
its claims to the attention and confidence of
mankind.
It is this repudiation of the foundational
principles of religion that renders Protestant
ism the formal and lifeless profession which
it is to-day. Catholicism is wiser, and it
does not require a mind of the largest capac
ity to see that it is to the preservation of the
belief in the communion of spirits with mor
tals that this great denomination is indebted
for its green old age.
Religion without this element is a struct
ure without a foundation, a system without
a basis ; and Protestantism,
in yielding it to
material science, has abdicated its strongest
claim upon the convictions of men, and ren
ders itself helpless for defense.
JEROME ROSS.

WRITINGS.
title of the work his name, thus : " By Eman
uel Swedenborg, Servant of the Lord Jesus
It was an important idea with him
Christ."
that men should receive the revelations made
by and through him neither on authority nor
persuasively, but because they perceive them
to be true. Yet no prophet, seer, or disciple
has more emphatically proclaimed his mission,
" have been called to a holy
for he says :

I

I can sacredly and
office by the Lord himself.
solemnly declare that the Lord himself has
been seen of me, and that he has sent me to do

what I do, and for such purpose he has opened
and enlightened the interior part of my soul,
which is my spirit, so that I can see what is in
the spiritual world, and those that are therein,
and this privilege has now been granted to m«
for twenfy-two years. But in the present state
of infidelity can the most solemn oath make
such a thing credible

or to be believed ?

Yet

SWEDENBORG' 8 WRITINGS.

Who, indeed, has hitherto known
anything of consideration of the spiritual sense
of the Word of God, the spiritual world, or of
heaven and hell, the nature of the life of man,
and the state of souls after the decease of the
body? Is it to be supposed that these and
other things of like consequence are to be eter
nally hidden from Christians ? "
In a letter to the King of Sweden, with char
acteristic simplicity and boldness, he said:
" When my writings are read with attention
and cool reflection (in which many things are
to be met with hitherto unknown), it is easy
vealed.'

enough to conclude that I could not come to
such knowledge but by a real vision, and con
verse with those who are in the spiritual world.

I

am ready to testify with the most solemn
oath that can be offered in this matter, that

I

have said nothing but essential and real truth,
without any admixture of deception.
This
knowledge

is given to me by our Saviour, not

for any particular merit of mine, but for the
great concern of all Christians' salvation and
happiness."
When asked why a philosopher was chosen
to this office, he replied, " To the end that the
spiritual knowledge which is revealed at this
day might be reasonably learned and naturally
because spiritual truths answer

understood,

unto natural ones, inasmuch as these originate
and flow from them, and serve as a foundation
for the former."

To

the Swedish

clergyman who visited him
a short time before his death, and who urged
him to recant what he had written if it was
not true, he replied, with great zeal and em

"
phasis : As true as you see me before you, so
is
true
have written ; and I could
everything

I

have said more had

I

been permitted.

you come into eternity you will
as

I

have stated and described

When

see all things

them, and we

shall have much to discourse about with each
other."

He claims to have had open intercourse with
the spiritual world, which world is not far dis
tant, but immediately associated with the nat

ed by angels that he might view the heavens
and hells, and be able to reveal to men the
state of man after death ; without such permis

sion and protection he has shown that if he
had had open intercourse with spirits, he would
simply have come in contact with his associate
spirits, who are like himself, and could have
received no reliable knowledge of the ultimate
destiny of man.

But all this was but little more than inci
dental to his chief mission. He claims to have
received from the Lord the truths of a new
dispensation, including the true meaning or
spiritual sense of the sacred Scriptures, unfold
ing it in strict accordance with the great and
universal science of correspondences between

In the light of
things.
it is claimed that all of the
apparent contradictions of the letter disappear,
and it is demonstrated to man's intellectual
perceptions beyond the possibility of a doubt
that in the Bible we have special revelations
natural

and spiritual

the spiritual

sense,

from

God to man.
Swedenborg assures us
that he received nothing of the doctrines of
the New Church, or of the spiritual sense of
from any angel or spirit,
alone, while reading his
solemnly declares that he

the sacred Scriptures,
but from

Word.

the Lord

He most

witnessed

the last judgment, in the spiritual

during the year 1757, and he antici
pated, as a result of that judgment, that man
kind would thereafter be in a greater state of

world,

freedom on religious subjects than before
as
vast cloud of evil spirits who obscured the
descent of heavenly light were removed from
it,

understanding will be convinced of the truths
contained in my writings, which are particu
larly evident in the book of ' Revelations Re

contact with men in the spiritual world at that

All

things were to be made new, in ful
of the prophecies in regard to the
Lord's second coming, which was not to be
personal coming in the natural world, but
coming in the clouds of heaven (not of earth),
or in the literal sense of his Holy Word, to
which the natural clouds correspond.
They
time.

fillment

a a

such as have received true Christian light and
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thus correspond

because we receive spiritual

light and heat or divine wisdom and love
through the letter of the sacred Scriptures, as
we receive natural light and heat through the
natural clouds.

ural world, and to have conversed with its
face to face, as man converses with

his fellow-man
here, for over twenty-seven
years ; and he claims to have had advantages
over all other men who have ever conversed

lieve that all the wonderful changes for the
better which are taking and have taken place
within the past century, in religious views, and

with spirits, insomuch that he was specially
permitted by the Lord and protected and guid

the result of Christ's second coming;

a

;

a

inhabitants

Such are
few of the startling claims of this
distinguished writer and those who acknowl
true revelation
edge that his writings contain
from Jesus Christ to the men of this age, be

all the recent discoveries

and inventions,

are

and, still
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further, they believe that at present we behold
bat the dawning light of the New Jerusalem,
which is to be the crown of all dispensations.

" Light, more light still," is to podr in upon us
More wonderful
from the world of causes.
things and changes are ahead of us in the near
"
future, for the day is dawning when a knowl
the
earth as the
edge of the Lord is to cover
waters cover the deep." Freedom and justice
are to prevail ; the dark shadows of a dreary
night of spiritual and civil despotism are pass
; the world is moving and will con
tinue to move upward and onward, and the
rising sun of civil and religious freedom is not

ing away

to go down, so sure as the Lord reigns.

J. B.

these things the product

of magnet

Have they relation to clairvoy
A. F. asks the American Land and
ance?
Law Adviser the following interesting ques
tions :
" What influences are those that work upon
the mind, to call to memory one's friend, his
name, his face, his very speech, when one is
thinking of him least, and in a moment after
ward he appears in his proper person ?

"This

?

question
when

I

was pleasantly

suggested

walking down the
street. I suddenly thought of a friend whom
I had not seen for many months, and almost
the next moment I had the pleasure of speak
ing with her.
"This, no doubt, is an every -day occur
I myself have frequently had similar
rence.
experiences, especialy in connection with a
gentleman, who is an intimate friend of mine ;
call
he almost invariably greets me, when
'I
thought
him
by
saying,
unexpectedly,
upon
yesterday

was

I

A gentleman
you not a moment since.'
relates that when young he had a boon com
panion, whom he always knew was near
of

when he had

" If

a sudden

[Nov.,

Just think of it: private telegraphic commu
nication with all your friends, and enemies,
too, for that matter ! What messages of love
would pass 1 Love-sick swains, too backward
to propose, or prevented by an indescribable
sensation, would then have no trouble ; and
the reply, so sweet, so gentle, might be sent
while the blushing maid was peeling apples
for the pies, or washing the family linen.
And then how easy it would be to dun a
debtor: every moment, every hour, if you
wished,
you might refresh his unwilling
A thousand messages might be
memory.
sent while the errand boy, of old, stood by
the old woman's stand wishing for a pint of
pea-nuts.

BRAIN-WAVES.

AREism

JOURNAL.

thought of him.

there be such influences at work as can

interrupt a train of thought whether volun
tary or involuntary, and intrude another as
foreign to the first as Japan is to America,
and that with a suddenness often startling,
would it not be a fine thing to understand
Perhaps
the principles that underlie them?
they may consist of some kind of unseen tele
graph, which, if known, might be improved
upon so that messages could be sent at will.

" Can not some one solve the
question, and
make the human family happy, by saving post
age rates, and shoe leather, too ! I can not
say whether the discovery would be patent
able, but it seems to me that the honor at
tending it ought to be sufficient pay."
[When it shall be explained what is life,
what is thought, and what is soul or spirit,
on scientific principles, we may be able to ex
plain what is clairvoyance,
brain-waves,
Be
thought-reading, and other mysteries.
lieving or disbelieving the possibility of an
" unseen
(mental) telegraph," proves nothing.]

RELIGIOUS

STATISTICS.

of religion for the United
just completed at the Census
Office, show the total number of church or
ganizations upon the 1st of June, 1870, to
be 72,451 ; the total number of church edi
fices to be 63,074 ; the total church accom
modation to be 21,659,562; and the aggre
gate value of the church property to be
The statistics of church ac
$854,429,581.
for the principal denomina
commodation
tions are as follow :
statistics

THE
States,

Church.
Baptist
Presbyterian
CoiiRrcgatioiial
Methodist
Episcopal

Accommodation. Valueof ChurchPrap.
8,360,185
$41,607,998
2,698.844
5.%26S,360
1,117,412
45.069.ii93
69,851.141
6,548,209
36,514,559
991,051

14.694,851
Protestant
Roman Catholic... 1,990,514

1426,311,636
60,985,566

As the above specifies church accommoda
tion, but not the number of the member
ship, hardly an approximate estimate of the
numerical strength of the denominations can
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HENRY WARD BEECHER.
if

Many of the Protestant churches

be made.

called together.
On the other hand, all
who are of the Catholic faith are members
of the church ; and it is probable that their
membership, which includes their entire pop
ulation, would more than fill their churches.

have not half members enough to fill their
houses of worship ; but perhaps it might be
assumed that the people nominally adhering

j|ur

to each denomination would fill the churches

o|

|^arfnt£nt
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LITTLE GIRL'S FIRST IMPRESSIONS

OF HENRY

WARD BEECHER

BY ALTON C1IESWICKE.

case,

when

and beard

is

in this

is

is

wanting, the luxuriant growth of his hair
in short, the utter perfection of which he
at least so say the ladies

the embodiment,

of his

?

;

if

and
they don't know,
who does
We all know and appreciate the value and
of first impressions, how long
importance
they retain their power and vividness, and
how they modify every subsequent idea we
may form of the individual who has caused
And next in interest and importance
them.
congregation

to us to the impression we may have received,
that which has been produced upon others.

formed acquaintance

of these impressions

is

?

" How did he
"
the question
impress you
often put to another concerning a recentlyand when

the subject

an individual

who

a

is

a

a

is

a

siasm of thousands, this question
put with
livelier interest, and the information obtained
all the more desirable and interesting.
In conversation which we had some time
since with the little girl
now young lady
whose first impressions of the great man
we propose to divulge, she entertained us
with an account of her experience in the
matter, which seemed to us so unique, so
different from anything that we have ever
usually expressed of Mr.
heard, or that
Beecher by his numerous friends and ad
mirers, that we could not refrain from laying

a

;

and awakens the enthu

claims the attention

?

a

as

mustache

is

a

is

a

a

;

of

;

agree

man

a

exceedingly

no man who
Perhaps there
lack of
has had less cause to complain of
these popular attentions than he whose name
heads our article; and in making him the
theme of discussion, we can lay no claim to
originality, as we but follow the example of
hundreds.
Adulation, commendation,
aye,
and flattery, have poured in upon him in
one long-continued, unabated tide of sweet
but
ness
banquet of sweet things, howover good in themselves, soon palls upon the
of
taste, unless enlivened by something
We, therefore, pro
more pungent character.
pose to undertake the office of supplying this
little
manner, and offer
deficiency after
just by way of variety.
spice
A little girl's first impressions of Henry
the great Henry Ward
Ward Beecher
what should they be, what could
Beecher
they be, but flattering in the extreme to the
Regarding the
object which inspired them
man through the atmosphere of his popu
larity, we can well imagine how little girl,
romantic turn of mind,
especially one of
would be impressed by her first sight of him
how she would admire the stateliness and
dignity of his port, the classic outline of his
able to us all.

tant feature, especially,
the embellishment

of his

suavity

by no means an unimpor

is

may say to the contrary,

is

is

is

strive for and so few obtain (we use the term
the fame, or its
in its usual acceptation),
even more agreeable synonym, popularity,
that usually attends it. To be the observed
of all observers, and the absorbing topic of
far and wide,
the highest
conversation
ambition of many, and, no matter what we

features, the benignant
ners, and, which

it

great7ie«»

is

concomit
which so many

the most attractive

PERHAPS
ant of that

before the interested

public at large, feel
in which we

ing sure that the good company

Phrenological Journal.

should light upon the heading of this article.
We give the story, as nearly as we can recol
lect, in her own words, feeling certain that
only thus could we do justice to it.
" Some years ago, when I was a little girl
of fourteen or fifteen," said the young lady
[she is not, you perceive, one of the rising
generation, being lamentably deficient in the
spirit of " Young America," whereby its pos

to his feet with

I

a

a

a

a

I

remark just here that, at that time,

of aristocratic

spirit

recognized
two very distinct classes of men and although
kindly disposed toward and interested in all,
would tolerate nothing that looked like
presumption from those whom
considered
ac
my inferiors. In justice let me say that
knowledged no social distinctions that were
founded upon wealth alone.
My ideas upon
these subjects were scarcely American, much
more English.
Birth, social position, and
occupation were of value to me as helping
to decide the relative importance of an indi
vidual but the best and highest criterion of
worth with me consisted in education and
refinement, the possession of these constitut
ing the most rightful claim to both social
position and distinction.
" Imagine, then, my astonishment and in
few more words to
dignation when, after
the children, which, as
paid no attention
to them,
did not hear, the fellow outside
coolly turned and walked into the room
where
was sitting
A nearer view of him
did not serve in the least to prepossess me
in his favor, but rather to deepen the impres
sion had already received.
Though unable,
;

I

exclusiveness.

I

I

from near-sightedness,
tures very well,
darkened

and

to distinguish his fea

could

see

roughened

by

that they were
beard and
a

with the voices of the children. Looking
up, I saw in the hall what appeared to be a
tall, rough-looking man, who was in a stoop
ing posture, with his hands resting on his
knees, watching the children at their play,
and making some observations
upon it.
that is the only term
Presently he squatted
that will accurately describe the attitude he
assumed, as it struck me and taking up one
of the marbles, attempted to propel it in ac
cordance with the rules of the game, which
the children were eagerly explaining to him.
The marble slipped from his awkward fin

will

whiskers in their most disagreeable stage of
four or five days
old that his rough-looking great-coat was
was drilling
heavy with moisture, for
existence, viz., when about

it

a heavy step in the

vestibule, and gruff, masculine tones mingling

"

was very strongly imbued with the

a

aroused by the sound

opening,

re

I

suddenly

thought upon,

!

I was

second

I

outside,

of the hall-door

age to waste

turned to my book.

I

not far from the church of the great organ
and the great preacher.
I had never seen or
who
heard Mr. Beecher, though of course
has not ? I had heard of him, and, by the
aid of some indifferent photographs of him
which I had seen, and for whose deficiencies
I made all due allowance, I had drawn men
tally a fancy portrait, in strict accordance
with my own ideas and taste, which I hoped
ere long to have an opportunity to compare
with the original, as he was a frequent vis
itor at the house where I was staying.
Nor
was the opportunity long deferred, though,
as you will see presently, I did not in the
least profit by it.
,
" One evening, while my younger sister,
who was with me, and the youngest daugh
ter of our friend were seated in free-and-easy
childish fashion upon the carpeted floor of
the hall, amusing themselves with a game
of marbles, and I was reading in an adjoin
ing room, occasionally raising my eyes from
the page to enjoy the fun that was going on

I

dence of a friend in the ' City of Churches,'

;

of

I

age

I

at the advanced

was visiting, at the resi

I

I

failure. From the roughness and clumsiness
of his general appearance and movements,
the gruffness of the tones of his voice, and a
certain countrified air he seemed to carry
with him, took him to be an ordinary far
mer or marketman, just arrived in town, and
who had come for the purpose of business
with the master of the house, who was
pro
vision dealer. After
momentary
feeling
of surprise that he should have entered at the
hall instead of the basement-door, and that
he should be so familiar with the children,
but thinking him too insignificant
person

I

"

he rose

grunt of disapproval at his

;

sessors are matured

one of the children ran to fetch

it,

gers and

ten or twelve],

[Nor.,

rolled wide of the mark, and, as

have placed ourself would insure us the in
stant and respectful attention of all whose eye

a
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a

I

;

I

I

might not perhaps

alone in

a

it

it,

room, since he seemed to have taken posses
when
suddenly recollected that
sion of
room where

be safe to leave him
so many pocketable

must remain

but

I

I

then, that

;

valuables were lying around loose.

It seemed,

compromised

the matter by maintaining an air of impene
trable reserve, and haughtily withdrawing to
a

the farthest possible corner of the room, but,
keeping sharp lookout upon him, debated

I

I

I

a

I

a

it

I

I

I

I

I

I

'

I,

a

I

when,

a

I

a

it

if she

did not feel

it

gentleman,

before, my amazement was unbounded

far from manifesting any displeasure or even
surprise at the intrusion, she advanced pleas
antly to meet the stranger, who rose at her
name which
entrance, and, greeting him by
did not catch,
from my corner of exile
shook hands with him cordially, and imme
diately entered into an easy, affable conver
was carried on in
sation, of which, as
low conversational tone, caught very little.
all
What did
Here, then, was
mystery
mean
This lady, though somewhat demo
cratic in her views, and as far removed as
would neverthe
possible from purse-pride,
less, on ordinary occasions, have been the
last one to overdo the matter of courtesy in
her intercourse with
stranger, or tolerate
It was evi
from him any undue freedom.
dent that this individual was no stranger to
her; but whence arose that wondrous cor
diality, which was seldom manifested save
toward her most intimate and cherished
friends, and which, under ordinary circum
stances, she was much too frank to simulate

I

si

man and

was relieved by hear

ing the rustle of the lady's dress as she ap
and now,' thought
this fellow
proached
hurry, and be
will get his dismissal in
taught lesson, fancy, that he will not for
had been astonished
But
get very soon.'

1

a professional

should be seated on terms of social equality
man was more
in the same room with such
than
could patiently endure and, feeling
rose hastily to quit the
terribly insulted,

had elapsed, however,

a

of

a

I

I,

!

a

I

it,

ter

it

so

I made

if

gracefully by society's gentlemen,
up my mind, without a moment's
hesitation, that if he were not the farmer or
marketman I had supposed him, he must be
some one's coachman, or possibly a hackdriver. Then I recollected that I had heard
the lady of the house intimate her intention
of going out that evening, and I no longer
doubted but that she had ordered a carriage,
and that this man had called to know when
he should bring it around, or something of
that sort. But why did not the stupid, blun
dering blockhead go to the lower door, I
asked myself, where he could see one of the
servants, and have his business attended to
at once? whereas now his presence in the
room seemed to be known to no one but the
children, who, having resumed their game,
paid no further attention to him. I was
about to suggest to him the propriety of so
doing ; but my indignation reached a climax
which left me actually speechless, when, after
a mumbled remark, which might have been
intended for the tables and chairs, the walls,
or myself, whichever might choose to appro
but which passed by in dignified
priate
lence, he fingered the various little nick-nacks
upon the table for moment, and then crown
ed his impudence by coolly seating himself,
with an air of one who feels perfectly at home
" This was too much
the daugh
That
and

}

worn

long way re
tile

a

and fashionable

it

moved from the glossy

a

I

know, that it was

was

would
ring for the servant to show the fellow out,
or at least into
part of the house more be
fitting his station impossible any longer to
endure his insufferable presumption.
was
about to carry this design into execution,
.when
was
again occurred to me that
servant might have seen him
possible that
come in, or even have admitted him, as
had not observed the manner of his entrance,
and in that case any interference from me
would be uncalled-for.
More than five min
utes had already elapsed since he first entered,
would seem, for the
quite time enough,
mistress to have been informed of his intru
Still, rather than take an unnecessary
sion.
concluded
liberty in the house of another,
to wait
few moments longer, when, if some
felt that
thing decisive were not done,
must really take matters into my own hands.
" Before the time that had fixed upon
decision.

I

I

but this

should do next.

a

his head, which,

however, he had the grace to remove shortly,
but what it was do not remember exactly ;

in my mind what

not long in coming to

'

covered

head-gear

Some

it

that his boots were coarse, and
they might be muddy.
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" Under ordinary

circumstances

these might be extraordinary

in

!

Yes, but

must be so,

none other than the most extraordi

fact

would give such

nary circumstances,

a man

a passport to, and secure him a polite recep

tion in a sphere where otherwise he would
not be tolerated for an instant.
What unrevealed mystery was hinted at by all this ?
What strange connection had existed between
them in former times, and which, still wield
ing its influence, had secured for him the
What motive
present friendly intimacy?
could it be that was so powerful as to com
pel this lady, usually so frank and outspoken,
to conceal her real feelings in the case, and
not only to endure, but even to affect to wel
come with cordiality, this disagreeable in
truder?
" I was at this period tolerably well read
in the better sort of sensational newspaper
literature of the day, and, with such a start
as my fancy had already received from what
had seen and heard, I was not long in per
ceiving in it all the sure indications of a
romance in real life, with a most promising

I

at my leisure ; and

mystery to unravel

I

was

engaged in working it out, in
accordance with the most approved models.

soon deeply

It

was not a great while ere

of remarkable

a number

possible

I had concocted

plots, and as many

and startling solutions of the mys

tery, wherein vice and cupidity, having got
the better

of youth

were determined

and trusting inexperience,

not to relinquish, or were

unable to relinquish, the advantage thus ac
quired, and so continued to maintain their
ascendancy by the potent agency

of terror

resting now upon one, now upon
the other, now upon both of the parties con
the blame

cerned, etc.

"

I was busy reviewing and commenting
upon the last of these efforts, when my at
tention was aroused by the bustle of depart
The children had left their play, and,
ure.
with the little ones of the house, were gath
ered around the stranger, who was about
taking his leave, bidding an affectionate
adieu to the children, and seeming altogether
quite at his ease and in very good spirits.
Several times during the parting salutations

by a title which seemed
of a name grown quite fa
miliar to me by its frequent mention at home

he was

addressed

very suggestive

JOURNAL.
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and abroad, by tongue and pen ; but though

I

I

listened attentively,
was unable to dis
tinguish it with sufficient clearness to justify
me in supposing that I had heard correctly.
A lurking suspicion, however, entered my
mind, which, although dimly defined, was
yet sufficient to dispel somewhat the glamour
of my recent imaginings, and to present mat
ters in a somewhat different light, but which,

only served to heighten my now thoroughly
aroused and hitherto baffled curiosity.

The

that he had fairly gone,
I turned to the little girl, choosing to obtain
my information, if possible, from her, with a
hurried, 1 Who teas that man ? '
" ' Why, that was Mr. Beecher,' was the
reply that greeted my astonished ears.
" 1 That Mr. Beecher ! ' gasped ; ' but'
'
after a moment's reflection
you don't mean
'
Henry Ward, of course 1
" ' Yes ; I believe that's his name,' she re
'
Why, don't you know ? 1
plied, carelessly.
she continued,
as
stood silent in openmoment, therefore,

I

I

'

perplexity,

mouthed

the

great

preacher 1

I

You've heard of him often enough,
should
think.'
" ' And that was the man ! ' said.
" ' Yes, certainly 1 Why, what's the mat
ter with you ? '
" Matter
should say ! Shades
enough,
of Plymouth Church, what a denouement was
this I Here for full five minutes
had en
joyed the privilege of a tete-a-tete with the
great man, and, so far from appreciating the
honor, I had been indignant at his intrusion,
had entertained grave doubts of his honesty,
had resented his continued presence as an
impertinence, had stood most haughtily on
my dignity while he remained, and had even
been upon the point of having him shown the
door ! Suppose that I had done such a
thing 1 Suppose that I had attempted it
even !
leave the result to your imagina
tion I If Mr. Beecher's eye should chance to
light upon this article, he will know for the
first time what a narrow escape from igno
minious expulsion he had on that memorable

I

I

I

I

occasion.

" From

subsequent

conversation

concern

ing him which took place during the evening,
I learned that he had just returned from his
farm in the country, and had stopped here,
on his way home ; which
as
understood,

I
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may serve to account for his rough and travelstained garments and the unshaven appear
ance of his beard, though I have since come
to the conclusion that somewhat of the im
he produced upon me arose from my
own short-sightedness
in more ways than

pression

one, perhaps.

" Not a great .while after this occurrence
had the pleasure of a formal introduction
to Mr. Beecher ; and, in spite of the affront
which he had put upon me, actually conde
scended to shake hands with him myself!
The impression which
at this
received
second interview was somewhat more favor
able than that which had been produced by
the first decidedly more flattering to his

I

I

I

personal
than

appearance.

I had hitherto

of my previous
Beecher's

pardon,

A

closer

enjoyed

inspection

dispelled many
but
beg Mr.

I

illusions ;
but 'tis nevertheless

ODE

true

TO THE

it

whether

arose from, a prejudice formed

and strengthened
der which

I

30Y

by the firm conviction un

was laboring at the time

of

my

interview or not, he has always had
somewhat of a bucolic appearance to me,
first
and

I

have

always

been able to perceive

a

in his personal appearance which,
under the circumstances which I have just
indicated, might form a basis for the mis
take I then made.
I am aware that I do not
follow the multitude in this opinion, but
Buch is the power of first impressions, how
something

ever erroneous."

Mr. Beecher has often sat for a portrait,
both in pen and pencil ; but we venture to
assert that it has seldom been painted after
this fashion by a lady. Variety, however, is
charming, and we would present this to the
of himself and his numerous
consideration
admirers
merely for a change.

NIGHTINGALE.

DAPTKD FBOX THE SPANISH.

Whbbb lofty trees outstretch their pleasant shade
High o'er a grove with odorous flowers Inlaid ;
Where vine plants twine themselves in soft embrace,

And fragrant zephyrs shed refreshing grace,
There, havened from the world, thy song is heard.
Thou soul-inspiring, heaven-sent, minstrel-bird,
Sweet nightingale 1

And when onto thy lofty halls I stray,
My raptured soul soars with thy thrilling lay,
Till borne in ecstasies of heightening bliss.

It seems at last to meet heaven's smiling kiss
It tastes fair joys the world can never feel-

;

Joys which thy mnslc only can reveal.
Sweet nightingale I

While hearkening for thy song sweet sounds I hear
Amid the forest trees that murmur near ;
The beaded dew, like tear-drops, patter slow,
The quiet summer wind breathes soft and low ;
But when thy voice, with swift redoubled trill,
9 forth, all other sounds are mute and still,
Sweet nightingale 1

MBS.

To thee I listen as thou Bing'st adieu
To parting day slow Bulking from the view ;
To thee I listen while approaching night
Receives thy burst of homage and delight ;
And then the stars their glinting fires upraise
To hear thy song and cheer thee with their gaze,
Sweet nightingale t
Go on ; for thou art nature's own guitar 1
O, let thy flowing strains resound afar I
Thou, thou alone can'st pierce my inmost heart,
And to my tortured soul true joy Impart ;
Thou, by some secret power as sweet as strong,
Doth make my thoughts the reflex of thy song,
Sweet nightingale 1
Sing on ! my soul embodied in thy lays,
Which now the loving wind to heaven conveys,
Shall soar with them to that celestial seat
Where they can breathe in unison complete,
Where sorrow's wings are powerless to rise,
And heavenly joy all earthly ill defies.
james
Sweet nightingale 1

unm

ANNA L. BABBAULD.

BARBAULD is well known as a
/f~R8.
-LV-L writer of thoughtful and beautiful
poetry, but her claims to grateful remem
brance as an educational reformer in the days
when education among all ranks was much
neglected, are not so generally understood as
As scholar, teacher,
they deserve to be.
~\

writer, she was a benefactor to society.

In point of

organization

she was, as ap

pears in our portrait, finely constituted
temperament

; the

contributing facility and clear,

ness to the mental

processes and at the same

time a good degree of elastic fortitude.

She

was by nature frank and candid, yet exceed
The unusual full
ingly delicate in feeling.
ness

of

the upper and back part of the head
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a spirit keenly alive to the shafts
criticism
and detraction, a disposition of
of
reserve, and yet a marked fondness for the as
sociation of kindred natures. There is the evi

indicates

dence, too,

of

strength,

but

it

is the strength

which controls self, and imparts that personal
dignity which is at once so unassuming and

gentle,

and

was a lady

yet is deeply impressive.

of

She

rare mental qualities, in com

bination equally rare.

JOURNAL.

court, in Leicestershire,

|Nov,
where, in addition to

preaching to a small congregation, he kept a
select boys' school.
There is something re
markable in little Anna's mental experience.
She learned to read fluently at the earliest
two years and a half. If
age ever recorded
she had not had sensible parents she would

have been spoiled by admiration ; as it was,
she did not know that her infant attainments
were

anything

unusual.

She

would

have

been very dull and lonely but for the pleasure

Anna Letitia Aikin, born 1743, was the
of Dr. Aikin, a learned Dissenting
minister,
at the village of Kibworth-Har-

daughter

she took in books, for the only childish
panion

com

she had was a brother more than two

years younger

than herself.

The village

sup-

MRS.
plied no playmate

ANNA L. BARBAULD.

of her own age, and she

was never suffered to associate with the pu

Her brother was sent
pils of her father.
away at eight years of age to a distant
school, Dr. Aikin thinking that absence en
dears home; and therefore the little child
grew up to her sixteenth year a studious,
girl, rendered very shy by having no
companions of her own sex and age. Such a
training would be generally considered unde
sirable, but if it is judged by results, it suited
She made great progress in other at
her.
tainments; learned to love good books, and
Un
the conversation of intellectual people.
der her mother's care she also became skilled
in household management.
Dr. Aikin, in 1758, removed to Warrington,
in Lancashire, having accepted the office of
classical tutor in a prominent academy there.
Of course the circle of his daughter's acquaint
ance enlarged ; but her habits of reserve
made her so shy, that her mental attainments
were not known out of her own family,
though all saw that she was beautiful
in person, and very retiring in manners.
Amid her books and her household duties

gentle

grew to womanhood, and it was to her
very great joy when her brother, having
completed his medical studies, returned to
Warrington, and settled there as a physician.
To him she had confided her love of literature,
and her first efforts at poetic composition.
He very justly thought these productions of
her pen so good, that he overcame her great
reluctance, and a volume of poems was pub
lished in 1773, which so completely vindi
cated her brother's high estimate, that four
editions were called for in twelve months.
A remarkable fact in a time when there
could not be said to be a large reading
public.
From this time her seclusion, though not
her timidity, had ended. She was sought
out by eminent people, and recognized as a
gifted and leading mind. Her father's pur
suits had given her considerable experience
of methods of education, and she directed
her mind to the simplifying of the then
She published a vol
modes of instruction.
ume of miscellaneous pieces in conjunction
with her brother. Mrs. Montague and other
ladies of prominence asked her to commence
of girls. It was
a college for the education
Bhe
a
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a very daring project then, and
Miss Aikin, after much deliberation, declined
to enter on the plan, from the humble esti
mate of her own attainments.
In all the
solid branches of a liberal education she was
skilled, but she considered that her want of

considered

fashionable

and her em
accomplishments,
barrassed manners, unfitted her for the tuition

of the young of her own sex.
In mature life she married the Rev. Rochemont Barbauld, descendant of a French
Protestant family.
This gentleman had been
a student at Warrington, and held the doc
trinal views of Dr. Aikin. The union was
one of sincere affection, and happily Mrs.
Barbauld was induced to enter on the work
of the early training of boys.
At Palgrave, in Norfolk, a school for gen
tlemen's sons was commenced, which became
noted for its pupils then and afterward.

of

Some

the most eminent

men

of

the early

part of the present century as Lord Denman
and Sir William
Gell, the antiquary, were
educated there.

Mrs. Barbauld had no children of her own,
but she adopted her nephew Charles, and for
him and his sister Lucy those charming works,
"Early Lessons'' and "Hymns in Prose"
were written. Now we have a countless mul
titude of good books for the young ; then
After some years of un
they were very few.
remitting and successful effort as an instruct
ress, both she and her husband began to feel
the need of more rest than their pursuits had
and Mr. Barbauld removed to
permitted,
Hampstead
bauld's

and ministered

Here

gation.

it

to a small congre

was that many

of Mrs. Bar-

most beautiful hymns were written.

She also helped her brother in that most suc
cessful work for young people, " Evenings at

Home"
her

pen.

fourteen

This

of the pieces being from
may justly claim to be the

first attempt at introducing scientific topics
an easy, agreeable manner to the youthful

in

reader.

In

the hope

of

cheering

suffered from depression
many excursions

her husband who

of spirits,

in England

she made

and on the Con

tinent, and there is no doubt her cheerfulness
and tender care alleviated much his malady.

He died in 1808 in the thirty-third year of
their married life.
In 1811 she wrote a poem that was thought
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to take too gloomy a view

it

of public

if

affairs,

not bit
ter, spirit. Without resentment, but certainly
pained by the censure of her critics, she ceased
to publish, though not to write.
The brother who had been her life-long
friend died in 1822, and in rather more than
two years after (March, 1825,) she peacefully
passed away in the eighty-second year of her
One beautiful hymn, written on the
age.
admirably de
death of an aged relative,
scribes the final close of her own long and
and

was condemned

in

a severe,

Life's labor done, as sinks the clay.
Light from its load the spirit flies ;
While heaven and earth combine to say,
How blest the righteous, when he dies I

This gifted lady, by birth, marriage, and
association, was connected with the Unitarian
Another of her hymns which, like
adopted into
the psalmody of most Christian bodies, is
this very well known one :

church.

several, has been extensively

Come, said Jesu's sacred voice,
Come and make Hy paths your choice :
I will guide you to your home ;
Weary pilgrim, hither come I

useful life.

Thou who, homeless, sole, forlorn,
Long hath borne the proud world's scorn.
Long hath roam'd the barren waste,
Weary pilgrim, hither haste 1

How blest the righteous, when he dies 1
When sinks a weary soul to rest,
How mildly beam the closing eyes ;
How gently heaves the expiring breast !

Ye who, tost on beds of pain.

So fades a summer clond away ;
So sinks the gale when storms are o'er ;
So gently shuts the eye of day ;
So breaks the wave along the shore.

A

[Nov.,

Seek for ease, but seek in vain ;
Ye, whose sworn and sleepless eyes
Watch to see the morning rise :

Ye, by fiercer anguish torn.
In remorse for guilt who mourn,

holy quiet reigns around,

A calm which life nor death destroys ;

Here repose your heavy care :
wounded spirit who can bear ?

Nothing disturbs that peace profound
Which his unfettered soul enjoys.

A

Farewell, conflicting hopes and fears,
Where lights and shades alternate dwell I
How bright the unchanging mom appears !
Farewell, inconstant world, farewell 1

Sinner, come 1 for here is found
Balm that flows for ev'ry wound ;
Peace, that ever shall endure,
Best eternal, sacred, sure.

PHILIP'S

101 rTERY

TICKET

BY LITTLE HOME BODY.
[The following little story contains good advice
for the young idea of the day. It will please our
Juvenile readers, ]

PHILIP
infancy.

I

had been playmates from
Our mothers had been girls to

and

gether, and our fathers had wooed and won
their wives in the same town, and led them to
the altar the same day. Both couples started
for the far West which was then anywhere
west of the Hudson River, for my story begins
when we were children, and I am a man now
fifty years old.
Our parents moved into a town partly cleared
up. My father designed to be a farmer, while
Philip's father was a mechanic. I had five sis
ters, all younger than myself, and Philip had
three brothers and one sister, the latter the
do not know how
youngest of the family.
it happened, but we were- each named after our
fathers, with the addition of our mothers'

I

maiden name. My father bore the name of
Solomon Fish, and my mother's name before
was christened
her marriage being Miles,

I

Solomon

Miles Fish, and my playmate, Philip

Powers GoldwoodL

We were the best of friends until we were
twelve years old, when Mr. Goldwood received
some advertisements through the post-office
that told of a wonderful lottery that was to
come off somewhere in Maryland.
Philip and

I were the only ones that saw our ships coming
into port well laden by this enterprise, and we
set about contriving means to purchase some
tickets. My father had not paid for his farm,
but he kept steadily at work, and to encourage
me had given me a penny a bushel for husk
ing corn in the fall. Philip had helped his
father

about the houses he built, and had
also a little money laid up for we shall see.
The tickets were five dollars apiece, and if
lucky would give the owner two hundred
and fifty dollars for his five. Neither of us
as much money, and how to get it
we studied a long time. It was thirty days
before the drawing, but we could see no way
possessed

to earn anything

more.

I

had three dollars

PHILIP'S LOTTERY TICKET.
and enough to pay the postage, and Philip had
two. One of us proposed putting the
money together, but we finally hit upon an

only

other method for means.

Philip said

borrow of his younger brothers, but
brothers to borrow from.

he would

I

had no

In
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due time two letters appeared at the vil
My sisters stood by me and

lage post-office.

I

"
whispered, " Have you got the prize ?
took
out two or three papers containing advertise
ments similar to the ones father had received,
and a thick kind of paper on which was print

quickly, for I was proud of my sisters, and
could not bear to hear them spoken of as use

" No.
8,462, blank," and a printed letter in
which it was stated that the owner would prob
ably be more fortunate next time. Well, I do
not know which felt the worst, my sisters or
myself. What would father and mother say
when they came to know
asked myself.
And those beautiful gold dollars gone, how

less.

could

it,

I

t

I

:

?

?

I

if

I

a

a

I

I

I

it

is

it

I

;

"Why sof "

"

am glad

" Don't
asked Mr. Goldwood.
"
need
the
think
money
you
you
" Yes, need the money, but
need a son
more."

"But
should

you would not lose your

son

if

I

long after.
" am not," returned my father
blank."
his ticket drew

I

"
ha I ha 1 laughed he, " gold, wood, and

fish were never made to go together. I say,
we'll have it Philip Goldwood & Co. No, P.
P. Goldwood & Co. That would look nice in
gold letters. I never thought what a nice name
had until now, and how strange your's was :
Solomon Miles Fish, and mine Philip Powers
Goldwood. O I I'm bound to be somebody, I
know ! " While my companion went off into
another train of adventures, I sat thinking and
wondering if there was really a fate in a name.

" wish Solomon had been as lucky as our
Philip," said Mr. Goldwood to my father, not

he

in drawing
prize," said
" My Philip
not going to

be fortunate

a

a sign ?

change.

?

"01

take you.

to
the quarter for my postage, father gave
and Philip handed me the

Mr. Goldwood.
run away this money
stepping-stone to
his future success in life."
" It
stepping-stone to ruin," returned my
is

do for

I'll

& Fish would

have been more

me to pay you,"

father.

a

shall want a partner
do you think Goldwood

should

is

"I

How

had

a

he,

Perhaps

lucky, came to my mind, and maybe what fate
there was in name might be overruled by my
mother's advice, for in all the country around
no one was thought more of than my mother,
Mrs. Solomon Fish.
Half an hour after, Philip came in with his
face glowing with smiles, and told us, in
breath, of his good luck. His numberwas 3,463,
and had drawn two hundred and fifty dollars.
" Father
for me," said
going to invest
am twenty-one
shall
Philip, "and when
would not be
pile to begin life with.
have
discouraged, Sol; better luck next time. Here

;

I

you

a

I

ever pay them back

My oldest sister, Alice-, was the most incon
solable, but little Ella looked up and said
" When we get big we won't care, will we "
and that proved to be the best thing to dry
Alice could not
my tears and face the worst.
keep the secret, and the whole household soon
knew it
Neither my father nor mother
blamed me much, only my mother put her gen
tle hand on my head and said, " Why didn't
"
confide in mother

I

" Have they, how did they get it? "
" Their uncle in Boston sent them a gold dol
lar apiece for a keepsake," I returned.
" "Won't they lend it to you?" asked Philip.
u
You can tell them to keep it a secret, and
you will pay them double when you get your
prize."
had no trouble in obtaining the money
from my sisters, for they rejoiced at learning
anything that would bring us a little more of
that article that would add comforts to our
family, for my father had hard times some
years to make his payments and keep his fam
ily well provided for. We posted our letters,
paying the postage, which was twenty-five
cents in those days for carrying a letter so far,
and Philip said he would pay his part when he
got his prize.
" When you get your prize I What if we
both should draw a blank ? " I asked.
" 0 1 we shall not
Now, Sol, what will
you do with your money when you get it?"
asked Philip.
" Pay back my sisters and then buy mother a
black silk dress, and " but Philip stopped me.
" ' Come easy, go easy 1' I've heard father
say ; but it will not be so with me. I'm go
ing to be a merchant I'll hang on to every
cent I get and be rich. Let me see," continued

a

returned,

is

I

is

sisters have got money,"

I

"My

ed,

I

" What a pity you have no brothers and so
many sisters," said Philip, "they could earn
something if they were boys, but girls never
have any money ; they are perfectly useless."
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farmers, it being one of those late, dry seasons,
and the crops were a failure.
Heretofore I
bad gathered nuts and sold them, but that year

I could not find a handful. The few apples we
raised were sold to pay taxes and interest, and
the little that remained went to buy our win
ter's supply of clothes, school- books, and other
needful articles. The Goldwoods did not seem
to feel the straits of the season.
Philip's father
built houses all summer, and the owners of
them turned everything they could into money
to pay the builder.
We noticed that they

house, which was one of the
that few in our town could afford.

their

Philip had a new suit throughout, and it was
said it was bought with the interest* of the
prize money.
Winter school commenced, and
can not tell which of us was the more to

I

blame, but Philip and
as good

I did

terms as formerly.

not seem to be on

I

Perhaps

was a

little envious of his good luck, and he some
what proud of it
" See here," said he one day before school
" I would change
commenced,
my name if I
were you.
People do make fun of your fa
ther's foolish speeches ; I suppose he thinks he
is as wise as old Solomon, and as big a prophet
as there ever was.
Next year
would hire
out somewhere and earn money and buy an

I

"

It

sure next

is my duty to stay and help father,"

I

replied.

" Couldn't you help him more if
you drew a
big prize f I tell you those sisters want lots
of things; my only one does, and girls can't
earn anything,"

and so he went on,

I

half-be

lieving what he said, and the next moment
angry for listening at all.
" say," continued he, " when the teacher
asks you your name, tell him it's Miles."

I

M

one

I

a

short

ever saw," continued he.

Somehow, Philip got angry with me and
" and in the after
called me " Miles of Fish ;
noon recess there was printed in red chalk, on
the side of the school-house, these words :

" Miles O' Fish, Prophet." I knew, and so
did all the others, that no one had red chalk
but the builder's son, and no one could print as
well as he.
I walked in silence homeward, and just as
opened the gate, little Ella, who had shared
my speechless walk and grief, put up her face
to mine, and said that dear sentence of her's,
"You won't care when you get big." Tears
came, the first I had shed that day.
Time passed on, and I was sixteen. Philip
had bought a number of lottery tickets with
his extra change, but he drew blanks only.
He still talked of being a merchant, and there
was not a boy or girl but that expected to see
the gold-lettered sign of P. P. Goldwood at
some future time the Co. had been long since

I

left off.
Twenty-one found us both going out into the
world to seek our fortunes. Our town had a
and dep6t had in
railroad running through
creased the wealth of the place, so that my father
was out of debt, but not wealthy.

had been

through the preparatory department of col
lege, and was ready to enter collegiate course,
received but little aid from home, as there
were five girls, younger, trying to fit themselves
for school teachers. Philip studied book-keep
ing, as that was the only thing that would ben
efit him, he said, and left home to go into bus
iness, as he expressed it. At the end of two
was obliged to stop for want of means,
years
collected,
and finally decided to study law.

I

other ticket ; you'll draw something
time."

the school, as soon as we were let out at recess.

" That is the
longest string of fish for

The idea struck me as being a good one, for
as wise as Solomon " did not sound as agree

I

luxuries

I

F-i-s-h," bawled out the rowdy of

ran on errands, and did all kinds of work to
help myself, and at last was admitted to the
bar. During this time the country was flooded
with all sorts of gift enterprises, schemes, etc,
and at last our town people received adver
" P. P. Goldwood
tisements with the name of
grand lottery that was
Co." at the head of
Almost
to be drawn at some future time.
every one in the county bought tickets, and
some received cheap receipt books, trash they
a

papered

" M-i-l-e-s

a

I

money to pay my debts, but ill-luck seemed to
follow me. The next year was a poor one for

some tittering among the girls expressed their
wonder or approval,
hardly knew which.

I

I

I

I

it,

urged me very hard to buy another lottery
was still
had no money ; besides,
ticket, but
owing my sisters, and Alice could not forget
her gold dollar.
tried every means to earn

I

able to my ears as could wish.
So, when the
teacher came around next day, gave it to him
in a firm voice, while looks of surprise and

a

I

So sighed,
was beyond my comprehension.
and told my trouble to little Ella, who said
" You won't care when
again, in her quiet way,
you get big." Philip came to see me often, and

[Nov.,

I

I

quite liked
do not think Mr. Goldwood
father's reply, for he went away soon after. I
thought my father a strange man ; how two
hundred and fifty dollars could ruin any one

&
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called plated ware, and worse than brass

jew

Funerals in Pittsburg.

1872.]

The name of P. P. Goldwood disap
peared, and still similar advertisements came
from New York and other places denouncing
other "gift enterprises " as " shams," but their
elry.

one as genuine.

I

Meanwhile
was but a young lawyer, and
those that knew me best knew I desired to en
of right

gage on the side

" Fish," said

I

lawyer, whom
" there is a poor fellow
very much respected,
who is going to be tried for swindling, or some
thing : no one seems willing to be his counsel ;
a gray-haired

I

for from what

hear he is the guiltiest dog
that ever stole a sheep.
But, then, he has hint
ed that

he has got the cash, and as you need

just now, go over and offer your services."
do not know what made me go ; it was not

some

I

I

the money, surely, but I felt that
could not
walked rapidly to the Court
stay away, and
IIousc. The prisoner sat with his head bowed

I

and partly covered with his hands.
He sat
thus until the words, " The prisoner's counsel
has arrived," were uttered, then he raised his
head, and

Instantly
him.

I

I

saw the face of my old playmate.
seized with an impulse to save

I was

ceased

the red-lettered
and all the bitter

I can not

the prisoner.

" You did
bravely," said my gray-haired
" and if
friend,
you had had a piece of a shadow
to turn the scales you would have won your
case.
But how much did you get? " he asked.
I took the roll from my pocket and counted
one thousand dollars !

" Well done," said
"
he, never did a hand
somer day's work myself."
I did not lack for

I

tell you all the partic
that he had been en

I

cases after that, but somehow
could not use
poor Philip's money.
tried to think of giv
ing it to orphan asylums or to some other be

I

At last 1 hit upon a happy
I'll send it to my mother and sis
thought.
ters and tell them to buy a gold watch and
chain apiece, and add a gold dollar for a
nevolent purposes.

charm.

The next year, at Christmas, I was invited
After our greetings were over, they all

home.

disappeared,

and

then

reappeared

their watches with the dollar charms.

wearing
Sister

Ella, always our pet, came up to me, and puting something on my finger ran away, saying,

" The charm is on the inside, 1Miles O' Fish ! ' "
Then I took it off, and engraven in the small
est letters were the words,

" We won't care when

to remember

sign on the school-house
things of the past. Save him, 0 ! if I could.
The trial was postponed, that
might talk with

313

we get big

I"

So, my readers, when you are tempted to
buy a ticket that promises watches, pianos, or
even city lots, just think of poor Philip ; and
you should be as lucky, and draw a prize,

if

ulars, but they proved
gaged in different lotteries

remember it is like strong drink, you can not
even taste without wanting more. So just but

home;

ton up your pockets and brave the world and
work for what you can get honestly, for " You

sometimes under

ever since he left
his own name, but

mostly under assumed ones; that he had re
ceived any amount of money, and had been at
the head of the most daring and important
frauds that had been known in those parts.

The evidence closed at night, and I visited
Philip just before the court opened next morn

I

had received a touching letter from his
mother, begging me to do all could " for her
ing.

I

Philip slipped a small roll
her first-born."
of what seemed to be a few dollars into my

son,

hand, perhaps a hundred,
the sum would influence

if

should not do as well

When

I

it

I put

it into my

I

arose to make my plea
hardly
to say until my eyes rested upon

his mother's letter.
no studied

thought, and lest
me if large, or I

small,

pocket without looking at
knew what

I

I took

it

up and

I

needed

I

or eloquence as
read
aloud the words from the heart-broken mother.

I

rhetoric

went over his innocent

childhood and boy
to the jury and asked,
"Can he be guilty of so great a crime?" I
could not save him ; he was sentenced for the
hood,

and appealed

ong term, and

I went

back to my office.

won't care when you get big."

FUNERALS IN PITTSBURG.
THEIR MORALE AND

HERE
We

COST.

is plain talk on a grave subject.
clip the following from a Pitts

burg, Pa., paper :

" The average funeral of to-day is

sance and a tyranny.

a

nui

" The other day a funeral passed our office,
and was certainly over two hours getting
The police had to afford the court
past.
Street cars were stopped,
of
the
streets.
esy
iron wagons brought to a stand still, and the
great, heavy, important travel of Smithfield
Street had to cease to a certain extent for
two whole hours of the most precious time
of a Pittsburg business day. It was not
a public benefactor who was accompanied
to his tomb by this long line of mourners ;
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nor was

it

a statesman, nor a leader.

It

was

ordinary man, who would never
have been heard of for anything excellent
he could show, and his friends were turning
out a funeral procession as if running a com
petition for the livery stables. We never
saw a jollier-looking crowd going to a pic
nic than this crowd going to the graveyard.
In fact, we have about quit looking for
mourners in funeral processions any more.
The average funeral procession is composed
of people who behave as if the only time
they can get to enjoy a holiday of horse-flesh
is when some friend or acquaintance
dies;
then the whole family, down to all the chil
dren, go out to mourn, and enjoy a day's ride
an

quite

of

at the expense
seems

as

if

the dead man's estate.

the mourners

make

it

It

a business

in order to increase
their chances for funeral rides. It is a good
thing in a business way for the undertakers
and liverymen ; but it is fast becoming a pub
lic disgust. That man who would have the
audacity to tell us that more than one out
of every ten who ride in modern funeral pro
cessions cares a fig about the death of the in
dividual whose demise procures the carriage
ride we should immediately set down as an
to acquire acquaintances,

unmitigated falsifier.
" Hence, we

pronounce

funeral

a nuisance.

lays business

the average modern

The deference which de

and gives clear streets for fu

deserved, but in most cases
meanly taken advantage of for the purpose

nerals is seldom

of

a gay

and fast ride,

the only ones tolerated
the

public

funeral

rides being

to go upon a run.

If

would grow indifferent to fu

processions and cease to extend them
such strict and liberal courtesy, this nuisance

neral

might soon be in a great measure abated.
" Then, again, it is now a custom for a man's
relatives to prove themselves by the size of
the funeral they can get up for him. It has
come to be that a man who is not followed
to his grave by a long line of carriages is
judged to have been nobody, and, of course,
the relatives of the nobody suffer socially by
their connection with him. Consequently,
when a poor man dies, his family, to main
tain social respectability, must get up a fu
neral for him, the bigger the better, and run
themselves into debt and privations for months
and months.

" Hence

[Nov.,

we pronounce

the average modern

funeral a tyranny.

" It is our opinion that the world will soon,
return to the ancient custom of cremation,
or burning the dead. Cremation would take
away both the nuisance and the tyranny at
tendant upon the modern funeral."

[All

the

pomp,

unnecessary expense, and

the dead, is so
Here in New Tork
it not unfrequently happens, that "one's
little all," is consumed on an ostentatious
funeral.
A poor man, who has a wife and
children, sickens and dies. The wife, almost
"
destitute, to be in fashion," must incur the
useless expense of hiring five, ten, or more
carriages from a livery stable
kept for the
at an extra cash cost of from $25
purpose
useless show

much

bestowed

on

lost to the living.

to $50, and upward, to help form

a grand
and go empty, as they often do
or be filled with pleasure-seekers who care
For one in or
nothing for the departed.
dinary circumstances, a funeral costs here
from $200 to $500, and for one who has
more means, from $1,000 to $2,000, and
procession,

upward,

besides

the cost

of ground,

stone, etc., on which several thousands
are sometimes

expended.

tomb
more

There are graves

in Greenwood which have cost more than
$50,000, Is not this a kind of idolatry ? A
coffin or casket may be made of solid rose
wood, lined with the finest silk and Bilk vel
vet, mounted with solid silver, and this in
closed in a metallic (leaden) case hermetically
sealed, and the whole inclosed in a pine box,
all to be buried from four to six feet in the
In the country, funerals are less
ground.
But a change for
showy and less costly.
the better is coming over the spirits

of

the

living in our cities, and we attribute it in
large measure to the Father Mathew Temper
ance Societies of New York. These societies
are composed chiefly of those who were once
Irish, but are now naturalized American cit
izens, who, seeing the folly of Old Country
as
"wakes"
customs, such, for example,
and expensive funerals, have dropped them,
A
and are adopting more sensible ways.
decent respect for the dead consists in a
quiet and modest burial. It is the living
who most need assistance, sympathy, and
care. The money usually spent on useless or
to follow the dead may
empty carriages

NIUE
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much better be expended in supplying the
real wants of the living.
Finally, would it not be as well for the rich
to bestow a larger portion of their means on

315

some useful charity and a little less on expen

Which would do the most
good? On which investment,
could one
most heartily ask God's blessing ?]

sive tombstones ?

TrueChrU(.Unitywill gainby everyitepwhichU madeEntheknowledge
of man. Spwtfoim,

HIDE AND THE NIUANS.

AS

the traveler proceeds eastward or west
from Australia he meets with nu

ward

merous tribes distributed over the hundreds of

of Polynesia, which command his at
tention by their most interesting physical and
moral characteristics.
The Papuan race has
islands

furnished

the material

for scientific

examina

tion for half

a century and more, and is by no
thoroughly known. The tribes of the
Philippines, the Andamans, the Marquesans,
the natives of New Guinea, the Fijians, Ton-

means

gans, and Samoans, have been, and are still,
study, and
subjects of engaging ethnological

much is known of them

by

the American

public through the published narra
tives of bold explorers and self-sacrificing mis
sionaries.
reading

We come now to consider the inhabitants
of an island, concerning the history of whose
discovery little is generally known, and yet that
history is deeply interesting, and the people
themselves may occupy our attention for a halfhour with profit. We refer to Niue, or " Sav
age Island," as it was called by Captain Cook,

at first, very miserable on board, and howled
incessantly for the first few days, thinking that
the white sailors were cannibals, and that they
were to be eaten.
sailors

were

Finding, however, that the
only pork, they became

eating

reconciled to their

lot

These lads were taken

to Raietea, and having been educated for their
task, were sent home again. Unfortunately,
soon after their arrival, an epidemic disease
spread over the island, and the natives, natur
it to the two travelers, killed

ally attributing
them both.

The first white man who landed there since

the time of Cook, met with a singular fate.
A
ship was lying off the island, and bartering

with the natives. Just as the ship got under
weigh, the master flung one of the sailors over
board among the savages, who took him on
shore, and held a great debate as to the course
to be pursued.
Some were for keeping up the
old custom and killing him, but others argued
that the man had not landed of his own free

because the natives resisted his landing with
fierce assault, and refused his proffer of peace

will, and that he ought not to be liable to the
usual penalty, even though salt water was in
his eye this being the mark of a shipwreck
After a discussion they agreed to put him into

and good-will.
Niue lies between the Hervey
and Tongan groups.

a canoe, give him a quantity of bananas and
cocoa-nuts, and send him out to sea. The man

The Niuans owe their ferocity toward strang
of putting to death all
strangers who landed on their shores, a fate
from which even their own people did not es
cape if they had been absent any length of
time.
They entertained the notion that their

contrived

ers to an ancient custom

island was naturally free from disease, and that
all ailments were brought by foreigners, and so

law was established that all foreigners
should be killed as soon as taken.
In Dr.
Wood's " Natural History of Man " we are in
formed that when the missionary, Williams,
the

visited the island he induced

two native boys
to leave their home and accompany him for
the purpose of being instructed.
They were,

to slip on shore again without being
hiding in caves for some days,

seen, and after

he succeeded in getting on board a whaler that
was passing near the island.

The appearance of the natives as they were
before the missionaries came to them was any
thing but prepossessing. Mr. Williams gives
a graphic

account of an old chief who was in

duced, after much trouble, to come on board.
" His appearance was truly terrific.
He was
about sixty years of age, his person tall, his
cheek-bones

raised

and prominent,

and

his

His whole body
countenance most forbidding.
was smeared with charcoal, his hair and beard
were long and gray, and the latter, plaited and
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twisted together, hung from his mouth like so
many rats' tails. He wore no clothing except
a narrow strip of cloth round his loins, for the

concluded

purpose of passing a spear through, or any
other article he might wish to carry.
" On reaching the deck the old man was

ance. During the whole of the performance
he kept up a loud and hideous howl."

most frantic in his gesticulations, leaping about
from place to place, and UBing the most vocif

at everything he saw. All
at conversation with him were en

the
this exhibition
by thrusting
whole of his long, gray beard into his mouth
and gnawing it with the most savage venge

The islanders do not use the tattoo, though
4hey are fond of decorating their bodies with
Those who come on board European
paint.

erous exclamations

vessels are delighted to be adorned with streaks

attempts

and spots of red and green paint, especially the
latter, which is a novelty to them, and for

tirely

useless,

him to
Our natives at-

as we could not persuade

stand still for a single second.

which they are willing to pay highly.

The

THE WAfl-DANCK.
tempted to clothe him, by fastening round his
person a piece of native cloth, but, tearing it
off in a rage, he threw it upon deck, and
'
Am I a woman
stamping upon it exclaimed,

I should be encumbered with that stuff? '
" He then proceeded to
give us a specimen
of a war dance, which he commenced by pois
ing and quivering his spear, running to and
that

fro, leaping and vociferating, as though pos
sessed by the spirit of wildncss.
Then he dis
torted his features most horribly by extending
his mouth, gnashing his teeth, and forcing his
eyes almost out of their sockets.

At

length he

hair is sometimes

seen very short and some
times very long, and this is the case with both
They allow it to grow to a considerable
sexes.
length, and when it is a foot or eighteen inches

long, they cut it off and plait it into thin bands,
which are worn around the waist. The men
prize these ornaments highly. The younger
men do not wear their beards, but the elders
suffer them to grow to a great length, plait
them, and adorn them with pieces of oyster or
clam shell. They know the art of coloring the
hair a yellowish-red by the application of lime.

As to dress, the men think it quite needless,

AND THE NIUANS.

entirely to these caves, and since the
missionaries came to reside among them have
learned to collect it by digging wells in the

almost

caves, into which the water flows, and so se
The floor of the caves
cure a constant supply.
is covered with stalagmitic masses, and from
the natives make oval balls about the
cricket-balls, which they hurl from the
hand with wonderful force and accuracy, not
using the sling, as is the case with so many
these

size

of

it,

Polynesian tribes.
These caves are evidently due to the charac
ter of the island, which is partly coral and
partly volcanic, the coral having been up
heaved by volcanic force, leaving the surface
fissured and broken by the sudden violence of
The native legend respecting the
the shock.
origin of the island points to the same conclu
They state that the island was raised to
sion.
its present elevation by two of their ancestors,
named Hananaki and Fao, who swam there
from Tonga, and found the island only just
They stamped twice upon
above the waves.
it

the first stamp elevating the island to its
with
present height, and the second clothing
trees and plants.
They made wives for them
selves out of the Ti tree, and so the island be
came peopled.
We may easily see in this tra
dition record of the two facts, that the island
was elevated suddenly from the sea, and that

soil.

They then

sham retreat, and slipped around to
the farther side of the chasm, so that the Ton
gans, flushed with victory, rushed on their re
executed

treating enemies with yells of triumph, and
great number of the foremost and best warriors
were hurled down to the bottom of the cav

a

and only thirty miles in circumference war
should exist, but in Niue the usual Polynesian
custom exists, of dividing an island into sev
eral districts, among which is perpetual feud.
They use one very curious weapon. On their
island are a number of caves in the coral lime
From the roof hang vast numbers of
stone.
The natives owe their fresh water
stalactites.

so as to look ex

earth, which they arranged
actly like the surrounding

ern.

Before the survivors

could recover from

their surprise, an attack was made upon them
in overwhelming numbers, and of the whole

Tongan expedition not

man escaped alive.
formerly thought that the Niuans
were cannibals, but as far as can be ascertained
the natives have never eaten human flesh.

It

was

They do not even care for animal food of any
kind; and though at the present time they
have pigs in abundance, they use them almost
entirely for the market to European ships, con
tenting themselves with bananas, yams, taro,
and flsh. Strangely enough, they have not
imported into Niue the custom of kava-drinking, and they stand almost alone in their nonPerhaps the avoidance of
use of tobacco.
pig's flesh has something to do with their re

At any rate,
pugnance to liquid stimulants.
we have here an example which shames our
Christian society
Polygamy practiced among the inhabitants
fast dying out under the
of Niue, though
influence

of the missionaries,

who have fur

vast boon on the people by
their discouragement of infanticide, which once
prevailed to terrible extent The mere check
ther conferred

which they have placed on this custom has al
ready raised the number of the population by
considerable in
more than three hundred
taken
crease when the small size of the island
Even before the mission
into consideration.
is

warfare is therefore waged mostly among them
selves. It seems rather strange that in an isl

a

In weapons, they use the spear, the club,
and the bow, all made well and neatly.
They
do not seem to invade other islands, and their

deep and narrow clefts, so numerous on the isl
and, the Niuans laid small branches, which
they covered with banana and cocoa-nut leaves,
and then strewed over all
slight covering of

a

and

their limbs are round and well-shaped.

a

ural color of the skin is a clear brown,

plined

is

stature, rather under than over the middle
height, thus forming a strong contrast to the
The nat
gigantic Marquesans and Samoans.

of far better weapons and better disci
than the Niue islanders, were rapidly
completing the conquest of the island, when
the natives took advantage of the peculiar
formation of their country.
Across one of the
sessed

!

They are of moderate

it

ment than of dress.

have been subject to invasion from the restless
and daring Tongans, whom they repulsed by
an ingenious stratagem.
The Tongans, pos

a

nothing but the belt around the
Some, however, wear a very small
apron, only ten or twelve inches square, and
this is considered rather in the light of orna

waist

a

and wear
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islands

a

a

themselves to be derived from this origin, they

a

the inhabitants are not aborigines, but emi
grants from some other part of Polynesia,
Though they believe
probably from Tonga.

tolerably comprehensive and just
code of laws was in existence, so that the Ni
uans were, in reality, much less savage than
many of their neighbors, and the missionaries
better ground to work on than in other
had

aries came,

of

more

promising

aspect.

Their
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8tandard of morality was much higher than
the case among savages, infidelity
So
among women being severely punished.

The native architecture has been much im
proved by the Samoan teachers, who instruct
ed the Niuans in their way of building houses,

great was their horror of this crime that illegit
imate children were always thrown into the sea,

own

The Niuans are good canoe-makers,
their vessels very neatly and or
them with devices in shells and
namenting
mother-of-pearl.
They manage these canoes
well, and are excellent swimmers.
There are,
however, some families living in the interior
of the island who, although they can be barely
works.

four miles from

the sea, have never visited

it,

constructing

a

and are greatly despised by their neighbors be
cause they can neither swim nor sail
canoe.

is

a

a

a

is

have

is

the missionaries

the natives to substitute forced labor
in well-sinking, road-making, and other useful

a

these punishments

a

For

induced

a

and foot to a bamboo for a considerable

length of time, only sufficient food being given
to save him from actually dying of starvation.

a

hand

scarcely better pleased
pencil and
supply of

white paper.
The wonderful advance that these people
few years, is
have made in
comparatively
shown not only in the fact that they have dis
carded their old habit of murdering foreigners,
but that they display
great eagerness to be
taken as sailors on board European
ships.
They contrive often to smuggle themselves on
board without the knowledge of the captain
Their method of disposing of the
and crew.
dead
twofold.
When one mode
followed,
laid on
the body
bier and left in the woods
until all the flesh has decayed, and then the
bones are removed to the family burying-place,
which
cave in the limestone rock.
usually
When the other method
employed, the body
laid in canoe and sent adrift in the sea to
go wherever the wind and tides will carry it.
is

no food except bitter and acrid fruits,

while for more serious offenses he was lashed

be

is

lowed

Niuan can now

than by the gift of

is

consisted generally in
of food. For example, for some
offenses the criminal was tied to a post and al
punishment

a

Their

deprivation

and, at the same time, artistic.
The natives
seem to be wonderfully quick at learning, and
have even acquired the use of the pen, so that
a

until the missionaries taught the people that,
though the parents might be liable to punish
ment, the innocent children ought not to suffer.

upon which the Niuans have engrafted their
mode of adornment, so that, altogether,
the effect of
modeen Niuan house
quaint

is

is usually

CHINA, ITS PEOPLE AND PRODUCTIONS.

a

now beginning to
recent interview

to the rest of the world,

partially understood.
In
which we had with
cele

be

brated Japanese scholar, who had been edu
cated in England and America, he remarked
that some nine hundred years ago the Chinese

it

it

in
literature was adopted by Japan, and
self tended to make Japan jealous of other

to keep herself aloof
The friendly mission of Com.
Perry, in 1853, from the United States to
new
Japan, gave the people of that nation
idea of outside civilization. The Portuguese
having made war upon them several centuries
previous, they were led, perhaps justly, to look
nations

and

inclined

them.

a

from

upon foreigners as barbarians, as war-dogs, bent
on conquest, seeking to burn, sink, and destroy
that they may possess and occupy the countries
so conquered.

Com. Perry carried

with him,

a

;

to be sure, guns and powder but he also car
Christian spirit, and taught
ried with him
the Japanese to entertain a better opinion of
the nations of the world, and since that time
there have been made in China, and also in

Japan, great inroads, so far as the obtaining of
knowledge and the opening of communication
are concerned.
The Quarterly Review gives an exhaustive
article compiled

mainly from references to va

rious articles written by eminent travelers, and
from
we condense some facts which may in
terest our readers.
supposed to be inhabited by more
China
than two hundred millions of people, who are
united under one government, with a history
is

aversion

a

national

is

a

a

few years, was shut out,
or shut in, from other nations, not more by the
consolidated
massive Chinese wall than by

it

Empire of China, which, until within

THEcomparatively

at least two thousand years old; but the re
moteness of the country and the obstinate exclusiveness of its government have awakened

Thanks, however, to the re
great curiosity.
cent treaties and to the residence in that coun
try by our late eminent fellow-citizen, Mr. Burlingamc,

the old

state of things

has

begun

CHINA, ITS PEOPLE AND PRODUCTIONS.

populous

of
of

provinces only three in a hundred
the inhabitants escaped death at the hands
the rebels.

The Chinese appear to have

more Destructiveness

than

Combativeness,

to thirty feet in
the system of coal-bearing strata in
the province of Shansi
about five hundred
feet in thickness, and contains, besides, an in
exhaustible supply of iron ore.
coal beds vary from twelve
thickness

The Chinese work their iron ore beds and
make iron of an excellent
method of working
for them to obtain

but their

quality,
so rude that

is

sections; a recent outbreak having, it
is estimated, cost the country the incredible
number of fifty millions of people, and in some

it

certain

coal equal to the entire coal fields of

is

in several of the provinces of China. The
ravages of late rebellions have depopulated

minous

China alone has coal enough
Pennsylvania.
to supply the whole world, at its present rate
of consumption, for thousands of years. The

is

to pass away, and recent writers have brought
the distant China much nearer to us.
Large tracts of arable land are lying waste
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easier

both iron and coal from
England by sea than to supply themselves, and
one of the chief reasons of this
the very

plow to be made to yield food in abundance,
for the native soil seems well adapted to agri
cultural purposes.
That China is over-populated in some parts
is proved by the stream of emigration that an
nually pours from the southern sea-board prov
inces across the Pacific Ocean to California.
But China is without good roads or means of
communication
within her own provinces, ex

deficient means of communication
in that
"We learn that in the very regions
country.
where coal most abounds, so desperate
the
need for fuel, that the climate has been ruined

into valu

able use.

is

it

is

is

copper, lead, and tin mines, and of petroleum
also full of coal, which
at
pits. China
once the most valuable, widely distributed, and

of all descriptions of her buried
According to one writer, the Chi
nese coal fields cover an area of upward of
400,000 square miles, while England has but
12,000 square miles of coal.
In single district
of China easily approached by water and easily
mined, there
an area of anthracite and bitu
accessible

is

a

wealth.

is

is

is

is

into

a

no ouc

The weather rules them,
and in the level districts there are roads with
lines of deep ruts, and which, of course, in
time, would become utterly impassable; but
the rain obviates this evil by washing them all
looks

after them.

common mire, and when the rain ceases
the sun hardens the mud, and this mode of re

pair

all the re
perpetually repeated, and
As many as dozen
newal the roads receive.
horses, asses, and bullocks
are fre
animals
a

quently required
over these roads.

to drag one small-sized cart
Mr. Markham gives the fol

lowing account of the conveyances in Shantung
"The means of traffic along the road are-

:

is

is

is

it

is

though everything leads to the belief that
enormous.
We hear of salt wells, quicksilver,

manufactured

carts, wheel-barrows, camels, mules, and don
keys. The carts carry six to twenty piculs(800 to 2,600 lbs.), and are drawn, the larger
ones by five mules, and the smaller ones by
two. Wheel-barrows carry from two to ten
piculs (266 to 1,333 lbs.), and are propelled by
one man pushing, another in front in sort of.
a

Empire are
understood to be rich and abundant Mining
not altogether unknown, though
dis
couraged by the jealous policy of the govern
ment The quartz rock
reported to be rich
in gold, and nuggets are met with in certain
districts.
No estimate can be formed of the
supply of gold which
buried in the hills,
in the Chinese

largely

fabrics in their own markets.
state of nature;
The roads are in

into

The minerals

and

coarse fabrics, yet the United States and Great
Britain can compete with the Chinese in these

donkey, ox, or mule, in front of
all, attached by traces of rope. For the man
behind, who has to push, guide, and support
shafts, and

the whole weight on his shoulders, the work
terrific, and seemed to me to he the very acme

is

bring the produce of their country

abundance,

is

A few good roads in China would
the people in the more populous dis
tricts to migrate within their own borders and
markets.

enable

carried on, clumsily, to be
sure, but cheaply; but away from the rivers
and canals the utmost restriction of prosperity
in China in
Cotton
produced
prevails.

a

itants can neither sell their produce nor read
ily obtain articles of necessity from the distant

China has rivers and canals, and along these
her commerce

a

a

his way to unoccupied regions in his own
market
country; besides, without roads or
for these interior portions of China, the inhab

by the cutting down of all trees and brush
wood to supply fuel for domestic purposes.

is

a

a

is,

cept along her rivers, and it
therefore, easier
for
Chinaman to find
place to work in by
crossing the Pacific to California, than to find

is

more cruelty than energy.
In the northern confines of the empire, we
read of vast forests which wait the ax and the

Phrenological journal.
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of human labor. These men seldom reach the
age of forty years, I was told."
The severity of the work was found by Mr.
Williamson to be even greater in a neighbor
ing province.
" The
barrowmen in Shantung," he writes,
" are bad
enough, but these (of Western HoThe loads were
nan) are lower than they.
dreadful, and the work beyond anything I ever
saw; the pushing and tugging and swaying
of the men's bodies as the barrow rolled over
the uneven, often stony road, was terrific, and
their ravenous, eager eating at the Inns on the
roadsides excited the most painful feelings.

Human labor is cheaper here than donkey hire ;
this has gone on for years, and will go on till
railways cheapen the carriage of goods, and
thus break the yoke from off such slaves."
With such roads and such means of convey
of iron and
ance, of course the transportion
coal would form a great item in their cost to
In the province of Shansi, coal
the consumer.
which costs twenty-five cents a ton at the mines
would cost six dollars at a distance of thirty
miles, or eleven dollars at a distance of sixty
miles; of course only those who live in close
vicinity to coal mines can derive any benefit
from them, and a coal mine which is not
worked close by a navigable river is of little
The roads being too
value to the people.
between differ
poor to permit communication
ent districts, and there being no means of ad
vertising,

if

the crop

fails in a district

there

[Nov.,

icy of China is to conciliate by a seasonable
surrender of her prejudices to that foreign ele
ment which she can no longer hope to repel
by force. At heart, doubtless, the whole ruling
body in China is opposed to the presence of
The educated class,
foreigners in the country.
from which the Chinese officials are taken, is
The sale of places of rank fills
anti-foreign.
the public offices with corrupt and incompe
tent men, while the system of exacting heavyfees of office, in the shape of bribes, from every
officer for appointment or promotion to those
above him, not only debases the morals, but
crushes the prosperity of the people. Injustice
is sold notoriously to the highest bidder, hence
universal

discontent,

tax

riots, and

insurrec

tions.
be done by the introduction of
and steam
railroads, telegraphs,
But we believe the time is not

Much may
machinery,

navigation.
very near when full intercommunication
tween the people of China and those of
rope and America may be expected.

be

Eu

China groans under oppression from the
head of their government through the long
line of mandarins and officials.
Their com
merce is limited, their means of agriculture,
of mining, and of manufacture are at the low
est ebb, and with a religious bigotry and in
of a
tolerance which repel the introduction
better civilization will tend for a long time to
maintain

in China, fur the most part, that exwhich hitherto has been its hin

clusiveness

may be a superabundance of food fifty miles
away, but the people starve by thousands, and
those having an abundance are not aware that
Moreover,
a good market is so near to them.

drance and its curse. Japan has been depressed
and rendered jealous of other nations by the
Chinese literature, but now seems heartily in

the surplus, they en
deavor to raise only so much as they require,
and if that be cut off by drought, by insect, or

world can give
The Japanese

as no one expects to sell

by inundation,

But poor

their resources are exhausted.

as are the people, and

meagre and
thriftless as are the ways of acquiring property
in China, there is a herd of hungry office

earnest

to obtain

it

the

best

civilization the

Embassy now in this country
is sent here by its government to see what it
can learn of our civilization, our arts, manu
facturing, commerce, literature, and govern

As the Secretary of the Embassy said
to us, We come to learn all your best tilings,

ment

holders, who prey upon the prosperity of the
people and consume nearly all the surplus
profits of labor.

and to transfer them to our country, your ma
chinery for agriculture and for manufacturing,
your best modes of education, and all that be

There are two political parties in China
one, known as the anti-foreign or war party, is
pledged to the expulsion of foreigners from
the soil of China at all risks; the other is the

longs to your best features of civilization; for
Japan wants to adopt these that she may rise
When
to a higher and nobler civilization.

eigners on the one hand, and the headstrong
resistance of the extreme section of its own
The latter party is
order on the other hand.

Japan shall have thus come in contact with
other nations of the world, and shall have
adopted their customs, China may, through
that example, be led with less fear of encroach
ment by '' barbarians," to adopt a civilization
which shall make her more free, learned, in

enlisrhtened enough to know that the true pol

telligent, successful, and happy.

liberal
hold

or moderate party, and its policy is to
the balance between the claims of for

Possessed

of
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a fine climate and a

rich soil, with a popula
tion almost fabulous, yet with room enough
for all, what may she not become when raised
from barbarism and taught to use her wonder

1872, and has a balance of over $50,000 In the
The following table is taken from
treasury.
the report of the auditor for 1873 : Horses, 15,000; sheep, 1,000,000;
mules, 3,000; cattle,

ful power beneficently and intelligently?

Colorado.
This young territory will soon
be a State, as it is getting on apace.
The as
sessed valuation of property in the territory is

150,000 ; swine, 8,000 ; goats, 5,000.
[Buffalo,
antelope, deer, bear, and " sich like," though
of considerable value, are not counted, because
not subject to control.
Colorado gave us the
first narrow-gauge railway, and, by meaus of
its extension all through her great, grand, rich

$34,000,000.

mountains, her mineral wealth will be brought

out]

or

|hg5iopomg,

|,tarader.

of

|>ip«i

It has a population of 75,000, no
public debt, levies no territorial tax for the year

U

Of thetotal,thebodyformdothtike,
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ITS ANATOMY

BELL, K.H.

BY SIR CHARLES

of the chest or trunk of the body
a

mo
and expression in the face, we may for
ment turn our attention to the consent be
tween

the

of

breathing or expression

the

is

is

is

called the origin

by the keeper and suddenly roused to feroc
and activity, the character
seen not

ing the

well

must

it

lence in
terror or

is

that

which

is

one fixed,

the other moveable, which

The muscles of the
in brutes,
To give
have their origins on the chest.
power to the further extremities or insertions
of these muscles into the limbs, the chest
and to give them their fullest
must be fixed

illustrated the universal consent of the ani
struck
When the tiger or wolf
is

we recollect

the insertion.

called

arms in man, and

power,

ity

a

two extremities

have

body generally, and the position of the limbs.
Let us take the instances by which we before
mal frame.

when

of

the forelegs

must be raised

be

and

expanded

as

that most terrible
human conflict, when the outcry of
for dur
stifled in exertion
pain
struggle with the arms the chest
expanded or in the act of rising,

as fixed.

Hence

si

excitement

between the

readily understood

the muscles by which the limbs arc exerted

;

a

a

is

is

Having traced the connection

In this con
prepared to spring.
dition of high animal excitement observe the
manner in which the chest
kept distended
and raised
the inspiration
quick, the ex
piration slow and as the keeper strikes the
at the same instant
jaw there
start into
exertion, and the breath rapidly drawn in.
The cause of this expansion of the chest
exertion,

is

or anxious breath
was inferred that the apparatus
ing, and
of respiration the instrument by which the
In fear or in grief
emotions are manifested.
of
the
the uncon
nostrils,
movements
the
trollable tremor of the lips, the convulsions
of the neck and chest, and the audible sob
bing, prove that the influence of the mind
so
extends over the organs of respiration,
that the difference
slight between the ac
tion of the frame in
paroxysm of the pas
drowning man.
sions and in the agony of

it

affected in highly excited

:

the

is

it

influence

nerves and muscles which are

;

of

;

same class

only in the glare of the eyes, the retraction
the lips, and the harsh sound of the
breath as
forcibly drawn through the
confined throat, but every muscle
in ten
sion and the limbs in an attitude of strained

of

;

has been shown

that the powerful passions

VIII.

;
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and, therefore,

the voice,

which consists in

the expulsion of the breath by the falling or
compression of the chest, is suppressed, and
the muscles which perform the office of rais
ing and distending the chest, act in aid of the
muscles of the arms. The moment of alarm is
also that of flight or defense ; the sudden and
startled exertion of the hands and arms is atended with a quick inspiration and spasm of
the mouth and throat, and the first sound of
fenr is in drawing, not in expelling, the breath,
for at that instant to depress and contract
the chest would be to relax the muscles of
the arms and enfeeble their exertion.
Or,
to put the example in another form, suppose
two men wrestling in the dark, would not
their voices convey to us the violence of their
The short exclamation choked in
efforts?
the act of exertion, the feeble and stifled
sounds of their breathing, would let us
know that they turned, and twisted, and
To an apt observer,
were in mortal strife.
two dogs fighting might illustrate the sub
Such combinations of the muscular
ject.
actions are not left to the direction of our
will, but are provided for in the original con
stitution of the animal body they are in
stinctive motions.
Yet the principles of
criticism in these matters have been laid
down with surprising confidence by persons
who had no knowledge of anatomy, and
whose curiosity had never been raised to in
quire into the phenomena of their own emo
tions, or of those they must have witnessed
in others.
I shall transcribe here a passage
from an elegant and ingenious critic, on
which I shall freely make some remarks :
" In like manner it is not with the
agonies
of a man writhing in the pangs of death
that we sympathize, on beholding the cele
brated group of Laocoon and his sons, for
such sympathies can only be painful and dis
gusting ; but it is with the energy and forti
tude of mind which those agonies call into
action and display. For though every fea
ture and every muscle is convulsed
nerve contracted,

and every

yet the breast is expanded
to show that he

and the throat compressed

I therefore still maintain,
in spite of the blind and indiscriminate ad
miration which pedantry always shows for
everything which bears the stamp of high
authority, that Virgil has debased the char

suffers in silence.

[Nov.

acter and robbed it of all its sublimity and
grandeur of expression by making Laocoon
roar like a bull; and I think that I may
safely affirm, that if any writer of tragedy
were to make any one personage of his drama
to roar out in the same manner on being
mortally wounded, the whole audience would
burst into laughter how pathetic soever the
incidents might be that accompanied it.
Homer has been so sensible of this that of
the vast number and variety of deaths which
ho has described,

he has never made a single

Greek cry out on receiving a mortal wound."*

The criticism here is just, so far as the art
ist is praised and the poet blamed ; but the
critic has mistaken the ground of the praise
It appears strange that
and of the blame.
any one should philosophize on such points
and yet be ignorant of the most common
things in the structure of his own frame, and
of the facts most essential to just criticism
in works of art. What ideas can be con
" the convulsions of a
veyed, for example, by
"
"
and the
contraction of a nerve 1 "
feature
The writer has had the impression which
all who look on the statue must have, that
Laocoon suffers in silence, that there is no
But the aim of the artist is mistaken.
outcry.
He did not mean to express "energy and
fortitude of mind," or by "expanding the
breast and compressing the throat to show
His design was
that he suffers in silence."
to represent corporeal exertion, the attitude
and struggles of the body and of the arms.
The throat is inflated, the chest straining, to
give power to tkc muscles of the arms, while
the slightly parted lips show that no breath
or, at most, a low and hollow
escapes;
He
could not roar like a bull he
groan, t
had not the power to push his breath out in
the very moment of the great exertion of his
arms to untwist the serpent which is coiled
It is a mistake to suppose that
around him.
Mr. Payne Knight on Taste, p. 888.
simul manibus tendtt divellcre nodos,
PerfusuB sanie rittas atroque reneno:
Clamores simul horrendos ad sidera toll i t :
Quails mngitus, fugit qnara Mucins aram
Taurus, et incertam excueelt cervlce securim."
rfneid, Lib. 11.1. MO.
"Vlrglllo cl rapprcsentc Laocoonte In smanlc e In
mngglte, come un toro fed to a mortc; ma Agesendro
eeppe exprlmere tntto 11 dolorc. senza cedere la bellezzc."
Aiara. p. 53. Tats la Just the criticism of Mr

t " Illc

Pajne Knight.
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the suppressed voice and the consent of the
features with the exertion of the frame, pro
ceed from an effort of the mind to sustain his

in dignified silence, for this condition
of the arms, chest, and face are necessary
parts of one action.
The instant that the chest is depressed to
vociferate or bellow, the muscles arising from
the ribs and inserted into the arm bones
must be relaxed, and the exertion of the
Again, in speaking or
arms become feeble.
exclaiming a consent runs through all the
pain

respiratory muscles ; those of the mouth and
throat combine with those which move the
Ilad the sculptor represented Laocoon
chest.

if

as

the sound flowed from his open mouth,

there would have been a strange

inconsist

with the elevated condition of his
Neither is it correct to suppose it
breast.
possible that a man struck down with a mor
tal wound and rolling in the dust, like Ho
mer's ill-fated heroes, can roar out like a
bull. A mortal wound has an immediate in
fluence on these vital parts and respiratory
organs, and the attempt to cry aloud would
There is no
end in a feeble wail or groan.
danger that the tragedian who follows na
ture should offend the taste of an audience
But these critics think it
by actual outer}'.
ency

to refine and go l>eyond nature,
whereas the rule is to learn her ways and to

necessary

of adding the slightest trait of
or what we conceive to be such,
to the simple, and because simple the grand
character of natural action, instead of making

be cautious
expression,

the appeal more strongly to the senses
sure to weaken it.

In

Bernini's

statue

it

is

of David with his

sling, there is an attempt at expression which
offends good taste, because it is not true to
The artist has meant by the biting
to convey the idea of resolution
But that is an action intended
and energy.
to restrain expression, to suppress an angry
emotion which is rising in the breast ; and if
it be permitted, even in caricature, it must be
as a sign of some trifling inconvenience, never
of heroism. It is not suitable to the vigor
ous tone which should pervade the whole
That vigor can not be otherwise
frame.
nature.

of

the

lip

represented than by the excitement of the
breast, lips, and nostrils, while the posture

and the eyes give it

a

direction and meaning.

This is all destroyed

823

by an expression

so

biting the lip ; it is
vulgar, not because it is common, but be
cause it is a trick, and not true to nature.
The " Dying Gladiator " * is one of those
masterpieces of antiquity which exhibits a
knowledge of anatomy and of man's nature.
He is not resting, he is not falling, but in the
position of one wounded in the chest and
seeking relief in that anxious and oppressed
breathing which attends a mortal wound
with loss of blood. He seeks support to his
arms, not to rest them or to sustain the body,
but to fix them that their action may be

weak and inconsistent

transferred

as

to the chest, and thus

assist the

The nature of his suf
laboring respiration.
ferings leads to this attitude. In a man ex
piring from loss of blood, as the vital stream
flows,

the

heart

and

lungs

have

the

same

painful feeling of want, which is produced
As the
by obstruction to the breathing.
him,
from
he
blood is draining
pants and
looks wild, and the chest heaves convulsively.
And so the ancient artist has placed this
statue in the posture of one who suffers the
extremity of difficult respiration. The fixed
condition of the shoulders as he sustains his
sinking body, shows that the powerful mus
cles common to the ribs and arms have their
action concentrated to the struggling chest.
In the same way does a man afflicted with
asthma rest his hands or his elbows upon a
table, stooping forward, that the shoulders
may become fixed points ; the muscles of the
arm and shoulder then act as muscles of res
piration, and aid in the motion of the chest
during the heaving and anxiety which be
long to the disease.
When a man is mortally wounded, and
still more if he be bleeding to death as the
gladiator, he presents the appearance of suf
focation ; for the want is felt in the breast,
and relief is sought
chest.

If

in the heaving of the

he have at that moment

the sym

pathy and aid of a friend, he will cling to
him, half-raising himself and twisting his
chest with the utmost exertion, and while
every muscle of the trunk stands out abrupt
and prominent, those of the neck ind throat,
and nostrils and mouth, will partake the
In this condition he will remain
excitement.
The Dying Gladiator ia reproduced In a Milking en
graving In New Phvsioohomt, by 8. It. Wella.

fixed, and then fall exhausted with the exer

tion

;

it

is in the moment of the chest sink

ing that the voice of suffering may be heard.
If he have fallen on the turf, it is not from
agony of
pain, but from that indescribable
want and instinctive struggling that the
grass around the lifeless body is lodged and
torn.
So, too, with the actor.
vey to the spectator

In

the idea

order to con

of

human

na

ture

agitated

passion

or

suffering,

he

must

study how the parts

of

the frame

are

by

united and co-operate in expression.
Of the
success of such an effort we had lately an ex
It was in witness
ample on our own stage.
ing the struggles of a man who had received
the mortal thrust, and the representation was
The actor having rubbed
horribly correct.
the paint from his face, presented a hollow
cheek, with the countenance haggard and
pale, but it was the heaving of the shoulders
attending his deep and painful inspiration
the gurgling of his
his difficult utterance*
voice, as if the blood impeded the breath,
which made altogether a most powerfully
drawn representation of violent death. Even
those who knew nothing of the cause of their
being moved felt that it was correct.
But let us take a less appalling instance of
the consent of the frame with the functions
of the heart and lungs. It is this connection
between the muscles of the chest and arms
which makes a little man oppressed by obe
sity speak with abrupt gesticulation. His
emphatic words are forced out in barking
tones, accompanied by jerks and twists of the
arms, the reverse of grace ; while a tall and
ungainly person exhibits an awkwardness of
an opposite kind, in a disjointed swing of
his arms during the efforts of his elocution.
Are we not now authorized to say, that ex
pression is to passion what language is to
thought ; that as without words to represent
ideas the reasoning faculties of man could
not be fully exercised, so there could be no
violence or excess of passion merely in the
mind and independent of the action of the
body ? As our thoughts are embodied and
the reasoning powers developed by the in
strument
have
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of speech,

also

a

the passions or emotions

corresponding organ

to

give

The
bodily frame, though secondary and inferior,
them a determined

character and force.

[Nov.,

of the mind, and the faculties
their development as much to the op
eration of the instruments of expression as
to the impressions of the outward senses.
It is also curious that expression appears
to precede the intellectual operations.
The
smile that dimples an infant's cheek, which
in after years corresponds with pleasurable
and complex emotions, can not have its ori
gin from such ideas. This expression is not
first seen when the infant is awake, but
oftener while asleep ; and this first beam of
pleasure to a mother's eye is met with the
cold observation of the wise old woman,
that it is caused by some internal convulsion.
They conclude that the child's intellects are
not yet matured to correspond with the ex
pression, and attribute the effect to some in
ternal irritation.
The expression is, in fact,
comes in aid

owe

the spontaneous

operation

and classification

of

the muscles which await the development
of the faculties to accompany th^m closely
wheu they do arise, and in some measure to
control them during life. It may be too
much to affirm that without the co-operation
of these organs of the frame the mind would
remain a blank ; but surely the mind must
owe something to its connection with an op
eration of the features which precedes its
own conscious activity, and which is unerring
in its exercise from the very commencement.
The expression of pain in an infant is ex
traordinary in force and caricature ; the ex
pression of laughter is pure in the highest
possible

degree,

pleasure,

and

even

stubborn

the

indicating

as

it will

relax

features

of

unalloyed
sympathy

by

of

a

stranger.

ought to
bo studied, for in after life they cease to
have the pure and simple source from which
they spring in infancy ; the feelings are com
posed and restrained, the mind is in a state
Here

of

the rudiments

more compound

expression

feeling,

and the genuine

of passion are to

be seen only
in unpremeditated bursts of great vehemence.
How much influence the instrument of ex
pression has in first rousing the mind into
that state of activity which we call passion

characteristics

we may learn from the power
uI
of the body to control these affections.
"
that on
have often observed," says Burke,
mimicking the looks and gestures of angry,
or placid, or frightened, or daring men,

or emotion,

I
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have involuntarily found my mind turned to

that passion whose appearance I endeavored
to imitate."
Whether it be possible to mold the body,
and thus to steal into another's thoughts, I
know not ; but it is of more consequence to
recollect that we may in this way ascertain
our own. As the actions and expressions 'of
the body betray the emotions of the heart,
we may be startled and forewarned, as it
were, by the reflection of ourselves, and at
the same time learn to control our passions
by restraining their expression. *
As we hold our breath and throw ourselves
into an opposite action to restrain the ludic
rous idea which would cause us to break out
in rude laughter, so may we moderate other
rising impulses

of

by checking the expression
them ; and by composing the body we put

rein upon our very thoughts. The powers
language are so great and minister in so
superior a manner to reason and the higher
faculties of the mind, that the language of
expression, which attends the development
of these powers, is in a manner superseded ;
good taste and good manners retain it in
habitual subordination. We esteem and
honor that man most who subdues the pas
sions which directly refer to himself, and
cultivates those which have their source in
benevolence
who resists his own gratifica
tion and enters warmly by sympathy into
what others feel who despises direct pleas
ures, and cultivates those enjoyments
in
" What
which he participates with others.
ever is morally just, is beautiful in art ; " the
a

of

of pain proceeding from the mere
of the body is repulsive in repre
sentation, while the heroic pangs which the
artist may raise to the highest degree of ex
or sympathy with
pression, in compassion

expression
suffering

* In our unstudied action and gesture the organs of
the brain which are highly exercised indicate their trne
nature. The mother toying with her infant moves her
head backward and forward, responsive to the Impulse
of Phlloprogcnltivencss.
The angry, contentious man
moves bis head abruptly and menacingly from side to
side, responsive to the inspiration of Combatlvencss.
The man who loves display and courts admiration, when
under the influence of these feelings, wags the head
diagonally in an undulating, graceful fashion, etc In
the voice are heard and readily distinguished the accents
of emotion, of rage, of passion. Such correspondences
as these have long been known
phrenologista.

to and elucidated by

and Philosophy.
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another's sufferings, can not be too power
fully portrayed, if they be consistent with na
ture and truth.
In studying expression the artist should
attempt ^11, even that which is disagreeable,
so that in higher composition he may avoid
deformity and every debasing expression,
and this not by chance, but by knowing
them and avoiding them; by this means
and it was followed by the ancients
his
power of representation will be improved,
and what is dignified and beautiful in form
and expression

more certainly attained.

ESSAY

IX.

OP THE STUDY OF ANATOMY AS NECE88ARY
OF THE IDEAL, IN THE REP
TO DESIGN
RESENTATION OF THE BODY OF TnE GE
NIUS AND STUDIES OF MICHAEL
ANGELO
BUONAUOTTI.

Were I to attempt a definition of the
ideal in the representation of the body or
of the head and face, I should adopt, as tne
most harmless to the sculptor or painter,
that which has been given by Cicognara.
" The ideal in art," says he, " is nothing more
than the imitation of an object as it ought
to be in perfect nature, divested of the errors
or distortions which secondary causes pr(
He takes for granted that man, like
duce."
everything else, has degenerated from the
original design of nature, and "that we
ought to endeavor to present his form as
when

he rose a newly-created

being, before

cold or excess of heat,
To accom
had influence upon his frame.
plish this the artist has to contemplate those
beauties in the Venus, in the
acknowledged
youthful Apollo, in the vigorous Athlette,
From such sourpes he
and in the Hercules.
must select the perfect forms, which are now
to be found no longer in nature, and recompose them into a beautiful ttAofe."
misery

and famine,

This is at least intelligible, and to a cer
It divests the sub
tain degree practicable.
ject of that mystery which those throw over
it who would persuade the artist that to rep
resent perfection of form he must avoid what
is human and retain what is divine.
But when this is attained and the drawing
of the figure is unobjectionable, a higher ob
ject still is to be found in a deeper medita
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tion on human

nature.

Sentiment

and ex

pression may be impressed on the figure, as
on the face ; but they must be made appro

priate to their situation. Some of the most
beautiful remains of Grecian art, when de
posited in churches, appear out of place;
while in the same situation the statues of
Michael Angelo seem perfectly congenial.

JOURNAL.

[Nov.,

propriety be subjected to the flippant criti
cisms which they have met with.
Individuals as well as nations have differ
ent manners of representing the same objects
the human figure, for example.
The Egyp
tians, the Greeks, the people of Hindustan,
or of Europe, will raise a monument with
more marked peculiarities than are seen even

in the designs of Michael Angelo, Corand
Raphael ; care, therefore,
should be taken to give full scope to dif

reggio,
ferent

I can

dispositions,

capacities,

or

tastes.

not help saying that the method of
study in the academies tends to cramp
In the Academy of
the efforts of genius.
Bologna I found the students copying
from the plaster casts, as our youths do
at home;

and

if

some means

be

not

individual genius,
tameness and mediocrity must be the re
I think ths remedy is to be found
sult.
in the study of anatomy.
afforded

to encourage

There has been much unnecessary inge
nuity exercised on the question, whether
Undoubt
the ancients studied anatomy.
edly they did not study it in our fashion,
yet that they possessed all the knowledge
of it which art requires, can not be de
The finer specimens of ancient
nied.
statuary evince a more perfect acquaint
ance with anatomy, as far as it is shown

I

9

in the proportions, general forms, and action of the body, than the productions of
those modern sculptors and painters who
have pursued this art with the greatest
zeal and success even than Michael AnThe only question, there
gelo himself.
is
how
fore,
they acquired this knowl
edge.

Although in Greece the dead were burn
ed, and

Flo. 1. Tb» Hcntsmam

RErosiNo.

The noble forms and grave attitudes of his
statues, in the somber light of the aisles, lead
memory back to all that is great in times
Those magnificent designs have
gone by.
the effect of a passage in the historian or
the poet, when the reader closes the book to
indulge in the associations of ideas which
But were they placed
have been awakened.
in a gallery or saloon they might with more

no artists

dissected

the

human

body, yet they certainly had the means of
learning the nature of a bone, muscle,

No more was necessary ;
Fine as their
the rest was before them.
were
in
they
youth
subject to
were
athlete
Now, in comparing the
the decay of age.
frame of a man advanced in years, especially
if in earlier life he had been remarkable
for " thews and sinews," with the young and
tendon.

and

active,
and
the

everything essential to the painter
If
sculptor may be observed.

the

Greeks

had

before

them the most

ad
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mired forms of youth and manhood, they
had also the " time-honored wrestler," who
in old age exhibited, almost as in the dead
anatomy,

every muscle, origin and insertion,

every tendon, and every vein.

I

know how

far this manner of demonstrating the anato
my may be carried.
Having, in my lectures
on surgery, taken the living man, the acad
emy model, to illustrate the practice in frac

I

tures and dislocations,

827

d'Urbino, by Michael Angelo, is in the Cadi Principi, of the church of St. Lo
renzo.
Under the statue are two figures,

pella

one of Twilight, the other of Daybreak.
I
observed in the male figure, which is of very
grand proportions, the clavicle or collar bone,
the head of the humerus, the deltoid and

pectoral muscles developed beyond
yet singularly true in the anatomy.

nature,
Such

a

was accustomed

to introduce a powerful

muscular

fel

low to my class, with this appeal : " In
the exercise of your profession you have
of the
to judge of the displacement
limbs, and the joints disfigured by dis
location, fractures, or tumor ; but not
one of you, perhaps, has ever looked on
In giving
the natural body itself."
these lessons I became aware how much
of the structure of the muscles and
articulations might be demonstrated
without actual dissection.
In the heat of the southern countries
of Europe, the workmen, the Galeotti,
or men condemned to the public works,
the young people and children, are all
accustomed
to a state of nudity; the
naked form becomes, therefore, familiar
to the eye.

In

the same day

I

made careful

ex

aminations of the anatomical studies of
Michael Angelo, in the collection of the
Grand Duke of Florence, and I com
pared them with his noble works in the
I observed that
tombs of the Medici.
he had avoided the error of artists of
less genius, who, in showing their learn
I
ing, deviate from living nature.
of
anat
the
utmost
accuracy
recognized
omy in the great artist's studies ; in hte
pen-and-ink sketches of the knee, for
example,
tendon,

every point

of

bone, muscle,

and ligament was marked,

and

a little exaggerated.
But on sur
veying the limbs of those fine statues, this
peculiarity was not visible; there were none
of the details of the anatomy, but only the
effects of muscular action, as seen in life, not
the muscles.
As, perhaps, this is the most
important lesson which can be given to the
artist, I shall venture to transcribe the notes

perhaps

I made

at the time.

" The statue of Lorenzo di Medici, Duca

Fio. 2. A Woodland Ntmph.

shoulder was never seen in man, yet so finely
is it imagined that no one part is unduly
exaggerated, but all is magnified with so per
fect a knowledge that it is just as a whole,
in
the bone and the muscle corresponding
their proportions. In the same chapel are
the statues of Giuliano di Medici, Duke of
Nemours, and brother of Leo X., with the
recumbent figures of Day and Night.
It is
in these finely conceived figures that we have
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They
the proof of Michael Angelo's genius.
may not have the perfect purity and trutli
in the antique, but there is
which belongs to him
alone.
Here we see the effect of mus
cular action without affected display
of anatomical knowledge.
The back
is marvelously
fine. The position of
the scapula, for example, makes its
lower angle throw up the edge of the
latissimus dorsi, for the scapula is
forced back upon the spine in conse
quence of the position of the arm.
Michael Angelo must have carefully
studied the anatomy in reference to
the changes produced in the living
body by the action of its members;
the shifting of the scapula, with the
consequent rising of the mass of niussome merely
les, some in action,
into
are
masses,
very finely
pushed
that we

see

a

Journal.

[Not.,

which are within and external to the knee
joint, and which serve the purpose of fric
tion-wheels in the play of the bones upon

magnificence

shown."'*

Having just come from observing
his sketches of the anatomy of the
knee joint, I was curious in my obser
vation of the manner in which he
made his knowledge

available

Fig. 4. Michael Anuki.o.

in the

joints of these fine statues,

each other, no longer

and they gave rise to the

tive places
they are protruded from the
How
depth of the cavity to the surface.
well Michael Angelo knew this, these statues

following remarks

"If

:

with a
knowledge of the struc
ture, should look upon the
knee in a bent position, he
will recognize the differ
ent

But

an

artist,

bones and ligaments.

if

he look upon

an extended

position

it in
of

the limb, or during exer

tion, he will not distin
guish the same parts. The
the swelling of
contour,
the

integument,

fullness

around

and

the

the joint

are not produced by

the

forms of the bones, but by
Flo. 3. MnsCT.ES
of the Arm.

sition of
*

I

the rising up

of

the parts

displaced by the new po
the bones.
The fatty cushions

make similar remarks on the statue by
Janaarins sitting, shivering under
a shower, in a fountain in the Villa Pctraia, near Flormight

John of Bologna

occupy the same rela

of Day and Night evince.
" In these statues great feeling of art and
genius of the highest order have been ex
hibited ; anatomical science, ideal beauty, or
rather grandeur combined.
It is often said
that Michael Angelo studied the Belvidere
Torso, and that he kept it continually in his
That fine specimen of ancient art may
eye.
have been the authority for his grand devel
opment of the human muscles, but it did not
convey to him the effect which he produced
by the throwing out of those magnificeut
Here we see the vigor of
and giant limbs.
the sculptor's stroke and the firmness of his
touch, as well as his sublime conception of
the human figure.
We can imagine that he
wrought by no measure or mechanical con
trivance; that he hewed out the marble as
another would cast together his mass of clay
Many of his finest works
in a first sketch.
are left unfinished ; it appears that he found
the block of marble in some instances too

1872.J

Expression

its

anatomy and philosophy.

small, and left the design incomplete.* For
my own part I feel that the finish and smooth
ness of the marble is hardly consistent with
the vigor of Michael Angelo's conceptions,
and I should regret to think that such a
genius should have wasted an hour in giving
softness or polish to the surface.
" Who is there, modern or ancient, that
would thus voluntarily encounter all the
difficulties of the art and throw the human
body into this position, or who could throw
the shoulder into this violent distortion, and
yet preserve the relations of the parts of bone
and muscle with such scientific exactness ?
We have in this great master a proof of the
manner in which genius submits to labor in
He must havo
order to attain perfection.
undergone the severe toil of the anatomist to
acquire such a power of design, which is
hardly to be supposed could be sufficiently
appreciated then or now.
" Without denying the beauty or correct
ness of the true Grecian productions of the
chisel, they ought not to be contrasted with
the works of Michael Angclo to his disad
He had a noble conception of the
vantage.
to my thinking supe
august form of man
rior to anything exhibited in ancient sculp
ture.
Viscontit imputes inferiority to Buonarotti ; and to confirm his views compares
the antique statues restored by him with the
limbs and heads which he added. But I can
conceive nothing less suited to the genius of
the artist than this task of modeling and
adjusting a limb in a different position
from that which is entire, and yet so as to
preserve the proportions and character of the
* There 1b one unfinished production of Michael Angelo which discloses his manner of working; a statue
of Ht. Matthew, begun on a block of marble so small
that it appears to have restrained him. The flgnre Is
distorted, and he seems to have given np the work before
it w«h more than blocked out of tho marble. A contem
porary gives an interesting account of the energy which
have seen Michael
possessed him while at work.
Angelo, when above sixty, and not very robust, make
more fragments of the marble fly off in a quarter of an
hour than thp-e vigorous young sculptors would have
done in an hour; and he worked with so much impetu
osity, and pnt such strength into his blows, that I feared
he would have broken the whole in pieces, for portions
the size of three or four fingers were struck off so near
to the contour or outline, that- if he erred by a hair'sbreadth he would have spoiled all and lost his labor,

"I

since the defect could not have been remedied as in work
ing in clay." Blaitt dt Vigenere.
t Masco Pio. Clem.
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The manner of his working and the
of his genius for an unrestrained
field of exertion, unfitted him for that kind
of labor, while it is a matter of necessity that
a copy shall be inferior to an original.
" What the
figures of Night and Morning
had to do before the degenerate son of the
Medici is another matter.
They seem to
whole.

urgency

have been placed
and in the luxury

there

of

as mere ornaments,

talent to give the form

and posture of the human figure, 'per ornamento e per solo tpoggio di giacitura e de1
forme.'1

" When in Rome I was impatient until I
stood before the statue of Moses, so much
had been said of its extraordinary merit,*
and also so much of its defects.t
It is a
noble figure, with all the energy of Buonarotti displayed in it. It is not the anatomy
alone which constitutes its perfection, but
there is the same mind displayed in the at
titude, the habiliment, the beard, and all
the accompaniments, as in the vigor of the
naked shoulders and arms. It is the realiza
tion of his high conception of the human
figure.

" My brother, in his 1Observations

on Italy,'

finds fault with the arm, and, perhaps, look

ing in one direction it may be imperfect ;
hut this was one of many figures which were
intended by the artist to ornament the great
monument

to

Julius II.,

and, consequently,

designed to be seen only in a certain aspect.!
Besides, we ought rather to teach ourselves
to admire what is esteemed excellent

than to

As to other criticisms on
it
should
be remembered that it
this statue,
is an ideal figure as much as the Apollo or
From whatever notion derived,
the Jupiter.
Moses is represented with horns rising from
his temples, an adjunct which, placed either
on the face of the antique or of common na
ture, would have been truly ridiculous."
To resume the subject of anatomy, we may
take the opinion of Vasari ; § in addition to
seek for defects.

the study
frequent
*

"

of

the antique

examination

he recommends

the

of the naked figure, of

Questo e Mose qnando scenda del monte

K gran parte del Nnme avea nil volto."
+ "E.una testa da satiro con capclll di porco."

X See the account of this great work in the "StorU
della Scultura," by Clcognara,
" Da che habbia orlglne 11buon di{ In his Preface,
segno."

Phrenological Journal.

is,

By drawing the curious shapes of
antique.
the thigh bone or tibia, he will sooner ac

is

a

a

notion of external form than if set
foot and ankle, or knee, without
an idea of what produces the convexities
which he
tracing.
Drawing from the
bones and from the skeleton will give him a
desire for learning more, and afford an intro
duction to the classification and insertions
of the muscles, with perfect ease in repre
senting, either from nature or the antique,
the slightly defined forms of the joints.
But, as we have seen in the works of the
masters, let him avoid exhibiting the anat
omy or displaying his knowledge, else he
will fall into the caricature of Fuseli instead
of attaining the vigor of Buonarotti. Anat
not to be displayed, but its true use
omy
to beget an accurate observation of nature
in those slighter characteristics which escape
quire

to draw

is

I

[Nov.,

is

of the muscles of the back and
limbs, and the form and play of the joints ;
and takes occasion to advise the study of the
dissected body, in order to see the true posi
tion of the muscles, their classification and
insertions, so that by perfect knowledge of
the structure the artist may with more secu
rity represent the figure in every varying at
titude, bestowing through a knowledge of
their action the proper swelling and contour
of the muscles, according to their positjon
and the force exerted ; and from this, he truly
observes, comes the power of invention, giv
ing natural variety to the figures, as in the
representation of a battle or great historical
work.
And here
can not help expressing a be
lief that as it is necessary that the young art
ist should have an accurate eye to form, the
drawing of the bones should be substituted
for what is called the " round," that
the
fine, indefinite, and undulating surface of the
the action

a
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less learned eye.
[TO BE C05TIJ<UED.]
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a

a

a

rivers, the mountains,
yes, the very

the valleys, the forests,

stones had tongues

and

ears.

;

The rocks and trees were awakened by the
the poplars wept
tones of Orpheus' lyre
tears of amber; the oaks spoke with pro
phetic tongues;
rivers,

and as the mountains,

and the forests

passed

not from

the
the

world, like short-lived man, the ancients
were led to attribute something immortal to
them, to people them with minor gods and
goddesses, ever-watchful guardians of their
respective domains.

At

times, the inanimate

into the animate, and
vice versa; Aphrodite sprang from the seafoam, while Philemon
and Baucis were
lime. ,In the
changed into trees, an oak or
beautiful fable of King Midas, the reeds are
made to whisper in the wind, and thus be
tray his secret.
Proteus could assume any
a

was metamorphosed

sometimes
a

form he chose

others that of water or

that of fire, at

plant.

Another proof that the ancients clung
with singular affection to inanimate nature
may be found in that species of poetry term
ed bucolic, or pastoral, in which Theocritus
Art and imitation are
attained eminence.
ignored in this kind of poetical composi
tion the rural feeling exerts its suave influ
ence over the bard inanimate nature, bathed
in soft couleur de rose, becomes endowed,
as
were, with the gift of speech.
The
rustling of the leaves, the sighing of the
zephyr, the whispering of the grain, woo the
listener like twice-echoed
music, diverting
every thought from the refinement of citylife, and gently drawing him into the arms
of nature.
After the extinction of the political inde
pendence of Greece, which took place b. c.
146, the Romans acknowledged the intellect
ual superiority of the Greeks, by proceeding
to imitate their w.riters in every branch of
But
was not until some hun
literature.
dred years later that Virgil, thoroughly con
versant with the Greek language and liters
;

most

it

close and

;

in

it

stood

relation to inanimate nature.
To them the earth was not
cold, lifeless
clod, but
kind, beneficent parent, clad in
sort of silent elo
beauty and gifted with
gladdening
quence, which was unceasingly
The seas, the
the hearts of her children.

LOCKWOOD

a

ancients

THE
beautiful

a

BY INOERSOLL

is

hills, mountains,
because

they

everything
level-loving age

is

monuments
a

of

it

age

or molded

is

the

;

hewn

and deep valleys are hated,
the speed of travel.

lessen

a

;

True, our poets still write pastorals
but
their peasant girls and shepherdesses are gen
erally ladies and gentlemen, just as the Ro
mans of many of the French tragedies are
in reality little more than Parisians of dig
nified type.
Having thus briefly alluded to the close
communion
existing between the ancient
world and inanimate nature, and the conse
quent birth of pastoral or idyllic poetry, and
having also called attention to our manifest
the result of our
drifting away from nature
utilitarian proclivities we now enter upon
the examination of our subject proper, and
shall endeavor to show that this physiog
nomy of the inanimate
something abso
lute, objective, intentional on the part of the
were
sort of experiment
in
Creator, as
prior to the cre

shapes, contours, and colors
ation

In

of

the animate.
the

eminent

English surgeon,
lad of fourteen
years of age, who had been blind from birth,
of couching.
by the wonderful operation
From the particular account of the various
made by Dr. C. upon the new
experiments
sense thus given to the lad, we are led to
most remark
conclude that colors possess
1728

gave sight to

a

Cheselden,

able

some being delightful
physiognomy,
others disagreeable and repul

and pleasing,

This lad gazed with pleasure upon
tints of rose, blue, green, etc.,
while he shrank with aversion from the dark
er colors, and almost with horror from the
be claimed that this was
black. Nor can
the result of education or association, he
having been born blind. We are, therefore,
justified in looking upon the results of Dr.
as proving that
Cheselden's experiments
those colors so profusely spread over inani
mate creation were intended to draw man
close to nature, and hold him there in
sort
How vividly does
of life-long fascination.
sive.

the different

a

;

it

is

1

a

a

is

a

is,

power, and talent of nations are rapidly be
in their great cities.
coming concentrated
There is
manifest tendency to construct;

is

may be, has been deemed necessary

Christians,
decreasing, may
the fact that the wealth,

upon

a

it

introduction to the following remarks
upon the physiognomy of the inanimate we
shall now endeavor to show that a manifest
drifting away from nature has taken place.
Of a truth, primitive Christianity was
idyllic in its character ; for Christ loved the
mount, the lake, the garden, the vineyard,
the field, and the trees, and looked upon
large cities as great centers of corruption and
wickedness.
This may be attributed partly
to his want of success in Jerusalem,
and
partly to his strong rural feeling, which
Certain
prompted so many of his parables.
it
however, that ere many centuries had
religion of
elapsed, Christianity became
the temple, the basilica, the church.
In
vain the bright sunlight endeavors to pierce
the painted windows of the Gothic cathe
All
drals.
gloom within them, and the
tremulous glimmer over the
tapers throw
crucifix and altar.
And still, that light was
too strong. Behind the dark curtains of the
confessional the priest retired.
What thing
of darkness was thus the issue of that bright
sermon on the Mount, with the beautiful
earth beneath and the beautiful sky above
In the Mohammedan religion we likewise
find this same drifting away from nature
toward art. Inspired by the solitude of the
to the gor
ere long transferred
desert,
But Mohammed was not un
geous mosque.
mindful of the strong love for nature prev
alent among his people for in his Koran he
promises his faithful gardens irrigated by
rivers, and groves of perpetual shade. Fur
ther proof that this tender attachment of in
animate nature, this strong rural feeling, so

be based

a

cursory
as an

manifest among the ancient Greeks, Romans,
and primitive

it

eminence
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a

such

the

it

to attain

composition of his Eclogues and
Here, again, we find that bound
Georgics.
less love for inanimate nature and country
The poet discourses rural enjoyments
life.
and the happiness resulting from the absence
of art, imitation, and the so-called refine
ment of city-life.
Most soothingly must
these strains have fallen upon Roman ears,
when the din of war and revolutionary tu
mult had ceased.
Having now ended our cursory glance at
this wonderful attachment to inanimate na
ture, as it existed among the nations of the
ancient world
a glance which, however
by

is

tore, was destined

OF THE INANIMATE.
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to attribute

of

We read of the

their gods and goddesses.
"golden locks" of Apollo; and Virgil as
signs "yellow hair'" to Mercury; while the
Italians speak of Cupid as the
modern
" blonde god."
Homer, in mentioning Mi
" blue-eyed maid." This
nerva, calls her the
innate love of the azure and the golden,
doubtless, influenced the ancients to apply
the name of heaven to those beautifully
tinged clouds which envelop the earth. The
summit of Olympus, wrapped in such beauty
as this, was a worthy location for the resi
But as the development
dence of the gods.
of Christianity tore off this gorgeous coloring
from the mount, and laid bare its rocky

it,

waste, so the progress of learning is rapidly
teaching man that if he would be near to
God, 'tis elsewhere than amid these painted
nothings that he must seek him.
Although in comparison with the sublime
architecture, the beautiful groupings of con
tour and color, of the great builder, the work
of man's hands seems most strikingly tame,
for what columns can vie
Btiff, and harsh
with the giant cedars of the Pacific slope ?
what fretted ceilings compare with the sta
lactites of the Mammoth Cave ? what canvas
glow with that " crystalline delight " of a
starry sky? yet
too, at times, possesses
an unmistakable
age, in

expression

of

life.

In

every

acting under the
creative instinct of his divine nature, has not
only striven to counterfeit the human form
in wood, stone, and clay, but he has ever and
untiringly sought to endow the inanimate
with motion Prometheus-like motion be
ing, at best,
seeming approach to life.
the sculptor was wrong when,
Therefore,
upon the completion of his statue, he ex
" Speak " he should have said,
claimed,
" Move " By giving motion to the water,
the clouds, the trees, etc., an all-wise Creator
established
wonderful bond of sympathy
between the animate and inanimate, for the
waters talk when they run, the leaves whis
a

!

!

a

every land,

man,

It

it,

this mysterious bent, this strange
longing in man's nature to produce motion
that led Watt to the steam-engine, Arkwright
to the spinning-jenny, Fulton to the steam
Thus,
boat, Howe to the sewing-machine.
too, was the ancient Egyptian architect in
duced to make his temple appear like
thing
of life by avenues of sphinxes, rows of colos
sal statues, and lam relievi of fabulous dei
ties and heroes.
Without a doubt, the first
rested upon images of human
entablature
This was the nearest approach pos
beings.
sible to life, and the most natural result of
that " fire from heaven " glowing within the
breast of man and ever prompting him to
imitate the animate forms when handling the
plastic clay. The merest savage shapes his
idol after his own image, reasoning, more or
less, like all the founders of religion, that
the creator's work must resemble the creator,
whom, consequently, they picture as anthro
a

ancients

" The deep pkiee assume
Hues which have words, and speak to ye of heaven."

pomorphous.

But to resume. These " natural columns "
we find among the Greeks under the name
of caryatides; and why
not reasonable
to suppose that the splendid orders of Gre
arc but the offspring of
columns?"
Could not the
human head, with its ringlets of hair, have
and could
become the volute of the Ionic
not the limbs of those caryatides have sunken
away into the fluting of the column
most marked physi
Many cities possess
Some, as you enter them, are radi
ognomy.
ant with welcome
others almost receive you
with
bcowI, their gloomy walls frowning
upon you, their silent streets seemingly mute
from despair, their dark alleys facing you at
London and Paris are vastly
every turn.
different in this respect the former has noth
ing inviting about its exterior the facades
of its public buildings have
dirty look,
and, to speak tritely, don't seem to be ready
To like London you must visit
for company.
the homes under their blackened roofs, be
come acquainted with English life,
recipi
Paris, on the
ent of English hospitality.
cian

architecture

these "natural

?

the

these colore to the eyes and hair of many

or, as the poet has expressed

a

golden tints led

shapes

?

were, while

it

it

;

him, as

a

it charms, entrances
it throws many of the
The
brute creation in paroxysms of rage.
pleasing physiognomy of blue, yellow, and
effect upon the savage ;

per when they stir, the clouds speak to us
when they change their colors, positions, and

is

white

has a singular

a

Scarlet

:

; red, danger ; and

!

;

of it

contrary,

has

a

absence

;

the

is

black portray death

a
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bright, happy, cheerful look,
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an exte

expression,

rior with a strikingly hospitable physiogno
my. Many of its squares have a receptionday-like appearance, while its boulevards
absolutely hold on to you like an exceedingly
polite host. Berlin, likewise, has a bright
and cheerful air about it. Vienna is all so
ciability and stands with its doors always
open, while its countless bells are ever ring
Swiss
ing out a welcome to the stranger.
towns have a sleepy look about them, half in
a doze they nestle at the bottom of some
Shut out by their
green velvet-lined valley.
cloud-piercing mountains from the rest of
the world, these towns are seldom girt with
frowning, forbidding fortresses, crowned with
lines of those iron monsters, which even
sleep with their fearful jaws wide extended,
that

they

may never

be unprepared

But, it may be urged,

stroy.
man's

hands

overcome

of

must, to a greater or lesser de

gree, be a reflex to his character,
fore, -we

to de

the work

pass on to natural objects

and, there

and thus

the objection.

When Hamlet pointed out a cloud shaped
like a camel, then forthwith called it a wea
sel, and then a whale, he either saw these ob
jects in his "mind's eye" or else was pur
Be this as it may, no
posely exaggerating.
one will deny that the heavens frequently do
present

strange

figures,

fantastic

outlines,

physiognomies to the careful
It would be a difficult matter to
observer.
say what people it was who first discovered
As far back as
the "man in the moon."
1300, Dante led us to believe that a certain
physiognomy had been attributed to the
moon, for in the XX. canto of the Inferno he
speaks of "Cain and the thorns" (Caino e le
and

striking

gpine) when referring to the moon, the popu

lar notion being, as is stated in explanation
passage, that the marks upon its sur
face represent Cain with a bunch of thorns.
That Constantine saw the figure of a cross
in the sky is most likely. "When men's
minds are agitated with the thoughts of

of this

some great approaching event, they become
strangely susceptible to the influence of in
nature.
Who can blame that in
animate
tractable, old reformer, Luther, for having,
in a moment of great mental agitation, hurled
his inkstand at the imp of darkness ? After
you have extinguished your light, let the
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moon's rays have full play in your sleepingroom and mark well the result ; for truly
"The forms of the grim knlghte and pictured saints
Look living In the moon."
Yes,

even more:

of clothing as
of standing or sitting

articles

sume the appearance
figures,

while heads, brute and human,

traced in tremulous

Assuredly, in such

outlines
a

tale, many a fantastic

of

upon

studio, many

of

recital

are

the walls.

fairy

a

the doings

some weird master, has been conceived

in

the mind of some Andersen.

There is

a

dreadful physiognomy about

flame ; all nations, with one accord, speak

of

" tongues of flame," and how
" the
they " lick

doomed

edifice.

On the other

hand,

I

am

credibly informed that the sailors of coasting
vessels absolutely
learn to love the light
houses located upon the dangerous points,
and speak of them in such terms of attach
ment as fall strangely
upon some ears.
these beacon lights shine upon
sailor like an all-seeing eye, reminding
him of the milder glimmer of eyes at home.
It might not be prudent to give credence to
all reports concerning that fantastic friend of
our young days, the jack-o'-lantern, and how

Doubtless
the

he enticed

the late traveler

from the beaten

track into the neighboring swamp, but cer
tain it is that the brute creation and even
man, also, gazes upon fire with innate feelings
of awe. The vision of the " burning bush,"
the vestal fire of the Romans, the ever
burning lamb of the Catholic Cathedral, and
the fire worshipers of the Orient are all exam
The sight of flame has a won
ples of this.
derful effect upon the brute creation, irresist
re
ibly attracting some and mysteriously
pelling others; utterly depriving some spe
and filling
cies of the power of motion,
others with a terror that even robs them of
all dread of man.

Happily, however,

nature,

as a rule,

sents herself to man in pleasing

pre

forms, agree

able phases, and wears, for the most part, a
beautiful mask over her more frightful fea
What a fearful aspect would the Alps
tures.
present should one strip them of their robes
of eternal snow and expose their black and

rugged sides by removing those magnificent
rivers of ice which reach down to the very
verdure of the smiling valleys !

With

what

feelings of horror would one wander through
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the chambers and galleries of the Mammoth
or Howe's Cave were they robbed of those
splendid tufa formations, which one moment
rise before you like an alabaster throne ; at
another, present themselves to your entranced
And
gaze like groups of antique statuary.
now, in seeking for an explanation of this
wonderful "affinity" existing between man
and

inanimate

nature,

one is

led,

at

first

thought, to attribute it to the increased
health and consequent happiness which falls
to man's lot when he turns away from the
artificial life of those large cities, where man
kind accumulates, like the alluvial deposit

of

a great river, stratum upon stratum, and
draws close to nature. Or, probably, another
would insist that it is due to the beautiful
colors with which nature paints her land
scape and her sky, repeating tint for tint in
But neither of
the mirror of her lakes.
these explanations is satisfactory, for in the
first case it would follow that the invalid is
a greater lover of nature than the man of
health and strength, a concession not to be
made ; while, on the other hand, the second
explanation would not account for that
strong love of inanimate nature found in
those who are, to a degree, color blind, and
also in those whose ears detect no difference
between perfect and imperfect chords in mu
sic.
We are, therefore, obliged to have re
course to the configuration, to the physiogno
my of nature, in order to explain this sym

pathy,

as

it

were, existing between

ator's last and former labors.

hors

a vacuum,"

the Cre

As " nature ab

so she may be said to love a

We search in vain for a straight
line in the Apollo Belvedere, in the group of
the Laocoon, or in the living human form ;
so, too, in inanimate nature the curved line
predominates, the hills are rounded, the val
leys slope gently, the rivers flow more or less
in serpentine courses, the shores of the lakes
are indented with curves, the trees bend
gracefully beneath their fruit or foliage, the
vines climb in beautiful spirals, leaves, buds,
curved

line.

and flowers

present, more or less, the grace

ful ovals found in the human face and form.
Man alone proceeds in straight lines, man
alone, between two points, takes the shortest
route, and therefore it is that the temple,
the basilica, the monument,

and the pyramid

impress us, though by their angular regular
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ity, by their grandeur and solidity, they can
us to take up our homes be
neath their shadows, and not long for
never persuade

"The fields, the lakes, the forests, and the streams."

THE ADULTERATION

OF

HIGH WAGES AHD EIQH

FOOD.

PRICES.

London Daily Telegraph observes that
than to collect a
budget of droll sayings and comic anecdotes
to relate how the
concerning adulteration,
sanctimonious grocer bade his apprentice, when

THE
nothing would be easier

he sanded the sugar, watered the tobacco, and
roasted the horsebeans for the coffee, come to
prayers ; to tell how ground glass once com
"
monly went under the trade name of P. D."
or pepper dust, and was actually mixed with
that condiment; and to glance at all the stock
"
"
stories about " Mungo," or Shoddy," or Dcv
ils' Dust," as used in the sophistication of wool
en

cloth ; about the Venetian

red earth

and

tallow in cocoa ; the copperas in pickles ; the
cocculus indicus and grains of paradise in beer;
the turpentine and vitriol in gin ; the sloe-leaves
and chopped birch brooms in tea; the suet
and water in butter ; the unutterable and un

known nastineFses in cheap sausages. With
the truth or the falsehood of most of these ofttold tales we have, for the present, nothing to
do. The adulterator, it can not be too plainly
or strongly pointed out whether the food he
garbles be intended for the sustenance of man
or for animals, on which mankind feeds is a

He whose wares poison the
public enemy.
stomachs of pigs or poultry, comes at last to
poison ourselves, since we eat the flesh, the
wholesomcness

of which has

been deteriorated

by improper food. We are not among those
who would needlessly aggravate the severity
of our criminal code, or impart the spirit of
Draco into our mild jurisprudence, but if there
which of all others calls for

be one offense

condign, severe, and ignominious punishment,
it is that of the adulterator of food. He scat
ters his poison broadcast, and sows disease
perhaps death over the whole face of society.
But what
[The London editor is right

about quack doctors, who concoct for human
stomachs poisons which send their victims to
What should be done to
untimely graves?
the maker

and vender of the vile compounds

bitters, of which whisky and fusil oil
form so important parts?
Let us chase the
called

vampires out
society.]

They are unworthy of civilized

PRAISE.

1872.1
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There are sore burdens
in life, bitterness and pain enough,
hard work enough and little enough for

blame as they may.

a

enough to depress

a

it,

enough

man and keep him humble,

keen enough sense of failure, succeed as he
;

a

and
word of hearty commendation,
may
now and then, will lighten his load and
brighten his heart, and send him on with
new hope and energy,

NEW YORK,

amount

of

and

if

brains

he have

at all,

any

will

do

him no harm.
" Children are sometimes heart-starved for
little hearty praise. Conscientious teachers
on principle.
and parents refuse
They are
conscientious
fools for their pains.
Boys
will act up to the estimate put upon them,
or at least try to. if they are worth their salt.
A hearty word of commendation
meat and
drink to them for the next endeavor.
" It
so with men. The strongest of us
can not work without some recognition of
con
our work. We want to know that
Our own judgments are not
sidered good.
sufficient for us.
A 'well done,' now and

a

is

it

is

is

a

a

a

it

only an honest man's duty when he sees
man doing good work, faithful and
well, to say so
hearty service, and doing
will help him at all in his work, to
and, if
to him freely and heartily.
say
" Sincere commendation
the wine of life.
He who withholds
when he can give it,
churl. He may be pious churl, conscien
tious churl,
churl from the best motives,
but he
churl nevertheless."
[Let fathers and mothers praise their sons
and daughters for worthy deeds, and they will
try to merit continuance of their approval.
Blame, scold, find fault, or ignore their efforts,
and unpleasant consequences will folio w. Let
husbands praise their wives, and wives their

;

it

another

is

a

is

it,

a

a

a

a

is

:

a

a

and so forth.

it

a

is

consigned to "everlasting punishment,"
This sort of dogmatic theology
grows out of total depravity teachings, and
casts gloomy shadows all along the paths of
life, driving not few into hopeless despond
But better
ency, insanity, and even suicide!
views are now prevailing, and we no longer
crucify each other for opinions' sake, or hang
or burn human victims suspected of witch
craft, Quakerism, Christianity, or Mormonism.
We are outgrowing ancient theology and
old superstitions, and are beginning to bask
in the brighter sunshine of new and better
better
views, such as are sanctioned by
interpretation of the Scriptures and true
Read what Rev. Hugh Miller
Christianity.
Thompson says in his book entitled " Copy "
on the subject of praise
"There
nothing better for human be
ing sometimes than a little hearty praise.
act on
Many good people conscientiously
the directly opposite, and seem to think
little hearty blame.
nothing better than
They are mistaken, be conscientious in their
be

of better doing still,
in the future.
"We are not speaking of the silly nonsense
of flattery.
We mean sensible, honest, hearty
man deserves it.
because
commendation,
We mean the showing that man's good
that the doer
re
work
appreciated,
garded for the doing, and that other people
are happy in his doing, and want to cheer
him on to do more. It will not hurt anybody,
To hold
back often does
boy or man.
sensitive
great harm, and inflicts on many
soul sore pain. For our own part, we consider
then makes us certain

a

Honest praise

healthful mental stimulant, and makes one
grow in the direction of good resolutions and
nobler deeds. There are those who never
" All are misera
praise, but who often blame.
ble sinners," utterly unworthy
blessing, and
who, if rigid justice were done to them, would

is

between honest en

and false flattery.

it

couragement

is

it,

who can not discriminate

it

and
He must
be an arrant egotist who praises himself; and
he who docs
simply disgusts those who
hear him. One must, indeed, be very dull
is one thing,

ENCOURAGEMENT
mere flattery is quite another.

a

PRAISE.

is

it

a
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reasonable

good thing to pn»i3e.]

which

is

fancy and

PHRENOLOGIST!
from his recent

;

its Special Ca
opinion that every
mind that comes into the world has its own
different from every other
specialty
mind that each of you brings into the world
certain bias, a disposition to attempt some
thing of its own, something your own an
aim
little different from that of any of your
and that every young man and
companions
failure so long as
every young woman
his or her own
each does not find what
bias that just so long as you are influenced
by those around you, so long as you are
attempting to do those things which you
Bee others do well, instead of doing that thing
which you can do well, you are so far wrong,
so far failing of your own right mark. Every
body sees the difference in children. They
One has
very early discover their tastes.
taste for going abroad, another for staying
one for books, another for games
at home
has

of

the

a

;

;

a

;

is

is

;

a

a

;

is

I

Mnn>

am

one wishes to hoar stories, another

wants

to
a

;

is

fond of drawing, the
things done one
other can not draw at all, but he can make
This difference, as you advance,
machine.
see

a

" Every
pacity.

of

students

it

Howard University must decide

is

law

the

a

before

So

in

mechanism,
art, generosity,
application, devotion, integrity,
or in any and all the virtues, we can improve.
And this
the encouragement
which Phre
nology holds out to every human being.
The methods of improvement may be differ
ent, but the fact exists, and each of us may
music,

economy,

is

following, extract

THE
address

:

IS EMERSON

A

;

is

a

is

It

[Nov.,

not really pursuing that
his proper calling. Though one
may easily be mistaken for a time, yet there
in his mind this particular fitness for a
calling and some 'hings that he can do, as
in mathematics, or the right arrangement of
facts, he being able to distribute the duties
of the day; the distribution of facts in his
mind, so that he understands and can recite
history better than any other or the percep
tion of his aim, and keeping that through
all the particulars by which
logical mind
acts, in various ways, as some eyes are made
for color and some for form."
Mr. Emerson
quite right. Our peculiar
aptitudes are as various as are human tastes
and human pursuits. But
does not follow
that one may not, by culture and discipline,
attain to
good degree of proficiency in
that for which he has no special gift. Take
One may be an
Language, for example.
indifferent talker, writer, or speaker
or a
and by long-continued
bungler in either
drill, and discipline, he may
practice,
acquire tolerable proficiency in one or all.
taken

a

and keep their

mouths inclining upward, at the outer comers.

JOURNAL.
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husbands, when they merit

it,
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restrain

tendencies

to excess;

encourage

to

action and growth those organs and facul
ties which are weak or deficient, and thus
character
more symmetrical, har
attain

child exhibits
genius for
like Blind Tom he
music
kept at the
practice of music without regard to other
traits or qualities. He may be, in other

he wishes to be

monious,

A

of others

matters,
everything
be turned

more needed.

almost

an imbecile,

ignorant

of

else, only so that his music may
to profitable

(pecuniary)

account.

a

Thus we have many warped or one-sided
characters, owing to the warped and one
One who runs
sided education given them.
in rut all his life will not exhibit
broad
a

is

a

if

a

example,

is

For

Another does not

a

is

dencies, to the neglect

and they have no

a

error

to the

painter,

a

common

parents and teachers,

desire that he should be.

like that his father should insist upon send
ing him to college, because he really wants
merchant or
to be
manufacturer, or has
whim of his own. Now, that
easily mis
taken by an obstinate young man who has

and perfect.

practiced by
injury of chil
dren and students, which consists in pushing
them in the direction of their strongest ten
very

a

I
is

it

is

a

pronounced. You arc more
distinct in your conception of what you can
do
more decided in avoiding things which
Now,
you can not and do not wish to do.
in finding what
conceive that success
that you yourself really want, and pursuing
it; freeing yourself from all importunities
of your friends to do something which they
like, and insisting upon that thing which
you like and can do. One person persists all
the time in disappointing his friends because
becomes more

State Prison Literature.

1872.]

mind or character.
He
dwarf, or an iml>ecile.
What the world wants is men with full-orbed
minds. Shall we have them f
and comprehensive

will

be

a bigot,

STATE

a

LITERATURE.

PRISON

the New

FROM
following

York

Express we take the

apt remarks :

We are glad to see the religious journals
of all classes demanding a more rigid en
forcement of the laws with reference to the
sale of vile literature calculated to corrupt
the minds of youth.
The Episcopalian
says:
" The news stands at every corner are stock
ed with pictorial abominations which are a
disgrace to the community, and if a squad of
police were ordered out to burn them on the
spot, the department would have the thanks
of every decent man and woman on Manhat
tan Island. The police, recently, have been
invested with all the executive powers of the
Board of Health, and the summary abate
ment of multitudinous nuisances has been
the result.
Let them now assume the func
tions of a moral board of health, and rid us
of these pestilences, and their fellow-citizens
will be obliged to them. Let us have no
half-way work with it."
But few of the Express readers probably
have any idea of the extent of the traffic that
is carried on in this branch of the devil's bus
Ten-cent
novels are printed by the
hundred thousand, and scattered like snowflakes all over the country.
The police bear
testimony to the fact that most of the youths
between the ages of 12 and 18 now in the
State Prison and Penitentiary for burglary,
theft, and kindred crimes, began their career
by reading these vile publications. The very
title of them is enough to stamp their charac
Here are a few, taken at random, from
ter.
a catalogue on the fly-leaf of a " Life of Dick
Turpin, the Highwayman," which constitutes
a leading feature of the " popular novel "
iness.

business :

DiDIAN NOVELS (TEN CENTS.)
Wild Bill's Best Shot.
Forked Lightning.
The Boy Warrior.
Sly Dick.
Bii Knife
Dick Whiffles.
The Boy Scalper.
Crnck Skull Bob.
White Rattlesnake.
Buffalo Bill's Last Scalp.
Qiant Bravo.
Knock'em Down Nick.
Big Wraslln' Joe.
DevU'a Eye.
Thunderin' Jack.

Wild Joe.

POI"OT.AR novels (ten cents.)
The Landlord's Crime.
Mvsterious Murder.
The Hearts of Steel, [ers. War-Path.
Molly McGuire's
Reveng- Buffalo Bill's Ride for Life.
Kebels of Wexford.
Jack Shcppard.

If

clerks

other
much

punish druggists and druggists'
for selling strychnine,
arsenic, and
mineral poisons, to children how

we

more deserving

manufacturers
poisons I

It

and

Mysteries of the Night.
"Will Waffles."
Old Hundred Scalp".
The Hand of Death.
Bed Thunderbolt.
The Bobber Chief.

CENT ROMANCES.
Serpent Eye.
The Black M«
Black Lady of Dnna.
The Outlaw's Doom.
Red Arrow.

of

punishment

are the

of

moral

venders

these

is no use trying to shame them

out of their vile trade

if

that were possible,
of the press
would long ago have been heeded. The only
remedy left is the law, and if the law is not
strong enough or ingenious enough to reach
them, by all means let it be straightway
amended, so that all who offend against it
shall receive his deserts.
[That the public mind has been terribly
perverted by the stuff peddled out by news
" light literature," there can be
men, called
no question.
It is next to impossible for the
most vigilant parents to protect their children
from obtaining and perusing these demoraliz
ing and degrading cheap stories.
The only
hope is in a general rising of the people to
put it down by law. Let every good citizen
who would save the youth of our country
from contamination,
help to extinguish this
great and growing evil.]
the appeals

Horses

;

and remonstrances

for our Fire

Department.

The

" Great care must be exer
Evening Post says :
cised in the choice of horses. Good temper is
absolutely necessary, and they have to undergo
They must not he alarmed at
severe training.
fire, smoke, or sparks ; they must pay no heed
to steam-whistles, excited crowds, men running
hither and thither, the crackling of flames, nor
the glare of a burning building.
They must
combine speed with strength, and thoy must
learn to obey promptly and willingly even the
slightest order.
[The Morgan horses arc, as a class, admirably
fitted for such uses.

FIFTEEN
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indicating

They have broad heads,

courage ; are

broad

between

the

indicating intelligence or capacity for re
ceiving instruction ; and they are docile, kindly,
tractable, and affectionate.
Try the Vermont
Morgan horses for the Fire Department.]
eyes,

of

|ep<trtou;ni

j iterator*,

INSTINCT
OB, SOME

PASSING

sanctum
HAVING

AND
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^ducatom.

REASON}
IN SPIDERDOM.

ARTEM, M.D.

occasion to establish a literary
in an unfurnished room of an

I

spread a table against a
window, extemporized a few shelves, disposed
ar
an assortment of books promiscuously,
house,

^tkm,

RESEARCHES

BY AZZA

unoccupied
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Night after night (day after day he was as
owl) he improved, consolidated,
He constructed a
suite of rooms with communicating halls. The

workless

as an

and adorned

his domicile.

apartment, however, served the man

principal

and sat down to my work, as I supposed, with
had reckoned without
none to molest. But
I had not finished the first pre
my spider.

ifold purpose of kitchen, dining-room, and
As he labored during the night he did
parlor.
not need any sleeping-room.
He was solitary.
He
No company had he unless nocturnally.
never invited any stranger within the gates.

face to the first book of many prospective ones,
before an eight-legged arachnid (Owen on the
Invertebrata) disputed possession. He claimed

Nevertheless, he had a fashion, more forcible
than polite, of taking fellow-insects to himself.
What more he did with them shall leave to

feather-duster, but second thoughts prevailed.
On maturing the reflection in my mind, I had
some doubts as to his motives

and accounta

His proceedings might be instinctive,
Only reasoning be
hence not blameworthy.
My better judgment and
ings are sinners.
bility.

determined to
disposition
" until further notice.
reptile live

merciful

"let

the

it,

ning's flash (the millionth part of a second)
the predaceous creature would dart upon
and bear the buzzing victim to

" The

prettiest little parlor that he ever did eepy."

Before many days other spiders located in
the region round about They took possession
of the upper corners of each pane of glass, and
spread their nets several inches round.
established

Others

themselves in the corners

of my

couple of diminutive specimens
of their kind erected " shebangs " on the under
side of my table.
was summoned, but would
room, and

knew
was the stronger
could avert their depredations at any
But what if they should propagate
their species by millions, billions, trillions
A

not surrender.
party.
moment

f

number of musquitoes may kill a
Owen says that the aphis linigera
fly
insect) will produce in the tenth generation
from
How
single pair thirty quintillions
prolific may not the spider prove to be
sufficient
horse.

(a

pulse was to eradicate the pretender, and ex
terminate his works with one fell sweep of a

I noticed that whenever a flitting fly, a wan
dering bug, or a zig-zag miller got a foot or the
tip of a wing entangled in the intricate meshes
of his webbed surroundings, quick as the light

!

inclosure the whole width of the window,
using the edges of my invaluable books and
dubious manuscript as points of attachment
for his gum-elastic fence. My immediate im

can not be reason

!

his web (it was he, as I afterward learned) to
framework of my
the pen-and-pencil-holding
inkstand (stygian pool), he had extended his

It

formed

termed

saving resolution.
moral sinking fund.

deem me whenever

was

It

Did not this indicate prescience, imply calcu
a priori?
When
lation, and prove reasoning
railroad men in New York wish to evade the
injunctions of the courts, they lay the tracks in
Is not the mental operation and
the night
animus similar in the two cases? Attaching

Wall Street) he prob

I

extremities.
The next morning my spider had staked off
one-third of the disputed territory to himself.

(witness
ably acts instinctively.
able, surely.

I

a^

So I resolved to observe the ways of
spider.
the adversary for a while before proceeding to

his fellow-man

I I

I

"
Bergh, the anticruelist, had prosecuted a restaurationer," for ill-treatment of turtles, and
concluded it might not pay to be harsh to

a

ter. He was evidently a land-shark of some
sort, and he had nine points of the law pos
had read that
session under color of title.

I

Suffice it to say that
the reader's imagination.
When a man
instinct is always unreasonable.
entraps, deceives, cheats, or otherwise destroys

a

been a squat

I

He might have

a

a pre-emption.

a

I

I

ranged inkstand, paste-pot, pens, pins, pencils,
note-paper, foolscap, sealiDg-wax, and rubber,

It

might be

was to re

past redemption.

As the moderate drinker resolves most sol

INSTINCT AND REASON.

emnly to leave off drinking entirely if his ap
petite for liquor ever becomes so strong that

the

I

he can not govern it,
concluded that, as long
I was master of the situation, to let the

as

proceed, determined, however, that
when they became so numerous as to render

spiders

so happened that the spiders did not over

spiders than of any other specimens of animat
" higher animal " homo
ed nature (unless the

and both

may say, by way of introduc
see no reason why not
placed
tion, that
numerous spiders in difficult situations, requir
ing ingenuity, calculation, and great mental re

I

I

sources, and always found them equal to the
More than this can not be said of
occasion.

Grant or Greeley.

Was it instinct

or reason

tell
and planned?
Naturalists
us that some tribes of ants war upon other
party make
tribes, and that the conquering
that

directed

slaves

Call you this in
spider, placed in a peculiarly per

of their prisoners.

stinct? If a
plexing predicament, acts

as a reasoning and
being would under similar
does not the spider reason?
circumstances,
Shall we apply the term "reason" to an act
and the term " in
because a man performs

human

it,

reasonable

" to the same act when performed by an
This would render the words mean
animal
?

stinct

A

animals,

is

a

mental

a

vital, not

a

process, or
A man builds house, kills and eats
traps and ensnares them, reduces

is
a

vegetable.

Instinct
quality.

human being eats, drinks, and
So does an animal, and so does
Here
instinct, pure and simple.

a

ingless.
breathes.

them to servitude, rears and educates offspring,
And all this
and lays up treasures on earth.

I

is

;"

I

it

a

I

age, temperament, color, and other accomplish

ments for
black

as

a congenial
mean

tar

help-meet.

She was

Cimmerian

darkness.

He was grey as rat
should have said, clad
in the sober livery of the evening twilight.
She was received with as much cordiality, if
with less pomp and circumstance, than when
Solomon received the Sheban Queen.
The " better
saw Mr. Spider no more.

half" appeared occasionally
ever and anon gobbling
speculated

concerning

at the front door,

up an inquisitive fly.
hit fate. Do married

Per
Have they Chicago
spiders disagree
"
on
haps the head of the family"
foraging
in
Possibly he has put Mrs.
expedition.
8.

reason like a quadruped,

can

like a biped.

seeking
charge of the premises while he
still more promising land. Peradventure my
motions in handling books, pens, pencils, scis

a

I was."

propose, therefore, to apply the interesting
data of my remarkable observations to the
elucidation of the problem : whether an octo-

it

and part of which

?

I saw,

her con

a

which

is

" All

orders, Diptera, LepidopHemiptera, and Neuroptera

devour

as
sors, and folder had been misinterpreted
would have
preparations fbr war. Certainly
" blunder worse than
crime " for the
been

it

tera,Hymtnoptera,

will

a

their fellow-insects

what, except the spider,

use the feminine personal
jugal companion
would not have believed this
advisedly.
Is
because
without ocular demonstration.
she loves him so? The reader will remember
the anecdote of the fond husband who, when
first married, loved his wife well enough to eat
her, and who regretted ever after that he had
not done it. But this may have been the ro
was
With our spider
mance of fiction.
reality of killing.
A few days after the hero of our story had
settled in his new and
become comfortably
"companion for life"
beautiful habitation,
She was apparently of suitable
came along.

is

queer things, some comical, others tragical, that
occurred in my sanctum among the spiders
and their fellow-beings, and between them and

HowHu
They

man beings are cannibals on occasions.
are
are omnivorous
generally.
Vegetarians
But who, which, or
practically exceptional.

a

write a ponderous book entitled " Curiosities
of Common Spiders," I could not relate all the

are also carnivorous.

beit some will not eat their own species.

I

should

I

I

a

if

?

and

I

habits;

ments and domestic

serpent can.
Other animals

I

their prey, studied their
of rearing their young, and became
familiar with many of their social arrange

a

modes of catching

method

and
am almost persuaded that for
the field
unmitigated rascality and innate cruelty, the
spider can better typify the Evil One than any

?

different

I

their

a

noticed

architecture,

an exception),
have arrived at the con
" irresistible logic of events,"
clusion, by the
that they are " more subtile than any beast of

I

of

ders

ped

before you can fairly see them with the naked
eye, spread their infinitesimal nets and catch
flies twenty times as large as themselves.
Having seen more of the "inner life" of

I would

power me, therefore I did not obliterate them,
but permitted them to remain as co-tenants
during the season ; watched their doings, offen
sive and defensive, observed their various or

I

Young children manifest

does.

the dominating propensities of their parents as
soon as they can toddle
and infantile spiders,

extinguish

me powerless against them,
them utterly.

It

animal
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"happy pair" to contend against my formida

" Whatever

ble armament

transaction
her vocation

the female head espe

Alone and in renewed single-blessedness this
female member of the homogangliate inverte
brate still lives, moves, and has her being in

continued

a week

I would
though nothing had happened.
like to know how " Union for Life " is devel

as

oped in the arachnids,

At

my curiosity became intol
erable.
brought a microscope to bear on the
innermost recess of this fiendish female insect,

cially.

I

length

Her
the house of her digested predecessor.
continues to be, in medical
parlance,
to say, re
"plain, simple, nutritious," that
diet

is

in disagreeable suspense
Spider

justify the

it

Mrs.

Nor can

etc.

The spider is
we are considering.
spider; that may have
excusable for being
was not her fault
been his misfortune, but
a

I remained

longer.

is"

[Not.,

I
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bugs, and
vary from one a
wonder if anything (ex

to plentiful flies, moderate

and there beheld
" Horror on honor*! head accumulate 11

stricted

the eight legs of our hero (that was) lying
around loose, only as they were held together
by a shred of ligamentous tissue. The fero

hundred.
day to
cept man) can reason and not have a con
science
Does no apparition ever disturb her

cious feminine

slumbers (does she ever sleep
hours of night
Do not

I

a

?)

?

moans, and dismal groans, and sounds of in

jured ghosts

"

sometimes remind her that those eight legs are
mo
Does she not in meditative
ments regret the departed
mean the digest

bodiless?

ed? Does she never dream of vengeful gob
lins, nor exclaim in demi-semi-delirious
agony,
" No second
" Thou can'st not
did
say
loving spider has proposed for "no better

or much worse

" and

?

be proved against the prisoner at the bar, the
whole suctorial race should be annihilated, as
far as my office was concerned.

" Hollow

it

Thomson was right. But it was hard to credit
the evidence of my senses.
Might it not be a
terrible illusion ? a frightful dream ? a specta
cular fantasy ? I wanted " confirmation strong ;"
and if this misdemeanor without a name could

in the witching

I

the

Meals

/

had devoured

body, leaving only the indigestible extremities.
" Cunning and fiercer mixture abhorred."

miller.

?

arachnidian

an occasional

sometimes

one great error of her life, and that she wishes
she had spared her devoted husband and dined

Owen, however, informs

us that this proceed
It the nature of the
nothing unusual.
spider (the female one) to do so. The spider
an extreme utilitarian
she has
friend,
she makes the greatest possible use of him.

on some of his relations.

ing

powerful Cardington lens
discov
thought
" in her
ered the " spirit of aquosity
eyes. Per
" penitentiary tears," proving
haps they were

ment of Alimentiveness

"

anything but
of the

"

however,

this develop
was the nature of the

ing.

I

I

best gift to the male spider from the begin
ning, my quarrel, if have any, lies in another
direction.
Nature must be blamed, or noth
can not censure nature

for anything.

I

a

I

is

not

It

is

(neuter gender for the present)
between the extremes, the half
It
way place in the animal kingdom.
to
to the
organic existence what the pistol-ball
is

is

is

If you magnify the bullet
physical universe.
to the size of the earth,
just as much larger
than the primary molecule or original atom as
planet
larger than the bullet
The average spider
half way, and, therefore,
the connecting link between the smallest living
monad or diatom and the largest animal that
is,
will require as many millions of trillions
of the minutest organisms to equal the bulk of
the largest

;

seems

from the standpoint

nature.

the spider as
will require spiders
gate the size of the megatherium.

to aggre

An ordi

nary drop of water contains millions of billions
of molecules. The wings of fly, when both
a

fashion which

appetizing, viewed
male persuasion.

If,

ducing

a

perhaps, with
tremity,
dearth of flies, may have induced the gentler
sex to feed on their luscious lords, thus intro

beings,

the medium

it

I

is

is

Some dire ex

that the insect, like some human

totally depraved.
For scientific investigation the spider occu
pies the most important position in animated

is is

is

I

it

an acquired habit.
starvation
impending

imagine
sadness

With the aid of

it

is

I

?

ly

;

pect

that, as she sits in noncompanionable

it

a

is

;

if

is

is

Why not? After he has performed his other
duties of life, can he be more useful than as
food
think the principle
not unfrequentexemplified in the domestic sphere of the
"
higher animal,"
all except the literal eat
no question.
ing of the killing there
But must doubt whether this cannibalistic
nature of the spider (female)
sus
original.

I

but Huxley's work does not go down below
the vertebrata (or up, if man has " descended

;

whom she will next devour,
contemplating
her countenance expresses contrition for the

").

On referring to the works on natural history,
the painful conundrum was soon solved. Hux
ley seems to know nothing about the normal
relations of female spiders to their husbands ;

INSTINCT AND REASON.

rion, N. J., is only 1-170,000 of an inch in diam
Matter, in its last analysis, becomes mo
tion.
The spider's thread that will suspend a
huge insect in mid-air, which you can not see
with the unmicroscopic eye, is composed of in
eter.

numerable
a

threads

braided

together

skill no human workmanship can ex

Perhaps the reader does not appreciate the
relevancy of these curiosities of knowledge.

The fly struggles

violently and rcsta

quietly, alternately, until life
extinct.
The
wasp contends as long as any breath
in its
can move
body. The miller fights as long as
muscle. But the bugs that frequent the win
dow on a rainy day, and in the evening when
there
lighted candle, are the most obstinate
insects extant.
have known
struggle be
tween

little spicier prolonged
big bug and
for hours, the pentatomid breaking the ropes
and clearing its limbs almost as fast as his arachnidian opponent could manufacture and

The spider always won in
adjust new ones.
the end. He could manufacture his weapons

flea, a mouse, a rat, cat, dog, tiger, hippopota
if there is a possible way

of warfare

mus, or whale, and
of safety it will find

then die.

illa (Du Chaillu)

rumsellers

hamstrings

of a horse and worry it to death.

vultures will subdue a buffalo, one attack

ing it in the rear while the other picks out its
eyes and bites off its tongue. The lion, tiger,
panther,

and dog dispatch

the deer and sheep

as fast as he expended

them, where

only exhaust his strength and
have known struggles between

as the bug could

a

and moderate drinkers prolonged
for twenty years. Rumseller inevitably won
third party interfered. The drinker
unless

has just so much money to expend and then
he
gone. The rumseller uses this very money
is

it The lion and the gor
are so evenly matched that
whenever they come to close quarters both are
The wolf will sever the
invariably killed.

a

always

a

animal

knows the assailable point of every other ani
mal ? How does every animal, predaceous or
non-predaceous, always know the best possible
plan of escape or defence f Is this knowledge,
instinct, or reason f Is knowledge instinct ? or
is instinct merely blind impulse?
Corner a

I

that a predaceous

I

a

is

writer.

a

Nor does the
How is it

Two

is

is

mur.

it

cel.

give money or life in exchange for rum. They
generally give both.
When the honey-bee
caught in the spider's
web he accepts the situation without
mur

a

with

smaller

nobody's business. If persons will come there,
and will drink his liquor, certainly they ought
to pay for
and they do. They ought to

a

We are moving in space (or etherium)
more than two millions of miles per day. The
finest gauge made at the watch factory in Ma
ond.

is

extreme

it

The

is

result

it

without

but

chemical wave of the spectrum is recorded at
nine hundred and forty-four trillions per sec

is

second,

trespass on his premises.
He displays his
many-colored bottles in his own window, and
adorns his own shop with glittering mirrors
and fascinating pictures.
His rum
his own
property; he can sell
or let
alone, that

;

feet are fast in the spider's most attenuated
web, vibrate nearly four thousand times in a
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The mod
to replenish his weapons of offense.
erate drinker who trespasses on the domain of
has one advantage over the fly
on the spider's territory: his
friends may come to his rescue. There are no
the rumseller

suddenly by opening the jugular vein.

who

have witnessed many struggles between
Some insects, when
the spider and its victims.
ensnared, will fight as long as they can move

total absence societies among insects.

Others

themselves

will yield

inextricably

as soon as they

entangled.

find

Perhaps

a

is

it,

their seeming acceptance of the situation is
mere "playing possum;" but the play has a
fatal termination, for a spider is not easily
Therein it differs from human
humbugged.
beings. Nor does it humbug ; therein it differs
still more. To be sure, flics get into its web
without seeing it or knowing what it is ; but
The
this is their ignorance or carelessness.
He can not
spider's web is a part of himself.
help it He spreads a net, but only on his own
he commits
grounds; if a fly treads on
liable for " consequential dam
trespass, and
ages."

The rumseller

docs not compel

any one to

The hero and heroine of my story were
Small spiders do not build
large spiders.
houses. They may be descendents or antece
dents (Darwin Huxley) of the Jonadabs who
lived in tents, and drank no wine, and had no

delirium tremens. Small spiders live in the
ropes, as Farragut fought (Page's picture).
few inches in
They extend their network
a

a fiber.

various directions,

take
convenient position
therein, never sitting nor standing, but always
hanging or running, and watch for careless or
In mental character they
credulous Diptera.
a

I

intrudes

are singularly not unlike the numerous young
gentlemen of Williamsburg and Jersey City
"whose sands of life have nearly run out"
(morally quite so), who ensconce themselves in

hall-bedrooms

or cheap

attics

and advertise
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They catch those
for consumptive customers.
who do not understand
" Their ways that are dark, and tricka that are vain."
Spiders catch no others.
The small spiders raise their young in the
ropes. They construct a little circular sachouse, about the size of a pea (marrowfat), line
the interior with a material softer than down,
hang it in the network, deposit the primordial
germs, and in due time a swarm of new spiders

of microscopic dimensions may be seen running
about the ropes.
As I write half-a-dozen
houses in different parts of an adjacent room

I reckon they may
are swarming in myriads.
grow up to spidcrhood, and become as dan

" Heathen
gerous to my domain as the
"
" Hail Columbia."
nee
may become to
at once, during

Chi

All

some

night, these infantile
What becomes of them is

spiders disappear.
one of the mysterious problems which Lord
Dundreary says " no fellow can find out."

The

spider,

like

other

reasoning

always provides ways for retreating.
not a braver insect on the earth when

beings,
There is
there is

[Nov,

unless the spider fancied a change of diet, it
$
would escape.
This may seem like a cruel business ; but no.
Why ? Listen : " The insect that eats other
insects, by insects shall be eaten." This is the
first of the entomological commandments ; the
other nine are repetitions of this. The anal
to human beings was
ogous commandment
omitted from the Decalogue for want of room :
" The man who cheats other men,
by men
But as the theory is uni
shall be cheated."
versally recognized in practice, its omission
may not be important.
I had supposed that these innocent-looking
long-legs were vegetarians, after the similitude

But once upon a time,
of the antediluvians.
while investigating the dietary of spiders,
one of these hypocritically-con
discovered
" That
structed carnivora devouring a miller.

I

mercy

I

to others

show,"

etc.

I

had

Pursuing my researches in the direction

him.

of

graybeards,'! ascertained that they
belonged indubitably to the multitudinous myriatis of creatures who "live to eat" other
grandfather

no danger.
But it never attacks anything
until it has become fastened. In this it mani

creatures (no reflection intended on humans).
They frequent shaded windows, unopened

fests prudence, caution, discretion, all of which
are mental qualities.
once held a lighted
candle under the house in which embryo spi
ders were developing.
In an instant the ever-

doors, the eaves of houses, barns, sheds, dark
closets, obscure fences, and other places where

I

parent moved it along the ropes out
of harm's way. Call this parental instinct if
you will, but was there not forecaste and strat
egy in so constructing the house that it could
watchful

be moved away from danger ?

I

have assisted many insects to find their
way into the spider's web to see what would
Flies and millers are caught indis
happen.
Bees and
by the feet or wings.
wasps are lassoed around the neck or small of
the back, or rather the slender connection (as

criminately

we find in some ladies who lace tightly) be
tween the thorax and abdomen, where the
back should be.

The most satisfactory
were
experiments
with the " grandfather greybeards." These un
have a body about the size
of a split-pea, mounted on eight legs, each
twenty to thirty times the length of its body.
couth

creatures

Many times I have caught one of these insects
by one of its longest legs and dropped it into
the meshes of the spider's net Of course its
superabundant extremities would soon become
badly entangled ; but if left to itself it would
generally work its way out. Its method was
to struggle for a few minutes then rest a few
hours, and so alternately.
In one or two days,

I

unsuspecting millers most do congregate.
was enabled to demonstrate that g. g. was an
insectivorous wretch,
food for spiders.

and h,ence

appropriate

They
Spiders are not very fond of g. g.'s.
like bugs better, and flies are their favorites.

Is

not everything useful to man ?
shall go unrewarded.
Was not
my benevolence in sharing my sanctum with a
score of spiders compensated by the spiders
[Nota bene.

No good

deed

eating up the flics, and thus keeping them out

of my

face ?]

Spiders will condescend

to eat g. g's. when
But in most cases, when
extremely hungry.
they see them struggling in their nets they will
assist them to escape ; and the way they assist
them is a marvel of curiosity.
It reminds me

of the porters helping Mark Twain (" Innocents
Abroad ") up the pyramids ; they nearly jerked
him to death.
If a single leg of g. g. gets entangled, the
spider instantly adjusts a rope and pulley and,
in the twinkling of a comet, dislocates the
member at its connection with the body. Here
is chi-surgery extraordinary.
Is there no rea
another leg is more
soning in the case?
easily pulled out than disentangled, out it

If

comes

and

another,

and

another.

I

have

seen a dislegged g. g. go limping away minus
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three legs on one side ; with only one extrem
ity on one side to counterpoise the four on the
other side. I need hardly say its gait was not
Indeed, it was almost as awkward
genteel.
as that of a young lady on stilted gaiters.
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acre ; 25,000 times 170,000 are 4,555,000.
Ergo,
spiders equal the bulk of a man.
In order to test the rationality of the partic

4,555,000

I

made a
ular spider we are now discussing,
rent in the web three inches in diameter. The

I

Sometimes, when several legs were entangled
simultaneously, the spider found it more con
venient to relieve his fellow-insect by winding

next morning it was repaired.
repeated the
Every
it repeated the repairing.
tearing;

all his legs close around his body, cutting the
web below, and letting it all drop out together.
To wind up a g. g. in this manner required
But
from one to two hours' incessant labor.
the spider has one virtue
when it has any
thing to do, it does it

morning

Do

such

contrivances,

expedients, such planning, such
such wonderful adaptation of

means to ends, and such marvelous ingenuity
of management indicate nothing but blind

Possibly the reader may appre
hend that the author only tried long-legs on a
Not so ; he experimented with
single spider.
scores of g. g's., and on spiders of high and
those who dwell in tents and
low degree
those who live in houses. The result was the
same in all cases.
Every spider contrived in
an instant some way to extricate the unfort
If its education was
unate g. g. or to eat it
propensity?

not perfect, its instinct was certainly

marvel

ous.

In

an adjoining room a huge mottle-hued

arachnidean

had constructed (Constructive" semi-intellectual " Gall, Spurzheim,
ness ts
Combe, Fowlers, Wells, et at) a domicile some

thing in the shape of an old-fashioned Dutch
oven, or a modern pannier a posteriori, or a
" Old Folks," or a
bonnet in the days of the
en
train (see
latest fashion
sesquipedalian
Bazar), which it had extended (beginning in the
corner of the window), by means of a network
of webbing, to an adjacent barrel filled with
effete medical journals (value four cents a
pound), containing notions as absurd as the
shape of a g. g. and iterating dogmas as dark
as the bugs of Africa (order, Bemiptera, mouth,
Mandibulate), thence along the top of said bar
rel to the projecting

end of a New

York

Medi

(not now published) thence along
the other side of said barrel of said medical
journals to Braithwaile's Retrospect (still alive
it don't take its own medicine), thence along
cal Gazette

the common atmosphere to the corner of the
window above-mentioned and described, con
taining one hundred square inches of spider's
web, be the same more or less.
For a spider this domain was fully the equiv
alent of the man's farm in California of 170,000
acres.

Demonstration

: 25,000 webs make one

I

reiterated the depredation;
every
it had effected a perfect restoration.
Its perseverance was indomitable ; Chicago is
evening

I

extended the
not more enterprising.
Finally
tearing in several directions ; finally it repaired
the whole, and doubly strengthened the parts
Perse
with extra cross-ties in all directions.
verance won;

I retired

discomfittcd.

A young

man in Missouri took strychnine a few days
ago and died, because he did not succeed in
his first attempt to be somebody. What a pity
he had not been born a spider t
Instinct does not play fantastic tricks ; it

The lamb may
laughs not, nor does it cry.
skip, the colt may caper, the calf may run, the
pig may trot, the child may smash things;
these may be instinctive efforts to develop the
muscles, but they are wholly self-relative.
There is no cunning, no calculation, no plan

ning good nor plotting mischief concerning
others.
Instinct may kill and eat for the ben
efit of number one, but it never makes fun for
the sake of sport. Moreover, it is invariably
Fraud and deception are characteris
honest.
tic of reasoning creatures, of which human be
ings are the most notorious examples.
A very large miller seated itself on a pane
of glass some six inches below the tenement

of a very small spider. The miller was evi
dently too big for the little spider to lasso suc
cessfully ; so it resolved on a little fun. Tak
ing a circuitous route it approached
netherward, and fastened a thread

the miller

to the tip
of one wing so dextrously that the miller was
not disturbed in the least. Then returning to
its normal position it gave the thread a few
The miller found himself in a
gentle jerks.

"fix,"

and a more astonished

and

mortified

creature can hardly be imagined.
Starting off
with all its might, it exerted the free wing

with superhuman energy, which caused it to
Round and round, faster and
circumgyrate.
faster, went the aggravated insect, until, finally,
as its circle enlarged, it was enabled to touch
the glass with its feet, when, giving an extra
ordinary spring, the thread broke and miller
was himself again. Who can imagine that the
little spider did not cachinnate heartily at big
miller's performance ? If the spider did not
enjoy the scene, why did it continue it?

Phrenological Journal.
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A

spider and a bug of ordina
had struggled for two mortal

" Where heavenly pensive contemplation
dwells.
And ever-musing melancholy reigns/1

medium-sized

ry dimensions

of my room. I began to
think it was my duty to interfere in the inter
est of insectanity ; but
gave them one hour

hours in one corner

I

If one did not
more to settle the controversy.
kill the other, nor the other get away from one
in that time, or demonstrate sufficient ability
to do so,

I

I

Until then

intervention.

promised

would observe neutrality, according to the
It was a sort of Spain and
law of nations.
Cuba affair. The hour expired; no progress
was made. Such a contest without result is

I placed both parties in
simply barbarous.
durance within a glass tumbler, covered it with
a copy of the Science of Health (opportunely
received, thanks to the publisher), and left them
to meditate on the horrors of war or negotiate
in a situation

a peace,

[Nov.,

or ought to.
In this situation perhaps the
spider may eat the bug ; but something verydifferent from instinct will be necessary to
enable the spider to capture and devour
bug in its ordinary manner.

the

He did it nevertheless.
dawn

The next morning's
the poor bug suspended in
of the tumbler, cold, stiff, dead.

discovered

the center

The inexhaustible wit or
instinct ?) of the spider had
web, with which it spanned
directions.
Like Crusoe on
bad on the whale's back, it

wisdom

(is either
managed to spin a
the tumbler in all
the island, or Sinhad adapted itself

and made itself as
What better can the
wittiest or wisest man or woman that lives do ?

to its altered circumstances,
comfortable

I

as possible.

pause for a reply.

»»

Is it

?

that the

a fact

with the condition of his mind
established

Can it be

?

that one who devotes himself to

will, in

the study of science

time, acquire

a

peculiar conformation of brain correspond

All

ing with such study?
may be answered

looks like

losopher

these questions

A

in the affirmative.
philosopher, and

a

looks like nothing more.

a

murderers

look lika honest men.
is sufficient

all who observe and think.
on

impression,

scientific

"

A

The bare

Phrenology con

principles, the general

man may be known by his

looks."

problems.

into vigorous action

These

studies

certain faculties,

faculties became enlarged

of

called

which

by virtue of more

blood being sent to the parts or organs most
Observe,

those features.

for example,
See

the

form

of

how prominent the part

to

go out
Mr.

of

ter of this kind

ume

of brain,

His

men.

closely

packed,

good texture and quality.
from

the root

of

head

is also

There is great vol

high, long, and broad.

and it is of
See

how high

the nose to the top.

Ob

serve, also, how full and prominent the eye.

It

is easy for him both to acquire

and he is a sort

He

He has

a

and to im
" knowing look,"

of "walking encyclopedia."

withal, kindly, generous,

charitable.

how very prominent the brain at Benev
" Yes, but has he no faults " inter
olence
See

?

to speak

so

to a close, careful study and analysis

one

Hunt not only has the brain but the charac

is,

son who has devoted all his life

used.

induces

on scientific explorations.

part knowledge.

Herewith we present the likeness of a per

scientific

and

!

firms,

of mind comes scientific investigation, love
for travel,

to secure assent from

they

inspire curiosity, and incline one to say, " Let
" " Let me see 1 " Out of this state
me see !

Agassiz like

Nor do thieves, robbers, and

statement

gate, look into new subjects ; in short,

fool

and gladiators do not look like preachers or
schoolmasters.

their peculiar function is to observe, investi

phi

Boxers, butchers,

Phrenol

!

ogists call them the Perceptive faculties, and

rogates the objector.

not infallible.

Yes, he

is

Phrenology true

shape of one's head has anything to do

of the forehead just over the eyes

a

T8

HUNT, F.B.S.

Y

human, and

He would be impatient with

stupid skeptic, who would attempt to off

set ignorance

against knowledge.

demand all his rights.

He

is

STEBB

THOMAS

He would

aspiring, ener

getic, full of enterprise,

If

one imposes
he

progress,
he

will

STERRT HUNT,

THOMAS
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obstacles

will

and

in the way of his

He may have

per

Are not

But we are not now searching

We place him before our

for imperfections.

readers as an evidence

nology, and also
perseverance

a

and indulge in substances

which are neither food nor drink.
these faults ?

push.

be hustled off the track, or

be run over.

verted appetite,

pluck,

as

of

the truth

an illustration

of Phre
of what

and industry may accomplish.

Thomas STEnny. Hunt, whose reputation
as a chemist,

mineralogist,

and geologist,

ex

beyond the bounds of this country,
was born in Norwich, Connecticut, September
tends

5th, 1826.

Having received

a common-school

I. U.S.
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in his nativo town, he afterward
with a view to entering the medical
profession ; but having a stronger liking for
education

read

chemistry,
student

spending
College,

he

with
twro

in

private
Silliman,
years in the laboratory of Yale

where

became,

the

present

a

1845,

Prof.

he was also assistant

late Dr. Benjamin Silliman.

In

to the

1847 he was

appointed chemist and mineralogist to the
geological survey of Canada, then just com
menced, under the direction of Sir William
Logan, a post which he held over twentyfive years, resigning it not long since to ac
cept the chair of geology at Boston in the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, left
vacant by the resignation of Prof. William
B. Rogers, the founder and former president
of the Institute.
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The earlier studies of Mr. Hunt were spe
cially directed to theoretical chemistry, in
which he has appeared as the reviewer and
critic of Liebig, Dumas, Laurent, and Gerhardt, developing at the same time a system
of his own, in which he deduced all chemi
cal compounds
from types represented by
one or more molecules of water or of hydro
These views, maintained by him alone
gen.
from 1848 to 1854, in successive papers in
the American Journal of Science (Silliman's
Journal), were at length adopted by the
leading chemists of Europe, and are now
recognized as the basis of modern chemical
theory.

In further
to

develop

a

studies

he

philosophy

has

of

endeavored
the

sciences

based generally on the views of Hegel rather

of

He rejects the
solution is
chemical
union, and chemical union itself
identification.
His researches on the socalled atomic volumes of liquids and solids,
and his views of mineral polymerism, have
opened a field of study as yet almost unex
plored.
His most important labors have, perhaps,
been in chemical geology and mineralogy.
Besides a large number of special memoirs,
his " Contributions to the Chemistry of Nat
ural Waters" (1865), and his "Contributions
to Lithology " (1864), are to be particularly
noticed ; and also those on the " Chemistry
of Gypsums and Magnesian
Limestones"
His
contributions
to a knowl
(1859-1866).
edge of the origin of crystalline rocks, ex
tending over many years, are summed up in
an address given by him as retiring president
of the American Association for the Ad
of Science, at Indianapolis, in
vancement
August, 1871, and continued in the American,
Journal of Science for 1872, in a discussion
with Prof. Dana.
We may also notice his
views of cosmogony, which embrace a dis
cussion of the chemical and physical laws
which have presided over the formation of
the globe from its supposed nebulous con
dition ; the origin of earth, sea, and air ; the
generation of all rocks; the origin of metal
liferous deposits ; the theory of volcanos and
earthquakes; and an explanation of those
and of the movements of the earth's surface,
consistent with the view maintained by him
than

on those

atomic

hypothesis,

Comte.

asserts that

of
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a

solid instead of

His

[Nov.,
a

liquid interior of our

have
journals
and in courses
before the Smith
sonian Institution, Washington (1860), the
Lowell Institute, Boston (1866-67), and the
Royal Institution of Great Britain (1867).
They are embodied in an essay in the " Re
port of the Smithsonian Institution
for
1869 ;" and their publication in a systematic
work on " The Chemistry of the Earth " is
announced by a London house.
Mr. Hunt's recent studies on the geology
of Eastern North America have attracted
considerable
attention, and will be found
summed up in part in his Indianapolis ad
dress, already referred to, and in part in his
more recently published essay on " The His
tory of the Names Cambrian and Silurian in
Geology." His contributions to the chemis
try and geology of petroleum and of saltof iron and
wells, and to the manufacture
steel, and the metallurgy of copper, are also
well known.
The scientific papers published by Mr.
Hunt in the American Journal of Science
planet.

views

been put forth

on these subjects

in various
of lectures

scientific

during the last twenty-seven years are more
than one hundred in number, besides which
to the
are numerous articles communicated
scientific journals of France and England,
He has, moreover, contributed largely to the
reports of his geological survey, and to the
The latter
"Geology of Canada" (1863).
half is from his pen. He is the author of
" A Summary of Organic Chemistry," form
"
ing a part of Prof. Silliman's First Princi
Mr. Hunt was a
ples of Chemistry" (1852).
member of the International Jury at the
He re
Paris Exhibitions of 1855 and 1867.
ceived in 1854 the honorary degree of M.A.
from Harvard, and has the degrees of LL.D.
and Sc.D. from the Universities of Montreal
and Quebec, in the faculties of both of
which he has long been a professor; and in
the latter for many years gave courses of
lectures on geology in the French language.
He holds the rank of officer in the French
order of the Legion of Honor ; is a member
of the American Academy, of the American
Philosophical Society, and of various other
learned societies, among which are the Geo
logical Societies of France, of Dublin, and
Vienna,

the

Imperial

Leopoldo-Carolinian

ROCKY MOUNTAIN ECHOES.
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Academy of Germany (1857), and the Royal
Society of London (1859). Like many dis
tinguished scientists, he is unmarried.
In our December number will be published

an

address which was given by Dr. Hunt

the Polytechnic Association of the
American Institute, in New York, on the
24th of May last.
before

ROCKY MOUNTAIN ECHOES.-NO.
BY WILLIAM
COLORADO SPRINGS

murmurs down the valley, there were echoes
from the bills,
There were whispers through the canons, while the rip
ple of the rills.
Was a token of commotion, from the mountain crowned
with snow
To the valley In the glory of Its emerald bloom below ;
In the moonlight. In the sunlight, in the starlight, iu the
dark.

From the cafion of the Chiann to the Monumental Park
There were signs and there were symbols in the air and
on the ground.

That the silence of the ages had been broken

and that
sound,
Like a tidal wave advancing where a wave had never
swept,
Bad washed up to light and action powers and strength
that long had slept.
Tear by year the flowers had opened to the sunshine and
the breeze ;
Tear by year the larks had caroled in the shadow of the

Year by year the mountain's bosom yielded up Its snow
with tears,
they rippled down the river, like a tide of hopes and
fears,
Waiting for the steps that lingered, waiting for the hand
that stayed,
Waiting for the mighty master over river, glen and glade.
In the record of the ages, written on the rocks' red page,
There were hints and faint suggestions of a grand majes
tic age
When the very gods were sentient, and their temples, all

Till

sublime.

Lifted pinnacles of glory to the suns of former time ;
When t he Naiads and the Dryads and the children of the
sun

K.
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Met the fairies of the meadow where the magic waters
And along the shining river and across the emerald plain
There were dances In the moonlight that can never come
again ;
For the fairy days are over, and the solitude has fled.
And the throbbing of a nation's heart makes echoes here
instead ;
And the valleys and the foot-hills and the pine-clad
mountain side
Answer back the magic whistle coming over the Divide,
As the Little Giant engine, running down the narrow
gauge,
Sounds the trumpet notes of triumph to the genius of
the age.
Science speaks, and men of wisdom, shaking off the
sluggish old,
Slip to fresher grooves of action, and the timid grow
more bold ;

5.

PABOB.

A COMMEMORATIVE

There were
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And our human natures broaden, and our thoughts take
higher flight
In the widening realm of motion and the struggle for
the right;
And, behold I the people follow, and where once the In
dian trod.
The school-house leads to knowledge and the temple
leads to God.
And the little children gather round the hearthstone,
bright and new,
While the father tells the story, strange as fairy talc, yet
true,
Of the land once called a desert, given over to the beast,
Bat where nature's fruitful bosom yields to one and alt a
feast;

Of the savage clans in conflict. In war's wild alarum met.
How the air was rent with clamor, how the sod with
blood was wet;
How from passes through the mountains, from the rocks
whose stately forms
Have withstood the test of ages and their elemental
storms,
Came the Cheyenne and Apache, meeting their Co
manche foe,
Where the Monnmcnt and Fountain met and mingled
tides below.
But yet not alone of warfare; for upon the speaker's
tongue
Words of romance, too, would linger, worthier to be said
or sung
1
Than such deeds of Indian conflict, for such fairy tales
of time,
Echoes of enchanted ages, are the food for minstrel's
rhyme ;
How came brave old Ponce de Leon, journeying from a
Southern sun,
Seeking founts of sparkling water where immortal youth
was won ;
From Floridlan Everglades, passing to the Aztec's land,
Through the Halls of Montezuma, seeking for some
guiding hand,
Up the fringes of the mountains till the Southern Cross
went down,
And the clear, cool starlight gave him vision of the
Northern Crown ;
Past the Spanish Peaks below us, till he stood, ah I who
shall say
That his feet touched not our " Fountain " as he passed
upon his way ?
That he tasted not the waters of the magic Manitou,
And, immortal through the tasting, lingers where its
waters How f
Is It all an Idle fancy ? Look around and see the spell
Woven in these later ages, and the wonder-tales they

tell;

Written for the first annual anniversary of the founding

of the town, July 81st, 187S.
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Dusky brave and brown Ilidalgo, those have lived and
passed away,
And a nobler grade of nature shapes the story of to-day.
Here are homes and here are hearthstones where but
little time ago
Silence brooded over nature in her desolating woe ;
Charm of children, voice of women, face of man, these
were not hero
When the green grass and wild blossoms crowned the
summer of lapt year;
But, behold, a mighty master beckoned to the Promised
Land,
And one rolling annual cycle shows the record of his
hand;
Fair flowers bloom round open doorways, and above the
fields of green

[Nov.,

The lares and pcnates of the new home crown the scene.
And a stately city rises in the consciousness of power.
And the land, no linger desolate, grows fairer every
hour.
8weet home of ours beneath the hills the mountains
guard our doors.
And blessings from a Father's hand drop down upon our
floors.
We missed the old hearthstone at first, but round about
the new
We gather with a pride as strong and with a love as
true;
Health, wealth, and happiness abide beneath the brood
ing wings
Of nature's sanltarinm at Colorado Springs.

PETER CARTWRIGHT.
recent death of this eminent pioneer
in the West has awakened

THE
of Methodism

the attention of religious people, and we can
not omit some notice of his remarkable career.

Born in Amherst County, Virginia, Septem
ber 1, 1785, he entered
the ministry of the
Methodist
Church, as
an

exhorter,

at

qualities.
evidenced

He was " hard to kill,"

sterling

good sense,

by a large practi
cal experience, which
respect
commands

wherever it is evinced.

the

CIRCUMSTANCES.

himself for zeal and
activity in his chosen
He made the
calling^.
"West, as it was fifty
or sixty years ago, the
field of his missionary
ed

MAKE

stances

circum

your

of
servants
instead
They
your masters.

are sure to be one or
the other, according to
your own strength of

operations, and ever
one of the foremost to
do and endure,
his

If they do
purpose.
not serve you in the
way you want them
to, it will do no good
to grumble at them,
but
set yourself in

became a

"household word" in
Western

well

aided

early age of seventeen,
and soon distinguish

name early

a fact

by the numerous dangers and ex
posures which he braved. He was not brilliant
in mental endowment, but possessed of that

homes.

He was famous for
his camp-meetings, his
religious zeal, his native eloquence, his quaint
anecdotes, his physical strength and prowess,

Up
and for a thousand pleasant eccentricities.
to the time of his death, at his home, near

readiness to accept their service in another
Some of us appear to live upon the prin
way.
" If I can't get what I want out of a man,
ciple,
or out of a certain arrangement of my plans,

Pleasant Plains, Sangamon Co., 111., he had
been engaged in his varied Christian work for
about seventy years.
A published "Life of Peter Cartwright," an

I'll

autobiography, is very popular, and is, in many
respects, a record of incidents and adventures
in his pioneer ministry.
He had a large head, well set on a compact
body, with an organization and temperament

say nothing of what it may lead us to in the
For who of us ever succeeds in every
future.
venture or undertaking? Who of us has not

indicating

vigorous

recuperative

and enduring

not have anything."
we adopt this as a rule, either avowedly
or unwittingly, we lose full one-third of the
benefits of our life's discipline at the start, to

If

been disappointed where
wise and careful planning
the result?

If,

then,

it seemed that our
must have secured

these disappointments

CTIiC UMS TA NCES.

of this.
not only the power to mold our own charac
ters, but also, in part, unavoidably
those of

It depends solely upon what we place
hopes of happiness and advancement,
whether it be within or without of ourselves
subject to the will of God or that of man.
others.
our

Nothing was ever made, nothing ever hap
These intricate
pened, without a use in it
happenings, that wind themselves in and out
of our daily lives, get us wonderfully entangled,
each with the other, sometimes so that they
serve not only the man who recognizes them,
but any and every one who chooses to profit by
their quiet and timely suggestions. The hon
ored, but time-worn, Mr. Micawber, who " wait
ed for something to turn up," was of an unus
ually placid, cheerful, and improvident dispo
sition.
We would hardly advise that method
Still, if he really
of accepting circumstances.
could not bestir himself and take circum
stances "by the forelock" with any greater
avidity, it was certainly a grateful coincidence
that he could be happy under it and not make

himself and his devoted wife more miserable
by incessant grumbling at fate. Circumstances
"
are about the same thing after all.
and " fate
Our fate is quite likely to be what we make it.
Some of us feel as
fate stationed

lives

;

if

there were an opposing
at every chance corner of our

and as we allow ourselves

to be dis

by them, they rapidly increase, until
there is some petty drawback to the simplest
daily occurrences. " Every rose has its thorn,"

turbed

is

he who holds

the highest position in fortune
He did not allow circumstances
He climbed above
to cramp and belittle him.
them and gained strength in the effort.
Our self-made men and women, whether the
position they occupy be one of public honor
or of private usefulness, are not only the

or influence.

bravest, strongest, and truest, but they are also
Only till we
the most tender and helpful.
been through, and suffered from, the
and disappointments of
struggle
to make our own place in life, can we thor
have

drawbacks

oughly sympathize with, and widely assist,
those who are following in our paths. It
notable fact, too, that those whose efforts have

is
a

power
subject to circum
the case is exactly the reverse
We are all " free agents," and hold

Yet

a

stances.

been directed mainly toward this world's riches
secure, are sel
and honor, and their success
dom so ready to assist the young aspirant be
nobler
hind them as they who have taken
a

out of our own

against it; and yet the stronger the current,
He who
its tendency.
the more downward
often
has had. the most to contend against

is

inevitable, it would
of our lives lies entirely

are

aim to their hearts.

If

our aim be

a

and miscalculations
seem that the shaping
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selfish one we are not so

willing to share its enjoyment with our fellows.
We can be thankful, however, that He who
judges us does not estimate our merit only by
results, but in the depth of His love every ob
stacle we have overcome, every burden bravely
borne, every sin we have trampled down, will
weigh heavily in the balance to our favor.

And many
poor, weary soul, whose life has
been despised, will stand higher in the here
after than others who are looked upon by the
a
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world as far nobler.
As we grow to be men and women, and our
characters

within

gradually

take form

us, we instinctively

and

fullness

and pleasantly avoiding contact with its sharp
ness.
They can not even eat a plum or

the more engrossing the desires. There are few
characters so weak that they have no aspira

had no stone
cherry without wishing
One man thinks if such and such things were
out of his way he could get on as fast as any

tion toward wealth, goodness, or fame. In
amounts to nothing but wishing;
many lives
yet even that inefficient wishing has its power to
shape and give color to the life and character.

worthy Christian man.

If there

is

were nothing against us
we must be very stupid not to progress rapidly.
It always easier going with the current than

;

a

an
influence which we may little suspect
Every circumstance will be molded into suit
able shape for our structure of life.
The need, then, of our aim being high lies
a

a

a

might become
Ah, yes!

the character, then, the greater the
for
necessity that the aim should be high
whatever this ruling desire be,
will gain
subtile power over the whole tone of our lives,
stronger

it

temper, or his tendency to intem
bitter obstacle in his spiritual
perance, as
journey. If only he could be rid of this lie
governable

Some little waves of everyday feeling are
made better or worse according as the tend
to lower or ennoble.
The
ency of the wish
is

obliged to stand back to let
his un

Another man laments

pass.

it

a

!

it

is

limited, and he
others

a

and they insist on grasping
thorn foremost,
of making the best of the inevitable,

it,

instead

leading im
pulse for some particular condition of outward
or inward life. The stronger the character

But he
one, and become rich and influential.
has many to provide for, in or outside of his
family, or his physical or mental capacities are

have
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Many there are who bear what they can not
avert with a sweet patience and spiritual forti
tude which hallow their lives to those around

and exercise absolutely no influence over their
lives and characters, either for good or evil.

them. Some there are of an easy-going tem
perament, takiug life as it comes, without any
apparent eflort in any direction, accepting what
ever happens, and making the best of
with

purpose from another.

is

character
is

will

unbending,

quite impossible

to

strongly marked,

and who

is

He whose
whose

is

an easy good humor that
others.

fearless

it

of obstacles, will be very sure to gain his end
in life, whether
be for worldly wealth and
high standard of uprightness
power or for
a

This we are too apt to overlook.
It imposes
a responsibility
upon us from which we are
Some would shirk it by reasoning
never free.
that it is preposterous and vain to deem our
selves of bo much importance to others. This
influence does not always lie in any direct in
dividuality of our own, but often from an in
born tendency in our neighbor, as well as our
selves, to lean upon and derive motive or

it,

not only in the hope of our own advancement,
but in the fact that it is quite impossible for
any person to live in daily contact with others

and loving-kindness.

THEIR LIFE AND DEATH.

THE PLANETS:

our search after truth, when we find that
the assumption of theory, or class of the
ories, produces no discord, but, on the contrary,

ized matter, coming within the sphere of the
earth's attraction, causing them to fall toward

sun

in

state of active

combustion, resulting in the continued phenom
ena of light and heat, and the occasional phenomonon of the birth of

with such great velocity as to condense the
atmosphere before them so much as to produce
combustion.
a

if

so small
Therefore
body of matter as the
earth attracts so many thousand meteors daily,
the sun, so vastly superior in size, must draw
many million times the number to himself, be
sides vast numbers of meteorites, which are
larger bodies of solid matter having no appar
ent regular motion or position in the universe.

Now, the sun being in

tripetal.

regularly

is is

a

new planet
Second. That each planet
enlarging its or
bit, or that centrifugal force
greater than cen

a

our

consistent result.
a

First That

is

them endeavor to deduce

a

a

harmony of conclusions, we adopt such theory,
or class of theories, as true. In this discussion
we will assume three propositions, and from

it

a

a

IN

is

stances the fall has been so great, that
said
deposits of ashes could be traced on the leaves
The phenomena of meteors have
and waters.
been attributed to small particles of disorgan

the
this

it

has
are

[The article on Comets, published recently,
drawn the attention of several writers who
interested in astronomical research.
Some of
articles we shall take the liberty to offer in
department.]

molten condition,

receiving additions

and

to its mass in this

of matter increases.

greater quan
way, would ultimately gather
tity of matter than could remain togcthei and
maintain its regular velocity around its axis

our first proposition
be true, then the
mighty furnace must be supplied with fuel, or
having consumed itself, combustion would

the tendency would be to accumulate at the
equator, and when the amount became so great
that the velocity would overcome the centri

cease, light and heat would no more be emitted.
From whence, then, comes this supply
To
casual observer there will appear several me
teors during an evening walk; by
careful
watcher, well supplied with the best means for
observation, several hundred will be seen in
the course of
single night
We may therefore safely say, that many

moss would be detached, which,
petal force,
spheri
being liquid, would naturally assume
cal form, and continue to move around the
same center upon an axis of its own. The

as the planets

recede from the

pass into

our

atmosphere

a

passage through the atmosphere often exceeds
that of the brightest star. At times many
millions of meteors fall into our atmosphere,
are consumed, and disappear.
In
few in

a

a

meteors

The light emitted by meteors in their

in myrads of ages, and numerous repetitions of
the same phenomenon, all the planets would
be produced.
If at any time there should be
greater amount of matter thrown off than
could revolve

at

a

thousand
daily.

force exceeding
the centripetal
centrifugal
would continue to increase the distance, until

given

rate around its axis,

detached a portion
which would become a satellite or ring to the

then

from

greater

it

a

a

a

f

If

a

;

attraction

a

decreases, and rarity

Third. That
sun cohesive

mass;

would
thus

be

the larger

planets

have

Last words
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several

satellites;

LAST WORDS!

the smaller, one or none.

of the asterorids it may be pre
sumed that the mass of matter instead of coher
ing into one mass, separated into many little
the case

dissolved, that younger and more beautiful
forms may spring from their elements.
our propositions be true, our planets are

If

moving

on toward

or to the
disorganization
point where, falling without the sphere of the
sun's attraction, and being reduced to a gaseous
state, they will cease to revolve as planets ; be
coming, perhaps, comets or wandering nebulce,

scattering their atoms through space, as seeds
are scattered by the winds, where they await
the moment when they again come within the
it,

sphere of attraction of our sun, or some
Bun, again to be drawn to

other

mingled with its

a

is

a

;

a

is

a

a

a

is

vocations, but the opportunity for doing good
to the people, old and young, in teaching them
how to nourish

the body so as to obtain the
how
highest order of health and happiness
how to educate
to be temperate in all things
the young in every faculty and passion so as
to secure the best manhood in its largest sense,
and how to select for each person the pursuit
for which, all things considered, nature has
endowed him this, indeed,
place of influ
ence,

poses

position which confers honor and im
noble responsibility.

The parish of the true phrenologist
notHis constituents encircle the earth,
" Macedonia " for him in every
and there
province and on every shore. We wish to in
is

Jupiter may present the highest order of intel
lectual development; while yet beyond, under
the magnificent skies of Saturn, where physical
life can not exist, perchance the spirits dwell ;
while on the outer border Uranus and gaseous
Neptune remind us of hoary age waiting to be

Not that
more remunerative pe
sition?
cuniarily to the worker than are some other

a

even now begins to fail those gigantic races
which formerly roamed over her hills and
plains, and the day of intelligence of the higher
order is fully dawned.
Beyond us Mars and

practical pursuit, opens to an earnest bene
factor
field wide, rich, pleasant, and full of
Who would not covet such
good fruit.
po

is

suited to vegetable and animal life; the Earth,
just in the midst of animal development, yet

which presidential candidates might
Yet Phrenology, as
profession or

sition
covet.

limited.

struct and send forth many able and success
ful expounders of this man-reforming science,

who can

so serve the public

after and welcomed

as to be sought

in every city and. village

of our broad land.
Our next Annual Class in Practical Phrenol
ogy will commence on Wednesday, November
13th. . It
desirable that all who propose to
become members

should be present at the
Those desiring particulars may in
opening.
close stamp, and ask for
ctroular entitled
a

laws control the planetary world. Mercury,
youngest of the family, is not yet sufficiently
cooled, it is said, to have a solid crust; Venus,
yet in the volcanic period, is just beginning to be

nature

his faculties so as to secure the highest possi
ble mental power, to regulate bis passion so
as to find the path of virtue pleasant
and so
to employ his forces as to secure the highest
po
degree of attainable success in life,

it

and new organisms are continually arising from
their elements. So far as we can judge, similar

mental

;

their respective planets likewise increases as
we count from the sun. In the vegetable and
animal world, organization springs into life,
develops, grows old, and dies ; while new forms

how to carry his
how to educate

be able to teach man

a

tance between the planets increases in a regular
ratio, and the distance of the satellities from

To

complicated

is

noting, as going to establish our second propo
sition, is, that as we pass from the sun the dis

position on earth.

is

surplus of matter, which collected around her
equator, and, becoming detached, yet not bro
ken, formed her beautiful rings. A fact worth

ance to the reader than whether General Grant
shall be re-elected, or his opponent be intrusted
with the honor and influence of the highest

a

In the case of Saturn, it may be presumed
that after throwing off her satellites, and be
coming somewhat cooled, there yet remained a

of

a

globes, subject, however, (with one exception)
to the same laws of motion as those which col
lected into larger bodies.

not
political election of which we
would speak, but of an " election " or choice
pursuit, which may be of more import

IT

a

In
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"Professional Instruction in Practical Phre
" Office of the Phreno
Address,
logical Journal, 389 Broadway.New York."
nology."

existence.

the woman

j.

1C hodson.

question,

finds

a

An English
Woman as an Inventor.
writer, says the Worcester Spy, in discussing-

;

mass, and cast forth in new combinations
for
ever fulfilling the will of the Great Architect
of the universe, forever changing, yet indestruc
tible as the infinitude which called them into

solution

of

the

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
query, Why women do not invent, in the laws
of hereditary influence. Women, he says, have
always been drudges ; men have been the ex
plorers, the innovators, the actors of the world
from the first, while women have simply looked
on, followed, and obeyed. Therefore they have
inherited an uninventive

constitution,

imd the

incapacity of unnumbered generations has de
scended upon the women of to-day. " All of

which," says a New York paper, "is exceed
ingly plausible, provided the fact corresponds

[Nov.,

with the assumption."
If our contemporary
finds it plausible, its capacity for being misled
by the semblance of an argument is truly won
derful.

Are not women their fathers' daugh
of their mothers ? "

ters, and men sons

Women

invented

and Sundayhospitals
a woman, invented
"Immediate Emancipation,"
as the cure for

Heyrick,

schools ; Elizabeth

These facts speak volumes, and are a
slavery.
sufficient answer to all objections.
Woman's

Journal.

PBOTOPLASM AND EXTRA PHILOSOPHY.

to
externally to the bodies
every philosophic naturalist must appear as un
tenable as is every assumption of a creation.
On the other hand, the assumption of an archiforce, existing

a

is

is,

spontaneous life from non-liv
genesis (that
ing matter) for the first living beings, from
which all others have been developed,
log

I

ical postulate of the human intelligence."
think sucli extreme materialistic views are
in by the foremost naturalists
and investigators of the day.
Can Prof. Haeckel for moment assume that
blind, unthinking matter
capable of combin
is

a

not participated

is

ing to transcend itself, in producing that which
infinitely superior to its unthinking, blind
?

elements and action, in chemically producing
mental powers for finite bodily organizations
Always bearing in mind that " Prof. Haeckel

ulative

origin.

So the blind,

material

action

of five elements, which he claims to be all-suffi
cient to account for the world of adapted matter
and intelligent participation,
gratuitous, unphilosophical
dogma, wholly insufficient with
out an intelligent impress, external to the ob
jects.
The more we investigate the origin of bodily
a

that is, by super
creative

a mysterious

is

means, through

the more mysterious we find its
association with mind as constituting the life
of the organism. It
apparent that there is,
besides the materials of physical organism, an
active principle, an all-important force of mo
organization,

is

natural

" that creation

other those of electricity for its production;
neither of which leaves tangible expression for
the chemist as to the nature of its entire form-

tion, which can not be
quality of inert mat
ter protoplasmic matter continues inert until
its parts are individualized
by life that is, by
somaihmg foreign to itself; the flitting of which,
again, leaves that matter dead, inert, and
a

as affirming

in "Nature,"

1871, page 355, is quoted

;

HAECKEL,

PROFESSOR
for March 2d,

determines

whose departure or presence no chemical an
alysis can detect in immediate change of ele

plasm

ments.

im

carbon also,

is

is

diamond

the one requiring
and the

effects of caloric,

is
a

and there can be no propriety in denying a
primal, intelligent, grand, first cause of all after
forces, because in detecting some we can not
the all not coming
assume to have found all

within the province of the finite in any de
partment of inquiry.
As mind-force can not be claimed as synon
part of, the materials of the
ymous with, or
intact on in
bodily organization, since that
is

is

a

;

t.

«.,
of themselves possess
something foreign,
outside of their constituent elements, having
imbibed.
been supernaturally
The elements
which he finds in analyzing protoplasm are
subtile
no proof that they do not contain
something which escapes the analyzing pow
ers of chemistry, any more than that the dia
mond
wholly of carbon because chemistry
finds no other element; or that charcoal, which

which does not necessitate
preceding force
to account for its action, so we trace force back
of force until we are lost in the chain of causes,
a

of

supernatural accomplishment, by originating
something that the combining materials do not

the incorporating

the most important

bodying intelligent appreciation and use of in
no known force
ert matter. Now, as there

a

postulate compels the anomaly

a

a

a

Such

self-evident force, in
cause of action, and
force in creation as em
is

is

a

is

always,
dogma, carried to its logical sequence,
moment's admission.
possible for

Such life
self and of itself, as

is it

and nitrogen, to which, though not
sometimes added sulphur."
Such

drogen,

a

this life-giving property
proto
to be exclusively carbon, oxygen, hy

stant death, such mind-force

may be indisput
ably claimed to be that separately infused su

JOSEPHUS
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pernatural element which alone is made to
associate and thus give life to the body, whose
organization is designed for the mind's conve

undoubtedly evolved from the action
that is, laws or forces im
laws
pressed upon matter for its governance by

nience, as its only source of connection with
surrounding organic and inorganic materials ;
hence the marvelous adaptation in organisms
which none other than a superior, supernat

This primal force
primal, original impulse.
here claimed, for obvious reasons named, to

ceived to originate.
Under the action of nature's laws man, by
his will-force, can give direction to matter, both
of his body and external materials, to the end

is

a

is
be

an infallibly grand,

intelligent

will-force,

power capable of im
pressing characteristics for
purpose upon
matter, which
impossible to analyze, but
which imparted life to original organisms, from
is

a

as the only supernatural

it

ural, intelligent power or force could be capa
which, cer
ble of designing and executing;
tainly, blind, aimless matter could not be con

thing

of natural

which all subsequent life may have been gen
erated, by parentage or inherited subdivision,
through infused living cell globules.

Mind being unlimitedly impressible, yields
to experience through the bodily action of the
senses, and thus
evolved, through mental

ceivable, even a necessary conclusion, that the
primal, first cause of all after forces is an infi

reasoning, all our deductive knowledge.
Mind, too, receives its quality of impressibil
ity^ largely through inheritance, so that we in
fluence the characters of our posterity, and

nite, unlimited

of giving

will-force, being fully capable
for a purpose, to
tendency
is limited in reciprocal

laws

all matter, by which it

action, and so becomes the created ? The pow
er to originate the organic and inorganic is
Creative Power; and when done for a pur
pose, everywhere evident in adaptation, is Cre
ative "Wisdom; and when the same embraces
happy results for the organic, is Creative
As the primal force, which controls
Goodness.

all

other forces, is known

to accomplish

such

beneficent purposes, intelligence is necessarily
involved in their design and execution.
Electricity, in its dual capacity of attraction
and repulsion, is capable of combining
making and unmaking,
integrating

and dis
but

in

hence the great necessity of our own cultiva
tion.
CHAS. E. TOWNSEND.

JOSEPHUS

AND

GENESIS.

the discussions of the origin of our race,
learned writers have referred

IN none of our
to the views

of this distinguished Hebrew.

says (Against Apion):
" For we have not an innumerable

He

number

of books among us, but only twenty-two books.
And of these five belong to Moses, which con
tain his kiws, and the traditions of tlic origin
mankind."
Josephus,
high-p: iest of the Jews, one of
the most learned men of the most enlightened

of

compounds and moving vast masses,
etc., and thus while finite, limited will-force is
capable of such accomplishments, is it not con

is

of forming

to be an adequate, infinite, intelligent will-force,
as none other can accomplish the results we
see, as matter can not combine to produce
what it has not, and so intelligent direction is

made, we
whenever any discovery in science
or stultify ourselves by giving
either reject
labored and unnatural construction to the lan
to the
guage of Genesis, in order to conform

not only admissible, but a necessity; therefore,
a supernatural
e., beyond our knowledge of

facts

laws) will-force for infinite purposes
are the only alternative philosophical conclu
sions, as the only fundamental basis or primal

natural

cause of all that we do know and aspire to at

In conclusion:

it

tain.
seems

apparent that ever)

a

we, of another
two thousand years later
we who reject almost entirely every law of
Moses hold in such awful veneration these
" traditions of the origin of mankind," so that,

( .

itself can not act with a purpose, but must
blindly obey some more primal impulse or con
trol, and thus may become that primal's main
agent for execution of all that exists. As we
use electricity voluntarily, as well as involun
tarily, with marvelous results, why may not
the primal force use it for infinite, intelligent
purposes with infinitely greater results ?
As we may not know the all-controlling, pri
mal force in nature, we might as well admit it

a

devoted patriot and
time among the Jews,
most zealous adherent to the Jewish faith, thus
speaks of the account of creation as given by
Moses.

Why, then, should

it

it,

is

faith, and nearly

?

Will the author of * The True Meaning
of Adam," published in your last March num
ber, please to explain why one should so ven
erate these mere traditions, while he may pay
no regard to tiie laws of Moses, given in the
same books, as coming direct from God, in con
versations with Him, and whom Moses saw
c. i.
face to face?
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THE SPHERE

AND

FUTURE

OF THE

HENCE

What are we?
do we come?
What is mind ? What is this body which
we boast? How is part related to part?
What is the connection between mind and body ?
How do we think, act, and feel ? Are we mortal or
arc we immortal ? In what do we differ from the
brute? What is Spirit? Whence comes it, and
what is its function ? Shall we dwell in a different
sphere after death ? If so, what are the evidences ?
How should we live to best fulfill our destiny,
whatever it may be? How may we reclaim the
fallen? How treat the insane and the criminal?
What is the object of education ? What are the
best methods for developing body and mind ? How
can we make the most of ourselves? These are
some of the questions which the Phrenological
Journal discusses candidly, and seeks to answer.
Its sphere being
MAN

HUMAN

NATURE,

for variety of interest and
absorbing study.
Docs the reading public de
The
mand sensations ? Tbey can find them here.
strange, the wonderful, the startling meet the eye
of the student at every turn. Well could Hamlet
admonish his friend :
"There are more things in heaven and earth,
Horatio, than were ever dreamed of by your phi
losophy."
Fiction is surpassed by Reality. Imagination is
The
confounded by the evolutions of truth.
now and then announced
startling developments
by the physicist declare to the novelist, " Tour
occupation's gone to astonish, you can do no
more in the future than amuse."
It is thirty-four years since the Phrenological
Journal was started by men who were deeply
impressed with the impr rtance and scope of the
As the years
study of man and his relations.
have passed the work has grown upon their
interest being awakened, a
hands, and general
very large share of the scientific research of the
day is devoted to Anthropology.
From whatever source whether revelation, or
geology or ethnology, or history light may be ob
tained, it is garnered carefully and offered to our
read*srs. The most recent achievements in medical
on
science, chemistry, and surgery are presented
the pages of the Phrenological Journal for the
information of the world, irrespective of the dam
age done to old theories and personal prejudices.
Thus Anatomy, Physiology, and Physiognomy
come in for a Jarge share of consideration. The
health of the Unman body lies at the basis of
The ne
sound thought and of true happiness.
cessity for correct principles of living, and for un
derstanding the Human Temperaments, is too
obvious to require demonstration ; and yet, strange
to say, very few even of the better educated in
society have clear view* and accurate informa
tion on subjects of suck vital importance. The
there

is room enough

PHRENOLOGICAL
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Phrenological Journal has done much toward
popularizing the scientific methods and profes
sional practices of the chemist and physician, ana
so has opened the way to the publication of many
useful works on domestic medicine, etc.
The
features of our Social Life, bearing as they do
so close a relation to mental condition, must be
studied" carefully by those who would introduce
ameliorating elements into methods of education.
It is to the intelligent training and development of
children that measures having In view the sub
stantial benefit of society at large must be applied.
We must begin at the foundation of civil society,
in order to make progress sure and permanent.
"As the twig is bent the tree's inclined."
While we survey the condition of the masses,
we can not but realize the urgent need of more
efficient reformatory measures.
In the conduct
of the Phrenological Journal no fact or idea
is lost sight of which may be converted to use in
the direction of popular improvement.
We see
that there are more vice, crime, invalidism, sick
ness, idleness and want by the hundred-fold than
there should be ; and did every matured man and
woman do his and her duty the woful tide would
be immensely abated, and inconceivable advan
tages for individual and general good would ac
We would witness the rapid disappearance
crue.
of the thousand prisons, reformatories, hospitals,
and asylums which so thickly dot the land, and
a freer, purer atmosphere would be breathed by all.
The nation would, indeed, take a " new departure "
toward a higher stage of civil and political life.
"Let every man do his duty" is our political
shibboleth, and it should be accepted and grafted
in the working principles of the parties which
strive for dominance in affairs of state.
Then it
would be difficult to choose between them : they
would be one in motive and policy.
Here, too, comes in the development of our
the unmined wealth of moun
country's resources
tain, river, plain, and forest. We are among those
who would have our nation the foremost on earth,
and those instrumentalities which may co-aid to
ward this consummation shall have our cordial
sympathy and support. God is with us. As a na
tion we are His grand work. Let every patriotic
soul there are many such assist in the part this
generation has in building up our goodly heritage.
The foundations as laid are strong ; let us see to
it that the superstructure is as stable.
The Phrenological Journal is addressed di
rectly to the people; it treats of matters of the
utmost importance to every one ; it has to do with
the body, soul, and spirit of man, and it earnestly
aims to benefit its every reader in these particu
Not as a severe, precise mentor does it
lars.
come to the subscriber, but as an earnest, candid
friend gently solicitous for his welfare, and asking
Toward
only the verdict of his better judgment
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none does it entertain malice; it bag charity for
all, especially for the poor victims of vice, crime,
and rascality ; but it will not treat gingerly those
who mendaciously plan for the harm of others;
but show them in their true colors, and point them
out for the safety and reprobation of the good and
honorable.
We aim to help the weak, to encourage the strug
gling and dismayed, to relieve the oppressed, to
reform the vicious, to cure the sick, to benefit all;
using in this behalf whatever means, wheresoever
found, that may be practicable. The cause is as
broad us mankind and as deep as human sympa
thy ; it is universal, and claims universal respect
aud universal support.
d.

GOOD WORDS FROM

'"PHE

THE WEST.

following letter is from one of our students
(Class of 1868), and we place the same on rec
ord as a worthy testimonial from a worthy person.
There is real encouragement in these kind words,
and we would have all our co-workers enjoy them
with ns :
Lee's Summit, Mo., Sept. 25th, 1872.
Samuel R. Wells, 389 Broadway, New York.
Dear Sir : After presenting compliments to the
phrenological fraternity of "389," and wishing
yon and yours much happiness, and long and use
ful lives in our common cause, you will probably
I thought I
wish to know concerning ourselves.
would write a word of encouragement for your
Tell them there is no subject
November Class.
upon which they can elicit more large and respect
ful hearings than the Science of Man none that
is more calculated to instruct, entertain, and
I would rattier be the means
amuse the masses.
of qualifying young men to take the lecturing
field (as you have done and are doing), thus ele
vating and enlightening the popular mind upon
those subjects, than to be the founder of an em
pire. The money spent in attending the course of
instruction is the beet Investment a person could
even if they should never enter
possibly make
the field as lecturers. You may inquire concern
Very good. I have
ing my own prosperity.
bought a home here worth several thousand dol
lars, and am snrrounded with the comforts of life.
Still in the lecturing field, though, and expect al
ways to be found at my post of duty. I generally
rest in summer-time from continuous labors; ex
pect to spend most of the next lecturing season in
I have gathered
Missouri, Kansas, and Illinois.
together a large collection of portraits, skulls,
etc., In my travels but enough of this. Do you
of "our class?"
ever hear from the members
How many of them arc making a success in their
chosen field ? Wishing you great success, and the
November Class a pleasant course, I remain, as ever,
kdward i. Morrison. .
fraternally, yours,
P. S. I have more invitations to lecture than I
can fill, and they come to me without Becking.
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WISDOM.
If any one has stumbled and fallen, help him up
gently, and pass on, before a crowd gathers.
Happiness consists in being perfectly satisfied
with what we have got and what we haven't got.
The ever active and restless power of thought,
if not employed about what is good, will naturally
engender

evil.

Martyrdom

is never barren, because each man
sees on the martyr's brow a line of his own duty.

Mazzini.

Trust him little who
censures

all ; and

about all.

The

praises

him least

all ; him less who
who is indifferent

Lavater.

of men live unseen to view, while
thousands are not qualified to express their in
fluence.

greatest

Beecher.

Melancholy

falls upon a contented life like a
which is not the less
drop of ink on white paper
a stain because it carries no meaning.

A man is apt to think that his personal freedom
involves the right to make his fellow-men do just
as he pleases.

An eminent painter was once asked what he
mixed his paints with in order to produce so ex
mix them with my
traordinary an effect.
brains, sir," was his answer.

"I

In general,

every evil to which we do not succumb

As the Sandwich Islander believes
that the strength and valor of the enemy he kills
passes Into himself, 60 we gain the strength of the
Emerton.
temptation we resist.
is a benefactor.

+*+

MIRTH.
"A little

nonsenBe now and then

Is relished by the wisest men."

A New Way to Pop It. " Won't you take half
"No, I
of this apple?" said a pretty damsel.
She
thank you, I would prefer a better half."
blushed and referred him to papa.

Farewell,

MOSAICS.

vain world ! I'm going home,
M y days are gilding swiftly by ;
Oh, put me in my little bed ;
I must have rum ! Shoo fly ! Shoo fly !
There was a man in our town,
This old man's heart with doubt was tossed ;
" Come back, come back ! " he cried in grief,
" Will th' coming man eat apple sauce? "

At midnight in his guarded
A tear stood in his bright

tent,
blue eye:

He woke to hear his sentries shriek,
" He never, never, told a He ! "

I

SAY pitch in, if yu hit the bottom the fust dive
knok yure brains out agin sumthing than

better

tew lean agin

the south side ov a korn krib, and

let yure brains rot in yure hed.
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[In this Department will be noticed such matters as are of interest to correspondents and to the general reader.
" should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]
Contributions for " What Tboy Saj

^orrcspoubents.
only
Questions of "General Interest"
U0 be answered in this department. We have no space
One question only at a time,
to gratify idle curiosity.
a corre
and that clearly stated, must be propounded,
spondent shall expectus to give him the benefit of an early
consideration.
Questions of personal interest will be
promptly answered by tetter, if a stamp be inclosed for
the return postage. In all cases correspondents should
give name and residence, as our time is too valuable to be
spent on anonymous letters.

if

Dancing.

Does

not

the

familiarity

incident to round dances and waltzes have a tend
ency to undermine modesty and self-respect on the
part of ladies, and nre not the supposed advan
tages of exercise overbalanced by the demoralizing
effects referred

to.

An*. Any thing which violates one's sense of
propriety, according to the usages and the educa
tion of the person, will have a tendency to de
Conscientious
press Self-Esteem and weaken
ness.
There are many things which arc requir
ed by cultivated society the neglect
of which
would bring shame and debasement to the in
dividual; whereas, other persons, just as honest,
with just as nice a sense of delicacy and duty,
not having been trained to regard those ussgo,
would have no feeling on the subject.
The
same principle may be applied to the familiarity
There would be a natural
necessary in waltzing.
tendency to excite the emotions and passions in
such performances,
but we have no doubt that
well-bred people can and do rise above any base
thought or tendency in connection with it The
light gymnastics or calisthenics of modern times
are really better for exercise than dancing. They
are being introduced into schools widely, and
ought to bo universally. They serve all the pur
poses of exercise, and may be practiced at home
or in one's room with all the physical benefit
which arises from concerted exercises.
These are
to age and youth alike.
Father and
adapted
mother and all the children could have n turn at
these light gymnastics with equal profit and pleas
ure at home every day, whereas dancing, in general,
We
is done at set times and on special occasions.
Where
need exercise every day as wc need food.
dancing can be had about once a mouth or once a
week, it does not properly answer the purpose of
We have known people to in
general exercise.
veigh against dancing of every kind. The very
name was enough to condemn it, but they would
join in plays in which running, scuffling, scram
bling, ending with kissing on each occasion, was

the order of the hour. We never heard a sermoa
against this, and whatever violation of
decency, propriety, or morality might have existed,
or might have been supposed to exist, we do not
remember to have heard it condemned
in public ;
while we have heard dancing in the ball-room spo
*' Evil to him
ken of as the gateway to perdition.
who evil thinks" contains wisdom and commonsense.
In most European countries dancing is
common among religious people.
Among Puri
tans, on both sides of the Atlantic, dancing has
been ignored and repudiated ; but outside of the
Puritans and Methodists we arc not aware that
religious bodies have inveighed against dancing.
We advise people who arc conscientious on the
subject, to obey their conscience.
We are satisfied that in countries where morning
prayers are said on Sunday, and then the afternoon
is devoted to pleasure, recreation, and amusement,
the people do not violate their conscience; but
in New England men could not practice relative
ly to the Sabbath in that way and be guiltless,
yet conscientiousness and desire to do right in
botli communities may be equal.
How arc they
The Catholic feels bound to go to
educated?
He would not
morning prayers for an hour.
pass the church or look at the altar in the church
without crossing himself and without bowing, but
he would have a jolly time in the afternoon of Sun
day ; while the Puritan would stand stiff as a
post before the picture of the Virgin or Saviour;
he would stand up to pray and would keep the
whole of Sunday without amusement, and feel
bound to think holy thoughts with sobriety.

preached

Interest.

What is the meaning of

Democratic interest? also, farming interest? local
interest? clashing of interest*? Webster's Dic
tionary does not define these terms in the sense
they are used.

An*. The word "interest" has come to be used
generally as representative of the various
branches of activity in which people arc engaged,
whether moral, intellectual, or mechanical. Its
strict meaning, like that of many other words in
common use, is merged in the new application,
and instead of expressing
by it the attribute or
quality of a class, we use it as a collective or, per
haps more logically, copulative designation of the
class.
According to Webster, the primary mean
ing of " interest" is, special attention to some ob
ject; coucern; sympathy; regard.
From this defi
nition it may be seen how easy tlio transition of
the word from its qualitative to its substantive ap
plication ! Wc might have said " Democratic
party," but what is the Democratic party bat s
very
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body of men interested, concerned, In promoting
the Democratic view of matters political ?
As for " farming interest," and the others, their
interest is clearly indicated. Local
representative
Interest stands ont in contradistinction from gen
eral interest, indicating the concern entertained by
Individuals or by a community in the welfare of a
particular place. " Clashing of interests " denotes
the opposition or collision of enterprises which
have more or less relation to the same object.

The Divining Rod.

For

eight hun

dred years tlio Divining Rod has been believed in
by many people, not a few of whom are the best
We recently
educated people in every country.
received a letter asking us these questions :

" Is there an instrument for indicating the pres
ence of minerals?
What is the cost, and where
can it bo obtained ? Does it require an experi
enced person to operate it?"

Am. The Divining Rod is supposed to indicate
the hidden flow of subterranean courses of water
and the deposition of valuable ores. As com
monly used, the Divining Rod is a forked slen
der stick of witch hazel ; but elastic twigB of any
sort, or even two whalebones fastened together at
one end, are used when the hazel tree can not be
The twigs are bent outward and held be
found.
tween the thumb and fore-finger of each hand, the
stem standing upward ; the diviner walks seriously
over the field, and the stalk or stem of the twig is
said to bend over, as if by attraction toward the
ground. We have seen the stick used. A little
Imperceptible effort and will on the part of the
diviner, and a slight movement of the hand,
would bend the twig down wherever he wished.
We suspect that those who are honest in its use
are not conscious of exerting a muscular influence
in this manner.
A writer in the American Journal of Science,
more than forty years ago, detected the fallacy of
the Divining Rod, by leading the operator, blind
folded, over the same ground where he had previ
ously indicated the location of water or minerals,
but he did not point to the same place twice. The
Divining Rod can not very easily make a mistake
as to water, because it will bo found by digging
We beg our readers to be
far enough anywhere.
lieve that the Divining Rod, no matter what men
may honestly think to be true about it, is of "no
If one is in 6earch of gold, iron,
value whatever.
silver, copper, and coal, let him employ a mineral
ogist or geologist, and his success in pointing out
the localities of ores will not be doubtful ; but let
him have nothing whatever to do with diviners
or Divining Rods ; they are of a piece with hun
dreds of other popular myths and mysteries, such
as the planting of potatoes In the old or new of
or cutting timber according to the
the moon,
Not two years ago we heard a furmcr
moon.
about seventy years of age, of excellent sense,
make this remark.
Some one said that a neigh
bor was losing his eyesight; there was a kind of
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cataract or film growing over the eye.
The f.irmer
Instantly spoke up with animation, "If it was tho
film on the eye of an ox I should know Instantly
what to do with it." When asked by the writer,
" I would
he replied with energetic
enthusiasm,
a
handful
into
of
fresh
the
ear
of tho
put
butter
ox, on the opposite side ; that will take the film
off the eye of an ox pretty quick."
Of course
this furuier had never read scientific works; and
tho film on the eye of tho ox may not have been
of any permanent character, but he was in earnest,
that with fresh butter put into the opposite car, it
would work a miraculous cure on the eye of tho ox.
Farmers have a great many old superstitions. Wo
remember another incident.
A worthy man was
very Bick with rheumatism ; his legs and feet were
badly cramped, and he was suffering severely ; dur
ing a painful spasm he spoke to his wife and said,
" My dear, look under the bed and see if my shoes
She stooped down
are turned bottom side up?"
On inquiry after
and found they were all right.
ward we learned that the theory was, that if a man
wanted to avoid rheumatism, he must turn his
shoes bottom up every night under his bed ; and if
to get changed
by accident the
they happened
rheumatism would seize him. We could name
scores of these absurd superstitions, but we beg
of our readers to discard the whole of them.
Read Science, and that, rightly understood, will
not lead you astray.

Telegraphing.

What course can

I

to obtain a position as a telegraphic oper
I have a liberal education, have studied the
subject of electricity, and am competent to take
Can give good
charge of telegraphic apparatus.
recommendations as to character, ability, and de
smoke,
nor
chew,
drink. Any
portment. I do not
advice would be thankfully received.
Am. Wc like your habits, and doubt not you
If one
can bring your talents into profitable use.
can not give just the information required, tho
next best thing is to refer the person to those who
Therefore, we refer to the Journal <>fthe
can.
Telegraph, 145 Broadway, New York, and to the
The
Telegrapher, l&l Fulton Street, New York.
editors of these papers, doubtless, would be able
to give valuable information. Therji is at Cooper
Institute, New York, a school of telegraphy,
which, perhaps, might give light on tho subject.

pursue
ator ?

A Pkeaciier.

Will

you please inform

me, through the Phrenological Journal, which
should be the predominating organs or faculties
of the brain in order to be a successful Methodist

minister?
Am. We may state, in general terms, that tho
heads of Methodist ministers are not very different
from the heads of other Protestant ministers. If
sanctified, and have sufficient
one be converted,
grace, with a fair quautity and quality of brains, a
good constitution, and sufficient education, ho
" call," preach acceptably.
Ho
may, if he have a
must have a good Intellect and a good moral char
acter to become a useful medium between men and
their Maker. RcaU Beechor on Preaching.

Phrenological Journal.

E. F. D.

Disease.

in great part,

correct in his views of disease.
Epidemics of an
extended character are due chiefly to atmospheric
conditions, the poison which generates the dis
ease in receptive organizations existing in the air.
Many of our best medicists concur on this point.
The article on "Cholera," in our October number,
refers succinctly to the predisposing Influences and
Disease, as E. F. D. inti
preventive measures.
duo to physical derangement
mates,
or lack of
balance,
lack of oxygen, or an excess of carbon,
inducing sickness, which,
not soon abated, re
sults more or less seriously to the person.
To live
well we must live in accordance with Nature's laws,
suppressing our desires and caprices for the im
proper in food and habit.
a

|»S.

better.

noticing

a

In

late number of this

Jour

nal, the Printers' Circular, of Philad'a., remarks:

"

a

a

it

So well known and highly popular has this
needs no commenda
publication become, that
tion at our hands.
It has established reputation
in public favor that can not be obliterated.
The
contents of this number embrace
large variety of
subjects that can not fail to impart useful infor
mation to the reader. It also contains portraits of
many of our public men, and other illustrations."

NEW AND

USEFUL

Taine's English
two volumes.

Outlines
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Octavo. Price, $10.
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Treasury of Thought. An Encyclopedia
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Drake.
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American
One vol.
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A Dictionary
Francis
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By
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Two vols.
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tion. Illustrated.
Changes

;

Mrs. B. F.

A

Rest and Recreation.

Baer writes: In one of the September articles an
author asks, " Is it possible that care-worn look
ing woman is Ellen Smith, the once gay, rosycheeked companion of my dancing-school days?"
This question awakened a train of thought. My
mind reverted to my own school days, so full of
girlish friendships, frolics, and gayetics.
I won
dered if my school friends, most of whom I have
not seen for years, would know me now at twentysix, the mother of three children, my forehead fur
rowed with maternal cares, often having to do the
work of the entire household. I began to think
our September correspondent could scarcely have
been a wife and mother, or she would have found
more excuses for the pale, care-worn looks of her
It is a beautiful theory to talk
once gay friend.
about these rests, recreations, park walks, etc.,
but when It comes to the practical part of them, a
married woman with small children to care for, a
large house to keep in order, workingmen to cook
for, sewing to do, etc., finds it simply impossible
"But, certainly, she can
to indulge in them.
Te6, provided she can get it. Work
have help."
ing-girls are becoming scarcer every day, and more
difficult to procure. When we have them the leis
ure moments are theirs, not ours; and we have to
conduct ourselves at all times with the utmost cir
cumspection. A hasty word, a quick-spoken or
der is all that is necessary to Insult our "help,"
This is not a pleas
and we are left in the lurch.
ing picture, yet as every cloud has its silver lining,
every position in life has its Joys ; for who would
exchange a mother's deep and holy love for all the
rest and gnyeties of a whole world? What true
wife would exchange a husband's noble affection
for the pleasures of a single life? Yet, while the
labor question has gone into politics, and strikes
now and then agitate every branch of trade, we
candidly ask, Can't something be done to insure
our noble women reliable help ? Do some of our
politicians, who are so strenuously opposing the
Importation of Chinamen, ever think of the mid,dle class of American women who are straining
«very nerve to its utmost tension to raise their
families in virtuous respectability ? I think if they
could feel the tired despondency which often
weighs us down as we go about our daily routine

if

a

|Vs

of duties, knowing that we must do the work of
two, there would be a change, and that for the

is,

What is the best book to teach me
how to measure tin roofs, etc. ?
Ant. For measuring plain tin roofs, common
arithmetic will do the work. For the measurement
of Irregular surfaces, any work on geometry will
" Bllnn's Practical Workshop
give you the- rules.
Companion for Tin, Sheet-Iron and Copperplate
Workers," price $2.50, will give rules for making
patterns for nearly everything In that line.

[Nov.,
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Containing seventyNew York Illustrated.
two Engravings of the Chief Points of Interest in
50 cts.
Beautifully illustrated.
the great City.

THE

Phrenological journal
Life Illustrated.
Vol. LV.
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WILLI
13EADER,
regard
the portrait

and face ?

printed without

would you say of it

?

a name,

[TVnoi.E No.

407.

AM B. ASTOR.

what are your impressions
to this head

/S72.

in

ament, then sum up the character.

of

Were

clearly

what

head, and a German body.

Analyze the features,

observe the shape of head, study the temper

a

German

type

face, a

That

The brain is not

large, but in fair proportion to the size

body.

b

German

of

The intellectual lobe is full, the per
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ceptive faculties predominating over the reflectives.

The eyes are the finest features of

this face.

They are not large, but expressive,

set well apart, and have a scrutinizing look

which seems to measure accurately

whatever

Order and Calculation are among

they see.

the largest of his phrenological organs.

Meth

od and computation would be instinctive to
Firmness to

There is enough

such a brain.

give decision and perseverance
to give assurance

enough

Acquisitiveness to render

dent and
enough

but there is not
him

of approbation to make

love

display, praise, or

care for public applause,
blame.

him pru

in expenditure and

economical

in investments;

sagacious

Self-

; enough

and self-reliance;

Esteein

He enjoys

a

what we or others

as to

happy indifference
may

of him.

say

He

JOURNAL.

From that small beginning he stead
ily rose, until he established the American Fur

fortune.

Company, and had his agencies wherever the
materiel of his business was to be procured,
and at his death left an estate valued

at not

less than $20,000,000.
William B. Astor, whose energy, executive
ability, and prudential measures have greatly
expanded the colossal fortune inherited from
bis father, was born in New York, in March,
1794

At

the time of his birth, New

York

had

of but 30,000. George Washington
was still alive; Thomas Jefferson was Presi
dent of the United States; Napoleon Bona
parte was entirely unknown ; the French Rev
olution was filling the world with horror ; and
American affairs in general were settling down
after the violent agitations of the late Revolu
tion. Bowling Green was then the center of
a population

trade.
metropolitan
Vesey Street, although
but half a mile or so above Bowling Green, and
now a far down town thoroughfare, was in the

rural suburbs

;

minds his own business, and expects others

the fashionable

There is very little poetry,

city's grandees.

to mind theirs.

[Dec,

Wall Street and its vicinity was
quarter, the residence of the

Young Astor received such opportunities for
education as were then procurable in the city
Instead ' ' for a lad, and his father, thinking there were
no inventor, schemer, or projector.
of trying experiments or running after new
better advantages iu fatherland, sent him to
imagination, or fancy in that head.

notions,

he sticks to the

knows, and
cal

will

oil wells,

to what he

real,

take stock in no problemati

railway projects,

games of chance.

tive nature,

He is

one

This

or in any

is a truly conserva

that seldom

changes

its

course, and cares little or nothing for social,

political, or religious agitations.
So much

for the portrait,

not claim to be

a fine likeness

which we do
of Mr. Astor,

but which is the best we have been able to
procure.

Among the moneyed men, of whom there
are so many in the United States, William B.
Perhaps he owes his
Astor is conspicuous.
reputation, in great part, to the fame acquired
by his father, John Jacob Astor. Every one
knows how the latter, at the age of twenty,
left his home in Baden, walked to the nearest
sea-port, and there engaged a passage for New
York, spending his last penny in this effort to
reach the New World. On the voyage he sold
a half-dozen flutes, which were given him by a
brother then residing in London. Twelve dol
lars were the result of this little business opera
tion, and '.aid the foundation of his princely

He remained there several years.

Heidelberg.

His university
home, where

studies finished, he returned
he remained a short time, and

then revisiting Europe, traveled considerably,
stopping here and there to examine places of
historical and classical interest On his return
his father remarked :

" You have shown the good effects of your

university

education."

"In what particular f"

asked William, know
ing well that there was some joke in the wind,
for no one was fouder of indulging in pleas
antry than his father.

" I expected you would spend $50,000, and
you have only drawn on me for $10,000."
" I am glad you are pleased," said William ;
but to this day he confesses himself in doubt
as to whether

mark

the old gentleman meant the re

in commendation

or in reproof of his

traveling expenses.
He entered his father's office, and not long
afterward became associated with him in the
business, and in the last few years of his fa
ther's life he had the entire management of it
uncle, by the name of Henry Astor, died

An

before his father had " shuffled off this mortal
coil," leaving William half a million of dollars,

which amount was judiciously invested, so that

WILLIAM B. AST OR,

1872.]
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replied.

To sea captain who had been in his father's
employ for many years, and who had conduct
ed himself with rare fidelity on more than one

?

it

I

a

I

I

" Thank
you, thank you," spoke up this no
ble and gifted son of song, and he could say no
more. The closing years of his beautiful but
sad life were by this act of timely liberality
lifted above care, and his pathway to the grave
strewn with pleasant flowers.

I

a

is

is

a

infirm, irrespective of color or religious belief,
orphan children from the ages of six to fifteen
left without support, blind and deaf and dumb
persons, and homeless infants are there provid
comfortable home. The name of
ed with
the Astor House, and
now
the institution
in most flourishing condition.
" lake great pride in the Astor House of
New York," Mr. Astor has been heard to say,
a

" but
when referring to this institution,
great
er pride in the Astor House of Waldorf. The
massive granite blocks and pillars of the former
may crumble and fall to the ground, or its col
umns and corridors become choked with weeds,

a

:

it

I
?

a

way to be retired and quiet, Lafayette Place,
needs no special hint to point his attention to
stored the
building in which
of books on this con
The original edifice had frontage of
tinent.
05 feet, and
depth of 120 feet, with huge
tasteful
arched doorways and windows, and
keeping generally with the grand purpose to
which the building was dedicated. Mr. Wil
liam B. Astor was not satisfied with the build
ing which had been erected pursuant to his
father's will. Appreciating the beneficent re
valuable library in the midst of
sults of
growing community like New York, he saw
was quite essential to expand the work
that
so far done. He put up an adjoining building
of about the same magnitude and plan of the

most valuable

is

that beautiful

collection

a

The aged and

John Jacob
Astor's will was for founding the Astor Libra
ry. It was faithfully complied with, and any
one who
familiar with that short and airy
street, just far enough removed from Broad

a

maintenance.

check for

and gave
to the captain.
Oue of the noble provisions of

$25,000

a

its permanent

" I'll pay you," and he filled out
it

a

a

father was born, to superintend personally the
disposition of certain funds bequeathed for the
charitable institution.
A
establishment of
building was erected and $43,000 invested for

" Yes your father's agent died, the property
saved
was imperilled on this account, and
and turned over to your father $700,000."
" And he never paid you anything "
" Not a dollar."

a

John

;

years ago that

is

it is
is

a

was about twenty-four

Jacob Astor died and was buried in the vault
In his will,
most
of St. Thomas Church.
elaborate legal document, William B. was in
dicated as the principal legatee. His patrimo
nial inheritance, with what be alreaijy pos
sessed, made him the richest man on this con
The first thing he did after coming
tinent.
into possession of this estate was to carry out
the bequests of his father. He sent one of his
own sons to Waldorf, in Germany, where his

occasion of embarrassment and imminent loss,
he said
" You saved
large amount of property in
China for my father."

a

it?"

it

you like

" Yes."
" Give me dollar and the building
yours."
true,
Many have doubted this story, but
and William was not long in paying over the
dollar and consummating the bargain.

It

have raised the annuity to $1,500."

ciation

a

I

"So

I

"
Leaving you only $200 as an annuity."
" He paid me for all the services
rendered
him, and
had no additional claim on him."
"
think you have claims on the estate,"
pursued Mr. Astor, " and as mark of appre

it,

long before be stepped into his father's shoes
be was a man of enviable wealth.
The Astor
House, that famous caravansary, was built in
1835, on the site of what was John Jacob's
residence, which, in itself, was a very respect
able house in those early days of the city's
growth. The story of John Jacob's sale of
that vast hotel to his son is well known.
Shortly after its completion, the old gentleman
when the former
and his son were viewing
"
remarked, " How do you like
" am very much pleased with it," William

first, and expended $200,000 in additions to the
said that Mr. Astor has ex

" My father has done you
his father, he said,

has intimated that he aims to make the Astor
depository of books as
Library as valuable

great injustice."
" In what respect? " asked the poet.

pressed the purpose of erecting another build
ing of the same size of that already built, and
then providing slill further for the increasing
wants of our increasing population; and he
a

poor people in it"
To Fitz-Greene Halleck, the well-known poet,
and who had been the friend and secretary of

is

list of books.

It

but the latter will continue in existence while
the town of Waldorf exists and there are any

any in the world.
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Mr. Astor has none of his father's liking for
trade. As the large accumulations which rolled
up the mighty fortune of his father were due
to the enhanced values of his investments in
real

he early turned

estate,

real estate

and long

leasee

his attention

of property

to

like

His
that of the Trinity Church Corporation.
memory is said to be wonderful, that it is so
retentive that he can tell every square foot

JOURNAL.
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Mrs. Astor may be her husband's
almoner in great part, as that lady has a most
estimable character for genuine benevolence.

nificence.

It

is very
is true enough that the public
exacting of the wealthy, who are roundly
abused when they decline to open their purses
at its dictation, and, as a class, they are so beto
seiged and importuned with applications,
say nothing of their being imposed upon and

which he owns, the exact date
each lease expires, and the amount due
.
on it almost to the penny.
He lives in Lafayette Place, close to the
library, in a handsome though somewhat old-

cajoled, it is not at all unnatural that they
should become somewhat hardened to solicita

brick house, which was built and
His manner of
given to him by his father.
life is exceedingly plain for one in his position.
He takes excellent care of his health, being
prudent in his habits, fond of walking, and in
disposed to ostentation or luxurious equipage.
In stature he is fully six feet, with a heavy,

compliance

if they had large incomes ; and from the
many experiences which we have in the way
of the manifest parsimony of individuals sud

strong frame, coarse features, small eyes, and a
physiognomy in general by no means impres

denly grown rich, we feel warranted in saying
that we have no confidence in such declara

So constitutionally strong and well-pre
served is he, that no one seeing his erect figure
and brisk bearing would suppose him to be as

tions.

of property
when

fashioned

sive.

old as he is by at least fifteen years, and he
appears likely to see his hundredth birthday.
His face is full and ruddy, with slight side

He dresses plainly, and avoids any
thing like parade.
He is reported to be very charitable on occa
sions, but those who claim to know him well say
that he is less liberal than his father was. He
whiskers.

rarely gives to solicitors for charity, and among
those who make it their business to collect
money for benevolent enterprises he has the
reputation for extreme closeness and parsi
During business hours he gives atten
mony.
tion solely to business ; outside of this lie
shows a liberal spirit, provided he finds the
object that has been recommended to his atten
tion to be worthy; but his charitable offices
are done in a very private, reserved way, as he
has no ambition to gain a reputation for mu

ANCIENT

tion.
If Astor or Stewart responded to all the
calls made upon them for assistance ; if they

into
to be frightened
with the threats of black-mailers,
they would be beggared in twelve months.
We hear people in cramped circumstances now
and then declaring that they " would be so lib
eral "

Before closing this somewhat long sketch,
we may say, in reply to the question which
has occurred doubtless to the reader, " How

much is he worth f " that we do not precisely
; and it is said that Mr. Astor himself

know

would be somewhat

DURING

at a loss to answer it with

exactness, but some sanguine individuals esti
mate it at $75,000,000, and it increases rapidly
every year with the advance in New

York

real

As to his income, we are told that it
exceeds that of the Emperor of Germany.
The

estate.

same, however,

may be said

of

Stewart

and

Vanderbilt
Mr. Astor married Miss Armstrong, daughter
of General Armstrong, Secretary of War under
James Madison when President of the United
States. Six children have been born to them,
three sons and three daughters, all of whom,
except one daughter, are living and have fam
They reside chiefly in the
ilies of their own.
city of New York.

HU MAM

the interesting proceedings of the
late meeting of the Social Science Asso
ciation at Dubuque, Iowa, Dr. J. W. Foster, of

themselves

permitted

CRANIA.

in Indian mounds

widely separated as to lo
which seem to have a common type
utterly unlike those of any other known hu

cality,

Cbicago, presented some peculiarly-shaped hu
man skulls, and some drawings descriptive of
others as strangely formed, on which he com

man crania.

mented as follows:
There have been several skulls discovered

of Chicago

These skulls, taken respectively
from two groups of mounds, about five miles
apart, on the Des Plantes River, in the vicinity
a station

of Merom,
; from the neighborhood
on the Cincinnati and Terra Haute

ANCIENT HUMAN CRANIA.

187 2.]

Railway, Indiana ; and from the vicinity of
Dunleith, Illinois, just across the Mississippi
from Dubuque, Iowa, present these marked pe
culiarities in the most extreme degree. In the
first of the two groups of mounds near Chica
go, portions of eleven skeletons were found;
but only one skull and three frontal bones were
sufficiently well preserved to admit of meas
The other group of
urement and comparison.
mounds yielded human remains evidently be
longing to two distinct eras, one of which must
have been exceedingly recent. In addition to
these were found, nearly on a level with the
original surface, many skulls far gone in de
and presenting

composition,

peculiarities

not

to the existing Indian. To these
Dr. Foster is inclined to assign an antiquity
of several hundred years, and thought them to
appertaining

undoubtedly those of the Mound Builders,
and of the highest value to the antiquary.
So abnormal was the appearance of these

be

skulls when first discovered, that Dr. Foster
had difficulty in satisfying other investigators
that these skulls had not been subjected to
But the shape is entirely differ
compression.
ent from that of the Indian Bkull or any other,
The skulls of Eu
compressed or otherwise.
ropeans (Caucasian) and of American Indians
were compared with the Mound Builder. The
Caucasian skull is developed more completely
than the Indian in every direction, except in a
line thorough
the head,
the ears, and is somewhat
boat or egg-shaped; that of the Indian some

nearly horizontal
somewhat above

what approaches the shape of a block with the
corners rounded off. [In fact, it is quite conical,
Firmness and Self-Esteem jutting out conspic

uously at the top, and Destrucliveness, Secretiveness, and Combativeness being very marked
at the base.]

But the Mound Builder's skull is

like that of

a bird, and

needs only a beak to

complete the illusion. It rounds down equally
from the apex to both front and back, with no
forehead worth naming.
[In other words, the
faculties

are apparently the only
division of the intellect represented in the
brain, so immensely do they predominate over

perceptive

the others.]
The measurement
skulls, as

lows:

of one of the Chicago
determined by Dr. Bridge, is as fol

Circumference,

longitudinal

20.25

arc, 15.5 inches;

inches;
vertical

around
height

above

the glabello-occipital
line, 3.8 inches;
extreme longitudinal measurement, 7.6 inches;
extreme transverse, 5.75 inches.
The skull is

Its general outline is
Its differences, compared

not quite symmetrical.
dolchico-cephalic.

with
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skull, are, notably : the large
ridges, the
depressed forehead, the occiput not

a European

development
greatly

of the superciliary

merely flattened but forming an oblique line
upward, while it occupies the extreme posterior
part of the skull.
Three skulls from the Kennicutt mound

exhibited

remarkably prominent
ridges and peculiarly retreating
foreheads ; one of these being even a more re
supra-orbitul

treating forehead than that of which the meas
urement is given above. " think," says Dr.
" that no one can view this
Foster,
fragment,

I

with its great, massive superciliary ridges, its
low, flat forehead, and its thick, bony wall,
without coming to the conclusion that its pos
sessor when alive must have been essentially a
Of two crania from the Hass'
ferocious brute.

Park mounds, one is distinguished by almost
the entire absence of a forehead; the orbital
rings are sharp, without the least sign of a
superciliary ridge ; but the region of the gla
bella rises up in a ridge, and the nasal bones
are projected like the beak of a bird or of a
garpike.

The skull is only of the thickness of

The brain capacity is not large.
pasteboard.
Without indorsing Phrenology, Dr. Foster
thinks it may be admitted that observation
the assignment of particular faculties
of particular parts of the brain : as, the seat of
the intellectual faculties in the anterior lobe,
of the propensities which most link us with the
brute in the middle lobe, of those that apper

justifies

tain to the social

affections, in the posterior

Judged by these tests, we may infer that
the Mound Builders were not as intellectual as
the Indian, but less crafty and cruel."

lobe.

[Without assuming a captious spirit, or ap
we may venture a re
pearing hypercritical,
mark or two here with reference to the meas
given above. Inferentially, as we
to examine these
have had no opportunity
crania, we think that the order of mentality
was not quite so low as the learned Doctor is
urements

inclined to rate it. The circumference, twenty
and a quarter inches, is by no means insignifi
cant as compared with the modern average of
The height, three and
inches.
twenty-two
eight-tenths inches, to be sure, is nearly two
inches less than a modern European's cranial
depth, but the length and breadth are about
the modern average.

The quantum of brain being for the most
part due. to the depth of the cranial cavity, a
close comparison of the skull of an average
member of our modern civilization with one of
" would indicate a very great
"
the bird-shaped
difference in favor of the former, and its rela

'
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Phrenological journal.

The Indian occupies
between the Mound
Builders and the White, with, however, a larg
er development of the lateral region of the
It would be
brain contiguous to the ears.
difficult to analyze these ancient skulls and
predicate of their comparative mental qualities
without the assistance of Phrenology, although
some of our scientists, unlike the eminent Pro
live mental superiority.
an intermediate position

fessor Morton, take some pains to express their
disbelief in the tenets of Phrenology, and in
the same breath give utterance

to views

con

[Dec,

depressed, but there is an enormous prolonga
tion of the posterior region, and the line be
tween the occipital protuberance and the inter
section of the lamboidal sutures, instead of
being vertical, as in the normal state, is curved
outward, so as often to bring the occiput point
beneath the skull, and in a line with its base.

The back-head of the Flathead Indian, as
drawn by Dr. Foster on the blackboard, was
not unlike that of the ladies of two or three
years ago when the round waterfall on the
But on ex
back of the head was fashionable.

of the Mound Builders it

Where
principles.
firmatory of phrenological
does Dr. Foster find so definite a division of

amining

the brain as that which he summarily enunci
with the proofs, except in

The occiput forms the extreme pos
terior part of these skulls, from which the line
of the cranium curves upward and inward.

ates, in his address

the writings of phrenologists, or in the specula
tions of those who have borrowed the solid mat
ter of their hypotheses from phrenologists ?]
Dr. Foster then went into an analysis of the

of ancient Peruvian and Aztec
peculiarities
skulls, and compared them with North Amer
ican Indian skulls and the skulls of the Mound
Builders.

The similarity between

and Mound Builders'

Peruvian
Dr.

skulls is noticeable.

Lund, a distinguished Swedish naturalist, says :
" The human figures sculptured on the ancient
mounds of Mexico represent, for the greater
part, a singular conformation of the head be
ing without forehead, the cranium retreating
backward

immediately

above the superciliary

This anomaly, which is generally attrib
uted to an artificial disfiguration of the head,
or the taste of the artist, now admits of a more
arch.

natural explanation, it being proved by authen
tic documents that there really existed in this
country a race exhibiting this anomalous con
The skeletons, which were of both
formation.
were of the ordinary height, although
two of them were above the common stature.

sexes,

These heads, according to the received opinion
in craniology, could not have occupied a high
position intellectually."
believe that the artificial

Rivero and Tschudi

disfigurements of the
Inca-Peruvians owe their

skull among the
origin to the prior existence of an autochthon
ous race having this peculiarity; and they fur

ther state that such peculiarities are in some
congenital, having been found in the

cases

fetus in Peruvian mummies. As to the shape
of the skull being produced by compression,
Professor Morton has pointed out that where
this is attempted the volume of the brain is not
diminished, but simply transferred to parts of
the head where

the pressure

is not applied.

Dr. Foster had examined skulls of the Flathead
and Chinook Indians where the forehead is

the skulls

was evident that there was no such swelling at
the back.

Moreover, it has been shown that wherever
bandages have been used for depressing the
skull, it is marked by bony ridges or depres
sions, which do not exist in the skulls in ques

tion. It may be safely asserted that there are
certain coincidences in the configuration of the
head between the primeval inhabitants of Bra

zil, the temple-builders of Peru and Mexico,
the Mound Builders of the Mississippi
Valley.
In the discussions that followed the exhibi
tion and analysis of the crania, Dr. Foster said
that Professor Morton had placed too much
emphasis on what he called typical types.
Nevertheless here were facts which could not
be thrown aside. Among the bones disinterred
and

at Merom, Indiana, there were also thigh-bones

of which the shape of the femur was peculiar
and different from that of Europeans.
Col.
Forshey asked whether these differences of
cranium and femur justified the announcement
of a new species of man, to which Dr. Foster
Professor Putnam
replied in the negative.
thought we had scarcely a sufficient number
of these low-browed skulls to assume that they
A large
were typical of the Mound Builders.
majority of the skulls taken from these mounds
were not of this extreme form at all
they
were of the box-shape or Indian skull. At the
utmost he thought that if there were originally
a race of Mound Builders with low foreheads,
it was absorbed or driven south again long
before the Mound Builders, as such, ceased to
Professor Winter announced a new
exist.
locality of mounds and skulls in Michigan. A
few specimens of the real Mound Builders'
skulls had been found there; not quite so much
depressed as those shown here, but an inter
mediate form between the Indian and the ex
treme Mound Builder. Dr. Foster stated that

1872.]
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Dr. Wallace collected sixty skulls from the
Malays and found every variety of race forms,
apparently, among them. The skulls of any
given race differ widely among themselves.
Dr. Foster did not wish to be understood as
saying that the Mound Builders were a race
exclusively having depressed skulls; but he
considered the coincidence of these numerous
discoveries
indicative of the fact that large
numbers of men of this remarkable conforma
tion must have existed among the Mound
Builders.
[Should any of our readers who have not
given much attention to the shape and contour
of heads examine carefully those of their friends,
taking measurements and sketching their hor

||eparfittent

of

izontal

and vertical

will

surprised

be

thus be discovered.

outlines

on
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paper, they

which will
Even among members of

by the variety

one family will bo found marked variations.
Hence it may be seen that the skulls shown
by Dr. Foster do not necessarily indicate a dif
ferent species or race of the Mound Builders,
but may be the relics of individuals of the
same general family who were npt so happily
endowed as their brothers.
If those skulls,
however, exist in large numbers, the lapse of
time since their owners lived in thorn being of
course considered, the presumption would be
but fair that they represent a different class of
human thought and life, a cioser approxima
tion to primeval

Mtgion

man.]
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THE TESTIMONY OF CONSCIOUSNESS.
BY HENRY

IF

WORLDS?
t

C. PEDDER.

in addition to the testimony of revela
tion we required any evidence relating to
the dual character of our existence, aud the
relationship which we bear to the visible and

cause. This is to a certain extent undeniably
true ; but it is also quite as true that as it is the
fundamental verity which renders existence
possible, and as it expresses itself under all

iuvisible worlds, we could not long remain in

of human life with certain degrees
of consistency and similarity, it commends it
self to us as the great basis on which to rest
all our ideas of human nature, if not the great
ocean of life to which all other circumstances

doubt

if we

attended carefully

to the peculiari

ties of our nature and the profound mysteries
Formed
which our consciousness suggests.
as we are as to the esse of our nature by a Pow
er which it is impossible for even the highest
intellect to comprehend, and sustained as we
are as to the existere of our nature in a manner
that equally transcends our finite capacities, it
docs not appear that we can ever realize thor
oughly what may be termed the mystery of life.

And it does appear that we are so constituted
as to feel that we are related simultaneously to
two classes of phenomena, constituting the
And this it
tine qua non of human existence.
is which shall form the subject of my remarks ;
at the same time I will endeavor as far as pos
sible to Illustrate

the supremacy of mind over

matter.

It

maybe true that the fact of our conscious

ness is in itself but a phenomenon, and, there
fore, dependent on something higher as its

conditions

and conditions

are but so many

tributaries.

As it expresses itself under its various forms,
and manifests itself in keeping with certain
conditions which largely influence its method
of expression, it will at times seem a little in
consistent with itself, and in many respects
But even
exceedingly weak and unreliable.

here, if we are careful to observe the general
tendency, there may still be seen the evidences
of a universal principle running through and
pervading the world-wide character of human
consciousness.

Indeed, "the disposition of the human soul
to seek for its own prototype, and to start at
its own shadow in the outward universe," is a
fact

which is so clearly

generally confirmed

established

and so

as to leave no room what

Phrenological Journal.
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respect to the exercise

significance.
In one form of its expression it may be that
of the poor red-skin " living in continual ap
prehension of the unkind attacks of spirits, to

he may be

of

his rational faculties,

mere infant

with respect to his

;

a

ever for doubting its universality and profound

but as

a

putians

;

attainments in general culture, he may be com
paratively less in stature than Gulliver's Lilli
man, as

a

living soul formed

avert which he has recourse to charms, to the
fantastic ceremonies of his priest, or the pow

for the reception of influences

In another
of his manitous."
it may be that of the North Australian native,
" who will not go near graves at night unless
he carries a fire stick to keep off the spirit of
In another it may be that absurd
darkness."
which induces the women of
superstition
Greenland, during an eclipse, to pinch the
dog's ears with the view of ascertaining wheth
er the end of the world is at hand. In another
it may be that peculiar notion of the Fijians,
" the
according to which they believe that
spirit of a man who still lives will leave the

ences with his spirit as

is

a

a

intended, and as

I

As

it
is

it

it

is

Nor
anything against this view of hu
man nature to argue that
partakes too much
of the " exploded " doctrine of " innate ideas."
trust

will

be

inter

is

not to be found in this
preted, its definition
direction, being instead merely an expression

it

germinal principle from which all ideas
of^hat
necessarily emanate, and without which
would be impossible to feel tliat we live.

As consequence arising from the close re
semblance which the lower animals bear to
know that the simple
prcdicable of them as
But between this and

as

is

truly

it

is

I

man in many respects,
association of ideas

of man.

is
a

the germinal principle interwoven in our con
wide
sciousness as human beings, there
difference which we can not consistently over

With the animal there undeniably ex
ists the ordinary power of sensation and the
train of ideas which this feeling begets. With
naturally intuitive sentiment
man there
a

look.

which, while
comprehends all ideas that can
come within the experience of the animal, also
higher region wherein the soul, in
rises into
some form or other, makes for itself a deity,

it

is

seeking thereby for a responsive utterance to
its own mysterious nature.
By some scientists
am aware that
very much questioned

whether this feeling of intuition and this tes
timony of our consciousness are of any weight
in strictly determining whether we are or are
But
not possessed of an immortal nature.
clearly the universality of the sentiment, and
the power which
exercises over each one of
is

us, must be of some weight in enabling us to
matter which
realize the verity of
beyond
a

dwelt on earth, blessing men and rendering
them happy by her divine presence, and fol
lowing him through every diversified stage of
his existence uutil we reach him in that low
condition of barbarous life when he has no re
ligious conception otherwise than of evil dei

to the fact of our

it

a

it,

rounded by everything that is beautiful and
chaste ; or when, as the ancients represented
Astrooa, in the form of
beautiful maiden,

be referred

consciousness.

is

lief that they emanate from, and proceed ac
cording to certain inherent qualities of the
human soul which are inseparable from the
circumstance of human life. Beginning, if we
please, our point of observation from that pe
riod in human history when the believers in
"original purity" would represent man as sur

which can only

it

under all these conditions there is obviously a
very great difference in the effects produced;
but yet if we examine them closely there is a
family resemblance which establishes the be

by one common

a

witchcraft which prevails so largely among all
uncivilized nations. In another it may be the
beautiful Grecian myth of Psyche, embodying
and expressing the immortality and gradual
purification of the soul. Lastly, it may be
under that condition
of life and habit of
thought with which, as members of a Chris
Now,
tianized civilization, we are all familiar.

of these influ

human

a

body when asleep to trouble other people." In
another it may be that extraordinary belief in

from the exter

being, he
law, which, operat
ing universally on the entire domain of human
certain class of feelings
nature, develops
governed

I

erful influence

nal world, and the association

it
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difficult (under this last phase of his existence)
to discriminate between him and the Bimia;
but even here there are general evidences and

agination in Scientific Thought," as being of
the greatest value in enabling us to realize the

sense

impress

every

thoughtful

of their significance.

With

a

alludes in bis article on

profound

character

relation which

it

it

a

which
a

indications
mind with

;

and to which
the range of sensuous perception
even so great
scientist as Professor Huxley

is

still, as regards the great substratum
man. In many of his propen
sities, in many of his ideas,
may be very

ties, he

of his nature,

"The

Use

of

the

Im

of our existence and the

bears to the Infinite.

Indeed, the relation

between the visible and

MAN AS AN INHABITANT OF TWO WORLDS.
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invisible worlds is so exquisitely perfect that
it becomes impossible for us as human beings
to look on the one without feeling that we are
iu some measure looking also on the other.
For instance, the beauty of the mate-rial world
addresses itself to our senses, and what is the
Is it that we merely look upon it as
result?
picture, bearing no suggestions,
than the materialized
signification
expression of a lifeless beauty ? Is it that we
gaze day after day, night after night, upon the
an unmeaning
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existence and existence is thought, because wo
are compelled to submit to our consciousness
test by which our impressions
of everything must necessarily be determined.
As an example of this let us mark its opera
tion as illustrated in one of the most strictly
scientific minds that the world has ever seen,
In his philo
viz. t that of Rene Descartes.
as the ultimate

no higher

sophical investigations this great mind com
menced by declaring doubt to be a duty, and
he ended by declaring consciousness alone to

sun, the moon, the stars, and all the various
forms of grandeur, beauty, and immensity
which fill all space, and yet do not feel that

be certainty.
In other words, by the most
careful analysis and the profoundest meditation
he realized " that idealism which declares the

there is a something in our inner life which
responds in a mysterious manner to these ma
terialized expressions of the infinite? As we

ultimate fact of all knowledge to be a con
sciousness or mental phenomenon j and there

move about the world, enjoy its uses, realize
its beauties, and analyze its mysteries, is it
possible for us to shut our eyes to the relation
ship which exists between man as a spiritual
being and nature as a Divine Volume, every
where open for his instruction, and for the pur
" through nature up to
pose of elevating him
" No this is not the testimony
nature's God ?
;

of our consciousness, nor is it possible under
By a pro
the dual character of our existence.
cess which is as perfect as it is benevolent, the
human mind finds itself irresistibly carried
toward

the infinite, the unknown,

visible, whenever

we come into

and the in
the presence

of those objects in nature which give rise to
According,
the feeling of awe and sublimity.
also, to the same principles and the relation
ship between the external world and the inter
nal man, the unpretending violet and the blush
ing rose suggest to us much that leads to the
realization of a purer and better world, wherein
those qualities in our nature which give such
intense

enjoyment

of

to the contemplation

these forms of beauty, shall
developed and more thoroughly understood.
Possessing as we do a spiritual nature which
he more perfectly

asserts itself in our every thought, and which
the material world by our impressions of its
to a large extent, we are nec
essarily brought into certain phases of experi
ence which not only imply the existence of
another life, but the chance of our immortality.

objects confirms

us strongly and
deeply that the eogito which we are compelled
to affix before the ergo turn, has an infinity of
meaning allying us at once to two worlds, and

They do more

immeasurably

: they impress

transcending

the ordinary

idea

which carries us little farther than "bipeds
without feathers." In fact, a little reflection

will

very soon convince

us that

thought

is

fore affirms the highest of all certainties, and
indeed tlie only absolute certainty, to be the

And is not this precisely
what each one of us must realize before we can

existence of mind."
flatter ourselves

that we understand

even the

first principles of human existence ?
In this respect it matters not that a great
many of us have been sickened in a measure

" the jargon of recent days about the ' Ab
solute,' and all the other hypostalized adjec
tives, the initial letters of the names of which
are generally printed in capital letters, just as
by

you give a grenadier a bear-skin cap to make
him look more formidable than he is by na
ture."
For the purposes of truth and real pro
gress in the science of understanding ourselves,
there has been far too much of this disposition
But it does not follow from this
prevalent
that there is no merit in the doctrine which
the supremacy of mind, and pro
poses our consciousness as the ultimate test to
advocates

which the evidence of all things must

be sub

mitted.

"

The immortal mind, superior to his fate,
Amid the outrage of external things,
Firm as the solid base of this great world.
Rests on his own foundation."

In other directions, and most especially with
regard to the external aspect of the material
world, there may appear many evidences or
indications of permanency and reality ; but a
Utile careful observation will very soon con
vince us that the reality is in ourselves, and
not in the material world. It is mind makes
up the reality of our consciousness, and it is
consciousness that makes up the reality of our
Outside of this wc are nothing,
existence.
simply because there is nothing of which we
can predicate human existence but of these two
fundamental facts.
And here we come to that direct point for
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I

which have designed my preceding argument,
viz. : the essential spirituality of man and the
irreversible relationship existing between mind

diates the old

grasp of nature to feel the immediate embrace
of God.
Immersed as the majority of us are in ani
malism and sordid appetites, it may be true
that to most of us these experiences are ex
" few and far between ;" but this by
ceedingly
no means denies the fact that there is an as
pect to our consciousness which, besides im
pressing

every thoughtful

mind with

a sense

of its profound significance, also enables us to
rise to that sphere of contemplative
religion
wherein the pure Theism of Christianity ap
pears to us in all its fullness and beauty. Dur
ing the every-day bustle and confusion of a
busy life, there are many things which sup
"
press the still, small voice" within us; but
in our silent moments, when the mind regains
equilibrium, and the tide of
its thoughtful
meditation fairly has set in upon us, then in
every earnestly reflective mind there comes up
from our consciousness a demand which rcpu-

ffH

mechanical

Deism,

and in its

and living
stead cries out for a sympathizing
In short, so deeply suggestive is our
God.
consciousness, and so obviously clear its indi
cations, that it is impossible for any one to

as manifested through consciousness and the
" unknown" by which we are surround
great
ed, and by virtue of which the mind at times,

reacting as it were against the usurpations of
secondary causation, throws itself into the arms
of infinitude, endeavoring even in the iron

[Dec,

feel that he is a man and not in some measure
find himself overshadowed by that feeling of
awe and reverence which induced

Immanuel

"Two

tilings fill me with
awe : the starry heavens and the sense of moral
responsibility in man."

Kant to exclaim:

In

this connection

it matters not how far

a

certain class of philosophers

may endeavor to
persuade us that the importance which we at
tach to consciousness is but an idle phantasy.

" Could the haunting problems of Being be
silenced, while we only listened to the flow
and caught the rythm of phenomena," or could
the atmosphere of our thoughts be reduced to
the oppressive temperature of a dead material
ism, then, and not until then, may we cease to
listen to that sentiment which so mysteriously
allies us to the visible and invisible worlds;
and which the more closely we trace its opertion the more clearly it brings us to that grand
definition
of Socrates: "The man is that
which uses the body ; now, does anything use
the body but the mind? Is not the mind,
Or, again, to answer
therefore, the man?"
with Alcibiades : " The miud alone."

E

N ?

BT BCSAK COOLrDGE.

If I were told

that I must die to-morrow.
That the next sun
Which sinks should bear me past all fear and sorrow
For any one.
All the fight fought, all the short journey through,
What should I do f

But if a wondrons hand from the blue yonder
neld out a scroll,
On which my life was writ, and I with wonder
Beheld unroll
To a long century's end its mystic cine,
Wkat should I do ?

I do not

What could

think that I should shrink or falter,

I do,

But just go on
Doing my work, nor change nor seek to alter
Aught that is gone ;
Bat rise and move and love and smile and pray
For one more day.

oh I blessed Guide and Master,
Other than this:
Still to go on as now, not slower, faster,
Nor fear to miss
The road, although so very long It be.
While led by Thee f

And, lying down at night for a last sleeping,
Say in that ear
Which hearkens ever: " Lord, within thy keeping
How should I fear !
And when to-morrow brings Thee nearer still,
Do Thou thy will."

Step after step, feeling thee close beside me.
AJthough unseen,
fhlde Thee,
Through thorns, through flowers, whether the tempest
Or heavens serene,
Assured thy faithfulness can not betray,
Thy love decay.

I

I

might not sleep for awe, but peaceful, tender
My sonl would He
All the night long; and when the morning splendor
Flushed o'er the sky,
I think that I could smile could calmly say,
"It is His day."

may not know, my God, no hand revcaleth,
Thy counsels wise ;
Along the path a deepening shadow stcaleth.
No voice replies
To all my questioning thought, the time to tell.
And it is well.

JOT IN THE PRISON.
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Let me keep on, abiding and nnfearing.
Thy will always,
Through a long century's ripening fruition,
Or a short day'B.
Thon can'et not come too toon ; and I can wait
If thou come late.

JOT IJf THE PRISON.
[Under this heading an Ohio paper makes this
statement: Rev. O. H. Newton, chaplain of the
Ohio penitentiary, reports that about 360 ot the
convicts have professed religion since the formation
of the prison church, a year and a half ago. Of these
about a hundred have been discharged, and have
joined churches outside, and are living consistent
Christian lives. Nearly five hundred of the in
mates attend the prayer meetings, and about four
hundred the Sabbath-school in the prison.]

it possible

What business have these
State prison convicts to become pious?
Were they sent to prison to pray, or was it to
be punished ? Then why not make them feel
the iron rod ? Wny show them favor ? Can a
criminal repent? Can the majesty of the civil
law be satisfied in this joy ous way ? Why,
Mr. Newton, you completely nullify the princi
ple taught in the old Jewish record, where it
demands an eye for an eye.
The next thing
we may expect to hear of will be great re
Then it
ligious revivals in all our prisons.
may be the murderer Stokes will become peni
tent, seek for pardon, " get religion," and be let

IS

1

loose on the world I Dreadful! dreadful! Then
what's the use of prisons, we should like to
ask ? Why not build churches, school-houses,
and such like, instead ? What are we coming
to, when

preachers

stead of

flogging

pray
them?

with prisoners, in
We wonder if it

would make any difference, as to crime, if there
was less "drink"?
Aye? Then why not or
ganize a temperance society in every drinking
saloon, and so lessen the causes of crime?
It is
said, and statistics prove, that seventy-five per
cent, of all the men now incarcerated in our
State prisons came to their crimes through
Btrong drink ! Think of this, you liquor dealers,
you liquor distillers; you who put the fatal
cup to your neighbor's lips. But we stray
from our subject, which is, Religion in the

Prison. God bless the good efforts of good
men who are moved to work in this much
neglected human vineyard 1 If any class of
mortals on earth need the inspiring and en
couraging influences of Divine love, it is this
class of unfortunates.
There are many poor, ignorant, unbalanced,
incautious, impetuous, and if you will
evildisposed persons afloat in a city, and there
are others, so badly warped, socially,1 intellect
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ually, and morally, that they are on the verge
of insanity.
The slightest disturbance de
thrones

their

reason,

and over

they

The asylum is the place for this class,
prison is the place for the criminal.

topple.
as the

Such
should be placed in restraint, nnd treated ac
cording to his condition and requirements, both
for his own good and for the good of society.
is a short but heedless course to send one to

It

death, or to a worse condition, by placing him
under brutal treatment in prison or asylum.

The Ohio man is on the right track, be uses
such agencies as God has placed at his dis
posal ; grace works through means, and real
Think you, good
conversions are the results.

if you or I were placed in a cold
cell, that we would become altogether
saintly, when no kind or encouraging word
were ever spoken to us ?

reader, that
prison

When we consider

that

the best

men are

to slip, yea do actually elip and yield to
temptations sometimes, it ought to teach us

liable

charity, and induce us to help the weak, and
instead of making them worse, to try to make
them better. God bless every effort made in
behalf of poor sinners, and especially criminal
sinners !

Forgiveness.
Here are paragraphs from
an exchange, which manifest the right spirit:
DECORATION OF GRAVES.

The 8oldiers' Rest was then cleared, and the

soldiers' orphans marched in, and after the
band had played a dirge, the beautiful cere
mony of decorating the graves with flowers
and evergreens was performed by the orphans,
assisted by the members of the Grand Army
At every head-board was a
of the Republic.
small flag, and the graves showed that they
had been properly cared for.
There wits a
great abundance of flowers, and not a single
grave was forgotten in the decoration.
DECORATrON OF REBEL GRAVES.
Perhaps one of the most touching incidents
of the day was at the conclusion of the deco
ration of Union graves, when Governor Wash

burn, in a few eloquent remarks, called upon
the veteran soldiers to follow him and decorate
the graves of the Confederate dead, about 150
of whom died in prison here, and are buried
It was an impressive
in Forest Hill Cemetery.
and suggestive scene, and one not soon to be
forgotten, to see the Governor and the old vet
erans strewing with flowers the graves of their
late enemies.

[Was not this noble, manly?

Heathenish

religions inculcate the principle of revenge, but
Christianity teaches the doctrine of penitence
and pardon.
ungodly.]

Forgiveness is godly ; revenge is
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EXPRESSION

ITS ANATOMY
BY SIR CHARLES

AND PHILOSOPHY.

BELL, K.H.

[CONCLUSION.]

ESSAY X.
TO THE PAINTER
FAULTS
INTO WHICH ARTISTS MAT BE BETRAYED
IN STUDYING THE ANTIQUE, OR IN DRAW
ING FROM TnE ACADEMY FIGURE ANAT
OMY AS CONDUCTING TO TRUTH OF EX
PRESSION AND OF CHARACTER.

USES OP ANATOMY

IT

is interesting, in a very high degree, to
mark the traits of emotion, and to com
pare them with the anatomical structure ; and
amid the severer studies of anatomy, as con
nected with health and disease, I have been
able, without departing too far from profes
sional pursuits and duties, to pass many pleas
ant hours in observing and investigating the
anatomy

of

expression.

In

the prosecution

of anatomy, we never know to what results
it piay lead. The observations I have made
on the nervous system might be traced to in
vestigations on the present subject.
I saw
that the whole frame is affected sympatheti
cally with expression in the countenance;
and it was in trying to explain that sympa
thy that I was led to ascertain that there . ex
ists in the body a distinct system of nerves,
the office of which is to influence the mus
cles in respiration, in speech, and in expres
sion.

The study of the animal frame,
fected by emotion

as

it is af

and passion, is nearly re

lated to philosophy, and is a subject of great
The question is often
difficulty and delicacy.

of what use is anatomy to the
The study of anatomy has been
objected to by some persons of pure taste,
from the belief that it leads to the represen
tation of the lineaments of death more than
of life, or to monstrous exaggerations of the
forms.
So far this is the case, when an art
ist, without natural talent or right feeling,
will rather exhibit the bones or muscles than
tile fine forms of health and vigor. But we
return to the question, what are the advan
tages to be gained from this study by the art
discussed,

painter?

As we may define anatomy to be the
of that structure by which the
mind expresses emotion, and through which
the emotions are controlled and modified, it
introduces us to the knowledge of the re
lations and mutual influences which exist
between the mind and the body. To the
painter, therefore, the study is necessarily
one of great importance ; it does not teach
him to use his pencil, but it teaches him to
observe nature, to see forms in their minute
varieties, which, but for the principles here
would pass unnoticed to catch
elucidated,
expressions so evanescent that they must es
It
cape him, did he not know their sources.
is this reducing of things to their principles
which elevates his art into a connection with
philosophy, and which gives it the character
of a liberal art.
By anatomy, in its relation to the arts of
ist?

examination

design,

I understand

the individual

not merely the study

and dissected

muscles

face or body or limbs, but the

of

of
the

observation
of all the characteristic varieties which dis
tinguish the frame of the body or counte
nance.
A knowledge of the peculiarities
of infancy, youth, or age, of sickness or rohust health, or of the contrasts
between
manly and muscular strength and feminine
delicacy, or of the appearances which pain or
death present, belongs
to its province as
much as the study of the muscles of the face
Viewed in this
when affected in emotion.
comprehensive light, anatomy forms a science
not only of great interest, but one which
will be sure to give the artist a true spirit of
observation, teach him to distinguish what is
essential to just expression, and direct his at
tention to appearances on which the effect
and force, as well as the delicacy of his de
lineations, will be found to depend.
Among the errors into which a young art
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ist is most likely to be seduced, there are
two against which the study of anatomy
to guard him. The
seems well calculated
one is a blind and indiscriminate imitation
of the antique; the other, an idea that he
will find in the academy figure a sure guide
for delineating the natural and true anatomy
of the living body. He who makes imita
tion of the antique the beginning and end
of his studies, instead of adopting it as a
corrective of his taste, will be apt to fall into
a tame and lifeless style; and, in pursuing
ideal beauty, will be in danger of renouncing
truth of expression and of character.
Nay,
suspect that many painters have copied
casts of the antique for years without per
fectly understanding what they should imi
tate, or even perceiving the necessity of

nature

of

the ancient

to be well considered

sculpture
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which ought

by the student in mod

ern painting.

In the infancy of their art, sculptors did
not venture to give to their figures either an
imation or character ; they did not even open
their eyelids or raise the arm from the side.
A

of composition
of ancient sculp
ture ; and we are told that Pericles, even in
the best period of Grecian art, was anxious
that his pupils should preserve this feature
stillness

and

simplicity

were thus the characteristics

I

previously studying the design of the artist,
or the peculiarities of his mode of composi
tion. Into this fault, one who is learned in
the science and anatomy of painting can
never fall. But he who has not compared
the natural with the antique head, nor un
derstood the characteristic differences, nor
studied the principle on which the ancient
artists composed, may be betrayed into the
by too implicitly
grossest misconceptions,
In painting a hero,
following their models.
for example, on whom the Greek artist would
have

bestowed

a character

of

strength

and

grandeur, by bold anatomy and expression,
be may be following the ideal form of a
deity in which the sculptor had studiously
divested his model of all that might seem to
pertain to humanity. As I have before re
marked, the ancient sculptor, in accordance
with the mythology of his country and the
spirit of her poetry, studied to show the at
tributes of divinity in the repose of the fig
ure, without any indication of muscles or
veins, and by a face stamped with the mild
serenity of a being superior to human pas
sion ; thus shadowing out a state of exist
ence, in which the will possessed freedom and
activity, without the accompanying exertion
of die bodily frame. But those ideal forms
are scarcely ever to be transferred to the rep
resentation of the human body ; and a modern

artist who follows indiscriminately such mod
the noblest lessons of his art.
Independently of the ideal form of divin
ity, there are also some peculiarities in the

els, misapplies

Han.
of the early ages in all their works as essen
The pleasure of being car
tial to grandeur.
ried back to old times seems to be a part of
our nature, or, at least, of the cultivated
mind. So Pliny speaks of retaining in every
thing about a villa its ancient simplicity. It
is observed accordingly, that among the ex
cellences which distinguish the Greek artists,
the first and most admirable is that gravity
of style that sedate grandeur of expression
and prevailing tranquillity of soul which still
appear under the most terrible agitation and
Upon this chaste model the taste
passion.
in sculpture was formed in the better ages
of Greece and Rome, and its influence has ex
tended to modern times.

Unfortunately this style of composition has
been taken as an additional authority for re

jecting powerful expression

and

character
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even from the canvas.

But we must never

forget the distinction between sculpture and

The statuary,

painting.
the painter,

has often

not consistent with beauty
Sometimes
soften

preserve

well as
what is
while both must

indeed,

as

to represent

an

;

indefiniteness,

and

all the harsher, though strictly natur

al, lines

of

expression.

If

the statues

of Mi

Angclo and John of Bologna were as
familiar to us as the casts of the antique, they
would probably modify the prevailing opin
ions on this subject.
Still, there is an essen
tial difference between the principle of com
position in painting and in sculpture.
In the works of ancient artists we see a
effort to exalt their productions
perpetual
They
above the commonness of nature.
studied a grand and general effect, avoiding
of minuteness or sharp
the representation
ness of feature, and of convulsions or distor
tions, however strictly natural ; and, indeed,
it is scarcely consistent with the character of
a statue to represent the transitory effects of
The sculptor must exercise
violent passion.
his genius on the more sublime and permanent
feelings, as characterized in the countenance
and figure ; and much of the difficulty of his
art consists in preventing the repose which
ought to be preserved in the attitude and ex
pression, from extinguishing all character
and degenerating into tameness and indiffer

chael

ence.

It is repose, and not absence of expression,
that is to be aimed at. The flashes of pas
sion do not assort with the material, while
the languor and the gloom of the features in
grief are quite consistent with it. The slaves
and mutes on the pedestal of a monumental
statue may contribute to the effect; they are
mere accessories

as the frame to the picture.

But this principle does not apply to the
painter ; to transfer to his art the rules of
composition which flow from the study of
ancient
sculpture would endanger all in
As his materials
which it is most excellent.
do not permit a close imitation of the actual
forms of nature, a stronger and more natural
character

is to be adopted on the canvas than

is proper to a statue. It is true that he may
often maintain much of the same gravity of
style as the statuary, and that in such com
positions there may be a certain august maj
esty , some subjects require this, and others
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only admit of it, provided the tone and prin
ciple of composition be preserved, and the
In general,
coloring be low and somber.
however, this is neither necessary nor perhaps
a picture ; and it may be at
down, that where there is bold
light and vivid coloring, there should also
be strong expression and bold characteristic
A painting with high finishing
drawing.
and bright coloring demands minute expres
sion, because the same circumstances which
display the natural color, bring out a clear
disclosure of the parts and a sharpness of
expression in the features.
Thus the painter must study the traits of
human expression.
The noblest aim of

suitable

to

least laid

painting is unquestionably to affect the
mind, which can only be done by the repre
of emo
sentation of sentiment and passion
tion as indicated by the figure and the coun
But if it be contended that an
tenance.
imposing stillness and tranquillity must per
vade the higher subjects of painting,
ture to affirm that

it

I ven

which
he can never attain who is not capable of
all the violence and agitation
representing
It is not such repose as the art
of passion.
ist who has despised or neglected natural
character may be able to represent, but such
as he alone can conceive and execute who
has studied all the variety of expression, and
learned the anatomy of the face and limbs
in their most violent action.
Nay, tranquil
lity or repose, in the strict sense of the words,
can only be truly represented by one who
can, with equal facility, give energy to the
features and figure ; for in rest there must be
character, and that character will best be ex
pressed by him who has studied the effect of
It ought also to
the action of the muscles.
be remembered
that repose and agitation
must ever greatly depend on contrast and
opposition. There are few grand subjects in
history or mythology in which the tranquil
lity and higher beauty of expression in the
main figure docs not borrow some aid from
the

contrast

of

the

is a tranquillity

harsher

features,

more

marked characters, and more passionate ges
tures of the surrounding groups.
Perhaps I have sufficiently pointed out how
dangerous it is for one who aims at excelling
as a painter to imitate too closely and indis
criminately the productions of ancient sculp

its anatomy

;

is

a

is

a

a

a

is

is

a

is

a

a

a certain

tension

and

it

is

;

a

is

is

a

is

it

is

is

a

gesture,

straining pervades every limb and feature.
This universal state of the body
difficult
to excite in those who are accustomed to sit
to painters they watch his eye, and where
they see him intent, they exert the muscles.
The painter, therefore, can not trust to the
man throwing himself into natural posture
he must direct him, and be himself able to
catch, as
were, intuitively, what
natural,
and reject what
constrained.
Besides,
those soldiers and mechanics who are em
ployed as academy figures are often awkward
hard labor or the stiff habits
and unwieldly
of military training have impaired the nat
ural and easy motion of their joints.
Until the artist has gained perfect knowl
able to represent
edge of the muscles, and
them in action without losing the general
balance of the figure, he
apt to produce
an appearance like spasm or cramp in the
limbs, from one part being in action while
in repose. For
the other
always to be
remembered, that whether the body be alive
or dead, whether the limbs be in action or
uniform character must
relaxed in sleep,
Whether the gen
pervade the composition.
tly undulating line of relaxed muscle be the
prevailing outline, or the parts be large and
strong, and the muscles prominent, bold, and
turgid, there must be perfect accordance, or
there will be no truth of expression.
think that in the sketches, and even in
is

descriptions of the great poets and the study
the works of eminent painters and sculp
But even for
tors, afford the only resource.
correct knowledge of the body
attaining
and limbs, the academy figure
far from be
ing an infallible guide. The display of mus
cular action in the human figure
but mo
mentary, and can not be retained and fixed
for the imitation of the artist.
The effect
produced upon the surface of the body and
limbs by the action of the muscles
the
swelling and receding of the fleshy parts,
and that starting out of the sinews or ten
dons, which accompany exertion or change
of posture, can not be observed with suffi
cient accuracy unless the artist
able to
and
class the muscles engaged in the action
he requires some other guide to enable him
to recollect these varying forms than that

of

impassioned

is

it

leads to error.
In the first place,
can give
no aid in reference to the countenance.
Here
the lessons of anatomy, associated with the

transitory view of

When the academy figure first strips him
symmetry and accordance in
all the limbs; but when screwed up into
posture, they indicate constraint and want
of balance.
It can not be supposed that
when
man has the support of ropes to pre
serve him in
position of exertion, t'ae same
action of muscles can be displayed as if the
limbs were supported by their own efforts;
hence, in all academy drawings, we may per
ceive something wrong, from the ropes not
In
being represented along with the figure.
natural action there
consent and symme
try in every part. When
man clenches his
fist in passion, the other arm does not lie in
stern
elegant relaxation; when the face
and vindictive, there
energy in the whole
man rises from his seat in
frame: when
self, there

a

it

;

is,

a

it

it,

the anatomy of his figures.
Where is the artist to find the principles
of his art when he desires to express mental
under all those influences which
suffering
form the subjects of design iu the higher de
partments of art, and especially in historical
painting is ho to grimace at himself in a
mirror ? then he falls into caricature ; is he
to study the expression of the actor ? then
he represents what is fantastic and theatrical.
For what may be correct representation on
the stage is not correct in painting, any more
than it would be correct for the tragedian to
display on the stage those traits of expres
sion with which the physician is alone sup
Powers of observa
posed to be familiar.
tion, cultivated by good taste, lead us to dis
tinguish what is appropriate. The physician
in studying symptoms, the actor 4n personi
fying suffering, the painter in representing
or the statuary in embodying
in marble,
are observers of nature; but each sees her
differently, and with
feeling influenced by
his pursuit.
The study of the academy figure
un
but unless followed
doubtedly, essential
with some regard to science
necessarily

by

;

of

afforded

them.
is

may serve as a guard against all such danger,
and afford him a sure criterion for judging

which
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;

the academy figure

it

of

is

But it is natural for the student to

believe that the study

and Philosophy.

a

ture.

expression

I
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the finished paintings of some artists, I have
observed the effect of continuing to draw
from the model or from the naked figure,
without due attention to the regulated ac
tion of the muscles.
have seen paintings

I

where

the grouping was excellent

and

the

proportions exact, yet the figures stood in
attitudes when they were meant to be in ac
tion ; they were fixed as statues, and commu
nicated

to the spectator no idea

or of motion.

This sometimes

have no doubt,

from

of

exertion

proceeds,

I

long-continued con
templation of the antique, but more frequent
ly from drawing after the still and spiritless
The knowledge of anato
academy figure.
my is necessary to correct this ; but chiefly a
familiar acquaintance with the classification
of the muscles and the peculiarities and ef
fect of their action.
The true use of the living figure is this :
after the artist has studied the structure of
the bones and the groupings of the muscles,
he should observe attentively the play of the
muscles and tendons when the body is thrown
into action and attitudes of violent exertion ;
he should especially mark their changes dur
ing the striking out of the limbs.
By such
a course of observation he will soon be able
to distinguish between posture and action,
and to avoid that tamencss which results
from neglecting the effects of the alternate
contraction and relaxation of the muscles.
And with this view, after having learned to
draw the figure, the painter would do well
a

to make the model go through the exercise

of pitching the bar, or throwing, or striking.
He will then find that it is chiefly when
straining in a fixed posture that there is a
general tension and equal prominence of the
muscles ; and that in the free actions of the
liinbs a few muscles only swell out, while
their opponents are relaxed and flattened.
He will not, perhaps, be able at once to catch
of muscular expression and
the character
commit it to paper, but having an accurate
knowledge of the muscles, according to their
uses and the effect of each action in calling
particular sets of them into activity, know
ing to what points his' observation should be
applied, and how his preconceived notions
are to be corrected by the actual appearance
of the limb, each succeeding exhibition of
muscular exertion will advance his progress
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in the delineation

[Dec,
Hence it
is the true
and it will in

of the figure.

may well be said, that anatomy

basis of the arts of design ;
fallibly lead those to perfection who, favored
with genius, can combine truth and simplic
ity with the higher graces and charms of the
It bestows on the painter a minuteness
art.
and readiness of observation which he can
not otherwise attain : and I am persuaded
that while it enables him to give vigor to
the whole form, it teaches him to represent
niceties of expression which would otherwise
pass unnoticed.

Even in drawing from a particular model
in anatomy has a great su

the artist versed

When I have seen one unac
periority.
quainted with the internal structure draw
ing from the naked figure or from a statue,
I have remarked the difficulty which he ex
perienced in showing the course of a swell
ing muscle or the slight depressions and con
vexities about a joint; and this difficulty
might be traced to his ignorance of the re
lations and actions of the muscles.
The
same perplexity he often feels in drawing the
knobbed ends of the bones or the insertions
of the tendons at the articulations ; for these
parts being covered over by the integuments

of fat of variable thickness,
in membranes, are but faintly
marked on the Burface. The delicate and
indications of the anatomy,
less definite
traced
easily
by one acquainted with
though
the structure of the limb, appear to the un
informed only unmeaning variations in the
outline ; he has no means of judging of their
and he is subject to continual
importance,
mistakes in attempting to imitate them.
Suppose that a young artist, not previously
grounded in anatomy, is about to sketch a
figure or a limb, his execution will be feeble,
and he will commit many errors if he endeav
ors merely to copy what is placed before him
to transcribe, as it were, a language which
he does not understand.
He sees an undu
lating surface, with the bones and processes
of the joints faintly marked ; he neglects the
peculiar swelling of the muscles, to which be
should give force, as implying motion ; he
makes roundings merely ; he is incapable of
the elegant curved outline of
representing
beauty with decision and accuracy, and of
preserving, at the same time, the characters
and

cushions

and sheathed

expression-Its anatomy and philosophy.
is

it

I

a

;

is

is
a

is

a

is

I

;

;

a

a

it

;

'
a

'

a

a

is

a

;

;

?
1

man be merely

the gen

MSocrates one day paid visit to Clito, the statuary,
and, In the course of conversation, said to him, 'We all
know, Clito, that yon execute variety of figure* some
in the attitude of the race, and others in the several ex
ercises of wrestling, of pugilism, and of the pancratium
but with regard to the quality which particularly capti
mean their correct
vates the soul of the spectator
this property wrought
resemblance to the life how
As Clito hesitated for
into your productions
reply,
not by endeavoring to
Socrates quickly rejoins, Is
imitate the configuration of the bodies of those who arc
actually engaged in those exertions of skill and activity
that you succeed?1 'Without doubt,1 said the artist.
Well, then resumed the philosopher, you study, under
the various gestures and attitudes of the living body,
what parts are drawn up out of their natural situation,
contrary direction below it. Some which
or carried in
undergo compression, others an unnatural elevation
state of extension, others
some which are thrown into
which become relaxed; all this you imitate, and henco
yon produce that fidelity, that accuracy, which we ad
And the
mire.1 The artist acquiesced in the remark.
pleasure
expression of the passions, again how great
Surely,1 replied
does this produce to the spectator
"Thus those who are in the actual conflict of the
Clito.
battle, are they not to be represented as bearing men
aces in their eyes, while satisfaction and joy should sit
Unques
upon the countenances of the victorious
It is then equally the business of the statu
tionably.1
ary to transfuse into his productions the workings and
Memorabilia,
emotions of the mind.1 " Xkxophon
lib. iii. cap. x. p.
:

If

and

1

a

a

the muscles.

muscle,

1
'
'

of

graceful simplicity may
pointing upward,
be all that the painter can attain or should
but if he
attempt
bringing down heavy
sword to make
blow, the muscles will start
into strong exertion, and the idea of mighty
action will be conveyed by representing those
swelling muscles of the chest which pull
down the arm and give the sweep to the whole
Thus, to compose with truth and
body.

of

of the joints, are touched with
slight but accurate hand, and the spirit
at
and life of the original are recognized
once. Even in the early stage of his draw
ing, while his rival
copying parts, he will
correct and
present the foundation of
and as he can convey the
spirited sketch
few lines, he also excels in
general idea by
finishing the minute parts.

*

is

ment

a

;

is

a

;

is

is

is

is

it

" Remember, further, to
pear enervate."
make the muscles most visible on that side
of any member which
puts forward to ac
tion."
Such rules and precepts are rather
the result of anatomical study than useful to
one ignorant of the subject, in pointing out
to be produced.
how effect
It
not by
that the
following such recommendations
to be accomplished, but by enriching
end
the mind with frequent observation of the
changes which are displayed by action, and
For
forming rules for their representation.
example, in vigorous action there
gen
but in order
eral tension of the whole frame
certain
to produce
particular motion,
class of muscles
brought into stronger ac
tion than the rest and the nature of the
motion is expressed by marking the arrange

the masses

eral forms

a

is

is

a

:

figures,

must show their muscles most distinctly and
boldly upon which the greatest stress
laid,
in comparison with which the rest must ap

limbs,

;

repressed.

a

and

?
*

checked

6.

be

an accurate

The other seizes the chief charac
ters of the attitude with facility, because his
knowledge of the skeleton has enabled him
to balance the trunk upon the limbs and
give the contours boldly. The turn of the

/

must

genius

Every change of posture
accompanied with
muscular action, and in proportion to the
painter's ignorance of the cause of those
changes, all his designs will be cramped and
restrained.
Leonardo da Vinci gives form
self-evident to an
ally, as precept, what
anatomist " In naked
those members

labor,

much

outline.

a

of

the effect, after

'

it,

is

is,

If,

into caricature.
But with a knowledge of anatomy, if he
attempt the same task, his acquaintance with
the skeleton will enable him to make his first
outline of the figure with truth and ease, and
preserve its various proportions ; and the
study of the muscles will enable him to give
force to the muscular parts, and to represent
the joints accurately without exaggeration.
however, in composing much more
than in copying that this knowledge
truly
Without
all the original efforts
useful.

force,
necessary that the painter should
not only know the place and form of the
bones and muscles, but that he should also
have an accurate conception of the classing
of the muscles in action.*
Perhaps may best convey my idea of the
advantage to be derived from this study by
contrasting two young artists drawing from
the one trusting to his untutored
figure
genius, the other assisted by
knowledge of
The first
seen copying bit by
anatomy.
bit, and measuring from point to point and

a

he falls into tameness or deviates
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a

Drawing what he does not

action.

understand,

*

of living
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energy and effect.

It

a

is

mistake to suppose that, because in
of the finest pictures the anatomy
but faintly indicated, the study may not be
Even that which, in
necessary to
painter.
the finished picture,
intended merely to
give the idea of muscular exertion, should
have its foundation laid in the sketch, by a
correct
and strong drawing of the full
It true that the sketch
too often
action.
mere indication of the painter's design, in
tended to be worked up to the truth of rep
resentation

is

as he transfers

it

a

is

is

a

is

many

to the canvas

;

is

a

a

a

of

the course

and swelling

of

each muscle

and vein which enters into the delineation

of

the action.

While artists neglect the study of anato
my, as connected with character and expres
sion in painting, they never can attain the
" vantage ground " of their profession.
Per
also to be feared that while only
haps
few artists are versed in this science, they
will be apt to caricature nature; they arc
their forte,
learned above their rivals
But
and they are solicitous to display it.
were the study of anatomy more general, the
same spirit and love of originality which
style bordering on deform
tempt them to
ity, would make those very men seek dis
tinction by combining grace and other qual
ities of fine painting with truth and expres
is

sion.

It not enough, however, that the painter
should improve himself in the knowledge of
public attention must also be di
anatomy
For as necessity
rected to its importance.
precedes invention in the origin of the arts,
so must general good taste precede or accom
The mere convic
pany their improvement.
tion in the mind of the painter, that anatomy
essential to the perfection of his art, will
seldom be sufficient to insure his application
to
very difficult and somewhat repulsive
The knowledge and opinion of the
study.
public must force him to the task, and en
courage his labor by the assurance of its
merited reward.*

a

a

;

is

;

a

is

is

a

is

it

that the outlines of the figures are rather
in their minute
shadowy forms, undefined
parts, than studies of anatomical expression
or as guides in the subsequent labor.
And,
for this reason that there have
perhaps,
been many painters, whose sketches all ad
mire, but whose finished paintings fall short
of public expectation.
But
sketch which
without vigor, and in which the anatomy
bad foundation for
has not l>een defined,
and
even
little exaggera
picture
good
not only agreeable, but
tion in this respect
The anatomy should be
highly useful.
marked in the original design
strongly

ways be most successful, and even most deli
clear conception
cate, where the painter has
a

?

;

;

a

is

a

moment which will excel
The one will copy from memory his original
drawing, or with great difficulty twist the
erect limbs of the statue into a couching pos
ture, while the other will gain by his greater
freedom.
Retaining the general air, like
one who had understood what he copied, he
aware that
new class of muscles comes
into action, while those formerly in exertion
he knows that the bending of
are relaxed
he
the limbs increases their measurements;
knows how to represent the joints in their
in short, he gives to his figure
new postures
Can we doubt for

picture will al

The anatomy of the finished

it

some medals.

sketch
spirit and life
painting must combine smooth
That which was a
ness and accuracy.
harsh outline in the sketch, or the 9trong
marking of
swelling muscle, or the cross
ing of vein, will be indicated in the finished
composition, perhaps only by tinge of color.

The character of

the finished

;

beautifully represented

on

ture.

a

is

it

a

if,

young painters, and they draw the figure
from recollection ; or
keeping the model
before them in its original posture, they are
required to alter the attitude. Let us take,
for example, the fighting gladiator. Instead
of
young warrior pushing on with great
energy, let their task be to represent him re
ceiving the blow of his antagonist, which
forces down his shield upon his breast, or
brings him witb. his knee to the ground, as

and from the dead coloring to the finish
ing, its harshness and ruggedness should be
gradually softened into the modesty of na

a

shown

these two

is

from

it

be removed

is

model

;

the

a

But this superiority is still better
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It may be opportune for the publisher of the Jora-

nal to add here that
" Expression," now

the reader can have the Essays on
completed. In one neat Tolamc,
with all the lllnstrations, which will be ready In a few
weeks.

SOME
SOME

FAMILIAR VIEWS

FAMILIAR YIEWS

" "X7~ARIETY is the spice oflife,"

is,

1872.]

a

V

indeed,
trite remark, and heard often enough,
but perhaps we do not always think that the
variety referred to has more relation to things
external to man, to the qualities and peculiar
features of inanimate objects which surround

OF SOCIETY.
SOCIETY

OF
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No. 1.

impression which we will receive will be that

of mirth.

The comparison which will be in
drawn will prove too much for the
equanimity of most people, and the lean, sal
low, dyspeptic must bear the brunt of the
stinctively

We speak of variety of occupation or
variety of scene, of pleasures, of so
cial life and generally men accept such vari

him.

;

avocation,

a

is

is

much men
ety for the good reason that there
tal and physiological
benefit derivable from it
Man
constituted in such
way that he pos
Instead of having one pos
form of character, he has many qualities
or ingredients combined in himself, all of which

sesses many sides.

itive

and, according to oc
he exhibits peculiari
phases of feeling, or senti
;

make up his character
casion or circumstances,
ties of disposition,
ment, or emotion.

it

would not be
Perhaps
the point to say, man
scarcely twice
scarcely can he claim to have had at

two different times precisely the same state of
mind in all respects. We could hardly point
to two periods in our personal experience when
were

Probably no one can.

precisely
Much of the

a

variety in human life has for the observer ele
ments of pleasure and elements of pain.
As general thing, however, we are disposed
contrasts, like the one in

The fat man
usually
jolly, good
fellow, and society
disposed to congratulate
him on the score of his rotundity, rather than
find occasion to twit him for his apparent ap
humor.

preciation of the good things of the table and
an easy mode of life while the " lean and hun
;

to look \ipon marked

Via. 2. Learned and Ionorant.
a

similar.

circumstances

is

the incidental

is

alike;

is

straining

gry"

vi°age which

Lankness,

has not

usually accompanies
much consolation.

Mr
The

it

a

man,
general opinion is, with regard to such
that he does not look upon the world with
enough good-hearted feeling to make use of
is

a

cordial, earnest, benevolent spirit; that he
more disposed to censure, to criticise, and
find fault with others, and so, becoming soured
by the retroaction of his own acidity, he ap

in

proximates the mere interrogation

point which

he so closely resembles.

:

On first noticing the contrast exhibited in
the second engraving, we are led to exclaim
Oh, for the improving influences of well-dif

;

!

instrumentalities
We re
fused educational
gret to think that the masses of the people are
that,
lying in such an abject mental condition
all that has been done, all the
notwithstanding

Flo. 1. Stout and Thin.

a

the engraving for instance, as affording no little
Bring together the man
food for amusement.
of ruddy visage and large, rounded body in
man of tall, slim frame,
with
juxtaposition

with lean, lantern-jawed

phiz,

and

the

first

force which wise and good men have put forth
for the benefit of nations, have resulted for the
advantage of so few. The civilization which
we boast of is, to be sure, grand and glorious
in many respects, but its grandeur and glory
are illustrated by the learning and shining tal

Pim ESQ LOGICAL Jo
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ents of men whose names are few enough to
When we descend among

Uli XA L .

ed in the bonds

of wedlock, there is

a marked

be boa ehold words.

difference,

the masses of the people, and find millions
languishing in ignorance and reveling in vice,
chiefly because they have not been instructed
in better things, because their consciences have

discernment, consistency, high religious intui
tions mark the character of the one, the others

not been illumined by the rays of a higher
morality, we feel that our civilization has been
Be
shorn of much of its glory and its credit.
and wellthe elderly, well-organized,
educated minister and the couple that has
waited upon him for the purpose of being unit

of

pepartment

are distinguished chiefly for an absence of these
lofty qualities, and a predominance of propen
This sketch of
sity, passion, and animality.

the artist points a moral in a way most strik
ing. It is a strong sermon in itself, and needs
no commentary besides the thoughts awakened
in the mind of any intelligent reader.

|f)ur

tween

and yet a difference by no means
While benevolence, intellectual
exaggerated.

|t-lato.

foetal

t

1

lifti>|iiiiena,
tliou only blla*
l>oiiit-»t(c
(batW (arrived tlieMl
of pAtB.lixe
Thoun tlie iim-8«of virtue.

IDEAL PORTRAIT.
TOLD BY THE

is

I,

;

a

titude.

" It was for
Mr. Clinton, who had lost
his first wife and was married to his second,
relative of Kate's, when he came to me.
" Cornelia,' said he, do
you suppose you
could paint Kate's picture
There
noth
ing in the house to give you any idea of her,
must have
but
portrait of her if such
Would
description do
thing
possible.
and the anxiety of
you must paint her
the man was enough to determine the under
taking.

?

a

is

?

;

a

" Did
never tell you of my ideal por
trait "
" No " and put myself in
listening at

a

it

I

I

a

I

'

" Gradually
began to lose the distinc
tion between the imaginary figure and the
real person; and sometimes disputed witb
sitters that they had been with me the day
At last was sure
and then
all
before.
lost my senses, and was thirty
is confusion.
years in an asylum.'
" When he left the asylnm he had still the
portrait from bis internal
power of painting
image of the model, but was persuaded not
to work, for fear of
return of the madness."

portrait, was quite ready to be

'

I

the man.

about

lieve the assertion.

1
'

should have done had the sitter
when
saw
holed at the chair

I

as

I

just

been there

and so on,

to make

a

then referred to the countenance,

faces,

of oil or pig

their memory long after you have turned
your back upon them.
" always
paint in that way," said Cor
nelia, referring to the English artist and
who knew how little material she required

I

I

'

looked from time to time at the imag
inary figure, then worked with my pencil,

human

a

"

mc in his own proper

may almost say more vividly.

are

I

person

saw him as distinctly as

canvas

ment, and they possess such an amount of
magnetic influence that you are haunted by

;

where

I

the chair,

he had been before

her

whom there is no suspicion

is

/

if

I

in

and tat him

from

I

tool: the man

my first portrait,

whose

?

I

I

another

wanted

put away my canvas, and took
When
wished to resume
sitter.

I

no more

I

:

a

'

" an English painter
description given of
whose rapidity of execution was marvelous,
and who explained his mode of work in
When
sitter came, looked at
this way
him attentively for half an hour, sketching,
from time to time, on the canvas.

the subject to my friend Cor
wonderful success in painting
sufficient evidence
portraits
posthumous
that she thoroughly understands tbe reduc
tion of images.
The faces that look out
mentioned

nelia,

'

by

I

"On Intelli

impressed

I

was much

a

and

O

I

been reading Tainc

a

II AD

gence,"

AKTI8T.

a

AN

THE %PRETTT MAN AND DOLL-FAOED WOMAN.

wanted, and began sketching from descrip
tions given of Kate by both Mr. and Mrs.
Clinton, who were not permitted to look
upon the canvas.

I

" You don't know how much assistance
derive, in the painting of posthumous
por
traits, from one who has good descriptive

result.

was busy at my work in the parlor, when

the door-bell rang

and

a young

gentleman

studio, previous to
being invited into Mrs. Clinton's sitting-room.
As soon as
looked at him, felt there was
an expression on his face that
wanted to
It was the only thing that
put in Kate's.
did not know the young
had bothered me.
man or what relation he bore to the family,

I

my temporary

I

I

I

entered

PRETTY

THE

I
;

I

I

'

!

is

it

'

;

I

I

"

I

I

I

I

most favorable

I

;

" People are so different in that respect
tell you anything at all, even of
their best friends.
What want are the gencan get myself
so that
eral characteristics,
had given
in sympathy with the subject.
myself a week in which to finish Kate's por
trait, and was as confident of my success as
if had every advantage toward securing the
some can't

I

I

powers.

1

I

I

it,

;

'

'

'

I'm determined ! I'll take all my
traps up to your house, and I won't leave
there until the picture is finished ! ' He be
lieved I could do
and his faith in me was
a sort of inspiration.
was installed
"Well,
in the north room, where was the light

eth the dead to life.

MAN, AND THE DOLL-FACED WOMAN.

effeminate-

meek-eyed

pretty man.

reminds me of soft bee's-

it,

is

I

wax, ready to be molded into any form.
pity the woman that marries a man of
this stamp, especially if she be plain-look
so much in love with himself
ing for he
that, depend upon
lie has none of the
Be
precious article to bestow upon others.

universally seltikh everything
to his majesty's ser
vice
he will take good care that his wants
are supplied, and consider
generous act
he

;

sides,

must be appropriated

it

man always

an

a

Such

a

voiced, baby-featured,

than

to leave you to do the same for^yourself.

The word conceited does not begin to ex
vanity he manages to cram into
his empty head he imagines that everybody
admires him, and that all the young ladies
in his circle of acquaintance are dead in love
press the

;

nothing more contemptible, in

THERE
my estimation,

is

is

BY ANNA CLEAVES.

;

'

'

I

exclaimed.

'

" ' Yes

I

! can you ?

I

do it 1'
" ' 0 Cornelia

!

"Til

had supplied the missing link in the psy
chological chain.
" That
evening
inquired who was the vis
itor who had called during the day.
That
was Mr. Weller,' said Mrs. Clinton
Kate's
brother
The mystery was explained, and
you may imagine how delighted
was.
said nothing, however, but at the end of the
seven days,
called Mr. and Mrs. Clinton to
Kate
inspect my work.
My God
said the former, tear after tear chasing down
his cheek, and giving more eloquent testi
mony to the truthfulness of the likeness.
Mrs. Clinton was speechless with astonish
ment, and both seemed to feel as if the grave
had given up its dead."
It
wonderful thing, this creative ge
nius; and as
looked at my little friend, so
marveled not at the at
liberally endowed,
tenuated frame, the spiritual face with tho
preponderant brow, and the soulful eloquence
of the eye, all of which bespoke an intimate
acquaintance with things that are unseen by
ordinary observers.
remembered the profile plaster cast she
showed me, in the beginning of our acquaint
ance, as the only guide she had to the paint
Her
ing of the first portrait she attempted.
and should
very boldness insures success
any of my beloved ones be snatched from me,
leaving no shadow, visible to the eyes, of
what they once were, should want no other
person to call them back from the silent land
and give them place among us, than she who
puts her soul in her work, and verily restora

created an ideal.

but from the moment of seeing him worked
more rapidly than
had done hitherto. He

;

'
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I

began telling me how she looked, the
color of her eyes and hair ; and out of these
brief and unsatisfactory portions I mentally

'

" He

is

1872.]

height of fashion, no matter if it be at the
expense of his wife's slender, personal income.
He is sure of non-exposure from this quarter,
and wil! abuse her confidence and endurance
without a twinge of conscience or the least
remorse.

If

there are any children in his household,

every

the respect,
sensible

how plain-looking

the admiration,

And no matter

he may

if

be,

there

and true manliness depicted in his

countenance,

he
one of
depend upon
and will prove himself as

it,

character

if not

woman.

is

commands

of

[Dec,

God's noblemen,
such.

Look

at the

faces

of

Webster,

Calhoun,

and Clay, and then review their lives, which
were spent, each in his own way, to be sure,
in doing good to others, and in steady, un
flinching struggle upward for the attainment
of that, knowledge which beautifies the plain
a

with him. The dear souIb! how can they
withstand his charms !
When he speaks, everybody is expected to
listen and pay deference to him ; for he fan
cies that he is saying smarter things than
anybody else ever dreamed of.
The pretty man is always dressed in the

'
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est countenance.

this lord of the
manor is around.
The pretty man will not
be bothered with anybody.
Our Heavenly
Father must take care of the children ; the
pretty man has enough to do to look out for

There
nothing more to be envied than
cultivated mind. It gives to the possessor
ease and grace and politeness,
and clothes
him with
charm that draws all unto him.
And when to these are added goodness,

himself.

charity, and
self-sacrificing
man who is
spirit, we have
blessing to
his race, beside whom the " pretty man "
sinks into utter insignificance.
And now we come to the doll-faced, ineffi
cient woman, who may be placed in the same
category with the pretty man.
Like him, her beauty
all in the exterior;
her mind
as shallow as her morals, for she
and the better
vain, cold, silly, and selfish
one knows her the less respect one has for

a

a

is

they must stand aside when

a

;

a

is

a

is

;

a

a

find

;

if

;

is

Now, the good, noble, honest-looking man

will

her love and encouragement,
brave-hearted

as

woman would do.

a

is

is

I

is

!

a

I

!

a

it

common sense.

into matrimony with such
that he has
millstone
hung about his neck that will weigh him
down into the very dust.
The vain, inefficient woman
no helpmate
to
burden.
She looks to him
man, but
and expects from him everything, without
making the least effort to help him gain any
thing. One glance into her elegant but com
fortless home
enough to drive auy man
into the streets, away from its depressing in
She has no sympathy with his la
fluence.
bors, his studies, or his trials the doll-faced,
silly woman can not comprehend these things
she expects him to be her footstool, to shoul
der all the burdens and cares of life alone
he breaks down under the pressing weight,
down she goes, too, and adds to his further
embarrassment instead of sustaining him with
woman, he

is

pretty,

would as soon think of
into
lion's den
One
myself
throwing
man
look at such
al
enough for me.
ways feel like passing my hand rapidly over
his face, from the forehead to the chin, then
back again, as we children used to do at
" This
the way to spread
school, saying,
the way to cut it."
the bread, and this
This cutting
made one's nose tingle, and
for the moment displaced every feature in
the face. And this
just what the pretty
man needs; something
to rub out the too
even contour of his features
to knock the
vanity and conceit out of him; and, if possi
little good, solid
ble, to replace them with
effeminate man

man of intellect happens unfortunately

;

Heaven defend me from marrying

a

they get.

If

to be entrapped

a

sometimes think they deserve the punishment

her.

is

I

that women are so blind

?

is

But why

it

heart.

a

a

a

indifferent to her preference, he looks upon
her as
little simpleton, fit only to be his
valet or minister to his wants and wishes un
mindful of her own.
The soft speech and saint-like visage of the
pretty man has broken many
trusting

is

by her simple love
and blind adoration - now that he has become

a

is,

because he felt flattered

a

truthfulness,

As to his much-abused wife, she is a no
she never was
body ; and the worst of it
he married her
anybody in his estimation

self-reliant,

RECOGNITION.

1872.]

But the doll-faced woman is but an autom
only by tbe will of another ; in
her breast never dwelt the true, unselfish love
of a true wife, nor the sweet sacrificing love
aton, moved

of

a noble mother.

The truly beautiful woman is one who is
made beautiful by the impress of an intelli
gent mind illuminating her every feature.
The world honors that woman whose soul
is filled with greatness and goodness; that

381

one who, side by side with the true man, i3

of grasping the realities of life ; of
braving its misfortunes, its cares, and its sor
rows ; never shrinking from the path of duty,
though it lead into the hospital by the side
of the brave, self-sacrificing Florence Night
capable

ingale.

Oh, I love such women as these ! and the
world loves and respects them ; but the vain,
silly, selfish things, even God condemns.

RECOGNITION.
BT

MARY

HAINES

Eyes ever wont to greet me with a gladsome Bmlle,

I know

you not ; nor joyous lips that knew no guile ;

Nor brow that darkened days could never overcast,
O'er the dim semblance spread the pall I've looked my
last.

Yet stay ! They tell me this is he a blackened corse !

I know it not but, ah I I recognize the gloss,
The sunny light of his own soft, brown, wavy hair.
O, whirlwind, Death ! to rob of all bbvc these locks fair.
" Papa ! " My child, ah, no I thy father never more
Will greet thy baby eyes uplifted at the door.
Now laugh, outstretch thy little, longing arms in vain.
Caresses f

his, henceforth, are gusts and sleet and rain.

GILBERT.

Have I affrighted thee, my boy, my husband's child ?
Ah, me 1 'tis grief hath made my accents strangely wild ;
But for thy sake, my boy, I'll learn to smile aye, laugh I
Yes, this deep cup of misery I'll learn silent to quaff.

'Tla not for thee to drink the bitter cup, my boy ;
Thy early days should golden be, without alloy.
Yes, the dark hours shall hold me smiling as of yore.
Smiling and brave for thee

I'll

fright his babe no more.

Take it away I It is the dust that held his soul.
It is not ho ! " The grave of all is not the goal,"
Thank Ucav'n I "Ashes to ashes, earth to earth."
breach
Is thine, the life

the spark Divine I

The

Is God's, O Death I

PAUL ELSON, THE HEROIC SAILOR.

AN

exchange furnishes a vivid account of
noble heroism and almost

a man whose

superhuman efforts in behalf of a shipwrecked
crew, in the Indian Ocean, deserve commemo
ration in most enduring marble. Paul Elson
was the name of this heroic soul while on
earth, for his body succumbed to the fatigue
and exposure incident to the earnest discharge

of duties undertaken in behalf of fellow -suffer
The account, briefly given, is as follows :
ers.
On the 29th of last July the ship Rothesay,
which but three days before had cast off from
the Calcutta tug, was caught in a cyclone.
On the 30th she lay a wreck at the mercy Tjf
the waves. Then the pilot, Paul Elson, gather
ed together a few volunteers and constructed
and rigged a raft. Thirteen of the crew got on
her ; the rest, as is usual on such occasions

command.

We shall

how he fulfilled its

" for she
says the man who recited the story,
floated low." All the night, nevertheless, El
appears to have been a powerful
swam round and round the raft,
lashing her together and making her stronger,
as best he could.
Now and again would the
furious waves wash over the raft, and ever and
son, who
swimmer,

anon a victim went away into space and eter
nity along with them. Nevertheless, this brave
Elson, whose heart and strength both appear
to have been giantlike, would bo off the raft

with a dash, and would strike out, and at
Away went
times bring a poor creature back.
But at
a man, and Paul Elson would follow.
last it became necessary to construct a smaller

of this one man
were frantic with
terror, praying, cursing, yelling, drinking. El

lieve the other.

son was the last to leave the ship, the captain
having been disabled by an accident. Leap

single-handed.
the pilot and

ing over, he cut the hawser that held the raft
to the Rothesay, and took upon himself the

smaller.

and therefore the heroism
stands out all the grander

see

All that day and all that
responsibilities.
night, we are told, the seas broke heavily over
the raft ; " we were up to our necks in water,"

raft, so that the weight might be divided to re

This Paul Elson built almost
The larger raft floated away ;
three

other men

took

to the

And here we may simply record the
fact that this separated Elson from his servant,

Phrenological Journal.
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EIsou tend
with the care of a mother, and never once
lost sight of in the midst of all his fearful toil
" He
and anxiety.
kept near him ; he tended
him as a mother would her child ; he gave him
our last supply of drinkable water."
The Rothesay had sunk on the 29th of July,
To follow
and this was the 2d of August
out the account given in the London Daily
" The raft was drifting under a
Telegraph :
a native boy, whom we are assured

ed

ragiug tropical sun ; for three days there had
been no food, no water ; worse than this, the
frail support itself began to break up, and

swimming about in

a heavy

surf, Paul Elson

MR. FROUDE
" Ouk Annum,"

(I860) we published the
accompanying likeness, with a sketch of the
eminent writer and lecturer, who is now on a

IN

He has changed since then,
and is older, if not wiser.
We can only claim
that our portrait, which was cut from an ex

visit to America.

[Dec,

The end, of course,
First one of the men
was washed away, and then another, until El
son himself and the Scotchman who tells the
'
Pilot,' said 1,
story were the sole survivors.
so the uarative
runs
'we must fight it
'
'
O Fraser ! answered he, ' I can't
through !
hold out any longer.' *. * * 'Then a heavy
became much exhausted.

could not now be far off.

1
upon us, and knocked him off.
found it impossible to hang on, and was forced
to let him go.'
And so the story ends.
The
sea broke

body of Pilot Elson, worn out by his incessant
labors, floats away into the great deep, there
to lie till the sea shall give up its dead."

IN AMERICA.
an almost purely mental temperament, and the

is every way adapted to the chosen
pursuit, literature.

organization

A public dinner was recently given to Mr.
Froude in New York, by his American pub

cellent photograph, may be suppos-'d to be
more like him as he then appeared, than as lie

lishers, at whicly he was welcomed by a large
and pleasant gathering of leading Americans
engaged in literary pursuits, and others of emi

appears to-day.

nence.

James Anthony Froude was born in Totness,
Devonshire, in 1818.
He pursued a course of
collegiate training in Oriel College, Oxford,
and then studied for the church ; was ordained
a deacon in 1845, but soon after abandoned

His " History of Eng
theology' for literature.
for the boldness and
land" is distinguished
originality of the author's views on important
events, especially for his attempted vindication
of Henry VIII. Besides this history, he has
on various subjects, mainly for the
He occupies
leading periodicals of England.
the foremost position among British historical

written

writers of the present day. His physiognomy
belongs to the class of which the philosophical
Herbert Spencer may be taken as a good rep
resentative.

There

is, however,

more of the

practical and matter-of-fact in Froude's mental
The direct look and the close lips
make-up.
definite purpose.
His whole physi
ognomy warrants the inference that he is some
He would be known, as
what set in opinion.

indicate

a writer, for boldness and clearness of state
Cau
ment, and for originality of conception.
tion and Secretiveness are not sufficiently

potential to render him over-guarded, though
correct in the choice of expression, while SelfEsteem, Combativencss, and Destructiveness
are strong enough to render him earnest and
outspoken

and disinclined

to evade.

This is

George W. Curtis presided, and among
the guests were Ralph Waldo Emerson, Rev.
H. W. Bcecher, W. C. Bryant, Dr. T. D. Wool-

sey.Dr. E. H. Cliapin, Dr. II. C. Potter, Rector
of Grace Church ; Dr. Noah Hunt Scheuck,
Rector of St. Ann's Church, Brooklyn; Dr. H.
W. Bellows, Hon. A. D. White, President of
Cornell University; Col. T. W. Higginson, Dr.
Abel Stevens, Bret Harte, Parke Godwin, Dr.
J. G. Holland, D. A. Goddard, of the Boston
Advertiser ; Geo. W. Childs, E. L. Godkin, J.
W. Harper, Jr., Judge C. P. Daly, Prof. Arnold
Guyot, Dr. P. Schaff, W. H. Appleton, George
Jones, Dr. Edward Bright, Col. R. M. Hoe, Au
gustine Smith, Dr. W. M. Taylor, William A.
Booth, Judge Faneher, Robert Bonner, Dr. S.
I. Prime, Hon. II. O. Houghton, R. H. Stod
dard, President Oilman of the California Uni
versity; J. M. Bundy, E. C. Stedman, Dr. W.
H. Ward, John Hay, L. C. Davis, of the Phila
delphia Enquirer; Dr. H. M. Field, of the Evan
gelist ; Mr. Goodrich, of the Boston Post ; Ed
ward King, of the Boston Journal; C. D. War
ner, author of " My Summer in a Garden ; " J.
R. Thompson, of the Earning Post.
After a brief address of welcome by the
Chairman, Mr. Froude rose to respond amid
loud cheers, which were repeated again and
again. He spoke with great ease and fluency,
in a manner entirely devoid of any oratorical
effort. The following is a part of his address,
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MR.

FRO TIDE

which, on account of its reference to Ireland
and Irish affairs, can not but prove interesting
to the reader :
When, a few years since, an English squad
ron was engaged with the forts on the Peyho,
one of our ships ran on a bank, and was suffer
ing severely from the Chinese fire. An Ameri
can frigate, which was in the river, came to
our help the commander saying briefly, that
" blood was thicker than water." That blood
was thicker than wafer, sent Dr. Kane into
the Arctic Circle in search of Sir John Frank
lin. That blood was thicker than water, in
duced the chivalrous editor of the New York

IN AMERICA.
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brought me many pleasures. Of all these pleas
ures, not one has given me so much gratifica
tion as the recognition which my writings have
been so fortnnate as to receive in this country.

Long ago your Historical Societies at Phila
delphia and Boston were among the first to
hold out a hand fo me.
Your reception of me
here this evening, gentlemen, would have been
the most agreeable experience in my literary
life, were it not that I feel oppressed, by your
When I see myself here,
goodness to me.
surrounded by the most brilliant representa
tives of American literature
names have been household

by men whose
words wherever

Herald to dispatch Mr. Stanley into the heart
of Africa to seek and find David Livingstone.
The same feeling has created in the English
nation a more genuine delight in the success
of a private enterprise of an American citizen,
than if Livingstone had been discovered and
brought home by the agents of our own soci

I am sure
the English language is spoken
that you are forming expectations of me which
I shall inevitably disappoint. We are all of us

eties.

make me feel like Falslaff before the battle of
"
Would 'twere evening, Hal, and
Shrewsbury
all were well." Would it were a fortnight

My literary career has been
one.

I

have been connected

checquered
from the begin
a

by nature that we can swallow
of flattery, but the digestive
I know too
power even here has its limits.
well the measure of my own capabilities. You
so constituted

a large measure

ning with subjects on which passion is 6till

hence, when you have heard what

Those who handle hot coals are apt
boiling.
to burn their fingers, and I have now and then
burnt mine. Literature, however, has also

gay to you, and

I

your good opinion of

remained unchanged.
Some eighteen months

have to
me had

ago, at a London
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that one of

earlier

the most prominent Fenian leaders was mak
ing a tour in the United States, dilating upon
English tyranny and the wrongs of Ireland.

table, it was mentioned

hands,

breakfast

No doubt the text is a pregnant one, and it
probably did not suffer in the commentary.
Irish patriotism has many a charge to bring
against England, which can be but too well
England can not complain if
substantiated.
Irishmen have a long memory.
There are,
however, features in the long tragical story
which, if they do not palliate, at least explain
and make intelligible much that we could wish
undone
features which, naturally enough, the
Irish overlook, yet which should be borne in
mind if an impartial judgment is to be formed
on the controversy.
I was aware how great an
influence America possesses in Ireland. The

judgment of America has more weight in Ire
land than twenty batteries of English cannon,
and that judgment ought not to be pronounced
after hearing only the counsel for the plaintiff.
I said hastily, T think I will go over and give
some lectures on the other side. I spoke with
out serious intention ; but the idea having once
presented itself to me gathered form and fixity.
I »m not an Irishman. I do not own an acre

of land in Ireland, but circumstances during
the last thirty years have thrown me much
among the Irish people. They are a people
who either attract strongly or repel strongly.

I myself

times.

I

[Dec,

When that book was off my

began to examine into the action of
the celebrated Penal laws of the last century.

I

had read what very few persons have read
the secret correspondence between the English
and Irish Administrations during all that pe

I

I

had something of
to say, and I wished to say it
would not act in such a matter without advice.
riod.

felt, in short, that

I

importance

I

consulted my friends, and their answers were
should be
One said
generally unfavorable.
mobbed by the Irish. Another, that he sup
should tell the truth ; there was noth
posed
ing so unpalatable as truth ; had better let it

I

I

I

alone.

Others urged more gravely that it was
unbecoming and improper to discuss questions

of our own domestic politics in
try.

There

were

a foreign coun

some, however

and those

who knew Ireland best
who said to me,
" Go ! " and my own instinct said " Go ! " As
to the Irish, I have always been on good terms
with them, and I believe I always shall be. I
hope to spend a large part of the rest of my
life among them, and if they have anything to
say to me, they will have an opportunity at
home. As to truth, it may be unpalatable, but
there is a prejudice that a little of it is not un
wholesome.

For the

were in Parliament,

I

more grave objection, if
belonged to any polit

if I

I

ical party, even if I was an Irish landlord,
admit that it would have weight.
It might be
supposed that I was indirectly pursuing some

had always felt myself specially drawn
them. When at college, I used to
my vacations wandering in the Irish

But as far as
party object.
have any public
character it is simply as a writer of books.
I

have lived in peasant's cabins
for months together.
I was once laid up with
severe illness in the wilds of Mayo, and the

address myself equally to all English-speaking
people wherever they are, and there can be no
possible reason why may not address them as

toward

spend
mountains.

poor

I

treated me with a tenderness

creatures

which

I

shall

never forget.

Their history

at

Their condition personally inter
knew Ireland before the famine.
I knew it in the famine. I was in Ireland af
terward, in 1848, in the Smith O'Brien insur
rection.
Since that time I have been an Irish
tracted me.

ested me.

tenant.
tenant.

I

I

I

may say I am an evicted
have been turned out of my holding,

Indeed,

and can sympathize witli the special wrong of
the country, as I was very unwilling to go.

But my landlord

simply wanted

own house and attend

to live

in his
If all

to his duties.
as mine, there
innocent
would be little to complain of, and when I go
back I hope to find some oilier place in the
evictions

were

as

same county which will suit me as well.
When I was writing my History of England,
I was led to look closely into the conduct of
the English Government
toward Ireland in

I

I

well with my tongue

as my pen.
Once for all,
however, I insist that England and America do
not stand to one another as foreign nations

foreign

in the sense

that France or Russia is

Politically separate we
may be, but we can not shake off our relation
ship.
Sprung from a common stock, with a
common history, common language, common
foreign

to

us both.

laws ; charged as we both are by Providence
with the carrying out of that grand principle

of ordered liberty, on which, as we believe,
the amelioration of mankind depends, we may
be rivals, but rivals only as to which of as
shall represent these principles
most wisely
and most effectively.
We may quarrel, and
when we quarrel it will be with the peculiar
bitterness which distinguishes family disputes.
But the very acrimony is itself an evidence of
the closeness of the tie which binds us. For
the sting rises from

the supposed absence

of

CHANGES IN CHARACTER.
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the special good-will which each of us con
ceives we have a right to look for from the
other.
Be our political position to each other

what it may and for myself I hope and be
lieve no angry word need evermore be ex
changed between us it is inevitable that we
must retain an ardent interest in each other's
future, and must remain connected by links of
feeling such as can not exist between either of
us and any other powers.
In the last century, and in the century be
fore, when the Irish Catholics remained fixed

at home, there was a no less important Protest
Every season
ant emigration to this country.
for more than a hundred years they came over
in shiploads, the very pith and marrow of the

who had been planted in Ireland by
the Puritans the sons and grandsons of the
Cromwellian settlers, the Ulster Presbyterians,
the Calvinist immigrants, English, Dutch, and
French, who went thither after the last con

colonists

quest, and were driven out by the intolerance
of the Episcopal laws. They came here, like
the Pilgrim Fathers, in search of liberty which

was denied them at home. In the war of In
dependence they made England rue the mad
ness which had banished them. And in that
same war of Independence their friends in Ire

land, the Protestants who remained there, were
the stanchest friends which America possessed.
Gentlemen, it is now three hundred and sixty
years since an Englishman was sent over from
London to examine and report upon the causes
It was a time when, if
of Irish discontent.
ever, the Irish had the management of their

CHANGES
varieties of the human

NEW
produced

The result was universal misery,

the conclusion

hopeless.
" could find

was

" Our fathers,"

that the cause was
this

writer

said,

They had more wit
no remedy."
and wisdom than we. How, then, can we find
Wise men say that "the herb that will
heal the wound did never grow." Nearly four
it?

hundred years have passed away ; we are still
seeking for that herb and can not find it. I
know not if it grows anywhere, but I -yet be
lieve that though no growth of the old hemi

sphere, it may be discovered in the new.
It is
that plant which I have come in search oZ I
believe it to be American opinion !
Ourselves at our wit's end, if America will
counsel

England what to do that she has left

undone, what wrong she can yet redress that
Ireland may justly complain of, England, am
certain, will listen respectfully, cordially, grate

I

fully.

If, on the'othcr hand, a time is ever to come
when political agitation is to end in Ireland
when Celt and Saxon, Protestant and Catholic,
are to live side by side in peace and quietness,
it will be when America tells the Irish that
they have no longer a grievance which legisla
tion can redress, and that they must depend for
their future prosperity

on their own industry.
appearance Mr. Froude is tall and im
pressive ; his voice is very pleasing, being gentle
As there seems to be
and musically toned.

In

much diversity of opinion with reference to
the pronunciation
of his name, it may be in
point for us to say that the gentleman him
self pronounces it as if spelled F-r-o-o-d.

IN CHARACTER.

race may be

by taking advantage of the
principles of selection and hereditary transmis
sion, which shall be as much superior to the

of past ages as the finest va
of apples, for instance, that we now

men and women
rieties

own affairs.
aud
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enjoy are superior in size and flavor to the
original species from which they have been
developed, or as any variety of plant and ani
by selection and culture under
man's superintendence, is superior to its na
Second, to illustrate the
tive, ancestral stock.
mal, improved

changes which may take place in individual
Those who affirm that character
character.
can not be radically changed, are like those
who affirm that species of plants and animals
That the latter affirma
can not be changed.
tion is untrue is proved by the facts furnished

by every farm-yard, every orchard, every gar
den.
That the first affirmation is untrue should
be proved by the facts furnished

by every fam
evidence that any
person may, by reason of some strong purpose,
become at the expiration of years very differ

ily.

Is

there not abundant

ent from what he would otherwise have been,
and different from any one of his ancestors ?

The speaker was assured of this, and, further,
that a variation leading to such a result may
be started at any point in one's career.
The
motives and purposes which are born in the
hearts and minds of men from day to day, are
like the offspring of a species of plant or ani
mal ; and as the skillful culturist or breeder in
seeking for improved varieties carefully selects
and favors the best one of all that appear, so
any person may, to a considerable

extent, real

>
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ize his ideal in his own

character by contin

ually favoring those motives and purposes
which accord with that ideal. This is true of
general character, and also of specific things
in character.
Any noble quality may in this
way be produced ; one has but to constantly
vary in the right direction, and at the end of a
life-time marvelous results will appear. Here
is a young man, we will say, who is hard
hearted, as his ancestors have been before him.

Must he continue

so, and

never know the in

effable happiness of a soft, broken, receptive
No; let him give place to those im
heart?
pulses, those experiences, which favor the lastlet him vary constantly in
and each succeeding day his
character in that respect will be changed, each
named condition

Journal.

[Dec,

better means of subsistence, the moment

the

care and skill of man is withdrawn, and their
means of subsistence deteriorates, the principle

of reversion comes in, and tends to carry the
varieties back to the original forms.
Our improved flowers, food-plants, and domes
tic animals might all in time lose their im
provements if subjected to the conditions in
which they existed when man brought his skill
and wisdom to bear upon them.
So if we
would have greatly improved characters in the
end, we must maintain the conditions which
improved

have caused the improvements already made.
If we neglect these there will be a tendency to
revert.
If spirituality be our object, then we

that direction,

must continue to seek the things and do the
things which favor it the processes of mind

succeeding day will find him a modified being
a new variety;
and at the expiration of a
year, perhaps, the accumulated
changes in

and heart-renewal

character resulting from daily variations in the
direction of soft-heartedness may be so great as
to surprise

the

subject and all his friends and

acquaintance*.

This process of variation

forever.

must go steadily forward
to reversion in the
plants and animals is weak

The tendency

case of improved
in proportion to the amount of variation which
has taken place and the length of time in
which the variation has occurred ; and so it is

in our spiritual experience, the greater the im
provement made, and the longer the time in
which we have set our faces in the direction

this realizing of
our ideals may undoubtedly
take place, to
some extent, in persons who have known noth

of perfect unity with Christ and the pure spir

ing of God's grace. The effect of that is to
give us higher ideals, better purposes, and in
creased power to realize them ; so that the
person who has really accepted Christ as his

"
principle of reversion
falling from
any
grace" will undo the work already accom
plished; and, besides, it is possible, if we are

counselor

and friend has greatly improved
chances of turning out a character which shall
be altogether superior to that of his ancestors.
A third point: when plants and animals are
changing from an inferior to a superior condi
tion, in consequence

ORGAN'S

OF THE

culture

and

BRAIN

SELF-ESTEEM.

discovered this organ by notic
ing the head of a beggar, who had inher
a fortune from his father, and thought

DR.
ited

GALL

of improved

it beneath him

to apply himself to business,
either for the preservation of his fortune or to
Dr. Gall molded his
acquire a new one.

it closely he found
head, and on examining
the organ of Cautiousness small, with a small
head in general, but with the crown very much
The beggar, on being questioned
elevated.
relative to the matter, said that he was always
so proud as not to be able to condescend to
apply

to

business, and he felt that his pride

its above, the less danger

to credit the Scriptures,
a point where reversion

there

that any

ia

for every one to reach
becomes impossible.

Oneida Circular.

[This is encouraging for the Reformers, and
we trust sensible men and women will make
practical

HOW

trial of the principle.]

DISCOVERED

No.

II.

was the only thing that stood in his way

of

acquiring prosperity when he had used up his
This, of course, was an excessive de
fortune.
velopment, and it being such led to its dis

A proper development of Self- Esteem
covery.
with other organs, imparts a
harmonizes
degree of satisfaction, and leaves the uiind
open to the enjoyment of the bounties of Prov
idence and the amenities of life ; it inspires us
with that degree of confidence which enables
us to apply our powers
in every situation
tage

to the best

in which

advan
we

are

When the organ is small the unfor
tunate individual suffers from a seuse of un

placed.

ORGANS OF
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stands aside, and gives place

worthiness,

others

who have assurance, and is content

to
to

be subordinate.
APPROBATIVENES8.

Dr. Gall met with a woman in the lunatic
asylum, who fancied herself to be the Queen
of France. He expected to find the organs

of

largely developed, but instead
was a hollow, and a rather large pro
tuberance on each side. This at first caused
Self-Esteem

there

the Brain.
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her friends.
As this was a strongly marked
development, and that trnit in her character
was very uncommon in its strength, the idea
was naturally suggested that this part of the
brain might be the organ of the disposition to

Many subsequent observations
the conjecture.
This faculty is the
basis of fraternal love, and may exist between
men, between women, or between men and
attachment.

confirmed

ceived that the woman's insanity differed very
much in its action from that of men who were

II. Sam. i. 26.
also animals, to live in
communities, flocks or herds. While Amativeness gives sexual love, Philoprogenitivencss

insane ou the subject of pride ; the latter affect
ed a masculine majesty, and were calm, lofty,
This woman, on the contrary,
and arrogant.

gives the love of parents for offspring, and the
love of pets ; Conjugality gives the mating tend
ency ; and Veneration gives filial love.

liim much embarrassment,

but

he soon per

a restless frivolity, eagerness to
high birth and boundless riches, and
was lavisli in her promise of favors and honors.

women.

It

See Ruth

attracts

i. 16, 17, 18;

men, and

manifested

PARENTAL

announce

Dr. Gall observed that in females the upper
part of the occipital bone, (the middle of the

She solicited

attention,

means to obtain

and strove by every
From that time

admiration.

he perceived the difference between Self-Esteem
and Love of Approbation; from that day to
this millions of observations have verified the

truth of his conclusions.
COMBATIVENESS.

This organ was discovered by Dr. Gall by col
lecting together a number of the ignorant, and
After
those following different occupations.
acquiring their confidence, by giving them
money and wine, he drew them into conversa
tion in regard to each others' qualities; he
and compared
studied their characteristics
Such as were remarkable
their developments.

for quarrelsomeness, for bravo, had awideness
of the head backward from the top of the ear,
while those who were noted for cowardice
In Vienna ani
were narrow in that region.
mal fights were frequently indulged in. One
man was so intrepid that he often presented"
himself alone in the arena, to contend with
the bull.

In

his head Dr. Gall found

Com-

LOVE, OR PIIILOPROGENITIVENESS.

back-head, but on a plane horizontal with the
top of the ear) receded more than in males, that
the head was longer from that point back, and
naturally inferred that the bmin beneath this
region was probably the seat of some stronger
feeling in woman than in man. For five years
he kept the subject continually in his mind,
adopting various opinions, all of which he saw
reason to discard ; at length he noticed that
the skulls of monkeys, in this particular part,
bore a striking resemblance to those of women,
and he inferred that the brain lying under this
was the probable quality of the
organ which woman and these animals equally
possessed in a high degree. During the de
livery of a lecture, it occurred to him that one

prominence

of the most remarkable characteristics

ferences to exist

between

skulls in general.

All

lady,
men's clothes, and maintained battles with the
other sex, it was also equally conspicuous.

of young.

ADnESrVENESS OR FRIENDSHIP.
a

Dr. Gall was requested to mould the bed of
lady, who was a model of friendship. He did

and found on the cast two prominences
symmetrically proportioned, one on each side,
giving wideness to the back of the head, some
so,

these

hastily begged his class to retire, hurried to
his cabinet, and commenced to compare all the
skulls he possessed, and found the same dif

bativeness

to be very large ; and in a young
who had repeatedly dressed herself in

of

is an extreme love for their young
that this might be the long-sought organ.
He
animals

females and

male

subsequent observations
confirmed the correctness of his discover}' ,viz.,
that this part of the brain is the organ of love

A

BENEVOLENCE.

of Dr. Gall, knowing that he had
sought external manifestations of mental quali
ties, requested him to mold the head of a ser
friend

of the

two inches and a half upward and backward
ear.
The lady had suffered great muta

who was remarkable for his amiable
disposition and goodness of heart. It is im
possible, said he, to find a greater degree of
goodness than that young man possesses.
Dr.

of fortune ; she had been rich and then
poor, and rich and poor again, but had through
all these changes remained firmly attached to

Gall complied with the request, and perceived
a prominence of the frontal bone, at the top of
part of the head. He remembered a
the^ront

tions

vant,

Phrenological
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school-mate, who had a like amiable* tempera
ment He was also requested by a lady to
mold the head of her son, who possessed an

three figures; he glanced once only at the
numbers, then raised his eyes and nose in the
air and indicated the result of his mental cal

He found all these heads
amiable disposition.
were prominent in this region, and that the

culation before the audience had had the time to
make the Calculation, pen in hand.
He had

to do good was innate, and here was

created his method for computing numbers.
A lawyer of Vienna stated that his son

disposition
its organ.

ACQUISITIVENESS.

This organ is located upward and a little
forward of the ear, and when large gives a
fullness and width to the head in that region.
Dr. Gall discovered it by comparing the heads
of persons whom he invited to his house, and
who made him their confidant ; he found some
of them accused each other of petty larceny,
and took great pleasure in pointing out those
who excelled in such practices, and he found
others who would rather starve than partake

of what their companions had stolen

; the first
to be largely developed, and others
comparatively small.

he found

This

CONSTRUCTIVENESS.
organ is located on the temple, and

of five years of age occupied himself ex
in
clusively with numbers and calculations
such a manner that it was impossible to fix
his attention on any other game.
Dr. Gall
with that of the boy just
no other particular re
semblance, except in the remarkable promi
nence at the external angle of the eye, and a
little to the side ontward.
These cases sug
gested that the talent for calculation might be
connected with a particular organ.
Dr. Gall
for this power,
sought for men distinguished
in order to verify the discovery.
He found a
compared

his head

mentioned, and found

man whose favorite

occupation was to invent
and dis
problems in arithmetic,
He
in him the same configuration.

and solve
covered

when

large gives breadth and fullness fo that
Dr. Gall discovered that persons
region.
distinguished for mechanical tastes were very

visited

wide in this region.
of
Some gentlemen
Vienna presented to him a person concerning
whose talents they solicited his opinion.
He

same development recurred.
He therefore felt
himself constrained to admit a special faculty
for this talent In Scotland they had a cele
brated calculator,
and in America we had
Zerah Colburn with a corresponding
develop
ment of this part of the head. It is not always

told them he ought
toward

to have a great tendency

They then told Dr. Gall
examining the head of the famous

mechanics.

he had been
painter,

Unterbergen, and expressed dissatis
faction with the opinion, but the man himself
was greatly struck with his observations, and
declared that he had always a passion for
mechanics and he only painted for a livelihood.
He took the party to his house, where he showed
them the machines which he had invented, and
others which he had improved.
Constructiveness is now well understood to be an clement in
the art of painting, or modeling.
Ideality and
Constructiveness

working together make the

artist, the invcntor,.the

mechanic.

CALCULATION.

A

boy near Vienna was spoken of on ac
count of his great talent for calculation.
He
had not received any particular instruction
beyond that bestowed on other boys at school ;
and was about fin an equal footing with them.

Dr. Gall induced him to come to Vienna, and
when nine years of age presented him to his
audience, when there were given him three
numbers to express which required from ten to
a dozen figures, and he was asked to add them,
and then to subtract them ; then to multiply

them, and then to divide them by a number of

families
and schools,
and
private
desired the children distinguished
for calcula
tion to be pointed out to him, and still the

an easy organ to determine, on accouut
peculiar situation, but we have no doubt

of its
of the

location of the organ and the function it per
forms.
TUNE.

The organ of Tune is situated on the lower
part of the temple, a little backward and up
ward from the eyebrows.
Dr. Gall discovered
the organ by noticing this part large in a
young girl, who could repeat or play whatever
she heard, and recollected whole concerts if she
heard them only twice. By examining carefully
the heads of all the persons to whom he could
for musi
gain access, who were distinguished
cal talent, he found it largely developed.
The

Dr. Andrew
organ is sometimes diseased.
Combe attended a young lady who complained
of an acute pain at the extreme angle of the tem
ple on each side, precisely in the same position
of Tune; 1he organ was largely developed in
her head, and in describing the seat of pain
she placed the points of her fingers exactly on
the location
of the organ.
In sleep she
dreamed of music ; during the day the excite
ment of the faculty reached such a height that

FARMING IN THE SOUTH.
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it could not

be controlled

; she felt such an

ir

Dr. Miller, informs us that, on mak

physicjan,

passion for music that it was painful
beyond endurance to repress. She insisted upon
rising from her bed and being allowed to play
and sing; that being unadvisable, she seized a
resistible

guitar and gave way to the torrent, and with a
volume, clearness, and strength of voice and a

facility of execution which was astonishing.
A boy in the City of Washington was kicked
by a horse in that region, and he whistled con
stantly ; would whistle even in his sleep. The

.389

ing subsequent examination of the wound, he
found a splinter of the skull thrust into that
part of the brain

where the organ is located,
and the irritation caused the irresistible tend
ency to whistle. He removed the bone, and he
continued to whistle until healing set in, and
less and less, until lie came back
There are many other
facts that go to prove the location

he whistled

to his former condition.
interesting

of the organ of Tune.*

a

It,

Thatwhichmakera goodConjtltnUonmostkeep vlx..menof wltdomandvirtue; qualitiesthnt,becaure
not.withworldlyfnbertheydesrenrt
nce,mastbecarefullypropagated
of youth. WilliamAaa.
by virtuouseducation

FARMING IN THE SOUTH.
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is is

;

green calyx,
the fragrant hawthorn bramble

!

is

!

and then
quarters of the quondam slaves
wide, level sweep of rice fields, where light
spires

of daintiest

green float on the surface

landscape which breath of wind
power to change from looking like
meadow.
sunny, verdant
quiet lake to
Many of the most fruitful rice fields of 8outh
Carolina have lain unproductive since the
termination of the war brought about such
gigantic revolution in the labor systems of
the country.
It
impracticable for white
condition of
men to cultivate them, and

of water

has'

if

subordination, seems
to the disciplined
The rice
labor involved in rice culture.
swamps are the homes of alligators and
gophers, uncouth creatures that do not al
ways act purely on the defensive, but on oc
quari,

to have

casion

not complete

been necessary

" had

as

lief"

make

supper

of

a

a

is

a

a

Just so looks the vernal prematurity of the
land of the Lords proprietors as one pro
gresses in the month of March along the
" Wilmington, Columbia, and Augusta rail
two mile
road." Here, as we come upon
trestle, over
golden glory
river-swamp,
of yellow jasmines, thrusting the sweets from
their scented stars to every passing zephyr;
purple inflorescence of red-bud blooms, the
deceitful
Judas-tree of the botanists, blue
clematis tangling its clusters
among the

a

scrub-

a

With the woodbine alternating.
Scents the dewy air."

of

a

" And

grove

long row of cabins, the whilom
a

has kissed his earth-mistress

houses,

planter's

oak and

with creamy Cherokee
white
old-fashioned,

a

into
warmth and joy of renewed
life where the leaf-buds are swelling, where
the white-oak axils are the size of squirrels'
being planted, where
ears, and Indian corn
the pink of the rose
breaking through the
the sun-god

the glow and

washed

the

;

advance, leaving behind us frost and

snow and ice-bound streams, we come where

lanes hedged

ners;

roses, leading to

a

swamps

and when,

a

the moss-hung

and now, as we emerge from the swamp, we
pass through upland thickets of live-oak
grand trees with the traditional moss-ban

a

as we

of

the air and water

;

before the malaria
has permeated

is

peculiarly en
joyable to journey southward in the spring,

is

It

a

a

the sere and yellow leaf.

satin-white bay-flowers, overshadowing red
cypress knees, and dropping their perfumed
blossoms into the black, bankless,
still,
This
South Carolina
swamp waters
this
the country where- cotton reigns king;

a

is

during late fall, since there
the same immunity from dust and heat, and
nature appears equally charming in donning
fresh array of vernal garniture as in assum
ing the parti-colored vestments that precede
as

a

pleasant

SOUTH CAROLINA.

in the early

to travel

is

is

ITspring

as

man

To find the exact location of all the organs, Bee the
Phrbhologioal Bust, for sale at this office.
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There is more
old Egyptian crocodile.
upland rice raised in South Carolina now
than formerly, a system of more various pro
ducts having been originated by the necessi
There are vast stretches
ties of the times.
of country bordering the railroad where one
Bees little but long-leaf pines, with whitescarred face, turpentine distilleries, and bar
This is a branch of Southern
rels of rosin.
farming that has flourished apace under the
new order of things.
The intervals of leisure,
and changes in labor involved, suit the ge
nius of the newly-freed men; and the tur
pentine farmers never have any difficulty in
" hiring hands." Wine-making is carried on
to some extent in the State, and is found to
but when one strikes the
pay handsomely;
as the

region he reaches the true Utopia of
Carolina. The culture of this semitropical plant is carried on quite scientifically
As a body of
by the experienced
planters.
men this class of the population is welland energetic.
The use of fer
informed
tilizers is universal among them, and the
home production of composts receives their
On wet days in
special care and attention.
cotton
South

the fall carts may be observed busily hauling
pine, straw, and fallen leaves from the thick
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ets and woods, depositing them in the cattle-

of the planta
Added to this are the rakings from
fence corners and stables and the offal from
In the spring, the broad,
negro quarters.
fresh-plowed fields may be seen spotted all
over with the black compost heaps, inter
spersed with piles of cotton seed, which have
been well rubbed in dirt.
Then follows the
turn-plow and the shovel, seed put in, a
" stand " in a few
" chopping
days, and then
From the middle of April till July
out.''
the struggle is incessant to keep the cotton
clean of grass, as on this depends its produc
tiveness, and also, to some extent, its ability
to withstand a drought.
Guano is used to an enormous extent in
South Carolina, also the phosphates so ex
in the vicinage of
tensively manufactured
Charleston.
When there is drought guano

lots, yards, and thoroughfares

tion.

to aggravate the fatal and oft-recurring
disease known as Rust, which, in truth, is
seems

no disease, but an exceedingly minute insect,
which fastens, multitudinously, on the leaves,
and, devouring them, causes the forms and
tender balls to drop off, and so incalculably
shortens the yield of cotton.
VIRGINIA DU HAST COVINGTON.

WILLIAM H. SEWARD.
announcement

THE
distinguished

of the death of this

statesman has aroused the

of the American people to a sense
to him while an active
officer in our Government.
Perhaps it will
never be entirely known to what an extent
the security and success which we experi
enced during the late war were owing to his
efforts and splendid diplomatic ability.
The death at his residence in Auburn,
attention

of their obligations

K. Y.,

October

11th, was sudden,

inasmuch

with the proba
bility of his longer sojourn among us. This
doubtless was in a great meas
impression
ure due to the protracted tours which Mr.
Seward had undertaken and had successfully
in foreign lands.
Besides, he
accomplished
was known to be in the enjoyment of vigor
ous intellectual health, and closely occupied
with the preparation of a work giving a his
This, unfortu
tory of his life and times.
as we had become impressed

nately,
finished.

but little more than half
He died in his study, surrounded

he left

by his books and papers.

The name of no living man had become
more widely known throughout the civilized

world than that of William H. Seward. Dur
ing his travels in Asia and Japan, he was
everywhere received with all the respect ac
corded to royalty.
Ilis greatness had pene
trated into the recesses of heathen lands.
He was born in Florida, Orange Co., N. Y.,
May 16, 1801, and, consequently, was in his
seventy-second year at the time of his de
His parentage comprises Welsh and
cease.
IriBh stock.
Perhaps the former predomin
ated somewhat in the cast of his features and
the general mold of his frame.
There was
a high degree of elastic
endurance in his
temperament and general organization, a de
Few men have given
gree rarely surpassed.
more years to arduous public services than

WILLIAM H.
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he, and very few have shown so much vigor,

original power in their per
It will be remembered that at the
formance.
time of the assassination of Mr. Lincoln, Mr.
Seward, too, was made the object of a deadly
attack, which very nearly deprived the nation
freshness,

and

of his invaluable services, and doubtless so
impaired his physical powers as to shorten
his life by many years. He was thoroughly
educated for the law, and admitted to the
bar in 1822.
In early life he became a poli
tician, taking a conspicuous place as an anti-

SEWARD.
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In 1838 ho was elected
advocate.
Governor of New York, and distinguished
himself by a wise and judicious administra
tion of State affairs.
He was re-elected in
1840, and at the end of his second term re
turned to the practice of law. In 1849 ho
slavery

was

elected

to

the

Senate

of the United

States, where he became the peer of Webster,
Clay, Everett, and the other great men of

that memorable
gressional

period.

During his Con

career, on account of his views on

social and political

affairs, he was made the

Pbrenoloqical Journal.
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of

criticism and severe reflec
disciple of Jefferson and John
Quincy Adams, he always pursued a course
consistent with the fundamental
American
principle of equal rights before the law ; and
in later years the clouds with which envy
and detraction had sought to involve his
name were dissipated, and his character and
motives shone out in so bright a light as to
universal respect.
His trust in
command
popular institutions, in their capacity to cor
rect evils and to secure the prosperity of a
subject

tion

much

; but, a

growing people, was steadfast

and sublime.

His trust in the spirit of the people
adverse to a disruption

of

as

being

the Government,

led him into error in regard to the recent
conflict.
He believed, as Mr. Lincoln be
lieved in the earlier days of the secession
conflict "
movement, that the " irrepressible
would be brought to a peaceful and happy
termination without a strife of blood. But
he was right at least in his prevision that the
conflict would end, as it did end, in a triumph
of the Union cause ; but he was unwilling to
draw the sword in defense of the existing
institution of Government while a chance re
mained for securing a settlement without it.

In the beginning of Mr. Lincoln's adminis
tration, Mr. Seward was given the first place
in the Cabinet.
During that ever-memora
ble period of war and involved issues, the
Secretary of State pursued a course which
brought renown to his country and won the

BOCET

admiration of a world. At the close of Mr.
Johnson's term of office he withdrew from
public life. In '69 and '70, he made the tour
around the world, to which we have already
alluded.
In his disposition Mr. Seward wa3 very ami
able and generous. In all the relations of life
his reputation was without stain.
He was a
good husband,

a good neighbor, and a good
friend, as well as a good and great citizen.
In
. Auburn, where he lived so long, he was uni

versally beloved and honored, and the an
nouncement of his death fell upon the hearts
of the citizens, who, as a whole, exhibited great
fondness and pride in him, as if each individ
ual man and woman had lost his or her own
father.

It is to be regretted that he was not spared
long enough to finish the autobiography which
he had designed ; but we are informed that it
be completed by his son, to whom it was
in great part dictated.
By his will Mr. Seward bequeaths his late

will

home at Auburn, with all its contents and sur
roundings, to bis three sons, by one or more of
whom it will doubtless be occupied, and pre
served intact as far as possible in its present
His other property, consisting in
part of securities, but mainly in real estate in
condition.

Auburn and in this locality,

he divides

into

four equal shares among his sons Augustus,
Frederick, and William, and his adopted daugh
ter, Olive Risley Seward ; the two last named
being deputed to execute this provision of the
instrument.
His estate is estimated at $300,000.

MOUNTAIN ECHOES.
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FABOR.

THE CROWN OF THE CONTINENT.
Faia, enow, upon the mountain top ;
Shine, sun, upon the emerald plain ;
The frostage of the winter drop
In presence of the Bummer's rain.
Beat, storm, against the mountain's breast:
Flash, lightning, on the plains below ;
Here, in the sunshine,
Unheeding lightning,

I

can rest.
storm, or snow.

But there shall surely come a time
When mountain top and valley base
Shall hear the echoes of the ryhmc
That floats around man's dwelling-place.
Where Switzerland and Italy
Clasp hands, and smile a welcome down
To denizens beside the sea.
To peoples crowded in the town ;

Blow, wind, along the mountain )Ide,
And whistle startled canons through ;
The pines, that crown the bold Divide,
No sweeter music ever knew.

Whero rivers clear, and vales of grace.
And plains that stretch an hundred miles
Await the coming of the race
Whoso toils shall win dame Nature's smiles

Bloom, lilies, by the river's edge;
Hide, honeysuckles, in the wood ;
Pause, deer, upon the rocKy ledge ;
Here nought disturbs the solitude.

Ere long shall rise imposing spires.
And stately towers and homes so sweet,
Where, wanned by love's eternal fires.
The tender human graces meet.
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WOOLEN MANUFACTURE IN THE UNITED STATES.

O, land so fair beneath the snn 1
O, Colorado I wo who know
The life-breath that from thee Is won,
The honey that from thee doth flow
We, on oar bended knee, can lift
Oar voices to the blue Above
In thanks that in the mountain's cleft
Our days are fall of life and lovo.

WOOLEN

MANUFACTURE

UNITED STATES.

IN THE

exhibit made in the census of 1870
of American industry is
There are in all 2,891
certainly encouraging.
in
the
establishments
United States, of which
there are in Pennsylvania 457; New York,

THE
of this branch

Ohio, 223; Massachusetts, 185; Indi
Missouri, 156 ; Tennessee, 148 ;
Kentucky, 125 ; Illinois, 109 ; Connecticut,
108 ; Maine, 107 ; Iowa, 85 ; New Hampshire,
77 ; West Virginia, 74 ; Virginia, 68 ; Rhode
Island, 65 ; Vermont, 65 ; Wisconsin, 64 ;
252;

ana,

175 ;

Michigan, 54 ; North Carolina, 52 ; Georgia,
46 ; Maryland, 31 ; New Jersey, 29 ; Texas,
20 ; Utah, 15 ; South Carolina, 15 ; Alabama,
14; Arkansas, 13; Delaware, 11 ; Mississippi,
10; Kansas, 9; Oregon, 9;
11; Minnesota,
California, 5 ; Louisiana, 2 ; Florida, 1 ; and
New Mexico, 1. The capital of these 2,891
at (98,824,531.
is reported
establishments
number
of
The
steam-engines is 1,050, with
a horse-power of 35,900, and water-wheels
with a horse-power of 59,332. The number
of sets of cards is 8,366, with a daily capac
ity of 857,392 pounds of carded wool ; num
ber of broad looms, 14,039 ; narrow looms,
The average
20,144 ; spindles, 1,845,496.
employed during the year
above sixteen, 42,728 ;
of
males
has been
of females above fifteen, 27,682 ; of children
The amount of wages
and youth, 9,643.
paid to these hands during the year is re
the total value of
ported at $26,877,575;

number of hands

the

materials

$96,432,601,
chemicals

nsed during the year was
of which the amount paid for

and dye-stuffs was $5,833,346.

There were consumed during the year
17,811,824 pounds of foreign wool ; 154,767,075 pounds of domestic wool ; 17,571,929

pounds of cotton ; 19,372,062 pounds of
shoddy ; 2,573,419 pounds of woolen yarn ;
8,263,949 pounds of cotton yarn ; 1,312,560
yards of cotton warp; 140,733 pounds of

393

The value of all other materials used

warp.

was $5,670,250.

Among the productions of these
tablishments
cassimeres,

and

of flannel,

1,941,865 yards

doeskins,

of

2,663,767 yards

2,891

58,965,286

repellants,

of

es

of cloth,

are 63,340,612 yards

felted

yards

cloth,

2,853,458 yards

of tweeds and twills, 14,078,559 yards of sat
inets, 5,506,902 yards of kerseys, 24,489,985
yards

of

jeans,

1,932,382 yards

of

negro

of pairs of blankets,
horse-blankets,

cloth.

linseys,

Number

2,000,439 ; number

58,553;

robes, 22,500 ; niimber

of

of

14,130,574 yards

number

of

of coverlids,

of

carriage
226,744 ;

of
pounds of yarn, 14,156,237 ; number of pounds
of rolls, 8,683,069.
Total value of produc
tion, $155,405,058.
This interest will grow, if permitted, until
America will produce all the wool and woolen
Free Traders, however,
goods she consumes.
would open our ports to foreign manufac
turers, and this, through the competition of
have a tendency to
pauper labor, would
break down and ruin this immense interest.
Let Americans sustain America against all
We have enough to do at pres
the world.
ent to take care of ourselves and those who
come among us, without, through unwise
legislation, ccntributing at great sacrifice to
sustain selfish capitalists abroad.
number

shawls,

FRAGMENTS

IN

"Moral

2,312,761 ;

number

FROM MRS. HORACE
MANN.

Culture"

is a series of letters

addressed to a friend by Mrs. Horace Mann,
written in 1843, and first published in 1863, as

of the " Kindergarten Guide " of her
sister, Miss Elizabeth P. Peabody, the second
Thcsa
edition of which appeared in 1869.
letters, written as they were by the wife of so
warm an advocate of Phrenology as the late
educator, Horace Mann, must
distinguished
excite the interest of all true disciples of Gall
The origin of these letters is
and Spurzheim.

part

thus explained

by the author:
have been urged to publish these letters,
written twenty years ago, as an appendix to
a Kindergarten Guide, because the school

"

I

herein described was a groping
attempt at
something of the same kind, and had left very
pleasant memories in the hearts of the children
referred to

now no longer children, but some
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of them men and women nobly and beautifully
acting
others

parts on earth as parents; and
having died martyrs' deaths for human

JOURNAL.
CALIPERS

TAPE MEASURES.

their

war that ravaged
our beloved country
angels in heaven.
" If an inborn love of children and of schoolare qualifications
for judging of
keeping
them, I may
the best means of educating
claim to have known something of the theory
and practice best adapted to that end. My
object was to put them in possession of all their
faculties.
Many improvements in methods,

freedom

in the desolating

first engraving represents calipers used
Ethnology and Phre

THE
by those who study

As the development of the brain be
nology.
gins at the Medulla Oblongata, or the point where
the brain is connected with the spinal cord, dis
tance from that point to any part of the surface
of the brain indicates the development of that
part In order to determine the length of fiber
from that central point of the brain, we must
measure, during life, from the opening of the

and many facilities in means have been added
to the resources of teachers .since these letters
were written.
Physical training is felt to be

of the greatest importance, in preference to the
ancient mode of shutting children up many
hours in close rooms, and repressing all natural
The principle is discovered
and joyous life.
of educating by directing the activities.

Hence

the Kindergarten."

Notwithstanding the intrinsic merits of the
Kindergarten method, its application in this
country seems to have failed, in numerous in
stances, of the results aimed at.
Besides the above, the following extract from
one of them must suffice for the present:
" I find a
very great difference in children in

I

have had one scholar
regard to arithmetic.
who never could (she died at fifteen) go beyond
'
Mental Arith
a certain section in Colburn's

metic'
for when

She reached that after repeated trials ;
I found her grounded (aground) at

I

always turned back and
any special point,
let her review; and in that way she would
gain a little at every repeated trial. This child
found geometry easier than numbers, and mas

Fio. 1.
car (see cut 2) to the surface of the head in
its several parts, as at B, C, D,E, G, or the width
of the head from side to side, directly in the
region of the ears, to learn the lateral develop
ment. The bulb at the end of each of the legs
of the calipers may be carefully placed in the
opening of the ears (A) ; and the other end
placed
the

at any desired point on the head, and
marked in inches and fractions,

scale,

will bIiow the width from point to point, when
the calipers

are open.

tered ' Gruud's

Plane Geometry.'
She could
also write out a reminiscence of Dr. Channing's
sermons, or remember anything interesting in

history, natural history, or anything of an ethi
also had one gifted little
cal character.

I

scholar, who could not learn to spell accurately,
but she drew with great power and beauty

with an 'eye that no teaching could give,' as
was said of her by a fine artist These discrep
ancies in talents are very curious.
Phreno
logical philosophy alone explains them." *
Since these letters were written, the St. William's
School, established in Edinburgh,
by George Combe,
Esq., and in which that distinguished man taught person
ally during the latter years of his life, has proved conclu
sively that the phrenological philosophy is a fine basis tor
education. The principle there taught and practiced is,
to cnltivate assiduously those faculties which were found
naturally deficient in the pupils ; thus aiming to make
whole men out of what otherwise^ would have been but
fragments of men.

Fio. S.

An opponent of Phrenology was recently in
our office, and he said the difference in the thick
ness of different skulls was his stumbling-block
in regard to the science. A skull happened to

within reach, and taking the calipers we meas
ured the width and height from the opening of
the ear to Firmness, then turning to the unbe

be

liever, we applied the calipers in the same way to

MENTAL SCIENCE IN SCHOOL.

of

the head just above the brow and
around the most prominent part of the backhead (see cut, H to T.) We measure from the

the nose to the back of the neck, or the

process, a sharp bony part just above
the nape of the neck. We also measure from
ear to ear, over Firmness, Individuality, Be

spinal

A

Love, etc.

a

criminal neglect br stupidity, when laws are
not known which might be known by moderate
study.

By parity of reason also, what
important
in Outward actions
of equal or even greater
importance in the inner actions which precede
and determine
the outward.
And here let
Herbert Spencer says
phenomena of intelligence

that the evolution of intelligence in
follows
child also conforms to laws; and
inevitably that education can be rightly guided
knowledge of these laws. To sup
only by
pose that you can properly regulate this pro
cess of forming and accumulating ideas with
the nature of the process,
out understanding
How widely, then, must teaching
absurd.
should be,
differ with teaching as
as
when hardly any parents and but few teachers
know anything about psychology."
This
certainly strong testimony in behalf
of mental science in our
of
knowledge
Bewailing the absence of the study
schools.

a child with a poker would be
And
either devilish or insane.

would punish
considered

why ? Because he would be violating a law
of nature which every one's experience proves
to be correct and

just

But there arc laws governing the mind in its
relation to the body as well as laws determin
Al
ing the capacity of bodily endurance.
though the mind is not made of matter, yet,
since it acts through a material medium of the
Dody, its actions arc much modified by the
of the medium ; and it follows that

is

have parents interest themselves in the same
study. Needs the importance of mental science
in the training of the young any further de
fense

weightier consideration than the
Is there
Not in life, nor in death
destiny of the soul
not in
not by reason, nor by experience
science, nor in revelation can there be discerned
;

stitute, must be to some extent acquainted with
the laws which govern the actions of children.
Taken strongly, a teacher or governor who

from the teacher's course, Spencer enforces the
necessity of its immediate supply, and would

anything

It

of equal intrinsic importance.
related

that an excellent

mother,

in

writing to one of her sons on the birth of his
" Give him an education,
eldest child, said,
that his life may be useful teach him religion,
What more
that bis death may be happy."
;

is getting to be pretty generally conceded
that the teacher, whether parent or sub

?

IT

a

BY W. K. BIERLT.

the

to laws

?

SCIENCE

that

grant

is

OF MENTAL
SCHOOL.

IN

conform

a

IMPORTANCE

strengthen the argument.
" Grant

authority

it

man who has had large practice in meas
uring heads will be able to estimate, within
a quarter of an inch, the size which a head
will measure, by the hands alone.
The calipers (made of composition metal
which will not rust) we can supply at $0 per
Neat tape measures, suitable for use in
pair.
measuring heads, we can send by mail for 75c.,
88c., or $1 each, according to style.

is

it

it,

to be either madness or in
ignorance, where one violates
law
which every one's experience proves to be
be considered at least either
just, so should

a

Parental

sally considered

finite

:

nevolence,

a law should be followed
absolutely
where
common experience justifies
so should one
be followed which has been ascertained by
And since
univer
study and observation.

;

of

sought.

it

root

sufficiently

it

ference

not

;

the calipers, we
the circum

and

condition

could be required

mental" action, as known, is governed by laws
similar to those attending bodily action. It is

human

and heaven

?

character

to round out and perfect the
meet for earth

and make

it

Besides

use a tape measure for ascertaining

subtile

Still, because they ore not known, is no reason
why they should not be known. And, then, if

is

If

development
been opposing some

generally

a

thing different"
Tape Measure.

I have

more

is

the cranial

in

this is Phrenology,

as

is

differences

do not become

which determine other things,
because, perhaps, they are possibly a little
as those

is

Firmness an inch an a half lower, than the
head of our critical friend.
" Is that possible ? " said he. " I see now
that distance from the center of the brain is
your method of judging of the development of
the brain; the slight difference in the thick
ness of different skulls can not account for the

true these laws

known

it

bis head, and we found that the skull, just above
the openimg of the cars, was an inch and a
half wider, and from the opening of the ear to
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as

different

many

a

multitude oi
brief sketches and paragraphs touching

science, and art, besides

subjects

of

interest.

a

Our illustrations have been thickly sown;
brief examination shows that an aver
age of fully one hundred and eighty

YORK,

The endeavor has been made with

is,
a

it

enterprise we are in any way
opposed to the sentiment of progress
for the idea in itself conveys much of

;

special

;

encouragement and stimulation to gen
eral society
but in order that we may,
in our own sphere, press on the more
a

briskly, we would recur to our past, and
seek for
sound basis on which to found
hopes of future advancement.

ers of

the

the

past

published

there

within

cov

the

Phrenological Journal

over two hundred
nature

twelvemonth

articles

of

a

been

special

relating to biography, history,

gression of scientific research such facts
and information as would be practically
valuable to our readers.

Especially

has

our attention

been given to those emin
ent scientists who, like Huxley and Tyndall, have devoted

themselves

in great

of physical phe
part to investigation
nomena having more or less relation to
;

human nature
or, like Jackson, Bain,
and Maudesley, have sought to open up
to our clearer view the functions of mind.

As

;

Americans, we have given promi
nence to American science, art, biosrraand what has
phy, and social economy

been gathered from abroad to garnish
the several departments embraced in the
Journal, has been so gathered because

worthy our serious consideration.
The series of illustrated essays on " Ex
its Anatomy and Philosophy,"
pression
that on "How the Different Faculties
Combine," and the articles on fish and
their culture, have received many warm
encomiums from the press and individual
readers, while single articles here and
:

1872.

TT

During

as

much earnestness as the object has been
ever kept in view to glean from the pro

may be that Longfellow, in his oft-*- quoted poem "Excelsior," embodied
the prevalent sentiment of the American
" Advance," "
onward," " prog
public.
ress," are the watchwords we hear rung
out on all sides ; but we feel that, in too
many cases, these are indicative of false
sentiment, of unduly exaggerated hopes,
and of conduct based upon unsubstantial
The youth, so feelingly de
premises.
scribed by Longfellow, lost himself amid
of the mountain.
the snow-drifts
His
"
Excelsior " led on only to de
cry of
The American people are, as
struction.
a nation, wonderfully active.
There
indeed, too much action and too little
thought; hence, the repeated failures
which are exhibited on all sides. But
we would not have
understood from
these remarks that as promoters of

have

some

of the fry of shad, have been introduced
into the letter-press.

DECEMBER, 1872.

GOOD-BYE

portrait of

eminent man or woman to an exhibition

there published in the course of the year
have been acknowledged by correspond
ents as of special value in one way or
another to them.

With

such evidence

of appreciation, we approach the close of
1872 with few regrets.
Our aim has ever been to make the
Journal power for good among men,
and our hopes, although not fully real
a

INTEW

almost every va

embracing

riety of subject, from

a

engravings,

ON THE FORMATION

ired, have met with so much encourage
ment that we could not now falter in our

without

experiencing

an over

whelming sense of recreancy to duty.
This number of the Phrenological
Journal for December closes Volume
Fifty-five, but tho January number of

skill it will require of the artist to bring
his work to perfection, and develop a
"
copy of the human face divine," of the
image or the angel for which he studies
But the angel is there, and
and strives.
the sculptor knows how, he can bring
of that cold and hard marble so

out

perfectly that you almost hear the rustle
of its wings ! How beautiful ! How

How angelic! Think of it;
exquisite!
there was the simple block of almost
of which there are num
berless quarries and mountains just as
which, by study, skill, and effort,
good
has been converted into a thing of beauty
worthless stone

joy

forever.

Reader, did it ever occur to you that
each and every human being, when un
cultured and undeveloped, may be liken
ed to clay in the hands of the modeler,

or like marble in the hands of the sculp
tor ? Do you not now see the simile ?
God created every human creature with
Each has an angel
a never-dying soul.
in him.
Alas ! alas ! how many remain
awhile on earth, even into old age, with
out being converted into anything higher
or more beautiful than the original clay

as we find it in the field and in
the quarry.
The angel remains conceal
ed, covered up, hidden ; and the life of such
a man
miserable failure.
indeed,

In considering tho matter of success
or failure, we blame no one. Most per
sons are, to
considerable extent, creat
ures of circumstances.
they knew

If

how to make themselves beautiful, they
would do so; if the invalid knew how to
woo Hygeia, and charm away disease,
the aches and pains which torture him,
he would readily do so.
But he does
not know how, and, through ignorance,

brutalizes instead of beautifying him
self; and, through ignorance, he violates
the laws of health, and then suffers the
penalty of this violation and sinning.

he

If

sins committed

the moral

in ignorance, against
law, may be " winked at,"

sins against the physical law are pun
Children born of low, dissipated,
ished.
drunken

vagabonds,

and

permitted

to

grow up in ignorance, vice, and crime
will visit these evils on the society in
which they are permitted to dwell.
No
one lives to himself alone
each
more
is

head or an angel that block of stone first
appears ! and what study and labor and

or stone,

or less affected by all.
We form character as we form images
by modeling, working, training, edu
cation
by the lives we live, aye, by the

" As man
very thoughts we entertain
he."
Each thought, each
thinketh, so
act, each emotion which passes through
a

mass of soft

;

a

!

takes

is placed in
position, when, with chisel and mallet,
the work of hewing and shaping begins.
How unlike an image of the human

and a

well-wish

a

sculptor

then the block of marble

it

of

Salve to as large a retinue
ers next month ?

THE FORMATION OF CHARACTER.

clay, which he works into a copy
of the figure he would put into stone;

if

to a large clientage that has afforded
us aid and comfort during the twelve
month past, may we not expect to say

a

rr^HE

will

is

ON

397

open Volume Fifty-six; and
while we are now called on to say Vale
1873

is,

efforts

OF CHARACTER.

;
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our minds, leaves its traces on our souls

Our thoughts and
are the sculotor's chisels,

and on our features.
our emotions
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which makes

the

and our faces show exactly, to the close
abserver, what is going on within. One

simple

food,

blood,

the best

lustful thoughts looks
and this passion is burning with
in, and will devour him unless he change
the current of his thoughts and his blood

and bone, was not enough for him.
To
give bis food an artificial relish, he must
needs mix in pungent condiments, must
make it hot and biting with mustard,

into other channels, and escape before it
But many, nay, thousands,
be too late.
are engulfed, swallowed up, and lost
through this one burning passion of lust.
Every feature, every lineament of their
bodies and brains has written all over

pepper, spices, etc. Such high seasoning
in itself creates an appetite for narcotics.
Then the fragrant Havana is required,
the pipe, the quid, or, it may be, pulver

who

entertains

lustful

;

signs, the letters,
Oh, what a purgatory is this !

them, in unmistakable

L-U-S-T

1

AVARICE.

tissue,

nerve,

purest
muscle,

ized tobacco, in the form of snuff.

These

are generally followed by
light wines, beer, and the like. Later,
something stronger is needed to support

substances

the flabby muscles and flagging spirits.
What else but alcoholic stimulants can

He
is too miserly, too mean to be honest. To
get pelf is his besetting sin. He craves
money, or land, or stocks, or other prop
erty, and to secure it he perils health, he

One resorts to opium, which
appetites?
must be repeated in larger and larger
doses to produce the excitement which

perils comfort, he perils home and even
life, that he may get and count that

This
the poor, diseased creature craves.
is used for a time in secret, but the babit

which can be his only for a brief space
of time, when he must unlock his strong

grows upon the person, and without his

box and leave it all.
His
erable miser !

most delirious,

Another

is given over to avarice.

Look at the mis
hungry, craving,

supply

of these perverted

the demand

accustomed

dose he
as he

would

become al

certainly will

if

he

continues it.

grasping, shriveled being does not rise
Look at
above " counting
coppers."
creature
He has
him ! O, wretched
!

Now comes the guzzling doctor who
Bourbon
alcoholic stimulants.
or brandy, rum or gin, wines or bitters,

lost sight of the beautiful

his universal
are his sovereign remedy
He says his patients like
panacea.
even for nursing
and he prescribes
Think of a babe taking bour
women
bon through its mother's milk
What

!

How utterly worthless

!

How

utterly miserable and wretched 1 Deliv
er us, O Heaven ! from that state of
knows no sympathy, no
no charity, no peace.
Look
once more at the mean, selfish, mercenary

mind

which

kindness,

miser, and then turn to
THB SLAVE OP APPETITE.

In forming his
called

what

he

good

things

character, he sought
the luxuries of life, the

of the table.

Plain

it,

it

!

!

it

a

come exhilarated

and

but he frequents

the

invited out
saloons, the club-rooms;
to dine where only " gentlemen " assem
He visits the race course, spends
ble.
is

formed

;

love of it.

will be the state of its appetite when
He will form
matures
character in
accordance with these conditions.
He
will, step by step, puff by puff, sip by
sip, become what his inclinations pot
his judgment make him.
What harm
social glass, the pipe of
there in
peace, or
pinch of titillating snuff?
" now. Still,
"
He
forming character
he don't get drunk, though he may be
a

not the money, but the
What a character he has

a

root of all evil

?

in the gratification of a morbid love for
money, which the Scriptures say is the

is

joyous music,

is

in art, improv

warming
friendship, comfortable home, Christian
charity, heavenly religion, aye, his God,

ing literature,

advises

YOUR RIGHT 8.

he

become contaminated

lie

are so?

because they
has no idea that he is even

now on the brink of a precipice ; a few
more steps, a year or two later, and his
habits are fixed, as with the graver on
steel.

He is

child begins to form that sort of charac
by sulking, moping, and contrari
ness.
It grows into " scold," and ends
ter

a

His bets are small, and his winnings
nearly equal his losses; and what if his
associates are not of the best ? Need

are the complaining, fault-finding,
pee
vish spirits, satisfied with nothing.
Such
are on the road to despondency, which
may end in insanity or suicide.
The

in

a

much time at the playhouse, indulges in
What is the harm?
games of chance.

889

and

nuisance, which nobody can endure,
only removed by the scythe of
is
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Time.
Reader, where do you stand on this
matter of character?
Are you drifting

Now the flood-gates

slowly down the current of self-indulg
ence
or are you bravely rowing against
the flood and the tide of temptation
Are you cultivating self-denial?
Can

rushes his victim to the brink of perdi
He is poised as between heaven

tion.

His passions become his mas
ter and he is lost ! This is but the pic
ture of thousands who, giving way to a

you say "no" to a selfish desire?
Can
you subordinate self to the will of your
Maker, and can you say, " Thy will be
done " Can you ask God's blessing on

the course you are now pursuing
If so,
you may hope to rise and shine, and to
name and
character worthy of
leave

dren inherit a tendency, at least, to fol
low in the footsteps of their progenitors.
Seeing their faults, however, and with

or the wrong way, the upward way or
Let us choose
the downward way.

disease and poison which
grace
who ask

God, which

is sufficient for all

a

a

We

wisely

are free to choose the right way

they inherit.
and by the

Then, by higher aspirations

of

godly man.

;

resolute self-denial, they may escape,
and even eradicate from their blood the

?

perverteel appetite, have gone down to
dishonored graves, and left behind a
to curse their progeny.
"character"
Children take after their parents ; chil

a

and hell.

?

of appetite are open, the bars are down,
restraint is thrown off, and the demon

?

others trust him.

?

perverted, so diseased,
that he can not trust himself, nor can
so

let us choose now.

YOUR RIGHTS.
"DEADER,

filling the ends of their existence, glori
bodies,
healthy
fying God through

world as the best one in
verily
You have a right to work and earn
so.
to be independent.
your own living

is

it

?

a

a

?

touchy
that they "fly in
passion" at the
slightest neglect or criticism? Is not
And
most unamiable trait
this

?

not the duty of such persons to pray for
strength and grace to keep their excessive
Then there
sensitiveness in subjection

of
tighter

than

one

is

It

?

it

a

habit

!

except to some
which binds
self-indulgence,
slave

with

cords

of the

One has the right to
strongest hemp.
all the culture and improvement of which
He has
he
right to
susceptible.
a

So

are not

a

are they who form
that they be

You

worship God according to his own con
but unless he become' enlight
science
ened, his' religion will be simply super
;

Who and what

such unlovely characters
come morbidly sensitive

-^-*)

is

a

healthy brains, and regulated minds.
SENSITIVENESS.

it

did
ever occur to you
that, while you behave as well, you
have as good
right to live in this

it,

they may form
very differ
ent character, and come up into manly
manhood or beautiful womanhood, ful

stition:

He

has

a-

right to help make
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the laws of the land, and then to obey
He has a right to breathe fresh

even in fashionable

We want
society.
from the slavish toil

them.

to release woman

air

and care now expended on her headIt is not good taste to pile on
great wads and rolls of wampum, hemp,

rather than suffocate in a room filled
with filthy tobacco smoke, or bad odors
generated in low, dark, dank cellars,
where decaying vegetables, putrid fish,

gear.

or hair, nor is it healthy.

may
crimp and frizzle as much as she likes,
and look like a negress if she please, and
that won't impair her health, though she

or tainted
long.

meat are sometimes kept too
Each man has a right, in this

country, to one wife,

if

willing

she be

;

to a husband, if he be
and
all
are
of proper age, being
willing,
of sound mind and body, and not cous

looks like a fright.

and each woman

ins

or too

near

of

She has a right to

cut her hair short, like Anna Dickinson

or Florence Nightingale, if she will, and
it's nobody's business but her own. She

In these

kindred.

One

matters it takes two to make a bargain ;
sometimes three, where there is some

has a right to be neat, tidy, and com
fortable.

Better
scheming, deception, and fraud.
" go slow " when
a
you go
courting ; be
sure you are right, lest you regret when
too late.
Good health, good sense, and

We, each of us, have a right to be
kindly, charitable, and to fulfill the re
quirements of the Scriptures and of hu
manity, by "visiting the fatherless and
the widows in their affliction, and keep

good morals will stay, while curls, dim
ples, frills, flounces, bustles, and false

" breast-works " are
put on and off, at
the pleasure of the wearer.
Good teeth
and good digestion are useful to have in
a family, while headaches, backaches,
sidcaches, teethaches, and heartaches are

Better not marry
very uncomfortable.
an invalid unless you propose to open an

A

hospital.
great, awkward,
sick man around a house is a
a

sickish

woman,

who

has

clumsy
,

while

laced

too

tightly, danced too late, or eaten too
much froth and foam, and drank too
much champagne or " light wine," is
Her little head is hot ; her
even worse.
hands and feet are cold ; her breath very
fragrant, but not at all like the fragrance
of lilies or roses.
This comes of fashionable dissipation.
Now, we maintain that she has a right
to decline this sort of martyrdom, and
to enjoy the luxuries of plain and simple
food, pure water and pure air, with all
the sleep she needs.
Woman, assert
and maintain

nological
against

your rights

!

The

Phre

Journal will defend you
your enemies. It will try to

bring about

a better condition

of things,

,

ing ourselves unspotted
unperverted
from the world."
Young men have a right to reject
nasty tobacco, when a fool or a felon
tries to tempt them to take it ; and young
women have a right to say No to a gam
bling, guzzling, smoking, chewing, or
snuffing
Indeed,

popinjay when he proposes.
she will but make her own

She
shroud, if she accepts such an offer.
has a right to her liberty and her life,
though she remain alone for a time.
Oh, the right to breathe, to think, to
act, and to do as we like ! What a priv
ilege ! Then the idea that we may grow
in grace, and in a knowedge of heaven
and of God ! Reader, do you realize
your rights ? Will you grant the same

rights to others which you yourself en
joy? Will you do as you would be
done by ? Then consummate the crown
ing act by subordinating yourself to
your Maker ; by obedience to His laws,
and by bringing about that condition
which it is your right to do, namely,
helping to establish a heaven here on
earth. This is your duty, your privilege,
and your right.

Will

you do

it

?

" THE
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ONE- EYED CONDUC TOR" AGAIN.

"THE ONE-EYED
OTTO
The

CONDUCTOR"

spicy neighbor of Philadelphia,
All-Day City Item, in noticing the

Phrenological

Journal,

thus refers to the

subject which heads this article :

"The Phrenological

Journal

for No

vember has 'another explanation.'
with re
gard to the phenomena of the appearance of
the 'one-eyed conductor,' whom, it will be
remembered, appeared to a lady some eight
een months after' his death, and warned her
of an accident which was to take place shortly
after
within a few hours ; ana which the
lady escaped by giving heed to this warning.
To us, all the explanations
are ingenious
enough, but they do not touch upon the vital
point. That the conductor should be seen
plainly, visibly, violently gesticulating, by a
person depressed in spirits, broken in health,
upon the very spot where she had conversed
With him some two years previous, can read
ily be believed, and one need not go far to
find an explanation
for such a phenomenon.
But how is the fate of the ' accident ' which
followed the warning to be accounted for ?
Was it not a mere coincidence ? Or are we
to understand that others than Spiritualists
believe in the return to earth of persons after
This point is still as obscure
they are dead.
as ever, nor have any of the explanations
that
have reached us in the slightest degree assist
ed in fathoming it"

We introduced the story of the " One-Eyed
Conductor " not to provoke controversy, but
because it is a good illustration of one class
of psychological phenomena, one phase of
the things.interesting to everybody, yet mys
terious and unaccountable
to all but two
one class that accepts the
classes of persons
Spiritualistic teaching, accepts it as a verit
able reappearance of the man who, in the
body, had once instructed the lady in regard
to signals of danger on a train of cars ; the
other class is composed of those materialists
who explain every phenomenon on the basis
of physical science, and who would reduce
religious faith and emotion, or the pathetic
power of first love to some law of chemistry
in relation to carbon, oxygen, and electricity;
or endeavor to explain them by some physio
logical speculation about blood-disks, nervecells, brain-waves,

It

etc.

is amusing to look back over

a

third of

a century and recount the successive changes

in the treatment of psychological subjects by
a certain class of thinkers, or, rather, talkers.
When animal magnetism was introduced,
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AGAIN.

and by its professional

operators apparently
and ignorant persons were put into
an abnormal condition and appeared to per
form wonderful actions, the credulous look
innocent

ers-on accepted the phenomena in verity ; an
other class of open-minded
people accepted
the facts and tried to find a philosophical so
lution of them, while a third class that makes
it a special business to conserve the old truths

all innovators in the field
of new thought, objected outright to the
whole theory and practice of magnetism, de
crying it as the deception of tricky men or
as the work of the devil, or, if it had any
basis in truth, it consisted in some peculiar
susceptibility of the nervous system of an
and frighten back

impressible

subject.

Not long after this, clairvoyance was an
nounced.
The first class, already alluded to,
believed thoughtlessly,
with open eye and
mouth, and uplifted hands.
The second
class investigated,

was astonished, but sought

for the philosophy of the subject and pro
fessed to have found it; while the third or
conservative
a

superior

class repudiated
manifestation,

clairvoyance

by saying

it

as

was

only a phase of animal magnetism, and there
by easily explained and understood.
Clair
voyants continued to flourish and to manifest
powers which seemed to transcend all former
conceptions of the possible, and to defy ex
planation on any hitherto accepted law of
physics or metaphysics.

Spirit-rapping

was the

realm of the wonderful.

step in the
seemed to bring

next

It

a mysterious intelligence into view, and to
act in a way not explicable by any knowl
edge the world had ever hitherto possessed.
Our conservative class, sometimes speaking
from the pulpit, sometimes through the press,
denounced the new wonder as simply another
form of animal magnetism.

"Writing

and speaking
mediums" next
criticism and demanded credence.
Then the sturdy objectors said the whole
phenomena of spirit visions or writing were
as if the latter
produced by clairvoyance,
challenged

were a settled and accepted law.
Thus the world of mind seems to linger
but one step behind the foremost mystery
to explain the last by the acceptance of the

Phrenological

and error

is

it

a

;

is

"FANNY FERN "-MRS. PARTON.
IN MEMOniAM.
E

have the melancholy task of record
ing the recent death of another charac
ter well known in the walks of American lit
erature.
Sarah Pnyson Parton, better known by her
nam de plume of " Fanny Fern," died in the lat
ter part of October.
She wus born on the 9th

of July,

1811, in

Portland, Maine, and was the

lilerateur, Na
daughter of the distinguished
thaniel Willis and his hardly less distinguished
wife, and the sister of N. P. Willis, the poet
She was educated at the school recently estab'ished on an experimental

plan of Miss Cath

a

deception

that under the Jewish
begins.
dispensation men believed in the conscious
existence of the departed, and in their oc
to men in the flesh,
casional manifestation
and all Christendom has believed and taught
the doctrine of " the communion of saints "
as an article of orthodox faith.
Is
wise or profitable to dogmatize
on
anything outside of the mathematical, the
demonstrable! One generation accepts the
advanced ideas which to their grandfathers
as
were heterodox
gifted son of that coun
try said, England employs itself in erecting
monuments to men of genius whom their
fathers permitted to starve.
Let us " try all things and hold fast that
which
good," and "let every man be fully
persuaded in his own mind."

very

" Ruth
ing story, finding many readers, while
Hall," being supposed to contain passages from
the author's domestic history, was extensively
read. In 1856 the popular authoress was mar
ried to James Parton, Esq., the well-known
and brilliant essayist Mid the latter portion of
her life has by its happiness compensated for
the many trials which in her early and middle
life she was forced to undergo.
It was our in
tention to publish a portrait of this lady, but
having learned from Mr. Parton that there was
no likeness of any kind in possession of the
family, we were obliged with much regret to
omit it.

IN THE BASIN OF MINAS.
BECKWITH,

N. S., with
CAPTAIN

of

Hantsport,

name and contribu
tions the readers of the Journal are quite fa
whose

miliar, and Professor William Elder, of Acadia
considerable portion of
College, have spent
the summer, commencing with the middle of
June, in making scientific explorations in the
The St John Telegraph
classic Basin of Minas.
summary of their labors thus far,
furnishes
from which we copy
"
They have undertaken the work as labor
of love, on their own account, and mean to go
through with it. They are supplied with
boat,
tent, cooking materials, and limited
They are sometimes
commissariat supplies.
supplied from the sea and sometimes from the

a

of

it

Certain

of literature, for which her wit, sprightly im
agination, and ready command of language
well fitted her. Her first venture was made in
" Fanny
1851, when she wrote an essay signed
Fern," for one of the literary weeklies of Bos
ton. From this time forth she wrote largely
and constantly, publishing two collections of
" and " Little Ferns
her sketches, " Fern Leaves
for Fanny's Little Friends," and two novels,
" Ruth Hall," in 1854, and " Rose Clarke," in
The collections of sketches met with
1857.
very large sale; of the first, not less than
75,000 copies being sold, while the second ran
The novels also sold
through several editions.
" Rose Clarke,"
cheerful and pleas
well,

a

ends and the domain

his death, in 184fl, was left with three chil
dren in very straitened circumstances.
As a
means of support, she adopted the profession

a

is

is

the body,
as yet an open question.
It
not for us to say just where the line of truth

Shortly after leaving this school in 1837, she
was married to Dr. Eldridgc, of Boston, and at

;

it

is,

There must be some law on which may be
founded an explanation of all these phenom
ena. That they exist is unquestionable,
nay,
but what the law
how
demonstrable;
operates, how much of the manifestations are
referable to human magnetism, how much to
psychology, and how much to disembodied
intelligences, acting upon or through the
living, or becoming cognizable to persons in

and queer escapades as she was for her fine in
tellect and readiness in acquiring knowledge.

a

persons.

erine Beecher, and was there noted fully as
much for her bright and cheerful disposition

:

susceptible

[Dec,

a

previous step in the line of the progress of
Thus spiritual manifestations were
wonders.
as clairvoyance recently
only clairvoyance,
and magnetism only
-was only magnetism,
electricity in connection with a peculiar con
dition of the brain and nervous system of

Journal.

a
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land, and are seldom without a good appetite,
which makes up for the want of sauce and
other delicacies.

" In economical

some discoveries.

minerals they have made
Waggon's Head, on the

At

Parrsboro shore, they found five small seams
of iron, of unusual fineness and purity. Two
miles
above the same place, at McKay's
Bluff, on the coast, among debru and shale, they
found fossils of the coal-bearing measures.
They also discovered a seam of coal, of fine
Borne of
quality, six or eight inches thick.
these veins might prove much richer if traced
for some length. The mineralogical collection
is considered the finest and most repretenlative,
though not the bulkiest, ever made in this
region.

"It

is said

considerable

that the explorers have found
deposits of at least one new min

value, but those who have at
them on this subject,
No
received much information.

eral of much
tempted
have

not

to interview

doubt the facts will come out in due time.
" They have given attention to the geology

of

LECTURE.

TEMPERANCE

Bay, and have fixed the height of
Blomidon, which they set down at 1,250 feet
They have fallen in with some fine specimens
of basaltic trap. The cathedral rocks, so-called,
the

arc as regular and beautiful as the basaltic col
umns of the Giant's Causeway, forming fine
In carrying on
natural arches, caves, etc

their scientific explorations, they have dredged
the mouths of the Avon, Cornwallis, and Gaspereaux, but their dredging apparatus has been
rather imperfect, a circumstance which Pro
Institute
fessor Baird, of the Smithsonian

(who has been engaged on the study of the
food fishes, in the Pnssamaquoddy Bay), kindly
offered to remedy, by tendering the use of his
own superior dredging apparatus.
" The two scientific explorers will probably
complete their geologic researches this season.
They will then go into the botany and icthy-

ology of the Bay and adjacent regions. We
hear that their boat is not well adapted to the
purpose, being too heavy and cumbersome,
making it difficult for the explorers to land at
pleasure and haul it to a place of safety. We
should suppose that Mr. Selwyn, the Director
of the Canadian Geologic Survey, would be
glad to have the assistance of such fellow-la
borers as Professor Elder and Captain Beckwith. The latter gentleman has given atten
tion to both science and commerce in many
lands, and has written a good deal on the sub

The Professor is a Harvard man, and a
ject.
writer for the leading periodicals of the day.
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If

the Directors of the Canada Survey would
even place a good boat and some suitable ap
paratus at the disposal of the explorers, this
would be a service to them and to the cause

of science."
A

FEARFUL TEMPERANCE

LECTURE.

the police items of the New York
we take the following, on which

FROM
Tribune

is unnecessary, it being in accord
ance with principles often enough enumerated
in our columns :

comment

"

Among the names registered at the Tombs
the other night was that of a youth, about fif
teen years of age, who had been arrested for
But he was not drunk, nor had
he been drinking. He was, moreover, in good,
sound health, but gave all the external indica
tions of being intoxicated when arrested by a

drunkenness.

Upon protesting to the keeper
of the Tombs that he was not intoxicated, it

police officer.
was revealed
been

that the unfortunate

born a natural

drunkard,

youth

had

or, rather, that

he had always acted like such a thing.
He
said that although in good health, he had never
been able to walk without staggering.
His
speech was not unlike that of persons in a de
cided state of intoxication, and when excited
he would mutter and reel.
The unfortunate
youth was detained until the next day, and
was sent to the courts to be gazed at through

judicial spectacles. A subsequent investiga
tion of the case proved that the lad had been
telling the truth about himself; but his condi
tion revealed a demonstration

of

the natural

law that the child is a fair copy of his parents.
It appears that prior to marriage the father
had been a secret but confirmed

inebriate, and

when the facts became known to the woman
thus suddenly and unexpectedly, she wept in
the most terrible manner.
Almost broken
hearted, she contemplated the future misery in
store for her. Months passed away, when it
that the child at three years of
acted strangely, and at the end of six
months the unhappy woman fully realized all
was discovored
age

The effect produced upon
forebodings.
the mother was not without its influence on
Realizing, in the midst
the father, however.

her

of tears of bitter anguish, the sin that had
been visited on the child, the man reformed.
He has now several bright children, and most
exemplary ones, too, they are. But the boy
that was brought into the Tombs was not
drunk, but had entailed upon him a life of
misery, as it was a blasted destiny."
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Jepartm^t

of

prater*, ^tum,

MEMORY
"TTTHAT
VV

the

a blessed

teachers

thing would it be if
of our country could

stutly Phrenology long
there arc several other
which require culture
If they could feel that

to learn that
faculties of the mind

enough

besides

the memory.

invention, Constructiveness, Ideality, and the remaining mental
instead of being
organs need development,
allowed to lie almost dormant, what a stride
in advance education would take !

Visit

any school, listen

to the recitations,

how much original work is done in the study
of any science ? First, there is a readingclass. Every member rises in turn, reads a
" verse," is corrected in pronunciation, em
phasis, or style of delivery, and the class flies
back to make way for something else. How
few faculties

In

besides memory were exercised !

nine out of ten

instances no other; no
attention was directed to the senti
ments expressed or facts stated, there was no
discussion, no criticism, no. thought evoked.
one's

If

the

same class

every

second

day

were

obliged to bring for a reading lesson a half
dozen original lines accurately spelled, illus
trating some elocutional nicety, with a defini
tion of every word ready in the mind, inter
est would be excited, mental action roused,
Constructiveness, Causality, Comparison, and
other organs, would find work, the whole
mind with its various powers would show
life, and the thought thus elicited would
better aid education than the beauties of any
author prosed over in the usual manner.
Perhaps mental arithmetic follows reading,
and

page

teacher

after page is analyzed glibly, the

smiles

approvingly and would dis

miss the class only you stop her by asking
Johnny Subtraction to make a problem or
example

himself; then you find, as before,
which does all the
Suppose once in two or three days

memory is the pack-horse

work.
tho

class composed
and solved
examples
made by themselves, would a simple request

for

a home-made

problem meet such

a

blank

silence ?

Thus the day's work goes on

JOURNAL.

; even gram

[Due,

^Hutaiixm.

WORSHIP.
concerned with
of thought, fares no better
Instead of pages upon pages
than the rest.
of original written illustrations from the
pupils, there is only a vast clatter of words
called parsing; a little thought is here re
quired, but memory does the chief work.
And through the whole school and college
curriculum the same or a very similar plan is

mar, which is pre-eminently
the expression

followed, with perhaps semi-monthly oppor
tunities to use the whole brain in writing
themes.
Were it not that pupils must neces
sarily exercise thought upon the every-day
concerns of life outside the school-room, the
ordinary course of school education would
for the busi
make more people incompetent
But, finally,
ness of life than it now does.
" educa
there comes a blessed day, when the
tion is finished," that is, the memory has
been crammed to repletion, while the other
faculties have followed the reapers at a dis
tance, gathering as gleaners the scattered
What now? Will memory do the
grains.
world's work as it has done that of the
school-room? Now the pupil, male or fe
male, is expected to use grandly the hoards
of learning and the results of thought sup
posed to have been gathered and stored in
the workshop of his own mind. There lies
the fault ; the learning has not been wrought

of the indi
vidual intellect. It proves but an outside
starching and dressing that must be princi
pally washed out or, at least, rumpled, crum
pled, and crushed before anything can be
made of the fine, glossy-looking substance.
A course of study, as generally managed,
does not materially aid one in the business
of life. Unless the intellect was naturally
uncommonly fine and vigorous, it rather
It is only after some
trammels than helps.
years of efforts, struggles, and mistakes, one
throws off the idea that his classical educa
tion will be of much value in advancing suc
cess, and finds that persistent work with all
the mental and physical powers is really the
great helper on which he may rely.
over and woven into the texture

THE MATERIAL
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Most of the students of to-day imagine and
as I once imagined and believed,
that the quantity of Greek, Latin, and math
ematics they force their memories to retain,
is the end and aim of an education, and will
believe,

of bearing them on to honor,
wealth, and power.
Now, no view of educa
tion is more erroneous or injurious, yet it is
the usual one. And it is not surprising this
is the case when such stress is laid, in schools
of every grade, upon the amount of knowl
edge acquired, and not upon the thought
aroused or inquiry suggested.
The world supposed a move had been
made in the right direction when objectteaching was first broached, but the system
seemed applicable only to the youngest stu
dents, and was immediately so hobbied by
the one idea class it has fallen almost into
disrepute. Still, it served a purpose, and
will ultimately gain a higher place in public
estimation than it has yet held.
be the means

CREATION.
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Whatever defects the system has, it is
founded upon one grand truth, that thought
should be aroused before the memory is so
It is not the cyclopedic mind
burdened.
that aids advancement and improvement ; it
is the inventive, thought-producing mind.
Facts are the fulcrum, thought the Archime
dean lever which moves the whole fabric of
The man of thought always holds
society.
the first rank in public estimation.
A poet is
greater than a king ; but we must take care
we do not destroy our poets by choking their
mental powers with the vast accumulation
of truths we heap into the student mind, for
there is danger lest we leave no room in which
Ideality can work them into living forms and
glorious creations.
Discipline of mind is
necessary, that discipline that comes only by
severe, thorough study ; but since the world's
work requires originality, invention, and
judgment, pray let us have some develop
ment of these powers and faculties in the
world's schools.
amelik v. pettit.

THE MATERI AL CREATION.
Christians
and Philos
having faith in the religion of
Jesus Christ, but who found their theological
are good

THERE
ophers,

principles, apparently, entirely upon the teach
ing of the New Testament, in derogation to

Of this persuasion
certain portions of the old.
" J. E." in the May number of
appears to be

Phrenoiogical Journal. If the first part
the Genesis were not written by Moses, as
some divines suppose ; if Eden is a myth, the
so
of ihe
history of Cain hypothetical
the

of

if all

these were mere abstract
is the judge to reveal to
mankind the fact what certain portions only
of Scripture are credible and of authentic
deluge,

etc.,

allegories,

where

authority? and what parts are they?

Skep
loom up fuliginous, and
ticism, pyrrhonism,
For
shackle the ethnic soul in such views.
does

not

the

last

pivot on the old

as

department of Scripture
a basis ? and should the

of persons and scenes in
be disproved and made abstract
" Spirit of in
legendaries, may not the same

material

existence

the latter

" attack the
substantiality of the Gospel ?
It is likely that such speculative Christians
do not understand the danger of incredulity
concerning any definition of the real import
of Revelation, or they would not thus ex
quiry

tend

to rationalism

creating

its strongest
a generation
of ominous

I

read often of pious writers dwelling on
Genesis, etc., as if they were the production of
Moses alone. Gibbon, in his " Decline and Fall
of the Roman Empire," has declared that
the organization

of the Jews was due to the

" bold
daring ambition and exertion of a
leader,"
Moses ; and thoughtless
meaning
Christians
have occasionally fallen into this

vein.
Is not this all wrong, since
was only a passive instrument in the
hands of a higher power, was sent unwilling to
Pharaoh, was compelled to lead his people, and
identical
Moses

untimely died, because he ascribed a power
himself, due only to God?

to

I plead that the friends of religion and of
purity of life, £ «., moral perfection
which
must intrinsically depend on the Decalogue
from the top of Sinai
given by Revelation
may be enlightened to comprehend that the
truths of Christianity stand on the veracity,
ns it is written, of Genesis.
Did man fall in
Eden ?
Was it from the machination of
Satan embodied

in the serpent

?

the promised seed tJien vaticinated

f

Was Christ

Make the
concrete of this history a myth of
ideal, allegorical abstraction, and the promise
of the Messiah a hazy dream, and in the melee
substantial

for

the massive structure of the cross will be fear
fully shaken.

doubters.

Such reasonings will not do. They are pred

logic

Phrenological Journal.
icated

upon

Rousseau's idealism

reverie, which finally convulsed

a

glittering

France,

and

shook it with the horrors of Robespierre and
of Bonaparte.
It is of the perplexing philos

which, dwelling in

of that chemistry,

ophy

denies, like Berkley,
to matter, and asserts that no two

and

i!k>ms

existence

molecules,

ever possibly touch ; that infinite
divisibility of concrete things is as endless as
the space of the universe.
This spirit and

substances

of thought

would obliterate
tangibility belonging to vulgar reality.
abstraction

all

I

must say, we, amid such bewilderments of
the reasoning powers, had best return to logical

inductively to give creation its
material existence ; taking Genesis as written
by Moses, under Revelation from on high, in
facts, and

the forty daj'B and nights he was on Sinai, as
physically true uot as a physical portraiture
of the abstract ideal. Or as well have it said,
Adam himself was an abstraction, existing
Yet man bodily exists.
When and
nowhere.
how, at first*
Geology can not overthrow Revelation, for

who can say that matter in chaotic, shapeless
fragments was not existent in a confused
mass, long anterior to the time when the

"Spirit of

God

on the face"

moved

"

of the

" waters ?
Did not these
existing
waves cover solid ground, geologically mark
ed ? If each day were not a thousand years
in the process of creation, here is a nut for

already

skeptics to crack.

" J. E." is a disciple and advocate of Swedenborg's divinity, and evidently would set this
" on a
man's " Arcana Cclestia
par with, or
above, the gospels of the Evangelists.
How
can we turn

history

publish this sketch of the head of

the ancient

in response to

clan

Campbell,

a demand

by readers of the

for its appearance

Journal

of this number.

it

makes

to

As indicated

in the portrait, the Duke of Argyle has
marked physiognomy,
tish type of head.

shows

Size,

the Scot

Language,

and

Individuality,
Comparison,

the close and critical analyst of nat

ural phenomena,

the methodical and accu

rate speaker and writer.
head

a

The bold brow, with the

of Locality,

strong organs
Weight,

aside from

predicted by such
the origin and lives of

that extraordinary
people, the Jews, attested
by miracles and wonders, and prophesied even
at the threshold
of creation
and, finally,
eventuating in Jesus Christ how can we turn
from all this mighty verification to the obscure

of the writings of Swedenborg?
glimmering
Hath not Christ warned us against " false
Christs," or pretenders to his power and sanc
tity, as well as cautioned us not to " take
from or add " to the Bible as see the closing
verses of Revelation?

Can we do this for
" Golden Bible of MorSwedenborg or for the
monism," or for Mohammed, Buddha Brahma,

or the "Indian Great Spirit?"
Certainly
never 1 The Bible is sufficient for us. By it
we stand or fall.
"We take it unfigurative,
where it does not intend figuration, but facts,
entities as plain as Adam as ourselves.
I respect the pretensions of the great man in
so far only as they militate not with Bible
facts.
Against him I have none but well
wishes.
Yet we can not, where any is possi
which, based on
ble, admit interpolations,
nothing but assertion and dreamy fancy, would
serve to shake faith in the plain facts described
in a book, which, to turn from and forget, or
j. J. T.
neglect, is the despair of a world.

K.T., D.C.L.

and

a warm

manity.

in the welfare of hu

interest

There is

a

his survey of society

in

comprehensiveness
and a depth

of

sym

pathy in his disposition which incline him

as in considera

tion of the valuable addition
the contents

as much

from a record

as delineates

THE DUKE OF ARGYLE,
E

[.Dec,

The elevated fore

indicates a good knowledge of men

to be kind, forbearing,

and generous

toward

those whom the incident of birth has placed
among the poor in purse and mental

His

ment.

ious

sense,

to impress

Self-Estecm
and

bearing
and

decision,
the better
manner
that

evinces

top-head

a

with quite enough
a

born."

strong relig

Firmness and

upon his character

good degree of steadiness,

dignity.

sense

endow

of

As

an aristocrat, in

the word, he is

"to the

From the portrait we infer

he has a warm social

nature; and

al

THE JJUKE OF ARGYLE, K.T., D.C.L.
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though high-spirited
averse to

joining

and

refined, he is not

a congenial

company

in the

enjoyment of the good things of the table,
and to having his share in the enjoyments

of

social life.

The noble Campbells of Argyle

as

many

as

five centuries

taken

have for

a foremost

The sur
and active part in public affairs.
name of Campbell is of great antiquity in
Scotland.
According to heraldry, it is de
rived from De Campo Bello, a Norman
knight and follower of "William the Con
queror.

The rise of the Argyle family dates

407

from the marriage of Archibald Campbell
with the heiress of Lochow, in Argyleshire,
in the reign of Malcolm Cunmore.
Colin
Campbell, the Bixth in descent from Archi
bald, obtained celebrity as a warrior, was
knighted by Alexander III. in 1280; and
having enlarged his estate, he received the

surname Moore, ever afterward borne by tlie

of Argyle.
We find in the same line the name of Sir
Duncan Campbell, who became a lord of the
Scottish Parliament in 1445 ; and his grand
son, Colin, was honored in the same manner.
Colin was created Earl of Argyle in 1457 by

heads

Phrenological journal.
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James

of

III.
of

Then we have

a long

succession

in Scottish
history, until we come down to Archibald,
the eighth Earl and first Marquis of Argyle.
This illustrious nobleman, whose name is
held in high veneration by his Scottish coun
trymen, was the leader of the Covenanters in
the great civil war which rent Scotland to its
Of lofty patriotism, a
very foundation.
staunch Presbyterian, sagacious and experi
enced as a statesman, he fell soon after the
Restoration, a victim to political injustice.
At the Cross of Edinburgh, May 27, 1661, he
was beheaded.
The son of this unfortunate
gentleman, also a prominent figure in the
movements of that troublous time, suffered
in like manner by the hand of the execu
He had been previously doomed to
tioner.
death on a false charge presented at the in
stance of the Duke of York, but managed
to escape from prison to Holland, where he
His anxiety for the
remained until 1685.
of constitutional government
establishment
in Great Britain led him to join the rash
Captured by the
enterprise of Monmouth.
minions of despotism, he yielded up his life
earls

more or less renown

on the same spot where
cuted.

his father was

A well-known painting, in

exe

the House

of Lords, represents this nobleman peacefully
sleeping shortly before his summons to the
block. He was a man of noble character and
grand aims.
Archibald, the tenth Earl and successor
of his unfortunate father, accompanied the
Prince of Orange to England. To him the
family estates, which had been confiscated,
were restored.
He was subsequently created
The sterling qual
the first Duke of Argyle.
ities and high moral tone of the second Duke
of Argyle have been portrayed by Sir Wal
ter Scott in his " Heart of Midlothian."
In
1715 this gentleman rendered an important
service to the Crown. He commanded the
royal forces at the battle of Shropmoor,
where he was wounded, yet succeeded in re
For
pressing the rebellion in Scotland.
many years he was intrusted with the man
He erected
agement of the Scottish forces.
an infirmary, a magnificent structure, which
subsequently became the seat of the family,
and there collected one of the most valuable
libraries in Great Britain.
The next Duke of Argyle, whom we may

briefly notice in this rapid genealogical re
view, was the fifth. In 1766, while his fa
ther was still living, he was created a British
He was also distinguished by being
peer.
made President of the Highland Society of
Scotland, a society which has done much
toward developing the agricultural resources
of the Scottish country.
The son of the
fifth and uncle of the present Duke, succeed
ed his father in 1806, and is remembered
with very kindly feelings in Argyleshire on
account of his beneficence as a landlord.
George Douglas Campbell, now holding
the title of Duke of Argyle, was born in
at the seat of his father,
Dumbartonshire,
Lord John Campbell, on the 30th of April,
Lord John had served as a soldier in
1823.
Holland, under the Duke of York and Sir
Ralph Abercrombie, and had also represented
Argyleshire in Parliament from 1797 to 1820.
He succeeded as the seventh Duke on the
He had two
death of his brother, in 1839.
sons, one of whom died when the subject of
this sketch was in his sixteenth year, and,
consequently, the title of Marquis of Lome,
and the claim to the many dignities of the
house of Argyle, were vested in the survivor.
The early years of the young nobleman
were spent at his father's residence amid the
beautiful and romantic scenery of the C'yde.
His education was conducted in privsAe by
tutors.
Presbyterianism is the hereditary re
ligion of the Argyle family, and the young
Marquis seems to have received a living im
pression of its rights and privileges from his
instructors, for at the age of nineteen he pub
lished '' A Letter to the Peers, from a Peer's
Son," which urged,from considerations of con
stitutional law, the duty of immediate legis'
lative interposition on behalf of the Church
At that time a crisis had
of Scotland.
in Scottish ecclesiastical
affairs,
occurred
brought about by the disruption of the Old
This pamphlet was followed, in
Church.
the same year, 1842, by a letter addressed to
Dr. Chalmers, treating on church affairs.
The Marquis, however, was no follower of
He took an independent po
Dr. Chalmers.
sition as a writer, and found no cause to
leave the Church, in company with that em
inent divine, or to imitate the example of
his kinsman, the late Earl of Breadalbane, a
representative of the younger branch of the
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clan Campbell, who adhered to the secession
party and became a member of the Free
Church.
In 1844, the year following the division,
the Marquis married Lady Elizabeth Georgiana Sutherland, eldest daughter of the
second Duke of Sutherland, and on the
death of his father, he succeeded, as the
eighth Duke, to the family titles and estates
of Argyle. Continuing to devote his atten
tion to the subject of the Scottish Church,
however, he in 1848 published an essay on
This
the ecclesiastical history of Scotland.
work is frank and honest in tone, but being
considered rather dogmatical at the time of
atten
its appearance, excited considerable
tion. He took his seat in the House of
Lords in May, 1848, and delivered his first
speech in support of the second reading of
the Religious Disabilities Bill.
In the start of his parliamentary career, he
took sides with the Whig party, which was
then in power, and advocating views in ac
cordance with the hereditary politics of the
family ; and he has since continued to act
with the liberal party. As a speaker, he is
clear, forcible, and effective, and has rendered
good service in the House of Lords. It was
not until 1852, however, that the Duke en
tered upon office, then accepting the post of
Lord Privy Seal. He became a cabinet min
ister at the age of thirty-three.
In the same year in which the Duke of
Argyle joined Aberdeen's ministry, an unex
pected honor was paid him, by his election
a3 Chancellor of the first University of Scot
land, that of St. Andrew. His election was
by a unanimous vote of the Senatus Academieut, and was not due to any local influence
exerted by the Argyle family, for it had now
ceased to be connected with the establish
ment of Scotland, but was solely owing to
his high personal character and growing in
tellectual eminence.
We have already no
ticed the fact that the Duke was educated
privately. In his address to the students of
St. Andrew's, he alluded to this circumstance,
and dwelt upon the advantages of university
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especially his conversance

with the
He was se
lected to preside over a meeting of the Brit
ish Association, held at Glasgow, in 1855,
and his address on that occasion was marked
by great ability and by the kindest sympa
In addition to
thy with scientific progress.
the several posts of honor already noticed,
the presidency of the Royal Society of Ec
clesiastical
History, of Edinburgh, was con
In 1860, in his inaugural
ferred upon him.
address, he gave a sketch of the career of the
former President, the late Sir Thomas M.
who had succeeded Sir Walter
Brisbane,
Scott in 1882. He said: "To be chosen
President of the Society of which the two
former Presidents were Sir Walter Scott and
Sir Thomas Brisbane, is indeed an honor of
which any Scotchman may well be proud.
Sir Walter Scott's unbounded literary fame,
and the personal affection in which he was
held in Edinburgh, placed him in the front
of all men who could be competitors for the
chair of the Society, of which already he
was the most illustrious member. Sir Thomas
Brisbane was not only one of the most re
nowned soldiers of his day, but was possessed
In science,
of high scientific attainments.
show

facts and principles of geology.

I

too, he was as wise as he was munificent.
can draw from the choice which you* have

lately made of a successor to such distin
guished men, no other inference than that
this Society places a very large and generous
interpretation upon the qualifications requi
site for its President, and that you are will
ing, occasionally, to connect the office with
those pursuits of public life which, while
they are unfavorable, I'm afraid, to any sus
tained scientific inquiry, are not incompatible
with a sincere interest in the progress of
science and a high appreciation of its value
to mankind."

In

research

Geolog
ical Society, of which he was a fellow, on
"The Physical Geography of Argyleshire."
The object of this paper was to controvert
certain theories which had found favor with
and which had been
younger
geologists,
more particularly published in a volume on
the "Scenery of Scotland, viewed in con
nection with its Physical Geography." Ac

His addresses
philosophic reasoning.
before the British Association and elsewhere

cording to these theories, subterranean move
had comparatively
ments and commotions

training.
By natural taste and capacity,
has ever been disposed
and

to scientific

the Duke

1868 he read a paper before the
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is
a

which we speak often, so easily,
work on
which we have no knowledge and can have
no conception."
Subsequently to this state
ment, the Duke has given, through periodi
His
cals, an expression to kindred thoughts.

is

it

it

is

a

have

also

been

collected,

and

is

is

it

a

In

1864

Royal Commission

to inquire into the system
Scotland.

Of this

was appointed

of education

commission

in

the Duke of

The measure
Argyle was chosen chairman.
which he introduced into the House of Lords
in the session of '69, was substantially the
measure recommended

It

by said

commission

failed, and the question
of Scottish education remains still unsatis
factorily disposed of. No man in Parliament
more thoroughly understood the character
and deficiencies of the system of education
pursued in Scotland than the Duke. He has
keen and sympathetical appreciation of the
views of John Knox, who, when before the
Parliament of Scotland 300 years ago, in
was the duty of the state to
sisted that
found great system of national education.
not supporter of the policy
The Duke
evident
of patronage in the church, as
from the fact that at the last General Assem
bly he intimated his readiness to make over
to
to the church his rights of presentation
ers.

unfortunately

is

is,

a

"Ionia"

on

the pro
published in separate form. He
prietor of that island, so rich in historical
associations, and consecrated by the devo
tional sentiment of the Christian Church.
The possession of such property implies du
ties as well as rights, and
to be hoped that
due protection will be given to the national
monuments of " Ionia " from the spoliation of
roving barbarians in the form of tourists.

a

the Geological So
description of the phenomena pre
sented by the ridges which separated the val
ley of Loch Awe from the valley of Loch
Fine. According to the Duke, "Every man
of liberal education ought to be well ground
ed in those great principles of physical re
search which are daily leading to such com
plicated and magnificent results, both specu
His own mind is
lative and practical."
keenly alive to the bearing of those great
questions which science has raised with ref
erence to the first appearance and history of
the human race.
He has stated that the
facts brought to light respecting the discov
ery of flint implements in the various locali
ties, and other vestiges of human activity,
indicate a high antiquity for man. The re
cent work of Darwin, on the " Origin of
Species," in his opinion, means nothing less
than the method of creation ; and this is a
subject so profoundly dark that no man can
do more than walk carefully around its outer
margin, noting here and there some facts
more significant than others, which would
seem to give hope of entrance into the ob
" Creation, of
scurity within. The truth

ciety

1853 he read before

For the present, however, he has
ogy."
shrunk from entering upon
subject of such
critical import and so inseparably connected
with religious controversy.
More recently
the Duke issued* a small volume entitled
"Primeval Man." Some interesting papers

a

subsidences,

pressures

it

In

lateral

is

forces, by upheavals,

which have followed
and broken the mass of strata into its pres
ent diverse shapes.
In support of his posi
tion, his Grace reasoned with much force
from geological facts as exhibited in his own
Argyleshire, and showed an intimate famil
iarity with the details of the geology of that
part of Scotland.
and

well known.
work, the " Reign of Law,"
has gone through several edi
Since 1866
tions.
In
the author seeks to show that
the invariable order which" science delights
to contemplate, is by no means incompatible
with the belief in an ovferruling and creative
intelligence. The reign of law, according to
him,
nothing but the reign of creative
thought directed by creative knowledge,
working under the control of creative power
and in fulfillment of creative purposes.
The
author had intended to conclude his work
"
with
chapter on Law in Christian Theol
a

terranean

[Dec,

a

little to do with the formation of the High
lands ; the mountains exist not because they
have been uprearcd above the valleys, but
because the valleys have been scooped out
by the gradual action of ice, water, and at
mospheric influences, thus leaving the mountr
ains in relief.
The Duke announced that his
conviction was precisely the reverse of this ;
that, although the atmospheric
agencies of
waste had produced great modifications of
the surface, the form of the hills and valleys
had been determined by the action of sub
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vacant livings.

At

the annual meeting, 1870,

1872.]

of

THE DTJKE OF ARGYLE, K.T.,

the Scottish corporation, held on St.

An

He
drew's day, the Duke of Argyle presided.
appeared arrayed in full Highland costume,
and in his speech referred to the advantages
derived from the union of the two kingdoms.
He has an extensive friendship among men
of literary and scientific eminence, many of
whom have visited him at his seat at InverPrescott, the American historian,
ary Castle.
visited Inverary in 1850, in company with
Sir Roderick Murchison and Professor Sedg
wick. There these eminent men spent a few
The Queen and the
days of rare enjoyment.
late Prince Consort, while on one of their
visits to Scotland, were received and enter
tained at Inverary Castle by the Duke. To
the Marquis of Lome the Queen makes allu
sion in her leaves of Our Journal in Highlands.
Perhaps it was at this time that the germs
of that affection were bora between the Prin
cess Louise and the Marquis, which ripened
into the subsequent attachment and marriage.
The Marquis was born at the Stafford House,
August 6, 1845, and was educated at Eton
and at the Universities of St. Andrew's and

Cambridge. Soon after the attainment of
his majority he was elected a representative
of Argylesliire in the House of Commons,
and was again returned to that position at
the last general election.

"
els, entitled

A Trip

A

volume

of

trav

to the Tropics," was

Lately, a sub
published by him in 1867.
edition was published. It exhib
its fair literary powers, good observation,
thought. The announce
and independent
ment of the alliance of the heir of Argyle
with a daughter of the royal family gave
in Scotland and
much general satisfaction
the British possessions generally.
Perhaps
in America it met with much favor on ac
count of the apparent introduction of prin
ciples of a democratic complexion into the
very midst of royalty.
Returning again to the Duke of Argyle,
and as a glimpse of his political views, it
may be well to state, that after the resigna
tion of Lord Aberdeen's ministry, he con
tinued to sit in Cabinet as Lord Privy Seal
In July, 1855, Lord
under Lord Palmerston.
Canning, having been appointed GovcrnorGeneral to India, the Duke was removed to
He re
succeed him as Postmaster-General.
mained in this place until the beginning of
sequent
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of Mr. Milner Gib
Lord Palmerston to
But when the latter resumed the
retire.
reins of power, shortly afterward,
viz., in
June, 1859, the Duke of Argyle also resumed
his former place as Lord Privy Seal, which
he held till after Lord Palmerston's death,
and until Earl Russcl resigned, in January,
1800.
Under the government of Gladstone,
he held the position of Secretary of State
for India, one of the most important port
folios in the gift of a nation.
The Duke has been created a Knight of
the Thistle, and is a fellow of the Royal So
In
ciety and trustee of the British Museum.
1854 he was chosen Lord Rector of the Uni
In 1802 the University
versity of Glasgow.
of Cambridge conferred the degree of LL.D.,
and last year Oxford bestowed that of D.C.L.
The following pen-portrait of the Duke of
Argyle, which must conclude our somewhat
lengthy notice, is from the author of "The
Gladstone Government," and which any one
who has observed that nobleman's bearing
and manner of speaking in the House of
Lords, will be able to confirm :
" As a debater, he has distinguished him
self in the Parliamentary arena, but almost
His manner when
exclusively as a debater.
speaking, his very appearance, the tone of
his oratory are all of them eminently char
acteristic.
When he strides to the table of
the House of Lords, his shoulders thrown
back, his head erect, his chin in the air, the
skirts of his broadcloth coat, one could al
most fancy, changed into the Campbell tar
hair feath
tan ; the bright orange-colored
ering up from his forehead, is as an eagle
plume in a Highland bonnet ; the free,
bold gestures are as the brandishing of the
claymore; in the very ring of his strident
voice there is the clang uf the pibroch ; it is
Macullum More who is there before us rather
than George Douglas, the Duke of Argyle.
The sphere of the House is his native heather,
and his name and fame are those of the High
land chieftain of the great clan Campbell."
1858,

when

the success

son's motion compelled

A PECuiiiAB Man. Mr. Z. Pratt, of Prattsville, New York, was, during his life, an ex
Not that he
ceedingly eccentric character.
married

he was
years old, and the bride twenty ;

five wives, the last one when

seventy-five
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that may have been rash, but could hardly be
It was the way he pottered
called eccentric.
about his farm, sculpturing busts on high rocks,
and turning portions of his land into ceme
teries for his favorite horses and dogs, that
constitutes his claim upon our attention.
He
cut, among other works of art, his own bust
and that of his son in a projecting rock domi

To
nating the little village of Prattsville.
reach these sculptures he made a winding path,
ascending five hundred feet, and furnished at
convenient intervals with snug nooks, in which
were placed sofas and chairs for the weary.
Mr. Pratt had commenced cutting his tomb in
the rock below these busts when he died. The
way up is enlivened by such inscriptions as
these : " 23,000 pounds of butter made from 100
cows in 1863, on the farm opposite ; " " 1,000,000
sides of sole leather tanned with hemlock bark

Z. Pratt;" "20 acres of
land donated to the- town of Prattsville, by Z.

in twenty years, by

Pratt ; " also other inscriptions,

[An Address by Thomas S.

are about sixty bodies

THERE
ists call

Boyne, 18 years, Way ; Prince, 30 years, gray."
"Dogs Carlo, 12; Rife, 11; Mingo, 10."
Newark Daily Journal.

"
[We knew him well. He was a self-made
man ; " not highly educated, but full of energy,
He was temperate in
enterprise, and push.
his habits; very industrious, and tucteeded in
business. He was in no sense a bad man, but
was foolish only in vanity.
Ho was a fair type
of the self-helpful, self-relying, go-a-head new
country American, and would make his mark
Had he been more highly cultured,
anywhere.
his aspirations would have been above that lovo
for notoriety which was so conspicuous in his
character.]

As regards

DEPOSITS.

before the Polytechnic Association of the American Institute of New York.]

which chem

elements ; the simplest forms of
matter which they have been able to extract
from the rocky crust of our earth, its waters,
and its atmosphere.
These substances are dis
tributed in very unequal quantities, and in very
different manners.

one showing

him to have been a member of Congress in
On a terrace below is a mound, in front
1844.
of which is a tombstone, with the following in
"
scriptions : The following were the favorites
of over 1,000 horses, owned and worn out in
the service of Z. Pratt : Bob, 24 years, sorrel ;

THE ORIGIN OF METALLIFEROUS
Hcst, F.R.S.,

[Dec.,

frequency
of these elements in nature, neglecting for the
the

present those which constitute air and water,
and confining ourselves to the solid matters of
the earth's crust, there are a few which are ex
ceedingly abundant, making up nine-tenths, if

reason that their history is extremely important,
and will, moreover, enable us to comprehend
more clearly some points in that of the metals

themselves. I speak of phosphorus and iodine.
You all know the essential part which the

of these, combined as phosphate of
plays in the animal economy, in the
formation of bones; and how plants require
for their proper growth and development a

former
lime,

certain amount of phosphorus.
Ordinary soils
contain only a few thousandths of this element,

not ninety-five-hundredths,
of the rocks so far
as known to us.
The bases, of which silica,
alumina, lime, magnesia, potash, and soda are

yet there are agencies at work in nature which
gather this diffused phosphorus together in
beds of mineral phosphates and in veins of
crystalline apatite, which are now sought to

oxyds, are very common, and occur almost
There are, however, other ele
everywhere.
ments which are much rarer, being found in

enrich impoverished soils. Iodine, an element
of great value in medicine and in the art of
photography, is widely distributed, but still

comparatively small quantities. Many of these
rarer elements are, however, of great import
Such are the
ance in the economy of nature.

rarer than phosphorus, yet it abounds in cer
tain mineral waters, and is, moreover, accu
mulated in marine plants.
These extract it

common metals and other substances used in

from the waters of the sea, where iodine exists
in such minute quantities as almost to elude
our chemical tests.
There are probably no perfect separations in

the arts, which occur in nature in quantities
relatively very minute, but which have been
collected

by various agencies, and thus made
available for the wants of man. It is chiefly

of the well-known metals, iron, copper, silver,

and gold that I propose to speak to-night ; but
there are- two other elements, not classed
shall notice for the
among the metals, which

I

We can not, without great precau
tions, get any chemical element in a state of
absolute purity, and we have reason to believe
that even the rarest elements are everywhere
nature.

diffused in infinitesimal

quantities.

The spec

ORIGIN OF METALLIFEROUS DEPOSITS.
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troscope, which we have lately learned to ap
ply to the investigation alike of the chemistry
of our own earth and that of other worlds,

seas,

once supposed to be beyond the chemist's ken,
not only demonstrates the very wide diffusion
of various chemical elements here on earth,
but shows us that very many of them exist in

The analysis
bodies.
to contain albuminoids

earth, but the fact that we have all the elements

of the solar envelope (together with many
more) in the exterior portions of our planet,
shows that there was, at least, but a very
partial concentration and separation of these
elements during the period of cooling and con
The superficial crust of the earth,
densation.

it,

from which all the rocks and minerals which
we know have been generated, must have con
from the earliest
tained, diffused through
time, all the elements which we now meet with
in our study of the earth, whether still diffused

it

is

there, and giving to each part its proper mate
rial.
This selection
generally ascribed to
certain vital force, peculiar to the living body.
shall not here discuss the vexed question of

a

We may speculate about the condensation of
some of these before others, and their conse
quent accumulation in the inner parts of the

is

sun is also a part we might expect to find all
the elements now discovered in the sun dis
tributed throughout this consolidated globe.

of the hair and nails, soda which
accumulates in the bile, and potash, which
abounds in the flesh-fluid.
All of these are
dissolved in the blood, and the great problem
for the chemical physiologist
to determine
how the living organism gathers them from
the complex fluid, depositing them here and
composition

the nature of the force which determines the
assimilation from the blood of these various
matters for the needs of the animal organism,
further than to say that modern investigations
tend to show that
only subtler kind of
chemistry, and that the study of the nature
and relation of colloids and crystalloids, and
of the phenomena of chemical diffusion, prom
is

to-day, an intensely heated vaporous mass;
that it is, in fact, a cooled and condensed por
tion of that once great nebula of which the

of the blood shows

which go to form mus
cle, fat for the adipose tissues, phosphate of
lime for the bones, fluorids for the enamel of
the teeth, sulphur which enters largely into the

it

inclined

us now compare the waters of rivers,
and subterranean springs, thus impreg
nated with various chemical elements, with
the blood which circulates through our own

I

If we accept, as most of us are now
to do, the nebular hypothesis, and ad
mit that our earth was once, like the sun of

the sun.
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ises to subordinate all these obscure physiolog
ical processes to chemical and physical laws.

Let us now see how far the comparison
which we have made between the earth and
an animal organism will help us to understand
the problem of the distribution of minerals in

together, and
that they are not all still widely and
Why are the compounds
universally diffused
of iron in beds by themselves, copper, silver,
and gold gathered together in veins, and iodine

nature; how far water, the universal solvent,
acting in accordance with known chemical
and physical laws, will cause the separatiou of
the mixed elements of the earth's crust, and
their accumulation in veins and beds in the

concentrated in few ores and certain mineral
That we may the better discern the
waters
direction in which we arc to look for the solu

The subject
one of great importance
rocks.
to the geologist, who has to consider the gene
sis of the various rocks and ore-deposits, and

tion of this problem, let us premise that all of
these elements, in some of their combinations,
There are,
are more or less soluble in water.

the relations, which we are only beginning to
understand, between certain metals and par

a

universal solvent, but we
sought in vain for
now know that water, aided in some cases by
heat, pressure, and the presence of certain

a

a

insoluble bodies, but all, under certain condiions, are capable of being taken up by water,
and again deposited from it. The alchemists

ticular rocks, and between certain classes of
ores and peculiar mineralogical and geological
It at the same time vast one,
conditions.
and can to-night only give you
few illus
trations of the chemistry of the earth's crust,
is

as absolutely

and of the laws of the terrestrial circulation,
have compared to that of the blood
which

I

in fact, no such things in nature

I

?

a

1

is
it

these elements thus been brought

why

is

or accumulated, as we often find the rarer ele
ments, in particular veius or beds.
The question now before us is, how have

tain elements in the earth's crust;

a

a

sought-for alkahest or universal menstruum.

is

distributing throughout the animal frame the
The anal
elements necessary for its growth.
not altogether new, since
great French
ogy
geologist, Elie de Beaumont, has already spok
en of
terrestrial circulation in regard to cer

it

widely distributed substances, such as carbonic
acid and alkaline carbonates and sulphides,
will dissolve the most insoluble bodies; so
that
may after all be looked upon as the long-

though he
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nivorous

birds, whose exuviae form on tropical

A history
guano.
not dissimilar will explain the origin of beds
of coprolites and other deposits of mineral
islands

beds of phosphatic

;

it

insoluble

state, and in

certain

to percolating saline solutions,
which thus give rise to springs rich in iodine.

In

life

all of ther

processes the action of organic
direct and assimilative, but there are

others in which its agency, although indirect,
not less important
can hardly conceive
of an accumulation of iron, copper, lead, sil

ver, or gold, in the production of which ani
mal or vegetable life has not either directly or

I

indirectly been necessary, and shall begin to
explain my meaning by the case of iron.
This, you are aware,
one of the most widely
diffused elements in nature
all soils, all grow
ing plants contain it; and
necessary
element in our blood.
Clays and loams con
a

tain, however, at best, two or three hundredths
of the metal, but so mixed with other matters
that we could never make
available for the
wants of this iron age of ours. How does
happen that we also find
gathered together
in great beds of ore, which furnish an abund
ant supply of the metal
The chemist finds

it

to the sea, and through the agency of marine
vegetal ion become at last the bony skeletons
of fishes. These are, in turn, the prey of car

in an

yield

it
is

animals, and the gathered
phosphates pass
into their bones, which are nearly pure phos
In like manner the phosphates
phate of lime.
from organic waste and decay find their way

tain
cases

it

is

a

the power of selecting from the media in
which they live the elements necessary for
The growing oak and the grass
their support.
alike assimilate from the air and waters the
carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen which
build up their tissues, and at the same time
take from the soil
portion of phosphorus,
in both cases essen
which, though minute,
tial to the vegetable growth.
The acorn of
the oak and the grass alike become the food of

When this marine vegetation decays, the iodine
which
contains, appears, like the potash and
phosphates, to pass into combinations
with
metals, earths, or earthy phosphates, which re

I

a

far finer
organisms control
and more delicate chemical and physical appa
ratus than we have yet invented.
Plants have

of
in some regions an important industry.

;

rather that these

and burning of sea-weed for the extraction
iodine

it

I

it,

succeeded

and in potash-salts,
so much iodine that our supplies
of this precious element are almost wholly de
rived from this source, and that the gathering

is

in imitating, and which are
effected
only in growing animals and plants.
I repeat
do not wish to Bay that these lat
ter processes are different in kind from those
which we command in our laboratories, but
yet

only rich in phosphates

but contain

?

separate, in the humid way, one element from
another ; but to these agencies, in the economy
of nature, are added others which we have not

ing this iodine, and accumulating
in their
tissues, so that the ashes of these plants are not

it

4 The chemist in his laboratory takes advan
tage of changes of temperature, and of the ac
tion of various solvents and precipitants, to

in fact, the traces

present in sea water can
scarcely be detected by our most delicate tests.
Yet marine plants have the power of separat

e

presided over the distribution of metals in the
earth.

smaller quantities of iodine

of this element

is

propose to-night in my at
tempt to explain some of the laws which have

it

am aware, carried it out to

it

I

is

I
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is

has not, so far as
the extent which
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that the iron, as diffused in the rocks, exists
with oxygen, with
in combination

chiefly

But again, these plants or these animals may
in the sea and be buried in its ooze.
The phosphates which they have gathered are
not lost, but become fixed in an insoluble form
in the clayey matter and when in the revolu
tions of ages, these sea-muds, hardened to

forms two principal compounds:
which
the
first or protoxyd, which
readily soluble in
water impregnated with carbonic acid or other
feeble acids, and the second or pcroxyd, which
is

I

a

and

the substance known as iron-rust

Or

dinary brick-clays are bluish in color, and con
tain combined iron in the state of protoxyd,
but when burned

in

dish, because this oxyd

kiln they become red
absorbs from the air

a

is

it

the operation of these laws
results that
neither of these elements
found in large
quantities in the ocean. This great receptacle
of the drainage from the land contains still

The combinations of the first
cal agencies.
oxyd are either colorless or bluish or greenish
reddish-brown,
in tint, while the peroxyd
is

I

have said of phosphates ap
plies equally to the salts of potash, which arc
not less necessary to the growing plant. From

a

Most of what

is

rock, become dry land, and crumble again to
soil, the phosphates are there found ready for
the wants of vegetation.

do not here
insoluble in the same liquids.
speak of the magnetic oxyd, which may be
looked upon as
compound of the other two,
neutral and indifferent to most natural chemi

is

;

perish

it

phosphates.
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water,
reddish

iron

finally sinks to the bottom
ochre, which is chiefly peroxyd

and

; or, under somewhat

as

a

of

different conditions,

becomes aggregated as a massive iron ore. A
process identical in kind with this has been at

work at the earth's surface ever since there
were decaying

organic

matters, dissolving

the

iron from the porous rocks, clays, and sands,
and gathering it together in beds of iron-ore
or iron-ochre.
It is not necessary that these
rocks and soils should contain the iron in the
state of protoxyd, since these organic products
(which are themselves dissolved in the water)
are able to remove a portion of the oxygen
from the insoluble peroxyd, and convert it into
the soluble protoxyd of iron, being themselves

in part oxydized and converted into carbonic
acid in the process.
We find in rock-formations of very different
ages beds of sediments which have been de
prived of iron by organic agencies, and near
them will generally be found the accumulated
Go into any coal region, and you will
iron.
see evidences that this process was at work
The soil
when the coal-beds were forming.
in which the coal-plants grew has been de
prived of its iron, and when burned turns
white, as do most of the slaty beds from the
It is this ancient soil which con
coal-rocks.
stitutes

the

so-called

making fire-bricks,

fire-clays,

which, from

for
prized
the absence

of

both iron and alkalies, are very infusible.
Interstratified with these we often find, in the
form of iron-stone, the separated metal ; and
thus from the same series of rocks may be ob
tained the fuel, the ore, and the fire-clay.

From what

I have

said it will be understood

that great deposits of iron ore generally occur
in the shape of beds ; although waters holding

fiber.

We see in the coal formation that the vege
table matter necessary for the production of the
iron-ore beds was not wanting, but the ques
tion has been asked me, where are the evi
dences of the organic material which was re
quired to produce the great beds of iron ore
found in the ancient crystalline rocks ? I an
the organic matter was, in most
entirely consumed in producing these
great results ; and that it was the large propor
tion of iron diffused in the soils and waters of
swer

that

cases,

these early times, which not only rendered
possible the accumulation of such great beds
of ore, but oxydized and destroyed the organic
matters which in later ages appear in coals,
Some of
lignites, pyroschists, and bitumens.
however,
the carbon of these early times
still preserved in the form of graphite, and
would be possible to calculate how much car

it

the air, however, this absorbs oxygen, and pe
is formed, which is no longer soluble,
but separates as a film on the surface of the

roxyd

This last action, let me say in passing, is illus
trated by the destructive action of rusting iron
fastenings on moist wood, and the effect of
iron-stains in impairing the strength of linen

was consumed in the for
mation of the great iron-ore beds of the older
rocks, and to determine of how much coal or

bonaceous material

lignite they are the equivalents.
In the course of ages, however,

as
large
proportion of the once diffused iron-oxyd has
become segregated in the form of beds of ore,
and thus removed from the terrestrial circula
tion, the conditions have grown more favora

of the carbonaceous
The crystalline
magnetic and specular oxyds, which constitute
large proportion of the ores of this metal, are
almost or altogether indifferent to the action of
When, however, these ores
organic matter.

ble for the preservation
products

of vegetable

life.

are reduced in our furnaces, and the resulting
exposed to the oxydizing action of

metal

a

a compound

as

a

of pe
it oozes from the
soil is colorless, but has an inky taste from dis
When exposed to
solved protoxyd of iron.
what like oil, but is really
roxyd of iron. The water

this peroxyd has of oxydizing and consuming
these same organic matters, which are thereby
finally converted into carbonic acid and water.

is,

scum, which looks some

reducing to protoxyd, and rendering soluble,
the insoluble peroxyd of iron diffused through
the rocks ; and reciprocally the power which

again converted into
soluble in water holding
organic matters, and may thus be made to en
ter once more into the terrestrial circulation
moist atmosphere,
iron-rust,

which

is

soon becomes coated with a

irridescent

speak further on.
now to insist upon the property which
dead and decaying organic matters possess of
wish

it

at the bottom
shining,

I

ore, of which we shall

is

process everywhere going on around us. If
we dig a ditch in a moist soil which is covered
with turf or with decaying vegetation, we may
observe that the stagnant water which collects

the compounds of iron in solution have, in
some cases, deposited them in fissures or open
ings in the rocks, thus forming true veins of

is

further proportion of oxygen, and is converted
into peroxyd.
But there are clays which are
white when burned, and are much prized for
this reason. Many of these were once ferru
ginous clays, which have lost their iron by a

415
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form in which iron is fre

There is another

quently concentrated in nature, that of sulphid,
and most frequently as the bisulphid, known

JOURNAL.
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ocean's depths by the process just explained,
which is one that must go on wherever organic
matters and sea-water are present, and atmos

This substance is found both
in the oldest and the newest rocks, and, like
the oxyd of iron, is even to-day forming in
certain waters and in beds of mud and silt,
where it sometimes takes a beautifully crystal
line shape. What are the conditions in which
the sulphid of iron is formed and deposited,
instead of the oxyd or carbonate of iron ? Its
production
depends, like these, on decaying
organic matters. The sulphates of lime and
magnesia, which abound in sea-water, and in

pheric oxygen excluded.
The chemical history

many other natural waters, when exposed to
the action of decaying plants or animals, out
of contact of air, are, like peroxyd of iron, deoxydized, and are thereby converted into solu
ble sulphids ; from which, if carbonic acid be

but more frequently as sulphids.
The solubil
ity of the salts and oxyds of these metals in
water is such that they are found in many

as iron-pyrites.

present, sulphuretted . hydrogen gas is set free.
Such soluble sulphids, or sulphuretted hydro
gen, are the reagents constantly employed in'
our laboratories to convert the soluble com
pounds of many of the common

metals, such

into sul
in water and in

as iron, zinc, lead, copper, and silver

phids, which are

insoluble

many acids, and are thus conveniently separ
ated from a great many other bodies. Now,
when in a water holding iron-oxyd, sulphates
are also present, the action of organic matter,
deoxydizing

the latter, furnishes

the reagent
the iron into a sulphid ;

necessary to convert
which in some conditions, not well understood,
contains two equivalents of sulphur for one of

of iron is peculiar;

since it requires reducing matters to bring it
into solution, and since it may be precipitated
alike by oxydation, and by farther reduction,
sulphates are present. The metals
copper, lead, and silver, on the contrary, form
compounds more or less soluble in water, from

provided

which they are not precipitated by oxygen,
but only by reducing agents, which may sep
arate them in some cases in a metallic state,

springs, in the waters that flow from
mines, and in the ocean itself, the
waters of which have been found to contain

mineral
certain

copper, silver, and lead. Why, then, do not
these metals accumulate in the sea, as the salts

of soda have done during long ages? The
direct agency of organic life comes again into
play, precisely as in the case of phosphorus,
iodine, and potash.
Marine plants, which ab
sorb these from the sea-water, take up at the
same time the metals just named, traces of all
of which are found in the ashes of sea-weeds.
Copper, moreover, is met with in notable quan
tities in the blood of many marine molluscous
animals, to which it may be as necessary as
iron is to our own bodies.

Indeed, the blood

iron, and constitutes

of man) and of the higher animals, appears
never to be without traces of copper as well as

say that

iron.

I

I may here
iron-pyrites.
have found that the unstable proto-

sulphid, which would naturally be first formed,
may, under the influence of a persalt of iron,
lose one-half of its combined iron; and that

In the open ocean the waters are constantly
aerated, so that soluble sulphids are never
formed, and the only way in which these dis

from this reaction a stable bisulphid results.
This subject of the origin of iron-pyrites is still

solved metiils can be removed and converted
into sulphids is by fixing them in organisms,
These, by their
either vegetable or animal.

under investigation.
The reducing action of organic matters upon
soluble sulphates is well seen in the sulphu
retted hydrogen which is evolved from the
stagnant sea-water in the hold of a ship, and
which coats silver exposed to it with a black

film of sulphid of silver, and for the same rea
son discolors white-lead paint.
The presence
of sulphur in the exhalations from some other
decaying matters is well known, and in all
these cases a soluble compound of iron will act
as a disinfectant, partly by fixing the sulphur
as an insoluble sulphid.
Silver coins brought
from the ancient wreck of a treasure-ship in
the Spanish Main were found to be deeply incrusted with sulphid of silver, formed in the

decay in the mud of the bottom, or the lagoons
of the shore, generate the sulphids which fix
their contained metals in an insoluble form,
and thus remove them from the terrestrial cir
culation.

It is not, however, in all cases necessary to
invoke the direct action of organisms to separ
It often
ate from water the dissolved metals.
happens that the waters containing these, in
stead of finding their way to the ocean, flow
into lakes or inclosed basins, as in the case of
the drainage-waters of an English copper-mine,
which have impregnated the turf of a neigh
boring bog to such an extent that its ashes
have been found a profitable

source of copper.
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Under certain conditions, not yet well under

terposed

stood, this

porous

metal

is precipitated

matters in the metallic

state, but

by organic

if

sulphates

sulphid is formed. Thus, in the
slates of Mansfeld, in Germany, sulphid of cop
per is found incrusting the remains of fishes,
and in the sandstones of New Jersey we find
it penetrating the stems of ancient trees. I
have jn my possession a portion of a sm:ill
trunk taken from the mud of a spring in On
tario, in which the yet undecayed wood of the
are present, a

center is seen to be incrusted by hard metallic
In like manner the old trees of
iron-pyrites.
the New Jersey sandstone became incrusted

with copper-sulphid, which, as decay went on,
in great part replaced the woody tissue. Sim
ilar deposits of sulphids of copper and of iron
often took place in basins where the organic
matter was present in such a condition or in
such quantity as to be entirely decomposed,
and to leave no trace of its form, unlike the
examples just mentioned.
been formed

fahl-bands,

In

this way have
and beds of pyrites

and other ores.

The fact that such deposits are associated
with silver and with gold leads to the conclu
sion that these metals have obeyed the same
laws as iron and copper. It is known that both
persalts of iron and soluble sulphids have the

power of rendering gold soluble, and its subse
quent deposition in the metallic state is then
easily understood.
I have endeavored

by a few illustrations to
show you by what processes some of the more
common metals are dissolved and again sep

in insoluble forms.
It now remains to say somewhat of the geolog
ical relations of ore-deposits, which are natu
rally divided into two classes ; the first includ
ing those which occur in beds, and have been
formed contemporaneously with the inclosing
Such are the beds of iron
earthy sediments.
ores, which often bold imbedded shells and
arated from their solution

other organic remains, and the copper-bearing
strata already mentioned, in which the metal
must have been deposited during the decay of

or plant which it incrusts or re
But there are other ore-deposits evi

process was contemporaneous with the dispo
sition of the bed, or posterior to it. But I wish
to speak of deposits which are evidently poste
rior, and occupy fissures in previously-formed
strata, constituting true veins. Whether pro
duced by the great movements of the earth's
crust, or by the local contraction of the rocks
(and both of these causes have in different
cases been in operation), such fissures some
times extend to great lengths and depths;
their arrangement and dimensions depending
very much on the texture of the rocks which
have been subjected to fracture. When a bone
in our bodies is broken, nature goes to work to
repair the fractured part, and gradually brings
to it bony matter, which fills up the little in
terval, and at length makes the severed parts
one again. So when there are fractures in the
earth's crust, the circulating waters deposit in
the openings mineral matters, which unite the
broken portions, and thus make whole again
the shattered rocks.
Vein-stones
are thus
formed, and are the work of nature's conserva
tive surgery.
Water, as we have seen, is a universal sol
vent, and the matters which it may bring and
deposit in the fissures of the earth are very
various.

There is scarcely a spar or an ore to

with in the stratified rocks that is not
also found fn some of these vein-stones, which

be met

are often very heterogeneous in composition.
In certain veins we find the elements of lime
stone or of granite, and these often include the
gems, such as amethyst, topaz, garnet, hya
emerald, and sapphire;
while others
abound in native metals or in metallic oxyds
or sulphids.
The nature of the materials thus

cinth,

deposited depends very much on conditions of
and of pressure, which affect the

temperature

solvent power of the liquid, and still more upon
the nature of the adjacent rocks and of the
waters permeating them. The chemistry of
veins is very complicated.
Many of
fissures penetrate to a depth of thou
sands of feet of the earth's crust, and along the
channels thus opened the ascending heated

the animal

mineral
these

with the ore, or diffusing it irregularly through

Again, a bed may be so
infiltrating waters may diffuse

stratum.
that

through it a metallic ore, or a metal, in such a
manner as to leave it doubtful whether the

places.

dently of more recent formation than the rocky
strata which inclose them, which have resulted
from a process of infiltration, filling up fissures
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subterranean waters may receive in their course
from the overlying strata.

various contributions

the rock.
It is not always easy to distinguish
between the two classes of deposits.
Thus a
fissure may in some cases be formed and filled

From

between two sundered beds, from which may
result a vein that may be mistaken for an in

the walls, and the slow

these additions, and from the diminished

solubility resulting from a decrease of pressure,
deposits of different minerals are formed upon
changes in composi
tion are often represented by successive layers

Phrenological Journal.

there.

Let us now consider the beneficent results
The precious
of the process of vein-making.
metals, such as silver, are so sparsely distrib
uted, that even the beds rich in the products

of decaying sea-weed, which we have supposed
to be deposited from the ocean, would contain
too little silver to be profitably extracted. But
in the course of ages these sediments, deeply
buried, arc lixiviated by permeating solutions,
which dissolve the silver diffused through a
vast mass of rock, and subsequently deposit it

in some fissure, it may be in strata far above,
as a rich silver ore.
Tnis is nature's process
of concentration.
We learn from the history which we have
just sketched the important conclusion, that
amid all the changes of the face of the globe
the economy of nature has remained the same.
We are apt, in explaining the appearances of
the earth's crust, to refer the formation of orebeds and veins

to some distant

and remote

period, when conditions very unlike the pres
ent prevailed, when great convulsions
took
place, and mysterious forces were at work.

Yet the

and physical laws are
now, as then, at work ; in one part dissolving
the iron from the sediments and forming oresame

chemical

beds, in another
from

separating the rarer metals
the ocean's waters ; while in still other

regions the consolidated and buried sediments
are permeated by heated waters, to which they
give up their metallic matters, to be subse
quently deposited in veins.

These

forces are

themselves

chemical and physical.
great extent true must be ad
am not prepared to concede
mitted, though
that we have in chemical and physical pro

as

That this

purely

to

the whole secret of organic life. Still
we are, in many respects, approximating
the
phenomena of the organic world to those of
the mineral kingdom
and we at the same

cesses

time learn that these so far interact and depend
upon each other that we begin to see
certain
truth underlying the notion of those old phil
a

thermal waters show that the agencies which
in past times save rise to the rich mineral de
posits of our western regions, are still at work

customary to speak of those
of the organic world as vital. The tendency
of modern investigation
however, to regard
the processes of animal and vegetable growth,

osophers who extended to the mineral world
the notion of
vital force which led them to
speak of the earth as
great living organism,
and to look upon the various changes in its
air, its waters, and its rocky depths, as pro
cesses belonging to the life of our planet
have seen
[Since this lecture waB delivered,

the results of the researches of Sonstadt on the
iodine in sea-water, which appear in the Chem
ical Newt for April 26, May 17, and May 24.
According to him this element exists in seawater, under ordinary conditions, as iodate of
calcium, to the amount of about one part of the
iodate

in

250,000

parts of the water.

This

compound, by decaying organic matter (and
by most other reducing agents),
changed to
iodid, from which, apparently by the action of
carbonic acid, iodine
set free, and may be
separated by agitating the water with bisulphid of carbon. The iodine thus liberated from
sea- water by the action of dead organic mat
ters,

however,

slowly decomposes

water

in

recon
presence of carbonate of calcium, and
verted into iodate, the oxygen of the air prob
ably intervening to complete the oxydation,
is

in Nevada, where hot springs rise to the sur
deposit silica, with metallic ores,
which incrusts the walls of the Assure. These

face and

sical, it has been

I

were deposited, while others are still forming,
as the observations of Phillips have shown us

is

The process of filling veins has been going
on from the earliest ages; we know of some
which were formed before the Cambrian rocks

tribute to that terrestrial circulation
which
maintains the life of our mother earth.
While the phenomena of the material world
have been looked upon as chemical and phy

is,

have already laid be

;

I

One great design and purpose is seen
in necessary harmony the operations
of the mineral with those of the vegetable and
animal worlds, and to make all of these con
to bind

;

chemistry than those
fore you.

order.

a

silver, tin, and gold, which are found in these
veins, demands a lengthened study, and would
furnish not less beautiful examples of nature's

change

which the First Great

laws

is

and

and decay around us. The
Cause imposed
upon this material universe on the first day are
still irresistibly at work fashioning its present
constant

a

sulphids which these waters often
in solution ; but the chemical history of
the deposition of the ores of iron, lead, copper,
ates

hold

always in operation, re-arranging the chaotic
admixture of elements which results from the

I

The power of these
waters to dissolve and bring from the lower
strata their contained metals and spars is prob
ably due in great part to the alkaline carbon

[Dec,

a

of unlike substances.

is
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since, according to Sonstadt, iodids are readily
converted into iodatcs under these conditions.
He finds that the insolubility of the iodids of

THE LEMUR-MACOCO.

1872.]

silver and of copper is so great that by the use
of salts of these metals iodine may be separated
from sea-water, without concentration, provid
of calcium has first been reduced

ed the iodate

By this property of iodine and its
compounds to oxydize and be oxydized in
to iodid.

419

turn, Sonstadt supposes them to perform the
important function of consuming the products
of organic decay, and so maintaining the sa

Their action
lubrity of the ocean's waters.
would thus be very similar to that of the oxyds
of iron, as explained in the present lecture.]

THE LEMUR-MACOCO.

THEthe

family

of the Lemuridaa is allied to

and elongated, the muzzle pointed, the eyes
large, the ears small, the hind limbs longer and

monkey, and in most particulars
closely resembles it The specific difference
which has given naturalists their warrant for

We find in some
larger than the fore limbs.
books these animals have been described as

in the formation

the lemur by itself, consists mainly
of its extremities, the four

differing from all other mammalia in the cir
cumstance of their upper canine teeth locking

thumbs being well developed and opposed to
the fingers, and the first hind finger is armed
with a raised and pointed claw, all the other

outside or of before the lower ; but the fact ap
pears to be that their true lower canines have
heretofore been mistaken for additional inci

nails being flat (Geoffrey).
The general form of the lemurs is slender

and

classifying

sors,

which they resemble in general aspect
while the succeeding tooth,

direction,

PHRENOLOGICAL

;

is

sumes

[Dec,

reddish hue on the back and shoulders
on the superior part of the head and of the

;

also the case with
black, as
the parts surrounding the eyes and the muz
zle. All the other parts of the head, ears, the
inner side of the limbs, the under part of the
Is

neck, the color

is

is,

which, from its size and appearance, has been
supposed to be the lower canine,
in renlity,
the first false molar.
In the genus Tarsius,
however, the true canine assumes more of its
ordinary form and the same
observable of
the first false molar in Microeebus (Cuvier).

JOURNAL.
a
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the chest, and abdomen are white
while the tail
alternately colored throughout
its length with white and black rings, of which
there are upward of thirty.
The outline and
general characteristics of this species of the

climbing the trees with all the agility of mon
keys. The name Lemur, of Linnaeus, from the
Latin, signifying ghost, has reference to their
rapid and peculiarly noiseless movements.
Their species are very numerous, thirteen of
which have been definitely ascertained. One
of the largest of these
the Macoco, of Buffon,
or the Ring-tailed Lemur,
representation of
which
furnished by the engraving.
In size,
about that of
The upper part
large cat.
of the body
of
fine gray color, which as

macoco

a

is

contains

in which

;

is

is

to the

purr of

cat

;

rumbling noise, similar

a

a

is

much superior
ligence, although the monkey
in this last respect to it When pleased, ac
low,
cording to Linnaeus, the macoco makes

a

a

is

a

a

is

but the ordinary voice of these animals
a
low grunt, often breaking forth into
hoarse,
abrupt roar, which has
startling effect, es
pecially when many thus roar in concert. The
lemur
nocturnal animal, sleeping by day
ball-like figure.
perched on
bough, in

" cold " arose from
partial view of
Every scientist now
the facts in the case.
knows that the moon emits heat as well as
light, but this very emission Of heat occasion
paradox of
ally gives rise to chilling effect,
the most startling kind. Let us explain it. It
moon

a

Phrenologi

an article by Mr.
new the
propounded
ory of the source of the sun's heat, or, rather, an
Chapman

The

and beautiful.

said to be the most easily tamed of
the lemur family, and exhibits the most intel

is

number of the

THE
cal Journal

lemur are more delicate

THEORY OF THE SUN'S HEAT.

THE NEW
October

neck,

a

a

is

a

is

it

is

a

is

a

is

it

;

These animals are natives of the warm re
gions of the Old World in fact, they are only
found now on the island of Madagascar, where
they appear to replace the monkey tribe,
said, does not exist there. They
which,
live in the forests, subsisting chiefly on fruits,

effectually,
very readily, while others stop
and, strange to say, those bodies that are trans
parent to light are not always transparent to

be well to glance at the facts in the case.

heat,

if

other agencies with which they are complicat
ed, the apparent results of many experiments
Thus,
are in exact opposition to the truth.

equal cylinders of bismuth and
iron, coat one end of each with wax and place
we take two

end in contact with
hot metal
will be found that the wax on the
bismuth will melt first, thus apparently demon
better conductor of
strating that bismuth
heat than iron.
But in this experiment the
property known as specific heat comes into
is
a

it

a

the other

plate,

play, and when we neutralize its effects we
find that iron conducts six times as freely as

it

a

if

we may be

allowed

the expression.

Thus sheet of glass permits the cheerful light
of the fire to pass through, but
effectually
shuts off the heat. Rock-salt allows heat to
has been
pass very freely, so freely that
called the glass of heat. Moreover, some heatrays pass more freely than others; thus the
direct heat-rays of the sun pass readily through
glass, but after being reflected from terrestrial
Hence
closed
bodies they lose this power.
green-house, exposed to the rays of the sun,
a

that, owing to

it

circumstance

it

curious

a

a

is

It

a

has been found that some bodies transmit heat

heating power of the sun's rays was due to the
action of the atmosphere.
As this view has
been entirely abandoned as untenable,
may

it

old theory revived, for the well-known fact
that the atmosphere gets cooler as we ascend
long ago gave rise to the impression that the

becomes very hot, because the heat-rays pass
freely in, but can not pass back.
Among the bodies that powerfully shut off

of Mr. Chapman.

allows

Thus the opinion that the

a

a

it

thus entirely reversing the decision
reached in the former case.
Several striking

is

Instances of this are to be found in the paper

partially
watery vapor in
the heat-rays
condensed form, but when in the state of
is no longer par
perfect gas, that Is, when
tially condensed as in the form of cloud, water

bismuth,

the heat to pass.

When, therefore, the

Wisdom.

1872.]
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down as the head of 26, a distance of some

moon's rays fall upon a cloudy atmosphere, the
heat is absorbed by the watery vapor which is
then rendered transparent, and a path is opened

twenty-five miles, where the Mississippi river
is about three-fourths of a mile in width, the

for the passage of heat between the earth and
the moon. But as the earth and the bodies on

squirrels have been in the habit of swimming
the river, and during the time named great

But it does not follow
exert a chilling effect.
that the moon does not radiate heat, and care
show that it does

toward

the sun, its rays be

come less and less powerful."
Unfortunately
for his theory this is not the case, and the ap
parent proof which he adduces is simply the

The power of the
effect of other agencies.
sun's rays on the tops of high mountains has
been very carefully investigated by several ob
servers.

Piazzi Smith, during his residence on

the Peak of Teneriffe, at an elevation- of 10,000
feet above the level of the sea, found that th
sun's rays were competent to raise the mercury
in the thermometer to nearly the boiling point
of water, and the direct rays beating upou the

Tyndall
person were almost unendurable.
also tells us that he " never on any occasion
Buffered so much from solar heat as in descend
ing from the Corridor to the Orand Plateau of
Mont Blanc on August 18, 1857 ; though hip
deep in snow at the time, the sun blazed against
Immersion in
me with unendurable power.
the shadow of the Dome du Goute at once
changed my feelings, for here the air was at a
freezing

temperature."

It

is not therefore for

want of power in the sun's rays, but from other
physical causes, which it would take too long
to explain, that we And snow on the tops of
The higher we ascend the
high mountains.
more powerful do the sun's rays become, and,
to reverse Mr. Chapman's statement, it is cer
tain that the warmth of the sun's rays does
depend

upon solar heat, and not upon

their

friction with the atoms of the atmosphere.
JOHN PEIN.

A

DUBLIN

to Tennessee.

At

the foot of Island 25, as far

chambermaid

twelve

put

travelers

is said to have
into

eleven bed-"

rooms, and yet to have given each a separate
room. Here we have the eleven bedrooms :
2

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

" Now," said she, " if two of you gentlemen
will go into No. 1, and wait there a few min
utes, I'll find a spare room for one of you as
soon as I've shown the others to their rooms."
Having thus stowed two gentlemen in No.
1, she put the third in No. 2, the fourth in No.
3, the fifth in No. 4, the sixth in No. 5, the
seventh in No. 6, the eighth in No. 7, the ninth
in No. 8, the tenth in No. 9, and the eleventh
in No. 10. She then came back to No. 1, where,
you will remember, she had left the twelfth
along with the first, and said,
gentleman
" I've now accommodated all the rest, and
have still a room to spare ; so, if one of you
will please step into No. 11, you will find it
Of course there is a hole in the sauce
empty."
pan somewhere, but we leave the reader to de
with just
termine exactly where the fallacy

warning to think twice before deciding as to
which,
any, of the travelers was left out

WISDOM.
The

chains

be broken.

of habit are generally too email to
Ex.

Men may judge us by the success of our efforts
God looks at the efforts themselves.
Charlotte
Elizabeth.

Many

Migration of Squirrels. The Memphis
Avalanclte of the 23d Sept says : For the past
six or eight weeks great numbers of squirrels
have been noticed immigrating from Arkansas

PUZZLE.

ANOTHER

;

The great fact upon which Mr. Chapman
"
depends is that as we pass upward through

is,

do so.

the atmosphere

river folks.

if

fully conducted experiments

sissippi in search of better nut groves, or wheth
er it is merely a freak of fancy on the part of
the squirrel tribe, is something that puzzles the

man dreads throwing away his life at
who shrinks not from throwing
away by
piecemeal. Howe.
once,

Conscience
delicate seed planted in the
heart by God, and no one can so well quicken its
growth and blossoming to
fragrant flower as
mother.

a

receives from the moon, the moon's rays, by
openiug up a passage for this heat, actually

Whether

it

it

a

the earth more freely than it would otherwise
do ; and as the earth radiates more heat than

droves are known to have crossed.

the mast is short in Arkansas this season, and
starvation is driving them over the wide Mis

is
a

are constantly radiating heat, this increase
transparency allows the heat to pass from

a

of

a

it

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.

"I

am not myself to-day," said a bore to a wit.
matter," was the reply ; " whoever else you
may be, you're a gainer by the change."

" No

"Driver,

you running on time to-day?"
in an omnibus. "No, sir," was
the keen reply, "we are running for cash."
are

asked a passenger

A queer old gentleman being asked what he
wished for dinner, replied, "An appetite, good
company, something to eat, and a napkin."
The man who called for tea, at an ordinary eat
ing-house, " as strong as the kick of a mule," com
plains he got it as weak as a good resolution.

An inquiring citizen of Madison, Indiana, thrust
his fingers into a horse's mouth to soe how many
The horse closed his teeth to see
teeth he had.
how many lingers the man had. The curiosity of
each was fully satisfied.

it

I

a

in New Hampshire has just pro
position as school-teacher upou the follow
to certify that Tamar
ing certificate: " This
Noyes stands on medium with other girls of her
as good as folks in
know,
age, and for what
general."
is

" That

is

not long enough for me," said
on being ushered into
his bedroom by an Irish waiter at one of our hotels.
"Faith, an' you'll find
plenty long, sir, when
you get into it," was the reply; "for then there
will be two feet more added to it,"
bed

a

it

very tall, gruff Englishman,

An absent-minded

gentleman,

writing

a letter

at the breakfast table, dipped his pen in his coffee
and continued his letter.

Noticing

his mistake,

he put a lump of sugar in the ink, and then

find
ing his second blunder, poured the contents of
the ink-stand into the coffee pot to set
right.
There
young lady in Milford, Mass., who
has been taking music lessons on the piano for
The other day she sent an or
some eight years.
der to a music store in New Haven, and fearing
her spelling might not be just right, added this
"You must eskews this letter as pla
postscript:
bi noat but spel by ere."
Tng late Lowell Mason once led the choir in a
was the custom to take up the col
church where
lections during the singiug. Determined to put
stop to this, he had an understanding with the
collectors to this end. One afternoon, when the
usual time for taking the collection came, they
kept their seats. The minister inquiring why it
was, Mr. Mason said, that as the collection was
taken up during the singing in the forenoon, they
had concluded to have
taken during the prayer
in the afternoon.

I

To make a girl love you, coax her to love some
body else. If there is anything that a woman rel
ishes, it is to be contrary.

A young lady

cured

it

1b relished by the wisest men."

Boxes, it is said, govern the world the cartridge
box, the ballot box, the jury box, and last, though
not least, the bonnet box.

last one.

it

MIRTH.
" A little nonsenee now and then

A man one hundred years old went to have a
pair of shoes made. The shop-keeper suggested
that he might not live to wear them out, when the
old man retorted that he had commenced this one
hundred years good deal stronger then he did the
a

and

a

me never to gamble,

death.

I

present day.
I have never gambled ; I can not tell who is los
She admon
ing in games that are being played.
ished me, too, against hard drinking ; and what
ever capacity for endurance I have at present, and
whatever usefulness I have, I attribute to having
complied with her pious and correct wishes.
When I was seven years of age she asked me not
to drink, and then I made a resolution of total ab
stinence; and that I have adhered to it through all
time, I owe to my mother."
Thos. II. Benton.
She asked

French inventor recently made public trial
of boots designed to aid one to walk on the water.
Nothing ever floated more beautifully than those
boots did, but the trifling circumstance that they
floated wrong side up nearly caused the inventor's

is

mother asked me never to use tobacco ;
touched it from that time to the

never

following proposition in a debate on female suf
frage: "No woman ain't got no right to set on
a jury unless she is a man, and every lawyer knows
and
don't believe
anyhow."

it

have

The following notice is posted conspicuously
in a newspaper office out West: "Shut the door,
and as soon as you have done talking business,
Bcrve your mouth in the same way."
A Wyoming legislator recently advanced the

is
a

" My

I

?" asked

" My

a

" Put down on one side of a sheet of paper all
the good that ale has done, and on the other all
the evil it has done you," said a friend to a thirty" That is impossible," was the
years' drunkard.
reply, "for there is not a sheet of paper that ever
was made that would contain half of the evil ale
lias done me."

me how old the devil is

friend,
you must keep your own family record," was the
reply.

it,

Striking Fact. Those who make conscience
of speaking the truth, generally prosper in the
world; and none are more visibly blasted than
those who make no conscience of a lie.

" Can you tell

an irreverent fellow of a clergyman.

A

There is no Bin wo can be tempted to commit,
but we shall find a greater satisfaction in resisting
than in committing.
Mason.
Nobody has a right to put another under such
a difficulty that he must either hurt the person by
telling the truth, or hurt himself by telling what
is not true.

[Dec.,
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[In this Department will be noticed such matters as arc of interest to correspondents and to'the general reader.
Contributions for " What They Say " should be brief, pointed, and creamy, to secure publication.]

nr tiforrcsponbeitts.
Questions

of

" General Interest" only

will be answered in this department. We have no space
to gratify idle curiosity.
One question only at a Hme,

if

a corre
and thai clearly stated, must be propounded,
spondent shall expect us to aire him the benefit of an early
consideration.
Questions qf personal interest will be
promptly answered by letter,
a stamp be inclosed for

if

the return postage. In all cases correspondents should
give name and residence, as our time is too valuable to be
spent on anonymous letters.

Frkcki.es on the Face ok Beauty.

We have received a letter lady-like in style and in
the delicate spirit of confidence and sincerity, and
also lady-like In its desire to get rid of freckles.
The writer says she has used
, a most pois
onous drug, to remove freckles. It was recom
mended by a neighbor, but meeting a physician
who expressed surprise that she was using so vir
ulent a poison, she abandoned it, and the freckles
returned worse than before.
She now asks ns re
, of
specting an article advertised by " Dr."
New York, "which will beautify the skin and
complexion, and will remove freckles," etc., and
desires us to tell her if the " Dr." is reliable and
his article likely to produce the result he promises
without injury to health. She also inquires re
specting a nostrum for the same purpose manu
factured by
, of Boston, and asks if it is
injurious, and, finally, asks us to tell her of
" something which she can safely use." It will be
observed wc do not mention the names of the
manufacturers or venders of the preparations
" for beautifying the complexion and removing
freckles," as wc do not wish to advertise the
quacks and rascals who thus prey upon the credu
lity of sensitive people.
A fair complexion and a good skin are doubtless
The eager seeking and using of
very desirable.
many villainous nostrums to cure freckles, tan,
moth patches, etc., furnish the evidence that wo
man highly prizes these elements of beauty.
Some
people have such temperamental constitutions
that the skin will be relatively rough or dark, or
will be freckled, or pole, or sallow, or something
undesirable under ordinary conditions.
These
may spend their money and devote their hope
and their time in the use of advertised nostrums,
and their money, their hope, and their time will
be entirely wasted, and, in addition to this, their
general health will suffer, and their skin and com
plexion will be spoiled.

" But,"

" if we may not use these
specifics, what may we properly do to
secure a nice skin and a clear complexion ? "
Health is the first element of beauty ; and the
woman who lives in such a manner as to secure
the best of health, will have really the highest or
der of beauty which belongs to her constitutional
The blonde will still be blonde, and
make-up.
the brunette will still be brunette, each being of
its type as beautiful as God ordained. But some
people are not fine in figure, graceful in motion,
handsome in feature, or brilliant in complexion;
and neither the padding nor contracting of parts,
by the skill of modistes, can rectify the form, nor
the patient training of the dancing-master establish
easy grace of motion, nor all the drugs of the
apothecary or the pigments of the painter give
native beauty to the complexion.
Health and
proper living will do for form, motion, expression,
and complexion all that any person can honestly
possess, and beauty thus naturally wrought out
and wrought in will be real and lasting.
The worst of it all Is, that so much thought
and care ore bestowed on these exterior attrac
tions, and so little on real culture of head and
heart Would a woman be attractive, let her cul
tivate her mind and her moral power, and no mat
ter how plain the face, if it beam with intelligence
and goodness, it will carry with it a fascination
which will command love and admiration in spite
of its plainness, and secure it in perpetuity. The
love of blind persons, we fancy, is very sincere,
as they seem to find something besides looks to
admire, and we never have felt so highly compli
mented in any other way as by the affectionate re
gard of two blind persons.
But there arc good, graceful, and naturally beau
tiful people who, by wrong living, have a sallow,
or pale, or muddy complexion, which might be
essentially improved. Most people eat too much
sugar and fatty matter, and the result is, the
blondes are rendered
feverish, and their faces
break out with pimples, the glands in the neck
and elsewhere swell and show symptoms of scrof
ula, while those of dark or brunette complexion
become sallow, bilious, rheumatic, and the com
plexion is dirty and greasy-looking; and both sorts
read quack advertisements of balms and beautifiers of the skin, and pay their money for, and
hang their vain hopes upon, these worse than em
bodied falsehoods we say worse, because they not
only do not cure, but they poison the patient and
ruin the skin.
A handsome young lady, of a bright blonde com
plexion, came to our office for a phrenological de
advertised

say the ladies,
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scriptlon, and just as she was leaving, we asked
her if she would like to be rid ol the pimples, a
myriad of which disfigured her face. The very
question excited her hope, and she replied, with
enthusiasm, " I would, indeed, sir. What shall I
put on? I have tried everything."
Our reply
" Put nothing on, but for three months avoid
was,
the use of sugar and oily matter in every form,
and your face will be as smooth as you can desire."
" I'll do it," she said, and left with a hopeful
and resolute twinkle in her bright, blue eye.
In just a month, instead of three, she came in
to report progress, and her face was free from
pimples, and had a fresh, clean, peachy appear
" I have eaten no butter or sugar, or any
ance.
thing that contained them, and you see the happy
result." said she. "Now, how much shall I pay
your" We replied, "Nothing; tell the rest of
them."
She promised to do it and departed, apparently
not quite satisfied that she could not express her
" She had spent
thanks with a five dollar bill.
much on physicians, and grew no better, but rather
worse," and now the idea of being cured so sim
ply, so easily, and so effectually, she felt grateful
and desired to express her gratitude as she had
to the doctors her hopes before, in a
expressed
"pecuniary consideration."
Why did not the
doctor tell her? Did he not know the cause and
the proper euro?
If not, he is to be pitied rather
than blamed.
When will the people learn by
physiology and hygiene how to eat, exercise, and
rest, so as to avoid nearly all the illness which af
flicts the race ?
We know of no way to treat frecklcB but to use
wholesome food and bathe the whole person fre
quently, and if they will come, let the subject rise
above them by making the countenance glow with
If people who incline to
attractive Intelligence.
be freckled will live in the dark, the freckles will
fade out, and they themselves will be about as
white and tender as cellery, which Is compelled to
grow in the dark under ground, or as potato vines
which grow in a dark cellar. We fancy freckles
are natural, and, like Roman noses or gray eyes,
quack nostrums will not 6afely or effectually re
move them

Brain Imprisoned.

We

find the fol

" English Mechanic : "
lowing in the London
" 12,304 Phkenologt. Will any of ' our' read
ers who arc well up in this subject (i.
what is
usually understood by the term), kindly inform
me at what period of the individual's life the
characteristic bumps are developed ? It appears
to me If the brain exercises any Influence on the
shape of the cranium, it must be before the latter
has assumed Its osseous nature; hence, if Phre
nology Is anything worth calling a science, it is
laced on the horns of a dilemma ; for either the
§rain must have received its peculiar developments
before Education step3 in, or the bones of the
head are distorted by the soft mass of the brain.
I can't believe the latter, and am very doubtful
baul rtmea."
about the former.
Am. The skull is formed aa a servant for the
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brain; not as a prison-house, but as a protector.
is a principle in physiology that the hard parts
give way for the soft parts.
The hard bark of the
tree gives way every year for the deposit of the
cream-like new ring or grain of wood. When the
brain, as a whole, or any particular part of it, re
quires room, the substance of the bone lying over
it is dissolved, absorbed, and sent into the circu
lation to be deposited elsewhere, and new bony
matter is deposited in such a way as to give room
for the growing brain. The brain grows accord
ing as it is exercised, and the skull gives it room
as before described, and this process goes on,
sometimes
until the man is fifty years of age, as
of heads attest.
many measurements
Usually,
however, the head attains its size from the thir
Of a thousand men
tieth to the fortieth year.
engaged In a given pursuit, the heads of men of
forty years of age will be found larger than the
heads of men of thirty years of age.
Clams and oysters two inches in diameter have
shells as thick as an adult human skull, and they
are much harder; yet in two years the clam will
double in size. How is the hard shell compelled
In a manner
to give place to the soft Inhabitant?
precisely as the skull givus place to the brain In
The horn of the ox hi
the growing human being.
The growth is from within
another example.
outwardly, and the hard external protects the soft
Shell,
internal without obstructing its growth.
horn, or skull dissolves like sugar when the growth
The shell
of their soft inhabitant demands room.
has vitality as well as its inhabitant, and is equally
subject to tha law of growth and change.
The brain gives size and form to the skull, not
The normal growth of the
the skull to the brain.
brain reveals its shape by the form which the skull
is compelled to take, and that shape reveals the
size of the various mental organs, and by this
means we read the character.
How does the bony structure of the child or
calf ever become large as in the full-grown man
or ox, and each bone retain, all the time, its nat
ural shape, if there is no way by which bone,
though hard in material, is permitted to change
its particles and readjust its form ?
How very critical and incredulous ignorance is,
yet how wise and dogmatical !

It

Christian

and

Infidel.

I

am

a

young man of twenty-one, with consi'' Arable ob
stinacy and large Approbativeness ; and having
been out in the world for ten years, look older
than I am. Now, is there any objection to my
marrying a lady two years older than myself, the
temperaments, color of the hair, eyes, etc., being
very much alike, one of us a member of a church
of very Btrict faith, the other an infidel ?
An*. In general, we think it better for the woman
to be two or more years younger than the man, yet
there are men who seem older, and are older, by
five years than their age by years would indicate.
Then there are some women who arc particularly
youthful for their ago. Two persons of this do
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a

fidel will make
poor woman's life unhappy, or
lead her to renounce her religion so as to
keep as much as may be in harmony with her hus
We know men who disbelieve In religious
band.
faith of every description, but who arc passive,
not being disposed to discuss or argue on religious
points, and permitting the wife and children to
pursue peaceably their religious convictions.
The Jews arc strongly set against their people
marrying Gentiles; Roman Catholics oppose the
of their people with Protestants; the
marriage
Quakers have discountenanced marrying out of
their " Meeting."
As general tbing, we believe
that
better for Episcopalians to marry
their
own church, for Presbyterians, Baptists, Methodlate, Quakers, Jews, and Roman Catholics to do
the same; and
one faith
no better than an
other, the families can at least have peace in them
selves on so vital
point as religion. In our work
on " Wedlock
or, the Right Relations of the
Sexes," this matter
very fully considered.
is

;

a

is

if

In

is

it

a

will

Chromo

-

Lithographs.

Will

you

a

a

is

a

a

a

oblige me by answering, in your valuable Jour
nal, the question which has been debated here,
chromo and
viz., "Is
colored lithograph the
same?"
By so doing you will oblige your old
M. A. 8., and many others.
reader,
An*. The products of art you mention arc not
prepared in the same manner, the chromo-lithoseries of impressions from
graph being made by
as many different stones as there are colors in the
picture to be imitated, while the colored litho
graph depends for its variety of tint upon the
touches of an artist after the stone has done its
work in printing
one-colored picture on the pa
The chromo-lithograph
per.
superseding the
old-fashioned print. In our Journal for March,
1870,
long and interesting article on the subject
was given to our readers.

Phrenology a

Science.

Should

Injury to the Brain.

I

a

Phrenology be classed as science?
Ann. Please read Combe's " System of Phrenol
ogy!" which will furnish the philosophy of the doc
trines; "How to Read Character," price $1.25, will
give you the principles of Phrenology, with nu
merous illustrations; "What to Do and Why,"
$1.75, will show its uses in selecting pursuits, and
howto educate each man for his proper work.

lake the

?

;

I

a

a

liberty of addressing you in regard to
question
of deep interest to me.
had
severe concussion
of the brain last May, from the effects of which
have not fully recovered
loss of memory and
pains in the head are the effects. How would you
proceed in order to give strength to the brain
c. L. B.
Ant. When the general health becomes fully re
there be no chronic difficulty, the mem
stored,
ory will return, and the faculties work with their
usual vigor. But there must be temperate living
no smoklug, chewing, drinking, or other dissi
pation.

I

is
a

it

it,

scription might marry, wliere the woman was four
years older than the man, without detriment. If
the temperaments, color of hair and eyes are very
much alike, that Is no objection provided the tem
peraments, color, etc., are medium. Tempera
ments are frequently extreme; one is very dark
and bony and hardy, the other very light, soft,
delicate, and susceptible. Now, for cither one
of this description to marry one of the same,
would be unfavorable. But if a person has a fair
and occupies a
blending of all the temperaments,
medium position in respect to constitutional qual
ities, he may marry one as nearly like himself as
may be, and there is no objection to it.
In respect to being " unequally yoked with un
believers" (2 Cor. 6-14), there is room for discus
sion and for the exercise of prudence and wisdom.
If one is "obstinate and strong in Approbativeness," he is not likely to be very yielding or con
firmatory or mellow in his manner toward a com
panion who differs with him in religious ideas,
more especially if he be " infidel ; " there may bo
opportunity for a great deal of inharmony, not to
If a man is positive in his char
say tinhappincss.
acter and is an infidel, he inclines to denounce and
ridicule faith and religious feeling; and as a wo
man, in religious matters, is more dependent upon
the peaceful pursuit of her faith than man, jnst as
marriage is more to her than it Is to him, because
it is her all, while he has the world and business to
divide his thought and care, it would look as if
snch a marriage would not be favorable. Persons
of different religious beliefs, their faith being, in
the main, in harmony on the subject of God's
moral government and human duty toward God
and man, there is only the technicalities of creed
unci the formalities of worship to divide them.
The Presbyterian and the Episcopalian have di
versities of opinion, but they harmonize in the
faith, and godli
great essentials of repentance,
They might differ as to the best ways of
ness.
worshiping, but their differences would be only,
like the garments, not like the
if we may say
manhood itself. When one doubts and derides
would seem to be better that
religion and God,
should unite with one who may not be
he
wounded or offended by what may be said. Some
men who are " obstinate" marry religious women
with the feeling that she may be right and he
wrong, and that he may some time come around
to her belief, he being willing that she should ed
ucate the children to suit herself, he remaining
talker
quiet relative to belief. But one who
and writer in the field of infidelity should marry
one whose sensitiveness
may not be wounded, and
whose tenderest sentiments may not be outraged
life
by having her cherished hope of eternal
counted as naught in the presence of her children,
who, she believes, should be educated " in the
nurture and admonition of the Lord."
not
church
We do not say that man who
mem
member should not marry woman who
pronounced In
ber of church, but one who
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Thk Tobacco Habit.

|ag.
Dear Editor

:

notice in your Journal for September an anx
ious inquirer for a cure for the tobacco appetite.
How I do pity any man who will auk such a ques
tion ! I would like to talk with him n short time
and tell him of my experience.
I had been a con
stant user of the weed for forty years, and until
two years since, when I laid it away and have not
touched it since, nor have I for one moment wished
to, and do not think I ever shall again.
I would
as soon think of cutting off my head as to touch
it, and now you or some one may ask how I did it.
I will tell you : Just as long as I could keep my
will, not to smoke or use tobacco in any form,
ttroni/er than any desire to smoke (which I had oc
casionally), just so long I was and am safe. All
that is needed is a will or, rather, a will not. I
hope this may reach the eye of some poor devil
and lead him to try to give up the bad habit, and
I hope he may Bucceed.
c. P.

I
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SouitcK of thk Sun's Heat.
J. : In the October number of
nal I see a theory announced under
of A. P.

Editor

the

Jour

the

above

caption, and I desire to state a few objections to it.
The writer says, "A ray of light a quiver, a
vibration from the sun dashes down through the
vast fields of ether and enters our atmosphere."
The result is heat, generated by friction.
Now,
one thing is necessary before we can accept this
part of the theory. That light is a substance,
must be proved. Wc can not conceive of friction
when there is but one body or substance.
I think
our best scientists are united in considering light
aa motion, or a mode of motion.
Motion is surely
not a material substance.
Again, allowing that rays of light arc capable of
generating heat by their passage through the at
mosphere, in what measure can the rays from the
moon differ from those from the sun? They are
the rays of a self-luminous body reflected from a
non-luminous body.
The rays are from the same
source, only not so intense when they reach our
Still another point. If this theory
atmosphere.
were sound, the greater distance the rays of light
traveled through the atmosphere the greater
would be the heat. Such is not the case, as
Al
every person of common intelligence knows.
lowing for the greater distribution of the rays of
light in winter, owing to their oblique descent,
the increase in heat from the additional space trav
ersed, would more than balance the difference of
area affected by them, and we should have sum
o. B. u.
mers at least as cool as the winters.

Phrenological Literature.

A

cor

respondent and warm friend of the Journal
writes us with reference to a more diffusive meth
od of extending the doctrines of Phrenology.

[Dec,

He counsels the issuing of lectures in pamphlet
form, so that we might " instruct classes all over
the country."
This warm interest pleases us, but
we do not think It altogether expedient to follow
the suggestion, when there arc admirable lectures,
viz., George Combe's, already in print, which fur
nish a succinct yet most clearly-defined and inter
esting outline of the principles of our science
which wc stand ready to furnish on demand (see
catalogue) to "all the ministers, students, aDd
very many others through the country, who are
looking for something of the kind." Besides,
in the Journal itself we have a monthly pamph
let containing valuable phrenological matter adapt
ed to general

use.

Our Next President.

The Havre

exceptions to our plat
form of principles set forth in a late number, and,
instead of indorsing the sort of person we describ
de Grace Republican takes

ed, says :

" This nation

is made up of the peoples of all
nationalities, and religions ; and invidious
political distinctions between any of the citizens
of this republic on account of rcligion is antirepublican, and deserves onr severest censure and
condemnation. Let the citizens of this republic,
Christians, Jews, and Infidels, collectively,
choose, irrespective of his religious opinions, the
In this
man they will have to rule over them.
way only can our democratic institutions be main
tained and perpetuated."
races,

While holding to our original proposition, and
insisting on having an honest, temperate, and ca
for our President, we may ask
pable statesman
the Havre de Grace Republican whether his " peo
" in
ples of all races, nationalities, and religions
clude women, Indians, negroes, Chinamen, and
Or what does he mean? He has our
the rest?
platform, will he give us his ? Wc want a Demo
cratic-Republic "</the people, by the people, and
"
for the people," not a monarchy, nor a ruler."

I

A Shaker's Opinion. When 6ent
for the January number of the Journal, as a sam
ple number for this year's labors, I took a notion
to enter into membership with the Shakers, feeling
that it was more Christ-like than others of the
various religious bodies, and freer from selfishness
and superstition, and the best place to carry out
the divine principles of Phrenology with reference
to keeping our baser natures in subjecting to our
spiritual organization. I brought ray Journals
with me into the socioty, and loaned them to the
brothers, and they became very much interested
In them, and so made np a purse and sent on the
money, and are receiving them regularly. I will
use my best influence to secure thera for the next
the Phrenological
Journal as well aa
year also
As we have all things
the "Science of Health."
in common here, I can not depend upon private
resources, but upon the body.
I live at the north
house, second family, and remain your friend in
o. B. a.
the true mental science,

Phrenological Journal.
has

tlits profound theme

and compressed

been treated

in so full

as in Dr. DSllingcr's ad

a manner

mirable summary.
In this department are given the titles and price/ of
s-tich New Books at have been received from tlie pub
lisher«. Our readert look to ut for these announcements,
and toe shall entteavor to keep them well informed with
reference to the current literature.

California
Residence.

:

For Health, Pleasure,

A Book for Travelers

and

" Cape

and

Settlers.
Cod and

By Charles Norduoff, uutlior of
all Along Shore," etc., etc. One vol. ; octavo;
New York:
Price, $2.50.
pp. 955; muslin.
Harper & Brothers.
Among all the books on California and how to
go there, with illustrated descriptions of its magnilicent scenery, this is the best. The author steps
on board a palace railway car in New York, with
pencil and paper in hand, and he takes notes by
the way. He writes out and sends his descriptions
to Harpers' Magazine, the T ribunc, and the Even
ing Ihst, in which they are published. Then he
gathers up these communications, revises them,
and adds links here and there to make the chain
complete, and with new materials issues a beauti
ful sectional volume which every American ought
to possess.
We congratulate author, publishers,
and readers on this worthy production.

Dr.

J.

.7.

I. Yon Dollinoer'b

Fables

Respecting the Popes in the Middle Ages. Trans
lated by Alfred Pluminer, Fellow and Tutor of
Trinity College, Oxford. Together with Dr. Dollinger s Essay on the " Prophetic Spirit and the
Translated
Prophecies of the Christian Era."
for the American Edition, witli an Introduction
and Notes, by Henry B. Smith, D.D., Professor
In Union Theological Seminary, New York.
Price, $2.25.
One vol. ; U!mo; pp. 4B3; muslin.
New York : Dodd & Mead.
Rich in scholarship, vivid in imagination, racy
in description, and full of intellectual light. That
portion relating to the " Prophetic Spirit and the
Prophecies of the Christian Era" interests us
most. Here is a paragraph out of the introduc
tion on the point :
" For now, as well as throughout mediaeval
times, it may be said, in a broad, general view,
that Latins and Germans, Guelph and Ghibellinc,
Ultramontanes and Cismontanes, the South and
the North, the Papacy and the Empire, are arrayed
against each other, and that the destiny of Conti
nental Europe hangs, as it has for fifteen hundred
Besides
years, upon the results of this conflict.
this, however, the topic Itself, as here treated, is
of profound interest in its psychological, as well
as in its historical and religious, connections.
Such a historic review shows th<t man must look
before as well as after; he must remember the
past and also strive to anticipate the future, es
Belief in
pecially In great junctures and crises.
Providence, as well as faith in Scripture, prompts
men of deep thought and feeling to ascend some
mount of vision, whence they may, perchance,
Nowhere
descry the shadows of coming events.

The

Marble

Prophecy,

and

other

author of " Bitter
Sweet," "itathrina," etc., etc. One vol. ; 12mo;
Price, $1.50.
New York:
pp. 112; muslin.
Scribner, Armstrong & Co.
Dr. Holland puts his thoughts into verse with
that grace and freedom which indicate the true
His most recent volume contains, besides
poet.
"The Marble Prophecy," The Wings; Intima
tions; Words; Sleeping and Dreaming; On the
Righi; Gradation; Returning Clouds; Eureka;
Where Shall the Baby's Dimple Be? The Heart of
the War; To a Sleeping Singer; Song and Silence.
Here is a taste of the sort of mental pabulum
which this " Marble Prophecy " contains :
Poems.

By

J.

O.

Holland,

WANTED.
God, give ns men ! A time like this demands
Strong minds, great hearts, true faith, and ready hands ;
Men whom the lust of office does not kill ;
Men whom the spoils of office can not buy ;
Men who possess opinions and a will ;
Men who have honor men who will not lie ;
Men who can stand before a demagogue
And damn his treacherous flatteries without winking 1
Tall men, sun-crowned, who live above the fog
In public duty, and in private thinking :
For while the rabble, with their thnmb-worn creeds,
Their large professions and their little deeds,
Mingle in selfish strife, lo ! Freedom weeps.
Wrong rules the land, and waiting Justice sleeps I

Autumn

Catalogue

and Floral Guide.

Containing a choice Collection of Dutch and
Cape Flowering Bulbs, consisting of Hyacinths,
Tulips, Narcissus, Crocus, Iris, Lilies, Gladiolus,
Anemones, Ranunculus, Ixias, Oxalis, Sparaxis,
Scillac, Tritonias, etc. With Full and Explicit
Directions for Culture, to which is added a Com
plete List of small Fruits, containing the most
Desirable Varieties Cultivated in this Country.
For Sale by B. K. Bliss & Sons, Importers of
Garden, Vegetable, and Flower Seeds, and Deal
and Horticultural
Imple
ers iu Agricultural
ments, Fertilizers, and Garden Requisites, 23
Purk Place and 20 Murray Street, New York.
Pp. 61. Price, 10 cts.
This Is the thirteenth annual edition of Bliss'
Catalogue, and from Its pages may be gleaned full
directions for the cultivation and treatment of
Why not send
flowers, plants, bulbs, and shrubs.
for a copy ?

By Subscription.
erican Bikds.

Key to North

Am

Containing a Concise Account
of every Species of Living and Fossil Bird at
present known, from the Continent Northr of
Mexican and United States Boundary. Illus
trated by Six Steel Plates, and upward of 250
Wood Cuts.
By Elliott Cones, Assistant-Sur
Octavo; pp. 300.
geon United Suites Army.
Price, $6. Salem : Naturalist's Agency ; New
York: Dodd <feMead.
The work will be printed at the " Salem Press,"
upon toned' paper, and profusely illustrated with
cuts, mostly drawn from nature, and engraved ex
The volume will be
pressly for this purpose.
published in the autumn. It is the Intention of

PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL.
both author und publishers to mako the work in
way worthy of the American student, and
in order that it may be brought into general use
as a text-book, the first edition will consist of
It is believed that it
twenty-two hundred copies.
will hold the place in relation to the study of Or
" Guide to the Study of
nithology that Packard's
Insects" and Gray's " Manual of Botauy" do in

We have Auber, Verdi, Offenbach, Bel
technic."
lini, Adam, Donizetti, Gottschalk, MassS, Gounod,
Rossini, and others; school songs, college songs,
and hymns, with music the most tuneful and earhaunting. The book will, or should, find its way
at once to all music circles, In schools, and in fam
ilies.-

their respective

tions and their Preventives. With a Scientific
By Dr. Carl Both.
Exposition of Vaccination.
13mo ; pp. B2. Price, 75 cts.
Second edition.
Boston : Alexander Moore.
The author is opposed to vaccination, and In
favor of the liberal use of common salt He ac
counts for the comparative absence of small-pox in
Boston by stating that more salt is used in that city
than elsewhere.
Conclusion : If you would escape
We demur : Salt
the small-pox, use plenty of salt.
is not food, but a drug in excess can not be di

every

fields.

Johnson's Natural Philosophy,

and

Key to Philosophical Charts. Illustrated with
Photographic Copies
500 Cuts ; being reduced
of all the Diagrams contained iu the author's
Philosophical Series of Indestructible School
Charts. For the Use of Schools and Families.
One vol. ;
By Frank G. Johnson, A.M., M.D.
octavo; pp. 494; muslin. Price, $3.50. New
York : J. W. Schermerhorn & Co.
Among the modern school-books, excellent as
many of them arc, this takes the lead, both as to
the method of arrangement and tho excellence
We Ho not find a
of its mechanical execution.
feature to criticise. The student is led along step
by step, and each object or principle in natural
philosophy is so explained and illustrated that
all is made clear to the simplest mind. It is only
" to follow such an author, and yet
a " play spell
We
what he learns.
one learns, and remembers
" to print
"
trust the publishers will find it to pay
school-books as they have this, in the highest
style of the art

The Ministry of

Song.

By Frances

Ridley Havergal. 24mo; pp. 205 ; green and
Price, $1.50. New York: De Witt C.
gold;
Lent <&Co.
To praise a beautiful poem is like praising one
of the rarer beauties of nature the rose, for ex
yet we can not refrain from an expression
ample
of admiration when we read the one, or when we
behold tho other. The "Ministry of Song" is
Here is a sample of its ex
condensed sweetness.
quisite davor :
" Sing to the little children,
And they will listen woll ;
Sing grand and holy music,
For they can feel its spell.
Tell them the tale of Jephthah ;
Then sing them what ho said
' Deeper and deeper still,' and watch
How the little cheek grows red,
And the little breath comes quicker;
They will ne'er forget the tale.
Which the song has fastened surely,
As with a golden nail."
The publishers have made it no less attractive
to the eye than the author has made it to the car
and the heart

The Polytechnic:

A

Collection

of

Music for Schools, Classes, and Clubs. Com
piled and Written by U. C. Burnap and Dr. W.
J. Wetmore. One vol. ; octavo; pp. 208; mus
lin. Price, $1.25. New York : J. W. Schermer
horn & Co.
The most popular melodies by the leading mas
" Poly
ters, ancient and modern, are giveu iu this

Small-Pox

gested,

:

the

Predisposing

and has no business

Condi

in the stomach.

Studies of Character

from the

Old

By Thomas Guthrie, D.D. One
Testament.
vol. ; 12mo; pp. 436; muslin. Price, $1.50. New
York : Robert Carter & Brothers.
Than the study of human character what is
there, what can there be, more instructive or more
interesting? In this volume we have the careful
analysis by a master mind of the following char
acters : Abraham, the friend of God ; Eliezer, the
pattern servant; Joseph, the successful man;
Moses, the patriot; Joshua, the colonist; Caleb,
the soldier; Boaz, the farmer ; Ruth, the virtuous;

Gideon, the deliverer ; Hannah, the matron ; Sam
uel, the ruler; Jonathan, the friend; David, the
afflicted man ; Solomon, the wise man ; RehoboA
am, the foolish man; Jehu, the zealot, etc.
galaxy of greatness described, if not In words
that burn, in language that impresses and inspires.

Premiums Paid to Experience.

In

By Edward Gar
cidents in my Business Life.
rett, author of "Occupations of u Retired Life,"
One vol. ; 12mo; pp.378; muslin. Price,
etc.
New York : Dodd & Mead.
$1.75.
The best intimation we can give of the objects
of the writer is to copy his chapter headings, nuder which he writes. They are these : A Well
Without Water; Wheat and Tares; The Wisdom
of Fools ; The Gain of Loss ; A Sin of Omission ;
A Good Situation; An Israelite Indeed; The
Cracking of Thorns. The book Is a kind monitor,
full of useful, practical advice and suggestions
which every young man will do well to r ad and
to heed.

Travels in South Africa.

Compiled

One
and Arranged by Bayard Tavlor.
Price, $1.50.
12mo;
pp. 338; muslin.
York : Scrlbner, Armstrong & Co.

vol. ;
Now

It

is not enough that Livingstone, Moffat, Ander
son, Cummings, Baker, Grant, Speke, Magyar, Du
Challlu, Stanley, and others should describe parts

and placet of this wonderful country, but our own
native American explorer, Bayard Taylor, who be
his
gan on foot to "see the world," while yet in

